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Powerful.

DPU card with error -correcting
memory and controller cards

68000 -Powered for tomorrow
Once again you get a big stride forward with Cromemco.
This time it's our new DPU Dual Processor Unit. It gives
enormous power to Cromemco computer systems such as
our System One shown here.

Compares with mainframes
With the new DPU you get the almost unbelievably

powerful 68000 processor and its 32 -bit data -handling
capabilities combined with its 16 Megabyte address space.
In other words with the System One /DPU combination
you get a small machine that's the equal of superminis and

mainframes in some areas.

8-Bit and 68000 software
The dual part of the DPU refers to its on -board Z -80A
processor. With this you have access to existing CP /M'
software.

But besides being compatible with this wealth of existing
8 -bit software, the System One /DPU has available a whole
family of new 68000 system software. This includes a wide
range of high -level software such as our 68000 Assembler,
FORTRAN 77, Pascal, BASIC, COBOL, and C.
Beyond all this there's a version for the 68000 of our
widely admired CROMIXt Operating System. It's like
UNIX$ but has even more features and gives multi- tasking
and multi-user capability. In fact, one or more users can run
on the Z -80A processor while others are running on the
68000. Switching between the Z -80A and 68000 is automatically controlled.
The System One itself is a bus -oriented machine that has
options for color graphics, for 390K or 780K of floppy
storage, a 5 MB hard disk option, communications capability, and multi- processor capability using our I/O processor
card.

Powerful new micro.
Powerful software.
3715 Printer

System One CS-1H

3102 Terminal

Highly expandable

instance of Cromemco's policy of providing obsolescence
insurance for Cromemco users.

With the System One /DPU combination, you get
tremendous expandability. Right now you can have up to 2
MB of RAM storage. You get this with our new Memory
Storage cards and our Memory Controller. The Controller
fully supports the 16 MB storage space of the 68000, allowing you vast future expansion capability.
Further, the memory has built -in error detection and
correction, a feature normally found only in much more

Low priced
With all this performance you might not be ready for the
low price we're talking about. With 256K of RAM and 780K
of floppy storage, the price of the System One /DPU is only
$5495. That's hard to beat.
So contact your rep now. He'll fill you in on the many
more features that this outstanding and powerful machine
offers.

costly systems.
Present customers can field- upgrade their Cromemco
systems to use the DPU and still be able to run their present
software using the Z -80A on the DPU. It's one more
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is MicroAngelo;" the single board
graphics display computer from
SCION. Install MicroAngelo in your
Multibus or S-100 host and let this
intelligent display processor bring
your screen to life with full graphs
and text. MicroAngelo features 5
by 480 pixel graphics and 40 line b
85 character text displays.
Save development time and overhead with
SCREENWARE'', SCION's high level display firmware
language. SCREENWARE provides point, vector, region,
circle, flood, crosshair, light pen interface, tracking
cross, screen load and dump, split screen, macro, and
full terminal emulation commands. Use MicroAngelo
both as your main console and as your application
software's display screen.
MicroAngelo's on -board processor frees your host processor and bus to perform other tasks, while on -board
memory and firmware reduce the size of your application programs. With our direct, easy interface to any

high level language, you are no more than

a

simple sub-

.

the one MI

Mtge* for monochrome graphics
displays. And combine two or more
MicroAngelos to create high resolution color graphics.

MicroAngelo is the OEM's choice because
it is a powerful self- contained graphics display
computer that is easy to add to your host. A graphics
display computer that is proven reliable in over 1000
field installations. A graphics display computer that is so
affordable you don't have to design your own.
Think SCION for your graphics display needs.
Think MicroAngelo. Call us at (703) 476 -6100.
'OEM quantity 25 price for Multibus or S -100 board

SC/ON
if the image is important.

12310 Pinecrest Rd. /Reston, VA 22091
(703) 476-6100 TWX: 710- 833 -0684
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THINK CP /M -86
-

MILESTONE -86' -$395.

Manual alone
$30.
"Critical path" network analysis program for scheduling
manpower. dollars and time to maximize productivity.
Interactive project management program that runs under
CP /M -86. MILESTONE can be used to track paper flow,
build a computer, check a department's performance. or
build a bridge. MILESTONE can be used by executives.
engineers. managers, and small businessmen
Produce PERT chart in minutes.
Find critical tasks that can't be delayed.
Investigate tradeoffs between manpower, dollars and
time.
Give plans to others using a printed project schedule.
Change details and immediately see results on the
screen
Balance time, manpower and costs.

Formats:

8, IOW, IPC.

-

SUPERCAL.0 -86

$295.
a layman to manipulate data in a variety of forecasting and accounting applications. Combines the interactive nature of an electronic spreadsheet with the power
and convenience of a simple simulation language. Video
display can be scrolled over the entire worksheet using
cursor controls Symbolic vector references eliminate
repetitive low -level data manipulation commands Easy
to use menu driven "help" command.

Allows

Also available for IBM -DOS.
Formats: 8. IDW. IPC

DATEBOOK -86" -$295.

Manual alone -$30.

Schedule appointments for up to 27 different doctors,
lawyers, rooms etc. Three appointment schedules are
displayed on the screen at a time File structure allows
for appointments for up to one year in advance Searches
for openings that fit time of day. day of week and /or day
of year constraints. Appointments made, modified or
cancelled easily. Copies of day's appointments can be
printed easily.

Formats

8.

IDW. IPC

PRODUCT /MANUAL ALONE

MORE SOFTWARE
CBASIC / 86
PASCAL /M -86
Pascal:SORT -86
FIELD COMPANION -86
PERSONAL DATEBOOK
TEXTWRITER -86'

$325.
$495.
$195
$295
$150
$125

Also aea,labb for IBM DOS

$25.
$25.
$20.
$30.
$30.
$30.

FORMAT CODER 818- single density IBM soft -sectored) IDW (IBM Display Writer
with CPIM -861 IPC IIBM Personal Computer with CP /M -881

SOFTWARE
SOFTWARE

DIGITALMARKETING
DIGITAL /"LMRKETINGIM

DIGITAL MARKETING CORPORATION
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by Chris Morgan, Editor in Chief
This month, as we do every August, we're devoting a portion of BYTE to a
single computer language. This year's language is Logo, and we have dedicated
this issue of BYTE to Seymour Papert, who developed the language.
We chose Logo this year for many reasons, but the most important is that
the first computer language you learn has a lifelong effect on how you think,
computerwise. Thus, the computer language we choose for use in the schools
becomes vital. I believe, for reasons detailed in various articles in this issue,
that Logo is a much better language to use for introducing children to computers than, say, BASIC.
Unfortunately, Dr. Papert recently left the United States, where he spent so
many years advancing the state of the computer art. He now lives in France
and has become the chief scientist of the newly formed World Computer
Center, We wish him well, but the circumstances that led to his departure are
both disturbing and encouraging. They are related to a potential crisis in
American computer research and development today. Fortunately, there's still
time to do something about the impending crisis. One way is through proposed legislation currently before Congress -I'll say more about that later.
I may sound alarmist in using the word "crisis" to describe the current state
of affairs, especially when the mainframe and microcomputer industries are
doing so well. But consider this: three of America's leading computer scientists
have recently left the United States to be part of the World Computer Center
under the leadership of Jean -Jacques Servan- Schreiber. In addition to Seymour
Papert, they are Nicholas Negroponte, former Director of Computers and
Communications at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who will
become the new Director General of the Center, and Professor Raj Reddy,
former director of the Robotics Institute at Carnegie -Mellon University.
The reason they left is simple. The French government had the foresight to
see the need for and create a world computer center that will directly or indirectly benefit every world citizen. The United States lacked that foresight.
As U.S. Rep. Albert Gore Jr. (D., Tenn.) said recently at a Washington briefing, 'We have some serious thinking to do when scientists as distinguished as
Nicholas Negroponte and Seymour Papert leave the United States in order to
be part of the World Computer Center."
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Introducing the PERCOM
Alternative toATARI Disk Storage
Your Atari 800 is the finest home computer on
the market. Now you can own a floppy disk
system that measures up
an RFD mini -disk
storage system from Percom.
At Percom we've been making disk
storage systems since 1977.
Our designs are proven, our quality is
well known. And we back our dealers with
service know -how. Expect more from Percom.
You won't be disappointed.
Operate in either single- or double- density
storage mode using Atari DOS 2.OS. In
double- density you can store almost 184
Kbytes (formatted) on one side of a 40track diskette.

-

Get quality and state -of- the -art capability at
competitive prices. Percom first -drive RFD
systems are priced from only $799, first
add -on drive is only $459. Cables included.

Connect your Percom RFD first -drive
system directly to your computer or connect
into your system through your Atari 810
Disk Drive.
Add an RFD first -drive system with its
versatile four -drive controller, then connect
as many as three more low -cost RFD add on drives.
Write application programs that can query
and set up your system to operate a different type drive at each cable position
that
can even change configuration as the
program executes.

-

Watch for announcement of a new, powerful, easy -to -use disk -operating system for
your Percom- equipped Atari 800 computer.

-

are an Atari 800
Minimum system requirements
computer with 24- Kbytes of RAM and compatible
video display system: Atari's disk -operating system
(ver 2 OS) and owner's manual: and, for add -on
drives (if used) an optional disk drives
interconnecting cable available from Percom

Yes
d like to know more about Percom RF D disk
drives for my Atari 800 Computer. Rush me free literature
I

For the best thing next to your computer, see your Atari dealer
about a Percom RFD floppy disk storage system. For the name
of your nearest dealer, call Percom toll -free 1- 800 -527-1222.

Send to PERCOM DATA COMPANY, Inc., UEP1 is ti :i
11220 Pagemill Road. Dallas. Texas 75243

name

PEFEliM

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS
SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE.

PERCOM DATA COMPANY. INC.
11220 PAGEMILL Rn

3ALL AS

TX

75243 .12141 340.7081

ATARI 800 & ATARI 810 are trademarks of the Atari Corporation.
PERCOM is a trademark of Percom Data Company, Inc.
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SERIAL OUTPUT BUFFER CARD
Input

a

new task while your old task prints out
Apple software including
Applesoft BASIC', Integer
BASIC', CP /M, Pascal, etc.
Fully compatible with most
Apple II expansion boards.
Low power consumption
for cool reliable operation
Leads soldered directly into
board for reliable operation
Many formatting features.
Two -year factory replacement warranty
RS -232 printer interface
compatible

NO MORE DELAY

FOR SLOW PRINTERS

WIZARD -SOB is

a

serial

printer interface that lets you
operate your Apple while data
from your previous operation
is printing out. It ends waiting
while your printer prints. The
WIZARD -SOB contains a
16K byte "character buffer'
that may be expanded to
32K bytes of character buffering. It accepts data at the
Apple's rapid transfer rate,
stores the data and feeds it
to your printer at the rate
the printer can accept.

Backed by the world's #1

independent manufacturer of
peripheral controllers

Fully compatible with all
Apple II and Apple II Plus

Available at all fine
Computer Stores

computers
Fully compatible with most

Telephone (800) 854 -8737
(714) 850 -1666

Editorial
At that same Washington briefing Jean -Jacques
Servan- Schreiber showed, in a speech by turns stimulating and troubling, just how fragile our significant technological advantage in the computer field is. For example, the Japanese have made inroads into the jet engine
market. Three years ago they entered into a joint venture
with the ailing British Rolls -Royce jet engine division that
significantly improved the company's financial position.
Again and again we hear stories of Japanese companies
dominating technologies pioneered in America: liquid
crystals, for example, are now made almost exclusively in
Japan. The same tenacity the Japanese have shown in the
automobile, camera, stereo, and ship-building fields is
now being directed at the personal -computing industry,
and while I am not immediately concerned about a possible Japanese "threat" for reasons I detailed in my May
1982 editorial, we must still be aware of the
precariousness of our position.

$249.00

SUBSIDIARY OF WESPERCORP
Registered Trademark of
Apple Computers. Inc.

The World Computer Center
The World Computer Center is a new, ambitious effort
to put computer power in the hands of the people.
Among the Center's proposals is a project to install a personal computer in each of 500 villages (mostly in the
Third World, although some sites are in developed nations including the United States). Servan- Schreiber, the
Center's director, lobbied long and hard in France to
short -circuit the (as Negroponte puts it) "Byzantine"
maze of French bureaucracy and create the World Computer Center in Paris that has, in one sweeping gesture,
EMPLOYMENT BY THE INFORMATION SECTOR
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Figure 1: The percentage of U.S. workers in service- related índustries has been increasing steadily since 1860, with the most
dramatic increase beginning in the 1950s. (Figures 1, 2, and 3

courtesy of Congressional Committee on House Administration.)
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GP-100A: US$389

COMMAND PERFORMANCE.
Seikosha gives you all the best features -including economy and super -clear graphics.
Unlike some graphic printers, Seikosha's new
GP -100A Uni- Hammer Graphic Printer puts full dot
addressable graphics at your command. The GP -100A

Other valuable features:
Graphics, regular and double width character
modes can be intermixed on the same line.
Automatic printing. When the text exceeds
lets you repeat a column of data as many times as
needed with just one command. Software control enables the maximum line length, there is no loss
of data due to overflow.
double -width character output, and the positioning is
both character and dot addressable. Designed for simple 'Self test printing is a standard feature.
Centronics type parallel interface.
operation, it ranks among the most cost -efficient graphic
Paper width is adjustable up to 10 inches.
printers on the market. Command performance techOptional Interface :RS232C,1EEE488,applell,etc.
nology that not only works for you now, but takes you

Graphic

well into the future.

Printer

;

ariea

Available at COMPUTERLAND and other fine
stores in your area

AXIOM CORPORATION

Distributed by
Manufactured by

SEIKOSHA

1014 Griswold Avenue San Fernando, Calif. 91340 Phone (213) 365-9521 TWX (910) 496 -1746
SYSTEM EQUIPMENT DIV. 4 -1 -1 Taihei Sumida-ku Tokyo Japan. Phone: 03-623-8111 Telex: 262 -2620
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lifelike panel that simulates the
airplane instruments that are used for flying and
navigating in clouds FLY IFR LANDINGS,
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LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS
Computer Products, Inc.

Seattle

$2795

CPU 7 BUDGET SYS 64,12)8'DRS,CP /M(TM)80

6MH7

2795

6MH7 85/88 BUDGET 5Y5 64K,(2)8 "DRS,CP /M 80

4025

85/88 LUXURY 5Y5 64K,(2)8 "DS DRS,C5C CP /M

7MHZ

LOMAS

10MH7 8086 128K,(2)8 "DRS,

MPM86

2

CP /M86,

2

SERIAL

SEATTLE 8086,64K,DD CONTR,MSDOS,

SEATTLE SYSTEM

I

$2459

64K

Z80A SBC SYSTEM W /64K,

3195
4190

USER, 256K ,8086,8089,(2)8 "DRS,MPM86(TM)

SLOT 3195

(2)8 "DRS 10

SEATTLE 5Y5 lI 128K

(2)8 "DRS, CP /M80

SLAVE PROCESSORS AVAILABLE FOR Z80A SYSTEM ABOVE

MORROW DESIGNS
MICRO DECISION
DJ DMA

GODBOUT DISK

1

1

$366

W /CP /M
1

LOMAS LIGHTING

DR $ 949

A8T
1

10MHZ

MULTI I/O

276

/CP /M

596

371

DISK

520

SEATTLE RAM +192K IBM

II

W

MPM ARE TRADEMARKS OF DIGITAL RESEARCH

CP /M

d
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MICRO 2 DRIVE
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Figure 2: With 41.4 percent of its work force engaged in
information- related employment, the U.S. is the leader of the
five nations represented in the graph.

Some Legislative Answers

SYSTrris,

lO NH,

INTEGRATE
SYSTEMS WITH S -100 BOARDS FROM:
&

JAPAN

2195

FOR SOFTWARE, S -100

to

6

FRANCE

3135

2110 N.2nd St.

Cabot Arkansas 72023
(501) 843 -2988

f

CANADA

STATES

provided Negroponte with twice the resources and manpower he had at MIT, which had taken 15 years to build
up to its current status.
The World Computer Center has the right idea. Take a
look at figure 1. It shows the astonishing growth in the
percentage of U.S. workers in service -related jobs from
1860 to 1980. Figure 2 shows the current percentages of
work forces in information -related jobs by country. Surprisingly, countries like Venezuela, not normally regarded as technologically advanced, already have sizable
work forces in the information field.
Servan- Schreiber takes the somewhat radical view
that, in several years, human beings will no longer work
the production lines. All such work, he believes, will be
done by robots and machines. Therefore, he warns, people will have to learn to be processors of information.
Whether or not you subscribe to this view, the trend is
undeniable. Robots are attractive in many ways, not the
least of which is their cost of operation. Figure 3 indicates
that robots currently cost less than human workers to
"employ." It's obvious to me that we must all become
computer literate to survive in the future world. Yet our
government is doing virtually nothing to ensure that survival.

PROGRAMMERS SOFTWARE

ly UDJ.E
S
ßOIOS,

UNITED

599

OF CALIF

895 -1746

One answer to the dilemma is government subsidy and
encouragement of computer -literacy programs. Practically speaking, this means that personal computers must get
into homes and schools. Two bills currently before Congress seek to provide financial incentives for computer
manufacturers, businesses, and schools to increase their
commitment to computer -literacy goals.
One of the bills, which has received a good bit of
publicity, can be credited to the foresight of Steve Jobs,
chairman of the board of Apple Computer Inc. The

Circle 389 on inquiry card.
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Summa Cum Laude!
-

Just three years ago, Intertec stunned
the microcomputer industry when its
SuperBrain" desktop computer graduated with honors
outperforming all
the others by achieving the best price/
performance ratio in its class. Today,
that scholastic achievement remains unchallenged. At least until now. .
Announcing SuperBrain II'
our
latest microcomputer marvel that's destined to be the "Most Likely to Succeed"
in the Class of '82. With thousands of
SuperBrains in use worldwide, it's no
surprise that SuperBrain II users have
given our new model the highest honors
yet. Standard features include a powerful
64K of internal memory, a CP/M* operating system, a 24 line x 80 column
display on a 12 -inch non -glare screen, a
full-featured ASCII keypad with operator
convenience keys, twin Z80 processors
and dual RS -232 communications and
printer ports. But SuperBrain II outsmarts its Class of '79 counterpart by

...

.

...

'Registered trademark of Digital Research

'Microsoft

is a

offering leaner pricing, more features and
better overall system performance. New
SuperBrain II features include a faster,
enhanced disk operating system, a library of new visual attributes including
reverse video, below-the -line descenders and impressive graphics capabilities
and Microsoft` BASIC
all included at
absolutely no extra cost!
SuperBrain II's internal circuitry has
also been completely redesigned and is
now computer tested to ensure optimum
field reliability. Plus, there are four new
SuperBrain II models from which to
choose, offering disk storage capacities
from 350K bytes to 10 megabytes! But,
best of all, prices start as low as $2,495,
including software!
Of all the single -user microcomputers
available today, our SuperBrain II is
certainly in a class by itself. Not only
does it outprice and outperform its competitive classmates, it's also backed by

-

our comprehensive customer protection

trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

programs
depot maintenance, extended warranties, a satisfaction guarantee and a factory sponsored users group.
All in all, the SuperBrain II" represents
the most incredible microcomputer value
we've ever seen (or probably ever will
see) in a long, long time.
Contact your local dealer or call or
write us at the address below for more
information on our full line of single and
multi-user microcomputers. Ask for our
SuperBrain II "Buyers Guide" and find
out why so many microcomputer buyers
who insist on quality and value
on Intertec.

... insist

= 1NTERTEC
[DnTn

SYEMS®

2300 B oad River Rd. Columbia, SC 29210
(803) 798 -9100 TWX: 810 -666 -2115
Circle 480 on Inquiry card.

PROGRAMS

The Software:
MICROPRO

MICROPRO

ASHTON TATE

II-

WordStar°

DataStar'M

dBASE

The number one selling microcomputer
word processing package in the world.

The office -oriented system for data entry,
retrieval, and updating. DATASTAR
allows you to create a form, be it a price
list, catalog, or order form. You can edit,
update, or save this information in a file
or simply print it out DATASTAR
interfaces with MAILMERGE and
SUPERSORT.
8" CP/M

THE database management system for

8" CP /M
LIST PRICE: 495.00
MH PRICE:
289.00
51/4"

APPLE®

LIST PRICE: 375.00
MH PRICE:
234.00

MICROPRO

LIST PRICE 350 00
MH PRICE:
235.00

MailMerge'M

51/4"

A multi- purpose text -data merging program.
One of its most popular uses is producing

personalized form letters. Requires
WORDSTAR'

8" CP/M
LIST PRICE
MH PRICE:
51/4"

MH PRICE:

125.00
83.00

MAILMERGE. DATASTAR. SPELLSTAR. CALCSTAR.
and SUPERSORT are trademarks of MicroPro
International. San Rafael. California USA
OUICKCODE. OUICKSCREEN. anddUTIL are
trademarks of Fox 8 Geller Associates
VISITREND'VISIPLOT. VISIFILE. VISISCHEDULE.
VISIDEX, VISITERM, and DESKTOP PLAN are
trademarks of VisiCorp
dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate
MATHSTAR is a trademark of Force Two. LTD.
SUPERCALC is a trademark of Sorcim
SPELLGUARD is a trademark of Innovative Software
Applications
T M is a trademark of Innovative Software. Inc
CROSSTALK is a trademark of Micro5tut
EASY WRITER and EASY SPELLER are trademarks
of Information Unlimited Software
PERFECT WRITER and PERFECT SPELLER are
trademarks of Perfect Software. Inc
WORDSTAR is a registered trademark of MicroPro
International. San Rafael. California USA
VISICALC is a registered trademark of VisiCorp
CP.M is a registered trademark of Digital Research
APPLE is a registered trademark of Apple Computers
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business
Machines

295 00
199.00

MICROPRO

Financial planning and business decision
making made simpler, faster, and more
accurate. CALCSTAR calculates solutions
to complex numerical problems in
business and finance. CALCSTAR turns
your microcomputer's video screen into
a 'window' on a gigantic electronic ledger
sheet with up to 600 entries arranged
the way you want.
8" CP /M®

-

LIST PRICE: 295.00
MH PRICE:
199.00
51/4"

51/4"

APPLE®
8" CPIM'

Same as

QUICKCODE allows dBASE II users to
create the following programs. in a matter
of seconds, without programming.
Data entry programs
Data retrieval programs
Date edit/validation programs
Menus
dBASE II files
PLUS: 4 New Data Types:
Date
Dollars

Telephone
Social Security number

QUICKCODE includes a powerful new
version of QUICKSCREEN, the dBASE
screen builder.

APPLE°

8" CP /M
APPLE®
8" GPM-

195.00

51/4"

MH PRICE:

149.00

Same as

I

FOX 8 GELLER

FORCE TWO LTD

dUTIL"

MathStar'M
MATHSTAR is a combination adding
machine -calculator program, designed
specifically for use with MicroPro's
WORDSTAR' Provides basic math
functions, formatted results, and
accounting notation.
.

8" CP,M'
LIST PRICE

125.00

MH PRICE:

99.00

APPLE"

Same as

Il

LIST PRICE: 295.00
MH PRICE.
249.00

LIST PRICE:

51/4"

700 00
489.00

QuiCkCode''

CalcStar''
150 00
99.00

APPLE®

LIST PRICE

-.

LIST PRICE.
MH PRICE:

FOX 8 GELLER

APPLE®

LIST PRICE
MH PRICE

the microcomputer.
8" CP/M

dUTIL is the BASE II utility program which
saves valuable computer time and work
by:
Increasing command file running time
Creating standard text files to use
within your word processor
H Automatically debugging dBASE II
command files
dUTIL does not require QUICKCODE or
QUICKSCREEN.

8" CP/M®

8" CPIM'

LIST PRICE
MH PRICE
51/4"

99.00
75.00

APPLE°

Same as 8" CPIM

Call Toll-Free: 1. 800.523.9511

12

In

Pennsylvania: 1' 215.868.8219
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PACKAGES

The Software:

APPLE

CP/M"
MH-1

WORDSTAR© /MAILMERGE

MH-2 WORDSTAR® /MAILMERGE, DATASTAR

MH-3 WORDSTAR® /CALCSTAR
MH-4 WORDSTAR® /MATHSTAR

MH-5 dBASE II/WORDSTAR® /MAILMERGE
MH-6 dBASE II/QUICKCODE/

WORDSTAR' /MAILMERGE
MH-7 dBASE II/QUICKCODE/dUTIL

COMBINED

MICROHOUSE

COMBINED

MICROHOUSE

LIST PRICE

PRICE

LIST PRICE

I,ta(

I

645.00
995.00
790.00
620.00
1345.00

319.00
519-00
419.00
369.00
819.00

500.00
795.00
570.00
500.00
1200.00

259.00
399.00
299.00
319.00
719.00

1640.00
1070.00

999.00
749.00

1495.00
1070.00

899.00
749.00

NEW: The IBM PC Software Menu.
IUS

MICROPRO

WordStar

289.00
99.00
149.00
199.00
170.00
199.00

MailMerge
SpellStar
DataStar
SuperSort
CalcStar

299.00
149.00

Easy Writer II
Easy Speller
PERFECT

Perfect Writer
Perfect Speller

289.00
149.00

SORCIM

209.00

SuperCalc
VISICORP

VisiCale
VisiTrend /VisiPlot
VisiFile
VisiPlot
VisiSchedule
VisiDex
VisiTerm
Desktop Plan

Microhouse 444 Linden Street
1

P

0

190.00
228.00
169.00
179.00
249.00
190.00
80.00
190.00

Box 498 Bethlehem. Pennsylvania 18016

ISA

249.00

SpellGuard
'SI

399.00

T.I.M.
MICROSTUF

119.00

CrossTalk
ASHTON -TATE

dBASE

CALL

II

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice

All items

MI
The Microcomputer People.

subject to avadabddy

TM
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Editorial
/NDUSTR /AL OCCUPAI /ONS
HOURLY WAGES

1979
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$9.09
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$5.58
$4 80

5-

UNITED
STATES

WEST
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ROBOTS

Figure 3: This chart indicates that at $4.80 an hour robots cost
less to employ than their human counterparts in the U.S., West
Germany, and Japan (1979 figures).

MuSYS gives
S-100 the best

in networks.. .
TurboDOS
with
/M

With CP
compatible TurboDOS and MuSYS
network slave boards you can turn any Z80- based,
S -100 system into a superior multi -processor, multiuser network.
TurboDOS is faster than CP /M for system functions. TurboDOS supports larger files (134 MB) and
disks (1048 MB) and, unlike CP /NET *, it's compatible
with nearly all 2.2 applications software. Many features which are optional, extra cost or not available at
all in CP /M are standard with TurboDOS. Add a
MuSYS NET /82' and you've got a complete, hardware isolated network slave including Z80A CPU,
two serial ports and many other advanced features.
For special applications an additional bank of 64K
memory is available.
Expand your S-100 system economically with MuSYS
now! Ask for all the facts on TurboDOS and our expanding line of network slave boards.
(Generous quantity/dealer discounts available.)
'TurboDOS is a trademark of Software 2000, Inc. CP/M and CP/NET are trademarks
of Ogee' Research. Inc. NET/82 á a trademark of MuSYS Corp.

1451 Irvine Blvd.,

Suite

Tustin, CA 92680
Speciaksts n Mulo -user Microsystems

Circle 292 on inquiry card.

(714) 730-5692
TWX: 910 -595 -1967

CABLE: MUSYSTSTN

11

Technology Education Act of 1982 (HR5573 and S2281)
was introduced by U.S. Rep. Pete Stark, a California
Democrat. Its terms are simple: for a period of one year,
computer manufacturers would be allowed to receive an
increased deduction for donating computers to schools.
Built -in safeguards will assure that all manufacturers
receive equal benefits. For instance, each manufacturer
could give only one computer to a school. This would
prevent any attempt to overpower the schools. And the
computers must be state of the art. To prevent the dumping of obsolete equipment, manufacturers could not
donate equipment that has been in inventory for more
than two years. The manufacturer's deduction would increase from the current 50 percent of manufacturer's cost
to the cost plus one half of its markup, not to exceed 75
percent of the list price. This is hardly a radical bill.
Another bill currently on the books allows computer
companies the same increased deduction for research
equipment donated to universities. To my mind, HR5573
is a logical and much needed extension of the existing bill.
I applaud Steve Jobs's willingness to push computer
manufacturers into action.
The other bill, The Family Opportunity Act (HR6397),
was recently introduced by U.S. Rep. Newt Gingrich, a
Republican from Georgia. The Family Opportunity Act
would offer a $100 per year, per family member, tax
credit for up to 50 percent of the cost of a home -computer
hardware or software system, with five years to write off
the investment. With this bill, a family of four could buy
a $4000 system and, over five years, take $2000 in tax
credits.
"I want every American to have access to the same opportunities that computers provide for General Electric
and AT &T," Gingrich says. 'That's why working Americans should have the same kinds of tax breaks corporations get automatically."

New from HIPLØTTM
multi -pen plotting for as little as $1480*.

FCC class B tested.
UL listed.

The new HIPLOT DMP Series
option makes high performance multi -pen plotting affordable. It's available on the DMP 2,
3, and 4 models in the HIPLOT
family so you can enjoy the
advantages of multi -colored plots
on 81/2" X 11" (DIN A4) surfaces.
Of course, you also get the standard
HIPLOT range of capabilities such as
intelligence, controls, interfaces and
resolutions. There's a model for vir6 -pen

J
line which made low -cost, high

performance digital plotting a
reality.

tually every plotting application.

Performance in a Small Plotter
Since it's introduction, the
HIPLOT DMP Series has been recognized as the innovative plotter
Big

TM Trademark of Houston Instrument.
U.S. Suggested retail prices.
Centronics' registered trademark of
Centronics Data Computer Corp.

Circle 43 on inquiry card.

Now, with our new 6 -pen
option, there's an exciting new
dimension in the DMP Series' versatility. Imagine two standard
models with RS -232 -C and parallel
interfaces, four intelligent models
with RS -232 -C or Centronics ®com patible interfaces, a choice of controls, resolutions, and pen speeds.
Add to this the ability to plot with
6 -pens on paper, vellum or mylar
(ideal for overhead projectors) and
you have the ultimate plotter
price /performance combination
the perfect choice for the
user or OEM.

-

8-Pen Models Also Available.
If you need a little more
capability, take a look at our new
8 -pen option. It's available on the
DMP 5, 6, and 7 so you can have
8 -pen multi -colored plots on
11" X 17" (DIN -A3) surfaces.
Why wait? Let us send you
complete information on this
breakthrough in affordable, multi pen plotting. Contact Houston Instrument, P.O. Box 15720,Austin,
Texas 78761. (512) 835 -0900. For
rush literature requests, outside
Texas, call toll free 1- 800 -531 -5205.
For technical information ask for
operator #5. In Europe contact
Houston Instrument, Rochesterlaan 6, 8240 Gistel, Belgium.
Phone 059/27- 74 -45.
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Editorial

CPIM and IBM
SOFTWARE

. ØdBASEII
INN

IMO

$CALL

;` QUICKCODE $229.00
TOLL-FREE HELP LINE STAFFED BY EXPERIENCED dBASE

II

PROGRAMMERS.

IBM PERSONAL
SOFTWARE
279.00
WORDSTAR
89.00
MAILMERGE
129.00
CROSSTALK
139.00
EASYSPELLER
289.00
EASYWRITER II
399.00
TIM III
239.00
SPELLGUARD

IN STOCK -MORE ITEMS TO COME!

ACCOUNTING PLUS*
General Ledger
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Payroll
Inventory
Sales Order Entry
Purchase Order Entry
Point of Sale
MODULE
2 MODULES
3 MODULES
4 MODULES
5 MODULES
6 MODULES
7 MODULES
8 MODULES
DIGITAL RESEARCH*
MAC
SID
ZSID
TEX
DESPOOL
PL/1-80
BT-80
PASCAL MT+
CB-80
CBASIC 2
FOX $ GELLER.

400
750
1109
1485
1820
2140
2440
2720

S

1

85
85
90
90
45
449
175
425
419
110

MICROCRAFT*
Legal Billing
Time Billing
MICROPRO,
Wordstar
Mailmerge
Spellstar
Datastar
Calcstar
Supersort
Customization Notes
Wordmaster
MICROSOFT*
Basic 80
Basic Compiler
Fortran 80
Cobol 80
Macro 80
Edit 80
MU Math /MU Simp
MU Lisp/MU Star
M -Sort
PICKLES & TROUT*
CP/M
CP/M (Hard Disk)

$

495
495
279
89
159

249
219
199
349
119
284
325

345
569
144
84

219
165
129
179

Software Arts' TK Solver

Supercalc
DATA BASE*

199

FMS-80

649

MAZZEO DRIVE, RANDOLPH, MA. 02368

Software Arts Inc., in case you've
forgotten, is the company that
created the immensely successful
Visicalc program. Now that corn pany, headed by Visicalc co-authors
Dan Bricklin and Bob Frankston, has
announced the first product to be
marketed by Software Arts itself
(Visicalc is marketed by Visicorp,
formerly Personal Software). TK
Solver (see photo 1) allows you to
enter a series of formulas in a natural
format (for example, "distance = time

MasterCharge, VISA, C.O.D.
Discount on prepayment made by check (software only)
All items subject to availability and price change
CP /M Is A Trademark Of Digital Research

X speed "); it then compiles a list of
all the variables. You can then give it
a set of known values and tell it to
solve for the unknown ones; it either
does so or tells you why it cannot.

139
89

d UTIL

LEXISOFT*
Spellbinder
LIFEBOAT*
T /Maker II
MICRO - AP*
S -Basic
Selector IV
Selector V

299
229
269
259
399

SORCIM

CONDOR
CONDOR
CONDOR
CONDOR
CONDOR

20 -1

249
529
839
249
149

20-11

20 -111
20-R

20-0

XEROX 820 ACCESSORIES*

DUAL DENSITY BOARD
SERIAL PRINTER DRIVER
SMARTERM
PARALLEL PRINTER SOFTWARE

395
99
129
99

AND MUCH MORE!

software
standard
CORPORATION OF AMERICA
10

* SOFTWARE
16
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?

be before the Select Revenue
Measures Subcommittee, chaired by
Pete Stark. You can contact him at
his office, (202) 225 -5065; direct your
mail to The Honorable Pete Stark,
House of Representatives, 1034
Longworth House Office Building,
Washington, DC 20515. Support
from both Republicans and Democrats is essential if these bills are to get
attention.
I cannot stress too strongly the
need to make Congress aware of the
urgency attached to the goal of getting computers into the hands of
every American. Only then will we
be able to hold our own in
tomorrow's computer society.

259

ouickscreen

3%

If you can see the value of these
two bills, I urge you to write to your
senator and representative. Both bills
must be approved by the House Ways
and Means Committee before they
can be voted on. The best way to
make your voice heard is to contact
the chairman of that committee, Dan
Rostenkowski, at the House Ways
and Means Committee, 1102 Long worth House Office Building, Washington, DC 20515, (202) 225 -3625. If
hearings are held, they will probably

617- 963 -7220
800- 343 -8420

* SUPPLIES *
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Corvallis, Oregon
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bUi//58 0521
Never having to type the wurd
"CATALOG," or trying to remember
how to get from one part
of a program to another!
If you could do these functions, and many
more like them, at the STROKE of a SINGLE
KEY, would you? We thought you would! So,
we invented the Enhancer ] [ and the Function
Strip. More than just another lower case
adapter, the Enhancer ] [ is an intelligent
keyboard processor. Now characters, strings
of data, commands and statements can all be
stored in your Enhancer ][ for immediate recall
by pressing JUST ONE KEY!
Features that you would expect only on larger
systems now can be yours. EASILY! For
instance, wouldn't you like auto -repeat, and hispeed repeat? How about a type -ahead buffer?
Even user -definable function keys are available
for greater input flexibility.
The Videx Enhancer ][ and Function Strip; it
][tm
really is the Dawn of a New Era for Apple
Prices
Suggested
ENHANCER ][ 149.00
79.00
FUNCTION STRIP

215.00

Package Deal
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Apple ][ is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
and Function Strip are trademarks of Videx, Inc
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Editorial

Data Acquisition Is Just
The Beginning...

c!c1pIab
THE TOTAL CONCEPT
Laboratory Automation Software
for the Apple II
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Photo 1: The new TK Solver, from Software Arts, lets you
enter a series of formulas in a natural format.
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Interpret

Computer

Results
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software is ideally
suited for industrial and
scientific applications.

APowerful, elegant, easy -to- learn,

easy -to-use commands. Develop
applications in minutes, not days.

flSimultaneous data acquisition and
processing. Interrupt driven.

TK Solver will initially be available for the Apple II
and the IBM Personal Computer. It will be on the market
later this year at the price of $299. Also available will be
various application packages that will supply a predefined set of rules concerned with a given specialty; these
will probably be in the $50 or $100 price range.
Sound simple? Of course, but then so does Visicalc
when you describe it. The basic idea has several good
things going for it. First, it is extremely well human -engineered -it has to be because its potential users are not
necessarily computer- oriented. Second, it automates
repetitive calculations, thus giving you answers faster
and more accurately than you could do yourself. Third
(and most important), it allows you to do problem solving with a body of equations without your having to
manipulate them algebraically.
Software Arts says that TK Solver lets the professional
use the microcomputer as a problem- solving tool without
having to learn programming. Will this product be as big
a hit as Visicalc? Only time will tell, but look for an indepth review of TK Solver in an upcoming issue of BYTE.

laSupports a variety of analog, digital

and communications interfaces for
the Apple II.
PRICE: Systems

start at $995.

mia

Microcomputer Innovations
and Applications
137

RR #1,

Califon, N.J. 07830

(201) 439 -3665
Apple

18

Is a

August 1982

Registered Trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.

BYTE

Omission
On page 70 of the May 1982 issue of BYTE we inadvertently omitted a distributor for the NEC PC- 8001A.
In addition to the distributor listed, NEC Home Electronics (USA) Inc., Personal Computer Division, 1401
Estes Ave., Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 (312) 228 -5900
also will provide all components in the PC -8000 series.
We regret the omission and hope our readers will find this
new information useful. Our thanks to Thomas L. Priestly, General Manager of the Personal Computer Division,
for pointing this out to us.
Circle 287 on Inquiry card.
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Presents
The Hard Disk System
with Dynamic File Allocation
Long before you are out of space
on our system, other disk systems
will have given up!
The DYNAMIC 5M Disk System'MwithThe Mountain Virtual File System (MVFS)
software:

M

Uses dynamic tile allocation
matically consumes file

which autospace only
when needed, not when initialized.

Makes available up to 50% more
disk space than competitive units
and uses no extra memory space.
Allows large files, up to 5 MBytes for
database applications in CP /M
and Pascal
Supports DOS, CP /M, & PASCAL for
Apple II and MS DOS & CP /M 86 for
the IBM Personal Computer.

-

The Mountain Computer reputation for quality
peripherals combined with a
one year warranty.
QUALITY

-

The dependable
disk system from a leading

RELIABILITY

supplier of personal computer
peripherals, with a service organization to support it.

DYNAMIC 5M Disk System'"
for the Apple II and the IBM PC.
(available soon for other systems)
.

(Includes everything you need disk. controller
power supply interlace card cabinet. cabling
and the Mountain Virtual File System software

See your local computer store for
this and other innovative
Mountain Computer Products

Quality and Performance,
at an affordable price $2,695.

-

trademark of Apple Computer Inc CP!M and CP'M 86 are trademarks of Digital Research Inc MS
trademark .1 Mi r.
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300 El Pueblo Rd. Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438 -6650
TWX: 910 598 -4504
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Commodore Comments
I am writing concerning the article "A
Human -Factors Case Study Based on the
IBM Personal Computer" by Robert G.
Cooper Jr., Paul Thain Marston, John
Durrett, and Theron Stimmel (April 1982
BYTE, page 56), in which a comparison of
business-oriented microcomputer keyboards was included.
The Commodore keyboard used was
from a PET 2001 series microcomputer,
and while we appreciate being included in
the comparison, certain factors must be
considered: first, the PET 2001 has not
been in production for about two years;
second, the PET 2001 is oriented for education, not business, and our business oriented microcomputer, the CBM 8032,
was not included in the comparison.
We realize that the article and comparison were done by nonstaff authors,
but we want you to know that we would
be more than happy to cooperate fully
with BYTE, its in -house staff, and freelancers in order to ensure that your
readers get the latest and most accurate information possible about all Commodore
products.

David A. Kaminer, Director of
Public Relations
Computer Systems Division
Commodore Business Machines Inc.
The Meadows
487 Devon Park Rd.
Wayne, PA 19087

Unix Feedback
I

find

I

grow tried of the Unix-versus-

CP /M argument, particularly as it is
phrased by people like John Lynn
Roseman (April 1982 BYTE, "Letters,"
page 22): "Unix is a full- featured operating
system which is widely regarded as the
finest ever written, while CP /M is little
more than a program loader." Really? I
defy anybody to take a competent
secretary and make him or her a useful
word -processing person on the Unix
EX /VI in less time than it takes to get your
work done on the CP /M Wordstar system.
And I don't like the crystal -ball predictions and dogma- before -the -fact apparent
we can
in Mr. Roseman's statement:
be sure that the commercial software

"...
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which will eventually be available under
Unix will be of higher quality than that
found in the CP /M market." We can?
I direct your attention to an article by
Donald Norman that appeared in Data mation magazine all the way back in
November 1981 (page 139 and following).
It is titled 'The Trouble with Unix," and
it hits a number of nails on the head.
Although I am fluent in a number of
dialects of a number of languages and in a
number of operating systems, I still
haven't found the ultimate anything.
CP /M has a number of serious limitations, but so does Unix (and so does anything else I have ever used).
Allow me to paraphrase Norman's conclusions, in which he states his three most
important concepts for system design: be
consistent, provide the users with a clear
idea of what is going on at all times, and
provide mnemonics as aids to us poor
humans. I would add a final imperative:
remember the users' context. In other
words, decide what you want to have a
given system do, and for what audience.
CP /M is a tremendous environment for
single users doing word processing and
data acquisition; BASIC is a wonderful
tool for a wide range of (generally small
and one -of -a -kind) programming tasks;
Unix is an amazing tool for some of the
data -intensive work I sometimes need to
do.
But please, give us all a break from the
search for a perfect system for all people
for all time. Provide me with information,
tell me (as objectively as possible) about
the tools that are available, and then leave
me alone so I can get my work done.
Jeffrey L. Star, Research Geographer
Geography Remote Sensing Unit
University of California
Santa Barbara, CA 93106

I have some sad news for John Lynn
Roseman and the recent crop of university -type Unix supporters. Unix has been
running on 16-bit computers called Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP -11s
for many years. There have been some
other operating systems for the same
machines. Guess which operating system
is not at the top of the popularity list?
The most popular operating system on
PDP -11 computers large enough to run
Unix is RSTS /E. The primary language
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used with RSTS /E is BASIC PLUS, not

the

"powerful

C

language." While

RSTS /E is used in the commercial PDP -11
environment, RSX11M is more popular
on the scientific systems. When DEC introduced the VAX11 superminicomputer,
it did not select Unix but rather upgraded
RSX11M. I have never even seen an

advertisement for a programmer with
Unix or C experience.
This is not meant as a criticism of Unix
or C, nor is it meant to endorse RSTS /E or
RSX11M. I would be tempted to write off
RSTS /E as a primitive, crude system except that it is enormously popular and its
users extremely enthusiastic. The marketplace is different from the university
classroom. The needs of the end user are
different from those of the system software developer.
CP /M is a rinky -dink kind of operating
system. It does, however, do most of
what most microcomputer users want,
with a minimum of fuss. I have used various operating systems on IBM, DEC, and
Control Data Corporation machines, and
I don't feel neglected or abused by CP /M.
Unix, C, and Pascal may be excellent
teaching and development tools, but they
may not be so good for commercial production work. While we "old- timers" must
be open to new ideas, the new crop of
computer science graduates must keep in
mind the difference between theory and
practice. (By the way, what ever happened to ALGOL7)
Mike Draper
18 Cowdy St.
Kingston, Ontario
K7K 3V7 Canada

More on Human Factors
Hurrah! Hallelujah! Human factors
have arrived. While BYTE has occasionally published comments on the importance
of making computer systems easy to use, I
was overjoyed to see human factors engineering as the theme for the April 1982
BYTE. The article "Designing the Star
User Interface" by Dr. David Canfield
Smith, Charles Irby, Ralph Kimball, Bill
Verplank, and Eric Hanslem (page 242)
was particularly outstanding in showing
how human factors can be incorporated
into the design process.
However, several points about human

Proven tools for programmers.
From Microsoft.
Old friends. Eight years ago, Microsoft put BASIC
on the first microcomputer. Today, there are more
than 1,000,000 copies of Microsoft'
languages in use. BASIC interpreter.
BASIC compiler. FORTRAN, and
COBOL. A proven set of programming tools. All, fully supported
by Microsoft.
The best get better. Good
tools work better if you keep
them sharp. That's why we
constantly improve the tools we
offer. Enhancing them. Increasing
their utility. Taking full advantage
of the strengths of each language.
Supporting you, the user, with
a full range of finely honed
programming tools.
Technical support. When you buy
our tools, you get our number. If you
have technical problems, call the Microsoft
support staff for assistance. If we don't have the
answers now, we'll find them and call you back.
Compatible documentation. All Microsoft
languages share a common approach to documentation. Starting with plain English. That means
that even when you're learning a new language,
you won't have to learn a new vocabulary.
Linkable code. All Microsoft compilers share
common utilities. A linker accompanies each

a
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compiler. That means you can write programs in
two or more languages, taking advantage of
the specific strengths of each, then, link and
run them as a single program.
Leadership in micros. Nobody
gave us leadership. We earned it
through innovation, enhanced
programming tools and complete
user support. Today, Microsoft is the
only software supplier to offer you
a complete programming environment. Including specialized languages
that support you in a wide variety of
programming situations. Tomorrow, you can
look to Microsoft to make that environment
even more productive.
Better tools. Ask your Microsoft dealer

about Microsoft's family of proven tools
for programmers: BASIC interpreter, BASIC
compiler, FORTRAN and COBOL. Each is
specialized tool for a special programming problem.
Better tools. And better tools make better programs.
a

BETTER TOOLS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

Microsoft Corporation
10700 Northup Way
Bellevue, WA 98004

Microsoft

is a

trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

Letters
factors and computer system design that
do not emerge from the April issue of
BYTE as a whole need to be emphasized.
First, human factors need to be considered very early in design, well before
the first line of code is written or the first
circuit developed. Specifically, to ensure
that a product will be human engineered,
design from the outside in. First construct
the user interface and write the user's
manual. Everything else should follow.
All too often the situation presented to
human factors experts is: We have built
this system and are delivering it tomorrow. Isn't it wonderful? Please bless it."
Second, test, test, test. Throughout the
life of a system observe user performance.
Begin with simulations during the conceptual phase and conduct further tests in
succeeding phases -on the documentation, on the first prototype, on the first
production system, and on systems that
have seen considerable operation. The
focus should be on what the user does and
how the system responds. While the opinions of human factors experts and user
surveys provide clues about improvements, it is essential to collect time and error measures of user- computer interaction. A modicum of concrete data outweighs many opinions. Also keep in mind
that computer scientists and engineers are
poor critics of the friendliness of the
systems they build and are not the best
test subjects. They know far more about
the internals of computer systems and differ in many other significant ways from
ordinary users.
Third, human factors work, while
sometimes costly, is money well spent.
Project managers are often reluctant to
spend funds for human engineering when
there are more conventional projects to
support (for example, developing file
managers that require less memory or
power supplies that run more coolly).
Human factors considerations are an integral part of design and should be assigned a commensurate priority and funding. Managers need to appreciate that
users don't care why a system doesn't
work. To users, incomprehensible commands and error messages, inscrutable
manuals, computational errors, and
blown fuses are all equally bad.
Finally, one does not become a human
factors expert by being annointed by one's
supervisor, living with a system, or just
being human. Human factors expertise is
obtained primarily through experience
and special training in such areas as
statistics and experimental design, sensa22

tion, perception, cognition, time and motion study, safety engineering, occupational health, biomechanics, work physiology, and anthropometry. In addition,
one should complete several courses specifically dealing with human factors engineering.
Paul Green, PhD
HSRI -Human Factors
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48104

I

have just finished reading the April

1982 BYTE, the issue devoted to human

factors engineering. While some topics
were discussed adequately, I feel the issue
lacked a general discussion of the human machine interface. It is the user interface
that is the most important issue in determining how user -friendly a system is to
be. Only after this subject is carefully
treated can the aspects of program design
be discussed. In this respect, the article
'Designing the Star User Interface" presents an example of one way to implement
the man -machine interface.
Currently, the most reliable low-cost
man -machine interface is the touch
screen. Touch screens allow the simplest
possible user interface. Users visually see
what item they're interested in, then reach
out and touch it. The computer system
then responds. Since it relies solely on the
users' visual and tactile senses, no prior
training is required.
Our experience in the creation of touchsensitive database systems in library
catalog, hospital, merchandising, publishing, and other public -use applications suggests that this technology will rapidly
become dominant in environments where
training of the user is not feasible or practical.
From a human factors point of view, we
have learned that there are also additional
considerations that improve the prospects
for the success of a system in use. First of
all, we have found that a combination of
visual and aural responses supporting the
physical sensation of touch creates a
strong feeling of comfort. Using inverse
video or highlighting the touched region
and ringing the audible bell have proved
to be helpful features. Also, if the user
touches a region of the screen not relating
to a valid choice, the response should be
similar to that for a valid touch, but the
region of the screen touched should
restore to normal video almost immediately. This action tells users that the

The Context MBA is
available now at the
leading

personal com-

puter retailers listed
below:
California
ComputerLand /Almaden 408 /267 -2182
ComputerLand /Belmont 415/595-4232
ComputerLand /Burlingame 415/348 -7731
ComputerLand /EI Cerrito 415/527-8844
ComputerLand /Pasadena 213/449 -3205
ComputerLand /San Diego 714 /560 -9912
ComputerLand /San Diego East 714/464 -5656
ComputerLand /San Diego North 714/434-7001
ComputerLand /San Fernando Valley 213/716-7714
ComputerLand /Sonoma 707/528 -1775
ComputerLand /South Bay 213/371 -7144
ComputerLand /Thousand Oaks 805/495 -3554
ComputerLand /Ventura 805 /656-7711
ComputerLand /West Covina 213/960 -6351
ComputerLand /West Los Angeles 213/559 -3353

Connecticut
ComputerLand /Danbury 203/748 -2300
ComputerLand /Fairfield 203 /255 -9252
ComputerLand /Hartford 203/561 -1446
ComputerLand /New Haven 203/288 -5162
ComputerLand /Stamford 203 /964 -1224

Delaware
ComputerLand /New Castle County 302 /738 -9656

Illinois
ComputerLand /Arlington Heights 312/870 -7500
ComputerLand /Downers Grove 312/964 -7762
ComputerLand /Joliet 815/741 -3303
ComputerLand /Lake County 312/949 -1300
ComputerLand /Naperville 312/369 -3511
ComputerLand /Niles 312/967 -1714
ComputerLand /Northbrook 312/272 -4703
ComputerLand /Oak Lawn 312/422 -8080
ComputerLand /Schaumburg 312/843 -7740

Massachusetts
Business Jata Systems /Hanover 617/878-7888
Minnesota
ComputerLand/Bloomington 612/884 -1474
ComputerLand /Hopkins 612/933-8822
ComputerLand /Minneapolis 612/333-3151
New Jersey

ComputerLand /Morristown 201 /539 -4077
ComputerLand /Princeton 609 /882 -1400
New York
ComputerLand /Nassau County 516/742-2262
Computerland /S,yfiolk County 516/499 -4484
Morris Decision Systems /New York 212/742 -9590
Super Business Machines /New York 212/943-4130

Oregon
ComputerLand /Multnomah County 503 /295 -1928
ComputerLand /Salem 503 /620 -6170
ComputerLand /Portland 503 /620-6170

Pennsylvania
ComputerLand /Dresher 215/542 -8835
ComputerLand /Harrisburg 717/763 -1116
ComputerLand /Paoli 215/296 -0210

Computerland /Philadelphia
Texas
ComputerLand /Dallas 214/363 -2223
ComputerLand /Fort Worth 817/292 -7114
ComputerLand /Houston Bay Area 713/488 -8153
ComputerLand /North Dallas 214/235 -1285
ComputerLand /Southwest Houston 713/977 -0909
ComputerLand /Westwood 713/270-1200

Virginia
ComputerLand /Richmond 804/741 -3502
ComputerLand/Tyson's Corner 703/893 -0424
ComputerLand /Woodbridge 703/491-4151

Washington
ComputerLand /Bellevue 206/746 -2070
ComputerLand /Federal Way 206/838 -9363
ComputerLand /Lynnwood 206/774 -6993
ComputerLand /Renton 206/271 -8585
ComputerLand /Seattle 206/223 -1075
ComputerLand /Tacoma 206/383 -4951
ComputerLand /Vancouver 206/695 -1540

Washington.

DC

ComputerLand /Washington.
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DC

202/835-2200

THE CONTEXT MBA:
IT PUTS ADVANCED BUSINESS
SCHOOL TECHNIQUES TO WORK
FOR YOU TODAY.
Will The Personal Computer
Revolution Leave You Behind?

You've mad all the stories about how personal computers are going to revolutionize the way you work. The stories are
tale. But until now, you had to be a computer expert to exploit this amazingly
powerful new tool.
The Context MBA is a remarkable new
software program that lets any manager
utilize advanced business techniques. All
you need is an IBM Personal Computer.

A Complete Set of Management

Tools.
Some of the computer programs available
today can help you in one phase or
another of your job. But only the Context

MBA combines five powerful functions
into one easy -to -use system.
You start with a giant electronic spreadsheet for your projections, budgets and
models. You can ask "what if questions
simply by changing one number -every
effected item is instantly recalculated.
Want a chart to summarize your results?
The graphics feature gives it to you with a
few keystrokes. And -unlike any other
program -C -MBA automatically revises
your charts to reflect changes you make in
the spreadsheet numbers.

'

C -MBA's database saves information in a
vast electronic library for near instant
recall.
Still another unique feature is the ability to
access other computers and data banks.
It's a simple matter to tap into your company data center, a financial information
service, or electronic mail system. The
data you need goes directly where you
need it, without tedious re- typing. *
Finally, the C-MBA's executive word processing capability lets you assemble text
and figures into neat, error -free reportswithout the hazards of typing and
transcription errors. You can actually
revise a document yourself faster than you
can explain the changes to your secretary.

Synergy in Software
By itself, each of the Cohtext MBA's

functions would be a significant productivity booster. But it's only when all these
capabilities are combined -with a simple,
consistent set of commands -that you will
begin to appreciate the true power at your

*,

ed to take days.
The Context MBA is sold only by selected
computer retailers who have completed
special training courses to help managers
get the most from the program.

Personal Computers Are Full of
Promise. Context Makes Them Deliver.
IBM is a trade mark of IBM. *Version 1 of the
C -MBA will not include communications.

Version 1
owners will receive a free upgrade to version 2 which
will include communications. The MBA is currently
available for the IBM Personal Computer. Versions
for other second generation personal computers
are
under development.

Context

Management Software for Personal Computers

23864 Hawthorne Boulevard
Torrance, CA 90505
(213) 378-8277
Telex 181149 WEST LSA
Source ID TCA 442
'I.

/

e

p

Copyright 1982 Contest Management Systems.
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fingertips. With just a bit of practice,
you'll be accomplishing in hours what us-

ti

INTRODUCING
MICROBUFFER.
NOW YOU CAN USE YOUR PRINTER
WITHOUT WASTING COMPUTER TIME.
As you know, your computer
drives your printer. And when it's
performing this function, you
can't use it for anything else.
A program that takes fifteen
minutes to print makes you wait
fifteen minutes before you can
compute again. And if it takes
two hours to print, you wait two
hours.
A waste of valuable time.
THE NEW MKROBUFFER'M
INCREASES YOUR EFFICIENCY.

Microbuffer allows you to print
and process simultaneously. No
waiting!
MKROBUFFER
ACCEPTS PRINTING DATA
AS FAST AS YOUR
COMPUTER CAN SEND IT.

Microbuffer first stores the data
in its own memory buffer and
then takes control of your printer.
This frees the computer for more
productive functions.
Additional output may be
dumped to the buffer at any time
and it will be printed in turn.

MKROBUFFER WILL
SPEED UP ANY PROGRAM

THAT REQUIRES PRINTING.
The full line of Microbuffers is
designed to accommodate
virtually any computer/printer

combination.
Microbuffers are available in
Centronics -compatible parallel or

Both serial and parallel versions
are expandable up to 256K. The
serial stand -alone will support
different input and output baud
rates and handshake protocol.
The 32K model starts at $299,
64K for $349. 64K add -ons for up
to a total of 256K are just
$179.00.

RS -232C serial versions.
FOR APPLE

II

COMPUTERS,

Microbuffer II features on -board
firmware for text formatting and
advanced graphics dump
routines. Both serial and parallel
versions have very low power
consumption. Special functions
include Basic listing formatter,
self-test, buffer zap, and
transparent and maintain modes.
The 16K model is priced at $259
and the 32K, at $299.
FOR EPSON PRINTERS, Microbuffer
starts at $159 in either an 8K

serial or a 16K parallel version.
The serial buffer supports both
hardware handshaking and XONXOFF/ETX-ACK software handshaking at baud rates up to
19,200. Both Epson interfaces are
compatible with all Epson commands including GRAFTRAX -80.
Both are user -expandable to 32K.

SIMPLE TO INSTALL.

Microbuffer II, being slot independent, will fit into any slot
directly inside the Apple except
zero.

Microbuffer for your Epson
mounts easily in the existing
auxiliary slot directly inside the
Epson printer.
The stand -alone Microbuffer is
installed in -line between virtually
any computer and any printer.

MKROBUFFER FROM
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS.
When you think of how much
time Microbuffer will save,
can you afford to not have one?
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS, INC.'M
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362
(213) 991 -8200

ALL OTHER COMPUTER /PRINTER
COMBINATIONS are served by the
in -line, stand -alone Microbuffers.
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What If gou want
more
ancedata
s
your valuable
won't fade away?

Letters
equipment is working and thus they have

simply touched an invalid region for this
particular point in their use of the system.
The design of data formats for successful touch -based systems should follow
guidelines similar to those which have
evolved for the design of keyboard oriented systems; i.e., the processes
should mirror and reflect the functions to
be performed. One additional consideration is that menu items should be separated from each other to accommodate
the accuracy of the human finger.
Typically, touchable menu entries should
be displayed either double the normal text
size or on every other line. This spacing
allows almost any user to touch the
desired selection on the first try. Software
products which convert the menus of
already existing programs to convenient
touch -screen formats are commercially
available and inexpensive.
Your readers should feel free to contact
us if they desire additional information
about the touch -sensitive technology.

Jonathan J. Bloom, Marketing Manager
Interaction Systems Inc.
24 Munroe St.
Newtonville, MA 02160

A Matter of Pride

Rely on SYNCOM

diskettes with Ectypé
coating. Balanced coercivity means
long -lasting signal life.
And, finally, every Syncom diskette
is write /read -back certified to be
100% error free.
To see which Syncom diskette will
replace the one you're using now,
send for our free "Flexi-Finder"
selection guide and the name of
the supplier nearest you.

Syncom diskettes assure excellent
archival performance in the
following ways.

with calibrated coercivity -a
precisely balanced blend of milled
ferrous oxides that allows Ectype®
coating to respond fully to "write"
signals, for strong, permanent
data retention.
First,

-

Balanced coercivity

of Ectype® coating
allows write current
to saturate fully.

Then, a burnished coating surface to
boost both signal strength and
packing density.

Syncom, Box 130, Mitchell, SD 57301.
800 -843 -9862; 605- 996 -8200.

Carbon additives drain away static
charge before it can alter data.

SYN
of

Manufacturer

a

full line of flexible media
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Some of us in the software industry do
accept responsibility for delivering high quality products and back up that responsibility with a warranty. We at Micro Integration take great pride in being one
of the few (the only one we know) software vendors that offer a written warranty as a part of our standard software
license agreement. The agreement reads,
in part:

Micro -Integration warrants that
the Software will perform according
to the product specifications in effect
at time of purchase of the use license
by the customer. If it fails to perform
according to these specifications,
Micro-Integration will repair any
defect or, on request for termination
of the license by the customer, will
refund the license fee.
We are in the communications software
business, providing IBM BISYNC (Binary
Synchronous) and SNA /SDLC (Systems

Network Architecture /Synchronous Data
Link Control) communications software
for microcomputers. The operation of our

Plot
your next meeting
yourself.
Read how 2 pens can become
your best presentation tools.

Introducing the New Personal
Computer Plotter from
Hewlett- Packard.

Count on it.

Now you can use your personal
computer to generate your own presentation charts, graphs, and pie charts.
How? Simply add on the new high
quality, low cost HP 7470A

Personal Computer
Plotter.

\.

The 7470A helps you
save time and save money, and
lets you communicate quickly, accurately and effectively.

Quicker understanding.

------,_

Data, when visualized graphically, becomes information
fast. Charts and bar graphs can make any presentation
clearer and more readily understood. But asking your staff
to produce the graphics manually for your next presentation doesn't ensure accuracy
or artistic talent. And going
to outside graphics suppliers
can be costly. Combined with
your personal computer, the
new HP 7470A plotter does
the communicating for you.
Quickly. Logically. And with
off -the -shelf software available from most HP dealers.

-

The 7470A is built the IlewlettPackard way. To last. Designed and
engineered with only a few parts, none
of which require adjustment. And with
customized integrated circuits
that ensure reliability.

Pen pals.
The HP 7470A has
two single -pen stables.
Simple pen changes give you
multi -color plots in your choice of ten
coordinated colors. Pens are automatically capped and stored.

An option you'll want, too.

For only $95, you can also get a 17057 Overhead
Transparency Kit that turns your plots into transparencies for overhead projectors. For "I need it tomorrow
at 9:00 A.M.!" meetings, it's a necessity.

Start plotting your next presentation today.
Clip and mail the coupon below. Now.
Mail the coupon below and we'll send you

free

-a sample

-

absolutely
plot, a more detailed brochure, and a

sample overhead transparency.
Then...stop in at your nearest Hewlett -Packard
Dealer. See the HP 7470A in action. Once you see it
demonstrated you'll find a hundred ways to make your
own applause -winning presentations.

Fast and pretty.

When performance must be measured by results

The 7470A gives you high plotting speed with excellent
line quality...faster than any competitive small plotter.
On top of all that, it comes in an attractive design
package that looks nice on your desk. And it does it
for only $1,550. (U.S.A. domestic suggested retail price.)

CP]

HEWLETT
PACKARD
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ISeeing is believing. Send me a sample plot, an overhead transparency, and more detailed information.
IName

Title

ICompany
Address
ICity, State

&

I
I
I

Zip

IPhone Number (

--

)

- -- Il---- --- - - - -

ISend to: Hewlett-Packard, 16399 W. Bernardo Drive, San Diego, CA 92127 -Attn: Nancy Carter
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It's the best

Your Apple computer can
grow from ordinary to awesome
in a matter ofminutes.
The Elite disk drive Series by Rana
Systems gives you that kind of magic.
Quickly, easily and cost -effectively.
This superb family of sophisticated
floppy drives was designed and perfected by a team of industry -respected
engineers expressly for Apple® computer owners who have long been demanding more disk drive for their money.
Now they have a drive that makes
an Apple perform the way it should.
For example;
Elite One, the most economical
Rana drive, delivers 15% more storage
capacity than Apple's drive. The top of -the -line Elite Three will provide an
astonishing four -times more storage,

part ofanyApple.

approaching hard disk performance. It's
done through exclusive high- density
single and double -sided disks and heads.

Here's a tantalizing taste
()Oust how formidable your
Apple can become.
Next to enormously increased disk
space, Apple buyers are most excited
about Rana's fingertip Write /Protect
feature. A pushbutton on the LED -lit
panel gives you a new measure of
failsafe control.
While Elite drives are all plug compatible with Apple's controller,
Rana's vastly superior controller card
is a must for those with growing data
processing demands. With it, you control up to four floppy drives using only
one slot... while still utilizing your

Apple computer to achieve dramatic
new heights of system flexibility and
processing power.
A specially programmed Rana
utility disk assures you of far -reaching
compatibility, and extra dimensions of
business, leisure and learning applications with your Rana- enhanced Apple
computer.
There are many, many more
operating refinements: Uncanny head positioning accuracy, 300% faster
track- to -track speed, better operating
economy, and gentler clamping action
through an all -new diskette centering
cone, to name just a few.
A disk drive package like this
doesn't grow on trees, so write or call
today for more information about the
Elite Series.

RanaSystems

20620 South Leapwood Avenue, Carson, CA 90746 213 -538 -2353. For dealer information call toll free:

1- 800 -421 -2207.

Appk is registered trademark of Appk Computer Inc.
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In California only call:

1-800-262 -1221.

Source Number TCT-654.

Rana Systems
Distributors

Letters

MicroDistributors Incorporated
Los Angeles, California
714 -540 -4781

Trak Micro Computer
Corporation
Chicago, Illinois
312- 968 -1716

Computer Data Services
Boston, Massachusetts
603- 673 -7375

DRV Electronics
British Columbia, Canada
604 -576 -1045

Regional
Service Centers
Rana Systems
Los Angeles, California
213 -538 -2353

Peripheral Marketing Inc.
Palo Alto, California
415 -964 -4652

Peripheral Marketing Inc.
Boston, Massachusetts
617-449 -5404

Peripheral Marketing Inc.
New York, New York
201 -584 -0010
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Precise head -positioning
saves your valuable time, your
disks and your temper.
Your factory- supplied Apples
disk drive has a plastic head positioner. Like a toy, it's a workable
but sloppy way to capture data.
Characters are obscured, and multiple passes are needed to deliver a
given bit of information.
Rana's head positioner is 50
percent more precise. It uses finely
machined lead screws and metal
band positioners that assure fast data
recognition and optimum disk life.
Your local Rana Dealer can
give you the complete picture on
this and other major operating
advantages.

RanaSystems

K

20620 South Leapwood Avenue
Carson, CA 90746 213 -538 -2353

software, therefore, depends not only on
the local microcomputer but also on
modems, telephone lines, and a remote
IBM processor running mainframe communications software. The possibilities
for undetected protocol errors are enormous because all of these components

normally function correctly and boundary conditions are not usually encountered in normal operation.
How, then, can we offer a warranty?
By testing, testing, and testing! We have
developed both hardware and software
test vehicles that allow us to simulate all
components of the communications path
that are external to the microcomputer,
including the local microcomputer operator and the remote IBM processor. Using
these test harnesses we can perform functional tests that ensure that each function
of the software performs as advertised
and stress tests that test boundary conditions, host -generated protocol errors, and
performance under high load. Any errors
that slip through the test suites and are
reported by customers are then incorporated into the test suites to ensure that
any problem reported is never again present in a release. The software becomes
more and more stable as a function of
time.
From a user's viewpoint, a software
warranty means that you can count on
(1) getting the level of customer support
needed to make the software run in your
environment, (2) the software's being very
stable once it is running, and (3) receiving
patches and updates that correct problems
found by other users.
This implies, from the vendor's viewpoint, that (1) the software must be easy
to set up and run (or the vendor must
have a huge customer service staff) and
(2) the vendor must be prepared to expend
a lot of time and money in sending out updates if the software is not stable.
We believe that the time and money
spent testing, supporting our customers,
and sending out updates (yes, we still find
occasional bugs) is well worth it. We
couldn't live with ourselves if we sent out
junk that had little chance of running.
Our customers deserve the best we can
provide -after all, they're paying our
salaries!

John A. Parsons, CDP
President
Micro-Integration Inc.
63 Maple St.
POB 335
Friendsville, MD 21531

Misrepresenting
the Videotex Standard
I read with interest Chris Morgan's
editorial, "Of IBM, Operating Systems,
and Rosetta Stones," in the January 1982
BYTE. Of particular interest was the mention of Microsoft's device driver for the
AT &T proposed videotex graphics standard. For your Canadian readers you
might point out that the AT &T system is
based on the Telidon coding system developed by the Federal Department of Communications in Ottawa. Mr. Morgan is in
error, however, in the implication that
this is a low -resolution standard. It is, on
the contrary, an extremely high resolution
standard, allowing up to an incredible 24
bits of data to specify each x and each y
coordinate. This, admittedly, exceeds the
capability of any current hardware including the printing press.
The key and the beauty of the system,
however, is in the concept of the unit
screen, which treats these data bits as decimal values between 0 and 1, thus achieving hardware independence and upward
compatibility.
If you probe the standard further, you
will see similar capability and expandability in all aspects of the code, including
color, character fonts, text sizes, and the
like. It is anything but a minimal standard.
It may be of interest that a Unix-based
system has been written to meet the earlier
Telidon standard (of which the AT &T
system is essentially a superset).

Robert A. Abell, President
Alphatel Systems Ltd.
Edmonton, Alberta

Canada
We thank Mr. Abell for setting us straight
about the videotex graphics standard. We
are currently working on an issue, to be
published in early 1983, that will be
devoted in large part to the subject of
standards in the microcomputer industry.

...C.M.

The Last Laugh
I was much amused by your facetious
entry in the What's New? section of the
April 1982 BYTE (page 424) concerning
the hard disk for the ZX81. I'm afraid the
joke is on you, however, and I quote from
a recent press release ("Micro Forecast,"

Vol. 3, No. 5):

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
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After the first £100 computer -the
ZX80 -two years ago, Sinclair are
looking to become the first company
to market a £100 disk drive.
The project to produce a low -cost
mass memory storage on hard disk
for personal computing will be led
by Rodime, the Glenrothes- based,
all-British disk drive company, if
agreement can be reached between
the two companies.
The new disk drive will use
3%-inch rather than 5% -inch hard
disks and both Sinclair and Rodime
hope that users of the ZX81 will take
up the disk -drive facility when it
becomes available, creating a new
£250 million market for the disks. At
the same time it will give the ZX81

disk and claim that with or without
Sinclair they will be marketing one
by 1983.
The problem of bringing the cost
down, however, could confound
Rodime and it would need Sinclair's
mass market as well as their gift for
making a success of low -cost computing before they could seriously
contemplate a £100 price tag.
Sinclair meanwhile are not expected to be involved in selling the
disk drives for some time yet. The
first proposal came from Rodime,
and Sinclair will need to overcome
technical problems and plan production- possibly from the Timex plant
where the ZX81 is built.

and future Sinclair computers an
enormous boost as the battle for a
share of the microcomputer markets

Dr. C. T. Spracklen
Department of Applied Physics
and Electronics
University of Durham
Science Laboratories, South Road
Durham, DH1 3L3
United Kingdom

heats up.
Rodime, who will develop the
disks, say there are no serious
technical problems preventing them
from going ahead with a 3%-inch

-

Go To
The Head Of
Your Class

What's the Story, Jerry?
I have enjoyed BYTE's "User's Column"
by Jerry Pournelle for some time now. He
has presented products through the eyes
of an actual user, rather than an impartial
reviewer, with some amusing results (it
took me three days to stop laughing at his
"review" of Microproof [April 1982
BYTE, page 212]). This "actual user" view
brings things down to earth.
However, I'm starting to doubt that
Mr. Pournelle and I are on the same
planet. He gets phone calls from Arthur
C. Clarke ( "Long- distance from Sri
Lanka, Mr. Pournelle.... "), and when
he has some questions about Godbout
products, he calls Bill Godbout himself.
To make myself feel better, I tried looking
up Joe Northstar in the Osceola County
phone book (I had a few questions
myself), but to no avail.
I'm also getting the teensy -weensiest bit
tired of Mr. Pournelle's telling us losers
about "the way to go" for his money. It
would be my way to go too, if it were still
his money. He proceeds to describe a system (oh, what a system) that I've dreamed
about having (with a few minor additions)
for years.
And now he sells his own software:
"I've always liked it [his program], and
I'm happy to share it." For a price, no?
Why not share it in the pages of BYTE?
Alas, the rich get richer... .
The most comforting thing I've read in
'User's Column" is that Mr. Pournelle
owns a TRS-80 Model I
souped -up
TRS -80, but that which we call a TRS -80,
by any other name, would still run at less
than 4 MHz.
I do hope all I've written so far just
points out how envious I actually am of
Mr. Pournelle, or at least of his hardware
and software. But if he wants to publish
Arthur Clarke's or Bill Godbout's home
phone numbers, that's fine with me.
One more thing: besides the fact that
everyone except myself has infinitely better computer stuff, do all computer
owners except myself have names for their
computers? Mr. Pournelle insists on calling one of his computers "Ezekial," or
"Zeke," instead of the more obvious
"Z -2," and I have a friend who calls his
dad's TI bubble-memory terminal "Benny." I myself admit to calling the two
lamps in my bedroom "Scott" and
"Zelda," but I call my OSI C1P "my OSI
C1P," or "the damned computer" for
short. Maybe having names for one's

-a

our AppleTM
with a disk
drive from A.M.
Electronics!
Now there is an affordable, high
performance, 51/4-inch disk drive
that is fully compatible with your
Apple
compatible with your
pocketbook.
The A.M. Electronics drive
comes complete with an Apple beige case and connecting cables.
It's fully tested with Apple's disk
operating system and software.

-and

'ACpe Crn+p,ie,

i.,

n-

ustp ug't
its ready to run.

You also receive a 90-day limited
warranty and a 10-day money back
guarantee.
Order Today The
Apple- compatible disk drive is
now available direct from A.M.
Electronics for only $395 (40 track)
or $495 (80 track). Upgrade your
Apple with our disk drive today and
increase the fruit of your labor

A.M. ELECTRONICS, INC.
3446 Washtenaw Avenue Ann Argo, MI 48104
313 973 -2312

Attention Dealers & Distributors: For information on attractive pricing and
sales opportunities, callus today Key territories are still available,
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Every week,
2500 more people lily
you are gomg to work

with an Osborne
Personalbusiness
computer.

Dollar for dollar, no other computer comes close.
The Osborne is easy to
learn, fun to use, and quickly
becomes indispensable.
A visit to your local
authorized Osborne computer
retailer will convince you that
today, more than ever, how fast
you go up depends on which
buttons you are pushing.

They're moving faster than
they were before.
Today, the Osborne 1
Personal Business Computer
sells for $1795. Complete.

Including software.
$1795. Complete. Including Software.
The Osborne is portable, because your ideas don't
For your nearest dealer,
always happen at the office.
call (in California) 800 772 -3545
The Osborne is affordable, ext. 905; (outside California) call
so there's no reason to wait.
800 227-1617 MSBORNE
The Osborne is complete.
ext. 905.
COMPUTER CORPORATION
The $1795 suggested retail price for the Osborne
(a registered trademark o1 Osborne Computer Corporation) includes a full business keyboard. built in CRT display. two built -;n floppy disk cnyes.
CPU and 64 kilobytes of RAM memory, RS -232 and IEEE 488 interfaces. and the following software packages WORDSTAR° word processing with MAILMERGE (a trademark and a registered
trademark of MicroPro International Corporation of San Rafael, California). SUPERCALC. electronic spreadsheet system (a trademark of Sorcim Corporaton). CBASIC (a registered
trademark
of Compiler Systems), MBASIC (a registered trademark of Microsoft), and CP
(a registered trademark of Digital Research)
1

/M
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hardware is a function of the cost of it;
perhaps Mr. Pournelle could speculate on
this in the next "User's Column."
All in all, the "User's Columns" are the
best reading I've had since The Mote in
God's Eye by Larry Niven and Jerry
Pournelle (Simon and Schuster, 1974),
and to me they are not in different classes.
(I'm as likely to be capable of purchasing
Qume double -sided double -density drives
as I would be capable of purchasing an
Alderson Drive.)
Karim Alim
2414 Sable Drive
Kissimmee, FL 32741
Jerry Pournelle replies:
I'm glad Mr. Alim (usually) likes my
columns. As to my friendships with Bill
God bout and Arthur Clarke, what am Ito
do? I can't believe Mr. Alim really
believes that those unable to talk with
everyone should speak to no one.
Regarding "dream" systems: the last
time I looked, Priority One was selling the
VISTA box with two Qume DT -8 drives
for $1600. This isn't cheap, but I noted

yesterday that my local membership discount department store sells 5'/4 -inch
drives for Atari 800s at about $475, and I
expect $500 is closer to what you'd pay at
a regular store. I'd rather pay the extra
$600, which is indeed what I did; I do,
after all, trust my livelihood to my
machines.
I make no secret that I believe the best
way to go is to get a good S -100 bus with
the best disks you can buy: later on you
can replace the boards in your computer.
Iron's expensive, but silicon's getting
cheaper all the time.
Regarding my letting Barry Workman
sell my programs: I worry about that, but
I've neither the time nor the ability to be a
publisher, and Barry neither can nor will
do it for free. It seemed to me that making
the programs available is worthwhile and
does no harm.
I've asked Zeke about computer names,
and he tells me that his electronic friends
enjoy having human apellations; it makes
their humans think they are somehow the
equals of computers.
I'm glad that Mr. Alim likes my other
works.

Looking for Adventure
Help! Is there really no adventure game
other than the original adventure for
CP /M systems? Nothing like the Temple
of Apshai or Invasion Orion and all the
others? Is there no one out there who has
a heart for all the owners of nice CP /M
systems who want to play and cannot afford to buy an Apple for this reason
alone? I went through all BYTE issues for
that matter, and whenever I find the new
BYTE in my postbox I go through it, but
no, everything is for TRS -80 or Apple.
Every mornin' finds me moanin'.

Hans Strasburger
Tal 58 /IV
D -8000 Munich 2
West Germany

Advice for Apple
I'm a relatively new reader of your excellent publication, but a letter from

What is

Unique-HISST"?
1

An unprecedented forecasting

software support service that
provides you with one -on -one
interaction with our staff of
professionals.

2

Maximize your personal productivity
through the use of our forecasting
software, a one -year service
agreement, newsletters and prompt
access via our toll -free hot lines.

The leading forecasting software
packages available today for the
leading personal computers.

Call us now and profit from the
integration between you, the
discerning end -user, and NISS, the
unequalled direct support service.

NATIONAL INTEGRATED SOFTWARE SERVICES

1- 800 -525 -SOFT

In Colorado (303) 694 -1994
8800 East Arapahoe Road, Denver, Colorado, 80112
13'18 -82
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And The
Winnerls...IBC
B Four Users

When you are racing toward that finish line,
beating the competition is everything. IBC is
the choice of OEM's, system integrators and
dealers throughout the world, because in
benchmark after benchmark our small
business computer systems finish first.
We finish first because we are faster, offer

higher quality peripherals and can expand
our system significantly beyond our nearest
competitors. In fact, looking at the chart
below, you can quickly see why knowledgeable resellers are choosing IBC.

_
Oasis Operating System
(Max. Users)
CPU Speed (MHz)
Disk Speed I/O (MB/Sec.)

Seek (Milli Sec.)

Cache Disk Memory
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For dealers only, circle 474
All other inquiries, circle 476

Join us in the winners circle with high
performance equipment and the best dealer
plan in the industry. Call or write:
OUTSIDE THE USA
4ntegraled Business Computers

21592 Marillo Street
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 882 -9007 TELEX NO. 215349

www.americanradiohistory.com

WITHIN THE USA

NV DISTRIBUTION

4185 Harrison Blvd., Suite 301
Ogden, UTAH 84403
(801) 621 -2294
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YOU SAVE WHEN WE BUY FOR YOU
AS YOUR AGENT. We are a commercial buying
company. Our fee is one-fourth of what we save you off list price.
We offer:

Full service and support
Access to 500 manufacturers
Assembly, integration, testing

Better prices
Exporting
Leasing

These are just a few of the products we can buy for you:

COMPUTERS
Adds Multivision
Alpha Micro 1030
Alpha Micro 1051
AIspa AC1 -2 /SS
Altos 8000 -02
Altos 8000 -10
Altos 8000 -15
Altos 8600 -10
Altos Series 5 -15D
Altos Series 5 -5D
Apple 2 + 48K
I

$

BMC 20 B
CCS Series 300.1A
Columbia Data

Corvus Concept
Cromemco System 1
Cromemco System 2
Cromemco 68000 System
DEC VT

-180xx

Dual

Dynabyte
Eagle

II

3,074
12,047
17.634
2,320
2.629
6,295
3,585
7,586
2,182
4,372
1,208
5,422
4,414
CALL
CALL

2,946
3,400
4,395
3,344
12,636
26% OFF
3,796
1

IBM Personal comp.
Seattle boards
Davong 5 meg. H.D.

1,575

IBC Cadet

4

CALL
CALL

Micromation
NEC 8000 64K PC system
incl. CP /M, Wordstar
NorthStar Advantage
NorthStar Adv. HD 5
NorthStar Hor 64K OD
Onyx 5001 MU-6
Onyx 8000 MU -10
Osborne
Sanyo 2000
Seattle System 2
Televideo TS -802
Televideo TS -802H
Televideo TS -806
Vector 2600
Vector 3005
Vector 4
Victor

21

CALL

2.266
2,695
4,395
2.650
7,350
7,900
CALL

2,708
3.251
2,600

4,995
5.200
3,895
5,495
CALL

22% OFF

PRINTERS
Amperex GP 300
Brother, parallel
C. Itoh F -10, daisy
C. Itoh Comet II, dot
Diablo 630, daisy
IDS

560/G

IDS Prism 80
IDS Prism 132 column

3.695

NEC 3510

853
1.400
799
2,098
995

2,325
NEC 7720 KSR
2.685
NEC /Sellum 1, 16K. tractor 2.595
2,045
Oume 9/45 full panel
2.180
Oume 9/55 full panel
Smith Corona TP-1
681

744

1,430

NEC 7710

CALL

RIO

Tally

694
765

3,825
1,390

Mitch Che
Geothermex Inc.
Suite 201
5221 Central Ave.
Richmond, CA 94804

CALL

Stick to Computers

DISK DRIVES, MODEMS, ETC.
Amdek Color II term.
Ventel 212 + modem
Corvus 10 meg. H.D.
DEC VT -100 terminal

Dennis Pratt in the March 1982 BYTE (see
"Apple's Decision Questioned," page 14)
concerning Apple Computer Inc.'s decision to restrict mail -order and telephone
sales struck a responsive chord. Having
followed the development and success of
the personal and small- business computer
market, I'm simply amazed that Apple is
attempting to justify its actions with the
excuse that customers can be served properly only through the retail outlet.
Because all versions of the Apple were
available through the mail up until the
end of last year, I suppose the company is
implying that its customers are now much
less intelligent than they once were. If you
believe that Apple's motives are anything
other than pure economics, then you
probably also believe that the intense
competition for the personal computer
market is simply a passing fad.
If I were in the Apple boardroom, however, I would worry. As I sit here typing
on my non -Apple system and consider the
number of personal computers that are
now on the market, many available
through multiple sales outlets (i.e., retail,
mail, etc.), I can only suggest that the
people at Apple rethink their policy.
Don't they realize that Apple is not the
only game in town anymore?

Houston Instr. DMP -2
Houston Instr. DMP -4
Houston Instr. DMP -7
Morrow 20 meg. H.D.

1,147
1,460
2.077
3.650

Mastercard. VISA at 3% handling tee. Prices subject to change without
notice. Minimum tee $150 15% restocking charge.

EXPORT SERVICES available.

We are

buying agents for overseas computer dealers
International Telex 470851
and distributors.

THE PURCHASING AGENT

In addition to learning from the wealth
of information contained in the various
articles in each issue of BYTE, I find that I
also learn a substantial amount by reading
the advertisements of the latest products. I
am delighted that your magazine has such
a diversity of computer products presented in each issue.
This brings me to a problem, however:
I really don't care to see advertisements
for the Heirloom Library, Ford Motor
Company, or whoever else is willing to
pay for a page of BYTE.
Please, stick to computers and directly
related products and services!

1635 School Street, Suite 101, Moraga, CA 94556

Call Toll Free 800 -227 -2288
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Dr. Alan D. Wilcox
119 Hall Ave.
Clarks Green, PA 18411

Display Manager
The competitive edge in applications development.
You can significantly reduce development time and
provide better application programs with Display Manager
from Digital Research. Display Manager lets you interactively design displays faster than ever before, and ensures
that whatever features your CRT supports can be used by
the program, automatically. Since Display Manager sup ports most CRT attributes, including flashing, reverse
video, underlining, and highlighting, your program is more
dramatic and easier to use, no matter what CRT you use.
You can even test a prototype application without a lot
of costly and laborious coding. In short, Display Manager ti
Circle 148 on inquiry card.

saves time, provides CRT independence and saves memory.
Display Manager works with Digital Research's cornmercial programming languages, Pascal /MT+" PL /I -80;"
and CB-80;" the CBASIC' Compiler. Combined with
Display Manager, they add up to the most powerful programming packages you can buy. So try Display Manager,
the advanced productivity tool that makes your CP/M
compatible programs better than the competition's. For
more information, call Digital Research, (408) 649 -5500
or (408) 649 -3896, or write to 160 Central Avenue,
Pacific Grove, CA 93950.

DIGITAL
RESEARCH"
The creators of CP /M"

Europe
Vector International Research Park
B -3030 Leuven, Belgium, 32 (16) 20 -24 -96
Telex: 26202 VECTOR
Far East
Microsoftware Associates
6 Floor A.Y. Building, 3 -2 -2 Kitaaoyama
Minato -ku, Tokyo 107, Japan, 03-403 -2120
Telex: 2426875

www.americanradiohistory.com

Our pnces
reached
a new law!
check èm out.

he
16K RAM KITS....13.95
Set of 8 NEC 4116 200 ns

Guaranteed one full

year

ATARI 400 (16K)

339 00

ATARI 810 DISK DRIVE
ATARI 850 INTERFACE
ATARI 410 PROGRAM RECORDER

445.00
169.00
75.00

EPSON CABLE

DISKETTES
ALPHA DISKS

21.95

Single sided certified Double Density 40 Tracks.
with Hub-ring Box of 10 Guaranteed one lull
year

VERBATIM DATALIFE
MD 525.01. 10.
MD 550 -01. 10
MD 557 -01. 10.
MD 577.01. 10.

HP COMPUTERS

10 00

HP SINGLE 51/4 "DISK DRIVE

35
35
35
35

..

HP DUAL DISK DRIVE

00

HP-858 16K MEMORY MODULE.

00

HP-7225B GRAPHICS PLOTTER

00
00

HP PLOTER MODULE
HP HP -IB INTERFACE

2195 00
1295 00
1995.00
239 00
2195.00
605 00
329 00

HP STD APPLICATIONS PAC

83 00

83.00

26 50

HEWLETT PACKARD

44 50
45 60

HP CALCULATORS

HP GRAPHIC PRESENTATIONS

159 00

HP VISICALC PLUS

159 00

HP ROM DRAWER
HP PRINTER /PLOTTER ROM

39 00
116 00

HP MASS STORAGE ROM

116.00

HP RS-232 INTERFACE

329 00

16

34 80
36 00
45 60

16

48 60

DISKETTE STORAGE
51

2 50

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE
PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE
8
PLASTIC STORAGE BINDER w/ Inserts
PROTECTOR 5V." (50 Disk Capacity)
PROTECTOR
(50 Disk Capacity)
DISK BANK 54 "
DISK BANK 8"

350
9

8'

95

SCIENTIFIC

HP -12C LCD BUSINESS
HP -37E BUSINESS
HP -32E SCIENTIFIC

HP-41CV Advanced Prog 2K mem

274 95

ACTIVISION ATARI
CARTRIDGES
SKIING
DRAGSTER
BOXING
CHECKERS
BRIDGE
KABOOM

I/O
DISK I/O
DUAL DISK

125 00
899 00

ALTOS COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

Scientific

211 95

24 95

899 00
559 00

STATS

48K FOR ATARI 400
32K FOR ATARI 800

2195
21.95

21'95
21.95

82106A MEMORY MODULE

82170A Quad Memory Module
HP- 82143A PRINTER /PLOTTER
HP- 82160A IL INTERFACE

ATARI COMPUTERS

HP- 82161A DIGITAL CASSETTE
HP MATH PAC

679.00

HP STATISTICS PAC

1295 00

1295 00
ANADEO DP 9501
1545 00
C-ITOH F -10 40 CPS PARALLEL
1770.00
C-ITOH 45 CPS PARALLEL
1295.00
C-ITOH 40 CPS SERIAL
549.00
C-ITOH PROWRITER PARALLEL
695 00
C -ITOH PROWRITER SERIAL
EPSON MX -80 W /GRAFTRAX PLUS
SCALL
EPSON MX -80 F/T W /GRAFTRAX PLUS SCALL
-100
PLUS
EPSON MX
W /GRAFTRAX
SCALL
60.00
EPSON GRAFTRAX PLUS
1099 00
IDS PRISM 80 W/O COLOR
1599.00
IDS PRISM 80 W /COLOR
1799 00
IDS PRISM 132 W /COLOR

279 00

NEC 8023A

12500

NEC SPINWRITER

HP -41 PERIPHERALS
HPHP-
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21.95
21.95
21.95

27 95
89 00
324 95
119 00
419 00
29 00

29.00

3530 P.

RO

NEC SPINWRITER 7710 S. RO
NEC SPINWRITER 7730 P. RO
NEC SPINWRITER 7700 D SELLUM
NEC SPINWRITER 3500 SELLUM
OKIDATA MICROLINE 80
OKIDATA MICROLINE 82A
OKIDATA MICROLINE 83A
OKIDATA MICROLINE 84

OKIGRAPH 82
OKIGRAPH 83

FOR S -100, APPLE OR TRS -80
MOD I, III
S

.

Operating System.

485.00
1995.00
2545 00
2545.00
2795.00
2295.00
389.00
480 00

720.00
1199.00
33 95
33 95

A

8 T.

3245 00
4645 00
5545 00

MEGABYTES
10 MEGABYTES
20 MEGABYTES
MIRROR BACK -UP
5

725 00

APPLE HARDWARE
259.00
119.00
625.00
299.00
159.00

VERSA WRITER DIGITIZER...
ABT APPLE KEYPAD
SOFTCARD PREMIUM SYSTEM

MICROSOFT Z -8C SOFTCARD
MICROSOFT RAMCARD
299 00
VIDEO 80 x 24 VIDEO CARD
129 00
VIDEO KEYBOARD ENHANCER II
99.00
VIDEX ENHANCER REV 0 -6
M 8 R SUPERTERM 80 x 24 VIDEO BD. ..315.00
SSM Alo BOARD (INTERFACE) A d T...165.00
135.00
SSM AIO BOARD (INTERFACE) KIT
APPLE COOLING FAN

PRINTERS
ANADEO DP 9500

INTEC PERIPHERALS
RAM MODULES

Call Alpha Byte for our low Altos prices.

ATARI 800

64 95
46 95
76 95

HP -41C Advanced Programmable

LAZAR BLAST

595
695

w/

HP-33C Programmable

21 95

NEC PERSONAL
COMPUTERS
CPU

HP -11C LCD

11595
12895

CORVUS
Controller, Case /P

HP-85A PERSONAL COMPUTER.

16

FD 34 -4001

36

39 00

29 00

16

34-8000

PC-8001A
PC-8012A
PC -8033A
PC -8031A

HP STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS PAC

35 00
89 95
19 95

..

39 00

HP GENERAL STATISTICS PAC

FD 32 or 34 -9000
FD 32 or

MEMORY MODULE (16K)
JOYSTICK CONTROLLER
PADDLE CONTROLLERS
STAR RAIDERS
MISSILE COMMAND
ASTEROIDS
PACMAN

HP REAL ESTATE PAC
HP SURVEYING PAC

T/G JOYSTICK
T/G PADDLE
T/G SELECT -A -PORT
VERSA E -Z PORT
MICRO SCI A2 W /CONTROLLER
MICRO SCI A2 W/O CONTROLLER
MICRO SCI A40 W /CONTROLLER

MICRO SCI A40 W/O CONTROLLER.
MICRO SCI A70 W /CONTROLLER
MICRO SCI A70 W/O CONTROLLER
THE MILL-PASCAL SPEED UP

PROMETHEUS
LAZAR LOWER
MICROBUFFER
MICROBUFFER

44.95
44.95
29.95
54.95
21.95
510.00
419.00
479.00
409.00
629 00

..549.00

....270.00

180.00
VERSACARD
59.00
CASE +
II 16K W /GRAPHICS.... 259.00
II 32K W /GRAPHICS
..299.00

MONITORS
179 00
12" GREEN MONITOR
12" COLOR MONITOR
399.00
249.00
SANYO 12" MONITOR (B 8 W)
(GREEN)
269 00
SANYO 12" MONITOR
...469 00
SANYO 13" COLOR MONITOR
ZENITH 12" HI RES GREEN MONITOR ..124.00
NEC
NEC

AMDEK COLOR
AMDEK RGB COLOR II
AMDEK RGB INTERFACE
COMREX 12" GREEN MONITOR
I

Circle

13 on

38.00
00
85999
16.00

165 00

Inquiry card.

TANDON THINLINE 8 INCH

MOUNTAIN
HARDWARE

848

ROMPLUS W/ KEYBOARD FILTER
ROMPLUS W/O KEYBOARD FILTER...
KEYBOARD FILTER ROM

COPYROM

49.00

MUSIC SYSTEM
ROMWRITER
APPLE CLOCK
A/D + D/A
EXPANSION CHASSIS
RAMPLUS 32K

369.00
149 00
252 00
299.00
625 00

149.00

BOARDS

2200A MAINFRAME
2065C 64K DYNAMIC RAM
2422 FLOPPY DISK CONT. 6 CP
2710 FOUR SERIAL I/O
2718 TWO SERIAL /TWO PARALLEL I/O
2720 FOUR PARALLEL I/O
2810 Z -80 CPU

/M

135.00
156 00

219.00
325.00
175.00
209 00

289.00
325.00
227.00
199.00
109.00

TERMINALS
TELEVIDEO 910

639 00

TELEVIDEO 912C
TELEVIDEO 920C
TELEVIDEO 950C

745.00
830.00
995 00
599 00

ADDS -VIEWPOINT

TRS80 MOD
HARDWARE

I
27.00

PERCOM DATA SEPARATOR
PERCOM DOUBLER II
TANDON 80 TRACK DISK DRIVE

429 00

289.00
159 00

649.00

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS
A&T

Basic.

-

DISCUS 2D (Single Drive
500K)
DISCUS 2D (Dual Drive
MEG)
MEG)
DISCUS 2 + 2 (Single Drive
2 MEG)
DISCUS 2 + 2 )Dual Drive

-

1

-

-

1

CP

/Ms

1075.00
1695.00
1777 00

231700

HARD DISK SYSTEMS
Controller,

P S

.

Microsoft

Basic

CP

3345 00

4045.00

ISOLATORS
ISO -1

53.95
53.95

3- SOCKET

ISO -2 6-SOCKET

BARE DRIVES
TANDON
100 -1
100 -2
100 -3
100 -4

Circle

51/4

28500

SUPERSORT

MAILMERGE

168 00
103 00

MICROSOFT
APPLE
FORTRAN
BASIC COMPILER'
COBOL' 1111.

150 00

Z -80 SOFTCARO

299 00
149 00

315 00
550 00

RAMCARD

97 00
1

-80

439 DO

DIAGNOSTIC
DIAGNOSTIC II
'C' COMPILER

69 00
89 00
179 00

UTILITIES
UTILITIES

59 DO

I

59 00

II

RATFOR

89 00
239 00

FORTRAN

CRUSH. CRUMBLE AND CHOMP
INVADERS FROM SPACE
PINBALL
STAR TREK 3.5
MISSILE ATTACK
STAR FIGHTER
SCARFMAN

OLYMPIC DECATHLON.
TASC APPLESOFT COMPILER

24 95

LAZY WRITER MOD I, III
PROSOFT NEWSCRIPT MOD

CP /M®
299.00
319.00
345.00
568.00
189.00

BASIC 80
BASIC COMPILER
FORTRAN 80
COBOL 80
MACRO 80

mu MATH /mu SIMP
mu LISP /mu STAR

215 00
165 00

17.95

17.95
17.95
18.95
24.95
17.95

TRS80 SOFTWARE
NEWDOS

145 00

34.95
34.95
34.95
24.95
24.95

TEMPLE OF APSHAI
HELLFIRE WARRIOR
STAR WARRIOR
RESCUE AT RIGEL

17 95

/80

2

139.00
165.00

0 MOD I. III

SPECIAL DELIVERY MODI.
X -TRA SPECIAL DELIVERY
TRACKCESS MOD
OMNITERM SMART TERM.
MICROSOFT BASIC COMP.
LDOS S 1 MOD I, III

I,

III

III
MOD I. III

I

MODI. III
FOR MOD

I

.99.00
119.00
199.00
24.95
.89.95
165.00
159.00

APPLE GAMES
PERSONAL SOFTWARE

APPLE SOFTWARE

CHECKER KING

MAGIC WINDOW
MAGIC SPELL
BASIC MAILER
DB MASTER
DB MASTER UTILITY PACK

BRODERBUND

79 00
59 00
59 00
169 00
69 00
DATA CAPTURE 4.0/80
59 95
PFS GRAPH
89 95
PFS. (NEW) PERSONAL FILING SYSTEM 85 00
PFS: REPORT
79 00
1 -TERM
8995
Z -TERM PRO'
129 95
ASCII EXPRESS
63 95
EASY WRITER -PRO
199 00
EASY MAILER -PRO
79 00
EXPEDITER II APPLESOFT COMPILER.... 73 95
A-STAT COMP. STATISTICS PKG
12900
SUPER TEXT II
129 00
LISA 2.5
59 95

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
G/L

199 00

A/P

199.00
199.00
399.00
59.95

VISICORP
DESKTOP PLAN II

189 00

VISIPLOT
VISITREND /VISIPLOT
VISIDEX
VISITERM
VISICALC
VISIFILES

158.00

GAMMON GAMBLER
MONTY PLAYS MONOPOLY

GALAXY WARS
ALIEN TYPHOON

.21.95
21.95
29.95

MIDNIGHT MAGIC

20.95
20.95
24.95
29.95

SPACE

24 95

APPLE

PANIC

QUARKS

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
INVASION

ORION

STAR WARRIOR
TUES MORNING QUARTERBACK
CRUSH. CRUMBLE AND CHOMP
THE DRAGON'S EYE

69.95
.32.9!

H/R CRIBBAGE
PEGASUS n

209!

..

25

9!

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
SPACE EGGS

24 9!

GORGON
SNEAKERS

32

9!

24

9!

EPOCK
BEER RUN

29

9!

HADRON
PULSAR

29

24

II

EPOCK

9!
9!

24

9!

29

9!

EDU -WARE

TRS-80 GAMES

TYPING TUTOR

20.95
32.95
25.95
24.95
20.95

PERCEPTION PKG.
COMPU -READ
COMPU -MATH: ARITHMETIC
COMPU -MATH: FRACTIONS
COMPU -MATH: DECIMALS..
COMPU -SPELL (REQ. DATA DISK)
COMPU SPELL DATA DISKS 4.8, ea

19 9!

24 9!

39 9!
34 9!
34 9!
24 9!
17

9!

MORE GREAT APPLE

GAMES
COMPUTER QUARTERBACK

32.9!

TORPEDO FIRE

49.9!

THE SHATTERED ALLIANCE
POOL 1.5
ULTIMA
RASTER BLASTER
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
INTERNATIONAL GRAND PRIX

49.9!

SARGON
SHUFFLE BOARD

28.9!

FIREBIRD

24.9!

SNACK ATTACK

24.9!

THIEF

24.9!

ROACH HOTEL
JABBERTALKY
THE WARP FACTOR
COSMO MISSION
WIZARDRY
ZORK
ZORK

29.9!

II

29.9!
33.9`f

24.9!
27.9!
25.9!
29.9!

24.9!
32.9!
24.9!
37.9!
32.9!

I

32.9!

II

SUPPLIES
AVERY TABULABLES
1.000 Pi x 15/16
3,000
5.000

316 x

15/16

3Y2 x

15/16..

8.411

14.9!
19.9!

FAN FOLD PAPER
(Pries F.O.B.

S.P.)

9'h x 11 1810 WHITE
14

7/8

e

11 1810

3.000 ct

WHITE 3.000 ct

29.0(
39.0(

MUSE SOFTWARE
THREE MILE ISLAND

32.95
32.95

GBM

20.95

GLOBAL WAR
CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN

20.95

ROBOT WARS

24.95

ON -LINE SYSTEMS
WIZARD AND PRINCES
MISSILE DEFENSE

29.95

25.95

SABOTAGE

20.95

SOFT PORN ADVENTURE

24.95

THRESHOLD

31.95

JAW BREAKER
CROSSFIRE

24 95
24 95

229.00
189 00
79 00

189 00
189 00

To

order or for information call

INCH

CPIM® SOFTWARE
75.00

THE WORD -SPELL CHECK
d BASE II

59900

SUPER CALC
SPELLGUARD.

209 00

P

8

T

CP

/M

MOD II

239.00
175.00
82.50
115.00
349.00
439.00
205.00

IRS -80

COMMX TERMINAL PROD
C BASIC 2.
PASCAL Z
PASCAL MT+
PASCAL /M
SYSTEMS PLUS

-

SINGLE HEAD 40 TRK
DUAL HEAD 40 TRK

209 00
275.00

G/L,

SINGLE HEAD 80 TRK
DUAL HEAD 80 TRK

275 00

CONDOR

399 00

CONDOR II

13 on

69 00

ZSID

TIME ZONE
H/R FOOTBALL

/Me

AST
DISCUS M10 (10 Megabytes)
DISCUS M26 (26 Megabytes)

WORDSTAR

PAYROLL
PROPERTY MGMT
THE HOME ACCOUNTANT

MORROW DESIGNS
Microsoft

179 00
119 00
149 00

SPELLSTART
CALCSTART

159 00

TANDON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE
LNW DOUBLER W/ DOSPLUS 3.3
MOD III DRIVE KIT

.

DATASTARi

155 00
199 00

MODEMS
NOVATION APPLE- CAT
UDS 103 LP DIRECT CONNECT
UDS 103 JLP AUTO ANS
HAYES MICROMODEM II (APPLE)
HAYES 100 MODEM (S- 100)
HAYES SMART MODEM (RS- 232)
HAYES CHRONOGRAPH
LEXICON LEX -11 MODEM

14500
7900

CALCSTAR

329 00
549 00

NOVATION CAT ACOUSTIC MODEM.
NOVATION D-CAT DIRECT CONNECT.
NOVATION AUTO-CAT AUTO ANS

222 00

235 00

VISTA COMPUTER CO.
APPLE VISION 80.80 COL CARD
APPLE 8
DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER

...

SPELLSTAR

7710A ASYNCHRONOUS S INTERFACE 149 00
7712A SYNCHRONOUS S. INTERFACE.. 159.00
7424A CALENDAR CLOCK
99.00
7728A CENTRONICS INTERFACE
105.00

SID

I

DATASTAR

269 00
199 00
259 00

89 00

SUPERSOFT

539 00

359.00
279.00

.

MICRO PRO
APPLE CP/MT
WORDSTART
SUPERSORTT
MAILMERGET

DIGITAL RESEARCH
MAC

PL/

459 00

APPLE BOARDS

P S

420.00
515.00

CP /M®

CALIF. COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

Controller.

SINGLE SIDE

848-2 DUAL SIDE

199.00
179.00
130.00
49.00

CPS MULTIFUNCTION BOARD

S -100

1

A

/R.
I

A

/P, P/R

1799.00
579.00
849.00

Modem order line: (213)883.8976
We guarantee everything for 30 days If anything is wrong, return the item
and we'll make it right. And. of course, well pay the shipping charges
We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders. COD up to $300.00
Add $2.00 for standard UPS shipping and handling on orders under 50 lbs.
delivered in continental U S. Call for shipping charges over 50 lbs Foreign.
FPO and APO orders, add 15% for shipping Californians add 6% sales tax.
Prices quoted are for stock on hand and sub)ect to change without notice.

31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CAUFORNIA 91362

Inquiry card.
CP /M is a rea

trademark of Donal Research
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Reauires Z -80 Soficara

1Rea

trademark of Micro Pro International Corc

So

tware Review

Program Generators
They're not as easy to use
as some advertising copy suggests.
George Stewart
Technical Editor

Would you like to be able to tell
your computer what you want it to
do without ever having to learn a
programming language? Well, you
can. You simply tell your computer
what you want in layman's terms,
and it figures out how to accomplish
your wish and creates a program to

Microsystems Inc. I'll use these two
products as examples in this background report on program generators. (For more specifics on each
product, see the text boxes.)

do it.
The software tools that perform
this feat are called program generators or application generators. (Technically, a program generator creates a
stand -alone program that you can
list, store, copy, and use. An application generator, on the other hand,

oriented rather than procedure oriented. In other words, because the
program generators possess information about common programming
problems like keyboard entry, file input /output, and data sorting, they let
you concentrate on the problem
you're trying to solve rather than on
the special computer procedures re-

generates a software package that is
dependent on the application generator: to run your generated program,
you use a run -time portion of the application generator. In this article, I'll
use the term program generator to include both kinds.)
The first program generators were
written for mainframe computers
back in the late 1960s. Their purpose
was to increase the productivity of
data -processing departments. Now
several have been announced for
microcomputers and, for the first
time, are being aimed at nonprogrammers as well as professional programmers.
Photos by Katherine Coker
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How Program Generators Work
Program generators are problem -

The most heavily and boldly advertised package is The Last One,
$600 from D. J. 'AI' Systems Ltd.
One typical ad starts out with the
headline "Your prayers have been
answered." Understandably, the promotion has produced considerable
skepticism and controversy in the
computer community. Another product introduced with less fanfare is
Quic -N -Easi, $395 from Standard

BYTE Publications Inc

www.americanradiohistory.com

quired to solve it.
Let's say you want a program that
creates a mailing -list file on a floppy
disk. First, of course, you must decide
exactly how you want information
stored in that list -even a manual,
paper -based system requires that
much. Do you want to store the
names in alphabetical order or by
member ID7 Last name first or vice
versa? What's the longest name and
how many lines are in the address?
You must also specify the exact
steps for inputting and storing names.
You would have to do much the same
thing if you were explaining your
wishes to another person instead of to
a computer. Table 1 summarizes the

Alspa Computers
PLUS
Multi -User Hard Disk

SMALL SIZE AND LOW COST

ALSPA full performance, CP /M computers are the smallest
8" drive micro's around. An ALSPA computer with a 4 MHz
Z80A CPU, 64K of RAM, one or two 8" floppy drives, three
RS-232 serial ports, one parallel port, and one hard disk port

no larger than most single add -on drives, and weighs only
about 18 lbs. An ACI -1 can be yours for as little as $1995.00
is

plus CP /M.
CORVUS** INTERFACE
Standard on all ALSPA computers in a hardware interface
which connects directly to either a Corvus hard disk drive or
a Corvus Constellation * *, multi -user hard disk system. Our
Corvus operation system is easy to install and use.
C nrrut

and Cory ut Comlellatron are trademarks of CORNUS SYSTEMS, INC.

GQ1

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

One demonstration will prove that our compact and durable
ALSPA computers are designed to provide dependable,
powerful computing service. Look at capability and speed
and you'll agree we're the best value for the dollar.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Alspa Computer, Inc.
MORE THAN OUR NAME IS UNIQUE
300 Harvey West Blvd., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 (408) 429 -6000
CP /M o a trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH, INC.

Circle

16 on

Inquiry card.

M

Circle

131 on

Inquiry card.

At

a Glance

At a Glance

The Last One

Name
Ouic -N -Easi

Type

Type

Program generator

Program generator

Manufacturer

Manufacturer

Name

D. J.

'Al' Systems Ltd.

Two Century Plaza, Suite 480
2049 Century Park East
Los Angeles, CA 90067

Standard Microsystems
136 Granite Hill Court

Langhorne, PA 19047
(215) 968 -0689

(213) 203 -0851

Price

Price

5395

5600

Format
Format

8 -inch or 5'A -inch floppy disk

8 -inch or 51/4-inch floppy disks

Language
Language

Machine code

BASIC

Computer
Computer

CP /M systems, Radio Shack TRS -80 Model

CP/M systems, Radio Shack TRS -80 Model
II, Apple II, Commodore PET

III

Documentation

Introductory
Offer...
COLOR RGB MONITORS
BUY DIRECT!!

$38900
p /us $9.50 shipping & handling.

* 13"
*
* Apple III. your
* Analog
* to
* (horizontal resolution)
color.
RGB Color.

8 Colors standard.

16 Colors on

Up

IBM or

80 Characters per line.

360 Dots per

Apple III and IBM customers
please add $29.50 for factory
installed mod board.
MasterCard / VISA / American
Express / Prepaid / C.O.D.
Call Toll Free for immediate
shipment: 1- 800 -258 -6370
® Apple 111 is a registered
trademark of Apple Computer.

A

Monitors by

CO

18 Bridge Street, Salem, NH 03079
Tel. (6031 893 -2047
TW X 710- 366 -0502

Documentation
Tutorial manual plus machine notes for
specific computers

Three -ring binder containing tutorial,
quick- reference card, and programmer's
reference

Audience

Audience

Nonprogrammers who want custom software

Nonprogrammers who want custom software and programmers seeking to speed
programming efforts

you might take in planning your
mailing list.
Now how do you communicate all
this information to a program generators If the program generator is to be
useful for nonprogrammers, most of
your work should already have been
done (in the planning phase just described). You'll probably communicate with the program generator in
three phases: data description, screen
design, and program procedure.
Data description tells the computer
how many pieces of information
(fields) exist in each logical file entry
(record) and what kind of data goes
into each. Screen design is the arrangement of headings and prompting messages that the operator will
see on the screen. Program procedure
tells the computer what to do with the
data that is typed in. Data description
and screen design are relatively
straightforward, but the program
design phase is where the program
generator really shows its stuff (or
lack of it).
After you've completed the prosteps

:
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gram specification, the generator will
take care of the programming details,
asking you for additional information
whenever necessary. Figures 1
through 4 and listings 1 and 2 show
uses of The Last One and Quic -N -Easi
to specify the mailing -list application.
Using an ordinary programming
language, your task is far more involved. The data description, screen
design, and program procedure all
must be coded in computer -language
statements covering a multitude of
details: how to create and initialize a
disk file, input each data item from
the keyboard, write each completed
record to disk, etc. Including steps to
handle errors (keyboard mistakes or
disk problems) is an especially intricate and burdensome task. Instead
of focusing on your problem in layman's terms, you must convert it into
technical terms.

Evaluating Program Generators
In your evaluation, you should
look for capabilities in six general
areas: data entry, program logic spec-

IT TAKES A HOT COMPUTER
TO RUN NON -STOP IN A DEEP-FREEZE
Smoke Signal's Chieftain "' computer series:
The kind of tough reliability you need today
on your business team.
Chieftains are preferred by discerning buyers when extra performance has
to be delivered under less- than -ideal operating conditions. The track record
this computer has achieved in hundreds of demanding installations worldwide is proof that a Chieftain can meet any challenge your business
environment has to offer.

Select from

a

family of field -proven systems.

Chieftains range from floppies to this 51/4-inch
Winchester hard disk system with 20- megabyte
tape streamer option.
Its available aith the neis OS -9 Level and Il, multi -user, UNIX comparable
operating system for mainframe -like performance.
I

6809-based Chieftains deliver six months
continuous operation at Arctic Circle

of

Two Chieftains accompanied an Adak research expedition
during the frigid winter of 1981. The computers fulfilled
a vital support role for an earthquake prediction study.
In sub -zero temperatures, rain. snow, ice and wind-driven
weeds and dust, the extraordinary Chieftains
supported
by Smoke Signal s factory -based staff
proved they were

summinliMINIMINIONO

-

-

up to the challenge.

All Chieftains are so cost -effective and advanced, they obsolete most other systems
available today at any price.
Whether you select an upward -compatible 51/4- or 8 -inch floppy disk system, or 5!4- or 8-inch hard disk configurations of 4- to 60- megabyte
capacity, you'll receive Chieftain's widely acclaimed quality
plus value that makes your dollar go a lot further. Smoke Signal's huge software
array begins at comprehensive business programs. and expands into esoteric applications for rare and specialized tasks.

-

Here's a sampling of the latest additions to the Chieftain hard disk computer systems that are destined to change the way you think about data
processing:
THE CHIEFTAIN 95W4

THE CHIEFTAIN 98W15
15- megabyte. 51-inch Winchester

megabyte, 51/4-inch Winchester
with a 360-k floppy disk drive
4-

with

a

I- megabyte 8-inch floppy

dish drive

WRITE OR CALL TODAY FOR DETAILS ON THE TOTAL CHIEFTAIN SERIES

Smoke Signal Broadcasting

THE CHIEFTAIN 95XW4

THE CHIEFTAIN 9W15T20

Winchester
with a 750-k otto- density floppy
disk drive

with

4- megabyte. 51/4-inch

... AND

I5- megabyte. 51/4-inch Winchester
a 20- megabyte tape streamer

ON DEALERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES STILL AVAILABLE

31336 Via Colinas, Westlake Village,

CA

91362

(213) 889-9340

Name

Title
Company
Address

SMOICE SIGNAL
Chieftain Computers
Circle 370 on Inquiry card.

City
State

Telephone

Zip
(

www.americanradiohistory.com

Circle 320 on Inquiry card.

Did you know

that with
the new

UCSD*
P- SYSTEM
VERSION
you can write
programs in

FORTRAN

Pascal
BASIC
LISP

and run them on
ALTOS, APPLE,
COMMODORE,
CROMEMCO, DEC, IBM,
INTERTEC, PHILIPS,
OHIO SCIENTIFIC,
RADIO SHACK, TERAK,
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS,
VECTOR GRAPHIC,
XEROX, ZENITH,
and many more...

ification, file storage, report generation, calculations, and editing convenience.
Data entry: Getting information
into the computer, as illustrated in
the mailing -list application previously described, is the bread and butter
of program generators. It's the
simplest part of most programs and
yet often the most tedious to program. A good program generator
should allow easy creation of display
forms, the screen layouts that prompt
the operator for data. Photo 1 shows
a typical display form. Ideally, you
should be able to construct the display form on the screen, not on
paper, and modify the screen -input
form without modifying the entire
application program. Checks for invalid entries should be provided automatically by the program generator.
Program logic specification: How
hard is it to tell the computer what
you want? That depends on how
much knowledge is embedded in the
program generator. To take a few
minor examples, does the program
generator know what alphanumeric
data looks like (A -Z, a -z, 0 -9, ., +,
), or do you have to make up a procedure to check the validity of each
entry?
As a general rule, if an operation is
generically repetitive (such as searching through a table for a specific en-

-

UPDATE

without change!

support systems
software and / or applications ready -to -run on
APPLE, DEC LSI -11$,
RADIO SHACK
MODEL II§ & III§ and ALTOS.

PCD SYSTEMS

Last name (15 letters)
First name (10 letters)
Member ID (5 digits)
Date of last contact (8 characters as
mm/dd /yy)
Street (25 characters)
City (20 letters)

State (2 letters)
Zip (5 digits)

General description of program operation:
1. Ask operator to type in a record (e.g.,
Information for one member).
2. Check all entries for validity.
3. Write the Information to the disk file.
4. Ask operator if there are member
records to be entered; if there are,
then repeat step 1.
5. If not, end the program.

Table 1: Details of mailing list to be
worked out before using the program
generator. Numbers in parentheses are
maximums for each item.

try), you shouldn't have to take great
pains specifying the procedure to accomplish it. If you do, then you, not
the program generator, are doing
most of the programming work.
File storage: This is an important
characteristic of program generators,
and it may take some careful study.
Does the program generator allow
both major types of file storage
sequential and random access? Sequential access allows you to read information in the same order in which

-

MAL :53 UST

tel

(Think about that next time
you want a larger market)

We

Description of each member record:

Avery

I

' 4t:*!1('JÌ't4J

Lulu ;fd
lika

P.O. Box 143
Penn Yan, NY 14527

FIRST

NAME

STATE

NH

Char les

82/24/82

1, Box

Hancock

QTi

t33«g

(F1) TO UPDATE THIS RECORD
PRESS (ESC> (1> TO LEAVE IT UNCHANGED (CANCEL ALL CHANGES
PRESS (ESC) (8) TO EXIT FRON THIS PROGRAM
PRESS

315- 536 -7428
#TM Digital Equipment

¡TM of Tandy Corp.

'TM
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data -entry screen created with Quic -N -Easi.
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OUT

OF A GALAXY

OF MULTIUSER

SYSTEMS ARRIVES...
HARDWARE
SOFTWARE

SIERRA DATA SCIENCES
ILC7

trm.

f

r

+1111 I:1

O

a

I
-7
SOS -SLAVE

HARDWIRE

SOf

SOS -MASTER

SOS -ZSIO

SIERRA DATA SCIENCES
Fresno, California

21162 Lorain Ave. /Fairview

Marketing Division
Park, Ohio 44126 /(216) 331 -8500

Field

F

i

e

l

d

Label

LAST NAME
FIRST NAME
MEMBER ID
DATE OF LAST CONTACT
STREET
CITY
STATE

1

3
4
5

6
7
8

Field Size

A /N /D

Alpha
Alpha
Numeric (0)
Date
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Numeric (0)

ZIP

15

10
6

8
25

20
2
6

Figure 1: The data description for the mailing -list program using The Last One.

Open MEMLIST file
Set Feinter to the end of MEMLIST file
Keyboard input using labels from MEMLIST
Write data to MEMLIST file
Ask: user < ANY MORE RECORDS TO ENTER >.
If yes branc=h
Terminate program

3
4
5

6

to 3

Figure 2: The procedure description for the mailing -list program in the form of a general flowchart using The Last One.

Listing 1: A small part of the BASIC mailing -list program generated by The Last One. The total dialogue required to specify the prois not shown. The application specified here is for entering new records only; another program would be needed to update existing records.

gram

CLEAR 5000:DEFDBL N:DEFINT R:ONERRORGOTO60000
DIM AA$(8)
10 CLOSE:OPEN"D", 1, "MEMI-.IST:1",92
11 FIELD 1,15 AS AA$(1)110 AS AA$(2)16 AS AA$(3),8 AS AA$(4),25 AS AA$(5),20 AS
AA$(6),2 AS AAS( 7),6 AS AA$(8)
12 RC(1)=L0F'(1)+1
8
9

13 CLS:X8=0:X9=0
14 PRINTa7(1,26),"MAILING LIST CREATIi,N PROGRAM"
15 PRINTa7(6,1),"LAST NAME":PRINTá)(6,12),STRING$(15,46):PRINTá)(6,12),;:LINEINPUTS

$:IFLEN(S$) ==15THEN17
16 PRINra1(6,12),SPC(LEN(S$)):GOT015
17 LSET AA$(1)=S$
18 PRINTc7i(6,40),"FIRST NAME":PRINTc7i(6,53),"

"PRINTa(6,53),;:LINEINPUTS

$:IFLEN(S$),:=10THEN20
19 PRINTdi(6,53),SPC(LEN(S$)):GiIT018
20 LSET AA$(2)=S$

written. Random access allows
reading, writing, or updating information in any order. For applications
that require frequent updates of information scattered throughout a file,
random access is almost a necessity.
Some program generators offer a
third kind of file access called indexed
sequential. In effect, your data is
sorted automatically as it is entered.
Instead of referring to data in terms of
arbitrary record numbers, you can
refer to it in terms of filing keys. The
same thing can be accomplished
through random -access files, but you
have to provide the indexing.
it was
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Another important feature is interactivity. Do all data files have to be
explicitly named during program generation, or can the end user specify
files at run time? For example, suppose you have generated a sorting
program. Can the operator enter the
name of the file to be sorted, or does
the generated program have to know
about it in advance? The answer to
these questions will tell you much
about the flexibility of a program
generator.
Equally important, what file structures are available? Can information
be defined in a hierarchy? In a mail-

BYTE Publications Inc
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ing list, can a list of family members
be grouped under "member name" or
a list of previous addresses be
grouped under "address"? You can

write powerful applications programs
more simply if the program generator
has built -in facilities for such hierarchical data.
Report specification: When it
comes to outputting results, is it easy
to explain your desired report format
to the program generator? You
should not have to go to great lengths
to have headings and subheadings inserted at the appropriate positions. If
many columns are to be printed, you

PRODUCTS FOR THE
APPLE II COMPUTER

Give More Drive To Your

MACRO -88 8088 PROCESSOR BOARD

VC- EXPAND and VC- EXPAND 80 VISICALC

EXPANSION software by Saturn Systems available for

$799 CDN
$699 US

With MS-DOS

o

Apple can now run high -speed 16 bit software.
True multiprocessing capability
Interface to expansion memory allows up to Mbyte
or
of memory to be DIRECTLY addressable using
more DISKULATORS. Contiguous memory is thus
available for MS -DOS, UCSD PASCAL IV OR CP /M86.
Supplied with MS -DOS.
Socket on board for 8087.
Macro assembler for use with MS-DOS available.

32k, 64k, and 128k memory boards
size and use with 80 column boards.

-

expansion of array

1

1

DISKULATOR
128k

-

MACROPRINT Parallel Interface
$175 CDN
$139 US
Parallel INPUT AND OUTPUT inter face for Apple.
Compatible with Apple software and hardware.
Inverted acknowledge and strobe for printers requiring
them.
Low Res and Hi Res Graphics Dumps.
An all-round best parallel board at best prices.
Many many extra Commands margin, width etc.
Also the most attractive looking!

$795 CDN
$599 US

-

64K/128K MEMORY BOARD FOR THE
APPLE the MACRO -MACROMEM.
Disk emulation software for DOS 3.3, PASCAL AND
CP /M complete disk can be downloaded in 20 seconds!
EXPANDABLE TO 384K (PIGGY-BACK board).
Special circuitry for low current.
Inter -faces to the MACRO -88 for contiguous memory
for the 8088.
Information on DISKULATOR can be accessed by the
6502 or 8088 in 4k banks.
The most flexible and expandable Ram board for the
-

MACROPEATER

-

Enables autorepeat on the Apple II.
Press a key, hold down for a second and it will be
repeated until released.
Invaluable for VISICALC and word processing applications.
Versions for old and new keyboards.
Simple to install no wiring!
Compatible with other hardware or software including
keyboard enhancer.

Apple.
VC- EXPAND and VC- EXPAND 80 for 64k and 128k
boards for Visicalc expansion.

MACROMEM-1

AUTOREPEAT BOARD
$35 CDN
$29 US

-

-

DOSTILITIES

$195 CDN
S139 US

$59 CDN
$49 US

16k memory board for the Apple II.
DOS 3.3 MACRODISK SOFTWARE included.
PASCAL and CP /M MACRODISK options.

Password protection for DOS 3.3 disks.
CATALOG MODS of all sorts double catalogs, file type I.D. mods etc.
-

Error instruction modification.
Printer -dump utility.
Editor for EXEC TEXT FILES.
Most valuable general utility for APPLE PROGRAM-

MACROMEM2
S299 CDN
$239 US

MERS.

32k memory board for the Apple II.

With software for moving DOS into one 16k bank.
Second BASIC language can be loaded into the second
bank.

Dealer and distributor inquiries most welcome

RAMEXPAND allows overlaying of programs and
storing of large arrays in the memory board effectively
expanding the Apple memory for Applesoft.
PSEUDODISK software included.
VC EXPAND and VC- EXPAND 80 available.

Apple
CP /M

of Apple Computer Inc.
Digital Research Corporation.
trademark of Microsoft Consumer

I I is a trademark
is a trademark of

MS -DOS is

a

Products Inc.
U.C.S.D. is a trademark of Regents of the University of
California.
VC- EXPAND is a trademark of Saturn Systems LTD.

MACRODISK FOR 16K BOARDS
$59 CDN
$49 US

MACRODISK software turns one or more memory
boards into a disk emulator.
Free with all Macrotech memory boards.
SAVE,BSAVE, RUN, BRUN, and other commands can
be made to /from memory board as if it were a normal
disk.
Speed of transfer typically 2 to 10 times that of a
real disk.
Equivalent PASCAL and CP /M MACRODISK also
Particularly valuable to PASCAL users as
available
the 'second' disk drive in the system can be a MACRO
DISK NO NEED TO BUY YOUR SECOND DRIVE!!
Pascal Macrodisk automatically set up on boot.
-

-

MACROTECH

Computer Products LTD
butor for

is also a

distri-

Quality Software, Prometheus Products, Continental Software, Avante Garde Creations, Saturn Systems, Rocky
Mountain Software, Xebec, A.L.S. etc. etc. and many
more.
Payment may be made by VISA, certified check or money
order.

MACROTECH Computer Products LTD
4116 Grace Crescent
North Vancouver, B.C. V7R481
604 -986 -7633

MACROTECH Computer Products LTD. is also seeking other designers or manufacturers who are interested in MACROTECH
Producing hardware or software products for the Canadian and international markets for dealer distribution (Considering the
Canadian U.S. dollar exchange rate this may be the only way for you to get your product to the market effectively in Canada).
-

MACROTECH Computer Products Ltd.
Circle 240 on inquiry card.

shouldn't have to worry about
squeezing them all in. The program
generator should take care of that by
breaking the column headings into

can explain them to the program generator. However, you should be able
to enter the necessary operations and
formulas without resorting to computerese. For example, if you want to
update an account balance, you
should be able to accomplish this in a
straightforward manner such as:

two or more lines, etc.

Most applications

Calculations:

will require some calculations on the
data: comparisons between names,
arithmetic operations, etc. Obviously, you will need to understand the
required operations fully before you

MEMBER

V1

= V2

-

V3

Editing convenience: This may be
the most important aspect of a program generator, since 60 to 80 percent
of programming time is usually devoted to maintenance (modification)
of existing programs. Obviously,

-

# # # ##

ID:

LAST NAME:

FIRST NAME:

# # # # # # ## # # # # # # ##

DATE OF LAST CONTACT:

STREET:

NEW BALANCE = OLD BALANCE
PAYMENT RECEIVED

You should not have to resort to formulas like this:

##

/#

# #### ### #### ### ###

#

/

# # # # # # # # ##

##

## # # # ##

CITY: # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # ##

STATE: ##

ZIP:

###

##

PRESS <F1> TO UPDATE THIS RECORD
PRESS <ESC. '1:: TO LEAVE IT UNCHANGED (CANCEL ALL CHANGES)
PRESS (ESC> <0> TO EXIT FROM THIS PROGRAM
Figure 3:

The screen layout for the mailing-list program using Quic -N-Easi. The "4" signs show the size and position of keyboard in-

put fields.
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6
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FIRSTNAME

10

6 53

ID

0

LEN

FILL. MY -EN

MU -EN MU -FL MU -TB PROC

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

L.

Y

N

N

Y

3

MONTH

2

9

:_'3

D

R

Y

N

Y

Y

4

DAY

--

9

26

I)

R

Y

N

Y

Y

5

YEAR

2

9

29 D

Y

N

Y

Y

6

STREET

25

13

Y

N

N

Y

7

CITY

20

16

Y

N

N

Y

8

STATE

9

ZIP

5

L.

16 48

A

Y

N

Y

Y

16 63

1)

Y

N

Y

Y

GETRECORD

CHECKDATE

The data descriptions given to Quic -N -Easi. Column abbreviations used are LEN= field length, R= display row,
C= display column, DESC =data description, JUST= justification (left or right), FILL= character, MY - EN= may enter,
MU-EN= must enter, MU- FL =must fill, MU-TB= must tab, and PROC =procedure associated with this field. As soon as the
Figure 4:

operator types in a member ID number, the GETRECORD procedure gets the member record, if it has been written. The
CHECKDATE procedure ensures that the operator enters a valid date as mm /dd /yy.
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NOW-

Fully Transparent
Mass Storage Systems
For Your Personal Computer.

Transparent Operation-Visible
The graymatter is available in 5,10,15 & 20
Contact Your Local Computer Dealer for more

Distributed by:

our
Apparat continues to expand
line of IBM PC compatible IBM
products. Buy a minimum
then look
system from any dealer,
expand
to Apparat to complete and a
over
25%
about
save
it. And
even
comparable system. You will
find that we've developed some
products you can't find from any

other manufacturer or distributor.

IBM compatible add-in and

expansion drives.

Single and Double sided 40
track drives. Both drives (andon
or CDC available) are fully
supported by PC DOS version
or match.
1.1, and you can mix
Drives are easily installed in
minutes. Single sided (160 k)
$225 each, Double sided (320K)
$315 each.
Double sided 80 track (650K) in
t ndon drive. Easily installed

-

-

minutes. Requires software
patch - $435.
Expansion cabinet for 3rd and
4th drives. Ani of the IBM
compatible diikes above are
easily mounted into the
matching case. Power supply
and cable included - $275. 2 in
With 2 dual 40's internally and
have
the expansion cabinet you
on
storage
of
megabytes
1.2
over
an
by
line and supported
unmodified VC DOS I.I.

SO YOU CAN DRIVE
YOUR IBM PC
CAPABILITIES WAY
UP

More savings on these add-ons.

Combo Card. Adds parallel
printer, RS 232 asynchronous
communications and clock
calendar functions. Uses only
one slot and includes RS 232
cable
$279.
Clock Calendar Card. Features
seconds, minutes, hours, day of
week, date, month and year.
Battery backup maintains time
and date even when system is
turned off. Software compatible
with PC DOS
$129.
Prototype Card. 3.5 by 8 inch
wirewrap area holds over 85 -14
pin dips
$29.95.
64K Byte Hardware Print
Spoolers. Internal spooler
comes with parallel printer
adapter. External version
connects easily between
computer and printer. Both

-

-

-

buffer 32 pages of print output
and are user programmable
$399.
Add -On Memory Card. Uses 64K
dynamic RAM chips, with parity.
All are expandable to 256K. 64K
$399, 192K
$299, 128K
$599.
$499, 256K
Monitors. high quality, reliable,
12 inch green screen. NEC, 20
Mhz BW
$195, Amdek, 18 Mhz
BW and anti glare
$180.
Printers. A variety of the newest
Epson, NEC and Okidata printers
available. Call for prices.
48K Additional Ram. 27 chips
plug easily into master PC board
$75.
ROB Color Monitors. Includes
cable and modification to include
intensity control. NEC
16 colors
(resolution 690 by 230)
$995,
Amdek (560 by 240)
$899.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Prom Blaster. Programs most 4K
to 64K bit 24 PIN EPROMS.
Complete with personality
modules and read /write software
$149.
Apparat Game Diskette.
Includes blackjack, othello,
matches and spiralgraph
$24.95.
Apparat will continue to develop
add -on products for your IBM PC.
And Apparat warrants and services
all the products we sell. Call today
to order any of the products listed
here or to find out more
information write Apparat, Inc.,
4401 So. Tamarac Parkway, Denver,
CO 80237, (303) 741 -1778. Dealer
inquiries welcome. To order any
product today call

-

-

800/525 -7674.
IBM PC

Apparat, Inc.
Circle 27 on Inquiry card.
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Listing 2: The procedures you must specify using the Quic -N -Easi language for the mailing -list application. In effect, you write this
"program "; however, it is much shorter and simpler than an equivalent program written in an ordinary programming language.
This application uses indexed sequential files and allows you to update existing records.

1.0:

*

FUNCTION KEY PROCEDURE_.
PROC KEY0
CLOSE
SYSTEM
END
PROC KEY1
UNLOCK ID

10:
10:
10:
10:
10:
10:
101
10:

100:
100:
100:
100:
100:
100:
100:
100:
100:
100:
100:
100:
100:

1

HOMECL.EAR

END
PROC GETRECORD
IF ID GE
AND ID LE 200 THEN GOTO 1001.0
ERROR "MEMBER ID NUMBER IS OUT OF RANGE: CI
CLEAR ID
RESUME
END
Pc)SN 1 TO ID
READ 1: 10020
GET * FROM 1
LACK ID
END
UNLOCK ID
1.

10010

10020

PROC LOAD
OPEN "MEMLIST ",3,97,1: 20010
END
MAKE "MEMLIST ",3,97,10,5,1: 20020
END
ERROR "CAN'T CREATE. FILE"
SYSTEM
END

300:
300:
300:
300:
300:
300:
300:
300:
300:
300:
300:
300:
300:
300:
300:

PROC,

50

200J"

ENI)

200:
200:
200:
200: 20010
200:
200: 20020
200:
200:

400:
400:
400:
400:
400:
400:
400:
400:
400:
400:

-

ENTER
UNLOCK ID
RESTART
1

PUT * TO

30010

CLOSE

30020

40010

August 1982

's.

1.

WRITE 1: 30010
SECURE 1: 30020
END
ERROR "ERROR IN WRITING RECORD"
1

SYSTEM
END
ERROR "ERROR IN SECURING FILE"
CLOSE 1
SYSTEM
END
PROC CHECKDATF_
IF MONTH LT 1 OR MONTH GT 12 THEN GOTO 40010
IF DAY LT 1 OR DAY GT 31 THEN 40010
END
ERROR "ERROR IN DATE FORMAT -- USE MONTH /DAY /YEAR"
CLEAR MONTH
CLEAR DAY
CLEAR YEAR
NEXT MONTH
END

BYTE Publications Inc
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you'd like to use the program generator to modify your generated programs, rather than deal with them
directly. Can you change one part of
a program -for example, the report
format or the screen input format
without having to go through the entire specification procedure again? If
you change the data -file structure,
will this change be automatically
reflected in the programs using that
file? Ideally, changes in one part of a
program or file should be reflected
automatically throughout.
What kind of program is generated? It varies from one product to
another. The Last One produces a
stand -alone BASIC program. The
BASIC program is intended for use
with your machine's built -in BASIC
interpreter. Quic -N -Easi produces
format files and procedures that can

-

Editing convenience
may be the most
important
aspect of a program
generator.

THE UNIQUE CROSS -COMPILER FOR
MICROPROCESSOR INDEPENDENCE
With PLMX you are no longer restricted to any one microprocessor.
PLMX is a flexible cross -compiler that generates code for the 8080/8085,
Z -80, 1802, 6800/6802/6809, and 9900 microprocessors and executes
under TEKDOS', DOS /50', CP /M ", and CP/M derivative operating
systems. This flexibility enables you to convert your existing PL/M
libraries into a Microprocessor - Independent Program Library.
PLMX implements the structured syntax of PL/M and produces assembly
language source files which can be assembled for ROM-based applications.
And PLMX offers the features you are looking for in a software development tool: portability, better program organization, more efficient management of large programming jobs and savings in programming time and
money. Protect your software investment, contact Roger Carlson - TODAY.
He'll tell you all about PLMX.

SYSCON
CORPORATION
401 5 Hancock Street. San °leeo. CA 921 10
TWX(910)335-1660
Phone (714)292 -PLNAX

TEKDOS and DOS 50 are trademarks of Tektronix. Inc.
CP M Is
trademark of Digital Research. Inc
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be executed only by the Quic -N -Easi
run -time package.
Each approach has advantages and
disadvantages. When the final program is written in a standard language like BASIC, you have more
flexibility in using it. If you know the
programming language, you may be
able to modify the program directly.
On the other hand, programs such as
Quic -N -Easi that use a run -time
module may be considerably faster
and more efficient than BASIC programs; this applies to both program
development and program use.
Is a

Program Generator for You?

Even though a program generator
has all the features I've mentioned, it
still may not be for you. For one
thing, many of the program gen-

erators assume that you know programming. Some program generators
require you to learn a specification
language -usually quite simple. Using such a language will require that
you master at least a few elementary

Performance Breakthrough...

...the CYBERDRIVETMfor the IBM Personal Computer
million bytes of disk capacity in a single cabinet with
an integrated mini -cartridge tape for secure data backup.

13.5 or 27

Setting an exciting new microcomputer standard, the
CYBERDRIVE' combines a full package of features.
It offers new, higher performance levels, with an integrated business -oriented backup device.
As the CYBERDRIVE is made available for other systems,
media transfer is assured regardless of the host hardware or
Operating System.
The CYBERDRIVE slashes the seek time dramatic ally-e.g. the usual 5 Megabyte stepper -motor Winchester
disk offers average seek time typically in the range of 100 to
200 milliseconds (incl. head settling).
With the CYBERDRIVE, the average seek time across
more than five times as much data is only 33 milliseconds
(incl. head settling).
This basic speed, coupled with disk cache buffering and
a peak transfer rate of 1 million bytes per second, make the
CYBERDRIVE a performance champ!
The integrated mini -cartridge tapes used for backup of
data allow dumping of (for example) 10 million bytes of data
in about 10 minutes ... much faster than other tape or floppy
disk backup techniques. Hardware read -after -write error
checking is incorporated in the tape device.
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by Cre..rNts Inc. AN right
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O Copyright
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...And don't fail to ask about our superb lineup of serious
business software (also offered in CYBERDRIVE format)
including:
RMICOBOL2 compiler -the micro industry standard.
MBSI3 RM /COBOL general business applications (derived
from MCBA4 minicomputer packages)... thousands
in use... money back guarantee... source program

license.
CRT!' from Cybernetics (COBOL Reprogramming Tool!) Program generator for RM/COBOL to ease program development and maintenance
an
alternative to a Data Base System.
CBASIC25 & CBASIC865 compilers... for aficionados of a
useful BASIC.
.

.

The software is available on a variety of industry- standard
Operating Systems including CP/M5-MP/M5 (both -80 & -86),
OASIS °, PCDOS, and UNIX'. Inquire for specific details and
prices.
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The Last One
The rather grandiose idea implicit in
the product's name is that it will be the
last program you ever need to buy. If
that is indeed the case, the reason will
probably be that you give up computing out of sheer frustration with
The Last One.
The Last One is written entirely in
BASIC. It consists of dozens of separate program and data files comprising
more than 175,000 bytes of code (on
the Model II version). In terms of sheer
program size, D. J. 'Al' Systems is cer-

tainly giving you your money's worth.
Of course, programs can't be rated
solely in terms of cost per byte of code.
Far more important is how useful the
code is.
The Last One is a fully menu -driven
system; that means at every stage of its
operation, the screen lists currently
available options. For example, when
you start the program, you see the
main dispersal menu:
Create program
Modify program
Modify file
External files
Enquiry
Certify new disk
Return to BASIC

<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
< 6>
< 7>

Each time you select an option, The
Last One must load the appropriate
program and run it. This makes the

system quite sluggish. Most of your
time is spent watching the computer

display the message

"Please

wait...working. " Because of a complex
hierarchy of menus, skipping from one
activity to another (from, for example,
screen design to procedure specification) is tortuous if not impossible.

Sample Use
For generating routine data -entry
applications (such as the mailing list
described in the main article), The Last
One is acceptable but cumbersome.
You start by specifying exactly what
information goes into the file. You
assign a name to each field, describe
the field (any characters, numeric
only, or date-format data), and specify
the field size. Having only three data
types puts a larger burden on you to
check data entries for valid informa-
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tion; often you will need to ensure that
the data falls into a much narrower
category (compare with Quic -N- Easi).
If you make a mistake, you can correct
it by retyping all the information for
the affected field.
After describing the data, you set a
"file pointer," which determines the
position in the file where input /output
will begin. This is probably the first
place where previous computer knowledge is useful.
Next you specify the program logic
in two steps. Using a "flowchart creation menu," you select the desired sequence of operations for your program. Figure 2 shows the steps used to
program the mailing -list application.
When you're done with the flowchart,
you have a very general description of
the program logic. However, most of
the work is yet to be done.
The next phase is called "coding,"
and it's by far the most tedious. All the
generalities of the flowchart must be

result will contain routines to handle
keyboard and disk -related errors. You
will be able to use the program (and
associated data files) independently of
The Last One.
Should you ever want to modify the
program, you'll probably want to use
The Last One again, even if you know
BASIC. The reason is that the
generated program is completely undocumented. Variable names used
have no meaning, and no explanatory
remarks are embedded in the program.
You can have a copy of the flowchart
included at the beginning of the program, but that is too general to be really helpful in program modification. It's
easy to modify a flowchart, and
generating the flowchart isn't difficult
in itself. The hard part is modifying the
coded program. Rather than changing
a few parts and leaving the rest of the
coding unchanged, you must painstakingly repeat the entire coding procedure.

turned into specific procedures.
Wherever you have indicated a branch
(change in program flow), you now
specify the destination of the branch,
referring back to the original flowchart. Wherever you have specified
"input from keyboard" in the flowchart, you will now be prompted to
design an input screen. The Last One
doesn't have a full -featured screen
editor, so you must locate the prompting fields using row and column
numbers. To change a completed
screen, you must erase it and start all
over.
Wherever you have indicated calculations, The Last One will ask you to
specify them as formulas. Unfortunately, you cannot use the field names but
must resort to meaningless symbols
like V1, V2, V3, etc.
Outputting results is similar to keyboard input: you specify the output
format by relating data fields to
various rows and columns on the
screen. The Last One will go through
the entire list of variables in your program and ask where each one of them
is to be output. Typically, only a very
few of them are desired as output. This
means much needless effort.
When the generalities have all been
reduced to specifics, The Last One will
generate a BASIC program. The final

Documentation
The instruction manuals are tutorial
and quite readable. One describes the
package in general; the other describes
specifics related to the machine you are
using. The general manual takes you
step by step through a simple mailinglist application, the best way to get you
into the subject. However, the manual
is not organized for easy reference. Information is scattered about in different sections, and much information
is too abbreviated.

Summary
The Last One does contain a considerable amount of embedded knowledge. It can generate a great deal of
BASIC code given a few simple commands. Unlike other program generators, The Last One doesn't require you
to learn a specification language. It's a
shame that the system isn't faster and
easier to use.
If you are willing to wade through a
tedious maze of menus and specification procedures that may take hours,
and if you refuse to learn BASIC or
any other programming language, you
can probably find a use for The Last
One, especially if your application is to
perform simple data storage and
retrieval.... G. S.
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How the
short wo of ong problems.
Whenever you can solve
complex problems quickly and
accurately, you're ahead of the
game. And that's exactly what the
TI -55 -II does for you. By giving
you 112 re- programmed functions
(like definite integrals), it allows
you to take short cuts without
losing accuracy. You'll accomplish
a lot more in less time which
means increased efficiency.
With our TI -55 -II you can
tackle problems you thought could
only be solved with higher -priced
programmables. You're not only
getting the standard slide rule
functions but also statistical capabilities. This way you can work
out linear regressions, permutations and combinations, just to
name a few.

The TI -55 -II also gives you
enough programmability to eliminate a lot of repetitive key punching. Our Constant Memory'
keeps programs and data on tap,
even when the calculator is turned
off. So once you've entered a
formula, you can simply put in the
variables to get your solution. The
Liquid Crystal Display shows your

,'

answers in standard, scientific or
engineering notations clearly
and precisely.
We also help you get the
most out of your calculator with
the Calculator Decision -Making
Sourcebook. It gives you step by -step examples of the best
techniques used for solving mathematical, scientific and statistical
problems. And we've included a
special section on how to program
your TI- 55 -II.
So next time you're facing
another time- consuming
problem, cut it down to
size with the TI- 55 -II.
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Quic-N-Easi
The instruction manual describes
Quic -N -Easi as "an applications
development language that dramatically reduces development time and pro-

duces more professional, clearer screen

presentations." Compared to The Last
One's hyperbole, this is a refreshingly
modest and accurate description.
To use this product successfully, you
will need to learn some programming
concepts and the Quic -N -Easi language. That's going to take a while
(anywhere from a day to a week or
more). But once you've learned it, you
have a tool that really can speed up the
programming of common business applications. (If you learn the advanced
features, you can go far beyond run of- the-mill data entry and retrieval applications.)
Quic- N -Easi consists of two programs, the "format builder" and the
"run-time interpreter." The format
builder lets you describe the data, set
up screen formats, and specify procedures in the Quic -N-Easi language. The
result of this effort is called a format
file and is really your application program. The run -time program interprets
the format file and, in so doing, performs the application.
The striking features of Quic-N -Easi
are ease of editing and logical operation. You work with only three
"modes" or activities while creating a
format file: building a format background (designing the screen layout),
defining the data fields, and specifying
program procedures. It's simple to skip
from one activity to another without
losing work in either area.

programming concepts and techniques.
One final point seems obvious but
is often missed: to use a program generator effectively, you must fully
understand the desired application.
It's no use, for example, trying to
make a program generator produce a
double -entry ledger system if you
56
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Sample Use
To generate the sample mailing -list
application (see main article), you start
by defining the screen format. Quic -NEasi has a screen editor that makes this
easy: rather than referring to screen

locations with row and column numbers, you type the desired information
right onto the screen. Next you locate
operator -entry fields on the screen and
specify what kind of data goes in each.
There are nine categories of data, including various combinations of
numbers, uppercase letters, and lowercase letters. This generous selection
takes much of the burden of data
checking from you during the procedure specification stage: the corn!outer will automatically ensure that
valid data is entered from the keyboard.
Finally, you specify procedures to be
executed immediately after each field is
entered or after the entire screen form
is filled. Listing 2 shows the procedures
used to generate the mailing -list application.
The Quic -N -Easi language is simpler
than BASIC; nevertheless, it is a computer language. If it's your first, expect
some difficulty. One good thing about
this language is that you can always
refer to your data in terms of names
you choose, like ID, STREET, etc.
This is true even when you're specifying calculations to be performed on
these fields. Only for internal calculations do you have to resort to names
like #SO, #NO, and #BO.
Disk input/output is another strong
point of this product. In addition to se-

know nothing about accounting.
Even the mailing -list application requires that you have a good understanding of the best way to store
data. (How many characters should
be allowed for the name field, address
field, etc7) Manual systems are much
more flexible than computer systems
in these areas; you'll probably have

quential and random- access files,
Quic-N-Easi offers indexed sequential
files, which enable your file update
programs to operate with exceptional
speed. (See section entitled "File
Storage" page 42.) The mailing -list application was programmed using indexed sequential files.

Documentation
The instruction manual for Quic -NEasi contains a self- teaching guide and
a programmer's reference section. The
self- teaching guide uses prepared format files supplied with the software
distribution disk and makes an effective introduction to the system.
Mastering the system is going to take
quite a while, and the programmer's
reference section will become useful as
you begin to grasp the principles of

operation. A handy reference card
also provided.

is

Summary
Quic-N -Easi will not free you from
the task of programming. To make full
use of it, you will need to understand
fundamental principles of program ming-as well as learn the Quic -N-Easi

language. However, once you've
passed these hurdles, Quic -N -Easi
should help you to generate common
business- application programs much
faster than could be done using BASIC
or other programming languages. And
the level of expertise required to create
a given application with Quic- N -Easi is
lower than that required to create the
same application in an ordinary lan-

guage....

G. S.

to do more specific planning than
you're used to.
One thing's for sure. Using an application generator will give you
more appreciation for the work programmers do. If using a program generator takes so much effort, think
about what programmers have to go
through.

High-Resolution
Sprite-Oriented Color Graphics
You don't need Logo to use sprites

for animation with the illusion of depth.
Steve Ciarcia
POB 582
Glastonbury, CT 06033

A funny thing happened on my
way to writing this article. Very rarely do I ever know what BYTE's
monthly theme is when I am planning
a project. The editors tell me, but I
am always working on so many hard-

ware projects simultaneously that I
can't keep track. And I sometimes
juggle my project schedule at the last
minute.
This time, three weeks before my
deadline, I told Senior Editor Gregg
Williams that I was designing a sprite graphics interface for August. He reminded me that the theme of the issue
was Logo and that my project was a
perfect enhancement to a Logo package produced by Terrapin Inc. of
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
'What's Logo7" I thought to myself, but not wishing to appear completely ignorant, I took his word for it
and sent my wire -wrapped prototype
board to Leigh Klotz Jr. and Patrick
Sobalvarro at Terrapin. It took them
less than a week to devise ways to
Copyright © 1982 by Steven A. Garcia.
All rights reserved.

Certain figures and diagrams pertaining to the
TMS9918A are reprinted courtesy of Texas Instruments Inc.

control my sprite -graphics interface
using the Logo language.
Their help came just at the right
time. Since I was struggling with using assembly language to draw the
pictures necessary for this article, I
gratefully accepted a copy of the Terrapin MIT Logo language from them,
along with the Logo routines they
wrote to manipulate sprites. Using
Terrapin's software, I quickly came
to understand why Logo and a sprite graphics interface are a natural combination.

The key component is
the TMS9918A

Video Display
Processor.
But you don't have to have Logo to
use the sprite -graphics board. You
can approach this project either as a

versatile color graphics interface that
you can mold to fit your requirements or as a sprite -graphics system
for use with Terrapin MIT Logo. In
either case, you will not be disappointed.

The TMS9918A VDP
The key component in this month's
project is an integrated circuit from
Texas Instruments, the TMS9918A

Video Display Processor (VDP). This
chip offers features that are not, to
my knowledge, found in any other
graphics system. A summary of its
capabilities is shown in table 1.
The TMS9918A VDP is intended to
be interfaced to a host microprocessor through an 8 -bit bidirectional
data bus and three control lines. The
VDP's output is a composite color
video signal, which can be fed directly into a video monitor or, with the
addition of an RF (radio- frequency)
modulator, to the antenna terminals
of a television set.
Up to 16K bytes of dynamic RAM
(random-access read /write memory)
can be attached directly to the VDP.
This VRAM (video RAM), which
contains the data that defines the
graphics image to be displayed, is
automatically refreshed by the VDP.
The VRAM needs no direct connection to the host computer.
The host processor interacts with
the 9918A by reading from or writing
to its registers or the VRAM. The interpretation of the data flow is controlled by the states of the three control lines. The timing of register and
VRAM updates is asynchronous with
the video output; thus the host processor can communicate with the
VDP at any time.
August 1982
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of visibility than the planes further
away (the bottom layers of the sand1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

display resolution of 256 by 192 pixels
16 colors, including black and transparent
supports 16K bytes of separate video memory
real -time interrupt capability
32 sprites for simulation of three -dimensional effects
composite video output
four display modes:
a. graphics (256 by 192 dots -limited color)
b. graphics II (256 by 192 dots -extended color)
c. text mode (24 lines of 40 user -defined characters)
d. multicolor mode (64 by 48 low- resolution positions)
external video and sync inputs
automatic, transparent dynamic RAM refresh
I

8.
9.

Table 1: Characteristics of the Texas Instruments TMS9918A Video Display Processor integrated circuit.
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BACKDROP (SOLID COLOR)

-PATTERNS (CHARACTER- ORIENTED)
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ti

SPRITES
(OBJECT -ORIENTED)

Figure 1: The TMS9918A's screen image can be envisioned as a set of overlapping display planes sandwiched together. Image objects in planes figuratively closer to the
viewer (the top layers of the sandwich) seem to be in front of objects on planes further
away (the bottom layers of the sandwich). The top 32 sprite planes are in front of the
pattern plane, the backdrop plane, and the external VDP (video) plane, which can contain a video image from almost any compatible external source. The 9918A combines
the multiple image sources to form a single composite image.

Distinctive Architecture
The TMS9918A VDP displays an
image on the screen that can be best
envisioned as a set of overlapping display planes sandwiched together, as
shown in figure 1. This distinctive
graphics architecture makes possible
58

the simulation of depth relationships
between animated objects in the display without the use of complex
hidden -line algorithms.
Image objects in planes figuratively
closer to the viewer (the top layers of
the sandwich) have higher priorities
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wich). When the objects on two different planes attempt to occupy the
same spot on the screen, the object on
the higher -priority plane will be seen
by the viewer. For an object on one of
the lower -priority planes to be visible, all planes in front of the object's
plane (the higher -priority planes)
must be transparent at that point.
The top 32 planes are designated
for the display of special graphics objects called sprites, which I'll explain
shortly. Behind the sprite planes is the
pattern plane. The pattern plane is
used for text and graphics generated
in one of four color -display modes.
This pattern plane works like a conventional single -plane, spriteless
graphics system. The resolution
varies depending on the display mode
selected.
Behind the pattern plane is the
backdrop plane. Its area is larger than
the other planes so that it can form a
border around them. The backdrop is
always either 1 of 15 solid colors or
transparent.
The last, rearmost plane is called
the external VDP plane, which can
allow one 9918A chip to overlay its
display over the output of a second
9918A. But the external VDP plane
could contain a video image from
almost any compatible external
source such as a TV camera, a videotape recorder, or another computer
display, as long as the external source
is synchronized to the 9918A's Clock
and Reset /Sync inputs. It might also
be necessary to adjust the signal
voltage levels.
The four image sources (sprites,
pattern plane, backdrop, and external
input) can be combined to create a
single composite image in the 9918A.
In most applications, however, the
9918A's external VDP input is not
used, and the image is formed from
the pattern, backdrop, and sprite
planes.

What Are Sprites?
A sprite is a graphics object of a
specified pattern appearing on its
plane in a position determined by a
single coordinate pair specifying the
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Figure 2: A possible application for sprites: displaying a graphics image of an automobile driving along a road through hilly country,
past a field containing grass and a single tree, under a sky populated by clouds.
The background, comprising the hills, grass, road, and sky, is "painted" on the pattern plane. Sprites 0 and I are set up with patterns representing the tree's foliage and trunk. The sections of the car are drawn using sprites 2 through 5. Finally, three clouds are
drawn using sprites 6 through 8. Each of the sprites can be made to move smoothly across the screen by continuously changing a
2 -byte address pointer in the sprite -attribute table.
As sprites 2 through 5 (the car sprites) are moved past the position occupied by sprites 0 and 1 (the two tree sprites), the VDP selects
the displayed pixel values at each point from the highest -priority plane that is not transparent at that point; therefore our view of the
car is automatically blocked out as it passes behind the tree.

sprite's location on the screen in the Example of Sprite Use
horizontal and vertical axes. By
Let's consider a possible applicachanging this one set of coordinates, tion: displaying a graphics image of
the sprite can be moved easily and an automobile driving along a road
through hilly country, past a field
quickly across the screen.
Sprites come in two sizes: 8 by 8 containing grass and a single tree,
pixels (picture elements) and 16 by 16 under a sky populated by clouds (see
pixels; they can be expanded to 32 by figure 2). Starting from the fore32 pixels by using the magnification ground, we see that there is a tree befeature. Their resolution of move- tween our point of view and the roadment is one pixel on the 192- by way. Naturally we expect the car to
256 -pixel viewing area. Each sprite be obscured by the tree when passing
plane contains exactly one sprite; all behind it. And the car should obscure
the plane's area outside the sprite pat- the background hills wherever it
tern is transparent. The sprite plane goes.
with the highest priority is identified
This scene is set up on the 9918A as
as sprite 0, and the one with the follows. The background, comprising
lowest priority is sprite 31.
the hills, grass, road, and sky, is
The ease of programming complex "painted" on the pattern plane in a
graphic displays through the use of way similar to the use of any convensprites is the most significant feature tional display.
of the TMS9918A.
Since the size of the sprites is

limited and each sprite can be only
one color, it sometimes becomes necessary to use multiple sprites to define
a single entity in the picture. (When
the entity is to be moved across the
screen, all the sprites that form it
must be moved at the same time.) So,
following this plan, sprites 0 and 1 are
set up with patterns representing the
tree's foliage and trunk. The sections
of the car (front and rear of the body
plus the two visible tires) are drawn
using sprites 2 through 5. Finally,
three clouds (of slightly different
colors) are drawn using sprites 6
through 8. Sprite planes 9 through 31
are left transparent.

Animation Comes Easy
Once the static display has been
established, we can see why sprites
are so useful in animating the display,
August 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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(la)

(lb)

Photo 1: A step -by-step illustration of the use of sprites and the concept of plane priority. The yellow turtle (sprite 3) is
programmed to pass from left to right past the green box (sprite 0), the blue box (sprite 1), and the red box (sprite 2). The
transparent pattern plane and backdrop cause the background to be black.

that is, causing parts of it to move.
What would ordinarily be an extensive programming task is handled
almost entirely in hardware by the
9918A.
Unlike spriteless systems, moving
the car does not require that the software repaint the entire display pat-

tern. Simply by continuously changing a 2 -byte address pointer in the
sprite-attribute table in VRAM, each
of the sprites can be made to move
(2a)

smoothly across the screen.
In addition, as sprites 2 through 5
(the car sprites) are moved past the
position occupied by sprites O and 1
(the two tree sprites), the VDP selects
the displayed pixel values at each
point from the highest -priority plane
that is not transparent at that point;
therefore our view of the car is automatically blocked out as it passes
behind the tree. Similarly, if the
clouds are different colors (perhaps

white and gray) and made to pass
each other, they will also appear to
pass in front or behind in a pseudo three- dimensional view. This hidden view capability is provided in hardware and requires no special software, unlike conventional graphics
systems.

Additional Examples
Photo sequences 1 and 2 are step by -step illustrations of the use of

(2b)

2: Some priorities have been exchanged from photo 1: the shapes have been set up on a new permutation of planes.
The green and red boxes remain sprites 0 and 2, respectively, but the turtle is now sprite 1 and the blue box is sprite 3. The
boxes now overlap in a different order; instead of the sequence green, blue, red, we now have green, red, blue.

Photo
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(1c)

(id)

The turtle is obscured from view as it passes from left to right past the three boxes, beginning in photo lb. It is not fully
visible until it emerges again on the right in photo 1d. Since the three boxes reside on sprite planes of higher priority than
the turtle's plane, the pixel values of the boxes take precedence in being displayed wherever the sprite shapes intersect.
Also, the three boxes overlap according to their planes' priorities.

sprites and the concept of plane priority. Both examples use four sprites,
but the priorities of the planes used
for each sprite shape are changed to
demonstrate different effects. Three
of the sprites are solid -color boxes,
and one is a shape described as a turtle. The turtle is programmed to pass
from left to right past the boxes.
In photos la through ld, the green
box is sprite 0, the blue box is sprite 1,
and the red box is sprite 2. The yellow
(2c)

turtle is sprite 3. No other sprites are
involved, and the pattern plane and
backdrop are transparent, resulting in
a black background.
You'll notice that the turtle is
obscured from view as it passes from
left to right past the three boxes, beginning in photo lb. Since the three
boxes reside on sprite planes of higher
priority than the turtle's plane, the
pixel values of the boxes take precedence in being displayed wherever the

sprite shapes intersect. Observe also
that the three boxes overlap according to their planes' priorities. The
green covers the blue, and the blue
covers the red. As for the turtle, it has
the lowest priority and is not fully
visible until it emerges again on the
right in photo ld.
In photos 2a through 2d, some priorities are exchanged: the shapes have
been set up on a new permutation of
planes. The green and red boxes re-

(2d)

As the turtle (now sprite I) passes from left to right, it passes in front of the red box (sprite 2) and the blue box (sprite 3),
as shown in photo 2b, but it goes behind the green box (sprite 0), in photo 2c.
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Figure 3: The binary coding for an 8 -by -8-pixel sprite pattern is stored in VRAM in the sprite -generator table in 8 bytes. Each bit in
the pattern coding corresponds to one pixel in the displayed pattern. Wherever a 1 is stored in a pixel's pattern bit, the sprite will be
colored; where the bit is a 0, the sprite will be transparent. Each sprite can be only a single color.
Each sprite's attributes are stored in the 128 -byte sprite- attribute table. Each set of attributes takes up 4 bytes. In each set of attributes, the first two bytes set the x,y coordinates of the sprite on the screen, referenced from the screen's upper left corner. The third
attribute byte contains the sprite's "name" (actually the low -order bits of the address of its segment of the sprite -generator table), and
the fourth byte defines the sprite's color, according to the 4 -bit color values given in table 2.

Hexadecimal
Value

Color

transparent
black
medium green

0
1

2

light green
dark blue
light blue

3
4
5

dark red
cyan
medium red

6
7

8

light red
dark yellow
light yellow

9
A
B

E

dark green
magenta
gray

F

white

C
D

Table 2: Four -bit binary codes used by
the 9918A to specify the color of a picture element or color pattern.
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main sprites 0 and 2, respectively, but
the turtle is now sprite 1 and the blue
box is sprite 3. The first feature of
note is the reordering of the overlapping boxes. Instead of the sequence
green, blue, red, we now have green,
red, blue.
As the turtle (now sprite 1) passes
from left to right, it passes in front of
the red box (sprite 2) and the blue box
(sprite 3), as shown in photo 2b, but
it goes behind the green box (sprite 0),
as we see in photo 2c. The appearance
is that it is passing among rather than
behind the boxes.
Boxes and turtles may not impress
you very much in themselves, but remember that no complicated hidden line algorithms are needed to determine pixel precedence. Everything
I've demonstrated is done completely
in hardware on the 9918A. The only

BYTE Publications Inc
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software computation (other than initially generating the sprites) is to
change a 2 -byte x,y coordinate pair to
move the turtle.
There is a restriction, however, on
the number of sprites that may occupy a single horizontal scan line in
the video display raster: only four
may do so simultaneously. If a fifth
sprite is moved into a position such
that part of its pattern is on the same
line with parts of four other sprites,
the conflicting parts of the lowest priority sprite of the five will be made
transparent on the display. Also, the
number of the fifth sprite will appear
in the 9918A's status register.

Structure of Sprites
There are two basic sizes of sprites:
by 8 pixels and 16 by 16 pixels. The
8- by 8 -pixel sprite is more often used;
8

the binary coding for its pattern is
stored in VRAM in the sprite- generator table (SGT) in 8 bytes, as shown
in figure 3. The larger 16- by 16 -pixel

sprite requires 32 bytes for storage of
its pattern coding.
Each bit in the SGT pattern coding
corresponds to one pixel in the displayed pattern. Wherever a 1 is
stored in a pixel's pattern bit, the
sprite will be colored; where the bit is
a 0, the sprite will be transparent.
Each sprite can be only a single color.
Either size sprite may be enlarged
(magnified) by a factor of 2 under
software control; the magnification
factor (1 or 2) is global, affecting all
sprites. The display produced for the
priority demonstration of photo sequences 1 and 2 consisted of 16- by
16 -pixel sprite shapes made from 8by 8 -pixel sprites magnified to be
twice as big as normal.
Each sprite's attributes (values that
determine the characteristics of color,
coordinate position, and SGT pattern
location) are stored in the sprite- attribute table, or SAT, in VRAM. Each
set of attributes takes up 4 bytes; to
support 32 sprites, the table must be
128 bytes long. To find the storage
location of a particular sprite's attributes, we merely take the sprite's
number, multiply it by 4, and add the
result to the base address of the
sprite-attribute table, which is stored
in the 9918A's register 5.
In each set of attributes, the first
two bytes set the x,y coordinates of
the sprite on the screen, referenced
from the screen's upper left corner.
The third attribute byte contains the
sprite's "name" (actually the low order bits of the address of the sprite's
SGT segment), and the fourth byte
defines the sprite's color, according to
the 4 -bit color values given in table 2.

Not Only Sprites
In addition to sprites,

the

TMS9918A VDP is capable of considerable graphic feats using only the
pattern plane, which operates in any
of four display modes. Not all modes
use the full 16K -byte memory capacity that the 9918A is capable of supporting. The display mode and memory allocation are selected by setting
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Photo 3: A Graphics -II-mode display combined with sprites, showing a
simulation of some analog sensor meters. The pattern plane contains the meter
scales and alphanumeric labeling, while the pointers within the meter scales
are sprites, which are easily moved to represent changes in the measured quantities.

bits in the VDP's registers. Let's look
at some of these other methods of
display.

Graphics I Mode
I mode, the screen
divided up into a grid of pattern
positions arranged in 24 rows of 32
columns: a total of 768 positions.
Each pattern position contains 64 pix-

In the Graphics

is

The ease of
programming complex
graphic displays
through use of the
sprites is the most
significant feature of
the TMS9918A.
els arranged in 8 rows of 8 columns.
The contents of the pattern -generator
table (PGT) in VRAM determine
what is displayed in these pattern

positions, and the pattern -color table
(PCT) defines the colors associated
with them.
In Graphics I mode, up to 256 different patterns can be stored; any one
of these can be used in any of the 768
pattern positions, and each pattern

can contain two of fifteen possible
colors. The patterns can be alphanumeric characters or small sections of a
large display picture, disassembled as
if it were a jigsaw puzzle.
The pattern definition in the pattern- generator table consists of an
8 -byte segment of memory; each bit
in the segment corresponds to one
pixel in the 8 by 8 matrix; the first
byte is the top row of the matrix, and
the second byte is the second row,
etc. The colors to be used in a given
pattern are determined by the two
4 -bit values stored in the pattern's
color byte in the pattern -color table;
binary is and Os are set in the pattern generator table to turn on one color
or the other for each pixel in the pattern.

Graphics

II

Mode

The Graphics II mode is similar to
the Graphics I mode except that it
allows 768 separate pattern definitions instead of only 256. In addition,
instead of only two colors within
each 8- by 8 -pixel pattern block,
Graphics II mode allows two colors
to be defined separately for each byte
in the pattern block, so potentially
sixteen colors could appear in a single
August 1982
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Figure 4: A schematic diagram of the E -Z Color Graphics Interface. Very few components are needed to connect the TMS9918A to
the computer's electrical bus; most of the integrated circuits are simply memory components used as the 9918A "s VRAM.

block. As you might expect, this
mode uses more memory, potentially
as much as 12K bytes of VRAM.
By allowing 768 distinct patterns
for the 768 available pattern locations, the Graphics II mode equals the
image capacity of the widely used
conventional 256- by 192 -pixel displays. Virtually any scene pictured in
the Apple II high -resolution graphics
mode, for example, can be recreated
on the pattern plane of the 9918A.
With a little additional application
programming to set register pointers
and load the pattern and color tables,
the Graphics II mode can exactly syn64
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thesize the point- and line -plotting
functions of conventional graphics interfaces. And you still can use the
sprites.
Photo 3 is an example of a Graphics -II -mode display combined with
sprites, showing a simulation of some
analog sensor meters. The pattern
plane contains the meter scales and
alphanumeric labeling, while the
pointers within the meter scales are
sprites, which are easily moved to
represent changes in the measured
quantities. Since there is no screen rewriting required to move the dial
pointers, there is absolutely no

BYTE Publications Inc
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flicker, and the pointer placement is
an easily calculated x displacement.

Multicolor Mode
The Multicolor mode is essentially
a low- resolution graphics mode. In it,
the screen is divided into 3072 blocks,
each measuring 4 by 4 pixels, in a
48 -line by 64- column format. The
color of each block can be any of the

fifteen colors or transparent.

Text Mode
In the Text mode, the screen is
divided into a grid measuring 24 lines
by 40 columns of pattern positions,
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The circuit shown is intended for use with an Apple II computer, with the circuit board plugged into a slot on the motherboard
(usually slot 4), but other versions of the circuit for S- 100 -bus computers and the IBM Personal Computer are under development.
The E -Z Color Graphics Interface may also be adapted for use with other computers.

each of which measures 6 by 8 pixels.
The Text mode is intended for display

alphanumeric characters rather
than graphics patterns. There can be
up to 256 unique character patterns
defined at a single time to fill the 960
pattern positions. The sprite planes
are not available in Text mode. (If
you need both sprites and text simultaneously, you can generate character
patterns in the Graphics I mode if you
don't mind a slightly shorter line
length than in the Text mode.)
The character set is stored in the
pattern table in VRAM. Since the
cells measure 6 by 8 pixels, the charof

acters should occupy a 5- by 7 -pixel
format to allow some space between
characters. By properly setting the
register pointers, it is possible to have
the table addresses for the character
patterns equal the characters' ASCII
(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) values, which
makes character generation easy.
Use of Memory
While the 9918A project I built has
16K bytes of VRAM, not all modes
use that much. A typical application
that uses only two colors with 256
unique 8- by 8 -pixel patterns and 32

sprites would take less than 4K bytes
of VRAM. By providing 16K bytes of
VRAM with the 9918A, I found that I
often had room to store four complete displays; the VDP can switch
between them by simply changing
pointers in the registers.
E -Z

Color Graphics Interface

Figure 4 is the schematic diagram of
my project for this month, which I
call the Circuit Cellar E -Z Color
Graphics Interface. The design is a
typical 9918A color graphics interface
in that it is interfaced to a microcomputer bus with a minimum of compoAugust 1982. BYTE Pubócat,ons In
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Photo 4: The Circuit Cellar E -Z Color Graphics Interface; a prototype printed- circuit board is shown. This typical
TMS9918A color graphics interface is interfaced to the Apple II microcomputer bus with a minimum of components.

nents. A prototype printed -circuit
board is shown in photo 4.
This particular design has been
configured for use with an Apple II,
yet its signals are compatible with
those used in many other computer
systems. If you are willing to add a
40 -pin connector and do some hand wiring, you can use this board with
some other kind of microcomputer.
The circuit requires an 8 -bit bidirectional data bus, one address line
(typically AO), and the two control
signals Read Enable (CSR) and Write
Enable (CSW). For operation with the
Apple II, these signals are formed by
logically combining the Apple's DS
(Device Select) and R/W (Read/
Write) lines. The two control signals
are known by different names in
other computer systems, but their
functions are generally compatible.
Two additional lines, INT (Interrupt)
66
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and Reset /Sync, are shown as
jumper connections. They are available for various optional enhancements, such as interrupt- driven
animation or synchronization with
external video sources.
By the time you read this article, I
shall have completed the designs for
S- 100 -bus and IBM Personal Computer versions of the E -Z Color interface. Check with the parts source
given at the end of the article for
availability.

Assembly- Language Sprite Use
As I alluded before, the 9918A is
initialized by loading values into control bits and address pointers in eight
write -only registers. Drawing and
moving sprites across the screen is
simply a matter of choosing the proper register parameters and changing
the pointers.

Listing 1 on page 68 is a program
that demonstrates the routines needed
to display and move sprites. The program is written in 6502 assembly language to run on an Apple II computer
equipped with the E -Z Color Graphics Interface, installed in motherboard slot 4 at hexadecimal address
COCO.

The first requirement is to initialize
the eight registers and clear the
VRAM. In this example the 9918A is
set to the following operating specifi-

cations: Graphics II mode, external
video input disabled, and 16- by
16 -pixel sprites, with selectable magnification to twice the normal size (32
by 32 pixels) under keyboard control.
When the program starts, four different sprites are displayed, as shown
in photo 5. You can change the display as follows. When you press the
M key, the sprites' position coor-

dinates are incremented and the
sprites move. Pressing the O key and
then a hexadecimal digit 1 through F
will set one of the fifteen background
colors or transparency (shown).
Pressing the left- or right -arrow keys
will vary the sprites' size between 16
by 16 and 32 by 32 pixels.
If you are ambitious, one possible
exercise is to add more sprites to this
program. Photo 6 shows how complicated things get when we have 24
sprites.

Logo Sprite Use
If you don't care to concern yourself with the intricacies of assembly
language, you may choose to use routines written in Terrapin's version of
MIT Logo to control the E -Z Color
graphics.
Terrapin Logo normally uses a single video monitor for all its display
functions: text listings and line drawing. The colors available are limited
to the six supported by the Apple's
high -resolution graphics mode. When
the E-Z Color Graphics Interface is
installed, the regular display screen is
still used for text display and the
regular turtle graphics; the E -Z Color
board must be connected to a second
color video monitor for its display to
be simultaneously visible. Photo 7 on
page 68 shows the two -monitor setup. (If you don't need to see both displays at once, you could set up a
switch to select the video output of
one source or the other for display on
a single monitor.)
The Logo procedures developed by
Leigh and Pat implement user commands to specify the characteristics of
each sprite; these commands include
SETSHAPE, SETCOLOR, and SXY
(for "set x,y position "). If you like,
you can map out your own sprite
shapes and incorporate them into the
routines, but some predefined patterns, shown in photo 8, are provided. (People from Terrapin seem to
like turtle shapes.)
The photo sequences 1 and 2 used
earlier to demonstrate sprite planes
were done using a Logo program. For
example, the three boxes (shown in
photo 9) are drawn in Logo using the
following groups of simple statements:

Photo 5: Display of four sprites produced by the 6502 assembly- language program of listing 1. The user can change the display in the following ways. Pressing the M key causes the sprites to move. Pressing the O key and then a hexadecimal digit 1 through F sets one of the fifteen background colors or
transparency (shown). Pressing the left- or right -arrow keys varies the sprites'
size between 16 by 16 and 32 by 32 pixels.

Photo

6: The

display can get complicated when 24 sprites are visible.

Text continued on page 80
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Photo 7: When the E -Z Color Graphics Interface is installed in the Apple II, the regular display screen is still used for Terrapin MIT Logo's text display and turtle graphics; the E -Z Color board must be connected to a second color video monitor
for its display to be simultaneously visible.

Listing 1: Program written in 6502 assembly language to

installed in motherboard slot

LINE# LOC CODE
0002 0000
0003 0000
0004 0000
0005 0000
0006 0000
0007 0000
0008 0000
0009 0000
0010 0000
0011 0000
0012 0000
0013 0000
0014 0000
0015 1000
0016 1000
0017 1000
0018 1000 A087
0019 1002 A207
0020 1004 BDC610
68
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run

on an Apple II computer equipped with an E-Z Color Graphics Interface

4.

LINE

**************************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
*

SLOT
KBD
KSTRB
VREG

VDATA

=
=
=
=
=

**

VIDEO DEMO

$40

$C000
$C010
$C081 +SLOT
$C080 +SLOT

*

**

;SLOT = NO. X 10 IiEX
;APPLE KEYBOARD DATA
;KEYBOARD DATA CLEAR
;VDP REGISTER
;VDP RAM

;

*=
** ** * ** * ** * ** *

INIT1

BYTE Publications Inc

$1000
**

LDY #$87
LDX #$07
LDA ITAB,X

;PROGRAM STARTING ADDRESS

INITIALIZE VDG

* * * ** ** * ** * ** ** * ** * * ** *

;REGISTER SELECT
;INITIALIZE COUNTER
;LOAD INIT TABLE

**

:;11üiiliüiiüiil;'
iii111111111j1111}11i
tltttltltltltl lilt tltltí
,.Itttltltltltltltltltt.i.

tlttl{i111)
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t
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ií.

ti

Photo 8: The Logo procedures developed at
Terrapin Inc. provide you with commands
such as SETSHAPE, SETCOLOR, and SXY.
You can map 'out your own sprite shapes
and incorporate them into the routines, but
some predefined patterns are provided, including a box, a rocket, a turtle, and a block.
Listing

0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041
0042
0043
0044

1

Photo 9: Each of the three boxes
only four Logo statements.

,;

is

drawn and placed in position with

continued:

1007
100A
100B
100C
100E
100E
100E
100E
1010
1012
1015
1017
1019
101C
101D
101F
1020
1022
1022
1022
1022
1024
1026
1029

209F10

JSR SREG
DEY
DEX
BNE INIT1

88

CA
DOF6
;

** ** * ** * ** * *

**

A040
A900
209F10
A2C0
A000
NEXF
8DCOCO FILL

LDY
LDA
JSR
LDX
LDY
STA

C8

INY
BNE FILL
INX
BNE NEXF

DOFA
E8

DOF5
** ** * *

A047
LOOP
A900
209F10
A200

#$40
#$00

SREG
#$C0
#$00

VDATA

;WRITE TO VDP
;DECREMENT REGISTER
;DECREMENT COUNTER
;DONE?

CLEAR ALL MEMORY

**

;BYTE2 ADDRESS SET UP
;BYTE1 ADDRESS SET UP
;WRITE TO VDP
;COUNTER HIGH BYTE
;COUNTER LOW BYTE
;WRITE TO VDP RAM
;INCREMENT LOW COUNTER
;LOW COUNTER FULL?
;INCREMENT HIGH COUNTER
;HIGH COUNTER FULL?

**

LOAD SPRITE ATTRIBUTES

LDY
LDA
JSR
LDX

#$47
#$00

SREG
#$00

* ** * ** ** ** * ** * ** ** * * ** *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

;BYTE2 AT 0700 HEX
;BYTE1 ADDRESS SET UP
;WRITE TO VDP
;INITIALIZE COUNTER
Listing
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continued:

LINE# LOC CODE
0045
0046
0047
0048
0049
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
0056
0057
0058
0059
0060
0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072
0073
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
0079
0080
0081
0082
0083
0084
0085
0086
0087
0088
0089
0090
0091
0092
0093
0094
0095
0096
0097
0098
0099
0100
0101
0102
0103

102B
102E
1031
1032
1033
1035
1037
1037
1037
1037
1039
103B
103E
1040
1043
1046
1047
1048
104A
104C
104C
104C
104C
104F
1051
1053
1056
1058
105B
105B
105B
105B
105E
1060
1062
1065
1067
1069
106C
106E
1070
1073
1075
1077
107A
107A
107A
107A
107D
107F
1081
1084
1087
108A
108D
1090
1093
1096
1099

LINE

E8

INX

;LOAD ATTRIBUTE
;STORE TO VDP RAM
;INCREMENT COUNTER

8A
C910
DOF4

TXA
CMP #$10
BNE NEXA

;TEST COUNTER
;DONE?

BDCE10 NEXA
8DCOCO

LDA ATAB,X
STA VDATA

;**********

LOAD SPRITE PATTERNS

A040
A900
209F10
A200

LDY
LDA
JSR
LDX

#$40
#$00
SREG
#$00

BDDE10 NEXTS
8DCOCO

LDA
STA
INX
TXA
CMP
BNE

PTAB,X

E8

8A
C980
DOF4

ADOOCO CBACK
C9CF
D008
20A610
A087
209F10

LDA
CMP
BNE
JSR
LDY
JSR

;INITIALIZE COUNTER
;LOAD PATTERN BYTE
;STORE TO VDP RAM
;INCREMENT COUNTER
;TEST COUNTER
;DONE?

#$80

NEXTS

CHANGE B ACKGROUND

KBD
#$CF
CSIZE
LOADN
#$87
SREG

;

LDA
CMP
BNE
LDA
AND
LDY
JSR
CMP
BNE
LDA
ORA
LDY
JSR

ADOOCO MOVE
C9CD
D018
EECE10
CECF10
EED210
EED310
CED610
CED710
CEDA10
EEDB10
2C1000 JUMP

LDA
CMP
BNE
INC
DEC
INC
INC
DEC
DEC
DEC
INC
BIT

CH ANGE SIZE

* * ** ** ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * **

August 1Q82
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**

;TEST FOR LEFT ARROW

;MAGNIFICATION

X

1

;LOAD REGISTER 1
;MASK 0 ON LSB
;BYTE1 REGISTER 1
;STORE TO VDP
;TEST FOR RIGHT ARROW
;MAGNIFICATION X 2
;LOAD REGISTER 1
;MASK 1 ON LSB
;BYTE1 REGISTER 1
;STORE TO VDP
**

MOVE SPRITES

* * ** ** ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * **

KBD
#$CD

;MOVE?
;TEST FOR "M" KEY

JUMP
ATAR
ATAB +1
ATAB +4
ATAB +5
ATAB +8
ATAB +9
ATAB +$C
ATAB +$D
KSTRB

;SPRITEO UP
SPRITEO LEFT
SPRITE1 UP
SPRITE1 RIGHT
;SPRITE2 DOWN
;SPRITE2 LEFT
;SPRITE3 DOWN
;SPRITE3 RIGHT
;CLEAR KEYBOARD
;
;

1

continued on page 72
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**

;
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**

;

KBD
#$88
ONE
ITAB +1
#$FE
#$81
SREG
#$95
MOVE
ITAB +1
#$01
#$81
SREG

* * ** * * ** * ** ** * **

* * ** ** ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * **

;TEST FOR
"O" KEY INPUT
;TO SET BACKGROUND COLOR
;READ KEYBOARD
;BYTE1 REGISTER 7
;STORE TO VDP

;*******************
ADOOCO CSIZE
C988
DOOA
ADC710
29FE
A081
209F10
C995
ONE
DOOA
ADC710
0901
A081
209F10

**

;BYTE2 AT 0000 HEX
;BYTE1 ADDRESS SET UP
;WRITE TO VDP

VDATA

;*************

* * ** ** ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * **

Verbatim DatalifeTM' flexible
disks now come in a bold,
new storage box. But more
important, they now come to
you with a five year warranty*
We can give you a warranty this long because we're
confident the way we make
Datalife disks will make
them perform better, last
even longer.
All of our Datalife disks
feature sever) data- shielding
advances for greater disk
durability, longer data life.
To protect your data from
head -to -disk abrasion. To
shield your data against loss
title to environmental conditions. To insure a longer
lifetime of trouble -free data

recording, storage and

retrieval.
Every Datalife disk is
extensively tested under the
most extreme conditions.
Critically -certified to be 100%
error -free. Assuring you an
added margin of performance, no matter what the
operating conditions.
And we back it up with
a five year warranty. Five
times longer than the industry standard. Because
Verbatim is the standard
of excellence.
For flexible disks you
can depend on -a lot longer
-call (00) 538 -1793.
In California, or outside
the U.S. call (408) 737 -7771

collect for the name of your
Verbatim dealer.
If you want longer data
life, keep all your data on
Verbatim Datalife. Our name
is the promise. Our warranty
is the proof.
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Verbatim

Here's the most exciting part of
Verbatim's new packaging.
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continued:

LINE# LOC CODE
0104
0105
0106
0107
0108
0109
0110
0111
0112
0113
0114
0115
0116
0117
0118
0119
0120
0121
0122
0123
0124
0125
0126
0127
0128
0129
0130
0131
0132
0133
0133
0133
0133
0134
0134
0134
0134
0135
0136
0136
0136
0136
0137
0137
0137
0137
0138
0138
0138
0138
0139
0139
0139
0139
0140
0141
0141
0141
0141
72

109C
109F
109F
109F
109F
109F
10A2
10A5
10A6
10A6
10A6
10A6
10A9
10ÁC
10AE
lOB1
10B3
10B5
10B7
LOBA
10BC
10BD
lOCO
10C1
10C3
1005
1006
1006
1006
1006
1007
1008
10C9
10CA
10CB
lOCC
10CD
lOCE
l0CE
1OCF
1CD0
10D1
10D2
10D3
10D4
10D5
10D6
10D7
10D8
10D9
IODA
10DB
10DC
10DD
IODE
IODE
10E0
10E2
10E4
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LINE
;JUMP TO START

JMP LOOP

4C2210

;

* ** * ** *

8DC1C0 SREG
8CC1C0
60

STORE VIDEO REGISTERS

**

STA VREG
STY VREG
RTS

* * ** * * ** ** *

2C1000 LOADN
2COOCO WAIT
10FB
ADOOCO
29F0
C9C0
F006
ADOOCO
290F
60

ADOOCO LETER
18

6909
290F
60

BIT
BIT
BPL
LDA
AND
CMP
BEQ
LDA
AND
RTS
LDA
CLC
ADC
AND
RTS

**

;STORE BYTE'
;STORE BYTE2
;RETURN

LOAD KEYBOARD INPUT

ITAB

80
01

** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** *

KSTRB
KBD
WAIT
KBD

;CLEAR KEYBOARD
;TEST KEYBOARD
;IS KEY PRESSED

#$F0
#$C0

;TEST IF NUMERICAL INPUT

LETER
KBD
#$OF

**

?

;MASK OFF HIGH NIBBLE
;RETURN

KBD

;CONVERT INPUT TO HEX VALUE
;MASK OFF HIGH NIBBLE
;RETURN

#$09
#$OF

;************************
02
C2
01

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

TABLES

.BYT $02,$C2,$01,$80

*

**

;INITIALIZE TABLE

.BYT $01,$OE,$00,$01

OE
00
01
40
60
00
03
60
60
04
07
40
80
08

ATAB

.BYT $40,$60,$00,$03

;SPRITE

0

ATTRIBUTE

.BYT $60,$60,$04,$07

;SPRITE

1

ATTRIBUTE

.BYT $40,$80,$08,$OB

;SPRITE

2

ATTRIBUTE

.BYT $60,$80,$OC,$OF

;SPRITE

3

ATTRIBUTE

OB
60
80
OC
OF

FF80
8080
8080
8080

PTAB

.DBY

$FF80,$8080,$8080,$8080

;SPRITE

0

PATTERN

Listing I continued on page 76
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RCA Microboards
speak your language.
Write 100 percent of
your code -including
I/O control statements
in high -level language
for most applications.

Floating point math, string variables,
multi -dimensional arrays.

-

Structured language.
Runs on RCA development systems.

BASIC 3.

MACROASSEMBLER.

ROM -BASIC interpreter runs on low cost Microboard Development Systems.
Run -time, auto -start interpreter ROM
option available (also for BASIC 2).

Micro Concurrent PASCAL:'

These six languages have been tailored especially for RCA CMOS microprocessors and Microboards.
BASIC 1.
Compiler /interpreter.
Develop program using interpreter
and compile for code compactness in
target system.

For real -time multi- tasking 1802 and
Microboard applications.
Cross -compliers available for most
computers.
ROM -able 1802 p -code interpreters,
with and without floating point.
Also available on CompuServe timesharing service.

BASIC 2.

PLM -1800.

Extended BASIC interpreter with µP

I/O control statements.

1802 microprocessor dialect of PL -1.

Nested macro capability lets you define your own instructions.
Parameter substitution.
Conditional and repetitive assembly.
In plain English: whatever your µP or
Microboard application, we've made it
easier than ever to program.
You can get started now with one of
our development systems. The price of
the low-cost system is only $499"
Contact any RCA Solid State sales
office, representative or distributor. Or
call (800)526 -3862.
'Tradename of Enertec, Inc.
"Optional

U.S. distributor resale.

Circle 355 on inquiry card.

RCA Solid State headquarters: Somerville, NJ. Paris. London. Hamburg. Sao Paulo. Hong Kong.

BASIC 1

BASIC 2

Micro Concurrent
PASCAL

BASIC 3

PLM-1800
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COMPO VIEW'S CP/Mu86 GIVES YOU WHAT IBM CAN'T
Increased
Productivity
Innovative features which dramatically
increase productivity include built -in
horizontal scrolling for up to 254
columns and screen line editing, which
lets you extensively edit or re -enter any
command line on the screen for
CP/M -86 and application programs.
Previously only available on mainframe
computers, this greatly reduces the
amount of re- typing necessary due to
mis -typed or repeated commands. Long
strings of commands can also be repeated with a few keystrokes. Its almost like
having a built -in full screen editor for
every program you use. And with 25%
more disk capacity you will be swapping
disks a lot less.

Compare CompuView with IBM CP /M -86
Feature
Horizontal Scrolling
Screen Line Editing
Page Control
Emulate Popular Terminals
'Smart CRT Functions
Read/Write IBM MSDOS Disks
Serial File Transfer
Support Non -IBM Hardware
Menu Driven Configuration
Programmable Function Keys
Status Line
Serial and Parallel Printers
File Capacity

Compuview
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

193K

IBM
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
154K

We Don't Lock You In
We can read and write not only IBM
CP /M -86 disks, but also IBM MSDOS
and many other CP /M double density
disks. And files may be transferred with
other CP /M and CP/M -86 computers via
the serial port. The screen driver with
status line and horizontal scrolling faithfully emulates many popular terminals.
Of course we're software compatible with
IBM and have a superset of their features.
And you may even find our manual to be
better than IBM's.

No Software Shortage

CP /M-86 for IBM PC
Quad Density Drive Version
Winchester DiskVersion

Manual Only

$285
$350
$425
$20
.

VEDIT -86 With Above
$125
Purchase
This version of VEDIT has horizontal scrolling up to 254 columns
C BASIC -86

PASCAL -MT -86

Most CBASIC programs will run perfectly
with our CP/M-86 and CBASIC-86. Even
most programs compiled with CBASIC
8080 will run with CBASIC -86. And

$325
$600

782K for
your IBM PC
Tandon quad density, double sided
drive gives 782K file capacity. Fits
into IBM PC as drive B or connect
two externally as drives C and D.
Requires CompuView CP/M -86.
Easy to install.
$450
Complete external drive expansion
with 1.5Mbytecapacity
Call

Pascal -MT is available too. Remember,
we emulate most CRT terminals.

V -COM DISASSEMBLER
Labels, ASCII, Exceptional Speed
No other Z80 CP/M disassembler produces understandable
source code as quickly as V -COM. It is INTEL and ZILOG
compatible, and features easy to read code with a cross reference table. Best of all, it can create source code with user
defined labels, storage areas and ASCII strings. V -COM is exceptionally fast and can disassemble a typical 12K .COM file
into a 76K.ASM file, containing 7500 lines of source code, and
a 33K cross reference file in under two minutes with 8" SD
floppies. (About five times faster than others).
The unique user created information files let you specify
labels for 8 and 16 bit values and the location of storage areas,
tables and ASCII strings. The disassembled code can be sent
to the console, the disk and the printer, or any combination
at once.

Each package includes

30 page manual, sample proV -COM compatible with TDL,
MAC and ZILOG assemblers. Feature for feature, no other
$80
disassembler at any price even comes close
Manual Only
$12
a

gram files and variations of

8086 SOFTWARE
VEDIT full screen editor for CP /M-86, MSDOS, IBM Personal
$195
Computer and IBM Displaywriter
CP/M -86 BIOS for popular S -100 disk controllers and SCP

8086 computer. Source Code

$90

Bootable CP /M -86 disks for popular S -100 computers ..Call

VIE

CP /M

CUSTOMIZABLE

FULL SCREEN EDITOR

The newest generation VEDIT combines
sophisticated program development editing
with useful word processing features and new
powerful 'TECO' like macros.

User Oriented
Fast and easy editing for program development and word processing. Includes automatic screen scrolling, a status line with the
cursor's line and column positions, an 'Undo' key, and recovery from full disk conditions (you can delete files or change disks).
Fully adapts to your system with a menu driven customization for keyboard layout, CRT selection and more. Since VEDIT
receives major enhancements twice a year, you're assured that VEDIT will always be *state of the art' with our inexpensive update
option and support you can really count on.

Performance
Exceptional speed and true 'what you see is what you get full screen editing with a convenient array of cursor movements
and editing functions. Edits files up to one disk in length, and holds up to 45K of a file entirely in memory. You can insert
a specified line range of another file anywhere in the text, and change disks in the middle of an edit session. Includes search
and replace, text move and copy, complete file handling and flexible macros. Unique automatic indenting for use with structured languages such as Pascal, 'C' and PL /I. Other features for assembly language, Fortran and Cobol.

Word Processing
Features include word wrap, adjustable left margin, reformatting of paragraphs, word and paragraph oriented cursor movement and deleting, and printing with imbedding of printer control characters. May be used stand -alone or in conjunction
with most text output processors.

Hardware Support
CRT version supports over 40 terminals, including ANSI standard and all screen sizes. Utilizes 'smart' terminal features for fast
screen updating. Your keyboard layout can use any available function and cursor keys. Memory mapped version offer high
speed, flexibility, supports bank select and the SSM VB3. Versions for Fulcrum VIO -X, PIICEON and TDL video boards.

New Macros
Ten buffers can hold macro command strings. These may be executed, edited, saved and loaded from disk. Macros can
perform complex editing operations. (For example, a macro could automatically perform a series of global search and replace
on many files). The buffers may also hold text, allowing extensive text 'cut and paste', including portions from multiple files. New
startup command file can also setup VEDIT parameters, initialize a terminal's programmable function keys and more.

Ordering
Please specify your microcomputer, video board or
the CRT terminal version, 8080, Z80 or 8086 code,
and disk format

VEDIT - Disk and Manual
For 8080orZ80
For CP /M -86 orMSDOS
ManualOnly

$150
$195
$18

VISA and MASTERCARD

Dealers - You can now carry VEDIT
and V -COM on consignment

ayp4 II o a repMered trademark ol kppk
M and MP M are reWVneG maJmarb of Ihpral Raeardi Irc
,nhard e a trademark of Mkradl TIC, 1U o a trademark of TaM (urporalron IBM Perrnnai
lomqmae In
Computer u a trademark of International Bunmt Madona. Irc

.Y

IBM Apple Il Softcard TRS -80 II and
SuperBrain
Zenith Z89 HP-125 Xerox 820 Cromemco
NorthStar DEC VT180 Televideo Altos
Vector Micropolis MP /M CP /M -86 MSDOS
I

1955 Pauline Blvd., Suite 200

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103
(313) 996 -1299

CompuView
PRODUCTS, INC.

MAINFRAME FEATURES FOR MICROCOMPUTERS
Circle 110 on inquiry card.

Listing

I

continued:

LINE# LOC CODE
0142
0142
0142
0142
0143
0143
0143
0143
0144
0144
0144
0144
0145
0146
0146
0146
0146
0147
0147
0147
0147
0148
0148
0148
0148
0149
0149
0149
0149
0150
0151
0151
0151
0151
0152
0152
0152
0152
0153
0153
0153
0153
0154
0154
0154
0154
0155
0156
0156
0156
0156
0157
0157
0157
0157
0158
0158
0158
0158
76

LINE

8080
8080
8080
80FF
FF01
0101
0101
0101
0101
0101
10FA 0101
10FC 01FF
10FE
10FE FF80
1100 879F
1102 9880
1104 8083
1106 8380
1108 8098

10E6
10E8
10EA
10EC
10EE
10F0
10F2
10F4
10F6
10F8

110A
110C
110E
1110
1112
1114
1116
1118
111A
111C
111E
111E
1120
1122
1124
1126
1128

112A
112C
112E
1130
1132
1134
1136
1138
113A
113C
113E
113E
1140
1142
1144
1146
1148
114A
114C
114E
1150
1152
1154
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.DBY $8080,$8080,$8080,$80FF

;16

.DBY $FF01,$0101,$0101,$0101

;32 BYTES /

X

PIXELS

16

SPRITE

.DBY $0101,$0101,$0101,$01FF

.DBY $FF80,$879F,$9880,$8083

;SPRITE

1

PATTERN

;SPRITE

2

PATTERN

;SPRITE

3

PATTERN

.DBY $8380,$8098,$9F8F,$80FF

9F8F
80FF
FF01
F1F9
1919
31F1
F139
1919
F9F1
01FF

.DBY $FF01,$F1F9,$1919,$31F1

AA55
AA55
AA55
AA55
AA55
AA55
AA55
AA55
AA55
AA55
AA55
AA55
AA55
AA55
AA55
AA55

.DBY $AA55,$AA55,$AA55,$AA55

AAAA
AAAA
AAAA
AAAA
AAAA
AAAA
AAAA
AAAA
AAAA
AAAA
AAAA
AAAA

.DBY $AAAA,$AAAA,$AAAA,$AAAA

.DBY $F139,$1919,$F9F1,$01FF

.DBY $AA55,$AA55,$AA55,$AA55

.DBY $AA55,$AA55,$AA55,$AA55

.DBY $AA55,$AA55,$AA55,$AA55

.DBY $AAAA,$AAAA,$AAAA,$AAAA

.DBY $AAAA,$AAAA,$AAAA,$AAAA
Listing I continued on page 78
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A GALAXY of features makes the LN.W8b ,..
remarkable computer. As you explore the

LNW80, you will find the most complete.
powerful, ready to run, feature - packed personal and business computer ever made into
one compact solid unit.
`

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION - Instrumenta
tion quality construction sets LNW80 corn
puters apart from all the rest. Integrated int.
the sleek solid steel case of the LNW80 is
professional 74 -key expanded keyboard that
includes a twelve key numeric keypad.
HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS & COLOR The stunning 480 X 192 resolution gives you
total display control - in color or black and
white. The choice of display formats is yours;
80. 64, 40 and 32 columns by 24 or 16 lines in anÿ combination of eight colors.

PERFORMANCE - Lift -off with.a 4MHz Z80A
CPU for twice the performance. The LNW80
outperforms all computers in its class.

MODEL I COMPATIBILITY - The LNW80 is
fully hardware and software compatible with
the Model I. Select from a universe of hardware
accessories and software - from VisiCalc` to
space games, your LNW80 will launch you
into a new world of computing.
FULLY LOADED

-

A full

payload includes fin

on -board single and double density disk
controller for 5 1/4" $nd 8" single or double
sided disk drives. RS232C communications
port, cassette and parallel printer interfaces
are standard features and ready to go. All
memory is fully installed - 48K RAM. 16K
trophies RAM and 12K ROM complete with

Our down to earth price won't send you into

orbit

LNW
Research Corp.
.U.\1
t

I711)

Microsoft BASIC.

kf nit,

r

lll

,11a1

1A1

I

`:,II

Tustin.

Disk of ww not

Software

Circle 232 on Inquiry card.
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Listing

I

continued

LINE

LINE# LOC CODE
0159
0159
0159
0159
0160
0161

1156
1158
115A
115C
115E
115E

ERRORS

=

.DBY $AAAA,$AAAA,$AAAA,$AAAA

AAAA
AAAA
AAAA
AAAA

.

END

0000 <0000>

SYMBOL TABLE
VALUE

SYMBOL
ATAB
FILL
JUMP
LETER
MOVE
NEXTS
SLOT
VREG
END OF

lOCE
1019

CBACK

104C
1004
C000
10A6
102B
106C
109F
10A9

INIT1
KBD

1099
10BD

LOADN
NEXA
ONE

107A
1040
0040
SREG
COC1 WAIT
ASSEMBLY

CSIZE
ITAB

KSTRB
LOOP
NEXF
PTAB
VDATA

105B
1006
CO10
1022
1017
10DE
COCO

Compare our price and performance.
Le Monitor is second to none!
A

complete line of monitors with
these outstanding features.
9" and 12" models
Green or white
phosphor
80x24 character
display
High resolution -800
lines, non -glare CRT
1 year warranty!

'LE MONITOR'

FROM
Mt -TECH LIMITED

4401

:tieiBItlMNCE
-EXCELLENT RELINB1LIi
-NTTPNEIIVELI

N

NILN -END MONITOR AT LOW -END FEI.E`:
NNO MI Ts
INNEDIaTE DEL1,E..

Dealer Inquiries
Invited
Pi -Tech Limited

Q.I Distributors

Douglas Pike
Smithfield, RI 02917
(401) 231-2080

18720 Oxnard
Tarzana, ('A 91356

2
+

TWX 710 -381 -8788
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Circle 329 on inquiry card.
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(800) 423 -5886
in CA (213) 996 -2252

Circle 268 on Inquiry card.

MICRO-SCI IS IN THE GAME FOR ALI. THE APPLES...

..WITH A FULL HOUSE OF 51/4" DRIVES
Micro -Sci has three disk drives and two
controllers so you can configure your Apple II or
Apple II Plus ' system to fit your individual budget
and performance requirements.
THE FIRST ACE
The new A2 is the price /compatibility substitute
for the Disk II,'" intended as the second drive on
an existing controller, or as a full A2 subsystem.
The A2 drive or A2 subsystem is an ideal choice
when the drives will be primarily used for
entertainment or prepackaged software programs.

disk subsystem for the Apple Its.

Disk II or A2 drives and still add an A40 or A70
subsystem. That's full system -level compatibility.

THE THIRD ACE -A70

The A70 is the price /capacity alternative
At over a quarter million bytes per drive, the A70

-A2

has the capacity of two Disk Ils or an eight -inch
floppy, but costs only slightly more than a single
Disk II. One A70 supports a DOS file as large as
270K, a CP /M file up to 254K, and 560 blocks
in Pascal.

THE PAIR

-

MICRO -SCI'S CONTROLLERS

The A2 comes with a unique new controller.
This controller supports any combination of A2s or
Disk Ils, you have complete flexibility.
The A40 and A70 share a common controller.
Mix A40s and A70s in any fashion, one A40 with

THE SECOND ACE -A40

The A40 is a price /performance alternative to the

Disk II. With 40 tracks, you get an additional 20K
bytes, and faster track -to -track access. The A40 is
intended for use in dedicated DOS, CP /M and
Pascal applications, and as a companion drive for
the A70. The A40 is Micro -Scïs most cost- effective

-all

one A70, two A40s or two A70s
on the
same controller
You can have a Disk Il or A2 controller with

THE PAT HAND
Versatility, reliability, capability are assured
when choosing Micro -Sci Pick the drive, pick the
controller, pick the capacity and function. Whatever
your need, DOS 3.2, 3.3, Pascal, CP /M, games or
pre -packaged software, Micro -Sci has the drive,
Start wherever you choose with the knowledge
that you can expand without concern. All Micro -Sci
products are backed by a full 120 -day warranty
(parts and labor).
Our complete line of Apple compatible products
makes us the dealers choice. We're always looking
for good dealers.

International dealer inquiries
International Markets Co,, Telex 69 -6191.
TELEX CO LSA

MICRO -SCI
17742 IRVINE BOULEVARD

SUITE

205 TUSTIN, CALIFORNIA 92680

714/731 -9461 TELEX: 910 -346 -6739

MICRO SCI IS A DIVISION OF STANDUN CONTROLS, INC.
APPLE

II

APPLE II PLUS

'DISK

II

APPLE, APPLE

II

AND DISK

II

ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS

OF APPLE

COMPUTERS. CUPERTINO CALIFORNIA

Text continued from page 67.

but a future version of Terrapin's
product may do so.

TELL 0

SETSHAPE :BOX
SETCOLOR :GREEN

TELL 2

In Conclusion
The TMS9918A Video Display
Processor has many more capabilities
than I have room to write about here,
and my examples of a few boxes and
turtles are an inadequate demonstration of the powerful combination of
the E -Z Color Graphics Interface and
Terrapin MIT Logo. I am certain that
you can fully appreciate them only by
observing a dynamic display and seeing how few commands are needed to
create it.
I don't usually get excited over
mega- bit -width processors or superhigh -level languages. What does excite me, however, is taking one of my
projects hot off the soldering iron and
seeing it operate so easily in
synergism with someone else's work.
After seeing the graceful mating of
the E -Z Color Graphics Interface with
Terrapin MIT Logo, I can't help but
be excited about other sprite -graphics
applications.

SETSHAPE :BOX
SETCOLOR :RED

Next Month:

SXY

20 20

The first command specifies that
sprite 0 is being addressed. The second tells Logo to use the predefined
box pattern, while the third says that
the sprite is to be colored green (remember, the rest of the sprite plane
will be transparent). Then the fourth
command states that the sprite is to
be drawn at coordinate 20,20.
Now, to add the blue box as sprite
1 at x,y coordinates 12,12.
TELL

1

SETSHAPE :BOX
SETCOLOR :BLUE
SXY 12 12
Finally, to draw the red box as
sprite 2 at position 5,5.

Editor's Note: Steve often refers

to previous
Circuit Cellar articles as reference material for
each month's current article. Most of these past
articles are available in reprint books from
BYTE Books, 70 Main St., Peterborough, NH
03458. Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume I,
covers articles that appeared in BYTE from
September 1977 through November 1978. Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume II, contains articles
from December 1978 through June 1980. Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume IIl, contains the articles that were published from July 1980
through December 1981.

Build the Micro Vox text -to- speech
voice synthesizer.

SXY 5 5

A turtle can be drawn simply by
using a similar procedure substituting
the command SETSHAPE :TURTLE.
At this writing, Terrapin MIT Logo

does not support turtle velocity
(automatic constant movement actuated by the commands SETSPEED
and SETHEADING) as does the Logo
package available for the Texas Instruments TI 99/4A microcomputer,

References
Guttag, Karl and John Hayn. "Video Display Processor Simulates Three Dimensions," Electronics, November 20, 1980,
page 123.
2. Nelson, Harold. "Logo for Personal Computers," BYTE, June 1981, page 36.
Video Display Processor.
3. TMS9918A
Houston, TX: Texas Instruments Semiconductor Group, 1981.
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New! TI LCD Programmer.
Hexadecimal and Octal Calculator/Converter.
The brand new tilt -top TI LCD Programmer can save you
hours of work. It was designed specifically for the
problems you do, and has features that make it ideally

suited for applications in computer programming,
debugging, repair and digital logic design.
Performs arithmetic in any of three number bases
DEC, HEX.

-

OCT,

Integer, two's complement arithmetic in OCT and HEX.
Ones complement capability in OCT and HEX.

Converts numbers between OCT, DEC and HEX.
Fifteen sets of parentheses available at each of four
processing levels.
Logical functions AND, OR, EXCLUSIVE OR and SHIFT
operate bit by bit on OCT or HEX numbers.

Unisource Electronics has committed to buy TI's initial
production of this unique product. Availability Is
limited! Order now.

To receive a complete list of Clarad "s
Circuit Cellar project kits available from the
Mlcromint, circle 100 on the reader service
inquiry card at the back of the magazine.

Parts Source
The following products are available from:
The Micromint Inc.
917 Midway

Woodmere, NY 11598
telephone: (516) 374 -6793
(for technical data)
(800) 645 -3479
(orders only)

Apple II plug -compatible E -Z Color Graphics Interface, provided with user manual,
sample programs, and TMS9918A reference manual.
$175
Assembled and tested
$150
Kit

Terrapin MIT Logo for the Apple II; requires 48K -byte user memory and one
floppy -disk drive.
On DOS version 3.3 disk.. Call for price

and IBM Personal Computer versions of the E-Z Color Graphics Interface
are planned. Call for price and availability.
S -100-bus

Prices include shipping in the U.S. Foreign
orders add $8 for shipping. Residents of the
state of New York please add 7% sales tax.

15 -Day Free

Trial.

The best way to evaluate

the TI LCD
Programmer Is to try It yourself
on the
lob
tor 15 days. If you're not 100%
satisfied, simply return It for a full refund.
Order now by calling toll free:

-

-

1- 800 -858.4580
In Texas call 1.806445.8835
Lines open 8 am to 8 pm CST

Just give us your name, shipping address
and Visa or MasterCard number and we
will charge the tax deductible $75.00
purchase price, plus $2.00 shipping and
handling (Texas residents also add 5%
sales tax) to your account. Or send your
check or money order to:

Unisource Electronics, Inc.
P.O. Box 64240

Lubbock, Tx. 79464

When used for business.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
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TEK

THE PERFORMANCE/
PRICE STANDARD

DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES

Introducing a direct line
to a 60 MHz Tektronix scope
built for your bench!
From the world's most
respected name in oscilloscopes: a new scope,
plus a new direct order
number, that finally
makes it practical to put
Tektronix quality on your
bench... at work or home.

lesser-name scopes.

Sweep speeds: Sweeps

sign includes 65% fewer
mechanical parts, fewer
circuit boards, electrical
connectors and cabling.
Result: a lower price for you
plus far greater reliability.

from 0.5 s to 50 ns (to 5
ns/div with X10 mag).
Sensitivity: Scale factors
from 100 V/div (10X probe)
to 2 mV/div (1X probe). Accurate to ± 3 %. Ac or dc
coupling.
Delayed sweep measurements: Standard
sweep, intensified after
delay, and delayed.
(Need dual time -base

Among professional engineers and technicians
there is no substitute for the
performance and reliability
of Tektronix oscilloscopes.
Now, for the first time,
Tektronix is offering an advanced scope at an unprecedented low price
and has a direct order line
that lets you get your order
processed today!
The scope: the 2213.
Its radical new design

performance is pure
Tektronix: there's 60 MHz
bandwidth for digital and
high-speed analog circuits.
The sensitivity for low signal
measurements. The sweep
speeds for fast logic families
A complete trigger system
for digital, analog or video
waveforms. And new high performance Tektronix
probes are included!
2213 PERFORMANCE

brings you Tektronix
quality for well below
what you would pay for

Bandwidth: Two channels,

-

2 mV/div to 10 mV/div).

The 2213's practical de-

Yet

DATA

dc-60 MHz from 10 V/div
to 20 mV/div. (50 MHz from

performance and timing
accuracy to ± 1.5 %? Ask
about our 2215 priced at
$1400.)

Complete trigger system:
Modes include TV field,
normal, vertical mode, and
automatic; internal, external, and line sources; variable holdoff.
Probes: High perform-

ance, positive attachment,
10-14 pF and 60 MHz at the
probe tip.
The price: Just $1100

complete'. Order direct
from Tektronix National
Marketing Center. Phones
are staffed by technical
people to answer your
questions about the 2213.
Your direct order includes a
15 -day return policy and full
Tektronix warranty.

Now it's easier than
ever to get your hands on
a Tek scope!
ORDER TOLL -FREE

800 -547 -1845
Ask for Dept. A0328

(In Oregon, Alaska and

Hawaii: 1-503 -627-5402
collect.) Unes are open
from 8 am EST to 5 pm PST.
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'Price FO.B Beaverton. OR
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Copyright ©1982 Tektronix, Inc
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Introducing the
Sinclair ZX81.
If you're ever
going to buy a personal
computer, now is the time
to do it.
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the most powerful, yet
easy -to -use computer
ever offered for anywhere near the price:
only $99.95* completely assembled.
Don't let the price fool you. The ZX81 has
just about everything you could ask for in a personal computer.
A breakthrough in personal computers.
The ZX81 is a major advance over the original Sinclair ZX80 -the first personal computer to
break the price barrier at $200.
In fact, the ZX81's 8K extended BASIC offers
features found only on computers costing two or
three times as much.
Just look at what you get:
Continuous display, including moving graphics
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ARCSIN
ARCCOS
ARCTAN
CON
COPY
CLEAR

The Sinclair ZX81

u(-TURN

Multi- dimensional
string and numerical arrays
Mathematical and scientific functions accurate to
8 decimal places
Unique one-touch entry
of key words like PRINT,
RUN and LIST
Automatic syntax error
detection and easy editing
Randomize function
useful for both games and serious applications
1K of memory expandable to 16K
A comprehensive programming guide and
operating manual
The ZX81 is also very convenient to use. It
hooks up to any television set to produce a clear
32- column by 24 -line display. It comes with a
comprehensive programming guide and operating manual designed for both beginners and
experienced computer users. And you can use
a regular cassette recorder to store and
recall programs by name.

Sinclair technology is also available in Timex/Sinclair computers
under a license from Sinclair Research Ltd.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Order at no risk.* *
We'll give you 10 days to try out the ZX81. If
you're not completely satisfied, just return it to
Sinclair Research and we'll give you a full refund.
And if you have a problem with your ZX81,
send it to Sinclair Research within 90 days and
we'll repair or replace it at no charge.

These numbers are for orders only. If you just
want information, please write: Sinclair Research

Ltd., 2 Sinclair Plaza, Nashua, NH 03061.
Plus shipping and handling. Price includes connectors

" Doesmanual.
not apply to ZX81 kits.

for

N and cassette, AC adaptor,

and

FREE

Introducing the ZX81 kit.
If you really want to save money, and you
enjoy building electronic kits, you can order the
ZX81 in kit form for the incredible price of just
$79.95.* It's the same, full- featured computer,
only you put it together yourself. We'll send complete, easy -to- follow instructions on how you can
assemble your ZX81 in just a few hours. All you
have to supply is the soldering iron.

A leader in microelectronics.

NEW SOFTWARE: Sinclair has

16K MEMORY MODULE: Like

published pre- recorded proany powerful, full fledged comThe ZX81 represents the latest technology in
grams on cassettes for your
puter, the ZX81 is expandable.
microelectronics. More than 10,000 are sold
ZX81. We're constantly coming
Sinclair's 16K memory module
out with new programs, so we'll plugs right onto the back of
every week. In fact, the ZX81 is the fastest selling
send you our latest software
yourZX81. Cost is $49.95, plus
personal computer in the world.
catalog with your computer.
shipping and handling.
We urge you to place your order for the
ZX81 today.
To order.
To order, simply call toll
free. Or use the coupon below.
Remember, you can try it for
10 days at no risk.** The sooner
my -my
you order, the sooner you can
Amount
Price*
Qty.
Ad Code 08BYOS
start enjoying your own
computer.
ZX81
$99.95
79.95
ZX81 Kit
Call toll free 800-543 -3000.
49.95
16K
Memory
Module
Ask for operator #509.
$4.95
4.95
Handling
Shipping
and
In Ohio call: 800 - 582 -1364;
TOTAL
in Canada call: 513 -729 -4300.
Ask for operator #509. Phones
MAIL TO: Sinclair Research Ltd.,
One Sinclair Plaza, Nashua, NH 03061.
open 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week. Have your MasterCard
Name
or VISA ready.

sinlair
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-mom=

order call toll free: 800 - 543 -3000

Address
City

State

Zip

For those of you
breathlessly awaiting the
results of BYTE's Game
Contest (see the December
1981 BYTE for details), direct
your attention to the display before
you. Although it was difficult to convince the judges to abandon their
everyday routine and spend hours playing
games, everyone eventually made that ultimate sacrifice. With bloodshot eyes fixed on
the displays and nervous fingers manipulating
keyboards and joysticks, these tireless individuals
toiled day and night. And when the chairs were finally
pushed away from the table ..
.

Cosmic Conquest
Apple II
Alan Sartori -Angus
Grahamstown, Republic of South Africa
A real -time space strategy game.
LXp18

yy

EGIONNSSS

_

50

20

SCORE
CREDITS

420

.

Apple

250

II

CHARGE!

C.

Anthony Ray

Urbana, Illinois
A trajectory game that shoots electrons
through stationary ions.

+

JOE'S TURN

717E 2&

SCORE 4

+

+

DIRECTION (X.Y) 712.27á

Apple
The Game of Rat and Dragon
Truck Smith
Fullerton, California
A chase with a rat, some cheese, and a
dragon.
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JETSET
(Jet

Model Ill
Simulator Electronic Trainer)
Gene Szymanski
Princeton, New Jersey
A flight simulator.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MOVING.
SCORE 18
SECTOR

303 SECS
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RINGQUEST Apple
Gordon Mills
Bradford, England
A Tolkien -style
adventure.
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Details
A detailed description and
complete listing of each of
the winning games will be
published in future issues
of BYTE. Beginning in
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Machines Used
19 Apples
13 TRS -80 Models /III
TRS -80 Color Computers
Commodore VICs
CP /M machines
TRS -80 Model Ils
1 Atari 400/800

PLACE

Robert Dickinson
Thousand Oaks,

California

12»_

A two -machine

+

3
2

See;..

marketing simulation.

I

9
4

.

I

September, two entries will
be featured each month,
culminating with the first
and second place winners
in the December 1982
BYTE games issue. Overall,
the games submitted were
original, playable, and
enjoyable.
Fifty -one entries were
received from 21 states
and 6 foreign countries.
Other statistics about the
entries include:

Types of Games Received
026 arcade games

Three Dee Tee TRS -80
John Stuart
Color
Tulsa,
Computer

Oklahoma
Tic -tac -toe on
Cube.

n
Apple

a

8 simulations
7 adventures
5 board games
5 puzzle games

Programming Languages
Employed

40

BASIC games

5 BASIC/machinelanguage games
3 machine -language
games
2 Pascal games
1

II

FORTH game

Quinti -Maze

Robert Tsuk
Plattsburgh, New York
A five by five by five
cubic maze.

Think you have

a

Special thanks goes to Jon
Swanson who administered
the Game Contest and kept

better idea?

.

.. then

everything under control.

read on
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Some Fortune, Some Fame
First Prize: $500 Second Prize: $300
Third, Fourth, and Fifth Prizes: a
custom -embroidered BYTE jacket.
Several Honorable Mention certificates
will also be awarded for other noteworthy
games. All winning games (including Honorable Mention games) will be published in BYTE.

* A Game Is A Game Is A Game Is A Game Is

A...

*

What kinds of games are we looking for? Anything that's fun! Graphic arcade -style games, strategy
games, puzzle games, text -only adventures, single- or multiplayer simulations, abstract games, and
historical games. A game doesn't need to occupy 48K bytes of memory to be fun -it's the concept
that counts! (For example, see Quinti -Maze and Three Dee Tee, the games to be published in the
September 1982 BYTE.) We aren't interested in computer versions of games that already exist -we
want to see something original!

*

All The Rules Fit To Print *

This contest will

be judged by the BYTE editorial staff. Factors influencing the decision will be the
originality and playability of the game, as well as the quality of the accompanying manuscript. The

judges' decision is final.
All entries should be marked on the outside: "MAGNETIC MATERIALS -DO NOT X- RAY."
Game submissions cannot be returned unless they are accompanied by a return envelope stamped
with sufficient postage.
This contest is open to anyone except employees or immediate family of McGraw -Hill and its subsidiaries. Void where prohibited by law.
Prizewinners will give all rights to the article to BYTE in exchange for the designated prizes. In all
cases, the author retains all commercial rights to the software written, and BYTE readers may not
distribute and/or sell the software without the author's permission. All prizewinners will receive the
standard payment for a BYTE article ($50 per published magazine page).
Only one entry per contestant is permitted.
Games must be in the format specified.

*

Computers and Formats *

Prepare your game for one of the following computers, in the format indicated. (We apologize if your computer is not
on this list, but we are limited by those to which we have access.) Games must be submitted on the appropriate
media.

Apple II, Atari 800, Commodore

Commodore VIC, Radio Shack

PET/CBM, IBM Personal

TRS -80

Computer, Radio Shack TRS -80 Model or III: 51/4-inch disk
I

Color Computer: cassette tape

Radio Shack TRS -80 Model II: 8-inch disk
CP/M

with "plain vanilla" terminal (i.e., no special features of the terminal are used): single- density 8 -inch disk

Note: All disks (except for CP/M systems) must contain the operating system used and two copies of the game you are
submitting. If your game is on cassette tape, be sure to record several copies of the game on a high -quality tape
recorder.
Submit your game on the magnetic media listed for your computer. Include whatever documentation may be
necessary to play your game: a clear listing on unlined paper, a brief introduction to the game, how it was designed,
and how it works. All written materials should be typed double -space for possible publication in BYTE. (Send a
stamped, self- addressed legal -size envelope for a copy of our author's guide.)

*

DEADLINE *

Entries must be sent to:
BYTE Game Contest

POB 372

Hancock, NH 03449
Entries will not be accepted before January 1, 1983, and must be postmarked no later than February 15, 1983. Results
will be published in the July 1983 BYTE.

Hints, Clues, Tricks,
and Other Helpful Info *
*

Four words are your passport to success in the Second BYTE Game Contest:
Imagination, Playability, Presentation, and Simplicity

Imagination: What the gaming community has seen very rarely is a game that fully exploits the unique strengths of the
computer (and avoids its weaknesses). Ask yourself, "What is my computer good at? How can design a game around
it? What kind of game can create that has never been seen before ?"
Playability: A technically perfect game that isn't fun to play has no chance in the Second BYTE Game Contest. Be sure
that your game appeals to the player(s): action games should have variation, pacing, and increasing levels of difficulty;
strategy games should give the players a "rich" set of moves that allow them to exercise their ingenuity and cunning in
the face of victory or defeat; adventures should be self- consistent and clever. All games should make user input easy
to understand by including error -trapping and other user -friendly features.
Presentation: You should pay as much attention to your presentation as you do to your game. In the next four
months, look over BYTE's publication of winning entries (from the First Game Contest) to see which presentations
caught our eye!
Simplicity: This quality is such an important component of playability that it deserves special mention. Games, like
short stories or vintage automobiles, require polishing to look their best-and much of that polishing is cutting out
extraneous or confusing details and refining the game design to a sleek final version. Remember the adage, "Less is
more."
I

I
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A Beginner's Guide to Logo
Logo is not just for kids.
Harold Abelson
Laboratory for Computer Science
MIT NE43 -805
Cambridge, MA 02139
In the 1960s, computers were very
expensive and didn't have much
memory. A computer such as the
IBM 1620 could store a maximum of
24K bytes (or 60,000 decimal digits).
Even the largest research computers
could manage only six times that
much. Since programs had to use
memory sparingly, computer languages were designed to reflect this
concern.
Languages had to be simple for the
computer, even at the expense of being cumbersome for the programmer.
For example, to help the compiler
keep track of memory, most programming languages insisted on a
close tie between the names used in a
program and the storage cells in the
computer memory. As a consequence, the only kinds of data objects
that could be directly named and
manipulated by program operations
were those that could be stored in a
single cell. The only data structures
available were those whose size could
be prespecified at compile time. Most
languages also required the program-

About the Author
Harold Abelson, a professor of Computer
Science and Education at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is also the author of
Logo for the Apple II and Apple Logo, introductions to the Logo programming
language, published by BYTE /McGraw -Hill
Books.
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mer to include bookkeeping "declaration" statements, or adhere to other
restrictions on the use of names, to
make it easy for the compiler to determine what kind of storage each variable required. (For example, some
languages required names beginning
with I or J to refer to integers, arrays
had to be declared together with their
size, and defined functions had to
have a name beginning with FN,
followed by a digit.)
The concern for conserving memory permeated not only the language,
but the computer system as a whole.
For instance, if the system included a
program editor, editing a line of code
required the programmer to abort the
program, load the editor, read a file,
perform the edit, write a new file, exit
the editor, recompile the edited code,
and reload the program. All this
because the editor and the language
could not fit into main memory at the
same time.
The languages of the 1960s
flourished with the personal computers of the 1970s, which, although
no longer very expensive, still did not
have much memory. As personal
computers became more popular,
people began to confuse the idea that
a language that is simple for a computer would also be simple for people. ( "BASIC has only a few primitives; therefore, it must be easy to
learn. ") Some people even rationalized that the cumbersome features of

such languages were actually advantages. ( "Having to declare the data
types of variables makes you organize your programs better." "If it's too
easy to edit programs, you won't
write them carefully in the first
place. ") And when educators explored the potential uses of computers, they often accepted the
drawbacks of these languages as an
integral part of programming.
Over the past 12 years, the Logo
Group at MIT under the direction of
Seymour Papert, along with colleagues at a few universities and research centers around the world, has
taken a different approach to educational computing. Rather than accept
the limitations of affordable computers (by the standards of those
days), we worked with the largest research computers available. The system we used, called Logo, is essentially a dialect of LISP, a powerful language developed for research in artificial intelligence, and used a great
deal of memory compared to standards of the 1960s. (Some of the important linguistic aspects of Logo are
discussed in "Why Logo?" by Brian
Harvey in this issue on page 163. For
a more general perspective on LISP,
see "An Overview of Lisp" by John
Allen in the August 1979 BYTE, page
10.)
In working with Logo, we've discovered some important things. A
computer language can be both simCircle 138 on Inquiry card.

-

DAYSTAR at the center of your SYSTEM
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Whatever system
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microcomputer can perform up to 9 times faster
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Turtle starts

FORWARD 100

RIGHT 90

FORWARD 150

BACK 100

PENUP

LEFT 45

LEFT 45

FORWARD 50
PENDOWN
FORWARD 50
HIDETURTLE

Figure 1: Moving the turtle with a simple sequence of Logo commands. FORWARD moves the turtle in the direction it is facing.
RIGHT and LEFT rotate the turtle. PENUP and PENDOWN raise and lower the pen -the turtle leaves a trace when it moves with the
pen down.

ple and powerful at the same time. In
fact, these two aspects are comple-

mentary rather

than conflicting

because it is the very lack of expressive power in primitive languages
such as BASIC that makes it difficult
for beginners to write simple programs that do interesting things.
More important, we've found that it
is possible to give people control over
powerful computational resources,
which they can use as tools in learning, playing, and exploring. This has
often required us to go beyond ordinary considerations of computer -language design to create compelling images of how computation can provide
a perspective for reformulating traditional ideas from science and mathematics to make them more accessible,
more in tune with intuitive modes of
thought. In our research at MIT,
working with preschool, elementary,
junior high, high school, college students, and with their teachers, we've
used Logo to introduce programming
and the computational perspective at
all levels. In this article, I'd like to
show you what it's like to program
using Logo, a simple but powerful
system, enabling you to explore with
a computer.
90
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Drawing with the Turtle
Let's begin with a look at some turtle graphics. The turtle is a small triangular pointer on the screen that responds to a few simple commands.
FORWARD moves the turtle in the
direction it is facing a given number
of units. If you type the Logo command FORWARD 50, the turtle will
respond by moving forward 50 turtle
steps (about 1/4 the height of the

screen). RIGHT rotates the turtle
clockwise a given number of degrees.
BACK and LEFT cause the movements
opposite to FORWARD and RIGHT.
The turtle also carries a pen, which
leaves a trace of its path on the screen
as it moves while the pen is down.

commands PENUP and
PENDOWN make the turtle raise and

The

lower the pen. Figure 1 shows the
result of a simple sequence of Logo
commands.
It's lots of fun to make drawings by
using these commands (together with
a few others, such as CLEARSCREEN,
which erases the screen). But in order
to really make progress, you have to
teach the computer some new words.
For instance, you can teach the computer that the turtle can draw a
square by repeating this sequence

BYTE Publications Inc
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four times: go FORWARD 50 steps,
turn RIGHT 90 degrees. The Logo
commands would be:
TO SQUARE
REPEAT 4 [FORWARD 50 RIGHT 901
END

SQUARE is an example of a Logo
procedure. The first line (signaled by
TO) specifies the name of the procedure. This procedure happens to be
called SQUARE (since that's what it
draws), but you could have called it
anything. The rest of the procedure
(the procedure's body) specifies the
list of instructions to be carried out in
response to the command SQUARE;
the word END indicates the end of the
definition.
Once defined in this way, SQUARE
becomes part of the computer's
vocabulary. Whenever you give the
command SQUARE, the turtle will
draw a square.

Procedures with Inputs
An important difference exists between SQUARE and FORWARD.
SQUARE always draws a square 50
steps on a side. But FORWARD is more
versatile; it takes an input that determines how far the turtle should

64K STATIC RAM HEM RV

.'.r'--%-. .

.
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S -100 STATIC MEMORY

FULL TWO-YEAR
WARRANTY.

BREAKTHROUGH

c:.ñx.1

Finally, you can buy state -of- the -art
696 static memory for your
computer at an unprecedented savings.

S -100/IEEE

Memory Merchant's memory
boards provide the advanced features,
quality and reliability you need for the
kind of operational performance
demanded by new high -speed
processors.

Completely Assembled.

-

These memory boards are not kits,
nor skeletons
but top -quality, high performance memories that are shipped
to you completely assembled, burned -in,
socketed, tested and insured with one of
the industry's best warranties.
Superior Design & Quality.
Memory Merchant's boards are
created by a designer, well known for his
proven ability in advanced, cost -efficient
memory design. Innovative circuitry
provides you with highly desired features
and incredible versatility.
Only first -quality components are
used throughout, and each board is
rigorously tested to assure perfect and
dependable performance.

No Risk Trial.
We are so convinced that you will

be absolutely delighted with our boards
that we extend a no-risk trial offer. After
purchasing one of our boards, you may
return it (intact) for any reason within 15
days after shipment and we will refund
the purchase price (less shipping).

NEW S -100 PRODUCTS COMING
SOON:
* DUAL 8/16 BIT CPU BOARD
*
*

128K 8/16 BIT STATIC RAM
256K 8/16 BIT DYNAMIC RAM

48K PARTIALLY POPULATED $519.
32K PARTIALLY POPULATED $409.

64K RAM, MODEL MM65K16S
64K x 8 -bit
Speed in excess of 6 MHz
Uses 150ns 16K (2K x 8) static RAMS
Ultra -low power (435 Ma. max.
loaded with 64K)
Bank Select and Extended Addressing
A 2K window which can be placed
anywhere in the 64K memory map
Four independently addressable 16K
bldcks organized as:
Two independent 32K banks or
One 64K Extended Address Page or
One 48K and one 16K bank for use
in MP/M1 (option)
Each 32K bank responds
independently to phantom
2716 (5V) EPROMS may replace any or
all of the RAM
Field- proven operation in CROMEMCO
CROMIX* and CDOS *.
Compatible with latest IEEE 696
systems such as Northstar, CompuPro,
Morrow, IMS, IMSAI front panel, Altair
and many others.
OEM and DEALER Inquiries Invited.

-

.

The reliability of our boards,
through quality-controlled production and
proven performance, has enabled us to
extend our warranty to a full two years.
That's standard with us, not an option.
This includes a 6 -month exchange
program for defective units.

Shipped direct from stock.
All Memory Merchant's boards are
shipped direct from stock, normally
within 48 hours of receipt of your order.
Call us at (415) 483 -1008 and we may be
able to ship the same day.

16K RAM, Model

MM16K14

--

16K STATIC RAM $169.
16K x 8 Bit
Bank Select & Extended Addressing
Four independently addressable 4K

blocks
One 4K segment equipped with 1K

windows

Illemory°
l'%IiI Illerchant
/

14666 Doolittle Drive
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 483.1008
Circle 253 on Inquiry card.
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Uses field-proven 2114 (1 K x 4) RAMS
Low Power (less than 1.2 Amps)
Runs on any S -100 8080, 4 MHz Z -80 or
5 MHz 8085 system.
Prices, terms, specifications subject to
change without notice.
Cromix and CDOS are trademarks
'

of CROMEMCO

MP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

Instead of drawing a square and then
stopping, SQ makes the turtle retrace
the same path over and over, or until
you tell the computer to stop. Here is
why this happens. When you give the
command:
SQ 100

the turtle must go FORWARD 100,
RIGHT 90, and then do SQ 100 again,
and so on, and so on.
Add a second input to SQ and you
obtain a procedure called POLY,
which repeats over and over the sequence: go FORWARD some fixed
distance, and turn RIGHT some fixed
angle. The procedure takes as inputs
the size of each FORWARD step and
the amount of each turn:
TO POLY :SIZE :ANGLE
FORWARD :SIZE
RIGHT :ANGLE
POLY :SIZE :ANGLE
END

Photo 1: A design created by a simple one-line Logo program that makes the turtle
repeat these steps six times: go FORWARD 20 units, turn RIGHT 60 degrees, and draw
a square of size 75 units.

move. You can change the SQUARE
procedure so that it also takes an input that determines the size of the
square to be drawn. For example:
TO SQUARE :SIZE
REPEAT 4 [FORWARD :SIZE RIGHT 901
END

You use SQUARE just as you would
any Logo command that takes an input. That is, to draw a square with
100 -step sides, you type:
SQUARE 100

To draw a square with 50 -step sides,
you type:
SQUARE 50

The definition of SQUARE illustrates
the general rule for defining procedures that take inputs. You choose
a name for the input and include it in
the procedure title line preceded by a
colon. Then you use the input name
(with the colon) in the procedure
92
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body wherever you would normally
use the value of the input.
Since a procedure, once defined,
becomes just another word the computer "knows," you can use procedures as parts of the definitions of
other procedures. Here's a procedure
that produces a design by repeatedly
going forward, turning, and drawing
a square (see photo 1):
TO DESIGN
REPEAT 6 [FORWARD 20
RIGHT 60 SQUARE 75]
END

Simple Recursive Procedures
This next procedure also draws
square of a specified size:

a

TO SQ :SIZE
FORWARD :SIZE
RIGHT 90
SQ :SIZE

To use the POLY procedure, type the
word POLY, followed by specific
values for the inputs:
POLY

60 144

Figure 2 shows some of the many different shapes obtained by calling

with various inputs.
Recursion is the programming
word to describe the ability to use a
procedure as part of its own definition. SQ and POLY are recursive procedures of a very simple form -they
merely repeat an unchangeable cycle
over and over. But recursion is a
much more powerful idea and can be
used to obtain much more complicated effects. To take just a small step
beyond the purely repetitive kind of
recursion, consider:
POLY

TO POLYSPI :SIZE :ANGLE
FORWARD :SIZE
RIGHT :ANGLE
POLYSPI :SIZE +3 :ANGLE
END

Giving the command

END

Although SQ and SQUARE both draw
squares, they behave very differently.

BYTE Publications Inc
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POLYSPI

1

120

leads to this sequence of turtle moves:
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Boldly Gó Whére No Drive
Has Taken You Before...
-

Give your APPLE II® a Fourth
Dimension
the totally compatible

drive that takes your system
farther, faster. With read /write electronics so advanced that reading
errors are virtually eliminated. With
a track zero microswitch that keeps
boot and track access smooth and
quiet. With the ability to read half track software and up to 143,360
bytes on DOS 3.3 ®. With similar
performance on DOS 3.2.1 ®, Pascal®
or CP /M® operating systems. And,
the disk enclosure mates perfectly
with APPLE cabinetry.
51/4"

APPLE

.

APPLE II

.

DOS

-

We offer
labor warranty
extension at no cost to you.
EXTENDED WARRANTY
a 12 month parts and

-

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Immediately
available in quantity. We offer same day shipment if your order is received
by noon (PST).

-

TAKE YOUR APPLE TO THE LIMIT
WITH A FOURTH DIMENSION DRIVE.

Ask for additional information. Dealer
inquiries invited. Contact:
Fourth Dimension Systems
3100 W. Warner Avenue, 147 /Dept. B
Santa Ana, CA 92704
(714) 850 -1228

Receive
$30 FACTORY REBATE
a $30 factory rebate if the warranty
card is received by us on or before
August 31, 1982. See participating

dealer, or call direct. Suggested
Retail Price: $419.00.

32.1 and DOS 33 are registered trademarks of APPLE Computer. Inc.: Pascal is

a

trademark of UCSD.

Mastercard and Visa accepted.
CP /M is a

registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc

v/

FORWARD 1
RIGHT 120
FORWARD 4
RIGHT 120
FORWARD 7
RIGHT 120
FORWARD 10
RIGHT 120
POLY 50 120

POLY 50 160

which produces a triangular spiral in
which each of the sides is three steps
larger than the previous side. Figure 3
shows some of the shapes generated
by the POLYSPI procedure. As a

variant, you can replace the
FORWARD step in POLYSPI

by a com-

mand that draws a square:

POLY 60 80

POLY 80 144

Figure 2: These shapes are all drawn by the three -line Logo program POLY, which has
the turtle go FORWARD some fixed amount, turn RIGHT some fixed angle, and repeat
this over and over. The figures drawn by POLY always close, but the number of sides
that must be drawn before the figure closes depends upon the ANGLE input to the pro-

cedure.

TO SPINSQUARE :SIZE :ANGLE
SQUARE :SIZE
RIGHT :ANGLE
SPINSQUARE :SIZE +3 :ANGLE
END

The result of running
SPINSQUARE

1

10

as shown in figure 4 is a sequence of
squares of increasing size starting
with a square of one -step size. Each
square is three units larger than the
previous one and rotated from it by
10 degrees. The procedure keeps running and the squares keep growing
until you tell Logo to stop. You can
also modify the procedure so that it
stops when the squares become larger
than a certain size (e.g., 100 steps) by
including a stop rule:
TO SPINSQUARE :SIZE :ANGLE
IF :SIZE > 100 THEN STOP
SQUARE :SIZE
RIGHT :ANGLE
SPINSQUARE :SIZE +3 :ANGLE
END

Part of the power of recursion is the
fact that such simple programs can
lead to such varied results.

An Environment for Exploring

variant of POLY (see figure 2), the program
takes advantage of recursion to increase the turtle's FORWARD step each time the procedure calls itself. The result is a polygonal spiral. As with POLY, varying the ANGLE
input changes the symmetry of the pattern.

Figure 3: Figures created using POLYSPI. A
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As you can see from the examples
presented so far, it is very easy to get
started programming with turtle
graphics. This is partly because of the
subject matter of turtle graphics. The
basic commands have simple, visible
effects. At the same time, turtle
graphics is an incredibly rich area for

Gs, Woe

ractical Basic Programs
IM3 PC Edition

harpe

'111H
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Indriugr IAwp

kited by Lon Poole
Dnverted to the IBM Personal Computer by David Wilson
are are 40 fully -documented, ready -to -run programs for the IBM
)rsonal Computer. You can get started now with no previous
ogramming knowledge. You can income average, figure accrued
lerest on bonds, reconcile checking accounts, perform home
fidgeting, figure continuous interest compounding, and other
ieful tasks. With these simply written programs you'll solve your
ost difficult home and office problems at a cost of less than

cents a program.
BN 0- 931988 -80 -2

309

$15.99

Microcomputer Design Guide

Ian Robbins

its "how -to" oriented book on the principles and concepts of
109 microprocessors doubles as a practical guide to microcomiter design as a whole. Using the 6809 as a model, Robbins
Kes the reader step by step through an overview of the micro -

ocessor method.
$19.95
52 -7

P/M a User Guide
id Edition
iom Hogan

new revision includes expanded sections on CP /M3 86
well as CP /ME 80 and on CP /M as related to assembly Ian age programming. There are discussions on MP /M`' and
CP /NET operating environments along with proper
perspectives in terms of their uses.
The basics you need to get started plus advanced
material on program modification and development
this is the book on CP /M.
#82 -9 $12.99

its

-

Microcomputer w« Guides

ThE OSBORNE
IUMMER LINEUP
The HP -IL System:
An Introductory Guide to the Hewlett- Packard

Interface Loop
by Gerry Kane, Steve Harper, David Ushijima
This is the definitive guide to the new Hewlett- Packard Interface
Loop. The Loop is a bit -serial interface that links the HP -41C or
the HP Series 80 personal computers to a new generation of

compact peripherals.
The book provides in -depth instructions on how to interface both
HP -IL and non -HP -IL devices to the Loop. Summaries of all HP -IL
remote messages and message sequences are also included.

#77-2

$16.99

PET /CBMTM and the IEEE 488 Bus (GPIB)
2nd Edition

-

Eugene Fisher C. W. Jensen
The only book on the market devoted exclusively to the GPIB
has been revised and expanded. New chapters include information on Bus controlled applications in closed- circuit television and
in linear -control-circuit problems. The appendexes which first
edition reviewers hailed as a gold mine of information on bus compatible instruments and their manufacturers, have been
thoroughly updated.
#78 -0 $15.99

OsbornelMcGraw-Hì
How to Order: Call Toll Free 800 -227 -2895
CA dealers: 800 - 772 -4077 Telex: 910 -366 -7277
Mail Orders: 630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710
Circle 312 on Inquiry card.

PET" Personal Computer Guide
CBMTM Professional Computer Guide
Adam Osborne with Jim and Ellen Strasma
We've made the best -selling PET /CBM Personal Computer
Guide into two separate volumes, totally revising the material to
bring you the most up -to -date step -by -step user guides available
on these ever - popular machines.
PGT1t
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CRT'S PRINTERS

TELEPRINTERS

MICROMAIL' S
GOT IT!!
w

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS

* DIABLO

M

630 RO

620 RO

630 API -RO

40 CPS

$ SERIAL RS232C

1899 00
CALL
,630 KSR

"INTRODUCTORY OFFER"

"INTRODUCTORY OFFER"

$1649.00 $1149.00
25 CPS
SERIAL RS232C

"TAILORED TO YOUR
SYSTEM"

1

QUME

NEC

"ON SITE WARRANTY"

7700 SERIES
3500 SERIES
Call for Our LOW PRICES

SPRINT 9/45
SPRINT
Call for Our LOW PRICES

DEC
LA

$899.00

910

....$1599.00

912

34 DA

"LA 120 REPLACEMENT"

LA 12D

....

NEW!

VT100

$1399.00

VT101
VT131

$1499.00

DEC LA 100
DUAL MODE

MATRIX PRINTER

WHISPER WRITER

TIME SHARE
TWX
COMPUTER TERMINAL

$1499.00

forms

(Includes

& compreue

4

VT100 / TELEVIDEO
GPAPHICS OPTION

$849.00
$999.00

I

3M

810/2 VFC /CP

CALL

"PORTABLES SPECIAL"
T.I. 745
$1399.00
TELETYPE 43 (TtL)

CALL

(Includes upper lower case option)

NEW!

T.I.743KSR

$909.00
NEW!

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
810/2
$1299.00

$1125.00
$749.00

NEW

I

$689.00
$725.00

*NEW*

DP 9620A
6000

TELEVIDEO
$569.00

920
950
925

CALL

ANADEX
DP 9500/9501
DP 8000 AP

Figure 4: SPINSQUARE is a simple recursive program that draws a square of a
given size, rotates it, increases the size,
and continues the process.
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exploration in which even simple programs can have unexpected, often
beautiful results. The small amount
of Logo we've seen so far is enough to
support weeks of activities in programming and mathematics, exploring such questions as "How does the
shape of a POLY figure depend on the
angle input?" or 'Why do so many repeated programs produce symmetric
designs?" or simply creating beautiful
patterns. Andrea diSessa and I
describe some of the mathematics
that arises from investigating this
computer -based approach to geometry in the book Turtle Geometry:
The Computer as a Medium for Exploring Mathematics (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1981).
In addition to the subject matter,
the system interaction also plays a
crucial role. When people explore
using Logo, they are continually
defining new procedures and modifying old ones. A typical compiler oriented system, in which changing a
definition requires switching back
and forth among separate editors,
compilers, and linking loaders, is inappropriate for this kind of activity.
Much of the effort in implementing
Logo has gone into providing a programming environment that makes it
easy to define and modify procedures. The Texas Instruments and
Apple implementations of Logo include integrated screen editors. Giv-

Imitation is the
sincerest form
of flattery.

We're
flattered.

:'r

When we announced the f("
t proc
or
in early 1980, we knew we were onto something.
Now over two years later, CPU 8085/88 is still

the leading dual processor.

e.rrt-.

One processor runs 8 bit software,

while the other processor runs 16 bit software.
Users love it because they can run
existing libraries of 8 bit programs...or run the new generation of ultra
-efficient
16 bit programs
a hardware change.

yut

Software companies love it because
the can use 8 bit techniques to debug the new 16 bit p

ams they're working on.

Now it seems everybody has a dual processor in the
works. Like we said, we're flattered: But CompuPro's
track record of technological leadership is not easily
imitated. And while they're still figuring out how to
successfully implement dual processing ...
We've joined the 8 bit and 16 bit worlds with MP/81 8-18*, a multi
-user operating system
stem which`
runs 8 and 16 bit software simultaneously - in a multi -user environment.
Let one station run a
16 bit spreadsheet...another an 8 bit word processor...while
other terminals execute their own
8 or 16 bit programs. Only CompuPro's dual processing delivers
these kind of results.
MVIM

8-10 is Com0urro'a proprietary edition of Digital Research
MPIM is

a

s multi-user MP/M-86 (V VD operating system.
trademark of, and is used under license from Digital Rssearch.

When it comes to dual processing, we wrote the book. But if you thought
we were going to stop there well, you know CompuPro better than
that.
àee:.:....:

For business, industrial, and scientific computing - 8 or 16 bit,
8 and 16 bit, single or multi -user - see your authorized CompuPro
Systems Center:
1

rompu Pro
CompuPro division, Godbout Electronics, Oakland Airport,

CA 94614.0355.
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CP/M
OWNERS!
MENU PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE
MPL
ONLY $175
A revolutionary software

package that simplifies
programming while increasing
the versatility of personal
computers.
Runs on CP -M
Can be used without any special
training in computer programming

Displays data menu -style
Organizes data by connecting
menus together
Utilizes menus to drive program
operation automatically

HARD DISK
BACKUP
THE BACKFIELD
ONLY $150
A software package that backs
up hard disks to floppies

ing the command TO or EDIT activates
the screen editor, with the appropriate procedure definition ready to be
modified. A single keystroke installs
the new definition as a Logo pro-

cedure.
The success of turtle geometry is
due in large part to the fact that in designing it we did not view ourselves
solely as mathematicians and educators attempting to invent a new approach to geometry, nor as computer
scientists attempting to implement a
system. Instead, we tried to take both
perspectives, continually tailoring the
computer system to fit the mathematics, and vice versa.

Outputs
We've already seen how to define
procedures that require inputs. You
can also make a procedure output a
value. For instance, the following
procedure takes two numbers as inputs and outputs their average:

without special hardware.

TO AVERAGE :X :Y
OUTPUT (:X + :Y) / 2
END

Runs on CP M
Backs up hard disks to floppies
and other disks
Can back up all files or selected
files

Backs up only those sections of
the disk that are in use
Automatically selects files that
have changed since last backup.

AVAILABLE NOW!
(408) 395 -0838
OR SEND CHECK TO:

146 Town Terrace, Suite 4
Los Gatos, CA 95030
MPL Requires

a

PRINT (AVERAGE 2 3)
PRINT (AVERAGE

1

2) + (AVERAGE 3 4)

24X80 CRT
2.

'California residents add 6% for sales tax

Dealer/OEM Inquiries Welcome
MPL is a trademark of Audio Light Inc
CP -M is a trademark of Digital Research

PRINT (AVERAGE (AVERAGE

1

2) 3)

2.25

Note the Logo convention of using
parentheses to group a procedure
with its inputs. Although parentheses
are almost always optional in simple
Logo lines, it is a good idea to include
them because they make the lines
easier to read.

Programming with Procedures
A Logo program is typically structured as a cluster of procedures.
These procedures pass information
among themselves by means of inputs
and outputs. The advantage of this
kind of organization is that it separates the program into manageable
pieces, as each procedure can be simple in itself. Even in a complex program, it is unusual to have an in98
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DISTANCE TO POINT IS 67.6
TURN LEFT HOW MUCH?
0
GO FORWARD HOW MUCH?
25
DISTANCE TO POINT IS 90.25
TURN LEFT HOW MUCH?
180
GO FORWARD HOW MUCH?
50
DISTANCE TO POINT IS 47.38

And finally:

2.5
5.0

Audio Light, Inc.
All software is supplied on
8" single density diskette for CP/M 2

The result returned by AVERAGE can
be examined directly (using PRINT) or
used in turn as an input for other operations:

dividual procedure that is more than
a few lines long. In addition, the integrated Logo editor and the general interactive nature of the Logo system
enable you to define and test individual procedures separately.
To illustrate procedural organization, let's design a simple game that's
played as follows. The computer
chooses at random a "mystery point"
on the screen, and asks the player to
make successive LEFT and FORWARD
moves with the turtle. Before each
move, the computer prints the turtle's
distance from the mystery point. The
goal is to get the turtle very close to
the point in as few moves as possible.
Here's a transcript of the game in action. The computer's responses are
printed in italics to distinguish them
from what the player types:
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DISTANCE TO POINT IS 12.08
YOU WON IN 11 MOVES!

The heart of the program is a procedure called PLAY. This takes as input a number M, which indicates the
number of moves so far. PLAY first
checks to see if the player has won. If
so, it prints a message saying how
many moves have occurred, and
stops. Otherwise, it asks the player to
make a move, and goes on to the next
round, with M increased by 1:
TO PLAY :M
TEST CHECKWIN?
IFTRUE (PRINT (YOU WON
:M [MOVES!!)
IFTRUE STOP
MAKEMOVE
PLAY :M + 1

IN1

END

The PLAY procedure is simple in itself

YOU PICK

THE COMPUTER,
MICROPRO
MAKES IT PERFORM.
There are a lot of fine names in microcomputers. But there's
only one name in software to remember. MicroPro. Because
MicroPro has taken the best ideas in business software and
put them together to make the MicroPro Software System'a family of software products that work together on more
than 100 of the most popular brands of microcomputers,
probably including yours.*

Software makes the difference.
The key to getting the most out of your computer is the
software you use. And the Software System is designed to get
the most out, faster. The Software System is our new name
for the MicroPro family of software products, each remarkably
powerful and versatile -and even more so when you combine them.
The products: WordStaiNword processing), MailMerget"
(WordStar option-personalized form letters and other
file-merging uses); SpellStar"' (WordStar option spelling
checker); DataStarTM (data entry and retrieval); CalcStarr
(electronic spread sheet and financial modeling); SuperSort"'
(sorting, selecting, and merging); and WordMaster© (video
text editing).

-

business more productive than you'd get from just using each
product by itself.

The System doesn't stop.
Count on MicroPro to keep expanding the Software
System with new products that make it even more useful and
powerful in your business. Coming this year: a series of
in-depth accounting packages; InfoStar;" a powerful report
generator and partner to DataStar, and StarBurst;" a new kind
of software that will link our products together into an even
friendlier and easier to use package.
If you're shopping for a computer, we recommend you
shop for software even more carefully. After all, there are a lot
of good hardware systems to choose from. But there's only
one Software System. From MicroPro.
To get our brochure on the MicroPro Software System,
visit any of our 12(X) dealers around the world.

Or phone toll-free 800-227-2400, ext. 933
(In California 800-772-2666, ext. 933.)

More solutions, less work.
The Software System enables you to use your microcomputer to its fullest with less time and effort. That's
because, for one thing, most MicroPro products have
similar methods of operation, so it's easier to move
from one product to another. And they readily adapt
to your way of doing business, instead of forcing you
to make changes to fit a rigid software package, like
you have to do with many other software products.
Most important, you can combine MicroPro products' information and abilities. The result a lot more ways to make your
Ask

INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

your MicroPro dealer to let you know which microcomputers can use MicroPro software. For the IBMPersonal Computer, WordStar and MailMerge are now available-other products coming. MicroPro Apple
software requires a CP/M6-Z-80adaptation device. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machina Corp. Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc. CP /M is a registered trademark
of Digital Research, Inc. Z-80 is a registered trademark of Zilog, Inc C 1982 MicroPro International Corp.
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because it delegates the problems of
testing for wins and making moves to
the procedures CHECKWIN? and

points, the CHECKWIN? procedure
can be written as follows:

MAKEMOVE.
Here's MAKEMOVE, which

TO CHECKWIN?
MAKE "D DISTANCE XCOR YCOR
:XPT :YPT
(PRINT [DISTANCE TO POINT IS]

prompts
the user for angles and distances, and
moves the turtle correspondingly. It
uses a subprocedure READNUMBER,
which returns a number typed in at
the keyboard:
TO MAKEMOVE
PRINT [TURN LEFT HOW MUCH ?]
LEFT READNUMBER
PRINT [GO FORWARD HOW MUCH ?]
FORWARD READNUMBER
END

To check for a win, the program
must test whether the turtle's position
is close to some predetermined point
(e.g., 20 steps). The Logo primitive
operations XCOR and YCOR return
the turtle's x and y coordinates. We'll
suppose that the x and y coordinates
of the hidden point are given by variables XPT and YPT. If you assume
there is a procedure DISTANCE that
returns the distance between two

:D)

Now you need a procedure to start
the game:
TO GAME
CLEARSCREEN
MAKE "XPT RANDOMCOORD
MAKE "YPT RANDOMCOORD
PLAY 0
END

< 20 OUTPUT "TRUE
OUTPUT "FALSE
IF :D

END

CHECKWIN? returns as its value either
TRUE or FALSE, which is the result
that is tested by PLAY to determine
whether the game is over. Observe
also the use of the MAKE statement to

assign values to variables. In this
case, D is used to designate the
distance.
Here is the procedure for computing the distance between two points,
as the square root of the sum of the
squares of the coordinate differences:
TO DISTANCE :A :B :X :Y
MAKE "DX :A
:X
:Y
MAKE "DY :B
OUTPUT SQRT (:DX *:DX + :DY *:DY)
END

-

This clears the screen, assigns values
(chosen at random) to the mysterypoint coordinates XPT and YPT, and
calls PLAY with an initial M equal to
zero.
The following procedure, used to
select random coordinates, returns a
random number between
75 and
+75. It works by calling the Logo
primitive RANDOM to obtain a random number between 0 and 150, and
subtracts 75 from the result:

-

TO RANDOMCOORD
OUTPUT (RANDOM 150)

The only thing needed to complete
the program is READNUMBER, which
returns a number input from the
keyboard:

READNUMBER

6

0256

Kilobytes

MHz with no weight
states -Most Processors
Designed to operate in any
S -100 System IEEE or Non IEEE

16 -bit addressing option:

Powerful Macrotech Memory Mapping (M3) bank select architecture allows
each 4K block of the 16 bit
(64K) logical addresses to
be dynamically translated
to any 4K block of the 256K
on board physical memory.
24 -bit direct addressing

option

100
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ing on board asyn-

Multilayer board and bus
signal filtering for noise free operation.
Full one year warranty

chronously for maximum
access speed and uniform
operation
Comprehensive technical
manual with complete installation guide and source
listings for MP /M II'" * and
"Virtual Disk" solid state
disk applications.
DMA operation fully supported in strict accordance
with IEEE 696 standard.
8/16 data transfer protocol

If you wish, send a check or money
order for $1,379 (in California add 6%
sales tax where applicable).

Parity error detection

(213) 887-5737

Manual available at $25.00 each
refundable with order.

'Registered Trademark of Digital
Research Corp.
OEM & Dealer Inquiries Invited

MACROTECH International Corp.,
22133 Cohasset St., Canoga Park,

California 91303

Circle

75

TO READNUMBER
OUTPUT FIRST REQUEST
END

THE MULTI -USER FRIENDLY MEMORY BOARD WITH

"Educated" cycle control
module generates all tim-

-

END
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uses the

Logo

primitive REQUEST, which waits for
the user to type a line, and then
returns a list of all the items in that
line. The desired number is extracted
as the first item of the input list.
(We'll talk about lists below.)
Actually, it might be better to
design READNUMBER so that it checks
to see if the item to be returned is indeed a number, and to complain
otherwise:
TO READNUMBER
MAKE "TYPEIN FIRST REQUEST
IF NUMBER?
:TYPEIN OUTPUT
:TYPEIN
PRINT [PLEASE TYPE A NUMBER]
OUTPUT READNUMBER
END

Notice the final line of the procedure.
Its effect is to make READNUMBER try
again for an input until it gets a
number, as many times as necessary.

COMMODORE A71 1K"THE WONDER COMPUTER
OF THE 1980s.UNDER $300:
PI Li®

-WILLIAM SHATNER

"The best computer value in the
world today. The only computer
you'll need for years to come."
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Read the chart and see why COMPUTE! Magazine' calls the VIC -20 computer
"an astounding machine for the price." Why BYTE2 raves: "...the VIC -20
omputer unit is unexcelled as a low -cost consumer computer." Why Popular
echanics3 says "...for the price of around $300, it's the only game in town that is
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This makes the game behave as
follows:
GO FORWARD HOW MUCH?
FJKSL
PLEASE TYPE A NUMBER
FIFTY
PLEASE TYPE A NUMBER

From Aspen Software
The Only Complete Document Proofreading System
For CP /M, TRS -80 and IBM -PC Word Processors

prq r0Ov[lE \(-C

TM

50

BUTFIRST [[PETER PAN]
WENDY JOHN]

it

is [WENDY JOHN].
The FPUT operation

takes the two
objects x and y and constructs a list

whose

FIRST is
BUTFIRST is y. For

and whose

x

example:

Featuring Random House® Dictionary
Complete Accuracy -looks up every word.
does not use less accurate root word
analysis, plus Random House Dictionary
Full Interactive Correction- standard
Instant Access to Dictionary
Compact -Random House Dictionary
supplied in sizes to fit your system
(50,000 words standard)

GRAM

MATIRTM

Beyond Spelling Checking
Detects typos, punctuation and
capitalization errors, misused words
and phrases
Analyzes Writing Style
Suggests Alternative Usages

NO ERRORS

=

"The programs together (Proofreader and
Grammatik) offer a dynamic tool for
comprehensive editing beyond spelling
corrections. "
--Dona Z. Meilach in Interface Age. 5 82

FPUT 5 [2 BUCKLE MY SHOE]

Lists
We've seen that Logo's procedural
organization makes it an easy and
convenient language for writing programs. Most modern programming
languages are, in fact, procedurally
organized, although few languages
make it so easy to interactively define
and modify procedures as does Logo.
A much more special aspect of
Logo is the way it handles collections
of data. This is done using lists. A list
is a sequence of data objects. For
example:
[1 2 BUCKLE

MY SHOE]

" Grammatik is the perfect complement to a
spelling check program."
-Dr. Alan R. Miller in Interface Age, 5 82

is a list of five things. The items in a

"If you

list can themselves be lists, as in:

word processor and a spelling
checker, then you should investigate the unique
capabilities of this program. Grammatik is a
surprisingly fast and east. to use tool for
analyzing writing style and punctuation."
-Bob Louden in InfoWorld, 12/81
"For the user who is as tight with his dollar as I,
Proofreader is the program of choice."
use a

-Stephen Kimmel in Creative Computing,

3

82

"Anyone involved with word processing in any
way, whether writing manuals, letters,
brochures, newscopy. reports. etc. is encouraged
to get the excellent program Grammatik."
-A.A. Wicks in Computronics, 6/82
Grammatik and Proofreader are compatible with all
CP /M. MS -DOS (incl. IBM -PC), and TRS-80 word
processors Current CP /M formats standard 8 ".
Northstar, Omikron, Osborne, Apple. Please call /or
write for details of minimum system sizes and availability
of additional disk and operating system formats
Shipping costs included. Please specify your system
configuration when ordering Dealers inquiries
invited.
Proofreader

Grammatik

CP/M, MS-DOS

$12900

$15000

TRS&l Model

n/a

X900

$8900

$59.00

II

TRS-80 Mod. I/w

Both
$250.00
$139.00

Random House is a registered trademark of Random
House, Inc Other registered trademarks. CP/M Digital
Research. TRS -80. Tandy Corp.. MS -DOS. Microsoft,
IBM. IBM, Proofreader, Grammatik. Aspen Software Co.

(505) 281 -1634
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2 BUCKLE MY

FPUT [PETER PAN]
[BUCKLE MY SHOE]

produces the list

[[PETER PAN]
BUCKLE MY SHOE].
The SENTENCE operation, like
FPUT, constructs larger lists from

smaller ones, but in a slightly dif-

ferent way. SENTENCE takes a
number of lists as inputs and combines all their elements to produce a
single list. For example:
SENTENCE [PETER PAN]
[BUCKLE MY SHOE]

produces the list

[PETER PAN BUCKLE

MY SHOE].
[[PETER PAN] WENDY JOHN]

which is a list of three items, the first
of which is itself a list of two items.
Similarly, we can have lists whose
items are lists, and so on. Lists, therefore, are a natural way to represent
hierarchical structures, that is, structures composed of parts that themselves are composed of parts.
Logo includes a number of operations for manipulating lists. FIRST extracts the first item of the list. In this
example:
FIRST [1 2 BUCKLE MY SHOE]

The significant thing about lists in
Logo is that they can be manipulated
as what computer scientists call "first class data objects." That is to say,
Logo lists (as opposed, for example,
to arrays in BASIC) can be:
assigned as the values of variables
passed as inputs to procedures
returned as the outputs of procedures

For instance, you can assign names to
lists:
MAKE "X [00M PAH]
MAKE "Y [HEIGH HO]

it is 1, and in the next example:
FIRST [[PETER PAN] WENDY JOHN]

it

is [PETER PAN].

The BUTFIRST operation returns
the list consisting of all but the first
item of the given list, so in

and then refer to the values of these
variables, so that BUTFIRST :X is the
list [PAH]. You can also combine
operations on lists to produce more
complex operations. For example:
FIRST FIRST [[PETER PAN]

WENDY JOHN]

Aspen Software Co,
P.O. Boa 339-B Tijeras, NM 87059

produces the list [5
SHOE], and

BUTFIRST

it

[ 1

2 BUCKLE MY SHOE]

is [2 BUCKLE MY SHOE),

while in

returns the word

PETER.

Circle 248 on Inquiry card.
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In an age when new standards are constantly emerging,

one disk consistently meets or exceeds them all.

Maxell.The Gold Standard.
Not all disks are created equal. Some are better
han others. To find out what's best for you, look for
Maxell disks. They now carry the Gold Standard
symbol of quality. It's your assurance Maxell disks
meet or exceed every definition of quality. No matter
ho establishes it. We've earned this universal superiority by never relaxing our
uniquely demanding quality
control. Every aspect of manuacturing is checked, then
"+
checked again.
Your benefits are many.
Take the perpetual problem of
drop -outs. A drop -out is a tiny
defect that wastes time and

drop -out free at the time of manufacture. You can
depend on this quality protecting your valuable
programs and programming time, indefinitely.
We've run disks over ten million passes under
conditions designed to find weak points and wear.
We couldn't. And you won't.

I

degrades computer accuracy and performance. Now
that you understand what a
drop -out is, forget it. Maxell
disks don't have any. Each
disk comes to you certified

There

is

a Maxell disk for the

floppy system you use, or plan
to use. Check your computer'
instructions. Or write for our
complete, highly informative
brochure.
When you set the Gold
Standard as your level of
quality, you'll benefit from
improved disk performance,
immediately. Bank on it.

maxell.

Maxell Corn uter Products Division, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 07074, 201- 440 -8020
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You can also write procedures that
manipulate lists:
TO DOUBLE :L
OUTPUT SENTENCE :L :L
END

PRINT DOUBLE

00M PAH 00M PAH

00M PAH 00M PAH
00M PAH 00M PAH
The implication of this is that you
can combine operations on lists,
much as you combine operations on
numbers in ordinary languages. For
example, one very useful list operation is PICKRANDOM, which chooses
an item at random from an input list.
PICKRANDOM is not provided as a
primitive operation, but is easily constructed out of simpler operations,
such as finding the length of a list,
selecting a random number in a given
range, and extracting the nth item of
a list.

Playing with Text
To illustrate how lists are used, let's
examine a program that composes
vacation postcards, such as:
DEAR DOROTHY
WISH YOU WERE HERE.
LOVE -- JOHN

DEAR MARY
EVERYONE'S FINE.
WRITE SOON -- AUNT EM

You begin by setting up lists of
names and phrases from which the
elements of the postcard will be
chosen:

FPUT), so

TO POSTCARD
PRINT SENTENCE [DEAR] NAME
PRINT BODY
PRINT (SENTENCE CLOSING

PLEASE TYPE INA NEW PHRASE
DON'T FORGET TO FEED THE DOG.

[ --] NAME)
POSTCARD

[00M PAH]

PRINT DOUBLE DOUBLE
100M PAH]

Here's the main postcard program:

END

The recursive call in the last line
makes the procedure keep printing
new postcards over and over. (Compare the SQ and POLY procedures.)
The procedures NAME, BODY, and
CLOSING generate the elements of the
postcard by selecting items from the

appropriate lists:

that the program will be
able to use this phrase in future
postcards, like:

DEAR OCCUPANT
DON'T FORGET TO FEED THE DOG.
LOVE -- JOHN

Another change you can make is to
generate longer postcards, whose
BODY consists of one or more
phrases. One way to do this is to alter
the BODY procedure as follows:

TO NAME

OUTPUT PICKRANDOM :NAMES

TO BODY

END

IF

TO BODY

OUTPUT PICKRANDOM :PHRASES
END

TO CLOSING
OUTPUT PICKRANDOM :CLOSINGS
END

You can change the postcard program so that it automatically augments its repertoire of phrases by
every so often (say, one chance in
three) asking the user to type in a new
phrase and adding that to the
PHRASES. To do this, add to the
POSTCARD procedure the line:
IF

1

.IN.3 LEARN.NEW.PHRASE

The 1.IN.3 procedure returns TRUE
with odds of one chance in three and
FALSE otherwise. One possible way
to write this procedure is:
TO 1.IN.3

(RANDOM 3) = 0 OUTPUT "TRUE
OUTPUT "FALSE
IF

1 .IN.2 OUTPUT SINGLE.PHRASE
OUTPUT SENTENCE BODY

SINGLE. PHRASE
TO SINGLE.PHRASE
OUTPUT PICKRANDOM :PHRASES
END

This uses recursion in a devious way.
Half the time you call BODY, it will
output a single phrase, just as before.
(The procedure .IN.2 is analogous to
the 1.IN.3 procedure above.) But the
other half of the time, it recursively
generates a new BODY and combines
this (using SENTENCE) with a single
phrase. The new (recursively called)
BODY will itself generate a single
phrase only half the time. Otherwise,
it will call a third BODY. The result is
that a call to body will generate a
single phrase about half the time, two
phrases about one -fourth of the time,
three phrases about one -eighth of the
time, and so on.
Here's the final postcard program
in action:
1

END

MAKE "NAMES
[JOHN
DOROTHY
[AUNT EMI
OCCUPANT]
MAKE "PHRASES
[(WISH YOU WERE HERE.]
(WEATHER'S GREAT!]
[SURF'S UP.)
[EVERYONE'S FINE.]]

MAKE "CLOSINGS
(LOVE
[SEE YOU SOON]

[WRITE SOON]]
104
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Here's how the program learns a
new phrase:
TO LEARN.NEW.PHRASE
PRINT [PLEASE TYPE IN A NEW PHRASE]
MAKE "PHRASES FPUT REQUEST
:PHRASES
END

The idea is that REQUEST returns (as
a list) the phrase that the user types in
response to the message. This is
added to PHRASES (by means of

DEAR AUNT EM
SURF'S UP. DON'T FORGET TO
FEED THE DOG.
WRITE SOON -- DOROTHY

PLEASE TYPE INA NEW PHRASE
GET THE MONEY IN SMALL BILLS.

DEAR OCCUPANT
WEATHER'S GREATI WISH YOU
WERE HERE. GET THE
MONEY IN SMALL BILLS.
SEE YOU SOON -- JOHN

Circle 203 on Inquiry card.
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TER IS MODULAR.
YOUR PRINTER SHOULD BE, T00

Introducing the Prism Printer IM from
Integral Data Systems, the first truly
modular, field- upgradeable dot matrix
printer. Now your printer can be as
flexible as the rest of your system.
Start with the basic printer which
features text -quality printing; then
dd the performance options you
when you need them. Add the
matie cut sheet feeder for word
ing. Install the Sprint Mode' M
r h ' -speed data output. For comicathg information and ideas
f
nothing is more effective than
the
' lotTM graphic option and Prism
Color
tion this gives you high quality, multi -color output in text,
graphs and charts.
that's just the
beginning. More
n modules
will be available
If you're an APPLE T IBMTM or other
professional microcomputer user,
Prism Printer Is the key to your
system solution. At last, the chemistry
ght between you and your printer.
ou'Il never pay too much or get too
little again. The Prism Printer from
Integral Data Systems.
For the name of your nearest Integral
Data Systems Dealer, call toll free (800)
258 -1386. In New Hampshire, Alaska
and Hawaii, call (603) 673 -9100.

-

:

-

,

`w) Integral Data Systems, Inc.
Miltord, NH 01055
telex: 95
PPLE is u registered trademark o/ Apple ( iogxnaliun.
BM is u registered trademark ul GNernuhonul Business Murhuee.s ( ix xeruhun.
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Text-generation procedures are fun
to write and to play with and also
easy to modify. You can make them
as elaborate or as simple as you like
and apply the same ideas to producing essays, poems, love letters, and so
on. The idea of generating a random
postcard program is based on work
done at MIT by Neil Rowe, whose article "Grammar as a Programming
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Photos 2a and 2b: Two tiling patterns constructed from the same basic figure (a triangle
within a square). The differences in the patterns are due to using different orientations
when the basic figure is combined into "higher- level" patterns.
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Language" (Creative Computing,
January /February 1978) contains
many other examples of text- generation procedures. It also shows how to
implement, in Logo, a special -purpose "sublanguage" for creating such
programs.

B11L1'ubLcatiomInc
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The success of Logo as a catalyst
for learning involves much more than
the Logo language itself, although the
language does play a crucial role. The
best kind of Logo activity is a synthesis of programming, mathematics,
aesthetics, and, above all, the opportunity to explore. One particularly
striking example of this is the "recursive tiling" program invented by
Andrea diSessa and Doug Hill. This
scheme enables you to write simple
procedures that draw patterns such as
the ones shown in photos 2 and 3,
giving you literally billions of possibilities to examine and explore.
The idea is as follows. Suppose you
have a program that draws a pattern
inside a square of some given size. By
scaling the pattern size in half and
gluing together four copies, you obtain a more complex pattern in the a
square of the original size, as shown
in figure 5a on page 108. In fact, you
can generate many different patterns
from a single pattern because each
copy of the original pattern that you
place in each corner square can be
rotated through an arbitrary multiple
of 90 degrees, as shown in figure 5b.
To convert this idea into a computer program, suppose you have a
procedure called PROC that draws a
pattern in a square. Assume that
PROC takes an input S that specifies
the size of the square, scaled so that S
is equal to half the diagonal of the
square. Assume also that PROC is designed to begin drawing with the turtle at the center of the square pointing

at a vertex, and to end with the turtle
in the same state.
Now suppose you have a square of
size S divided into four "corner
squares" each of size S/2. The following process is designed to start with
the turtle at the center of the square,
facing one of the corners. It draws a
copy of the PROC design in that corner square and returns the turtle to
the center of the larger square. Then
it turns the turtle 90 degrees to point
at the next corner square. The steps in
the process are:
Move the turtle FORWARD a distance of S /2. This brings the turtle
to the center of the small square,
pointing at a vertex of that
square.
2. Run the procedure PROC with an
input of S/2 (half the diagonal of
the smaller square). This draws
the pattern and leaves the turtle at
the center of the small square.
3. Move the turtle BACK a distance
of S/2 to return it to the center of
the larger square.
4. Rotate the turtle 90 degrees.
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In addition, before performing step 2,
you can rotate the pattern through a
multiple of 90 degrees. If you do this,
you should perform the opposite
rotation at the end of step 2, so that
the turtle will end up facing in the
same direction from which it started.
The following CORNER procedure
implements this strategy. CORNER
takes three inputs. The first, A, is a
multiple of 90 degrees to be turned
before drawing the pattern (A is an integer from 0 to 3). The next input,
PROC, is the name of the procedure
that draws the pattern. PROC is
assumed to take one input that specifies the size of the pattern. The third
input to CORNER is a number S that
specifies the size of the square. The
procedure is used as follows:

END

--i
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+
-4, r'
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TO CORNER :A :PROC :S
FORWARD :S/2
RIGHT 90 * :A
DRAWFIGURE :PROC :S/2
LEFT 90 * :A
BACK :S /2
RIGHT 90
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Photos 3a and 3b: Two tiling patterns constructed on the same basic triangle as in
photos 2a and 2b. All four patterns use the gluing scheme shown in figures 5a and 5b,
and photos 4a, 4b, and 4c, extended to four levels.
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GLUEZ

(5a)

GLUE2

The CORNER procedure uses a sub procedure DRAWFIGURE, which takes
as inputs a procedure name and a
number and runs the procedure with
the number as input. DRAWFIGURE is
implemented in terms of the Logo
primitive operation RUN, which executes a list as if it were a typed -in
command line:
TO DRAWFIGURE :PROC :INPUT
RUN SENTENCE :PROC :INPUT
END

TO GLUE1 :PROC :S
REPEAT 4 [CORNER 0 :PROC :S]

For example, if you execute:
Figure 5: Given a design that lies inside a
square, four copies of the same design
(each scaled to half the size of the original)
will produce a more complex pattern in
the same square. Varying the relative
orientations of the four copies produces
different overall designs. This is the basic
gluing scheme used to produce the patterns in photos 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b, starting
with a triangle, and repeating the gluing
process four times (i.e., working with a
final pattern element scaled to 1 /16 times
the size of the original square).

DRAWFIGURE [SQUARE]

gluing design by running CORNER
four times. Each of the four calls to
CORNER can specify a different
90- degree multiple of A, through
which the design in that corner
should be rotated. Since each gluing
has four corners, and each corner can
have any of four rotations, there are
44 or 256 possible gluings for any
given pattern. Here are two possible
gluings:

END

100

this combines [SQUARE] and 100 to
obtain the list [SQUARE 100] and executes this list as if it were a typed -in
Logo command line, which is to say,
it executes the command SQUARE

100.
The CORNER procedure begins with
the turtle pointing at one corner of
the large square; it ends with the turtle pointing at the next corner. This
means that you can obtain a complete

TO GLUE2
CORNER 0
CORNER 2
CORNER 1
CORNER 3
END

:PROC
:PROC
:PROC
:PROC
:PROC

:S
:S
:S
:S
:S

Photo 4b shows the result of entering
GLUE1 [TRI]

100

where TRI is a procedure that draws a
small triangle inside a square, as

Circle 413 on inquiry card.

all
Bell 212

compatible

Full duplex
120 CPS

1200 Baud

over any standard phone line

Microprocessor design has invodea the moderworld Our new 1200 baud moderns pack Be
compatibility into 10 integrated circuits by fi
the lowest parts count of any 212 modern
available The extremely low parts count
translates directly into long life, outstanding
reliability and low production costs savings
passed on to you in a lower price
4

The Micro Link 1200 features originate and
answer capability The Auto Link 1200 incivaes

A

these features plus auto answer Both units
are FCC certified for direct connection to the
phone lines via a standard RJ11C phone lack
and include RS232, Self Test, and a one year
limited warranty
Take advantage of higher technology at lower
cost Call for full product specifications ana

today

MICR O LINK
1200

Micro Link 1200 $449.

Auto Link 1200 $549'

U.S. ROBOTICS INC.
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INTRODUCING MORE REASONS
FOR TRYING CONTROL DATA
FLEXIBLE DISKS RIGHT NOW.
2 FREE IN EVERY BOX

1111.

OW

.......

Now you have two more reasons to try Control Data flexible
disks. Two free disks in every specially labeled box of 10 beginning July 1st. That's 12 disks, or 20% more in every box.
Control Data flexible disks are dependable. They're guaranteed error -free so you can count on them to perform time
after time. We manufacture and test every disk to exacting
standards. It's one reason many users choose our media
above all others.
Control Data disks are available in both 8 -inch and 5-1/4-inch
sizes, in a variety of formats. And from now until Dec. 31,1982,
you get two free in every specially labeled box -just for
trying them.
If there isn't a participating distributor near you, call toll -free
800/328 -6207.

DISTRIBUTORS

,î4,.O0

CALIFORNIA
Lodi, Visible Computer Supply Corp.

MISSOURI

209/334-9487

314/731-0808

Oronge, Data Bits, Inc.

NEW JERSEY

714/633-6650

alley, The Supply Depot
805/583 -0505
Simi

COLORADO

Hazelwood, Specialty Computer Ribbons 8 Supplies

Engelwood, Data Research Associates

201/569-2620
NEW YORK

New lbrk, Data Research Aesedo

Denver, Data Pro Ud.

s

212/564-2232

303/777 -8655

OREGON

FLORIDA

Eugene, Western Paper Company

Hialeah. KAR Printing

503/686-8361

305/557 -4782

Jacksonville, Computer Exchange

Miami, Dato Pox

503/772-3803

305/446-9291

Portland, Western Paper Company

GEORGIA
Atlanta, Data Associates, Inc.

404/252 -9818

503/288-5648
PENNSYLVANIA

Berwyn Used Computer, Inc. (UCI)

ILLINOIS

215/647 -1881

Chicago, Thomas Computer Corp.

TEXAS

312/944-1401
St. Charles, Visible Computer Supply Corp

Austin, Business Dota Products

319/365-8691

512/453-5129
Dales. PNlbo Enterprises
214/358-1200
Houston. Suites Data Supplies
713/783-5270

MARYLAND

San Antonio, Butts

312/377-0990
IOWA

Cedar Rapids, Network Business Forms, Inc.

I

Data

Jessup. Data Storage, Inc.

512/856-6367
San Amato, Transcontinental Dletdb.
512/737-0064

301/953-2424

UGW

MASSACHUSETTS

Solt lare City, Rebel Entertains. Inc.

Gafhersburg, BASYs

301/9778900

Woburn, Dala Research Associates

617/938-0425
MICHIGAN
Sou1MNW, liansoclon Storage Systems

801/281-3300
VIRGINIA
Fabtax, Data Research Associates

703/385.3414

313/557 -3036

WASHINGTON

MINNESOM

Kart, Western Paper Company

Bloomington, Manson Business Prod, Inc.
612/881-115

Pasco. Western Paper Company

INneapol s, Sexton Data Products
612/941 -5880

206/251.5300

509/547-1633

@D CONTROL DATA
Circle 118 on inquiry card.

SINGLE SIDE
SINGLE OENSiTY
SOFT SECTOR
35 TRACK

.

shown in photo 4a. (In accordance
with general gluing strategy, TRI
should be a procedure that takes one
input that specifies the size of the
square.) For comparison, photo 4c
shows a different gluing:
GLUE2 [TRI)

100

Now comes the clever idea. The
procedures enable you to glue
together four copies of any pattern.
On the other hand, entering
GLUE

GLUE1 [TRI)

100

command that draws a pattern in a square. In fact, the list
[GLUE1 [TRI)), when combined with a
size (via the DRAWFIGURE procedure), produces a command that
draws a pattern in a square of the
specified size. Therefore, you can use
a GLUE procedure to glue together
four of these patterns, for example:
is also a

(4a)

/ Nz
\ \i

7

GLUE1 [GLUE1 [TRI))

100

GLUE2 [GLUE1 [TRI))

100

or

But again, each of these "two- level"
gluings is itself something that can be
glued, so you can make three -level
patterns such as

(4b)

GLUE2 [GLUE1 [GLUE2 [TRI)))

(4c)

Photo 4: Photo 4a shows a triangle inside a square, as drawn by the procedure TRI.
(The square, shown here in color, is not drawn by TRI. Photos 4b and 4c show two different one -level gluings of the TRI procedure to form a more complicated figure inside a
square. The complex designs in photos 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b are four-level gluings based on
the same TRI figure.
110
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100

and so on and so one. The patterns
shown in photos 2a, 2b, 3a and 3b
are, in fact, all four -level gluings
based on the same TRI procedure,
using different rotations at the
various levels.
There's an enormous range of possibilities to investigate here. Four
levels of gluings with 256 orientation
choices at each level give 256' or
more than 4 billion possible four -level
gluings, all from a single base pattern!
(The number of distinct patterns is
reduced by various symmetries in the
gluing process, which is itself an interesting phenomenon to explore.)
For more variety, you can try different base patterns, or even develop
different gluing schemes, such as the
one derived from dividing an equilateral triangle into four smaller equilateral triangles. (See Turtle Geometry

HAVEN'T YOU HEARD
OF THUNDERCLOCK PLUS ?

C.

.

If you want to put
your Apple* to work- around the
clock -Thunderclock Plus is the solution. Just plug it
in and your programs can read the month, date, day of
week and time -down to the second
any of Apple's
languages. So your Apple can do any number of tasks
for you automatically. In the office, the lab or at home.
Most good software packages for business, data base
management, communications and time management
are made to read Thunderclock Plus. (It's compatible
with DB Master; Micro -Courier and VisiDex; to
name a few). So no matter how you use your Apple now,
Thunderclock Plus can make it a more versatile
and efficient tool.
For example, with business or communications software, your Apple can automatically access a data base or send electronic mail when the rates are lowest.
In addition, Thunderclock Plus can
organize your disk files. Our optional
DOS-DATER" software upgrades the
regular DOS on your disks. So every
time a program is saved or a file is modified, the time and date, to the minute,
are stored in the CATALOG with the file
name. Now you can instantly know
exactly when your files were last updated.

-in

Thunderclock Plus
can even give you a sense of
security. Or just make your life a little easier. With our
X -10 interface option and a BSR X -10= Home Control
System, your Apple can turn on your lights, water your
lawn...whatever you desire, according to schedules you
create. It comes with our menu -driven SCHEDULER
software. So it's easy to design and modify schedules
that can run in the "background" while you have
"hands -on" use of your Apple.
Thunderclock Plus comes with a one -year warranty.
Powered by on -board batteries, it runs accurately for up
to four years without battery replacement.
So now that you've heard of Thunderclock Plus, isn't
it time you put your Apple to workaround the clock? See your dealer
for a demonstration or contact us.
THUNDERCLOCK PLUS
and BASIC software
DOS -DATER /DEMO disk
X -10 Interface option
PASCAL software disk

*Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
DB Master is a registered trademark of Stoneware, Inc.

"Micro- Courier is a registered trademark of Microcom.

?VisiDex is a registered trademark of VisiCorp.
:BSR X -10 is a registered trademark of BSR (USAI Ltd.

Thunderware's DOS -DATER time and
date stamps your disk files to the minute.

THUNDERWARE, INC.

44 Hermosa Ave., Oakland, CA 94618
Circle 408 on inquiry card.
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Memory Expansion Board
(PC)2's Expansion Board offers 4 TIMES
the amount of memory offered by IBM
P.C. Configurations can be set at 64K,

128K. 192K and 256K Bytes. Board can
be easily upgraded in 64K capacities.
Upgradability is the key!

189500
For
6M Bytes

Add -In Winchester Disk System
(PCl2's Add -In Winchester Disk System is
housed within the IBM chassis and is
easy to install directly into the floppy

slot. reducing desktop space. Also
available in 12 and 18 M Bytes capacity.

Asynchronous Communications Controller
or 2 line capability on one card.
Totally compatible with IBM software and diagnostics.
1

As
little as

s85oo

DS -Disk Software
troni 160K to 320K. Used with Tandon
TM100 -2 disk drive or equivalent.

(PC)2's software program doubles the

IBM single -sided diskette capacity by
using both sides. Increases capacity

PHONE OR WRITE

-

BUT ORDER NOW!

(PC)2. P.O. Box 678

510 Lawrence Expressway
Sunnyvale. CA 94086

(408) 749 -9313
Postage and Handling included within continental U.S.A.
One year warranty on all board products.

MasterCard. Visa and Checks accepted.
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for more investigations with "recursive designs. ")
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Logo is often described as a programming language. Those of us who
designed Logo tend to think of it
rather as a computer -based learning
environment, where the activities (exploring the symmetry of POLY) are
just as integral as the programming
tools used (recursion and lists). Logo
is also a continually evolving environment, and the microcomputer
implementations of Logo that have
appeared during the past year are
only the first to be widely available.
We plan to extend Logo to incorporate new linguistic features, such as
the "message passing" facilities found
in Smalltalk and recent implementations of LISP (see the August 1981
issue of BYTE for an overview of
Smalltalk), as well as new activities,
such as a computer -based physics
curriculum that builds upon turtle
geometry. At the MIT Laboratory for
Computer Science, the Educational
Computing Group is designing a
follow -on system to Logo suitable for
the new generation of personal computers that will be coming into use
during the latter half of the 1980s.
The next few years will be exciting
ones in educational computing
because personal computers are becoming powerful enough to support
systems that are designed for the convenience of people rather than for the
convenience of compilers. If we can
dispel the delusion that learning
about computers should be an activity of fiddling with array indexes and
worrying about whether X is an integer or a real number, we can begin
to focus on programming as a source
of ideas. For programming is an activity of describing things. The descriptions are phrased so that they
can be interpreted by a computer, but
that is not really so important. Computational descriptions, like those of
science or mathematics, provide a
perspective, a collection of "tools of
thought," such as procedural organization, hierarchical structure, and
recursive formulations. Logo, and
languages like it, will help make these
tools available to everyone.
Circle 289 on Inquiry card.

to now, bubble technology has been the exclusive
domain of large computer
systems. Now, MPC Peripherals has boldly ventured
where no one has gone
before successfully
channeling the same state of- the -art bubble technology
into the personal computer
field.
Introducing the MPC Bubble
Memory Disk Emulator for
the Apple ll. A compact
board with 128K bytes of
non -volatile data storage.
Up

-

Executes DOS commands
three times faster than a
standard floppy disk drive.
Uses less power. Functions
Quietly, efficiently and errorfree in any hostile
environment.
The rugged, solid -state
bubble memory is totally
non -volatile. Unlike disk,
there are no moving parts to
wear. On -board error
correction plus automatic
power-down in the event of
outright power failure or
brown -out ensures absolute
data storage reliability.

offer you

expression of product
Once again, we

TWO YEAR WARRANTY

confidence unprecedented
in this industry.

MPC

Peripherals Corp.

9424 Chesapeake Drive
San Diego, CA 92123
Tel. (714) 278-0630

The Bibble has landed
and
in th -
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HE BEST DEAL
IN TOWN!
THE FRANKE/

You just can't beat an ACE. Especially the Franklin ACE 1000.

It's the professional personal computer with all the trump cards
costs less than Apple Il and it includes 64K of RAM, upper
and lower case capabilities, a numeric pad and VisiCalc keys.

-it

Peripherals that work with the Apple II will work with the Franklin
ACE 1000. Programs that run on the Apple will run on the ACE.
Totally Apple compatible ... yet, so much more!
The Franklin Ace 1000 -price, power, quality, reliability -the
best deal in town. Call or write today for the name of your local
authorized Franklin dealer.

Franklin ACE is a trademark of Franklin Computer Corporation
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
VisiCalc is a registered trademark of Visi Corp.
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Logo in the Schools
Putting Logo in the classroom has led
to some interesting results.
Daniel Watt
Editor, BYTE Books

serve

In the 15 years since its development, the Logo computer language
has been used in a variety of research

as a vehicle for computer
literacy, helping students develop a
sense of personal control of a com-

and educational settings. Students
from preschool to graduate school;
those with severe physical, mental,

puter

and emotional handicaps;

and
students with outstanding ability in
science and mathematics have been
involved with Logo. It has been used
in educational settings to:

provide an environment for experiential learning of mathematics
promote the development of
problem -solving abilities
serve as an introductory programming language that helps students
learn principles of structured programming
About the Author
Daniel Watt,

a

former elementary -school

teacher, was involved in curriculum development and the Brookline Logo project at MIT.
Watt holds a doctorate in engineering from
Cornell University and is currently an editor
with BYTE.
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support

the learning of students
one
reason or another, have
who, for
not been successful in traditional
classrooms
provide the basis for learning environments in a number of subject
areas, including music, language arts,
fine arts, physics, biology, and

mathematics
form a foundation for an entirely
new kind of school based on Pia getian approaches to teaching and
learning, using computers as all purpose tools to facilitate learning
Each time Logo has been introduced into a school, certain objectives have been emphasized at the expense of others. This article deals
with four different Logo projects and
describes the settings, the goals of
each project, and some of the known
results. In some cases, I have drawn
on the published reports listed in the

references. Where published reports
are not available, I have relied on
visits and interviews with people
directly involved. Each of the projects
has had many dimensions that are not
included here because of space limitations. For further information, read
the reports cited in the references or
contact the projects.
Each project had a different type of
student population, different choice
of goals, and different kinds of
results.
The Edinburgh Logo Project, Department of Artificial Intelligence,
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh,
Scotland, dealt with 12- and 13 -yearold boys attending a private school
adjacent to the university. It focused
on the use of Logo to create an environment for learning to think
mathematically and on developing
new methods to teach the content of
conventional school mathematics.
The Brookline Logo Project, conducted as a collaboration between the
MIT Logo Group and the public

Photo

1:

Preschool students using TI Logo at the Lamplighter School, Dallas, Texas. Photo courtesy of Texas Instruments Inc.

schools of Brookline, Massachusetts,
had two very different phases. In the
first, a laboratory was set up with
four computers. The emphasis of the
research was to observe and document what a group of sixth -grade
students actually learned, rather than
assess whether they had achieved a
set of preplanned objectives.
The second phase of the Brookline
Logo Project involved placing computers in fourth- through eighth grade classrooms for several weeks at
a time. This project emphasized the
development of curriculum materials
to support the learning of Logo as one
activity in a multifocused classroom.
The Computers in Schools Project,

conducted by

the New York
Academy of Sciences in conjunction
with the New York Public Schools,
provided training for elementary and
junior high school teachers to use
Logo as a permanent feature of their
classrooms. The major focus of this
project has been implementation in

the school, training and supporting
teachers to ensure successful use of
Logo in the classroom.
The Lamplighter School Logo Project, conducted at a private school in
Dallas, Texas, for students aged 3 to
9, is the most ambitious Logo project
to date. Conducted as a joint effort
with the school, the MIT Logo
Group, and Texas Instruments, the
project was intended to provide the
school with enough computer hardware that access to computers would
not be a limitation on what the
students could learn. Logo would be
taught to all students and teachers,
from nursery school through grade
four. Eventually, the project was expected to enhance learning in many
areas as it facilitated the use of the
computer as a multipurpose learning
tool throughout the curriculum. The
Lamplighter School also served as the
primary test site for the development
of the Texas Instruments implementation of Logo.

The Edinburgh Logo Project
The objective of the Edinburgh
Logo Project was to discover whether
ability to do
the students'
mathematics and to talk about their
mathematics was changed by exploring mathematical problems through
[Logo] programming." The quotes in
this section are taken from Teaching
Mathematics Through Logo Programming: An Evaluation Study, by
Howe, O'Shea, and Plane (see
references section 1). The students
were a group of 11 sixth -grade boys
from the George Herriot School, a
private school near the university.
They were selected from the school's
lowest -level math group.
The project lasted for two years,
during which the students attended a
Logo lab at the university. For the
first year, the students worked
through a set of graded worksheets to
learn the basic elements of Logo. For
the second year, they did special Logo
exercises designed to teach topics

"...
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selected from their regular mathematics curriculum.
The project was highly structured
in several respects. The students'
learning experiences were structured
by means of assigned worksheets that
they worked through in order, each
at his own rate. In this way, researchers could effectively monitor
the progress of each student. During
the second year of the project, Logo
activities were drawn from mathematical topics such as areas of rectangles, factors and multiples, positive
and negative numbers, and plotting
coordinates on graphs.
The research aspect of the project

was also carefully structured.
Students were given standardized
tests in mathematics before and after
the project. Their progress was compared with that of a control group
(drawn from boys in the second
lowest -level math group). Both
groups of boys, as well as their
teachers, were also given a series of
questionnaires designed to measure
their attitudes toward mathematics.

Great care was taken to see that the
research design was carefully carried
out.
The published results of the project
on student achievement were not
very dramatic. Over the two years,

that
had
who
students

Teachers found

taken part in the Logo
classes were more
willing to "argue
sensibly about
mathematical issues"
and to explain their
"mathematical
difficulties clearly."
the experimental group improved a
bit more than the control group on a
"basic maths" test. The reverse was
true on a "maths attainment" test.
The most interesting finding had to
do with the teachers' perceptions of

the students in both groups. Teachers

found that students who had taken
part in the Logo classes were more
willing to "argue sensibly about
mathematical issues" and to explain
their "mathematical difficulties clearly." This finding may have depended
as much on the teaching approach
used by the Logo teachers -as compared with the classroom mathematics teachers -and on the individual
assistance the Logo students received,
as it did on the Logo activities themselves.

Conversations with some of the
people involved indicate that a lot of
interesting data about what and how
the students learned was collected
during this project. Unfortunately,
little of that information has been
analyzed or published. For people interested in teaching Logo, the most
tangible results of the project may be
the sets of worksheets developed to
teach Logo concepts and mathematical applications. These represent
a useful set of Logo teaching ideas
even if they are not used in the strictly

-
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XAVAX Three

Hardware
68000 CPU at 8MHz (10MHz option)
Two level memory management
256KB on board RAM (512KB option)
Up to 32KB of on board PROM
64KB RAM, bus expandable to 1MB
Floppy disk, 6MB Winchester disk
Full Multibus" and multimaster
9 serial I/O ports
9 slot backplane (IEEE 796)
84MB Winchester hard disk
10MB cartridge tape backup
168 and 300MB hard disks

GRAPHICS

Emulates Tektronix 4014 -1
1024 x 792 pixel landscape display
4096 x 4096 apparent resolution
Bit mapped raster graphics
Mouse pointer for display changes

68000

Software

UNIX"111, multiuser version
UC Berkeley utilities
Screen oriented vi editor
FORTRAN -77 (programs to 1MB)

ISO Pascal, UCSD extensions
RM COBOL, C, assembler
'Ada" under separate OS

XCCX" multiversion file backup
TXT" enhanced UNIX" editor
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The revolutionary Discovery multiprocessor is the only system that
allows the total integration of powerful 16 bit 8086 processors with
the more standard Z -80 user processors. The DISCOVERY system may
be configured in any 8 bit /16 bit combination, or as a totally exclusive
16 bit system only to provide the ultimate in performance and flexibility
in advanced micro systems.
Ultimate performance. The dpc -186 is the most sophisticated single
board microcomputer available today offering more power and faster

processing time through the 8086 CPU for bigger, more complex
programs. Memory starts at 128 K (compared to the Z -80's 64 K), and
is expandable to 1 megabyte. And the dpc -186 is fully compatible with
the standard DISCOVERY multiprocessor system permitting efficient
upgrading as future needs develop, without sacrificing any of your
extensive hardware and software investment.

World's best multiprocessor system. The DISCOVERY system provides separate processors and memory for each of its 16 users. It offers
full CP /M "and CP /M -86"compatibility, interprocessor communication,
and shared and private files. Each user can take advantage of shared
peripherals and cross submitting of tasks between processors. The system
is controlled by a unique, two board dpc -280 service processor and
dpc /os distributed processing operating system.
By the beard er by the system.The DISCOVERY multiprocessor is
ready for immediate delivery as a complete system, as processor boards,
and everything in between. It offers exclusive technology in multiprocessing, yet is fully compatible with existing standards including CP /M
and S-100. It is quite simply unmatched in performance, capabilities
and offers a far greater degree of flexibility.
DISCOVERY- offering a whole new world of possibilities.

For the first time, 8 and 16 bit processor

intermixing.

Action Computer Enterprises, Inc.

Dealer and OEM inquiries invited.

The Multiprocessing Company
55 West Del Mar Boulevard. Pasadena. CA 91105 USA
(213) 793 -2440. TWX 910 -588 -1201
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sequential format for which they
were originally designed. Copies of
student worksheets used in both years
of the project are available from the
Edinburgh Logo Group.
The Edinburgh Logo Group has
also been involved in several other
educational projects. In one project,
student teachers who were not math
specialists were taught Logo to see
how it would affect their teaching of
mathematics. In another project presently under way, computers have
been installed in several schools so
that the Logo curriculum can be
taught by classroom teachers who
have taken a Logo training course.
This project is intended to give clearer
results about the impact of Logo on
the improvement of classroom performance in mathematics.
In order to carry out the current
study, the Edinburgh Logo Group implemented a version of Logo on the
Terak computer system, an LSI -11based system with high -resolution
graphics. Disks for this version of
Logo are available from the Edin-

burgh Logo Group. Other Logo implementation projects are under way
for microcomputer systems widely
available in Great Britain.
The Brookline Logo Project
The first Brookline Logo Project,
funded by the National Science Foundation and conducted by the MIT
Logo Group in collaboration with a
public school in Brookline, Massachusetts, had a very different set of
goals and results. In this case, 50
sixth -grade students were given the
opportunity to learn Logo in a computer lab established within the
school. The work of 16 of these
students, representing a full range of
academic abilities and interests, was
selected for study.
The entire Logo learning experience
of these students was carefully

monitored and analyzed, documenting what the students learned, what
learning styles they used, and what
types of choices they made. Some
common material and ideas were presented to all the students and intro-

ATTENTION APPLICATION PROGRAMMERS
MCDISPLAY IS HERE
MASTERCOMPUTING has the answer to your biggest headache: user data entry.
Now devote your valuable time as a professional to the actual application rather
than complex input prompt control and data entry checking.

MCDISPLAY is

a

1. DISPLAYDEF

two part screen oriented data entry system.
2. DISPLAYASM - Powerful assembly calls
Development Utility

Define screen formats
Define entries, prompts, messages, text
Document screen format
Build screen files

DESIGN CONCEPTS
Large system approach

High speed operation
Screens easily changed & tested

User friendly
Language and system independent

Professional documentation
Maintenance free
Low cost - S175.00 with Manual

Complete entry checking, conversion
&

Build screens, process entries
Handle messages and prompts
User callable directives and primitives
Screen fields transparent to program

protection

Low RAM and Disk overhead

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
CP /M'' 1.4 or 2.2 with cursor addressable terminal or CRT
Languages - Microsoft Basic -80 and BASCOM. Other popular languages to follow
FUTURE ATTRACTIONS
MCFILE

- a

MCPRINT

data base definition system with user directives
page oriented print system with user directives

- a

BASIC 80 and BASCOM

are products of Microsoft
CP'M is a trademark
of DIGITAL RESEARCH
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ductory turtle geometry projects were
stressed at the beginning of the project. Students also had the opportunity to choose their own activities and
went on to develop many different
Logo projects, including a math quiz,
word games and conversations,
animations, geometric explorations,
tic -tac -toe, and dynamic action
games. The students were expected to
be in charge. The teachers were there
to help them accomplish their own
goals.
The results of the project indicate
that Logo learning environments are
suitable for many different kinds of
students. All students, ranging from
those who were academically gifted
to those who had the poorest
academic records, were successful in
the Logo classes. The surprising success of students with learning
disabilities led to a separate proposal
to provide Logo training and equipment for teachers who specialized in
this area. The final report of the project summarized the students' learning
styles and analyzed what they learned
in the areas of computer programming and mathematics. A second
volume of the report traced the learning experiences of each of the 16
students individually. The report provides a basis for an introductory Logo
curriculum, as well as a rich source of
project ideas suitable for students

with widely divergent interests and
abilities.
The Brookline Logo Project was
not very successful in obtaining "objective" data about learning gains
made by the students. Standardized
tests had been rejected as irrelevant to
the goals of the project (the ability to
use turtle geometry is not measured
by sixth -grade math tests). The problem- solving tests and mathematical
tests devised and administered by the
project staff had inconclusive results.
The problem of developing objective
tests in such areas as problem solving
or procedural thinking is still an open
question for educational researchers.
Another limitation of the project
was that it required an extremely sensitive and knowledgeable teacher,
with a great deal of time to consider
the needs of each student. It was the

THE BEST GETS
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Combo; 6) Async Communication Card - (1 or 2 ports); 7) Wire Wrap Card (13.1" X 4 "); 8) Extender Card.
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hope of the project staff that the two volume report, with its analysis of
student learning and many examples
of student projects, could be an effective resource for teachers working in
less ideal settings. The report was also
intended as the basis of a Logo curriculum to be developed in subsequent projects.
The second Brookline Logo Project
was also funded by the National
Science Foundation to develop a curriculum supporting classroom use of
Logo. Computers were placed in
classrooms from grades four through
eight. Teachers were provided with a
small amount of training, and the

project developed curriculum
materials to be used by students and
teachers. During the project, two
computers circulated among several
classrooms. Each classroom had exclusive use of a computer for 8 to 12
weeks. During this time, students
worked on their own at the computer, individually or in pairs, while
the rest of the class went on with its
regular work. About once a week, the
entire class met for a lesson at which
122
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ideas would be shared, new concepts
introduced, and assignments given.
The curriculum materials developed by the project are at two different levels: an introductory Logo
curriculum for grades four through
six, and a set of advanced Logo projects based on playing and modifying
a set of "dynaturtle" games. The introductory curriculum includes step by -step instructions for students, as
well as a number of different types of
project ideas. Teachers are given information about everything from the
physical arrangement of the computer in the classroom to the concepts
the students will be learning, suggestions for whole class lessons, and a
checklist to help them monitor student progress.
The advanced activities focus on a
series of dynaturtle games that can be
used in two different ways. The
games provide a microworld in which
students can explore the behavior of
the dynaturtle
Logo turtle that has
been programmed to follow Newton's
Laws of Motion. Each game introduces a new factor to be considered.

-a
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The first game involves making the
dynaturtle hit a target, which forces a
student to learn to control its momentum and understand something about
how the vector quantities of force and
momentum are combined. The second game involves driving the dynaturtle around a circular racetrack, introducing some of the concepts involved in orbital motion. The third
game, a version of the familiar Lunar
Lander, introduces the effect of gravity. The booklet accompanying the
games contains many suggestions and
challenges for the students that are
designed to help them understand the
physics concepts embedded in the
games. (Also, see R. W. Lawler's
"Designing Computer -Based Micro worlds," in this issue on page 138.)
Another method for using the
dynaturtle games is as a programming project. The games are
deliberately designed to be simple so
that they lend themselves to many
obvious improvements. Every student who has played them has had
ideas for making them better and
more interesting. A student booklet
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On Your Microcomputer
Investment

Up until now, you might have

thought that microcomputers
weren't powerful enough to
handle those returns you send
off to your computer service
bureau each tax season. Micro Tax'" and your microcomputer
with CP /M* changes all of that.
With Micro -Tax" you can save
time and have the complete
security of total in- house, computerized tax preparation.
Nothing ever leaves your office.
You won't give up versatility
and power either. Micro -Tax"
computes and prints over 30
schedules and forms for multiple clients, even partnership
and corporate returns. Micro Tax" can also compute depreciation by individual items or
groups as well as handling the
accelerated cost recovery system. Underpayment penalties,
self -employment taxes, minimum and alternative minimum
and maximum taxes as well as
income averaging are all computed automatically. Plus, each
tax season Micro -Tax" can
provide you with an update
package quickly.
Micro -Tax" is friendly. Data
entry is organized very much
like the sequence you use in
manual tax preparation. It's flexible too, because you can jump
to a specific form and complete

<

,

1982 SCHEDULES AND FORMS INCLUDED
Level
Level 2
Level 3
INDIVIDUAL PROFESSIONAL PARTNERSHIP/
1

PACKAGE
1040. 1040A
x
1065, 1120.

PACKAGE

CORPORATE

11205

A, B. C. E. ES,
G. SE

D,

z

F,

K. K -1
R. RP

1116

2106
2119
2210
2220
2440
2441

3468
3903
4137
4562
4625
4626
4684
4726
4797
4835
4952
4972
5695
6251

6252
6765

the instructions given by the
computer.
4
Micro -Tax" is your answer to
the already high and increasing
costs of computer service bureaus. You will be able to enter
data at the time of the client
interview and produce returns
that look exactly like those required by the government, right
in your own office. In the batch
mode, you can enter data all day
and print returns at night. That's
productivity, and it leaves you
time for more creative approaches to your client's tax problems.
For more information call
your local software dealer
or call direct.

ACRS
BATCH

Print

Substitute

x

x

On IRS

Forms
Blank
Paper

Continuous
Preprinted
Forms
Trans-

$195 00

parencies $ 50
22 state returns covered

$t,000

St 000
$100

$100

Yearly Updates Available for all

3

levels

it rather than starting
with the 1040. Just
choose the function you want
on the Micro -

Tax ' menu,

and follow

MICROCOMPUTER TAXSYSTEMS, INCORPORATED
E. Woodland Hills. California 91364 (213) 704 -7800

22458 Ventura Boulevard, Suite
CP /M
Micro -Tae
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OPEN FOR BUSINESS...
THE NEW ALTOS ACCOUNTANT.
Introducing the complete multi-purpose,

multi-terminal desktop business accounting
system with a built-in tutor.
Get everything you need to computerize your business. An ALTOS
Series 5 computer (including 5
MByte Winchester hard disk and
1 MByte floppy), three of our new
smart terminals and a printer.
You also get the new ALTOS

^

ACCOUNTANT, a completely inte-

grated business accounting system
that includes applications for
general ledger. accounts payable,
accounts receivable, inventory
control, payroll, job costing and
order processing.
There's more.You get the unique
ALTOS COMPUTER TUTOR, the selfteaching tutorial that provides
simple, self -paced, step -bystep training that makes using
the computer easy.
Best of all, you get
everything for less than
$4 per day per user.*

Complete hard disk systems start at $9,980.
An Altos system
is like having three
computers in one. For
example. while your
bookkeeper prepares
payroll, other users
can check inventory,
compute cost estimates or produce
reports. All at the

Need more? You can choose

from hundreds of popular CP /M
and MP /M II " applications like word
processing, business planning, and
communicating with other computers or networks. There's also
nationwide on -site service available

from your dealer.
Join the thousands of businesses that already rely on Altos.
For more information, call our toll
free number or write: Altos Computer Systems, 2360 Bering Drive.
San Jose, CA 95131. Well put you in
touch with your local Altos sales
and service dealer who'll introduce
you to your very own ALTOS
ACCOUNTANT.

,a11.0:1
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

same time.
3 user system for 54 per day per user. Price approximate and may vary in your area. Daily lease based on
512.000 principal. 2091, annual interest. five-year term. Packaged system includes Altos Series 5-SD computer with
5 MByte Winchester hard disk and I MByte floppy, a draft quality printer. three Altos smart terminals. and the ALTOS
COMPUTER TUTOR software package Price does not include tax, installation. additional training and maintenance.

'Complete

ALTOS a a registered
CP
is a registered

Packed with
fresh ideas
for business

trademark of Altos Computer Systems.
trademark and MP. M II is a trademark of Digital Research. Inc

800-538-7872

(In Calif. 800 -662 -6265)
1982 Amos Computer Systems
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provides detailed suggestions for
making a series of changes in each
game. Students who have already
learned simple Logo programming
can learn some of the intermediate
features of the programming
language while using these games as
models for the construction of
elaborate programs from small
modules. Students who have gone
through these projects are ready to
tackle any number of interactive programming projects of their own devising.

Curriculum materials developed
during the project are not yet publicly
available. The MIT Logo Group is
seeking a commercial publisher for
them in accordance with the requirements of the National Science
Foundation.
One of the most interesting aspects
of the second Brookline Logo Project
was the way in which students
emerged as Logo teachers. Because
there was a group of "student
experts" at the beginning of the project, seventh graders who had participated in the first project, teachers

incorporated these students as tutors
into their planning from the start.
As the project went on, certain
students from this group (and others)
became known as experts at Logo
programming and at managing the
computer systems. Teachers throughout the school routinely began to ask
these students for help when necessary. When the youngest students in
the school, the fourth graders, were
introduced to Logo, each student was
assigned an upper -grade tutor for the
first few weeks. Thus, the fourth
graders developed a quick proficiency
with the mechanics of the system and
were able to begin their own projects
very quickly.
A related aspect of the project was
the way that students in the same
classroom worked together on Logo
activities. During the first Brookline
Project, student interaction had been
limited by the arbitrary manner in
which groups were assigned to the
laboratory. In the classrooms,
students formed natural groupings to
share ideas and help each other. Project ideas and "secret knowledge" of

how to do certain things were passed
among the students by word of
mouth. The result of using students as
teachers and working partners was a
reduction in the teachers' role as
source and authority, and the creation of a student -based Logo culture.
It had been assumed at the start
that teacher knowledge would be a
major limiting factor in what the
students could achieve. It turned out
that this was not the case. The limitations on student knowledge were
what limited what other students
could learn. A strategy was devised
to support the transfer of knowledge
from student to student. Once a
week, an after -school student interest
group met to work on projects and
share ideas. This gave the students involved an opportunity to further
their own Logo knowledge, to increase their store of project ideas, and
to develop more consistent ways of
thinking about how Logo works. All
this made them much more effective
in their informal role as spreaders of
the Logo culture.
Because the project focused

"The Perfect Marriage"
ARBA Register and Accounting Plus'.
Great hardware now with superb software. ARBA
register, the affordable, dependable RS232 on
line cash register. Accounting Plus' Inventory
Control software, comprehensive, timely,
accurate. The ARBA point of sale software
module that brings the two together. The ability
to integrate on line real time inventory control
with a total business package: G /L, Payables,
Receivables, Payroll, Purchase Order,
Budgeting, L/Y Comparisons, Electronic Spread
Sheet.

ARBA Fine Business

Computing Corporation

Runs

under CP /M

or MP /M

"

Roosevelt Road
Lombard, Illinois 60148
(312) 620 -8566
890

E.

ARBA

Register- S1295.00-Suggested Retail

Dealer Pricing Available
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TM Software Dimensions, Inc., Citrus Heights, Ca.
TM Digital Research, Pacific Grove, Ca.
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Your guide to the
world of microprocessors.
The Micro-Professor

TM

tool for

-A low cost

learning, teaching and prototyping.
Here in one attractive package
and at a price of only $149.00 is a
Z80* based microcomputer to
lead you step by step to a
thorough knowledge of the world
of microprocessors.
The Micro-Professor is a
complete hardware and software

system whose extensive teaching
manual gives you detailed
schematics and examples of program code. A superb learning
tool for students, hobbyists and
microprocessor enthusiasts, as
well as an excellent teaching aid
for instructors of electrical engineering and computer science
courses.
But the Micro -Professor is
much more than a teaching
device. With it you can do breadboarding and prototyping, designing your own custom hardware and software applications
with Z80, 8080 and 8085 compatible code.
The standard 2K bytes of
RAM is expandable to 4K,
and the standard 2K bytes of
ROM can be increased to 8K.
All this plus a built -in
speaker, a cassette interface, and

sockets to accept optional

BASIC- MPF
Tiny Basic $19

CTC /PIO. Bus is extendable.
As well as being an exciting

learning tool, the Micro -Professor
is a great low -cost board for
OEM's. Call for details

2KB BASIC
interpreter with
hardware control
capability.
Machine -code

SSB -MPF
Speech

%subroutine accessible.

Synthesizer
Board $129

A

vocabulary
of up to 400
words based
on the
TMS 5200 chip.

PRT MPF
Printer
$ 99
A

thermal

printer
with built -in
alphanumeric
character patterns
and Z80 disassembler.
20 characters per line, 0.8 line per
second.

EPB -MPF
EPROM

Programming
Board $169
For all +5V
1

KB /2KB/

4KB EPROMs.
Read /Copy /List /Verify

' Z80 is a

trademark of Zilog Inc.

Capability.

Multitech Electronics Inc.
30 day trial period with full refund.
90 day warranty.
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/
I'm ready to enter the
world of microprocessing
Call toll free to order.

//

MPF -I Micro- Professor

Check or money
order enclosed
Visa
:: Mastercharge

Card No

/

/
//

(PINN

Zip

A1110e111

{{iN
{

i

19.N

toe

4.06

nid 1a:

In U.S. and Canada mail to

Outside of Norte America

Multitech Electronics

Multitech Industrial Corporation
977 Min Shen E fioad 105
Taipei. Taiwan. ROC

Inc.

California Tel 1408) 773 -8400
Elsewhere 1800) 538-1542
Slate

aer

140. 00

61211.00
SIN. 00

California residents add sales ta*
TOTAL

195 West El Camino Real
Sunnyvale. CA 94086

PINN)

Address

CNy

BASIC -MPF
Shipping and Handling

Expires

SP-AM
Name

SSB.MPF Speech Synthesizer Board
EPB -MPF EPROM Programming Board
PRT -MPF Printer

Price
S

Tel

02-769-1225

19162 MULTIIC.
23756 MULTIIC
TWO

primarily on curriculum development, there was no opportunity for a
study of the role of students as
teachers and the impact of this on the
roles of classroom teachers as traditional authority figures and sources
of all school learning. This type of
situation is becoming quite common;
students know more about the computers than their teachers because
they have more time to develop and
share their expertise. The use of
students as teachers should be a
serious consideration for teachers, researchers, and curriculum developers
as computers continue to spread into
the schools.

I

Computers in the Schools
New York City

-

The Computers in the Schools
Project, conducted by the New York
Academy of Sciences in collaboration
with New York City School Districts
2, 3, and 9, provides teachers with
training and support to teach Logo in
their own classrooms. The project involves students in grades two through
nine from a full range of socioeconomic backgrounds. Like the second Brookline Project, the computers
are located in elementary and middle
school classrooms. A major difference is that the teachers have had
an extensive training period and each

classroom is assigned a computer for
the entire year.
The project began in the summer of
1980 with a three -week training program for 11 teachers and a principal.
An expanded training program in the
summer of 1981 included eight more
teachers from each of the three school
districts. During the year, project
staff members made weekly visits to

each participating classroom.
Teachers also attend
seminar held at the
Academy of Sciences.
Although the project
published any progress
staff believes it has been

monthly
New York
a

has not yet
reports, the
successful in

For The Best In Price, Selection and Delivery,

Call Now TOLL FREE

800368
-3404
Call Collect 703 -237 -8695)

(In VA,

AMPEX INTERTECTEXAS INSTRUMENTSGENERAL DATA
COMM. 'ANDERSON JACOBSONC. ITOHQUME BEEHIVE'
DATASOUTHDIABLOCENTRONICS NEC PRENTICE
Sprint 9, 4580, Lim. Pan $1845
SUPERBRAIN MICROS
INTERTEC:
64K DD*
64K QD*
64K SD* (96TP1)

ONLY S1975
ONLY S2350
ONLY S2750
(includes M /Soft BASIC)
DDS -10 Meg
.

(Hard Disk)

ONLY S3195

PRINTERS
NEC:
7710
$2196
7715
Call for Special Price
$2196
7730
7720
Call for Special Price
7725
Call for Special Price
$ 200
Std. Forms Tractor
$1690
3510
DATASOUTH:
Call
DIABLO: 630-R102
$1995
630 -R110
$1795
630-R153*
$1745
*(for IBM P.C., Apple

II,

TERMINALS
AMPEX:
$ 775
Dialogue 30
Dialogue 80
$ 939
BEEHIVE: (SMART DISPLAY)
DM5
Call
DM5A
Call
DM310 (3101 Emulator)
Call
NOTE IBM and Burroughs compatible terminals available Please inquire.

CIT 101

$2385
$1195
$1840

840 RO Basic
840 RO Tractor Feed Pkg.

PRENTICE STAR: 300 Bd .. $ 124

DISC DRIVES
QUME:
Data Trak 5
Data Trak 8

... $300 or 2
... $525 or 2

for $549
for $999

SOFTWARE
BISYNC -3780
Wordstar
Data Star
Mail Merge
Spell Guard

$ 769
$ 289
$ 199
$ 99

Plan 80
Super Calc
Wordstar (IBM P.0 )
Mail Merge (IBM P.C.)
d Base II

$ 249

$ 229

CalcStar
SuperSort
Nevada Cobol

$
$
.

.$
$
$
$
$

249
289
99
529
189
186
176

Special! While They Last!
SOROC TERMINALS
IQ 120
IQ 130
IQ 140

ONLY S625
ONLY S525
ONLY S989

addition, we can make EIA RS232
or RS449 cables to your order, and
In

C. ITOH

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS:
745 Standard
745 Std. (Reconditioned)
810 Basic
810 Package
820 Package RO Package
820 KSR Package

TRS -80)

630 -K104 (KSR)
620 -SPI
QUME:
Sprint 9, 35 KSR

-

Full Pánel
$1969
Sprint 9, 55 F.P.Ex.Mem $2186
Sprint 9.55RO, Ltd. Ex.Mem. $2095
Bi -Dir. Forms Tractor
$ 199

COUPLERS

$1350
$1390
Call
$1249
$1439
$1610
Call
$ 795
$1059

TEß L1 III E L S

supply you with ribbons, printer
stands, print wheels, thimbles for
all printers listed. And many, many
more items. CALL NOW.

All items shipped freight collect either motor freight
or UPS unless otherwise specified. VISA and
MasterCards welcomed: add 3% for credit card purchases. Virginia residents, add 4% Sales Tax. For

fastest delivery, send certified check, money order
or bank -wire transfer Sorry, no C O.D orders. All
equipment is in factory cartons with manufacturers'
warranty (honored at our depot.) Prices subject to
change without notice. Most items in stock.

1iE1iP

I

Terminals Terrific, Incorporated. P.O. Box 216, Merrifield, VA 22116, 800 -368 -3404 (In VA, Call Collect 703 -237 -8695).
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Expandable,Multi- Processor, Multi -User,
Multi-Tasking Microcomputer System
Here's computer power from Columbia Data Products that grows
as your requirements grow It's the new Concept 1000.. featuring
wide variety of computer resources. Expandable RAM and ROM
storage,data communications interfaces, floppy and Winchester
disk drives and printers .. all shared by up to 16 users via a host
processor system in a master /satellite configuration. Each user
works with a fully- dedicated Z-80A, 64i( microprocessor system with
dual RS -232 or RS-422 serial ports in a complete CP/Ma environment. Multi- processing is managed by Digital Research's MP /Ms
and CP /NET operating systems. You can start with the Concept
1000... and stay with it It grows with you. Contact us for more
information on our newest Concept -the 1000.
a

COLUMBIA
DATA PRODUCTS, INC.
Wait
e090 Route 101
Columbia. MD 21045
Telephoto 301402-3400
TWx 710- 842-15xt
Trademark ot 0.9.ta1 Research

3001 MacArthur Bhro
P O 504 111$
Suite 211
4050
Newport Boson CA 92060 West Germany
Telephone 714.752-6245
Telephone 021 41-331 59
Telex OW 310
Telex 862 462
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90 to 95 percent of the classrooms involved. In a conversation with project coordinator Michael Tempel, he
defined "success" in the following

terms: "The positive educational
benefit was obvious! Kids were engaged in valid intellectual and social
processes. You could see them developing.... We have seen striking
changes in kids' relationships to
schools and learning; kids who had
not been successful in school got
turned on."
Like the second Brookline project,
the Computers in the Schools Project

found that

interaction

among

students has been a major positive
consequence of having Logo in classrooms. Although Tempel stressed
that to remain effective the Logo environment requires "measured and
periodic input from the teacher," he
has been struck by how much work
the students do without teacher intervention. The activity "has a real
quality of self -sufficiency" for the
students.
One important condition of the
project has been the insistence that
each classroom have at least one computer for an entire year. Tempel
believes that access to computers has
been a major element in the success of
the project. Another condition was
that all the teachers involved had to
volunteer for the project and take the
summer training without additional
pay. This helped ensure that teachers
had a direct personal stake in the
project. Such factors should not be

underestimated when comparing this
to other Logo projects or considering
it as a model for implementing Logo
in other school districts.
When the formal project ends this
year, the teachers who have already
been trained are expected to carry out
future training and support activities
on their own. Teachers in each of the
three districts will have the responsibility for training and support in
their own district. The Logo Learning
Center, established by Logo Computer Systems Inc., will function as
an informal meeting place, providing
a mechanism for teachers to stay in
touch, share ideas, and receive additional training.
The future of the Computers in the
Schools Project itself involves an ambitious proposal to create a "magnet
school" for the three districts in which
the students would have access to
computers from the earliest grades.
With specially trained volunteer
teachers, the school would be a focus
for Logo -related research and curriculum development. This project
has received the support of the three
school districts involved and is presently in the proposal -development
stage. Since costs for equipment,
research, and curriculum development will be far beyond what can be
provided by the school system, the
New York Academy of Sciences is
seeking support from a number of different groups. It hopes to be able to
start with a small number of students
this fall.

The Lamplighter
School Logo Project
The most ambitious Logo project
to date was carried out jointly by the
MIT Logo Group, Texas Instruments,
and the Lamplighter School, a private
school in Dallas, Texas. Lamplighter
School has 400 students between the
ages of 3 and 9. The school has been
provided with 50 Texas Instruments
Logo systems that are used throughout the grades. The goal of the project
is to establish a setting in which student access to computers would not
be a limiting factor and to see what
students could learn in such cir-

cumstances.
The project is now in its third year.
A half -time teacher /coordinator
oversees the day -to -day workings of
the project and provides individual
Logo tutorials for every teacher in the
school on a biweekly basis. Computers are in every classroom from
the nursery school through fourth
grade. Every teacher and child is involved to some extent.
On a recent visit to the school, I
was struck by just how comfortable
the children are with the computers.
Two 4- year -old girls were using a
computer to construct geometric designs on a screen with square- shaped
sprites. (A sprite is a hardware implementation of a turtle, to allow
multiple moving objects on the
screen.) Nearby, classmates were
engaged in more conventional activities: building with blocks, putting
together a puzzle, playing with toy

CP /M USERS LOOK OUT: S /S- PASCAL IS FASTER
Execute
(seconds)

Total Size
(bytes)

12.5

1117

14.0

5977

PASCAL MT 4-* 19.0
PASCAL /Z
109

3043

/S- PASCAL

S

PL /180'

3328

Re BYTE. September 1981, page 180
A high level language Benchmark

CP

/M.

PL

/1

80 TM of Dig tal Research

PASCAL MT+ TM of MT Microsystems
PASCAL /Z TM of Ithaca Intersystems

AND REQUIRES ONLY 32K OF MEMORY
S /S- PASCAL Version 3.0 for 8080/8085/Z80
Write to get the whole story, or better send $30.00 for
Demo discette with compiler (READ statement not included)
and sample programs
Tutorial manual (over 100 pages)
DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT, compile your own
programs and test them before buying full compiler

-

S /S- PASCAL
P. O.

Box 197

Armdale.N.S
Canada B3L 4J9
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Version 3.0: $295

-

Demo discette: $30

SCOTIA SOFTWARE

Standard PASCAL features
plus
Generates optimized native code
Compiles directly into .com file
External assembler subroutines
Random access files
14 digit BCD floating point reals
Chaining and overlays
Dynamic strings
Powerful string manipulation
Direct access to memory
Address and size functions
NEW, DISPOSE, MARK, RELEASE
and more

...

(9021

"We answer all inquiries
the same day"

425 -3879

Dealer inquiries welcome.
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Door # 1: Reports you'll use today.
Door #2: The sky is the limit.
e've split the proven, bestselling FMS -80 micro data
base manager into two parts. And
we've split the price.
Part one (FMS -81) gives you the
essential file and reporting features.
You can quickly create programs
with input questions a clerk can
understand, and with reports a manager can use.
And FMS -81 with its new manual,
is so easy to use, you'll be generating
reports the first day. FMS -81 sells
for $ 495.
Part two (FMS -82) has all the
fancy stuff. Including an Extended
File Maintenance language that lets
you perform virtually unlimited
manipulation on up to 19 different
data files simultaneously.

Using FMS -82, you or your com-

puter dealer can make FMS -80 do
just about anything. FMS -82 sells
for $495.
Naturally, FMS -82 is fully compatible with all the files and functions you generate with FMS -81.
FMS -81 is so useful, it might
seem like you'll never need FMS -82.
But as you expand your use
of computers, isn't it nice to know
it's there?
The FMS family runs under
CP /M, MP /M, CDOS, and Tùrbodos.
Call or write today for a brochure

detailing the extensive capabilities
of the Two Door Data Base Manager,
and the name of your nearest dealer.
You'll be impressed.

Systems Ris, Inc.

1120 San Antonio Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 969-7047

o

Ofit

product

D/R Associates, Inc.
2 Highland Lane
North Tarrytown,
NY 10591

FMS -80, FMS -81, FMS82
TM DIR Associates
CP/M,MP /M TM Digital Research
CDOS TM Cromemco
Turbodos TM Software 2000, Inc.
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cars, playing house, and finger painting. Computers for these young
students are just another way of exploring their world.
The typing ability of the first and
second graders is amazing. The
students are already writing simple
programs, using the keyboard and
the Logo screen editor with great dexterity. One second -grade "hacker"
had just invented a procedure that
simulated the effect of the reset key,
clearing the screen and printing
'Welcome to Logo!" He also proudly
pointed out, "It doesn't erase your
procedures!"
In the third grade, several children
were clustered around two computers. One of them had made a
"secret" animation program that
made a number of sprites move continuously in a dynamically unfolding
spiral. Three boys were trying to
duplicate the procedure on the adjoining computer. Another child was
designing a sprite shape for the center
of the screen that would look as if it
were emitting the spiraling sprites.

Competition, cooperation, communication, problem solving, programming, geometry, and artistry were all
happening at once. Meanwhile, the
teacher who had introduced the basic
idea that all the students were building on was helping another student
figure out how to make a sprite move
in a circle.

These vignettes should give a sense
of the flavor of the school. While

some children are occupied with computers, regular school life goes on for
others. The class next door may have
five computers sitting idle while a
geography or reading lesson is being
presented much as it would be in any
other school. Computers are accepted
by the teachers and students as an integral part of the school, but they are
not allowed to dominate it.
Some of the anticipated results of
the Lamplighter Project have never
happened. For example, the students
have not used computers for creative
writing, despite the availability of a
simple screen editor as part of the
Logo system. The equipment pro-

The Programmable Cube is like the popular physical game: it
comes in many colors you can turn its faces and rotate it, you
can scramble it and solve it by moving the faces. It even comes
with a complete solver for any scrambled cube. But it has an
extra twist it speaks a language especially designed for cubes
through which you can write your own cube programs, either to
produce fancy patterns or even to solve a scrambled cube with
your own cube -solving strategy.
High resolution graphics, color or black and
white, shows all 6 sides and simulates motion.
Tell it about your scrambled cube
will
lead you through the solution.
Write your own cube programs: comes with
complete programming environment including
editor and debugger.
Available for Apple Il or Apple If Plus ', 48K
Apple is a Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc
or 64K.

-it

w

How to Order.
Send $34.95.
Check.VISA or
MasterCard to

==

Specify 48K or 64K
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vided to the school in the first three
years of the project has not included
printers, which would be needed to
make creative writing a realistic activity. Nor has Logo been integrated
into as much of the school's curriculum as had been planned. According to Lamplighter's headmistress
Pat Mattingly, "The teachers just
don't have enough time for curriculum development in addition to
all their other duties." With a few
minor exceptions, the research studies
that were expected to be part of the
project have not materialized. Some
unique, exciting, and wonderful
things have been happening at the
Lamplighter School, but except for
the school staff, who usually are too
busy to write, study, and reflect on
the situation, one gets the feeling that
"nobody's watching."

Other Interesting Projects
To round out the picture, I want to
mention some other schools at which
Logo is being used for research and
development. The Cotting School for
the physically handicapped in Boston
has been the site of a series of projects
conducted by Dr. Sylvia Weir of
MIT. In these projects, Logo has
enabled students with cerebral palsy,
previously unable to communicate effectively, to begin to realize their intellectual potential. Of all the Logo
projects, this has been the most
dramatic in demonstrating Logo's ef-

fectiveness for students

who

previously had not been successful in
academic settings. It has also made
the most significant progress toward
the goal of finding objective ways of
determining just what students learn
as they engage in Logo activities.
Another Logo project aimed at
discovering what students are learning is being conducted by the Center
for Children and Technology of Bank
Street College in New York City. In
this project, students in grades three
through six have extensive access to
Logo. The research is focusing on
students learning problem -solving
techniques and on social interaction
among students as they work on Logo
activities -two areas that have been
highlighted, but not carefully studied
by other projects.
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Logo Information Sources
Here is a partial listing of organizations that offer Logo training and in-

formation:

Training Courses and
Workshops:
1. Logo

Austin College, Sherman, TX 75090.
Contact Prof. Henry Gorman.

Microcomputer Applications Group,
Oshkosh, WI 54901. Contact Don
Voils.
2. Organizations, Users' Groups, and

Newsletters:
Boston Computer Society Logo Users
Group, One Center Plaza, Boston, MA
02108.

Bank Street College, 610 West 112th
St., New York, NY 10025. Contact
Karen Scheingold.

FOLLK, Friends of LISP /Logo and
Kids, 436 Arballo Dr., San Francisco,
CA 94132.

Lesley College, 29 Everett St., Cambridge, MA 02138. Contact Nancy

Friends of the Turtle, POB 1317, Los
Altos, CA 94022.

Roberts.
Logo:

The

Learning Center, Logo
Computer Systems Inc., 989 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, NY 10018.
Contact Mike Tempel.
Teachers College, Columbia University, Microcomputer Resource Center,
525 West 120th St., New York, NY
10027. Contact Karen Billings.

Technical Education Research Centers,
8 Eliot St., Cambridge, MA 02138.

Contact Robert Tinker.
University

of Wisconsin- Oshkosh,

A third interesting Logo school
project is not a research project at all.
At Lincoln- Sudbury Regional High
School in Sudbury, Massachusetts,
students learn Logo as the introductory computer programming language. Experiences at Lincoln -Sudbury may show the way to those
seeking to use Logo with older
students.

Logo Times, included in 99'er
Magazine, POB 5537, Eugene, OR
97405.

LOGOPHILE, Logo Special Interest
Group, c/o Higginson, Faculty of Education, Queens University, London,
Ontario, K7L 3N6 Canada.

Monadnock Area Logo User's Group,
c/o Dan and Molly Watt, Gregg Lake
Rd., Antrim, NH 03440.
Young People's Logo Association,
1208 Hillsdale Dr., Richardson, TX
75081.

continued

support

and training.

While this need may diminish as
teachers become more familiar with
computers and Logo, it seems to be a
reality for the present.
Teachers and students need resource materials, guidebooks, project
suggestions, etc. The more specific
the goals, as in the Edinburgh Logo
Project or in the physics activities of
the Brookline Logo Project, the more

specialized and extensive the
materials needed.
I will take the risk of drawing a few
Student interaction has been a
general conclusions from these very critical and positive element
of all
diverse projects.
classroom -based Logo projects. In
Logo can be effective for all each case, students have taken
on
students in a school setting. In fact, a significant roles as teachers of
other
regular theme of all the projects cited students, even as teachers of
their
is the success of students who preown teachers.
viously had been unsuccessful in
In no case has the "full potential of
school.
what might be possible" with Logo
Teacher training is critical. At the been realized. It will probably take
a
very least, teachers need to under- lot of time, and many
diverse efforts,
stand the value of exploratory learn- before the learning potential
of Logo
ing and student interaction. Further,
can be fully understood and utilized.
at all sites involving Logo in class- Whether the goal is to integrate
Logo
rooms, teachers have felt the need for into existing school subjects
or to use
Conclusions

IBM
personal

computer

UCSD

p- System 'M IV.1
A superior implementation of the UCSD
p- SYSTEM is available NOW for your IBM

Personal Computer.
Network Consulting has added many
features that the professional programmer
will find useful. These features are not
available from any other sources.
Hard disk support for Corvus, Tall Grass
Technology and others
25% more floppy storage, without adding
or modifying hardware, retaining compatibility with standard IBM diskettes
Double sided and double sided'double
tracking stepping floppy disk drive support
Up to 800K on each mini -diskette
RAM disk support (a pseudo -floppy
volume that uses up to 512k RAM)
8086/ 87.88 macro assembler
Extended memory support
Adaptable system support available for
adding custom I/O drivers
Remote Terminal support
XON XOFF flow control for serial printers
A library of program modules and other
utilities
Disk write verification
and more!

Standard p- System features include:
Standard O redirection (including command files)
Dynamic program overlays
Support for asynchronous processes and
concurrency primitives in Pascal
Fast Pascal p -code compiler
Fast FORTRAN and Basic p -Code compilers also available
A powerful screen oriented editor
A filer for handling both files and volumes
A Native Code Generator that processes
your Pascal, Fortran and Basic programs
to convert parts of them to native machine
code
Dynamic runtime binding of separately
compiled programs and units
Turtlegraphics for easy graphics displays
Print spooler for background printing
Symbolic debugger
I

USCD p- SYSTEM from

Network Consulting

The only serious choice for business
TM The Regents of the University of California

Network Consulting Inc.
A106

- 1093 W. Broadway
Vancouver, B.C.
Canada V6H 1E2

(604) 738 -3500
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Logo to develop entirely new kinds of

learning environments, much work
remains to be done.
During the past year, the use of
Logo in schools has jumped from less
than a dozen sites to hundreds. By the
end of the coming year, it may involve thousands of classrooms with
tens of thousands of students. As we
struggle with the task of integrating
new forms of learning into old structures, we should be particularly
aware of the opportunity to learn
from each other and from the
limited, but carefully supported,
research and development that have
already occurred.
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LETTER -PERFECT PRINTER
DOUBLES AS DATA CRUNCHER.

Print two ways...correspondence quality and high speed data processing.
Now priced under $2000!
The new T-1805 dual purpose serial printer uses a unique
40 x 18 matrix dot pattern for high quality correspondence
printing; or, flip a switch, it uses a 7 x 9 matrix for high
speed data processing printing. In the high speed mode,
it generates reports at time -saving throughput rates
reaching 200 lines per minute. In the reduced speed
correspondence mode, its pivoting print head lays down
overlapping dots to create a letter -perfect character that
looks like it came from an office typewriter.
The T -1805 is the latest evolution in the popular and
proven T-1000 series of serial printers. As such, the

T-1805 offers the same quality construction, high reliability, ease of operation and operator conveniences. Plus,
for the benefit of the office crew, the T-1805 is exceptionally quiet. Its 53 dbA noise level ranks it as the quietest
impact printer on the market.

There's much more to tell, so visit or call your
Mannesmann Tally sales outlet today.
Mannesmann Tally, 8301 South 180th Street, Kent, WA
98031. Phone (206) 251 -5524.

Printers for the long run.

MANNESMANN

TALLY
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MOST
COMPUTERS
COPE WITH
IMPLE ADDITION.
most PC's use their expansion
added memory and peripheral
you may be forced to choose one
Add memory, lose peripherals.
versa.
Apple III was designed with an array

connectors and interfaces that
room to grow, even when you
to maximum RAM.
a bottoms -up tour of the opposite
consider the possibilities.
e M Itself. Its standard 128K
vice what some of the most
PC's offer as standard. Upgrade
um 256K RAM, and you've still
unused expansion slots.
al Drives. Daisy-chain up to three
with the Apple Ill's built-in drive,
h a back panel connector, for
560K floppy disk storage.
neliv ProFile? Mass storage made
with a very quick, very quiet 5 -Mb
Ideal for software development or
applications.
Shown is our standard Monitor
crisp green phosphor display. But
III can drive any popular black
or color monitor .16 -color graphics
its is standard.

Silentypem Personal Printer. Very affordable, virtually noiseless, and perfect for
rough copy, B &W graphics and quiet offices.
Letter Quality Printer. For professional
caliber word processing with Apple Writer III
software. The Apple III can drive virtually
any printer in any task, from preparing
reports to printing forms.
Color Plotter. To make the colorful most
of the Apple III's high res graphics in charts,
graphs and designs.
Phone Modem. Which, with Access III
asynchronous communications software,
lets you communicate with other PC's or
with mainframes at up to 9600 bps.
Only the Apple III can handle all of the
above, all at once, without losing its memory.
And even though you may never configure
your system just like this, it s important to
know how far you can grow. With a couple
of OEM Prototyping Cards. Or your own
specialized peripherals. Or future technology.
See your autìorized Apple dealer for a
spec -to-spec comparison of the Apple III
and the most muscular new PC's.
You'll find that, even with 256K, most of
them just can't stack up.

The personal computer.

"¡apple
P)

(in Ctdffornia, call 800. 662.9238) for the authorized Apple dealer nearest you, or for information on our National Accounts Program.
, RdvertisMs and Promotion Dept., 20525 Mariam Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014 NOTE Apple Computer does not currently manufacture or
color mordtors. graphics plotters or telephone modems. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
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Designing Computer -Based
Microworlds
Well -designed Logo procedures
can help children grasp ideas of intrinsic interest.
R. W. Lawler
Le Centre Mondial L'Informatique

et Resources Humaine
24 Rue Clemente Marot
Paris, France 75008

Designing computer applications
for education might be called cognitive engineering, for its objective is to
shape children's minds. That lofty
goal must carry with it a commitment
to cognitive science, the study of how
knowledge functions and changes in
the mind. In light of the profound influence of computers in the schools,
designing educational applications
without such a commitment would be
irresponsible.
I believe that Jean Piaget, the Swiss
student of knowledge, formulated the
general solution to the problem of
how intelligence develops. Although
the field of cognitive science has advanced beyond Piaget's innovative
theories by revising and extending
them, his insights into the nature of
learning continue to influence teaching methods. The union of computer
microworlds and Piagetian theory is
the subject of this article.

Viking Press, 1971), Piaget challenges
educators to answer two questions:
How does instruction affect what is in
the mind? and What remains in the
mind from the process of instruction
long after the time of instruction has
passed? In the same work, Piaget disputes both the effectiveness and the
ethical correctness of many of the
practices of modern education:
If we desire to form individuals
capable of inventive thought and of
helping the society of tomorrow to
achieve progress, then it is clear
that an education which is an active
discovery of reality is superior to
one that consists merely in providing the young with ready -made
wills to will with and ready -made
truths to know with.

structure and organization are shaped
by interactions among the mind's
parts. In The Science of Education
and the Psychology of the Child (The
138

work that is not intrinsically interesting. Children must be induced to
undertake the work either by promise
of reward or threat of punishment,
and in neither case do they focus on
the material to be learned. In this
sense the work is construed as a bad
thing, an obstacle blocking the way
to reward or a reason for punishment. Kurt Lewin explores this dilemma in 'The Psychological Situations
of Reward and Punishment " (A Dy-

namic

The Dilemma of Instruction
Given Piaget's view that learning is
a primary, natural function of the

Piaget and Education
Central to the work of Piaget is
constructivism, the view that the
mind incorporates a natural growth
of knowledge and that the mind's

the lessons society says they must
learn. Thus the educator's ideal of inspiring and nurturing the love of
learning frequently is reduced to
motivating indifferent or reluctant
students to learn what full functioning in our society requires.
Teachers face a dilemma when they
try to move children to do school-

healthy mind, we might consider instruction in any narrow sense unnecessary. Children (and older students
of life as well) learn the lessons of the
world, effectively if not cheerfully,
because reality is the medium through
which important objectives are
reached. Nevertheless, in certain
situations children often rebel against

August 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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Theory

of Personality:

Selected Papers of Kurt Lewin,
McGraw -Hill, 1935). The ideas of
Piaget and Lewin have led me to state
the central problem of education
thus: How can we instruct while respecting the self -constructive character of mind?

Computer -Based Microworlds
In Mindstorms: Children, Computers, and Powerful Ideas (Basic
Books, 1980) Seymour Papert pro-
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ing.

Computer-based microworlds help
tailor instruction more closely to
Piaget's idea of the natural mode of
learning. I will illustrate this point by
presenting two examples of cornputer -based microworlds.

STATUS QUO

(We must allow two weeks for all personal checks to clear so for faster service, please send a
money order or cashier's check or order using your credit card.)

(415) 474 -1007.

poses computer -based microworlds
as a general solution to the problem
of motivation. One argument for
Papert's proposal runs as follows:
learning is often a gradual process of
familiarization, of stumbling into
puzzlements, and resolving them by
proposing and testing simple hypotheses in which new problems resemble
others already understood. Micro worlds are in essence "task domains"
or "problem spaces" designed for virtual, streamlined experience. These
worlds encompass objects and processes that we can get to know and
understand. The appropriation of the
knowledge embodied in those experiences is made possible because the
microworld does not focus on "problems" to be done but on "neat phenomena"- phenomena that are inherently interesting to observe and interact with.
With neat phenomena, the challenge to the educator is to formulate
so clear a presentation of their elements that even a child can grasp
their essence. A well -designed computer microworld embodies the simplest model that an expert can imagine as an acceptable entry point to
richer knowledge. If a microworld
lacks neat phenomena, it provides no
accessible power to justify the child's
involvement. We can hardly expect
children to learn from such experiences until they are personally engaged in other tasks that make the
specific knowledge worthwhile as a
tool for achieving some objective.
This amounts to an appropriate shifting of accountability from students
(who have always been criticized for
not liking what they must learn) to
teachers, those who believe that their
values and ideas are worth perpetuat-
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The POLYSPI Microworld
POLYSPI (from "polyspiral ") is a
name for a three -line procedure in the
Logo language and for the class of de-
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Figures la -1f: Polyspiral designs generated by changing one variable of the three in the POLYSPI procedure (shown in listing 1). The
procedure's variables are DISTANCE, ANGLE, and CHANGE (in distance). The procedure draws a design by going forward the specified
distance, turning at the specified angle, then increasing the distance by the specified change, going forward for the incremented
distance at the specified angle, and so on. In this example, the distance variable and the change in distance are held constant. The
angle variable is stepped up by one degree in each design. The strikingly different designs show the power of the concept of stepping
variables.

signs produced by different executions of that procedure. Figures la -1f
show some examples of POLYSPI designs. The POLYSPI procedure is
stated in listing 1. Some of the designs
are pretty, mainly because surprising
spiral patterns emerge under certain
conditions. The general appeal of
POLYSPI designs largely accounts for
the adoption of turtle graphics as a
subsystem of languages such as
Smalltalk, Pascal, and even some implementations of PILOT. The variability of the POLYSPI procedure
sometimes permits even a beginner to
surprise more expert users (as well as
himself) with the discovery of beautiful designs.
The procedure in listing 1 and its designs comprise a microworld. The objects of the microworld are all the designs that the procedure can generate,
an engaging and extensive domain for
142
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exploration. More important, the
designs are a class of "neat phenomena" whose generation can be made
comprehensible with the following
small set of ideas. First, the POLYSPI
procedure provides a crisp model of
variable separation: the three vari-

The POLYSPI microworld
reveals the powerful
idea of stepping
variables.
ables DISTANCE,

ANGLE,

and

are each used once, and used
differently, in a simple procedure
text. Second, the difference in relative
potency of the variables (the impact
of a unit change on the produced
design) is obvious and striking.
(ANGLE and then CHANGE are much
more potent than DISTANCE.)
CHANGE

The POLYSPI microworld reveals
the stepping of variables as a powerful idea. By stepping variables I mean
identifying one variable as a dimension of examination and holding all
other variables constant while the
chosen one is varied incrementally. In
short, this microworld provides a
clear model of how particular things
may be generated through their intersecting dimensions of variation.
Piaget judged variable -stepping to be
an essential component of formal
operational thought. The idea is a
powerful one because it is almost universally useful; it is crucial to the process of scientific investigation.
Within the microworlds of turtle
geometry, the insights achieved with
POLYSPI exploration are easily extended to a related microworld of
INSPI designs. The INSPI procedure
differs from POLYSPI only in that the

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Listing 1: The POLYSPI procedure, written in Logo. From only three variables
distance, angle, and change in distance -this procedure can generate a remarkable
variety of polyspiral designs. The procedure draws by going forward the specified
distance, turning at the specified angle, then increasing the distance by the specified
change, going forward for the newly incremented distance at the same specified angle,
ans so on. Some designs drawn by POLYSPI appear in figures la -1f.
TO POLYSPI :DISTANCE :ANGLE :CHANGE

FORWARD :DISTANCE
RIGHT :ANGLE
MAKE "DISTANCE :DISTANCE + :CHANGE
POLYSPI :DISTANCE :ANGLE :CHANGE
END

change value is applied to the ANGLE
variable instead of to the DISTANCE
variable. (For a case study of a child's
ability to grasp and extend this idea,
see my article "Extending a Powerful
Idea," in a forthcoming issue of The
Journal of Mathematical Behavior.)
The BEACH Microworld
The adolescent's initiation to formal thought differs greatly from the
preschooler's introduction to reading,
yet both learning experiences involve

Allenbach

grasping central representations.
What the prereader learns in an
alphabetic language is a serial symbolic representation for words that
signify the names of objects, actions,
and so on. Let me here describe a
Logo microworld for learning the
alphabetic language. This microworld helped my 3- year -old daughter
learn to read with minimal direct instruction.
While previous Logo implementations focused on a single, all -im-

is

portant agent -the turtle -TI Logo
also has sprites. A sprite is a video display object that has a location, a
heading, and a velocity, but no drawing capability. It may be associated
with a shape (which it "carries" and
which assumes one of 16 colors). The
shapes can be easily defined and
changed by the Logo user. There may
be a maximum of 25 shapes. The importance of a multitude of easily discriminated objects for early language
applications cannot be overestimated. TI Logo has a second graphics
system, "tile graphics," that is compatible with the sprite graphics system. The static tiles, which may also
assume 16 different colors and exhibit
modifiable shapes, provide a suitable
"background" for the movements of
the dynamic sprites. The result is the
opportunity to create scenarios that
have many moving objects with different shapes and different colors and
a static but vivid backdrop. The
BEACH microworld permits the creation of such scenarios, as the scenes in
photos la and 1b illustrate.

putting tomorrow on disks.

The future of the world is written in computer software.
And Allenbach disk duplication is making sure that the
future is faithfully reproduced. We use our own

Allenbach diskettes and state of the art equipment,
with electronic surface evaluation of each diskette
before use. Copies are 100% verified, track by track,
and carry the Allenbach lifetime warranty against
defects in workmanship or materials.
For information and prices on disks, duplication, and
dealer information, please call (800) 854 -1515. In
California, call (714) 438 -2258 collect
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"Our reputation rests on
digits, decimal points, and details.
We wouldn't trust them to anything less
than Scotch Brand Data Cartridges:'
Bill Birkett, Vice President,
Trade Graphics, Inc.,
Livonia, Michigan
The unique design of a data
cartridge provides great reliability,
high storage capacity and long
tape life. And where could you
possibly get better data
cartridges than Scotch Brand,
made by 3M, the people who
invented the data cartridge
system itself?
3M controls every step in manufacturing. Top quality magnetic
tape and precision components
are part of every Scotch Data
Cartridge. Over twenty -five years
of service to the computer industry assure you of the utmost
reliability.
Scotch Data Cartridges are
available in miniature DC 100A,
the standard -size DC 300A and
now, an extra -length DC 300XL
with 50% more storage capacity.
They are compatible with most
cartridge systems including
Hewlett- Packard, IBM, NCR,
Tektronix and TI.
To find out where you can find
Scotch Data Cartridges or virtually
any other data recording medium, call toll -free: 800 -328 -1300.
(In Minnesota, call collect:
612 -736 -9625.) Ask for the
Data Recording Products Division.
If it's worth remembering,

it's worth Scotch
Data Recording Products.
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(la)

the child herself. My 3- year -old,
Peggy, her older siblings, and I chose
about 20 objects to populate her
world, designed and made shapes to
represent them, and wrote the procedures to create and manipulate them.
The vocabulary of her BEACH world
includes the following:
OBJECTS
BEACH, BIRD, BOAT, BOY, CAR, DOG,
FISH, GIRL, HOUSE, JET, KID, MAN,
MOON, OAK, PINE, PLANE, PONY,
STAR, SUN, TRUCK, VAN, WAGON

ACTIONS
UP, DOWN, MOVE, BACKWARD,

FAST, FLY, HALT, SAIL, SHOW,
SWIM, TURN, WALK, ZAP, ZOOM,
PAINT BLACK, PAINT GREEN, etc.

(lb)

Photos la-lb: Two scenes from the BEACH microworld. Photo la shows a scene with
many objects. Photo lb shows a scene typical of those drawn by a 3-year -old child. The
author's daughter learned to read 30 words by exploring the BEACH microworld, which
the author and his children created using TI Logo with the Texas Instruments 99/4A
microcomputer.

Meaningful Names Ease Learning
Because Logo gives the user great
freedom to define and name procedures, appropriate descriptive English
words can be used. For example, SUN
can be the name of the procedure that
creates a yellow ball on the display.
The word UP can name the command
that increases the value of a sprite's y
coordinate. Repeated often enough,
UP puts the SUN in the sky above the
BEACH. Another word, such as SLOW
146
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or FAST, can set the SUN in motion.
Because new procedures are easily defined, the child, a family member,
friend, or teacher could even make
the SUN ZOOM if the child wishes.
Such flexibility permits the microworld to be tailor -made to suit any
child. To the extent that the child participates in defining the objects to be
part of the world, their attributes,
and the actions they are to perform,
the microworld is also constructed by

When Peggy began to play with
this computer microworld, she did
not recognize any words except "by,"
and she had no idea what that meant.
Her ability to discriminate between
letters and name them was undependable and idiosyncratic. She began
keying words, copying them letter by
letter from a set of 4- by 6 -inch cards I
had made. Soon she began keying her
favorite or most -used words from
memory, and later she was able to
read those individual words in other
contexts. Now she deals with the
written language one word at a time
(as infants begin to speak with specific signification). To handle sentences
(other than "paint some -color-name ")
or begin phonetic decoding of words,
she will need more complex micro worlds.
For Peggy, the learning of reading
and the learning of writing have been
synchronized (as speaking and interpreting speech are for the toddler);
she learned to read her 30 -word vocabulary by learning first to "write,"
i.e., key the words on the computer
terminal. Writing was an essential
part of controlling the computer
microworld that engaged her. My
role as teacher changed from taskmaster to occasional consultant. I

would answer questions Peggy
brought me after she had tried to
work with the constructed reality of
the BEACH microworld, and I helped
her when she had problems, but I
offered her no lessons beyond the rule
that words are keyed letter by letter,
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I make no claim that computer
microworlds can teach all reading
skills, nor that this specific BEACH
world would appeal to other children
in different circumstances. I do, however, see the BEACH microworld as a
prototype of the various worlds that
others may fashion for small children.

Design Heuristics: Powerful Ideas
A computer microworld should be
constructed around a powerful idea,
one worth the instructor's time to develop or the student's time to explore.
Who decides if an idea is sufficiently

64K STATIC RAM (70 nsec)

Motorola's MACSBUG
IDRIS2 operating system with
C, PASCAL, FORTRAN 77,
68K- BASIC' compilers

left to right, and that a specific symbol meant she should press the Enter

powerful? You do, at first, when you
design a microworld. Next, the students determine the worth of the
microworld as they incorporate the
idea into their minds or reject it.
If you need a little guidance when
you design a computer -based micro world, Papert (in Mindstorms) offers
four criteria for powerful ideas: they
should be simple, general, useful, and
syntonic. The idea behind a micro world must be formulated as simply
as possible; an idea can be powerful only when understood. Even if
an idea is embodied in a specific
microworld, it will not be useful
through extension unless it is general.
Reality dictates the candidates for
powerful ideas. Society also declares
what ideas are important: if you can't
read, for example, a technological
society relegates you to subhuman
status. But it is your own mind, more
than any advice, that can tell you
what ideas are powerful. Your own
insights enable you to integrate important experiences. An idea is
powerful, then, if it gives form to
your understanding of life. It follows
that you cannot inspire others with
an idea unless it has first inspired
you.

An idea gains power if it can be
reduced to a concrete model that
serves as a metaphor for the interpretation of subsequent problems. Such
a model helps explain which aspects
of new problems must be considered,
which may be neglected, and which
anomalies must be explained away on
a basis of local evidence. Models
prove more or less powerful depending on the individual's interests and
experiences.
The most essential characteristic of
powerful ideas is their relation to the
individual's previous knowledge. You
can tell students that one situation
resembles another, but recognition of
such comparisons is more powerful if
it is the students' own discovery.
They will make the connections between the structures of one idea and
another at a level of detail appropriate to their specific prior knowledge
and feelings.This internalization is
the basis of an idea's power for the individual.
An analogy may help here. If you
solder a connection at too low a temperature, you can get mechanical
binding but undependable electrical
contact. Ideas imposed by instruction
are like badly soldered joints. Only
the individual has the power to fuse
connections between new ideas and
his or her own most personal
thoughts and feelings. These connections alone can make an idea an important part of how the person sees
the world and behaves in it.
Paradoxically, an excellent way to
harness the students' understanding
for engagement with ideas is to liberate their expressiveness. Because
Logo is a vehicle for free exploration,
knowledge built from Logo is syntonic, appropriate to the person, and
experienced as an authentic, intimate
part of the self. Such is the power of
an approach to learning that frees the
individual to create within a social
context that makes our culture's most
powerful ideas accessible.

Interconnection of Knowledge
Empirical Research Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 1176
Milton, WA 98354
206-631 -4855
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What Papert labels the "syntonic"
characteristic focuses on how an idea
assumes power within the mind of an
individual. An idea is powerful for a
person if it relates and unifies knowledge gained in diverse experiences.

BYTE Publications Inc
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I/O and Applications Design
An application design negotiates
between a specific objective and the
potential of the equipment. Computers are general- purpose symbol
manipulators, so they can deal

abstractly with an idea. What any
computer system can do in an interesting way, however, depends on its
input /output (I /O) devices. Look for
something special about a machine's
I/O to suggest the kinds of neat phenomena the system could exhibit.
Consider these examples from previously implemented Logo systems:

The accessibility of the robot floorturtle world to a child's physical intervention can lead even a small child
into simulating the turtle's actions
and into debugging procedures (after
fixing a procedure "manually," a
child can become more engaged in
fixing it symbolically).
Turtle graphics -whose appeal depends largely on the emergence of
patterns from simple procedures that
command the drawing of many
lines -came into its own only with
the general availability of bit -mapbased displays.
Logo on the GTI-3500 had a significant potential for engineering and
physics simulations because a hardware- implemented "spin" primitive
extended the forward and right primitives of "classical" Logo.
The TI 99/4A joins together a general- purpose microprocessor (where
TI Logo is implemented) with a
special -purpose graphics processor
that manipulates the sprites that give
TI Logo its most striking effects.
As increasingly powerful microprocessors become affordable, the
special quality of each will bring new
potential for creating engaging micro worlds. More powerful microprocessors and graphics slave processors
may, for example, bring molecule
modeling within reach. Local networks of small machines may permit
group simulation of economic and
political situations (as in games) that
are now too abstract, rule- driven,
and theoretical to interest many
young people. There will continue to
be opportunities for creating micro worlds around the most powerful
ideas of contemporary science and
technology.
Objects in Microworlds
Logo procedures can serve as a

bridge between less precise and more
formal systems. The commands of
Logo are designed to communicate
with a computer and its output devices, but the extension of Logo
through procedures whose names are
natural -language words can make the
objects and actions more comprehensible. This ability to be extended is a
key feature for young children.
But Logo is only a quasi -natural
language; a Logo procedure must run
on a machine. Further, the objects of
a Logo microworld are formal; they
can be completely defined by a specification of their state variables. One
of the simplest of these objects is the
Logo screen turtle. Once you have
specified the turtle's location,
heading, and pen position, there is no
more to say about it. The operations
of a microworld are also completely
specifiable in terms of the effects they
have on state variables. The RIGHT
and LEFT commands, for example,
modify the heading of the turtle but
do not affect its location. Given the

object orientation of Logo and the
ease of specifying the interaction of
state -change operations with state
variables, a first criterion for the
quality of any Logo implementation
(an application microworld or the interpreter itself) is the clear presentation of the state variables to someone
using the system. Two examples of
representation inadequacies in TI
Logo can clarify the point: although
the heading of a sprite is a significant
state variable, it cannot be determined by inspecting the object's appearance (the shape carried by the
sprite) when its velocity is zero; it is

impossible to determine visually
which sprite is the "current" object,
i.e., the one or ones that will respond
to the next Logo command. Ideally,
the equivalent of a SHOWTURTLE/
HIDETURTLE set of commands would
show which is the active sprite. Whatever the limitations of a specific Logo
implementation, anyone who designs
a computer -based microworld should
strive to represent all the state vari-
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ACCURATE: Each copied track is checked bit
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REASONABLE: Set -up as low as $10 per disk.
Copying only from 30c, copying and 3M disk
from $2.00. Other disks and services also
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RELIABLE: Years of disk duplication experience
time
insures a problem-free shipment on time
time.
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PERSONAL
COMPUTERS
PERSONAL
COMPUTERS
PERSONAL
COMPUTERS
Altos
Call for Model & Price
Amdek Video -300
149.00
Amdek Color -I Monitor
329.00
Amdek Color-Il Hi- Resolution 13" Monitor
729.00
Amdek Color-III Monitor
439.00
Atari 400 16K
319.00
Atari 810 Disk Drive
449.00
Atari 850 Inte rface
169.00
Atari 800 16K
669.00
Daisywriter 20 00
1049.00
Diablo 630
2095.00
Epson MX -70
28
289.00
Epson MX -80 w /Graftrax Plus
439.00
Epson MX -80 FT w /Graftrax Plus
549.00
Epson MX -100 FT Printer w /Graftrax Plus
695.00
Hayes Micromodem II (Apple II)
289.00
Hayes Smartmodem
225.00
IDS 560 Paper Tiger
1099.00
IDS Prism 80 (Color)
1379.00
IDS Prism 132 (Color)
1559.00
Mannesmann Tally MT 1705
1289.00
Mannesmann Tally MT 1802
1499.00
Microtek 16K Ramboard for Atari 800
79.00
Microtek 32K Ramboard for Atari 400 & 800
119.00
Microsoft Soft Card (Z -80)
279.00
Microsoft Soft Card Premium System for Apple
579.00
Microsoft Ramcard 64K for IBM -P.0
369.00
Microsoft Ramcard 16K for Apple
139.00
NEC 3510 or 3530 Spinwriter
1675.00
NEC 3515 Spinwriter
1695.00
NEC 7710 or 7730 Spinwriter
2295.00
NEC PC -8023 Printer
489.00
NEC JC1201 M(A) - Color 12" Monitor
329.00
NEC GREEN JB1201 M - 12" Monitor
169.00
.

120 CPS, Bi- directional logic seeking 9x9 dot matrix, full 96
ASCII char. Set with true descenders centronics parallel port
and RS232 serial port (up to 1200 Baud) standard, 136 col,
includes Okigraph dot addressable graphics, friction feed and
removable tractor. 31 lbs., 110 volt standard, 220 volt optional.

p

O`,

800.3143.0873
Okidata Microline - 80 Matrix Printer
Okidata Microline - 82A
Okidata Microline - 83A
Okidata Microline - 84 Parallel
Sharp PC -1500 Pocket Computer
Sharp CE -150 Color Printer /Cassette I/F
Sharp PC -1211 Pocket Computer
Sharp CE -122 Printer /Cassette Interface for
PC -1211

Smith -Corona TP -1
Televideo 910
Televideo 925
Televideo 950
Transtar Model 140
Videx Videoterm 80 Column Card for Apple

II

329.00
449.00
729.00
1095.00
239.95
199.95
135.95
99.95
649.00
559.00
735.00
929.00
1295.00
259.00
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YOUR CHOICE

$695.00
80 CPS, Bi- directional logic seeking 9x9 dot matrix, full 96
ASCII char. Set with true descenders, centronics -style parallel
port (RS232 optional), 136 col., includes graftrax plus dot
addressable graphics, friction feed and removable tractor
feed. 21 lbs., 110 volt only.

Omega carries software by the following companies:
American Business Systems
Ashton Tate
Dakin
Innovative Software
Micropro
Microsoft
Visicorp (Personal Software)
Sorcim
Stoneware

5

Omega carries diskettes (51/4" or 8 ") by the listed companies:
Dysan
Maxell
Verbatim
Scotch

se

cooiZR1s%

soeis
Stock Shipments Same Day or Next
No Surcharge for Credit Cards
All Equipment Factory Fresh w /MFT Warranty
Prices do not Reflect Shipping Charges
Mass. Residents Please Add 5% Sales Tax

Omega carries accessories for the Apple
following manufacturers:
D.C. Hayes
Microsoft
Tymac
M & R Enterprises
Videx

Il by

the

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

We carry the complete line of Atari Hardware, Software & Peripherals.

We will try to match or beat any price with similar purchase conditions.

OMEGA SALES COMPANY
430 PEARL STREET, STOUGHTON, MA 02072

(617) 344-6645
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ables in a visible, obvious way. Doing so enhances the comprehensibility
of the ideas embodied in the objects
and their manipulations.

Comments on a New Microworld
One of the objectives of Logo is to
put power in the hands of beginning
users. Even powerful ideas usually
come from striving to reach a simple,
down -to -earth objective. To demystify designing a microworld, I
would like to present a few comments
on some work in process. I wanted to
develop an effective way to present
some ideas of algebra to a 12year -old. I remembered a casual comment of a former MIT Logo colleague, Andy diSessa, that one of the
most powerful ideas accessible
through Logo was embodied in "procedures that output." At the time, I
was mystified, even though Andy
had explained that his comment was
based on the fact that such a procedure was equivalent to a mathematical function. That observation
came back to me. Algebra is about
mathematical functions. Although I
couldn't fully appreciate Andy's comment, it focused my attention on a
personally comprehensible way of expressing mathematical functions in

draw a line- segment approximation
to a mathematical function. These are
the ideas around which the PLOTTING
microworld is constructed. Photos 2a
and 2b show examples from the
PLOTTING microworld.
How can a person go from common experiences to a new idea by doing something only slightly unusual
but with that small difference providing access to a range of significant

-

`

71

PRINT (SENTENCE
[GLAD TO MEET YOU,) :WHO)
END

We can start with nonarithmetic examples of variables as functions of

other variables. They can be simple or
complex. Graphs of equations can be
viewed as another, more specific
form of a familiar kind of relation
new representation for a familiar
idea. The algebraic formulas with
which we usually associate the graphs
of equations are seen as another description of a correspondence relation, a description that is specific and
limited, but very powerful.
Making clear the connection between concrete uses of programming
variables and mathematical functions
is one justification of a PLOTTING
microworld. This idea is one I judge
to be powerful. The programming
needed to make a Logo PLOTTING
subsystem is nearly trivial (see listing
2), but that is precisely the virtue of a
powerful language: its expressiveness
makes ideas and functions stand clear
of accidental complications.

-a

(2b)

Common mathematical functions
assign the value of one variable (call
it y) to the value of some expression
based on another variable (call it x). Photos 2a, 2b: Two examples of the PLOTAssigning values is just what the TING microworld. Photo 2a shows the conMAKE command does. If a superpro- trast between the straight-line plot of y = x
cedure controlled assigning to y the and the parabolic plot of y =.2x2. Photo 2b
value of an x -based expression for the contrasts the same parabolic plot with a
domain of possible values of x, it plot of y= .25x (segmented line), an atwould generate any function express- tempt to fit the slope (heavy line) of the
ible in the Logo language. When parabola at a point. See listing 2 on page
given two inputs (x,y), the DOT 158 for the DOTPLOT procedure from the
primitive of Apple Logo draws a dot PLOTTING microworld.
at the screen location of those coordinate values. If the value of x is in- phenomenal Think about what kinds
cremented across the domain of pos- of experiences younger students
sible x-coordinate values, and y is might have had that could support
specified in terms of the value of x, learning about mathematical funcDOT can be used to plot discrete tions. Any child who uses Logo for a
sketches of mathematical functions. while learns to define specific variable
A second method of drawing func- values using the MAKE primitive; for
tions is possible. If those "dotted" example:
locations are used as the position coordinates of a SETTURTLE (SETPOSIMAKE "MY.NAME "BOB
MAKE "MY.AGE 42
TION) command, the screen turtle will
August 1982

TO GREET
PRINT [WHAT'S YOUR NAME
MAKE "WHO READWORD

;accept keyboard input

(2a)

Logo.
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The minimal significant complication
possible in the specification of a variable is to make its value depend on
something else, such as keyboard input. It is common for beginners to
write routines such as the greeting
below for inclusion in some more ambitious program:
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Extending the PLOTTING World
If we look beyond the simple plotting of functions, the intellectual extensions of such a microworld can be
simple and striking. Consider these
two possibilities. First, when the domain of x is specified with beginning,
end, and increment or step -size (to
control the grain of the plotted function), the slogan through which continuity is often expressed becomes an
almost obvious consequence of the
"dotted" representation: "you give
me an epsilon, and I can give you a
delta such that whenever the difference between successive values of x

1M

1111

More than a
Spelling Checker

THE COMPLETE TOOL
Fast
The WORD PLUS has many features that
SpellStarTM and other competitors leave out.
The WORD PLUS finds errors, shows them to
you in context, and with your consent,
automatically corrects them throughout the
text. SpellStar does not correct errors.

Versatile
works with almost

The WORD PLUS
any CP/fv0 based word

processor. SpellStar only works with
WordStar.`"

Accurate

The WORD PLUS offers
45,000 word vocabulary without the
compromise of suffix stripping.
SpellStar has only 20,000 words.
a

Convenient
helps
find the correct spelling
you

The WORD PLUS
by

consulting its dictionary.
SpellStar gives no such help.

The WORD PLUS proof reads
10,000 words of text in less than two minutes.

Features
Many Extra
offers automatic
The WORD PLUS

hyphenation, text analysis, and fast word
counting. Also solves crossword puzzles,
locates anagrams and finds rhyming words.

Inexpensive

$150

...

a

low

cost for freedom from the anxiety of
misspelling.
The WORD PLUS - Clearly the Best Choice.
For more information call Wayne Holder at

OASIS

SYSTEMS

714.291.9489
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San Diego, CA 92103

'SpellStar and WordStar are trademarks of MicroPro Intl
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SUPERBRAINS

AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS is organizing a
World Wide Association of Computer Dealers. Open a
Store or Start Work Out of Your Home! We Charge NO
FRANCHISE FEE! (Our Competitors charge a FRANCHISE FEE of from $15,000.00 to $45,000.00.) Be a
Winner! Let US help YOU get started MAKING MONEY
by HELPING PEOPLE to put COMPUTERS to WORK.

SUPERBRAIN OD 64K

Write or Phone today.

only $2449

List $2995

COMPUSTARS
Available to Dealers

Z -89 48K

List $2895
only $2099
Z-90 64K DD 3195
ONLY $2489

TELEVIDEO TERMINALS.

.

.

910

$518,...925 $718

GODBOUT COMPUPRO

ADVANTAGE

Super Sixteen 8085/8088
CPU. LIST

NORTH STAR

is

$3904

the fastest combo 8/16
Special $2873

Minicomputer
Performance
Green Phosphor

Options:
Graphics
List
Only

+

SEATTLE'S
16 bit COMPUTER is here! 8 MHz 8086 CPU the fastest
S -100 computer! 128K Static RAM, DD Disk Controller,

CP/M
$3,999
$2,989

22 -slot Main Frame, 86-DOS, #2 128K

$4185
LIST
#1 As above but 64K
LIST

... $3190...

ONLY $3349
ONLY 2649

Monitor Green Phosphor $114

TERMINALS Z -19
INTERTUBE III Super Smart

$638
$710

MX-80 FT
MX-80
MX-100

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER 2210A
LIST $1995

EPSON

,

ONLY $1722

Z80, 64K, /O, Disk controller + CP/M.
Model 302 is the larger system: 2.4 Mb 8" Z80, 64K,
and optional OASIS, CP /M, or MP /M operating system.
LIST
$5295
ONLY $4674

'.

I

$598
$474
$749

IMO
111,111111111111

ANADEX 9501
NEC Letter Qual Friction & Tractor
ZENITH printer Z-25 list 1595 only
C. Itoh F10 Letter quality

$1290

call
$1256
$1449

AL

SYSTEMS GROUP SYSTEM 2800
Runs CP /M or OASIS. Supports single user & multi user & multi task. Up to 5 megabytes with 8" drives.
Optional 10- megabyte hard disk.Optional tape back
up
#2812 $5035
ONLY $3775

ATARI

ATARI 400
800

List $399
List $899

only $340
only $675

Wonderful Games -Education for your family

TARBELL'S
Empire I &II have two 8" disk drives. The I is single
sided, the II is double sided.

Main Frames -S -100
$200 up
Advanced Micro Digital Superquad Single Board Computer
$749
with Z8064K and FDC
CALL
Dual 68000 CPU S100 -Super Fast -Save

FREE Business Software
Empire I LIST $4888

We sell The Finest Hardware
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4167 Kivett Dr.
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COMPUTERS
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CP /M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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NORTH STAR Horizon

DECISION I

2

Disk Drives
64K Double Density
Factory assem. & tested
Factory guaranteed
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A few left

Low Price only

$2499
"The IBM -360 on the Z -80 & S -100 BUS!"

Powerful North Star BASIC Free
Superb for Business & Science

Sixteen Programs running simultaneously! Free CPM,
Microsoft BASIC and WORDSTAR with Complete
system!
LIST ONLY

HORIZON STANDARD IS NOW HRZ -2 -64K QUAD

Factory Assembled & Tested
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Only
Horizon -2 -64K -Quad
$3599 .. $2689
Horizon -1- 64K -QHD 5
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Big Sale on Multi -User Time-Sharing
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English to Basic Translator
.. $99
North Star Hard Disk 18 Mb
$5375
$4568
North Star Time Sharing Multi User
.. call
Zbasic 2 to 5 times faster!
$350.. call
Secretary Word Processor
.. $99
Wordstar Word Processor
.. $296
Floating Point Board
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Oasis Multi -User Software
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CP /M for N* Extra features
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Micro Mike Software
SAVE ..
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Ecosoft Accounting MICROSTAT
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Pascal -80
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$515
Extra Precision Basic
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Northwood
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$179
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.

PROPAC
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1
1
1
1
1
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Disks
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3 user 195K Static + 5" Disk + 5Mb Hard Disk + MICRONX 8035
+ 65K
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Power

3377
3149
4784
6428
1294

MORROW 8" Disk
Discus 2D + CP /M 600K only $834
Discus 2 +2 +CP /M 1.2 MEGA B $1074
Add Drives 2D = $599 2 + 2 = $795
Discus 2D -dual + CP /M Only $1384
Free Microsoft BASIC from MORROW with Discus
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M -26 MORROW Hard Disk
26,000,000 Bytes!!
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Only $3394
Free CPM + BASIC
M -20 List $4795
Only $3835
M -10 List $3695
Only $2955
M -5 List $2495
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InterSystems
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FDCII Disk Controller
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Front Panel

Only $2839

List $3795
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Microangelo
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Corvus Hard Disk
SSM Video BRD VB3 kit
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SAVE
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Cat Novation Modem

Memory Merchant 16K
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Factory Guarantees
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the most important final question
the creator of every microworld must
face. The concrete appeal of this
microworld must be the creation of
appealing (and possibly puzzling)
graphic designs. The beauty of turtle geometry designs derives from the use
of repetition and variables in simple
procedures. This observation suggests that we look at repeating functions such as those produced by the
sine and cosine primitives. Photos
3a -3f show six designs made from
combinations of sine and cosine func-

Listing 2: The DOTPLOT procedure, written in Logo. The procedure plots y as a function of x for values of x incremented by CHANGE. Resulting plots appear in photos
2a -2b.

is

TO DOT.PLOT :CHANGE

MAKE "X -135
PRINT [MAKE "Y A FUNCTION OF :X]
MAKE "FUNCTION READLIST
LABEL "AGAIN IF :X > 135 [STOP]
RUN :FUNCTION
IF NOT OR :Y > 1 1 9 :Y < - 1 1 9 [DOT SE :X :Y]
MAKE "X :X + :CHANGE
GO "AGAIN
END

tions. These designs, generically
known as Lissajous figures, are my
candidates for neat phenomena of the

Listing 3: The LJ1 procedure, written in Logo. Using the variables COEFF1, COEFF2,
and CHANGE, the procedure draws Lissajous figures like those shown in photos 3b, 3c,

and 3e.
TO LJ

1

PLOTTING

:COEFF1 :COEFF2 :CHANGE

MAKE "ANGLE 0
MAKE "FUN1 (SENTENCE [MAKE "X 100
SIN :COEFF1
:ANGLED
MAKE "FUN2 (SENTENCE [MAKE "Y 100
:ANGLE])
COS :COEFF2
PENUP RUN :FUN RUN :FUN2 SETPOS (SENTENCE :X :Y) PENDOWN
LABEL "AGAIN MAKE "ANGLE :ANGLE + :CHANGE
RUN :FUN RUN :FUN2
SETPOS (SENTENCE :X :Y)

'

mutually perpendicular harmonic
motions.
P.L. The method of
the procedure shown in listing 3 is to
calculate a screen location with x as a
sine function of an angle value and y
as a cosine function of the same

...

GO "AGAIN
END

than delta, the difference between successive values of y will be
less than epsilon." Second, consider
the implications for understanding
the differential calculus. When plotting the value of a function, it is simple to save the value of the prior
point -couple and calculate the slope
of the function. This is an empirical
form of differentiation. A micro world of plotting tools (whose activities could include plotting functions, the empirical derivation of
slopes of those functions, and curve
is less

fitting -with the plotting tools -to
those empirically derived slopes)
could provide a body of practical experience about the relations between
functions and their slopes. This experience, for which differential calculus will later provide a theory, will
make the calculus easier to appreciate
and assimilate.
These ideas may interest a math
teacher or a psychologist, but would
any child be interested in plotting
mathematical functions? Are there
any accessible neat phenomenal This

$$ READ THIS IF YOU WANT TO SAVE MONEY $$
BEST HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE DEALS AVAILABLE!

APPLE BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Visicalc
$189
Versaform
$299

Milestone
Supercalc
DB Master
DB Master Util. Pak
Pro Easywriter Combo
Accounting Plus
BPI Software
dBASE II
FMS -80, 81, 82
VISI Series Software
*THE LAST ONE*
The program that writes

programs! Special Offer
with purchase.
APPLE PERIPHERALS
Thunderclock
Basis Encoder Board
(U /L

Case)

Mountain Computer Prod.
Videx Products
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IBM Software and
1
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Peripherals
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Atari Software
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TRS -80 Software
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a
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Novation Apple Cat II
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Micro Courier
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PRINTERS & INTERFACES
NEC Spinwriter 7710
Anadex DP -9501

$2350
$1295

microworld. [Editor's

Note: Named for French physicist
Jules Lissajous, each of these figures
consists of the series of plane curves
traced by an object that executes two
]

angle. The design is made when the
turtle draws a line as it moves from
one calculated location to the next
one. The procedure is stopped manually.
Lissajous figures are similar to
POLYSPI designs in general character
because they are made of line segments that show natural classes or
families of shapes and occasionally
emerge as surprisingly beautiful. Like
INSPI designs, they are somewhat
mysterious to those who think more
concretely than formally. Are they
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"neat" enough? Will their appeal be
universal? Such questions are clearly
impossible for me to answer. If this
microworld is of limited interest,
perhaps you will have a better idea.
More power to you!

'Mink

The Challenge to Educators
If Piaget's vision that education
should involve active discovery of
reality is correct and Papert is right in
saying that computer -based micro worlds provide a solution to the central problem of education, the challenge of education will be more technical in nature than theoretical or
ideological.
Clearly, the computer revolution is
having a significant impact on education. But that revolution is only
worthwhile if it liberates people,
which it can by offering educators
two remarkable opportunities: with
computer technology, teachers will
be able to help children expand their
love of learning; in turn, teachers will
achieve a kind of professional status
long denied them. Teachers, programmers, and other microworld designers will be the architects of inner
space, proposing ideas and creating
tools that will enrich our minds.

(3b)

(3a)

(3c)

(3d)
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(3e)

Photos 3a -3f: Six more designs from the PLOTTING microworld. The author regards
designs made from sine and cosine functions as neat phenomena; i.e., phenomena inherently interesting to observe or interact with. In each design, a procedure calculates a
screen location with x as a sine function of an angle value, and y as a cosine function of
the same angle. The turtle draws a line by moving from one calculated location to the
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,
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Lawler,

R.

One Child's Learning: an In-

timate Study. Unpublished doctoral
dissertation. MIT, 1979.
Lawler, R. "Some Powerful Ideas." This
collection of short pieces is serialized in
Creative Computing, April, 1982 and
following months.
Papert, Seymour. "Computer -based Microworlds" in The Computer in the School:
Tutor, Tool, Tutee. Robert P. Taylor, ed.
New York: Teachers College Press, 1980.
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At Hayes. we don't believe in second best. Or planned obsolescence. We
believe in taking the state of the art to the
limit. Our new Smartmodem, for example. is the most sophisticated 300 -baud
originateanswer modem you can buy.
And yet, it is perhaps the easiest -to -use
modem ever.
RS-232C Compatible. Smartmodem
lets any RS -232C compatible computer
or terminal communicate by phone with
other computers and time- sharing systems located anywhere in North America.
You get full and half -duplex operation
with both Touch Tone' and pulse dialing.

Auto-Answer/Dial/Repeat.

Smartmodem can answer the phone, dial
a number, receive and transmit data, and
then hang up the phone- automatically!
If desired, Smartmodem will even repeat
the last command. You can depend on
Smartmodem for completely unattended
operation.
Completely Programmable.
Smartmodem can be controlled using

and you don't even need a phone!
Status at a Glance. Seven LED's
indicate Srnartmodem's current operating
mode auto- answer. carrier detect. off
hook, receive data. send data. terminal
ready and modem ready. You're never
left in the dark!

Direct -Connect Design.

Microcomputer Component Systems
any programming language. Over 30 different commands can be written into your
programs or entered directly from your
keyboard.
Smartmodem also includes several switch -selectable features that let you
tailor performance to your exact needs.
You can "set it and forget it" for the ultimate in convenience.
Built-in Audio Monitor. Thanks
to an internal speaker, you can actually
listen to your connection being made.
You'll know immediately if the line is busy
or if you reached a wrong number-

Smartmodem is FCC registered for direct connection to any modular phone
Jack- there's no acoustic coupler to cause
signal loss and distortion.
Smartmodem, Smart Buy. Professional quality features. Versatile performance. A full two -year limited warranty.
A suggested retail price of only $279.
What more could you want? Perhaps the matching Hayes Stack Chronograph, an RS -232C compatible calendar;
clock system.
Check out the Smartmodem wherever fine computer products are sold.
And don't settle
for anything less
than Hayes.

Smartmodem.
The ultimate concept in modems
is now a reality.

IP Hayes

Introducing 1KTE7 TALKER"
The Professional Voice Quality Text -to- Speech Synthesizer that makes sense

IntexTalker
lExl lU

SI'k.LCH SYNIhtSIZkR

Unlimited Vocabulary
64 Programmable levels of inflection
Built -in 6k text -to-speech algorithm
INTEX- TALKER, the new second generation text -tospeech synthesizer, incorporates all of the features users of
earlier synthesizers have requested. Created by Steve
Ciarcia, nationally known computer and peripheral
equipment designer, INTEX -TALKER provides a new high
level of speech intelligibility and voice quality. You've got to
hear it to believe it!

INTEX -TALKER translates ASCII characters into speech
with an advanced text -to- speech algorithm. Simply type
English text and a talk command into your keyboard. User
friendly? What could be simpler?

Important Uses of Speech Synthesis
INTEX -TALKER brings a new dimension to interactive
computer communications. Available as a stand -alone
peripheral or at the board level, INTEX -TALKER provides
a real time audio interface for applications in data
processing, telecommunications, automation, gducation or
handicapped markets. It can annunciate data transmitted at
high baud rates over telephone lines or serve as an
unlimited vocabulary audio interface for telephone
transaction applications. Featuring 64 digitally
programmable levels of inflection, INTEX- TALKER offers a
unique, high fidelity professional voice quality.
Equipped with keyboard, INTEX -TALKER can function
as a typewriter for the blind or as a communicator for the
vocally impaired. Every ASCII character is recognized
(including punctuation) as it is typed and can be echoed
automatically.
As a computer -aided educational device, INTEXTALKER can provide interactive student instruction on
literally any subject. For entry level students, INTEXTALKER can provide a user friendly environment enhancing the learning process and encouraging the development of student familiarity with the computer keyboard.
And with home computers, INTEX- TALKER adds both
fun and utility. Computer games come to life. Your
computer can now speak instructions, warnings, praise
and it has music and sound effects capabilities, too.
You can easily apply the capabilities of INTEX- TALKER
to any of your home computer uses; security, education, or
home management.

-

Easy to Operate
ASCII code is sent to INTEX- TALKER through either
the RS232C or parallel interface. The English text is stored
in a 750 character buffer until the processor commands it
to be automatically translated into electronically synthesized
speech. For example: type the ASCII characters spelling
"I- N- T -E -X" to cause the word "INTEX" to be spoken
on command.

Independent Operation/No Overhead
INTEX TALKER can also be used as a dedicated
controller. It has user expandable memory with 16k ROM
and 8k RAM capacity.
With its own 6502 microprocessor and built -in 6k text -tospeech algorithm, INTEX- TALKER operates without
overhead. The host computer is free to execute other
programs while INTEX- TALKER is speaking.
-

At Only $295.00 INTEX- TALKER

Offers These Features:

Phoneme based speech synthesizer chip
64 crystal controlled inflection levels

Full ASCU character set recognition and echo
Adjustable Baud Rate (75 -9600)
RS232C or Parallel connectors
X -on/X -off handshaking
Phoneme access modes

User expandable memory
Music and sound effects capability
(programming language for notes included)
Onboard amplifier & power supply ±12V; +5V
Spelling output option

Order Now
Call the number below to order or request additional
information. Master Charge or Visa accepted. Charge to
your credit card or send a check for $295.00 plus $4.00
delivery. Add 4% sales tax in Michigan.
Dealer inquires invited.

111111111tit

rNTa

-

digitally programmable
6k text -to- phoneme algorithm
750 character buffer

Intex Micro Systems Corporation
755 West Big Beaver Road

Troy, Michigan 48084
Telephone: 313/362-4280
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Suite 1717

Why Logo?
Logo is designed to encourage development
of problem -solving skills.
Brian Harvey
Logo Computer Systems Inc.
368 Congress St.
Boston, MA 02210

Logo is a language for learning.
That sentence, one of the slogans of
the Logo movement, contains a subtle

pun. The obvious meaning is that
Logo is a language for learning programming; it is designed to make
computer programming as easy as
possible to understand. But Logo is
also a language for learning in general. To put it somewhat grandly,
Logo is a language for learning how
to think. Its history is rooted strongly
in computer- science research, especially in artificial intelligence. But it is
also rooted in Jean Piaget's research
into how children develop thinking
skills.
In a certain sense, all programming
languages are the same. That is, if
you can solve a problem in one language, you can solve it in another
somehow. What makes languages different is that some types of problems
are easier to solve in one language
than in another. Language designers
decide what kinds of problems their
language should do best. They then
make design choices in terms of those
goals.

-

About the Author
Brian Harvey is director of the computer
center at Lincoln- Sudbury Regional High
School, 390 Lincoln Rd., Sudbury, MA 01776.
He modified Logo for its PDP -11 minicomputer.

Logo as a Programming Language
Let's postpone for a while the
broader educational issues. First,
we'll consider Logo simply as a programming language. How is it similar
to other languages; how is it different? Syntactic details aside, there
are several substantial points of language design through which Logo can
be compared to other languages.
Logo is procedural. A programming
project in Logo is not written as one
huge program. Instead, the problem
is divided into small pieces, and a separate procedure is written for each
piece. In this respect, Logo is like

most modern

languages.

Pascal,

APL, LISP, C, and even FORTRAN
permit the division of a program into
independent procedures. Among the
popular general -purpose languages,
only BASIC lacks this capability.
(The sample Logo programs in this
article are written in Apple Logo, a
dialect written by Logo Computer
Systems Inc. Other versions of Logo
will be slightly different in details.)
Consider the Logo program in listing la. Even if you don't know anything about Logo, it's probably obvious what this pair of procedures
does. Compare it to the BASIC version in listing lb.
The GOSUB construct in BASIC is
weaker than a true procedure capability in several ways. For one thing,

the BASIC subroutine is not an independent program; if line 100 were
omitted, the program would "fall into" the subroutine. More important,
there is no concept in BASIC of inputs to procedures, like QUESTION
and ANSWER in the Logo program.
Instead, extra statements must be
used to assign values to the variables
QS and A$, explicitly.
This explicit assignment is not
simply an inconvenience. It means
that the main part of the program has
to "know" about the inner workings
of the subroutine. In the Logo version, the procedure named QUIZ
knows only that the procedure QA
has two inputs, a question and an
answer. If QA were modified to use
different names for the variables,
QUIZ would still work. Similarly,
although this particular example
doesn't show it, Logo procedures can
have an output that is communicated
to the calling procedure. (The DEF
statement in BASIC provides a
limited version of procedures with
outputs; the limitations are that the
inputs and outputs must be numbers,
and the definition must be a single
line without conditional branching.)
Logo is interactive. Like BASIC, but
unlike Pascal, Logo lets you type in a
command to be carried out right
away. It's also quick and easy to
change one line of a program. Other
interactive languages are LISP and
August 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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Listing 1: Comparison of Logo and BASIC. Each program asks the same set of three
questions and compares the user's response to the author's answer. In the BASIC version (listing Ib), the "questioning" subroutine (lines 1000-1110) is not an independent
program. In the Logo version (listing Ia), the procedure QA could stand alone, and
might conceivably be used by other programs.

(la)
TO QUIZ
QA [WHAT'S THE BEST MOVIE EVER ?) [CASABLANCA]
QA [HOW MUCH IS 2 +2?] [5]
QA [WHO WROTE "COMPULSORY MISEDUCATION "?] [PAUL GOODMAN]
END

TO QA :QUESTION :ANSWER
TYPE :QUESTION
TEST EQUALP :ANSWER READLIST
IFTRUE [PRINT [YOU'RE RIGHT!]]
IFFALSE [PRINT SENTENCE [NO, DUMMY, IT'S) :ANSWER)
END

(lb)
Q$ = "WHAT'S THE BEST MOVIE EVER ?"
A$ = "CASABLANCA"
GOSUB 1000
Q$ = "HOW MUCH IS 2 +2 ?"
A$ = "5"
60 GOSUB 1000
70 Q$ = "WHO WROTE 'COMPULSORY MISEDUCATION' ?"
80 A$ = "PAUL GOODMAN"
90 GOSUB 1000
100 GOTO 9999
1000 PRINT Q$;
10

20
30
40
50

1010
1020
1030
1040
1100
1110
9999

INPUT R$
IF R$ = AS THEN GOTO 1100
PRINT "NO, DUMMY, IT'S ";A$
RETURN
PRINT "YOU'RE RIGHT!"
RETURN
END

APL; other noninteractive languages
are C and FORTRAN.
Whether or not a language is interactive has an effect on its efficiency.
In brief, program development is gen-

erally faster with an interactive language, but already -written programs
generally run faster in a language that
is not interactive. The difference has
to do with the mechanism by which
the computer "understands" your
program.
Every computer is built to understand one particular language. This
machine language is different for each
type of computer. Since machine -language instructions are represented as
numbers, they're not easy for people
to read. For example, the number
23147265 might mean "add the
number in memory location number
147 to the number in memory loca164

tion 265." Programs written in a high level language, including Logo and
the other languages mentioned here,
must be translated into machine language before the computer can carry
them out. This translation is done by

another computer program that
comes in one of two flavors: compiler
or interpreter.
A Pascal compiler, for example,
takes a program written in Pascal and
translates (compiles) it into the machine language of whatever computer
you're using. The translated program
is permanently saved as machine language (probably as a file on your
floppy disk). Thereafter, the machine-language program can be executed directly. The compiling process takes a long time. But once it's
finished, running the compiled program is very fast because it need

August 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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never be compiled again.
A Logo interpreter, on the other
hand, does not create a permanent
machine -language version of your
program. Instead, each Logo statement is translated and executed every
time the statement is supposed to be
executed. The interpreter does not
produce a machine -language representation of your program, but simply carries out the machine -language
steps itself. If a Logo statement is to
be executed six times, it's translated
six times. (Actually, some interpreters, including Apple Logo, save a
partial translation of each procedure,
so that the second execution is somewhat faster than the first; this process
is too complicated to explain in this
article.)
Interpreted languages can be interactive. Suppose you want to find the
value of 2 +2 in Pascal. First, you
must use the text -editor part of your
Pascal system to write a disk file containing a Pascal program. Then, you
run the Pascal compiler, which will
translate the program into machine
language. Finally, you run the compiled program and your computer
types out 4. In an interpreted language like Logo, you can simply type
PRINT 2 +2 to see the same result.
The situation in which interaction
is most important is program development. If you are writing a complicated program, it probably won't
work right the first time you try it.
You'll have to try it, see what goes
wrong, change the program, and try
again. In order to see what went
wrong, you'd like to be able to use
interactive debugging. (You stop the
program where the error happens and
type in commands to examine the
values of variables at that moment.)
This debugging cycle may be repeated
many times before the program finally works completely. Even though a
compiler might make the program
run faster, an interpreter is likely to
make the entire debugging process
faster because it's so much easier to
find and fix your mistakes. It's only
after the program works, and you
want to use it every day without
modification, that the compiled version is really faster.
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Butch Brown believed
"logic seeking heads"
lived in the hippie distri

The flexibility and ease of use of an
interactive language is particularly
valuable in an educational setting.
For a student of programming, there
often is no production phase -the
program is of interest only as long as
it doesn't work. When it does work,
the student goes on to the next problem. In that sort of environment, the
speed advantage of the compiler
never materializes. In a business environment, on the other hand, the actual production use of a program is
likely to be more important, which
makes a compiler more desirable.
Some languages use mixed
schemes. BASIC (normally an interpreted language) has compilers that
allow the user to give up interaction
for efficiency. Some LISP compilers
can coexist with interpreters, so that
some procedures can be compiled
while others are being debugged interactively. Some versions of Pascal
are compiled into an intermediate
language called p -code, which is then
interpreted. FORTH uses a similar
system of partial compilation, but the
compiler is part of the run -time environment, so single statements can
be compiled and run interactively.
Logo is recursive. In a procedural language, one procedure can use another
procedure as a subprocedure to do
part of its work. A language is recursive if a procedure can be a subprocedure of itself.
All modern procedural languages
allow recursion. Among widely used
languages, only FORTRAN allows
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Orange Micro Printer Expert.
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Printers Can Be Confusing. Sometimes, even the
informed personal computer owner is
by the mound
differences in prin
one visit to Orange
Butch learned
seeking print head
over blank spaces and
seeks the fastest path
to the next printable
character -for
quick stock record
printouts.
We Educate
First. With so many different
printers out there with as many
different features, we feel a printer
education is in order We take what you already
know about computers and explain printers in
the same terms. Our current customers seem
to like that because of the friends they refer.
(Nearly 50% of our business is referral.)
It's Easy To Be An Expert. Orange Micro
printer specialists are there to make you feel
comfortable with your newfound printer
knowledge. And when you decide on the
printer right for you, you'll know exactly why
you picked it from all the rest With over 35

interface accessories, we
have everything you need to
get your new printer up and
operating in minutes.
We Have The Right
Printer For You. Bring
along your toughest printer
questions. Our salespeople will answer them
honestly end practically In less time than
you'd imagine possible, you'll be a printer
expert too! After all, printers are
only business, so we always do a better job at finding the right one for

I'

Orange Micro Printer Stores
3150 E. La Palma, Suite

1

Anaheim, CA 92806 (714) 630-3622
13604 Ventura Boulevard
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 (213) 501-3486
3216 Scott Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95051(408) 980-1213
1104 Van Ness

San

, CA,

94109 (415) 6

procedures

.

but

not

recursion.

(BASIC, as was mentioned earlier,
has neither.) It may seem as though
recursion isn't too important. Why
should it be any different from any
other use of subprocedures7 It's hard
to explain in a simple way why recursion is important. The idea behind
recursion, though, has profound
mathematical importance. By allowing a complicated problem to be
described in terms of simpler versions
of itself, recursion allows very large
problems to be stated in a very corn pact form.
A well -known example of a problem best solved using recursion is the
Tower of Hanoi puzzle. This puzzle

Limited Franchise Opportunities Now
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Making the most of your hardware? Here's
hands -on programming help from the experts
to show you
help you won't find elsewhere
how to get your money's worth ... plus! Little or
no math is required. And hundreds of detailed
program examples and practical exercises make
each step easy!

Apple® PASCALS A Hands

Introduction to VislCalc® Mahixing

Hands-on BASIC for the IBM®
Personal Computer

-

-

Harry Anbarlian

224 pp., $22.95
Few \siCalc users are taking full advantage of this extremely
powerful planning and forecasting tool. Here at last is the
how -to for quickly and simply creating matrixes tailored to
your specific needs. From corporate financial planning to
managing a stock portfolio, it gives you practical guidance
you won't find in the VisiCalc manuals ... or anywhere else
in print.
YrsiCalc is

a

Arthur Luehrmann and
Herbert Peckham

This spiral -bound guide puts the most powerful language a
computer can have at your fingertips-gives you all the
working skills you need to create, run, and debug programs in
Pascal on the Apple II or Apple II Plus. Leads you painlessly
from fundamentals to data structures, recursion, and other
advanced topics.

Herbert Peckham
352 pp., $19.95
This authoritative manual demonstrates how hands -on BASIC
and the IBM Personal Computer make a perfect match. The
book helps you make the most of your IBM Personal Computer
and master the useful BASIC language. Plus, it covers
applications using graphics and sound.

-

registered trademark of VisiCorp, Inc Apple is s registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. IBM is

ASICI A Hands -On Method, 2/e
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table.

Herbert Peckham
306 pp., $14.95
Useful with both time -sharing and personal computers, this expanded second edition of the popular
spiral -bound manual stresses hands -on experience
to help you quickly become proficient in BASIC
programming. Includes new material on string
operations.

Programming BASIC with the Ti Nome
Computer

Herbert Peckham
256 pp., $17.50
Goes far beyond the "Beginner's BASIC" furnished
with the TI Home Computer, so you can explore the
full range and power of TI BASIC, including co
and sound.

®
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Hands -on BASIC with a PET
Herbert Peckham
ELEMENTS

or

PROGRAMM1144
STYLE

267 pp., $15.95
Fully explains in a friendly, relaxed manner exactly
how to program Commodore Business Machines'
PET Personal Computer using BASIC.

The Elements of Programming Style,

2/

Brian W. Kemighan and P.J. Plauger 168 pp., $11.
This second edition of the classic guide to efficient,
effective programming for a wide range of tasks
includes a useful set of rules for good programming
and numerous examples.

-

384 pp., $16.95
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registered trademark of International Business Machines.
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Minicomputer performance in
Multi -user. Multi Tasking. Decision I'" memory management hardware includes a memory map that is
similar to the IBM 360; and IBM 370: It supports
up to 16 tasks or 15 users and a supervisor without
swapping. And, more with swapping. Each task or
user enjoys complete memory protection and dynamic
memory allocation. One task may be delegated as a
supervisor to privileged system functions forbidden
to ordinary tasks or users. Such functions (I/O calls,
unauthorized memory access, etc.), will trap to the
supervisor. If supervisory functions are not required
the system can be configured for turnkey multi -user
operation.
Multi- purpose IEEE696 /S -100. Decision I utilizes the
Morrow Designs IEEE Standard S -100 Wunderbuss:
That means you can configure it to your
specific applications. Add a floating point
processor, add memory (to a full megabyte), add /O, add controllers...add
boards from dozens of manufacturers.
And S -100 has a major advantage
over single -board computers: If a
board goes down, you simply replace
it. And keep running. If you want to
expand your system. Add boards
and terminals.

compatibly with UNIX. Thus, UNIX programs will
compile directly and UNIX documentation is almost
totally applicable. Morrow CP/M` has been configured
to run under M /OS and communicate with both CP/M
and UNIX standard media for maximum portability.
Languages available include BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN,
RATFOR, Pascal and C. That means Decision I
offers you a software base unmatched in
its price /performance arena.
The OEM machine. A basic multi -user
system at $5,225 includes

the Decision I, 4 Mhz
Z80A -based CPU,
sophisticated
memory

I

An unmatched software base.
Decision I runs on the M /OSoperating system. M /OS sup-

ports all system calls source

IBM 360 and 370 are trademarks of IBM Corp.
Wunderbuss is a registered trademark of Morrow Designs
Decision I and M /05 are trademarks of Morrow Designs
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories, Inc.
CP /M is a trademark of Digital Research Corp.
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a multi-user Microcomputer.
boards, controllers and software allow you to
configure your system your way...through a single
supplier.
The decision is yours. Compare the Decision I,
feature -for-feature with mini or microcomputers on
the market today. Compare capabilities. Compare
flexibility. Compare utility. Then, compare price.
We think Decision I will change the way you think
about microcomputer systems.
Complete information? See your computer dealer.
Or, write Morrow Designs.

LOOK TO MORROW
FOR ANSWERS.

management
hardware, CP/M
2.2, M /BASIC 5.2,
3 serial and 2 parallel I/O
ports, 14 I/O slots with S -100
connectors, supervisor control in
both hardware and software, 128K of
RAM and two quad- density disk drives
(800K) with DMA controller. Plus, cabinet
(either desk -top or rack -mount), and power
supply. The same system with 8" floppies
and a full Megabyte of formatted storage costs
$5,659. And, we offer OEM pricing.
better microcomputer. Whether you're building a single or multi -user system, the Decision I
offers you a hardware /software combination
unmatched in the field. Decision I is not simply an
improved 8 -bit microcomputer. It's a breakthrough.
In both computing power and price.

..:,

..
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MORROW DESIGNS

Systems your way. Morrow Designs' full range of hard
and floppy disk memory, add -in memory boards, I/O
www.americanradiohistory.com

5221 Central Avenue, Richmond, CA 94804.
(415) 524-2101
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procedure has its own, private
variables; the value of NUMBER, for
example, remains constant throughout any particular use of the procedure, even though there is another
use of HANOI with a different value
for NUMBER in the middle.
In addition to Logo, many other
languages allow recursion (these include Pascal, C, LISP, and APL). The
style of Logo, however, encourages
the use of recursion more than some
other languages. C and Pascal allow
recursion but encourage iteration.
(Iteration means telling the computer
to execute something repeatedly. The
FOR. ..NEXT construct in BASIC is
an example.) Logo is the other way
around: iteration is possible, but
recursion is preferred. For many purposes, neither approach is clearly
right. Iteration is somewhat simpler
for the situations in which it works at
all; in some cases like the Tower of
Hanoi puzzle, however, nothing but
recursion will do.
Until recently, iteration was much
more efficient than recursion, both in
speed and in the use of memory. A
major advance in recent implementations of Logo, including the versions
available for the Apple II and the
Texas Instruments TI -99/4A microcomputers, is that tail recursion is
recognized by the interpreter and
treated as if it were written as iteration. Tail recursion is the situation in
which the recursive use of a procedure is the last thing done in the
procedure. In general, it is only tail recursive programs that could just as
easily be done iteratively. The HANOI
procedure, for example, is not tail
recursive because two recursive procedure calls are in it, only one of
which is at the end.
Logo has list processing. Every major
programming language has some way
to group several pieces of information
(numbers, for example) into one large
unit. In FORTRAN and BASIC, this
mechanism is the array. In Pascal and
C, arrays are also used, along with a
more complicated grouping called a
record in Pascal or a structure in C. In
Logo, the main grouping mechanism
is called the list.
Lists and arrays have two major
differences. First, arrays have a fixed
HANOI

(la)
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I

I

4
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A

B

C

(lb)
r-,

1

1
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6

A
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A

Figure 1: Typical moves in the Tower of Hanoi puzzle. Figure la shows the initial position, figure lb the first move, and figure lc the position after several moves. Figure 1d
shows an illegal situation with a larger disk on a smaller one.

has a number of different -size disks
piled initially on one of three pegs,
with the smallest at the top. The
problem is to move the disks onto a
different peg, moving one disk at a
time and never moving a disk onto a
smaller disk (see figure 1).
To solve this problem, first notice
that it's very easy with only two disks
(see figure 2a). It's easy to see that we
have to get disk 2 onto peg B somehow. To do that, we have to get disk
1 out of the way. Therefore, move
disk 1 to peg C, disk 2 to peg B, and
disk 1 to peg B.
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Now suppose there are six disks
(see figure 2b). Again, we have to
begin by getting disk 6, the largest
one, from peg A to peg B. But now
there are five disks in the way, not
just one. This provides us with a subproblem: move five disks from peg A
to peg C. But this is exactly the Tower
of Hanoi puzzle itself with five disks
instead of six! The subproblem is a
simpler version of the main problem.
This calls for the recursive solution
shown in listing 2.
In working through this program,
bear in mind that each use of the

Now, thanks to TYPE -'N -TALK, your
computer can talk.
M

"I've

This exciting text -to- speech synthesizer
gets your computer talking about any
subject you choose -from data
verification to educational
testing and games. And, of
course, enhancement of any
computerized adventure series.

dYing

comet

and now
IcanF'

By adding a voice to your computer,
printed matter can be eliminated from
the screen. Directions, information and
questions can be vocalized, leaving the
screen free for other tasks. It's no
longer necessary to shrink a dazzling
graphic to show the accompanying text.
Just let TYPE -'N-TALKTM speak it out.

And now, great new software is
available.
TYPE -'N-TALKTM has unlimited vocabulary, an RS -232C interface, and is
one of the easiest -to- program speech
synthesizers on the market.
TM is covered by a limited warranty.
Write Votrax for a free copy.
500 Stephenson Highway, Troy, Michigan 48084.

TYPE -'N- TALK

To

order, see your local computer
retailer or call toll -free

1- 800 -521 -1350
Michigan residents, call (313) 588 -0341.
MasterCard & Visa accepted. Add sales
tax in Michigan and California.

TYPE- 'N- TALK1"
$375 Plus $4 delivery
Educational discount available

J
NM

YOU'RE TALKING..
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size, while lists can become bigger or
smaller as a program executes. (There
is no equivalent in Logo to BASIC's
DIM statement, which is used to
specify how big an array will be.) The
second difference is that arrays must
be uniform. That is, you can have an
array of 12 numbers, or an array of
strings each 23 characters long, but
you can't have an array of some of
both. (A Pascal record or C structure
can have some of both, but only in
one predeclared pattern.) Each element of a Logo list can be any Logo
object: a number, a word, or even another list. Thus, the following are examples of lists:
[VANILLA CHOCOLATE MOCHA]

3

r

r
A

t

B

C

4
5

A

B

C

[VANILLA [MINT CHOCOLATE CHIP]
[FUDGE SWIRL]]

[BANANA 3.14159 [RED BLUE
YELLOW] 2.718281
[FLAVORS [VANILLA CHOCOLATE]
SIZES [LARGE SMALL]
OPTIONS [[HOT FUDGE]
[SUGAR CONE]]]

r ,
A

B

C

A

B

C

Figure 2: How the puzzle breaks down into simpler subproblems with similar solutions.

Figure 2a shows the simplest solution to a puzzle involving only two disks. Figure 2b
shows the situation when the same procedure is used on more disks.

Listing 2: General solution to the Tower of Hanoi puzzle in Logo. The program requires
four inputs. The variable NUMBER tells the program how many disks to the puzzle; the
other three inputs are the names of the pegs. The IF statement detects the trivial subproblem of moving zero disks, for which there is nothing to do.
The solution is found by dividing the problem into a series of simpler subproblems,
all of which can be solved by repeating a simple series of moves. First, move all but the
bottom disk to the third peg; then, move the bottom disk to the destination peg; and
finally, move all but the bottom disk to the destination peg (see figure 2).

The first of these is a list of three
words. The second is also a list with
three members, but the first is a word
and the others are lists. The third example shows that numbers can be included. The last example demonstrates that a list can contain a list
that contains a list.
The last example is a special kind of
list, called a property list. If this property list were associated with the
name ICECREAM, the Logo statement
PRINT GPROP "ICECREAM "SIZES

would print:
LARGE SMALL

stands for Get PROPerty.)
Property lists are a convenient way to
group related information. Imagine,
for example, a Spacewar game program with several ships, each with a
property list. The properties might be
the ship's position, velocity, shape,
remaining energy, and so on.
The reason that some languages
restrict you to using arrays is that, being uniform and of fixed size, they are
(GPROP

TO HANOI :NUMBER :FROM :TO :OTHER
IF :NUMBER = 0 [STOP]
HANOI :NUMBER -1 :FROM :OTHER :TO
PRINT (SENTENCE [MOVE DISK] :NUMBER [FROM PEG] :FROM [TO PEG] :TO)
HANOI :NUMBER -1 :OTHER :TO :FROM
END

HANOI 6
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Think Now!
Multi -user MP /MTM 8 -16* runs 8 bit
CP /M software better than it's ever
been run before.
°

With an MP /M 8 -16 system, your 8 bit
programs are ...
BIG -over 61K! That's over 6K more
user space than conventional CP /M 2.2TM!

FAST -DMA floppy and hard disks with
cache buffering. Solid state memory disks.
High speed (8 MHz) CPU's.
MULTI -USER- Programs shine and applications flourish in a multi -user environment
designed by the best (Digital Research) to meet
the demands of professionals.

ThinkAhead!

MP /M 8 -16 runs 16 bit CP /M
get what's coming!

86TM

software, so you can

You can UPGRADE effortlessly from 8 to 16 bit software (for example, from CBASICTM to CBASIC 86TM) without leaving your programs or data behind. You get
complete file compatibility between 8 and 16 bit CP /M.
Other systems make you choose between 8 and 16 bits.
MP /M 8-16 systems have two CPUs -one 8 bit, one 16 bit.
You get it all. Now. And tomorrow.

Even the hardware is upgradable. Our boards are compatible
with the IEEE 696 bus (and we've got 20 bus slots!). Our state -ofthe -art systems can keep pace with the state -of-the -art. Just add

boards.
All boards in our MP /M 8 -16 systems are CompuPro's Certified
System Components, which includes a two year immediate replacement warranty.
G &G

Engineering and CompuProTM do it best!

MP /M 8 -16 systems start at $8995, terminals not included.
G &G Engineering is an authorized CompuPro systems center. We offer
completely integrated CompuPro based systems running CP /M, MP /M,
and UNIX.''

Think
'MP /M

INEERIN

1922 Republic Avenue, San Leandro, California 94577

(415) 895 -0798

8-16 is a proprietary implementation of Digital Research's MP/M 86 operating system, configured for CompuPro by
Engineering.
CompuPro is a trademark of Godbout Electronics; MP /M 86, CP/M, CP /M 2.2, CP /M 86, CBASIC and CBASIC 86 are trademarks of Digital
Research; UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
G &G
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more efficient to deal with. The
restrictions on arrays mean that if the
computer knows where the beginning
of some array is located in memory,
the location of the nth element of the
array can be calculated easily, no
matter what values the elements actually have.
With a list, the size of each element
is variable. Therefore, lists are stored
in a more complicated way. As a
result, to find the fourteenth element,
you have to start with the first one,
figure out where the second one is,
then figure out where the third one is,
etc. Since this is all done automatically by the Logo interpreter, lists aren't
hard for the programmer to use, but
it's somewhat slower than finding
something inside an array.
Among major languages, LISP uses
lists much like those in Logo. (In fact,
the data structures in Logo are based
on those of LISP. LISP's name stands
for LISt Processing.) APL uses a data
structure that is like lists in that it is
not fixed in size, but is like arrays in

that it is uniform in composition. In
other words, an APL vector can grow
or shrink, but it has to be all numbers
or all characters. Pascal and C don't
have lists, but they have pointer variables that can be used along with
records or structures to build the
equivalent of lists. FORTRAN and
BASIC don't have dynamic storage
allocation -you can't make something bigger in the middle of the pro gram-so there is no way to create
lists in them.
Logo is not typed. In BASIC, if you
want a variable to contain a character
string, you put a dollar sign at the end
of its name. If you don't use the dollar
sign, the variable must contain a
number, not a string. (Some versions
of BASIC have a third type: a variable whose name ends with a percent
sign contains an integer, or whole
number.) In Pascal and C, the type of
a variable must be given explicitly in
a declaration. In FORTRAN, variables can be declared as in Pascal; if a
variable isn't declared, its type

depends on the first letter of its name.
The letters I through N indicate integer variables.
In Logo, as in LISP and APL, variables are not typed. Any variable can
take on any value. The same variable
can be an integer at one point in the
program and a character string
(called a word in Logo) later on.
Originally, variable typing wasn't
a matter of language- design
philosophy. Variables were typed to
make life easier for the people who
wrote compilers. Since different machine- language instructions are used,
for example, to add integers and to
add numbers with fractional parts,
it's easier to translate "A +B" into
machine language if you know ahead
of time whether or not A and B are integers.
More recently, some language designers have taken the position that

variable typing is a good thing, apart
from implementation issues, because
it disciplines the programmer to use a
variable for only one purpose. In re-

HONOKAli1.I:.
Introducing the Honorable Shell

A true breakthrough in operational technology for CP/M'"systems.
OKARA lets you, the user, create command scripts to replace the
boring, repetitive, error -prone keyboard dialogs normally required
by CP /M and the programs that run under it. With OKARA the
machine presents any personality you design, from simple cryptic
commands that do it all to elaborate, hand -holding menus. OKARA
is a must for anyone who uses CP/M. And a super -must for system
integrators, software developers, office managers, teachers, parents...
anyone who sets up CP /M applications for others.

Fast -20 to IOO times faster
than SUBMIT.
SUPERVYZ;" or
STOK PILOT.'"

Tiny -

Typically under 3K with all modules
loaded. plus 2K for CCP.

Smart -You

can use it like SUBMIT, or program it to create
your own menus or other dialogs.
Simple - If you use CP /M. you can learn OKARA in an hour
or less.
D Slick Provides some enhancements that CP /M has always

-

Universal- Nearly

all present and future CP /M applications
will run under OKARA without modification.

Price -Sis0,

single copy. $130. disk only. $20. manual only.
OEM discounts available.
Formats -8" single density. 5" Osborne. Apple. Northstar.

System - 8080.

Z80. or 8085 cpu. CP /M 2.2 Operating
System. Text editor to create scripts.

needed.

P.O. Box 11461

Friendly -In

so many ways. One example. OKARA can page
console output from any program or command.
No more racing to type a control -S.
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'OKARA is a trademark
of KIAI Systems.
SUPERVYZ is a trademark of EPIC Computer
Corporation. STOK
PILOT is a trademark of
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Interested in the
IBM Personal
Computer?
If you're interested in
the IBM Personal Computer
then you need PC magazine.
PC magazine is the
Independent Guide to IBM
Personal Computers. Each
issue is packed with
information for everyone
interested in IBM Personal
Computers.
PC magazine tells you
how to put together the best
IBM "PC" system and then
how to get the most out of it.
Each issue brings you
hundreds of colorful pages
of evaluations, insights, and
straight talk from respected
experts -professionals in
computer science as well as
writers, businessmen,
lawyers, educators, and
many others.
PC covers software,

hardware, applications and
most every topic of
importance to the thousands
of IBM Personal Computer
users who read it. To ensure
that we give you the
information you need, PC
includes a special "User -toUser" section, as well as a
"PC Wish List ", and news
about IBM Personal

ow. If not fully satisfied

hen you receive your first
opy of PC, simply return your
ailing label within 15 days
or a full refund.

his is the

Computer clubs, events and
publications.
For a limited time, you
can subscribe to PC at NO
RISK and still receive a 25%
discount off the newsstand
price. Enter your subscription
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that tells
you all
about it.

r
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8
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Address
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I
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24 issues /$46.00
VISA
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I
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Listing 3: Logo variables are nontyped. The variable NUMBERS contains whatever the
user enters. First, it is examined as a list of words and tested to see if it contains the value
DONE; next, it is used as a list of numbers and added.
TO ADDLOOP
PRINT [TYPE TWO NUMBERS TO ADD.]

MAKE "NUMBERS READLIST
IF FIRST :NUMBERS = "DONE [STOP]
PRINT SENTENCE [THE SUM IS] (FIRST :NUMBERS) + (LAST :NUMBERS)
ADDLOOP
END

jecting typing, the designers of Logo
did not mean to encourage the haphazard use of variables for different
purposes; rather, they built a procedural language in which variables
are attached to a particular procedure, rather than being available to
the entire program. This encourages
the same discipline in a different way.
As an example in which typed variables are awkward to use, listing 3 illustrates the common problem of
writing a program that reads some
numbers entered by the user, performs some calculation with them,

and repeats the process until the user
signals that there are no more problems to do.
This program has been written so
that the user can enter the word
DONE when no more numbers are
left to add. In a typed language, the
numbers would have to be read into a
numeric -type variable, not a string type variable. Entering a nonnumeric
word would be an error. FORTRAN
programs used to be full of instructions to the user like "type 9999 to indicate that you're done." Pascal programs face the same difficulty.

WICAT
has the 68000
While others are promising. WICAT
Systems for nearly two years has been
quietly delivering their complete 68000

.

MI

computers

.F,,

--

The System 150 is a popular desktop
computer with large memory and
hard disk, unmatched in price/
performance The System 100 is its

expandable software compatible high
performance companion.

Concurrents integral database
and menusystem greatly accelerate
the development of applications Full
UNIX" System 3 with no compromises is ready.

Concurrent can discuss your needs
and help you select the proper
configuration Please write or call
(513) 281 -1270

Motorola 68000.256K memory 10MB Winchester
disk. 760KB floppy terminal system software choice
of Pascal. FORTRAN. C Assembler. BASIC COBOL

Single user 150 -1
Three users 150 -3
Six users 150- 6(512K)

MuLTIBuS is a trademark of INTEL Corporation
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories
OPTIONS graphics. printers. IEEE 488 instrumentauons interface videodisk controllers A;D boards

OConcurrent
1870 Madison Road
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Logo is extensible. Every computer
language has certain built -in, or

operations. Most languages, for example, include arithmetic operations on numbers, and
some way to print the results. Procedural languages allow the programmer to create new operations, extending the capability of the language. In
that sense, most languages are extensible. But "extensible" is used by language designers in a special sense.
An extensible language is one in
which user -defined procedures "look
like" primitive procedures. This is
partly a matter of notation and partly
a matter of real power. In most languages, the primitive arithmetic operations can be applied to several different types of variables (integer and
real, for example) with appropriate
results for each type. In most languages, however, user-defined procedures must specify in their definition one particular type of variable to
which they apply. This restriction
violates the principle of extensibility.
Extensible languages are particularly valuable for teaching because a
teacher can provide language extensions and teach them as if they were
primitives. LISP, Logo, APL, and
FORTH are extensible, with some
minor restrictions in some cases.
Logo violates pure extensibility, for
example, in that some of the primitive
arithmetic operations are represented
in infix form (with the operation symbol between the two operands, as in
3 + 2 ), while user -defined procedures can be represented only in
prefix form (with the operation symbol before the operands, as in
SUM 3 2). Almost all Logo primitives
are used in prefix form.
As an example of the use of extensibility in Logo, most versions do not
have primitive procedures for iterative looping, like the FOR, DO, or
WHILE constructs in other languages.
But it is very easy to define these procedures, if you want them, so that
they look syntactically similar to the
IF command that is a Logo primitive.
primitive,

Logo as a Learning Language
Among respectable languages, you
may have noticed two groupings.

you have
one apple...
IIp get a

whole hiuiìel
Available through your
local computer dealer.

75©

Typewriter Interface
Apple to IBM Electronic 50, 60,
75 Typewriters Interface
Reads IBM keyboard in parallel
with Apple keyboard
Supports the IBM code functions
using an escape sequence
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Prints from Integer
second
or Applesoft programs
Supports the "Control Number N"
parallel line length mode sequence
Has switch selectable upper /lower case I/O 60,
66, 78 continuous from feed
page lengths, 40 +video, 80, 95.
132 character line lengths
Suggested price
$225.00
I

TIMECARD III©
Multi- function time utility for the
APPLE Ill computer system.
Contains the yearof the century,
the month, the date, the day of
week, the hour, the minute, the
second.
A countdown timer
with a range of one millisecond
to 999 hours, 59 minutes, 59

seconds, 999 milliseconds
Selectable 12 or 24 hour time

formats
reporting

Diagnostic error
Fully compatible

with the APPLE SOS operating
system
Suggested price
$195.00

MODEL 150 TYPE
AHEAD BUFFER
Up to 40 character type ahead
capability
Enter commands
or data while your Apple is processing previous instructions
Compatible with all Apple
computers, keyboards and
No cuts
no
software
no software patches
jumpers
required
Includes complete
instructions for quick and easy
installation
Suggested price
$49.95

-

-

A800© FLOPPY DISK

CONTROLLER
High speed DMA transfer of
data (1 micro -second /byte)
inDocumentation provided

operation.

cludes theory of
schematics and diskettes

Uses all standard Apple DOS
commands (OPEN, CATALOG,

LOCK, DELETE, LOAD, etc.)
except for INIT which has been
improved and enhanced in a
Vista format routine
Compatible with Apple DOS 3.3,
Pascal l.1 and CP/M 2.2 (with the
Z80 soft card by Microsoft)
2K x 8 PROM contains Autoboot
functions and all eight -inch
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driver code allowing
complete compatibility with
Apple DOS 3.3
Suggested price

$545.00

PROM DEVELOPMENT

SYSTEM

Menu driven program devel-

opment monitor

Programs
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EPROMS
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Complete user documentation
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VISION 40
Softscreen programmable char acter /generator card for the
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$195.00

VISION 20
Cost effective
Compatible with the latest Apple It
Complete easy to follow installation guide
120 day warranty
Immediate delivery
Suggested price
$29.95

1317 E. Edinger
Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 953 -0523
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Logo is "tuned" for interesting applications. Probably the most famous
aspect of Logo is the idea of turtle
geometry. This approach to corn puter graphics has been added to
other languages, such as Pascal and
PILOT, but it originated with Logo.
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Figure 3: The difficulties involved in graphics using Cartesian coordinates. A square is
simple to draw when its sides are parallel to the axes, but trigonometry is necessary
when other orientations are used.

Logo, LISP, and APL are interpreted,
list- oriented, and untyped. Pascal
and C are compiled, array -oriented,
and typed. (All respectable languages
are procedural, by definition.) These
groupings reflect historical accidents,

implementation convenience, and
language-design philosophy. For example, C and Pascal are very similar
because they are both derived from
an earlier language, ALGOL, that
established a style followed by many
newer languages.
Compilers have a much easier time
with typed languages, while interpreters are just as happy with untyped ones. The list-oriented languages were all invented by people
who are primarily mathematicians,
rather than computer programmers.
Within each group, though, the differences tend to reflect the particular
use each designer had in mind. For example, C is different from Pascal
largely because C was designed as a
language for systems programming.
178

In the list -oriented group, LISP was
developed for use in artificial intelligence research, and APL was
developed to teach algebra and the
mathematical topics, like calculus,
that depend on algebra. Logo,
though, was developed as a learning
language, not for a specific branch of

mathematics, but for problem solving behavior. Logo is meant to
appeal particularly to younger
students than APL does, although
Logo has also been used successfully
with college physics students at MIT.
From the point of view of the
"pure" computer scientist, Logo is
LISP. The developers of Logo, in fact,

have been artificial -intelligence
researchers for whom LISP is second
nature. The differences between the
two languages are all based on the
specific intent to make Logo particularly useful as a learning language. Logo's special properties from
this point of view will be described
next.
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Most approaches to computer
graphics are based on Cartesian coordinates (the "x,y" system you learned
for graphing equations in high
school -see figure 3). In this approach, each line you want to draw is
specified in terms of the specific positions of the endpoints, relative to a
fixed -coordinate system. Using Cartesian coordinates, it's not too hard to
draw an upright square in a known
position, but if the square is tilted, its
coordinates must be calculated using
trigonometry. The power of turtle
geometry is that lines are described
not in terms of absolute position in a
coordinate system, but relative to the
position and direction of the turtle, a
conceptual animal that moves around
the TV screen. In this system, you
don't say where the turtle starts or
ends, just how far it moves and in
what direction:
TO SQUARE :LENGTH
REPEAT 4 [FORWARD :LENGTH
RIGHT 901
END

Other articles in this issue of BYTE
explain more about how turtle
geometry works (see "A Beginner's
Guide to Logo" by Harold Abelson
on page 88 and "Introducing Logo to
Children" by Cynthia Solomon on
page 196). For our purposes, what's
important is that the use of this
powerful approach makes graphics
programming possible for beginners
the first time they use the computer.
In the past, computer programming has appealed to only a small
number of people because there has
been a real lack of problems that are
both interesting and easy enough for
beginners. Traditional programming
courses have been heavy in algebraic
problems ('Write a program to solve
quadratic equations. "). Therefore,
they have not attracted people who

BEAUnFUL PROGRAMMING

WiTt-! THE BRIDGE 3C COMPUfER.
Develop two programs for the time of one.
Sounds too good to be true? With the new BRIDGE 3C Compiler
System you can easily do it! This new fully integrated BRIDGE
system is designed for the professional who needs a powerful
computer for software development. Our 3C System includes
Pascal, C, and
a completely structured FORTRAN compiler
package. What's more, you utilize the full 256 K of memory with
MEMDISK" and overlay linker.

...

Check the capabilities it offers, and plan to make your work more
pleasant and productive with the BRIDGE 3C.

UNIQUE SOFTWARE
CPM 2.2 enhanced by Cache BIOS" performing disk buffering,
and MEMDI SK," virtual disk, speeding operations 4 to 10 times.

Operating utilities and diagnostics (all source code included).
Interrupt driven console with type -ahead buffering.
BMATE" screen oriented text editor/word processor.
R80 r" RATFOR preprocessor, FORTRAN compiler, true overlay
linker and symbolic debugger for fast structured application

programming.
Enhanced FORTRAN library, including..
STRLIB" string manipulations subroutines, system function
calls, EASYPAK" math library including vector and matrix
operations, and an extensive scientific library.
Pascal-Z" generating efficient ROM-able and reentrant Z -code.
Pascal package includes SWAT" symbolic debugger and overlay
linker.
C compiler generating assembly language source code.

3C, MEMDISK, BMATE, R80, STRLIB and EASYPAK are trademarks of
BRIDGE Computer Company, Division of Sea Data Corporation
Cache BIOS, SWAT and Pascal -Z are trademarks of Ithaca InterSystems, Inc.
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INTEGRATED HARDWARE
InterSystems mainframe including ..
Powerful 1 Mbyte memory management system.
256 K of memory including parity check
(expandable to 1 Mbyte).
Two serial ports plus four parallel.
Dual 8" double sided, double density floppy disc drives with
DMA disk controller for fast data transfer.
S-100 Bus follows IEEE 6% standards.
Complete prioritized interrupt system.
Choice of Zenith or Televideo terminal.
EXTENSIONS - OPTIONS
FPP - System calendar, 3 interval timers, one additional serial
port, and a 9511 Floating point processor with complete
software interface.
ROM - EPROM development package including programmer
and dual port memory for emulating 2716's.
GRX - High resolution graphics package.
AD - Hardware and software drivers for 16 channels A -D
converters (30kHz throughput) and 4 channels D-A
converters.
MEM - Additional 256 K memory.
HD - Hard disk drive (30 Mbyte) with interface and all necessary software updates.
And what about support? BRIDGE offers monthly seminars
(BRIDGE User Group) plus 90 day hardware warranty and
software support, with optional 2 -year extension.
If you need a truly professional computer, start thinking about
the BRIDGE 3C Compiler System. For complete information and
prices, call us at (617) 244 -3203 or write today.
.

n BRIDE
JComputer

Company

DIVISION OF SEA DATA CORPORATION
ONE BRIDGE STREET NEWTON, MASS. 02158 U.S.A.
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Listing 4: Pig Latin translation via Logo.
TO PIGLATIN :SENT
IF EMPTYP :SENT [OUTPUT H]
OUTPUT SENTENCE PLWORD FIRST :SENT) PIGLATIN BUTFIRST :SENT)
(

(

END

TO PLWORD :WORD
IF VOWELP FIRST :WORD [OUTPUT WORD :WORD "AY]
OUTPUT PLWORD WORD BUTFIRST :WORD FIRST :WORD
END

TO VOWELP :LETTER
OUTPUT MEMBERP :LETTER [A
END

E

I

O U Y]

don't like the traditional mathematics
curriculum.
Turtle geometry is not the only
special application built into Logo.
Another one is language processing.
Letters, words, and sentences are a
natural hierarchy of Logo objects. (In
most programming languages, by
contrast, a sentence is not a list of
words, but a string of characters. If
you want to deal with the words in
the sentence, you have to write a
complicated program just to look for

I-Queue

spaces in the string to divide the
words.) As a simple example, listing 4
is a Logo program to translate a
sentence into pig Latin. PLWORD is
used as a subprocedure to translate a
single word based on this rule: if the
word starts with a vowel, add AY at
the end. If not, move the first letter to
the end and try again.
In the program, WORD and
SENTENCE are procedures for joining
two objects into a larger object; FIRST
and BUTFIRST separate an object into

accept.
I -Queue can store 16K of RAM,
which is approximately 7 pages of
average printout (optionally expandable to 65K for storage of 28 average pages). Standard features
include complete pagination
and formatting capabilities, a reprint buffer, a
clock/calendar and many other design enhancements usually found only
in sophisticated word processors.
Available direct or from participating PC dealers. Distributor and dealer
inquiries invited. For new brochure, write, or call our 800 number.

iiiiiiiummiii11.

'Fully compatible with IBM printer and all Centronics interface printers.
IBM Personal Computer is a trademark of IBM.

BYTE Publications Inc

I

DON'T KNOW HOW TO FRIST

NOT ENOUGH INPUTS TO MAKE

consuming printing function.
I -Queue accepts data at processor
speed (over 4000 characters per second) and sends it to the printer* at
whatever speed the printer can

August 1982

This means that you tried to add a
nonnumber, the word HELLO, to
something. When you see the message

TM

IBM Personal Computer from the time -

180

+ DOESN'T LIKE HELLO AS INPUT

you have used a procedure, FRIST,
that you haven't defined. The
message

...the intelligent buffer that frees your

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK WITH CLOCK/CALENDAR &
COMPLETE DEMO PROGRAMS: $495
65K MEMORY EXPANSION OPTION: $175

its component parts. The primitive
procedure FIRST, when applied to a
sentence, produces the first word of
the sentence. When applied to a
word, it produces the first letter. No
other programming language deals so
neatly with this hierarchy of objects
in human language.
Logo is user- friendly. A language for
learners has to be designed to deal
with problems that are less important
in a language meant for experienced
programmers. For example, when
you make a mistake, you should get a
detailed, helpful error message. Languages that say things like SYNTAX
ERROR or ERROR NUMBER 259 are
not encouraging to a beginner. Logo
has messages like:

I

iHHIUPCeRIPFleX

inc.

149 Palmer Road
Southbury, CT 06488
800- 221 -0732 In NY: (212) 961-2103

Circle 324 on inquiry card.
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means that the procedure MAKE needs
two inputs, and you gave only one. If
the error happens during the execution of a procedure, Logo also prints
the name of the procedure and the
line containing the error.
Since the beginning of time (in
1954), programming students have
been getting confused about common
programming statements such as
X =X +1, a frequently used assignment construct that seems to go
against one's algebraic intuition.
Pascal's use of = instead of the unadorned equal sign is somewhat of an
improvement, and APL's
is even
better. Even so, the notation doesn't
make it obvious that X -3 has an effect very different from X +3 or
X -3, which look very similar. In
Logo, the assignment is done this
way: MAKE "X :X + 1. Although less
terse than a single-character symbol
for assignment, the word MAKE con:

-

Welcome to the third dimension

Apple II.

IBM Personal

Computer**

3 Axis Space Tablet
(software included)
$475.00
4 Axis Space Tablet
(software included)
$595.00
VISA, MasterCard and CODs accepted.
CT residents add 7.5% Sales Tax.

-Minimal Configuration:
"Minimal Configuration:
Apple and Apple

in

II

5595.00

48K, Applesoft, DOS 3.3
64K, Game paddle adapter,

colougraphics adapter

are Trademarks of Appie Con,p,,ter Inc

computer-aided graphic design.

Introducing The Space Tablet"
from Micro Control Systems. The first
three -dimensional spatial digitizer
compatible with Apple II'" and IBM
Personal Computers.
The Space Tablet lets you interactively record x, y and z coordinates of any object -even one that
doesn't really exist -then allows
you to manipulate any or all of those
coordinates with the push of a button. A fast, practical way to play
"what if ?" in any design situation.

What's more, specially written
software allows you to rotate and
rescale drawings instantly -or
even compose one drawing from
several components. All at a
fraction of the price you'd expect

Let us help you enter the third
dimension in graphic design. Call or
write and we'll tell you how The Space
Tablet can work for you
Micro Control Systems, Inc.
230 Hartford Turnpike, Vernon, CT

to pay.

06066.

Applications for The Space
Tablet are truly unlimited. Design.
Engineering. Architecture. Science.
CAD /CAM. Graph reading. And so

Phone

(203) 643 -4897.

much more. It can even be used as
a two -dimensional digitizer.

Circle 260 on Inquiry card.
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!!!!FANTASTIC PRICES!!!!
FROM DIGITAL DIMENSIONS
OKIDATA
ML -80
ML -82A

ML -83A
"ML-84(parallel)
ML- 84(serial)
OKIGRAF ROMS for 82A or 83A
OKIGRAF DISK,(Apple only)
Interface boards and cables avail.
Includes Tractor Feed
EPSON
MX -80
MX -80 w /graftrax
MX -80FT
MX -80FT w /graftrax
MX -100

GRAFTRAX only
Interface boards and cables avail.

$359.95
$469.95
$719.95
$1,034.95
$1,149.95
$69.95
$59.95

$449.95
$472.95
$559.95
$609.95
$699.95
$79.95

SCM -TP I
$649.95
120 word /min Daisy Wheel, 10 or 12 pitch,

serial or parallel interface
DAISYWRITER 2000
$1,015
Bidirectional 16.5cps, 38k buffer,
Centronics, 488, RS232, 8 C. Loop
DAISYWRITER 1500
Bidirectional 16.5cps, 4k buffer,

$945

(Specify one interface only)
BEACON II -M 64K S100 System
$2,995
1.2 meg in two 8- disks, includes CPM 2,
2, MBASIC, 4mhz Z80, 2 serial ports 8 10

Diskettes - Completely integrated
add a terminal

-

just

North Star Horizon II 64k
$2,995
quad disks with CPM 2.2 8 MBASIC
TERMINALS
TELEVIDIO 950
TELEVIDIO 925 -C

$995
$825

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
Payroll, A /R, A /P, G/L each
(compiled each)
Inventory
TOTAL Payroll,A/R,A /P,G /L ea..
TOTAL demo's ea
'SIMPLE' Filing system
TRSDOS ACCOUNTING each
Payroll, A /P, A /R, G/L
TCS

NASHUA DISKETTES
8 inch soft sectored
SS /SD

$65/25
$65/25
$100/25
$300/25
$100

$150/25
$175/25

10/$25
10/$30
10/$34
10/$25

/DD
DS /DD
8 inch hard sectored (32)
SS

inch
/SD

5 '/.
SS

10/$22
10/$29
10/$31

/DD
DS /DD
SS

DIGITAL DIMENSIONS
190 Chapel Road

Manchester, CT 06040
1- 800 -243 -5222
CT Residents Call
203 -649 -3611
MC /VISA

welcome, Allow

2 -3

weeks for

checks, COD ok w /10% deposit. All prices
include UPS ground freight in U.S. All orders
shipped w /in 24 hrs. CT residents add 7'/,
sales tax, CPM is T.M. of Digital Research,
Prices subject to chg. w/out notice.
182
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jures up much more vividly the notion that something is being changed,
not just used in a calculation.
There are many more ways in
which Logo makes explicit things that
many languages leave hidden. For example, Logo uses the colon (which
Logoites call "dots ") to mean "I want
the value of this variable "; the same
word without the dots names a procedure. In LISP, the notorious parentheses make it possible to distinguish
procedure calls from variable references without the dots notation; most
other procedural languages simply
prohibit using the same word for both
purposes. (That solution would be
awkward in Logo because some
words like WORD are not only
popular variable names, but also
names of primitive procedures.)
In any case, according to the design
philosophy of Logo, the dots notation
is a good thing, apart from its technical necessity, because it calls attention to the fact that a variable's value
is different from its name; it also
points out that a variable is different
from a procedure. For example, in the
X =X +1 situation, the two identical looking appearances of X have different meanings. The second represents the old value of X, whereas the
first merely names the variable being
given a new value. In the Logo version, these two meanings are
distinguished by the notation. The
first is called "X; the second is called
:X.

Another example of a distinction
that is explicit in Logo and not in
some other languages is the division
of procedures into commands and
operations. An operation is a procedure that computes some value that
becomes the output of the procedure.
For example, the arithmetic operations are in this category. A command does not have an output, but
instead has an effect: it prints something, moves the turtle, or changes
the value of a variable.
The same distinction is made in
Pascal, in which operations are called
functions and commands are called
procedures. FORTRAN calls them
functions and subroutines. LISP,
APL, and C, however, are less fussy.

Publications Inc

www.americanradiohistory.com

C treats all procedures as operations,
but allows an operation to be used as
if it were a command; the result of the
operation is ignored in that case. In
LISP and APL, the result of such a
"top-level" operation is printed. (In
LISP, every procedure has an output
and every top -level command prints
something. In APL, some procedures
don't have output and, therefore,
don't print anything.) In Logo, using
an operation without a command is
considered an error; if you want
something printed, you must use the
PRINT command.
The use of infix arithmetic in Logo
is a concession to the habits of the
users. All other Logo procedures are
used in prefix form, with the procedure name before the inputs. Arithmetic can also be expressed in prefix
form. The two Logo expressions
3 + 2 and SUM 3 2 are equivalent.
The infix form seems more natural
to people accustomed to doing arithmetic outside of the Logo environment. The prefix form, however, is
better in some ways. For example, it
eliminates the need for precedence of
operations (i.e., where division is
always done before addition, etc.).
Also, it eliminates the need for parentheses to indicate grouping. In LISP,
only the prefix forms are used.
Another user -friendly aspect of
Logo is its facility for interactive
definition of procedures. Early versions of Logo used a line- numbering
technique: within each procedure,
lines were numbered and could be replaced much as the lines of a BASIC
program can be replaced. Current implementations of Logo use a display
editor in which special control characters are used to move the cursor
around the display screen to change
individual characters anywhere in a
procedure definition.
Logo has no threshold and no ceiling.
This means that Logo is easy enough
for anyone to use, but it is powerful
enough for any project; it's not a
"toy" language. Logo is best known
as a language for elementary school
children, but it's designed for learners
of any age and any level of sophistication.
How young can a Logo learner be?

SYSTEMASTER'
The Next Logical Step
Teletek FDC -I, The First Step

SYSTEMASTER Features:
Floppy controller: controls mini and /or

A CPU, floppy disc controller
and I/O all on one board.
Until SYSTEMASTER® the
most powerful IEEE -S -100 board
on the market.

Teletek SBC -I, The Second Step
A board designed for use in high performance, multiprocessing systems. SBC -I
combines its own CPU,serial and parallel
ports, 128K of segmented memory and FIFO.

SYSTEMASTER ®, The Next Logical Step
Teletek's newest product
breakthrough in S -100

-a

board design. SYSTEMASTER® is a complete system.
No other boards are required. It doesn't even require
a

bus!

But, when used with an S-100 bus, SYSTEMASTER®
has even more capabilities. You can readily expand
to multi -user or multi -processor systems using
SYSTEMASTER® as the master board.

maxi drives; variable independently adjustable pre -write compensation.
CPU: 4MHz Z80A
Two RS -232C ports.
Two full parallel ports.
64K bank -selectable memory
variable from 32K to 60K.
Remaining memory is fixed at top of
64K address space.
DMA: allows transparent data transfer to
floppy disks and other devices without
CPU wait states.
Relocatable EPROM /ROM /PROM: 2K, 4K or 8K
with deselect capability.
Real -time clock.
Operating systems available: Digital Research
or Turbodos.
Parallel ports may be connected to Teletek's PSC
hoard for RS -422 capability.

TELETEK
9767F Business Park Drive
©

Sacramento, CA 95827

Circle 400 on Inquiry card.
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(916) 361.1777

Pick a Pak of Peachware:
Peachtree Software"' has long been
the microcomputer software field. Its quality and reliability
have made it the standard in business
software, and its documentation and
ease of operation have made it the
choice of users everywhere.
Now there's a new look to Peachtree
Software. The look is Peachware,
and it's destined to change the way
you think about software.
The Peachware concept is simple:
give the user a complete solution to
his business software needs. How?
The Peachpak
In our Peachpaks, we've put together integrated systems of related
packages -in accounting or word
processing, for example -to give the
user the most benefit from his micro
in his business functions.
The Peachpak 8 Accounting Series
-which includes General Ledger,
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Sales Invoicing, Inventory
Control and PeachPayTM' payroll
gives you the quick response, accurate
results and timely reports you need
to maintain complete control of your
finances, the lifeblood of your business.
The Peachpak 9 Office Productivity
Series is centered on the PeachText"
word processor (formerly Magic
Wanda; we've improved it and like
the results so much we decided to put
our name on it) and includes the
PeachCalcTM Electronic Spreadsheet,
Spelling Proofreader, Mailing List
Manager and Telecommunications.
Peachpak 9 extends the Peachware solution to all areas of the electronic office.
That's not all. We've got Peachpaks
for different levels of accounting
a leader in

TM'

-

needs, for vertical applications, even
one designed specifically for the
Apple II"' computer.
And we have Peachcare,TM' our
own approach to the critical problem
of after -sale support and service. It
runs the gamut from PeachTax,"'
a subscription service to keep your
PeachPay package updated on changes
in tax requirements, to the Peachtree
Software Product Center, which
offers direct sales and software support
to the user.
We're bringing these services to
more people every day, both in the
United States and abroad, through
our network of almost 1,000 dealers
and Peachtree Software International,
headquartered just outside London.
We have more than 40,000 packages
installed worldwide, and the number
is growing rapidly.
Peachtree Software is picking up
its pace to meet the burgeoning needs
of micro users. It's part of our effort
to make sure that, when it comes
time for you to pick your software,
you pick the leader. Pick a peach.

Peachpak 4 Accounting Series
TM'

General Ledger
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable

Inventory
Payroll

Peachpak 40 Accounting Series,
Apple II Edition
TM

General Ledger
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable

Inventory
Payroll

Peachpak"' 6 Client
Accounting Series
Client Posting and Accounting System

/111111111111fe'

m

Property Management System
General Ledger

Peachpalcm 71 Sales Tracker

(COBOL)
Accounts Receivable and Sales Analysis
Inventory
Order Entry

Peachpalcm 8 Accounting Series
General Ledger
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Sales Invoicing
Inventory Control
PeachPayTh Payroll System

Peachpak 9 Office
Productivity Series
PeachText'" Word Processor
Spelling Proofreader
PeachCalc Electronic Spreadsheet
Mailing List Manager
Telecommunications
Circle 321 on Inquiry card.

Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
Peachtree Software, Peachware, Peachpak, PeachPay,
PeachText, Magic Wand, PeachCalc, Peachcare
and PeachTax are trademarks of Peachtree
Software Incorporated, an MSA Company.
Copyright m 1982 Peachtree Software Incorporated,
an MSA Company.

Passive Payroll

Please send me information on Peachware

PeachpakTM' 61 Property
Management Series

ni

by Peachtree Software.

Name.

Company
Address.
City:
I am a:

State.

prospective dealer

Zip.

user of software

Peachtree Software Incorporated an MSA company
3445 Peachtree Road, N.E. / 8th Floor / Atlanta, Georgia 30326/(404) 266 -0673
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Well, very young children might have
trouble with typewriter keys and with
the spelling of procedure names.
Several years ago, however, Radia
Perlman at MIT built a series of
special keyboards with large buttons
labeled with pictures instead of
words. With this special hardware,
she taught the ideas of turtle
geometry to 4 -year -olds. This project
even included the idea of procedures,
with buttons called "start remembering" and "stop remembering" to
delimit a procedure definition, and
one called "do it" to execute the procedure. Multiple procedures could be

named by using buttons in different
colors.
How old can a Logo learner be?
Professors Harold Abelson and Andrea diSessa have been using Logo to
teach physics to MIT undergraduates.
They use Logo simulation programs
to demonstrate not only simple
Newtonian mechanics but even the
general theory of relativity. Their
book, Turtle Geometry: The Computer as a Medium for Exploring
Mathematics (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 1981), demonstrates their approach, which has also been used successfully with high school students.

PROFESSIONAL

LOGIC SIMULATOR

SRN TOSE CA

SSS9

To

95123

STARCREST

E/2 ASSOCIATES.

=-

í-

-__-

..t.

`'.,..

:s.

DISCOVER THE!
DIFFE RENCE - ->~1, ----

-

_

Available now is LOGICSIM. The first low -cost CP /M based logic
simulator. With capabilities comparable to industry standard simulators;
those costing up to $50,000.
LOGICSIM makes complicated design, test and verification easy.
Replaces messy breadboards; fruitless hours on the bench. Lets you
focus on your design; not hardware problems.
Nine logic states, ability to simulate TTL /NMOS /CMOS/PMOS logic,
three -state, wired -or and transfer gates with propagation delays
allows you to verify design, perform spike and race analysis. Macro
circuit capability and expandable macro network library plus
numerous other features make it a powerful and usable design tool.
Try it now. Send us a check for $30 and we will mail you a demo copy*
of LOGICSIM and a User's Manual.
'Please specify 8" IBM 3740/5" APPLE CP /M (13/16 SECTOR)
CP /M based 56k to 64k systems (APPLE's with CP /M card).
Introductory price 5276.

For more information, call (408) 578-80%. Or write:
E/Z ASSOCIATES, 5589 Starcrest Dr., San Jose, CA 95123

ORS A0 DISK
are trademarks of Digital Research Inc..
Apple Computer Inc. and E/Z ASSOCIATES, respectively.

CP /M, APPLE and LOGICSIM
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Logo has also been used for a
special group of learners, those with
severe handicaps. In the past, many
children of normal or superior intelligence, but with impaired ability to
communicate, have been diagnosed
as retarded. Computers can be used
with such children both as a communication prosthesis and as a field
of interest in which the handicapped
learner can exhibit autonomy in pursuing goals. The use of Logo in education for the handicapped is explored
in Dr. E. Paul Goldenberg's book
Special Technology for Special
Children (Baltimore: University Park
Press, 1979).
Other languages designed with
students in mind are BASIC, Pascal,
and APL. (I omit PILOT, which was
designed not so much for students as
for teachers; in its original design,
students were supposed to use
computer- aided -instruction programs
written in PILOT, rather than PILOT
itself.) How do these languages compare with Logo in their applicability
to education'?
BASIC was designed as a modification of FORTRAN for beginners. By
far the most important advance in
BASIC was its interactive approach.
This was much more of a pioneering
step than it now seems because people
are now accustomed to inexpensive
personal computers with this feature.
In the early days of BASIC, the only
computers were huge, expensive
ones. Although timesharing, which
allowed several people to use the big
computer at once, had recently been
invented, many people objected to it
because it used the precious time of
the huge computers inefficiently.
(The response of timesharing advocates was that it was more efficient
in the use of human time.) An interactive language was even more timeconsuming than timeshared use of the
old, compiled languages. For John
Kemeny and his colleagues at Dartmouth to move against the general
worship of efficiency was very brave.
Besides adding interaction, BASIC
removed some of the most difficult
parts of FORTRAN. For example, the
INPUT and PRINT statements in
BASIC don't require a detailed specification of the format in which inf or-

.
h4:

NEC

MICROSOFT

Aim gm

PC-8001A
Authorited Deaier
f.

APPLE

CPU/32K ....$725

or NEC products nrcle Reader Service

Fortran
Basic Compiler'
Cobol'
Z -80 Softcard
Typing Tutor
Olympic Decathlon
Tasc Applesoft Compiler
'Requires Z-80 Softcard

#47

VIC -20
$239

Commodore

BROTHER DAISYWHEEL

CP/M®

16 cps

Basic 80
Basic Compiler

Selectric ink cartridge

HR -1P
HR -IS

Parallel
Serial

$855
$895

64K Z 80A 4MHZ, CP /M x
Network expansion

TS-802H

$4990
$575

TVI.910
TVI-925
TVI-950

PRODUCTS, inc.
MAIL ORDERS:
P.O. Box 9078 -184
Van Nuys, CA 91409
WILL CALLS:
16709 Roscoe Boulevard
Sepulveda, CA 91343
(213) 891-5702

$915

VIDEO MONITORS

BMC
OINTEFYATIONAL
12" green monitor, P -31

15MHZ
80 x 24 character display
BM -12A
13" color, composite
audio /video

We accept VISA

$249

AMDEK
12" green monitor

Anti -glare filter
AM300G
13 "RGB
IBM /Apple/NEC
Color 11

$137

$635

$159
$325
$755
$115

NEC 12" green
NEC 13" color, std.
NEC 13" RGB
12" green, Zenith

PRODUCTS FOR APPLE
Add-on Drive
for Apple 11 a

35 Track
It works
Identical performance to Diskll a
Burned -in, tested, and re-tested

AP -B2 Was ....$349 SPECIAL
AP -B1 Drive with DOS, controller, manual
SPECIAL
AP-16
16K Ram Card

$315
$425
$68

Videx Videoterm w/ Softswitch ...$258
Microsoft Z-80 Softcard
$253
Microsoft Premium System
$529
Parallel Printer Card/Cable
$72
Hayes Micromodem II
$271
Novation Apple CAT
$325
$135
Grappler (specify printer)
Microbuffer 11, 16K
$195

V -80
MS-Z
MS-PS
AP -PAR
DC -2

NAT
AP-GR
AP -M2

For Apple Products circle reader service

#49

PRODUCTS FOR IBM
Includes parallel and serial interfaces
Suggested hst -$555

SPECIAL ....$335

MC -064SP

RAM -9
IB-T 1
1B -T2
IB -T3

9pcs., 64K RAMs

Tandon drive -1 side
Tandon drive -2 side
Tandon drive -80 track,
2 side, w/ DOS Patch

For IBM products circle reader service

\_J

#50

$95
$219
$485

$595

Qume #842 (replaces DT-8)

MI-2D

Mitsubishi 8" dedd
Tandon Thin 8" ssdd
Tandon Thin 8" dsdd

TN-2

4MHZ with Extended DMA
IEEE696, Multi -Layer
Year Warranty
S -B810A

List

$1245

B810A -86 For 8086 Systems
$425
$535
$692
$485
$460
$685
$1125
$485
$610
$1395
$1395
$115
$125

$480
$435
$365
$445

AB DIGITAL DESIGN LABS
256K BYTE - 128K
WORD DYNAMIC MEMORY
1

DX,Fan
wmrv
104/1D
3480/1
3480/2D

I)RI

Q-842

TN-1

51

BISON ....$825
$875

STATIC MEMORY SYSTEMS
24 Line Addressing
200NS, Lower Power CMOS
Intermix RAM and EPROM
New Super Low Price
S -ST64
List
$594

64K

BISON ....Si-I@

8086

TER

MICRO
8 MHZ 8086 S -100 SET
128K 7ONS Static RAM

DD Disk Controller

soft
5V." soft, double density
8" soft
8" soft, dsdd
51/4"

$35
$42
$45
$63

22 Slot Mainframe
Cable for 2 8" Drives
MS-DOS (86 -DOS)
Add Drives and Terminal!
SC -SYS2 System 2 List...$4185 B1SON...$3450
SC -2/3

SOFTWARE

(MicroPro).

A.S.T. Reasearch Combo Card
64K, expandable to 256K

DISK

r-r7

Epson Prices include Graphtrax Plus
MX -80 III
Epson 80 cps
MX -80 F/T III Friction, Tractor, Graphics
MX -100 III
80 cps, wide
PC -8023
NEC, 120 cps
OK -82A
Oki, U82A, w/ tractor
OK -83A
Oki, U83A, w/ tractor
OK -84PS
U84, 200 cps, par/serial
PRO -A
Prowriter, parallel
PRO -B
Prowriter, parallel/serial
F -10A
40 cps Daisy, parallel
F -10B
40 cps, serial
EP-8K SER
Microbuffer 8K serial
EP-16K PAR Microbuffer 16K parallel

$690
$625
$160
$100
$25
$145
$750

For product information on Sierra Data Products circle
reader service #48

PRINTERS

104/1

4MHZ Z80A
4MHZ Z80A
CP/M5
BIOS
Manual
Winchester Adaptor
Turbo DOS

Shipping additional -Si minimum.
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax.
Overseas orders and dealer inquiries accepted.
All merchandise is new and
comes with factory guarantee.
For additional product information, circle reader
service

Master/Slave Single Board Computers

Slave

and Mastercard.

ws

270 line resolution

$175

SIERRA DATA SCIENCES
Master

Please confirm price and availability
by phone prior to ordering.

$88

$219

Many additional software packages are available at similar discounts.
S -100

$725

BM- 1400CL

$ 189

mu MATH /mu SIMP
mu LISP/mu STAR

TS -802 Computer Special $2665
950 Terminal Features
Dual floppies, 720K total

$299
$319
$369
$595

Fortran 80
Cobol 80
Macro 80

IbleMtcle0

JB-1201
JC-1201
JC-1202
Z-12G

$165
$315
$595
$253
$17.95
$24.95
$159

List
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$595

SIGNALMAN MKI 300 BPS MODEM

SOFTWARE

MP -WS8 Word Star, 8"
MP -WSA Word Star, Apple
MP -MM8 Mail Merge, 8"
MP -MMA Mail Merge, Apple
MP -SS8
Spell Star, 8"
MP -SSA
Spell Star, Apple
MP-DS8
Data Star, 8"
MP -SR8
Super Sort, 8"
MP-SRA
Super Sort, Apple
MP -SII8
Super Sort 11, 8"
MP-CS8
Caic Star, 8"

8086 2 BRD Set w /DOS
$795
BISON

$250
$192
$ 77

BISON

$89
I

hi,c t .dune

$ 63

$127
$105
$175
$127
$100
$105
$149

Vertical mount
Power supply, fan
Signal extender cable
Write protect switches on front
Highest quality construction

BISON

$325
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mation is presented, as FORTRAN
does with its FORMAT statement.
(As an example, FORTRAN requires
the user to specify the number of
digits before and after the decimal
point in the printed form of a
number.) Of the modern languages,
only C uses primarily format -directed
input and output. Unfortunately, the
important ideas of procedures and
local variables were also left out of

INTELLIGENT
PRINTER
INTERFACE
Free Your Computer from the
Mundane Task of Printing

BASIC.

Imagine being able to use your
computer seconds after beginning an
extensive printout.
Visualize your printout with page
breaks, page numbering and titles,
margins of your choice, indented
carryover lines, on any size paper!
Appreciate the time and money you
will save by not waiting for your
printer.
SooperSpooler, a buffered printer 'p
interface, maintains control over your
printer while you go on using your
computer for more productive
activities. Eliminate waiting while your
printer pecks through a long
document. SooperSpooler accepts
information from your computer at up
to 3000 characters per second and
feeds it to your printer as fast as it can

al

it-

without using any of your
handle
computer's memory or time!

SooperSpooler features include:
I6K Memory (62K optional)
Buffer Status Readout
Space Compression
Pagination

*

*
*

Single Sheets
Headers and Page Numbering
Indentation on Carryover Lines
Self Test Routine
Features also Software Controllable
Plugs into Most Computer Systems
I6K Parallel I/O Unit -$349.00!
Serial I 0 Option -$95.00
46K Memory Option -$159.00
TM

SooperSpooler by CompulinkThe missing link that gives your
microcomputer mainframe printing.

COMPULINK
CORPORATION
1840 Industrial Circle
Longmont, CO 80501 (303) 651 -2014

Send for brochure

Dealer inquiries welcome
Call for information: 800 -525 -6705
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This means that easy problems are
very easy to solve in BASIC, but hard
problems are close to impossible.
Any large BASIC program is bound
to be an unreadable maze of GOTOs.
The designers of BASIC, after all, intended it as a language for beginners
(i.e., Beginner's All- purpose Symbolic Instruction Code). FORTRAN
was supposed to be used for more difficult programs.
The advent of personal computers
has pushed BASIC into a more extended role, not because it's easy for
the programmer, but because it's easy
for the computer! The Logo interpreter, like the Pascal compiler, barely fits in an Apple II computer with
64K bytes of memory. BASIC interpreters are used with 8K -byte machines at a much lower cost. The
result is that computer magazines are
filled with long, complicated BASIC
programs that are far from basic in
their readability.
Pascal, on the other hand, was designed to include the most advanced
ideas of computer science in recent
years. Although intended as a first
language, it was meant primarily for
college students, particularly those
interested in computer science as a
career. That helps to explain why it is
compiled and typed, two strong barriers to the unsophisticated student.
Even the simplest Pascal program is
rather complicated to write, enter into the computer, and run. That's
why, in practice, Pascal is often
taught to students who have already
used BASIC and FORTRAN.
BASIC and Pascal were both designed to teach computer programming per se. APL was designed to
teach mathematics, especially at the
high school level. Its inventor, Kenneth Iverson, used it for several years
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as a blackboard language without
any intention of actually implementing it on a computer. That helps explain his willingness to use special
symbols not then found on any actual
computer printer. Anything can be
drawn on the blackboard!
In its intended use, APL is very

powerful. Many computations that
require iterative loops and auxiliary
variables in other languages can be
done in one step in APL. Most people
see this power mainly as a matter of
terseness; APL is famous (or
notorious) for its one-line programs.
The real virtue of APL's approach is
that it allows the student's attention
to be focused on the mathematics of a
problem, rather than on the needs of
the computer. APL was designed to
be used not in a special programming
course or a special unit stuck into
another math course, but casually
throughout an algebra course, just as
you'd use a calculator.
Logo's goal is different from all
these. It isn't supposed to be an easy
introduction to something else, it's
not specifically for computer -science
majors, and it isn't a tool for teaching
the same math curriculum people are
already teaching. Instead, it's a door
into the territory of the computer as
an object for intellectual exploration.
To return to the theme stated at the
beginning of this article, Logo is for
learning learning.

Why Logo?
In his book Mindstorms: Children,
Computers, & Powerful Ideas (New
York: Basic Books, 1980), Seymour
Papert says, "It is not true to say that
the image of a child's relationship
with a computer I shall develop here
goes far beyond what is common in
today's schools. My image does not
go beyond: It goes in the opposite
direction." Logo isn't just a programming language; it's also a philosophy
of education. Papert's book is the best
explanation of that philosophy, but
what follows is a briefer summary.
A child learns partly by picking up
specific facts and skills. Much of
existing formal education is about
facts and skills: reading, spelling, and
the multiplication table. But a more
profound kind of learning is the skill

Peripherals
U nl í mí

t e d ...

FANTASTIC PRICES!
OUR FAST SERVICE, PRODUCT
SELECTION AND OUR CUSTOMERS'
SATISFACTION MAKE US #1.

ZENITH

EPSON PRINTERS
$2299
$2588
$777
$149

Z-89-48K
Z-90-64K DO
Z -19 Terminal
Z -121 Monitor

12"

MX -80 w /Graphics
MX -80 FT (Friction + Tractor)
MX -100 (15" Carriage)

Call for prices on
Ribbons, Cables and Interfaces

ATARI COMPUTERS

Atari 800 16K
Atari 400
Atari Interface Module
Atari 810 Single Disk
Atari 815 Dual Disk
Atari 830 Modem
Programmer
Entertainer
Star Raiders
16K Mem. Exp. for Atari
32K Mem. Exp. for Atari

$669
$318
$174
$444
TBA
$166
$59
$84
$34
$74
$114

NEC PRINTERS

7710/30 Spinwriter R/O
7720 Spinwriter KSR
3510/30 Spinwriter R/O
3500 Serial Spinwriter

$2279
$2649
$1699
$1599

NEC DOT MATRIX
PC -8023

$474

Call for prices on ribbons, etc.

NEC -PC 8000

Series Microcomputer
PC-8001A Computer w/32K
PC -8012A w /32K + Exp. Slots
PC -8031A Dual Mini Disk
PC -8032A Add -on Mini Disk

$888
$588
$888
$777

Call for Software Prices

FOR THE LOWEST
PRICE CALL

TOLL FREE
1- 800 -343.4114
ORDERING INFORMATION

MORE PRINTERS

Anadex 9500/9501
Anadex DP -9000
Okidata Microline 80A
Okidata Microline 82A
Okidata Microline 83A
Tractor (OKI 80 + 82 only)
Diablo 630

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

M X -70

$1295
$1049

CALL
CALL
CALL
$60
$2044

Our order lines are open 9AM to 6PM
EST Monday thru Friday. Phone
orders are welcome; same day shipment on orders placed before 10AM.
Free use of Mastercard and VISA. Per-

sonal checks require 2 weeks
clearance. Manufacturer's warranty
included on all equipment. Prices subject to revision. C.O.D.'s accepted.

MONITORS

For service, quality and delivery call:
Sanyo 12 " GRN Phosphor
Sanyo 12" Black + White
Amdek 12" 300 GRN Phosphor
Amdek 12" Color
NEC 12" GRN Phosphor
NEC 12" Color

$266
$239
$149
$319
$164
$344

PERIPHERALS UNLIMITED
(617) 655 -7400
Natick, MA 01760

62 N. Main St.
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expended by
With the Westinghouse Energy-Saving Calcuincandescents,
lator, you can instantly analyze each lamp type's
while producing an equivalent light level.
efficiency, and decide exactly which kind of bulb
is more efficient in offices, plants, showrooms
800 -631 -1259
Call
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to
watts you save and the annual energy cost
Westinghouse lamp products and programs
savings per lamp.
offer many other savings opportunities that can
As an example, if you have fluorescents,
make the difference in your operating expenses.
substituting our Econ-o-Watt lamps for
Call today and learn why the simplest, most
standard lamps will have an immediate effect
straightforward solution to saving energy is
up to 6 watts per socket, with no appreciable
taking matters into your own hands.
change in light level.
For incandescents, the most efficient way to
save, besides direct substitution, is by replacing
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Lamp Divisions
i 970
Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003
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of learning itself, which involves the
building of mental models of the
world, of oneself, and of the learning

process. These models are developed
through intellectual exploration. That
exploration may begin in a weak,
haphazard way, but a good learner
develops strategies for purposeful exploration. The more one learns, the
better the model of learning, and the
more able one becomes as a learner.
In this process of growth, it doesn't
really matter what particular aspect
of the world you explore. In the introduction to Mindstorms, Papert
mentions that at age 2 he fell in love
with automobile gearboxes. When I

was in junior high school, I fell in
love with hypnotism. The point
about using computers in education is
not that everyone must know something about computers, but simply
that for many people, computer programming can be the arena for this
general process of learning to learn.
Because the computer is such a
general -purpose machine, it can appeal to many different interests. It can
draw pictures, make music, write
stories, or move robots.
"I want a job as a computer programmer. Why should I learn Logo,
and not something useful like
COBOL?" This is a common ques-

tion. There are two possible answers
to it. The first is that Logo, as explained earlier, is designed to make
explicit many of the fundamental
ideas of computer programming.
Someone who learns Logo is likely to
have a very clear idea of the nature of
variables, procedures, and most other
programming constructs. So Logo
may be a better basis even for learning COBOL than simply starting with
COBOL itself. But the second answer
is that Logo's purpose isn't to train
computer programmers. Logo isn't
meant to replace all other programming languages.
Logo is generally associated with

This person
used to develop
applications for
the Z-80 market
with the best
of them.

Emblkj°ma
MICROSYSTEMS
Circle 373 on inquiry card.
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Turn yourApple into the world's
most versatile personal computer.
The Soft Care.' Solution. SoftCard
turns your Apple into two computers.
A Z -80 and a 6502. By adding a Z -80
microprocessor and CP /M to your
Apple, SoftCard turns your Apple into
a CP/M based machine. That means
you can access the single largest body
of microcomputer software in existence. Two computers in one. And, the
advantages of both.
Plug and go. The SoftCard system
starts with a Z -80 based circuit card.
Just plug it into any slot (except 0) of
your Apple. No modifications required.
SoftCard supports most of your Apple
peripherals, and, in 6502 -mode, your
Apple is still your Apple.
CP/M for your Apple. You get CP/M
on disk with the SoftCard package. It's
a powerful and simple -to -use operating
system. It supports more software
than any other microcomputer operating system. And that's the key to the
versatility of the SoftCard /Apple.

BASIC included. A powerful tool,
BASIC -80 is included in the SoftCard
package. Running under CP/M, ANSI
Standard BASIC -80 is the most

powerful microcomputer BASIC
available. It includes extensive disk I/O

statements, error trapping, integer
variables, 16 -digit precision, extensive EDIT commands and string functions, high and low -res Apple graphics,
PRINT USING, CHAIN and COM-

MON, plus many additional commands. And, it's a BASIC you can
compile with Microsoft's BASIC
Compiler.

More languages. With SoftCard and
CP/M, you can add Microsoft's ANSI
Standard COBOL, and FORTRAN, or

CONSUMER

Basic Compiler and Assembly Language Development System. All, more
powerful tools for your Apple.
Seeing is believing. See the SoftCard
in operation at your Microsoft or Apple
dealer. We think you'll agree that the

SoftCard turns your Apple into the
world's most versatile personal
computer.
Complete information? It's at your
dealer's now. Or, well send it to you
and include a dealer list. Write us. Call
l

us. Or, circle the reader service card
number below.
SoftCard is a trademark of Microsoft. Apple II and
Apple II Plus are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer. Z -80 is a registered trademark of Zilog,
Inc. CP /M is a registered trademark of Digital
Research, Inc.

PRODUCTS

Microsoft Consumer Products, 10700 Northup Way,
Bellevue, WA 98004 (206) 828-8080
Circle 277 on inquiry card.
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children because most people have a
model of the learning process in
which children learn and adults don't.
This model is unfortunate. Logo can
be useful to people of any age, but it
will be most useful to you if you approach it in a playful, exploratory
way.
It's important to distinguish between the Logo language and any
particular implementation of Logo.
Some things can't be done in the
Apple and Texas Instruments versions of Logo simply because the machines aren't big or fast enough or
because the implementation doesn't
include some capabilities. For exam-

ple, no microcomputer version of
Logo has a good way of storing data
on disk, although all versions can
store procedures on disk.
The Logo interpreter barely fits in a
64K -byte Apple II, and the implementation favors the features needed for

education, not those needed for practical data processing. But in principle,
Logo is a good language in which to
develop any application because of its
interactive debugging and its procedural style.
Do you want to write a video -game
program? It'll probably run too slowly in Apple Logo, unless it's a simple
one. But it might be worthwhile to

develop it in Logo, playing around
with different ideas for your game in
an environment that permits quick,
easy modification of your program,
and then rewrite it later in some other
language. The advantage of Logo can
be described partly in purely technical terms like "interactive." Another way of looking at it, however,
is that Logo encourages the playfulness you need to design the best possible game. If all you want to do is
make an exact copy of Asteroids, the
benefits of Logo are less important.
In summary: Logo is a LISP -like
language, and a laboratory for loose,
lifelong learning about learning.

This person used to
develop applications
for the 8086/8088
market with the
best of them.
;

600

E(g)rTizim
MICROSYSTEMS
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This person develops
applications for the entire
market, including the Z -80,
8080, 8086/8088, 6502,
LSI- 11 /PDP -11, 9900, and the
M68000 with the best there is.

The Universal
Operating System.

M

Why does this application developer look so happy, you
may ask?
Because, unlike others in his field, he's one of the smart
ones. He uses the UCSD p- System' from SofTech Microsystems.
It's the first truly universal operating system ever developed. It
lets him develop an awesome array of high- quality applications.
And it's equally at home with an IBM PC, TRS -80" Model II,
Apple III Osborne 1', TI Business System 200; Zenith Z -89'
Hewlett - Packard HP-87 Philips P- 2000; the new DEC
Professionals; or any other micro in the market.
That makes our developer one of the elite. Because
he'll never have to worry about locking himself into
an operating system that will eventually lock
him out of the market.

A

Universal Operating System. At last.

Whether it's a Z -80, 8086/8088, M68000,
6502, or you name it, the p- System is portable
across any popular microprocessor made anywhere today.
And we don't mean just at the source code
level, either. We mean you can develop your program, on any machine, then compile to object code
(p- code), and it's totally transportable.
You get it done right the first time. Every time. For any machine.

Now you can design for the whole market.
Once and for all.

The p- System actually enables you to broaden your customer base
without significant reinvestment in programming, time and time again.
Simply because it's the only OS that runs the same object code programs
on all popular 8- and 16 -bit microprocessors. No matter who makes them.
No matter who uses them.
194
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And that's only the beginning. There's more to the p- System philosophy.
Much more.
Take programmer productivity, for example. We know how much
work you put into programming, so we understand the importance of streamlining that process. So we saw to it that the p- System allows you to reuse
program components, time and time again.
It's been our experience that as much as 50% of the code developed
for one application can be reused on others. And you can also create your
own library of utilities suited to solving your own unique problems.
Try finding that on some other operating system.

All the tools you need for the job. Any job.
When you write your programs with the p- System, you can use any
combination of UCSD Pascal', FORTRAN -77 and BASIC. Each language
operating effectively with the others. So you can finally take advantage of
the best features of each language in a single program. And you also get
a complete, fully integrated set of software development tools to make
your job even simpler. Naturally. Including a screen editor, macro assemblers,
and a debugger, as well as add -ons such as TURTLEGRAPHICS, Native
Code Generators, and even Print Spoolers.

-

Our admirers have impeccable credentials.
In case you wondered who else believes in our Universal Operating
System, there's the fact that the p- System is licensed by most of the major
hardware manufacturers around. Manufacturers like IBM, DEC, TI, HP,
Commodore, Osborne, Philips, and Zenith. You know, all those "little guys:'
And the p- System's reliability is well -documented. Has been since 1977.
And this, coupled with the upward compatibility of source code programs,
has given the p- System five years of proven, documented field testing. By
the toughest critics in the business.

Given all this, it's easy to see how your productivity can
be enhanced.
Now you can develop higher quality applications faster, less expen-

sively, and more dependably than ever before. For a much larger market.
All at the same time.
All on one machine.
All without worrying about some hardware enhancement limiting
your business opportunities and leaving you with no other choice than
peddling popcorn or ice cream on some lonely street corner.
If you don't believe it just take a look at our Applications Catalog
to prove it.
At last, using the p- System, you can design programs once.
Once and for all.

ELA:iirc=)cm

ellbrochure
hear

you, SofTech Microsystems. Please send me
on the p- System, the world's only Universal
Operating System. And keep me off the streets.
I

a

1
1
1

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

TELEPHONE

1711CROS4iS1' BITS

Please send coupon to:
SofTech Microsystems, 9494 Black Mountain Rd.
San Diego, CA 92126, or call (714) 578 -6105

TITLE

STATE

ZIP
EXT.

UCSD p- System and UCSD Pascal are trademarks of the Regents of the University of California; Universal O erating System is a trademark of SofTech
Microsystems; TRS -80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.; Apple I1 is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.; Osborne 1 is a trademark of Osborne Computer Corp.; Business System 200 is a trademark of Texas Instruments; Z -89 is a trademark of Zenith Corp.; HP-87 is a trademark of Hewlett Packard Inc.;
P -2000 is a trademark of Philips Electronics; and Professional is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
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Introducing Logo to Children
Teaching Logo requires an awareness of
different learning styles.
Cynthia Solomon
80 Ellery St.

Cambridge, MA 02138

As computers continue to enter
schools and homes, parents, teachers,
and children face the problem of integrating the machines into their lives.
For many, computers serve as powerful instruments for personal use and
intellectual development. Many Logo
researchers see the potential of computers to serve as personal instruments for everyone and have been
working toward that goal. In the process, they have focused on developing
not only the Logo language, but
things to do with the language and
ways of thinking and talking about
these activities. How people talk
about what they are doing, the way
they interact with one another, and
the way they interact with the computer give rise to a new kind of
culture, a computer culture.
Seymour Papert has been the
guiding influence in the development
of this kind of computer culture. (See
Mindstorms: Children, Computers,
& Powerful Ideas [New York: Basic
Books, 1980] for a fuller discussion of
About the Author
Cynthia Solomon, formerly vice -president
of Logo Computer Systems Inc., participated
in the development of Apple Logo. She is currently finishing work toward her doctorate in
education from Harvard University.
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Logo and computer cultures.) Papert
created the Logo language for
children. Although it had to be simple
to learn, it needed a rich and easily
expandable vocabulary. It had to
reflect some of the important ideas in
computer science, such as procedurization, local and global variables,

naming, self -referential pro-

For many, computers
serve as powerful

instruments for
personal use and
Intellectual
development.

gramming, etc. These are attributes
that a language such as BASIC does
not possess. BASIC has a reputation
for being easy to learn; it has a small
vocabulary of key words. But this initial set of key words is not easily expandable; the programmer cannot
create new key words. This sets
BASIC apart and makes it easy to
learn but hard to use. The programmer cannot build procedures, name
them, and then use them to build
other procedures. The powerful
problem -solving strategy of breaking
problems into smaller and smaller

parts can only be a paper- and -pencil
strategy in a BASIC programming environment. The structure of BASIC
does not support this important problem- solving strategy.
Once Logo was developed for
children, Papert and his collaborators
looked to the computer to provide an
environment in which a person could
learn by doing and thinking about
what they did. A person would actively explore the capabilities of both
Logo and the computer by constructing objects and debugging them. The
computer would serve as a source or

tool for creating interesting
mathematical objects that would
draw upon a person's intuitive
knowledge and that could be used in
constructing other objects. One of
these objects is the computer -controllable geometric entity, now widely known as a turtle. Exploring the
turtle's behavior leads people to draw
upon their intuitive geometric knowledge. This knowledge does have a
formal aspect as expressed in the area
of mathematics known as computational geometry. (See Turtle
Geometry: The Computer as a
Medium for Exploring Mathematics
by Harold Abelson and Andrea
diSessa [Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,
1981] for an excellent presentation of
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NORTHSTAR

NEC
The low priced system that's big on features. 4 Mhz Z-60A.

real rime clock color output.
keys and mon.

CP /M®

compatible.

PC8001A Computer
PC8031A Dual Drives

5

function

$725
$725
$474

PC8012AI/O w /32K

New low price on the Incredible Advantoge TM. Your choice
GDO5 and BASIC. or GCP /M 1120. let us burn and rest your
Advantage TM or Horizon and well bock if with our own fast
warranty service.

-

802

$2696
$5049
$5295

....

802H

806 (6 -user) 10mg.

Advantage

$2695
$2595
$3695

Horizon

II 64K Quod
Advantage w/5 mg.

ALTOS

DIGITAL
Turn your VT 100 Into o CP /M -bused personal computer. Your

V1100 will reroln oll of in features Including 132 column
display. split screen viewing, and smooth wolfing.
DEC PC Option
$2495

Rainbow 100

Now backed locally by T.R.W. Dully-In CRT. derochoble
keyboard. dual floppys w /750K formarted capacity. 64K.
CP /M and more Spedol: Telesolunons Wordstor TM and
Caldron TM w/system 1279.

Call
Coll

..

Professional 300

ZENITH

Our rech's favorite systems - 8' floppys. hard disks, and
multi -user under MP /M or Oasis. Coll for prices on Altos new
16-but systems and S'A' floppy systems.

The all -In -one that's backed by your local Zenith-Heath
Service center. Green Screen. CP /M®. Supercolc. and Basic
Ind.

Z-89 w/48K
Z -90-82 w /64K

CVIEWPOINT

Series 5 -15D

$2295
$6175
$8395

8000 -10 w/MP/M
8600-20

$2149
$2395

SANYO PLUS

ON SALE

Sanyo
Plus
From Sanyo, o nome recognized for quality

and reliability, comes the MDC -1000. We've
added o second drive and 3 software
packages and are offering the entire
integrated system of o price that may even
shock the people at Osborne.
An all -in -one Z80A (4MHZ) computer with dual 5 1/4" drives with a total
storage capacity of 624K formatted. A 12" green phospher 24x80 display, and
a detoched keyboard with 4 special function keys and o 10 -key cluster. 1 serial
port, 1 porollel port, plus three expansion slots. Free software includes: CP/M
2.2, Sanyo DASIC (o superset of Microsoft Dosic), Diagnostics, Utilities, Wordstor,
Plannercolc, and a games disk. Integroted, tested and worrontied for 100 days
(1 year RAM warranty).

Viewpoint 3A Plus: New Viewpoint
emulates Lear Siegler. Televldeo. or
Soroc. Were selling them at o lower
price than others charge for older models.
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NSS Offers

An Incredible
Advantage.

NSS software, written specifically for Northstar's
ADVANTAGE outperforms any software available for
Northstar computer systems. Our fully integrated accounting
package includes general ledger, accounts receivable,
accounts payable, inventory control and payroll
'

,

the first Northstar payroll package.

-

Why NSS software? If you're a Northstar dealer, it means
greater ease in closing sales of Northstar's computer
systems within vertical markets. Or, if you own a Northstar
computer, it means greater flexibility and expanded capability
for your Northstar as a business tool.
market applications, such as those we have
vertical
Our
developed for tire dealers, are the best on the market.
Let the ADVANTAGE -talk to you with NSS' unique cassette
training tapes, demonstration disks and sales kits. NSS also
provides dealer seminars and a toll free support hotline.

That's The Incredible Advantage!
Order your Introductory
Dealer Kit NOW
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1- 800 -722 -3446
NATIONAL SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 510911
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151
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the formal aspects of turtle
geometry.) In this kind of a computer
culture, people draw upon knowledge
acquired in other activities; and they
apply what they learn in the Logo
culture to many different areas.
My personal contributions toward
this goal focus on what is required to
encourage the development of corn puter cultures in the Logo spirit. One
of the questions I have considered is:
What does a teacher of Logo have to
know? There is no one answer to this
question. I have seen children teach
other children about Logo. Although
their knowledge is quite different
from the adults who taught them, the
children were very successful at sharing with each other a way of thinking
and talking about computers. Perhaps I should pose a different question and ask: What are some of the
things I think about as I teach people
to program?
I see much of my own development
as a teacher as acquiring (1) a collection of programming projects that
make the power of programming
techniques and concepts apparent to
beginners; (2) a vocabulary for talking about programming; (3) an
awareness of different learning styles
and strategies for building on them;
and (4) a sensitivity to the kinds of
resistances that keep many adults and
children from experimenting with
mathematical ideas.
A Model for Introducing

People to Computers
When I enter a new teaching situation, I have in mind several models of
how to introduce people to Logo. I
also maintain a willingness to switch
from one model to another or even
diverge from all of them. My primary
goal is for people to do something
they could not have done without a
computer, but something that is
familiar to them (e.g., draw a square
or print their name all over the
screen). I also want to think toward a
next step and how the beginning programmer can build on what happened
in the first session in the following
one. Flexibility is one of the most
powerful ideas in this culture, but to
be flexible implies having a model to

Hr`

glad
a'Mr.
you made it," said the office manager w o had
enlisted the services of my friend. "Last night, a
big chunk of data disappeared from our computer system. My boss wants to know who was

responsible...and fast!"
Holmes began to investigate.
"You would be wise to exonerate all of those
in your employ," he concluded just moments
later. "No one here is a fiendish database killer.
Last night's lightning storm was the villain. It
caused a momentary loss of power that destroyed
immense portions of your database."
"How can we prevent this in the future ?"
asked the company president.
"By investing in a Zeµs2TMmulti- processor
system from OSM," said Holmes. "Zeµs2 has an
integral power supply that will protect your data
from momentary power glitches."
"Will it also protect our data from total power
failures?" asked the office manager.
"Quite so," answered Holmes. "The uninterruptible power supply allows you to continue
operating for up to twenty minutes when power
dies, so your workers have ample time to save
their critical documents."

will meet our
"But how do we know
special needs now and in the future ?" asked the
president.
"Zeµs2 is well suited to virtually all multi user, multi- processing applications," declared
Holmes. "It easily accommodates 32 users' locally
or remotely. In addition, its proprietary CP/MTM
compatible MUSE'Moperating system simplifies
programming and allows you to utilize thousands
of existing programs."
"With all those features, Zeµs2 probably costs
too much," snapped the vice president of finance.
"Quite untrue," replied Holmes. "In fact,
Zeµs2 offers the best price -performance ratios in
the industry-with a price -tag so low some deem

-

criminal."
"But how, dear man," I interjected, "did you
deduce that a power glitch was to blame for last
night's loss of data ?"
"Elementary, my dear Watson," he said,
puffing contentedly on his pipe. "Elementary."
it

For more information on the Zeµs2
solution, call or write us today.

Ill

OSM COMPUTER CORPORATION

The solution: The Zejus2
multi -processor system.

2364 Walsh Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95051
1408)496- 6910(800)538.5120 TWX:910- 338 -2099
OSM
P'M is
16

IS
a

2 Lyu2 and MUSE are trademarks
trademark of DMUal Research Inc

um standard.

d OSM

Corp

32 users on special order
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0
Turtle at start

FORWARD

RIGHT

FORWARD

RIGHT

50

90

50

90

-

FORWARD 50

RIGHT 90

FORWARD 50

Figure 1: Building a square. With the turtle at the starting point, this sequence of commands will produce a square. These commands
can also be turned into a Logo procedure.

Turtle at start

SQUARE

SQUARE

SQUARE

SQUARE

Figure 2: PANES as evolved from SQUARE. The figure is made by repeating the
SQUARE procedure four times.

depart from. Thus, I have a model in
mind of paths a beginner might take
in a first session.
In a first session, I try to convey the
following ideas: (1) programming is a
process of engaging the computer in
conversation using the vocabulary
the computer understands; (2) the
computer's understanding can be

easily expanded; (3) giving meanings
to words involves describing a procedure to the computer and giving the
procedure a unique name; (4) since
procedures created by the programmer can be used like any of Logo's
words, they can be incorporated into
other procedures; (5) making procedures entails a process of debugging; and (6) pretending to be the
computer or the turtle helps in designing and debugging programs.
Thus, in a first session, a person
might try out turtle commands like
200

and RIGHT. The student
would then make a design (create a
procedure), give it a name, enter that
name into Logo's active vocabulary,
and use that new procedure in the
construction of others. The teacher,
at the same time, is also learning from
this experience by thinking about the
effect of different actions on the turtle
and, with concrete examples and advice, helping the new Logo programmer arrive at a greater understanding
of Logo. The teacher also has a
chance to rethink the examples
presented to the student and develop
new approaches and a deeper
understanding of the learning process. (See Apple Logo: Introduction
to Programming through Turtle
Graphics by Cynthia Solomon
[Pointe -Claire, Quebec: Logo Computer Systems Inc., 1982], which is
included in the Apple Logo package.)
FORWARD
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Example of a First Session
Usually, a beginner starts by communicating with a turtle. The student
specifies an algorithm in Logo that
causes the turtle to draw a geometric
design (e.g., a square). This is done
relying on intuitive mathematics instead of formula -driven mathematics.
That is, the description to the computer is based on how the student
would trace out the path of a square if
the student had the same limited
understanding as the turtle does (e.g.,
knowing how to move FORWARD or
BACK, and turn LEFT or RIGHT). The
sequence in figure 1 illustrates the effect of such commands on the turtle.
These commands can be named and
turned into a procedure that then
becomes a part of Logo's working
vocabulary:
TO SQUARE
FORWARD 50
RIGHT 90
FORWARD 50
RIGHT 90
FORWARD 50
RIGHT 90
FORWARD 50
END

The TO informs Logo that a procedure is being created. SQUARE is
the name of the procedure. END
marks the end of the text of the procedure. Now the programmer might
use the SQUARE procedure to produce a new design like the one in
figure 2, created by PANES, which
follows:
TO PANES
SQUARE
SQUARE
SQUARE
SQUARE
END

For top quality performance from
your computer, use the flexible discs
known for memory excellence. Now, buy
a specially marked box of 10 Memorex'
54" mini flexible discs and we'll send you
an additional mini disc FREE.
Features like our uniquely sealed
jacket and protective hub ring make our
discs last longer. And a soft inner liner
cleans the ultra -smooth disc surface
while in use. It all adds up to better performance and reliability.
Our proprietary high density media
formulation and 100% error-free certification guarantee reliable performance
ngle or_double density appli

'role 252 on inquiry card.
© 1982
Memorex
Offer end

orex Corporation
trademark of Memorex Corporation
31. 1982. Offer good only in U.S.A.

a registered

ecember

tions. So for business, word processing,
or personal computer applications,
Memorex mini discs are sure to do the
job. And we back them with a full year
warranty to prove it.
So see your local Memorex distributor or dealer or call (800) 538 -8200
(In California (408) 987 -1893) today. Buy
a box of 10 flexible 5'/," mini discs. Then
send the coupon in the box to Memorex
fer your free mini disc. It's that simple.
It's a great way to improve your
memory and get a big bonus in computer
A Burroughs Company

The beginner gets an immediate
sense of the relationship between program and goal and rapidly elaborates this into an understanding of
the relationships among goals and
subgoals, procedures and subprocedures (e.g., the programmer learns
that PANES is made by running the
SQUARE procedure four times). The
beginner is involved in debugging, in
learning by doing and thinking about
the process. (For example, the pro-

grammer may create a square that
doesn't close. Listing the procedure,
the student catches a bug in the input
to FORWARD when drawing the last
side of SQUARE; it should be
FORWARD 63, not 36.) The programmer may use anthropomorphism or
identification as a debugging aid
(e.g., pretending to be the turtle
causes a person to walk in the same
path as the turtle would, and it also
helps to understand the turtle's

Whitesmiths, Ltd.
is now shipping Pascal Compilers
for 10 (count 'em ten) different
operating system families:

behavior). Thus, in a first session, a
programmer writes a procedure that
then becomes part of Logo's working
vocabulary. In doing this, the programmer achieves a sense of the
power available to influence the environment and a sense of accomplishment and creativity.
A Model of Learning Styles
I have observed that children take
over the computer in different ways.
They show different learning styles,
different paths into the computer
work. Undoubtedly, this bare statement is true for all learning. What is
special here is that the flexibility of
the computer allows the process to go

In

working with

computers, many paths
lead to the same
goal. Moreover, many
equally great goals
can be pursued.
RT-11

RSX 11Mt RSTS/E, IAS
Idris/R11, UNIX/V6, UNIX /V7

'Available in source form only.
Idris

is a

Digital R

trademark of Whitesmiths, Ltd. UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories CP/M is a trademark of
RSXIIM. RSTS /E. RT.11. LSI.11. VAX, and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment
h
VERSAdos is a trademark of Motorola Inc.

Corporation

All implementations support the full ISO Pascal (Level 0).
All pass the Tasmanian Validation Suite with flying colors.
You can partition your Pascal program into separately
maintainable files. You can write library functions to add to the
extensive set we give you. And you can mix in modules written
in other languages, like assembler or C.
In fact, a C Compiler comes with every Pascal Compiler
we sell. Prices start at $950.00. Write or call.
Distributors: Australia. Fawnray Pty Ltd. P.O.B 224 Hurtsville NSW 2220 570.6100
Japan, Advance Data Controls Corp. Chiyoda.ku, Tokyo 03263.0383
United Kingdom. Real Time Systems. Newcastle upon Tyne 0632 733131

Whitesmiths, Ltd
Parkway Towers, 'B; 485 US Route I So., Iselin, New Jersey 08830 (201) 750.9000 Telex: 645592
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further and become more explicit. In
working with computers, many paths
lead to the same goal. Moreover,
many equally great goals can be pursued. This gives children the opportunity to express themselves and explore their own intellectual styles.
Although each child has a unique
intellectual personality, and the use
of the computer allows us to respect
it, we do observe some similarities. I
shall describe three distinct learning
styles that have emerged, not only
from my own work with young
children, but from work completed
by Dan Watt as part of the MIT Brookline Logo Project.
The first learning style I call the
planner. This child might build structured programs from the top level
down or from the bottom level up,
but always from a coherent formulated plan.
A second learning style is the
macro -explorer. This student likes to
mess about with subprocedures or
building blocks to arrive at a product,

A Fast, Easy, Inexpensive Approach
to Word Processing

NO
PIE

Writer:

Word Processing System
Hayden is thinking about your future. We know
you're concerned with saving time and money ..
with increasing efficiency and productivity ..
and that is the reason for PIE Writer!
.

turn your Apple II into a complete
word processing system. PIE Writer, a powerful
editor and formatter, offers the versatility and machine efficiency of
the larger systems
a fraction
Now you can

of

the cost!

-at

Learning to use PIE Writer is as easy as learning
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programmers: an easy -to- understand, indexed
instruction manual, a carefully designed reference card, an interactive tutorial with each
diskette, a "help" screen listing key command
descriptions for reference as text
is edited, and an easel binder for
at- a- glance aid.
If you're looking for high -quality at
a low cost, PIE Writer is your best
investment. Order yours today!
12009, Standard; 13409, Smarterm,
Sup`R'Term, Videx

Now all your documents and corre-
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mail pieces, even "personalized"
form letters -can be composed,
edited, formatted, and printed
quickly and accurately. Simple
keystroke commands let you
alter characters, words, sen-

Available at your local
computer store
Aliseitesei;n9SS4't
AtE

adp,

tences, even entire paragraphs!

*411444L411
40:4

Take a look at some
of PIE Writer's

powerful new
features:

or order direct.

Incremental Spacing -adds fractions of space
between words for text justification.

1-800-631-0856

in New Jersey 201- 843 -0550, ext. 382

Fast page scrolling.

Hayden

Call command -allows access to machine

language subroutines.
Saves formatted output on disk file.
Works with 40 or 80 column display boards.
Word Tabbing- cursor stops at beginning of every
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Tab stops can be saved on file.
Word Delete -deletes entire words at a time.
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50 Essex Street Rochelle Park, NI 07662
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BALLOON

Figure 3: CB as evolved from BALLOON. Using techniques developed to build SQUARE, 6- year-old Janet designed CB from the procedure BALLOON.

Figure 4: FLOWER, also designed by
Janet, is created by using the procedure
CB, but turning the turtle 51 degrees and
repeating the procedure seven times.

rather

than starting out with a
goal.
In this case, the learner
specific
is intent on exploring the effect of the
particular building block. Therefore,
the result is open -ended.
Finally, some learners have to explore their environment on a micro level before they can establish patterns of planning or directed exploration. These micro -explorers are often
the most timid learners, doing such
things as assuring themselves that
FORWARD 100 is the same as
,
FORWARD 9,
FORWARD
FORWARD
FORWARD 23, and
FORWARD 56. Others might exhibit
this conservative, gradual exploration by using the same numbers as inputs to FORWARD and RIGHT, or by
repeating the same commands over
and over.
Any child might use all three of
these learning styles. In an initial session, I might try to "plant seeds" for
all three. For example, I would encourage a beginning student to drive
1

1
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the turtle around the screen in a series
of direct commands with no goal
other than to understand the turtle's
behavior. But in the same initial session, I would suggest some concrete
goal, such as making the turtle walk
in a square or, perhaps, having
placed some squares on the screen, I
would ask the child to make the turtle
touch them. In this, I elicit primarily
a micro -explorer style with some hint
at a planner style.
I facilitate a macro -explorer style
by seizing on something interesting
the child has just done and suggesting
"teaching" it to the computer. Thus, I
encourage the child to form procedures, thereby turning the turtle
meanderings into repeatable procedures or building blocks. Using
these procedures, the child can create
more unanticipated designs.
I would encourage children to follow a planner style of learning by
asking them to choose a design from a
collection of procedures already
familiar to them or by asking them to
make a design of their own and use
these as procedures. Being sensitive to
these styles of learning and their
natural intermixing helps to develop
strategies for guiding the children.
These styles of learning are exhibited
by novices to programming in Logo
regardless of their age.

Using Procedures
Janet, a 6- year -old, had previously
made a square. In constructing CB
(see figure 3), she used similar techniques. She made the turtle draw

and then turn RIGHT 90
repeatedly until it had walked in a
complete path and returned to the
position and heading it started from.
BALLOON
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Janet was not aware of this as a
generalization, but her specific experiences led her to believe that these
two actions repeated over and over
resulted in the turtle making a complete trip, i.e., return to its starting
state.
Next, FLOWER (see figure 4) was
made by running CB, turning the turtle 51 degrees, and repeating these
two actions six more times. Why 51
degrees? Well, Janet just happened to
pick that number. Why did 51 have
that effect on CB? The answer lies in
the fact that turning the turtle 51
degrees seven times results in a total
turning of 357 degrees, which is very
close to a complete rotation of 360
degrees. In this situation, Janet was
satisfied; for her purposes, the design
was complete.
A more interesting question is:
How did she know to probe the turtle
environment in this way? She knew
certain facts about turtles and turtle directed procedures that she had
gained from her experiences with the
turtle. For example, if the turtle
draws something and doesn't return
to its starting state, repeat the procedure. Something interesting will
happen and eventually the turtle will
come back to where it was initially.
On the other hand, if the turtle does
return to its starting state when it
makes a design, change the turtle's
heading and run the program again.
In other words, Janet did not need the
teacher's knowledge about the power
of 360 degrees. Rather, she needed the
idea of the total turtle trip that, translated into intuitive knowledge, told
her to keep repeating an action until
the turtle returned to its starting state.
Janet's learning style in this project

bW selling
Taudon
with abandon!
We are overstocked!
Our warehouse runneth over with
Tandon Drives.
Help!
Help us clear the decks and help
yourself to significant savings on these

excellent products.
We've always been high on Tandon.
(Even when we're not up to our knees
in 'em.) They offer an unsurpassed
storage capacity, a very advanced dual head design, increased throughput
and proven reliability.
So at these prices, you should
definitely buy a drive. Buy two. Maybe
someone you know is having a birthday soon. Buy one for them.
Call immediately. They won't last
very long.

-

Hopefully.
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floppy disk drives all feature Tandon's
patented read/write head design.
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of 5- milliseconds
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Tandon's TM848 "Thinline" series of
8-inch floppy -disk drives all feature
Tandon's patented read/write head
design. The unique " Thinline" design
allows two drives to be installed in the
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drive.
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-
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TM848-1 A single- sided, 77 track floppy -

disk drive with a storage capacity of
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and many others was that of a macro explorer.
The BEAR project was initiated by
Lisa, an 11- year -old from an inner city school close to MIT. Lisa approached the project as a micro explorer. Although she had previously written several procedures, Lisa
showed great resistance to using them
as building blocks. For example, after
constructing a square procedure, she
tried to reconstruct a square, as other
micro -explorers might, by telling the
turtle to move in incremental steps,
e.g., FORWARD
FORWARD 9, etc.
I asked her to play with circles
using CIRCLER or CIRCLEL procedures, which require the radius as
input. I encouraged her to try using
circles of different sizes. She made the
circles shown at the top of figure 5. I
then encouraged her to do the same
thing on the other side of the larger
circle, as shown at the bottom of figure
5. When asked what it reminded her
of, she thought it looked like a bear's
head. She then added the eyes and
used the head for the body (see figure
6). In so doing, I helped her shift
modes from micro -explorer to planner.
This project illustrates clearly that
many ways can be used to arrive at a

particular goal. Picking a starting
state for the turtle influences the construction of the procedure. Whether
the job is thought of in terms of sub procedures or whether the design is
first created by the student (whether
by the mind's eye or on paper) and
the turtle is made to trace the path
etched on paper has important consequences in how the project is
developed.
If the design is to be taught to the
turtle by breaking it up into parts, the
programmer has to decide what
building blocks are needed. This
BEAR has several interesting features.
It is made entirely of circles. The head
and the body are identical. The proj-

modified her learning style and created
this design.

$35

MX80
$429
MX100
$689
$69
RS232
$69

$995

Figure 6: Completed BEAR. Repeating the
procedure to create the head, Lisa

$2475

$25

$20

Figure 5: Initial design for the BEAR project. Starting with the design on the top,
Lisa added another circle to create an
evolving design.

Suite 3
Phoenix, Arizona 85029

1

1 ,

ect is easily changed to focus only on
the head or to create, with minor

modifications, a different animal (see
figure 7).
Both Lisa and I benefited from this
project. She became a more confident
problem -solver and tended to move
away from her micro -explorer style
of probing. She used a powerful
mathematical idea, symmetry, in a
playful but personally meaningful
way, and used it throughout her project. I, on the other hand, added to my
collection of programming projects.
We both followed our intuition. I was

"THAT WORKS GREAT!"
Planning an on-time, on- budget project has always been hard work. But
our new VisiSchedule" program can
help you and your personal computer
make short work of it.
The VisiSchedule program is a
fast and easy way to control projects,
level resources, meet deadlines, and

beat cost targets.
The VisiSchedule program
instantly shows you the critical path
among your project's tasks. It allocates all costs and personnel, and
specifies earliest/latest start dates,
slack times, holidays, prerequisites
and deadlines for each task. And it
produces summaries, time charts,
and milestone reports for
management.
You can actually develop your
project as you enter data, investigate
tradeoffs between manpower, costs
and time. Ask "what if? "... add,
move, slip or change any task, skill
level or cost, and the VisiSchedule
© 198Y VisiCorp

program automatically displays the
impact of your changes. This makes it
a snap to keep schedules and costs
current, too.
While the VisiSchedule program
does a lot by itself, it can do even
more for you when used with other
VisiÎ" programs. That's because
they're all inter- related, just like your
needs and tasks, to give you a fully
integrated solution. For example,
automatically transfer the cost data
to our VisiTrend/Plot T" program
and analyze cause -and -effect
relationships. Then instantly
plot the results in charts and
graphs for better
communication.
In addition, our
series includes the
VisiCalc®

VisiFile,"
VisiDex; "
VisiPlot, "
VisiTerm T"

and Desktop/PLANT" programs.
Ask your retail computer store
salesperson for a demonstration of the
VisiSchedule program. Discover how
easy it is to make short work of planning and budgeting all your work.

VISISCHEDULE"FROM
VISICORP°

(Q)

elaborating the descriptions through
debugging (testing procedures in real
situations), getting concrete feedback
on these actions, and adjusting the
initial descriptions to take into account these results, a person's exploration in Logo will be furthered.
The process of procedural description
and debugging might be seen as a
dynamic process of assimilation and
accommodation, of making theories
and revising them as a result of experience and knowledge, but doing
this playfully as an enjoyable activity
involving one's whole self.

G

Figure 7: Other animals created by modifying the BEAR procedure.

Conclusions

(To

Sharing in this learning process is a
self- empowering experience for all
participants. A different way of looking at learning and teaching emerges,
one based on the Piagetian idea that

Figure 8: Other designs created by Lisa using Logo.

hopeful that when Lisa used circles as
building blocks she would discover
some lovely thing to make with them,
and she did.
A Model of Teaching and

Learning as Debugging
Turtle geometry is but one part of
the Logo computer culture. Other

areas of activity have been explored
and many more are waiting to be explored. Turtle geometry, however,
serves to illustrate key characteristics
of the culture, in particular, the idea
of exploring an environment and the
objects in it by manipulating them
through a complex of interactions
based on procedural descriptions. By

even very young children have
theories. Thus, teaching and learning
are not a matter of being wrong or
right, but rather a process of debugging. Learning and teaching are intertwined and become a process of developing debugging aids as knowledge gaps are discovered and filled in.
The persons using computers are cast
in the role of both student and teacher
as they actively participate in development of the computer culture.
They contribute to its richness and
enrich their own lives.

The Ultimate Spreadsheet. Never See "Out of Memory "Again.

Su

ft

O. BOX 1628
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
O (217) 359 -2112 TELEX 270365
P.

First In Software Technology.
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Power Onei

Undernalional Series-The New
World kandard in D.C. Power
Supplies

One Power Supply for the Whole World

Wide Choice of AC Input Power

At last... a world standard in high reliability open -frame power
supplies. Designed specifically for products sold throughout the world
to make your international marketing simpler. And more profitable.

Each unit is rated at 100, 120, 220, 230, and 240 volts, 47 to 63Hz.
So wherever your products are headed, one standard off -the -shelf
power supply will serve. No more costly stocking of different units for

different destinations.

Meets International Safety Requirements, Worldwide
The International Series can be used anywhere, for almost any
application. It's the only power supply available that meets the most
important requirements of VDE, UL, CSA, BPO, IEC, CEE, and
ECMA. This was achieved by using our new patented winding
process featuring separate, fully enclosed primary and secondary
windings. This unique construction complies with worldwide safety
standards, including:
Leakage Current, Line to Ground:
5.0µa
Spacings, Live Parts to Dead Metal: 9.0 mm
Other than Field Terminals: 5.25 mm

Dielectric Withstand Voltage,
Input to Ground:
Input to Outputs:
Outputs to Ground:
SINGLE OUTPUT MODELS
MODEL
S

VOLTAGE,
CURRENT

DUAL OUTPUT MODELS
PRICE
(1.24)

H135-3. OVP.A

5V 4! 3A
51)

MES-18; OVP-A

4 6A

5V d 9A
5V 4t 12A
5V a 18A

1

32.95

154.95
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S
84.95
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HN12.5.I.A
HDI2.6.8.A
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12V a S.IA
I2V a 6 8A
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1
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15V
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I.7A OR
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2A
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patented International Series transformers feature
separate, fully enclosed, primary and secondary coils. Meets safety
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Logo

A Cultural Glossary
E. Paul Goldenberg
Lincoln -Sudbury Regional High School
390 Lincoln Rd.
Sudbury, MA 01776

For easy access, the terms in this glossary are arranged alphabetically, but this arrangement hides
the complex interrelationships of the ideas in the definitions. The groupings on this page were
developed to make obvious the relationships between important Logo concepts. You can use it as a
map to guide you through the glossary.
The groupings do not represent a true tree structure because some of the terms appear under
several different headings. The main concepts are organized into broad categories, with more
detailed information listed in outline form under each main heading.

The Logo Language
program
procedures
command
operation
primitive
subprocedure

i

Seeds of the Logo Culture
artificial intelligence (AI)
microworlds
LISP

Piaget
debugging

workspace
global
local
state

recursion
interation
input and output
object
word

QWERTY phenomenon

Outside the Logo Culture

list

sentence

computer -aided instruction (CAI)
computer literacy

turtle
turtle graphics
turtle geometry
Total Turtle Trip Theorem
playing turtle (body geometry)
forward (back)
left (right)
dynaturtle
sprite
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Learning and Thinking
interest worlds
microworlds
powerful ideas
state
recursion
subproceduralization
metaphors
prosthetic
anthropomorphic images
playing turtle
teaching

problem solving
debugging
controlling the computer
computer literacy
teaching
programming

I"'

Completely Redesigned.
Now, the Grappler +.
The original Grappler was the
first graphics interface to give
you hi -res screen dumps from
your keyboard. The new
Grappler+ with Dual Hi -Res
Graphics adds flexibility with a
side -by-side printout of page 1
and page 2 graphics.
Interfacing the Grappler+ to a
wide range of printers is easy
as changing a dip switch. 4K of
exclusive firmware makes the
Grappler+ the most intelligent,

full-featured Apple Printer
Interface made. And, the
Grappler + is Apple III compatible.'
The imitations are many, so
insist on the #1 Apple Graphics
Interface on the market. Insist
on the Grappler +. Available
now at most Apple dealers.
'Requires additional software driver.

"Requires graphics upgrade.

The Grappler + Features:

a,\

Dual Hi -Res Graphics Printer
Selector Dip Switch Apple Ill
Compatible* Graphics Screen

ACTUAL APPLE

II

PRINTOUT USING GRAPPLER

AND EPSON MX100

With The

Grappler +

Dump Inverse Graphics
Emphasized Graphics Double Size
Picture 90° Rotation Center
Graphics Chart Recorder
Mode Block Graphics Bell
Control Skip -over -pert Left and
Right Margins Variable Line
Length Text Screen Dumps.

The Grappler + works with Pascal
and CPM.

The Grappler + interfaces with

the following printers:

Anadex Centronics Datasouth
Epson" IDS NEC C -Itoh Okidata"
'41'.1

Orange Micro

3150 E. La Palma, Suite G
Anaheim, California 92806
(714) 630-3620

Circle 309 on Inquiry card.

Orange Micro, Inc. 1982

Foreign Inquiries Welcome
TLX #183511 CSMA

www.americanradiohistory.com

CPM is a registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc
Apple II and Apple Ill are registered trade names of

Apple Computer Inc.

This glossary is more cultural than
technical partly because the learning
philosophy behind Logo is more of a
culture than a technique. The Logo
technical vocabulary consists, for the
most part, of familiar words adopted
from general usage to refer to specific
Logo metaphors, images, and ideas.
Many of the terms and definitions
presented here are derived from three
books: Seymour Papert's Mind storms: Children, Computers, &
Powerful Ideas (New York: Basic
Books, 1980); Harold Abelson and
Andrea diSessa's Turtle Geometry:
The Computer as a Medium for Ex-

ploring Mathematics (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1981); and my own
Special Technology for Special
Children (Baltimore: University Park
Press, 1979). Reference is also made
to Brian Harvey's article "Why
Logo ?" on page 163 in this issue of

artificial intelligence (AI): the branch
of computer science from which Logo
grew. The name of this science
derives from its attempts to simulate,
using machines, the behavior that is
regarded as intelligent in people or
animals. If this narrow view of the
field was ever true, it no longer is.
Cognitive psychology and artificial
intelligence together are sometimes
referred to as cognitive science. They
study such disparate processes as

natural -language understanding,
visual perception, and knowledge acquisition. Good studies of human information processing frequently require both a careful study of how
people perform tasks and serious attempts to build models based on a
theory and observations to test the
theory. The complexity of these
models requires computer simulation.

BYTE.

anthropomorphic images: metaphors
in which computers, computer procedures, and objects controlled by computers are thought of as if they were
persons. "Anthropomorphic images
facilitate the transfer of knowledge
from familiar settings to new contexts. For example, the metaphor for
what is usually called programming
computers' is teaching the turtle a
new word." (See Papert, page 59.)
Thinking of the machines as (limited)
people -and even modeling people's
behavior through analogies to machine processes -does not involve
treating people like machines. (On
this latter point, see the entry on
computer -aided instruction.)

About the Author
While working with the Logo Group at MIT,

Paul Goldenberg pioneered in applications
of Logo for education and rehabilitation of
children with severe communication handicaps. His book Special Technology for Special
Children presents the philosophy, psychology,
and technology behind this work and illustrates it with case histories. He is currently
Assistant Professor of Rehabilitation Medicine
at Tufts Medical School and will soon be director of the computer department at Lincoln Sudbury Regional High School.
E.
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command: a Logo procedure that performs in some particular way, but
does not return a value to its calling
procedure. It's analogous to a procedure in Pascal. See also operation.

computer-aided instruction (CAI): in
the broadest sense, any educational
endeavor that is aided by computers.
In general, however, CAI means
automated worksheets (drill and
practice) or electronic tutors (frame oriented CAI or automated programmed texts). This is very different
from the Logo philosophy of using
the computer not as the supplier or
exerciser /tester of knowledge, but
rather as a context within which to
use thinking to solve problems of

of computer technology. When com-

puters were rarer and more specialized, computer literacy was not an
issue (just as no one now worries
about electron- microscope literacy).
When computers become as common
as cars, computer literacy will cease
to be an issue.
Literacy has two conventional
meanings. The first -being well -read
and articulate in one's language -suggests fluency in a particular computer
language. Programming is having the
ability to express a novel idea in that
language. Letting children be programmers, helping them to become
fluent at expressing mathematical and
logical ideas, is the Logo sense of a
thoughtful literacy. (This idea, however, doesn't fit in with the image that
the word "literacy" is generally used
to convey, a skill that every child
must learn in order to be able to cope.
It's more like learning a foreign language: a valuable skill for those who
choose to learn it, but not an absolute
requirement for life or for employ-

ability.)
The other conventional meaning of
literacy- having minimal reading
skills -makes little sense in a society
replete with computers. With many
computer languages to choose from,
what could be considered minimal
communication skills? Teaching general familiarity with computers without providing an opportunity to
develop good communication skill is
a little like having a course teaching
people the names of the features of a
car without allowing them to learn to
drive.

genuine interest.

Programmed learning explicitly
models the human as a machine in
that the student is being programmed
by the computer. Logo learning sees
the learner as the agent -actively
constructing knowledge. The student
takes the teacher's role- teaching the
turtle a new word.

computer literacy: often seen as a
general (and superficial) experience
with computers. This concept is tied
to a transitional stage in the spreading

BYTE Publications Inc

www.americanradiohistory.com

controlling the computer: the issue is
one of locus of control. Whereas
computers have conventionally been
used in education to program the
kids -in effect, to control their behavior -the Logo philosophy stresses
kids programming computers. It is
often said that teaching is the best
way to learn. The computer is a
highly responsive student and rigidly
faithful to its teacher. For students
who have had little sense of control in
school, this, even apart from the content of the subject they are studying,

CALL "THE COMPUTER -LINE "TM
When you call us, you talk to fully qualified computer specialists trained to
answer all your questions pertaining to our line of microcomputers. We are
renowned for our excellent after sales support and our promptness for
delivery. Peace of mind and excellence in service is our pledge to all our
customers.
PC -8001A

NEC PERSONAL COMPUTER
Keyboard and processor unit, including 32K Ram, 24KB
N -Basic Rom, cassette tape recorder interface, parallel
printer interface, display interface.

CALL FOR PRICES ON
APPLE II
FRANKLIN ACE
BASIS 108
RANA DRIVES
TANDON DRIVES

$749
PC -8012A

Modular expansion unit, including I/O bus extension,
diskette adaptor, 32KB Ram, real -time clock, 8 priority interrupt levels. 6 slots for additional boards.
$479
100 cps, bidirectional printing, propor-

PC -8023A

Dot matrix printer
tional printer.

PC -8031A

Dual diskette unit. including two 163K byte diskette drives.
interface cable, enclosure and operating system
$749

-

COMPUTER-CADE

TM

WE CARRY THE

REVOLUTIONARY GAME
ARCADE BOOTH FOR ATARI

AND

APPLE

COMPUTERS!

CALL FOR INFORMATION AND
PRICING

HARD DISK SYSTEMS

$499

MICROCOMPUTER BUSINESS INDUSTRIES

AppletimeTM Clock Card
VIPTMI Card. (The Ultimate
graphics interface + cable)
All other VIPTM Cards
(See advertisement this Byte)

We carry the entire line of NEC /BPI software for the personal computer
Please call or write for information.

CALIFORNIA
7710
7490
7470
7711
7712
7721

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Async. Serial Int
GPIB (IEEE -488) Int
Ana. to Dig. Converter
Async. Serial (Term)
Sync. Serial Int.
Apple Parallel Int.

Calendar /Clock Module
Programable Timer

MOUNTAIN
HARDWARE
CPS Multi- Function Card
The Clock
Su pertalker
Music System
Expansion Chassis
Romwriter
Ram Plus (32K Board)

$135
$239
$ 99
$135
$149
$109
$ 99
$ 99
PRINTERS

NEC

Spinwriter 7710/7730

$2339

$ 489
8023A
EPSON (Graftrax Plus)
MX -80
$ 429
MX -80FT
$ 529
MX -100
$ 699
All Epson and NEC dot matrix
printer prices quoted are for
Immediate delivery inclusive of
shipping, insurance and handling

charges.
[(ä3.;ú1

$CALL

WITH
CONTROLLER

DRIVES FOR
APPLE

$429
ADD -ON $359

Hard Disks + 8" Disks for Apple, TRS-80
$CALL
Apple Computer Products
$CALL
as Om aim

t1CO =
PLEASE CALL
PRODUCTS
OR WRITE FOR CATALOG.

options
200 cps Sprint Mode

printing
Friction/Tractor feed
$1595
CITOH
F10 Word Quality Printer
40 CPS Printing
Letter quality excellence
4 -color

MODEMS
Hayes Micromodem II
Hayes Smartmodem
Hayes Chronograph
Novation Cat
Novation D -Cat Modem
Novation Apple Cat II
Novation Auto Cat

Now Only $1395

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
VISICORP, INC.
STONEWARE
Desktop Plan Ill
$229
DB Master
Desktop Plan II
$189
DB Utility Pack
Visifiles
$189
MICRO PRO
Visiplot
$159
Apple CP/M
Visitrend/Visiplot
Word Star
$229
Visidex
$189
Super Sort
Visiterm
$ 79
Mail Merger
Visicalc 3 -3
$189
Data Star
Visipak
$539
Spell Star
Calc Star
APPLE WORD PROCESSING On line's Sensational

$99

COMPARE!

$169
$229
$159
$319
$599
$139
$149

INTEGRAL DATA SYSTEMS
PRISM 132 Color printer with all

Prowriter 120cps

89

$

$469.00

CERMETEK
1200 baud modem

$169
$ 69

DISKETTES (Boxes of 10)
$289
$229
$199
$145
$165
$339
$209

SCALL

MONITORS

Verbatim Datalife
Verbatim 8"

Double- Side/DD
$ 39 -95
RAM CARDS
Davong 16K Card
$ 89
Microsoft 16K Card
$129
T and G PRODUCTS
Game paddles
$ 29
Joy Stick
$ 44
Selecta -port Expander
$ 49
80 COLUMN CARDS

Zenith ZVM -121 Phosphor
15

$219
$119

MHZ

NEC 1201 Phosphor
20 MHZ
NEC 0112 Composite

$ 79

$179
$119
$119

Color
NEC 2112 RGB Color
Amdek 300 Phosphor

Amdek Composite Color
Amdek IBM Compatible
Color

Screenwriter

II
$89
Call For Continental. Dakin 5. Broderbund. Automated Simulations. Avant -Garde.
Edu -Ware. Denver Howard, Sirius. Sensible. Synergistic Software. Etc.

$ 24 -95

FOR APPLE
$119

Wesper80Card
Vision 80 Card (Vista)

$179

Videx 80 Card
MISCELLANEOUS
APPLE PRODUCTS
119
$
Enhancer II
$
39
Dana Apple Fan
Sup R Mod
$2795

$335
$899
$185
$355

$259
$289
$259

$749

IN COLORADO (303) 279 -2727

CALL "THE COMPUTER- LINE'"M
1- (800)- 525 -7877
COMPUTERWORLD INTERNATIONAL, INC.
SUITE 133, P.O. BOX 81, WHEAT RIDGE, COLORADO, U.S.A. 80034 -0081

TERMS: RETAIL /MAIL ORDER: ADD °'o SHIPPING (MINIMUM $2.50) - UPS GROUND.
WE HONOR ALL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTIES AND EXCHANGE FAULTY GOODS IMMEDIATELY.
SPECIALISTS IN APO AND INTERNATIONAL DELIVERIES.
1

RETAIL: 1019 8TH STREET
GOLDEN, CO 80401
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is a valuable experience. (The importance of being in control is particular-

ly apparent in the Logo work of students with special needs. For more,
see Special Technology for Special
Children.

debugging: improving the behavior
of a program that does not do what
you want it to. Logo emphasizes that
programs that do not work as desired
are merely unfinished, rather than
bad finished products. This is in
sharp contrast to many school situations in which a task is considered to
be over when a particular time has
come, rather than when it "works."
In school, a written composition
tends to be graded as it stands, rather
than debugged. (If the teacher does
encourage a student to improve a
paper, the effort involved can be prohibitive.) Logo teachers encourage
students to love their bugs. If a turtle
does not do what you wanted it to,
chances are that it does something interesting anyway. The unwanted behavior may lead to new ideas more
interesting than the original task. A
bug can be neat! It can certainly teach
you something
study it!

...

dynaturtle: a dynamic (rather than
static) turtle. Whereas a static turtle
has a fixed spatial position and heading, a dynaturtle may have a fixed
velocity or acceleration. Whereas
commands (state -change operators)
to a static turtle specify a change in
position (e.g., FORWARD 100) or
heading (e.g., LEFT 90), a command
to a velocity turtle specifies a change
in velocity and has an analogy to
force. Dynamic turtles can be a flexible laboratory tool for experimentation in physics and mathematics and,
like their static cousins, for aesthetics
as well.
FORWARD: Logo command to the
turtle telling it to move forward in the
direction it is heading. This state change operator takes a single input
that says how far (in turtle- steps) forward to move. For example,
FORWARD 100 says move forward
100 units; FORWARD :SIDE + 10 says
move forward the distance 10 +:SIDE
(whatever value the variable :SIDE
214
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happens to have at the moment). The
only other turtle -geometric state change operator dealing with the turtle's position is called BACK. Neither
of these change the turtle's heading.
See also LEFT.
global: something pertaining to the
entire environment being considered.
Among variables, global variables
are those that can be accessed and
changed from any place in a program. Logo encourages the use of
local variables -variables that belong
to a particular procedure- because
they make for more orderly and more
debuggable programs.
Another kind of global reference is
the Cartesian coordinate system. It is
global in that each point is specified
in relation to a standard referent (the
origin). Points are not specified in
relation to each other. For a discussion of the difficulties caused by such
a global perspective for graphics representation, see the section of Brian
Harvey's article 'Why Logo?" on
page 178 in this issue of BYTE. Logo's
orientation is, in general, toward
local references. See local.

input and output: within the Logo
culture, we pay more attention to the
inputs and outputs of procedures
than to traditional issues of hardware. The input to a procedure is
thought of as a message that the procedure needs in order to do its job. As
an example, FORWARD needs an input telling it how far to move the turtle; PRINT needs to know what to
print. Some procedures need more
than one input message in order to
know what to do. A procedure to
draw arbitrary polygons, for example, needs two inputs, one telling it
the size of its forward step, and the
other telling it the angle to turn at
each corner.
The output of a procedure is a
message sent back to the procedure
that called it. For example, SUM outputs a message that is the sum of its
two inputs. A procedure that produces output (see operation) must
send its message to a procedure expecting an input. (In this way, output
and input are closely linked in Logo.)
Hardware aspects of I/O are handled

conveniently for the programmer so
she can concentrate on the behavior
of the conceptual building blocks
(procedures) she is creating without
wasting attention on the machine.

interest worlds: areas of special interest in which the computer can be a
useful tool, servant, or laboratory.
Art, music, geometry, physics, and
language have all been extensively developed as interest worlds by various
Logo investigators. See also micro worlds.

iteration: telling the computer to execute something repeatedly. See recursion, which Logo favors as a control
structure.
learning: the focus of the Logo environment. What one does for oneself.
See teaching.
Logo command to the turtle
telling it to turn left while remaining
in the same location. This state change operator takes a single input
that says how many degrees to turn.
For example, LEFT :ANG says turn left
:ANG degrees (whatever value the
variable :ANG happens to have at the
moment). The only other turtle -geometric state -change operator dealing
with the turtle's heading is RIGHT. See
also FORWARD.
LEFT:

LISP: acronym for LISt Processing. A

programming language widely used
in artificial -intelligence research, the
basis for many of the ideas in Logo.
list: Logo's fundamental data structure. A list is an ordered sequence of
arbitrary Logo objects (see object).
Since its elements may be either
words or other lists (which may
themselves contain yet other lists,
nested to any level), lists can be used
to create very complex data structures. They can represent information
trees (decision trees, binary trees,
etc.) and unordered sets. Lists are
sometimes used in Logo to accomplish the same purposes for which arrays might be used in other languages. (Logo also has other ways of
providing access to information that
is indexed numerically or with alphaCircle 360 on Inquiry card.
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WREN WE
ANNOUNCED SAGE II,
8 -BC[ COMPUTERS
BIT SIE DUST.

16.81T, 8 MHZ,

68000 MICROPROCESSOR.
The new Sage II doesn't look
exactly awesome. Some folks even
mistake it for a disk subsystem.
But the fact is, 8 -bit
icrocomputers don't stand a

chance against it. Minicomputers
e shaking in their boots. And
en a few mainframes are
running scared.
Because the Sage H is based
on the incredible 68000.

UP TO 512K,

NOT COUNTING DRIVES.
With its 24 -bit address bus, the

Sage II can address 16 megabytes.
The stripped down version
features a mere 128K RAM.
On top of that, you can add
another 384K of "RAM DISK" (onboard RAM that looks like a superfast disk to the operating system).
Then come the real disk drives.
Your choice of 40 or 80 track, 320K
to 1,3 megabyte, 5-1/4". A 10K
program loads in half a second.

p- SYSTEM'OPERATING SYSTEM.
This optional, interactive operating
system makes it possible to use
programs currently running on
8 -bit computers.
It

supports Pascal, FORTRAN

77, BASIC and 68000 Macro
Assembler languages and a host

of utility and applications programs.

MORE FOR THE MONEY.

195 North Edison Way, Suite 14

ucso p- System s a?raceme,* d the

Reno, Nevada 89502
(702) 322 -6868
Refis d me Unaersay d Caikxrna

COMPUTER

TECHNOI.00Y

www.americanradiohistory.com

Prices for the Sage II start at just
$3,600 with one disk drive and
128K RAM.
No other computer in history has
offered so much performance per
unit price.
Call or write us today for the
whole story.

Right away,
you can see a difference.
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Stop in a store near you. Take a look.
You'll be instantly taken with some of
the features that make the IBM Personal
Computer so different.
Like the non -glare screen -easy on
the eyes during those number -crunching
tasks like payroll and general ledger.
80 characters a line -with upper and
lower case letters for a quick and easy read.
And the flexibility of a system that
lets you move the components around at will.
(To get really comfortable, try the keyboard
or your lap and put your feet up.)

Some of the best things about the
IBM Personal Computer aren't part of the
computer.
Like the instruction manuals that help
you set up your system and teach you to use

it with the greatest of ease.
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS
User Memory

Display Screen

16K-256K hste'.

I

ligh-rest rlutiu rn'
80 characters x 25 lines
Upper and lower case
Green phosphor screen'

Microprocessor
16-bit. 8088'
Auxiliary Memory
2

optional internal
diskette dritrs, 51/4".

Operating Systems
DOS. UCSD p- System,

160K bytes trr 320K

CP/A1.86

bytes per diskette
ft. cord
attaches to
system unit'
l0 function keys'
10-key numeric pad
Tactile feedback

you'll want the inside story of
the IBM Personal Computer.
Like user memory
expandable up to 256KB. And
40 KB of permanent memory.
(Which not only includes the
BASIC language, but diagnostic
instructions that automatically
check the system every time you
turn it on.)
A 16 -bit microprocessor that can
improve speed and productivity.
A mix of crisp text and high resolution color graphics on your own
TV set clearly helpful for creating
charts to target forecasts and trends.
Or the 10 programmable function
keys that let you bid goodbye to the
tedium of repetitious tasks.
And the list goes on. Which is why
we've included a box (at right) that tells all.

Permanent Memory
(ROM 1-4OK (me,'
Color/Graphics
Ter mode

-

16

colors'

256 characters and
symbols in ROM'
Grupbics mode:
4 -color

BASIC. Pascal. FORTRAN.
MACRO Assembler,

83 keys. 6

As you progress from casual
observer to comparison shopper,

t

Languages

Keyboard

Go ahead, compare.

-

There's more than meets the eye.

COBOL

Printer
Bidirectional'
80 characters /second
12 character styles, up to
132 eharacters/line
9 x 9 character matrix'

resolution:
320h x 2000
Black & white resolution:
640h x 200
Simultaneous gra ics&
text capability

Communications

84232 -C interface
Asynchn mous (start/stop/
protocol
Paring checking'
Up to 9600 bits per second
'ADVANCED FEATURES FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS

Diagnostics
Po

sser -on self testing'

And an expanding library of software
programs that meet IBM's demanding
specifications.
Programs for business. Education.
The lab and the home. Programs that make
the IBM Personal Computer your tool for
modern times.
See for yourself.

The quality, power and performance
of the IBM Personal Computer are what
you'd expect from IBM. The price isn't.
So stop in and take a look.
Visit an authorized IBM Personal
Computer dealer. For a store near you, (or
for information from IBM about quantity
purchases) call (800) 447 -4700.
In Illinois, (800) 322 -4400. In Alaska or
Hawaii, (800) 447 -0890.

==

The IBM Personal Computer
A tool for modern times
tUCSD p- System

is a

trademark of the Regents of the University of California. CP /M -86 is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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betic labels. Some Logo implementations have array -handling primitives.) The simplest elements of lists
are words.
local: something that has meaning
only in the specific context in which it
is being used. A local variable is one
whose name has a value only within
the procedure in which it is defined.
Most variables used in Logo are local.
The turtle's perspective on its turtle moves is also a strictly local one. It
does not know where it is (with respect, say, to a globally defined
origin). In the grand scheme of
things, it doesn't need to know where
it is. It only needs to know how to
move with respect to itself. 'The turtle can forget about the rest of the
plane when drawing a circle and deal
only with the small part of the plane
that surrounds its current position.
"By contrast, x2 + y2 = r2 relies on
a large -scale, global coordinate system to define its properties. And defining a circle to be the set of points
equidistant from some fixed point is

global.... The turtle representation does not need to make reference to that 'faraway' special point,
the center." (See Abelson and
diSessa, page 14.) This local view of
movement in space is not only easier
to use for simple mathematical ideas,
but lends itself quite beautifully to extensions into very fancy math; calculus and limits immediately come to
mind. See global.
just as

Logo: not an acronym. Derived from
the Greek word for "word" or

"thought." The name was coined by
Wallace Feurzeig at Bolt Beranek and
Newman Inc., one of the collaborators in the development of the language.

metaphor: Logo learning makes considerable use of metaphor and pays
particular attention to which
metaphors are chosen. Is a computer
a tutor, a student, a pair of eyeglasses, or a screwdriver? Is a variable name the name by which we
refer to a particular value, or the

INVESTMENT ANALYSIS
FIRM CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL SOFTWARE /410 17TH ST. SUITE 1375

/ DENVER, CO

80202 /(303) 595-9193

STOCK-FOCUS

REAL -FOCUS

Find out how low is low and how high is high.
Using capital structure and performance data, Stock focus objectively calculates the underlying value of a
stock. The system was first developed by the management science department of a major money center
bank, and is now in use by investment advisors. trust
companies and brokerage houses. On your screen,
Stock-focus will plot an estimate of lowest value, highest
value and the current price. You then decide what to
buy, sell or hold.

Exhaustively analyze potential real estate invest
ments using the Wharton School's approach to real
estate analysis. In minutes you can project profit, costs,
and IRR for any project over a 10 year period. Real focus accounts for amortization, debt, income, operating expenses, taxes, depreciation, and cash flows for
both after -tax holding and the results of sale. With
Real-focus you can analyze any potential investment
from a single building project to a complex time phased
planned unit development.
-

-

THE FOCUS TECHNIQUE
bine individual results files for portfolio analysis. You

FOCUS is CENTENNIAL SOFTWARE's new
approach to Program Architecture, providing a natural interaction between microcomputers and users.
It provides worksheet style input screens, free access
to all program segments, and the ability to com-

MEMORY-K
64

COMPUTER
IBM PC
Apple (plus)
TRS -801
TRS -80 II
TRS -80 Ill

also receive a usable reference manual, menu helps,
a program glossary, multiple report formats and spooling. With our FOCUS technique even the most complex programs are versatile and easy to use.

REAL -FOCUS
$179.00
149.00
149.00
179.00
149.00

32/48
32/48

II

64

32/48

STOCK -FOCUS
$189.00
159.00
159.00
189.00
159.00

ALL PROGRAMS IN DISK BASIC
IBM

,s

a

trademark of IBM.

Apple is

a

trademark of Apple Computer Corp

.

IRS 80 Is

a

trademark of Tardy Corporation

ORDER NOWI FILL IN OR CALL 800- 525 -2003 (Toll Free)

COMPUTER

PROGRAM NAME

MEMORY
PHONE #

NAME
ADDRESS

ACCOUNT #
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name of a box in which we find whatever we find? Are procedures little
folks with specific jobs to do7 Are
robot turtles literate but literal minded pets? It is not that Logo
learners have particular metaphors
that are different from those of
others -some people find the little people model of procedures useful,
while others find it irritating -but
that the use of metaphor is such a
natural part of Logo learning.

microworlds: as used by Logophiles,
a microworld is a well- defined, but
limited, learning environment in
which interesting things happen and
in which there are important ideas to
be learned. A microworld can have
other microworlds within it. For example, within the microworld of turtle graphics, one can define a smaller
microworld consisting of all the designs that can be drawn with a
POLYSPI procedure. (See R. W.
Lawler's 'Designing Computer -Based
Microworlds" on page 138 in this
issue.)
The concept of microworlds is
borrowed from artificial -intelligence
research. It's very difficult to simulate
intelligent behavior in general, but by
restricting our attention to a very
small area we can begin to find elements that can be modeled. Thus, the
concept of microworlds is a useful
source of interesting programming
projects.
The most famous AI microworld is
the blocks world, in which the computer controls a robot arm that can
manipulate small blocks. You can tell
the computer things like "Put the red
block on top of the small green
block," or ask questions like "Are any
green blocks under a red block ?" This
is a microworld of the English language (among other things) in that it
must understand the vocabulary,
syntax, and semantics of sentences
pertaining to the moving of blocks. It
is also a microworld of structural
stability, in that it must understand
what physical maneuvers are possible
with stackable blocks. One cannot,
for example, realistically pick up the
bottom block in a stack of eight without dropping others. Similarly, one
can place a pyramidal block on a

"Only VR Data can offer you a Winchester
Hard Disk Drive for your IBM Personal Computer...

.with the same level
of excellence and
state-of-the-art technology
you'd expect from IBM"
Warren
ren Rosenkranz, President, VR Data

We are tremendously impressed with
the IBM Personal Computer. When we set out
to increase its capability with our exclusive,
OTHER QUALITY PRODUCTS FROM VR DATA
Winchester Hard Disks
Memory Boards with
6.3 Megabytes
Error Correction
9.6 Megabytes
19.0 Megabytes
2x 6.3 Megabytes
2x 9.6 Megabytes
2x 19.0 Megabytes

64 Kbytes 192 Kbytes
128 Kbytes
In The Queue
D -Con Direct connect
internal modem
The Echo
Winchester Backup

totally compatible Winchester Hard Disk Drive
and Memory Board, we dedicated ourselves
to making the very finest products possible.
Some very knowledgeable dealers and users
say we've totally succeeded. See for yourself!!

Winchester Hard Disk Drive,
are
tested, re- tested and
all our designs
"burned in." We're so sure of our quality control that we offer an unconditional 120 day
extended warranty covering full costs of parts
and labor on all VR Data products.
As with our

Insist on the best.
Ask for us by name.

777 Henderson Boulevard N-6

Folcroft, PA 19032

800 -345 -8102
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FOR TRS80 MODEL I OR III
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

cube, but not

a

cube on a pointy

block.

MORE SPEED
10 -20

times faster then interpreted BASIC

MORE ROOM

Very compact compiled code plus VIRTUAL MEMORY
makes your RAM act larger. Variable number of block

buffers. 31char. -unique wordnames use only
header'

4

bytes in

MORE INSTRUCTIONS
Add YOUR commands to its 79-STANDARD-plus inatrutlion set!
Far more complete than most Forths. single 8 double
precision, arrays. string -handling, clock, graphics, (IBM
lowres. gives 18 -color or 200 -tint display).

MORE EASE

Excellent full-screen Editor, structured
programming

&

modular

Word search utility
THE NOTEPAD letter writer
Optimized for your TRS-80 or IBM with keyboard repeats.
upper /lower case display driver, full ASCII.

MORE POWER
Forth operating system
Concurrent Interpreter AND compiler

VIRTUAL 110 for video and printer, disk and tape
(10 Megabyte hard disk availablel
Full 8080 or 8088 Assembler aboard
(280 Assembler also available for TRS -80)
Intermix 35 to 80 -track disk drives
IBM can read. write and run M.3 Disks
M 3 disks can read, write and run M.1 disks

IVSFORTH
THE PROFESSIONAL FORTH SYSTEM
FOR TRS -80 d IBM PC
(Thousands o' systems in use)
MMSFORTH Disk System (requires disk drive 32K RAMI
V2 0 Radio Shack TRS80 Model or III
$129.95
IBM Personal Computer, (80-col screen)
V2
5249.95
1

I

1

AND MMS GIVES IT PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
Source code provided
MMSFORTH Newsletter
Many demo programs aboard
MMSFORTH User Groups
Inexpensive upgrades to latest version
Programming staff can provide advice. modifications and
custom programs. to fit YOUR needs
MMSFORTH UTILITIES DISKETTE. includes FLOATING POINT
MATH (BASIC ROM routines plus Complex numbers. Recta,
gular-Polar coordinate conversions. Degrees mode. more).
(TRS-B0) a full Forth-style 280 ASSEMBLER( plus a powerful
CROSS-REFERENCER to list Forth words by block and line.
plus alt on one diskette (requires MMSFORTH V20, 1 drive 8
32K RAM)
$39.95'

FORTHCOM. communications package provides RS232
driver. dumb terminal mode. transfer of FORTH blocks, and
host mode to operate a remote TRS-BC )requires MMSFORTH
V2.0. drive 8 32K RAM)
539.95'
1

THE DATAHANDLER. a very sophisticated database manage-

ment system operable by noprogrammers
MMSFORTH V2.0, drive 8 32K RAMI
1

(requires
959.95

FORTHWRITE. fast, powerful Word Processor wleasy
keystrokes, Help screens, manual & demo files. Full propos

tional wltabs, outdenting Include other blocks. documents 8
keyboard inputs- ideal for form letters (requires MMSFORTH
V2 0, 2 drives & 48K RAMI
$175.00
MMSFORTH GAMES DISKETTE: real -time graphics 8 board
games w /source code. Includes BREAKFORTH, CRASH
FORTH, CRYPTOOUOTE. FREEWAY (TRS.80). OTHELLO &
TICTACFORTH (requires MMSFORTH V2.0,1 drive & 32K RAM)
$39.95'

Other MMSFORTH products under development

FORTH BOOKS AVAILABLE
MMSFORTH USERS MANUAL

w/o Appendices

STARTING FORTH best!

517.50'
515.95'

THREADED INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGES - advanced, analysis
of FORTH interals
$19.95'
PROGRAM DESIGN 8 CONSTRUCTION
programming good for Forth
FORTH -79 STANDARD MANUAL
79-STANDARD word set. etc

-

intro. to structured
513.95'
reference to

official

$13.95'

FORTH SPECIAL ISSUE. BYTE Magazine (Aug. 1980) A collectors item for Forth users and beginners
84.00'
ORDERING INFORMATION
Software prices include
a single computer license for
one -person support Describe your Hardware. Add 52.00 SiH
plus $3 00 per MMSFORTH and SI 00 per additional book,
Mass orders add 5°1. tax Foreign orders add 20 %. UPS COD.
VISA 5 M/C accepted, no unpaid purchase orders, please

manuals and require signing of

Send SASE for free MMSFORTH mlormarion

Good dealers sought
Get MMSFORTH products from your

computer dealer or

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER
SERVICES (B8)
61

Lake Shore Road. Natick, MA 01760

(617)6536136
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object: the naturalness with which
Logo passes data messages back and
forth among procedures (see input
and output), and the ubiquity of an-

thropomorphic images for those procedures, makes the metaphor of object manipulation very appealing for
what tends to be called data processing elsewhere. Logo has two kinds of
data objects, words and lists. (Some
implementations also provide arrays.) Though procedures are generally known as the active elements in
a workspace, they can also be manipulated (created, edited, destroyed, or
passed back and forth) by other procedures. Therefore, Logo's procedures are also frequently referred to
as objects, especially when one is referring to the contents of the workspace. Finally, "object" retains all of
its conventional meanings in addition
to the technical sense mentioned
already. Thus, we speak of proce-

dures as manipulating objects,
whether the objects are words printed
on the screen or turtles doing a dance
on the floor.
a Logo procedure that
computes a value and returns that
value to the calling procedure. (It is
analogous to what Pascal calls a function.) The value can be any Logo object-a number, word, or list. See
also command.

operation:

Piaget: Jean Piaget, one of the great
thinkers of our time, realized the
value of looking at a wrong answer
and trying to understand it (see debugging). He was a keen observer of
children and recognized that every
learner (in particular, each infant and
child) takes an active role in his or her
own development. For each wrong
answer a child came up with (e.g., the
4-year -old stating confidently that
trees make the wind blow), he asked
the question: Why that particular
wrong answer? What is the logic in
the child's thinking that leads to that
kind of explanation?
In this sense, he saw these wrong
answers not as random movements in
the absence of the right answer, but

BYTE Publications Inc
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result of bugs in a program that
does give mostly the right answer.
The frequent focus of attention on
Piaget's stages is a bit of a red herring.
Although he has described these
stages discretely, it is their contents
the form that thinking takes at various developmental levels, the logic of
it -and not the stages themselves, or
the age at which they appear, that are
the real importance of Piaget's
as the

-

theory.
Evidence of the influence of Pia getian thinking (if not each of Piaget's
specific notions about thinking) pervades the Logo culture. Our interest
in debugging, the metaphor of objects, and the assimilation of computer technical ideas into familiar
contexts (e.g., anthropomorphization
or playing turtle) all reflect that influence.

playing turtle: pretending to be the
turtle and walking through a turtle graphics procedure as the turtle might
see it. This process can make fairly
difficult geometric constructions
transparent to young children with
little or no formal training in geometry. Playing turtle, though, refers as
much to the thinking through of a
procedure before programming it as
to walking through an existing procedure.
By way of example, some 10 -yearolds were trying to figure out how to
teach the turtle to make a circle. I suggested they play turtle. They concluded that if all they could tell the
turtle was to go FORWARD and to
turn, it would have to go just a little
bit forward, turn a little, go a little bit
forward again, turn a little again, and
so on. After one kid had made it
around the circle (one of the instructions was "keep doing that until you
get back to the beginning "), they were
convinced they had the right idea. To
help them with the details, I reminded
them of the Total Turtle Trip Theorem and again encouraged them to
play turtle. They began to reason out
the details of how much to turn, how
many times to repeat the process, and
how big they wanted to make each
step.

powerful ideas: Seymour Papert corn-

INTRODUCING THE

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER!

R

WITH CP /M.M

OPERATING
SYSTEM

$2 695

A Briefcase Size Computer with Full Size Abilities!

Standard Features
4

MHZ Z80 PROCESSOR

64K LOW POWER RAM
1.2 MBYTE ON DUAL
8"' FLOPPIES

Lf

COMPACT SIZE: 5'/2 " X 19" X 19"
LIGHT WEIGHT

-

ONLY 30 LBS

4 RS -232 SERIAL PORTS

This Is Not a Personal Computer!

ENVIRONMENTAL PACKAGING

THE EXEC -JR IS A TRUE BUSINESS COMPUTER
WITH CAPABILITIES TO HANDLE THE TOUGH JOBS.

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

SERIAL PORTS CAN BE USED FOR TERMINALS.

PRINTERS OR MODEMS

Expansion Options
192K BYTE RAM MEMORY
MULTI -USER

DUAL SIDED DRIVES (2.4 MBYTE)
FIXED DISK INTERFACE WITH
35, OR 70 MBYTE FIXED DISK
1

1

,

MP /MTM

Affordable Expansion
2.4 MBYTE

64K RAM Expansion

128K RAM Expansion

ON DUAL SIDED DRIVES

FOR A TOTAL OF 128K BYTE

FOR A TOTAL OF 192K BYTE

ONLY

$375

ONLY

$ 149

ONLY

$

298

As a closing thought consider this ..
Who else offers a small computer with:
.

192K BYTE RAM, 2.4 MBYTE on Floppies; 4 Serial Terminal Interfaces,
Multi -User Capability and CP /M'M Operating System for $3,368.

CUSTOM COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC.
AN INNOVATIVE LEADER IN PROCESSING SYSTEMS
Presented By

7250 COMMERCE CIRCLE EAST
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PRICE AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
REPRESENTATIVE INQUIRIES WELCOME.
MP /M AND CP /M ARE TRADEMARKS OF DIGITAL RESEARCH, INC.

FRIDLEY, MINNESOTA 55432

PHONE (612) 574-9493
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chances are,
you've already purchased

two-thirds of our digital,
programmable
oscilloscope.

monitor

Apple

II,

Apple ll Plus, Disk

II

///

and Silentype are trademarks of Apple Computers, Inc. Epson MX-80 's a trademark of Epson America, Inc.

Now for $995 You can have the rest.
In a word, the Model 85
aScopeTM is a dual channel, DC

system. But frankly, we suspect
you are probably as intrigued
as you could be on the basis of
one advertisement.
So we'll proceed with a few
action recommendations designed to accommodate anyone
from the casually curious to the
virtually convinced.
First, you should call 800547 -4445. That will provide you
with an aScope data sheet and
an opportunity to determine
whether you'd like to invest $10
in our comprehensive aScope
demonstration disk.
Or simply yield to your initial
impulse and order the system,
safe in the knowledge that
(a) you may use the system for
fifteen days, and if not satisfied,
return it, and b) NWIS system
engineers stand ready to assist
you with any questions you may

to 50 MHz, fully programmable,
digital memory oscilloscope designed to operate with any Apple
II
or Apple II Plus" equipped
with Dis< IITM and display, 48K
memory and DOS 3.3.
But don't let aScope's remarkably low price deceive you.
Because in about 80 percent of
all desicn or test applications
where his sort of instrument
would be used, aScope will perform on par with systems in the
$15,000+ category. (Something
we feel comfortable saying, having spent a number of years
working in research and development for one of the world's
leading suppliers of those
$15,000 instruments.)
Still, we recognize it's a
somewhat extraordinary promise.

Single keystroke calls aScope'"
operations menu. Al sub -menus
provide complete prompting.

A reference waveform bided from
disk into Channel 2 for comparison
with active signal on Channel 1.

Cross- cursor indicates point
where aScope" digital voltmeter
(DVM) is calculating waveform
voltage for di splay at bottom of
screen

One example-of a user- defined
co- resident BASIC program; in
this case designed to plot an
amplitude response curve for an
active filter
.

.

So, perhaps before telling you what
aScope can do, we ought to tell you
how it does it so inexpensively.
Essentially what we've done is depart
radically from the existing instrumentation
architecture upon which all currently available digital programmable oscilloscope
systems are dependent. It simply doesn't
make sense to combine a stand-alone

Bandwidth: DC to > 50 MHz equivalent time
digitizing ( -3dB) DC to > 10 KHz resolvable
with real -time digitizing ( -3dB)
Resolution: 8 bits (1 part in 256)
Range: lOns/division to 20s/division
Sensitivity: 5mV /division to 5V /division
Input Impedence: 1Mí2 and 20pF

programmable oscilloscope with a controller when to a great extent the microcomputer circuitry and capabilities of one
are already available in the other. So we
didn't combine, we integrated. Making the
aScope a peripheral part of the computer.
Supplying only what was necessary to
make the computer a high -performance
instrument. An instrument capable of
things until now assumed impossible for
Circle 486 on inquiry card.

anywhere near its price.
Things like what, you wonder?
Well naturally, since aScope is fully pro grammable you may configure a setup, define the analysis of the acquired data you
desire and produce an end result display in
whatever form is most productive. Many
frequently performed routines are already
part of aScope's software. However, because no two engineers' needs are exactly
the same, the system's architecture was
designed to accommodate considerable
user modification via co- resident BASIC or
assembly language programs.
In addition, aScope will average
waveforms. Store a waveform on disk in
binary or text form. Store instrument control settings for future automated setup.
Or load and display reference waveforms.
aScope is also equipped to deliver
waveform voltage readings utilizing a
cursor-controlled digital voltmeter. And
to generate hard copies via an Epson
MX -80TM or SilentypeTM printer.
Space permitting, we could go on about
the menu -driven commands and other
user -sensitive features we've built into this

have regarding aScope capabilities and
applications.
The $995 Model 85 aScope. We admit
the performance it delivers for the money
is so remarkable, it may initially strike you
as unbelievable. However, when you recall
all the breakthrough products this industry
has seen over the last decade, sounding
unbelievable at first is practically a tradition.

NORTHWEST
INSTRUMENT
SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 1309
Beaverton, Oregon

97075

IS

pares the Total Turtle Trip Theorem
to "its Euclidean counterpart: (at least
in the context of Logo computers),
the Total Turtle Trip Theorem is
more powerful: The child can actually use it. Second, it is more general: It
applies to squares and curves as well
as to triangles. Third, it is more intelligible: Its proof is easy to grasp.
And it is more personal: You can
'walk it through,' and it is a model for
the general habit of relating mathematics to personal knowledge." (See
Papert, page 76.) An idea that can be
used in a variety of personally meaningful contexts, that can be thought
through, and that is a model for clear
thinking is certainly powerful. Other
powerful ideas are state, recursion,
and subproceduralization.
primitives: the built -in procedures of
Logo. Since Logo encourages programmers to build their own procedures as chunks of larger projects, it
is useful to have a term to refer to the
indivisible chunks that Logo provides
initially.

problem solving: a skill that is at the
core of Logo's "curriculum." Most
traditional math instruction is about
already-solved problems; the student
memorizes someone else's techniques.
Only recently have people understood that real mathematicians do
something very different; they don't
just study old problems, they solve
new ones. Professor George Polya at
Sta' ford University has been a
pioneer in studying the techniques
that good mathematicians bring to
bear on new problems. Many ideas
that are part of the Logo programming style parallel Polya's mathematical ideas. Most important, the
use of procedures as building blocks
for more complex procedures (as opposed to writing one huge program
without a layered structure) parallels
Polya's strategy of dividing a large
problem into smaller pieces.
procedures: the conceptual building
blocks of Logo programs. Logo users
start with a vocabulary of primitive
(built -in) procedures, and use them to

GBYTEWRITER
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER AND TYPEWRITER
IN ONE PACKAGE
The BYTEWRITER is a new Olivetti Praxis 30 electronic typewriter
with a micro-processor controlled driver added internally.

$ 79

plus shippin
Dealer

Inquiries
Invited
FEATURES
Underlining 10, 12, or 15 characters per inch switch selectable 2nd keyboar
with foreign grammar symbols switch selectable Changeable type daisy wheel
Centronics -compatible parallel input operates with TRS-80, Apple, Osborne, IBM
and others
Cartridge ribbon Typewriter operation with nothing to disconnect
Service from any Olivetti dealer Self test program built in.
e

125 NORTHVIEW RD., ITHACA, N.Y. 14850
(607) 272-1132
Praxis 30 is a trademark of Olivetti carp.
THtifx) is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
BYTE WHITER is a trademark of Williams Laboratories.
sattaassasosaisasstst-
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teach Logo new vocabulary that can
then be used in all the ways that primitives are used.

program: the Logo use of "program"
is much more like the television use of
it than of the usual computer use. A
program is the whole show and may
consist of a host of songs and dances,
skits, acts, and routines. (But the
word "routine" is not routinely used
by Logophiles to mean a part of a
computer program.) A person writes
procedures. The top -level procedure
runs a program that may be quite
simple or may involve the use of
several subprocedures. If it makes use
of subprocedures, this top -level procedure may be referred to as a super procedure.
programming: consider the following
metaphors for programming: teaching turtle a new word; communicating with the turtle; translating from
English to French or Logo; or being
fluent enough in a language to express
oneself easily.
prosthetic: one metaphor for the
computer. As an artificial arm may
help an amputee manipulate objects,
so may an artificial piano player help
one manipulate music. Because it is a
versatile tool it can provide access to
a large variety of inaccessible spaces
and activities. The computer's use in
musical composition and performance, graphics production (e.g., the
special effects in a slew of recent
television advertisements and in
movies like Star Wars), and other
areas are all extensions of human
abilities -but extensions without
which we are severely disabled in
areas we now take for granted. It is
merely a sociological and technological artifact that we regard as handicapped people who lack certain other
abilities we take for granted. (For
more on computers as aids to communication and autonomy for special
education or rehabilitation, see
Special Technology for Special
Children.)
QWERTY phenomenon: Papert uses
this term to refer to traditions that dig

POPULAR....

COMPUTING is making
computing more popular ..
and simple ... and enjoyable!
.

Month after month after month.
Here it is! A magazine that provides the
computer news, how -to's, and feature
articles necessary for you to keep abreast
of how computers do, and will, affect
your work and your play. Best of all, it's
delivered in plain language, without
technical razzmatazz and jargon.
POPULAR COMPUTING is so exciting, so important, so informative, that

everyone will fully understand what's
really happening. Every issue is enriched with dollar- saving product
reviews, special news briefs, and
feature articles by famous
contributors (like Isaac Asimov).
POPULAR COMPUTING is a
magazine that must be read to
be truly relished. That's

we've mounted

a

..

why

.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
that enables you to try
FOR ME...I'm enclosing my check or credit card number to take adPOPULAR COMPUTING
r vantageSAVINGS
issues for only
1.97 saving me $3.03
of this super introductory offer of
on the basic rate of S15.00-and saving me S18.03 off the newsstand rate of $30.00.
at NO RISK whatsoever.
my 30-day review of your first issue doesn't 100% please me, may cancel my
SUPER

12

S

1

If

POPULAR

COMPUTING
P.O. Box 307
Martinsville, NJ

08836

I

subscription and you will promptly refund ALL my money or give me a FULL credit on
my charge card marked below:
Mail Today to: POPULAR COMPUTING P.O. Box 307 Martinsville, NJ 08836
7B82
Check Enclosed for S 1.97
Bill me at S12.97
Visa
Mastercard
Charge $1 .97 to
1

1

Card No

Expires_.

Signature
Name (Please Print)

Address
City

State

Please

allow
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themselves in after their original purpose, presumably a good one, has become obsolete. The name derives
from the six top left -hand letters on a
standard typewriter keyboard. This
arrangement of keys was chosen to
slow down a typist so that the early
manual typewriters would not readily
jam. Attempts to convert to a more
optimal arrangement of keys have
routinely failed as people were used
to doing things the old way. So, too,
much of the curriculum survives
primarily because it is familiar and
not because it makes much current
sense.

A nonrecursive definition might say
something like:

recursion: a recursive definition defines a procedure or function in terms
of itself. For example, a recursive
definition of "factorial" states that
01 =1 and that nl = n *(n -1)! (See
recursion.) A Logo program based on
this definition might look like this:

sentence: in Logo, a sentence is a list
of words. Logo provides tools to
manipulate the words of a sentence.
In most programming languages, one
uses character strings instead of sentences; an English sentence becomes
simply a bunch of symbols, some of
which are letters and some of which
are spaces. But those computer languages don't help the programmer
divide this uniform character string

TO FACTORIAL :N
IF :N = 0 OUTPUT 1
OUTPUT :N * FACTORIAL (:N

-

1)

n!

=

n *(n- 1) *(n- 2) *(n
... *3 *2 *1.

-3)*

(Compare the structures by writing
the latter in BASIC.) Both definitions
and programs work, of course, but
which definition one chooses affects
how one programs. In the case of
"factorial," both definitions are easy
to implement, but sometimes recursion is the only way. For more on
recursion, see the section of Brian
Harvey's article on page 166 in this
issue of BYTE.

Investigate Robotics

RNINC
-.«a.o,

FOR

1

..O,,,R.

built with the same operating technology
as large industrial robots
complete with 32" high robotic arm power
controller card cables manual tool kit
Use with any RS-232C computer

port or modem
Rigid 1/4" open aluminum
construction
Six powerful DC Servo gear
motors
Digital choppers on all axes
Controller card with Intel' 8748
CPU

Built-in self test program
Reach: 22.5" maximum
Grasp: 2"
Lift: 16 oz. at extension
"Hands -on- Introduction to
ROBOTICS, The Manual for
XR-1" may be purchased
separately @ $20.00 ea. p.p.

Immediate delivery. Shipped F.O.B.
Champaign, IL (IL residents please
add 5% sales tax) Price &
specifications may be altered
without notice.
Dealer /Rep. inquiries invited.

Sandhu Machine Design, Inc., Dept.
308 S. State, Champaign, IL 61820
217/352 -8485
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sprite: animation of graphics has long
been a high priority in Logo im-

plementations, but only recently have
small computers gained the power to
handle animations well (except, of
course, for animations written efficiently in assembly language). Sprites
may be thought of as screen objects
with a defined appearance (color,
shape, size, etc.) and a velocity. Both
of these can be changed according to
the wishes of the programmer. They
"live" on different layers of the
screen, as if they are on plastic
overlays. Thus, a sprite defined as a
picture of an elephant may roam
through a forest of trees, passing
behind some and in front of others.
The Logo programmer does not have
to attend to the hiding of lines when
one sprite is partially occluded by
another -that is handled automatically. In this way, complex animations involving three- dimensional interactions of several screen objects
can be as simple as drawing the objects and instructing each on how it
should move.
state: the relevant properties of something. For example, the state of the
turtle includes its position and the
direction in which it's pointing, but
doesn't include any of its past history
(such as the distance it has traveled).
The criterion of relevance here is that
the turtle's future behavior, in response to some Logo program, depends only on its current state and
not on its past. (Of course, the turtle's
state does reflect where it has been,
but tells only part of the history and
not all of it.) The isolation of only the
important aspects of a situation is a
valuable debugging tool.

XR-

401.144.n., REu.aCH

into words. Logo's approach is an example of the microworld influence in
programming.

B-1

Circle

381 on
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subprocedures: Logo encourages students to deal with large problems by
dividing them into subprocedures. In
a "long, featureless set of instructions
it is hard to see and trap a bug. By
working with small parts, however,
bugs can be confined and more easily
trapped, figured out." (See Papert,

IBM
PY

COMPATIBLE
BOARDS

ZOBEX

256 K
Limited time only!

MEMORY

$598

WITH PARITY

$

14

HARD DISC SUBSYSTEM FOR
IBM ANDS -100 52495
HA62
4SP

4 SERIAL PORTS FOR IBM

EB

PROTOTYPING BOARD FOR IBM
EXTENDER BOARD FOR IBM

PB

IBM BUS HARD DISK INTERFACE FOR WD -1000

S-100

BOARDS
ZOBEX CPU
Z -80A CPU WITH 4

SERIAL AND 3 PARALLEL PORTS

ZOBEX DDFDC
DOUBLE DENSITY DISK CONTROLLER

ZMS -100
64K RAM

HDCI
S -100 HARD DISK

INTERFACE FOR WD -1000

ZOBEX
7343

J. RONSON RD.
SAN DIEGO, CA. 92111

(714) 5 71- 6971

ZOBEX is trademark of ZOBEX CORPORATION
IBM is trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

Circle 438 on Inquiry card.
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ODE

ssi 2995
No other acoustic modem
gives you all these features at this low price.

page 102.) Logo's subprocedures are
more than what one sees in carefully
subroutinized BASIC. They become
extensions to the language and can
have meaningful names (see powerful
ideas). For more on the distinction
between subroutines and subprocedures, see the section of Brian
Harvey's article on page 163 in this
issue of BYTE.

teaching: what a person does to
computer. See learning.

a

4

The MFJ -1232 Acoustic Modem gives you a
combination of features, quality and performance
that others can't match at this price.
0 -300 Baud, Bell 103 compatible. Originate/
Answer. Half /full duplex. RS -232, TTL, CMOS
level compatible. Use any computer. Cassette
tape recorder ports save data for reloading or retransmission. 6 pole active filter handles weak
signals. Carrier detect LED indicates adequate
signal strength for data recognition. Quality
"muffs" gives good acoustic coupling, isolates
external noise for reliable data transfer. Crystal
controlled. ON LED. Aluminum cabinet. 110
VAC or 9 volt batteries. 9x11/2x4 in.

Apple II, II Plus: software and cable for
modem, MFJ -1231, $39.95. Plugs into game
port. No serial board needed.

MF/ PS ,"<32 TPANSFF.P.

It's like having
an extra port

$7995

MFJ -1240 RS-232 TRANSFER SWITCH. Switches computer between 2 peripherals (printer,

terminal, modem, etc.). Like having extra port.
Push button switches 10 lines (pins 2,3,4,5,6,8,
11,15,17,20). Change plug or cable to substitute
other lines. Push button reverses transmit receive lines. LEDs monitor pins 2,3,4,5,6,8,20.
PC board eliminates wiring, crosstalk, line interference. 3 RS -232 25 pin connectors. 7x2x6 in.
MFJ -1108 AC POWER CENTER.
Adds convenience, prevents data
loss, head bounce, equipment damage.
eRelay latches power off during power
transients. Multi -filters isolate equipment, eliminate interaction, noise,
hash. Varistors suppress spikes. 3
isolated, switched socket pairs. One unswitched for clock, etc. Lighted power,
reset switch. Pop -out fuse. 3 wire, 6 ft.
cord. 15A, 125V, 1875 watts. Aluminum
case. Black. 18x23/4x2 in. MFJ -1107,
$79.95. Like 1108 less relay. 8 sockets,
2 unswitched. Other models available,
write for tree specification sheet.

9995

V

Order from MFJ and try it. It not delighted,
return within 30 days for refund (less shipping).
One year unconditional guarantee.
Order yours today. Call toll free 800-647 -1800.
Charge VISA, MC. Or mail check, money order.
Add $4.00 each for shipping and handling.

CALL TOLL FREE

...

800 -647.1800

Call 601- 323 -5869 in MS, outside continental USA

IJENTERPRISES,
INCORPORATED
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Total Turtle Trip Theorem: when a
turtle wanders over a path and ends
up heading in the same direction as
when it started, its total turning is an
integer multiple of 360 degrees. Some
special cases follow. If it wanders
over a simple closed curve (a closed
path that does not cross itself, like a
polygon, a circle, or the outline of a
pond), it turns through exactly 360
degrees. To figure out how much to
turn at each point of a five -pointed
star, play turtle (remember to end up
heading the same way you started).
How many full rotations do you
make while walking over the star
shape? (Two.) Therefore, you have
turned 2.360 degrees in all. How
much at each corner? (A fifth of that.)
Repeating (FORWARD 100 LEFT 2001
enough times makes another kind of
star. How many points does it have?
What about the star made by turning
80 degrees at each corner? See also
turtle geometry.

's.

turtle geometry: a genuinely new
mathematics based on turtle movements. It emphasizes transformations
in local space rather than relationships to a fixed global referent. See
local, Total Turtle Trip Theorem,
and playing turtle in this glossary.
For more about the mathematics at a
college or advanced high school level,
see Abelson and diSessa's book.
turtle graphics: the graphics you
know and love -the graphics command system that has crept into
several other computer languages
(I've seen it in some Pascal implementations and even a version of BASIC)
originated with Logo. See FORWARD,
Logo, and turtle.

word: the simplest form in which
Logo stores data, a word is an unbroken string of characters (typically
alphanumerics, but capable of being
constructed to contain any characters
including spaces or control characters, when that is desired). Words can
be concatenated into larger words,
dissected into parts, and used as elements of lists. Numbers, single characters, and character strings are all
treated as words by Logo.

workspace: a Logo workspace may
be thought of quite concretely as if it
were a kitchen, basement, or art turtle: (1) a computer -controlled studio workspace: a place where one
robot that has position and heading, can set out one's materials and begin
each of which can be changed inde- to work. The Logo workspace conpendently of the other. It is signifi- tains all the procedures and data obcant that these two components of the jects the programmer is currently
turtle's state are independent. Cars using, which can be saved in whole or
and trucks (and their remote -control in part on files for use at a later date.
toy versions) do not have indepen- Retrieving the contents of a file places
dent control of heading and motion. its contents into the workspace, as
Their inability to make sharp corners does defining a new procedure or
(no matter how good the turning data object. Pictures or text that are
radius) limits their usefulness in ar- on the screen are not part of the comtistic and mathematical realms. Also, puter's internal workspace any more
because the interaction complicates than pictures drawn by a robot turtle
thinking about their behavior, it is on the floor are part of that workdifficult to write programs to control space. (Nevertheless, many implethem in any realms; (2) a graphic rep- mentations of Logo make it possible
resentation (typically, a pointy isos- to save screen graphics on a file and
celes triangle) of such a physical retrieve that file to the screen.)

Louisville Road, Starkville, MS 39759

August 1982

robot; (3) a creature that lots of people love even though the beast rarely
does anything in anyone's presence.
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The RAM67
Our RAM67 static RAM oilers low power for
cool operation and high reliability. It is the
first S100 memory of its size to offer battery
back up. The RAM67 will run without wait states with any present S100 bus CPU.

When you need mini -computer performance
at micro -computer prices, the Lightning One
should be your choice. Benchmarks available.
Prices start at
$395.00

Other LDP Products

The Lightning One

consideration. No DMA, or reset restrictions
.... A & T, 128K $795.00, 256K $1395.00

LDP88 8088 CPU Board

Advanced static RAM67 features:
Low power CMOS RAM
100 ns access time
No wait states with our 10 MHz
Lightning One
8/16 bit operation
Phantom disable
Battery back up option
If you need high performance and high reliability at an affordable price, the RAM67 is the
memory for you.
128K RAM
$1495.00
Battery back -up option
$100.00

LDP128/256K Dynamic RAM
An advanced dynamic RAM with static like
performance. An ideal choice for large memory configurations where cost is an important

In addition to the RAM67 and Lightning One,
Lomas Data Products offers the following fine

products:

HAZITALL System Support
serial ports, 2 parallel ports, clock/calendar,
9511 or 9512 math support (option), hard disk
controller host interface
A & T, $325.00

Ideal for inexpensive systems requiring the processing power of a 16 bit instruction set. The
LDP88 has up to 8K of on -board EPROM, 1K
bytes of RAM, 1 serial RS232 port, 9 vectored
interrupts, 5 MHz operation. Useable as a single
A & T, $349.95
board 8088 processor

2

LDP72 Floppy Disk Controller
Single or double density operation, single or
double sided disks, controls both 8' and 51/'
floppy drives, digital data separator for adjustment free reliable operation
A & T, $274.95

The Lightning

One is the fastest S100 CPU
board presently available. The 8086 processor
with its two co- processors, the 8087 and 8089,
provide exceptional data manipulation, numeric processing and I/O handling capability.

Software Available
CP/M -86'
Full track buffered BIOS, memory disk support,
double density format
$300.00

MP/M-86"
Full MP/M-86 implementation, hard disk and
floppy disk support, plus memory drive. 1, 2 and
5 user configurations.

MS -DOS "'
The IBM Personal Computer operating system,
includes macro assembler

$250.00

Other software:

The Lightning One features:
8086 or 8088 16 bit processor
4,5,8, or 10 MHz jumper selectable
operation
Optional 8087 and 8089 co- processors
Onboard monitor with diagnostics
9 vectored interrupts expandable to 65

BASIC86, BASCOM86, FORTRAN86, C,
FORTH.
CP/M-

& MP/M.SS trademark of Digital Rceanfi.

MSDOS trademark of Minotoft.

For 16 bit computing on the S100 bus,
come to the leader...

Ligkrrmg One trademark of Lomas Data Anther, Inc

Dealer and O.E.M. inquiries invited

LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS, INC.
729 Farm Road, Marlboro, Massachusetts 01752
Circle 234 on Inquiry card.

Telephone: 617-481-2822
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Logo for the Apple II,
the TI- 99/4A, and

the TRS-8O Color Computer
Each version of Logo suits a particular audience.
Gregg Williams
Senior Editor

Of all the languages we have
covered in our annual August language issues, Logo is the only one you
could probably find in computer
stores along with the corresponding
issue of BYTE. Versions of APL,
Pascal, LISP, and FORTH have become available in the time since those
language issues were published (we're
still waiting for Smalltalk), but Logo

At

a

available now. Better still, the versions of Logo available now are probably better implementations than
were their counterparts when they
came out.
In this article I will compare four
versions of Logo: TI Logo for the
Texas Instruments TI -99/4 and TI99/4A and Apple Logo, Krell Logo,
and Terrapin Logo, all for the Apple
is

Glance

Name
Apl,le Logo

Format

Type

Language Used

Programming language

6502 machine language

Distributor

Computer Needed

Apple Computer Inc.

Apple II or Apple
memory card

5''A -inch

20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

floppy disk

II

Plus

Common Features
I

with

a 16K -byte

Software Included
Two Logo disks (copy protected)

Manufacturer
Logo Computer Systems Inc.
222 Brunswick Blvd.
Pointe Claire, Quebec
Canada H9R A6
(514) 694 -2885
I

Documentation
Apple Logo: An Introduction to Programming through Turtle Graphics. 153 pages;
Apple Logo: Reference Manual, 186 pages

Audience
Price

and Apple II Plus computers. A
fifth version of Logo, Color Logo
from Radio Shack for the TRS -80
Color Computer, was released just as
I finished writing this article. It is
reviewed separately in the text box on
page 247. For the sake of convenience
throughout this article, TI -99/4A will
also refer to the TI -99/4, and Apple II
will refer to both that and the Apple
II Plus. And because Terrapin and
Krell Logos are basically the same implementation, I will usually refer to
them both at the same time as Terrapin /Krell. I will review the products in alphabetical order.
II

Anyone interested in Logo

s175

Authors
Jim Davis, Gary Drescher, Ed Hardebeck,
Stephen Hain, Tom Polucci, Brian Silverman, and other members of the LCSI staff

won't presume to write any kind

of tutorial on elementary Logo programming (for that, see the other
Logo articles in this issue), but I
thought I'd start this review by looking at some of the features common
to Apple, Terrapin /Krell, and TI
Logo.
The cornerstone of Logo is the concept of the turtle. The turtle is a
triangular object on the video display
that can be given simple commands
(like FORWARD 50, PENUP, RIGHT
90). Since it carries a "pen" that can
draw lines when in PENDOWN mode,

Circle 55 on Inquiry card.
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commands given to the turtle result in
line drawings on the video display.
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Ive your system
some NEC, and watch
its performance soar.
NEC's crisp, clear, high -performance JCI202
RGB color monitor, an industry standard. Also
available: the JC120I composite video version.

NEC's classic green monitor, (JBI20I), one of
computing's performance legends. Non -glare
screen, easy on the eye. And the checkbook.

NEC
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NEC

FC-3023A-C

The impressive new NEC dot matrix printer. Parallel interface, 100 cps, 2K buffer, pin or friction
feed. Stunning performance and versatility in the hottest new peripheral of the year.

Peripherals from NEC can make almost any computer system better.

Owners of Apple a Radio Shack , Atari °, IBM and many other personal
computers will find their equipment to be compatible with NEC's
famous monitors, as well as our highly- featured new PC -8023A dot matrix
printer. (Some configurations may require a different interface.)
,

W

Ask your dealer for a demonstration.

Productivity
at your fingertips

NEC

NEC Home Electronics (USA(

Personal Computer Division
1401

Estes Aver rue

Elk Grove Villa e, IL 60007
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How to mak
work like a
First, neatly cut out the "370" label.
Now, when nobody's looking, nonchalantly tape it to your terminal, just under the
"IBM;' as if it really belonged there.
Then wait for your chance and quickly
slip a dBASE IITh disk into
your main drive.

That's it.
Your IBM Personal
Computer is now ready to
run a relational database
system, the kind that IBM
put on their mainframes last year.
t111.1111111111111111111.11r
And you're ready with more data handling power than you would have dreamed
possible before dBASE II.

You'll wonder how you managed without it.
You'll find that dBASE II, because it's a
relational database management system (DBMS),
starts where file handling programs leave off.
dBASE II handles multiple databases
and simplifies everything from accounting to
department staffing to monitoring rainfall on
the Upper Volta.
With a word or two, you CREATE dataAPPEND
new data instantly, UPDATE,
bases,
MODIFY and REPLACE fields, records and
entire databases. Organize months worth of data
in minutes with the built -in REPORT Do sub field and multi -field searches, then DISPLAY
some or all of the data for any condition you
want to apply.
And you've just begun to tap the power
of dBASE II.

Easy to look at, easy to use.
Input screens and output forms couldn't

be easier -just "paint" your format on the CRT
and what you see is what you'll get.
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You can do automatic calculations on
fields, records and databases, accurate to 10 digits.
And you can use dBASE II interactively
for answers right now. Or save your instruc-

tions, then repeat everything with two words:
DO Manhours, DO ProjectX, DO whatever
has to be done.

Use dBASE II to help make your choice:
If you've got a 96k IBM PC, send us
$700 and we'll send you a copy of dBASE II to
use free for 30 days.

your micro
mainframe.

Instead of just poring over a manual, run
it and make sure that it does what you need done.
Then if you find it isn't right for you,
send it back and we'll return your money, no

questions asked.
But if you do that, you'll have to remove
that label. Because nothing short of a mainframe
works like dBASE II.
Call (213) 204 -5570 today or drop by
your local computer store for the rest of the story.
Ashton-Tate, 9929 Jefferson Blvd.,
Culver City, CA 90230.

Ashton-Tate
©1982 Ashton-Tate
CP /M is a registered trademark of Digital Research
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Apple Logo and the P6A Problem
In an unusual combination of circumstances, Apple Logo may not work on
your Apple. Here's why, and here's
what you can do about it.
When the Apple Language System
with Apple Pascal was first introduced,
everyone had to replace the P5 and P6
ROMs (read -only memory chips) on
their Apple disk- controller cards with
the new P5A and P6A ROMs (this is
what allows the Apple disk to store information in the denser 16- sector format). There was actually a bug in the
P6A ROM so small that no software ran
incorrectly because of it. Apple started
supplying the corrected P6A and didn't
worry about the few people who had
the older P6A ROM. This was a reasonable thing to do since the change didn't
make any difference, right?

(Terrapin Inc. also sells an actual
robot turtle that can be controlled
from the Apple II and Terrapin
Logo -it's a two -wheeled object
about half the size of a basketball,

Wrong. Some two years later, the
company that did the copy -protection
scheme for Apple Logo found that the
protected Logo disk wouldn't boot on
some Apples. It eventually discovered
that the bug in the older P6A ROM was
the culprit.
When Apple Computer Inc. was told,
it decided to solve the problem by instructing all its authorized dealers to
give, free of charge, a P6A ROM to
anyone who can prove he has an Apple
disk drive. (The easiest way to prove
that is to take the disk- controller card in
to the dealer.) Dealers will be reimbursed by Apple, so they should be glad
to give you the P6A ROM even if you
didn't buy your computer there. If you
have any trouble doing this, contact
Apple Computer Inc. at (408) 996 -1010.

and it can draw on large sheets of
paper placed under it.)
Terrapin /Krell and Apple Logo use
the Apple high -resolution graphics
screen to display the turtle and its

drawings. Both can draw in the six
Apple II colors (black, white, green,
violet, orange, and blue) and in a
"color" called "reverse," which
reverses the part of the high- resolution screen it passes over according to
a fixed set of rules known to most Apple users. The Apple Logo turtle can
also be given an erasing pen that
draws in the color of the video -display background. Because the Apple
II maintains separate text and
graphics screens, you can switch between the two at any time with control keys that display text only, split
text and graphics, and graphics only
(the keys used are different for the
two Apple Logos, but they perform
the same function). An example of a
program that uses turtle graphics is
given in listing 1; the drawing it produces is shown in photo 1.
The TI turtle is, in contrast, rather
limited in that its implementation
restricts the amount of drawing it can
do before it "runs out of ink." The TI99/4A does not have a graphics mode

NEW! Lowest Prices Anywhere...
SMITH
IBM PC INTERNAL
CORONA
,44/11t
FLOPPY
-

-TP1

DRIVES

$639.

LETTER QUALITY
ELECTRONIC TEXT PRINTER
An advanced microprocessor controlled daisy wheel

-

-

Fully formed letter quality printing
Reliable
Simple
Speed -120 words per minute
Available with
User "friendly" operator controls
10 or 12 characters
parallel or serial data interface
Handles single
per inch - Six fonts for each pitch
Tractor
sheets or continuous forms up to 5 parts
117 VAC
Noise level
63 dB or better
optional
50/60 Hz
or 240 VAC

printer

-

-

--

-

- - - --

To Order, Write

ONE SIDED 160 -K

We'll
beat
any
price!

SOFTWARE
COMPATIBLE WITH
IBM PC -DOS
.

Also Available 2 sided 320 -K
$329.00. Tested, assembled, burned-

in and re- tested before shipping. Ask

about our external drives.

... or Call Toll Free: 800 523 -1449. in PA
-

Terms of sale bank wire transfer certified or cashier s check. or
money order Please include telephone number with order PA
residents add 6
sales tax Advertised price is for prepaid orders
F O B shippinq point
Price suhlrct to change without notice
Manufacturer's warranty only
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"

X249.
(215)

644 -6341

SPECTRA MARKETING
600 Swedesford Rd.
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CMC Supersystems

lyre '.1..
tsstirg and

extenby using

the-most reliable storage
technotagy and components

disk with a flop
loading programs Or for
backing up data from the
hard disk. Then came the
SuperTen with a 12.8 megabyte hard disk, and an add on hard disk subsystem, the
Targa.

Now CMC has introduced
the incredible Super20,
featuring 19 megabytes of
hard disk storage in a 51/4"
hard disk. It's offered at a
list price of $7695, the best
price /performance ratio in
the industry.
And now the SuperFive
and SuperTen are even more
affordable, with a suggested
list price of only $5995 for
the SuperFive and $6995 for
the SuperTen. Microsoft
Basic 80 is included.
CMC's SuperFive, Super Ten and Super20 support
wide applications under
their standard CP /M
operating system with unexcelled system utilities.

available.
Next, we offer it in different capacities, like 6.4,
12-8 and 19 megabytes, with
a choice of 350 or 700 Kb
floppy backup.
Then, we offer options including 220v, 50hz for international markets.
CMC then offers a
module swap program in
the unlikely event you'd ever
need it to get back up and
running
rapidly. And third
party maintenance service
nationwide, soon available
in Canada.
Finally, CMC offers its
SuperSystems with two
RS232C ports, 64k RAM,
two Z-80 processors
operating at 4 MHz, a
screen format of 25 lines x
80 characters, full ASCII
keyboard and numeric keypad and cursor controls,
graphics capability, reverse
video, lower case
descenders, and a batteryoperated real time clock.
Floppy disk versions also
available.

-

There's a variety of compatible software including Basic
compiler, Fortran, Cobol,
Pascal and PU1 80. Applications software, too, like
dBasell, Accounting Plus,
Wordstar and other Micropro products.
As an integrated system,
CMC's SuperSystems provide both data processing
and word processing capa-

bilities to meet the needs of
small business or a large
corporation. Our systems
a

are already part of Fortune
500 companies, and small
businesses, too, speeding
up information processing.

CMC's SuperSystems
communicate with other
systems, too, with optional
software.
CMC didn't stop there.

CMC INTERNATIONAL
A Division of Computer Marketing Corporation

11058 Main

Suite 220

Bellevue, WA 98004 Phone (206) 453 -9777
Call Toll -Free 1-800-426-2963

Telex: 152556 SEATAC

For information or to buy your SuperSystem, see your local CMC dealer today or contact:
Diversified Data
Compu Data
8043 W 82nd
Bala Cynwyd Plaza
Indianapolis. IN 46278
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
(215) 6676843
1317) 253-5878
Circle 78 on Inquiry card.
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Input SRL
Chile 1830
1227 Buenos Aires, Argentina
Telex: 9191FINCO

Featherbed (Pty.) Ltd.
415 Commissioner St.
1st Floor
Johannesburg, S.A.

Dialog Computer Treuhan
Seeburgstrasse 18

618.4728

Telex. 72227 DCL

Telex

80310 S A.

6002 Luzern

Switzerland

Software Control
2101 N Aurelius Rd
Holt. MI 48842
(517) 6944142

Bjgsle
on
K's!
16K ... $149.95

32K... $ 199.95
48K... $249.95
64K ... $299.95

Listing 1: A set of Logo procedures using turtle graphics. The main procedure, called
4.BUGS, traces a figure from recreational mathematics: four bugs that, starting in the
corners of a square, move in the direction of the bug clockwise to them (as illustrated on
our cover). This version is in Apple Logo. The resulting drawing is shown in photo 1.

TO MOVEBUG :N
Il
[THIS MOVES BUG IN TOWARD THE NEXT BUG CLOCKWISE]
FROM BUG N. IT ALSO DRAWS A LINE FROM]
[THE BUG'S STARTING CORNER TO ITS CURRENTÌ
[POSITION TO ADD COLOR TO THE DRAWING)
I]

(LOCAL "BUG.N " BUG.M " CORNER.N)
MAKE "BUG.N (WORD "BUG :N)
SETPC:N + 1
[1

]PUT TURTLE TO CURRENT BUG POSITION]

;

PENUP
SETPOS LIST

(

GPROP :BUG.N

"XVAL) GPROP :BUG.N "YVAL)
(

PENDOWN

New JAWS -IB

I]

The Ultrabyte Memory Board
Due to the tremendous success of our JAWS I, we
were able to make a special purchase of first- quality
components at below -cost prices for JAWS-IB. And
we are sharing our cost saving with you. But don't be
surprised if the next time you see this ad the prices
have gone up substantially. Better yet, order now,
and get the best memory on the market at the best
price on the market.
ONE CHIP DOES IT ALL
Jaws-IB is the Rolls -Royce of all the S100 dynamic
boards. Its heart is Intel's single chip 64K dynamic
RAM controller. Eliminates high -current logic parts
delay lines ... massive heat sinks ... unreliable
trick circuits. JAWS -IB solves all these problems.
LOOK WHAT JAWS -IB OFFERS YOU
Hidden refresh ... fast performance ... low power
consumption ... latched data outputs ... 200 NS
4116 RAM's
on -board crystal ... RAM Jumper
selectable on 8K boundaries ... fully socketed ...
solder mask on both sides of board ... phantom line
... designed for 8080, 8085, and Z80 bus signals ...
works in Explorer, Sol, Horizon, as well as all other
well -designed 5100 computers.
.

.

[POINT TURTLE TOWARD NEXT BUG'S PRESENT POSITION]
MAKE "M (:N + 1 )
IF :M > 4 [MAKE "M 1]
MAKE " BUG.M (WORD "BUG :M)
SETHEADING TOWARDS LIST GPROP :BUG.M " XVAL) (GPROP :BUG.M "YVAL)
;

(

[]

(MOVE TURTLE AND RECORD NEW POSITION AS]
[BELONGING TO BUG NI
FORWARD :LEN ; [LEN IS A GLOBAL VARIABLE]
PPROP :BUG.N "XVAL XCOR
PPROP :BUG.N "YVAL YCOR
;

;

[1

[MOVE TURTLE TO STARTING CORNER, DRAWING LINE]
MAKE "CORNER.N (WORD "CORNER :NI
SETPOS LIST GPROP :CORNER.N "XVAL) GPROP :CORNER.N "YVAL)
;

(

TO BIGSQ :SZ

a lulu wined
and boiled board for 10days - then either keep
II. return ll for kll, or slmpl %return it In working

I0.11Á1 MIINI:Y -BAI k TRIAL'. Try

I

(

END

[1

nnduwn

mental U.S.A. Credit Card Buyers Outside Connw:ncW

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800- 243-7428
From Connecticut Or For Assistance.

;

;

[THIS DRAWS A SQUARE OF LENGTH :SZ WITH THE]
[CURRENT TURTLE POSITION AS CENTER. AT THE
[END, THE TURTLE'S POSITION IS UNCHANGED,]
(BUT THE PEN IS DOWN]

(203) 354.9375

Please send the items checked below:
JAWS -IB kit:
16K
32K
48K
64K

PENUP
5149.95'

5199.95
1249.95'
5299.95'

JAWS -IB Fully Assembled, Wired & Tested:
16K
$179.95'
32K
$239.95'
48K
$299.95'
64K
$359.95

EXPANSION KIT, 16K RAM Module, to expand
JAWS -IB in 16K blocks up to 64K. $59.95
'All priers plus S2 ¡xnstu8e and Insurunrr (54 PC (imurlul
(brinrs'Iirlil nsiticrlts udrl subs tux.

Total enclosed' S
Personal Check
VISA

HALFSQ :SZ / 2
PENDOWN
REPEAT 4 [FORWARD :SZ RIGHT 90]
PENUP

HALFSQ :SZ
PENDOWN
[1

END

TO HALFSQ :SZ
I

Money Order or Cashier's Check
Master Card (Bank No.

Acct. No.

Exp Date

/ 2

I

[THIS DRAWS TWO SIDES OF A SQUARE -- THE PENI
]MAY BE UP OR DOWN]
I I

Signature
Print
Name

REPEAT 2 [FORWARD :SZ RIGHT 901

Address

END

[I

('ity
State

1
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Listing I continued on page 238
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Advertisement

Software Breakthrough...

NEW QUIKPRO + PLUS
WRITES PROGRAMS FOR

YOU IN MINUTES ON YOUR Micro
Technical Review
by Wayne Hepburn

QUIKPRO + PLUS

is a new breakthrough in
software for microcomputers from ICR FutureSoft.
Until now, whenever you wanted a new
separate program in BASIC (Microsoft
Basic /MBasic /Basic 80 /Oasis Basic), you
had to spend a lot of dollars for it, or a lot of
hours creating it (if you have the
know -how). That's all in the past now.
Anybody who can turn on a computer can
write a program, quickly, with this new
Quikpro + Plus software which generates
programs for you Quikpro + Plus is the invention of Joseph Tamargo of Florida. His
brilliant approach to program writing allows
you to tap the real power and speed of your
microcomputer, and it is about time this happened.
I interviewed him to find out more about
Quikpro +Plus and pass this valuable information to you. He told me "The best part of
this software is that it gives you a separate
custom program every time you use it. The
resulting program is produced, error -free, in
BASIC (Microsoft Basic /MBasic /Basic
80 /Oasis Basic, as appropriate to your
system) for you by Quikpro +Plus. What's
more, you can list your new program, look
at it, see what makes it tick, and modify it as
you wish."
You can also, customize, enhance, alter,
and even copy the programs you create with
Quikpro +Plus. This is because programs
created by Quikpro + Plus are structured,
easy to follow, and include many REMARKS statements right in the program
listing. I don't know of any other software
with the flexibility and ease of use I found in

Quikpro + Plus.

HUNDREDS OF APPLICATIONS...
For Education, Business, Hobby, Home,
Science, Personal, etc. a partial list includes
programs like these: Financial Forecasting,
Expense Planning, Data Access and
Retrieval, Modeling, Record Keeping of all
kinds, Statistical Data Banks, and much,
much more. Quikpro+Plus cuts the time it
takes to generate a new custom program
down to a few minutes. That's true. I saw a

Circle 484 on Inquiry card.

letter from a user who created a separate
program in Basic within fifteen minutes after

reading the clear, simple, complete
Documentation & Operating Manual for
Quikpro + Plus. The software will generate
File Handling and Data Entry Programs in a
file format, drawn right on the screen by
user. Programs created by Quikpro + Plus
produce standard ASCII Data Files allowing
data to be easily accessed by other programs, other micro's, and even main frames.

HOW IT WORKS...
The operation of Quikpro + Plus is simple
and easy. On your screen you answer questions which appear in plain English. The
answers generate error -free Filing & Data
Entry Programs for you...instantly. This
completely eliminates the tedious and time
consuming development you normally go
through to write a program. Since the instructions are right on the screen you don't
need any programming skills to operate
Quikpro + Plus. Quickly, you get a fully independent new program ready to run on
your system. After you create the new program you can remove Quikpro +Plus and
stick it on the shelf until the next time you
create a custom program.

PRINTS REPORTS & MANUALS...
There is a full report printing capability put
into your new separate program by
Quikpro +Plus. You can even print out in
formats different from the File Format you
used without altering the Record Data. Or
you can selectively print portions of Files or
selected fields from selected Records. Just
about anything you want can be reported
out from the Data Base associated with the
new custom program you wrote.

PERFORMS CALCULATIONS...
You can perform all manner of computations among various fields in each record.
You can selectively calculate and print
resulting data only, or Data Base and results,
or alter Records by calculation results, and
so forth. The possibilities seem unlimited.
And keep in mind that the power and
features I am talking about end up in the

separate

new

custom

program

Quikpro + Plus writes for you.
This software is ready to ship immediately

and you can start writing programs the day
you get in. In fact, ICR -FutureSoft
guarantees your satisfaction or you can
return it for a full refund in ten days after
delivery. How's that for confidence? Mr.
Tamargo said "There isn't any risk to
us...our product works like it's supposed to
work and users are very well satisfied. We
are glad to guarantee satisfaction."

You get Quikpro + Plus by mail or phone
directly from ICR -FutureSoft. Just write
them, or call their Toll -Free phones and
specify your model and version requirements from the list that follows:
For CP /M with Microsoft Basic
$259
(same as MBASIC /Basic 80)
APPLE INTERTEC NORTH STAR
HEATH/
OSBORNE
XEROX 820
ALTOS
ZENITH
CROMEMCO
RADIO SHACK TRS80 or any system
reading CP /M 8" Single or Double Density.

For MS/ DOS Operating System
IBM /PC

$259

WANG

For TRS/ DOS Operating System
Radio Shack TRS80 Mod I, III
Radio Shack TRS80 Mod II, 16

$149
$189
For ATARI Microsoft Basic
$189
$349
For OASIS Operating System
ALTOS
COMPUCORP CROMEMCO
DELTA PROD
DIGITAL
GROUP DIGITAL MICROSYSTEMS
DYNABYTE GODBOUT IBC INDEX
INTERSYSTEMS NORTH STAR
TRS80 II
ONYX
SD SYSTEMS
VECTOR GRAPHIC VORIMEX
Send check or money order (Florida
residents add 5% tax) to ICR -FutureSoft,
Box 1446 -BG, Orange Park, FL 32073 or if
you have Visa or Mastercard, Call Free 24
hours daily, seven days a week...
1 -800- 824 -7888 ask for Operator 0722
California 1 -800- 852 -7777 Operator #722
Hawaii /Alaska 1- 800 -824 -7919 Op #722
Operators cannot give technical help,
accept orders only. Technical support call
1- 904 - 269 -1918.

Software Dealers can handle this softContact ICR -FutureSoft Customer
Service at 1 -904- 269 -1918 or write.
ware.

BYTE
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Listing I continued:

TO ADDPROPS :N :LIST
;

;

DISK SPEC/AL
MEMOREX 3401
H..

10

Box,-.

$22 9a. $2O?5
We have a complete inventory including
soft sectored, hard sectored and special
formats. Even if your part number is not
listed, WE STOCK IT IF THEY MAKE IT.

Call for quantity pricing

-MAXELLMD1
MH1

51/4" SINGLE SIDED

MD2
MH2

5%."DOUBLESIDED

;

53/4"

SINGLE SIDED,SINGLE DENSITY
1

;

[1

[THIS SETS UP THE WORDS BUG1 THROUGH BUG4]
[AND CORNER1 THROUGH CORNER4 WITH TWO]
[PROPERTIES EACH -- XVAL AND YVAL]
[]

LOCAL "NAME 1
LOCAL "NAME 2
MAKE "NAME 1 WORD "BUG :N
MAKE "NAME2 WORD "CORNER :N
PPROP :NAME1 "XVAL FIRST :LIST
PPROP :NAME2 "XVAL FIRST :LIST
PPROP :NAME1 "YVAL LAST :LIST
PPROP :NAME2 "YVAL LAST :LIST
[]
END

$32.95

SINGLE OR DBL. DENSITY

TO; :N
$48.95

END

SINGLE OR DBL. DENSITY

MD1 DD- 5'' /."SS, QUAD
MD2 DD-5%. "DS, QUAD

DENSITY $44.95
DENSITY $54.95

TO SETPROPS
;

[]

[FILL PROPERTY LISTS OF BUG1 - BUG4, CORNER1
:BIGUNIT) :BIGUNIT
ADDPROPS 1 LIST ( -1
ADDPROPS 2 LIST :BIGUNIT :BIGUNIT
ADDPROPS 3 LIST :BIGUNIT
1
:BIGUNIT)
1
:BIGUNIT)
ADDPROPS 4 LIST ( -1
:BIGUNIT)
;

FD1 1 8 "SINGLE SIDED
FH1 J SINGLE OR DBL. DENSITY

$43.95

FD2
FH2

$56.95

8 "DOUBLE SIDED
SINGLE OR DBL. DENSITY

3483
3485

53/4"SINGLE SIDED
SINGLE OR DBL. DENSITY

$28.95

3493

SINGLE OR DBL. DENSITY
w/ HUB RING

3504 1 5'/. "SS, QUAD DENSITY
3501 J 53/4"DS, QUAD DENSITY

;

$36.95
$37.95
$51.95

3062 1 8 "SINGLE SIDED
$26.95
3015 J SINGLE DENSITY
3090 -8 "SNG. SIDE, DBL. DENSITY $35.95
3104 -8 "DBL. SIDE, DBL. DENSITY $41.95

-SCOTCH744

[5y. "SINGLE SIDED,
SNG. DENS. w /HUBRING

5' /."SINGLE SIDED,

744D [ DBL.DENS. w /HUBRING

$28'95

$40'95
$29.95
$37.95
$47.95
.. 522.95

Minimum shipping charge -43.00 Shipped UPS. All
offers subject to withdraw) without notice. advertised
prices reflect a 2% cash discount )orders prepaid prior
to shipment). C.O.D.'s and credit card orders are 2,,
higher

Mini ,*
0Micro

Mart, Inc.
BOX 3002F Syracuse, N.Y.13220

315- 422 -2056
TWX 710-541 -0431
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
238
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[1

;

[THIS DRAWS THE CLASSIC SPIRAL CREATED BY)
[THE MOTION OF 4 BUGS, EACH STARTING AT ONE CORNER]
(OF A SQUARE AND FOLLOWING THE BUG CLOCKWISE]
[TO IT)

;

[1

;
;

FULLSCREEN
HIDETURTLE

MAKE "BIGUNIT 100
:BIGUNIT)
BIGSQ (2

*

[I

SETPROPS
REPEAT :TIMES [ MOVEBUG
END

1

MOVEBUG 2 MOVEBUG 3 MOVEBUG 4]

$33.95

[5'/. "DOUBLE SIDED,
DBL. DENS. w /HUBRING
745
740- 8 "SNG. SIDE, SNG. DENSITY
741- 8 "SNG. SIDE, DBL. DENSITY
743- 8"DBL. SIDE, DBL. DENSITY
HEAD CLEANING KITS, 53/4" OR 8"

(- *

TO 4.BUGS :LEN :TIMES
;

5%"DOUBLE SIDED

CORNER41

END

w /HUBRING

3491

(- *

*

-

[]

-MEMOREX3481

*

of video display, but it does have redefinable characters called tiles (more
on them later). The lines drawn by
the turtle are actually redefined tiles.
Because only 192 of the 256 tiles are
available for redefinition (64 store the
TI -99/4A character set) and there are
far more than 192 characters on the
graphics part of the video display, a
design can easily cover more tiles
than are available. The limitation of
the TI turtle is offset by the availability of colorful sprites on the TI -99/4A
computer. All three Logos have a full
complement of turtle commands; see
reference list on page 280 for details.
Another traditional feature of Logo

BYTE PubLcaliuns Ini
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is a set of list-manipulating words.

Although most of the publicity about
Logo emphasizes its graphics and its
suitability for education, Logo is also
a fairly powerful list- manipulation
language with distinct similarities to
LISP (the granddaddy of artificial intelligence languages). As an example, listing 2 shows a set of Logo procedures that sorts a list of words. Apple Logo and Terrapin /Krell Logo are
roughly equal in their list -processing
abilities, but TI Logo has some
definite deficiencies; these will be
discussed in a later section.
Ail five Logos also have some number-processing capabilities. TI Logo

IT'S TIME KIDS
STARTED USING STRONG
LANGUAGE.

It does all this interactively.
For instance, if you accidentally
type "foreword;' instead of forward,
Apple Logo responds with "I don't

mwiw

We encourage it.

Because now the most powerful
educational language is available on
the Apple Personal Computer.
Presenting Apple Logo.
It's not just a programming
language for computers, but a
learning language for people.
Enough so that anyone,
working with Apple Logo,
can easily learn the programming principles once reserved
for college courses.
Apple Logo encourages
you to break problems into
small steps, and then shows
you how to make those steps
automatic.

know how to foreword :'
There is no such thing as a mistake
with Apple Logo, only logical statements telling you what needs to be
done to make the program work. So
the student programs the computer.
Not the computer the student.
And as you learn, Apple Logo
learns with you. So whether you're a
student of 5 or 55, you'll always be
challenged -but not overwhelmed.
Apple Logo runs on the Apple II
with 64K. And it comes from
Apple, the leading personal
computer company in education- with the largest library
of courseware at all levels.
Apple Logo. It can make
getting to know a computer
the most positive of learning
experiences.
Your kids will swear by it.

The personal computer.

0ppIC
0

For more information, call (800) 538-9696. In California, call (800) 662-9238. Or write: Apple Computer Inc., 20525 Mariani Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014.
Apple' Logo is a product of Logo Computer Systems, Inc., 222 Brunswick Boulevard, Point-Claire, Quebec, Canada H9R1A6.
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and Radio Shack Color Logo are
limited to integers between -32,768
and 32,767, while Apple Logo and
Terrapin /Krell Logo use both integers
and floating -point numbers. The
Apple -based Logos are as useful for
arithmetic computation as any
BASIC. In addition to the four basic
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1: A drawing made using turtle graphics and an Apple II computer. The procedure, called 4.BUGS, is given in listing 1. Each curved line is the actual path of the
bug; the straight lines to the corner were drawn to add color to the photo.

Photo

At a Glance
Name

Software included

Krell Logo

Two copies of MIT Logo (copy protected),
Utilities Disk (with utilities from MIT and
Krell), Alice in Logoland disk

Type
Programming language

Documentation

Manufacturer

Logo for the Apple II: Technical Manual,
by Harold Abelson and Leigh Klotz Jr., 57
pages; poster -sized summary sheet for Krell
Logo; Logo for the Apple II, by Harold
Abelson, 228 pages; Alice in Logoland
Primer *; I -year (5-issue) subscription to
The Logo and Educational Computing
Journal *; Teacher's Manual*

Krell Software Corporation

1320 Stony Brook Rd.
Stony Brook, NY 11790
(516) 751 -5139

Price
S

149.95

Authors

Audience

Leigh Klotz Jr., Patrick Sobalvarro, and
Stephen Hain

Anyone interested in Logo

Format

* refers to materials stated as part of the
package but not seen by the reviewer;

5'/. -inch floppy disk

Krell says it

will send all missing materials
to earlier purchasers of Krell Logo.

Language Used
6502 machine language

Computer Needed
Apple II or Apple II Plus with 16K -byte
memory card (will not work on Apple

240

and Radio
Shack Color Logo are
both limited to integer
arithmetic, while Apple
Logo and Terrapin /Krell
Logo use floating -point
TI Logo

Ill)

arithmetic operators, the Apple based versions offer the sine, cosine,
and arctangent functions, rounding
and truncating (to integer) functions,
and a square root function.
All five Logos have editors that
allow Logo procedures to be created
and edited. The Apple Logo and Terrapin /Krell Logo editors are very
similar, although I like the Terrapin /Krell version a little more
because of a slightly more convenient
arrangement of function keys. Apple
Logo gives you a simple line -at-atime, no- editing way to type in procedures; this is probably intended for
young children who might get confused by the power of the regular
editor. (Terrapin /Krell Logo offers a
similar procedure on its Utility Disk.)
The TI and Radio Shack versions
have less sophisticated editors. All
the editors except the Radio Shack
one work in a way that is somewhat
annoying to experienced users. For
example, you are always in a kind of
insert mode -when you type characters, they are inserted at the cursor
location and all other characters on
that line are moved to the right. You
must use a specific keystroke to delete
a character or a line. In any case, the
editors in each Logo are easy to learn
and are not, in themselves, worthy of
more discussion here.
(One additional editing feature of
the Apple -based Logos is the ability
to reproduce the last line typed in
when not in the editor. The line apCircle 139 on Inquiry card.
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STAR =YT

THE LITTLE BIG ONE
...SMALL ON SIZE BIG ON STORAGE

* powerful processing board with expandable disk storage capability.
* Special
design features enhance its operation under
/M""
* Ready to out perform many computers twice its size.
A

CP

Starbyte offers power, versatility. and speed at a size and
price you can afford. Starbyte utilizes the Zilog Z80A
microprocessor family, 128K of RAM, and a Western
Digital Floppy Disk Controller, all combined on a single
board. To further bolster its power, Starbyte incorporates
the Western Digital "smart" Hard Disk Controller allowing
for more than 10 megabytes of storage.
Features of All Systems:
Extensive CBIOS
4 megahertz Z80A (no wait states)
128K RAM

serial ports
Centronics parallel port
CP /MT" compatible
Track buffer for rapid floppy disk access
5' 4" double- sided. double- density, double -track
density, floppy disk drives
5' 6 or 12 megabyte hard disk drive
2
1

t

TM of

Di!al

Individual System Features:
Starbyte SBC I:
Includes one 96TPI 51/4" floppy and a
6.4 meg hard disk and controllers.
Includes one 51/4" 96TPI floppy and one
Starbyte SBC II:
12.8 meg 51/4" hard disk with controllers.
Includes two 96TPI slimline floppies
Starbyte SBC III:
and one 6.4 meg 51/4" hard disk with

controllers.
Starbyte SBC IV:

Includes two 96TPI slimline floppies
and one 12.8 meg 51/4" hard disk with

controllers

í

.

ASAP COMPUTER PRODUCTS LTD.

apcomputer

products, Inc.
1198

E

Willow

Signal Hill

CA

595 -6431

Toronto. Ontario

738-0500

1800) 268 -1996

14161

St

90806

LrSTeß

18001 421 7701

12131

116 Viceroy Road. 0 -12 Concord

E4K1A9 Canada

1
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Listing 2: A set of Logo procedures that will sort a list of words. This version is written
in Terrapin /Krell Logo and is used as a benchmark. The empty brackets on several lines
were placed there automatically by the Terrapin /Krell Logo editor. Due to space limitations, the slightly different versions that run on the Apple and T1-99/4 will not be given
here.
TO STR.GR.THAN :FIRST :SECOND
11
;

(READ THIS NAME AS "STRING- GREATER -THAN ")
11

;

;
;

THIS RETURNS A TRUE OR FALSE VALUE DEPENDING
ON WHICH OF TWO WORDS, :FIRST OR :SECOND
ALPHABETICALLY PRECEDES THE OTHER

language uses the 16K -byte memory
card (the Apple Language Card or its
equivalent), neither Apple Logo nor
Terrapin /Krell Logo will run on an
Apple III under Apple II emulation
mode. In addition, Apple Logo may
not load on a few Apple IIs. See the
text box Apple Logo and the P6A
Problem on page 234 for more
details.

Apple Logo
Apple Logo's greatest strength is its
advanced programming commands.
Package- related commands allow
you to group together selected procedures and variables and manipulate
them by a given name; among other
things, the package of items can be
saved, erased, or hidden from view
(or buried) in Logo. For example:

[1

:FIRST = :SECOND OUTPUT "FALSE
IF :FIRST = " OUTPUT "FALSE
IF :SECOND = " OUTPUT "TRUE
MAKE "CHAR') FIRST :FIRST
MAKE "CHAR2 FIRST :SECOND
IF ASCII :CHAR1 > ASCII :CHAR2 OUTPUT "TRUE
IF ASCII :CHAR') < ASCII :CHAR2 OUTPUT "FALSE
OUTPUT STR.GR.THAN BUTFIRST :FIRST BUTFIRST :SECOND
END
IF

TO INSERT :WORD :LIST
,
;
;
;
;

PACKAGE "PKG1 [PROC1 PROC2

[1

THIS INSERTS :WORD ALPHABETICALLY INTO
AN ALREADY SORTED :LIST; THIS RETURNS
A NEW LIST THAT CONTAINS ALL OF :WORD
AND :LIST, NEITHER OF WHICH IS CHANGED.

PROC31

[1

IF NOT STR.GR.THAN :WORD FIRST :LIST THEN OUTPUT FPUT :WORD
IF STR.GR.THAN :WORD LAST :LIST THEN OUTPUT LPUT :WORD :LIST

:LIST

defines the package PKG1 to be the
three procedures named above. You
can then save just these items to a
disk file named GWPKG1 with:

OUTPUT FPUT FIRST :LIST INSERT :WORD BUTFIRST :LIST
END

SAVE "GWPKG1 "PKG 1

TO SORT :LIST
,
;
;

I1

THIS RETURNS A SORTED LIST THAT HAS THE
SAME CONTENTS AS THE UNSORTED :LIST
[1

IF :LIST

= [] OUTPUT

[1

TEST BUTFIRST :LIST = [1
IFTRUE OUTPUT :LIST
IFFALSE OUTPUT INSERT FIRST :LIST SORT BUTFIRST :LIST
END

ERALL "PKG1

In addition, you can hide them from

view with:
BURY "PKG')

pears on the screen and can then be
modified with a handful of keys that

are used for editing outside the Logo
editor. This is very useful when the
same thing or slightly different versions of it need to be executed
repeatedly.)
One feature common to all the
Logo implementations covered here
has to do with Logo source code. Although Logo is supposed to make
using the computer as easy as possible, none of the implementations discussed here allows Logo procedures
to be typed in (or printed out) with
the indentations and statement
242

You can erase all the above items
from the workspace with:

groupings that make a structured language more readable. For example, a
REPEAT statement with several statements in the body of the repeat loop
must put all the statements on one
line. They cannot be placed one statement per line (as can be done in
Pascal, for example) because these
implementations use a carriage return
to denote the end of a completed
Logo command. This is an unfortunate fact we will have to live with for
now; perhaps later versions of Logo
will remedy the situation.
Two final notes concern the Apple based versions of Logo. Because the
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After they are buried, the procedures
are available for use, but they do not
show up in any list of the workspace
contents and they cannot be erased
accidentally. The availability of
packages makes workspace manipulation much easier (especially when
you want to save, delete, or otherwise manipulate only part of the
workspace), and the BURY feature
allows you to customize the Logo
workspace for a particular application and "lock" those features into
Logo where they cannot be seen or
altered by the nontechnical user.
(Another Apple Logo feature, the
STARTUP file, allows you to create a
Text continued on page 250

ØOT1PUTER WAREHOUSE
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-528-1054
ATARI

Special 32K 800 System
800 w /32K. recorder, PacMan
OR star raiders. Joysticks Call
Above w /48K
Call
800116K)
$670
400
Call
810 Disk Drive
$440
825 Printer
$590
850 Interface ..
S170
410 Recorder ..
S 75
830 Modem
$155
16K Memory
$60
32K Memory
$90
80 Column Board
Call

INTERNATIONAL DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

*

SHIPPING

*

DISK DRIVES

Lobo
Apple 1st Drive
Apple 2nd Drive
Percom
Atari D/D Drives

$400
$350
Call

PRINTERS

C. Itoh

- Parallel
-10 - Serial

F -10
F

-

55CPS
Series
Prownter
Tractors for starwriter
Cornrex
CR -1 -S
CR -1 -P
CR -1 -10

Datasouth
DS 180

Diablo
630 RO w /Tractors
630 RO wo /Tractors
630KSR wo /Tractors
Epson
M X -80

MX -80 F/T
M X -100

Integral Data Systems
Prism 80
Prism 132
NEC
PC -8023A
3510
7710
7720
Okidata
Microline 80
Microline 82 -A
Microline 83 -A
Microline 84
Tally
1805/1802
1605/1602
Texas Instruments
810 Basic

Call
Call
Call
Call
$147

Call
Call
Call
$1260

52260
$2050
S2435
Call
Call
Call

Call
Call
Call

51
Call
S305

$400
$650
Call

$1555
S1325
Call

***.

* FREE

all URS. shipments***
SPECIAL WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM
Televideo 802, NEC 3510 w /Tractors,
WordStar, CalcStar

COMPUTERS

VIDEO TERMINALS
Adds
Viewpoint
Altos
Altos
Soroc

S499
Call

I

IQ 120
10 130
IQ 135
IQ 140

....

Televideo
910 C
912 C
920 C
925 C
950 C
Zenith
Z -19

Call
Call
Call
Call

$570
5675
$735
$730
$915
5680

DISKETTS
Elephant
5%" O. Sector (100).
Maxell
5/." O. or 10. Sector
(100)

SOFTWARE
WordStar
Mailmerge
SpellStar
DataStar
CalcStar

$4900

Altos
ACS 8000 -15
ACS 8000 -2
w /CPM'

Series 15D
Series 5-5D
California Computer
Systems
Dynabyte
NEC
Northstar
Advantage
Horizon II 64K OD
Sanyo
Televideo Systems
TS- 802
TS -802H
Zenith
Z-90 64K w/CPM '
.

$215

$250
S295
$100
$160

MODEMS
Novation

$3850
52650

Call
Call

Call
Call
Call
Call

$2625
Call
Call
Call

$2385

Apple Cat II
Auto Cat

5140
5155
5349
5235

All products

Call

CAT
D -CAT

MOUNTAIN HARDWARE

$240
$220

MONITORS

Zenith
12" Green Screen
Amdek
Video 100
Video 300
Color
Color II
Color III
Comrex
13" RGB Color
I

$115
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

$460

aonpurEñ

2222 E. Indian School Rd. Phoenix, Arizona 85016
Aloft
Order Line: 1- 800 -528 -1054
Information: 602 -954 -6109
.tom

wAREHousEOther

W

El

Store Hours: Mon. -Fri. 10-5 MST Saturday 9 -1 MST
Prices reflect 3% cash discount Product shipped
in factory cartons with manufacturers warranty
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Personal checks 8 All Credit Union checks
will delay shipping two weeks
Prices 6 availability subject to change without notice

New from Quality Computer Services
sonal Co puter
with over 35% more power an throughput
than a standard 4MHz Z80 system!

your

Here's what BIG BLUE includes:
Dual Access I/O
Allows for Dual Processing
Serial port and parallel port
Ability to run existing
CP /M -80

programs

microprocessor
running at 5.5 MHz
64K memory
Hard disk interface
Calendar clock
Z8OB

The

all -on -one board
all in one slot

your IBM PC more
memory capacity and expandability
BIG BLUE gives

Plug in BIG BLUE and get a
computer- within -a- computer

still leaves you
room for
expansion.

BIG BLUE, an auxiliary processor
PC board for your IBM Personal
Computer, lets you run thousands of
programs written for the CP /M
operating systems.
CP /M has been around since
1975, and contains some of the most
sophisticated, proven programs

ever written.
The immense library includes time
managers, spreadsheet manipulators, and
office packages. Languages contained are
BASIC, ALGOL, FORTRAN, C, PASCAL, COBOL,
PILOT, and many others.

Edit and format text.
Check spelling and
indexes. Discover the ease
of word processing.

Enjoy games such as Chess,
Adventure, and Star Trek.
Let your imagination run wildl
Put BIG BLUE to the test.

d,llVll.lslñdddd4d4dljdddlhddldlld_Adútl

AVAILABLE SOON!
UNIVERSAL DISK
CONTROLLER
For 51/4- and 8" FLOPPY DISKS
Single Density/Double Density
Single Side /Double Side

BIG BLUE is a registered trademark of
IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corp.

Z80 is

a

CP/M is

registered trademark of Zilog, Inc.
a registered trademark of Digital Research

WARRANTY

Quantity discounts
available. Dealer and OEM
inquiries invited.

One full year on all parts
and workmanship.

Quality Computer Services
178 Main Street

Metuchen, New Jersey 08840
201/548 -2135
Circle 344 on Inquiry card

Hard DislçSystems
For TRY, Apple', Heath° S -100 ,IBM

6,12, 20,40 and 00 Megabyte systems
Completely assembled and tested subsystem including:
Switching power supply
Winchester drive
Host adapter card
Sealed case
Expansion
The encloser, controller
and power supply have been
designed to allow for future
backup hardware or increased
storage
Software
Auto attach CP /M
Hard disk utilities
Real time clock

Formatting program
Assigns alternate sectors
for any weak sectors detected
during formatting assuring
the lowest possible error rate
Warranty: The system has a full one year
warranty on all parts and workmanship
Also available: attach for TRSDOS,
OASIS', Apple DOS
Optional 51/4" floppy (shown)

See local dealer

or call:
Quality Computer
Services
178 Main Street
Metuchen, New Jersey
201 - 548 -2135

Quantity discounts available. Distributor. Dealer
and OEM inquries invited.
'OASIS

es

a

trademark

01

Phase One Systems. CP M ,s Trademark of Drgnal Research

ircle 344 on inquiry card.

QCeSinc

To!! free number: 800 631 5944

Superfast in its class and ready to run.
Computer Benchmarks -All systems running the same BASIC program.

Manufacture -Model
IBM 3033
Seattle Computer System 2
Digital Equipment PDP 11/70
Prime 550
Digital Equipment PDP -10
IBM System 34
TEI System 48
Hewlett- Packard HP3000
Seattle Computer System 2
Alpha Micro AM -100/T
Digital Equipment PDP 11/45
Data General NOVA 3
Ohio Scientific C4 -P
North Star Floating Point
Radio Shack TRS -80 II

Apple II+
Cromemco System 3
Commodore Pet 2001
IBM 5100
Vector MZ
*C = Compiler;

I

Class

Operating

Mainframe
Micro

System
VS2- 10RVYL
MS -DOS

Mini

n/a

Mainframe
Mainframe
Mainframe

PRIMOS

Micro
Mini
Micro
Micro
Mini
Mini
Micro
Micro
Micro
Micro
Micro
Micro
Micro
Micro

TOPS -10
Release 05
MAGIC 1.0
Time Share
MS -DOS

AMOS 4.3a
n/a

Time Share
OS65D 3.2
NSDOS
TRSDOS 1.2
DOS 3.2
CDOS
n/a
n/a
n/a

I

BYTE August 1982

Run Time
(Seconds)

BASIC
BASIC
BASIC
BASIC

45
63
65
129
178
250
310
317
330
517
680
685
792
960
1074
1374

(I)

V16.4 (I)
(I)
(I)

Microsoft BASIC (C)
BASIC (I)

Microsoft BASIC (I)
Alpha BASIC (SC)
BASIC (I)
BASIC 5.32
Level 1 BASIC (I)
NorthStar BASIC (I)
BASIC (I)

Applesoft II (I)
32K BASIC (I)
Microsoft BASIC

(I)

BASIC (I)

Micropolis BASIC

(I)

10
33

1951
2251

= Interpreter. Times (except for Seattle Computer) taken from August 1981 issue of Interface Age.

The Seattle Computer System 2 is the fastest micro on the
block. In fact, System 2 outperforms many minis and
mainframes.
Even the big boys such as: BM System 34, Prime
550, and Hewlett- Packard HP 3000 are left in the dust
when System 2 starts running.
The speedy System 2 consists of 8 Mhz. 8086
CPU set, 128K of 85 nsec. static RAM, double- density disk
controller, 22 -slot constant voltage mainframe, a cable for
two 8" drives, and MS -DOS operating system (also called
86 -DOS, IBM PC -DOS, Lifeboat SB -86).
High -level languages like Microsoft's Basic,
Pascal, Fortran, Cobol are available now for your
application programs.
246

Language
(Type *)
Stanford BASIC
Microsoft BASIC (C)

System 2 comes fully assembled, tested and
ready to run with the addition of disk drives (that we
can supply) and terminal.
Call (206) 575 -1830 for the location of your
nearest System 2 dealer.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

TER

1114 Industry Drive, Seattle, Washington 98188

Circle 385 on Inquiry card.

Radio Shack Color Logo

A spiral drawn with Color Logo turtle graphics. Note that
text and graphics can be mixed on the same screen. The
oblong object at the end of the spiral trail is the Color Logo

turtle.
As this review was going to press, we
received a preliminary version of Color
Logo for the TRS -80 Color Computer.
Although it would be unwise to do an
in -depth review of a product before it is
entirely finished, I will give you an
overview of the product in its current
form. (The language itself is finished,
but the authors, Larry Kheriaty and
George Gerhold of Micro Pi, are changing it where possible in response to the
reactions of people who are critiquing
it.)
Two factors influence the structure of
Color Logo, which is radically different
from the other Logos being reviewed
here. The first factor is the absence of
any connection to MIT, which had a
direct hand in the other Logos. The second factor is the limited memory size of
the TRS -80 Color Computer
has a
maximum of 32K bytes, which must accommodate both the Logo language and
a usable workspace. (The version that
we received is on a 51/4-inch floppy
disk. The language will also be available
on cassette and ROM cartridge. Since
the cartridge version does not occupy
any of the memory space, it will give
Color Logo a larger workspace than is
otherwise possible. The cartridge version will run on either a 16K-byte or a
32K-byte machine, but the disk and

-it

Multiple turtles in Color Logo. Here, multiple turtles are
simultaneously drawing the branches of a tree shape.
(Some turtle shapes are smeared because they were in motion when the photo was taken.)

cassette versions require a 32K -byte machine.)
Because of the influences mentioned
above, Color Logo is quite different
from the other Logos reviewed here. It
is intended for use by children, which is
reflected in its limitation to turtle graphics. In other words, Color Logo supports turtle graphics (more on this later)
but does not include any string- or listmanipulating words. In fact, all you can
do outside turtle graphics is print a
character string or number at the current location of the turtle.

Color Logo

is

radically

different from the
other Logos.

Color Logo has four modes: break,
doodle, edit, and run. Break mode is a
"central" mode from which you read
and save files and go to the edit and run
modes; all modes return to the break
mode when the red Break button is
pressed. All Logo statements and procedures are run from the run mode,
through which turtle graphics appear
(see above left photo ). Edit mode
allows you to create or change all the
procedures in the workspace (all the
procedures are in one workspace). Doo-

dle mode, entered from run mode with
a name that later becomes the name of
the pattern about to be drawn, allows
younger children to create turtle graphics with predefined one -key commands
(Color Logo provides a keyboard overlay that identifies the keys). When doodle mode is exited, the pattern can be
redrawn in run mode by executing the
name given earlier.
The turtle graphics of Color Logo are
on a 192 by 256 grid, although the actual resolution of the graphics is 192 by
128. The turtle and background can be
one of four colors, and you can choose
one of two 4 -color sets (you cannot,
however, mix the sets). This seems to be

equivalent to medium -resolution
graphics PMODE 3 in TRS -80 Color
Computer Extended BASIC.
The most interesting feature of Color
Logo is its ability to create multiple (up
to 255) turtles and have them send
messages to each other (see above
right photo). A new turtle is created by
a HATCH command and then given an
identification number, a procedure
name to start executing, and an optional
list of parameters to the procedure. The
newly created turtle has the same shape,
heading, and location as the turtle that
created it, and it exists until the procedure calling it finishes or until a
Continued on page 250
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Katie Newman,
Service Rep

REE... -

-854-2833

NEW SUPER VIC

VIC SOFTWARE

VIC HARDWARE

64
489
329
49

Vic Datasette
Vic Disk Drive
Vic Graphic Printer
Vic 8K Memory Expander
Vic 16K Memory Expander
Vic 24K Memory Expander
Vic Modem
3 Slot Expansion (Mini-Mother)
RS232C Terminal Interface
IEEE -488 Interlace
Super Expander

98
179

99
59
43
84
49

Programmers Aid Cartridge
Vic Mon
Programmers Reference Guide
Introduction to Basic Programming
Vic Term
Prog Charc. Set /Game Ed.
Joysticks /Paddles (pair)
Light Pen by Simtec
Monitor Cables
PROM Simulator
40/80 Col. Card
Epson MX -70 (Configured for Vic)
CALL FOR FREE CATALOG

44
43
14
18

9
11

19

129
12

199
199

CALL

HARDWARE
739
949
1489
1095
1395
589
939
1248
1650
489
1599
699
379
65
795

4016 Pet
4032 Pet
Super Pet
CBM 8032

CBM 8096
4022 Dot Matrix Printer
4040 Dual Disk Drives
8050 Dual Disk Drive'
8250 u.81

i

uality Printer ..

8023 36 Col., Dot Matrix
K Melt Board (CBM)
8096
Recorder
C2
ft Box y SSE Run CP/MI
The
by Hayes
Sma Mode
ter Hard Dos
MB)
D9090 Winc
D9060 Wino
544013)
.

CALL
2699
2195

.

SOFTWA

is ..
Assembler
lot er Bas
ompiler
..
ofd H
CM
r
UCSD
Petspee
für
OZZ -8050
OZZ -4040 ...
Wordcraft 80
Wordcraft 40 -9"
Wordcraft 40 -12"
Wordcraft 8096
Professional Tax Prep Sys
Personal Tax Calc
Professional Tax (Off- season)
Professional Tax Update
Dow Jones PMS (80 col. RS232)
BPI A/R
BPI General Ledger
BPI Job Cost
BPI Inventory
BPI Payroll
Legal Time Accounting
Medical Acc. System
Atlas 1200 Service 8 Mainten
Titan Job Cost System
Freight Rating and Invoice
I.R.M.A

9
139
79

SoftwareTCL Pascal

..

.

I

(
I

-

36
30
36
36
29
29
36
19
19
21
21
19
21

20
21

NEW
23
29
29
29
29
29
33

Radar Rat Race

Adventure Land Adventure
Pirate Cove Adventure
Mission Impossible Adventure
The Count Adventure
Voodoo Castle Adventure
Sargon II (Chess)

ON TAPE

Vi
Vi
Vi

8032

'ngle
Letter

ON CARTRIDGE
Spiderman
Robot Blasters
Meteor Run
Sattebtes & Meteors
Amok
Alien Blitz
Renaissance (Othello)
Aline
Cosmic Kamakazi
Vic Avengers
Super Slot
Super Alien
Super Lander
Draw Poker
Midnight Drive

Vic Term A

COMMODO
CBM

2031
8300

Computer Specialties goal is to become the premier dealer
of products made for your IBM P /C. In keeping with that
idea
we are now offering a free IBM personal computer
catalog. featuring hardware 8 software made for the IBM
personal computer. Please call for details.

-

16K RAM
40 Col. Output

19
9
9

219
299
259
296
219
219
296
599
55

219
369
119
299
299
299
299
299
449
449
453
448
448
379

15
11

Calc

CheckCat'

18
18

Amok
Alien Blitz
Sky MathSpace Division
Vic Math Improvement (Grades 1 -6)
B -1 Nuclear Bomber
Nuke War
lanet Miners
Lords of Karma
Vic Games (3 on 1)
Household Finance Pack (4 on 2)
Home Inventory (2 Programs on 1 Tape)
Recreational /Educational Pack I (2 on 1)
Recreational /Educational Pack II (2 on 1)
Car Cost (2 on 1)
"Needs 8K
'Needs 3K

14

18
11
11

49
12
13

12
15
19

26
12
12
12

ACCESSORIES
APPARAT

Prom Blaster
Clock Calendar
Combo Card

129
109

MC -064
MC -128
MC -192
MC -256

469
639
799
979

239

AST
(64K Combo Card)
(128K Combo Card)
(192K Combo Card)
(256K Combo Card)
(All Above Include Asynch 8 Parallel Ports)
192K Mem
335
64K Mem
499
256K Mem
128K Mem
SP
SP
SP
SP

CHRISLIN INDUSTRIES
192K Mem Board
256K Mem Board
512K with Serial RS232)

669
799

629
689
995

DAVONG

DSI -501 SMB Winchester Drive
OSI 64K Mem Card
DSI 192K Mem Card
DSI 256K Mem Card

1595

CALL
CALL
CALL

MACROLINK

64K Memory Card
128K Memory Card
192K Memory Card
256K Memory Card

369
519
659
729

OUADRAM
Ouadboard 64K
Ouadboard 256K
(Ouadboard includes memory, clock /calendar.
Parallel Printer /O, Asynch RS232)
Parallel Interface Card (8' Cable)
Time Clock (Clock /Calendar W /Software)
SEATTLE COMPUTER
Board
64K Ram
128K Ram Board
192K Ram Board
256K Ram Board
(All Ram Boards Include RS -232 Serial Port)
TANDON
TM 100 -1 5'." Floppy Drive

495
795

I

12

129
129

389
539
689
799

CALL

XE DE X

Baby Blue
Run CP /M -801

599

MONITORS 8 MISC.

COMMODORE 64
CALL FOR BEST PRICE
The Commodore 64 is a compact unit (will fit Into
briefcase). Full size typewriter keyboard, high
res. color. this computer Is the major breakthru
you've been waiting for.

64K Built in RAM
Upper /lower case

CP/M option
Graphics

characters
TV interface
Music synthesizer
"Smart"
40 col. color display
peripherals
Cartridge game slot
The Commodore 64 can use the VIC or
CBM /Pet Accessories.

Hewlett
Packard
Computers
Plotters
Calculators
Call For Prices

Circle 103

Amdek Color Il
Electro Home RGB
Joystick
Modems

769

CALL
47

SOFTWARE
Everest Explorer by Acorn
Money Manager by Acorn
CP /M -86 by CompuView
Vedit by CompuView
VCOM by CompuView
Fastscreen by CompuView
JANUS -86 by CompuView
The Programmer
Super Calc by Sorcim
CP /M 86 by Digital Research
The Organizer by Conceptuallnstr.
C Basic by Digital Research
Software from Digital Marketing
Zork I. Zork II by Infocom
Deadline by Infocom
Easy Writer II by IUS
Easy Speller by IUS
Easy Filer by IUS
Volks Wrter by Lifetree
Basic -80 by Microsoft
Basic Compiler by Microsoft
Fortran -80 by Microsoft
M /Sort by Microsoft
Easy by Denver Software
Home Accounting by Continental
Visicalc (Sind) by Visicorp
Visicalc (256K) by Visicorp
Mathemagic by ISM
Total Info. Management by Innovative
Logon by Ferox

CALL
17

29
299
123
69
73

CALL
369
219
279
209
259

CALL
29
39

289
158

349
149

297
335
419
159

569
129
169
199
69

389
129

'You don't have to join a club and pay dues
for a comprehensive catalog of IBM P/C
Accessories and Software
ours is FREE!
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1

BASIS
108
Alternative

PLUS 48K
FOURTH DISK DRIVE
WITH CONTROLLER

The

6502 and Z80 Microprocessors
64K RAM, expandable to 128K
RGB and Composite Video Output
Selectable 80 or 40 column text display
High Res
raphics: 6 colors, 280x 92 or
280x160
lines
8 bit Par
v0
Detach
d ¡íeyboard

16K RAM CARD

/

functIons,

2

aracters,
or block, and

N

gra

15 Pro -

n

moon to for 111I5
h "floppy disk
drives
Six Apple compatible slots for plug -in
peripherals
Game paddle I/O
1361V in

APPLE SOFTWARE

Bus. Pkgs by Continental
DB Master by Stoneware
Desktop Plan by Visicorp

199 ea.
169
189
199
88

Wordstar
Magic Windów by Art -Sci
Peach Tree Accting Pkgs
Personal Filing System
Screen Writer II (formerly Super Scribe II)
TASC by Microsoft
The Last One
Visifile
Visicalc
Visidex
Visischedule
Visitrend/Visiplot

CALL
95
99
159

449
199
189
189

239
199

Entertainment

Alkemstone
Apple Panic
Castle Wolfenstein
Gorgon
Olympic Decathalon
Time Zone
Softporn
Complete Selection... in Stock

CALL!
FRANKLIN

ACE

34
24
24
35
24
79
29

CALL
FOR COMPLETE

SELECTION

CALL

100

PC-8001A
32K

NEC

Videoterm by Video
Z -80 Card by Microsoft
16K Card by Microsoft

PRINTERS

Call for Bill Jones and ask BIll for

4111r8-.,

a

Tree NEC catalog

...

and the

lowest prices possible.

ATARE
Atari 400 w /16K

800 16K $669

410 Recorder
810 Disk Drive
850 Interface

offer

319
79

439

--

-

189
119
79

278

CALL
159
124

Full -View 80
32K by Mircrotek
Light Pen by Symtek

279
139

..129

159

V

YOUR KEY TO CP /M189
Advanced Logic Systems

199
239

319
559
499

51/4" DISKS
SINGLE SIDED
DOUBLE DENSITY
2 YR. WARRANTY
INCLUDES LIBRARY CASE!

169

CALL
190
124

CALL
209
29
119
35
299

NOW $35

559
219
169

CALL
CALL

FREE

269
154

SHIPPING*

349
124

209

(with prepaid cash orders)

-800-854-2833

.

in stock

MAJOR BRANDS

CALL FOR BEST PRICE

&

FAST SERVICE

r-

459(

NEC 8023A
TRANSTAR 140
DAISY WHEEL

489
1350

40 CPS 132 COL.

,CALL

a huge

selection of software (the latest) and hardware (the greatest). Call toll free and receive our full product
catalog just for your Atari'
We

g69

169

CALL
CALL
CALL

120 CPS F/T

IDS PRISM
80 OR 132

ONLY

895
46

CALL

C. ITQ1i PROWRITE

SAVE!!!

GREAT FOR EPSON AND
OTHER GRAPHIC
PRINTERS
2 YEAR WARRANTY
INCLUDES CABLE

CALL
CALL

Signalman Modem
Micro Modem II
Sooper Spooler
RGB Card
Enhancer II
Metacard
Joystick by T.G
App -L -Cache 256K
Versacard
Vista Vision 80
Vista 8" Drives /Cntrts
In Fone by Novation
Microbuffer II 16K
Microbuffer II 32K
The Mill by Stellation
Expansion Chassis by Mtn
Data Ed Hi Res Color
Synergy Card by Spies
Appli -Card by Personal Comptr. Products
Chronographs by Hayes
Keyboard Enhancer Il by Video
Microbuffer II by Practical Peripherals
32K RAM (Intl. Software) by Saturn
Lowercase for Apple
Numeric Keypad (23 Key) by Keyboard
Sup R Mod (TV Interface)
Music System W /Software by Mtn. Hardware
Expansion Chassis by Mtn. Hardware
The Clock by Mtn. Hardware
D -Cat Modem by Novation
Corvus Hard Disk
Corvus Mirror
A/D + D/A (no cable) by Mtn
Supertalker SD200 by Mtn
8" Disk Controller by SVA
The Grappler by Orange Micro
Versawriter Digitizer
APPLE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK

Call For
Total System
Price and

NEC I/O Unit
NEC add on Dual Drive
NEC Green Screen

PARALLEL INTERFACE
CARD

119
189
159

A10 II by SSM
CCS Multifunction
Micro Sci Drives
Rana Sys. Drives
32K by Saturn
Numeric Keypad (23 Key)

NEC PRINTER

JUST 56900

479
369
259
249

OMERvEO
PC -8001 A

LANGUAGE COMPATIBLE

ACCESSORIES
(Note: The hardware and software listed
here is compatible with Apple, Basis 108,
and the Franklin ACE -100).
Disk Drive W /Cntr by Fourth
Disk Drive W/O by Fourth

YEAR WARRANTY

OKIDATA
OUME
DIABLO
ANADEX

Epson MX-100
MX -80 FIT
MX -80

with new graphics
Circle 103 on inquiry card

'r0

ORDER: Phone orders invited using Visa. Mastercard or bank wire transfers. Visa and MC service charge of
2 %. Mail orders may send charge card number (include
expiration date). cashiers check. money order. or personal
check (allow 10 business days for personal or company
checks to clear) Please add 3% ($5 00 minimum) for UPS
shipping, handling, and insurance APO and FPO include
5% ($7.00 minimum) for postage Calif residents add 6%
sales tax. Please include phone number on all orders.

-

FOREIGN ORDERS include 1% handling
shipped air
FREIGHT COLLECT only. Credit cards not accepted on
foreign orders All equipment is in factory cartons with
manufacturer warranty. Opened products not returnable.
Restocking fee for returned merchandise Equipment
subject to price change and availability Retail prices
differ from mail order prices WE SHIP THE SAME DAY ON
MOST ORDERS'

'Excludes certain printers

&

monitors

&

foreign orders

MAIL TO:1251 BROADWAY EL CAJON, CA. 92021 (714) 579-0330
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At a Glance
Language Used

Name
TRS -80

Color Logo

6809 assembly language

Type

Computer Needed

Programming language

Disk version, TRS -80 Color Computer with
32K-byte memory and disk drive
Program pack version, TRS-80 Color Computer with I 6K-byte memory

Manufacturer
Radio Shack, Education Division
400 Atrium, One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102
(817) 390-3302

Price

Software included
Disk version: one floppy disk containing

the Color Logo language
one disk with sample programs

Disk version, 599

Program pack version )not yet available)

Documentation

Authors

Language reference manual and teacher's
guide

George Gerhold and Larry Kheriaty

Audience
Format
Disk (available third quarter, 1982)
Program pack (read -only memory cartridge, available January, 1983)

VANISH statement is called with its
number. Color Logo processes one
statement from each turtle, then repeats
the process, thus giving the illusion that
all the turtles are executing their programs simultaneously. Turtles can send
and receive "mail," but the mail is
limited to a single integer value between
-32,768 and 32,767. Radio Shack
claims in a press release that, with Color
Logo, "Anyone from the preschool
child to the computer scientist can investigate the principles of structured

thinking (and programming), multitasking, interprocess communications,
modular programming, parameter passing, local and global variables, and
looping and recursion." Although about
half of the above subjects can be taught
with the language, I think that some of
the claims are extravagant for a Logo
that can only pass single-integer
"messages."

Elementary school children, with some application to upper grades

The disk version of Color Logo saves
a maximum of 16 Logo workspaces,
each of which is referred to by a letter
from A to P. While this seems quite
simplistic to most of us, it is exactly
right for its intended audience, young
children. I assume that the cartridge and
cassette versions will use a similar

mechanism.
Two more Color Logo features deserve mention. One is the inclusion of a
WHILE statement that allows a list of
items to be done as long as a given condition evaluates to a nonzero ( "true ")
value. The other is the ability to redefine the turtle's shape under program
control. This can be used to change the
turtle's default shape (an odd, elongated
capsule shape) or even to perform some
limited animation by rapidly redefining
the turtle shape.
Although some bugs will be fixed in
the final version, one deserves mention

because there may not be enough available memory with which to fix it. It has
to do with the method Color Logo uses
to draw lines. For example, if you say:
HOME
RIGHT 30
FORWARD 20

you will get a line that is 30 degrees
from the vertical. (Color Logo does not
accept multiple commands per line.) If,
however, you say
HOME
RIGHT 30
REPEAT 20 (FORWARD 1)

you will get a line that is 45 degrees
from the vertical. The reason for this is
that Color Logo, like other Logos, can
plot an adjacent dot in only one of eight
directions (the eight points of a compass); unlike other Logos, however,
Color Logo does not remember where
the theoretical point is in relation to the
plotted point. The result is that executing FORWARD 1 twenty times will
force the turtle to draw a line on one of
the eight points of the compass (depending on the true heading of the turtle and
which point it's nearest to). This property of the preliminary version of Color
Logo I looked at is unfortunate, since it
creates a discrepancy between what you
think Logo should do and what it actually does. Still, such a simplification is
understandable given the complexity of
Logo and the limited memory space of
the TRS-80 Color Computer; if this
behavior is in the finished product, I'll
certainly understand.
In general, this looks like a nice Logo
for children. As always, you should
check the product's capabilities against
its intended use and audience. Radio
Shack plans to have Color Logo in its
stores by September 1982.

Text continued from page 242:

"turnkey" system. If a Logo file
named STARTUP is on your data disk
when you first boot up Logo, that file
is automatically loaded into the Logo
workspace. If a Logo variable named
STARTUP has a value that is a list,
that list is executed after loading the
startup file. In this way, a nontechnical user can follow the standard
Logo booting procedure and end up
with a customized workspace running
a certain program.)
250

Property lists are lists of characteristics that can be associated with a
given Logo variable. For example,
you may have a number of words

that describe geometric shapes:
TRIANGLE, SQUARE, PENTAGON. You

can then give each of these words two
properties, NUM.OF.SIDES and
INTERIOR.ANGLE, and assign values
to them. Using the name SQUARE as
an example, you would first add the
properties and their values to the

August 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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property list associated with
SQUARE:
PPROP "SQUARE "NUM.OF.SIDES 4
PPROP "SQUARE " INTERIOR.ANGLE

90
You can then print out the property
list of SQUARE (the computer's responses are in italics):
SHOW PLIST "SQUARE
[INTERIOR. ANGLE 90 NUM. OF. SIDES
4.1

Circle 57 on inquiry card.

OKIDATA
At

MICROLINE 84
a Glance

Name

Language Used

Terrapin Logo

6502 machine language

Type

Computer Needed

Programming language

Apple II or Apple H Plus with 48K bytes of
memory and 16K memory card

Manufacturer
Terrapin Inc.
678 Massachusetts Ave., #205
Cambridge. MA 02139
(617) 492 -8816

Software Included

Price

Documentation

S

149.95

Authors
Leigh Klotz Jr.. Patrick Sobalvarro, Stephen
Hain

One Logo Language Disk (copy protected;
backup available for S15), one Utilities
Disk (with utilities from MIT and Terrapin)

Parallel-$109488

RS -232C- $122488

MICROLINE
MICROLINE
MICROLINE

user, it is nice to have them available
automatically. Examples of such
commands are COUNT (which returns
the number of items in a list), ITEM
SHOW GPROP "SQUARE
"NUM.OF.SIDES
(which returns the nth item of a list),
4
and numerous predicate words that
return a value of "TRUE or "FALSE
Note that the word SQUARE can be depending on the logical value of
either a variable with a value or a whatever is being tested (EMPTYP,
procedure with a definition; its prop- KEYP, WORDP, and others). Apple
erty list is connected to but not the Logo also lets you redefine the
same as the word itself. Property lists primitive operations supplied with
can be useful in certain list- manipu- the language; although most people
lating applications. (By the way, it won't need to do this, it's nice to be
would not be very hard to make a set able to.
of Logo procedures that do the same
Several other features are worth
thing for most of the other Logos; mentioning. One characteristic of all
Harold Abelson does this -he calls Logos is that any named variable bethem association lists -in his two comes global to the workspace (and
books, Apple Logo and Logo for the so has the same value within any proApple II.)
cedure in it) unless the name is an
CATCH and THROW are two argument to a procedure (these are
unlikely Logo commands that allow a called dummy arguments in other
given condition to cause the execu- computer languages). Apple Logo has
tion of a list of commands. Normally, added a LOCAL statement that
there's nothing special about that -an restricts the domain of any variable
IF statement will do the same named by it to the procedure that
thing -but in this case, the triggering uses the LOCAL statement and any
condition may be a Logo error. If so, procedures it calls. This often helps
a Logo program can intercept the prevent hard -to -find program errors
usual Logo response to that error and resulting from unsuspected interacsubstitute a user -specified response; tion between variables.
this allows a program to recover from
Users of Apple Logo will probably
specified errors instead of ending.
be able to buy a peripheral board for
Apple Logo contains a number of the Apple that will give it sprites (coluseful commands that are not in the ored, moving images of varying
other Logos reviewed here. Although shapes -see the discussion on sprites
most of them can be defined by the in the section on TI Logo, below).

or you can get the value of a given
property:

DELIVERED

Okidata Printers

Anyone interested in Logo

51/2-inch floppy disk

UPS

200 cps, bi- directional, logic-seeking
16'/2" carriage w/friction & tractor feed
Near letter-quality proportional print
in all sizes & modes (50 cps)
Dot-addressable graphics standard

Terrapin Logo Tutorial, 86 pages (draft
version); Logo for the Apple II: Technical
Manual, by Harold Abelson and Leigh
Klotz Jr., 55 pages

Audience
Format

UPS DELIVERED

80

$34911
$44911
$71911

82A
83A

Smith -Corona Printer
8689'

TP -1 DAISY WHEEL PRINTER
10 or 12 cpi, parallel or RS-232C

IDS Printers

Psi 80

w/Sprint Mode, Dot Plot,
and Cut Sheet Guide
$99911
IDS Plasm 132 includes all the above plus
4 -color graphics
$1699'
IDS

NEC Printers
NEC PC 8023A-C
NEC 3510/3530
RS -232C)

NEC

$50911

Spinwriter (Parallel or

35cps

$190411

7710/7730 Spinwriter (Parallel or

RS -232C)

55cps

$255911

C.Itoh Printers
C.ITOH
C.ITOH
C.ITOH
C.ITOH
C.ITOH

PRo WRITER

(Parallel)

$509"
$664"

PRO WRITER (RS-232C)
PRO WRITER II (Parallel)
PRO WRITER II (RS-232C)

F-10 /40

'739"

199"

STAR WRITER Daisy Wheel
RS -232C) 40cps
$1494"
C.ITOH F -10/55 STAR WRITER Daisy Wheel

...

(Parallel or

(Parallel or

RS -232C)

55 cps

...

$1799"

Cables and interfaces available for Aryle
ATARI, CBM/PET, IBM PC, OSBORNE, & TRS -80.

Orders & Information:
CALL (603)-673 -8857
ORDERS ONLY

C

(800) -343 -0726

No Hidden Charges

No surcharge for credit cards -No charge for
UPS shipping -Stock shipments next day
All equipment shipped factory fresh with
manufacturer's warranty -We accept CODs
(Sorry, no open POs or foreign orders)
Prices subject

to change

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

HE BOTTOM

LINE

ELM STREET, MILFORD NH 03055-0423
August 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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North Star's
Advantage
over
IBM and Apple
is easy to see.
The North Star ADVANTAGE desktop computer has
higher precision graphics, better software, and greater
disk capacity than the IBM Personal Computer or the
Apple Ill. Plus, nationwide on -site service and free
business graphics software. See it for yourself. Then
check the price. You'll see how easy it is to own the
North Star ADVANTAGE. For the name of the North Star
dealer nearest you, call today.

CALL TOLL FREE

1.800447.4700

Logo Computer Systems Inc. (which
created Apple Logo) showed me a
prototype of a sprite board that the
company plans to market by the end
of 1982. Multiple sprites will be able
to move on screen at a time, and they
will be able to draw lines, just as a
turtle can. (TI Logo sprites do not
draw lines.) Once this happens, TI
Logo will lose one of its main advantages over the versions of Logo for
the Apple II. (At this writing, we
have no details on availability or

price.)

Apple Logo: Problems
I found one bug in Apple Logo and
several things I didn't like. The bug
occurred as follows:

SHOW SENTENCE
1

-5

-5

3

31

SHOW SENTENCE + 5 3
181

Apple Logo should have returned
The error occurs in the parsing
of the phrase + 5 3 and has nothing to
do with the SENTENCE command
itself. Apple Logo shows a certain resemblance to LISP in allowing an
operator-number-number construct
for the operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
So Apple Logo behaves as follows:
15 31.

PRINT + 5 3

(ILLINOIS 1.800.322.4400)

8
PRINT /

1

2 4

3

It seems that something in the parsing

algorithm cannot distinguish between
+ 5 3 and + 5 3. Although this is
definitely an error, it probably will
not occur in normal programming because people do not usually place plus
signs before positive numbers.
A command I don't like is the Apple Logo IF statement. In Terrapin/
Krell Logo, an IF statement looks like
this:
IF :RESO

THEN MAKE "RES :RES

ELSE MAKE "RES :RES +

FOLLOW

THE STAR

14440 Catalina Street, San Leandro, California 94577

252
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1

1

In Apple Logo, this becomes:
[MAKE "RES :RES
"RES :RES + 11

IF :RESO

-

1

I

[MAKE

At a Glance
Name
TI

Logo

Language Used
9900 machine language

Type

Computer Needed

Programming language

Texas Instruments TI -99/4 or TI -99/4A with
32K -byte memory expansion option and
either cassette recorder or floppy disk

Manufacturer
Texas Instruments Customer Relations
POB 53
Lubbock, TX 79408
(8001 858-4565

Software Included
One Command Module containing TI
Logo; a cassette and floppy disk containing TI Logo demonstration programs

Price
S129.95

Documentation
Logo, 83 pages: booklet of documentation for the demonstration programs
TI

Author
Jointly developed by Tex as Instruments
Corporate Engineering C enter and the
MIT Logo Group

Audience
Anyone interested in Logo

Format

ming practice, and I am amazed and
horrified to find that Apple Logo does
not provide for them (all the other
Logos except the TRS -80 Logo do).
There is, however, a way around
the lack of comments in Apple Logo.
Simply define a short procedure that
takes a list as an input and does
nothing with it:
TO

;

:ARG

END

This defines the Logo procedure ";"
which will "eat" any list that comes
directly after it. You can now add
comments to a program by putting
brackets around them and a semicolon and a space just before the
opening bracket:

Command Module (read-only memory cartridge)

In Apple Logo, both the THEN and the

clauses of the IF statements are
actually lists. If the expression
evaluated is true, the first list is executed; if it is false, the second list is
ELSE

executed. This particular syntax
seems arbitrary to me, and it might
seem rather cryptic to someone who
has not dealt with computers before.
In addition, if you write an IF statement without the brackets, you get an
error message that is unrelated to the
IF statement or the absence of
brackets. This makes the debugging
process longer. Given the apparent
Apple Logo philosophy of tailoring
the system to the nontechnical user,
I'm surprised the IF statement was implemented this way.
Apple Logo seems to enjoy making
inputs to certain commands into lists.
For example, the commands SETPOS,
TOWARDS, IFTRUE, and IFFALSE require their arguments to be made into
lists. Given, say, variables XVAL and
YVAL that have numeric values, in
Terrapin /Krell Logo, you would say:
SETHEADING TOWARDS :XVAL

:YVAL

However, Apple Logo requires you to
make a list of the :XVAL :YVAL pair.
So the Apple Logo version has to be:
SETHEADING TOWARDS LIST :XVAL

:YVAL

The word LIST has to precede the
values of XVAL and YVAL because the
TOWARDS command requires as input a list with two numbers in it.
(You can't simply say [:XVAL :YVAL]
because brackets prevent the evaluation of :XVAL and :YVAL.) Like the
use of the IF statement, the use of
brackets (or any other list -making
words) seems to me arbitrary, cryptic, and error inducing.

TO DUMMY.PROGRAM
[THIS COMMENT WILL BE
IGNORED]
END

This method, however, may have
speed and program -size side effects
because the comments are actually a
part of the procedure and are executed every time the procedure is executed. As for the necessity of putting
brackets around things -you're getting used to that by now, aren't you?

Terrapin /Krell Logo
I

am amazed and

horrified to find that
Apple Logo does not
provide for comments
in Logo programs.
Finally, there is an omission in the
Apple Logo system that I find quite
inexcusable -Apple Logo has no provision for putting comments in Logo
programs. According to someone at
Logo Computer Systems Inc., comments were not allowed because they
caused procedures to take up too
much space. I find this a rather weak
excuse for a language that purports to
teach good programming habits and
make programming easy for beginners. Making comments in programs,
regardless of the language used, is one
of the cornerstones of good program-

Both Terrapin Inc. and Krell Software Corporation are licensed to distribute MIT Logo, a version of Logo
developed by the Logo Group of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. (This implementation was
created by Leigh Klotz Jr., Patrick
Sobalvarro, and Stephen Hain under
the direction of Harold Abelson.)
Though the language is the same for
both companies' versions, the
materials supplied with each version
differ. The main differences are as
follows: Krell Logo includes a second
(copy -protected) Logo disk, a set of
introductory programs called "Alice
in Logoland," a program called
INSTANT.LOGO.TUTOR, a nice
reference -guide wall poster, and a
copy of Logo for the Apple II, by
Harold Abelson. Terrapin Logo includes only one Logo disk (you can
buy an extra one for $15), a copy of
Logo for the Apple II: Technical
August 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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Circle 212 on Inquiry card.

Listing 3: An example of the TRACE function tracing the execution of the Logo phrase
STR.GR.THAN "IT "IS.
TRACING ON
EXECUTING STR.GR.THAN IT IS
IF :FIRST = :SECOND OUTPUT "FALSE
IF :FIRST = " OUTPUT "FALSE
IF :SECOND = " OUTPUT "TRUE
MAKE "CHAR1 FIRST :FIRST
MAKE "CHAR2 FIRST :SECOND
IF ASCII :CHAR1 > ASCII :CHAR2 OUTPUT "TRUE
IF ASCII :CHAR1 < ASCII :CHAR2 OUTPUT "FALSE
OUTPUT STR.GR.THAN BUTFIRST :FIRST BUTFIRST :SECOND
EXECUTING STR.GR.THAN T S
IF :FIRST = :SECOND OUTPUT "FALSE
IF :FIRST = " OUTPUT "FALSE
IF :SECOND = " OUTPUT "TRUE
MAKE "CHAR1 FIRST :FIRST
MAKE "CHAR2 FIRST :SECOND
IF ASCII :CHAR1 > ASCII :CHAR2 OUTPUT "TRUE
ENDING STR.GR.THAN
ENDING STR.GR.THAN
RESULT: TRUE

/.!=Lr
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Mainframe Quality
Software for
Microcomputers
ISE is an international consortium of the worlds leading
consulting and software firms.
Our specialized products and
services are distributed throughout
the world by these ISE affiliates:
In U.S.:

ISE -USA
350 West Sagamore Parkway
West Lafayette, IN 47906
Tel: (317) 463 -2581
TWX: 810- 342 -1881
In France:

Manual, and a copy of the Terrapin
Logo Language Tutorial, by Deborah
Tater and Patrick Sobalvarro.
Your choice of the Krell or Terrapin version of MIT Logo will depend on your own preferences. On
one hand, Terrapin now employs one
of the persons who implemented MIT
Logo and consults with another
(Leigh Klotz Jr. and Patrick
Sobalvarro, respectively). Terrapin
will offer revised versions of Terrapin
Logo for $20; also, if you find an
error in Terrapin Logo during the
90 -day warranty period and Terrapin
has corrected it, you will receive the
revision containing the correction
free. The tutorial book by Tater and
Sobalvarro is very good. Although it
is geared for the novice, it does a very
good job of introducing some advanced Logo concepts. Finally, Terrapin may be offering a version of its
Logo that implements sprites (more
on that below).
I found the programs supplied by
Krell competent but simplistic; however, the "Alice" programs might be
of interest to children. Krell also
offers more support materials,
though many of them were not available at press time and so could not be

evaluated. Abelson's excellent
tutorial book is geared to the beginning, nontechnical user. I prefer the
Terrapin version, largely because of
254

its superior technical support and the
availability of a sprite version. However, the Krell version offers slightly

more materials for the money.

Although both Terrapin /Krell
Logo and Apple Logo can be used
easily by any prospective user, adult
and child alike, the differences between them seem to indicate different
company perceptions of the intended
Logo user. Each version makes a certain class of things easier to do. Although Apple Logo has a richer set of

commands, it is delivered to the user
as a sealed "black box" that you can't
tinker with; in addition, certain features (like the STARTUP file, buried
packages, and the necessity of deleting a disk file before it can be resaved
under the same name) seem to point
toward making the finished application as user -proof as possible. On the
other hand, Terrapin /Krell Logo
seems to be oriented toward the more
knowledgeable user, who doesn't
need that extra level of protection.
The following paragraphs describe
the features of Terrapin /Krell Logo
that support this point of view.
The pair of program debugging
commands TRACE and NOTRACE is
easily the most important feature of
Terrapin /Krell Logo. After TRACE
has been executed, Logo executes a
procedure one line at a time (showing
each line as it executes) and waits for
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Tour Chenonceaux
204, Rond -Point du Pont de Sèvres
92516 Boulogne Billancourt Cedex
Tel: 620 -61 -04
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In Switzerland and Austria:
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Tel: 041 -23 23 60/61
In the UK and Ireland:

ISE -PACTEL
Rochester House
33 Greycoat Street

London SWIP2QF
Tel: 01 -828 7744
Elsewhere:
ISE -INTERNATIONAL
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Visit us at booth #601, Software,Exix
National In Chicago
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Filename

Description

ANIMAL

guessing game about animals that shows Logo's list manipulating features
a program that lets small children draw pictures using
the turtle and one -letter commands
a program that introduces a dynaturtle
turtle that
moves according to the laws of Newtonian physics
a file utility program
a set of Logo procedures that plays music through the
Apple speaker
a program that allows you to change the shape of the
Logo graphics turtle
procedures that allow you to define Logo procedures in
terms of 6502 assembly -language code
a set of Logo procedures that allows a Terrapin turtle
robot to be controlled from Terrapin Logo
a procedure that lets you save only part of the Logo
workspace
added procedures related to the text cursor and text out-

INSTANT
DYNATRACK
FID

MUSIC
SHAPE. EDIT
ASSEMBLER
TCL *
PSAVE *
CURSOR *

a

-a

put

TEXTEDIT *

procedures that let you use the Logo editor as a text
editor
TEACH *
a procedure that lets you enter procedures without using the Logo editor (for smaller children)
ARCS *
procedures for drawing arcs and circles
INSTANT.LOGO.TUTOR * * a program that calls up basic information about Logo
when the word MENU is executed
KRELLSHAPES.AUX * *
a procedure that allows you to change the turtle to any
one of 25 predefined shapes
PSR, PCB, DOT.LINE,
miscellaneous graphics words
SFD, CIRCLE * *
LENGTH, XFL, IXL,
miscellaneous list- manipulating words
XNE * *

Table 1: A list of the major files on the Terrapin /Krell Logo Utilities Disk and their
function. Files marked with one asterisk are provided with Terrapin Logo only; files
marked with two asterisks are provided with Krell Logo only.

a keypress before executing the next

statement. Listing 3 shows an example of executing a Logo statement
when the TRACE function is active. In
preparing for this review, I wrote
several programs and transferred
them to all three Logo systems; I can't
tell you how much I missed the
TRACE function on the three systems
that don't have it.
Another convenient feature of Terrapin /Krell Logo is the DOS command, which lets you interact with
the Apple DOS (disk operating system). For example, you can rename a
file from Logo like this:
DOS [RENAME GERBIL.LOGO,
GERBILWARS.LOGO]

The DOS commands this works with
are BLOAD, BRUN, BSAVE,
CATALOG, DELETE, LOCK, MON,
NOMON, RENAME, UNLOCK, and
VERIFY.

Terrapin /Krell Logo includes a
Logo 6502 assembly -language assem256

bler and sufficient information on the
Logo internal structure to make it
useful. This is the single feature of
Terrapin /Krell Logo that best illustrates its "open- software" as opposed to Apple Logo's "closed software" philosophy. With the Terrapin /Krell Logo Assembler, you can

Sprites are easily the
most important feature
of TI Logo.
do a lot of things that can't be done
with Apple Logo- anything that requires assembly language or interfacing to the outside world. For example, an assembly -language program
to generate a variable -pitched tone
through the Apple speaker can be interfaced to Logo and used to create a
music -playing program written in
Logo.
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Assembly-language routines can
also be used to connect Logo to, say,
a nonstandard printer card, a real time clock, or a tone generator connected through the Apple game paddles. (Logo for the Apple II:
Technical Manual also includes a
two -page list of useful memory addresses and routine entry points as
part of an entire chapter on how to
write assembly -language routines for
Terrapin /Krell Logo and how to use
the Logo Assembler.)
The Utilities Disk is another important feature of Terrapin /Krell Logo.
It contains the assembler as well as
several other useful sets of procedures. Table 1 gives a list of the major
files on that floppy disk. Both Terrapin and Krell have put on their
Utilities Disks several files that have
been created by members of their
staffs; each are not, of course, available on the Utilities Disk supplied by
the other company.
A special variable called SAVEMOD
can be changed to allow using the
Terrapin /Krell Logo editor as a text
editor. (Without this change, the
editor would try to execute the contents of the file.) Some procedures on
the Utilities Disk make reading, writing, and printing arbitrary text files
easier. The SAVEMOD variable is also
useful in making self-starting files
(files that, after being loaded into the
Logo workspace, automatically execute one or more phrases of Logo).
Terrapin /Krell Logo will work
with Steve Ciarcia's sprite board for
the Apple (see Ciarcia's column in
this issue for details). It is possible
that Terrapin will also create a new
version of Logo that will integrate
sprite and turtle graphics on the same
screen and allow sprites to be given
movement that is independent of the
executing procedure; however, this
had not been decided at the time this
was written. As with the sprite board
for Apple Logo, the availability of
one from Terrapin would negate the
presence of sprites as one of the
primary advantages of TI Logo.

TI Logo: Features
Although people at Texas Instruments worked with people at MIT to
create TI Logo, this Logo is not as
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Photo 2: Priority in TI Logo sprites. The sprite with the lower number (a truck) appears
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8-Port bus.

similar to the Apple -based Logos as
they are to each other. Some of the
differences will make TI Logo the best
system for some people, but most of
them, in my opinion, will severely
limit TI Logo's usefulness. I'll consider the features of TI Logo first,
then its limitations.
Sprites are easily the most important feature of TI Logo. They are colored video images (up to 16 dots wide
by 16 dots high) that are an inherent
part of the TI- 99/4A. The TI -99/4A
has 32 sprites built into it, and each
sprite can be given a shape, color,
and position on the video display (independent of the text being
displayed); in addition, the sprites
have an inherent priority of display
among themselves, so that when two
sprite images intersect, one sprite appears to be on top of the other (see
photo 2). This priority is automatically maintained by video circuitry inside the TI-99/4A.
TI Logo adds some features to the
hardware -inherent features of sprites.
Sprites (like turtles) can be given a
heading, but, unlike turtles, they can
also be given a velocity. In other
words, sprites move in a straight line
at a given speed without slowing
down the running program until they
are told to change their behavior; in
fact, they also move even when no

program is running. The reference list,
which includes all the sprite commands, shows TI Logo's superiority
over the Apple -based Logos in this
respect. However, sprites are unlike
turtles in that they cannot draw lines.
Closely related to sprites are sprite
shapes. Five are defined by name:
PLANE, TRUCK, ROCKET, BALL, and
BOX. (Because sprite shapes are called
by number, these are actually variables with the values 1 through 5.)
Sprites can also be given one of 16
colors, and the attributes of shape,
color, heading, and speed can be assigned to a sprite by the following
Logo commands.
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the sprite (in this case, shape 4) are
different.
New sprite shapes (numbered from
0 to 25) can be created (or existing
sprite shapes can be redefined) with
the MAKESHAPE command. For example, to redefine shape 4, the ball,
type:

i.auaaaaaaaaaaas11 II

a

sass
aaa

aasi

aaAbi

aaaa

ma

saaaia

aaaas

aaaa
aaaa
aaaa
aaaaa
asas
aaa
suas

a

MAKESHAPE 4

a

aa
aaaa

lasa

.

Photo 3: The MAKESHAPE procedure in TI Logo. When MAKESHAPE n is executed,
sprite shape n is displayed in enlarged form and is available for editing. The graphics
cursor, a blinking box, can be moved to any box with arrow keys; when the cursor
leaves a box, the box can be left either filled in or empty. Any sprites carrying that
shape immediately assume that shape, as can be seen by the small sprite of the same
shape on screen.

An enlarged version of the ball appears in a 16 by 16 grid with a blinking square denoting the graphics cursor. A square is cleared when an arrow key is pressed and filled when the
TI -99/4A function key (or TI -99/4
shift key) is pressed (see photo 3). Although this scheme certainly works,
it is hard to go across a complicated
shape without accidentally changing
it; it would be nice if the graphics cursor had a nondestructive mode that
allowed it to move without changing
the shape underneath it. When the
Back key is pressed, the modified
shape (in this example) becomes
shape 4. (Unfortunately, there is no
way to exit the shape- making process
and leave the shape as it was before
editing began.)
Tiles are TI's nontechnical name
for characters, which are patterns in
an 8 by 8 grid. (Interestingly enough,
certain TI Logo commands like
MAKECHAR and PRINTCHAR refer to
them as characters, while the documentation and some other com-

mands -TELL

TILE

n

and

PUTTILE -refer

7
i

a

.

TE
4''.

QRST

PQRST3

to them as tiles.)
There are 256 tiles available in the
system, 64 of which are used for the
TI Logo character set. Any tile can be
redefined with the MAKECHAR
command, which works like the
MAKESHAPE command described

above.
Tiles can also, to a certain extent,
be given a different color. Tiles are
grouped by ascending tile number in
sets of 8, and a tile can be given one
of 16 colors by using the SETCOLOR

command:
TELL TILE

Photo 4: Tile recoloration and redefinition. As this photo illustrates, both the shape and
color of a tile (character) can be changed. Notice that changing the color of a single tile
also changes the color of the other seven tiles in the same group.
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78

SETCOLOR :LEMON
(or SETCOLOR 1 1 )

These commands will cause the letter
N (which is tile 78) to change to a cer-
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Of course Percom diskette drives for the IBM Personal
Computer fit right in. They fit right outside your Personal
Computer, too. And they're fully compatible, providing the
same full double- density storage capacity.
But just as important, Percom diskette drives also fit the
same high standards set by IBM.
At Percom we've been making disk storage systems
since 1977. We build quality, high -performance disk drive
systems. From proven design through quality inspections
that include 100% two -day operational tests. And Percom
dealer support ensures competent after -sale service.
So expect more from Percom. You won't be
disappointed.
Minimum system requirements are an IBM System
Unit with 16 Kbytes of RAM and 5' -1" Diskette Drive
Adapter. Drive models supported depend on DOS
used. An optional cable available from Percom is
required for external (add -on) drives.

Percom disk drives for the IBM Personal Computer are
available in 40 -track single- and dual -head models, and 80track single -head models. Call or visit your independent IBM
Personal Computer dealer
and fit right in with Percom.
For the names of dealers carrying Percom products for your
Personal Computer call toll -free 1- 800 -527 -1222.
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Yes ... I'd like to know more about Percom diskette drives
for my IBM Personal Computer. Rush me free literature.
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Main/Frames
Main/Frames

$260

Apple Logo system:
Apple II Plus with 48K bytes of memory
Apple Language Card
Disk controller card and one floppy disk
RF modulator (approximate price)
Apple Logo

$1530.00
195.00
645.00
40.00
175.00
$2585.00

30 Models of Enclosures

Assembled and tested
Quasi -Coax Motherboards
Power Supply
Card cage and guides
Fan, line, cord, fuse. power
& reset switches

Terrapin /Krell Logo system:
Apple II Plus with 48K bytes of memory
Apple Language Card
Disk controller card and one floppy disk
RF modulator (approximate price)
Terrapin /Krell Logo

$1530.00
195.00
645.00
40.00
149.95
$2559.95

Disk -based TI Logo system:
TI-99/4A computer (includes RF modulator)

$450.00
249.95
299.95
249.95
399.95

PHP1200 Peripheral Expansion Box
PHP1260 Memory Expansion Card
PHP1240 Disk Controller Card
PHP1250 Expansion Box Disk Drive
PHM3040 TI Logo cartridge

8" Floppy Main/Frame

129.95

$1779.75

c71P1
8" Disc Enclosure

rig"'
Phase /80 8" Floppy Mainframe

Phase(80 Desk

r

Mainframe

Write or call for our
brochure which includes our

application note:

"Building Computers
A Recipe"

-

INfEGF4ND
8620 Roosevelt Ave.

Visalia, CA 93291

209/733 -9288
We

260

accept BankAmericard /Visa
and MasterCharge

August 1982

s

Cassette -based TI Logo system:
TI -99/4A

computer (includes RF modulator)

$450.00
399.95
50.00

PHP2200 Memory Expansion
cassette recorder (approximate price)
PHM3040 TI Logo cartridge

129.95

$1029.90

Table 2: Comparative prices of Logo systems.
systems based on Apple Logo, Terrapin/Krell
TI Logo with a cassette recorder, respectively.
or television (not included in the prices) will

tain shade of yellow. However, all
the other tiles in its group (the letters
H through O) will also be changed to
that color; photo 4 shows an example
of this.
Given that the Apple -based Logos
will probably have sprites available,
the low cost of a TI -based Logo system is one of its biggest advantages.
Table 2 shows the comparative costs
of four Logo systems: two Apple based Logos and two TI -based Logos,
one supporting a floppy disk, and one

supporting

a

cassette

recorder.

Schools wanting to buy multiple
Logo systems will be particularly interested in the cassette -based TI Logo
systems; however, the low cost of a
cassette -based system is offset somewhat by the unending difficulties of
working with cassette tapes.
The price advantage of a TI Logo
system is impressive -about $700 be-
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The table shows the list prices of Logo
Logo, TI Logo with a floppy disk, and
These comparisons assume that a colbe used for video display.

tween the Apple -based Logos and a
disk -based TI Logo, and over $1500
between the Apple -based Logos and a
cassette -based TI Logo. (The price
difference may actually be greater
some dealers discount the TI product
line significantly, while it is increasingly difficult to buy Apple Its at a
discount.) In fact, even including the
color television sets, you can almost
buy two cassette-based TI Logo systems for the price of one Apple -based
Logo system. Granted, other factors
will influence your decision: the computer (if any) you own, the needs and
characteristics of the intended users,
and the other intended uses (if any) of
the computer.

-

TI Logo: Problems
Unfortunately, there are several
things wrong with TI Logo. Most of
these problems won't matter for cer-

Are you looking for a DATA BASE?
THE BEST DATA BASE SYSTEM

GBS

IS READY TO DO

GBS'

YOUR JOB
$300
$125
$150

QUICK GEN"
REPORT GEN"
MENU GEN'
$ 75
$ 60
CONVERT

IF YOU AREN'T A PROGRAMMER...
our program generator, QUICK GEN, is
ready to help you. With QUICK GEN almost
anyone
even those unsophisticated about
computers
may generate powerful business programs. In a short time, you can create
a program and a data file that allows an operator, using menu choices, to selectively ..
.

-

-

.

review records
edit records
update records

add records
delete records
print out records

IF YOU ARE A PROGRAMMER

.. you

..

START USING GBS NOW.

.

powerful, fully programmable, relational database management
system. You can access 3 different files
simultaneously, and work with as many files
as you need within a single program. Use one
to -one, one -to -many, or many -to -one relationships. GBS allows data files to span four
disk drives. Up to ten indexes may be used
simultaneously with each data file, and they
are automatically updated when records are
added or indexed fields are changed.
need GBS. It is

a

-

QUICK GEN guides you through the
following easy steps. When you finish, you will
have created a GBS program and a data file.
1. Create a screen of labels and headings
using a full- screen editor
2. Define data fields, including type and format
3. Position data fields on the display by moving the cursor
4. Write equations that perform calculations
on the displayed data
Also of help to the non -programmer is
our report generator REPORT GEN. With
it you may create programs that can produce
a wide range of customized reports. Check
out these features of REPORT GEN:

Complete file printout
Summary printout to your
specifications
One line per record, or
Multiple lines per record
Print from up to three related files
Compute subtotals and totals
Finally, there is MENU GEN. It ties all
of your programs together and permits an
operator to work exclusively from menus.
QUICK GEN, REPORT GEN, and MENU
GEN all require GBS to operate.

GBS uses disk space well by compressscreens and program tables, and by
requiring only 24K of disk space to index a
data file of 5000 records. When you run
applications, GBS need not be available on
disk, thus freeing often valuable disk space
and avoiding tedious overlays of program
code.
ing

When you program GBS, all the tools are
immediately available. You may program and
test without requiring an outside editor,
assembler, or compiler. Thus, changes may
be made and tested in seconds.

You program GBS by making table
entries using a full screen editor. The tabular
structure allows GBS to execute your applications and those created using the
GENerator programs extremely rapidly.
You may construct screens with a full
screen editor. Later, your programs will display these screens with a single instruction.
You may use subroutines to shorten and
organize your programs. The fields in a record
may be referenced like an array. And for those
learning to use GBS, there are valuable
HELPs available on call.

Circle 342 on Inquiry card.

GBS is up and running on most popular
CP /M* based computers, like those made by
Apple, Tandy, Xerox, Sharp, NEC, Osborne,
Televideo, Hewlett Packard, Vector, Toshiba,
Altos, and more
If you are now using an older, slower data
base management system, you can move up
to the power of GBS and adapt your current
data files with the help of our optional utility

CONVERT.
You can order GBS with confidence
because we guarantee it! If GBS isn't all
we say it is, and more, simply return it within
30 days for a full refund. This offer is for a
limited time only, so please act immediately.
Discuss these terms with your local computer
store manager
he may be a participating
GBS dealer.

-

Call Today
Contact us today for additional information or to take advantage
of our special 30day Money Back
Guarantee.

-

it's the best
business decision
you can make, for
today and for the

GBS

future.

Qs
QUALITY SOFTWARE
6660 Reseda Blvd., Suite 107
Reseda, CA 91335
(213) 344-6599
'CP

M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.
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tain users, but they will be very important to others. You should ask
yourself how important these problems are to you.
One problem I want to mention,
keyboard layout, should be attributed to the TI -99/4A computer
rather than TI Logo itself; and two
others, turtle drawing behavior and
slowness of execution, are probably
attributable to the computer as well.
The poor layout of the TI -99/4 and
TI -99/4A keyboards is well known
and does not need to be amplified
here. The latter keyboard is improved
in that it has true typewriter keys instead of button -type keys, but one
knowledgeable TI Logo observer says
that the TI -99/4A keyboard is more
difficult to use for Logo than the
TI- 99/4's.
In any case, the TI -99/4A keyboard still infuriates anyone with any
keyboard skills. (This would be less
of a problem for children who do not
know how to type, but it would put
them at a disadvantage when using
other keyboards.) Two often -used

keys, the backspace and double quotes ( ") keys, use a poorly placed
FCTN key. The FCTN key is below
the right shift key; backspace is
FCTN -3 and the double -quotes key is
FCTN -P. In addition, some FCTN
keys that are active within the TI
Logo editor are inactive outside it,
while others are active in both places.
This leads you to try certain FCTN
keys to see if they accomplish a given
editing task; not only do they not,

to the decision to implement the lines
the turtle draws with tiles (see the section labeled "Common Features,"
page 230). I do not know of any dot graphics mode available on the TI99/4A, which leads me to believe that
this was the only way to create turtle
graphics; the limitation is the fault of
the machine itself and not the implementation of TI Logo.
Two other problems with TI Logo
concern the language itself. One,

but they aren't truly inactive,
either -they leave funny- shaped

some moderately serious problems
with the TI Logo printed documentation, will be covered more fully in a
later section. The other, integer -only
arithmetic, has been mentioned in the
"Common Features" section. Being
limited to integer arithmetic would
not be a disadvantage for simple Logo
applications (the beginning Logo programs of children, for instance).
Floating -point numbers are often
useful, if not necessary, for many
fairly simple applications; for example, the Apple -based Logos can draw
arcs and circles with greater control
because of the availability of floating point numbers.

graphics characters (FCTN -4, when
used outside the editor, is an example
of this).
I also blame the slowness of TI
Logo (see the section on benchmarks
later) on the computer itself, although
I am not completely sure of this. All I
know is that TI BASIC is also very
slow (even though the TI -99/4A uses
a 16 -bit 9900 processor) and that the
machine has a reputation for being
slow.
The fact that the TI Logo turtle
"runs out of ink" rather quickly is due

C

fficroShell conducts your CP/ff °computer
with more power than
ever before!
Give me some examples!
Run Wordstar or dBase II from

What is MicroShell?

A normal CP/M program which

adds a powerful set of commands to all programs running
under GP/M.
What will MicroShell do?
Automatic Disk and User Management
Finds your programs from another drive
or user number -- automatically! Save
time and precious disk space.
Powerful Redirection Capability Send
screen output to a file or printer. Send
printer output to a file. Take program input from a file instead of the keyboard.
Much More Multiple commands on a
line, more powerful and faster "submit"
capability, user -definable prompt and
many more features.
Dealers MicroShell gives you:
A user-friendly interface to the computer.
Automatic execution of an application
program at startup.
Self-running demonstrations of your
favorite software packages

any disk drive or user area.
Save the screen from a program for later use or to edit
into a report. Save printer output in a file.
Put commands into a file and have
MicroShell supply them to the program from the file.

-

Change MicroShell's prompt to sound

-

the bell on your terminal when a program is done!

Software Developers MicroShell
gives you:

-

Will MicroShell run on my computer?
Requires CPIM 2.2. Available on 8" and
5" disks (North Star, Heath, Apple-CPIM,
Osborne, SuperBrain and IBM -PC
wlBaby Blue.
CPIM TM D,g,tal Retouch. UNI% TM Bell Labs. Word
star TM MicroPro. Baby Bke TM %eder. dBase TM
Ashton Tate

A powerful
vironment

UNIX-like development en-

for CP /M with some
features that even UNIX doesn't have!
The Ability to collect the output of a
program in a file and ease the
documentation chore.

Call or Write Today!

fflicroSbell
MicroShell $150.00
Manual Only $25.00
VISA. MC accepted
VA residents add 4%
Overseas orders add 52000
for as man

NEW
GENERATION
SYSTEMS, inc.
2153 Golf Course Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
Phone: (703) 476-9143

ORDER LINE 800 -368 -3359

TI Logo: Undocumented Features
Through experimentation and conversations with various people in the
TI Logo community, I found several
Logo commands that are in TI Logo
but are not documented. The fundamental list- manipulating commands
FPUT and LPUT work, as do several
predicate words- NUMBER ?, THING ?,
and WORD? (for definitions, see the

words

NUMBERP,

THINGP,

and

reference list).
Another command that I was told
about and later confirmed, DEBUG,
toggles an internal trace mode between on and off states. When the
trace mode is on and a procedure is
executed, any error condition causes
the procedure to pause (rather than
simply end) with a prompt telling you
what level you are at. You can then
execute statements from the keyboard
to determine (and perhaps correct)
what is wrong, then type CONTINUE
to continue execution.
WORDP in the

TI Logo: Implementation Errors

and Poor Design Decisions
In this section, I am going to cover
some of the more serious errors in TI
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First, the IBM Personal Computer,

.. .

The Next Step

Tecmar
The TECMAR Expansion series is the first
and only, complete line of expansion options
available for the IBM Personal Computer.
Now totaling over twenty-five separate
options, the TECMAR series gives you the
broadest range of expansion available for

11111111111111111.1.1

your IBM Personal Computer.

11111111111111111

SYSTEM EXPANSION with a complete Expansion Chassis providing six
additional system slots, a separate

LABORATORY /INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION through an IEEE 488

power supply and styling that complements the IBM system.

A/D and D /A, or the Lab Master for
12 bit A/D and D /A, a two axis

MEMORY

EXPANSION

interface, the Lab Tender with an 8 bit

Stepper Motor Controller, or the Parallel

DigitalIn /DigitalOut Base
Board' ",Video Digitization

64K
128K, 192K and 256K Byte increments of Dynamic RAM with parity.
32K Bytes of Static RAM, 32K Bytes
of CMOS RAM with battery backup, or
up to 128K Bytes of Read Only
Memory.
in

with Video VanGogh'

".

DEVELOPMENT EXPANSION using
an E +EEPROM programmer, Protozoa prototyping boards or a TECMAR
Extender card.

PRACTICAL EXPANSION with two
Serial ports and one Parallel port on a
single board, or a Time of Day
calendar with battery backup, a Voice
Synthesizer with vocabulary in ROM
and phoneme speech generation,
even a BSR X10'" device controller
for lights and appliances.

DISK EXPANSION through the addition of

a five or ten megabyte
Winchester disk. The disk options come enclosed in the TECMAR
Expansion Chassis, providing additional expansion slots as well as
Winchester disk storage. This approach assures you of unmatched
system expandability for nearly any application.

NEW PRODUCTS are currently under development with many soon to
be announced. At present shipping
26 unique IBM add -on products, we
are still looking for needs to meet. If
you have an need for a new product
for the IBM Personal Computer, and
would like to ask us about it, give a
call on our Product Input Hotline at

(216) 464.8317.

FUNCTIONAL EXPANSION is also available with TECMAR
Speed Disk'" and print Spooling Software that give new
functionality to memory options.
UNMATCHED EXPANSION for the serious IBM Personal Computer
user through these and the many other TECMAR Expansion products
available through participating COMPUTERLAND stores, and other
fine computer retailers nationwide.

For IBM Personal Computer Expansion, TAKE THE NEXT STEP

Tecmar Inc.

.. .

PERSONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION
23600 Mercantile Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44122
Telex: 241735
Telephone: (216) 464 -7410

Circle 398 on Inquiry card.
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Listing 4: Two memory -filling procedures. FILLMEMORY fills memory by creating an
infinitely nesting procedure that prints out its current depth. FILLPROC creates short
empty procedures of equal length under program control. Listing 4a shows the version
used by Terrapin /Krell Logo, while listing 4b shows the version used by TI Logo. The
procedure MAKEQQ must be executed once before the TI Logo memory -filling procedures will work.
(4a)

TO FILLMEMORY :N
PRINT1 [AT LEVEL] PRINT :N
FILLMEMORY :N + 1
PRINT1 [SECOND TIME AT LEVEL] PRINT :N
END
TO FILLPROC :N
PRINT1 [AT LEVEL] PRINT :N

MAKE "PROCNAME WORD "P :N
DEFINE :PROCNAME [[]]
FILLPROC :N +
END

situation that could have been
averted. At least one of these is an implementation error -a "bug" in the
program that shouldn't be there. Several errors that I discuss below could
be called either poor design decisions
or implementation errors, depending
on your point of view.
The word /number dichotomy: TI
Logo regards words and numbers as
noninterchangeable items (in the
Apple -based Logos, numbers are
words). This changes the behavior of
several Logo words. For example, the
Apple -based Logo will behave as
follows:

1

(4b)

TO MAKEQQ

MAKE "QQ "1 234567890ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
END

TO FILLMEMORY :N
TYPE [AT LEVEL] PRINT :N
FILLMEMORY :N + 1
TYPE [SECOND TIME AT LEVEL] PRINT :N
END

MAKE "NUM1 14
(make NUM1 equal to 14)
MAKE "VAR1 WORD "XXX :NUM 1
(make VAR 1 equal to the string XXX
followed by the value of NUM1)
PRINT :VAR1
(print the value of VAR1 )
XXX 14

TO PICK :N :WORD
IF :N = 1 THEN OUTPUT FIRST :WORD
1
BUTFIRST :WORD
OUTPUT PICK :N
END

-

However, TI Logo will not do this.
Instead, it returns the message:

TO FILLPROC :N
TYPE [AT LEVEL] PRINT :N

MAKE "PROCNAME WORD "P PICK :N :QQ
DEFINE :PROCNAME f[]]
FILLPROC :N +
END

Logo itself. Some of these can be
called poor design decisions -in other
words, the people who designed TI
Logo decided to implement a feature
in a way that resulted in an awkward

WORD DOESN'T LIKE 14 AS INPUT

1

Saturn Navigator
now A2 -3D1 licensed!
A2-3DA Saturn Navigator is now available as a complete
package, incorporating all of the graphic routines necessary for a successful
flight from earth to Saturn. If you've been looking for a realistic 3D space flight
simulation, this is the one for you. For the Apple II plus
or Apple II with Applesoft ROM. 48K. $34.95.
Yes. SubLOGIC's

See your dealer!

im ;, LAGIC
Communications Corp.

713 Edgebrook Drive
Champaign. L 61820
(217) 359 -8482
I

Apple' is the registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc
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People can be trained to know how
computers work. But we've trained
QDP to know how people work.

HE

-

TT

-

HEL.
SET

KKK,
RESTC
COhA1U

MENU

QDP 100H
10 MB (Formatted)
HARD DISK

Intr ucing Q
'user-friendly" computer system.

And other new ODP simplicities that
make ODP easiest to sell, Install, and use.
Simply pressing one key will start the
user off right with ODP. Up comes a userfriendly menu (now standard on all ODP
computers) and even untrained operators
have access to the full power of ODP to
do whatever job they select. Users never
have to see ODP's operating system.
If help is needed to understand a ODP
program or system function, ODP has an
on -line "HELP" system. Ask for help, and
ODP delivers definitions, examples, documentation and explanations. New items?
Add them to ODP's user -library function.
Our software warns users of many
impending problems before they happen.
A built -in SYSTEM STATUS program
monitors performance of the electronics
and drive systems. This way ODP helps

assure a profit-generating reliable system
that has all these features as standard

equipment:
One-year, on -site warranty service
performed by the Installation & Service
Engineering Division of General Electric
Company -with more than 50
service locations nationwide.
Proprietary "caché memory" system
which makes ODP one of the fastest
microcomputers available today.
Unique system configuration program
that allows users to easily modify
operating system parameters via a
menu-driven program.
Best user -friendly implementation of a
CP/M compatible operating system on
the market competitors, after two
years, are finally trying to catch up.

-

-

Z80 (4-6 MHZ), IEEE 696 (S -100/ CP /M,
MP/M compatible operating system.
CBASIC language.
Excellent user documentation and
reference manuals.

And these options:
Multi-user timesharing systems.
Hard Disk sub systems.
Memory disk to allow from 64K to 2MB
of silicon memory to be accessed as a
disk drive for extremely fast disk
operations.
Software Languages: COBOL, FORTRAN,
C, PASCAL, and Microsoft BASIC.
16 bit version available this fall.
Write or call for complete information.
CBASIC, CP/M and MP/M are registered trademarks
of Digital Research Corp.
ZBO Is a registered trademark of Zllog Corp.

Data Products

10330 Brecksville Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44141
216/526-0838 Telex 241596
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The 9600 BAUD MODEM For '315.

INTRODUCING
THE ILM100*

communications link is operational.
Simple. Easy. Cost effective.

is plug il in and it is ready to go lo
work. No muss. No fuss.

FLEXIBLE.
The LCM 100 goes wherever you

ant it to go, because it eliminates
the use of expensive RS -232 cables
between your computer and other
data communication equipment at
up to %00 BAUD, while utilizing
in -place power lines on site.

INVENTORY CONSCIOUS.

RESPONSIVE.

The LCM 100 is so versatile, you
probably won't need as many
terminals as you had planned. You
can move it easily, use it anywhere
you want and match the job to the
person quickly. It will just seem as
if you have lots more on- the -job.

The LCM 100 is ready to expand,
when you are. lust un -plug it, move
it to its new location, and a new
COMPUTER SITE

ECONOMICAL.

TERMINAL SITE

The LCM 100 saves you money, as a

result, because you can put the
terminal where it's needed, quickly

PEACEFUL.

Enjoy the sound of silence, with the

and efficiently.

chattering computer and the patter
of the printer tucked away in a
closet somewhere. Your staff will
appreciate the reduction of noise
pollution, more than likely with a
significant increase in productivity.

EFFICIENT.

The LCM 100 goes where the action
is, so instead of tearing up an office,
and the staff, to make room for
cables and construction, all you do
'Line Carrier Modem

THE LCM-100:

USING TOMORROW.
PUT THE FUTURE IN YOURS TODAY!

WHAT EVERY OFFICE WILL
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Several TI Logo commands -WORD,
FIRST, BUTFIRST, LAST, and
BUTLAST -behave as shown above.
This causes a lot of problems when
you are trying to create words during
program execution. In the benchmark
program FILLPROC, I wanted to create
a series of procedures, P1, P2, P3, and
so on. I did this easily in the Apple based Logos (see listing 4a), but I had
to create the procedure names differently in the TI Logo version (listing
4b).
A "hole" in the instruction set: The
TI Logo version of the FILLPROC procedure is also different from the
Apple -based Logo versions in that TI
Logo has a "hole" in its instruction
set. Like the Apple versions, TI Logo
has a command to convert a character to its numeric equivalent
(CHARNUM in TI Logo), but (unlike
the Apple versions' CHAR) there is no
command to convert a number to its
character equivalent. If there had
been, I could have replaced the
phrase

PRINT (CHARNUM "B
CHARNUM "A

1

>

It seems that TI Logo scans an expression from right to left (which is okay
in itself) and evaluates CHARNUM "A
to a value of 66. It then tries to make
the comparison "B > 66 and returns
the above error message. The parentheses in the corrected version force
the evaluation of CHARNUM "B

before the greater-than comparison is
made. I am at a loss to explain why
this happens. At first, I thought TI
Logo evaluates expressions strictly
right to left without any idea of

operator precedence, but several experiments with the arithmetic
operators FIRST, BUTFIRST, and
WORD showed that TI Logo does
evaluate certain operations before
others.
Now we get to a realm in which the
problems can be blamed on either
poor design decisions or implementation errors. I think they are outright
errors because they are different from
the internal models I (and most people) have of Logo. Another reason for
calling them errors is that they are not
pointed out in the documentation.

WORD "P PICK :N :QQ

in the TI Logo version with the phrase
WORD "P CHAR :N

and deleted the procedure PICK and
the variable QQ.
An unexplained irregularity in the
evaluation of Logo phrases: Another
design decision is an odd algorithm
for evaluating Logo phrases. This
results in a bug I found when transferring the STR.GR.THAN procedure (see
listing 2) from Terrapin /Krell Logo to
TI Logo. Using a slightly different example, the Apple -based Logos had no
problem with the phrase
PRINT ASCII "B > ASCII "A
TRUE

The TI Logo version (which uses
CHARNUM in place of ASCII) acts
as follows:
PRINT CHARNUM "B > CHARNUM "A
> DOESN'T LIKE BAS INPUT

After some experimentation, I found
that TI Logo returns the correct value
of TRUE given the command
f...=

Circle 84 on Inquiry card.

Our New 2000 Series Solves

Them...5 Ways!
1. EASE OF DATA ENTRY
Enter data into your personal computer
by simply marking standard cards with a
pencil. No special training needed. The
2000 Series even reads pre -printed data
and punched holes.
2. USER FRIENDLY DESIGN
The 2000 comes with 2 different interfaces: an intelligent interface for the Apple and an RS -232C. Both models simplify
user software by converting card data
easily to one of 4 different modes, or any
combination of them: ASCII, Card Image,
Quick Program and Self Programming.
Makes your programming tasks quick and
easy.
3. AUTOMATIC FEED
The 2000 Series reads up to 60 cards per
minute, automatically! Just load the
feeder tray and the 2000 does the rest.
Cards can vary In length from 5 to 12 inches, and each one can contain up to 128
columns of data.

4. LOW COST
The cost, including a choice of interfaces,
is only $1595. Compare that to keypunch
or computer terminals, plus the expense
of operating them.
5. RELIABLE OPTICAL SENSOR
State -of- the -art fibre optics "read" each
card reliably and accurately, with a
single, long-lasting bulb providing the
light source.
So, to quickly solve your data entry problems, put in your order now for a new
2000 Series. It's ideal for education,
medical, business, and a host of other

computer applications.
And remember... whatever your needs,
Chatsworth Data still offers the industry's
largest selection of card readers. Write or
phone for complete details...today!

CHATSWDRTH
= F=5 PAR ATDATA
CrJ
I

20710 Lassen Street

Chatsworth, California 91311

Circle 73 on inquiry card.
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Phone: (213) 341.9200
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You find out about them when programs don't work, and it takes a long
time to find the error because your internal model of Logo behavior suggests you look elsewhere for the er-

áo-

ou

COJn

\v
Apple computer
Hayes Micromodem ii
Z80 Card Microsoft
16K RAM Card
Enhancer II
Videx 80 Col. Card
Station II

$ 289

MicroSci Drive

S

399

Visicalc
Vlalflle
Vieldez
Vielplot
Vieltrend
Desktop Plan II
BPI Accounting

S

199

S
S

215
199

S

175

S

245

5

199

S

299

Wordetar
DB Master
Easywrlter
Datadex

S

298
99

S

$

5 124

5 265
5 105

SOFTWARE

289
159
$ 129
S 135
5

ATARI
Atari 800,18K
Atari 400,18K
Other Atari products

879
329

$
S

CALL

NEC
S

799

S
S

495
799

S

115

PC-8001 A Computer
PC-8012 A I/O
PC-8031 A Dlsk Drives

MONITORS
Zenith, Green
NEC, Green
NEC, Color
AMDEK, ROB Color

5 175
$ 349
S

750

MX 80
MX 100

$

NEC 8023
Diablo 830

S

450
750
525

PRINTERS
S

5MB Hard Disk

-a

MAKE "STRING "AD
(makes the variable STRING equal to
AD)
PRINT :STRING

AD
(print the value of STRING)
MAKE "STRING BUTFIRST :STRING
(make the variable STRING equal to all
the characters but the first of the
value of STRING)
PRINT :STRING
D

(STRING is now one character long)
MAKE "STRING BUTFIRST :STRING
PRINT :STRING

(nothing is printed because STRING is
zero characters long)

$2595
$4345
$5245

PRINT :STRING = "
(is the value of STRING the empty
string7)

TCS ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE

TRUE

GL, AR, AP, Payroll 8 ". CPIM

$69EA

ALL4
Inventory, 8 " CP/M

$
S

235
199

TI Logo works the same as above,

with the following exception:
5215

5" SS/SD
5" SSIDD

S2.30
S 2.99

......................................

.............................
5"DSIDD ............................
8" SS/SD ........................
8" SS/DD .........................
.

8" DSIDD _

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

PRINT :STRING
(we're starting in the middle here)
D

$
S

3.19
3.30

,nc1%Guaranteed'.

(the current value of STRING)
MAKE "STRING BUTFIRST :STRING
PRINT :STRING
D

Price includes 3% cash, prepaid discount
Money Orders or Cashier Checks. Personal
checks allow 3 weeks to clear. We accept VISA 8
Master Charge. NO COD. Prices subject to
change. Calif. residents add appropriate sales
tax. FREE DELIVERY ON PREPAID ORDERS.

MAIL

(what's wrong here7)
PRINT :STRING = "D
TRUE
PRINT (BUTFIRST "D = "D
TRUE
(BUTFIRST of a single -letter word is the
1

word itself!)

ORDER

SALES

MICRO EXpreSS
P

Box 21418
8
95151.141

San

L
268
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1

2

PRINT LAST

-3

[

-2 4 - 31
-2 4 - 31

TI Logo does the following:

PRINT LAST
3

[

[

-2 4 - 31
-2 4 -31

Again, you have to know about this
kind of behavior before you program
in TI Logo, and it's not documented
in the reference material. What's
more, this situation makes programming in TI Logo more difficult. To
create a list with negative numbers in
it, you have to use the commands
SENTENCE, FPUT, and LPUT and place
the negative numbers inside parentheses:
MAKE "NUMLIST (SENTENCE
( - 2) 4
-311
PRINT :NUMLIST
-2 4
PRINT FIRST :NUMLIST
1

-3

(yes, it is)

TOP QUALITY

ATHANA DISKETTES

PRINT FIRST

PRINT FIRST

$2299

CORVUS
10MB Hard Disk
20 MB Hard Disk

ror.
The absence of an empty string: I
found this decision /error while
debugging the TI Logo version of the
procedure STR.GR.THAN, which
determines whether one string is
alphabetically greater than another
(see listing 2). The procedure is recursive, and one ending condition is the
string (word) with
empty string
zero characters in it. In other words,
the Apple -based Logos work like this:

tion doesn't tell you anything about
this. Is this an implementation error
or a poor design decision? You tell
me.
The odd behavior of numbers enclosed by brackets: Another decision /error is that TI Logo, unlike the
Apple -based Logos, incorrectly
parses lists that include negative numbers. Apple Logo does the following:

TI Logo string -manipulating procedures have to be written with the
knowledge in mind that BUTFIRST of
a single- character word is the word
itself. Unfortunately, the documenta-

-2

Problems with the TI Logo editor:
One of the things I don't like about
the TI Logo editor (the same applies
to the sprite- and tile- making procedures) is that there is no way to exit
the editor while leaving the procedure
as it was before editing started. The
Apple -based Logos have this ability
(Control -C to exit with the changed
procedure, Control -G to exit with the
unchanged procedure), but TI Logo
has one key only -the Back key. The
contents of the editor at that time,
like it or not, become the definition of
that procedure.
Two other undocumented problems in the TI Logo editor may cause
you to make errors. First, if you hit
the Back key and the procedure being

THE PRiCE SLASHER!

rric-

APPLE° SOFTWARE

PRINTERS
OKIDATA
OKIDATA
OKIDATA
OKIDATA
OKIDATA

80A
82A
83A

$

84

84S
EPSON MX70
EPSON MX80
EPSON MX8OFT
EPSON MX100FT
NEC 3510/3530
NEC 7710/7730
NEC 8023 W/TRACTORS
DIABLO 630

ANADEX 9501
IDS PRISM

360
539
749
1,099
1,149
349
470
569
729
1,750
2,350
589
1,995
1,295

CALL

MONITORS/TERMINALS

AMDEK 12" GREEN
AMDEK 13" COLOR
AMDEK COLOR II
TELEVIDEO 910
TELEVIDEO 912
TELEVIDEO 925
TELEVIDEO 950
NEC 12" COLOR

$

169

379
769
575
695
729

925
325

MODEMS

NOVATION CAT
NOVATION D CAT
NOVATION AUTO CAT
NOVATION APPLE CAT

$

145
155

209
299

ACCESSORIES
'16

MEMORY CARD
$
75
MEMORY CARD
139
'16/32 EXPANDABLE MEMORY CARD
119
19
'UPPER /LOWER CASE ROM
'SERIAL I/O CARD
99
PARALLEL INTERFACE CARD
69
'PROMITTM EPROM
99
EPSON RS 232 INTERFACE BOARD
64
EPSON RS 232 INTERFACE W /2K
98
EPSON IEEE 488 INTERFACE BOARD
49
EPSON TS 80 EXP INTERFACE CABLE
29
'TYMAC PARALLEL INTERFACE W /GRAPH
99
'GRAPPLER PARALLEL INTERFACE W /GRAPH
125
OKIGRAPH OPTION FOR 82A/83A
69
GRAFTRAC II
69
'Z 80 SOFTCARD BY MICROSOFT
289

32

K
K

Note:

for APPLE

DISKETTES

(per box of 10)
MAXELL 8" SS -SD
MAXELL 5 -1/4" SS -SD
3M 8" SS -SD
3M 5 -1/4" SS -SD

$

40
31
31

29

FREE CATALOG

VISICALC
VISIFILE
VISIPLOT
VISITREND /VISIPLOT
VISITERM
VISIDEX
VISISCHEDULE
DESK TOP PLAN

II

Q

225

..

75
185
235
185
549
195
125

4....

192

,

,)Gj

WORDSTAR
VISIPACK

'SPELLSTAR
DATASTAR
'MAILMERGE
'SUPERSORT
'CALCSTAR
OLYMPIC DECATHALON
BASIC COMPILER
FORTRAN 80
COBOL 80
TASC
SELECT W P BY SELECT
SUPERCALC BY SORCIM

185
185
155

$

/

Q

0

lat`°

_óóF

..

07....
OQ`

80
125
129
25
315
165
595
159

359
195

Note: 'Requires Z80 Card by Microsoft

CP/M® SOFTWARE

$ 195
SUPERCALC BY SORCIM
WORDSTAR
289
CALCSTAR
189
O/
DATASTAR
oQ4
225
SUPERSORT
MAILMERGE
180
SPELLSTAR
,!%\0
149
BASIC 80
299
BASIC COMPILER
319
COBOL 80
4 ....
595
FORTRAN 80
0
369
MACRO 80
169
,P
my/MATH /mv/SIMP80
r
219
my /LISP /mv /STAR 80
175
PL/1-80 BY DIGITAL RESEARCH
435
.

,'..

ACCOUNTING PLUS
XEROX 820
ALTOS 8000 -2
Note: 'Apple is

a

'CP /M is

a

CALL
CALL
20% OFF

registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
registered trademark of Digital Research

HOW TO ORDER
We accept phone orders using Visa /Mastercard (add
2% service charge), Bank Wire Transfer, Cashier's
or Certified Check, Money Order, or Personal Check
(allow ten days to clear). Unless prepaid with cash,
please add 3% for shipping, handling and insurance
(minimum $5.00). California residents add 6% sales
tax. We accept CODs. All equipment is new and
complete with manufacturer's warranty. PLUS, we
guarantee everything for 30 days. If anything is
wrong, return it and we'll make it right. And, of
course, we'll pay the shipping charges. All
equipment is subject to price change and

availability, without notice.

__mri

mail

comp

Mailcomp, Inc.
8380 Miramar Road, Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92126
Call Collect: 714- 578 -1033
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THE ULTIMATE
CORDLESS PHONE

... expecting that important call?
only to find it's
How many times have you made a mad dash for the phone
stopped ringing?
And what about those occasions when you were simply too far away to hear it
ring?
Have you ever felt "tied down" to the phone in your office, or at home

...

Compare Our Price
and Quality
Only $18900
(Includes shipping

&

insurance)

INTERSTATE PHONE REMOVES
THE CORD
... and you have freedom of phone
movement like never before! Your
phone goes where you go! Take it
from room to room -- anywhere in
your office. Take a break in the
patio, pool or garden. Work way out
in the garage, basement or driveway. The Interstate Phone is there
at your side.
EXTENDED RANGE
Here is truly the ultimate in cordless phones. The Interstate Phone
has unbelievable sound fidelity
with an extended range of up to 600
10.5 ounces
feet. The entire unit
attaches lightly and easily to a
belt, or slips into a pocket. Yet you
can receive or place calls to any corner of the world.
YOU OWN IT
The Interstat.e Phone is wholly independent of the phone company.
Even its installation. FCC registered
and U.S. Government approved for
direct connection to any existing
phone jack. Installation and monthly charges are eliminated.
STILL MORE FEATURES
The Interstate Phone unit includes
everything you need: Phone base

-

-

-

compatibility with all
station
rotary or pushbutton systems
easy installation with standard
phone jacks.

MEMORY SYSTEM
The last number called is stored in
the memory and is automatically
redialed
just push one button
great to reach forever busy numbers
saves redialing a string of codes.
BATTERY RECHARGING CORD
Still another Interstate Phone exclusive! A great new way to keep
your phone charged
with no need
to return it to its base unit. A charge
cord is provided, to plug into any AC
outlet in the house. Which means
the base can be tucked permanently
out of sight AND the phone is
anywhere you want it
being
charged.

TO ADDTWO :NUM1 :NUM2

GUARANTEE satisfaction is completely guaranteed! Use the Interstate
Phone for 15 days in your office, or
home. Not pleased? You owe nothing
not even an explanation. Just

it.

-

-

-

-

-

-return for complete,

prompt refund.
Please note: Equipment used for
business purposes is tax deductible.
You have everything to gain, and
nothing to lose (in fact, you'll wonder
how you ever got along without one).

YES The Cordless telephone is the sound answer for me
Please send me
units at only $189.00 each
(California residents, please add 6% sales tax)
Total $
enclosed.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

SEND TO: INTERSTATE TELEPHONE
18210 Sherman Way, Reseda, Ca 91335
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edited doesn't end with an END statement, TI Logo returns to the main
Logo screen with a different prompt,
a ">" instead of a "7", and you are
still defining the procedure. Whatever
you type at the keyboard (until you
type an END statement) will be added
to the definition of the procedure you
thought you had finished. Of course,
this causes some interesting errors
when you try to execute the procedure. (In TI's defense, I must point
out that each new procedure is automatically given an END statement
when it is first edited; however, it is
possible to erase the END statement
during editing.)
The second problem occurs if you
type in the dummy arguments when
you begin editing a new procedure.
For example, if you type in

Circle 208 on Inquiry card.

from the main Logo screen, you are
placed in the editor with the following information already there:
TO ADDTWO
END

The TI Logo editor ignores the two

dummy arguments, :NUM1 and
:NUM2. If you define ADDTWO not
realizing that it has no arguments,
you will certainly get a confusing error message when you try to execute
A TI Logo system error: The last
thing I have to report is definitely an
implementation error; it occurs when
you run the procedure FILLPROC (see
listing 4b). The Apple -based Logos
stop and report an error message
when the memory space is full. TI
Logo behavior is erratic. Sometimes it
sends the extremely appropriate message CHOKED! and the TI Logo
crashes
does not respond to keyboard input, and the computer has to
be turned off and on again. Other
times it crashes without the CHOKED!
message or (correctly) returns with
the message OUT OF SPACE AT LEVEL
57, LINE 2 OF PICK. (I have been told
that the CHOKED! message occurs
only when the workspace is full and
TI Logo can't find enough free
memory to print the error message.)
Again, I want to say that these

-it

One of the great masters?
Although the Datasouth DS180 matrix printer may not extctly rate as a work of art, our customers I(IVe a very
high opinion of its value. Over the past year, we have shipped thousands of DSISO printers to customers throughout
the world. Many of our sales now come in the form of repeat business -a strong testimonial to the acceptance of
a product.
The success of the DS 1(S0 in a very competitive market did not happen by accident; rather through our sensitivity
to the needs of the industry. This sensitivity we carry through research and development, production and quality control and finally to after sales support and service.
Recently we introduced new enhancements to make the DS11S0 printer even more versatile. Dot addressable raster
scan graphics produces output of computer generated charts. maps and graphs at a resolution of 75 x 72 clots per
inch. Variable horizontal pitch selection allows printing at 10, 12
or 16.5 characters per it
phis double wide printing at 5, 6 or
8.25 characters per inch. Tile expanded 2K111:0 print buffer
handle's a full (FZ'F screen clump at up k) 96( X) baud without de
laying the host swell). We ,Ilso offer transp.irert mode for isolat
(onununications pr(,I )II'r ns, and for All . users, the dual ASCII/
AI 'I har.u-ter set option
I

.
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Now Available Nationwide
Through Participating
COMPUTERLAND Stores
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computer corporation

P.O. Box

240947

Charlotte, NC 28224

704/523 -8500
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Call for MTI's late

price reductions.
Ask about our "OED "discounts.
VISA and MasterCard orders accepted.
MTI

VIDEO TERMINALS
VT100 DECscope
VT 18X Computing option

Price
$

VT101 DECscope
VT131 DECacope

VT132 DECacope
ADM 3A (dumb terminal)
ADM 5 (dumb with visual attributes)
ADM 31 (two page buffer)
ADM 21, 24, 32, 36, 42
Hazeltine Esprit
Hazeltine Executive 80 Model 20
Hazeltine Executive 80 Model 30
1410 (Hazeltine dumb terminal)
1421 (Consul 580 & ADM 3A comp ).
1500 (dumb terminal)
1520 (buffered, printer port)

.

1595
2395
1215
1785
1995
595

645
1095

645
1495
1715

575
595
825
1105

RETRO- GRAPHICS TERMINALS
VT 100 vEith graphics pkg.
VT 125 (DEC graphics)
ADM 3A with graphics pkg.
ADM 5 with graphics pkg.

3250
3280
1795
1845

300 BAUD TELEPRINTERS
LA 34-AA DECwriter IV
LA 36 DECwriter II
Diablo 630 RO
Diablo 630 KSR
Diablo 1650 KSR
TI 743 (portable)
TI 745 (port /built-in coupler)
TI 765 (port /bubble /b.i. coupler)

1095
1095
2295
2895
2635
1190
1485
2595

600 BAUD TELEPRINTERS
645
1570
1795

Epson MX -80
TI 825 KSR impact
TI 825 KSR pkg.

1200 BAUD TELEPRINTERS
Epson MX -100
LA 120 RA (receive only)

LA 120 AA DECwriter III

T 783 (portable)
.
T 786 (port/built -in coupler)
T 787 (port/internal modem)
T 810 RO impact
T 810 RO pkg.
T 820 RO impact
T 820 RO pkg.
T 820 KSR impact

T 820 KSR pkg.
Lear Siegler 310 ballistic

995
2095
2295
1645
2270
2595
1545
1795
1850
2025
2025
2195
1945

2400 BAUD
Deteproducts M200 (2400 baud)

2910

DATAPRODUCTS LINE PRINTERS
8300 (300 LPM band)
B600 (600 LPM band)
81000 (1000 LPM band)
BP1500 (1500 LPM band)

5455
6930
11330
19700

ACOUSTIC COUPLERS
A/J A242-A (300 baud orig.)
A/J 247 (300 baud orig.)
Vedic VA 3413 (300/1200 orig.)
Vedic VA 3434 (1200 baud orig.)

242
315
845
845

MODEMS
GDC 103A3 (300 baud Bell)
GDC 202S/T (1200 baud Bell)
VA 3212 (Bell 212A comp.)
VA 103 (300 baud modemphone)
VA 3451 (orig /ans triple modem)

VA 3455 (1200 baud orig/ans.)
VA 2450 (Ball 201 comp.)

395
565

825
235
885
770
725

CASSETTE STORAGE SYSTEMS
Techtran
Techtran
Techtran
Techtran

816 (store /forward)
817 (store /for /speed up)
818 (editing)
822 (dual)

735

915
1225
1640

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS
Techtran 950 (store /forward)
Techtran 951 (editing)
Please cell

1395
1995

for quote.

Applications Specialists & Distributors
Computer Terminals, Peripherals & System
New York:

516/621-6200,212/767-0677,518/449-5959
Outside N.Y.S.: 800 /645-6530
New Jersey. 201 /227-5552
Ohio: 216/464-6688
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poor design decisions and implementation errors may or may not be important to your application; for example, many simple applications will
not do any string or list manipulation. Also, the price differential between a TI Logo and an Apple -based
Logo system may make you willing to
work around the idiosyncrasies of the
TI Logo system.

Listing 5: Examples of error messages in
three versions of Logo. Listings 5a, 5h,
and 5c show the error messages for identical errors made in Apple Logo, Terrapin /Krell Logo, and TI Logo during execution of the FILLMEMORY procedure
(see listings 4a and 4h).
(Sa)

Apple Logo:
OUT OF SPACE IN FILLMEMORY
FILLMEMORY :N + 1

TI Logo: Perspective
Before I finished this article, I
talked with Mr. Donald P. Bynum,
Division Manager of the Personal
Computer Division of Texas Instruments. He was very receptive to the
criticisms I made, and he told me how
TI is improving its Logo. He was
aware of the documentation problem
and said that TI was in the process of
writing a more complete tutorial
book about TI Logo that would be
supplied with later versions of the
product. In addition, TI is publishing
a book /software combination called
the TI Logo Curriculum Guide, which
should be available separately by the
time you read this. The price of this
product is steep ($49.95), but it con-

tains extensive teacher -oriented
material on using Logo at various
grade levels as well as a disk and two
cassettes of Logo programs for preschool children. The book also contains an 84 -page appendix called the
TI Logo Reference Guide, which fully
explains each TI Logo command and
gives an example of its use. This reference guide may later be available
separately.
Mr. Bynum also told me about
about a second version of TI Logo
that will be available before the end
of the year. This version will include
such enhancements as music capability, double -size sprites, a workspace
almost twice as large as that of the
first version, more extensive documentation, and the ability to print
procedures via the RS -232C port. In
addition, the new version will no
longer "hang up" when it runs out of
workspace, and BUTFIRST of a single-letter word will be an empty
word. (All other criticisms given here
will still be valid.) These improvements will correct many of the current faults of TI Logo.

(Sb)
Terrapin /Krell Logo:
NO STORAGE LEFTI, IN LINE
PRINT1 [AT LEVEL ] PRINT :N
AT LEVEL 1 14 OF FILLMEMORY

(Sc)
TI Logo

OUT OF SPACE
AT LEVEL 46 LINE

1

OF FILLMEMORY

Error Handling
One of the most impressive things
about all five Logos is the clarity of
their error messages. Unlike the usual
vague or cryptic error messages (like
SYNTAX ERROR or OM ERROR or
ERROR 24), the Logos give you
messages like TELL ME HOW TO xxxx
(when you try to execute an undefined procedure), YOU TR/ED TO
DIVIDE BY ZERO, F/LE /S THE WRONG
TYPE, and xxxx DOESN'T L /KE yyyy
AS INPUT. Such error messages are

made easier by the interpreted nature
of Logo (compiled languages usually
give less specific error messages).
People used to working with computers can get by with poorer error
messages, but good error messages
are especially important in systems
that will be used by beginners and
nontechnical people.
However, the Logo systems give
different levels of information with
the error messages. I created the same
error situations in the Apple- and TIbased Logos and recorded the error
messages given; see listing 5. Terrapin /Krell Logo gives more detailed
error messages than Apple Logo
(again, a reflection of the intended
user). TI Logo error messages are
Circle 272 on Inquiry card.
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complete but not as easy to use
because they give the number of the
line in error instead of displaying the
line itself.

Documentation
Taking the Logos in alphabetical
order again, we start with Apple
Logo. The documentation for Apple
Logo is in two volumes, both in the
half -page spiral -bound format of all
the Apple Computer Inc. documentation. (Instead of the metal spiral binding used in all Apple documentation
to date, the spiral binding here is plastic; perhaps this is just new packaging, but it might be in deference to
young children using the documentation-a nice change, in any case.) The
first book, Apple Logo: Introduction
to Programming through Turtle
Graphics, by Cynthia J. Solomon, is
the kind of step -by -step, gentle introduction to Logo needed by anyone
using a computer for the first time.
The book, which is 153 pages long,
uses turtle -related projects to cover
procedures, file storage and retrieval,
the Logo editor, variables, recursion,
and most of the graphics -related commands. The subjects covered are explained in an easily understandable
way. The book is laid out in a pleasing format that includes many screen
shots (to illustrate the turtle's
behavior in the examples given); most
pages have a wide left margin that
gives you a place to write notes (if
you're the kind of person who writes
in books).
Apple Logo: Reference Manual, by
Laurence J. Davidson, is the one book
I read cover to cover. It's 186 pages
long and covers all aspects of the Apple Logo package. I found it to be
comprehensive, well organized, and
easy to read.
Terrapin Logo is documented by
two books, The Terrapin Logo
Language Tutorial, by Deborah Tater
and Patrick Sobalvarro, and Logo for
the Apple II: Technical Manual, by
Harold Abelson and Leigh Klotz Jr.
These two books roughly correspond
to the Apple Logo counterparts; the
former is the tutorial book, and the
latter is the reference manual. In comparison to the Apple Logo manuals,
what the Terrapin manuals lack in
274
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doing Logo
benchmarks seemed
almost sacrilegious, like
trying to benchmark
sunsets. Still, old habits
die hard... .

chapter to the assembler and its use
with Terrapin /Krell Logo; this chapter includes a lot of information on
the internal structure of Terrapin/
Krell Logo, something that Apple
Logo does not do.
An 83 -page book called the TI
Logo User's Manual (by Diane R.
Musha and other members of the TI
Learning Center) is the only documentation available for TI Logo. The
first 64 pages are tutorial and cover
the TI Logo editor, saving and loading files to cassette or floppy disk,
procedures, variables, the turtle, and
the special features of TI Logo
sprites and tiles. A 9 -page appendix
lists and briefly defines all the predefined words in TI Logo; however, I
found the definitions of HOME and
SETSPEED to be incorrect and also
found several basic Logo words
(see page 262) that work in TI Logo
but that are missing from the appendix. I think it is safe to say that any
user will have to buy a supplementary textbook on Logo to get full use
of TI Logo; the TI Logo documentation just doesn't tell you all you need
to know about the language.

procedure as iterative instead of
recursive, thus saving a lot of memory and allowing Logo to function
more efficiently.)
Logo for the Apple II, by Harold
Abelson (published by BYTE Books),
is supplied with Krell Logo in place of
the Terrapin tutorial book. It is easily
the best tutorial book (for people who
don't need the gentle approach of the
Apple Logo tutorial book) of the
three Apple -based tutorial books. It
comes the closest of the three to
covering the entire Logo instruction
set in a tutorial manner. It also has
plenty of drawings and charts as well
as spiral binding and wide margins on
each page.
Logo for the Apple II: Technical
Manual is the reference work for both
Terrapin and Krell Logos. Its description of individual Logo commands is
very terse (as opposed to the Apple
Logo documentation, which gives a
longer definition and several examples for each word), which may be
a problem for some users. However,
the manual does devote an entire

A Few Benchmarks
I don't want to give the impression
that I have conducted an exhaustive
set of benchmarks for the five Logos
I haven't. At first, the idea of doing
Logo benchmarks seemed almost sacrilegious, like trying to benchmark
sunsets. Still, old habits die hard, and
I did try to measure two things -the
size of a Logo workspace and the
speed of execution of a sample Logo
program.
Since the Apple -based Logos measure workspace size in nodes, the size
of their workspaces can be easily
compared. A node is a unit of memory within Logo and is implemented
in the Apple versions as 5 bytes. The
versions I worked with gave Apple
Logo (version 1.5) as having 2818
nodes and Terrapin /Krell Logo (version 1.0) as having 2288 nodes; both
measurements were taken with an
empty workspace. Although the Apple Logo figure will probably remain
the same, Terrapin will be selling
revised versions of Terrapin Logo
that may have more node space. Still,

"polish," they make up for in content.
The writing style of the tutorial book
is not as calculatedly simple as its Apple Logo counterpart, but it is written
in a friendly, conversational way. I
think that, again, this is because Apple Logo is intended for a less technical (perhaps younger) audience. In
contrast to the Apple Logo tutorial
book, The Terrapin Logo Language
Tutorial covers a larger subset of the
Logo world: it includes sections on
words, lists, and debugging. Appendix III, which explains rather well the
concept of tail recursion, is particularly well done. (Tail recursion
usually occurs when the last thing a
recursive procedure does is call itself.
When this occurs, Logo can treat the

At first, the Idea of

-

-
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PERSYST

ADD -IN PRODUCTS

When Only The Very Best Will Do!
You wanted the very best... that's why you
waited for the IBM® Personal Computer. Now
you're ready to expand your system and again,
you want the very best.
The best is here... PERSYST'S growing family of
IBM compatible add -in products.
MEMORY EXPANSION Implemented with
socketed high -speed dynamic RAMs, the memory is designed for easy expansion and is available in four configurations-64K, 128K, 192K,
and 256K bytes. Field expansion kits are available in 64K increments. PERSYST'S memory features parity checking and error reporting, switch
selectable addressing on any 64K boundary
and complete compatibility with IBM hardware

-

and software.

COMMUNICATIONS

-

PERSYST'S

SPECTRUM Series multi- function board provides
64K to 256K of field expandable memory, two
asynchronous communications lines, and a parallel printer port all on a single, full length circuit
board. The SPECTRUM Series is available in 24
different configurations, all field upgradeable to a
fully populated board.
All PERSYST boards are thoroughly tested and
burned -in at elevated temperatures for increased
reliability. IBM -like documentation is included,
as is a one -year, return to factory warranty.
Don't settle for less... insist on PERSYST. See the
expanding line of PERSYST products at your local
PERSYST dealer or contact:

PERSYST, INC.

asynchronous communications board is avail22957 La Cadena
able in single or dual channel configurations.
Laguna Hills. CA 92653
Both channels support programmable Baud rates
(714) 859 -8871
ranging from 50 to 19,200 Baud; 5, 6, 7, or 8 -BIT
I11e ,malionalßu.ine...\tachineCorp.
characters with 1,1'/2 or 2 stop
bits; even, odd or no parity bit
JJ,1lJlitltttt 1 t1it tt t tWt
\WW\\
generation and detection; fully
prioritized interrupt system;
full modem support, full
duplex operation; and double
buffering to eliminate the need
for precise synchronization.
DUAL FUNCTION The
PERSYST REX-COMM Series
multi- function board provides
two asynchronous communications lines, and a parallel
printer port all on a single circuit board. The FLEX-COMM
Series is available in 5 different
configurations, all field
upgradeable to a fully
populated board.
II

i

\\

MULTIFUNCTION

\\A.

-

Incorporating all the features of PERSYST'S memory,
communications, and

printer options, the

e3gikultimi
IffI

ç

7®®F1Q4ê0

®Qna®FJ[r

mnnrnrunnnlrumnr,;

All

PERSYST

products now available through:

SAD Systems, Inc., 23891 Via Farricante, Mission Viejo, CA 92691, (714) 768 -2913

Our Name Means a Great Deal
Free

Toll

800-854-6654

OOMUrRS

CALIFORNIA & INFORMATION (714) 698.8088

*

oo

83yt,N.

E

-a

3

* Serving people everywhere
since

1977

R

*

el 1'4^,

a:.....,...

* Most Orders Shipped
Within 24 Hours
major credit cards.
* We will try to meet
* Free Shipping*
or beat any currently
(Pre -Paid Cash Orders)
advertised price.
C

We accept all

OPEN
MON SAT

SPY

commodore

COMPATIBLE
ACCESSORIES

NEC

Day No Risk Policy

15

The Alternative

PC-8000

111111111111111111111.0111111.1111111111

THE COMMODORE

The serious fun machine for living, learning, working and play
Ing. Prone call /or dMll.

CALL
CALL

495"
139"
466^
196"
166^

FDCIIO port
NEC 8023 Printer

32K Memory Add -On and

2 port Rß232 card
RenTec Wedge Expansion wr32K
ROB to Composite VId60 COnvsRM

Pen Teo

NFC PC 8001

Mel'
s6"

Sollwr.

NEC CP /M Operating System
FORTRAN by Microsoft
Genami Accounting System

Account. ReeIVaata System

126

...

Inventory Control System
Payroll System
Job Cost System
Salat Word Processing wl.peller
Report Manager
Games Pock Alien, Semi War
Games Pack 2 UFO Gslsalsn, Somber
1

Word8tEr by Mittuch
Datastar by Mictopro

Mallnl.r9

for NEC

WordW

SpIItr by Mlcropr0

Supersoft by MIOropro
Baio-90 Compiler by Microsoft
Basic-00 by Microsoft
Cobol-80 by MIEroaoft
Racal NEC DOS
Term II Communications Pk$
FII.Fax Sylem
Protran convert TRS2 software)
KF590 IEAM P9okage

349^
249^
249^
249^
240"
240"
349"
146^

26"
26"
206"
246"
109^

169"
169"
349"
319"

Mg"

139"
149"
149"

....99"

139"

The Friendly Computer
BE THE

STANDING NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION SINCE THE GIRTH OF THIS IN

- Sh..no,/Amu/c.n Ezpm.
DUSTRY."

morri718141á
PC-0001A Microcomputer (32K)
PC-8031A Dual mini-0I.kdrlve
PC8012A I/O unit, 32K, 7 slot.

M COULD

MICROCOMPUTER INDUSTRY'S OUT.

App(. II Compatibility
card. and software

COMMODORE 64
64K memory card by mIOro6OR
126Km.mory card by"
102K memory card by"
256K memory care by "
64K ram chip 05gr.0 k1(
Serial Aaync. Comm. 0.r0 w11 5041,
Sartel Aaync. card with 2 ports
Clock Glond.r card
Combo Card by Apparat
IBM JOy.ticka
Simonet.. Chassis
Baby Blue Z-00 w164K CNN
P.rcom minifloppy drives (s00-01)
Tangon TM 100 ovni-floppy drive

376"
466"
666"
766"
166"
129"
246"
106"

,

IMI

can v.n fit into a Orioles.. Complete with

Me.

66"
CALL
CALL
CALL
,CALL

features:

Full Hm typewriter keyboard
Full ASCII character set
Upper and lower can
High resolution color graphics
40

i

IBM

The Commodore 64 Is s compact unit

column

yid. display

04K RAM under memory (standard)
CP /M omitting system option

modulator interface
Game cartridge slot
Music Synthislzsr
TV

Smart perlpherais
PLEASE CALL US FOR MORE DETAILS

compatible software

Continental Horne Accountant Plus ..126"
MS"
TIM. III by innovative
2-M
SuperCalc
II

I-"
NW

Easy Speer
Easy Filer

MP

SuperWrlt.
Essywrlt6r

$244°

EATURES
In both

perlphr.l

6502 and Z-00 CPU's
RAM, expandable to 1281(
ROB and CompoIt. Video Output
Selectable 80 or 40 column display

6.

High Resolution Graphics: 6 colore,
290 192 with four tin.. Of text
6 bit Parallel IIO interim.
Tb-232C Serial I/O interlac.
Detachable Keyboard: All standard ASCII
characters and keyboard function..
upper /IOwer can, and a numeric keypad,
cursor control block, and 16
programmable 5p.11 function keys
Built-in hardware for mounting two 5%
inch mini -floppy disk Orly.
Shi Apple II compatible slots for plug In

FRANKLIN 64
l.tur.

11

(MicroPro)

lion Including

ave

WordStar
MsiiMerg6

thon

using high and low

resolution black and whits graphics. The
ACE 100 is plug compatibi with Apple. All
pariptmrals that opereta in the Appl. will
operate in the ACE 100 without modiflcanon.
FRANKLIN ACE 100 FEATURES

11Mw

11

0 v%çORe

16"

VisiCaIC (Standard)
VIMCalcf2OSK

IN"
224
/N"

VialTr.nd/Plot
VIaiDex
ViSIFtia
Desktop Plan

Iß".
114M

I

S -100 BOARDS
CLEARANCE
Co6glbe,

*seen
64K Dynamic Memory Card (200 nal ...
S -10012 Slot Mainframe (Cream)
Z604Mhz CPU Card se/monitor ROM
2 Parallel /2 Serial Port I/O

--,l
OW

Z-00 4Mhz CPU Cord (CB2). AST
V133 8024 6100 Video Card, AST
Card. AST
WC 80048 100
SSW1WRam 64K Dynamic Memory Kit

VI..

699

676"
CALL
1606^
CALL
316"
249"

CSM/PET SOFTWARE
Tax Promotion System
Medical Accounting System
Legal Tinto Accounting System
General Ledger
ViaiCalc for CBM
O7o Information Wizard for CBM
Wordc raft 80 Word Proc for CBM sass
Personal Tax Calculator for CBM
Dow Jonb Portfolio Mgt. for GSM
Into 6.1,15051 d Mgt. Aid for CBM
BPI Goners! LOer for CBM
BPI Accounts Receivable for CBM
.

445"
375"
206"
106"

225"
246"
386"
155"

Apple
Compatible
64K RAM User memory
Upper and lower case

34"
40"

95"
79"
39"

I

umi

(IMI SOFTWARE

lot

VIC ZU

16"

Raceway (T)

11^

Twelve key numeric pad
key
Alpha lock
VlalCalc friendly
50 watt power supply
Built in Fan

36"

31"

IS"

36"

36"
17"

1"

11"

20"
81"

Kiddie Pak (4 Tapss)
Super Four 1(4 Tap.)
The Allan (8K/1)
I

M

36"
12"
12"

IC)

.

12"
17"
3K expansion

MODEMS

PLEASE CALL US FOR MORE DETAILS

325"
359"
359"
205^

27^

Ko.mlc Kamika.(6KR)

Super Hangman I8K/7)
T
Tape, C
Cartrdge. OK

hill

15"

60 Mss. (T)

Sky Math (8K T)
LOngDive (8K Ti
SpacDlo (SKIT)

Typewriter style keyboard

11"
CALL

VIChsck Checkbook Mgt. (01() (T)
VIT.rm Dumb Terminal (T)
Basic Programmera Utility 50M
Spiders of M. 4 (C)
AMOK (C)
AMOK IT)
Met.or Run (C)
Allen Blitz (C)
Alien 811íz (T)
Simon (T)
Kiddie Chock.. (T)

RenalaaancOIMl lo

11

1079"
1296"
1745"

6032 Computer with 32K
5060 Dual mini -0Isk 1 Mb ayl.m
8260 Dual mini-disk 2 Mb system
4022 Dot Matrix Printer
4040 Dual Disk drive system
16K and 3211 Pet Computers
The SUPER Pet
Winchester Hard Disk Systems
Voice Syntne.zer CBM /PET
300 Baud Acoustic Modem

66"

10"
329"
64"

VIC 1615 Graphic Prints
VIC Super Eopendar
31( Ram Csrtride*
e1( Ram Cartridge
16K Ram Cart ride*
VIC IEEE-48a interlace
VIC RS-2320 Terminal n tenet.

VIGlc Viable Calculator (T)
VIGI Visible Catalog (5K) (1)

The Franklin ACE 1001s professional personal computer that is hardware and software; compatible with the Apple II and innot found on the Apple
cludes many
unit. All program. written for the Apple
will run on the ACE 100 without modllica.

tee'

Ns.

Joystick Controll.r

p.rlpheral card.
Oame paddle UO
PLEASE CALL US FOR MORE DETAIL:

244"

VIC 20 Pomona' Computer
VIC 1540 Single Disk Drivel
Dataoett. Cas.tt. I/O unit

Anchor Automation Signalman Mark

I

.

Novation

105^

299^
290"

66"
116"

Novation Cat acoustic madam
Novation Cat direct connect
Novation Apple Cat

145"
149^
319"

Hays. Stack Smartmodem
Hayan Stack Chronograph
Hay. Apple MiCrOmodem II

245"
199"
289"

36(1^

266"
296"

computer
Please call for details

Universal Data Systems

r

ORDER
TOLL
FREE

800-854-66541

CALIFORNIA & INFORMATION (714)

We Bring Prices Down to Earth
I

698.8088

Ordering information: Phone orders using VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS.
CARTE 6LANCHE and bank funds wire transfer. Send 01.10.r. or eertlll.d check. money
order or portion.' check (allow 10 data to clean. Unto.. pr.patd with cash plea. add 5% for
hipping, handling and insurance (minimum 050.00). Educational institutions end corporations please send for wrlti.n quotations. All equipment Is subject to price change and
rallblllty without notice. Ail equipment Is new and comp'( with manufacturer warranty,
(usually 00 days). We will not honor prices which are typographical errorn. C.O.D. order require a 20% cash deposit in advents. II your not completely a.tisfl.d return product in 15 days
for refund. (only with origins! conln.r and unfilled warrenty card). Ali o1Mr returns u91.1
to restocking lee. Please call for more deistla.
Send orders to 6338 Cantor Drive, L. Mass, CA 52041

I

Direct Connect Modem.

IN"

OrigiAn., 300 baud
103J LP Orlo /Autoans. 300 baud
202 LP Orig./Ans. 1208 baud
103 LP

148"

sae

24e"

2026 LP OH5JAutoes. 1200 baud

DISKETTES
Dyson 61/2"(Sof,10 or IS sectored) .5MM"
oyais 8" Sgt. Den./S91. MOW
IMM"
Verbatim 514" (Solt, 10 or 16 sect.)
(Mar
Verbatim 8" 801. Dn./Bol. Sided
(Mar
Scotch 3M 5 %" (Soft, 10 or 18 Soot.)
Same as aboam in quantity of 100
III*
Scotch 3M 8" Diskettes all teps
CALL
Scotch 3M Drive Head Clouting KK
26"
(5.6 6")

Any.

Circle 114 on Inquiry card.

,ktk

Buy From Us and Save Your Green

i
O11

.n7,,

aMe,..D

NP

*

* Serving people everywhere
since 1977

FOR APPLE

APPLE

9zo:.

II

S TESTED

..

VlelCete

VI91Cala Templates (Newt)

185

NO"

2N"

8"
/s"
1115"

115"

11"
119"

Creative Financing

(MicroPro)
1e"
79"
115"
169"

M91iMerge

Sao Stir
Dal Star

115'
115^
269"

I

WordStar Customization Notes

(lftluden Solteard, RAMC.rd. Vida

Vldeolenn 50 Col.. Soflewltch, Osborn*
755" only 559"
CPI,. User Guido) List
Microsoft TASO 4p4%11 COupilei
I49"
Fortran-8W
tag"
ALDS
89"
5191e Complier'
209"
409"
Cobol.lO
Time Menage, ... ..
129"

........

11"

Super Text II Wad Processo, Muse
PFS- Personal Filing System

7"
7"

101"

CALL
CALL

189"

CP/M Software
W{3fróIV

Wordsui

289'

Supe.sort
MailMerge

109"

109"
239^
109"
235"

DeraSter

SallStei
CalcStar

"aVeafr

BASIC BO
BASIC Complier
Fortran 00
Cobol eo.
Macro 60
mu MarfVntu SIMS
mu LISP/mu STAR
.

BASE u
PLAN 00
CBASIC
PASCAL MT. ver

..

S 5

PASCAL 2
SUPERCALC

AIL

1M"

N/"

Miro, Beck

6

Circle 114 on Inquiry card.

H ARDWARI

...IM"
4356^

NN"
NB"

So

we

PrOWflter

Ur

APPL1 II

NS"
37P
NS"
385"
149"
129"

40"
40"
549"

14"

15...E
tomato Valley Moocletes

SVA 2 2 S91. Den B" Disk Cont. ....CALL
SVA 25X4 Megabyte, 8" Disk Cont... CALL
Apple Cache 250K by SVA
CALL

CALL

389"

NP

385"
CALL

CLEARANCE SPECIAL
SAVE .8, 50% OFF!
Pascal Ani metien Tools
P0057 Pascal dill IN art

Formula
Goodsail

EPSON

.

Plan 80
Order Tracking Byetem
Vi.iCalc Real Estate Templetee
Hand Holding Basic

Superman
Pilot Animation Tools
Topographic Mapping
Bridge Tutor
B ridge Tutor Extended
Malcom) music composition
Artist Designer
Gelectic Wars
Utopia Graphics Tablet System
Dist Analysts
Stepwise Multiple Regression
Circuit Analysis

11

A70

witnaut cannons,

kllr.l;r,rl

S"

Mk

I

101"
185"
ISIS"

55"

NEC

CALL
...I"

SOFTWARE

CALL

CLEARANCE

S"

519"
179"

14"

44"

11S"

249"
139"
289"

24"
tar'

t4"

45"
255"

1719"
1749"
229"
2349"
2345"
229"

469"

399'
479"
359"
585"
499"

OI(IDATA
.....

I0.

Sottwar

SOU PAK Educstio09i 14 Tape SHIN .149"
VI51C.Ic for Marl (D)
Word PrOCea50r (Dl
119"
Personal Finance Management (D) ... 47"
Dow Jones investment
aluatorlO) _90.
Microsoft Basic iDl
es"
Macro Assembler Text Editor (0).... Ba"
49"
Conversational French (T)
45"
Con v.rastional German 1TÌ
yE

-

I

34

Asteroids( cartridge/
WWI. Command (canndge)
Star Raider. (cartridge)

34"
34"

39'
34'

Space Invaders (cartridge)
Caverns of Mars (01.k)

34"
49"
Asesmbl.riEdltor Icanrldg.)
W. carry ali ATARI sonwam and hardware

ee

45"
725"

tier*
102"

sae

45"
49"
34"

Conversational Spanish (T)
Pa-Min (Cartridge)
Centipede (cartridge)

319"

RS

ti

Conhol Everything In your Nome

ANY GAME
ONLY $15.00
Galactic Trader (Broderbund)
Galactic Revolution Brodatbond)
Galaxy Wars (BrodNDund) ....
Golden MountainiBrederbund)
SOea Invaders ICosm05 MlasMAI
M.ad.On
Shuffleboard

....

.......
...

MONITORS
BP Ultreaonlc Command Console
BSR Appliance Module
BSR Lamp Module

BP

_._..

Su

16"
19"

1"

IS"

^^_
YV11......VV

Arndt'', Video 300 12' HiiRes Oreen
Amdek Video 10012" SEW
AmOel1 Colo, 113" Color Wlsudlo
AMMO Color II Ht.Res ROB monitor
Amd9M Apple II OV M ROB card

NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC

NEC

9" MI.Res Green monitor

15"

15"
15"
15"
19"
15"

Sanyo9 Bd.
Sanyo9 Green monito,
Sanyo i2 SEW

1e."

349"
709"

Sanyo t2
Sanyo 3

Green /New

use slyi.il

Color Monitor

.....

..

'BP

269"
369"

.

GENERAL RIBBON PRODUCTS
NEC Multi,Strike Ribbon
NEC Black Febr10 Ribbon
Gurre MuiiiSirlks Ribbon
Own' Black Fabric Ribbon
Diablo MulllStrlke Ribbon
Diablo Black Fabric Ribbon
ANON DP.9500 Can. Ribbon
C. Iteh woo Nylon Ribbon
CBM 20202022 Nylon Ribbon
Paper Tiger Black Nylon Ribbon
Epson MX70110 Cartridge Ribbon
Epson MX t00 Cartridge Ribbon
OUST COVERS

179"

Apple II
Disk II Only
Apole 116 2 Drives
Apple Dual Disk Co.ni
Appia Ili Computer
Epson MX-BO Cover
Sanyo 9" MonI,Or coves

Merl 000

Televideo Terminal
Armtek 12" SEW ..
NEC 12'11 NTSC Color
Diablo 630 RO Printer.
NEC ROB Color Monitor
Epson 91X400 Cover

11"

SP

24^
CALL

24"

5

6
e^

6"

4,
5"
é^
14"

5"

5"
3^

12
24"
9..

5"
13"

7"
13"
Q"
9,.
9..

.

15"

e"

15"
15"
15"

tee"

te9^

IS"
1

130"
379"
769"

SANYO

IS"

1"
1"

16"

179"

12" HI -Res Green momlo,
12" Composite Color monitor.
12" Hi.R.s ROB Color monitor

Timer Module

Orange AC Surge PINNIIII
Lemon AC Lins Filter
Executive Library Case ów"
Cableworks Cables lap sires)
PINiglaSS Cover for Apple II
Sur Disk Bank Storage Box
13 Disk Bank Storage Box

*if&

wo are r'docing our Inventory of Colt*.,.
It /ncr.edlble esyln91 to you Hurry we Oa..
e Wolfed supply.

Bridge Penner
Monty Ploys Scrabble
Monty Plays MOn0poly
Rainbow Writer ...
Checker King
Gammon Gambler
F a s lgammOn
Bettieehip Commander
Bright Pen (Ugh' and
Both Samna ...

329"
299"
79"
439"
189"
34"
20"
149"

3/"

APPLE II GAMES

N^

709

Conyerutlonal Italian (T)

4a."

5023 Impact Dot Metric
351033 CPS anal
3530 33 CPS cMlronics perales
B .d ectional tractor for 3500'e
7710 55 CPS serial
7730 55 CPS centronlcB petal Mi
Tractor for 7700 WIN

Smith Corona Printer parallel

9"

21"
31"

MICRO SCI
11 COMPATASLE
DISK DRIVES

A40 with Controller
A40 without COnlroIle'
A70 with cannon.,

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

679"

Atari 800 (16K)
Ater. B00 w/32K ...785"
Atari400(18K)
Bit 3 SO Column Card for 800
410 Program Recorder
810 Disk Driver
860 interlace Module
Epson cable 10,980 modula
Atari Joysticks (pair)
Milon R.mersm 32K module
Atari 16K Module by Mlcrotek

ATARI

32"
20"
30"
22"
32"
17"
37"
22"
75"
20"

Mimicries*

controller

MX40 T Type ii wigrapnics
MXaO FiT Type Ill wigraphics
MXa2 FIT Type III *graphics
MX.105 Type III sr/graphics
Epson 0,0.5,90 BO ROM

25"
32"
50"
17"

27"

Taws's'. Lest Redoubt

AS w/o

579"
699"
749"

laarlall

42"
37"
30"

471"

p-SG
At with controller

1550 tS'

Okld1la OA ierOline (11d Quail)
Okid5la 62A wnractOt. 50 col
Okldale 53A wVtactor 132 COI.
OSldate NA 132 col. swim
Okidets 134A 132 001. parallel

CALL

Mlcrobulter II 16K taw lly mar.)
Wan& Buffer Cord for Epson
tek Parallel Buffer I/F for EpNn
SuPRiFan

N."
IN"

11

185"

Music System 116 voices)
Alo a DiA Intenece
Expansion CneolB p1WOW
CIOcklC.l.ndlr card
SuarTalk.r 30.200
Romplus. card
Keyboard Filter ROM for Romplus
CopyRom for Romplus
RomWriter card
RemPiue 32K ram e%don(NI010

SOP

48"

ProWntarI1150015"Iplrllleq

N"

I9"
11"

1PICIAI DILIVIRY IOFTWARI

Mfacelleneees
Forth (APP(. compatible / DONS
IEEE.4N Interface by SSM
Visional) Col card by Vista
Prom Development System by Vista
8" Disk Drives by Vista
Mae, Video Processor Mod
Videodisk Apple Interlace
Echo II Sp..ch Synth'erter
Symtec Light/yen
TM 91111-0309 Processor
Later Lower Case Adapter
Houston Inst Graphics Plotter
16k RAMBoard assembled tested
t13K RamBoar0 by CCI in kit lent ...
SYNERGY Multi.Card
Prometheus V.reaCerd
ALF 3 volt. Music Card
ALF 9 vole* Music Card
Joysticks by Keyboard Co
23 Key Numeric Keypad by"
Versawriter Dig Itiat Table
Grappler Printer Interlaces
Micrebuffer II 32K (Spicily penlr.l

1319"
1450"

Apple Prism color epftwere

n... mote items too... PNese can

Mountain Computer

114111.

Priem BO without Color Option
Prism 80 with color
Prism 132 with color .... ...

Clearance Sale

Parallel Printer Card
MLSp.N Serial Card
Centronics Printer Card

AL ATARI

ProW,ner 851010" 151,51191)
ProWrlter851010"(Nr111)

from APPLE COMPUTIR

SAVE UP TO 50%

N"

COR V US SYSTEMS

.

Comm Winchester 5 MD Digit
Conue Winchester 10 MD Disk
Cavus Wind roter 20MD Disk

N"

400"
240.
115^
399"
299"
329"
225"

40% OFF!

This Oily Good Wnlio Supplies LEV
Asynchronous Serial Card (7710A) ..139"
Synchronous Serial Card (7712A) ....991'
Centronics Printer Card 17726A1
Ive
Coble for Prism/Tigers to 7728.
29"
Parali.l iiO Card (7720A)
a9"
Calendar /Cipok Card 17424A)
79"
Arithmetic Process(78110)
269"
PropsmmesiS TimSnCard(7440A
60"
3'A Dlpit BOC AiD Congener
a0"
05113 0E2 2.445) Card (71051
tes"
12K ROMiPROMCard 17111Aí
59"
+9"
Extender ara 17520ÁI

16e"
185"

Sup- RiTermina100 column card

179"
216"
159"

d

Sallguar0

7Bw

240 SoftCSrd by Microsoft
t6K RamCard by Microsoft
ThunderClpokICBlendar card
Smanerm 80 column card

MICROSOFT SOFTCARD PREMIUM SYSTEM

1I

MS"

1

CPS Multi.F unction Card

WordStar

PFS Rear
DB Master
Systems Pius Accounting Software
Peachtree Accounting Solt*are
Continental Accounting Pkgs
0.ouir., . Z.80 Sort Cuo

CALL

01Psofr

CALL

Eet.t. Analyzer

CalcSter
Suarsort

1P

511111
I

Preplan

Real

N.

Vida. Vid.CT.rm BO column card
VON Keyboard Enhancer tong
VON Keyboard Enhancer II

VislT.rrn
V W Dea
Desktop Men II

Tax

EP

Up To

buffer

F.10 40 CP6lparalle9
F-10 40 CPS (serial)

.

.........1N"

VIMFIIe(Data NN Manager)
VlelTrenWVlslPlot
VIelBOhedule (NewII

ISP

PST

411 Ce Iloh

Mvkw.

Clearance

EepansipnMOd
Handset
IMP X.tO control lntMaos mod
Toucn.Tone Firmware

Û SOFTWARE

V VISIÇORP

DP 9501 *1210

ram

IN-

0s

A1r7ic11lx

IAMbrew

IMIPT

OPEN
MON SAT

PRINTERS

Sale!

NP

Norltion Apple Cal modem

MN"

Day No Risk Policy

earance

COMPATIBLE

Novation=

$50óö

15

We accept all

Accessories

II

INFORMATION (714) 698 -8088

* Most Orders Shipped
major credit cards.
Within 24 Hours
We will try to meet
* Free Shipping*
or beat any currently
(Pre -Paid Cash Orders)
price.
advertised

Mayes Micromodem II
Mayes Smerimod.m
Hayes ChronoQteph

ASSEMBLED

*

8OO - 854-6654

O RDE RS

CALIFORNIA

1`oaoEa

16K RamBoard

Free
*

yet

SIRp

Toll

Zen,tn

12

Gran monitor

10"

19"
9..

14"

cedures, Pl P2, P3, and so on; the
Logo word DEFINE is used to create
new procedures under program control. As described in the last section
on TI Logo, the version of FILLPROC
had to be implemented differently
because of the TI Logo instruction
set.
The results of these two tests are
given in table 3. The performance of
all the Logos on FILLPROC is rather
puzzling. Terrapin /Krell Logo (in
comparison to Apple Logo) seems to
do worse on FILLMEMORY and better
on FILLPROC. These numbers should
be discarded in favor of the node
figures discussed above. In both
cases, though, TI Logo did much
more poorly than the Apple -based
Logos, although I would hesitate to
give a percentage figure based on
these figures. TI Logo requires 48K
bytes of memory (16K bytes in the TI99/4A itself and 32K bytes in an expansion box), and according to a
source at TI, the TI Logo cartridge
takes up only a small area of memory
itself. Thus the amount of free memory available to TI Logo is roughly
equal to that of the Apple -based
Logos; I don't think we can attribute
the reduced TI Logo capacity to the
available memory in the machine.
The other set of benchmarks tests
the Logos' overall speed performance
running a program that relies heavily
on recursion (which most Logo programs do) and list manipulation. I
used the SORT procedure of listing 2
to sort two lists: first, the list [LOGO
,

Procedure Executed

Level Reached by the Computer Running:

Apple Logo

Terrapin /Krell
Logo

228
236

114
271

FILLMEMORY
FILLPROC

TI

Logo
46
29

Table 3: Workspace size of the three implementations of Logo as indicated by the
FILLMEMORY and FILLPROC procedures. See the section on benchmarks for details
(see listings 4a and 4b on page 264).

the Apple -based Logos are within 20
percent of each other in workspace
size.
It is more difficult to compare the
Apple -based Logos to TI Logo
because the latter does not have a
command that returns the workspace
size. So I created and ran two procedures that filled memory, thinking
that the numbers they returned would
be proportional to the relative sizes of
the workspaces. (I chose to do a second procedure to confirm the results
of the first; with only one procedure,
I would have no way of telling
whether the assumption that the

numbers are proportional to the
workspace sizes is valid.) The first
procedure, FILLMEMORY (see listing
4a and 4b), fills memory by running
an infinitely deep recursive procedure
and printing out its current recursion
level; the level at which the procedure
runs out of memory should be proportional to the workspace size. (The
second PRINT statement in
FILLMEMORY is used to keep tail
recursion, which would prevent true
recursion, from happening.)
The second procedure, FILLPROC
(see listings 4a and 4b), fills memory
by creating a series of empty pro-

Announcing Expanded Disk Storage
For IBM Personal Computers
Simple plug -in installation
no additional electronics or wiring required.
Internal Drive:
Single sided with 168K bytes IBM format
Double sided with 336K bytes IBM format
Double sided with 650K bytes IBM format
Two double sided drives with 1.3M bytes IBM format

$215
$385
$570
$1140

External Drives: (Includes drive, power supply, cabinet and cable)
$315
Single sided with 168K bytes IBM format
(Maximum two drives externally)
Double sided with 336K bytes IBM format
$485
(Maximum two drives externally)
$670
Double sided with 650K bytes IBM format
(Maximum two drives externally)

Drives are IBM compatibility tested with a 90 -day warranty.
For more information, call or write:

I2

INTERFACE, INC.

AN INTERESTING LANGUAGE FOR
PICTURE DRAWING, LIST MANIPULAIS

TION, AND EDUCATION);

and second,

[ZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIH
The timing results of
these benchmark programs, given in
table 4, show that Apple Logo is
about 10 percent faster than Terrapin /Krell Logo, which will not be
noticeable in most situations. TI
Logo, however, is slower than the
Apple -based Logos by a factor of
two.
G F E D C B AL

Which Logo Is Right for You?
If you skipped the rest of this article to read this section, you're out of

7630 Alabama Ave., Unit 3
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(213) 341 -7914

Quantity and dealer discounts available upon request.

luck -the answer to the above question is more in the body of this article
Text continued on page 288
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The new DMS -86 makes any

terminal a 16 -bit computer
network station.
Slimmer than a telephone book, the
hot new DMS -86 turns any terminal
into a HiNer Local Area Network
station. So now, a HiNet network can
run 8 and 16-bit software simultaneously. Pay only for the power you
need exactly where you need it.
HiNet is a complete hardware/
software local area network flexible,
inexpensive, fast and from a single source.
The DMS-86 is perfect for financial modeling, MRP, scientific analysis, or word processing-any processor-intensive
application. Its large internal memory acts like a "pseudo- disk;'
providing up to 1MB RAM and super-fast access to frequently used data in "working memory:'
The CP/M ®based DMS -86 combines an 8086 processor
(and optional 8087 co- processor) with 1KByte network
buffer and from 256K to 1MB RAM, three RS -232C serial
ports, an 8 -bit bidirectional
parallel port, and the HiNet
networking port.
Bring 16 -bit response to
your favorite terminal.
Check out HiNet and the small
but mighty DMS -86.

-

-

Digital Microsystems
Because man was not meant to work alone.

-

gip

1840 Embarcadero, Oakland, CA 94606 (415) 532-3686, TWX 910 -366 -7310 Extel House, East Harding St., London EC4P-4HB 01- 353 -1080 Telex 23721
CP/MR is

a

registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.

Circle 145 on Inquiry card.
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Test drive the Victor desktop

computer designed for sys
Like a high performance automobile, the Victor desktop
business computer needs to be
put to the test to be really appreciated. Here's why:

The computer

dilemma.

Systems houses today face a
basic dilemma when it comes to
selecting a computer.
The so -called "personal" computers on the market are like
"economy" cars. They're relatively inexpensive but have
limited power and capacity.
And the larger mini computers
offer more power and speed, like
a luxury car, but are, of course,
more expensive.
Victor has a solution to that
dilemma.
The Victor 9000 Business Computer is retail priced under
$5,000. If you sell computer systems, quantity purchase agreements will let you be very
aggressive.
The Victor gives your systems
the kind of memory and storage
capacity advanced applications
demand. Much more than comparably priced machines.
And the Victor display screen
has double the resolution and

capacity of its competitors. You
can display a full 132 -column report and still be perfectly
readable. Is that important to
your system? Ask any
programmer.

Experience where it
counts.
But those are only the technical
advantages of the Victor 9000.
Equally important is Victor's 65
years of experience in solving
business problems. And Victor's
50 branch offices throughout the
country providing fast service
and total support.

Software tools to keep
you growing.
Victor supplies CP/M -86 and
MS DOS with every machine.
Runtime support for Basic,
Cobol, Fortran and Pascal is no
extra cost. The Victor 9000
has the tools you need to do the
job right.
The Victor 9000. It's a desktop
system computer designed to be
a "cut above" the rest. Whether
you sell complete systems, or
are just looking for the best corn puter to support your software,
call your Victor OEM specialist
or mail the coupon today.

-

Great visibility - 800x400
pixels - graphics -80x25 characters(soft- loaded)green phosphor anti-glare - bitmapped.
Design for comfort

- dis

-

play screen tilts 0°-11° and
swivels ±42° to suit the operator.

Power under the hood

-

- 5Mhz -2 RS232 ports -2
parallel ports - CODEC4 bus
8088

slots.

Fuel for thought - CP /M-86

MS-DOS - CBASIC - Basic
86-MS-Pascal- CIS- COBOL MSFortran -MS-COBOL - Multi plan - Victor Writer

-

Ease ofhandling - up to 103
keys -capacity switches -sculp-

tured- soft-loaded -6 foot cord
Compact efficiency - 302
square inch foot print - all
components separate - organize
it yourself

Excellent mileage

-

The
Victor Business Computer
takes your system further for
less money. Test drive it and
compare.

I
rChange the way you solve business problems.
Get in touch with Victor at (800) 621 -5559. In Illinois (800) 972 -5858. We're open 24 hours a day, 7
days a week. Call now or mail this coupon.
NAME
TITLE
FIRM

Serving American business for 65 years.

STREET

VICTOR' BUSINESS PRODUCTS

CITY

Subsidiary of Kidde. Inc

MODE
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ZIP

STATE
AREA CODE

Mail to: Victor Business Products
P.O. Box 1135, Glenview, IL 60025
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Reference list: A comparison of Apple, Terrapin /Krell, and TI Logo nongraphics and graphics -related commands.

Notes
1. This list does not include the 16 color names (RED, BLUE, ORANGE, and so on) used by TI Logo, nor does it include the two -letter abbreviations available for some Logo commands.
2. Words that perform the same function but have different names are listed alphabetically by first name.
3. An asterisk beside a command denotes that, in Apple Logo, the action of the word can be limited by inclusion of an optional package
name; in this case, only objects "contained" in that package are affected.
4. These descriptions are not intended to be complete definitions of individual commands. A thorough understanding of Logo is necessary
to understand some of them.

Nongraphics Commands
Command

+,

-,*,/

=

<

>

,

/I

ALLOF
ANYOF

ARCTAN
ASCII
BEEP

BURY
BUTFIRST

BUTLAST
BUTTONP
BYE

CALL
CATALOG
CATCH
CHAR
CLEARTEXT
CLEARINPUT
CO

CONTENTS

CONTINUE
COPYDEF
COS

COUNT
DEBUG
DEFINE

DEFINEDP
DISK
DIFFERENCE
DOS
EDIT

EONS'
ELSE

EMPTYP
END

EQUALP
ERALL "
ERASE
ERASEFILE
ERASEPICT
ERN
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Apple
Logo

Terrapin/
Krell Logo

adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides two numbers (integers only in TI Logo)
returns true value if two objects are equal to each other
does less -than or greater -than comparison on two numbers (integers only
in TI Logo)
used to get the value of a variable name
used to mark the rest of the line as comments
used to prevent evaluation of the word that follows
returns a value of true if all Inputs are true (Apple Logo uses AND; TI
Logo uses BOTH)
returns true value if any of its inputs is true (Apple Logo uses OR TI Logo
uses EITHER)
returns the arctangent of its input (Terrapin /Krell uses ATAN)
returns the ASCII value of the character input (TI Logo uses CHARNUM)
starts a tone
Isolates a groullIfiNetiltiiWrdiiiiftAkit Of the Logo workspace
returns all but first letter/Item of a word /list
returns all but last letter/item of a word /list
returns true value If specified paddle button is depressed (Terrapin/Krell
Logo uses PADDLEBUTTON)
leaves Logo
assigns a value to a name (Apple Logo uses NAME)
displays names of all files on current disk
user -defined error -trapping word
returns character with a given numeric value
clears all text from screen and puts cursor at beginning of first text line
clears character buffer
resumes execution of a procedure after a pause (Terrapin /Krell Logo can
also use CONTINUE; TI Logo uses CONTINUE only)
prints all the active names in the workspace (Apple and Terrapin /Krell
Logo use .CONTENTS)
continues a procedure that has been paused
copies a procedure definition into a new name
returns the cosine of a given input (in degrees)
returns the number of elements in a list
toggles debug state of computer, when on, the computer does an
automatic pause when an error condition occurs
allows a new procedure to be defined under program control (without
entering Edit mode)
returns true value if Its input is the name of a defined procedure
returns drive, slot, and volume number of current disk
returns the difference of two numbers
allows Logo to execute an Apple DOS command
allows editing of an existing procedure
allows editing of a group of variable definitions (stands for "edit names ")
marks action taken if the conditional expression of an IF statement is
false (Apple Logo uses brackets in place of ELSE keyword)
returns true value if object named is an empty list or word
signals the end of a procedure
returns true value if two objects are equal (TI Logo uses IS)
erases all objects (Terrapin /Krell Logo uses ERASE ALL)
deletes the named procedure from the workspace (Apple Logo can delete

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

multiple procedures)
erases a file from the disk
erases a graphics image from the disk
erases a list of variables from the workspace (Terrapin /Krell Logo uses
ERNAME, which erases only one variable; ERN stands for "erase name ")

x

x

x

x
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TI

Logo

x

x
x

x
x
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SUPER MICRO COMPUTERS
from $2,395.00

-

CI-MWS03 -SB LSI 11/2 computer workstation.
LSI 11/2 CPU, 64KB Memory, power supply, KEV 11,
rack mountable chassis. 2 port serial I /O.
CRT terminal. 1 mega byte floppy disk system. Desktop workstation
$7,795.00
in 16 slot

CI- MWS23 -MB

-

LSI 11/23 computer workstation. LSI 11/23 CPU, MMU, 256KB Memory,
power supply, in 16 slot rack mountable chassis. CRT
terminal. 10 mega byte cartridge disk system. 4 port
serial I /O. Desktop workstation
$11,295.00

-

CI -103 DESKTOP COMPUTER
Complete computer system enclosed with-

in a VT103 video terminal with LSI 11/2 and

64KB Memory
$3,295.00
With LSI 11/23 and 256KB Memory ...
.

CI -11/23 AC CI9448 -% -

$4,995.00

CI- 1103LK

LSI 11/2 CPU, 64KB
Memory, power supply, KEV 11 in 16 slot
rack mountable chassis
$2,395.00

LSI 11/23 CPU, MMU,
256KB Memory, power supply, in 16 slot

rack mountable chassis

....

$3,795.00

96 mega byte cartridge disk
system with controller. 80 mega bytes fixed
and 16 mega bytes removable

CI -1220

-

$10,500.00

Dual drive, double density,
double sided, 2MB capacity floppy plus
DMA LSI 11 controller
$2,795.00

ir

DON'T ASK WHY WE CHARGE SO LITTLE, ASK WHY THEY CHARGE SO MUCH.

Circle

77 on

inquiry card.

Chrislin Industries,
31352 Via Colinas Westlake Village, CA 91362
TWX 910- 494 -1253 (CHRISLIN WKVG)

Inc.

3- 991 -2254

LSI II is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
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Nongraphics Commands
ERNS *
ERPS *

ERROR
FIRST
FPUT

GOODBYE
GO
GPROP
GREATER
IF

IFF

IFT

INT
IS

ITEM
KEYP

LABEL

LAST
LESS

LIST
LISTP

LOAD

LOCAL
LPUT
MAKE
MEMBERP
NAMEP
NOBEEP
NODES
NOT

NOTRACE
NUMBERP
OUTDEV
OUTPUT
PA *

PACKAGE
PADDLE
PAUSE
PKGALL
PLIST
PN

*

PO

POPS *

POTS
PPS *

PRIMITIVEP
PRINT
PRINTi
PRINTCHAR
PRODUCT
QUOTIENT
RANDOM
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erases a list of variables from the workspace (stands for "erase names ")
erases a list of procedures from the workspace (stands for "erase pro-

cedures")
prints out information explaining the most recent error
returns the first letter /item of a word/list
makes an object the new first element of an existing list
reinitializes Logo; all previous work is lost
goto statement for use within a Logo procedure
returns the value of a certain property of a variable
returns true value if the first of the two numbers is greater than the other
signals the beginning of an if...then...else construct in Logo
states the action to be taken if a previous test is false (Apple and Ter-

Apple
Logo

Terrapin/
Krell Logo

TI

Logo

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

rapin /Krell Logo also use IFFALSE)
states the action to be taken if a previous test is true (Apple and Terrapin /Krell Logo also use IFTRUE)
returns the integer portion of a number (Terrapin /Krell Logo uses IN-

x

x

x

x

x

x

TEGER)

x

x

returns true value if two items are equal
returns the nth item in a list
returns true value if a key has been pressed but not yet read (Terrapin /Krell and TI Logos use RC ?)
within a procedure, used to mark the destination of a goto statement (TI
and Terrapin /Krell Logo use the label name and a colon only)
returns the last letter/item of a word/list
returns true value if the first of two numbers is less than the second
makes a list from a series of items
returns true value if the variable named is a defined list (Terrapin /Krell
Logo uses LIST ?)
loads the contents of a disk file into the Logo workspace (TI Logo uses
RECALL, Terrapin /Krell Logo uses READ)
declares a variable as local to the enclosing procedure without making it
the argument of the procedure
makes an object the new last element of an existing list
assigns a name to a value
returns true value if the given object is an element of the given Ilst
returns true value if the given name has a value
turns off the tone started by BEEP
returns the number of free nodes in the system (Terrapin /Krell Logo uses
.NODES)
inverts a logical value
turns off tracing feature
returns true value it Its input is a number (Terrapin /Krell and TI Logo use
NUMBER?)
directs output to a device connected to Logo through an Apple peripheral
card (Apple Logo uses .PRINTER)
causes a procedure to end and return a value to its caller
prints all procedures and names in the workspace (Apple Logo uses
POALL; Terrapin /Krell Logo uses PRINTOUT ALL)
puts a list of procedures into a named package
returns the numeric value associated with a paddle (TI Logo uses JOY)
suspends execution of an executing procedure and allows user to interact with Logo from the keyboard (TI Logo uses the Aid key)
puts everything not already in a package into a named package
returns the property list of an object
prints all the names In the workspace (Apple Logo uses PONS; Terrapin /Krell Logo uses PRINTOUT NAMES)
prints a given procedure (Apple Logo can print several procedures; Terrapin /Krell Logo also uses PRINTOUT)
prints the definitions of all procedures (Terrapin /Krell Logo uses PRINTOUT PROCEDURES)
prints all the procedure names in the workspace (TI Logo uses PP; POTS
stands for "print out titles ")
prints all the property lists (stands for "print out properties ")
returns true value if the object is a Logo primitive
prints what follows and begins a new line
prints what follows without beginning a new line (TI and Apple Logos use
TYPE)
prints the character with a given number value
calculates the product of two numbers
calculates the integer portion of the quotient of two numbers
generates a random number between 0 and n (TI Logo always generates
an integer between 0 and 9)

B1TE PubLcar.orx Irc
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The First solution
to the Pascal dilemma.
Pascal is unbeatable for large, complex

programs.
Its structure and readability help you
write reliable, maintainable code.
But when it comes to debugging, most
Pascals are no help at all. And no matter
which version you use, you're faced with a
dilemma: stick to the "standard" subset,
and forgo some of your machine's best
features. Or use all the power of your compiler and hardware, but end up with a
program that's difficult to move to another
environment.

Introducing PascalSETSoftware Engineering Tools
PascalSET is

a

source code preprocessor

that adds three much -needed facilities to
virtually any Pascal system:

PTracer"
Slashes debugging time by generating a
complete execution trace -of any program.
in any environment. Procedure entries and
exits are recorded, along with values of
selected variables. Tracing can be turned on
and off by program events, and a profiling
feature identifies "most used" code to guide
optimization efforts.

PAdapt r"
a variety of Ada -style extensions to
Pascal, including handling of exception conditions (such as bad input). explicit closure
of conditionals and loops to improve structure ( "END IF'; "END WHILE ", etc.), and
specification of procedure parameters as
input -only, output -only. or input /output.

Adds

PMacror"
Lets you define extensions to Pascal, which
are expanded (before compilation) into the
appropriate code sequence. So you can use
nonstandard language features without
sacrificing portability. In fact, using

PMacro's conditional expansion capability,
you can create one version of your source
program that produces the correct code for
several different versions of Pascal.

PascalSET runs on virtually any system
supporting standard Pascal. PMacro. PTrace.
and PAdapt are also available as separate

tools.
If you're involved in large -scale system
or application development. PascalSET can
give you a big productivity boost- for a

minimal investment.
Call or write for details today.
Tell me more about PascalSET for
my system.
Computer
(Supplied by

Compiler
Name
Company
Street
City _____._ _

Phone(

First Systems
Corporation..
Products for productivity.
Circle 178 on inquiry card.

www.americanradiohistory.com

)

_

_

State -. -_

-

Zip

)

First Systems Corporation
865 Manhattan Beach Blvd.
Manhattan Beach. CA 90266
(800) 722 -8679
in California: (213) 546-5581

BY8

"1987 First Systems Corporation

Nongraphics Commands
RANDOMIZE

randomizes the values of all future calls to RANDOM; RANDOMIZE n
sets up a repeatable set of values
waits for a keypress, returns its numeric value (Terrapin /Krell Logo uses
READCHARACTER)
takes all data typed in up to a carriage return and stores it as a list
(Apple Logo uses READLIST; Terrapin /Krell Logo uses REQUEST)
reads a picture file from the disk
performs a garbage collection to regroup unused nodes into one area
(Terrapin /Krell Logo uses .GCOLL)
returns the remainder of a division operation
removes a property from an object
re- analyzes procedures in a workspace after other procedures have been
erased
executes a list a given number of times
causes the RANDOM function to behave in a reproducible way
(Terrapin /Krell Logo uses RANDOMIZE)
returns the input number rounded to the nearest integer
executes the actions specified in a list
stores data or procedures on disk (TI Logo can also store to a cassette
tape; Terrapin /Krell Logo can save entire workspace only)
saves the current graphics image on disk
joins two or more inputs (words or lists) into a list
specifies drive, slot, and volume number of active disk
prints the given object followed by a carriage return
returns the sine of a given input (in degrees)
returns the square root of a given input
stops a procedure
returns the sum of two numbers (Apple Logo can take more than two
inputs)
evaluates a condition, influences execution of subsequent IFFALSE or
IFTRUE command
returns a list that contains the contents of a procedure
marks action taken if the conditional expression of an IF statement is true
(Apple Logo uses brackets in place of THEN keyword)
returns the value of the input object
returns true value if input object has a value
user- defined error -trapping word
begins the definition of a procedure
aborts all executing procedures (Apple Logo uses THROW "TOPLEVEL)
causes Logo to single -step through execution of all following Logo procedures until NOTRACE is executed
if a program is paused, this command shows the user the nesting of procedures to get to the point at which the program is paused; a debugging

READCHAR
READLINE
READPICT
RECYCLE

REMAINDER
REMPROP
REPARSE
REPEAT

RERANDOM

ROUND
RUN
SAVE *

SAVEPICT
SENTENCE
SETDISK

SHOW
SIN
SORT
STOP

SUM
TEST

TEXT
THEN

THING
THING?
THROW
TO
TOPLEVEL
TRACE

TRACEBACK

Apple
Logo

Terrapin/
Krell Logo

cancels the effect of a previous BURY command
pauses the program for a specified time
joins two numbers /words to make a single number /word
returns true value if its input is a word (Terrapin/Krell and TI Logo use

WAIT
WORD
WORDP

WORD?)
exits to the Apple monitor
transfers control to a user -supplied machine -language subroutine
outputs a list of information about all the items in the workspace
"pokes" a value from 0 to 255 in a specified memory location
"peeks" the 8 -bit value in a specified memory location

.BPT

.CALL
.CONTENTS
.DEPOSIT
.EXAMINE

Logo
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TI
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Graphics-related commands
BACK
BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND
CARRY
CLEAN
CLEARSCREEN

CLEARTEXT
COLOR
CURSOR
CURSOR
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X)

moves the turtle backward
(Apple Logo) returns the color number of the current background
(Terrapin /Krell Logo) sets the background to a given color (Apple Logo
uses SETBG; TI Logo uses COLORBACKGROUND)
(TI Logo) names the background of the screen as object being talked to
tells a sprite which object to carry (LOOKLIKE is a synonym in TI Logo)
clears the screen of turtle graphics but doesn't move the turtle (Terrapin /Krell Logo uses CLEARSCREEN)
changes video display to turtle graphics screen, clears screen, and initializes turtle (TI Logo uses TELL TURTLE; Terrapin /Krell Logo uses
DRAW)
clears the text screen (TI Logo uses CLEARSCREEN)
returns the color number of the sprite currently being talked to
(Apple Logo) returns the position of the cursor
(Terrapin /Krell Logo) puts the text cursor at the given location (Apple
Logo uses SETCURSOR)
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IT'S CRISP. IT'S CLEAR.
IT'S COMPATIBLE.

Amdek's Video-300 green phosphor monitor
is the easy- reading choice for almost any
system including IBM and Apple.

-

Everything about our 12" Video-300
monitor was designed to be easy. Easy
to read. Easy to use. And easy to match
up with practically any computer or
word processing system, including the
popular Apple and IBM personal computers. So its easy to see why you
should choose Video-300 for your text
display needs.

Amdek's Video -300 monitor

features:
Non -glare screen to eliminate dis-

tracting reflections
P-31 green phosphor display for
no- strain viewing

80

x

Circle

18 on

E.

Oakton St., Suite

bility
Light- weight, industrial -grade cabinetry (only 17 lbs.)
UL, FCC approved

warranty covering
parts and labor
So ask your dealer about Video-300
part of Amdek's complete line of
color, green phosphor and black and
white monitors. Then match Video 300's performance and price against
any other display monitor. For quality
Full one -year

-

and value, you'll choose Amdek.

24 character display

Amdek Corporation, 2420

18MHz band width 900 lines (center)
resolution
Built -in carrying handle for porta-

E,

Arlington Heights,

IL

60005. (312) 364 -1180 TLX: 25 -4786

Inquiry card.
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Graphics -related Commands
puts a dot at the indicated point on the turtle graphics screen
clears the graphics screen, makes the turtle visible, and puts it in the
center of the screen
allows a set of commands to be applied to each of a group of sprites, in
turn
tells turtle to draw without wraparound -gives error message if turtle
tries to plot offscreen (Terrapin /Krell Logo uses NOWRAP)
moves the turtle forward
stops all sprite movement
devotes entire screen to graphics (no text lines at bottom)
returns the heading number of the active sprite or turtle
makes the triangular turtle shape disappear
tells active turtle or sprite to go to center of screen
turns turtle or sprite left a given number of degrees
allows user to redefine the shape of a given character (tile)
allows user to redefine the shape of a given sprite
returns the entire video display to display of text (Apple Logo uses
TEXTSCREEN; TI Logo uses NOTURTLE)
allows user to check current value of a system variable (color, speed,
etc.)
returns values for pen type and color
(Apple Logo) returns value of pen color
(Terrapin /Krell Logo) sets the current turtle pen color (Apple Logo uses
SETPC)
makes the turtle pen ready to draw a line
makes the turtle pen ready to erase a line
makes the turtle pen ready to reverse a line (draws if line isn't there,
erases if it is; Terrapin /Krell Logo must use PENCOLOR 6 to get same ef-

DOT
DRAW
EACH
FENCE

FORWARD
FREEZE

FULLSCREEN
HEADING
HIDETURTLE
HOME
LEFT

MAKECHAR
MAKESHAPE
NODRAW
NUMBEROF
PEN

PENCOLOR
PENCOLOR
PEN DOWN

PENERASE
PENREVERSE

PENUP
POS

PUTTILE
RIGHT
SCRUNCH

SETCOLOR

SETHEADING
SETPEN
SETPOS

SETSCRUNCH
SETSPEED
SETX,SETY
SHAPE
SHOWNP

SHOWTURTLE
SPEED

SPLITSCREEN
SPRITE
SV

SXV,SYV
TELL

THAW
TOWARDS
TURTLE
TURTLESTATE

WHO
WINDOW

XCOR,YCOR
XVEL,YVEL
YOURNUMBER
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Logo

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

Logo uses .ASPECT)
gives the active sprite a given speed
moves turtle to given x- or y- coordinate, other coordinate unchanged (TI
Logo uses SX and SY, which can also move sprites)
returns the shape number of the active sprite
returns true value if turtle is visible
makes the triangular turtle shape appear
returns the speed value of the active sprite
removes bottom area of graphics screen for text area
optional word used with TELL to name a given sprite as the object being
talked to
sets the x- and y- velocity of the active sprite
gives the active sprite a new x- or y- velocity
used to activate a sprite, group of sprites, tile (character), background, or
turtle to respond to future commands

x

inc

TI

x

x

seen)
causes the turtle to appear on the opposite side of the screen if it attempts to go offscreen
returns the x- or y- coordinate of the active sprite or turtle
returns the x- or y- velocity of the active sprite
returns the nurnber of the active sprite

WRAP

Terrapin/
Krell Logo

x

fect)
makes the turtle pen inactive
returns the position of the turtle (TI Logo uses WHERE)
places a given tile (character) at a given location
turns a turtle or sprite right a given number of degrees
returns the current horizontal -to- vertical aspect ratio for output to the
video screen
tells a sprite, tile (character), background, or the turtle's pen what color
to be
gives the active sprite or turtle a given heading
sets color and type of turtle pen
moves the turtle to a new position (TI Logo uses SXY, which can also
move sprites; Terrapin /Krell uses SETXY)
sets a new horizontal -to- vertical video display aspect ratio (Terrapin/Krell

restores sprite movement after FREEZE command
used with TELL to make a given tile active
returns heading value turtle would have if it were pointing toward a given
position
used with TELL to make the turtle active
returns pen position, turtle status, background color, and pen color
gives the type and number of the active object (tile, sprite, turtle, etc.)
allows the turtle to plot offscreen (although the plotting can never be

TILE

Apple
Logo

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

AND NOW...
A 32-BIT CAD/CAM SYSTEM
FOR UNDER $80,000
Last year Auto -trol Technology

Corporation shipped the industry's
first 32 -bit turnkey CAD /CAM system.
Now we are introducing the first
32 -bit CAD /CAM system for under
$80,000...the Advanced Graphics
Workstation (AGW).

user...a low cost,
high performance system.
For the smaller

The AGW is a full function, 32 -bit

computer...at an affordable price.

With its own 32 -bit processor and
powerful virtual operating system,
each AGW has the necessary performance to run Auto -trot's state- of -the-

art 3 -D engineering design. analysis
and manufacturing software. And
with FORTRAN and PASCAL compilers.
it's an excellent development and
engineering tool, as well as a complete CAD /CAM system...all for
under $80.000.

Circle

41

user...high speed
networks and communications.
For the larger

For companies with larger requirements, the AGW can communicate
with a variety of mainframes. And
it's the only CAD /CAM system that
provides the power and flexibility
of a high speed local area network.
This 12 Wiz network provides the
necessary levels of interactivity
required for CAD /CAM applications
and reduces overall systems costs
through effective sharing of resources
on the network.
For all users...unlimited growth

at affordable prices.

AGW's may operate as stand -alone
systems or be linked to over 100
other AGW's via our high performance
network. Therefore. any company can
install this system and have the confidence that as their needs grow...so
can their system...be it from one to
two to one hundred users.

on inquiry card.

Auto -trol and the VAX...our other
low cost CAD /CAM solution.
Our mechanical design and manu-

facturing software was introduced
on Digital Equipment Corporation's
widely used VAX series of 32 -bit
computers. To meet your needs,

processor can be purchased
turnkey system supplied
by Auto -trol. Or, our software
and widely acclaimed CC -80 work
station can be added to your
installed VAX giving you another
high performance entry into
CAD /CAM for under $80,000.
For more information call Bob
Michaels Toll -Free 1- 800 -525 -8741.
a VAX

as part of a

Auto -trol

TEchnology Corporation
A glimpse into the future of

CAD /CAM... today.
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Test # (see
caption)

Time to Execute, in Seconds, When Running:
Terrapin /Krell
Apple Logo
Logo
TI Logo

Test 1
Test 2

6.2
4.5

7.0
5.0

14.9
N/A

Table 4: Timing benchmarks of three implementations of Logo. The program being
timed in test 1 is the Logo command SORT [LOGO IS AN INTERESTING LANGUAGE FOR PICTURE DRAWING, LIST MANIPULATION, AND EDUCATION].
The program being timed in test 2isSORT [ZYXWVUTSRQP'ONMLKJIH
G F E D C B A]. See listing 2 for the definition of SORT. The N/A under TI Logo for
test 2 refers to the fact that TI Logo did not finish this test; it gave the error message
OUT OF SPACE AT LEVEL 23 LINE 1 OF SORT. The times, given in seconds, are
accurate to two significant digits. Also, the comments were taken out of the pro-

cedures before the benchmarks were run.
Text continued from page 278:

than it is here. All the Apple- and TIbased versions of Logo are products
of higher caliber than what we're used
to seeing in the microcomputer software industry.
If you don't already have a computer, then your choice of computer
will be influenced by such questions
as: How much money do I have to
spend? What things other than Logo
do I want to do with this computer?
What kind of person will be using
Logo? and Do they have any special
needs that would influence my
choice? If you already have an Apple
computer and don't know which version of Logo to buy, your choice will
be influenced by the individual features of each version and how they

relate to the intended users and programmers. (My own opinion is that
Apple Logo is better for situations involving nontechnical users and that
Terrapin Logo is oriented more
toward the sophisticated programmer.)
Conclusions
Apple Logo is a very well done implementation of Logo. It contains
some advanced features (such as
property lists and packages) as well as
extremely good documentation and
features that are oriented toward
usage by children or adults who don't
have technical backgrounds. Several
features -including its unnecessary
use of Logo command inputs in list

form and its lack of provision for
comments -are not consistent with
this orientation and may cause nontechnical users some problems at
first. A sprite board will probably be
available from the implementers of
Apple Logo, Logo Computer Systems
Inc.

Terrapin /Krell Logo is also very
well done. It includes such advantages as a Utilities Disk with useful
programs, a 6502 assembler, and the
ability to interface Terrapin /Krell
Logo with assembly -language routines. It has a program- tracing function that is very useful during debugging, and its editor and error messages are slightly better than those of
Apple Logo. The documentation is
very good, and a sprite board (probably cheaper than Apple Logo's but
with somewhat different features)
will be available. Your choice of Krell
or Terrapin Logo will depend on the
factors mentioned in the text of this
article.
TI Logo is a good implementation
of Logo, but it is not as good as the
Apple versions. Its advantages are its
low cost, sprites, and tiles; disadvantages include a smaller workspace
and slower execution than in the
Apple -based Logos, poor keyboard
layout, and some irregularities in the
system caused by poor design decisions.

Expand your IBM PC .. .
256K IBM PC RAM
EXPANSION BOARD

ADS 8001 DOT MATRIX
PRINTER

Model No. ADS 5001
with parity upgraded
at 64K intervals

PRINT FEATURES

SUGGESTED LIST PRICE
5380.00
W /64K RAM
655.00
W/128K RAM
795.00
W/192K RAM
995.00
W /256K RAM
Distributor and dealer inquiries welcome

ADS

ANTEX DATA SYSTEMS

Division of International Antex. Inc.
2630 California Street. Mountain View. California 94040
TWX 910- 373 -8500 INTERAX PTVY
(415) 941 -7914
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A

Print Speed: 120 CPS
Characters: 8 sizes. 5 different
alphabets. upper lower case descenders
Print Width: 8 in. max.. Form Width: 4.5 in. to 10 in.
Print Mode: 9x9 exceptional quality with proportional spacing
Graphics: 144x144 dots, in. square and block graphic in ROMs
Print Head: 9 pins. heavy duty designed with air -cooled fins
Number of Columns: 136 max.
Print Direction: Bidirectional logic seeking
Form: Folded, Single sheet
Form Feed: Tractor and friction. bidirectional
UL Listed
Number of Copies: Original plus 3

Circle 26 on inquiry card.
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A General- Purpose I/O Board
for the TRS-8O Models I and III
The system bus is described,
and plans are presented for an interface board
with 24 lines of discrete input/output.
William Barden Jr.
28122 Orsola
Mission Viejo, CA 92692

related to the Z80 microprocessor signals, although the Z80's
eral- purpose input /output (I /O) manufacturer, Zilog, might not speak
board for the TRS -80 Color Com- of it in mixed company. To describe
puter. This month I'll describe its the Model I /III system bus, therefore,
counterpart, a general -purpose I/O I have to start with the Z80 signals.
Figure 1 on page 292 shows
board for the TRS -80 Model I and
Model III. As I imagine that few of a general block diagram of the
you have both a Color Computer and TRS -80 Model I system bus. In the
a Model I or III and perhaps some did following discussion, I'll talk about
not read the earlier article, I'll give the Model I bus and then describe the
you the details on the logic of the Model III bus, which has some embelboard, even though it is very similar lishments.
Model I bus. The Z80 has 16
to the Color Computer version. I'll
of
address
lines, labeled A15 through
internal
workings
the
also describe
the Model I /III system bus, which is AO, most significant to least signifiquite a bit different from the Color cant. The address lines are used to
Computer bus. And I'll give you the address RAM (random- access read/
story on the slight differences be- write memory), ROM (read -only
tween the Model I and III buses in the memory), and I/O devices. The 16
address lines allow the Z80 to address
way the external I/O is connected.
64K bytes of memory and 256 I/O
devices.
The System Bus
Perhaps I'd better explain that the
It's true the Model I /III system bus
Z80 can use both memory- mapped
and input /output- mapped I /O. InAbout the Author
put /output-mapped I/O means that
William Barden Jr. has written numerous
books on microcomputer design and program- the Z80 has separate instructions (IN
ming, including Microcomputer Math.
and OUT) for input /output, allowing
Several months ago (June 1982
I described a gen-

is closely

BYTE, page 260)

all of the 64K-byte addresses to be
used for memory if the system

designer chooses. Input /output is
specified by certain control signals
that inform an external I/O device
when an IN or OUT machine -language instruction, rather than a
"memory-reference" instruction, is
being executed.
Memory- mapped I/O is used in
computers based on chips like the
6502 and 6809. A portion of the
64K -byte address space is dedicated
to I/O addresses, and there are no
control signals to indicate that input /output is being performed. To
the processor, an input /output operation looks just like reading or writing
data into memory. Of course, the system designer allocates certain addresses to memory and certain addresses to input /output devices, and
the programmer works with this allocation in mind at all times.
The Models I and III were designed
with both memory- mapped I/O and
input /output-mapped I /O, as shown
in figure 2. The keyboard, for examText continued on page 294
August 1982 «i BYTE Publications Inc
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Circle 358 on Inquiry card.

S -100

Boards

S. C. Digital

from

256K DYNAMIC RAM
Model 256KE

features:

16 or 24 bit address
8 16 bit wide data
Transparent refresh with unlimited DMA, immune to Wait
Fast access time 180nsec from
States, halts, resets
Smemr or Psync high, will run with Z80, Z8000 to 6mhz,
8080, 8085, 8086 to 8mhz without Wait States
Accepts 4116, 4164's

415

74LS367

E> 414

DRIVERS

413

E> 412

64K DYNAMIC RAM 'Uniselect: 2'
16

Model 64KUS

features:

16 or 24 bit address
Bank select by
8 bit data.
SW seeable port, bits in two blocks.
Two 32kó (128kb)
addressing.
Transparent refresh - same as M 256KE
Fast access time - 220nsec, will run with 280, Z8000 to

4mhz. 8080. 8085, 8086, 8088 to 5mhz without Wait
States
Can be configured to various multiusers OS's
Expandable to 256KB using 4164's

A11

E>
F> 49

A10

AO-A 15

J

1-1-i> 48

280
MICROPROCESSOR

F3i>

32K STATIC RAM 'Uniselect: 3'

Model 32KUS

features:

LINES

A6
A5

3

Fully Static using 2k by 8 MOS chips
16 or 24 bit
address.
8 16 bit wide data
Bank Select by port and
Two 16K block addressing with window
bit in 32K block
capability in 2k increments
EPROM can be mixed with
RAM
Fast access - 250nsec from address valid - will
run with 280. Z8000 to 4mhz, 8080 8085, 8088, 8086 or
Provision for
68000 to 8mhz without Wait States
Battery Backup.

ADDRESS

47

36

A4

E>

F> 42

E>

DBIN *

D6

-128> 05
Dd

DO-D7

Z80 CPU Board
DBOUT

8 levels of

4mhz clock
Jump on Reset
prioritized vectored interrupts
2 or

*

-- ----

Model CPUI Z80

features:

74LS32

74 L S367

DRIVERS
(TYPICAL)

11>

D3

E>

D2

E>

DATA

LINES

D1

I30> DO

RD
I

/O, Memory Interface 'Interface: 1'
Model 3SPC

features:

IORO

serials using UART, RS -232C or 10ma current loop
Parallel 0 with hand shakes
4k Ram 4k EPROM
not supplied).
Built in Kansas City Audio Cassette
interface
Baud rate generator from 19 2kbaud to 110

19

IN

*

15

RD

*

]2

OUT*

13

WR

CONTROL

3
1

I

WR

74LS367
DRIVERS

SIGNALS

*

baud

MU%

2K Z80 Monitor Program

MREO

r>

available for M:3SPC
features

many routines including breaker points, cassette

record and play back
RAM

etc

Comes

in 2

EPROMs and 1K

21

Ft>

All boards conform to IEEE696 5100 specifications, fully
socketed, screened legends, masks, Gold contacts Guaranteed
One Full year
Moan

Nan

worn

1565E

5795

25858

1560E 128
6/KUS -84

5535
5395
5395

128KB
84KB 14164

64KUS
64KUS -18

S285

5369
5259
5149
5219
5149
0229
5159

32KU5
32KÚ5.16
32KÚ5 -A
CPU' Z80

CPUI-280 -K
3SPC
3SPC -KC
2K

Monitor

S

55

23

*

INT*
INTAK
TEST

33 WAIT

AbT

Abi

s1

AIT

32KB win CMOS
18KB ash CMOS
no mentors

Abi

inn

.mnmpr

Abi

mtenapt
van cassette
.mn cassette

AIT

*
*
*

INTERRUPT
RELATED

SYSRES*

MIT

Abi
AIT

GROUNDS

Kn

na

wpm IK

RAS

Abi

6408 14116 si
16x8

MEMORY
REFRESH

CAS*

Krr

Ram

Delivery is within 3 working days MC, Visa or COD orders
accepted Illinois residents add 5'.% sales tax

O.E.M

Er

DEALER PRICING AVAILABLE

S. C. DIGITAL
P.O. Box 906

1240 N. Highland Ave., Suite
Aurora, Illinois 60507
Phone: (312) 897 -7749
292

#4

Figure 1: The system bus for the Model 1 is made up of 40 lines, very closely related to
Z80 signals. Sixteen are address lines, eight are data bus lines, four are control signals
for external devices, and the remainder are related to memory refresh, interrupt operations, and miscellaneous functions.
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The Logo Language is Here
for the Apple II

TO SQUIRRL

:ANGLE

:DISTANCE

:DISTANCE > 200 THEN STOP
FORWARD :DISTANCE
RIGHT :ANGLE
SQUIRRL :ANGLE :DISTANCE + 3
END
IF

SOUIRHL 123

Terrapin, the Turtle Company, brings you the
Terrapin Logo Language for the Apple II with
Turtle graphics, now ready for immediate
delivery.
The Terrapin Logo language is a sophisticated
and powerful language that is easy for anyone
to use. Although originally intended for
children, the Logo language is one that the
most advanced programmers will enjoy using
too. It includes many features common to
artificial intelligence research languages
permitting programs of great power to be
written quickly and easily. Writing comparable
programs in other languages is usually much
more difficult and time consuming.
The Turtle graphics is fun and easy. With
simple commands such as FORWARD, RIGHT,
and PENUP you can draw in six hi -res colors. In
just a few short sessions you can learn to create
figures more complex than the one above
whether you know how to program or not.
But the Terrapin Logo language is more than
just a graphics language. It supports:
list structure, allowing easy manipulation of
words (strings) and lists
user defined procedures which can be used
exactly as if they were part of the language.
fully integrated screen editor for procedures

and text

The Terrapin Logo language was developed
by the Artificial Intelligence lab at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Terrapin is now authorized by MIT to distribute the results of its 12 years of research to
you. To provide quality support for the

language, Terrapin has assembled a team
that includes two of the three authors who
developed the Logo language for the Apple II
at MIT, as well as Dr. Feurzeig, an originator
of the Logo language.
Every copy of the Terrapin Logo language
comes with complete documentation. To run
the language, a 48K Apple II with a 16K RAM
card or a language card, and one disk drive
is required.
Terrapin also offers the robot Turtle, and the
following books: Turtle Geometry, Special
Technology for Special Children, Mindstorms,
Katie & the Computer, and Logo for the Apple

J

II from Byte Books.

Suggested retail price: $149.95
To order or for more information, call or write:

floating point and integer arithmetic
a total of 120 primitives (commands) including

graphics commands
recursion
assembly -language interface capability

1

Terrapin, Inc.
380 Green Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 492-8816

In

Canada:

SES Computing, Inc.

30

(416) 366 -4242
Dealer Inquiries invited.

Circle 404 on Inquiry card.
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Circle 105 on inquiry card.

Best prices
anywhere

0000H

beat 'em all !

We

12 K

3000H

ROM

(MODEL

-COMPUTERS-

Less 20%
ALTOS -List,
NorthStar HORIZON HRZ- 2 -QD.. $2685
$2985
ADVANTAGE
TeleVideo Computer Systems.... Call
1995
SUPERBRAIN64KDD
64K QD
DSS -10 Meg. H D

CROMEMCO CS -1
CS2
CS -3

ZENITH

Z 90

Z2H
w DRIVE

Z -89

80

Microline 82A
Microline 83A

4000H

MEMORY- MAPPED
VIDEO DISPLAY

00H

MEMORY
SPACE

AVAILABLE

8000H

TO
USER

256
MIDDLE

7FH

16

80H

K

RAM

585
719
995
589
845
1029
689

IQ 135
IQ 140
HAZELTINE 1420
1500
1510
ZENITH Z19

- PRINTERS-

499
599
1569
1519
1289
1549
1545
2195

(parallel)

739-3 (RS232C)
704-11 (parallel)
704 9 (RS232C)
TI 810 Basic
810 Full
820 RO Basic
NEC 77101 Rs 232)
3510
QUME 9 -45 Full Option
9 -45 Limited

Diablo 630 RO
PRISM 80

wlcolor

Epson MX -80

-DISK SYSTEMS

-

MORROW Discus 2D
Dual Discus 2D
Discus 2 - 2
M5 5Meg. Hard Disk
M10, 10 Meg. H D
M 26, 26 Meg. H D
Decision I
CORVUS 5 Meg. Hard Disk
10 Meg. Hard Disk
20 Meg. Hard Disk

RS-232C, CASSETTE,

548
745

835
1385
1069
1949
2995
3349
1339
2555
3955
4755

Brewerton, N.Y. 13029

315-472 -3055

August 1982

-

UPPER
16

K

RAM

Figure 2: The Models I and III have 64K bytes of addressing space. Some system devices

Text continued from page 291:

Most items in stock for immediate delivery factory sealed cartons.
w lull factory warranty NYS residents add appropriate sales tar
Noes do not include snipping CO D orders require 25% deposit
Paces sublect to change without notice
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FFH

Call

Computers
Wholesale
91

ETC.)

2125
2099
2049
895
1495

Prices are for prepaid orders only, and reflect a
cash discount. Charge card orders are slightly higher

Box

MAPPED
ADDRESSES

are memory- mapped and use dedicated addresses within the 64K bytes. Other system
devices use the I /O-mapped addresses hexadecimal 0 through FF.

441

MX -80 FT

I/O

SYSTEM ADDRESSES
(DISK CONTROLLER,

0000H

MX-100

3E00H

RAM

Call For Price

SOROC 10130

132

3C OOH

16K

Call For Price

CENTRONICS 739-1

3600H
3800H
3AO0H

LOWER

469
739

Microtine 84

MEMORY- MAPPED
KEYBOARD

3200H
3400H

64K

569
659
719
719
915
329

912C
920C
925
950

C.ITO

III)

30 00H

2395
2895
3195
3549
5595
7995
2299
2099

-TERMINALSTeleVideo 910C

OKIDATA Microline

ROM

2 K

ple, is memory- mapped at memory
locations hexadecimal 3801 through
3880; the cassette is I /O- mapped at

hexadecimal

location

FF.

I/0-

mapped operations use separate IN or
OUT instructions with I/O addresses
of hexadecimal 0 through FF; these
I/O ports are completely separate
from the 64K -byte memory.
The 16 address lines are buffered
by 74LS367 bus drivers to provide
higher fan -out; they go out to all
parts of the Model I, including the external 40 -pin connector for the system
bus. The address lines are unidirectional, that is, they are outputs only
from the Z80.
Back to the Z80 signals. The next
largest set of signals is the data bus,

BYTE Publications Inc
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which is Z80 signals D7 through DO,
most significant through least significant. The data bus is used to pass all
data going between Z80 registers and
memory and between Z80 registers
and I/O devices.
Unlike the address bus, the data
bus is bidirectional, permitting 8 -bit
transfers in both directions. Two sets
of 74LS367 bus drivers are used, one
controlled by a "data bus out" signal
DBOUT *, and the other controlled
by a "data bus in" signal DBIN*. (The
asterisk is used in all Model I /III circuit discussions to indicate "active
low. ") The data bus lines also go to
the 40 -pin system bus connector on
the Model I.
Looking at the Z80 once again, you

Somedcy, in the comfort of your home, you'll be aole to shop anc
bank electronicclly, reac ins cntly updated newswires, analyze
the performance of c stoc< hat interests you,
send electronic mcil ccross the coon-y, then
alcy Bricge wig Free strangers in LA,

Chiccgo and Dallcs,

444444"1""ftwooft......

Welcome to someday.
Someday is today with the CompuServe Information Service. CompuServe is available through a
local phone call in most major U.S. cities. It connects almost any brand or type of personal computer
or terminal with our big mainframe computers and data bases. All you need to get started is an
inexpensive telephone coupler and easy -to -use software.
CompuServe's basic service costs only $5.00 per hour, billed in minute increments to your
charge card.
The CompuServe Information Service is available at many computer stores across the country.
Check with your favorite computer center or contact CompuServe.
Welcome to someday.

CompuServe
Information Service Division, 5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43220 (614) 457 -8650
An

H &R

Circle

91

Block Company
on inquiry card.
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Unretouched photos identical condition
Screens not actual size

Our competitor on the right claims high resolution.
But what about that glare? The washed -out background?
And the black and white screen? It's enough to give
you a headache.
The TeleVideo terminal on the other hand, with its finer
character dot matrix, sharper background contrast, and
a black-on -green non -glare Panasonic screen, is much
easier on the eyes.
Obviously.
Every TeleVideo terminal has just four basic modules.
Each module is the best that can be made.

Every screen, keyboard switch, power supply and
video module on every TeleVideo terminal is identical. For
the same high reliability. And same ease of service.

Which would you
None of our competitors can say that.
If you order 200 terminals today, we can ship them
tomorrow. If you order 500, we
can still ship them tomorrow.
The
920C
And if you order 1,000, well,
maybe you'll have to wait a day
or two.
We put our terminals
The 910
PLUS

through five bad days
so you'll never have
even one bad day.
Our terminals are designed
to withstand heat up to

California Santa Ana 714/557-6095; Sunnyvale 408 /745 -7760; Georgia Atlanta 404 /255 -9338; Texas Dallas 214/980 -9978; Illinois: Chicago Area 312/351 -9350; Mass.

rather read all day?
155 °F and shocks that simulate being tossed in the
back of a truck. And before any terminal reaches you,
every major component goes through a five day series
of thermal and power-on cycling tests.

The result?
The highest reliability rate in
our industry.
TeleVideo sells 50%
more terminals a

independent terminal supplier.
One reason is because our
i
advantages are clearly visible.
a
8 hours a day.
For more information call, toll -free, 800 -538 -8725.
(In California, call 408 -745-7760.) Or call your nearest
The
910

TeleVideo sales office.

The

T[èlevideo

925

month than our
nearest competitor.
Three years ago, TeleVideo shipped its
first terminal. Today, we're the number one

be serviced by
your nearest GE Instrumentation and Communication Equipment Service Center.
All TeieVideo terminals can

Circle 401 on inquiry card.

Boston 617/668-6891, New York/New Jersey 201/267 -8805;

United Kingdom West End Surrey 44- 9905 -6464.
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ENEXTIO

*

r

-y

and MREQ are active (during a memory read). The WR* signal is active
(low) when WR and MREQ are
active (during a memory write). The
IN* signal is active (low) when IORQ
and RD are active (input). The OUT*
signal is active (low) when IORQ
and WR are active (output). Then,
these signals are partially encoded for
external memory or input /output.

XDB7

XD86

E> XDB5

D7A- DOA
TYPICAL FOR 8

7

E>

74LS245

XDB4

DATA

XDB3

LINES

XDB2

13

XDB1

15

XDBO

E> XA7
E> XA6
E> XA5
A7-AO

25

TYPICAL FOR

8

21

74L S244

XA4

C> XA3

I/O ADDRESS
LINES

xA2

E> XA1
E>
E>
*
C> XM1 *
E> XIN *
XAO

XI ORO

37

V

TYPICAL FOR

8

74 L S36 7

XRESET

CONTROL

SIGNALS

*

E>
*
E> N/C
E> 10 BUSWAIT *
X OUT

1>
43

*
GATES DATA
EXTIOSEL * ) BUS FOR
IOBUSINT

READ

I/O

EVEN PINS
2

-50

Figure 3: The system bus for the Model III is similar to the Model I system bus. Only
eight address lines are brought out, however, and the address, data, and control lines
are enabled by an "external I /O" signal, which must be set under program control.

find two sets of control signals:
MREQ/ IORQ and WR/ RD. Signal
MREQ (the bar indicates a Z80 "active low" signal) is used to indicate
that a memory operation is in effect
and that there is a valid memory address on address lines AM through
AO. MREQ is used with RD to read
data from ROM or RAM and with
WR to write data to ROM or RAM.
MREQ is also used for memorymapped I/O devices, such as the key-

board.
Signal IORQ is used to indicate

that an IN or OUT instruction is being
executed and that there is an I/O address on address lines D7 through DO.
IORQ is used with RD to read data
into the Z80's A register from an external I/O device and to write data from
the A register to an external I/O
device. IORQ is the primary signal
used for all types of I /O- mapped input /output.
The signals brought out on the
system I/O bus, however, are not
MREQ, IORQ, WR, and RD. The
RD* signal is active (low) when RD

Other memory -related signals
brought out on the system bus for
"memory refresh" are MUX, CAS *,
and RAS *. These three signals control memory refresh for the dynamic
RAM chips used in the Model I and
III. Since they're not used in external
I /O, I'll omit any further details.
Other signals brought out on the
Model I bus include INT *, INTAK *,
TEST *, WAIT *, and SYSRES *.
INT* is an input and provides an
external I/O interrupt. INTAK* is an
"interrupt acknowledge" signal that
indicates the Z80 received the interrupt.
TEST* is a signal that disables all
data bus, address bus, and control
signals; it is rarely used in Model I
operations.
WAIT* is an input signal used to
interface slow memory or I/O devices
and is not ordinarily used. It dates
from the time when memories were
significantly slower than the microprocessor.
SYSRES* is an output signal that
indicates power-up or reset (by the
RESET button). It, like all of the
signals with an asterisk suffix, is active low.

Model III system bus. Figure 3
shows a general block diagram of the
Model III system bus, which differs
from the Model I system bus in that it
is more isolated from the internal processor signals. Only eight address
lines are brought out, and a special
"enable" signal gates the data, address, and control lines to the outside
world.

The main enable signal is
ENEXTIO *, which means enable external I /O. This signal is generated by
1 bit of a 5 -bit latch with port address
hexadecimal EC. When this bit is a 1,
signal ENEXTIO* goes low, enabling
the 74LS245 (XDB7 through XDBO),
August 1982
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normally high, allowing writes to an
external I/O device to be made by
simply turning on ENEXTIO* (address
hexadecimal EC) and performing a Z80
OUT instruction (or a BASIC OUT). If
a read of an external device is to be
done, however, external logic must
bring down signal EXTIOSEL* at the
proper time.

ONE IN OR OUT

INSTRUCTION

5µs

I/O ADDRESS

ON

ADDRESS LINES

IORO*
FROM SYSTEM

General Scheme for External I/O
RD*

OR

The general scheme for Model I external I/O is fairly simple.
Output operation. The procedure
for a write of 8 bits to an external
device is as follows:

WR*

FROM SYSTEM

DATA FROM
REGISTER
ION OUT)
A

1

DATA 'STROKED IN
TO EXTERNAL I/O HERE

DATA

FROM

EXTERNAL I/O
DEVICE

i

(ON IN)

i

1. The 8 -bit value to be written (0
through 255) is put into the A
register in the Z80.
2. A machine -language OUT instruction with an address of 0 through
255 is executed.

The equivalent in BASIC is:

DATA "STROKED IN
TO PROCESSOR HERE

(TIMING GENERALIZED
AND APPROXIMATE)

Figure 4: External I/O operations use an I/O address on the address bus, the IORQ*
signal, and the RD* or WR * signal to effect 8 -bit data transfers to and from the external
I/O device.

the 74LS244 (XA7 through XAO), and
the 74LS367 (control lines). If the
ENEXTIO* bit is a 0, all of these lines
are in the high- impedance (disconnected) state.
The
XIORQ *,
XM1 *,
IOBUSWAIT *, )(RESET*, XOUT *,
and XIN* control lines have the same
functions as their Model I counterparts-WAIT *, SYSRES *, OUT *,
and IN *. (IORQ* and M1* replace
the encoded INTACK *.)
The IOBUSINT* is similar to INT*
in the Model I, except that an enable
signal, ENIOBUSINT (enable I/O bus
interrupt), is used to determine when
an external interrupt will be recognized from the outside world.
ENIOBUSINT is made active by
writing a 1 to bit 3 of port address
hexadecimal EO. I won't discuss the
external interrupts in this article, as
300
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they make an interesting subject all
by themselves.
The eight address lines are also
logically equivalent to their Model I
counterparts; they are XA7 through
XAO.

The eight data bus lines XDB7
through XDBO have a slightly different gating scheme on the Model I
from that on the Model III. Instead of
two sets of buffers enabled by RD* or
WR *, as in the Model I, there is one
bus driver, a 74LS245. The main
enable signal for this chip is
ENEXTIO*, as I've already mentioned.
Also involved, though, is signal
EXTIOSEL*. When EXTIOSEL* is a 1,
the 74LS245 routes lines D7A through
DOA to the external bus connector.
When EXTIOSEL* is a 0, the 74LS245
routes lines from the external bus to
lines D7A through DOA. EXTIOSEL* is

BYTE Publications Inc
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100

OUT XX,V

where XX is the I/O address and V is
the value of 0 through 255.
Executing the machine -language or
BASIC OUT puts the address of the
I/O device on address lines A7
through AO and enables the OUT*
signal. The external I/O device
decodes the address lines when it
receives the OUT* signal. If the external I/O device recognizes its address,
it strobes in the data that is present on
the data bus lines. The entire process
is shown in figure 4.
Output for the Model III is identical, except that the external I/O
lines must first be enabled by setting
bit 4 of address hexadecimal EC to
enable signal ENEXTIO*.
Input operation. Input for the
Model I is the following:
machine -language IN or a
INP instruction is executed, with an address of 0
through 255.
2. Data from the input /output device
is read into the A register or into
the BASIC variable specified.
The BASIC equivalent is
100 A= INP(XX).
1. A

BASIC

Chances are, when you
bought your first disk drive, it
was an Apple. Now that you're
ready for a second, take a look
at Quentin.

Our Apple- Mate' 51/4" Disk
is fully software transparent
with Apple's DOS 3.3 operating
system in full and half track
operation.
Add it to your present drive for
greater capacity and faster access.
Just plug it in and go to work.
And the Apple -Mate has these
High Performance advantages:

Drive

ON TRACK HEAD SEEK
A precision lead screw positions
the head onto the correct track.
Time -consuming retries and
disk -to -disk copying errors are

virtually eliminated.

Siemens system with over
10,000 lifetime hours. Shielded
connecting cable also attached.

LONG TERM
DEPENDABILITY
MTBF (Mean Time Between
Failures) -8,500 power -on hours,
and the unit has a one -year
warranty.

Price:
$335.00

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
tSiemens is a trademark of Siemens Corporation.
'Apple -Mate is a trademark of Quentin Research, Inc.,
which does not manufacture Apple computers.
Op
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FOR QUALITY

Quentin Research was building
disk systems for the computer
industry when Apple was a little
bud on the big computer tree.
We're known for product reliability and stand behind every system
we sell you.
But the best news may be the
price -only $335.00 (40 tracks).

C
Introductory

directly from us.
So when you're ready to boost
the juice on your Apple, add -on
the Quentin Apple -Mate.
To order: Check, money order,
Visa or Mastercard number. Calif.
residents add 6% sales tax.
Allow one week delivery

COUNT ON QUENTIN

SIEMENSt DISK DRIVE
The apple -beige unit is built
around the highly reliable

Special

A special introductory offer
when you order Apple -Mate

GuEn-rin
RESEARCH, INC.

19355 Business Center Drive
Northridge, California 91324
(213) 701 -1006

MORE JUICE
FOR YOUR
APPLE®

software

NVOryx
Quality

Discount

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! We will match any
advertised price. Just show us the ad.
APPLE
Art Sci Magic Window

S

Dos Boss

79

22
25
25
35

Utility City
Apple Panic
Teacher Plus
Continental CPA acctg
module ea
Depreciation planner
Datamost Real Est Analysis
Datasolt Micropainter

210
335
110
30

Denver Software
Financial partner

5219

Pascal Tutor
Pascal Programmer
Duosoh Business Planner
Edu -ware compu-matic

108
108
265
32

Ellis Computing
Nevada Cobol
Nevada Pilot
Nevada Edit

5169
129
99
22

Application pkg. N.

Hayden Software
S

H

3 2

Apple pie Series ea.

39
25
180
109

Howard Software
Real Estate Analyzer
Tax properly 82
Tax property state CA.NY

127
60

/NJ /IL

lus

5775

Forms -2

175

MicroPro

Games
S

I

25
32
32
18

Mist.

Payroll
Property Management
CPA Client Write -up

399
799
799

Star Computer System

I

S

80
267
90
108
140
48

1.800
179

Muse Software
Super Teat II
Address book
Form letter

5125
43
87
52

Data Plot

And Many More

5350
845
845

Property Management

Sorcim
Supercalc

5225
115
155

Act

I

II

..

Module Compiler
Inventory

D

Commodore /Atari /NEC/
Xerox
Call for Price Information

8 79
265
98

Amdek Video 300
Amdek RGB Color
NEC 12" Hires Green
Sanyo 12 Hires Green
TECO TM 12 GX Green
TECO RGB 13..

5595

...

Novation Apple -Cal II
Hayes Smarlmodem
Micromodem II
Chronograph

1160

BSTMS

160

Digital Research
Pascal MT+
MAC
SID (8080 Debugger)
ZSID )280 Debugger)
C

S

2.2

Basic 2

PL/1 -80

449

5285

...

CP /M

86
Write -on
Move It

..

Spellguard
East (Exec. Acctg.

51 580

..
..

SCall

2,200
1.890

..

Rana Elite (Ap. II)
Rana Controller (Ap. II)
1

299
149
129
170
85
165
295
110
125

Micro Sci A35 (Ap II)
Micro Sci A40 (Ap II)
Micro Sci A70
Micro Sci Controller (Ap. II)
Tandon TM -100 -1 ...
Tendon TM -100 -2 ...

525
535
790
1.177
1,785
750

$339
110
399
385
540
90
... 299
.. 369

And Many More

..247
SW)

235
319
199

Disk Drives

95

Vedit

5350

..

...

Anadex 9500 Series
Epson
Diablo 630
NEC 3530
NEC 8023A
Okidata Microllne 82A
Okidata Microllne 83A
Prism 80 (w/ 4 options)
Prism 132 (w/ 4 options)
Smith- Corona TP -1

And Many More

Wordstar
Mailmerge
Easiwriter II
Eaoispeller
Crosstalk
DataBase Manager
Mailing List

.

Printers

85
65
90
149
97

One Stop Shopping al

625

Guaranteed Lowest Prices

Write for our Free Catalog

ORDER TOLL FREE

-

Outside WI

-

1- 800 -826 -2322

Wisconsin residents - add 5% sales tax
Add $3.50 for shipping per software and small items.
Call regarding others.
Foreign - add 15% handling charge. Shipping extra.
Visa, Mastercharge - (Add 4 %)
We welcome:
Checks (Allow 1 -2 weeks for clearing)
COD (Add $1.50 per shipment)
For technical information & in Wisconsin: 715 -848 -2322
Oryx Software 205 Scott St., Dept. AG P.O. Box 1961
Wausau, WI 54401
Please:
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Circle

also

bring down

signal

that the 74LS245 bus
driver switches direction, routing the
data to the processor.
I/O addresses. The I/O port
address used must be in the range of 0
through 127 because I/O addresses
128 through 255 are dedicated -system
addresses in Models I and III. There
are many addresses not used in the
higher range, but it's prudent to stay
below 128 to avoid conflict. External
I/O can be done without full address decoding logic.
EXTIOSEL*

general -purpose input /output
8217
750
175
220
147
525

Modems

Byrom Software

must

A General- Purpose I/O Board
The circuit shown in figure 5 is a

Monitors

95

Base II

BSIAM

K

91
119

5 48
83
84
215
175

TCS
GL. AIR, A /P, or Pay.
All modules above

171
219

Computers

Supersoft
Diagnostic
Diagnostic

2N

Applescope (your Apple as 811
Oscilloscope)
595
Video Enhancer I
149
K 8 D Enhancer
115
Dan Paymar Lower case
27
ALS Smarterm
379
ALS Z -card
269
Percom Doubler II
167
Bit 3 Full View 80 (AT800)
299
Bd 3326 Memory (AT400 /800)
159
BTAD DS-1 1646. 780. CPM
for IBM PC)
...599
Datamac 64K (IBM PC)
399
Videx Micromodem Chip
25
Xidex Baby Blue (IBM PC)
550
Ouadram Deluxe Board (IBM PCI 495
495
Ouadram 128K Ram (IBM PCI
135
Microlazer 86 Printer Butter
Versacard
218

399

/L. A /R. A/P or Pay
Legal Times Billing

.

CCS 12K ROM /PRDM
CCS A/D Converter
CCS Serial Asynch

5399
399
399

5795
.

Muhlfunction
Mountain A/D
D/A

140

Accounts Receivables
Accounts Payables
Inventory

CP /M

Mathemagic
Spellguard
Edit 6502
Locksmith
Super Screen II
A -stat 79
Mailing list
lull Acctg system
G O C
Stoneware DB Master

CPS

Ashton - Tate
S229
85
145
145

Sargon II
Zork or II
Deadline
Crossword Magic

170

5285
325
345
570

General Ledger

Fortran
C Compiler

162

Co

Peachtree

162
88

Microfocus
Wordstar
Mailmerge
Calcstar
Spellstar

I

Processors 88 card (Ap II)
Softcard (280 CP /M Ap Ila

199
160

Microsoft

Disk Doctor

262

Boards

95

Basic 80
Basic Compiler
Fortran 80
Cobol 80
Macro 80

5125

Easywrrier
Easymover
Easylack (Combe)
Easymailer
Cis Cobol Std.

5235

Mallmerge
Calcstar
Spellstar
Supersort

Trans86
5145

Datadea

Word star

G

Data graph

istograph
Applesott Compiler

Accessories)
Hardware

MicroPro

When the machine -language IN or
BASIC INP is executed, the address
of the I/O device is sent to the address bus lines A7 through AO. Signal
OUT* goes low, indicating to the external I/O logic that an I/O address is
present on the address lines. If the address is decoded as the address of the
I/O device, it responds by gating the
8 bits of data onto the data bus.
Input for the Model III is identical,
except that the external I/O logic
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(GPIO) board that connects to the
Model I or III system bus. It provides
24 I/O lines that can be either inputs
or outputs. The lines can be used to
drive relays for input or output as
shown in the figure, to implement
digital -to- analog or analog -to-digital
converters, or for a variety of other
applications. I'll describe how the circuit works, give you some construction hints, and then show you typical
uses in driving an LED (light- emitting
diode) display and detecting a remote
input.
The GPIO board uses an Intel 8255
Programmable Peripheral Interface,
which is essentially a programmable
controller. The mode that I am using
in this implementation connects lines
PA7 through PAO and PB7 through
PBO as outputs and lines PC7 through
PCO as inputs.
The interface to the Model I or III
consists of the eight data bus lines,
three address lines, the IN* and
OUT* lines, and in the case of the
Model III, the EXTIOSEL* line. The
IOBUSINT* line is also implemented
but won't be described in this article.

Build your own Domputer for $79.95

81
Imagine building your own computer
for only $79.95!
That's exactly what you can do with
the ZX81 kit. It comes with all the parts
you need and complete diagrams and instructions for putting it together. All you
have to supply is soldering iron, solder,
and a screwdriver. Plus, of course, a little
bit of work.
But you get a lot more than several
hours of kit -building fun. You also get a
surprisingly powerful personal computer.
The ZX81 hooks up to any TV for a 32character by 24 -line display (we provide
the connecting cables). You can also use a
standard cassette recorder to store your
programs (again, we provide the cables).
Most important, you get a BASIC programming language that's powerful
enough to challenge and interest the
most experienced programmers. The
ZX81 can handle multidimensional string
and numerical arrays. It has full mathematical functions accurate to eight decimal places. Single -key entry for every
command. Syntax error detection, debugging codes, and easy editing. Plus
features that are ideal for creating games,
such as 20 graphic symbols, continuous

personal co nputer kit

display, and random number generator.
The ZX81 can be expanded too. You
can increase the memory from 1K to 16K
with our Memory Module for $49.95.
And you get a comprehensive manual
that completely documents the capabilities of the ZX81, and teaches programming from the ground up.
In short, you get all the features that
have made the Sinclair ZX81 the fastest
selling personal computer in the world.
And you get the satisfaction and fun of
building it yourself.
A few years ago, this kind of computer

power was simply unavailable to the
individual. Even today, most personal
computers are too expensive to buy for
personal use.
But the ZX81 kit can be yours for only
$79.95. Take advantage of this unique
offer today. To order, send the coupon
along with a check or money order. Or for
faster delivery, call our toll -free number
and use your MasterCard or VISA.
To order call toll free: 800-543 -3000.
Ask for operator #509. In Ohio call: 800582 -1364; in Canada call: 513 -729 -4300.
Ask for operator #509. Phones open
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Have your

:

-

MasterCard or VISA ready.
These numbers are for orders only. If
you just want information, please write:
Sinclair Research Ltd., 2 Sinclair Plaza,
Nashua, NH 03061.
FD CODE

8BYOK

MAIL TO: Sinclair Research Ltd.,
One Sinclair Plaza, Nashua, NH 03061.

PRICE'

ZX81 Kit
16K Memory

Module
Shipping and
Handling

QTY.

AMOUNT

$79.95
S-19.95

S1.15

*U.S. dollars

4 95
"I

O"I,: \I.

Nani,

Stan

City

Zip

- it

Sinclair technology is also available in Timex/Sinclair
computers under a license from Sinclair Research Ltd.

i

l'OTOOPID

Now you don't have to decide
between a
personal computer and
aVTTOOterminaL
0

Digital's introduced a personal computing option which
can turn a VT100 terminal into a
personal computer that uses the
CP/M® operating system.
It's called Digital's Personal Computing
Option. You can purchase just the option, or you
can buy the complete terminal /computing package called the VT180.
Either represents significant advantages over
the choices available to you now. For now, you
can provide access to a large computer and personal computing at the same terminal.
More than that, you save the
additional cost of putting personal
computers and terminals side by
side on the top of a desk.
With the CP /M operating system Digital's personal computing
terminal will run the literally hundreds of programs available for it.
Including word processing, mailing
lists, financial modeling, statistics,
even data base communications -in
addition to the many more being
specially edited for this terminal.

o

And by virtue of the fact that Digital's personal computing terminal is VT100- based, you get
all the features that people buy VT100s for in the
first place. Features like smooth scrolling with
up to 132 columns display, split-screen viewing,
double- height and width characters, and
reverse video.
Plus a reputation that's second to none in the
industry. Plus Digital's service, on -site, anywhere
in the world.
All of this should make great sense when
you're confronted with the choice of terminals or
personal computers.
Because now you can pick one and get both.
See your Digital dealer for more information or write: Digital Equipment
Corporation, Terminals Product Group,
2 Mt. Royal Avenue, UPI -5, Marlboro,
MA 01752. Telephone toll-free 800225-9378 (outside the continental U.S.
or in Massachusetts call 617- 480 -4077)
between 8:30am and 5:00pm Eastern
time. In Europe: U Av. des Morgines,
1 CH -1213 Petit -Lancy /Geneva.
In Canada: Digital Equipment of
Canada, Ltd.

d

a 9 flflafl
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CP/Misa registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.

A
PROBLEMS?

MicroAge is your Solution
Store ... that means at
MicroAge Computer Stores
we have a wide selection
of time -saving computerized business systems
designed specifically to
solve the daily cash flow
problems every businessman faces.
MicroAge has computerized business systems that
quickly and affordably allow you to regain control of your critical accounts receivable ... at last
making it possible for you to carry out effective
collection procedures on a consistent basis.
MicroAge has accounts receivable program
packages to automatically display and update

report, and take care of dozens of other tasks
that eat into your time and profit!
Computerized business systems from the MicroAge Computer Store are available in the $5,000
to $15,000 range, to suit the individual budget of
your small business or professional practice.
MicroAge backs up every system with personalized service, warranty service and repair, installation, systems consulting, even customer training. Visit the MicroAge Computer Store in your
area soon with your business problems, and let
us help you with the solution.

account information; prepare trial balance

including a balance-due and delinquency aging
SIT THE STORE IN YOUR AREA:
Aurora, Colorado
(303) 6966950
Rochester. New York
cson, Arizona
Paso, Texas
15) 591 -3349

r2) 7968959

buquerque. New Mexico
05) 8830955
easant Hill, California
15) 6861489

(716) 244-9000

Milwaukee. Wisconsin
(414) 257 -1100
Mountain View. California
(415) 964-7063

Richardson. Texas
(214) 2345955
Minneapolis. Minnesota

(503) 256-4713

(305) 683-5779

Norwalk. Conneticut
St

Toronto. Canada
(416) 487-5551
Houston. Texas

(817) 2843413
Salina. Kansas
(913) 823-7596

(602) 941 -8794
(907) 279-6688

(402) 339-7441
Phoenix, Arizona
(602) 265-0065

Orland Park. Illinois
(312) 3498080

San Diego. California

Columbus. Ohio

I

E

Portland. Oregon

Houston. Texas
(713) 4467547
W Palm Beach, Florida

Omaha. Nebraska

Scottsdale. Arizona

(714) 278-0623

(317) 849 -5161

(612) 338-1777

Hurst. Texas

Anchorage Alaska

Indianapolis. Indiana

(614) 868-1550

(203) 846-0851

louis. Missouri

(314) 567 -7644
Oklahoma City. Oklahoma
(405) 728-1837

OPPORTUNITY INFORMATION CALL (602) 968 -3168
www.americanradiohistory.com

(713) 2769647

Wilmington. Delaware
(302) 658 -3664

Allentown. Pennsylvani
(215) 4344301

Number

Type
74LS32
8255
74LS240
74LS240
74LS240

IC1

IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5

+5

V

GND

14

7

26
20
20
20

10
10
10

7

EXTERNAL
+ 5 VOLTS

GND

VCC

¿A
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Figure 5: The GPIO board for the Model I

and Ill uses an Intel 8255 Programmable Peripheral Interface chip as a 24 -line controller.
Sixteen of the lines are outputs and control 74LS240 drivers. Eight of the lines are inputs.
Circle 257 on Inquiry card.
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Figure 6: The GPIO is built on a standard prototype board using wire -wrap IC sockets.

The address of the GPIO is any
four sets of addresses in the lower I/O
address range of 0 through 127. For
convenience, you can look upon the
addresses as 0, 1, 2, and 3, but the
board will respond to any address
with bit 7 equal to 0, ignoring bits 2
through 6. Address binary 01111100,
for example, will be decoded the same
as address 0.
The address of the latch associated
with the PA lines (see figure 5) is
address 0. Outputting data to address
0 will store the data pattern in the
output and set the lines accordingly.
The address of the latch associated
with the PB lines is address 1. An
identical type of output can be done
for this latch. Address 2 controls the
PC lines. Inputting data from this
address will read the state of the eight
lines.
The last address of the GPIO is
address 3 (address binary xxxxxxll).
This is the address of an internal control register in the 8255. Outputting a
control word to address 3 configures
the 8255. To get the configuration
I've described, output a decimal 137.
This needs to be done only once, at
308
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the beginning of any power -up sequence.
The normal sequence of events for
using the GPIO is shown here:
'BASIC DRIVER FOR GPIO
OUT 236,16 'Model III only
OUT 3,137
'setup 8255
OUT O,XX
'output to
PA7 -PAO
140 OUT 1,XX
'output to
100
110
120
130

PB7 -PBO
150 A = INP(2)

'read PC7-PCO

The first command sets the Model
important point:
This command must be done at the
start of any entry to a BASIC program and after any CLS command.
When in doubt, issue another
EXTIOSEL * .) The OUT 3,137 command sets the 8255 to the proper I/O
configuration. The next two commands output a byte to the two output ports. The next command reads
in the configuration of the PC7
through PCO lines.
The 8255 lines are connected to
three 74LS240 line-driver chips.
These chips provide up to 10 milliIII EXTIOSEL *. (An

BYTE Publications Inc
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The board is assembled on a Radio
Shack prototype board (276 -154).
The board has a 44 -pin connector on
one end that mates with a Radio
Shack plug (276- 1551). The board
will be identical for both the Model I
and III version, but the cable for the
plug will be different.
Socket mounting and wiring.
Mount five sockets on the board, as
shown in figure 6. I used wire -wrap
sockets for this version. You may use
solder -type sockets if you prefer, as
there are not a great many interconnections. The sockets should straddle
the two etches that represent the V,
( +5 V) and GND buses. Solder opposing socket pins to hold the sockets
to the board. Connect 0.1 -pfd disk
capacitors to the Vic and GND buses
close to each integrated-circuit (IC)
socket.
The pins are numbered as shown in
the figure and correspond to the connector pin numbering. Use pin A as
GND and solder a short wire to the
GND bus as shown. Use the pin Z,
which is on the opposite end of the
plug, as V, and solder as shown.
Wrap the sockets as shown in table
1. Figure 6 shows the bottom view of
the board with correct pin numbering. CON -F, CON -M, etc., shown in
table 1, relate to the pins labeled F,
M, etc., in figure 6.
Checking the board wiring. After
you've wired the board, check the
wiring before plugging in any ICs.
Two common pins fit nicely into the
IC socket holes, as shown in figure 7.
Cable fabrication. If the wiring
checks out, you're ready to fabricate
the cable. There are two cables, one
for the Model I and one for the Model
III, as shown in figure 8. Two wires
go from the 44 -pin connector end of
the cable to a +5 V supply, as shown
in figure 9.
At one end of the cable, use the
Radio Shack 44 -pin connector. Solder
the connections.

Condor database
obsoletes compilers!
Condor relational database

management system makes
your personal/business
computer far simpler to use
and much more useful to own...
for less money...
than other software.

Condor relational database management is a complete development
and operation system. It eliminates
BASIC, PLl1, COBOL, FORTRAN, or
other compilers in almost every
case. It allows you to deal directly
with your information without
complex code words. In plain
English, it lets you manage your
business instead of your data.

%. Because no complex
programming is needed, Condor
saves up to 90% of the cost of
program writing and testing! You
also eliminate costly and time consuming programmer "talent
searches."
Save 90

State -of- the-art relational format.

a single file
one operation.
To do the same task, ordinary software usually requires substantial

and posting; inquiry and report

Easiest to learn and use.

needs grow, you
can easily
upgrade to
Condor III for writing highly complex
reports and fast -query indexing.

reprogramming.

Independent evaluators rate Condor
more "user- friendly" than any other
personal / business
computer database
system. After a
brief study of the
manual, you start
building a database within 15
or 20 minutes.
In fact, Condor has
allowed many hundreds of first -time
users to produce and process
their own management reports.
Only $295 for entry level.

Condor's three -level modular
design provides full upward
compatability, up to the most
powerful software of its kind in the
industry. The entry level Condor
features database file development
and management; entry, update,
I

Condor makes traditional
programming approaches using
compilers obsolete. Features such
as SORT, DEFINE, ENTER, POST
AND REORG permit rapid database

creation, access, control, monitoring
and manipulation. For instance (by
using the JOIN command), you can
combine the information contained
in two large file cabinets -such as
"Purchases" and "Labor Cost "

-

Circle 113 on inquiry card.

-in

into

Plain English, no computerese.

writing capabilities;
and complete
operations aids.
And as information

Guaranteed to do more work, more
easily for greater savings.

Put Condor to the test. Experience
its power and versatility
firsthand...how it puts you in
direct touch with your data, while

eliminating complex programming.
You must agree that Condor
saves you time, work and
money...or return it within 30 days
for a complete and prompt refund
(at participating dealers only).
Questions? See Condor at your local
software dealer, write to P.O. Box
8318, Ann Arbor, MI 48107, or call

(313) 769 -3988.

GQfldQr

COMPUTER CORPORATION
P.O Box 8318, Ann Arbor, MI 48107

The Industry Standard...Selected by Major Dealers,
Distributors and Manufacturers.
Is'
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Fancy

Shmancy
Elaborate microprocessor development systems cost a lot of money, and
they can close off your engineering
options by locking you into just one or
two kinds of chips. Sound familiar?
Well, read on -we've got a better idea.
Use your desktop computer; anything
that will run CP /M' is fine. With our
microprocessor cross -assemblers you
can produce software for eleven of the
most popular chip families, and more
are on the way.
In two years on the market, our cross
assemblers have gained a reputation
for quality, performance, and reliability. Hundreds of industrial R&D labs
and several major semiconductor
houses have found these products a
fast, cost -effective way to develop
their microprocessor software. We invite you to join them.
-

CP /M CROSS -ASSEMBLERS

Extremely fast absolute assemblers,
running under CP /M. Generate object
file (Intel hex or Motorola S- record format) and listing from standard assembly language for the target processors
listed. Features include comprehensive syntax checking, listing control,
nested conditional assembly, and insert ion of external source files. All versions listed have been thoroughly
field- tested and are available now.
6805
6809
1802
8048/41

XASMO5
XASMO9

NEW!
NEW!

XASM18
XASM48
XASM51
XASM65
XASM68
XASM75
XASMF8
XASMZ8
XASM400

8051

6502
6800/01
NEC 7500
F8/3870

FROM

TO

SIGNAL

CON -K
CON -J
CON -L
255 -6
255 -5
CON -F
CON -M
CON -N
CON -X
-W

8255 -5
8255 -36
8255 -6
74LS32 -1
74LS32 -2
74LS32 -3
8255 -8
8255 -9
8255-27

IN' /RD
OUT'/FR

-28
-29
-30

-V

-U
-T

-31

-32
-33
-34

-S
-R
-P

CON -H
1

-kß resistor
8255 -35
CON -Z
CON -A

1

-kf2

resistor
VK

A7 /CS
A7 /CS
IN' /RD
EXTIOSEL*

Al
AO

D7
D6
D5
D4
D3
D2
D1
DO

IOBUSINT'
IOBUSINT*

8255-7
bus
GND bus

RESET

8255-37

74LS240-2

-38
-39
-40

PA7
6

Vcm-

V

GND

-1

-4
-6
-8
-11

-2
-3
-4

-13
-15
-17

0

8255-25

74LS240-2

PB7

-24
-23
-22

6
5
4

-21

-4
-6
-8
-11

-20
-19
-18

-13
-15
-17

8255-10

74LS240-18

-11

-16
-14
-12

-12
-13
-17
-16
-15
-14

-9
-7
-5
-3

5
4
3
2
1

3
2
1

0

PC7
6
5
4
3
2
1

0

Z8
.

.

.

COP400

Assemblers
except XASM75

$200.00 each
$500.00

Visa and Mastercard accepted. We ship on 8"
single -density and Sottcard + 5.25" diskettes Ask
us about other formats. OEM INQUIRIES INVITED.

TO

V BUS:

74LS32.14
8255 -26
74LS240-20 (3)

'Trademark of Digital Research
Trademark of Microsoft

TO GND BUS:
74LS32-7
8255 -7
74LS240 -1 (3)
74LS240-19 (3)
74LS240 -10 (3)

0.1 µF CAPACITORS BETWEEN:
Ver-

AVOCET
SYSTEMS INC.

and GND pins near IC sockets (5)

Table 1: GPIO board wiring list. (CON -A, CON -F, CON -H, etc., are connection
points in figure 6.)

S STATE ST.. DOVER. DEL. 19901
302.734 -0151

804
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HOW TO SELLMORE SOFTWARE
THE

D

.Doc®

MANUAL MAKER

You know better user manuals sell more software, but
how do you make better user manuals? How do you
identify just the right details to motivate prospective

Introducing Computer- assisted Writing
Imagine a software product that prompts you through
the process of planning, outlining and writing a user
manual and even supplies boilerplate introductory and
transitional text. Envision reducing your user manual
preparation process to this:
1. Identify manual, select boilerplate chapter files
from menu, review visual table of contents
(VTOC) for chapters
2. Edit chapter VTOCs to tailor sequence and
terminology to your product needs
3. Pause while computer modifies boilerplate
chapters to match edited VTOCs and builds
a skeletal manual in preformatted Wordstar
files
4. Use Wordstar' to edit the skeletal manual
into a working draft, supplying product
details as prompted
5. Tell computer to purge prompts and instructions from working draft, and build new Table
of Contents; publish review draft
6. Review the draft for accuracy and usability;
revise, polish and publish as instructed by

No. 2 in a aeries of

software marketing bulletins
from Context, Inc.

users to buy? How do you organize these details into a
sequence that makes sense to first -time users while it
provides ongoing reference to veterans? How do you
format and package a manual so It's attractive enough
to get attention yet clear enough to be readily understood?
And, how do you do all this at a pace that keeps up
with your product release schedule? The Prompt -Doc'
Manual Maker is the answer.

Compatible; Uses Wordstar'
Now available for use with Wordstar° on the Apples
and Ill with the Softcard" and on the Xerox 820.
CPIMm

II

Use The Coupon Now

You know a better way to make better manuals can
enhance your competitive position. Why wait another
minute? Complete the coupon now and mail it to
Context, Inc., Attention Prompt-Doc®, 833 West Colorado
Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO 80905. Or, if you'd rather
not wait for the mail, call
(303) 471 -9875.

documentation
Compared to your current process that may
sound more like a software maker's dream than a
real product. It's a dream all right. A dream come
true called the Prompt -Doc' Manual Maker --the
only product of its kind.
Consider These Benefits

Improved productivity --with Prompt -Doc' you
can gain as much as 40% on typical manual writing jobs
Project control --with prestructured modular chapters,
writing tasks can be segmented without losing continuity
Manual uniformity --by product, by product line, by

company
Quality assurance --the boilerplate files help assure
completeness and usability; the Prompt-Doc' User
Manual guides publishing
Proven performance --based on the Prompt -Doc'
methodology, the structures and outlines have been
proven in myriad applications for the past four years;
now we've tailored it specifically for the commercial
software vendor

The Prompt: -Doc ®Company
Not affiliated with Context Management Systems of Torrance, CA.
Prompt -Doc is a registered trademark of Context, Inc. Apple, Apple II and
Apple Ill are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. Softcard is a
registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. CP /M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. Wordstar is a registered trademark of MicroPro International Corporation.
I

need the Prompt-Doc Manual Maker now! Send

Name
Address

Reasonable Price

$245 for software and manual, $45 for manual only.
This product will begin paying for itself the minute you
start using it and continue making you money each time
you publish a manual. What could be more reasonable?

a

copy to:

Telephone (___)

Send manual only.
My check is enclosed for $
O UPS C.O.D.
You may charge my
VISA
Master Card
Account #
Amount $
Expiration Date
Signature___
need more information. Send it to the address above.
I

Circle 115 on inquiry card.
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COMMON PINS FIT NICELY
INTO IC SOCKET HOLES

ALLIGATOR CLIPS
WITH INSULATION

CONTINUITY TESTER
(OHMMETER, BUZZER, ETC.)

")TO

Figure 7: After GPIO board fabrication, the wiring connections should be checked out.
Two common pins and a continuity tester or ohmmeter facilitate checkout.

CALL
YOUR
LOCAL
DYSAN
OFFICE
CA:

Los Angeles

(213) 907-1803
PROTOTYPE BOARD
CONNECTOR P/N
K
J

1=

MODEL 1

MODEL

P/N

P/N

19
12

33
35
31
19

IN *
OUT

17
15

AO

N
X

20

W

24
28
18
26

13

D7
D6

11

05

9

D4

7

D3

S

32

5

02

R

22
30

3

D1

P

1

DO

A

8

8

A
Z

(TO EXTERNAL GROUND)
ITO EXTERNAL +5VDCI

H

21

F

NC

V
U

T

MODEL

TOP

SIGNAL GROUND
SIGNAL GROUND
VCC

IOBUSINT

3

3

4

FRONT

*

2

47 49

Atlanta
*(404) 952 -0919

MA:

48 50

4

Detroit
Minneapolis
*1612)814-7199

MO:

St.

NY:

New York

OH:

Cleveland
(216) 333 -3725

PA:

Pittsburgh
(412) 261 -0406
Philadelphia
(609) 939 -4762

TX:

Dallas/Ft. Worth
*(817) 261 -5312

CABLE

40-PIN

EDGE
CONNECTOR

CONNECTOR

Boston
(617) 273 -5955
*(617) 229 -2800

Louis
(314) 434-4011

(212) 687 -7122

Figure 8: Cable wire list and edge connector orientation.

44 -PIN

Chicago
(312) 882 -8176
(800) 323 -5609

(313) 525 -8240

MN:

(LOOKING IN TO
EDGE CONNECTOR)

NC* NO CONNECTION

I

GA:

MI:

1

III
2

MODEL

Washington
(703) 356 -6441

EXTIOSEL*

I

1

DC:

IL:

(LOOKING IN TO
EDGE CONNECTOR)
40 38

MODEL

*

Al

39
43

39 37

Sacramento
(916) 966 -8037
San Francisco /Sunnyvale
(408) 727 -9552

A7

36
27
25

L
M

Orange County
(714) 851 -9462

PROTOTYPE BOARD
SIGNAL /PIN/

WA:

Seattle
(206) 455 -4725

*Includes OEM Sales

MODEL

117

CABLE

TO

Dysan Diskettes are also available
from all ComputerLand Stores,
Sears Business Systems Centers, and
many independent computer outlets

+5V

44 -PIN

50-PIN EDGE

CONNECTOR

CONNECTOR

nationwide.
For the location of the Dysan sales
outlet nearest you, contact Dysan at:
(408) 988-3472
Toll Free: (800) 538 -8133
Telex: 171551 DYSAN SNTA

TWX: 910-338 -2144

Figure 9: The cable for the Model I is different from the Model Ill version. The Model I
version uses a 40 -pin edge connector, while the Model III version uses a 50 -pin edge
connector. Both versions use a 44 -pin connector for the prototype board.
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Dysan.RPORATION

Circle 154 on inquiry card.

WHAT IS THE
TRUE COST OFA
DISKETTE?

If you said at least S186.50*,

you're probably close.

Confused? It's simple. The minimum cost of a one -sided, single density 8" diskette equals the purchase price plus the cost of the time
to fully load the data onto the disc* The adjacent diagram tells the
story. As you can see, the purchase price of a diskette is a small
fraction of the total cost of ownership. So why not pay a
few cents more for the best diskette available?
That's where Dysan's quality comes in. Dysan diskettes and mini -diskettes are manufactured to
the toughest quality standards in the industry.
Every diskette is tested between the tracks
as well as on the tracks to insure you 100%
error -free recording over the entire disc
surface. Dysan quality protects your
investment of S186.50
You know how costly time and data
losses can be should your "bargain"
diskette be faulty. Every penny you
think you save on the purchase of
magnetic media could cost you
dearly. Why take the risk when you
can have Dysan?

i
-41sxmai-

r

.

,1141,

ysanx
(CORPORATION

Our Media

Our Message
5201 Patrick Henry Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Is

* S4.00 represents

Dysan's suggested
retail price for a one -sided, single
density 8" diskette, packaged ten
to a box. Minimum total cost of
ownership - S186.50

*S182 50 represents the cost of data
loading (approximately 22 hours at
11,106 keystrokes /hour at a labor cost
of $8.23 /hour, based on 1981 Data

Entry Management Association
(DEMA) National Averages.

The UniFLEXTM

Operating °°°,System

extracts

every
ast

)drop
from the 8 bit 6809 microprocessor allowing it to
outperform many 16 bit systems
With the UniFLEX'" Operating System, the
8 bit 6809 microprocessor can
perform as well as larger CPUs in a multiuser, multi- tasking environment.

The support software currently available
for use under UniFLEX'M is extensive.
A sampling of the programs available

includes:
native C compiler (full

Independently developed from the
ground up, UniFLEX`" closely models the
features found in the UNIX`" Operating

implementation)
native Pascal compiler

System. And in two years of use, UniFLEX'"
has proven the abilities of the 6809 to
perform large system functions when
incorporated into a properly designed

COBOL compiler with ISAM files, Report
Writer& Sort/Merge

mainframe.
Some of the features supported include:
full multi -user, multi- tasking capabilities

hierarchical file systems
device independent I/O
four Gigabyte disk capacities
full file protection
inter-task communication via pipes
I/O redirection
task swapping for efficient memory
usage
full random -access files
comprehensive shell command

language
foreground -background jobs
electronic mail and printer spooling
system accounting facilities

FORTRAN 77 ANSI Subset

compiler

Extended BASIC interpreter
Extended BASIC precompiler
text editing and processing software
enhanced printer spooler
variety of absolute and relocatable
assemblers

debug and diagnostic packages
Technical Systems Consultants, Inc. also
offers a line of single user FLEX- software
products for 6800 and 6809 processors.
For those having an absolute need fora
16 bit processor, UniFLEX -" will be available through OEM licensing arrangements for the 68000 microprocessor.
Please call or write for additional
information on individual products or
OEM licensing arrangements.

technical fyftemr

confultantr. inc.
111

UNIX'" is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
FLEX'" and UniFLEX - are trademarks of Technical
Systems Consultants, Inc.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Providence Road

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514
(919) 493 -1451

Circle 167 on Inquiry card.

Listing 1: Demonstration program for output and input for the Model III. Delete line
110 for the Model I version.

100 'DEMO MODEL III PROGRAM FOR OUTPUT AND INPUT
105 CLS
110 OUT 236,16
120 OUT 39 137
140 PRINT ä 151á't32, INP(>
150 OUT 090
160 GOSUB 1000
170 OUT 0,255
1R0 GOSUB 1000
190 GOTO 140
1000 FOR I =0 TO 100
1010 NEXT I
1020 RETURN

At the other end, use a 40 -pin edge
connector (Radio Shack 276 -1558) for
the Model I or a 50 -pin edge connector for the Model III. Be sure to use
the numbering shown in figure 8 for
the edge connectors. The Model III
connector uses the reverse numbering
from the Model I connector! Connections may be made using ribbon cable
(and forcing the ribbon cable onto the
connector) or by simply soldering
24 -gauge stranded copper wire to the
connector pins.
If you are using individual wires,
use cable ties to band the wire
together into a single cable.
Testing the GPIO. When you have
"buzzed out" the cable, plug in the
ICs, connect the cable to the board,
and connect the power-supply leads
to the +5 V supply. (Do not plug the
cable into the computer at this point.)
Make a "smoke test" by momentarily
touching the chips. The 8255 should
be warm but not hot.
Turn off all power and plug the
other end of the cable into the Model
I or III. The proper orientation is
shown in figure 10.
Execute the BASIC program shown
in listing 1. (Eliminate line 110 for the
Model I version of the board.) This
program "toggles" the outputs of PA7
through PAO at a low speed rate and
also reads lines PC7 through PCO.
Carefully test the outputs of the
first 74LS240 by the method shown in
figure 11. Of course, you may use a
voltmeter, logic probe, or 'scope if
you have one. You should see the
output change from 0 V to +4 V or
so and back again.

MODEL

I

CHOOSE...
An Apple Desk

A compact Bi -Level desk ideal for the Apple corn puter system. This 42" x 291/2" desk comes with a
shelf to hold two Apple disk drives. The top shelf for
your TV or monitor and manuals can also have an

optional paper slot to accomodate a printer. It is
shown here with the optional Corvis shelf which will
hold one Corvis disk drive. The Corvis shelf is available on the 52" x 291/2" version of the Apple desk.

Micro Desk

A Universal

TOP

LEFT
EIDE S
EXPANSION
INTERFACE

REAR

39

L
2

FRONT

40

(CABLE)

MODEL

The Universal Micro desk accommodates the S -100
type microcomputers. The desk is available in four
sizes: 17.75 inch, 19.06 inch, and 20.75 inch wide
openings with 24 inch front -to-rear mounting space.
The fourth size is a 20.75 inch wide opening with a
26.50 inch front -to-rear mounting space.

III
FRONT

A Mini Rack
(TOP VIEW)

r---

49

1

2--TSO
REAR

(CABLE)

Figure 10: Cable connection to the Model
I or III.

Mini racks and mini micro racks have standard venting, cable cut outs and adjustable RETMA rails.
Choose a stand alone bay or a 48 ", 60 ", or 72" desk
model in a variety of colors and wood tones. A
custom rack is available for the Cromemco.

A Printer Stand
Inputs may be grounded by connecting the input pins of the third
74L5240 to ground. You should see a
128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, or 1 value displayed on the screen, corresponding
to the bit position of the pin grounded. The PB7 through PBO outputs
may be tested by substituting "OUT
1,0" and "OUT 1,255" for lines 150
and 170, respectively.

Typical Applications
To give you some flavor of how the
GPIO board may be used, I've implemented a seven -segment LED display driver as shown in figure 12. The
LED display used is a Radio Shack

The Universal printer stand fits the:

Centronics 700's

Diablo 1600's & 2300's
T.I. 810 & 820
Okidata Slimline
Anadex 9500's

Dec LA 34
NEC Spinwriter
Lear Siegler 300's

Delivery in days on most styles in stock. Dealers
inquiries invited.

ELECTRONIC S' STEMS
FURNITURE
CONIPAN'
17129
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S.

Kingsview Avenue

Carson, California 90746
Telephone: (213)538 -9601
;g;
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Circle 280 on Inquiry card.
AUG. SPECIAL SALE ON PREPAID ORDERS
(CHARGE CARDS. C 0 0 OR P O'S NOT AVAILABLE)

MUST MENTION AD FOR SPECIAL PRICES
EXPANSION RIT FOR SSM PB-1 BY EXTEK PROGRAMS
2732, 2732 A & 2764 CP /M SOFTWARE DISC
INCLUDED
KIT
$105 95, A& T
$11995

LI

TEST /NG OUTPUTS

LED ILLUMINATES
FOR "1m, DARK

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS

(COMMON

$100
2032 32K STATIC RAM A 8
2065 64K DYNAMIC RAM A

GROUND
BUS OR PIN
TO

550000
532995

2

SOLDER POINTS

=

ALLIGATOR CLIP

5249 95
5291 95

530595

T

TO IC PIN

5214 95
539 95

WW

APPLE PRODUCTS
7I14A 12K ROM /PROM
1424A CALENDAR/CLOCK
1440A PROGRAMMABLE TIMER
1410A A TO D CONVERTER
7410A GPIB HE 4881 INTERFACE
1710A ASYNC SERIAL
77128 SYNC SERIAL
17208 PARALLEL STANDARD
77201 PARALLEL CENTRONICS
76111 ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR WIDISC
71IIC ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR *ROM
7520A EXTENDER
7300A APPLE

IN

PIN

$351 00

F. T

2200 S -100 MAIN FRAM A & T
2422A FLOPPY DISC WITH CPIM 2
2110A Z80 CPU A & T
2710A 4 SERIAL 1/0 A & T
2719A 2 SERIAL. 2 PARALLEL A 8
2120A 4 PARALLEL A & T
PROTO MOAAMS

33011

$46800

200 NSEC

T

CATHODE LEAD

"0"

FOR

59995
510695
59850

TEST /NG /NPUrS
COMMON PIN

5105 95
$182.00

IC TO BE

TESTED

512595
515395

ALLIGATOR

CLIP

$105.00
$105.00

534295
534295

CAREFULLY TOUCH
IC PIN (MAKE CERTAIN

$23.50
$8.00

IT IS PROPER PIN

I

)

MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS

$100 PRODUCTS

CI-2 280 PROCESSOR BOARD

519895

KIT

A

TO GROUND
8

526995

T

T

53295
519995

813 80 CHARACTER VIDEO 4MHZ
KIT
5345 95 A & T

5425 95

ASIC 64 x 16 VIDEO. PCBD

515395

KIT

104

PARALLEL.

2

2

Figure 11: After building the GPIO, the 24 lines may be tested easily by a LED /resistor
tester for outputs and by grounding inputs.

53295
519495

SERIAL PCBD

515595

KIT

A S

BUS OR PIN

AST

2708. 2716 PROGRAMMER BOARD

PS -1

513595

KIT

AS

518595

T

33001

APPLE PRODUCTS
II

AIO -

Aar

RESISTORS

SERIAUPARALLEL INTERFACE.

18

517800

7

A

ASID SERIAL 110

A&T

APIO PARALLEL 10 W/O CABLES

A8

$8795

T

CAT -1 36 OR 24 x

KIT

510995

1AEM -4

A8

LV

$9995.AST

8 00 TO 12 00.
THURSDAYS, 8 00 TO 9 00 P M

$38 95
$299 95

0

ooo o

3

2

C

D

E

F

1

0
X

DON'T CARE

276-1648

33011
RESISTORS

010
09
33001

RESISTORS

o8

(BOTTOM

VIEW)

o 7

Lo

Ol
2 011
0
3

6

4 0

1

TO

+5V

1

J

5 o

6

$3895

I

WRAP OR SOLDER

fTHIS END
33001

RESISTORS

1

00 TO

o
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PLEASE SEND FOR IC xISTOR AND COMPLIER FARI5 ,BSI
VISA of MASTERCHARGE Sena account number interbank numbs
at .on pate ana sgn yOur order Approx postage wdl Ie added
Orders win check Or money OrOer won be sent pest pup in U S II you are
not a regular customer please use charge ['she's Check a poSlai
money order Otherwise there von be a two week Delay for checks to
clear C'ht resdents asp bar, tao Money back 30 -day guarantee We
cannot accept returned IC s that have been soldered to Pieces su01Nt to
change without notice 120 00 swum .veer 02 00 sann clew se
Nu Mu 020 00
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5

A

IC

LESS MEMORYS12995

Lo

I
MONDAY-FRIDAY.
lJ

G

NC

548 50
5184 95

T

65K RAM /ROM BOARD, PCBD

KIT LESS MEMORY

D

6

S36 95
5135 95

532 95
5149 95

T

PCBD

S14495

KIT

A 8

80 VIDEO BOARD. PCBD
$249 95. A & T

FPI -I FRONT PANEL

EI

IBCOM

G

3

OUTPUT BYTE
7

F

Z80 PROCESSOR PCBD

KIT LESS ROM

FI

D

WAMECO INC.

BOARDS WITH MINOS PARTS
MEM-3 32K STATIC RAM PCBD
KIT LESS RAM
59595 A 8 T
CPU -2

C

FIRST
74 LS240

E

V Mel n c.

+5V

B

$9795

NC =NO CONNECTION

Figure 12: Sample LED driver application for the GPIO. The seven segments of the LED
display are driven by seven output lines from the 74LS240. LED segments turn on when
the lines are at 0 volts.
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DATA COMMUNICATIONS EVERYONE CAN AFFORD!
INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE ALLIANCE IS PROVIDING THIS PROMOTIONAL OFFER TO END USERS BECAUSE WE BELIEVE THAT WHEN YOU
USE E -LYNC YOU WILL BE SO PLEASED WITH THE EASE OF OPERATION
THAT YOU'LL WANT TO ORDER OUR FULL FEATURED VERSION LYNC.
E -LYNC WORKS JUST LIKE LYNC BUT DOESN'T HAVE ALL THE ADVANCED
FEATURES OF LYNC.
E -LYNC is a powerful data communications program that can be used to transfer data or
program files between computers or to connect to time -sharing systems. E -LYNC allows
you to transfer any and all types of files from CP /M to CP /M, CP /M to IBM PC DOS,
or IBM PC DOS to IBM PC DOS. E -LYNC will support baud rates up to 9600 on a cable
hook up.
[E -LYNC] MODE: Can transfer data or program files between CP /M systems, between PC
DOS systems, and between an IBM PC and a CP /M system running E -LYNC or LYNC.
When transferring files E -LYNC uses field proven error detection and re -try protocol,
sure to get your files across noisy phone lines or temporary disconnections. When in
[LYNC] mode, both computer operators are in an immediate message mode and may
type messages back and forth.
[E-TERMINAL MODE: Terminal mode will allow you to connect your computer with
time -sharing systems such as Source, Micronet, or CompuServe.
LYNC The full featured version is offered at $125 and includes all of the features of
E -LYNC plus:
[LYNC] MODE: Fetch files from another computer system; Use wild card names in send
and fetch routines; View local and remote directories; Log onto local and remote drives.
[TERM]INAL MODE: The terminal mode in the full featured version of LYNC will allow
you to buffer incoming data to the capacity of your memory and write the data to disk.
Additional features of the terminal mode include: Send files to time share systems;
Receive files from time share systems; Send files to other computers not running LYNC;
Load files from other computers not running LYNC; Choice of full duplex or half duplex
mode; plus other features.
LICENSING: E -LYNC is licensed on a per user basis. If you intend to use E -LYNC to communicate with another person,
they must also purchase E -LYNC. E -LYNC for the IMB PC is written in 8088 Assembly Language. If you intend to
communicate with a CP /M system you will also need the CP /M version of E -LYNC. ISA has both versions of E -LYNC
available. E -LYNC can be upgraded to LYNC for $95.
TERMS: Money Order, Check, C.O.D., MC or VISA. First Class Postage included. UPS Blue add $2. C.O.D. add $3.
California Res. add 6 %. Overseas add $5.
DISK FORMATS: 8" Standard, 5" Vector Graphic, IBM PC DOS, TRS 80 Mod II w /CP /M, North Star, Cromenco,
Superbrain 3.0 DOS or later.

PHONE ORDER DESK: (805) 966 -3077 10am to 2pm PST Monday- Friday.
ISA IS NOW ACCEPTING PROGRAMS FROM SOFTWARE AUTHORS

INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE ALLIANCE
1835 MISSION RIDGE
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93103
E -LYNC, LYNC are

trademarks of Midnight Software

CP /M is a trademark of Digital Research

IBM PC DOS is a trademark of IBM
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Circle 407 on Inquiry card.

Listing 2: Demonstration program for the LED driver.

90
DEMO MODEL I PROGRAM FOR 7- SEGMENT LED OUTPUT
100 OUT 3,137
105 INPUT V
110 OUT 0,0
120 GOSUB 1000
130 OUT 09V
140 GOSUB 1000
150 IF INIEY$= "" THEN GOTO 110 ELSE GOTO 105
1000 FOR I=0 TO 1000
1010 NEXT I
1020 RETURN
'

Protect yourself
against the high cost of static
Electrostatic discharge, in addition to
causing problems like the one above,
can damage delicate electronic
control and logic circuits. It takes so
little voltage that you might not even
feel the spark.
As little as 500 volts can send
erroneous data, alter "memry ", write
incorrect data on a disk, or cause
printers to run wild, throwing paper
into the room. All of which means
expensive service calls and even
more expensive system down time.
Only 500 volts, yet you can easily
generate over 12,000 volts of static
charge lust walking across a carpet.
Even on a vinyl floor, 4000 volts is
not uncommon.

The solution is simple
3M Brand Static
Control Floor
Mats can
create an
inexpensive
"island of
protection"
around your

vcc
47K

loon

7

NO.
EMOTE
SWITCH
R°

3RD

74LS240

r

VCC

TIL111

=

(RS276-132)
I

L_

_J
4

2

TO VCC

roó

47K1°J

1

' 5

I

ód

I-o

PIN 17
3RD 74LS240

lo

VCC

a

lOoÌ

10011

3--ci

TOGND

2y-1
I

s'')

TO

SWITCH

o

o

Io

o

Ìo

o

L°----°J
47K

WRAP OR SOLDER
THIS END

loon

delicate
electronic equipment,
harmlessly draining the
static charge from
operators and other personnel.
For as little as the cost of a single
static -related service call, you can say
goodbye to all these problems.
3M Brand Static Control Floor Mats
come in hard mats for easy movement
of castered chairs, and soft mats for
comfortable standing.
For information about how you can
purchase 3M Static Control Floor
Mats, call toll free

1-800 -328 -1300
(In Minnesota. call collect 612- 736 -9625.)

Ask for the Data Recording Products Division.

318

3M

Figure 13: Sample optoisolator application for the GPIO. A remote switch lights the
LED contained within the optoisolator. This turns on the phototransistor, bringing the
collector to a 0 level.

276 -1648, but any similar common -

anode display may be used.
Wire the display as shown in figure
12. The 330 -ohm resistors may be
stood on end and wire -wrapped on
the free end. The current -limiting
resistors are connected to the first
74LS240 as shown in the figure.
The Model I BASIC program

August 1982 U BYTE Publications Inc
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shown in listing 2 will drive the LED
display and illuminate any combination of the seven segments. Insert a
"95 OUT 246,16" for the Model III
version.
A second application is a remote
sensor. Although I've used just one
input, up to eight could be used in the
GPIO configuration I'm using. The

LANIERS TRIAL OFFER / TRIAL OFFER

EZ -1'" Word

TypeMaster'" Word Processor
Prices start at $7995*

Processor
Prices start at $5995.'

PUT THEM TO WORK FOR YOU.
can learn a lot about word processors from ads and brochures.
You can find out even more from
You

sales representatives.
But still, there's only one way to get
a realistic idea of how much a word
processor can do for you: try it out on
your own work.
In your own office. With your own
people.
And now, Lanier has two Thal
Offers that let you do just that.
EZ -1 OR TYPEMASTER. PICK ONE.
The E Z-1. It does so much more than
typical display word processors,
from typing to checking spelling to letting you write your own programs,
we call it a work processor.
The rlÿpeMaster No Problem®
typing that's so efficient, it does the
work of three ordinary electric typewriters. In the space of one.
We'll help you pick the one that's
right for your office.
TWO COMPLETE TRIAL OFFERS **
Naturally, we want you to see all our
word processors can do.
rib make sure of that, we'll set up
the equipment. We'll train someone

from your office. We'll even let you try
the software that's best for you.
And after a couple weeks of getting work back faster, getting letter-

perfect pages, and getting all- around
increased productivity, you'll never
want to go back to the old way. Especially with prices this low: starting at
only $5995 for the EZ -1, only $7995 for
the 'BjpeMaster. They're the best

values in the business.
Send us this coupon to set up an
immediate appointment. Or call (800)
241-1706. Except in Alaska and Hawaii.
In Georgia, call collect (404) 321-1244.
*Prices start at $5995 -EZ -1, $7995- TypeMaster Systems include
single disc drive and letter-quality printer Software not included.
* *Thal charges may be partially applied to your word processor
purchase.
©1982 Lamer Business Products,
July '82

Mail to:

Byte

Inc

481BG2

Lamer Business Products, Inc.
1700 Chantilly Dnve N.E., Atlanta, GA 30324
Name

Title

Phone

Best time to call

Firm

Address

County

City

State

MNIER

Makers of the EZ- 1"' work Processor.
Problem Shared System.'" and TypeMaster'"

No Problem* Typewriter. No

Circle 228 on inquiry card.
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THE $a951E $549.90

SMART TERMINAL
The Heath 19 Smart Video Terminal gives you all the
important professional features you want in a terminal, all for under $600* You get the flexibility you
need for high -speed data entry, editing, inquiry and
transaction processing. It's designed to be the backbone of your system with heavy -duty features that
withstand the rigors of daily use.
Standard RS -232C interfacing makes the 19 compatible with DEC VT-52 and most computer systems.
And with the 19, you get the friendly advice and
expert service that makes Heath /Zenith a strong
partner for you.

Completely addressable blinking
cursor lets you
edit anywhere on
screen.

Reverse video by
character lets you
emphasize words,
phrases or paragraphs.

Sold through Heathkit Electronic Centerst nationwide
(see your white pages for locations). Stop in today
for a demonstration of the Heath 19 Smart Video Terminal. If you can't get to a store, send for the latest
Heathkit Catalog. Write Heath Co., Dept. 334 -924,
Benton Harbor, MI 49022.

HEATH /ZENITH
Your strong partner
High resolution CRT
gives you sharp, easy to -read image, reduces
eye- strain.

Complete ASCII
character set including upper case,
lower case with
descenders, and
special graphic
symbols.
80 character by 24
line format, plus 25th
line for operator mes-

Z -80 microprocessor -

control makes the 19
capable of multitude of
high -speed functions.
It's the only terminal
with ROM source code
readily available.

Insert and delete
character or line plus
erase to end of line
and end of screen
make the 19 ideal
for sophisticated
editors like WORD STAR.

sages and prompts.
Professional
quality keyboard,
standard typewriter layout, 72
keys, including
12 special function
keys.

Cursor and
special functions
are accessible
by keyboard or
computer, using
either DEC VT-52
or ANSI Standard
protocols.
Keypad in
calculator format
permits fast,
easy entry of
numeric data.

'In kit form, F.O.B. Benton Harbor, MI. Also available the completely assembled Zenith Z -19
at $895. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

tHeath Company and Veritechnology Electronics
Corporation are wholly -owned subsidiaries of Zenith
Radio Corporation. The Heathkit Electronic Centers
are operated by Veritechnology Electronics Corporation.

CP-202C
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Circle 330 on inquiry card.

Listing 3: Demonstration program for optoisolator input.

100
110
120
130

'DEMO MODEL
OUT 3/137
PRINT INP(2)
GOTO 1:20

PROGRAM FOR OPTO ISOLATOR INPUT

I

CO

MOD II
CP/M®

IQ QUIZ
Does your TRS-80 Mod II:
Yes No

transfer files from
TRSDOS to CP/M?

OUTPUT
(TOP VIEW)

store 596 K bytes on
a floppy disk?

TO REMOTE

DEVICE

COIL

talk to

a Cameo
cartridge disk

FINE WIRES
COIL

system?

VC C

OUTPUT
PIN

o
I

Ló

d..-

o

1N4001 DIODE
(NOTE BANDED CATHODE END)

talk to a Corvus
Winchester disk
system?

í

ENLARGE HOLE,
I

ROUTE THROUGH
(

BOTTOM VIEW

support XON /XOFF,
ETX /ACK and clear to -send serial printer
protocols?

/NPUr

talk to double sided
floppy drives?

(TOP VIEW)
TO REMOTE

BATTERY,

COIL

SWITCH

r`

FINE WIRES
TO COIL

r
PIN

VcC

2.2K

ENLARGE HOLE,

L __

ROUTE THROUGH

__J

.,

(BOTTOM VIEW
-

WIRE WRAP WIRE

Figure 14: Physical layout of the Radio Shack DIP (dual -inline package) relays. The
relays may be used for both input and output.

remote sensor uses a Radio Shack optoisolator IC. The optoisolator contains an infared LED and phototransistor in one package, as shown in
figure 13. Remote- switch closure
lights the LED and causes the transistor to conduct, bringing the input line
to pin 17 of the 74LS240 down to O.
The optoisolator is a "current driven" device, allowing the connecting line to be any length as long as
the current is sufficient to light the
LED and cause the phototransistor to
saturate. The optoisolator eliminates
the noise problem associated with
TTL (transistor- transistor logic) inputs.

give you access to
hundreds of applications programs?
give you a choice of
a dozen or more
languages?

GND

INPUT

r

The wiring diagram for the remote
sensor is shown in figure 13. Again,
the resistors may be positioned on
end. Use the program shown in listing
3 (Model I) or listing 1 (Model III) to
test the optoisolator action.
A third application uses relay input
or output. The physical layout for
both input and output is shown in
figure 14. Radio Shack 275 through
228 relays (22.5 mA) are used and
may be mounted on the board as
shown. These relays will handle up to
0.75 ampere (A) on their contacts and
can be used to drive a load larger than
the 10 or 40 mA output of the

74LS240.

run the best documented, best supported CP/M

available?
you answered no to any of
these questions, raise your
Mod II's IQ with

If

P &T CP/M® 2
Contact us, and we'll send
you details on how to expand
your Mod Il's horizons.
Price (FOB Goleta)

$185 for standard
$250 for

2

for Corvus
or Cameo hard disk drives.

pICK9S

TR
PICKLES & TROUT
P.O. BOX 1206, GOLETA, CA

93116

(805) 685 -4641
CP /M ,s a registered trademark of Digital Research.
TRS -80 m a trademark of Tandy Corporation.
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POT CP /M'

POT CP /M' 2
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14`

INC. 44,
FORMULA INTERNATIONAL
CALIFORNIA
12603 CRENSHAW BOULEVARD

HAWTHORNE,

90250

(213) 973 -1921

48K Color
Computer Kit
Easy to assemble! All components are clearly silk
screened on the circuit board. Kit includes predrilled
double sided PC Board, all integrated circuits, sockets,
professional high- impact plastic casing, keyboards,
connectors and switching power supply.

Features
Numeric key pad
Game paddle jacks on both sides
Speaker volume control on the back.

$6450°
per kit

No C.O.D. orders

Dealer inquiries invited.

51/4"
For Data

Reliability- Memorex Flexible Discs

ALL for these LOW PRICES:
1

-9

$2.45

10 -99

100 -499

$2.15

$2.00

500

& up

call for info.

Flexible Disc Sale

Why buy other brands when you can buy
MEMOREX disc for much less and backed
by 1 year factory warranty.
51/4
51/4

i

Single Sided, Double Density, Soft Sector
Single Sided, Double Density, 10 Hard Sector
Single Sided, Double Density, 16 Hard Sector

51/4

Circle 178 on inquiry card.
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The Logo Journal

Learning Physics from a Dynaturtle
Andrea A. diSessa and Barbara Y. White
The Division for Study
and Research in Education
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139

The Logo turtle has proved a
remarkably good microworld in
which students can experience and
learn mathematics painlessly while
pursuing personally satisfying activities. To see if a similar idea could
work for physics, author diSessa
created a dynamic turtle, dynaturtle
for short, which obeys Newton's
Laws of motion. A dynaturtle remains at rest or travels at a uniform
velocity in a straight line except when

acted on by forces. The forces are little pushes, or kicks, specified by the
student via the keyboard. Depending
upon their direction, kicks can cause
the dynaturtle to speed up, slow
down, or change direction. (Although a dynaturtle doesn't presently
come built in to Logo, the language
makes it extremely easy to add one.)
Experience with elementary school
students proved that even simple activities with the dynaturtle (such as
driving it to intercept a target) were,
indeed, both motivating and instructive. For example, the students had an
apparently deep- seated misconception that things always go in the
direction you push them. In reality,
as Newton showed and a dynaturtle
exemplifies, a push merely adds to the
existing momentum of an object and
typically only deflects it.
When the students translated this
belief about force and motion into a
strategy for hitting the target, as
shown in figure 1, they would inevitably miss the target. With time
and practice, the feedback from the
microworld allowed the students to
gain a better understanding of how
forces should affect the motion of an
object. Subsequent work with univer324
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LC)

/

FORCE

ACTUAL
RESULT

2

EXPECTED
RESULT

TARGET

START

TFORCE 1

Figure 1: Dynaturtle helps students gain a
better understanding of how force affects
a moving object.

sity physics students showed misconceptions and patterns of learning
similar to those held by the elementary school students. This accords
with recent research that shows how
little conventional instruction affects
intuitive beliefs concerning the laws
of physics.
Dynaturtle, like the original Logo
turtle, is a tool for students and
teachers alike. Various researchers
have and are creating materials for
using a dynaturtle in the context of a
programming experience for elementary school students (including handicapped students, as a replacement
for the usual kinesthetic experiences
through which we develop physical
intuition).
To aid in teaching physics, author
White has developed a "curriculum"

BYTE Publications Inc
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in the form of a series of games using

the dynaturtle. The idea is that with
particular goals and problem situations, the games will focus students'
attention on difficulties in their conceptions about force and motion and
thus, step by step, lead them to a solid

understanding of the problem.
White's curriculum began with a
detailed study of the many kinds of
difficulties high school students have
with fundamental force and motion
problems. She concentrated on the
simplest qualitative ideas where "formula cranking" will not help. Thereafter, she developed the series of
games and also devised a set of problems to assess changes in the students'
level of understanding. In a controlled experiment, the games proved
strikingly successful at eliminating
basic misconceptions and at improving overall understanding. This finding is an encouraging indication that
such game -like activities can be used
not only for entertainment, but also
for solving significant pedagogical
problems.
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Logo Music
Jeanne Bamberger
The Division for Study
and Research in Education
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139

Logo music has been quietly evolving over the past 10 years withinthe
larger Logo environment. Logo music
was first implemented on the PUP -10
with the help of Terry Winograd,
using a digital music -box peripheral
designed by Marvin Minsky. The
present version of Logo music, completed last year, was built by Leigh
Klotz and Hal Abelson as a special
version of Logo for the Apple II.
Logo music uses an ALF synthesizer board for sound generation
connected to a simple stereo amplifier
and two speakers. With the full capabilities of Logo itself (except for
graphics), together with the ALF
board, there are six operative voices,
a six -octave range, eight parameters
available for user manipulation of the

sound envelope, two percussion
sounds, and almost immediate
response time between typed commands and resulting sound. Altogether this makes quite a powerful
system for interactive, composition like projects.
In the spirit of Logo, the music language has been designed to be as intuitive as possible while at the same
time lending itself to serious, almost
endlessly expanding musical piojects.
The system is sufficiently flexible and
powerful to be appropriate for beginning or more advanced music
students of any age. It can be used as

rem- solving skills, new applications

for general arithmetic functions, and
concepts concerning speed and distance relations.
Logo music contrasts with other
educational computer -music programs in two fundamental ways: (1)
based un our ongoing research into
musical cognition, we have tried to
develop an environment that builds
on students' intuitive musical know
ledge rather than simply col,iputeriz
ing traditional music instruction, and
(2) we have tried to exploit the potenTO REPNUM
IF
:TIMES

:NUM
0 STOP

PRINT
:NUM
REPNUM
:NUM

tial of the computer for truly Intelactive, real -time experimenting.
For example, we have made it easy
for students to design highei levcl
procedural descriptions of musical
relations. For example, the notion of
meter is not taken as given but as
something to be generated procedurally by the students themselves.
The structure of the alai.,! scale (or,
indeed, tonality) need not be simply
taken for granted but rathc, can be
constructed as a pioceduie that
chooses from the complete pitch col-

TIMES

FEPNUM 10

:TIMES -1

TO BEAT
:DUR
:TIMES
IF
:TIMES = 0 STOP

BOOM
BEAT

:DUR
:DUR

TIMES

6

10
10
10
10
10
10

BEAT

106(/10)

1

BEAT 5 6

TO UPPITCH
PITCH
:INCREMENT
PITCH > 12 STOP
PLAY
:PITCH 6
:PITCH +
.INCREMENT
UPPITCH
:

IF

UPPITCH 0

2

UPPITCH 0

4

SQUIHAL

b

(4/1J61

:

INCREMENT

"scratch paper" for musically
sophisticated composers who wish to
experiment with musical design
through procedural descriptions.
The system is also useful as an additional medium (along with turtle
geometry, for instance) within which
to develop procedural thinking, prob-

:SIDE
INCREMENT
SQUIRAL
:SIDE > 200 STOP
FORWARD
.SIDE NIGHT 90
INCREMENT
SQUIRAL
SIDE +
TO

1

IF

:INCREMENT

Figure 1: Four Logo procedures with the sanie structure pruduLe diffcicut effects.
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ATARI HOME COMPUTERS

Texas Instruments

-

,
MI

MI

MN

...
...
...

TI-99/4A '299

ATARI 400

ATARI 800
16K
32K
48K

ATARI'

MN

$649
$729
$769

...
...
...

16K
32K
48K

$269
$389
$489

410 Recorder
810 Disc Drive
822 Printer
825 Printer
830 Modem
820 Printer
850 Interlace
New DOS 2 System
CX30 Paddle
CX40 Joy Stick
CX853 16K RAM
Microtek 16K RAM
Microtek 32K RAM
Ramdisk (128K)
Intec 48K Board
Intec 32K
One year extended warranty
481

576.00
$449.00
$269.00
5589.00
$159.00
$259.00
$169.00
529.00

51800
518.00
$77.95
574.95
5119.95
5429.95
5219.95
$119.95
$70.00
569.00
$130.00
549.00
5344.00

Entertainer

482 Educator
483 Programmer
484 Communicator

ATARI HOME COMPUTER PROGRAMS
HOME OFFICE
CX404 ATARI Word Processor
CX8102 Calculator
CX412 Dow Jones Investment Evaluator
CX4109 Graph It Joystick optional
CX4104 Mailing List
CX4115 Mortgage & Loan Analysis
CX4103 Statistics I
CX8107 Stock Analysis
CXL4015 TeleLink
HOME STUDY
CX4101 An Invitation to Programming
CX4106 An Invitation to Programming 2
CX4117 An Invitation to Programming 3

S119.00

$29.00
599.00
517.00
520.00
513.00
520.00
520.00
523.00

1

Data Soft Textwizzard
Canyon Climber
Tumble Bug
Shoot Arcade
Pacific Coast
Bishops Square
Micro Painter
ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE:
Eastern Front '41

Avalanche
Outlaw
747 Landing Simulation
Babel
Dog Daze

Downhill

Attack'
Blackjack -Casino
Reversi II
Domination
Solitare
Disk Fixer

Supersort
Data Management
Chameleon
Instedit
Insomnia
My First Alphabet
Mapware
Number Blast
Family Cash Flow
Weekly Planner
Bowler's Data Base
Banner Generator
Crystal Software
Bermuda Fantasy
Beneath Pyramids
Galactic Ouest
House of Usher
Forgotten Island
Haunted Palace
Compumax (Acct. Rec.. Gen. Ledger.
Inventory. Payroll, ea.)

5189.00
$109.00
589.00
524.00
$24.00
$24.00
$24.00
$24.00
527.00

$25.50
$15.50
$15.50
$15.50
$15.50
$15.50
$15.50
$15.50
$15.50
$15.50
$15.50
$15.50
515.50
$15.50
$15.50
515.50
$15.50
515.50
$25.50
$19.00
$11.50
$15.50
$15.50
$13.00
$11.50.
$26.00
S20.00
$26.00
$20.00
$26.00
533.00
$110.00

Synapse
520.00
523.00
523.00
513.00
546.00
513.00

I

CX4107 Biorhythm

Conversational Languages (ea.)
CX4121 Energy Czar
CX4114 European Countries & Capitals
CX4108 Hangman, Joystick optional
CX4102 Kingdom
CXL 4007 Music Composer

51300
513.00
513.00
534.00
$20.00
513.00
520.00

CX4123 Scram, uses joystick
CX4112 States & Capitals
CX4110 Touch Typing
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
PAC MAN
CENTIPEDE
CAVERNS OF MARS
CXL4013 Asteroids
CXL4004 Basketball
CX4105 Blackjack
CXL4009 Computer Chess
CXL4012 Missile Command
CXL4008 Space Invaders
CXL4011 Star Raiders
CXL4006 Super Breakout
CXL4010 3-D Tic.Tac -Toe
CXL4005 Video Easel

File Manager 800
Dodge Racer
Chicken
Slime

57995
51900

Nautilus
Disk Manager
Fort Apocalypse
Assembler
Protector
EXPY (Automated Simulation)
Ricochet
Crush. Crumble IS Chomp
Star Warrior
Rescue at Rigel

535.00
535.00
532.00
529.00
$27.00
513.00
529.00
529.00

529.00
539.00
529.00
$27.00
524.00

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND AIDS
CXL4003 Assembler Editor
CXL4002 ATARI BASIC
CX8126 ATARI Microsoft BASIC
CXL 4018 PILOT
CX405 PILOT (Fducatleeal)

Visicalc
Letterperlect (Word Processor)

547.00
547.00
570.00
.

57200
5105.00

Datestones
OnLine
Jaw Breaker
MouskATTACK
Invasion Orion
Mission Asteroid
The Next Step
Softporn
Wizzard & Princess
Arcade Plus
Ghost Hunter (cassette)
Ghost Hunter (disk)
K -Byte
K-BYTE Krazy Shoot Out (ROM)
KDOS
K-Razy Kritters
KStar Patrol
KRazy Antiks
Stick Stand

524.00
524.00
S24.00
$24.00
524.00
539.00
524.00
514.50
524.00
$29.00
524.00
516.00

527.00
531.00
$18.50
522.00
$34.00
527.00
529.00

PHA2100 R F Modulator
PHP1600 Telephone Coupler
PHP1200 Peripheral Expansion Box
PHP1220 RS 232 Card
PHP1240 Disk Controller
PHP1250 Disk Drive
PHP1100 Wired Remote Controllers (pair)
PHP1260 32K RAM
PHP Printer Solid State
PHM3006 Home Financial Decisions
PHM3013 Personal Record Keeping
PHD5001
PHD5021
PHM3008
PHM3010
PHM3009

Mailing List
Checkbook Manager
Video Chess
Physical Fitness
Football

PHM3018
PHM3024
PHM3025
PHM3031
PHM3032
PHM3033
PHM3034
PHM3036
PHM3037
PHM3038
PHM3039

Video Games

52600
526.00
526.00
522.00
535.00
522.00
522.01
$22.00
518.00
518.00
$18.00
522.00
534.00
$34.00
534.00
534.00

I

Indoor Soccer
Mind Challengers
The Attack
Blasto
Blackjack and Poker
Hustle
Zero Zap

Hangman
Connect Four
Yahtzee
Tombstone City 21st Century
Munch Man
T

I

INVADERS

CAR WARS

Printers
$69900

Smith Corona TP1
Centronics 7391
Centronics 7393
Diablo 630 Special

$519.00

$61990
51799 00

Epson
MX80 w!Grattrax
MX8OFT Ill
MX100
NEC
8023
7710/7730

$449.00
SCall
SCall
5549.00
$2399.00
$1789.00

351013530

Okidata
5499.00
$749.00
51129.00

82A
83A
84

Citoh Starwriter
51469.00
SCall
$499 00

F10-40 CPS

F10.55 CPS

Prowriter
Talley

S1629 00

8024-L
IDS

SCall
Prism
569.00
MPC Apple Parallel Board & Cable
529.95
2 Meter RS232-RS232
Cables Available For Most Interfacing Purposes

Computer Covers

524.00
530.00
539.00
569.00
539.00
539.00
539.00
56.99

$29.00
5179.00
5199.00
$143.00
5199.00
5319.00
531.00
5229.00
$319.00
S26.00
543.00
560.00
518.00
$60.00
$26.00

ATTRACTIVE DUST COVERS FOR YOUR
COMPUTER AND DISK DRIVE

Atari 400
56.99
Atari 800
$6.99
Alan 810
56.99
All Atari Covers are
Beige

Commodore VIC -20 56.99
Commodore I3032 514.99
Commodore
510.99
All Commodore covers
are Royal Blue.
805014040

Most software for Atari 400/800 available on cassette or disk.

computEr mail ordEr west
CALL TOLL FREE

-

4.ui33 I

I

IN NEVADA. CALL (702) 588 -5654

P.O. BOX 6689, STATE LINE, NEVADA 89449
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Circle 98 on inquiry card.

VAIHEWLETT
P PACKARD

C commodore
BUSINESS MACHINES
SOFTWARE
Plus
Plus
3 Plus
Commodore Tax Package

-

Word Pro
Word Pro
Word Pro

H P 85 51899
HP86
HP87
HP125
HP85 16K Memory Module

SCall
$1769.00
$1999.00
$169.00
$1769.00
$4349.00
$3440.00
$1149.00
$799.00
$399.00
$610.00
$205.00

5v. " Dual Master Disc Drive
Hard Disk wlFloppy
Hard Disk

"Sweet Lips" Plotter
80 Column Printer
87 CPIM
87 128K Memory
87 Visicalc

HP41CV Calculator
41C
11C

... $239.00

$189.00
New Low Price $79.00
$114.00
5114.00
$114.00
$340.00

12C
34C

38C

HP41 Printer

HPIL CALCULATOR PERIPHERALS
IL Modual

$104.00
$449.00
$419.00
$164.00
$99.00

Digital Cassette
Printer/Plotter
Card Reader
Optical Wand

NEC

8001 -A
8031

$749.00
$749.00
$549.00
$295.00
$395.00
$295.00
$295.00
$295.00

8012

Accounts Receivable
Word Processing
General Accounting
Inventory Control
Job Cost

Maxell Disks
MD (box of 101
MD II (box of 10)
MFD 1(8")
MFD II (8 " Double Density)
Syncom (box of 10)

$36.00
$46.00

1

54400
$54.00

52900

Visicalc
Medical Billing
The Source
OZZ Information System
Dow Jones Portfolio
Pascal
Legal Time Accounting
Word Craft 80
Power
Socket-2 Me

$199.00
$589.00
$189.00
$449.00
589.00
$289.00
$129.00
$239.00
$449.00
$79.00
$20.00
SCall

'Call

BPI Inventory Control

BPI Job Costing
BPI Payroll
BPI General Ledger
Creative SAM
Creative General Ledger
Creative Accounts Receivable
Creative Inventory ...
I

iffiMOMMA
CBM 8032
51039

$289.00

Jinsam
MAGIS
CPA
Real Estate Package
The Manager
Sot from

IMMEMPIMI

$319.00
$299.00

SCall
SCall
5209.00
$129.00
$319.00
$319.00
$319.00
$329.00
$79.00
$229.00
$229.00
$229.00

4032
4016
8096 Upgrade Kit
Super Pet
.

2031

8250 Doubled Sided Disk Drive
D9060 5 Megabyte Hard Disk
D9090 7.5 Megabyte Hard Disk
8050
4040
8300 (Letter Duality)
8023
4022
Pet to IEEE Cable
IEEE to IEEE Cable
Tractor Feed for 8300

VIC 20 5239
VIC 64 Call

er..ron

Pack Program
544.00
1530 Commodore Datassette
$69.00
1540 Disk Drive
$499.00
1515 VIC Graphic Printer
$339.00
1210 3K Memory Expander
$32.00
110 8K Memory Expander
$53.00
VIC Expansion
$99.00
1011 RS232C Terminal Interface
543.00
VIC 112 VIC IEEE -488 Interface
$86.00
VIC 1211 VIC 20 Super Expander
$53.00
VT 232 VICTerm I Terminal Emulator
$9.00
VIC 1212 Programmers Aid Cartridge
$45.00
VIC 1213 VICMON Machine Language Monitor .. $45.00
VIC 1901 VIC AVENGERS
$23.00
VIC 1904 SUPERSLOT
$23.00
VIC 1906 SUPER ALIEN
$23.00
VIC 1907 SUPER LANDER
$23.00
VIC 1908 DRAW POKER
523.00
VIC 1909 MIDNIGHT DRIVE
$23.00
VIC 1910 RADAR RAT RACE
$23.00
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
16K
VIC

$969.00
$769.00
$369.00
$1599.00
$529.00

$1699.00
$2399.00
$2699.00
$1299.00
$969.00
$1799.00
5769.00
$499.00
$37.00
$46.00

$240.00

'2ê
T

6

Terminal
Un Word
Gratis Menagerie
VIC PICS
Ticker Tape

Banner Headliner
RS
VT
VT
VT

232
106A Recreation Pack A
107A Home Calculation Pack A

$13.00
$13.00
$11.00
$15.00
$13.00
$13.00
539.00
$44.00
$44.00

164 Programmable Characterlßamagrapí ics.512.00
Household Finance
$27.00
VIC Games
$19.00
VIC Home Inventory
$13.00

VIC ReciEd

II

Introduction to Computing
Introduction to BASIC Programming
VM110 VIC 20 Programmers Reference Guide
VL 101
VL 102

$13.00
$19.00
$19.00
$15.00

In -stock

items shipped same day you call. No risk, no deposit on C.O.D.
orders. Pre -paid orders receive free shipping within the continental United
States with no waiting period for certified checks or money orders. All
prices shown are cash prices. Add 3% for Mastercard and Visa. NV and
PA residents add sales tax. All items subject to availability and price change.

Apple
Call for availability arid prices
on all Apple computers and peripherals

Televideo
910
912C
920C
925C
950

5
4

Monitors
5579.00
5699.00
$749.00
5749.00
$939.00

Call for computers
802
602H
818
806

SCall
SCall
SCall
SCall

Modems
Hayes

BMC 12" Green

$85.00

Amdek
300G

Color I
Color II
Color Ill
TI 10" Color
Zenith 9 ' (Green)

5169.00
$339.00
$699.00
$429.00
5349.00
$119.00

Smart

Chronograph
Micromodem II
Micromodem 100
Novation Auto
Cat
Cat
D

Anchor Modem

$239.00
$199.00
$279.00
5309.00
$239.00
$169.00
$159.00
579.00

Nev. & Pa. residents add sales tax.

computEr mail ordEr East
CALL TOLL FREE

-33ttt1

95 0

INTERNATIONAL CALLS AND IN PA. CALL (717) 3279575

477 E. THIRD ST., WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701
Circle 98 on inquiry card.
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lection as a special case but one that
can be generalized. Further, we
have taken multiple descriptions to be
a central tool in creative learning.
Thus students work at different levels
of musical structure and with varying
units of description. Tunes can be
built using whole, preprogrammed
figures, and melodies can be trans-

and regrouped by
manipulating pitch only (with

formed

rhythm given) or rhythm only (with
pitch given). Or coherent structures
can be designed using procedural
relations as the operative entities -sequence, intervalic relations, texture,

and harmony. Procedural design
becomes, then, a kind of model for
developing musical thinking, for the
development of active, informed
listening to real music, and the basis
for building musical structure itself.
In this process new modes of
description and new musical insights
emerge. Consider, for example, what
happens when Logo musical experiments are juxtaposed with Logo experiments in other media.
In the examples of figure 1 we see
the same procedure producing quite
different effects as a result of the
actors they are talking to: PRINT,

BOOM, PLAY, FORWARD (TURTLE). The procedures, then, including the notion of recursion, can be
seen as organized actions of a particular sort. Their meanings as apprehended are, on one hand, entirely different, but on the other can be seen to
share common underlying, dynamic
structures. Experiments of this sort
can help students to gain new insights
into familiar phenomena, to expand
their understanding of these
phenomena, and to develop powerful
tools that can serve as "things to
think with.'

Leading Fish to Water
Early Observations on the Use of Logo
Dr. William Higginson, Chairman
Science, Technology, and Mathematics
Faculty of Education

Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario
Canada K7L 3N6

Since August 1981, the Faculty of

Education at Queen's University has,
through the kind permission of Professor Harold Abelson, been a test
site for the MIT version of Logo for
the Apple computer. For six months,
using a prototype of the system now
distributed commercially by Terrapin
and Krell, a small group of faculty
members, graduate students, local
teachers, and interested members of
the community has spent time using
the Logo facilities of the Instructional
Computing Laboratory, which has
five Apple II Plus computers.
The Logo learners varied in age
from 6 up (several people worked
with their own children) and the class
size ranged from 1 to 15. Although no
systematic study was carried out (our
About the Author
Dr. Higginson is also editor of Logophile, the
newsletter of the Logo Special Interest Group
of the Educational Computing Organization of

Ontario.
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(Ç)

first intention was to familiarize ourselves with the system), there appears
to be a consensus on a number of
issues. Perhaps the two most important have to do with the potential of
Logo and the likelihood of this potential being realized in schools. Briefly
stated, our enthusiasm for the language started out high and has continued to grow, but we are not optimistic about the chances of an
authentic version of Logo reaching
the average classroom.
We cannot fail to be impressed by
the quality of the work done by Seymour Papert and his colleagues. The
claims made in Mindstorms, for example, are ambitious and ones about
which a cautious observer would tend
to be skeptical. Our feeling, however,
at least at this early stage in our
work, is that these claims are substantially sound.
Logo appears to touch something
quite fundamental in children's learning procedures irrespective of the
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"school ability" of the child. The
speed at which the group of self -confident 10- year -olds in my afternoon
enrichment class grasps ideas is, however, particularly impressive. Negative numbers and Cartesian coordinates, for instance, get gobbled up
in a two -minute discussion of SETXY.
The unforced way in which powerful
ideas emerge from the turtle geometry
microworld is in stark contrast to the
struggles of traditional teaching. The
old riposte "you can lead a horse to
Euclid but you can't make him think"
did not seem to apply. The naturalness of the children's responses to
questions that emerged from Logo
situations made me feel that I was
bringing not horses (or cats) to this
educational pond, but fish.
It seems, then, that Logo is not just
the best educational software on the
market at the moment (not, in itself
particularly high praise), but a new
type of educational resource with
enormous potential for developing

The Logo Journal
the social, aesthetic, emotional, and
intellectual abilities of learners. I wish
that the availability of such a powerful tool would, by itself, imply an improvement in the quality of education
of the average child. Unfortunately, a
realistic assessment of the situation
indicates that such a result is not very
likely. One basic problem lies in the
absence of what is known in the
Third -World context as "secondary
infrastructure." At the first or developmental level, excellent work has
been done, and at the third or field
level, there is a great need for a
resource such as Logo. Yet between
these two levels, where a substantial
group of well- trained and experienced

consultants and teacher educators is
essential, there is an almost total
void. It will be the rare classroom
teacher who will be able to get
assistance from anyone who has had
any degree of experience with the use
of Logo. Resource materials such as
Abelson and diSessa's excellent Turtle
Geometry are simply out of reach of
most teachers without regular and
sustained assistance. It seems unlikely
that this assistance is going to be
available to more than a small per-

centage of teachers.
A second and probably greater barrier to the implementation of an
authentic version of Logo in schools
is the nature of the underlying
philosophy of the language. Logo is
child-centered and, at least on the
surface, unstructured and nonhierarchical. Many teachers at present feel
pressured to have formal, hierarchical
and content -centered curricula. There
is, however, much more structure to
Logo than meets the eye; students are
free to roam wherever they choose
within the boundaries established by
the rich and highly structured Logo
environment.
Logo no doubt will be used, but the
form of Logo that will evolve in many
cases will have little in common with
Papert's original vision. Just as educational psychologists in North
America ignored the inherent contradictions between neobehaviorism and
the child -development theories of
Piaget, curriculum writers will see no
difficulties in the creation of turtle
geometry workbooks to teach basic
mathematics in a highly formalized
way.
At another level, however, the

"degree of guidance" problem is difficult to cope with. The questions of
what sort of assistance is best for
which children under what circumstances are not likely to find any
quick or widely agreed upon answer.
Nor will any of the widespread problems that face classroom teachers
automatically disappear with the introduction of Logo. In the long run,
languages like Logo may prove to be
a help with children who are emotionally disturbed or educationally
handicapped, but that remains to be
seen.
To say these things is not to disagree with Papert. For teachers who
feel comfortable with mathematical
ideas like recursion and symmetry
and who have some freedom of
choice in curriculum matters, Logo is
likely to be, at least in the short run, a
powerful educational tool. (The value
of long -term use of Logo is a more
open question. I am aware of no extended studies of children using
Logo.) For the other group of teachers
a great deal of work must be done
before they can realistically be expected to use the power of this most
attractive language.

Logo Project PROKOP
Heinz -Dieter Boecker and Gerhard Fischer
Research Group on Man- Machine
Communication
Department of Computer Science
Azenbergstrasse 12
D -7000 Stuttgart
West Germany

The Logo research project in Darmstadt, West Germany; started in 1974
and ended in late 1979. It was a large
project conducted by an interdisciplinary group of up to seven researchers and supported by the federal government.
Work started after an evaluation
study of computer uses in schools
which concluded that the most promising way to use computers was not

CAI (computer -aided instruction) but
to give the computer to the student as
a tool.
Empirical work was considered important right from the beginning and
the project installed several terminals
connected to a DEC PDP -10 at a local
high school (later on, personal Logo
machines from General Turtle were
added). Of the different approaches
tried in the project, only the work

done by the two authors will be surveyed in the following description.
Other approaches involved different
kinds of experimental classes and students of different ages.
We worked with high school students from 15 to 18 years old. Our
main concern was to teach problem
solving in the context of an interesting environment. We taught several
experimental classes over periods
August 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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ranging from 18 months to 2 years.
We considered the long duration important so the students would have
time to get beyond the stage of solving trivial problems or fighting with
the technical problems of the system.
We used Logo quite differently
compared to other Logo projects. Although turtle geometry was one of
our projects, our main concern was
using Logo as a full list -processing
language that makes possible projects
of nontrivial complexity. Seen from
this perspective, Logo is a version of
LISP that is oriented toward the non expert user.
We have developed extensive curriculum material that we tested with
the students and have carefully
documented (including a very detailed documentation of the programs) in five volumes covering non numerical mathematics, linguistics,
computer science, artificial intelligence, and games. The publications

are in German and can be ordered at
the following address: Hessisches In-

stitut fuer Bildungsplanung and
Schulentwicklung, Bodenstedstrasse
7, D -6200 Wiesbaden, West Germany.
The theory of our work was based
not only on Piaget's research but
also on problem-solving work from
Polya and Newell and Simon. We
made some efforts to teach cognitive
abilities (e.g., planning, abstraction,
generalization, and understanding)
by doing projects in the above areas.
We made a big effort to integrate
our work with the students' other activities and interests. It seems to us
that many Logo projects failed to
achieve this integration. We felt we
had to build bridges between the innovative strategies of the Logo work
and the other interests of students and
teachers. One of our goals was to
create a place for this work in German schools, and we were in favor of

establishing a new discipline of computer science (not just an imitation of
the university subject) in German
high schools.
We tried to use the existing expertise in German schools, which was in
BASIC programming, and showed
how to practice a functional, procedure-oriented style of programming
with some versions of BASIC.
Our more theoretical work included among other things the development of a theory for the construction of learning environments
through the creation of entry points,
transient objects, and microworlds.
The last two topics are described in
two English papers by the authors
published in the proceedings of the
International Federation for Information Processing world conference on

"Computers and Education,"
Lausanne, 1981. These two papers
also give references to our other
related work.

The Group of the Turtle
Dr. Uri Leron
Computers in Education Laboratory
The School of Education
Haifa University
Haifa, Israel 31999

When observing children working
with the Logo language, it is obvious
that a lot of group theory goes on.
This project investigates the place of
group theory in Logo work from
three points of view: mathematical,
computational, and educational.
[Editor's Note: Group theory is a
branch of mathematics that deals
with the study of mathematical
groups. In common terms, a mathematical group is a collection of objects (such as members) and operations (such as addition) such that the
result of every operation is another
object in the group. The set of actions
carried out by the Logo turtle form a
330
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mathematical group, called "the
group of the turtle" in this article. The
article refers to a set of studies of the
ways that children who learn Logo
learn about the properties of
mathematical groups.]
Mathematically, myself and my
colleagues want to make explicit the
group- theory concepts and structures
that are implicit in Logo. This forms a
bridge between Logo and standard
mathematics and prepares the ground
for the later stages. The basic object
here is the turtle group, generated by
the turtle operations FORWARD,
BACK, RIGHT, and LEFT with all
possible inputs. (Adjoining the PEN
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and ERASER commands to the group
raises interesting issues.) Here are, in
brief, some more group -theory concepts that we have observed in the
children's work (accompanied by
their Logo counterparts):

products and decompositions
(paths traced by the turtle)
inverses (opposite operation)
the order of a group element (the
number of repetitions to close a path)
conjugacy (transparent operations
and procedures)
subgroups (limiting oneself to only
a special subset of allowable inputs)

The Logo Journal
free groups

(this is where the Logo
procedures live)
homomorphism (the relation between Logo procedures and their pro-

ducts)
For example, the fact that the path
drawn by REPEAT 5 [FORWARD 50
RIGHT

1

441 closes is reflected in the

group by the relation (F50 X R144)5 =
I (the identity element); that is, by the
fact that the group element F5o X R144
has order 5.
Computationally, we try to bring
these concepts to the fore by implementing a special -purpose set of
primitives to encourage explorations

in the turtle group. This is related to
Seymour Papert's notion of micro worlds. For example, the procedure
FIND.ORDER takes a list of turtle
commands as input, repeats this list
until the path closes, and outputs the
number of repetitions.
Educationally, we plan to observe
children of various ages (as well as
adults) working with a group- theoryspeaking turtle and see to what extent
informal learning of these concepts

does occur.
This work may be extended in
many ways. Here are two. First, different turtles give rise to different turtle groups (see diSessa's dynaturtles,

in Papert's Mindstorms and see page
324 in this issue), and it is interesting
to explore the collection of groups

that can be naturally represented as
turtle groups for some turtles. Second, the method of implementing a
special -purpose vocabulary may be
applicable in many areas. This is
probably the Logo analog of the notion of courseware development in
more standard computer applications. It helps direct the explorations
of the children working in Logo to
specific subject- matter areas, without
sacrificing the spirit of spontaneous
and meaningful learning.

The Lamplighter Project
Henry Gorman Jr.
Psychology Department, Box 1584
Austin College
Sherman, TX 75090

Typically, when researchers wish
to determine the effectiveness of an
educational method, they design a
program, randomly assign students
to either that program or a control
group, administer a test instrument
specifically designed to measure performance from the program, and then
express surprise that the students in
the control group do not perform as
well as the students in the special program.
Many advocates of the use of computers in education have been among
the most flagrant with such techniques. The research literature overflows with such studies where, for example, after six months of intensive
drill on addition, students' addition
skills improve. Perhaps such teaching
to specific test questions has an appropriate place in education, but it is
much more important that students
learn how to think, how to solve
problems, and how to learn. One of
the objectives of the Lamplighter

project was to determine if Logo
could be used by students to learn
better thinking, problem -solving, and
learning skills.
It is, of course, a simple matter to
assess addition skills. By comparison,
it is quite complicated to measure
thinking, problem- solving, or learning skills. No one test and no single
study can do more than begin to explore these skills and changes in them
that result when children use Logo.
I used a test called rule learning,
taken from cognitive psychology. In
rule learning, students are shown a
series of pictures, usually with one of
several shapes shaded in one of several colors, with the size of the shapes
shown either small, medium, or large
(comparatively) and with either one,
two, or three exact replicas of the
shape present. For example, a picture
might show three small, red triangles
or one large, blue circle. In rule learning, students are told which features
to pay attention to, e.g., a problem

might have red and circle as relevant
features, and students would be told
to pay attention to them. Students are
then required to learn what combination of those relevant features
satisfies the binary rule chosen by the
experimenter. For red and circle relevant, the possible rules are conjunction (only pictures of red circles obey
the rule), disjunction (pictures of any
red shape and of any circle obey the
rule), conditional (pictures of red
circles and of all nonred shapes fit the
rule "if red, then circle; if not red,
then any shape "), and biconditional
(pictures of red circles and of nonred,
noncircular shapes fit the rule "if red,
then circle; if not red, then not
circle ").
To solve a rule -learning task, students have to be able to symbolically
manipulate the features, ignore irrelevant features, process information
from current pictures, and combine
that information with their memories
from previous pictures. For third
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graders, the conjunctive and disjunctive rules are fairly simple because the
students experience forms of these
rules in their everyday lives. The conditional rule is much more difficult
for them, and the biconditional is
harder still.
Students in the Lamplighter School
third grade were randomly assigned
to one of three homerooms which had
two Texas Instruments computers.
Five more computers were located in
the shared space between the three
rooms. After homeroom, students
went on to classes with each of the
third -grade teachers. Two of the

third -grade homeroom teachers
elected to ensure that each pupil
received one half hour of Logo a week
and the other teacher set a one -houra -week minimum for her students.

This difference existed from the start
of the school year through the last
week in April when students from all
three classes were given the task of
learning the conditional rule. The
students from the one-hour Logo
homeroom performed significantly
better than the other two groups and
better than even a sixth -grade level.
What is most important about
these results is that the children were
not taught to the test. Rather their extra Logo sessions improved a more
general problem -solving skill. It
would be premature to take this one
study as conclusive evidence that
Logo improves all thinking. The
results should be taken to encourage
similar studies with other measures of
thinking and other groups of
people.

Logo Research
at Bank Street College
Jan Jewson and Roy D. Pea
The Center for Children and Technology
Bank Street College of Education
610 West 112 St.
New York, NY 10025
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Microcomputers are being used in
many schools throughout the United
States in the belief that they have important educational potential for
children. However, little research indicates what children learn from
working with microcomputers, how
they learn to work with the technology, and in what ways such skills
relate to other academically relevant
skills. We are particularly interested
in the educational possibilities for
children who learn to program microcomputers with Logo. Among the
organizations funding the Center's
research are the Spencer Foundation,
the Xerox Foundation, and the International Paper Company Foundation.
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Our research is concerned with revealing how children acquire computer programming skills and how
the use of microcomputers in classrooms may relate to other cognitive
and social skills. Research supported
by the Spencer Foundation is being
conducted in two classrooms (one of
8- and 9- year -olds and another of 11and 12- year -olds) of the Children's
School at Bank Street College of
Education. The children are learning
to program with Logo, and in each
classroom they have access to six
microcomputers. They can work
alone or together as active programmers of their own projects.
We are investigating a number of

specific questions concerning

The Logo Journal
children's experience with Logo. One
set of studies addresses the relationship between computer programming
and problem -solving skills. It has
been widely assumed that computer
programming experience will enhance
problem- solving abilities (Papert,
1980) because of the modular character of the work and the necessity of
using debugging processes. However,
this assumption has never been systematically tested. Therefore, one
aim of our research is to examine relationships between the degree of Logo
programming expertise and problem solving and planning skills through
longitudinal studies. This will enable
us to determine the impact of Logo
programming skill development.
As part of this investigation of the

development of children's programming abilities, we will document the
growth of knowledge about Logo as a
language as well as knowledge of
computers. Our work on Logo programming expertise will center on
case studies of changes in children's
knowledge of Logo over time in relation to the use of their knowledge to
achieve project goals.
We are also investigating the social
context of microcomputer use in
classrooms. It has been observed in
several different educational contexts
that children seem to collaborate and
teach each other more when they
work with microcomputers. One
study which we have completed indicates that children talk more to
each other about problems they are

doing when they work with the
microcomputers, as opposed to other
classroom work. Both the occurrence
and quality of the interaction when
children work together are of interest
to us because we believe collaborative
work to be an important learning
context.
In addition, we are documenting
the process by which the teachers incorporate microcomputers and the
use of Logo into their classrooms.
This work will be useful for addressing key questions concerning the best
ways of using microcomputers with
children in school. The research is intended to clarify our basic understanding of planning, problem solving,
and peer interaction in classrooms for
this relatively new domain.

Young People's Logo Association
James H. Muller
Young People's Logo Association
1208 Hillsdale Drive
Richardson, TX 75081

And this is the way to educate
children: the instinctive way of
mothers. There should be no effort to
teach children to think, to have ideas.
Only to lift them and urge them into
dynamic activity. The voice of
dynamic sound, not the words of
understanding. Damn understanding.
Gestures and touch, and expression
of face, not theory. Never have ideas
about children -and never have ideas
FOR them.

-Fantasia of the Unconscious
and Psychoanalysis and the
Unconscious
D. H. Lawrence

This quote from D. H. Lawrence is
what the Young People's Logo Association is all about. But at the time of
our founding, in summer 1981, no

one was thinking about Lawrence's
statement. We thought we could just
buy a few TI -99/4 Logo systems and
let my son, Larry, and his friends enjoy having a young people's users'
group and software exchange. We
soon started writing a newsletter.
We also wanted disabled individuals to enjoy the fruits of the
computer revolution. We were
dismayed to find so little information
available on computer applications
for the disabled but pleased to learn
of the experimental success in this
field with Logo.
We soon developed into a small
group of teachers, media specialists,
and journalists who wanted young
people and the disabled to participate
fully in the world of computers. We
have come to believe that Logo and
turtle graphics can open this world to
both groups.

At first we thought we would be
corresponding with children who
were already using Logo in their
classes. We were surprised when our
publicity generated interest from all
over the world and from people using
all types of computers. When I
brought home an Atari 800 system,
we had another surprise. The young
people immediately began to ask
whether Logo could run on the Atari,
and whether the Atari graphics could
be duplicated in Logo. We then began
to look at the differences between the
Atari 800 and the TI -99/4. From that
point, the imagination, curiosity, and
energy of the young people took over
and became infectious.

Logo and the Young
When people learned about the international membership of the association, they wanted to see chapters
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formed in schools around the United
States and around the world. As our
group grew, members wanted to
learn about all kinds of computers
and languages. A reporter asked why
we called our organization a Logo
association when it was obvious that
we were doing much more. But nothing can be "much more" than Logo. A
well- structured, procedural language,
Logo lets young people start with
what they know -their own everyday
language. Logo lets you define a
problem in its simplest components
and then reassemble the components
in a procedure for solving the problem with a computer. Using turtle
graphics, people learn to "play" the
computer, creating their own language through Logo. In the process,
they not only gain valuable experience in problem solving and decision
making, but also develop confidence
and self-esteem.
Young people see the computer for
tool of the mind. Just as
what it is
they don't blame the pencil for a mistake in writing, they don't blame the
computer for a mistake in programming. Indeed, young people don't
view their errors as mistakes but as
bugs to be defined and eliminated.
Logo introduces problems to
children in a way that makes them
eager to learn. Children are, in
Lawrence's words, lifted and urged
into dynamic activity. You can see
the dynamic power of Logo in the
eyes of a 6- year -old as he sees his procedures run correctly for the first
time. You can see the power in the

-a

concentration of a hyperactive child
still working over the keyboard after
an hour of programming.
Logo and the Disabled
Logo can be equally powerful in
the service of the physically and mentally handicapped. Personal computing is a whole new world for these
people, and Logo can help them build
confidence, self- reliance, and dignity.
Logo creates opportunities for education, communication, productive
employment, and significant contributions to society. Logo provides
outlets for creativity and imagination.
The YPLA has members throughout the United States and in many
other countries. Young people 18 and
under can receive our newsletter,
Turtle News, at no charge. We ask
adults in North America to contribute
$25 per year to receive Turtle News
plus the Logo Newsletter, which is
oriented toward adults. The requested contribution for international
membership is $40. Our software exchange disks and tapes are available
at $10 each or at no charge when exchanged for a working program.
We have active local chapters in
Texas and others on the way in
California, Minnesota, Delaware,
Pennsylvania, Florida, Virginia, and
elsewhere. Local chapters will offer
competitions, achievement levels,
badges, T- shirts, and all the other
elements necessary to give children a
sense of belonging to an organization
of their own.

Logo Update
Phil Lemmons
Consulting Editor

This report provides recent news
from Logo projects and classes
around the United States and
Canada. Far from assessing the status
of Logo in American and Canadian
education, the report merely hopes to
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capture something of the character
and spirit of the people who are
teaching Logo or guiding Logo projects. Logo projects and programs exist from coast to coast: from the
Microcomputer Resource Center at
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Teachers College at Columbia
University in New York, to the Marin
Computer Center in Corte Madera,
California. Telephone calls to participants in many Logo activities invariably found people enthusiastic about
Logo and its future. It was seldom
necessary to ask questions after saying something like, 'Tell me what
you're doing with Logo." Explanations and anecdotes came pouring
out. What follows is only a sampling.

East Aurora High School
Erie County, New York
Dan Rolfler teaches in the mathematics department at East Aurora
High School. Last February and
March, the school offered an enrichment program called "EastOz." This
program provided learning experiences for children on six Saturday
mornings.
Texas Instruments lent the school
six TI -99/4 computers. Forty students
took part. Separate classes were held
for grades 2 -5 and 6 -8. Children were
taught problem solving and organized thinking. "You see different
children solve the same problem in
different ways," Rolfler says. "It's exciting to watch the kids. Logo is the
best means I've seen for discoverymethod learning."
While the younger children needed
more class time, the children from
fourth grade up "took off on their
own," Rolfler reports. "What Papert
suggested really does happen."
Rolfler also noted the tremendous
educational potential of Logo in the
home.
Besides the program for students,
East Aurora High School has a computer- literacy course for teachers that
introduces them to both Logo and
BASIC. Furthermore, the Erie County Board of Cooperative Educational
Services is considering using Logo in
curriculum development work.

Eastside Alternative School
Eugene, Oregon
Tim Riordan teaches Logo at the
Eastside Alternative School and expresses few reservations about the
336

language. "It's real fantastic in terms
of developing analytical thinking and
problem -solving skills," he says. "The
graphics approach appeals to kids' interests, both girls' and boys'." Riordan also commented, "There's no
limit. Kids as young as third grade
can work with the idea of variables
and can use recursion and develop
things that are ongoing."
Riordan offered an example of the
kind of abstract thought developed
by children using Logo. When a math
teacher described a circle as having
no sides, a 10- year -old student in a
Logo class remarked that a circle
could be thought of as an infinity of
very small sides. Logo had enabled
that child to internalize the concept of
the infinitesimal, so important later in
calculus.
Riordan is also optimistic about
Logo's surviving any imposition of
curriculum standards. "I see no
reason," he says, "why you couldn't
put all of junior high geometry in
Logo classes."
The Eastside Alternative Logo effort teaches 75 children from first to
sixth grade. There is one 45- minute
Logo period every day for three
weeks. Some parents have taken the
Logo class with their children.

Hamilton -Wenham School
District
Hamilton, Massachusetts
Pat Ruane, curriculum coordinator
for the Hamilton -Wenham School
District in Hamilton, Massachusetts,
reports that the district has been experimenting with Logo for one year.
As a result, it has decided to focus its
Logo program beginning in the third
grade in three different schools.
Classes for sixth graders, junior high
students, and a formal Logo programming course for adults have
been set up.
One of the third -grade programs
has three Apples circulating among
three classrooms. The machines are in
use all day, and every child has lots of
time with a machine. For children in
the program, using computers has
already become second nature.
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Some of the children first developed an interest in computers in first
and second grade while using the
school's Big Traks- robot -like, programmable toy vehicles. Programming more than one Big Trak, coordinating the movements in what the
school calls "Big Trak Ballet," required children to plan carefully.
Highlights of Big Trak Ballet include
programming vehicles to mirror each
other's movements or to arrive simultaneously at the same place after leaving different origins at different distances.
As for the Logo program itself,
Ruane sees students receiving more
benefits than just an early introduction to programming. Because they
share machines, the children gain important social experience. They are
grouped heterogeneously and their
interaction leads to increased mutual
respect.
Children also learn general thinking skills, especially how to analyze
problems. Third -grade teachers say
that the children who excel with Logo
are not necessarily those who do well
on traditional mathematics tests. This
suggests that traditional measures of
ability in mathematics overemphasize computation.
Logo also provides benefits for
teachers. According to Ruane, there
is "a different relationship between
teacher and learner. Teachers ask,
'Can I still engage as a learner7' This
changes teachers' views of teaching.
Logo has opened up the whole question of how mathematics should be
taught."
As for other educational software
now on the market, Ruane says, "I
would as soon throw out all our other
software and just use Logo."

Falk School

Pittsburgh University
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Sharon Lesgold is curriculum developer for a Logo demonstration
class in the Falk School, a laboratory
school at Pittsburgh University. The
program has 49 children aged 5 to 8
using Terrapin Logo for the Apple.
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The children, some from the Pittsburgh urban area and some the
children of faculty, share a total of
three machines in a connected suite of
several large rooms.
Lesgold describes the Pittsburgh
program as "very developmental.
Not much real programming yet. The

children are mostly drawing
pictures." Each child has use of a
computer for 30 minutes a week.
Lesgold has altered the Logo commands somewhat, notably making
turtle steps 10 times as big as usual.
Also, instead of describing a movement in degrees, the children use
directional terms -north for the top
of the screen, south for the bottom,
etc. The children find these terms
easier to use, partly because the directional references in the Logo course
are consistent with the children's
parallel introduction to map skills.
Lesgold comments, "The kids understand the power of Logo and how to
use it."
A summer day camp is planned for
children from first to sixth grade,
with the majority in the fourth and
fifth grades. The camp will offer 4
computers for a class of 20 children,
with 1 teacher and 1 aide. Lesgold
hopes that the increased computer
time will make it possible for children
to learn to write procedures. The
summer instruction will be more
structured than that given during the
school year. Children will have more
definite tasks to do.
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Jim Muller of the YPLA reports
that the group is developing a version
of Apple Logo that incorporates a

single- keystroke language for the
physically disabled. (See page 333 for
a report by Muller on YPLA.) The
enhanced Logo will present a menu of

words and phrases and convenient
means to construct sentences from
them and print the results. Toggle
switches and gravity switches will
replace standard keys and make using
the computer easier.
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$459/$35
BT -80
3179/330
Mac
$ 85/115
3 85/315
Sid.
Z -Sid
Tex

90/$15
90/315
S 50/310
$459/335
s

S

DeSpool
CB-80
CBasic -2
FOX GELLER
Ouickscreen
Ouickcode
dutil
GRAHAM-DORIAN'
General Ledger
Acct Receivable
Acct Payable
Job Costing
Payroll Il
Inventory Il

I

Payroll..
Inventory
Cash Register
Apartment Mgt

$

98320

$135 /$na

$2853na
S

85/3na

$729/540
$729/$40
$729/540
$729/540
$729/540
$729/540
$493/$40
$493/540
$493/$40
$493/$40

MICRO -AP'
S -Basic

$289/925
$295/S35
Selector IV
$495/$50
Selector V
MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS
HOBS
$289/935
MDBS
5795340

3289310

CP /M users:

O NLY

specify disk systems and formats Most formats available.

Payroll w /Cost
All 3
All 3 + CBASIC -2
Enhanced Osborne

PEACHTREE'
General Ledger
Acct Receivable
Acct Payable
Payroll
Inventory
Surveyor
Property Mgt
CPA Client Write -up

All4

3399/540
$399/340
$399/140
3399/340
$399/540
3399/340
$799/340
$799/340

SuperCalc

-

Trans 88

Act.
SUPERSOFT'
Ada
Diagnostic I.
Diagnostic II
Disk Doctor
Forth (8080 or 280)
Fortran
Fortran w/Ratfor
C Compiler
.

Star Edit..
Scratch pad.
Statsgraph
Dataview
Other
SYSTEMS PLUS

Module
4 Modules
All 8.
1

Inventory

UNICORN

Micro B+
Raid

String /80
String /80 (source)
ISIS CP /M Utility

9224/Sna

I

WHITESMITHS'

5429/130

M Sol-0

3829
$144

Compiler

84

$174

Multi Plan
Call
Manager Series
Call
ORGANIC SOFTWARE'

$111325

TextWriterlll

3289/$25
9289/930

DateBook II
Milestone.

OSBORNE

General Ledger
Acct Rec /Acct Pay

$

s

59/920
59/$20

Visicalc 3.3
Desktop/Plan II
Visiterm
Visidex
Visiplot
Visitrend/Visiplot
Visifile
Visischedule
G /L. A /R. A /P. Pay or

Inventory (each)
Peach Pack
Systems Plus.
Accounting Plus II.
G /L. AR, AP. or
Inventory (each)
(Needs G/L to run)

3315
9175

Spell

Binder..

Select

CALL TOLL FREE VISA

"OTHER GOODIES"
Micro Courier
Super -Text II.
Data Factory
DB Master

3229325

$259/985
9289/845
$289/325
$349/945
3495 /Sna

89/:50

3229/550
S179/$25
5224/525
3130/$15
$449/350
3449/540
$229/320
5224/535
$ 84/520
$279/sna

:199/350
s199/s20
5

s

95/$na
75/sna

953na
37853na
S

$129/312

5159
5129
5129
less 15%

5289

5199
3199
3 90
.3199
3180
3259
5189
3259

PEACHTREE

Sp Prog
Pascal/Z
$349/530
Pascal/UCSD 40
5870/950
Pascal/M
$355/920
DATA BASE"
FMS -80
.$849/545
dBASE II
9595/350
Condor II
$899/950
"WORD PROCESSING"
WordSearch
5179350

SpellGuard
VTS /80
Magic Wand..
Magic Span

5

VISICORP

$149/$25
$149/s25
$249/350

$298

$189/330

MailMerge
s 99
Wordstar /MailMerge $349
3159
SuperSort l
$129
Spellstar
PERSONAL SOFTWARE/

99/925

Basic -80
Basic Compiler

$224

Wordstar

GL or AR or AP or Pay. S 79/325
All 4...
3289/399
Compiled each
s 99/325

Mince
Scribble
Both

$289/:30

MICROSOFT'
Softcard (Z -80 CP /M) 3298
Fortran
.3179
5499
Cobol
Tasc
$139
MICROPRO'

less 10%

S

$3853na

I1

INFO UNLIMITED'
EasyWriter (Prof)
Datadex
EasyMailer (Prof)
Other

3425 /Sna
$1395/Sna
33400/sna

$800/930
9850/345

$

APPLE

49/320
$ 84/520
3 84/520
$149/530
3219/330
3289/535
$174/320
$189/$30
5174/315
5174/515
$174/320

"PASCAL"
Pascal /MT+ Pkg

Macro -80
Edit -B0.
MuSimp /MuMath
MuLisp -80

Lynx
Supervyz
CP /M Power
Mathe Magic
CIS COBOL
ZIP

s289/Sna
$115
$157

"C" Compiler
Pascal (incl

Fortran-80

MiniModel
StatPak

$259/Sna

$329
$349

Vedic

TCS

$429 /Sna

MICROSOFT'

Plan 80
Target
Tiny -C
Tiny C Compiler
Nevada Cobol
MicroStat

Legal Time A Billing
Property Mngmt.
S 849
STRUCTURED SYSTEMS
Business Packages.
Call for Price

SORCIM

85 3na
$145 3na
5

"COMMUNICATIONS"
$149/315
Ascom
BSTAM
$149/Sna
BSTMS
3149/Sna
Crosstalk
5139/$na
Move-it
f 89/Sna
"OTHER GOODIES"
Micro Plan
$419/sna

.51129
S 849

5319/980

$199340
$175340

The Word
The Word Plus
Palantier-I (WP)

Add $129
MagiCalc
5289/525
-Peach Pak" Series4 311953na
Other
less 10%
STAR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
S 359
G /L.A /R.A /P. Pay

MICROPRO'
WordStar
Customization Notes

$109/125
$419/985
$249/980
$119/940

59/520
5129/$80
$199/375
5289/580
3

P5 Version

$1295/$80

Mail -Merge
WordStar /Mail -Merge
DataStar
WordMaster
SuperSort
Spell Star
CalcStar.

Combine our price protection with the
availability of full professional support and
our automatic update service and you have
the Ultimate Software Plan.
It's a convenient, uncomplicated, logical
way to get your software.

(New Items or new prices)

MA NUAL

DRS or ORS or RTL
MOBS PKG

I

The Young People's Logo
Association
Richardson, Texas

1FP
OPOg

5224/940
5795

9385 /Sna
$219
3127
3134
S184

16 -BIT SOFTWARE
8088 SOFTWARE
Supercalc
Wordstar (ISMPC)
Call for others

$289
$289 /sna

MASTERCHARGE

U.S. 1-800-421-4003 CALIF. 1-800-252-4092 LOS ANGELES 1-213-837-5141
Outside Continental U.S. -add $10 plus Air Parcel Post Add $3.50 postage and handling per each item
California residents add 6% sales tax Allow 2 weeks on checks. C.O.D. $3.00 extra Prices subject to change
without notice All items subject to availability
TO -Mfgs Trademark
Blue Label $3.00 additional per item.

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
8520 Selma Ave. Suite 309 Los Angeles, Ca. 90028 (213) 837 -5141
Intl TELEX 499 -0446 DISCSOFT LSA USA TELEX 194-634 (Attn: 499 -0446)
TWX 910-321 -3597 (Attn: 499 -0446)
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The Logo Journal
Jack Kishpaugh, who finished near
the top in the Johns Hopkins competition for computer applications for the
handicapped, is using Logo to develop a utility disk for the severely disabled. Kishpaugh, himself disabled, is
trying to reduce the number of keystrokes required for successful communication from the usual range of
200 -300 to only 20 -25.
The YPLA is also beginning to investigate the use of voice input and is
seeking ways to interface voice- recognition systems with the Logo language.
As for instruction in Logo, the
YPLA tries to help elementary school
children learn fundamental programming concepts like interrelationships
among blocks of data. Muller notes
that "Logo also helps children
develop good social relationships."
At least two children work on each
project, and as a result, children get a
greater sense of accomplishment on

completing a project.
Muller expects tremendous growth
in the exploitation of Logo's powerful
list -processing capabilities. The most
obvious application is in the language
arts. Logo's features make it relatively easy to develop word games and
language exercises. He also believes
that the use of Logo will expand in
many other directions.

Austin College
Sherman, Texas
Dr. Henry Gorman, whose report
on the Lamplighter Project appears
on page 331 of this issue, uses Logo in
his Principles of Learning class at
Austin College. The class has four
TI -99/4s that are used most of the
day for Logo. Each of the 40 college
psychology students uses Logo in
working with 1 student between the
ages of 7 and 14. Thirty -nine of the
college students were enthusiastic
about Logo.

Celeste Alexander, one of Dr. Gorman's college psychology students,
describes her experience with a young
Logo pupil this way: "After the first
day we worked nearly exclusively
with sprites. He liked everything to
be put into a program." Of her own
reaction to Logo and to learning to
use a computer, Alexander says, "I
found my first apprehensions dissolved and I realized I could not only
run or manage this computer, but
also understand what I was doing."
Janet Truska, another of Dr. Gorman's students, also had good results
to report. "I was concerned as to
whether my student would enjoy it or
not," she says. "After we worked
with it a while, he began to enjoy it,
as did I, and we both found it to be a
very rewarding learning experience."
This summer, Austin College is offering a continuing education course
in Logo. Students range from the second grade to the twelfth, divided into

DATAFACE D101: APPLE WIN ONE
TURNS YOUR OLYMPIA ES101 OR REMINGTON 210 TYPEWRITER
INTO A LETTER QUALITY PRINTER FOR THE APPLE II COMPUTER

The Dataface D101 Apple II'" Interface Card gives
you a letter quality printer while allowing the full use
of your office electronic typewriter. The D101
requires only one card, the cable is included. Installation- simply plug in! No jumpers to set and no
soldering necessary.
Suggested retail price $349.50.
Dealer Inquiries Invited.
"Apple
338

II is a trademark
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FOR OTHER COMPUTERS USE THE GRQ -11
Interfaces to the Olympia ES100, ES101, ES105 and
Remington 210, 220 electronic typewriter.

IJIThFIiCE

If1C.

2372 A WALSH AVENUE, SANTA CLARA, CA 95050

TELEPHONE (408) 727-6704

of Apple Computers, Inc.
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The Logo Journal
four classes with a three -year age
span. The college may offer a Logo
course for parents at night this fall.

Ponderosa Elementary School
Cherry Creek School District
Aurora, Colorado
Jim Wilborn, who is active in the
Logo program at Ponderosa Elementary School, says that the school is
now using seven TI -99/4s with Logo.
Since October 1981, pairs of children
have had access to TI- 99/4s, with
each session lasting 15 minutes. The
students show enthusiasm for Logo,
battling for additional time at the
Logo keyboard, but also sharing
ideas. The students are developing
improved skills in general problem
solving, logical -sequential organization, and spelling. Many of the
children who are doing well are "surprises." More than 25 teachers are
cooperating in the program and
working hard with the computers.
This summer the Cherry Creek
School District is offering a Logo program for gifted and talented students.
Each student sometimes faces specific
challenges, such as making a sprite
carry his or her initials across the
video screen.

Lexington Public Schools
Lexington, Massachusetts

Logo, but generally children learn a
new feature of the language when
they need that feature to achieve a
desired effect. Children also trade a
great deal of information. Part of the
driving force in the sharing sessions is
the children's desire to show their
peers what they can do.
Next fall, the schools hope to have
all fifth graders using Logo. If plans
work out, the Lexington schools will
provide each child eight whole -class
lessons on Logo, with more than one
hour a week using the computer. One
Apple will be available for every two
or three classes.

Driscoll School
Brookline, Massachusetts
Driscoll School is training all
fourth and fifth graders in the use of
Logo. The training emphasizes programming and uses Apples and Terrapin Logo. Pairs of students get a
half hour each week of computer time
and use the computers all year long.
Joyce Tobias of Driscoll School
reports that Logo instruction in the
fourth and fifth grades has been successful enough to warrant writing a
curriculum for the fifth and sixth
grades to continue Logo classes. Each
student in the existing Logo classes
must achieve specific goals, first
achieving each goal with help and
later doing it alone. Boys and girls are
showing equal interest in Logo.
Some children have passed graphics and gone into full -scale programming. Tobias reports that "one student is writing a Logo program that
tutors other students in the use of
Logo." Another boy is writing
simulations, including one program
that simulates taking a trip across the
United States.

Beth Lowd of the resource center at
Lexington Public Schools serves as a
consultant to teachers using Logo.
She reports that the use of Logo in
Lexington is not a separate program
in itself. Several teachers have begun
to use computers with children of different ages. One sixth -grade classroom has had a Logo computer all
year, as has one fourth -grade teacher.
The Lexington Schools see Logo
primarily as part of the computer literacy curriculum. Lowd describes
Logo as both "a wonderful first pro-

Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario

gramming experience" and "a very
good tool for the child who hasn't
been able to succeed in some areas."
While Logo is taught as a programming language, the children are also
allowed to explore. Teachers use a
checklist in connection with teaching

Dr. William Higginson of Queen's
University in Kingston, Ontario, says
that about 15 schools in eastern Ontario are using Logo (see page 328).
Interest in Logo is running high. The
Educational Computing Organization
of Ontario gave a conference in May
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APPLE II PLUS 48K
CALL
APPLE III 128K
CALL
NEC PC8001A 32K
$749
NEC PC8031 DUAL DISK
$749
SHARP PC1500 POCKET COMPUTER... 8225
SHARP CE150 FOUR COLOR PRinter.... $185
SMITH CORONA DAISY-WHL. PRNTR... $695

CALCULATORS- TI -55II
TIP BUSINESS ANALYSIS II
TIP-58C
TIP-59
TIP 100C
TI

HP -41CV
w /Flue times
more memory

$36
$36
$79
$169
$149

$237

HP -41C
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List. $325

HP-41CV PRINTER
5289
HP -41CV OPTICAL WAND
$99
HP -41CV CARD READER
$165
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$99
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ATARI 410 PROGRAM. RECORDER
$79
ATARI 810 DISK DRIVE
$419

-APPLE OWN ERS-

APPLE II CPIM' Conversion Special
Included MicroSoft Softcard.la boardwithZ -80.
with MicroSoft BASIC and CP /M° included).
MicroSoft'sbuffered 16K RAM board, the VIDEX
VI DEOTER M 80 Column board, with a soft video
switch and inverse video.
Ali for only,

$599

I

Limited time only)

Lowest prices on CCS & SSM
APPLE Interface Boards!
Special prices on VisiCalc'
and other VisiCorp Software
(formerly Personal Software)
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_

drew 1400 participants The progrim included. 14 sessions on Logo.
Queen's University now offers a
continuing education course to introduce school teachers to Logo. Classes
meet one night a week for seven
weeks The univeristy is also developing a diploma program in educational
computing. ''T ogo would probably be
th. t

part of that program,"
Higgincon says.

a significant

nr

Microcomputer Resource Center
Teachers College
Columbia University
New York, New York
Ursula Wo17 reports that Teachers
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College is training teachers in Logo.
Training in the field is taking place in
New Jersey, New York's Westchester
County, and New York City.
Also a month -long Logo course at
Teachers College provides a two week introduction to the programming language followed by a two week practicum with an experienced
teacher of Logo.
While Wolz believes that the use of
Logo is an important part of education, she stresses that in order to be
successful, teachers must have a good
understanding of the developmental
education concepts behind Logo. She
believes it is equally important for
teachers to have a strong working
knowledge of Logo, noting that
"teaching children Logo without really knowing Logo yourself would be
like trying to teach Shakespeare with out having read the plays."
The Teachers College Microcomputer Resource Center and the
Department of Communications and
Computing together offer an internship program for teachers. Teachers
College also has Logo classes at its
Center for the Gifted (classes are not
restricted to the gifted). Wolz says
one of the most exciting things about
working with Logo is "seeing kids in
their third or fourth session who have
gone significantly beyond rudimentary Logo." She also enjoys seeing
children sharing information and
"working problems through as a
group." Teachers College uses both
TI -99/4s and Apples in teaching
Logo.

Tucker. Anthony & R. I. Day, Inc.
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A Final Note
Most of the people interviewed for
this report did have one complaint
about current Logo classes and projects: a shortage of machines and
machine time for children. Under the

circumstances, it is remarkable that
so many early users and teachers are
so enthusiastic about Logo. When we
look back a few years from now, we
will probably wonder how the
pioneers in this field did so much with
so little. U

For serious business microcomputing,
only one operating system
exactly fits.
Whether you're in business and do
microcomputing, or in computing

available, type 'HELP' and the command
function title-OASIS displays the
syntax and options available.
And it's a I in your language -not
computerese. (OASIS
exact business fit #5:
user -friendliness.)

and sell to business, you'll like OASIS'
Nota hobby or scientific system warmed over for business use,
OASIS is the only operating
system designed from the
ground up for business.
SERIOUS BUSINESS

AND, AND, AND...

COMES IN ALL SIZES.

Some of the best, most
extensive documentation
in the industry; a packed
Application Software
Directory; multi -level training; direct telephone support;
worldwide sales & service;
options like CONTROL
Relational Data Base
Management System and
MASTERPLAN Financial
Modeling Package; OASIS
has it all. (OASIS exact
business fits #6 through #12.)

Whatever your business
need, OASIS has the operating system to match:
8 -bit or 16 -, single -user or
the multi -user system that
professionals tell us makes
micros run like minis. And
that's even truer now with
new OASIS- 16..** (OASIS
exact business fit #1:
choice.)

11

ANY SYSTEM IS ONLY

Now you know why there's

AS GOOD AS THE

BUSINESS

HOBBY

PROGRAMS IT RUNS.

The acid test for any business
operating system is the application
software available to run on it. There's
plenty for OASIS -for nearly any job.
And it's top quality, too, because our
integrated tools are top quality -and
there are more of them. Like a high -level
BASIC Interpreter /Compiler/Editor/
Debugger; ISAM/Keyed /Direct/
Sequential Files; a smart Print Spooler;
Automatic Record Locking (OASIS
exclusives!); plus COBOL & 'C'
Languages. These tools are mandatory
for high -quality business application
program development -ask any
developer. (OASIS exact business fit #2:
high -quality application software.)
PORTABILITY PROTECTS BUSINESS
SOFTWARE INVESTMENTS.

OASIS is custom -fitted to manufacturers' hardware so application software
developed to run on one OASIS
equipped machine can also run on
others-and is upwardly compatible
from 8 -bit OASIS Single -User to Multi User, on up to OASIS -16. This kind of
application software portability is
exclusive with OASIS.
Device independence allows various
printers and terminals to be used
with no modification to application

-

SCIENCE

no reason to struggle trying
to put a square peg in a
round hole. For serious

BUSINESS

software: OASIS system software compensates for differences. (OASIS exact
business fit #3: portability.)
ACCURATE DATA & A SECURE

business microcomputing,
there is one operating system that
exactly fits: OASIS. Call or write us
today for details.
For Z80.

SYSTEM REDUCE BUSINESS RISKS.

" For 8086, 68000. Z8000, LSI

-11,

& others.

-a

Data integrity
challenge for any
multi -user system
insured by OASIS
File & Automatic Record Locking. With
it, normally all users can view a record
at the same time. BUT, if the record is
being updated by one user, other users
are automatically denied access until
the update is complete. That means
data is always accurate and up -to -date.
And it's still another OASIS exclusive.
For system security, there's OASIS
Logon, Password & Privilege Level.
User Accounting keeps track of who used
the system, when. (OASIS exact business
fit #4: data integrity/system security.)

-is

A FRIENDLY SYSTEM IS

MI STRICTLY BUSINESS MI
PHASE ONE SYSTEMS, INC.
7700 Edgewater Drive, Suite 830
Oakland, CA 94621 -3051
Telephone 415/562-8085 TWX 910 -366 -7139
I'm serious about my business
please send me
OASIS -16 Manual, $75
OASIS Manual, $60
Free Application Software Directory
and put me on your mailing list.

-

:

(Add $3 for shipping: California residents add sales tax. )

GOOD BUSINESS.

For user -friendliness, OASIS sets new
standards. Example: the EXEC Job
Control Language is so smart it walks
users through their applications
and around the operating system.
With our 'HELP' feature, if you are
unsure of the functions and options

-
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Semidisk, Software Tools,
the BDOS Blues, Power,
and LISPs
A veteran computer user voices his opinions.
Jerry Pournelle

c/o

BYTE Publications
POB 372
Hancock, NH 03449

First we had M- Drive, or Warp long compilations and assemblies,
Drive, the Godbout /G Sr G En- once you try either Semidisk or
gineering system that tricks your M -Drive you'll wonder how you ever
8085/8088 into thinking memory is a lived without it.
disk. Now we have Semidisk, which
does the same thing and will work
Software Tools is one
with any CP /M 2.2 system; unlike
of those books you
Godbout's M- Drive, Semidisk doesn't
if
can't do
require a DMA (direct memory access) disk controller.
you're serious about
Semidisk comes in big
learning to program.
chunks -512K bytes is standard, with
a full megabyte on special order -and
works with the S -100 bus. The firm Software Tools
Not too long after Ezekial, my
says it'll have Semidisk available for
the TRS -80 Model II and the IBM Per- friend who happens to be a Z80 comsonal Computer. I know Semidisk puter, came to live here at Chaos
works with an S -100, either 8085 or Manor, my (alas, late) mad friend
Z80, because we have it running. We Mac Lean brought me a book: Softgot it only yesterday; full report next ware Tools by Brian W. Kernighan
month. So far it works fine and is and P. J. Plauger. Those were the
comparable in speed to M- Drive. If days when I insisted I was monumenyou do a lot of programming with tally uninterested in learning to be a

without
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programmer. "I only want to use the
machines," I insisted. "I don't care
how programs work."
"You'll want to learn," Mac Lean
said. "So here's a painless way to get
started. Read it. Hell, you know one
of the authors."
It happened that I already admired
Bill Plauger's work as a science fiction
writer. Even so, I was reluctant to get
started. Wisely, Mac Lean insisted -one of the many great favors he
did for me and one of the countless
reasons I'll continue to miss him for a
long time.
(My wife says not to worry: sure as
anything, some night I'll fall asleep at
the keyboard, and in the morning,
there'll be a disk file with a long
diatribe on some totally unexpected
subject, complete with telltale mad
similes and the like. I can hardly
wait.)

NEECO
C.

Commodore Computer

VIC 20 Personal Computer
VIC 1515 Graphic Printer

299.95
395.00
$ 995.00
$1295.00
$1495.00
$1995.00
$1795.00
$1295.00
$ 695.00
$ 795.00
$ 279.00
$ 74.95
$ 39.95
$ 49.95
5
$

CBM 4016..
CBM 4032
CBM 8032
CBM SuperPet 9000 ..
CBM 8050 Dual Disk Drive
CBM 4040 Dual Disk Drive
CBM 2031 Single Disk Drive
CBM 4022 Tractor Printer
CBM 8010IEEE Modem
CBM Datasette
CBM -IEEE Interface Cable
IEEE -IEEE Interface Cable
.

%

C_

«o.b...

CBM

Professional Software / .or CBM Computers
Vt,ordProtM --

a

Family of ( BM Word Processing Programs

Word Pro 2 Plus
Word Pro 3 Plus
WordPro 4 Plus
Word Pro 5 Plus (for CBM 8096)
The Administrator (Data Base for CBM)
PowerlM(Programmer's Utility ROM)
InfoProlM(DataBase for CBM)

rOMa00

$
$
$
$
S.

$
$

199.95
295.00
450.00
450.00
650.00
89.95
295.00

A Atari
Atari40016K.
S 399.00
Atari 800 16K (incl. BASIC
cartridge)
S 899.00
Atari 410
.

Amdek Monitors
Video 1000
Video 300G
Color 1
Color 2

$ 179.011

$
$
S

200.00
449.00
999 (X)

Recorder
S
99.95
Atari 810 Disk
Drive
S 599.95
Atari 822 Thermal
Printer
S 299.95

CMD Mupet
MC -800A Mupet Controller
S 995.00
(Multi-User Controller (or CBM Computers)
CM -100 Channel Module
S 250.00
Printer Module
S 350.00

Qume
Sprint 9/45
Tractor Option

$2495.0()
S 210.00

Epson Printers
MX -70
MX-80 w /Graphtrax

$ 299.95

MX./10 FT
MX -100 FT
INTERFACE CARDS
8141 RS -232 Interface Board
8145 RS -232 Interface Board

$

w /2K Buffer
8151 RS -232 Interface Board
w /X /ON -X /OFF
8161 IEEE Interface Board.
8131 Apple Interface Card
8232 Apple Interface Cable
8220 TRS-80 Cable

645.00
745.00
$ 945.00
$

$

75.00

5

149.00

$

170.00
55.00
85.00
35.00
35.00

$
$
$
$

WordPro, POWER, & InfoPro are registered
trademarks of Professional Software Inc.

Diablo 630 Printer
Diablo630
Tractor Option

$271000
$

350 00

NEC Spinwriter Printer
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC

7730
7710
7720

$3085.00
$3085.00
$3610.00
$2290.00
$1895 00

3510

3500RD

Tractor Feed Options are available

(AI

1. FOR OUR 70 PAGE CATALOG FOR COMPLETE PRODUCT
LINE AND PRICE LISTINGS
WE WILL MATCH SOME ADVERTISED PRICES ON CERTAIN PRODUCTS LISTED UNDER SIMII.AR

NEECO
679 Highland Ave.
Needham, MA 02194
Circle 298 on Inquiry card.

"IN STOCK" CONDITIONS

MON-FRI 900 - 5:31)

(617) 449-1760
TELEX: 951021

E

.

S. T

.

VISA'

MASTER( ARD

11ISA
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Software Tools is one of those
books you can't do without if you're
serious about learning to program.
As Kernighan and Plauger say many
times, you learn to write good programs by reading and studying good
programs; and they show you a book
full of them. The original edition of
the book presents RATFOR (rational
FORTRAN), an attempt to make a
good language out of FORTRAN by
adding conditional statements such as
UNTIL, WHILE, CASE, and other requirements of structured programs.
Way back in the book, they also give
you a RATFOR precompiler that
takes programs using the RATFOR

conventions and turns them into
reasonable FORTRAN.
The book is full of illustrative programs, and most of them are quite
useful. The programs fit together into
a set of "software tools," mostly for
text processing, but also include a
macro instruction expander and other
items useful for programmers. Kernighan and Plauger's text editor is a
bit out of date, but there's a lot in
there that I thirsted for the instant I
began to read the book.
There's a problem, though. Although I learned a bit about FORTRAN in the old days (1960s) and
have Microsoft FORTRAN for my

Z80, FORTRAN isn't really a very

good language for microcomputers.
Its string -handling capabilities are
ghastly. There's no BEGIN. ..END
construct to let you do several things
following IF. ..THEN. The dreaded
FORMAT statement doesn't make
sense for today's input /output (I /O),
and FORTRAN was really designed
to work with 80- column lines, preferably from cards (so was Pascal; more
on that later). The structure of FORTRAN, even with RATFOR, doesn't
really encourage writing readable
programs. It seemed to me that FORTRAN was a language whose time
had passed, and I wasn't willing to in-

Farewell to
the Florida pa her.
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No one knows how many
Florida panthers are still
alive. Perhaps fewer than
100. If these mountain
:'-Av- '
lions die, another creature
will be gone from the earth
forever ... the victim, first,
4;
:::
of predator elimination pro -y
grams, and more recently,
of ever -shrinking habitat.
But we don't have to bid farewell to the Florida panther.
The National Wildlife Federation
Ft s'awarded a grant to researchers
to study the panther and its future ...
and to draw up a plan for saving it. That's
just one small example of how the National Wildlife
Federation is wórking to save endangered species___
from extinction. You can be a part of the effort.
Join the National Wildlife Federation, Department
108, 1412 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036.
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SPECIAL SALE!!
-

FROM ONE OF THE
MOST ECONOMICAL SOURCE TO BUY FLOPPY DRIVES
LARGEST DEALERS IN THE WORLD! NOW YOU CAN BUY TANDON, QUME, TEAC,
SHUGART, MPI, SIEMENS, REMEX, YANKEE, APPLE, EPSON, DEC, CDC, CIPHER,
NEC, TALLY, ALTOS, ATARI, DATAPRODUCTS, IBM AND MORE...
... AT LOW COST!! IMMEDIATE SHIPPING!!

Add- on Drive for Apple II, 100% compatible
(runs 3.2 & 3.3 DOS). Includes cable /cabinet
5MB Tandon Winchester (TM602) & Controller /Cables /Software to run
DOS 3.3 for Apple II Computer
Same system with 10MB Tandon Winchester

...

$339.00
$1795.00
1995.00

IBM MEMORIES - 100% IBM Compatible Memories
64K

$269.00

128K

$499.00

192K

$599.00

QUME DISK DRIVES

5'," double sided, dual density drive, ANSI compatible, 500KB unformatted capacity, 48 TPI, 35 or 40
cylinders, 70 or 80 tracks
$279.00
DT -8 8" double sided, dual density, IBM compatible,
1.2MB /disk capacity (IBM format), 48 TPI,
77 cylinders, 154 tracks
479.00
DT -5

SHUGART
SA400 51/4" single /dual density, 250KB capacity, 48
TPI, 40 tracks, 1 head, 10 sectors /track
SA450 51/2" single /dual density, 500KB capacity, 48
TPI, 40 tracks, 2 heads
SA800 /801 8" single /dual density, 800KB capacity. 48
TPI, 77 tracks, 1 R/W head. 32/16/8 sectors /track
SA850 /851 8" double sided, dual density floppy drive,
MB capacity. 48 TPI, 154 tracks, 32 sectors /track

215.00

269.00
379.00
1

6

535.00

TEAC
FD50A Single sided, 51/4" floppy disk
FD508 Double sided, 51/4" double density, floppy disk
FD5OE 80 tracks, 96 TPI, 51/4" floppy drive
FD5OF 160 tracks. 96 TPI. 51/4" double sided, floppy drive

199.00
299.00
299.00
399.00

256K

512K

699.00

1299.00

Immediate Delivery

TANDON DISK DRIVES
TM100 -1' 5'4" single sided, 250KB unformatted capacity,
48 TPI, 40 tracks

215.00

TM100 -2' 51" double sided, Northstar /Cromenco/TRS80 compatible, 500KB unformatted capacity, 48 TPI.
80 tracks
279.00
TM100.3' 51/2" single sided. 500KB unformatted
capacity, 96 /100 TPI, 80 tracks
279.00
TM100.4' 51/4" double sided, Zenith /Heath /etc.
compatible, 100KB unformatted capacity,
96/100 TPI, 160 tracks
399.00
TM848 -1 Thinline 8" drive, single sided, 8MB unformatted capacity, 48 TPI, 77 tracks
499.00
TM848 -2 Thinline 8" drive, double sided, 1.6MB unformatted capacity, 48 TPI, 154 tracks
549.00
TM602 5MB Winchester drive, 6.4MB unformatted
capacity, 254 TPI, 153 cylinders, 612 tracks, 2 platters.
4 recording heads. 3600 RPM
1025.00
TM603 10MB Winchester drive, 9.5MB unformatted
capacity, 254 TPI, 153 cylinders, 918 tracks.
3 platters, 6 heads
1170.00
'Disk Drives for IBM PC.
.

-

YANKEE 800 S -100 Bus, Z-80 microprocessor,
SPECIAL on S -100 Bus computer
4MHz crystal, complete turnkey computer
$2999.00
PDS-2300 16 bit computer, faster than any 16 bit machine, LSI 11/23 with C'U board
256KB memory, CRT terminal, DLV11 -J board, power supply, two (2)
8" floppy drives with cabinet, complete turnkey system
8900.00
PDS-300 LSI 11/23 memory, 256KB dual wide board
850.00
PDS-400 PDP 11 memory, 256KB dual wide board
850.00

ALL FLOPPY DRIVES & DEC MEMORIES REPAIRED AT LOW COST
... AND QUICK TURNAROUND
FRANCHISE INQUIRIES WELCOME

PDSINE.
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

2630 -H Walnut Ave.
Tustin, CA 92680

..

Prices subject to change without notice.

TOLL-FREE TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Outside California:
(800) 854 -8428
Inside California:
(714) 730 -7207
(408) 257 -8413

Circle 337 on Inquiry card.
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vest a lot of time in getting it running
properly on Ezekial.
Neither was Mac Lean, and thus I
read Kernighan and Plauger but
never actually ran their programs.
When the CP /M Users' Group put
out the tools found in the book on
one of the Group's disks, we made an
abortive attempt to get FORTRAN
running because this was, after all,
back in the dark ages when there
weren't many modern languages for
microcomputers. You couldn't get C,
and the only Pascal was the old version of UCSD (my son Alex, who's a
senior there, pronounces that "Scud ")

* it * FEATURING

8

Pascal. There was no LISP, Wordstar
didn't exist, and a microcomputer
version of PL /I was only a gleam in
Digital Research's eye. There wasn't
even an affordable FORTH. As I said,
the dark ages. So we seriously considered RATFOR as the language to
learn; but we had trouble hooking it
into CP /M, and about then we
became enamoured of Pascal, there
being promised a number of microcomputer versions "real soon now."
Thus, although I did try to get RAT FOR going a couple of times, nothing
useful came of it.
That disturbed me because the idea

and 16 BIT S-100 SYSTEMS* *

1r
o

I

WE OFFER A WIDE RANGE OF CRTs, PRINTERS, GRAPHICS EQUIPMENT, SOFTWARE FOR ALL SYSTEMS. EACH SYSTEM IS COMPLETELY TESTED, INTEGRATED AND READY FOR PLUG -IN OPERATION WHEN YOU RECEIVE IT. WE TAILOR
& CONFIGURE SYSTEMS TO MEET YOUR BUDGET AND NEEDS. WE WELCOME
YOUR REQUEST FOR TECHNICAL INFO BY PHONE OR LETTER.

o
o

"

GRAPHICS SYSTEM: Architects

Designers Engineers
Create & store own
designs.Create arrays. Zoom, windows. Completely interactive. Easy to edit. Powerful
and fast. Package includes software + MicroAngelo Graphics Subsystem + M9900
$10,200.
16 bit, S -100 w /dual 8" floppies, + HI PAD Digitizer + Plotter

:

in

68000/Z80 systems w/256K -512K memory.
$8,495.
SYSTEM CS3D5E: Dual processor, 512K RAM, two 8" floppies
$10,620.
SYSTEM CS3HD5E: w /one 8" floppy, one 5MB hard disk
System I, II, & III can be easily upgraded to 68000.

CROMEMCO: New dual processor

'6

I
ó
o
a

_

e
á

"
"
R
Á

"

ó
ó

o
a

:
:
r,

NEW SYSTEMS FROM IMS 2 yr. warranty on boards! SX systems w /8" or 51/4" drives,
optional 10, 20 or 40MB Winchesters, built -in tape back -up, multi -user capability
(TURBODOS or MP /M). Z -80, S -100 bus. On site service for NY tri -state area.

i

TURBODOS:

/M

Spectacularly FAST CP
Compatible Multi -user Operating System.
Cuts link /edit time in half. Z80 Code interrupt driven. Up to 6X faster than CP /M; up
to 35% increased disk capacity. For IMS & CCS systems.

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS 2210A High quality, low price. Z80 CPU,
1 serial port, disk controller w /CP /M 2.2 64K RAM
$1,775.

e

Add our Max Box w/dual Shugarts and IMS I/O w/2 serial,

oa

1

parallel.

g

o

a

SEATTLE 8086 SYSTEMS Featuring 86 -DOS, the IBM PC Operating System.
System I: 8MHZ CPU set w/1 serial, 1 parallel I/O (additional I/O option) 64KB 16 bit
Static RAM, Tarbell DD controller, TEl 22 slot mainframe w /constant voltage

.

ó

á
>

MAX BOX DISK DRIVE SUBSYSTEM mfg by John D. Owens Assoc. Dual drive

> FOO.DAT
u
a
Ñ

cabinet w /regulated power supply, fan, complete internal cabling. Will hold Shugarts,
Qumes, Tandons and /or 8" Winchester, horizontally mounted. Excellent design and
engineering. 171/2 x 51/2 x 22. Attractive buff color.
$1,680.
$1,275 W/2 QUME DT -8 dble sided drives
W/2 Shugart 801

ó
F.

"

Prices subject to change without notice

Write or call for free catalogue

Inc.
OWENS Associates,
JOHN D. Street,
Staten Island, New York 10305
12 Schubert
212 448 -6283
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and all lines in the file SYSTEM.TXT
containing the word LOBO will appear on the console. Note the < ,
which indicates input source. If you
typed:
FIND < SYSTEM.TXT LOBO

$1,680.

86/87 includes Intel 80130 operating system firmware w /iRMX
Kernel. Complete GODBOUT line at discount prices.

It all sounded great, especially back
then when I had more time just to
play around. Every now and then I'd
read Software Tools with a sigh of
regret that I'd never got the tools running.
That's all changed now.
Now Unicorn Systems has formed
a Software Tools Users' Group and,
more to the point, will sell you the
whole box of tools carefully rigged to
run with CP /M. The firm also furnishes a lot of documents, including a
tutorial.
Unicorn Systems has even put a
Unix -like shell around CP /M. For example, if you want to use the FIND
tool to scan the file SYSTEM.TXT for
all instances of the word LOBO, you
type:

n

$3,550.

GODBOUT: New CPU

so.

FIND <SYSTEM.TXT LOBO

:

System II: with 128K Static RAM
$1,275. or dual QUME DT -8

relocatable machine language for
linking in. That way you don't have
to reinvent the wheel every month or

o

Complete Lomas card set in TEI 12 slot mainframe,
$4,599. Options:
86 -DOS, dual Shugart 801s, Televideo 912, assembled & tested
add $100.
add $600; 8089
8087

$2,695
transformer
Interfaced to dual Shugarts 801

:

s

o

LOMAS DATA 8086 SYSTEM:

.,

"
"

of "software tools" is a very good
one. If you take a number of tasks,
such as finding text patterns in files or
archiving files, and build programs to
accomplish these tasks in modular
blocks, not only do you have useful
programs, but you also have a
number of procedures, subroutines,
and functions you can lift out and put
into other programs. You can incorporate the code into the source or
keep the "tools" compiled in

g

then the program would create file
FOO.DAT and put the output into it.
Very convenient, and there's a whole
raft of Unix -like extensions and
features built into the shell. It would
take most of the column to describe
them all.
In addition to the tools and the
shell that make CP /M friendlier, you
get a spelling program and, of course,
RATFOR, including the source code,

which is written in RATFOR. With
the Unicorn package and a FORTRAN compiler, you could write a
lot of awfully useful programs.
The Unicorn package is a class act:
a thick loose-leaf binder full of fairly
well organized information and 2
plastic boxes that contain 15, count
them, 15 disks of software tools and
sources. Incidentally, the system will
not run on CP /M 1.4; you must be
using 2.0 or a later version.
A few years ago I'd have been
slavering for a chance at something
like this. So, when at the West Coast
Computer Faire, Deborah Sherrer,
the principal author of most of this,
gave me the choice of carrying the
package home on an airplane or having it mailed to me, I chose to carry it,
bulky as it all was, rather than chance
losing it. But, alas, the excitement
turned out to be residual; when I got
home, I didn't do much with it and
haven't yet.
And that's sad. Unicorn Systems
has gone to a lot of work to produce
something useful, well packaged, well
documented, and bug free, and to try
to write it up so that beginners can
understand it. It succeeded too. Companies like it ought to get all the encouragement this profession can give
them, and I hope it sells a lot of its
packages. Lord knows Unicorn Systems is charging no more than a fair
price. But... .
The problem is that I still think
both RATFOR and FORTRAN are
languages whose time has passed,
especially for microcomputers. Thus,
while the Unicorn package plus Kernighan and Plauger are terrific for
teaching RATFOR, I can't recommend spending much time learning it.
It's outdated.
And so, I fear, are most of the software tools. The Kernighan and
Plauger editor beats the daylights out
of CP /M's ED, but then what
doesn't? ED is only a little better than
a Selectric II typewriter. The Software Tools editor was great in its
day, but it's line- oriented, not full
screen, and anyone who's using a
line- oriented editor in this day and
age probably chases down geese to
get the makings for fountain pens.
Some of the other tools, like FIND,

are useful; but ye gods, FIND.COM
is a 29K -byte file, and it doesn't run
very fast, either. Ditto for most of the
other tools: too big, too cumbersome,
too slow-and written in the wrong
language.
If you really want to use Unicorn's
Software Tools -and they are indeed
useful foundations to build on -then
you probably want them in a language you speak, not in FORTRAN.

Software Tools in Pascal
Which brings me to a mild conflict
I want to make sure

of interest, so

* * *

IBM 3270 USERS - Teletype Model

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
PLOTTERS Standard & Intelligent models
w /surface of 81/2" x 11" to 11" x 17".
DMP-2 ... $ 935. DMP-3 ... $1,195.
DMP-4 ... $1,295. DMP-5 ... $1,455.
DMP-6 ... $1,685. DMP-7 ... $1,865.
100

....$359.

Smartmodem $251. Chronograph S224.
.

.

EPSON MX 8o

$475.
$725.
$140.

MX80 F/T ...$575. MX 100
RS232 ... S 70. 2K BUFFER

PER SCI: Model

299B & 277 with or
without cabinet & power supply.

TEI MAINFRAMES, S-loo
.

.

.

S620.
$655.

MCS 122
RM 22

.

.

TARBELL Z8o CPU
New I/O card 4S + 2P
Double Density Controller

.

IBM PC USERS

45

Cluster controllers, terminals, printers.
Bisync or SNA /SDLC protocol. Up to 32
devices on one cluster at 9600 baud. Cost
effective! Fast delivery!

MCS 112
RM 12

* * *

INTEGRATION SPECIALISTS

SYSTEMS

HAYES MICRO MODEM

you all understand a possible bias on
my part.
In my judgment, Unicorn has done
a great job, and I really encourage it.
But if you want the Software Tools,
my recommendation is that you build
your own set in Pascal or C. Kernighan and Plauger have put out
Software Tools in Pascal, a book
functionally identical to the original
(all the old programs are in it, except,
of course, the RATFOR compiler).
My son Alex has put together a disk
of the first couple of chapters' worth
of the programs together with the
primitives and inclusion files needed

S745.
S790.

BABY BLUE: Z-80B, 64K RAM substitutes for IBM memory card in IBM PC.
Will run Z80, CP /M° software ... $600.
w /Wordstar & Mail Merge totally configured for IBM keyboard
$980.

SEATTLE COMPUTER RAM PLUS
64K RAM + BD
5418.
128K RAM + BD
$594.
192K RAM + BD
$770.
256K RAM + BD
$942.
64K Chip Kit
$176.
Each RAM card has an RS232 serial port

which

uses IBM supplied software.
Boards socketed for easy upgrade.
8080/8086 EMULATOR runs CP /M°
on IBM PC. All I/O runs at operating
system speed
$200.
AMDEK COLOR II MONITOR Stu o.

MICROSOFT RAMDrive for IBM

PC
Expands physical memory AND implements RAMDrive which allows high
speed access to files normally stored on
diskette
64K
5420. 128K
$590.
192K
$760. 256K
$930.

$395.
$347.
$435.

IDS PRISM COLOR 132 columns$1,795.

$385.
Compatible w /telex & Twx. 51 to 600
baud. On board pulse dialer.

Enhanced 560 w /software selectable colors; high speed printing to 200 cps.
PRISM 80
$1,615.
PRISM 80 BLACK
$1,255.

PMMI S-100 Modem

KONAN
S -100,

SMC-100 hard disk controller.
2400MB control
$1,469.

CORVUS HARD DISK SYSTEMS
6.7MB ... $3,005. 11.3MB ... $4,655.
20.5MB

$5,595.

TELETYPE
Model 4320 AAK
Model 43ASR, 8 level, 1" tape

$1,140.
$2,595.

MEMORY MERCHANT
64K RAM

$716.

dBASEII demo package
dBASE complete software

WE EXPORT

S 75.

$595.

3M SCOTCH DISKETTES FOR IBM
PC
744 ss /sd

$ 26.

MICROANGELO GRAPHICS
SUBSYSTEM W /LIGHT PEN

$2,300.
$1,930.
Graphics card alone
S 975.
Screenware Pak II or TEKEM
$ 350.
Color systems from 4 to 256 colors.
Basic color system (4 colors)
$2,330.
.

Without light pen

COMMUNICATIONS

SOFTWARE

Micro to terminal to micro to mainframe
to modem. HAWKEYE GRAFIX Source
Code ... 5500
Object Code ...575.

Overseas Callers:

I

WX 710 588 2844

Phone 212 448 -6298 or Cable: OWENSASSOC

OWENS Associates, Inc.
JOHN D.
SEE OUR AD ON FACING PAGE
August 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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© M.I.T.

$99
FRILLS
for Apple Il®
NO

FRILLS PAK

NO

Two copies of Krells LOGO tor Apple II*
2 Utility Disk with MIT 's valuable
demo programs including Dynatrack
T technical manual LOGO
3 The official M
FOR APPLE II by H Abelson & L Klotz
No Frills Turtle Price
S99.00
1

I

40o.
owl

LOGO
FRILLS ONLY
FRILLS FOR LOGO i Support Pak tor
T
LOGO. KRELL & TERRAPIN INC
1
Krell utility disk
Alice in LOGOLAND
2
3
LOGO for Apple II - by H Abelson
4
Alice in Logoland Primer
M

I

5

Comprehensive wall chart

6

LOGO & Educational Computing Journal

$ 89.95

COMBINATION
BOTH FOR $1 49.95
FRILLS LOGO AND
THE
FRILLS COMBO
ALL
S149.95
APPLE
II*
FOR
NO

i

fie

.lao

1.474

KIELÌ

SOFTWARE
CORP.
slab d
an Iducabonaf compupng

The
the
in
1320 Stony Brook Rood

1

Stony Brook NY 11790

Telephone 5167515179

'Trademarks of Apple Comp Corp. lenapm Inc
PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR
NY
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THE

TRS-BO APPLE II

PET

residents add sales tax
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to get the Tools running under either
Sorcim's Pascal M or Digital
Research's Pascal/MT +. He's added
the introductory programs from Peter
Grogono's book Programming in
Pascal (Addison -Wesley, rev. ed.,
1980), and then he and Barry Workman ganged up to induce me to add
my own comments. The result, called
the Pascal Introduction Package, isn't
anywhere near as complete as what
Unicorn Systems furnishes. If you
want all the Software Tools to run in
Pascal, you'll have to type in a number of them yourself; but that's the
way I recommend you go, because
with the Workman package you learn
a language you can build your own
tools with.
However, Unicorn does give you a
nifty CP /M shell you can use to get
the feel of Unix, and of course, there
are all the tools and some interesting
extensions already compiled and
ready for use. If you do plan to use
FORTRAN in the future, the Unicorn
deal is the best bargain in town.

The Hollerith Card Blues
A while back I mentioned that
FORTRAN expects its input from
80- column cards. If you use Unicorn
Systems' package of Software Tools
on text files created by WRITE,
Wordstar, or Magic Wand, then what
the Tools think is a line can cause
some pretty strange results. Alas, it's
true for many other languages. We
will regret the legacy of the Hollerith
card for a very long time.
Take Pascal as an example. ISO
(International Standards Organization) Pascal has no strings at all. Most
implementations put in strings as an
extension, but they do it in a way that
cripples the language. Pascal M and
Pascal /MT+ follow the UCSD
Pascal system in which the longest
string possible is 255 characters.
There's nothing you can do about it
because these Pascal implementations
store the string length as a single byte
put in front of the string. The input
situation is even worse: microcomputer versions of Pascal can't grab
lines longer than 255 characters, and,
indeed, the implementations I'm
familiar with truncate line inputs to

80- character lines unless you explicitly tell them differently.
None of this is a problem for text
processing if you're using a line oriented editor with each line 80 characters long terminated by a NEW LINE (which in ASCII is also a problem because that's two characters not

one, but we'll leave that for another
time). Suppose, however, you want a
modern full -screen editor, one which
leaves the line lengths variable and
marks only the ends of paragraphs.
For example, one like WRITE, the
editor I use. What now?
Well, of course you can get around
that, and Alex shows how in his
Pascal Introduction Package. He
gives you two ways. Neither is very
elegant, but we don't know any
elegant methods. One way is to get
your input one character at a time,
which works fine but slows things
down a lot. The other is through a
small machine -language program that
"standardizes" your text files by making a copy with paragraphs broken
up into lines of 80 characters or less,
using different characters to mark the
(artificial) line endings from those
used to mark paragraph endings. This
grabs WRITE, Electric Pencil, and
Magic Wand files and runs about as
fast as CP /M's PIP. The various
Pascal tools run much faster on files
passed through this filter because the
programs can now get their input by
"lines."
Or you can shelve it all and learn
C, or even Digital Research's CB -80
(the compiling version of CBASIC).
We've done a few preliminary comparisons of CB -80 and Pascal, and
they're closer than I expected on both
speed and final program code size.
We're doing some experiments on
that, and we'll have the results in a
few weeks.
One reason Alex didn't try CB -80
sooner was that CB -80 had a ghastly
license agreement that required you
to pay $2000 a year upfront before
you could sell programs compiled
with the language; but the company
dropped that some time ago.
CB -80 has some terrific advantages
for text processing: it can read a
"line" of up to 31,000 characters in
length, yet you don't have to dedicate

The System 83/ provides the ultimate link between UNIX and the
68000 microprocessor on the IEEE
696/5 -100 bus. The resulting blend
is a multi -user, multi- tasking computer with incredible power and
versatility.
THE SOFT POWER OF UNIX
The UNIX operating system is versatile, simple and productive. Its built in file system of highly uniformed
sets and subsets of directories are
arranged in a hierarchical tree -like
structure. The Berkeley c -shell has
been added to enhance communication between you and the operating system. A unique record lockout system has been implemented
to prevent more than one user from
accessing the same record in a multi-

user / multi -tasking environment.
Now, with the 68000's 32 -bit internal
architecture, Unix becomes state of
the art on the DUAL System 83/.
THE HARDWARE
An On -Board Memory Management
Unit and a scatter -loading technique
are used to allow efficient processing for multiple users performing
multiple tasks. An interrupt -driven
DMA disk controller speeds the system's throughput with up to 80MB's
of Winchester storage. An intelligent

characters. The 20 -slot bus allows
for expansion; up to 3.3 MB's of
directly addressable RAM Multiple
5104 -DMA boards add four users
per slot Other S -100 peripheral
cards may be added for system

flexibility.
DUAL DELIVERS
The Dual System 83/ hardware has
been designed from the ground up
with the Bell UNIX operating system
in mind. The System 83/ is no engineering pipe -dream; we've been
shipping the power package since
February 1982. So, if you've been
looking for the missing link between UNIX and the 68000, search
no further. For technical information, or a quotation, please call
or write to:

interrupt- driven I/O controller (with
a 256 Byte FIFO buffer on input, and
a DMA channel on output) takes
the strain off the CPU for I/ O, and
eliminates any danger of lost

DUAL SYSTEMS CORPORATION

system reliability /system integrity

Circle 152 on Inquiry card.

'UNIX

OEM and Dealer pricing
is available.

is a trademark of Bell Laboratories and
supported on the Dual System 83 by UNISOFT.

2530 San Pablo Avenue

Berkeley

CA 94702

(415) 549 -3854

www.americanradiohistory.com

172029 SPX

is

Sales representatives in
most metropolitan areas.
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ALPHA MICRO 68000 -BASED SERIES OF SYSTEMS

Alpha Micro introduces its 68000based line of systems.
A line that provides a growth path
from a one -terminal system to a system that supports over 60 terminals.
And it's growth that doesn't sacrifice
your software investment because
software developed for our one -user
system can run on our 60 -user system.
.

The AM-1000.A 10 MB, multi -user
system that fits on a desk.
Alpha Micro's 68000 -based product
line begins with the AM -1000. A desktop business system that supports two
users and a printer, offers 10 MB of
storage, and provides 128 KB of memory. And with its 32 -bit capability, the
AM-1000 offers you the kind of performance not available from 8- and
16 -bit systems. In other words, it outperforms most of the currently available small business systems.
The price? l Inder $10.000.

From micro to mini to mainframe
with one product line.
Alpha Micro 68000-based computers move from the micro through
the mini and even the mainframe
categories. You can go from a one user system with 128 KB of memory
and 10 MB of disk storage to a 60 -user

LMAX

MODELS

DISK STORAGE
1. AM 1000F

6MB

40MB

128KB

256KB

3

10MB

40MB

128KB

256KB

3

32MB

2

4GB

512KB

3MB

60MB

2

4GB

512KB

8MB

1

(dual floppy)
2. AM 1000W

STD L MAX
SERIAL I/O

L MAX
MEMORY

S TD

I OPT
SOFTWARE

STD

OPERATING
SYSTEM

3

A

B

AMOS'

3

A

B

AMOS'

26

A

13

AMOS'

68

A

B

AMOS'

winchester
choice of floppy
or VCR backup)
(

3. AM 1042
(

winchester)

4. AM 1062
(

winchester)

A AlphaBASIC® AlphaPASCAL°' Alphal.ISP,"' AMOS?'
Macro-assembler, Word Processing, 150 subroutines,
utilities and diagnostics
'Available 4th quarter.

2

B Programming languages FORTRAN and COBOL,
in addition to over 100 AlphaBASIC® turnkey applications are available from third -party sources.

19g2

system with 3 MB of memory and
2.4 gigabytes of disk storage.
A product line that starts so small
and grows so large simplifies programming and technical support efforts.

If your business needs a computer,
you need Alpha Micro.
The Alpha Micro 68000 -based
line is the latest, most competitive
technology.
Performance -The Alpha Micro
68000 -based product line has the
speed and versatility of the very
latest and most powerful microprocessor chip.
Software -The Alpha Micro Operating System...AMOS... is standard
throughout the product line. That
means software developed for the
smallest system can run on the
largest system. And AMOS is power-

ful. It's multi -user, multi -tasking and
timesharing. Its device independence allows virtually any standard
terminal or printer to be easily integrated into any Alpha Micro system.
You choose the exact configuration
that meets your needs and your
budget.
Finally, AMOS is proven and field tested, running on over 7000 Alpha
Micro systems installed since 1977.
Service International service and
support.
Cost Forall these reasons and more,
Alpha Micro products offer you an
outstanding price /performance ratio.

-

-

alpha micro
17881

Sky Park North. Irvine, CA 92713

Software.
seipt-to MICra

1000

1

Find out more about Alpha Micro.
makes sense to find out more about the 680(X) based line from Alpha Micro. Call Alpha Micro
at (800) 854 -8406. In California, call collect (714)
641 -0386. Or fill out and send us the coupon.
Send the name of my nearest Alpha Micro Dealer.
I'm interested in becoming an Alpha Micro Dealer.
It

Name

Title

Phone

Organization
Address
Litt'
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an enormous buffer to do that. CB -80
takes care of that dynamically, so
that all you must have is enough free
memory to put the string in. The program then grabs everything up to and
including the carriage return and ignores the linefeed character at the
end. Now that the licensing of CB -80
is rational, I predict a rash of text processing programs using it.
I showed this column to Tony
Pietsch, and he got another brainstorm: a way to overlay WRITE so
that it will put out text in any format
you like, including lines of 64 or 80
characters terminated by a cr -lf (carriage return -linefeed) pair. I wouldn't
be surprised to have that in a couple
of weeks; when Tony gets to working, he works hard.

What's
Better
Than
Basic?

BASI

B

Delphic Systems has merged
its Z80 BASIC with FairCom's
MICRO B +TM to produce
BASIC B + TM, the first all purpose interpreter featuring a
B -TREE
file
structure implemented using NEW commands. No more messy CALLS
or difficult assembly language interfacing! Instead, use the
following BASIC B + 'functions
to manage an index without ever
reorganizing the file:
BOPEN
KILLB
NEXB

BCLOSE
FINDB
PREVB

NEWB
GETB
STATS

In addition, BASIC B + TM was
written using Z80 code in order
to minimize size and enhance
speed performance.
Features & Requirements
Search a 10,000 entry index in
one second
No index reorganization needed
Uses fast and compact Z80 code
CP /M''
12 Digit precision
Program Chaining
Read only file protection
Sequential and random files

f

BASIC
B
with documentation

TM

$325.00
Delphic Systems
2260 Compton Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63104
314/773 -6753
Coming Next
INVENTORY B + TM
VISA
MICRO
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MasterCard
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Good Stuff at Low Cost
The idea of software tools has wide
appeal, and I presume that the Kernighan and Plauger book was responsible for Walt Bilofsky's naming his
company The Software Toolworks.
From the address I know that he's a
neighbor, but in fact I never met him
until the West Coast Computer Faire.
Bilofsky began by filling a muchneeded niche as supplier of programs
to the Heath market (he later converted them to CP /M), and it
shows: many of his programs run
best with a Z -19 terminal, and some,
like his graphics package, won't run
without one. (Lately, though, he's
gotten heavily into programs for the
Osborne 1.)
Bilofsky sells a wide range of programs, all at low cost (generally
under $50). All the ones I've tried are
excellent. His Ed -a- Sketch for the
Z-19 (and the Osborne 1), for example, will let you draw and save all
kinds of fancy stuff. His PIE full screen editor (also only for the Z-19
terminal), while no Magic Wand or
WRITE, is certainly more than worth
the $29.95 he charges. I haven't tried
his spelling checker ($49.95 with
50,000 -word dictionary equivalent; it
runs on the Osborne 1), but if it
works as well as his other software
does, it has to be a bargain.
He'll also sell you Eliza, that rather
stupid psychiatrist program, for
$24.95 (CP /M or Osborne). You'll

get tired of Eliza pretty quickly, but it
is a nice thing to have next time someone asks you to demonstrate your
computer at a party.
There are also games (including
Mychess for the Osborne), a LISP interpreter, a C compiler, and more to
the point of this column, languages,
including RATFOR for Microsoft
FORTRAN (keyed to the Software
Tools book). I somewhat prefer
Zolman's BDS C (B. D. Software C),
if for no other reasons than the extensive documentation and library
utilities that come with the BDS
package. But the Software Toolworks
program compiles to 8080 assembly
language, meaning that you can get in
and hand -optimize important loops if
you need to. It's fast, and I may well
end up writing some operating
utilities in it.
Things have been a bit hectic here
at Chaos Manor, so we haven't had a
chance to try all of Bilofsky's programs; but we've tested several, and
all work as advertised. I strongly
recommend his philosophy and approach. By all means get his catalog;

for sound programs at very reasonable costs, Software Toolworks is
hard to beat.
One Strange Bug
I can't think of anywhere else to
put this. If you don't use CBASIC,
you can skip this section.
I've written my Journal program in
CBASIC. It compiles fine on Ezekial,
who runs CP /M 1.4 at 2 MHz. But
when I tried to compile the exact
same program on the Godbout
8085/8088 (running at 6 MHz), I got
the goofiest errors you have ever
seen. Things like "BDOS ERROR ON
X: Bad Sector," and no, the "X" is not
a misprint. And sometimes the compiler would just keep running: it
would reach the end of the program
and start right over again. Transfer
the disk down to Zeke and no problems; put it in the Godbout and get
nutty error messages or infinite loops.
Eventually I solved the problem.
First, on a Godbout 8085 running
CP /M 2.2x at 6 MHz, the END statement to terminate a CBASIC program is not optional. Always include
it; it helps the compiler find the end.

192K

RS232 SERIAL

$499

... what's the catch?
Take a good look. This is the face of
things to come. On one board in one slot,
you get 192k of additional memory and a
serial printer port. If you look close you
will see the board has room to expand to
256k. You can even add another parallel
port. And if that is not enough, by the
time you read this we will have added
another useful option
a real time clock.

-

IBM DIDN'T MAKE IT SIMPLE
Well that's good, because simple
usually means limitations, and so far we
have not found a lot of limitations. It is
hard to pick IBM cards when you have
only five slots. Now lets see. If you want
graphics and color you buy one board.
And if you want a printer port you buy
another. Or you buy a monitor adapter
and you get a printer port on the same
board. When you want to add serial communication it's another board. Add some
memory at 64k per board. Wait a minute.
Thats two plus one, plus one, plus one
more, minus one if you don't want
graphics
HELP!! Your PC is now a
mass of boards and you still want to do
more. Not only that, but you now have
spent so much money on boards you
may have to compromise somewhere
else in your system.

-

A QUICK SURVEY

We decided the answer was a board
that could do several jobs and use a
single slot. First we called IBM to find
out what kinds of boards and accessories are sold in what percentages. Wrong
question. You would have thought we
had asked what was on the missing 18
minutes of the Watergate tapes, because
that's what we got
a long silent pause.
The official answer was "that information is not available to non -IBM people."
So we started calling dealers and asking
them. Turns out that about 85% of the
systems they sell have the monitor board
with the printer port. The next most popular item is the asynchronous serial
board, and then memory. Almost all of
the salesmen we talked to tried to tell us
we didn't want IBM 64k memory boards,
and they would be happy to sell any num-

-

ber of aftermarket boards for prices ranging from $795 to $1195. A.C. Nielsen

would be proud.
HOW IT'S DONE
Land. Printed circuit area is called
land. If you have enough land, and you
are real clever in how you use it, you can
"grow" everything you want on one
board. In this case we have enough land
to do all the popular things. First 192k.
This combined with the 64k in the PC
gives you 265k. Just the right number.
Count 'em. Nine per row of 64k bit chips
so you get parity checking. Our board
comes standard with an RS232 -C serial
port. All of the good things like solder
masking, silk screening of parts locations, and of course gold plated connectors are standard. Each board is tested and burned in.
For an additional $50 you can get a
second printer port. You choose, either
serial or parallel. On the little land we
have left we are adding a real time clock
which you can have for $50. You can put
in your own row of chips to increase the
memory to 256k, but we won't warranty
your row of chips. For $100 we will add
them to the board, test, burn in, and warranty them.
AN OFFER YOU SHOULDN'T REFUSE
One of the best things you can use
the PC for is a spreadsheet program like
Visicalc. That's how we figured out exactly how much this board cost us to
build and how much to sell it for. Then
we discovered Supercalc. All the things
we liked about Visicalc are in it, and all
the things we did not like are corrected.
It addresses all the memory (256k), and
in fact will address 512k if you have it.
Now the offer. If you buy the package
from us, the board and Supercalc, it will
only cost you $675. Look around. You
don't have to take our word for it. But
you should. The offer is only good if you
buy them both at the same time.

FALLS LIKE A ROCK
Clever design, mass production,
and the fact that we do it all on one

Circle 434 on inquiry card.

board is how you get so much for so little.
We sell direct to you. No dealer or distributor profits are added on. And guess
what else. If the prices of the most expensive components, the memory chips
comes down, we will reduce our prices
even more. Be sure to give us a call before you buy, you might be in for a pleasant surprise.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
year parts and
Our warranty is
labor. We include the schematics with
each board. We also sell diagnostics on
diskette for $10. We will repair any board
returned for warranty repairs within 48
hours of receipt or we will give you a new
board. And to top it off, if for any reason
you are not satisfied, you may return the
board to us within 30 days for a full refund. Period.
1

192k and Serial Port

$495

100k more, add

$100

Second printer port
Real time clock

$50

$50

California residents add 6% Sales Tax.
SHIPMENT
By UPS. We pay the freight.

PAYMENT
Cash, cashiers check, or money
order. Visa and Mastercard accepted.
Personal checks will require two weeks
to clear.
TO ORDER

Outside California (800) 421 -7103
California (213) 870 -3718

QUBIE'
DISTRIBUTING
1 703 Stewart Street
Santa Monica, CA 90404
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Second, always end the program
with no fewer than five carriage return /linefeed pairs. You must have at
least one at the end of the program,
or it won't compile at all. But for my
fast machine, it turns out that if one
carriage return /linefeed pair is good,
more's better, and about five keep the
errors away. I haven't a clue as to
why this works, but it does.

Them Old BDOS Blues
I suppose I don't have to say that
all in all I like CP /M; but there are
times when I grow very weary of its
flaws. It gets particularly annoying
when there might be a hardware

problem. "BDOS ERROR ON B: Bad
Sector" (BDOS stands for basic disk
operating system) isn't very informative when you know you can get
that message because of any one of a
dozen reasons.
I suppose Jne reason CP /M hasn't
annoyed me as much as it does most
people is that I've always had Tony
Pietsch's protective software. Ezekial,
for example, has a very large PROM
(programmable read -only memory)
monitor that looks at everything and
has complete diagnostic messages.
Thus when I forget and leave Zeke's
drive doors open and try to save
something, he says, "PLEASE CLOSE

DRIVE DOOR." When I close the
doors, he goes on as if there'd never

been a problem.
Unfortunately, the CBIOS (customized basic input /output system)
supplied by Bill Godbout with his
8085/8088 isn't anywhere near that
friendly, as I found out while doing
my taxes. I was entering stuff into my
journal, which is a CBASIC program,
and my wife called me to dinner. I
didn't expect to be long- during tax
time at Chaos Manor everyone
avoids me -so I opened the drive
doors and left the Godbout running.
When I returned I made some more
entries, then tried to save the enlarged

ANNOUNCING...
80 Columns
for the
ATARI® 800
The FULL -VIEW 80
Display Card combines the best
of two worlds 80- column

-

capability with normal ATARI
40- column /graphics mode.
80- column mode provides upper
and lower case characters with
full descenders.
Add the 32K MEMORY PLUS
with the FULL -VIEW 80 to
achieve a 48K, 80- column
system. The 32K
MEMORY PLUS card
operates with both the
ATARI 400 and
ATARI 800.

FULL -VIEW 8080 x 24 display for the
APPLE II and
APPLE II PLUS
supplies upper
and lower case
with full descenders,
line drawing graphics,
and shift key detector
for typewriter-like
operation.

Ik APPLE

DUAL -COMM PLUS
Two independent serial I/O ports
for the APPLE combines
features of APPLE High Speed
Serial Card and APPLE CommuniI I

cations Card in one card.

ATARI

Baud rates range from
50 to 19,200.
Great with the FULL VIEW 80 and a modem.

MEMORY PLUS

-

16K addition to increase
your 48K APPLE to 64K.

FULL -VIEW 80 and
32K MEMORY PLUS
join the family of
APPLE products
currently available
from BT3
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ATARI PRODUCTS:
Full -View 80
32K Memory Plus

$349.00
$179.00

APPLE PRODUCTS:

Full -View 80
Dual -Comm Plus
Memory Plus

$295.00
$239.00
$149.00

ATARI is a registered trademark of ATARI, Inc.;
FULL -VIEW 80 end MEMORY PLUS errregistered
trademarks of BIT 3; APPLE I I is e registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

j,q I000eOs

The ATARI
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Contact your
ATARI or
APPLE dealer
or BiT3
for more
information.
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8120 Penn Avenue South, Suite 548
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55431
(612) 881 -6955

VISA'
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SMALL

AMERICAN
118 SO. MILL ST
PRYOR, OK 74361
(918) 825 -4844

BUSiNESS

COMPUTERS

ALL PRICES ARE CASH DISCOUNTED 3% C.O.D. AND CHARGE ORDERS ARE 3% MORE
RETAIL LOCATION 447 S. WOOD, PRYOR, OKLAHOMA 74361

TRS-8O

MODEL

I11
THERE'S NO
SECRET
There's

16K$825
48K.. . . ...... .... . . ... . . . $ 84 9

48K

1

DRIVE......$1499

48K 2 DRIVE..... $1749
RS-232 .!' "s.T^ :" °.. $ 92.00
CASSETTE........
Circle 19 on Inquiry card.

$.00

no secret as to why we can sell
TRS -80 computer equipment for less. Low
overhead
that's the reason
pure, simple and straight' As everyone knows. Radio
Shack is a huge corporation... with huge
expenses. We are able to buy the bare bones computers from Radio Shack. To
these computers. we add our own memory
chips. disk drives, cables, etc. The result is
a computer system which is equal to, or in
many cases, Superior to the one you would
get from Radio Shack in both price and performance capabilities. There is one thing
that you don't get from Radio Shack
their
90 day warranty. What you get in its place is
the exclusive 180 days American Small

-

-

-

Business Computer's Warranty. So...if you
like the Radio Shack computer, but don't
like the price_ CHECK US OUT!!!

American Small Business Computers is not an authorized Radio
Shack Dealer. We do not offer a
Radio Shack 90 Day Warranty on
our computers. Instead, we offer
the American Small Business
Computers 180 Day Warranty. If
you have a problem with your
computer, return it to us for
about 48 hours. If we can't fix it,
we' II replace it!

918- 825 -4844
13YTL
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CP/M° Users:

Access IBM
with ReformaTTerrM
ReformaTTer conversion software lets
you read and write IBM 3740 diskettes* on your CP/M or MP/M system.
ReformaTTer is ideal for CP/M users
who want
Access to large system data bases
Distributed data processing
Offline program development
Database conversion
With ReformaTTer, you have the
ability to
Bidirectionally transfer complete
files between CP/M and IBM
Automatically handle ASCII/
EBCDIC code conversion
Display and alter IBM 3740 directory and data

Enjoy the same advantages of mainframe access that other ReformaTTer
users have. Customers like Upjohn,
M&M /Mars, The United Nations,
Arthur Young & Co., Sandia Labs,
FMC Corp., and Stanford University
all use ReformaTTer. So can you.
Other versions of ReformaTTer conversion software include
CP/M » DEC (RT 11)
TRSDOS Mod. 11 -- CP/M
TRSDOS Mod. 11 -- DEC (RT 11)
Order ReformaTTer today for only
S249.
IBM 3740 basic data exchange format. ReformaTTer requires one 8" floppy drive.

(415) 324 -9114
TWX: 910- 370 -7457
467 Hamilton Av., Suite 2, Palo Alto, CA 94301
CP /M is a reg. trademark of Digital Research
Please send complete information on the follow -

ling versions of ReformaTTer
1_

I'

Please send ReformaTTer CP/M -- IBM. My
Icheck for 8249 (plus 6'/:% tax for Cal. res.)
i ] Charge to my r Visa Mastercard
:

]

f

r

1

1

I'1

'Signature
'Name
'Company

'Street
City
(State
°Mail to MicroTech Exports, Inc.
X467 Hamilton Av., Suite 2, Palo Alto, CA 94301

-Zip
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file. Like an idiot,

I used the same
filename that I'd used before. And,
alas, I hadn't closed the drive doors.
"BDOS ERROR ON A: Select Error," it said to me. "Bah," I replied.
"It's an open drive door." And unthinkingly I closed the drive door.
Whereupon it proceeded to completely clobber my file and thoroughly
crash the system.
Fortunately, I'd thought of that one
long ago when I wrote the Journal
program: the actual entries are in files
called "JORNL-21" and the like, while
the first thing the program tries to
write is a summary file called
"JRSUM -21" that contains only summary stuff like the number of entries
and heading data. It's easy enough to
recreate the JRSUM file and thereby
save the data in the JORNL file. But
it's still infuriating to have to do it.
"You've had it too easy," Tony
said. "You're used to my software."
"I know that," I said. "But what do
I do now ?"
"Well, I've done a new CBIOS for
the Godbout...."
Meaning that open drive doors no
longer crash my system. I'm encouraging Tony to send a copy of the new
CBIOS to Bill Godbout so others can
have that benefit also. I hope he'll do
it. The only problem is that he doesn't
want to maintain the thing and
answer hundreds of questions from
users.
He's also taken care of the problem
of open doors in WRITE (Writers'
Really Incredible Text Editor), which
he keeps improving monthly. With
WRITE, you can leave the drive
doors open, change disks, put in full
disks, and put in disks with bad
media, and WRITE still recovers.
Or tries to. The problem is that
Tony can't be responsible for your
CBIOS, and if that's not well written,
there may not be anything the program can do.
There are only three error messages
in CP /M: "Select Error," meaning
that the system can't find the drive it's
trying to write to; "Bad Sector,"
meaning that it can't perform whatever operation it's trying to do, like
read or write a sector; and "R /O,"
which means that the directory
doesn't match the bit map. That may

BYTE Publications Inc
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be because you didn't press Control C after changing disks, but "R /O"
sometimes means either the disk or
the directory is full.
None of these errors should be
fatal. With careful study of CP /M
you ought to be able to return control
to your program. Tony catches
stupid errors, such as open doors and
the like, in the CBIOS, and the people
at Sorcim told him how to let programs recover from other BDOS er-

rors. Unfortunately, most programmers don't know enough about
CP /M to catch stupid errors, and
CP /M documentation, including all
the books I've seen on the subject,
isn't helpful.
The trick -which is not supported
by Digital Research and, in fact, is
specifically forbidden in the CP /M
documentation -is absurdly simple.
In CP /M, location 00 has a jump instruction, and the address of the
"warm start" (the place in memory
you go to do the equivalent of Con trol-C) is in locations 001 and 002.
The Digital Research documents say
that this must be left unchanged; but
in fact, CP /M 1.4 and 2.2 never call
that location unless there is a BDOS
ERROR.
All of which means that a clever
programmer can snatch that warm start location, store it, and put the address of an error -trap routine into
locations 001 and 002. On exiting the
program, you put the warm -start address back. If none of this makes any
sense to you, don't worry about it.
What I'm doing is giving out some
underground information for those
who can make use of it. I repeat, this
is not supported by Digital, and there
are no guarantees that future releases
of CP /M (or MP /M) will be compatible with this recovery method.
Also, if your CBIOS is incompetently done, then clever programmers can't compensate. Alas, there is
more than one incompetent CBIOS
floating around. There are even corn panies that won't give you the source
code of your CBIOS. If you've been
unfortunate enough to get yours from
one of those companies, you have my
sympathy and advice, which is to
think again before dealing with a
company that withholds vital infor-
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THE FORTH SOU RCETM
FORTH DISKS WITH DOCUMENTATION
fig -FORTH Model and Source Listing, with printed
Installation Manual and Source Listing.
APPLE II, 5'4
8080/Z80' 8
H89 /Z89, 5.4
8086/8088, 8
APPLE II /II+ by MicroMotion. Version 2. FORTH -79
Standard, editor, assembler, 200 pg manual,

$65.00
100.00

APPLE II /II+ COMBO 1 by MicroMotion. Version 2.
All of the above plus floating point and HiRes Turtle
140.00

5'4

APPLE lI by Kuntze. fig -FORTH editor, assembler,
source listing and screens, 5y.
ATARI' by Pink Noise Studio. fig- FORTH, editor,
assembler, missile graphics, sound and handle
drivers, 5.4
CP /M by MicroMotion. Version 2.x. FORTH -79
Standard, editor, assembler 200 pg manual, 8, 5',
CP /M Combo 1 by MicroMotion. 2.x. All of the above
plus floating point, 8 or 5y.
CROMEMCO' by Inner Access fig -FORTH editor,
assembler, 534 or 8
H89/Z89 by Haydon. fig -FORTH Stand Alone, source,
editor, assembler & tutorial on disk. 53,
H89/Z89 by Haydon. fig- FORTH, CP/M' source,
editor,assembler, & tutorial on disk, 5y,
HP -85 by Lange fig -FORTH, editor & assembler, 534
IBM' PC/FORTH by Laboratory Microsystems. fig
FORTH, editor and assembler. Manual, 5,,
IBM -Floating Point by Laboratory Microsystems.
Requires PC /FORTH. Specify software or for AMD
9511, AMD 9512 or Intel 8087, 5'4
PET' by FSS. fig -FORTH editor & assembler, 5'4
PET' with floating point, strings, disk /O, 534
TRS -8011 by Nautilus Systems. fig- FORTH, editor and
assembler, 534
TRS -80/I or III by Miller Microcomputer Services.
MMSFORTH, FORTH -79 subset, editor, assembler,
dbl- precision, arrays, utilities & applications. 210 pg.
manual, 534
6800 by Talbot Microsystems. fig- FORTH, editor,
assembler, disk /O, FLEX° 5.4 or 8
6809 by Talbot Microsystems. fig -FORTH, editor,
assembler, disk /O, FLEX° 5'4 or 8
6809 Enhanced 2nd screen editor, tutorial, tools
and utilities, macroassembler, FLEX, 8 or 5y.
Z80 by Laboratory Microsystems. Editor and
assembler, CP /M, 8
Z80, floating point, requires Z80 above, 8
Z80, AMD 9511 support, requires 280 above, 8
8086/88 by Laboratory Microsystems. Editor,
assembler, CP /M -86' 8
8086/88 with floating point, CP /M -86, 8
8086/88 with AMD 9511 support CP /M -86, 8
CROSS COMPILER DISKS
Allows extending, modifying and compiling for speed
and memory savings, can also produce ROMable code.
CP /M 200.00
IBM' 300.00
H89/Z89 200.00
8086' 300.00
TRS80/1 200.00
280 200.00
Northstar 200.00
6809 350.00
Requires FORTH disk

90.00

90.00
100.00
140.00
100.00
250.00
175.00
90.00

-

100.00

100.00
90.00
150.00
90.00

130.00

I

100.00

I

100.00

,

.

MVP -FORTH PRODUCTS
MVP -FORTH is a public domain product whic
contains a FORTH kernal, FORTH -79 Standard
Required Word Set, vocabulary for STARTING
FORTH, editor, assembler and utilities.
MVP -FORTH Programmer's Kit including disk with
documentation, ALL ABOUT FORTH, and STARTING
FORTH (specify computer)
MVP -FORTH Disk with documentation (specify

$100.00

computer)

,

I

tI

PRICE

,

graphics,

FoAJH

250.00

75.00

ALL ABOUT FORTH by Haydon. A complete
annotated glossary of FORTH with latest functional
definitions implementations, examples, and
discussion of common dialects. 230 pp.
20.00
MVP -FORTH Cross Compiler Disk and documentation
(Specify computer)
200.00
MVP -FORTH Programming Aids. Disk and manual,
decompiler, subroutine decompiler, callfinder and

translator. (Specify computer)

Proceedings of Technical Conferences
Li "1980 FORML" (FORTH Modification
L] "1981 FORML" Two Volume Set
"1981 Rochester University"
L: "Systems Guide
0
to fig- FORTH"
25.00
L; "Using FORTH" 25.00
"A FORTH
Primer"
25.00
"Ca!tech FORTH
Manual"
12.00
"Threaded
Interpretive
Languages"
20.00

"Invitation to
50.00
150.00
150.00
100.00
200.00
200.00

150.00

FORTH MANUALS, GUIDES, d DOCUMENTS
Li "FORTH Encyclopedia" by Baker and Derick. A
Complete programmer's manual to fig -FORTH with
FORTH -79 references. Flow Charted
"Starting FORTH" by Brodie. Prentice Hall. Best
user's manual available. (soft cover)
"Starting FORTH" (hard cover)
"METAFORTH" by Cassady. Cross compiler with
8080 code.

FORTH"
20.00
"PDP -11 FORTH
User's Manual"
20.00
"AIM FORTH
User's Manual" 12.00

Laboratory)

25.00
16.00

20.00

30.00
25.00
40.00
25.00

"APPLE'
(MicroMotion)
User's Manual"
"CP /M'
(MicroMotion)
User's Manual"
"TRS -80'
MMSFORTH
User's Manual"
"FORTH -79
Standard"
"Tiny Pascal in
fig- FORTH"
"FORTH -79
Standard
Conversion"

20.00

20 00

18.50

15.00
10.00

10.00

INSTALLATION DOCUMENTS
Installation Manual for fig- FORTH, contains FORTH
model, glossery, memory map, and instructions
$15.00
Source Listings of fig- FORTH, for specific CPU's and
computers. The above installation manual is required
for implementation. Each
15.00
1802

H 8080
PACE

6502
8086/88
6809

LJ

6800
9900
NOVA

AlphaMicro

APPLE II'
PDP- 11/LSI/11

ORDERS ONLY (415) 961 -4103
DEALER & AUTHOR INQUIRIES INVITED
Ordering information: Check, Money Order (payable to MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS, INC.), VISA, MasterCard or COO's accepted. No billing or
unpaid PO's. California residents add sales tan. Shipping costs in US included in price. Foreign orders, pay in US funds on US bank, include for
handling and shipping by Air: $5.00 for each item under $25.00, $10.00 for each item between $25.00 and $99.00 and $20.00 for each item over
$100.00. Minimum order $10.00. All prices and products subject to change or withdrawal without notice. Single system and/or single user license
agreement required on some products.

Specializing in the FORTH Language

MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS, INC.
PO BOX 4656

Circle 288 on inquiry card.

MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040

(415) 961 -4103
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mation. The CBIOS matches your
particular hardware to the general
CP /M operating system, and if it isn't
well done -or if you can't modify
it -then you can be in big trouble.
The potential for error recovery is
inherent in CP /M because the bit
map, which tells precisely where the
various chunks of your file are hidden, and the directory are right there
together. Both are updated quickly
and efficiently each time you go Con trol-C, or each time your program
makes the appropriate call to accomplish the same thing. WRITE, for example, does the equivalent of Con trol-C before every read or write
operation; thus it's always working
with an up -to -date bit map and can
cope with changes of disk and the
like. (Remember, Tony put WRITE
together from specs furnished by
Larry Niven and me; and we're very
paranoid about losing text, so WRITE
is extremely defensive. Since Larry
and I often write with, uh, lots of
brandy for the coffee, WRITE has to

be tolerant of operator errors as
well.)
But despite the fact that clever programmers can overcome many CP /M
flaws, we still have a problem:
CP /M, our de facto "standard," has
holes you can drive a truck through.
The question before the house is, "Is
Digital Research doing anything to fix
them?" When we get our 16 -bit and
32 -bit machines, must we endure
more "BDOS ERROR ON X: R /O"
when we know darned well the disk
isn't Read Only because we physical-

ly removed the write -protect
mechanism from the disk drive?
CP /M is a good operating system;
but there are some improvements
needed. We can hope Digital

Research will

make them.

action...

.

Utilities
I hope CP /M cleans up its act.
Meanwhile, I have a temporary solution to some of the problems.

Wild animals can't live the way people do. They need wilderness
to roam, secluded areas in which to raise their young, undisturbed freedom
to hunt and forage for food.
With bulldozers and chain saws, man is constantly encroaching upon
their range.
They can t share our spaces. So we have to give them the space they need.
That's the idea behind the National Wildlife Federation's Land Heritage
Program. With the aid of interested individuals and corporations, we're
acquiring still undeveloped land to preserve the habitat of endangered animals
like the bald eagle.
The land in its natural state is part of our heritage too. Help
preserve it. Join the National Wildlife Federation, Department
>..'
107, 1412 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036.

`,
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If

not -well, think of it as evolution in

First, if you're not getting the public- domain CP /M utilities, either

"raw" from the CP /M Users' Group
or "filtered" through someone like
Barry Workman, you ought to do
something about it.
And more good news: CP /M will
give you a reasonably well formatted
directory or tell you file sizes; it won't
do both. You can, however, get XDIR
or XD, which will. Both have long
been available from the CP /M Users'
Group, and Workman furnishes versions for both 1.4 and 2.x on his Utility Disk One. But there's better news.
Tony Pietsch has just written a real
doozy of an XDIR that lets you put in
wild card characters (XD *.FOO will
list all and only those files with an extension of F00), optionally allows
you to alphabetize by extension (it
groups all the .ASM files, then the
.COM files, etc., with the filenames
alphabetized within each extension),
tells you the number of kilobytes each
file takes up, tells you what user number is logged on, will show you the
directory of another user without
your having to log on as that user,
tells you how many directory entries
and how many kilobytes remain on
that disk, and does it all speedily and
efficiently. It's the equivalent of
STAT in usefulness and reliability.
There's even an XD.DOC file you can
call for help. I can't imagine how I got
along without it. Tony wrote it for
me, Larry, and himself. You can get it
and other programs from Barry
Workman on his Utility Disk Four.
Then there's Power, which comes
to you from an outfit with the cutesy
name Computing! The exclamation
point is part of the firm's name. I
wonder, is it trademarked? For that
matter, some day I suppose I'll wake
up to discover that my own name has
been trademarked -by someone else.
In any event, at the West Coast Computer Faire the utility was called
CPMPower, but since then the company has changed the name of its
package because of legal complications, and it is now called Power.
Incidentally, the "licensing agreement" for Power makes more sense
than most do. Computing! disclaims
any responsibilities, of course, but

.

Al'AFLEXiM
THE MUL T/-USER DATA BASE

SOFTWARE FOR CREATORS
Bring your CP/M* software applications to life with DataFlex.
From menus to multi -key ISAM, DataFlex has the features
and power you need to create complete turn -key software
applications in a RELATIONAL data base environment.
Compare...what else gives you up to 125 data files with 4
indexes each, fast on -line multi -key ISAM file maintenance, a
multi -file report generator, on -line multi -file transaction processing, an easy to use Query, even a "soft" menu to replace the
CP /M command mode. All of this using DataFlex's configuration
utilities, and NO PROGRAM CODE!
Is it easy to use? You can type in a screen format "image" of a
file with your text editor. Then, DataFlex's AUTODEF utility will
create the file definition from the screen image...in about five
seconds!
DataFlex will handle your multi -user requirements too! It runs
under Software 2000's TurboDos Network 0/S with data protection to the field level. That means multiple users in the same
record at the same time!
If the 16 bit world is your domain. an 8086 version of DataFlex
Dealer, Systems House and OEM inquiries invited."

will be available second quarter '82. And, you can develop now
on your 8080/Z -80 system, and transport completed applica-

tions to the 8086.
If you need applications now, Data Access has a Library of
existing DataFlex applications developed by other creators.
They're ready to go at prices that will get you going. The DataFlex
Library has Order Entry/Inventory, Accounting, Pharmacy, and
Legal Billing, with more being added all the time. For highly
specialized requirements, DataFlex's PASCAL Library is available to application developers.
DataFlex can change the way you do business. And, at $750
it's the best software value in the business. A demo package,
which limits file sizes internally, is only $100 including
the manual.
CORPORATION
Get the full system, or
4221 Ponce De Leon Blvd.,
get the demo, but get your
hands on DataFlex.
Coral Gables, FL 33146
It's software for creators.
(305)446 -0669

?

ATAACCESS'

'CP /M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Pacific Grove, CA.
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L,

SUPERBRAIN
The super performing, super
reliable microcomputer from
Intertec Data Systems features
twin double- density 51/4" drives
with 350K or 700K of disk storage
- expandable to 10 megabytes.
A CP /M* Disk Operating System,
64K of dynamic RAM and more.

I

SUPER
PRICE
nationwide

Because we're a
distributor of SuperBrain,
CompuStar, and the CompuStar
10- Megabyte Disk Storage
System, we can offer the
absolute lowest prices in
the business.

SUPER
SERVICE
Better yet, we offer you a
great deal of service and support
because we want your business
tomorrow as well as today.
We'll burn -in your SuperBrain
for 72 hours before
we deliver it
We'll help with installation
and configuration
We'll repair equipment at our
service center and replace
modules when necessary
We'll fill your software needs
or help you develop your own
We'll match your SuperBrain
with a super printer
For more information call 609 -424 -4700
or 215-629 -1289. To order call toll -free
800-257-5217.1n NJ call 609. 427.4700.

771-7671-717

2 Keystone Avenue
`Cherry Hill. NJ 08003
Registered trademark of Digital Research Inc.
SuperBrain and CompuStar are trademarks
of Intertec Data Systems.

rINTERTEC
AIM
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simultaneously demands only that
the user not redistribute the programs. It doesn't ask the buyer to
restrict use to one machine.
One of the things Power claims to
do is intercept the horrible "BDOS
ERROR ON A: Select Error" message
if you leave the drive door open. Unfortunately, if you follow the instructions to test this feature, you get the
same old BDOS ERROR nonsense
that you always get. The document
says "NOTE: Error trap flag must be
set at 10D Hex if your CP /M system
accommodates this feature. (See
CUSTOMIZATION.)" On turning to
CUSTOMIZATION (which I had
trouble finding; there's no table of
contents, but fortunately CUSTOMIZATION is where the index would
be if the document had one), I found
no explanation whatever but an
assembly listing that told me:
O10D

00

OFFh = trap

ERRTRP: DB 0

0 =not,

hard disk errors

If you can tell me what that means,
I'll give you sixpence. So I haven't the
foggiest whether some kind of magic
manipulation (such as setting 10D to
something other than 0) will intercept
the BDOS ERROR or not.

Once I got Power transferred onto
my master disk (it's a 12K-byte program with a 6K -byte overlay), I
played around with it. It's got some
nice features. For example, there's a
kind of mini -monitor built into it.
You invoke Power, and not only can
you do all the usual CP /M things like
TYPE and STAT and REName, but
you can dump, display COM files as
hexadecimal numbers with ASCII
messages out to the side just as DDT
(the CP /M debugger) does, fill
memory, search memory (but alas
not search files) for a given text pattern, set DIR and USER number and
all that stuff, go to a certain memory
location, load and execute programs
at any memory location, etc.
In other words, the program overcomes some of the limitations of
CP /M. Of course, many of those are
limitations only to hackers; most
users aren't terribly interested,
especially at the memory cost Power
exacts. You'll also pay another way:

Publication. Int
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Power lists the directory in two columns that aren't in alphabetical
order, so that if you use double -sided
double- density disks with lots of files
on them, you'll go nuts trying to find
the filename you're interested in. To
compensate, though, Power will
assign a number to each filename on
the disk, and to copy a file, you only
have to type its number, not type (or,
as they say, mistype) the whole
filename. The same is true when erasing something. The bad news is that
you must use the menu number, and
it probably scrolled off the top of the
screen before you caught it.
Another feature of Power is that
you can reclaim lost files; this is
especially helpful if you've inadvertently typed "ERA *.BAS" when you
meant " *.BAK". Power will get all
those .BAS files back for you. Unfortunately, the documentation does not
explain that large files may be
reclaimed improperly under certain
circumstances.
There are a lot of other features, including the ability to read and write
to disk by sector and track, which
means that if you knew what you
were doing, you could use Power to
recover files from disks with messedup directories. Power also claims the
ability to operate without having a
system disk in either drive.
All in all, Power looks useful, and
I'm glad I have it. I'm even gladder of
Tony's XD and some of the

Workman -CP /M Users' Group
utilities. I'd probably be even gladder
of Power if the documentation were a
bit clearer, and I'd like a bit more explaining of what Power does and how
it does it. I suspect Power is more
useful to hackers than users. It's obvious the writers understand CP /M
very well indeed; I wish they'd shared
a bit more of their knowledge.

Again, LISP
We recently had our big L-5 Society Conference on Space Development here in Los Angeles, and two of
our speakers were John McCarthy,
who wrote LISP back in the fifties,
and Marvin Minsky, who designed
and built the LISP machines used at
MIT. (Plug: help the space program.
Join the L -5 Society. Send $25 to L-5,

that if you're interested in artificial intelligence, you have to learn LISP,
and if you expect to make a living in
the computer world, you probably
ought to avail yourself of any opportunity to learn LISP because there are
some things you can do with it that
you can't do elegantly in any other
language.

1060 E. Elm, Tucson, AZ 85719. Do it
now. I'll wait.)
As I've noted before, LISP has
become the language of the artificial intelligence community. Moreover, a
number of LISPers have taken up my
challenge and shown me all kinds of
useful programs written in LISP: ac-

counting programs, library programs, and the like, all with really
good user features like self -prompting
and error trapping. I confess I'm impressed with what you can do with

Software Toolworks'
LISP will let you play
around with the
language to find out if
you're really interested.

the language.
Walt Bilofsky says LISP is the ideal
breadboard language; once you know
it, you can do things quickly and
without fuss, as long as you're not
after elegance. After all, no one complains if a breadboard layout has
resistors sticking up in the air and cut
traces.
I'm also impressed at the chaos you
can create; LISP programmers really
and truly do go around handing each
other lines of code and saying gleefully "I bet you can't tell me what that
does." But I've long since conceded

The problem has been that there
aren't many LISI's for microcomputers. That's still true, but I have
received two more, one of which on
first inspection may be the best of the
microworld's LISPs, while the other is
certainly the cheapest. The first is
from Supersoft, and it looks to be
more complete than the Microsoft
LISP originally developed by the Soft

Warehouse. The Supersoft LISP
resides partly in memory and partly
on disk, using swapping overlays as
needed. Obscure user-defined functions can be kept on disk, leaving lots
of free memory.
This allows Supersoft LISP to have
full recursion -that is, a function
may call itself any number of times.
(Well, I presume there is some limit,
but it's a pretty big number.) Because
recursion is a standard, indeed vital,
LISP feature, this makes Supersoft
LISP pretty powerful. Supersoft
claims its LISP is a full MIT LISP 1.5
with extensions. Because I'm not a
LISP hacker (although I am getting
more and more interested in the crazy
language), I can't verify that. I do
know mine works. Some functions
are a bit slow due to the need to call
in overlays from the disk, but put all
that on M -Drive or Semidisk, and it
really wails.
The Supersoft documents are complete in that they describe each function in the language, but they're not
very good. There's no index and no

the magazine
that 5peak5 pour language
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PASCAL and ADA

-
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We couldn't either. At least, not until 1978 when we
began connecting RS -232 devices to IEEE -488
computers with our family of serial interfaces. Three
units available for use with Commodore's PET /CBM,
the HP -85, Osborne-1 and others, plus our auto answer /auto -dial 103 Modem, automatic calling unit
(Operator), and data communications software. All with
cabinet, one -year warranty, documentation. Priced
from $129 -389. Details from George Masters:

to:

Journal of Pascal and Ada
P.O. Box 327 Payson, Utah 84651

Circle 222 on Inquiry card.

Dept. B., 3444 Hancock St., San Diego, CA 92110
(714) 296 -2115 TWX 910- 335 -1194
VISA/MasterCard Dealer Inquiries Welcome
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Items Reviewed

Would
you
help
this kid?

CB -80 (compiler version of CBASIC)

$500

Digital Research
POB 579
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
(408) 649 -3896

Power

$149.95

Computing!
2519 Greenwich St.
San Francisco, CA 94125
(800) 227 -3800, operator 28
LISP
The Software Toolworks
14478 Glorietta Dr.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423

539.05

(213) 986-4885

LISP
Supersoft

CP /M version
TRS -80 cassette version
TRS -80 disk version

POB 1628

Champaign, IL 61820

$150
$75
$100

(217) 359 -2112

Pascal Introduction Package

$50

and

Utility Disk Four

$32.50

Workman and Associates
112 Marion Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91106
(213) 796 -4401

Software Tools for CP /M

$325

Unicorn Systems
30261 Palomares Road
Castro Valley, CA 94720
(415) 881 -4490

Semidisk
Semidisk Systems
POB GG
Beaverton, OR 97075

When the dam broke at Buffalo Creek, West
Virginia, a lot of people weren't as lucky as
this little guy.
Jamie and the rest of the Mosley family
made it up the hill just in the nick of time.
Seconds later, a wall of water swept all their
earthly possessions away.
Here you see Jamie in the Red Cross
shelter, thinking it all over.
One look at that face, and we 're awfully
glad we were there to help.
Every year, you know, Red Cross
touches the lives of millions upon millions
of Americans. Rich. Poor. Average. Black.
White. Christian and Jew. With support.
With comfort. With a helping hand when
they need it.
So when you open your heart, with your
time or your money, you can be certain it's
in the right place.

Red Cross
is counting

on you.
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512K bytes

megabyte
manual only
1

(503) 642 -3100

WRITE (Writers' Really Incredible Text Editor)

$395

Ashton -Tate
9929 Jefferson Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90230
(213) 204 -5570

Books Reviewed
Software Tools

$14.95

Brian W. Kernighan and P. J. Plauger
Reading, MA: Addison -Wesley Publishing Company, 1976

Software Tools in Pascal

$15.95

Brian W. Kernighan and P. J. Plauger
Reading, MA: Addison -Wesley Publishing Company, 1981
(617) 944 -3700

real explanation of what LISP is; to
learn the language you'll need a lot
more than Supersoft furnishes. Some
of the discussions are completely
opaque. On the other hand, I'm not
convinced you can learn LISP from
books anyway; I think you need
tutorial help.

Supersoft furnishes everything
you'll need, like a tracer. The hooks
into CP /M are reasonable, or at least
not unreasonable. (But there's no implementation of a random -access file;
you'd have to write that in LISP yourself.) Again I emphasize that you'd
better know what you're doing

because the explanations on using
LISP with CP /M are terse beyond
belief. Ditto for the section on
"Machine Representation of LISP Objects." I expect it all makes very good
sense to Minsky and McCarthy, and
indeed every now and then I understand a line or two; but one should
read this manual with a book like
Winston and Horn (Patrick Henry
Winston and Berthold Klaus Paul
Horn, LISP, Addison -Wesley, 1981)
firmly in hand.
With that warning, I can recommend Supersoft LISP.
If you just want to get a feel for the
language, you can try Software Tool
works' LISP at $39.95 for either
Osborne 1 or any 8 -inch CP /M system. This one was written in C and is
somewhat slow, but it is fairly complete. The documents are better than

Supersoft's.

Software Toolworks'

LISP will let you play around with
the language to find out if you're really interested. How can you pass it up
at the price?

Immortal Paperwork
I often get letters asking why I
haven't reviewed one product or
another. Often the suggestions are
very helpful. But, there's a ton of
software around here; lately everyone has been sending me stuff to

review. I'm very grateful, but I do
sometimes feel guilty about not getting to everything as quickly as I
should.
One difficulty is that I have had
two systems: a Z80 running CP /M
1.4 and an 8085/8088 running CP /M
2.2. But people kept sending me software that requires a Z80 running
CP /M 2.2. Eventually I solved that
problem: I got another computer.
Next week we'll set up a Z80 running
CP /M 2.x, and we'll reduce the size
of that pile of unreviewed software
that menaces me from the corner.
We'll also be able to install Semidisk,
which just arrived.
Meanwhile, I'm working on not
one but two computer books. One
will be in loose -leaf format and contain all my back columns (updated
and revised as necessary) plus my fulminations about famous brand -name
equipment, what hardware I really

stand, and random walks
around Chaos Manor -in other
words, much like these columns.
Since it will be topical, it'll probably
need revising fairly often. That means
small print runs, so that (1) the price
will have to be outrageous, around
$18 postpaid, and (2) I will want to
keep it close to me and under control,
so I'll let Barry Workman handle it. It
may even be available by the time
you read this. The other book is for a
major publisher to be pitched at a
mass market; BYTE readers may find
it interesting, but you'll be more likely to give it to someone who asks you
can't

about computers (at least I hope
you'll want to do that).
So, what with the books, getting
the new Z80 system running, the
pressure of being chairman of the
Citizen's Advisory Council on National Space Policy, finishing
Janissaries II: Clan and Crown, and
working with my partner Larry
Niven to finish Footfall by next
spring, it's amazing I get these columns written at all. But I do thank
everyone for letters and suggestions,
and I try to answer as much of my
mail as I can. If I owe you a letter,
please have pity.

COMPUTER FORMS
AND SUPPLIES
WE SUPPORT MORE SYSTEMS WITH
FORMS THAN ANYONE!
INVOICES

STATEMENTS

CHECKS

P.O: s

SHIPPERS

MEDICAL FORMS

Accounting Plus Alpha Micro Apple Computer BPI Systems Broderbund CADO Cen
turion/WarexIEDS Cimarron Compumax Associates Continental Software D.B. Software
Dakin-5 Data Train
Denver Software Company
Designer Software
Digliog
Durango Datamost Dynabyte IBM 5120 IBM Sys 32/34 IMS Insoft LIBRA MCBA
NEC Northstar Open Systems
Osbome Peachtree R & B Systems Radio Shack
Rocky Mountain Software Serendipity Shasta (SSG)
Systems Plus Taranto TCS
The Bottom Shelf Van Data Vector Graphic Wang
WE SUPPORT 170 SYSTEMS NOT LISTED HERE, SO IF YOU DON'T SEE YOUR
SOFTWARE HERE CALL TOLL FREE FOR A FREE SAMPLE PACKET OF FORMS
FOR YOUR SOFTWARE.

WORD PROCESSING LETTERHEAD
SHEER CUT LETTERHEAD FROM CHECKS TO -GO USES A NEW PROCESS TO
PRODUCE CONTINUOUS FORM PAPER THAT TRIMS CLEAN WHEN BURST.
NORMAL COMPUTER PAPER USES FIVE PERFORATIONS PER INCH,
BUT
SHEER CUT USES A NEW TECHNOLOGY TO PRODUCE 80 PERFS OR
"TIES" PER INCH.
THIS PRODUCES A VERY CLEAN AND UNIFORM
EDGE WHEN BURST,
AND IS ECONOMICAL IN BOTH SMALL AND LARGE
QUANTITIES.
SHEER CUT IS AVAILABLE ON A STOCK FORM BASIS
IN FOUR "CLASSIC LAID" PAPERS,
OR IN ANY TYPE PAPER ON A
CUSTOM ORDER. EVERY OTHER FORM CAN BE IMPRINTED TO PRODUCE
CONTINUOUS FIRST AND SECOND SHEETS.
BLANK PRICES ARE 860
FOR 1,000,
$235 FOR 5,000 AND $400 FOR 10,000,
WITH
IMPRINTING,
DEALER, AND VOLUME PRICING AVAILABLE.

W -2 MONTH
30% discount good on any
order of W -2's paid for by

August 31, 1982.
Continuous and snap-out
forms available.

Checks To -Go
IN CALIFORNIA
800. 552 -8817

8384 Hercules Street
La Mesa, CA. 92041

NATIONWIDE
800.854.2750

CALL TOLL FREE: (800) 854-2750 IN CA (800) 552.8817
Circle 75 on Inquiry card.
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QUADBOAI1D
TF1E FIRST AND ONLY
BOARD YOUR 1BM PC
MAY EVER NEED.

Your IBM personal computer is a very
versatile piece of equipment. Perhaps
more versatile than you realize. New
applications and functions are being
developed every day. Now with Quadboard

PROVEN DESIGN.

Quadram has been shipping IBM boards
with each of the Quadboard functions
on separate boards since December,
1981. They are still available as separates
(including a Dual Port Async Board) for
those who desire a quality board but do
not need to keep slots open for future
expansion. And they all come with a
one year warranty from the leader in

technology applications.

364
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by Quadram you can keep your options
open for tomorrow's technology. Following
in the tradition of Quadram Quality, four

of Quadram's best selling IBM boards
have been combined into one board.
Your remaining slots will be left free and
available to accommodate future expansion needs and uses which you may not
even be able to contemplate today.

256K MEMORY EXPANSION.
Socketed and expandable in 64K
increments to 256K, full parity generation
and checking are standard. A Quad board exclusive feature allows parity to
be switch disabled to avoid lock -up
upon error detection. The dip switches
also allow it to be addressed starting
on any 64K block so that it takes up only
as much as it has memory installed.
Memory access and cycle time naturally
meet all IBM specifications.

ii
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CLOCK /CALENDAR.

Quadboard eliminates the hassle of
manually inputting the date on system
boot -up by providing for the clock and
all software routines necessary for
inserting the appropriate programs on
your diskettes. The internal computer
clock is automatically set for compatibility with most software routines which
utilize clock functions. On -board battery
keeps the clock running when the
computer is off.

BY Q1WFAM
ALL ON ONE BOARD
Now you can utilize all the PC's capacity

INCREDIBLE PRICE!

Priced at $595 with 64K installed, $795
with 128K, $895 with 192K and an unbelievable $995 fully populated with
256K. Quadboard! You pay less for more
and still protect the few limited empty
slots in your computer.

with Quadram's extremely flexible configurations. And it's totally compatible
with IBM hardware, operating systems,
and high level languages. It's a full -size
board that can be inserted into any free
system slot and it even includes a card
edge guide for securely mounting the
card in place.
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plane. The parallel port can be switch
disabled or addressed as Printer or 2.
No conflict exists with the standard
parallel port on the Monochrome board.
The internal cable, connector and
hardware are all included.

'
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P
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PARALLEL PRINTER I /O.
A 16 pin header on Quadboard is used
for inserting a short cable containing a
standard DB25 connector. The connector
is then mounted in the knock -out hole
located in the center of the PC back -

.
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ASYNCHRONOUS (RS232)
COMMUNICATION ADAPTER.
Using the same chip as that on the IBM
ASYNC board, the device is software
programmable for baud rate, character,
stop, and parity bits. A male DB25
connector located on the back connector
is identical to that on the IBM Async
Adapter. The adapter is used for

connecting modems, printers (many
letter quality printers require RS232),
and other serial devices. Switches
allow the port to be configured as COM1
or COM2 and the board fully supports
IBM Communications Software.

i!
,ar

í'
AVAILABLE NOW!
Quadram does not advertise products
until shipments have begun. Count on it.
But order today for immediate delivery.
ASK YOUR DEALER.
All products are sold through local
personal computer dealers. If yours
does not stock Quadram,
please ask him to call us
at (404) 923 -6666.

QUADRAM
CORPORATION
Circle 341 on inquiry card.

4357 Park Drive /Norcross. Ga 30093

System Review

The Commodore 8032
Business System
Harold Dickerman
POB 355

Sharon, MA 02067

Commodore has introduced a new microcomputer for
the small-business market: the Model 8032. Inside the
8032 is a new operating system that makes up for some of
the deficiencies of Commodore's old operating systems.
Also available is a version of this new operating system
for Commodore's older machines.
Commodore has also upgraded its dual floppy -disk
system, now called the 4040. It is used with an improved
disk operating system (DOS), which is more reliable and
can now randomly access disk files. Commodore has also
released the 8050, a dual 51/4 -inch floppy- disk -drive system with 500K bytes of storage per drive. Although the
8050 drives are single- sided, they allow double density
and 96 tracks per inch. The disk operating systems for the
4040 and the 8050 are similar and the commands are
basically the same. Any comment about the 4040 is
usually applicable to the 8050 as well.
The release of this new equipment is accompanied with
new software that makes this Commodore Business
Machine (CBM) truly a professional piece of equipment.
With a combination of software packages (not produced
by Commodore), this microcomputer system will find its
way into both small and large businesses.

New System Features
First, a look at the 8032. Its new 80 -column, 12 -inch
video screen is the most obvious difference from Commodore's other systems. As before, the system's cabinet is
366
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a one -piece housing for the main logic assembly (the cir-

cuit board on which the system is built), power supply,
video display, and keyboard. The clean design makes the
system aesthetically suited for residence in an office.
The main logic assembly runs the depth of the cabinet,
with the power supply at the back left corner and the
video circuitry mounted above. Heated air is allowed to
rise upward, out of the cabinet, while cooler air enters
through the bottom; a fan is unnecessary.
All interface circuitry is built into the system. It is accessible by way of three edge -card connectors at the back
of the cabinet. This includes the famed IEEE -488 interface
that allows the computer to control test equipment
(among other things), the user parallel port, and one of
two cassette ports. The memory-expansion port can be
accessed through an opening in the side of the machine.
One of the features for which the old PET microcomputer was known was its real -time clock; thankfully, this
feature is included with the 8032. For high -level-language
use, this 24 -hour clock reads out hours, minutes, seconds, and "jiffies" (sixtieths of a second). Through machine language, resolution down to 1 millisecond is available, making the system suitable as an instrumentation
controller. Software has eliminated keyboard bounce. Of
course, the 8032 has the unique CBM graphics characters
and standard uppercase and lowercase letters.
The most dramatic improvement is in the video circuitry. Because the number of characters on the

SUPER-WAND
A FULL COLOR GRAPHIC LIGHTPEN SYSTEM FOR THE APPLE
THE FACTS:
1.

The Best Low Resolution Lightpen on the Market

Complete Demo Program Standard
Store to Disk /Recall from Disk, Any Picture Any Time
4. Hard Copy Printout Using ASCII Characters to Represent Colors
5. Keyboard Color Editor Standard
Erase or Change Any Color Any Time
6. Easy to Understand User Prompts
7. Extensive Professionally Written User's Guide and Quick Reference Card for All
Keypress Commands
8. 30 -Day Warranty
9. You get Lightpen, Disk and User's Guide
10. Will work on either Black and White or Color Monitors /TV Sets
2.
3.

-

THE NEEDS:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Apple II or Apple II+
Firmware Applesoft and 20K or Language Card (48K)
Interger Version Available (20K)
1 Disk Drive
(Optional) 80 Column ASCII Printer

INSTASORT
THE MOST VERSATILE, POWERFUL SORT
PROGRAM FOR MICRO'S
PRICED UNDER $10000

I.

-

CAPABILITIES

Create user defined file formats consisting of records up to 128 characters long. Will allow up to 1000 records per file.
Allows user to select up to 7 keys from fields within the record, thereby automatically sorting the file in 7 different ways.
Single item search on any key.
Partial listing of file according to any key in either ascending or descending order.
E. Complete list of file according to any key in either ascending or descending order. This means the capability to do 14 different
listings of the same file
28 different listings if you include the partial listing capabilities.
F. Allows correction of records, addition and deletion of records.
G. Allows limited arithmetic manipulation (Addition & Subtraction) of selected numeric fields.
H. Allows user to merge separate but identically formatted files to form a single file of up to 1000 records
I.
Allows complete listing of file in the original order.
J. Multiple nested key searches
K. Complete Professional written User Guide included.
COMPLETE!
A.
B.
C.
D.

-

II. HARDWARE LIMITATIONS
A.
B.
C.

III. SOFTWARE LIMITATIONS

Requires minimum of 48K main memory.
Requires 2 disk drives (500 records max. [single density]; 1,000 records max [double density])
CP /M Operating System

I
I
II
I

SUPER -WAND

INSTASORT

PRICE
$88.00
$95.00

QUANTITY

A. Maximum 01 1000 records per file.
B. Limited Arithmetic operations.
C. No more than 7 keys all of which must be complete fields

(no possibility of splitting keys into smaller fields for use
as a key)

AMOUNT

1

Data -Rite Industries, Inc.
Shipping and Handling

S

?5

TOTAL

I

ORDER TODAY!
MAIL TO:
Box 976, Spokane, WA 99210
Include Check or Money Order
Payable to Data -Rite Industries, Inc

P. O.

OR CALL:

U

NAME

I

ADDRESS

Data -Rite Industries, Inc.
Inside Wash. (509) 455 -9147
Outside Wash. 1- 800 -541 -9001
Visa or Master Card
accepted on Phone Orders

CITY /STATE /ZIP

Circle 132 on inquiry card.
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80 -column screen is double that of the old 40- column
display (expanding the video buffer to 2K bytes), the time

needed to perform screen -oriented functions (clearing the
screen, scrolling, etc.) would be increased. However, the
display is now controlled by a 6845 integrated circuit that
frees the microprocessor from having to perform display
functions. It also provides extra spacing between lines of
text. Descenders on one line no longer touch the
ascenders of the line below. By changing to the graphic
mode, lowercase and uppercase characters are replaced
by uppercase and graphics characters, respectively, and
the extra spacing between lines is removed.
Turning on the system or moving the cursor past the
seventy -fifth column rings the system's bell. The speaker

At a Glance
Name
CBM 8032 computer system

Manufacturer
Commodore Business Machines
Computer Systems Division
The Meadows
487 Devon Park Dr.
Wayne. PA 19087
(215( 687 -9750
Price
$2829.95 (suggested retail) including all required cables

Dimensions
Computer: 35.5 by 41.5 by 46.5 cm, 22.5 kg (14 by 16.5 by 18.5
inches, 50 lbs)
Disk drive: 16.5 by 38 by 36 cm, 12.5 kg (6.5 by 15 by 14.35
inches, 28 lbs)

Description
CBM 8032 computer: 6502 MOS Technology microprocessor,
73 -key business -style keyboard, I2 -inch green -phosphor display
(80 characters by 25 lines, 2000 characters. 8 by 8 dot -matrix
characters(, IEEE -488 bus, 8-bit bidirectional parallel port. and
two Commodore cassette ports included. 3 -MHz system clock.
32K bytes (1K used for operating system overhead) plus
2K -byte screen buffer
4040 dual disk drive: Shugart 5A -inch floppy -disk drives, singlesided, single-density, 174,848 bytes unformatted, 168,656
bytes formatted, 144 file entries per disk

Controller: 6504 microprocessor
Interface: 6502 microprocessor
Disk buffer: 4K bytes
CBM operating system included with 8032 computer: Microsoft
BASIC, screen editor, and built -in IEEE -488 and disk commands
(18K ROM)
Disk operating system included with 4040 disk drive: Program
load and save; sequential; User, Relative, and Program files; file
utilities (Copy, Rename, Scratch. Duplicate, New disk); Disk
Directory; and Error Recovery

Software
Business software available (also see the Commodore Software Encyclopedia(: Wordpro 4 Plus (word processing -Professional Software Inc.), Visicalc (electronic blackboard -Visicorp (, The
Manager (database -Canadian Micro Distributors), BPI, and CMS

accounting software

Audience
well suited for use in a modern office environment,
educational institutions and other business applications

This system
as
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(actually a piezoelectric transducer) is connected to the
CB2 line of the parallel port. Since this is the same line
often used to create sound effects, these sounds can now
be heard through the bell without an audio amplifier. The
bell also rings when the ASCII bell code is printed.

New Software
To accompany the hardware modifications, Commodore has updated the operating system to version 4.0
in a way that complements the DOS. It now includes a
new screen- oriented text editor, commands to simplify
disk operations, and better string handling. Because the
major change in this operating system is the addition of
disk commands, the new version of BASIC is known as
Disk BASIC (see the text box "A Quick Reference ").
Notice that the new commands only make it easier to perform disk functions -they do not add any new features.
The system defaults to device number 8, drive 0 (if this
default can be changed, it is not documented).
To make these features available on older 16K- and
32K -byte CBM computers (those using version 3.0
BASIC), Commodore has released a version 4.0 read only memory (ROM) upgrade. This will give the user all
the enhanced commands, but not an 80 -column screen.
One catch is that the RECORD command (for random access disk files) can only be used with DOS 2.1 and a
4040 floppy -disk -drive subsystem.
The disk commands are not the only change to BASIC,
however. One other improvement is the string handling.
When a string variable is used in a BASIC program, the
BASIC interpreter sets aside memory space. As the string
is reused, BASIC abandons the space and finds a new
place in memory for the string's contents. Eventually,
when all the free memory is used, the interpreter must
collect and reuse the abandoned memory.
Garbage collection, as it is called, is also done when the
system is asked to count the free memory locations.
While garbage collection is going on, the system will not
respond to the user. It therefore appears "dead" until the
collection is done. The new version of the software does
garbage collection in much less time. A collection that
formerly might have taken as long as 21 minutes now
takes only 0.64 seconds.
Commodore has also added disk -status flags to the
new software. These special variables, DS and DS$, contain the status of the last disk operation and disk error.
Without these, it would be necessary for the user to write
a three -line program to determine the nature of a disk error.
Three other improvements have been made:

when sending data to a device via the IEEE -488 interface, the system will send only a carriage- return character; it will not be followed by a linefeed character
it is now possible to append data to an existing disk file
the input string from a device is more than 80
characters long, the system will generate a trappable error with the message "?string too long error"

if
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16 Bit 8086 Multi -User Microcomputer System
FOR

$7595
FOUR
USER
SYSTEM

MP/M-86

ONLY

$1899*
PER
USER
1/2 MEGABYTE

THE

OF MEMORY

TWO 8 INCH D.D.
FLOPPY DISKS

TEC 86M
STANDARD FEATURES

Processor performance is the most critical element in a Multi -User System. Speed, power and the increased
throughput of our 16 Bit 8086 CPU are just a few of the reasons why our TEC 86M Multi -User Systems really perform.
1/2 MEGABYTE OF MEMORY - The second most important factor which affects system performance is available user memory. Our 1/2
Megabyte, four user system gives each user well over 100K Bytes of memory, eliminating program size compromises which
lead to poor Multi -User system performance.
MP /M -86" COMPATIBILITY - The TEC 86M includes a ROM Boot for MP /M -86" and is designed to provide optimal support for
MP /M -86' ". The MP /M -86' Operating System is available separately from Tecmar for $600. See Software Options listed
below for important MP/M -86'" features.
FULLY INTERRUPT DRIVEN - The TEC 86M provides terminal and disk I/O interrupts to MP /M -86' ", allowing for maximum system
performance in Multi -User operation.
TWO 8 INCH DOUBLE DENSITY FLOPPY DISK DRIVES - The two Double Density floppy disks total 1.2 Megabytes of storage. Options include
double sided floppy disk drives and Winchester drives.
FOUR SERIAL USER PORTS - Four serial user ports are provided. Each port can be independently set for speeds from 50 to 19200 Baud.
MULTIPLE PARALLEL PORTS - Parallel ports are provided for operating printers as well as other parallel devices.
EASILY EXPANDABLE - The modular design of the Tec 86 and Tec 86M assures you of continued system expandibility. All options are
easily field installable. Available options include: Memory 64K and 256K, additional users, double sided floppy disks,
Winchester 31 Megabyte hard disk, terminals, and printers.
ATTRACTIVE DESKTOP ENCLOSURE - Tecmar Single and Multi -User systems come in your choice of an attractive desk top enclosure with
wood grained side panels to blend nicely into your office surroundings, or an industrial quality cabinet for more hostile
environments. Rack mount enclosures are available as options.
ONE YEAR WARRANTY - Tecmar Systems are fully assembled and thoroughly tested. All Tecmar Components carry a full One Year
Warranty.
16 BIT

8086 CPU

-

SOFTWARE OPTIONS
MP/M -86' - Multi -User interrupt driven Operating System for the 16 Bit 8086 TEC 86M Microcomputer System. FILE PASSWORD
PROTECTION - Access to user files can be restricted to require proper passwords prior to access. CONCURRENT FILE ACCESS -Files
may be accessed by multiple users, each reading and /or writing the same file, with protection provided at both the file and the record
level. FILE TIME AND DATE STAMPING - Files contain creation, and modification Times and Dates for ease and accuracy in determining
the latest or most useful file versions. PRINT SPOOLER - Files may be submitted to the System Spool file for printing. This frees the
user terminal to continue operation during the independent printing function.
LANGUAGES

-

BASIC -86'"

FORTRAN -86'"

PASCAL -86'"
CIS -COBOL'"
CBASIC /86"
NOT INCLUDING MP /M -86 and User Terminals.

PASCAL /M86'

FORTH

OTHER FINE S100 and APPLE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE, INCLUDING:
ANALOG to DIGITAL CONVERTERS (12, 14, 16 bit accuracy; 30, 40, 100, 125 KHz Conversion rates; 16 to 256 Channels; programmable
gain; timer /counters). DIGITAL to ANALOG CONVERTERS (12 bit accuracy, 3 microsecond conversion rate). 8086 CPU Board, I/O Boards

64K/256K Memory Boards,

Real -time Video Digitizer and Display. Complete Systems also available for Data Acquisition, Video
Digitization, and General Purpose Applications.
REQUEST OUR CATALOG FOR COMPLETE LISTING, AND SPECIFICATIONS ON THE ENTIRE TECMAR PRODUCT UNE.

I (EClItAR

INC.

r

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

23600 Mercantile Rd.

Cleveland, OH 44122

TECMAR, INC.
(216) 464 -7410

r

trrlIS
1181116 n mogul Wilmot A kW Yogi k Ytt#6 NUM
megur 198109 d MON ClISUÜ e mpmr Wien of Copier soles k ose o mogul mr.n g Mcmfm
82.1115 xt rmaluul morn, g Ikmgt k R UMS
CANADA: Our Ontario Distributor is OCTANT COMPUTER SERVICES INC., 146 Front Street West, Suite 485, Toronto, Ontario M51 2L7 14161 598 -1046

Circle 399 on Inquiry card.
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This 80 -character limitation becomes apparent during
disk -file operations. Although a record written to disk
can be as long as 254 characters, and a string can be as
long as 255 characters, any record that is more than 80
characters long must be accessed one character at a time,
using the GET# command.

Better Editor
Although the editor has been improved, its operation is
still the same. To change a line in a program, merely
move the cursor to where the corrections are to be made,
make the corrections (insert, delete, etc.), and push
Return. The corrected line is entered as if you had retyped the whole thing.
What makes the editor so easy to use are the keys
designated to perform each of the cursor movements, insertions, and deletions. Whole sections of programs can
be copied from one program to another by listing the
lines to be transferred on the screen, calling in the new
program (which clears out the old one), moving the cursor to the start of the lines to be transferred, and pressing
return for every line. The cursor does not have to be
moved over each line, nor even moved to the end of each
line. It is as simple as that and saves a lot of typing.
Special characters have been added to the screen editor
that perform functions by using the video controller. (I've
found that the graphics characters can be accessed from

the keyboard if the 2 key is hit while pressing both shift
keys.) The screen can now be scrolled up or down just by
printing a special character; whole lines can be inserted or
deleted, a line can be cleared to its end from any position,
or from its beginning to any position.
Two of the special characters define the upper -left and
portion of
lower -right corners of a scrolling window
of
the
cursor is
the
movement
the screen in which
instance,
if you
boundaries.
For
restricted to preset
wanted to simulate the older 40 -column screen, you
could set one special character at the top of the screen, indented 20 spaces; the second special character would be
indented 60 spaces on the bottom line. The cursor movement would then be restricted to this area.
This is also useful for defining split screens to display
information. The information will scroll in the window,
leaving the rest of the screen untouched, no matter where
on the screen the window is defined. Normally, when the
computer is turned on, the entire screen is the scrolling

-a

window.
One problem occurs if tabs are used in the program.
The tabs are always computed from column 1 regardless
of the scrolling window. If the tab is before or beyond the
scrolling window, the cursor will be placed on the nearest
edge within the scrolling window. The window is cleared
simply by printing the ASCII Home character or pressing
the Home key twice. A complete list of special screen-

A Quick Reference
DOS 1.0 is the operating system of a 2040. DOS 2.1 is the operating system of a 4040. DOS 2.1 can read a DOS 1.0 disk and
DOS 1.0 can read a DOS 2.1 disk; however, neither should write on a disk formatted by the other.
New Disk BASIC
Commands

DSAVE
DLOAD
CATALOG
DIRECTORY
SCRATCH
RENAME

CONCAT
COPY
BACKUP
COLLECT
HEADER
DOPEN
DCLOSE
APPEND
RECORD

See

Notes

Operation

Saves current program in memory on disk
Loads specified program into memory
Lists the programs stored on the disk
Same as CATALOG
Scratches specified program from disk
Renames a file on disk
Concatenates two files
Copies specified file on disk
Track -to -track duplication from one disk to another
Collects disk space from unclosed files and verifies disk
Formats a new disk for file storage
Opens a disk data file
Closes a disk data file
Opens old disk file to append additional data
Specifies what record in a file will be read or written

1

1,2
1

1

3

I
1

2
1
1
1

4

Note 1: These commands cannot be used with DOS 2.1 with a disk that has been formatted with DOS 1.0 because they perform
write functions and cause the "72,cbm v2 dos error."
Note 2: These commands will ask, "ARE YOU SURE ?" A response of "Y" or "YES" to this will then perform the desired function.
Note 3: COPY can copy all the files on one disk to another. Use COPY to convert DOS 1.0 disks to DOS 2.1.
Note 4: This command (as well as some versions of DOPEN and COPY) will not work with DOS 1.0.
Continued on page 372
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The MICROMINT Z8 BASIC
COMPUTER /CONTROLLER board represents a milestone in microcomputer price performance. It is cheap enough to be
programmed directly in a high level language, and efficient enough to be battery
operated if required. The entire computer
is 4" by 41/2" and includes a tiny BASIC
interpreter, 4K bytes of program memory,
one RS -232 serial port and two parallel
ports, plus a variety of other features. Using a powerful Z8 microcomputer chip and
Z6132 4K X 8 RAM, the Z8 BASIC
COMPUTER /CONTROLLER board is completely self- contained and optimized for
use as a dedicated controller. The unit is
assembled and tested and comes with
over 200 pages of documentation.
The price, in single quantity, a tiny $195.'
Optional power supply
( + 5, + 12 and -12V) $35.
Please include $4 for shipping and handling
Call Micromint for quantity pricing

Z8 MICROCOMPUTER
On board tiny BASIC interpreter.

Parallel and serial
6

110

ports.

interrupts.

RS-232 CONNECTOR

Just attach

CRT terminal and immediately write
control programs in BASIC.
4K BYTES OF RAM
Z6132 4K X 8 low power quasi- static
RAM. EPROM pin compatible.
a

SWITCH SELECTABLE BAUD RATES
110.9600 BPS.
FULLY EXPANDABLE
Data and address buses available for 124K memory
and I/O expansion.
2 onboard parallel ports.

To Order:
Call Toll Free
1-800-645-3479

For Information Call
1-516-374-6793
MICROMINT INC.
917 Midway
Woodmere. N.Y. 11598

7.3728MHZ crystal for fast control operations.
JUMPER SELECTABLE MEMORY OPTIONS
4K RAM, 2716 or 2732 EPROM operation.
LOW POWER
Consumes only 11/2 WATTS at + 5, + 12
and -12V (optional power supply available).

Micromint will put both a
computer development system
and an OEM dedicated controller
in the palm of your hand
for only $195.

Circle 265 on inquiry card.

As featured in Byte Magazine, July, August, 1981.
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Continued from page 370:

Screen-Control
Function

Description

BELL

TEXT MODE
SET TOP
DELETE LINE
ERASE TO END
SCROLL UP

GRAPHIC MODE
SET BOTTOM
INSERT LINE
ERASE BEGINNING
SCROLL DOWN

Equivalent
Control
Character

Decimal
ASCII
Code

Sounds bell for V4 second
Sets TEXT mode (uppercase /lowercase and extra spaces)
Sets top left of scrolling window at position
Deletes current line and scrolls screen up one line
Erases from current position to end of line
Scrolls screen up from bottom, top line lost
Sets GRAPHIC mode (uppercase /graphic no space)
Sets bottom right of scrolling window at position
Inserts a line at current position, scrolls down
Erases from start of line to current position
Scrolls screen down from top, bottom line lost

7

g

14

n

15
21
22

o
u
v

25

y

142
143
149
150
153

N

0
U

V
Y

Poking a 12 or 14 to location 59468 will not change the line spacing between lines. A function's code and inverse (i.e., DELETE
LINE versus INSERT LINE or SCROLL UP versus SCROLL DOWN) are 128 apart (i.e., 21 (DELETE LINE) + 128 = 149 (INSERT LINE)

Further Notes (Some known bugs in the disk operating system)
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Sometimes when the pointer is moved from the middle of one record, it does not go to the beginning of the next record as it
should. The RECORD command should be used to position the pointer before each I/O to the file.
The save and replace also found in DOS 1.0 has not been corrected.
When DS is less than 20 (but greater than 1), DS$ is blank.
Opening a data file without specifying the drive number causes a "FILE TYPE MISMATCH ERROR" by the DOS (this is
taken care of in Disk BASIC).
The BLOCK -ALLOCATE command does not function properly.
The pattern matching with trailing ' ?'s does not match properly. "A ? ? ? " will match the file "A ", "AA '', "AAA ", or "AAAA ",
but not "AAAAA ".
The D$ variable does not always match the ST variable after a disk operation.
SCRATCH will not remove a recently used data file because it finds that was used and believes that the file is still open.
The work -space buffers are not reclaimed when a disk file is not properly closed.
Scratching an open file will give the file a "DELETED" file type in the directory and garbles DS$.
Relative files cannot be copied with the COPY command. They must be rewritten or the disk they are on must be duplicated
(backed up).
When drive 1 is automatically initialized, DS$ becomes incorrect.

CROSS REF. PROGRAM
for
MBASIC & BASCOM
Source Files
M80 and CP /M's ASM
MXREF will list all program variables,
functions, key words, strings, constants and line number references in
alphabetical order. 1000 variable
names allowed. Requires an 8080 or
Z80 running CP /M ver. 1.4 or later
and at least 48K RAM. Price $96.00.
Manual only $15.00. Add $5.00 COD.
MXREF available in CP/M format on
5" NorthStar or 8" single or double

density soft sector.

COMPUTER TOOLBOX INC.
1325 East Main St.
Waterbury, CT. 06705
(203) 754-4197
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MEMOREX
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38.40
32.50
44.20
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See
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1
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Side, single density
Side, double density
Sides. double density

-

23 40

30.60
35 80

-

-COD

VISA
MC
CHECKS
313) 777 7780
ADO 52 SHIPPING

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper Ave.
St. Clair Shores, Ml 48081

Circle 235 on inquiry card.

cPiM USERS:

Prepare Even the Most
Complicated Programs
Quickly, Easily!
With EZ.COM
Software Programming Aid

Program logically, conveniently by structure and modularity!
EZ.COM is an efficient programming tool that drastically reduces total cycle
time of programming and eliminates the tedious construction of complex programs. EZ.COM creates and maintains libraries of program modules.
Modules may be as long as 100 lines. Each library
may be as large as 8 megabytes and may contain
as many as 16 thousand modules.
Modules may be created, transferred from
another library, or purloined from other program
source listings.
Modules have no format restrictions and may
consist of coding, tables, description text, display formats, etc!
Modules are filed random access allowing instant storage and retrieval.
Written in efficient and fast 8080 assembly, EZ.COM produces easily debugged and
understandable programs faster than any other technique. Many programs may
coexist in the library in the form of module lists which may then be used to obtain source
files. Using lists arranged as hierarchical structures, the most modern techniques of
structured and modularized programming may be used. A library index is available on
demand along with module catalogs and program source listings.

EZ.COM OFFERS THE SIMPLEST TO LEARN,
EASIEST TO USE FULL PAGE EDITOR YOU'LL EVER SEE!
All the special options and features you'll ever want!
All edit features are detailed on an edit help page -a
key stroke gets it and a second returns you to your
original place.
A spooler is provided for listing while you are editing.

PROOF?

GOOF
You can bet on it! An OOPS Key is provided to
back out of any situation. Syntax edit is performed on the way in; all commands will be
grammatically correct. RESET at any time, the files are protected.

The Softwarehouse

For $195 we'll send you the program along with sample files and
reports on an IBM format 8 single density floppy, and an instruction
manual you'll find to be an invaluable programming aid. Or, send $35
for the manual alone (later applied towards your purchase of the
program.) $5.00 will bring you a program description with sample
modules and reports.
'Requires CPM. 40 K RAM, at least one disk, and the dumbest of terminals.

Circle 377 on inquiry card.

1542 W. Pepper
Mesa, Arizona 85201

or Call (602) 969-1430
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control characters can be found in the text box "A Quick
Reference."
The screen editor also gives the space -bar and the
cursor -control keys an automatic repeat and enables both
the Repeat key and the Tab key. Holding down the
Repeat key while pressing any other key will cause that
key to repeat. The Tab key causes the cursor to move to
the next tab stop. By pressing a Shift /Tab combination, a
tab stop will be set (or cleared if one already exists) at the
current cursor position. Since a tab stop can be set for
each column, a total of 80 tabs can be set at any one time.
The ESC (Escape) key has also been given a function.
One wants cursor controls to function while the program
runs, but the same controls should be visible as special
characters in a listing (it would be difficult to read the listing if the screen would clear each time a Clear Screen
character was used). To avoid this problem, Commodore
decided that if an odd number of quotes were typed on a
line, the system would be in quote mode and a screen control character would appear as a white -on -black character. The quote mode is also initiated when spaces have
been inserted into a line with the Insert key. To end quote
mode, you have to type another quote (unless it was initiated by the Insert key) or hit Return (and accept a line
that should possibly not be accepted). By hitting the ESC
key, you will escape from quote mode and the cursor
keys will function normally.
The Run /Stop key has also been changed. In the old
OS, it would load the next program from tape and run it.
Now, it automatically loads and runs the first file from
disk drive 0. This makes it easier for inexperienced
operators to use software packages.

The Rest of the Story
Disk BASIC (OS version 4.0) was primarily designed
to be used in conjunction with the new DOS 2.1. Though
it can be used with the older DOS (version 1.0), the full
potential of the system cannot be realized. Although access is the major and most important improvement to the

DOS, Commodore has made other improvements.
The reliability of the disk drives has been improved by
the removal of one sector (256 bytes) from each of the inner seven tracks on the disk. Because one of these sectors
came from the directory track, there is now a maximum
of 144 entries to the directory. This change also resulted
in the loss of six data blocks from the disk. Because of this
change, the disks made by the different DOSes are not
compatible: but one can read disks made by the other
(note that an 8050 can read only an 8050 disk). DOS 2.1
will generate a "CBM DOS V2" error if you try to write
on a disk formatted by a version 1.0 system; however, if
you write to a 2.1 formatted disk with DOS 1.0, the
directory track will be disturbed and subsequent operations will cause disk errors.
Other changes to DOS 2.1 include an error counter in
the BACKUP (a track -by -track duplication that destroys
any data originally on the destination disk) command.
To back up a disk now takes 2 minutes and 15 seconds
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instead of 6 to 7 minutes. Also, if the system encounters
an error during a COLLECT (verify), the system will
restore a bad Block Availability Map (which tells the
DOS what blocks are free for use as storage). This was
not available under DOS 1.0.
Another improvement is in the COPY command,
which will now copy all the files on one disk to another.
Trying to copy a file to disk where that file is already in
use will produce the 'TILE EXISTS" error message, and
the COPY will be halted. When converting disks from
DOS 1.0 to DOS 2.1, the COPY command is the one to
use.
With random -access files, each record must be the
same length, making it important to inform the DOS how
large each record will be when the file is created. This is
so that the DOS can compute where to position the disk's
head for the next appropriate record. The maximum
record length is 254 characters, with a maximum of
65,535 records in a file. (The disk would not be able to
hold all 65,535 records if the record length was more than
two characters.)
Part of the beauty of Commodore's system using intelligent peripheral devices is that they can be doing one
thing while the microprocessor is doing another. For instance, when the disk drive sends out a record, it automatically does a "look- ahead" operation and gets the next
record (this makes sequential operations faster) while the
microprocessor busies itself with computations.
Software availability for any system is quite important. Usually, after the introduction of any new corn puter, it normally sits around for a time before any good
software is available. For the CBM 8032, however, this is
not the case. Any software written in standard BASIC or
for Commodore computers should run on the 8032
without modification. It does, however, depend on how
the program was written.
Because the 8032 uses the new version 4.0 OS (meaning
different ROMs), any program that has machine -language calls to the operating system probably won't work
without some modification. For instance, in the 8032, the
interrupt vector points to a different location than in the
older CBMs.
The other major difference that will cause a compatibility problem is the difference in the screen sizes.
Programs (mostly games) that peek and poke at the
screen buffer won't work due to the difference of line
lengths on the screens and the additional 1000 bytes in the
screen buffer of the 8032.
Since the 8032 is ostensibly a business computer, it is
more important to have professional business software
available than games. Fortunately, some very powerful
business programs are on the market. One is Professional
Software's Wordpro 4 Plus. This is possibly the most
powerful word -processing software available for a stock
microcomputer.
Another powerful software package available for the
system is Visicalc. On the 80- column screen, you can lay
out spreadsheets of all types (i.e., budgets, balance

BYTE Publications Inc
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TCS MODEL III 48k 2 DISK

TRS -80
$CALL

MODEL II 64k
MODEL 16 1 DRIVE
MODEL 16 2 DRIVE
DT -1 DATA TERMINAL

Mod16 Memory Expansion

MODEL III SYSTEMS
Original 90 day manufacturer's warranty

Fully assembled and tested systems that are software compatible
and functionally identical to Radio Shack units sold at computer
centers for $hundreds more. Includes DOSPLUS 3.3.
CONTROLLER BOARDS are high quality double sided epoxy boards
with gold plated contacts.
POWER SUPPLY is the finest switching type available.
MOUNTING HARDWARE includes power and data cables.
DISK DRIVES are Tandon, the same ones used by Radio Shack - 40
track, double density, 5 millisecond stepping rate.
The System comes with 180 day TCS limited warranty. $1795

$2095 MODEL Ill 48k 2 DRIVE SYSTEM with 720,000 bytes of storage
TCS uses 2 dual headed 40 track Tendon drives. You can convert your existing 40 track
standard diskettes. This system includes Free DOSPLUS 3.4(retall value $149).

MODEL
1

2
3

3a
4

4a
S

Sa

I

la
7

8
9

III

DISK

EXPANSION

KITS

Controller, Power Supply. Mounting Hardware 8 instructions
$379
Controller, Power Supply, Hardware 8 one 40 track Tendon drive
$577
Controller, Power Supply. Hardware, two 40 track Tendon drivel, 32k memory
(everything you need for 2 drive 48k upgrade)
$799
Kit 3 but with two 80 track drives (dual sided 40s)
$999
Tendon 40 track disk drive (bare drive only, no instructions)
$199
Kit 4 but with Configuration Instructions 8 Power Cable
$219
18k of high quality TCS memory
$39
18k of RS memory
special $79
32k of high quality TCS memory
$89
32k of RS memory
special $158
Disk Controller Board (supports 40/80 single/double sided drives)
$249
Switching Power Supply for Controller 8 two drives
$119
Hardware 8 Cabling kit for above components
$89

PRINTERS & ACCESSORIES
MATRIX PRINTERS
LINE PRINTER VII RS
$325 Epson
NEC 8023A
C. ITOH 8510
OKI DATA 82A
OKIDATA 82A w /tractor

$495
$495

EPSON MX80
$CALL
EPSON MX80 FT
$CALL
$499 EPSON MX100 FT
$CALL
$559
FREE
$769
OKIDATA83A
LINE PRINTER VIII RS
$649
CENTRONICS 739parallel $599 EPSON ACCESSORIES
CENTRONICS 739 serial $749
GRAPHTRAX
option (bit-image/italics) $79
OK DATA 84 / 200 cps
$1295 CABLE Model 80interlace
8 Model Ill
$35
LINE PRINTER VI RS
$988
$25 if purchased with EPSON printer
$1559 CABLE d INTERFACE to Model keyboard $85
CENTRONICS 704
interface & cable
$89
ANADEX 9500/01 2k buf. $1295 APPLE
GRAPPLER Apple hi resolution graphics..$Call
TEXAS INST. 810 Basic $1595 IEEE interface 8 cable (CBM /Pet)
$79
LINE PRINTER V RS
$1549 ATARI cable (must have 850 interface) $35
SERIAL
RS232
2k
buttered
int
card
$149
Centronics 352 / 200 cps $1795
RS COLOR computer to Epson card /cable $59
Centronics 353 / dual mode,
200cps data proc., 50cps
super letter quality
$2495 EPSON PACK II
Screen oriented bit image
LETTER QUALITY
graphics generator for Model ill.
Daisy Wheel / Spinwriters
Create your own characters, symC. ITOH F -10/40 cps
$1595 bols, etc. Includes documentation.
DAISY WHEEL II RS
$1695 $24.95 purchased with printer
when purchased separately
DIABLO
from $2350 $34.95
$7.50 for update of Epson Pack
from $1850
QUME
NEC SPINWRITERS
$CALL Interfaces & cables available for
most printers with any TRS80,
LINE PRINTERS
Apple, Atari & most other comCENTRONICS 6080/81
puters. $$$$CALL FOR PRICES!
600 lines per minute
6081 standard
$6399
ALTOS COMPUTERS
6080 quietized cabinet
$7676

Graphtrax!!!

I

I

I

Model
Model
Model
Model

III
III
III
III

$818
32k
$868
48k
$918
48k 2Dr.RS232 $1944
16k

Model Ill Systems have quality TCS
memory and 180 day limited warranty No
warranty when you open computer or add
internal components after you receive it
TCS

COLOR COMPUTER
Original 90 day manufacturer's warranty

16k Level 1
16k Extended Basic

$308
$398

32k Extended Basic
$CALL
Color Disk....$479 Disk 1..$349
TCS version Color Computers uses original
RS hardware and TCS memory You get 180
day limited warranty on TCS Color Computer

16k Extended Basic
$439
$499
32k Extended Basic
$79
$788 32k Memory Upgrade
$818 Color /Epson int. & cable .. $59
$848 2k Buffer ColorGraph .... $155

TCS Model III 16k
TCS Model III 32k
TCS Model III 48k

TANDON DRIVES
DEALERS! ASSEMBLERS! Quantity Purchases Invited!
Bare drives are available, or you can buy them with
power supply, cabinet and cable, fully assembled and
ready to plug in to your computer.
INDIVIDUAL CABINETS
40 track single sided
$249
80 track (dual aided 40 track)
$389
180 track (dual sided 80 track)
$499
DOUBLE CABINETS with 2 DRIVES
40 track single sided
$489
80 track (dual sided 40 track)
$899
180 track (dual sided 80 track)
$949
Heavy gauge CABINET with POWER
SUPPLY External gold connector allows
instant hook /detach from drive cable

BARE DRIVES ONLY
40 track single sided
80 track (dual sided 40 track)
180 track (dual sided 80 track)
8 inch Slimline sgl /dbl sided
Winchester hard drives. 5 -30 meg

$199
$299
$419

$CALL
$CALL

WE WILL NOT
BE

UNDERSOLD!

CORVUS HARD DISKS

CALL FOR PRICES $$$$$
Add 5, 10 or 20 megabytes of storage to your TRS80, Apple, Atari,
Heath, Zenith, Intertec, IBM, S -100 and many others. One or several computers can share a hard disk. Get simultaneous access to
data for multiple users. Available NOW at SUPER SAVINGS!
DEALERS -..You can buy CORVUS from us for less. Call 8 SAVE.

CUSTOM SOFTWARE FROM TCS
Completely Integrated BINARY SEARCH TREE programs now available This series of
programs fully implements the B -TREE structures including INSERTION, DELETION. EDITING
d TRAVERSAL. No more sorting or long data file searches and yet files can be larger than
memory Duplicate keys are fully supported. Files can be retrieved in sorted order via BTREE Traversal Each of the programs come with fully commented source code so that you
can use the modules in your own programming. A Screen oriented Input routine is also
included in each module The following B -TREE programs are now available and each
includes all of the mentioned modules and full documentation:
B -TREE Library (organize your home library keyed by author)
$39.95
B -TREE Video (organize your video cassette library, prints labels, etc)
$39.95
B -TREE Mailing List (keyed by name or zlp,labet printing,elc)
$49.95

you buy somewhere else,
you'll probably pay too much!

TCSIf

For fast. efficient service.

I

Heart of

we can air freight from Dallas

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS

*

Box 1327

P.O.

Prices
No

Manit

Texas Residents 817 274 -5625

subject

Tax

Arlington, Texas 76004 -1327

Toll Free Number 800 433 -5184
to change at any time
out -of -state Texans add 5°%r
shipped FREE Call for quote

ems
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CALL FOR OUR
FREE CATALOG!!

sheets, etc.) to see how changing one element affects the
rest.

Documentation
One area in which Commodore has made a remarkable
improvement is documentation. In the past, documentation for Commodore computers has been quite poor,
lacking both in content and approach. The 8032 comes
with a User's Reference Manual that explains in a clear,
concise manner the capabilities of the system and the entire command set. The command set is presented in a
form used by other technical manuals showing the corn mand format and syntax, in which version of Corn modore BASIC it can be used, its purpose, remarks about
the command, and detailed examples. The manual included with the 4040 explains the operation of the disk
and the disk organization, as well as how to use the
various disk commands.
I believe, however, that some documentation is lacking. From past experience, I know that a command can be
abbreviated to the first few letters (i.e., goto = gO,
gosub = goS, print# = pR, etc.). This time-saver is not
mentioned in any of the manuals. The screen -control
characters and the use of the screen editor (one of the
nicer programming features on the system) are also completely missing from the documentation.
In the User's Guide is a system memory map by
1K -byte blocks. Included in that manual's appendix is a
list of more than 20 system calls, plus the missing
machine code needed to perform the listed function. All
these system calls are common to all versions of Commodore's operating system. This is quite helpful for those
who wish to do machine-language programming; however, Commodore omits the zero -page memory map, one
of the most important memory maps for a 6502 -based
machine. My interpretation is that Commodore wants
other people to write software for its machines that is in-

dependent of the model it was written on.
The upgrade ROM for Model 2001 computers will give
you all the features and improvements of Disk BASIC,
without an 80 -column screen. Though the new operating
system uses an additional ROM, helpful commands such
as TRACE and RENUMBER were not included. (The request for "Programmer's Aid" routines has been
answered by Power, a 4K -byte ROM from Professional
Software Inc., 51 Fremont St., Needham, MA 02194.)
Likewise, Commodore is offering an upgrade for the 2040
disk drive that makes it a 4040. This set of three ROMs
and one controller will give an old 2040 random -access
capability and increased reliability. Remember that if you
upgrade to a 4040, your 2040 disks must be converted to
the new DOS 2.1 format before you can write on them.

Conclusions
The CBM 8032 computer and 4040 disk drive form a
good business system for the small to medium -size business. The lack of a marketing strategy by Commodore, as
well as its past nonchalant attitude toward the encouragement and development of good software, has hurt its
credibility, especially in comparison to the other systems
on the market.
The available business software, Wordpro and Visicalc, make excellent use of the capabilities of the CBM
8032 and coincide with the environment in which it is
best suited. The recognition of the companies who
market these types of programs will keep this computer
in a business atmosphere.
With an increasing number of competitive machines
being brought to the marketplace, Commodore appears
to be now providing better support and documentation
on its systems. The documentation included with the
CBM 8032 and the 4040 disk drive has improved over the
documentation provided with past Commodore computer systems.

NOW!
176K

STARTJOB
a

O.T.

CALFADAR CLOCK

for Apple or

S

-I00

TOTAL
RAM

Computers

Only 1150.00

22:00:00
STARTJOB VERS 11
These Jobs Will Start At
2

3 MP/M II Compatible Banks
"Invisible Disk" CP /M
Software Included

2:00.00

Receive

Transmit

B
C

Test.txt

Crun2 Update
Submit Payroll

Only

Sil/tont Solutions, Ilio.
P0

BOX

MICROSYSTEMS

35

2264 - 15thAVE. W

N057ER MO 65336

(816) 625-7863

SEATTLE,

(206) 285 -7266

ft-7

s-)0o

CP/M® & MP /MIS

W/A 98119

(800] 426-2841

areregisteredtrademarksof

Digital Research, Pacific Grove, CA.
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flexible disks
Call Free (800) 2354137 for
prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited. C.O.D. and

charge cards accepted.

$595.00

MAGNOLIAd

Starting Delayed Jobs

KNOB

'89

For the

Verbatim
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VISA'

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo, CA
93401. In Cal. call
(800) 592 -5935 or

(805) 543.1037.
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INEXPENSIVE MASS STORAGE
Gallium 10, 20, 30 & 40 megabyte disk

at extra cost. Gallium disk systems require no
preventive maintanence.

GALLIUM IS VERY ECONOMICAL

DATA ORGANIZATION
Capacity (Megabytes)
Unformatted
Formatted

systems
are the MOST cost -effective winchester disk systems
for your Apple' Il computer.
The Gallium -10 is available in a 10 Mbyte
configuration for an introductory price of $2495.

price of 4 disk drives you can have the
72 diskettes and our Volumes are 3
Apple diskettes' capacity. That means you can
have over 400 kilobytes files without segmenting
your data base.
With our intelligent controller you can expand to 40
megabytes with the addition of 3 more 10
Megabyte drives.
We use proven winchester disk technology to assure
you of the finest quality disk drive your money can
buy. The disk drive operation is NOISE -FREE for
office and home environments.
For the

capacity of

GALLIUM SOFTWARE
The Rom- resident software interfaces to DOS 3.3,
Apple Pascal (optional) and CP /M (optional). All
operating systems remain unmodified so there is no
need to change anything in your programs to use

the Gallium-10.
Utilities provided include programs to copy from
floppy to Gallium and from Gallium to floppy, format
volumes, and a demo program to show you how
your disk can be used.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Number
Data Surfaces
Diameter (inches/cm)

Megabyte
Megabyte
3

6

5.25/13.33

PERFORMANCE
Access Time Track To Track (3 milliseconds)
Disk Rotational Speed
3600 rpm
Peak Transfer Rate

5 MB /S

UTILITIES

Format

Formats All Surfaces
Initializes With An "EMPTY" File
A Given Number Of Volumes
Finds All Volumes On Which
Any Given File Is Resident
Finds & Runs The Given File
From The First Volume On
Which It Is Resident
Partitions The Disk For DOS 3.3,

Volume Initer
File Finder
File Runner

Partition

CPM Boot

SERVICE

PASCAL Boot

Connect

Apple

16815 Hawthorne Blvd.

11.3

DISKS

Gallium -10 disk drives come with a 90 -day parts &
labor warranty. An extended warranty is available

XITENSYSTEMS

14.4

is

CPM & PASCAL Allocating
The Required Number Of Sectors
For Each Given Operating System
Permits Booting
In CPM Operating System
Permits Booting In PASCAL
Connects Gallium To DOS
If Booted From Floppy Disk

a registered trade mark of Apple Computer Co.

Lawndale, CA 90260

(213) 370 -3966
421 -1947

(800)

Technical Forum

Let the MC68701 Program Itself
Arnold J. Morales and David Ruhberg
Motorola Inc.
3501 Ed Bluestein Blvd.
Austin, TX 78721

The Motorola MC68701 is an enhanced version of the
MC6801 microprocessor. One of its chief features is the
ability to program itself. The processing unit controls all
movement of data into an on -chip EPROM (erasable programmable read-only memory). It controls programming
power (V to the EPROM during programming, requiring only a few external devices to accomplish this.
On -chip resources of the MC68701 include a 2K -byte
EPROM, a three -function timer, a serial- communication
interface, up to 29 parallel I/O (input /output) lines, 128
bytes of RAM (random- access read /write memory), and
an oscillator. These items provide a great deal of power
and flexibility in a small package that's easy to use and
design with.
In this article, we will explore how the MC68701 programs itself. We'll also discuss a fully tested MC68701
programmer, including software and a hardware design.

)

On -Chip EPROM
A dual -purpose MC68701 pin, RESET /V,,, is used
both to reset the processor and to power the EPROM.
This pin is normally +5 volts (V) during nonprogram(21 V ± 1 V)
ming operation. It must be raised to
during programming of the EPROM. However, the proapplied at all times.
cessor will operate normally with
The MC68701 EPROM is controlled by two bits in the
RAM /EPROM control register (see figure 1). Bit 0 of the
register is called the programming latch control (PLC)
and is used to control an address latch used during programming of the EPROM. Bit 1 of the register is called

V

V
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MC68701 RAM /EPROM CONTROL REGISTER
7

6

5

4

3

2

STBY
PWR

RAME

X

X

X

X

1

PPC

0

PLC

Figure 1: The RAM /EPROM control register. See the text for
details of its operation.

the programming power control (PPC) and is used to
to the EPROM during programming.
control
When PLC is set, the latch is transparent. When PLC is
clear, the address latch is enabled and latches each
EPROM address asserted by the processor. PLC should
be set during normal nonprogramming processor operation; it should be cleared only to program the EPROM.
This bit is set at RESET and can be cleared only in Mode
0 (more about modes later).
is not applied to the EPROM;
When PPC is set,
is applied to the EPROM. PPC
when PPC is clear,
should be set during normal nonprogramming operation;
it should be cleared only to program the EPROM. This
bit is set at RESET and whenever the PLC bit is set, and
can be cleared only in Mode 0 with the PLC bit clear.
The MC68701 is programmed in Mode 0 only. In this
mode, all the interrupt vectors and reset vectors are in the
locations BFFO to BFFF hexadecimal, and the on -chip
EPROM is at locations F800 to FFFF hexadecimal. The

V
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EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS -SO'"
TRS -80 is a

ATARI'"

PET'"

APPLE'"

Trademark ol the Radio Shark Division ol Tandy Corp. ATARI k a trademark of Atari Inc. APPLE
CP /M is a Trademark ol Digital Research - XEROX is a Trademark of Xerox Corp.

is a
-

CP /M'"

i.
IBM'"

XEROX`"

PET
Trademark of Apple Corp.
IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp.
-

is

a

trademark of Commodore

BUSINESS PAC 100

100 Ready-To -Run
Business Programs

24 -Hours

within
*rders processed
back guarantee

*

30-DOY money

(ON CASSETTE OR DISKETTE)
Includes 128 Page Users Manual
Inventory Control Payroll Bookkeeping System Stock Calculations
Checkbook Maintenance....-Accounts Receivable Accounts Payable
59 WACC

BUSINESS 100 PROGRAM LIST
NAME
1

RULE78

2 ANNUI

3 DATE
4 DAYYEAR
5 LEASEINT

6 BREAKEVN
7 DEPRSL
8 DEPRSY
9 DEPRDB
10 DEPRDDB
11

TAXDEP

12 CHECK2
13 CHECKBKI
14 MORTGAGE /A

15 MULTMON
16
17
18
19

SALVAGE
RRVARIN

RRCONST
EFFECT
20 FVAL
21 PVAL
22 LOANPAY
23 REGWTTH
24 SIMPDISK

25 DATEVAL
26 ANNUDEF
27 MARKUP

28 SINKFUND
29 BONDVAL
30 DEPLETE
31 BLACKSH
32 STOCVALI
33 WARVAL
34 BONDVAL2
35 EPSEST
36 BETAALPH
37 SHARPEI
38 OPTWRfTE
39 RIVAL
40 EXPVAL
41 BAYES
42 VALPRINF
43 VALADINF
44 UTILITY
45 SIMPLEX
46 TRANS
47 EOQ
48 QUEUEI
49 OM
50 CONDPROF
51 OPTLOSS
52 FQUOQ
53 FQEOWSH
54 FQEOQPB
55 QUEUECB
56 NCFANAL
57 PROF1ND
58 CAPI

60 COMPBAL
61 DISCBAL
62 MERGANAL
63 FINRAT
64 NPV
65 PRINDLAS
66 PRINDPA
67 SEASIND
68 TIMETR
69 TIMEMOV
70 FUPRINF
71 MAILPAC
72 LETWRT
73 SORT3
74 LABELI
75 LABEL2
76 BUSBUD
77 TIMECLCK
78 ACCTPAY
79 INVOICE
80 INVENT2
81 TELDIR
82 TIMUSAN
83 ASSIGN
84 ACCTREC
85 TERMSPAY
86 PAYNET
87 SELLPR
88 ARBCOMP
89 DEPRSF
90 UPSZONE
91 ENVELOPE
92 AUTOEXP
93 INSFTLE
94 PAYROLI2
95 DILANAL
96 LOANAFFD
97 RENTPRCH
98 SALELEAS
99 RRCONVBD
100 PORTVAL9

DESCRIPTION
Interest Apportionment by Rule of the 78's

Annuity computation program
Time between dates
Day of year a particular date falls on
Interest rate on lease
Breakeven analysis

Straightline depreciation
Sum of the digits depredation
Declining balance depreciation
Double declining balance depreciation
Cash flow vs. depredation tables
Prints NEBS checks along with daily register
Checkbook maintenance program
Mortgage amortization table
Computes time needed for money to double, triple.
Determines salvage value of an investment
Rate of return on investment with variable inflows
Rate of return on investment with constant inflows
Effective interest rate of a loan
Future value of an investment (compound interest)
Present value of a future amount
Amount of payment on a loan
Equal withdrawals from investment to leave 0 over
Simple discount analysis
Equivalent E nonequivalent dated values for oblg.
Present value of deferred annuities
% Markup analysis for items
Sinking fund amortization program
Value of a bond
Depletion analysis
Black Scholes options analysis
Expected return on stock via discounts dividends
Value of a warrant
Value of a bond
Estimate of future earnings per share for company
Computes alpha and beta variables for stock
Portfolio selection model i.e. what stocks to hold
Option writing computations
Value of a right
Expected value analysis
Bayesian decisions
Value of perfect information
Value of additional information
Derives utility function
Linear programming solution by simplex method
Transportation method for linear programming
Economic order quantity inventory model
Single server queueing (waiting line) model
Cost-volume-profit analysis
Conditional profit tables
Opportunity loss tables
Fixed quantity economic order quantity model
As above but with shortages permitted
As above but with quantity price breaks
Cost-benefit waiting line analysis
Net cash -flow analysis for simple investment
Profitability index of a project
Cap. Asset Pr. Model analysis of project

etc.

Weighted average cost of capital
True rate on loan with compensating bal. required
True rate on discounted loan
Merger analysis computations
Financial ratios for a firm
Net present value.of project
Laspeyres price index
Paasche price index
Constructs seasonal quantity indices for company
Time series analysis linear trend
Time series analysis moving average trend
Future price estimation with inflation
Mailing list system
Letter writing system-links with MAILPAC
Sorts list of names
Shipping label maker
Name label maker
DOME business bookkeeping system
Computes weeks total hours from timeclock info.
In memory accounts payable system-storage permitted
Generate invoice on screen and print on printer
In memory inventory control system
Computerized telephone directory
Time use analysis
Use of assignment algorithm for optimal job assign.
In memory accounts receivable system-storage ok
Compares 3 methods of repayment of loans
Computes gross pay required for given net
Computes selling price for given after tax amount
Arbitrage computations
Sinking fund depreciation
Finds UPS zones from zip code
Types envelope including return address
Automobile expense analysis
Insurance policy file
In memory payroll system
Dilution analysis
Loan amount a borrower can afford
Purchase puce for rental property
Sale- leaseback analysis
Investor's rate of return on convenable bond
Stock market portfolio storage -valuation program

TRS -80 Cassette Version
TRS -80 (Mod -I or III), Pet, Apple
or Atari Versions
TRS -80 Mod -I1, IBM, Osborne
and 8" CP /M Versions
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD

$99.95

(oursfDE
$149.95

car.PUTßaics
rA.v.5sEwrE

50 N. PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

[SK

FOR OUR 64 -PAGE CATALOG

Circle 187 on Inquiry card.

ORDER

$99.95

$3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
14.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON -UPS AREAS
$5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE OF U.S.. CANADA AND MEXICO

AS-.

NEW

800)

rS
-

OF N

rE)

431TD2878
_

sioATa

04'

24

HOUR
ORDER
LINE

/14

401) (9i 4) 425 -1535
ALL PRICES a SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE
DELIVERY SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
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10pF

+5V

>I
CRYSTAL
4 OMHz

yo

7

2

%TALI
X

VCC

TAL 2

IC5
MC68701

10pF
/77

P30
+5V

P31

Si

P32
P33

LED3

i

TIL 220
d7011

TIL220

f

d70f1
LED

P35

P12

P36

LED 2

f

47052

P34
15

14

P37

P11

P10

1

48

TIL220
+ 5V

A9
21
5
4

AO/DO

36

A1/01

4

35

A2/D2

7

34

A3/D3

8

33

A4/D4

13

32

A5/D5

14

31

A6/D6

17

30

A7/D7

18

VCC STBY

A30
A13

IRQ

2Q

3D

3Q

4D

4Q

5D

5Q

6D

6Q

7D
8D

P46

P47

RESET /VPP
6

8Q

AO

5

Al

6

A2

9

A3

12

A4

15

A5

16

A6

19

A7

7

4

3
2

1

DQO

A1

DQ1

A2

DQ2

A3

DQ3

A4

DQ4

A5

DQ5

A6

DQ6

A7

DQ7

Vpp
28

22

27

9

22

10

D1

11

D2

13

D3

14

D4

15

D5

16

D6

17

D7

21

(88001
A10

r-----I

DO

A9

E/PROG

G

A14

9

A8

24

23

-

/11

20

18

D. D.
IC4

ICI
7400

8

D.

415

7

6

L

5

+5v

4
3

26V

MCM2716
AO

OE

CONVERTER

ASTEC
26 ADS

6

5

TO DC

DC

48

3

4

P22

-

7Q

2

29

P21

/77

2D

11 I

NMI

P20

10

1Q

3

+5V

GROUND

IC3

1D

LE
S

13

IC2
74LS373

37

2

21V ± 1V

MCM2716

AO

Al

DQO

DQ1

A2

DQ2

A3

DQ3

DQ4

A4

DQ5

A5
A6

DQ6

47

DQ7

9

DO

10

D1

11

D2

13

D3

14

D4

15

05

16

D6

17

07

21

VPP
3

R1

A8

(7800)

22

18K

19

A10

E/PROG

G

20

18

R2

100K

10

rF

/n
Figure 2: Programmer for the MC68701. The simplicity of this inexpensive circuit means easy construction and use. In combination
with the software provided in listing 1, LEDs in the programmer can indicate that the EPROM is initially erased and that the newly
stored data pass or fail a verification test.

reset vectors should direct the processor to what is essentially a bootstrap- loading program that will fetch data sequentially from memory or a peripheral controller and
"burn" each byte into the EPROM. Once V. is applied to
the RESET/V pin, each data byte is programmed into
the onboard EPROM as follows:

3. Clear the PPC bit for 50 milliseconds (ms). This con-

Clear the PLC bit and set the PPC bit. This enables the
EPROM address latch and inhibits VPP to the EPROM.
2. Write data to the EPROM location to be programmed.
Both the data and address will be captured by internal
latches.

An MC68701 Programmer

1.

382
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trols programming power to the EPROM, allowing the
data byte to be burned in.
These steps are repeated until all bytes have been programmed.

Fully assembled and tested modules designed to program the MC68701 are available through Motorola distributors. Some users, however, may require custom programming boards designed to meet specific needs.
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How to Get 256N 01
16N Increment Bank Selectable Memory

or 2 Meoabvtes of Contiguous Memory
on One S100 Board
The 256 KMB -100 from
Intercontinental Micro Systems is one
of the most flexible and easily
integrated S100 bus, 256K memories
available today. Its advanced
features include:

Configures for phantom deselection.
Deselectable on 4K boundries
from 4K to 64K.
4 MegaHertz operation,

no wait states.

Complete Cromix'" CP /M;" MP /M'"
and other major systems
compatibility -up to 16 users are now
possible on a Cromemco System.
Bank selectable in any combination
of 16K banks (e.g. 4 64K users,
8 32K users, 16 16K users or any
other combination.)
Up to 2 contiguous megabytes are

easily configurable.
Cromix is a trademark of Cromemco Inc.

Circle 208 on inquiry card.

"CP /M

Parity error detection through

dynamic RAM, 4 channel DMA
controller and memory management.
The others are still talking about
their S100 Bus 256K memories -ours
is in production -call today for further
details and applications information.

interrupts.
IEEE 696.1/D2 Spec S100 Bus.

One year complete warranty.

Fully compatible with
Intercontinental Micro's advanced
CPZ -48000 S100 Bus single board
CPU, which features: Z80 based
system, single or double density
floppy disk coñtroller, 64K onboard
and MP/M are trademarks of Digital Research. Inc.

,-lf_
I R

SYSTEMS COIrONATIOM

1733 South Douglass Road, Suite E
Anaheim, California 92806
(714) 978 -9758 Telex: 678401- TAB -IRIN

JOHN STARKWEATHER'S

N

EVADA

PI
$149.95

For all CP. M systems. Works

with Apple (softcard

needed), Osborne 1, TRS -80, North
Star, Superbrain, Micropolis,
Vector and many other microcomputers. Needs 32K RAM, one
disk drive and CRT or video display and keyboard.
DISKETTE AND MANUAL

PILOT for Programmed, Inquiry, Learning Or Teaching.
An excellent interactive language for education and office automation.
Perfect companion for BASIC, COBOL and PASCAL to solve training and

documentation problems.
John Starkweather, Ph.D., creator of PILOT, wrote this version to meet
all PILOT-73 standards and added many new features.
New features include full screen text editor, commands to drive
optional equipment such as VTR's & voice response units.
Currently used in many college and progressive high schools.
Use for interactive applications -data entry, programmed instruction
and testing.

N

For all CP/M -based systems. Requires 32K RAM, one disk drive
and CRT or video display and

keyboard.

character oriented full screen video display text editor designed specifically for program preparation of COBOL, FORTRAN, BASIC and similar
A

programs.
Features include single key commands for cursor control, scrolling,
block moves, search and replace, tab setting and multiple file insertions.

EVADA

COB$199.95
DISKETTE AND MANUAL

For all CP /M or MP/M operat-

ing systems. Requires 32K
RAM and one disk drive.
Edition II of Nevada COBOL is based on ANSI -74 Standards.
With 48K RAM, you can compile and execute up to 4000 statements.
COPY statement for library handling.
CALL...USING...CANCEL
PERFORM... THRU ...TIMES...UNTIL...paragraph or section names.
IF...NEXT SENTENCE...ELSE...NEXT SENTENCE AND /OR < =>
NOT.
GO TO...DEPENDING

ON...
Interactive ACCEPT /DISPLAY...
RELATIVE (random) access files
Sequential files both fixed and variable length.
INSPECT...TALLYING...REPLACING.

0

ELUS COMPUTING

COD's WELCOME

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
, Dept. B
800 41st A
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S.A.

(415) 751-1522

IGO

CPIM. MP/M. TRS -80 and SoftCard system are registered TM's of Digital Research.
Tandy Corporation and Microsoft respectively. Osborne 1 is a trademark of Osborne
Computer Corporation.
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Using the Programmer
The user needs no knowledge of MC68701 operation
and very little knowledge of electronics in order to use
the programmer. Four steps are required:
containing the code to be programmed into the MC68701 into the socket at IC4.
2. Insert the MC68701 into the socket.
3. Apply power.
4. Monitor LEDs.

EDI
$119.95
N

hardware and associated software verify that an inserted
MC68701 is initially fully erased, do the programming,
and verify the "entered" code. The user only applies
power and monitors three light- emitting diodes (LEDs)
that indicate EPROM status. The programmer enters the
entire 2K-byte content of EPROM IC4 into the MC68701
EPROM. The system can be modified to, for instance,
provide more detailed failure information or to program
only a portion of the EPROM.

1. Insert the EPROM

EVADA

DISKETTE AND MANUAL

The programmer described in this article (see figure 2)
is designed for simplicity, low cost, and ease of use. The

Circle 168 on inquiry card.

Within a few seconds after power is applied, LED 1
should light, indicating that the MC68701 EPROM is
fully erased. Approximately 105 seconds after power is
applied, LED 2 should light, indicating that the EPROM
has been programmed and its contents verified. At this
time, power can be removed from the system, and
another MC68701 can be programmed.
LED 3 will light to indicate either a not fully erased
MC68701 EPROM when power is initially applied, or
failure to verify after attempted programming. If LED 3
lights and LED 1 is not lit, the MC68701 was not fully
erased when inserted into the board. If this occurs, no
attempt is made to program the EPROM. If LED 3 lights
while LED 1 is lit, the EPROM's contents did not verify
after attempted programming.
The LEDs should be color-coded to give readily recognized pass and fail indication. A good color scheme is
amber for LED 1 (erased), green for LED 2 (pass), and red
for LED 3 (fail). Zero insertion force sockets should be
used for the MC68701 and EPROM.

Memory Map
The memory map, consisting of five special address
spaces, is shown in figure 3. Four of the address spaces
are fixed by the MC68701 during programming and cannot be relocated. These consist of an internal- register area
(0000 to 001F hexadecimal), internal RAM (0080 to 00FF
hexadecimal), external interrupt vectors (BFFO to BFFF
hexadecimal), and internal EPROM (F800 to FFFF hexadecimal).
A fifth address space is used for an MCM2716 that contains the code to be entered into the MC68701 on -chip
EPROM. This MCM2716 has been arbitrarily placed at
locations 7800 to 7FFF hexadecimal and can be relocated
for custom programmer design.

CASTELLANO
21 Tercer Medio presenta su
sistema administrativo

Apple' en

(T.M.A.) para Apple

Diseñado de acuerdo con los principios contables aceptados en todos los países de habla hispana.

APLICACIONES COMERCIALES Y CIENTIFICAS
CONTABI LI DAD
GENERAL

CUENTAS
POR COBRAR

Diario General
Resumen del Diario
Consulta parcial al Diario
Mayor General
Balance de Comprobación

Catálogo de Cuentas
Listado de Transacciones
Antigüedad de Saldos
Saldos por Vencer
Relación de Cobranzas
Relación de Pagos
Estado de Cuentas
Consultas varias por pantalla

Balance General
Ganancias y Pérdidas
Catálogos de Cuentas
Consultas por pantalla

INVENTARIO Y FACTURACION
CONTROL DE BANCOS
PERT/CPM
CUENTAS A PAGAR
CONTROL DE COSTO DE OBRAS
VENTAJAS DEL SISTEMA T. M. A.
Son completamentes conversacionales.
El chequeo de la información es instantáneo.
Los reportes impresos o por pantalla guardan
los formatos generalmente aceptados.
Están pensados para adaptarse a cualquier empresa.
Toda la información está instantáneamente disponible

Precisión Expandida.
Números de hasta + 999.999.999.99

Medio
FJ Tercer
de Información C.A.

Sistema

Apple

es

Circle 402 on inquiry card.

APARTADO DE CORREOS 62533
CARACAS 1060 A VENEZUELA
TELEX: 27.876 CPB TH VE.
TELEFONOS: 283.60.88 284.74.68

marca registrada por APPLE COMPUTER INC.

-

-

-

-

HEXADECIMAL
ADDRESS
0000

Circuit Description

FUNCTION

The MC68701 programmer consists of two MCM2716
EPROMs, a 74LS373 transparent latch, a 74LS00 NAND
gate package, an MC68701 socket, and associated "glue,"
as shown in figure 2.
A 4- megahertz (MHz) crystal is used to yield 1 -MHz
operation. This clock frequency can be increased to accommodate higher -speed MC68701s, but changes in the
operating frequency require changes in the MINPRG
bootstrap software to ensure 50 ms programming time
for each byte entered into the EPROM, or to minimize
programming time.
This delay is governed by the value of WAIT in
MINPRG and is indirectly related to the clock frequency. An increase in the clock frequency requires a proportional increase in the value of WAIT; a decrease of the
clock frequency allows a proportional decrease in the
value of WAIT.
The MC68701 can also be driven by an external transistor- transistor logic (TTL) clock at pin 3, with pin 2
grounded. If this clock option is used, the capacitors tied
to pins 2 and 3, used to ensure stable crystal operation,
are not required.
Pins 8, 9, and 10 are tied to ground to place the
MC68701 into Mode 0 (programming mode) at RESET.
IRQ (interrupt request) and NMI (nonmaskable interrupt) are tied high to eliminate external interrupts.
Three LEDs are tied to I/O pins 13, 14, and 15. They
are used to indicate the state of the MC68701 EPROM
during programming operations. High-current drivers
force the pins low to light the LEDs.
The RESET/V pin is driven by a transistor to assure
adequate power to the pin during programming. The
base of this transistor is controlled by an RC (resistor capacitor) network that provides adequate delay between

INTERNAL REGISTERS

)MC68701

001F

0080

00FF

WA

MC68701 INTERNAL RAM

7800
EXTERNAL EPROM (MCM2716)
WITH CODE TO BE PROGRAMMED
INTO MC68701

7FFF

8800
EXTERNAL EPROM (MCM2716)
WITH MINPRG

BFFF

F800
MC68701 ONBOARD EPROM

FFFF

Figure 3: Memory map of the MC68701 address space.

For ease of decoding, an MCM2716 containing
MINPRG, the programmer bootstrap program, is based
at location B800 hexadecimal. The system RESET vectors
are located at the top of the EPROM and decode at locations BFFE to BFFF hexadecimal.

Text continued on page 394
Listing 1 is on pages 388 -392
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MICRO
SUPPLY LTD._

PROGRAM THAT WRITES PROGRAMS

AVAILABLE FOR
TRS - 80 MLD II
Apple II Plus

CP /M

Sharp PC 3201
North Star Vantage

TIRED OF SEARCHING DIRECTORY
LISTINGS FOR YOUR FILES
ANNOUNCING the CPUTIL package:

?"

DISKETTES
DISKS SCOTCH 3M
12.30 each

51/4"

Reinforced Hubs, Any Quantity
Save

more on 100 or more boxes '2.25 ea.

MEMORY
RAM

Still Only $600.00

Dealer Inquiries Invited
Send to KROWN COMPUTING
Conference Dr., P.O. 66763
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 335 -3133

1282
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LARGE DISK
CP /M USERS

4116 -200NS
4164-200NS
EPROMS
2716 (5V)

$10

15.50 each

X -TALS MHZ
1.0
2.0

10

1579545
4.0
5.0

8/116
each

'2.25 each
10.0
14.31518
16.0

5.0655
5.7143
5.0

15.0
20.00

©IMPERIAL MICRO SUPPLY LTD.
P.O. W5 $3 Pm. M. PONTIAC. All as16
Plea.e add

12

00

Sh,ppn0

-

MK-town add

a'1. 14.
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Allows system files to be logically moved to the
current user file upon logos. This means that
multiple copies of system tiles are not needed
Removes all system fifes from directory listings
unless desired by the user.
Restores all system tiles to file 0 upon logoff
Allows user files to be referred to by a user defined name or the file number
Allows a directory listing of any user file from any
other user file

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
$49.95

including manuals
Texas res add 6 sales tax
°%o

EARTH SCIENCE ASSOC.
10218 Cantertrot
Humble, Tx. 77338
713-446 -1555

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Circle 157 on inquiry card.

TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES

I

1111111111111111111

THE LAST MEMORY" is a high performance 64K memory module for 8 bit S100 systems. This board uses 16K
byte -wide static RAM's which eliminate the timing and reliability problems associated with dynamic RAM boards.
The 2K by 8 architecture of these RAM's allow high density and low power consumption, a characteristic not found in
most static memories. This architecture also allows the use of 2716 type EPRPOM's in place of RAM IC's with no
modification. As a result, this one board provides total system memory. THE LAST MEMORY" is available
starting at less than $100.00

LASTING MEMORY' is a combination EEPROM (Electrically Eraseable PROM)/EPROM/RAM memory module
for 8 bit S100 systems. This board includes an onboard EEPROM programmer which programs and erases 2816/2815
type EEPROM's with normal memory write instructions - no special software is required. Erasing and writing may be
performed one byte at a time no need to start over to make simple changes. Programming may be performed in any
socket - EEPROM's can be tested and used without moving them. EEPROM's, 2716 type EPROM's, or 16K byte wide static RAM's may be located in any of the 16 memory sockets for a total of 32K bytes of memory. LASTING
MEMORY" is available at $299.
-

The VIB1' is an intelligent I/O mapped CRT controller for use within S100 BUS (IEEE 696) systems. It incorporates
all the video display capabilities of a stand -alone smart terminal. Some of its outstanding features include: 80
characters x 24 lines with an independant 25th line; full ASCII character set including control characters; graphics
characters set; six visual attributes which can be used in combination; extensive screen editing and screen read
capabilities. The VIB1" will be available in the 4th quarter 1982 at less than $300.

ideaLink'"

is a high speed FSK modem which plugs into the S100 BUS (IEEE 6%) and connects to a standard
telephone in place of the handset. It is Bell 103/202 compatible offering both 300 Bps full duplex and 1200 Bps half
duplex. All signal processing is performed digitally for long term reliability. ideaLink'" will be available in the 4th
quarter 1982 at less than $300.

static memory systems inc.

51115
Circle 381 on inquiry card.

401 State Bank Center

Freeport, IL 61032
9 A.M. to 4 P.M. Mon.

-

(815) 235-8713
Fri.

MC VISA accepted
All prices net, FOB Freeport, IL
OEM discounts available
Dealer inquiries invited.

Listing 1: MINPRG is the software that allows the MC68701 to program itself.

00001
00002
00003
00004
00005
00006
00007
00008
00009
00010
00011
00012
00013
00014
00015
00016
00017
00018
00019
00020A
00021A
00022A
00023A
00024A
00025
00026A
00027A
00028A
00029A
00030A
00031
00032A
00033A

*
*

OPT
*

THIS PROGRAM WILL CHECK, PROGRAM AND VERIFY
THE MC68701'S
EPROM

*

*
*

*

E

*

0000
0002
0008
0009
000B
0014

A
A
A
A
A
A

P1DDR
P1DR
TCSR
TIMER
OUTCMP
EPMCNT

$00
$02
508
S09
SOB
$14
L O

*
*

0080
0080
0082
0084
0086
8850
B850
8853
8855
8857

BE
86
97
97

0002
0002
0002
0002

A
A
A
A

00FF

A

07
00
02

A

IMBEG
IMEND
PNTR

WAIT
*
START

A
A
*

8859
B85C
885E
8860
8862
8863
P865
B868

CE
DF
C6
A6

F800
84
00
00

E

S

PORT 1 DATA DIR. REGISTER
PORT 1 DATA REGISTER
TIMER CONTROL /STAT REGISTER
COUNTER REGISTER
OUTPUT COMPARE REGISTER
RAM /FROM CONTROL REGISTER

A
A

ORG
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMR

S80

ORG
LDS
LDAA
STAA

58850
#SFF
#S07
P1DDR

STAA

P1DR

2
2
2

2

LDX
STX
LUAB
LDAA
CHA
RNE
CPX
BEQ

#SFP(io

PNTR
#500
0,X

ERRORI
#SFIEF

NEXT

INX
*

B86D 86 06
886F 97 02

C A L

*

I

A B L

S

E

START OF MEMORY BLOCK
LAST BYTE OF MEMORY BLOCK
FIRST BYTE OF EPROM TO BE PGM'D
COUNTER VALUE

INITIALIZE STACK
INIT. PORT 1
DDR
DATA REGISTER

(ALL

LED'S OFF)

BRA

ERASE

LDAA
STAA

P1DR

CHECK IF EPROM ERASED
INIT. PNTR WHILE CONVENIENT
GET READY FOR CMPR.
LOAD EPROM CONTENTS
COMPARE TO ZERO
BRANCH IF NOT ZERO
CHECK IF DONE
IF SO BRANCH
GO AGAIN

*

NEXT
*

V A R

*

A
A
A
A ERASE

00042

388

Q U A T

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

*

00034A
00035A
00036A
11
00037A
26 29 B88E
A
00038A
8C FFFF
00039A
27 03 886D
00040A 886A 08
00041A 1386B 20 F3 B860
00043A
00044A
00045
00046
00047
00048A
00049A
00050A
00051A
00052A
00053A
00054A
00055A
00056A
00057A
00058A

Z01,LLEM=80

*

#S06

TURN ON ERASED LED

*

WAIT FOR VPP TO REACH 21V

(3.5 SEC.)

*

8871
8873
8876
B877
B87A
B87C
B87F
8881
B883
8885
8887

August 1982

c,

STX
LDX
STALL1 nEX
A
LDD
C350
A
ADDD
09
A
CLR
0008
A
STD
OB
LnAA
40
A
A STALL?. RITA
08
8EQ
FC 8883
CPX
0000 A

DF 86
CE 0046
09

CC
D3
7F
DD
86
95
27
8C

A
A

WAIT

#0046

GET READY FOR 70 TIMES THRU LOOP

#tC350
TIMER
TCSR
OUTCMP

INIT.

#540

50MS LOOP
BUMP CURRENT VALUE
CLEAR OCF
SET OUTPUT COMPARE
NOW WAIT FOR OCF

TCSR
STALL2
#$0000

NOT YET
70 TIMES YET?

BYTE Publications Inc

www.americanradiohistory.com

Listing I continued on page 390

UPPIANS1'HP.
We opened our doors

with two

basic goals:
To distribute as many software
packages to as many dealers
as possible.
And to make money doing so.
Our success on both counts is the
result of hard work, a positive business attitude and a recognition that
you, as a retailer, have a right to be
treated fairly and honestly by your

distributor.

We're 1-up for three
good reasons:
always offer a wide selection
of the latest and best microcomputer software packages available
anywhere. (Why should you have
to hunt for what you need ?)
2. Our dealer discounts start with
quantities of 1. (Remember all
those times you just wanted one
or two to see how they'd sell ?)
3. We don't play The BackOrder
Game. (If we can't ship your order
within 48 hours we'll let you know,
instead of hanging you out to dry.)
If there's anything else we can do
for you, just let us know. Because
we're 1 -up and we intend to stay
1. We

that way.
Software Distributors, 9929
Jefferson Blvd., Culver City,
CA 90230. Telex 4990032 BVHL,
ATT: SOFT
For our dealer into package, call
(213) 559 -9330.

SOFTWARE
DiSTRiBUTORS
We won't leave you holding the bag.
Circle 376 on inquiry card.

Listing

I continued:

00059A
00060A
00061
00062A
00063A
00064A
00065
00066A
00067A
00068A
00069A
00070A
00071A
00072
00073

B88A 26 EA 8876
888C 20 06 B894
*

*

8894
8897
B899
889C
889E
BRA'

7800
DF 80
CE 7FFF
DF 82
CE C350
DF 85
CE

STALLI
PG INT

NOPE

#083
P1DR

LIGHT ERROR LED ONLY

*

888E 86 83
A ERRORI LDAA
A
B890 97 02
STAA
B892 20 5D B8F1
BRA

SELF

*

A PGINT
A
A
A
A
A

LDX
STX
LDX
STX
LDX
STX

#57800
IMBEG
#S7FFF
IMEND
#SC350
WAIT

INIT.

IMBEG

INIT.

IMEND

INIT. WAIT

(4.0 MHZ)

*

THIS PART FROM 68701 DATA SHEET

*
*

00074

00075A
00076A
00077A
00078
00079A
00080A
00081A
00082A
00083A
00084A
00085A
00086A
00087A
00088A
00089
00090
00091
00092A
00093A
00094A
00095A
00096A
00097A
00098A
00099
00100A
00101A
00102A
00103A
00104A
00105A
00106A
00107A
00108
00109
00110
00111A
00112A
00113A
00114A
00115A
00116A

BNE
BRA

88A3 DE 84
BRAS 3C
BRAG DE 80

A

EPROM

A

LDX
PSHX
LDX

PNTR
IMBEG

SAVE CALLING ARGUMENT
RESTORE WHEN DONE
USE STACK

*

B8A8 3C
88A9 86 FE
BBAB 97 14

BRAD A6 00
BRAF DE 84
88B1
B8B3
B884
B886
8888

A7
08
DF
86
97

00

A
A
A
A
A

EPROO2 PSHX
LDAA
STAA
LDAA
LDX
STAA

A
A
A

STX
LDAA
STAA

#SFE

EPMCNT
0,X
PNTR
0,X

INX
84
FC
14

*

PNTR
#SFC
EPMCNT

SAVE POINTER ON STACK
REMOVE VPP, SET LATCH
PPC= 1,PLC =0
MOVE DATA MEMORY -TO-LATCH
GET WHERE TO PUT IT
STASH AND LATCH
NEXT ADDR.
ALL SET FOR NEXT
ENABLE EPROM POWER (VPP)
PPC= 0,PLC =0

NOW WAIT 50 MSEC TIMEOUT USING COMPARE

*

*
B88A
RRBC
88BE
BRC1
B8C3
BRC5
BRC7

DC 86

7F
DD
86
95
27

LDD

A
A
A

ADDD
CLR
0008
A
OB
STD
A
LDAA
40
08
A EPROO4 BITA
BEp
FC 88C5

D3 09

WAIT
TIMER
TCSR
OUTCMP
#040
TCSR
EPROO4

GET CYCLE COUNTER
BUMP CURRENT VALUE
CLEAR OCF
SET OUTPUT COMPARE
NOW WAIT FOR OCF
NOT YET

*

R8C9
BBCA
B8CB
B8CD
B8CF
B8D1
B8D3
88D4

38

PULX

08

INX
CPX
BLS

9C 82

A

23 D9

B8A8

86 FF

A

97
38

14

A

LDAA
STAA

DF 84

A

STX

IMEND
EPROO2
#SFF
EPMCNT

PI1LX
*

SET UP FOR NEXT ONE
NEXT
MAYBE DONE
NOT YET
REMOVE VPP, INHIBIT LATCH
EPROM CAN NOW BE READ
RESTORE PNTR

PNTR

*

*

START NEW CODE

*

88D6
B8D9
BBDA
B8DC
B8DE
B8E0

CE 7800

A

VERF2

3C
AG

LDX
PSHX

#$7800
0,X
PNTR
0,X

00
DE 84

A

LDAA

A

E6

A

LDX
LDAB

00

11

CPA

SET UP POINTER
SAVE POINTER ON STACK
GET DESIRED DATA
CET EPROM ADDR.
GET DATA TO BE CHECKED
CHECK IF SAME

Listing
390
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I continued

on page 392

Collector Edition

BYTE COVERS
The Byte covers shown below are available as beautiful Collector Edition Prints. Each full color print is 11" x 14 ", including
11/2" border, and is part of an edition strictly limited to 500 prints.
The artist, Robert Tinney, has personally inspected, signed and
numbered each print. A Certificate of Authenticity accompanies
each print guaranteeing its quality and limited number.
The price of a Collector Edition Byte Cover is $25, plus $3 per
shipment for postage and handling ($8 for overseas airmail).
Collector Prints 9, 10, 11 and 12 can be purchased as a set for
$80, as can Prints 13, 14, 15 and 16.
Collector Edition Byte Covers are also available in the beautiful mat and frame shown above for $60 each (if Set 9 -12 or Set
13 -16 is ordered framed and matted, the price per set is $200).
The mat is a neutral gray which blends with most decors, and the
black 12" x 16" frame is trimmed in
silver. The print is mounted under
non -glare glass.
Framed and matted prints are
shipped UPS-no delivery to P.O.
boxes. Because of expense and
breakage, no framed prints are
shipped overseas. Please allow 46 weeks delivery for framed prints.
To order use the coupon beFUTURE COMPUTERS
Print 13 - $25

}{

.

Jr

@

SOFTWARE PIRACY
Pnnt 9 - $25

SOFTWARE
Print 15 - $25

SMALLTALK
Print 11 - $25

''.

,:

5

THE PROGRAMMING ROUTE
Print 10

-

$25

low; Visa and Master Charge
orders may call Toll Free.

CHIP BUILDING
Print 16 - $25

,Y,',/

TOTAL ECLIPSE
Print 6 - $25

FUTURE PAST
Print 12- $25

FORTH
Print 11 - $25

COMPUTER HARDWARE
PÑYrt 7 - $25

.

COMPUTER CHESS

PERSPECTIVES
Print B - $25

Oct. 1978

THROUGH THE
TRAP DOOR

BREAKING THE
SOUND BARRIER

$7.95

Mar. 1979

Sept. 1977

$35.00

$35.00

7"
AL
shown al left. "Computer Chess
an 18" X 22" full color poster.
"Through the Trap Door" a
"Breaking the Sound Barrier" a
limited editions of 750 prints e
signed and numbered by the arti
Each print is 18" X 22 ", and
accompanied by its own Certific:
of Authenticity. If both "Door" a
"Barrier" are ordered, a spec
price of $55 applies.
All three prints shown at left
shipped first class in heavy d

r
Please send me the following Prints:
QTY
TITLE

have enclosed check or money order.
Visa
MasterCard

Mail this coupon to:

I

AMOUNT

_$

Card #

robert tinny graphics
1864 N. Pamela Drive
Baton Rouge, LA
70815

Expiration Date

Frames

-

SHIP MY PRINTS TO:

- -

$
$35 each
Set 9-12 or
13 -16
$80.
Both "Trap Door" and "Barrier"
$55. $
postage 8 handling $3.00 (Overseas $8.00) $___

TOTAL $

FOR VISA
OF?

Name

or

Address
City
State

Zip

7
I

M

info

D ORDERS

1'504272.7266

Listing

1

continued:

00117A B8E1 25 10 B8F3
00118A B8E3 08
00119A B8E4 DF 84
A
00120A B8E6 38
00121A 88E7 08
00122A 88E8 8C 8000 A
00123A BREB 25 EC 88D9
00124
* *
00125A BRED 86 84
A
00126A BREF 97 02
A
* *
00127
00128A B8F1 20 FE B8F1 SELF
00129
* *
A ERROR2
00130A B8F3 86 82
A
00131A B8F5 97 02
00132A B8F7 20 F8 B8F1
00133
* *
00134
*
00135
*
00136A BFFO
B8F1
00137A BFFO
A
B8F1
A
00138A BFF2
A
00139A BFF4
B8F1
B8F1
A
00140A BFF6
00141A BFF8
B8F1
A
B8F1
A
00142A BFFA
00143A BFFC
A
B8F1
00144A BFFE
8850
A
00145
TOTAL ERRORS 00000 --00000

0014
B8A3
B8A8
B8C5
B860
B88E
B8F3
0080
0082
B86D
000B
0000
0002
B894
0084
B8F1

EPMCNT
EPROM
EPROO2
EPROO4
ERASE
ERRORI
ERROR2
IMBEG
IMEND
NEXT
OUTCMP
P1DDR
P1DR
PGINT
PNTR
SELF

BNE
INX
STX
PULX
INX
CPX
BNE

ERROR2

4$8000
VERF2

BRANCH IF E:RROR(LI(HT LED)
NEXT ADDR
ALL SET FOR NEXT
SETUP FOR NEXT ONE
NEXT
MAYBE DONE
NOT YET

LDAA
STAA

#084
P1DR

LIGHT VERIFY LED

BRA

SELF

WAIT FOREVER

LDAA
STAA
RRA

#$82

LIGHT ERROR

R

ORG
FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB
END

&

ERASED LED'S

P1DR
SELF
S

T A R T

A N

D

I

N T

R.

V

E

C.

$BFFP
SELF
SELF
SELF
SELF
SELF
SELF
SELF
START

00016*00081 00088 00105
00075*
00079 *00103
00097 *00098
00035 *00041
00037 00062*
00117 00130*
00021 *00067 00077
00022 *00069 00102
00039 00043*
00015 *00054 00095
00011 *00029
00012*00030 00044 00063 00125 00131

00060 00066*
00023 *00033 00075
00064 00128 *00128
00143
B876 STALLI 00050 *00059
B883 STALL2 00056 *00057
00027 *00144
B850 START
0008 TCSR
00013 *00053 00056
0009 TIMER
00014 *00052 00093
B8D9 VERF2
00112 *00123
0086 WAIT
00024 *00048 00071

392

F

PNTR

00083 00086 00107 00114 00119
00132 00137 00138 00139 00140

00094 00097
00092
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00141 00142

Terms: COD, MC, Visa, Cashier's Check

ar

Shipping charges added to all orders.

$499

K"

10MBYTE

Subsystem for Z- 80 /CP /M
Based computers.

52695

Completely assembled and tested. Suggested ret.

8" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
QumeTrak 842
SPECIAL
Tandon TM 848-1
TM 848-2
Shugart 801R

Dual -sided
Single- sided, Thinline
Dual- sided, Thinline
Single -sided
Dual -sided
Dual- sided, extremely
reliable (11,000 MTBF)
Single -sided
Dual -sided

851R

Mitsubishi M2894 -63
Remex

2000
4000

'475.00
.00

425.00
545.00
395.00
525.00

q1V

qty
qty
qty
qty

475.00 qty
475.00 qty
575.00 qty

1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1

5'/4" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
For the IBM Personal!

Tandon TM 100 -1

Single- sided, 48TPI

245.00 qty

1

Dual- sided, 48TPI

325.00 qty

1

Dual- sided,
Dual- sided,
Dual- sided,
Dual- sided,

395.00
310.00
375.00
475.00

For IBM /Northstar /Cromemco

Tandon TM 100 -2
For Zenith /Heath SPECIAL!
Tandon TM 100 -4
QumeTrak 542
Remex PICO Drives RFD 480
RFD

960

96TPI
48TPI

slimline, 48TPI
slimline, 96TPI

51/4" WINCHESTER DRIVES
Tandon TM 602
Tandon TM 603

6.4 Mb
9.6 Mb

1
1
1
1

1095.00 qty

1

1195.00 qty

1

DISKETTES

RIBBONS
QUME quickload multistrike
DIABLO multistrike
NEC multistrike
RICOH RP 1600 multistrike
EPSON MX- 80/MX -70

qty
qty
qty
qty

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
9.00 ea.
IDS 450/460/500
7.50 ea.
WANG multistrike
3.95 ea.
All ribbons in stock for immediate shipment.
Prices quoted for minimum quantity of 12.
FULL LINE OF RIBBONS AND DISKETTES IN
2.75
3.75
3.95
5.95

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

51/4 ":

MAXELL MD1 -DDM 96TPI SSDD 4.93
MAXELL MD2 -DDM 96TPI DSDD 5.61
3.86
Scotch 745 -0 48TPI DSDD
4.95
DYSAN 204/1D 96TPI SSDD
DYSAN 204/2D 96TPI DSDD
5.61
3.05
Scotch 741 -0 SSDD
MAXELL FD1 -128 SSDD
5.09

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
8 ":
ea.
for
immediate
All diskettes in stock
shipment.
Prices quoted for minimum quantity of 100.
STOCK! CALL FOR COMPLETE LISTING.

-

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED!

4444 SCOTTS VALLEY DR., SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066 (408) 438 -5454
Circle 251 on Inquiry card.
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HEXADECIMAL
ADDRESS

(

BFFE

RESET

B850

INITIALIZE
STACK 8 PORTS
(ALL LEDs OFF)

8857
8859
NO

888E
8868
8892

B86D

LIGHT FAILED
LED

LIGHT ERASED
LED
B

86F

8871
WAIT FOR

Vpp LOOP

B88C

8894

INITIALIZE
REGISTERS
FOR PROGRAMMING

B8A
B8A

drivers are enabled with low A15 and high E. Controlling
with E ensures that drivers are in the high- impedance
state during E low, eliminating driver contention on the
multiplexed lower -address /data bus. Controlling the
drivers with low A14 /A15 assures separation between
the off -chip and on -chip EPROM address spaces.
EPROM IC3, containing MINPRG, is selected at locations B800 to BFFF hexadecimal; EPROM IC4, containing
the program to be entered into the MC68701 EPROM, is
selected at locations 7800 to 7FFF hexadecimal. Incomplete address decoding is used for IC3 and IC4 to minimize the number of devices used in the system, allowing
their selection in several address spaces. Care must be
taken when writing software for the system to ensure that
only one device is accessed at any time.
Note that only Motorola MCM2716 EPROMs allow an
optional active high chip select (pin 20) by tying VPP (pin
21) low during reads. If non -Motorola 2716 EPROMs are
used, VPP must be tied high and A13 must be inverted to
the active low chip selects.

1

Program Description

3

The programmer uses a bootstrap program, MINPRG,
to control programming of the MC68701 EPROM. The
program performs the following functions:

PROGRAM THE
EPROM

B8D4
B8D6
CHECK
IF EPROM IS

NO

PROGRAMMED
CORRECTLY

B8F3
B8EB
BSED

LIGHT FAILED
LED

B8F7
LIGHT VERIFIED
LED

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Initialize the MC68701.
Check that the EPROM is erased.
Program the EPROM.
Verify the program.
Stop.

BEEF
t.

B8F1

C

WAIT

MINPRG also controls three LEDs that indicate
MC68701 EPROM status during programmer operation.
A detailed flowchart of MINPRG is shown in figure 4; a
complete listing is shown in listing 1 on page 388.

\J

Figure 4: Flowchart of the programmer software called
MINPRG. The program is shown in listing 1.
Text continued from page 386:

the application of Vc, and

RESET. During programming, 21 V ± 1 V (VPP) must be applied to the
RESET/V pin. A 5- to 26 -V voltage converter is used to
eliminate the need for two power supplies. RI and R2
form a voltage divider that provides a proper voltage
level to the RESET /VPP pin. R2 also serves to discharge
Cl during power -down.
A 74LS373 transparent latch is used to demultiplex
port 3, which is used both as a lower address port (signals
AO through A7) and as a data port. An address strobe
(AS) from the MC68701 is tied to latch enable (LE) of the
74LS373 to latch the lower -order address at the proper
time each bus cycle. Once the lower address is latched,
the port is used for data transfer.
Four NAND gates are used for address decoding of the
two external EPROMs. Each EPROM is selected with
high A13 to ensure deselection during access of MC68701
internal RAM and internal registers. EPROM IC3 drivers
are enabled with low A14 and high E; EPROM IC4
394
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Program Modifications and Considerations
Additions and modifications to this code can be made
easily by inserting routines between the basic blocks on
the flowchart. For convenience, the start and stop
addresses of each block are located directly to the left of
each block.
Parameters IMBEG, IMEND, PNTR, and WAIT,
stored in RAM locations 80 to 87 hexadecimal, determine
the size of the data block to be programmed into the
MC68701, the first MC68701 EPROM location to be programmed, and the time period each byte will be burned
into the EPROM. These parameters can be changed to
allow programming of selected EPROM locations and to
allow changes in operating frequency. These parameters,
once selected, should remain constant throughout the
entire program.
A modification to MINPRG that should be considered
is verification of the EPROM if the EPROM is not initially erased, rather than to simply light LED 1 and wait.
This change would allow verification of MC68701
EPROMs that have already been programmed and
used.

BYTE Publications Inc
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Get Omni quality
for as little as $1.99..
even if all you
want is a
10 pack.

Call toll -free for great savings on Omni's
complete line of 51/4" premium disks. Each is
certified error-free at a minimum of twice
the error threshold of your system. Each is
rated for more than 12 million passes without
disk -related errors or significant wear.
And each is precision fabricated to exceed
all ANSI specifications with such standard
features as reinforced hub rings and Tyvec
sleeves. Get same day shipment and an
unconditional, no hassle money -back guarantee.

ARCHIVE
152

Boston Turnpike
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
(800) 343 -0314; In Mass:
(617) 756-2960

Call toll free
(800) 343-0314
In Mass: (617) 756.2960
Call if you're not sure which disk is compatible with your
system. Call for prices on 96 tpi and special formats. We offer an
unconditional money -hack warrants,. We're here to help.

Circle 34 on inquiry card.

Be sure to indicate system name and model # at right.
# of
Price Per Total
10

Packs

51/4"

Disks

Single side/single density
Single side/double density

Double side /double density
Flip /Floppy reversible
Double side /double density

Protective plastic library case
(in lieu of soft storage box)

10

Pack

$19.90
$23.90
$39.90
$39.90

Price
$

Check

Master Card

COD

VISA

Card

#

$
$

System and model #

$

$ 2.99

Address
$ 1.50

Shipping and handling
5% sales tax (Mass. only)

Total

$

Tel.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Birth of a legend.

A whole new generation of Epson MX

printers

has just arrived. And while they share the family
traits that made Epson famous like unequalled
reliability and ultra -fine printing they've got a
lot more of what it takes to be a legend.
For instance, they've got a few extra type styles.
Sixty-six, to be exact, including italics, a handy
subscript and superscript for scientific notation,
and enough international symbols to print most
Western languages.

--

What's more, on the new -generation MX -80,
MX -80 F/T and MX -100, you get GRAFTRAXPlus dot addressable graphics. Standard. So now
you can have precision to rival plotters in a reliable Epson printer. Not to mention true backspace, software printer reset, and programmable
form length, horizontal tab and right margin.
All in all, they've got the features that make
them destined for stardom. But the best part is
that beneath this software bonanza beats the

www.americanradiohistory.com

OE..thie
heart of an Epson. So you still get a bidirectional,
logical seeking, disposable print head, crisp,
clean, correspondence quality printing, and the
kind of reliability that has made Epson the bestselling printers in the world.
All of which should come as no surprise, especially when you look at the family tree. After all,
Epson invented digital printers almost seventeen
years ago for the 1964 Tokyo Olympics. We were

the first to make printers as reliable as the family
stereo. And we introduced the computer world
to correspondence quality printing and disposable print heads. And now we've given birth to
the finest printers for small computers on the
market.
What's next? Wait and
see. We're already
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
expecting.

EPSON

3415

Kashiwa Street Torrance, CA 90505 (213) 539 -9140
ORIGINAL

ORIGINAL
FEATURE

MX-80

GRAFTRAX-80

MX-80 Ffr
MX-100
with GRAFTRAX-Plus

MX-80

MX-100

Bidirectional printing
Logical seeking function
Disposable print head
Speed: 80 CPS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Matrix: 9 x 9

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Selectable paper feed

X

PAPER HANDLING FUNCTIONS

Line spacing to n/216

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Programmable form length
Programmable horizontal tabs
Skip over perforation
PRINT MODES AND CHARACTER FONTS
96 ASCII characters
Italics character font
Special international symbols
Normal, Emphasized, Double -Strike
and Double/Emphasized print modes
Subscript/Superscript print mode
Underline mode

X

X

10 CPI

X

X

X

X

X

X

5 CPI

X

X

X

X

X

X

17.16 CPI

X

X

X

X

X

8.58 CPI

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

DOT GRAPHICS MODE
Line drawing graphics
Bit image 60 D.P.I.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Bit image 120 D.P.I.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CONTROL FUNCTIONS
Software printer reset
Adjustable right margin
True back space

X

X

INTERFACES

Standard
Optional

- Centronics-style bit parallel
- RS-232C current loop w/2K buffer

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

RS-232C x -on/x-off w/2K buffer

X

X

X

X

X

X

IEEE-488

X

X

X

X

X

8-

Tandy TES-80 block graphics only available with GRAFTRAX 80.

abcdefghi j k:Imn RVCTIEFGHIJKLMNabr-dt fghi jk1 n%ns:f1.?'4
abcdef gh i j k:1 mn RBC,DE FGHI m.7KL MN abcde f qfli ,j k1 mn 01234
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNabcdefghi jklmnABCDEFGHI.IKLMNabcdefghi jk1 an 01234
BCDEF .at
F"../5c
RíSC
12S 1
ABCDEF6HIJKLMNOPQRSTUVYXabcdefqhi;klt,noRgrstu,wr AE3Ef6MIJKLMMAPBR;ILIIMaGcdefghijkl>.nop,lrstuvwx01234567
ABCDEF atb ci 4413 ZiPE F c.1:71 re; 1

ABCDEFGH]:Jk::l-MN
ABCDEFGH I Jk;LMN

b

F°[`31-1

7:

J h.

1

c

f

ef

MN.rh-,,--r]w-f pI- i j 6.1

ADCDEFOHIJKLMNOPGR9TUVM[.brd,10h1jMl.nupqrwt

filr-I

23456
23456
r.234

F479G'7lEFl.iN.rJh'L. IINat.._ cY fl7h.Y
,r.21
CIEFIRIJRLRROIORSrUVMA16cOIfgt. iJ4lnop4rseuvw,r/f234ß67
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The Heath /Zenith Model 47
Dual Floppy-Disk System
Christopher O. Kern
I St. SW, Apt 839
Washington, DC 20024
201

The H -47-BA (also called the
Z- 47-BA) is a dual -drive 8 -inch
floppy -disk subsystem for the Heath
H -8 and H-89 (or Z-89) computers (the
"H" models are provided in kit form
by Heath Company; "Z" designates
assembled products sold by the parent
Zenith Corporation). The H-/Z-47
(the BA suffix is dropped throughout)
provides approximately 2 megabytes
of online storage, which should be
adequate for most hobby and many
small- business purposes. Equally im-

portant, it provides standard IBM
soft -sectored floppy -disk compatibility for the Heath /Zenith product line,
which substantially increases the
amount of software that is available.
Under CP /M, a formatted double sided, double -density disk (with
twenty -six 256 -byte physical sectors
per track) has 980K bytes of usable
storage capacity. The comparable
figure for HDOS is 999K bytes. The
difference is the result of how the two
operating systems organize their disk

At a Glance
Name

Price

H -47 -BA, Z -47-BA

$2595, kit; $3500, assembled

Type

Computer

Dual -drive 8 -inch floppy -disk subsystem

Heath H -8 (requires interface card, kit
only, $350; H-8 s equipped with 8080A
processor require "extended
configuration" option, $65); Heath H-89
and Zenith Z-89 (require Z -89 -47 interface
card, assembled only, S 195: older units
may need other minor hardware modifications)

Capacity
Up to 2.4 megabytes (1.2
megabytes/drive) depending on operating
system and disk density

Manufacturer
Heath Company (H -47 kit)
Zenith Data Systems (Z -47 -BA assembled
unit)
Benton Harbor, MI 49022
(616) 982 -3200
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Audience
Advanced hobbyists, business users of
Heath computers who require large capacity floppy-disk storage

directories and other supporting software. Heath's implementation of
CP /M also supports an "extended
double- density" format where each
track is divided into eight sectors of
1024 bytes each. With extended double density, the usable capacity of a
double -sided disk is 1208K bytes.
This format is not in general use and
disks using it normally will not be
readable by other CP /M -based computer systems.
Disk deblocking under CP /M
(transforming the 256- and 1024 -byte
sectors that are physically present on
the disk into the 128 -byte logical sector that CP /M expects) is invisible to
the user. One of the advantages of the
denser recording formats is that multiple logical read -sector operations
can be performed by a single physical
disk access. This speeds up disk I/O
(input /output) because it is faster to
withdraw data from a buffer in semiconductor memory than to read it
from the disk. Both Heath -supplied
operating systems identify the number of sides and the density of the disk
at the time that it is logged in. Densities can be mixed, and a single -sided
disk can be used in one drive while a

Circle 410 on inquiry card.

Circle 130 on Inquiry card.

MONTH'S TOP TEN
THIS
/M
software for IBM

CP

Osborne

Eros Apple. 1M1olders IRS

MOw

DST

Ashton lare

700 00

499 00

MicroPro
MicroPro

la

Soeces

299
315
210
475

420 00

CMSStar

0 Research
MicroPro

495 00
645 00
295 00
475 00
295 00

Cano

O

Rssaach

500 00

0010

100 00

9500

Pt 1/N

0

500 00
595 00

420.00

ruk

heal MT

+

Meraak

S

Research
5Mect into Systems

. /$Wrspd

Wed

DESCRIRIOR

00
00

VT101 CRT DECscope
VT125 CRT Graphics
VT131 CRT DECscope
VT132 CRT DECscope
VT18XAC Personal Computer Option

195.°0

This is just a sample of the CP /Ma software available from DataSource.
Cab us for the package you need m your format.

SMITH -CORONA TP-1
Daisy -wheel printer

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

689.00!

LEAR SIEGLER

DATAMEDIA
New letter -quality
printer for IBM, Apple, TRS-80, Xerox, Osborne, etc. Unbelievable
price for 120 wpm word processing quality. Parallel (Centronics) interface or RS232 serial interface (specify).

TELEVIDEO
NEC SPIN WRITER
GENERAL ELECTRIC

Portable KSR, 120 CPS
Portable KSR, 120 CPS
RO Printer
KSR Printer
ADM3A CRT Terminal
ADMS CRT Terminal
ADM32 CRT Terminal

/

. Sortesoar,
suet

o

CP/M u

sea

rOpsM< eracms

co

Dpu

,

P.O.

z

M1PVCn Cn0

::OataSaurce
Systems
rnahaEAPOII, MN 55435
OX
318007

4P- lOl

:.

Fourth Dimension Systems

1.

2.
3.
4

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
FOR APPLEI COMP
The unit features a track
zero micro -switch and
read /write electronics
DOS 3.2.1., DOS 3.3,
PASCAL or CP /M.

CONTRAST
POWER.BRIGHT

VHOLD
HHOLD

$34995

IOo
VIEO
12"B lack &White

SKE

MONITO00

ES

51/4" BULK "O E M"PACK

$89

FOR YOUR

APPLE

by AMDEK

Box of 100

SUPERBU.(
16K RAM EXPANSION CARD
For Your APPLE0

LANGUAGE TRANSPARENT
ALL NINE R MS INSTALLED!

$7995

E.

Edinger

1.745

1.995
2.395
1,595
2,595
1,795
2.395
2,845
1,695
2,195

115
315
167
190
230
153

249
173
230
273
162
211

58
106
122
112
155
90
67
185
93
106
128

S

40
72
83
75
106
61

43
119
63
72

86

85
138
96

58
93
65

128
152
90
117

86
102

22
24
42

85
54

595
645

62

1.165

112

34
36
65

1.595

57

3e MOT

61

80

3.195

153
96
307

171

58
36
116

910 CRT Terminal
925 CRT Terminal
950 CRT Terminal

650
850
1.075

62
82
103

36
46
57

24
31
39

Letter Quality. 7715 RO
Letter Quality, 7725 KSR

2.895
3.295

278
316

154
175

104
119

2030 KSR Printer 30 CPS
2120 KSR Printer 120 CPS

1.195
2.195

115
211

67
117

43

745
895

71

86

42
48

27
32

1,525
2,050

147
197

82
110

55
74

$ 149
VISA

MOOEMS

995

BO

10% PURCHASE OPTION AFTER 36 MONTHS

THERMAL PAPER R108000

INTERFACE MOOIILES

FLOPPY DISK 10041$

RANSNL T CORPORATION
1945 ROUTE 22
TOUX

UNION.

710-985 5485

07083.1201) 688 7800
800.526 -4965 OUTSIDE N.J.

N J

BROAD BAND MICROWAVE
RECEIVER SYSTEM
1.8GHZ to 2.4 GH

ónl Y

RANGE:

Line of sight to 250 miles

$295.00

Will receive with in the frequency band from satelites, primary
microwave sta lions. and repeater microwave booster
stations
CONTENTS Packaged in 19"x19 "x4 1/2" corrugaZed carton complete
with
300 Ohm to 75 Ohm Adapter
24 Dish
750 Ohm to 300 Ohm Adapter
Feed -Horn Receiver
60 Feet Coax Cable with Connectors
Mounting Bracket
3 Feet Coax Cable with Connectors
Mounting Clamp
SCOPE

Instructions

VISION -80`80x24 Video
Display Card

=269

Vista Computer Company's new Vision -80 board isa
sophisticated yet easy to use video display card for
the Apples computer.

TERMS OF SALE: Cash, checks, credit cards, C.O.D.

1380

162

3,295

280

S

APPLE COMMODORE HP87 DEC
ACCESSORIES AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

ACOUSTIC COUPLERS

wo

ORaTOaree

are

a

Pi

1.695
1.195

220
200

MOON

74 MOO

MICROCOMPUTERS

100

ce

e

S105
190

EXCEL 12 CRT Terminal
EXCEL 42 Smart Buffered CRT
COLORSCAN 10 Color CRT

FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 OR 24 MONTHS

ORDER/TECHNICAL HOTLINE:
1-612-944-7907
Ow. namy aw Cna,oe WO.
090ERw61NFORMAnON NARrIrRe
5N sans W Ps ap
len
.. SapMp
x anwe
mw var ah DYasn"4 owrson a
Pisa
7M

CRT

E0400 4 Channel Stat Mux
E0800 8 Channel Stat Mux

TIMEPLEX

40.00
120.00

Portable Terminal
Bubble Memory Terminal

MOT

S1,095
1,995
2,295
2.095
2,950

MX -80 F T Printer
MX -100 Panter

EPSON
689.00

11745
11765
11940
T1785
11787
11810
71820

Call for more great buys on C.ITOH, Hayes, etc.

s.] a0

Ctrl....

LA120 DECwriter III KSR
LA120 DECwriter III RO
LA12A Portable DECwriter
VT100 CRT DECscope

00

PER

it

PRICE

LA34 DECwriter IV Forms
LA100 Letter Printer RO

00

105 D0

List 895.00
Cable for TP -1 (specify computer)
Apple parallel interface (w /cable)

36 MONTH LEASE PLAN

PUacaneo

Slew II
wNSMr
IleniStr /YSMWra

.

12-24 MONTH FULL OWNERSHIP PLAN

PURCHASE PLAN

8. 5550. Nrthslar

BO II

MMUFACTUOFA

TITLE

Santa Ana, Calif. 92705

Calif. residents add

6 °/D sales tax.

714/558 -3972 TWX 910 -595 -1565
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New from TOKYO

CAP-M200P
High -Reliability 20MBYTE

FIXED DISK Subsystems

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

DRIVE FUJITSU E
:

Maintenance Free.

20MByte

Winch

-type

I/F GPIB(IEEE- 488/1978)
:

BAUD -RATE : 300 to
RS -232C Switch selectable
38,400 baud(RS -232C) COMMAND A, R, W, E, S,
SOFTWARE In cue
and Maintenance Command
controller. we can
that you u e our GPIB -100 as
support CP /M based driver. POWER : AC100 -toDIMENSIONS : 430W x150HX450D,
240V 150VA
25kg Apron PRICE : $8200.00
:

:

F2P/F2

New 8 FD subsystems for CROMEMCO
and other general systems

F.

CROMEMCO is trade
each of Crom.mco Inc.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

DRIVE Ultra-

compact NEC FD1165X 2)8double_
:
dual -density, direct drive motor), fully comwith Shugart SA85OR
ENCLOSURE : 160WX230HX500D low ), power supply and noise filter included
aided

patible

PRICES :
'AF2P (signal compatible with Persci 299)
$2,580.00(including FSC -1250)
trFSC-I250 (I /F for 16FDC & Shugart type drives
$550.00
(no modification required of CDOS)
*F2 (pin compatible with Shugart drives -1 1,990.00

GPIB -100

S -100 multifunction board meeting
IEEE -488 specifications.

,,,rt,,,

6

_

_...

GENERAL SPECIFICATION5

GPIB: IEEE -488,
TIMER

:

1975/1978(TMS9914)

100ms to 18 hours 18253)

INTERRUPT

:

CLOCK
I
interrupt controller (AM9519)
BUSS :
time, battery -backup (MSM5832)
IEEE S -100 SOFTWARE All necessary handler
programs included on 8'diskette PRICE: $550.00
Uni
Real

:

:

ALL PRICES ARE FOB TOKYO AND SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE (Deader inquiries invited)

O7n/ernat,ana! 03pste7nr

St dummanan

ISK co., Id.

NEIAN BLDG.2-6-I6 OKUBO, SHINJUKU-KU, TOKYO 110 JAPAN
PHONE:00- 212-1570 TELEX:2324491 ISATOK CABLE:ISAHEIAN
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Photo 1: Front view of the Heath /Zenith 47 dual floppy -disk system,
51/4 -inch drives. It perked up condouble-sided disk is in the other.
Previous Heath disk systems, based siderably when run on the H- /Z -47.
on single- density 51/4 -inch floppy disk drives, provided a maximum of Operating Requirements
Interface cards for the H -8 and
roughly 300K bytes of online storage,
so the 2- megabyte H -/Z -47 represents H -/Z -89 computers are sold separatea major increase in system capacity. ly. These provide the control logic for
Up to three 51/4 -inch drives can still disk input and output, as well as the
be used in addition to the H -/Z -47 buffer memory required to store data
with either the H -8 or H-/Z -89 com- that has been read from or written
to the disk. The interface board for
puters.
the H -8 also provides two programmable RS -232C serial channels. If a
Speed of Disk I/O
An incidental benefit of adding system has only serial peripheral de8 -inch drives to an existing 51/4 -inch vices (e.g., a terminal and a printer),
system is an increase in disk -access this can free an extra card position on
speed, especially when using ex- the H -8 bus.
The H-/Z -47 is large (19 by 181/2 by
tended double density under CP /M.
inches) and fairly heavy (65
10%
to
Heath's
specifications,
According
the average time required to access a pounds). The twin cooling fans in the
particular sector is about 15 percent back of the unit are relatively quiet
faster on the H -/Z -47 than on Heath's and they provide excellent, filtered,
51/4 -inch drives (191 ms compared positive ventilation (this should keep
with 225 ms). My rudimentary tests dust away from the surfaces of the
confirmed that most disk -bound pro- disks). The noise level of the active
drives is about average, but I don't
grams run about 15 percent faster.
The most noticeable speed-up is in think the H -/Z -47 would be intrusive
the time required to initiate a CP /M in the average office.
The H -/Z -47 carries an FCC -retransient program or open a data file.
This is particularly apparent when quired warning label to the effect that
lengthy "batch" jobs are being run its operation in residential areas may
under CP /M's SUBMIT facility. An cause RFI and TVI (radio and televiexperimental Unix -like disk operating sion interference) and that the user is
system I have been using, which must responsible for ensuring that this
often read down a hierarchy of file doesn't happen. But there was no sign
directories, was rather laggardly with of TVI when I operated the unit

BYTE Publications Inc

www.americanradiohistory.com
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WARNING!

L1

Electric Power Pollution.
Spikes & Lightning

wabash express
Abo fl0o v

HAZARDOUS to
MICROCOMPUTERS!!
Patented ISOLATORS provide
protection from ...
Computer errors cause by
power line interference
Computer errors due to system
equipment interaction
Spike damage caused by

copierlelevatorlair conditioners
Lightning caused damage

IS0.1

16

OR

$Z'

SECTORS

2 YEAR WARRANTEE

$249*

9*

SINGLE SIDE
DOUBLE DENSITY

SOFT

SOFT,

IO or 16

100% CERTIFIED

2

DOUBLE SIDE
DOUBLE DENSITY
W /HUB RING

SECTORS

YEAR WARRANTEE

$30 9*

8"

5'/4"

32

OR

100% CERTIFIED

SECTORS

2 YEAR WARRANTEE

32

OR

100% CERTIFIED

SECTORS

SINGLE SIDE
DOUBLE DENSITY
W /HUB RING

DOUBLE SIDE
DOUBLE DENSITY

SOFT

SOFF.

10 OR 16

100% CERTIFIED

Electronic Specialists, Inc.
South Main Street So. 389 hatl_R

10

2 YEAR WARRANTEE

5'/4"

SOFT

SOFT.

100% CERTIFIED

Pat. #4.259,705

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
ISOLATOR (150.1) 3 isolated 3-prong sockets; Spike Suppression;
$69.95
useful for small offices, laboratories, classrooms
ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 isolated 3 -prong socket banks; (6 sockets
total); Spike Suppression; useful for multiple equipment Installa
$69.95
dons.
SUPER ISOLATOR (150.3) similar to 150.1 except double isolation &
oversize Spike Suppression; widely used for severe electrical noise
$104.95
situations such as factories or large offices.
SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-11) similar to ISO-2 except double isolated
socket banks & Oversize Spike Suppression; for the larger system in
$104.95
severe situations
MAGNUM ISOLATOR (ISO.17) 4 Quad Isolated Sockets; Multiple
Spike Suppressors; For ULTRA -SENSITIVE Systems in extremely
$181.95
Harsh environments.
Add $9.00
CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add -CB)
Add $16.00
REMOTE SWITCH, any model (Add-RS)
MasterCard, Visa, American Express
AT YOUR DEALERS
L ORDER TOLL FREE 1.800225-4876 (except AK, HI, PR & Canada)

171

SINGLE SIDE
SINGLE DENSITY

SINGLE SIDE
SINGLE DENSITY
WINUB RING

ISO-2

199*

199*

5'/4"

2 YEAR WARRANTEE

100% CERTIFIED
2 YEAR WARRANTEE

SECTORS

32

O R

SECTORS
S

Mess 01760

16171 655 1532

i

For smaller quantities add 10 °°

MithOOM order 100

Packed 10 boxes of 10 diskettes with sleeves and labels

-

1.000 deduct 3 °o.
Quantity discounts
5.000 deduct yen. 10.000 deduct 1 °°
Add

55.00 per case 5'a

S7.00 per case 8"

For skipping and handling Continential
bas et 10

S-100 SYSTEM DESIGNERS
NEW TARBELL CACHE MEMORY SYSTEM

alsketltl:

L

ifs:

ss /sdS20

ss/sd821

BASF

ss/dd 323

es/set

DYSAN

700 LOW

TO OUSTE

Increase floppy disk system speed from 2 to 5
times using our new CACHE -C CP /M °. This will
only work with the Tarbell CPU/I0 board and the
Tarbell Double Density Floppy Disk Interface, so
we have a combination package available.
This package includes the following:
CPU/I0 board with 4 Mhz Z -80A, 2 RS232
serial ports with full handshaking, timer,
and special memory management circuitry.

CALL

J

HARDNOLE DISK PROTECTORS
Reinforcing rings
of lough mylar
protect disk hole
edge from damage
nApplicators
53
54
Hardllole Rings 1501
S6
SB

."

at

is

a

registered trademark of Digital

Research
Circle 394 on inquiry card.

sette'l0

1/4"oB'

SFO

C

8I9.50

10 CASSETTES.. 10/S7
ludd, Ne ne IIIHa1

(All cassetta

Gel 8 cassettes.

C

-10

5011E and Cassette/8

Llaary- Album,
as dlustr ted.
to only

58

5u° sr 8'

mo,

Vinyl
Storage

52.49

Pages

10/S5

Written purchase orders accepted Irom governme agencies and well rated firme
a 10% surcharge (wahash media only) for net 30
illing.
International orders

accepted with a 15.00 surcharge for handling. plu shipping chorees.
C.0.0.
requires a 10 °%° deposit.
We accept Visa. Ma lercharge. Money Orders. and
Certilicale checks.
Chucks require bank clearanc s.
All shipments F.O.B. San
Diego.
Minimum shipping and handling 2.00. minimum order 10.00.
California

residents all

6 °,e

sales las.

Prices and terms subject to change without polite.

All sales subject to availability. acceptance. and verification

CP /M 2.2 on single density disk with
manuals

CP /M

Mini Kas-

operation

1

Double Density Floppy Disk Interface with
boot ROM, Direct Memory Access and
extended memory addressing.

New CACHE -C CP /M 2.2 on double density
disk. This system keeps up to 64k of most
recently used 51 2 -byte sectors in extended
address memory.
All for $945 list (25 -35 °'ó dealer discounts)
Tarbell Electronics, 950 Dovlen Place, Suite B
Carson, California 90746 (21 3) 538-4251, 2254

S299

8" Kassette /1O

ground.

Prevent head
crashes and
ensure erra -ana
5

OUAO DENSITY IN STOCK

LIBRARY CASES

P.S.

CLEANING KITS

$24

SPECIFY SECTORING WHEN ORGE RING
'

U

DISK DRIVE HEAD

OPUS_
MAXWELL]

U.S.A.

E]

All tales are final.

Satisfaction guaranteed or lull refund.

also offer printer ribbons, printwheels, type elements,
equipment covers, power consoles, paper supplies, storage and
filing equipment, furniture and many other accessories for word
and data processing systems. Write for our free catalog
We

800-854 -1555

(714 ) 268 -3537
Circle

6 on

Inquiry card.
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within a few feet of a portable television set that has proved sensitive to
interference from other sources.
No preventive maintenance is required. The drive manufacturer
(Remex) does not even recommend
cleaning the read /write head. Repair
service is available at the various
Heathkit Electronic Centers around
the country and from the factory in
Benton Harbor, Michigan. In my experience with previous Heath products, repairs are invariably done
correctly and usually within a week.
Heath also maintains a special tech-

nical- service telephone number for
those who want to troubleshoot
Heath equipment themselves. I have
found this fairly helpful on occasion,
although there are obvious limits to
how much can be accomplished on
the phone.

Construction
Heath is one among the dwindling
number of manufacturers that still
supplies computer products in kit
form. I have been building Heathkits
off and on for the better part of 20
years, and construction of the H -47

The DSI20 Terminal Controller makes your LA36
perform like a DECwriter' III.
The Datasouth DS120 gives your DECwriter® II the high speed printing
and versatile performance features of the DECwriter® III at only a fraction of the cost. The DS120 is a plug compatible replacement for your
LA36 logic board which can be installed in minutes. Standard features
include:
165 cps bidirectional printing
RS232 interface
Horizontal & Vertical Tabs
20 mA Current Loop interface
Page Length Selection
Top of Form
110-4800 baud operation
Adjustable Margins
Double wide characters
1000 character print buffer
X-on, X-off protocol
Parity selection
Self Test
Optional APL character set
Over 5,000 DS120 units are now being used by customers ranging from
the Fortune 500 to personal computing enthusiasts. In numerous installations, entire networks of terminals have been upgraded to take advantage of today's higher speed data
communications services. LSI
microprocessor electronics
and strict quality control ensure dependable performance
for years to come. When service is required, we will
respond promptly and effectively. Best of all, we can deliver immediately through
our nationwide network of
distributors. Just give us a
call for all the details.

computer corporation
4740 Dwight Evans Road Charlotte, North Carolina 28210
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was more reminiscent of some of
those earlier projects than, say, of
building my H -8 computer. Most of
the required wiring is point -to- point.
The two disk drives, along with their
associated electronics, come preassembled. There are only two small
printed -circuit boards that must be
prepared. One contains two front panel switches that make it possible
to write -protect a disk electronically
(as well as by the usual method of removing the adhesive write -enable
tab). The other circuit board, on the
rear panel, provides various connectors for the wiring harnesses.
The rest of the job falls into two
main categories: wiring the power
supply and assembling the sheet metal parts that form the chassis.
Most of the power -supply cornponents are easy to get to, although
there are a few places where wires are
packed closely enough to require care
in maneuvering a hot soldering iron.
The chassis assembly is considerably
more complex than that of other
Heath products I have built, and it
gets fairly involved as more and more
parts are added. There were a couple
of times when a second pair of hands
would have helped. Despite the
relatively large number of sheet -metal
components, everything fits together
with gratifying precision and the
finished product is very solid.
Heath's assembly instructions have
long been the standard against which
others are judged, and the 65 -page
manual for the H -/Z -47 (supplemented by a schematic diagram and a
30 -page booklet of large illustrations)
fully lived up to my expectations. I
found only one minor error -the picture of the AC line filter in the assembly manual didn't match the part that
was actually supplied -but it was obvious from other illustrations how the
part was intended to fit. From start to
finish, the unit required 9'/2 hours of
construction time, and it worked
perfectly the moment it was powered
up.
The H -8 and H -/Z -89 interface
cards, like the controller electronics
on the two disk drives, are supplied
prewired. Apparently there is little
savings to be had in providing printed
circuits in kit form now that auto-

Circle 92 on inquiry card.

RISK FREE MAIL ORDER
ATARI

OSBORNE

CALL FOR PRICE

NEC

&

AVAILABILITY

PC -8000

FUNC. KEYS

735

EPSON MX -80
CALL
EPSON MX -80FT
CALL
EPSON MX -100
CALL
NEC 8023 FRICTION/TRACTOR ....499
NEC 3530 SPINWRITER
1950
THE GRAPPLER INTERFACE
129
OKIDATA MICROLINE 82A
575
795
OKIDATA MICROLINE 83A
C.ITOH STARWRITER F10 -40PU ..1550
C.ITOH PROWRITER 8510 AP
499

189

210
199

335
299
299
349
299
269

DISKETTES
BASF 51/4" SS/DD/HUB RING (10)
BASF 8" DISKETTES (10)

125

Epson

PRINTERS

475
735
379
299

SOFTWARE
& ACCESSORIES
VISICALC
VISIRENDNISIPLOT
VISIFILE
BPI BUSINESS SOFTWARE
WORDSTAR
HAYES MICROMODEM II
NOVATION CAT II
MICROSOFT Z -80 SOFTCARD
VIDEX 80 COLUMN CARD

165
159

.....199

ATARI VISICALC
ATARI WORD PROCESSOR

PC -8012A I/O & EXPANSION

SLOTS W /32K
PC -8031A DUAL DRIVES
BENCHMARK WORD PROCESSOR
WORDSTAR

675
335
85
499
89

810 DISK DRIVE
16K RAM MEMORY MODULE
850 INTERFACE MODULE
830 ACOUSTIC MODEM

PC -8001A 32K W124K ROM
5

800 & aoo

ATARI 800 (16K)
ATARI 400(16K)
410 PROGRAM RECORDER

&
PERSONAL COMPUTER

LINE VOLTAGÈF

TRANSIENT SUPPRESSORS
TM

...23
24

PROTECTS:

365
850

TM

PROTECTS AGAINST:
High Energy Voltage

Computers

185
129
169

Micro -Computer Systems

Transients
Switching

Word Processors
Cash Registers
Power Supplies

875
825

TO ORDER: Please send cashier's check or personal check (allow 10 business
days to clear). VISA and Master Card credit card service add 3%. Shipping, handling and insurance in U.S. add 3%. Minimum $3.00. California residents add 6%
sales tax. Foreign orders add 10% for shipping. Equipment is subject to price
change and availability. All equipment carries warranty. Store prices may differ
from mail order prices.

On -Off

Lightning Induced Transients

Inrush

DV/MARC

of On'Off Power

Clipstrip
977E

Clipper
678E

LISTED

LISTED

WE HONOR

INDUSTRIES. INC.

computer aga

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

(800) 854 -1941
(714) 565-7092
CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST

VISA

800-638-9098
1301) 298-3130

7133 Rutherford Rd.
Baltimore, Md. 21207

4688 CONVOY STREET SAN DIEGO. CA 92111

SUNNY

5000 Hits/Second

_

AND

MONITORS
AMDEX LOW-RES 13" COLOR I
AMDEX HI -RES 13" COLOR II
SANYO 9" 8 &W
ZENITH 12" GREEN (ZVM -121)
NEC 12" GREEN (JB -1201)
NEC 12" RGB COLOR (JC- 1202DH)
ELECTROHOME 13" RGB HI -RES

/Ì

Features Parallel Operation

d

LOW LOW COST

POWER SUPPLIES
(LINEAR & SWITCHING)
FOR S -100, DISK DRIVES

KIT 1, 2 & 3 For S -100

"S3"

S -100 & DISK POWER SUPPLY

R3

For 3 x

8"

(Or 51/4 ") Disks

S3 For S -100

OPEN FRAME, ASSY. & TESTED, 6 OUTPUTS. SIZE: 10" (W) x 6" (D) x
REGUL. OUTPUTS FOR DISKS: +5V @ 5A OVP, -5V @ 1A, +24V (OR +12V) @ 5A -7A PEAK. ADJUSTABLE AND
FUSES PROTECT ALL REGUL. OUTPUTS.
UNREGUL. OUTPUTS FOR S -100: +8V @ 14A, 16V @ 3A.
IDEAL FOR THE MAINFRAME WITH 12 SLOTS & 2 x 8" or 51/4" FLOPPY (OR lx FLOPPY & lx HARD DISK).

&

Two Disks

5" (H) 102.95

f

DISK POWER SUPPLIES:
ITEM
RO
R1

IDEAL FOR
2 x 8" SLIMLINE
2 x 8" or 2 x 5'/4" DISK
x 8" (or 5'1/44 ")FLOPPY
or lx Floppy & lx Hard

OPEN FRAME, ASSY. & TESTED, REGULATED, ADJUSTABLE & FUSES PROTECT.

+5V OVP

r

R2
R3
OPTION:

± 12V

@

lA CAN

+8V

(IDEAL FOR)
15 CARDS
20 CARDS
DISK SYSTEM

1

PRIMARY

T1

110/120
110/120
110/120
110/120
110/120

T2
T3
T4
T5

I
2

yrsA

15A

- --

25A

- --

15A

1A

2 x 8 Vac, 25A

2 x 8 Vac, 15A
2 x 8 Vac, 6A
16 Vac, CT, 3A

182558

+24V (or r 12V)
2.5A - 5A Peak

1A

3A
6A
6A

lA (or 2.5A)
lA
1.

-

-

+8V Unreg.

2A

5A Peak
8A Peak
8A Peak

1.
1.

SIZE W x D x H
5" x 4" x 4"
8" x 4" x 33/4"
8' /2" x 5" x 45/2" or 2. 10" x 4r/a" x 33/4"
9" x 61/4" x 43" or 2. 9" x 51/4" x 51/4"

ONLY, COSTS $12.00 MORE.

2.5A
3A
3A

2.5A
3A
3A

-

--

5A

12" x 5" x 43/4"
12" x 5" x 47/2"
131/2" x 5" x 43/4"

(WITH MOUNTING BRACKETS)
SECONDARY #2
SECONDARY #3

SECONDARY #1
2x8 Vac, 15A

MAILING ADDRESS
P 0 BOX 4296
TORRANCE. CA 90510
TELEX

- 12V)

KITS (OPEN FRAME WITH BASE PLATE, 3 HRS. ASSY. TIME)
+28V
+16V
-8V
-16V
SIZE: WxDxH
PRICE

POWER TRANSFORMERS
ITEM

(or

BE ADDED TO ITEM "R3" SIZE

S-100 POWER SUPPLY
ITEM
KIT
KIT 2
KIT 3

-5V

2.5A
3A
6A
6A

28 Vac, CT, 2.5A
28 Vac, CT, 3.5A
28 Vac, CT, 3A
28 Vac, CT. 1.5A
28 Vac, CT, 2A

48 Vac, CT, 2.5A
48 Vac, CT, 3A
(48 Vac, if specified)

54.95
61.95
69.95

SIZE WxDxH
33/4" x 35/2" x 31/2"
33/4" x 43/4" x 31h"
33/4" x 44'2" x 31/e"

33/4"x3Y2"x31/2"

3"x3"x21/2"

SUNNY INTERNATIONAL
(TRANSFORMERS MANUFACTURER)
(213) 328 -2425 MON -SAT 9 -6

Circle 384 on Inquiry card.

PRICE
49.95
54.95
69.95
69.95

SHIPPING FOR EA. PWR SUPPLY:
$5.50 IN CALIF; $8.00 IN OTHER STATES;
$18.00 IN CANADA. FOR EA. TRANSFORMER: $5.00 IN ALL STATES; $12.00
IN CANADA. CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD
6% SALES TAX.
ATTENTION O.E.M.'S
YOUR SPECIAL
NEEDS OR
PRICE
DESIGNS OF TRANSFORMER,
22.95
LINEAR
&
SWITCHING PWR
28.95
SUPPLY WILL BE MADE TO
30.95
ORDER AT SUNNY LOW LOW
23.95
COST & FASTEST DELIVERY.
15.95

SHIPPING ADDRESS
22129' 2 S. VERMONT AVE
TORRANCE. CA 90502

(,
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COMPUTER CONTROLLED MOTION
CONSIDER THE POSSIBILITIES.
Robots. Factory Automation. Where
computers and machines perform dirty,

dangerous, degrading jobs, instead of men.
All part of the Factory of the Future, the
new Industrial Revolution. Compumotor.
And you.
Your proficiency with today's powerful
mini and microcomputer systems has expanded your vision of tomorrow and beyond.
To a world where low -cost intelligence
drives the products and processes
around you. If there was a motor
system as easy to use as a
computer peripheral,
you could be in

the forefront
of that Revo-

lution today.
Such a sys-

lutions per day or up to 3000 revolutions
per minute. Torques from 6 to 12000 in -oz
(0.05 to 85Nm). Rotary resolutions of 400
to an amazing 50000 parts per revolution.
Linear resolutions with leadscrews from
one one -thousandth to 10 millionths of
an inch.
No system in the world today offers the
same combination performance and ease
of use. That is why Compumotor components are used in so many demanding applications: assembly and
welding robots, machine
tools, automated grinders, semi- conductor fabrication,
laser scanning
systems, non contact meas-

tem exists
now and has
been proven

urement and

inspection,

fiber optic
production,
follow focus

through

years of oper-

ation

and

and autofocus
systems, special
effects generators,
optical printers and
dozens of others.
Plug your imagination

thousands of ap-

plications. The

Compumotor system of motors, drives,
indexers and computer
interfaces gives you 0.001 to
2.5 horsepower in packaged, plug
together building blocks. Motion control
as easy to understand as it is to use.
Imagine simple ASCII commands on your
RS -232C serial interface, allowing you to
position up to 16 motors simultaneously
with accuracies of one thousandth to 20
millionths of an inch.
Controlling speeds with an accuracy to
0.01% of set rate. Running motors at 2 revo-

into your computer and
your computer into the Compumotor
system. The possibilities are endless.
For more information, call (800) 358 -9068
toll free outside of California or (707)
778 -1244 collect in the State.
You may write us at 1310 Ross Street,
Petaluma, CA 94952 or circle the Readers
Service Card Number below.

The Computer Movement that started a Revolution

conpunmoR

12FoAaaooR
1310 Ross Street, Petaluma, California 94952
(707) 778 -1244 / (800) 358 -9068
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Could you
pass this
Red Cross
swimming test?
SWIM:
1. Breaststroke -100 Yds.
2. Sidestroke -100 Yds.
3. Crawl stroke -100 Yds.

-

4. Back crawl -50 Yds.
5. On back (legs only) 50 Yds.
6. Turns (on front, back, side).
7. Surface dive underwater swim -20 Ft.
rains.
8. Disrobe -float with clothes
9. Long shallow dive.
10. Running front dive.
11. 10- minute swim.

-

-

-5

Anybody who's taken a Red Cross swim
course knows how tough it can be.
There's a good reason.
We believe drowning is a serious
business.
Last year alone, we taught 2,589,203
Americans not to drown -in the seven different swim courses we offer all across the
country. (Incidentally, most of the teaching
-as with almost everything American Red
Cross does -is done by dedicated vol:
unteers.)
A good many of the youngsters not
only are learning to keep themselves safe.
Thousands upon thousands of them are
learning to become lifesavers.
And the life they save -it just might
be your own.

Red Cross
3s
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mated assembly equipment is available to manufacturers. I don't mourn
the loss. Stuffing printed- circuit
boards is boring and it demands intense attention to soldering technique
because of the high speeds involved in
digital electronics and the high component density of modern boards.
The Heath operating system,
HDOS, includes a disk -drive test program along with a number of other
useful diagnostics. The program
which runs for a full hour on an
8 -inch double -sided disk, reading and
writing random as well as sequential
disk sectors -provides a fairly
stringent test of the drive's ability to
stand up to heavy usage. Both
H -/Z -47 drives performed perfectly,
with no soft (recoverable) or hard
(nonrecoverable) errors. Even after
two hours of strenuous operation, the
unit did not heat up noticeably.

Counting
on you.

Use with Existing Systems
The H -8 computer requires a minor
hardware modification (Heath's "extended configuration" card) when the
H -/Z -47 is used with an 8080A central processor. The Z-80 CPU board
for the H -8 includes the extended configuration option. Older H -/Z -89
models also need modification to use

the

8 -inch

disk

unit.

cludes all the source code for the disk
drivers and device tables (the BIOS

-

basic input /output system -contains the hardware -dependent
routines for a specific computer system). The corresponding source
modules are also provided with the
Heath operating system. The entire
HDOS source code is available in
printed form at extra cost. Heath's
liberal policy with regard to source code distribution is unusual and very
welcome. While most users will never
need the source for the operating system, it is critical for some specialized
applications.
The H -/Z -47 can be used as either
the primary or secondary disk unit in
a system. The primary unit is the one
from which the operating system is
usually booted up. The H -8 computer
(but not the H- /Z -89) permits the system to be booted from either the
primary or the secondary unit. The
Heath software manuals contain step by -step instructions for generating
new system disks for secondary
drives. The operating systems that
are distributed on 51/4-inch and 8 -inch
disks are identical, so no new software is required when H -/Z -47 is
added to an existing system.

Recent Conclusions

The H -/Z -47 provides a maximum
models -those with an external control to adjust video -screen bright- of 999 and 1208K bytes of usable
ness -can accept the H -/Z-47 as is. storage under HDOS and CP /M,
Once the hardware is properly con- respectively, for the Heath H -8 and
figured, integrating the H-/Z -47 into Heath /Zenith -89 computers. It also
an existing system amounts to little provides compatibility with the standard IBM soft- sectored 8 -inch disk
more than plugging it in.
Both Heath's version of the CP /M format, substantially increasing the
operating system and the company's availability of software for the
own HDOS operating system come Heath /Zenith product line.
The kit version of the unit requires
complete with device drivers for
point
-to -point wiring, since all but
The
8 -inch as well as 51/4-inch drives.
presence of the 8 -inch disk unit is two small printed- circuit boards
determined automatically at the time come preassembled. Construction
of the initial bootstrap load by special took about 91/2 hours. Heath's
configuration programs that are pro- documentation is excellent, and the
vided as part of the Heath software. H -/Z -47 is easily integrated into existNew system disks created by the sys- ing Heath /Zenith computer systems
tem- generation program (provided without the addition of any new softwith each operating system) will ware. H -8 computers with an 8080A
"remember" what disk devices are microprocessor and some older
available. This means the configura- H -/Z-89 models require minor hardtion process does not have to be re- ware modification, available at a
peated each time the system is loaded. nominal extra cost. Interface circuit
Heath's CP /M BIOS module in- boards are sold separately.
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TEACHING

DIGITAL DATA
RECORDER MODEL DC -3

WILL NEVER BE
THE SAME AGAIN!

For six years, the DC series recorders have been the industry
NRZ Asynchronous recorder standard. Now the DC -3 model
sets a new standard in stability and reliability with its
tachometer feedback LC stabilized motor circuit.

At; w
t7w

*4800 Baud (3" per second)
*10 -8 Error Rate
INTRODUCING

TorzrzíceLLí

acthor2

powerful authoring and
presentation program that
allows teachers without programming experience to create
effective training and education
courses. Specifically designed
for Business, Industry, Education and Home use.
Features include:
Built -in full scrw editor
using WordStar
commands for rapid on- screen
editing and course generation.
Creation of courses for mass
distribution is fully supported. 20% royalties for
courses submitted for our
courseware catalog.
A

*Controlled by Hand -shake
*DB25P Connector installed
*Speed Stability (long term) ± A%
*RS232 Output standard.
No interface or

Requires CP /MTM 2.2, 48K, and
24x80 CRT. Available on 8"
(3740) Single Density Disk.
Contact distributors for other
formats.
Package includes: Torricelli
Author program, a linear
presentation program, complete documentation, two
courses of instruction and
description of the entire educational software line.

$295.

California residents add 6% tax.
Visa/MasterCard accepted.
'CP /M is a trademark of
Digital Research.
WordStar is a trademark of
Micro Pro Int.

THE ANSWER
IN COMPUTERS
6035 University Avenue, #7
San Diego, CA 92115
714. 287-0795

controller required.
*Operating range 105 -125 VAC

DC -3 Model

Price $323.30

*Optional 220 V. on request.
*Panel- mounted unit optional

PEGASUS DATA SYSTEMS
236 LACKLAND DRIVE
MIDDLESEX, NEW JERSEY 08846
Tel. (201) 356-9200

TWX 710-997-9530

Appléusers. THE SOURCE'
and TKkNSENDI lbgether for
the first time
r c
for only $89.
Buy our $89 Transend state -of-the -art data
communications software and membership in
THE SOURCE, AMERICA'S INFORMATION
UTILITYSM, is included. This combination
allows you to easily access one of the world's
largest information services for up- to-theminute news and sports, stock prices, travel
services and much more.
An optional 260 -page Source User's
Manual is available for $19.95. Your dealer has
complete details. Call 800-227 -2400, ext. 912 (in Calif. 800 -772 -2666,
ext. 912) for the name of your local Transend dealer.
Offer expires Oct. 1, 1982.

Apple is trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
THE SOURCE and AMERICA'S INFORMATION UTILITY are service narks of Source TeMeomputing Corp..
e subsidiary of The Reader's Digest Association Inc.

The Transformation People.
SSM Microcomputer Products Inc.
2190 Paragon Drive, San Jose, CA 95131

Circle 379 on inquiry card.
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ystem Review

Assisted Instructional Development System
George Wolfe
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Computer- assisted instruction
(CAI) in public schools and colleges
has increased in the last few years.
Until now, however, two limitations
made extensive CAI programs impractical for most school systems: (1)
the time and cost involved in writing
separate programs in BASIC, PILOT,

or other language for each new
lesson; and (2) the shortage of experienced educational programmers
who could provide a school with its
own personalized software.

The Assisted Instructional
Development System (AIDS) represents a significant effort to overcome

At

these constraints. The AIDS package,
which includes both hardware and
software, is a versatile educational
system which makes creating CAI
lessons cost -effective. It also does
away with the instructor's need for
extensive programming experience.
The economic catalyst for AIDS's

The Small Business Computer Center
of Virginia Beach was commissioned
to develop an adaptable, easy -to -use
CAI package that would meet the
school's educational needs. The result
of this project is the AIDS package.

development was the Norfolk

Through elaborate use of text files
and string variables, AIDS allows
teachers with virtually no programming experience to write elaborate

(Virginia) Public School System,
which has been experimenting with
CAI for several years. The school system decided to move from the
Hewlett- Packard HP3000 minicomputer system it had been using to individual Apple II microcomputers.

a Glance

Name

Language

Assisted Instructional Development System

Applesoft BASIC with supplementary
machine -language subroutines

(AIDS)

Use
Comprehensive computer- assisted
instruction (CAI) system

Hardware required

Manufacturer

Documentation

Instructional Development Systems
2929 Virginia Beach Blvd.
Virginia Beach, VA 23452
(804) 340 -1977

200 -page instruction manual in
binder

Price
$345

Currently for Apple II Plus with 48K bytes
of RAM, TRS -80 version available soon

a 3 -ring

Audience
Elementary and secondary schools and
colleges -especially those with limited
access to experienced programmers

CAI lessons. A teacher simply types in
the lesson and then inputs questions
pertaining to the lesson. The questions
must be in the standard objective formats of true /false, multiple choice, or
short answer. A special string search
option enables the computer to search
for any keyword the teacher may be
looking for in a student response.
The instructor can input personalized reinforcing responses for
correct and incorrect answers. A
failure message, which the teacher
can input, informs the student that he
or she did not enter the correct
response. A hint feature also exists
for the student if a question poses
great difficulty. The teacher has the
option to include this feature in any

question -without limit to the
number of hints that can be given for
each question. The number of questions per lesson is limited only by the
storage space available on the lesson
disk.

Features
AIDS interface card with on -board calendar/time clock; 5A -inch disk in Apple DOS
3.2 or 3.3 (demonstration disk available
upon request for S25)

408
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will not program on any APPLE II
with less than two Legend cards in it."
Robert Woodhead
"I

Robert Woodhead, Inc.
Co- Author of Wizardry

Woodhead, co- author of one of
the top selling game programs in the
world, thinks this highly of Legend
Products, we're doing something right.
Go to your nearest computer dealer today
and find out for yourself about Legend
products.
If Robert

The Original Hi- Density RAM Products
for APPLE II

Gigenb Jniiutitricti KO.
2220 Scott Lake Road
Pontiac, MI 48054
(313) 674 -0953 Office
(313) 674 -1340 Modem
Circle 472 on inquiry card.
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Best School System
Daily Work Report
Teacher: Jane Sumter
Student Names
Billings, Shelia
Goodard, Vick
Hilton, Wilt
Johnson, Mary
Johnson, Mary
Limming, Rob

Anywhere Public Schools
Title
Language Arts

Page

I

1

ID Number

Lesson

Subject

Number R/A

Remarks

32309
32310

5430
Test
4580
3218

Punct.
Capitiz.
Verbals
Nouns
Nouns
Dictionary

10/20
34/40
20/20
37/40
15/20
17/20

Needs help
Score C +
Excellent
Excellent
H.H. assign#2

32311

32306
32306
32305

3211

7809

Score

B

+

Table 1: The Daily Report, one of the three reports generated by the Assisted Instructional Development System (AIDS), consists of a daily summary of all students' completed lessons.

Anywhere Public Schools
Title I Language Arts

Best School System
Name Listing Report
"Usage Report"
Teacher: Jane Sumter

Page

1

ID

Number
32309
32333
32310

Name
Billings, Shelia
Dillinger, Larry
Goodard, Vick
Hilton, Wilt
Johnson, Mary

Use Time (hrs)

Sessions

1.13
0.27
2.00
1.28
1.48

4

32311

32306

1

8
5
7

Table 2: The Usage Report shows the number of hours and sessions each student
used the system.

students can be assigned an additional exercise based on their performance during a previous lesson. For
example, an excellent score permits a
branch to an enrichment lesson,
average performance can branch to a
reinforcing exercise, or a low score to
a remedial one. A message file allows
the teacher to make a follow -up
assignment in a text, workbook, or
other supplementary material.
Three types of permanent records
are kept automatically by the system
on student performance:
1. Daily report, an itemized account
of the work done by a student on a

Any City's Public School System
Title
Best School System
Language Arts
"Student Report"
Teacher: Sally Smith
ID#32102
Student: John Bendzunas
Number
Right /Attempt
Lesson
Subject
12/20
Adjectives
3203

Page

I

-

2133
2154
2134
Test

Verbals
Verbals
Verbals
Verbals

19/20
19/20
18/20

3231

Adjectives
Adjectives

15/20
20/20
141/160

2378
Totals

38/40

1

Percent
Correct
60
95
95
90
95
75
100
87

Table 3: The Cumulative Student Report lists all lessons attempted by an individual
student during the standard nine-week session.

CAI Options
Each student is assigned an ID

number for reporting purposes, but
lessons can call the student by name,
which adds a personal touch. Exercises can be presented in either a
timed or nontimed format for the entire lesson or for individual questions.
As the student works through the
410
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lesson(s), the system keeps an ongoing record of the student's usage and
performance. After each lesson is
completed, AIDS displays lists of the
number of problems attempted,

number of correct and incorrect
answers, percentage score, and next
assigned lesson.
With the lesson- branching option,

BYTE Publications Inc

www.americanradiohistory.com

given day (see table 1)
2. Usage report, a record of system
usage in terms of hours and
number of individual student sessions (see table 2)
3. Cumulative student report, a

cumulative listing of all lessons
taken by the student over a nine week period (see table 3)
In addition to these lesson-design
options, AIDS makes possible multiple lesson assignments that can be
given in a specified order. Entire curriculum modules can then be developed on the system. When used, this
feature supersedes the AIDS lesson branching option. Finally, a lesson index lists all the lessons contained on a
lesson disk for easy access to any
material filed either by number or
name.

Editing Features
AIDS contains built -in word processing functions that allow

Circle 54 on inquiry card.

Circle 422 on inquiry card.

BDOS ERROR
ON B:BAD SECTOR

TELEPHONE

VOICE RESPONSE
The V100 interactive voice synthesizer
with telephone interface is an Apple [Igor IBM Personal
Computer® compatible, low -cost, solution to remote
data base access arrangements.

Before disk errors ruin your work again order BADLIM.
BADLIM assures the reliability of your CP /M
computer.
You can use your disks 10 times longer without
losing your data AND your time.
BADLIM checks thoroughly your disk marking all
the blocks which have defective sectors. The
operating system will know that those sectors
should be skipped.
BADLIM is the only program that gives protection
for soft and hard errors.
The first time BADLIM will list which files in your
disk are on bad sectors, so you can take action to
correct it.
But thereafter the bad areas in your disk will be
automatically by- passed.
For CP /M 1.4 single density and for CP /M 2.xx of
any format and density. It is a must for Winchester
as the media cannot be replaced.
BADLIM cost only $73. Whatever the reason you have
to use a computer you need BADLIM. Contact your
dealer or call us today:
BLAT R &D Corp., 8016 188th. St SW, Edmonds
WA 98020. Phone: [206) 771 -1408

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

jjjj

TT

In Texas Orders
1- 713 -392 -0747

V 100

-A

Direct telephone connection, auto -dial/answer
Touch-tones generation and detection
Includes 1000 word, LPC allophone vocabulary
Software for sentence/library construction
Expandable with 300 ($150) or 1300 ($495) high
quality LPC words
For

a

demonstration call toll free (800) 538 -7002
In California call (408) 942 -1595

Url(n)C
2405

4

C OOO

OOCUTIOOb

Qume Dr., San

Jose, CA 95131
(408)942 -1037

//

B1ZJ.JLI11

krymM
Questions & Answers

$39500

INDUSTRIES, INC.
To Order

22511 Katy Freeway

1

Katy (Houston) Texas 77450

-800- 231 -3680
800- 231 -3681

SAVE BIG DOLLARS ON ALL TRS -80r HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
TRS -80' BY RADIO SHACK. Brand new in cartons delivered. Save state sales tax.Texas residents add only
5% sales tax. Open Mon. -Fri. 9 -6, Sat. 9 -5. We pay freight and insurance. Come by and see us. Call us for a
reference in or near your city. Ref: Farmers State Bank, Brookshire, Texas.

WE ALWAYS
OFFER

WE OFFER ON

REQUEST
©

Federal Express (Overnight Delivery)

NO

extra charge for Master Card

or Visa.

Houston Intercontinental

fJ

Airport Delivery (Same Day)
U.P.S. BLUE (Every Day)

References from people who have
bought computers from us probably
in your city

'

T

RS 80 Is

a

Registered Trademark of

T

and, Corp

ED McMANUS

Cle

We use Direct Freight Lines. No

long waits.

In stock TRS -80 Model
II and III

We always pay the freight and

insurance

No Tax on Out of Texas Shipments!

Toll free order number

Save
10% 15%
OR MORE
Reserve Your Model 16 Today

Telex 77 -4132 (fleks Hou)

Circle 246 on inquiry card.

0

Our capability to go to the giant

Computer warehouse 5
hours away, in Ft. Worth, Texas,
to keep you in stock.
TRS -80

JOE McMANUS
VISA

81
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products, inc.

OKIDATA

1198

82A

80- column

$ 460.00

83A

136 -column

$ 699.00

84AP

136 -column, parallel

$1,095.00

84AS

136 -column, serial

$1,225.00

E.

EPSON*

Willow St., Signal Hill, CA 90806

Call Toll Free (800) 421 -7701
In California (213) 595 -6431
or (714) 891 -2663
In Canada Call ASAP Computer
Products LTD., 116 Viceroy Rd., D-12 Concord

80- column dot matrix

MX-80

Call

Toronto. Ontario, Canada L4K 1A9

(416) 738-0500 (800) 268 -1996

Oki Graph

1

$

C.ITOH

40.00
8510ADC

INTERFACES & CABLES

parallel

OKI -1

2K serial buffer

$ 85.00

AEI -1

$ 40.00

AEC-2

Parallel interface
Cable to Apple
Cable to Atari

RSC-2

RS-232 cable

$ 25.00

TRSE-1

Cable to TRS-80

$ 18.95

AEC -1

Pro /Writer serial &
$

695.00

MX -80FT 80- column, friction
feed

$ 17.95

Call

$ 19.95

INTERFACES & CABLES

8510AP

Pro /Writer, parallel

1550

Pro /Writer

II

.... $

499.00

serial &

EPI -1

2K serial buffer interface

$ 65.00

AEI -1

Parallel interface

$ 40.00

SEI -1

$ 35.00

AEC -1

Serial interface
Cable to Apple

AEC -2

Cable to Atari

$ 19.95

RSC -1

RS -232

DISK DRIVES

DRIVE CABINETS*

horizontal
$260.00
CAB8V
2 Drive, 8" vertical
$275.00
CAB8V/ 2 Drive, Shugart or Oume 8" with
2F9SMB 9-slot motherboard
Call for price
2 Drive, 8"

compatibility $325.00
Qume DT-8 IBM compatibility
$480.00
$390.00
Shugart 801 Standard floppy
Shugart 850 Double -sided floppy
$600.00
Mitsubishi 8" double- sided, doubleOume DT -5

M2894-63

Mitsubishi

ANSI

51/4"

density
51/4"

CAB5V /1Q

cable

SUBSYSTEMS
Single cabinet with

CAB8H +1M

CAB8H +1Q

1.5 MB

double- sided,

Desktop mainframe, small
power supply
$210.00

800D

Desktop mainframe, standard
$255.00
power supply

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. CALL FOR

Drive, Shugart or
Qume 51/4"

ASAP offers a 15-day buyer protection policy: full moneyback guarantee if not totally satisfied.

1

$ 75.00

*All cabinets come complete with power
supply, fan & internal cables

BEST PRICE.

Ordering IMarmálae name, address, phone: ship by: UPS or
Mail. Shipping charge: add 52.90 up to 1 lb. (UPS blue). U.S.
Mail add $1.50 (U.S. only) (525.00 minimum order).
Terms: We accept cash, check, money orders. Visa and
Master Charge (U.S. funds only). Tax: 6s/ Calif. res., COD's
and terms available on approval (School PO's Accepted).

$ 690.00

$

735.00

CAB8H +20

Dual horizontal cabinet with (2)
Qume DT-8
$1,220.00

CAB8V +1Q

Dual vertical cabinet with (1)
Oume DT-8
$ 750.00

CAB8V +20

Dual vertical cabinet with (2)
Qume DT-8
$1,235.00

CAB8V +1M

Dual vertical cabinet with (1)
Mitsubishi 8"
$ 720.00

CAB8V +2M

Dual vertical cabinet with (2)
Mitsubishi 8"
$1,205.00

Call for price

X5

375.00

Shugart 801R
$1,065.00
Dual horizontal cabinet with (1)
Mitsubishi 8"
$ 705.00
Dual horizontal cabinet with (2)
Mitsubishi 8"
$1,190.00
Dual horizontal cabinet with (1)
Qume DT-8

51/4"

$

CAB8H /V +2S Dual cabinet with (2)

CAB8H +2M

M4854

$ 19.95

Qume DT-5

Call for price

Mitsubishi

$ 17.95

CAB8H /V +1S Dual cabinet with
Shugart 801R

$475.00

96 TPI, 1MB

M4853

CAB5V

Call

matrix

*Graphtrax Plus standard on all models

parallel
Call for price
F10-40PU Printmaster, parallel ... $1,495.00
F10-40RU Printmaster, serial
$1,495.00

CAB8H

132- column dot

MX -100

Cabinet with (1) Priam 10MB
hard disk & Microbyte
Controller
Call for price
HDC8 /F +1HD Cabinet with (1) Qume DT -8
and (1) Priam 10MB hard
disk & Microbyte
Controller
Call for price
All units assembled & tested, with all cables
HDC8 /1 -HD

included.
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Modems
Manufacturer

Price
$159.00
$170.00
S229.00
$235.00
5320.00

Model #
CAT

Novation
Novation
Novation

d

-CAT

Auto -Cat
Smart Modem
Micro Modem II
(Apple)
Micro Modem 100

Hayes
DC Hayes
DC

Hayes
Lexicon
DC

Livermore
UDS
UDS

Monitors
Manufacturer

Model #

Amdek
Amdek
Amdek
Sanyo
Sanyo
Sanyo
Sanyo
Zenith

100/17' B &W

computer

products, inc.

S320.00
S139.00
S149.00
S185.00
5245.00

Lex -11
LIV -Star 20M
UDS 103 LP (300 Bd)
UDS 202 LP (1200 Bd)

Price
S110.00
S165.00
$350.00
S175.00
$270.00
5290.00
$450 00
$115.00

3006 /Green

Color- 1/13"
DM 5109CX/9" Grn
DM 5012/17' B & W
DM 5112ex/17' Grn.
DM C6013/13" Color

ZVM- 121/17' Grn.

1198

E.

Willow St.. Signal Hill, CA 90806

Call Toll Free (800) 421 -7701
In California (213) 595 -6431

I16K) Personal Business Computer Features:

Computer console
Atari BK basic
57 full stroke alpha- numeric keyboard
with four function keys
Operator's manual

Toronto. Ontario. Canada L4K 1A9

Power supply

Dialogue 80
Dialogue 81

$780.00
$885 00

Part

TVI 910
TVI 912C
TVI 925
950C

S625.00
S725 00
S825.00

MD525 -01
MD525 -10
MD525 -16

Price

Description

5'."

Diskettes
Sector

N

8'
FD32 -1000
FD34 -1000

Basketball

10/$27 50
10/$27.50
10/$27.50

Hard 10
Hard 16
Diskettes

Hard
Soft

10/535.00
10/$35.00

MEM 3481

MEM 3483
MEM 3485

Sector

/Dbl
1 /Dbl
/Dbl

Soft
Hard
Hard

1

1

Price
10

16

10/S26.50
10/526.50
10/526.50

B" Diskettes

MEM 3060
MEM 3101

II'"

MEM 3090
MEM 3102

USERS

Synchronous Serial Interlace
Part Number 7712A

Price: $149.00

Programmable Timer
Part Number 7440A

Price: $110.00

Asynchronous Serial Interface
Part Number 7710A

Price: S139.00

Calendar /Clock Module
Part Number 7424

Price: $110.00

Digit BCD A -to-O Converter
Part Number 7470A

Price: $110.00

Part #
744 -0
744 -10
744 -16
745-0
745-10

745-16

/Sgt
2 /Sgt
1/Dbl
2 /Dbl

Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft

1

10/535.00
10/545.00
10/545.00
10/555.00

Scotch 3M
5'4" Diskettes
Side /Dens
Sector

/Sg
/Sg
1 /Sg
2 /Db
2 /Db
2 /Db

Soft
Hard
Hard
Soft

1
1

Price
10
16

Hard 10
Hard 16

10/$33.00
10/$33.00

Price: $105.00
Price: S115.00

Price: $349.00
Price: $105.00

FOR S-100 USERS

/Sgt
2 /Dbl
1 /Sgt
2 /Dbl

Soft
Soft
Hard

FH1 -32

16

Hard 16

/Sgt
/Sgt
2 /Dbl

Soft
Soft 32
Soft

1

1

s 37.00
S 32.00
S 44.00
$ 45.00
5 2420
5 33.00

33.00

S

Graph It

5 17.95

Mailing List
Touch Typing
Stock Charting
Stock Analysis
Bond Analysis

s 1995

1995

S

22.95
5 19.95
S 22.95
S

Word Processor
Personal Finance

S

Microsoft BASIC
Pac -Man

$ 75.00
$ 35,00

Centipede
Caverns of Mars

$ 35.00
$ 32.00

$119.00
64.95

19.95

1695
89.95
16.95
16.95
30.00

Innovative Design Software. Inc.
Pool 1.5 HI -RES 48K

Price

10/532.00
10/544.00

On -Line Systems

S28.95

--

Adv a0
Mission: Asteroid Disk
Adv #2
Wiz & Princess Disk
Roadwork Disk
Jawbreaker Disk
Softporn Adventure (X- rated) Disk
HI -RES

10/S39.00
10/550.00

HI -RES

B" Diskettes
FD1 -128

FD2-XD

10/54100
10/$41.00

19.95
25.00
29.95
25.00
25.00
29.95

The Next Step Disk

10/S50 00

Personal Software

32K Static RAM Board
Part Number 2032C

Price: $475.00

I6K Static RAM Board
Part Number 2116C

Price: S290.00

64K Dynamic RAM Board
Part Number 2065C

Price: $375.00

280A CPU Board
Part Number 2810A

Price: 529500

Floppy Disk Controller
Part Number 2422A
CP /M" Version 2 2 Free With Purchase
S-I00 Mainframe
Part Number 2200A
Motherboard
Part Number 2501A
4-Port Serial I/O Interlace
Part Number 2710A
2- Serial. 2- Parallel I/O Board
Part Number 2719A
4-Port Parallel I/O Board
Part Number 2720A

Part #

EMS
EMS
EMS
EMS
EMS
EMS
EMS

1

1

/Sg

2

11Db

3

1/Db
1/Db
2 /Db
2 /Ob
2 /Db

4
5
6
7

Soft
Soft
Hard
Hard
Soft

Visicalc Disk
Price

Price: 547500

Part

Price: 515000

SRW -5
SRW -8

N

10
16

10/527.50

Atari Optional Accessories

10/533.00
10/533.00

Model

Hard 10
Hard 16

8

Price: $325.00
Price: $255.00

S200
S295
95

10.24
S1.90

25 up
S1 75

S275

$2.50

S

85

S

75

H

S

23.50

5 27.50

Description

Price

Program Recorder

S

810

Disk Drive System

5470.00

822

40 Column Thermal

410

Printer
Price

820

S2.50 ea
S3.25 ea.

825

80 Column Dot

830

80.00

5299.00

40 Column Dot

Matrix Printer

$27900

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. CALL FOR
BEST PRICE

850

Matrix Printer
Acoustic Modem
Interface Module

CX30-04

Paddle Controls

S

ASAP offers a 15-day buyer protection policy. full money back guarantee if not totally satisfied.

CX40 -04

Joysticks (pair)

S

17.95

A16KA

16K RAM Board

S

45.00

Price: $295.00

1-9

Ghost Hunter (Cassette)
Ghost Hunter (Disk)

10/533.00

Size
5

169.00

Arcade Plus

10/525.00
10/$27.50
10/527.50

SRW
Media Storage Cases

Connectors

S

Elephant Memory Systems
Side /Dens
Sector

Price: $365.00

S -100

DB25P
DB25S
DB25C

MH2D

5' -," Diskettes
Side /Dens
Sector
1

Star Raiders

33.00

Atari Mailing List Disk
Atari Character Generator Disk
Text Wizard Disk
Micropainter Album 1 Disk
Micropainter Album 2 Disk
Le Stick Accessory

Maxell
Part N
MD1
MD2D
MH1

$ 32.00
$ 26.00

Datasott

10/$33.00
10/$45 00
10/S45.00
10/545.00

33.,

I2K ROM /PROM Module
Part Number 7114A
Parallel Interface
Part Number 7720A
Arithmetic Processor
Part Number 7811A
Centronics Printer Interface
Part Number 7728A

5
$

Chess
Video Easel

I

Side /Dens

2700

Super Breakout

Asteroids
Music Composer
Assembler /Editor
Telelink
Space Invaders
Missile Command

Memorex
5'4" Diskettes
Part h

Price

Atari

Price

Soft

5990.00

$349.00

Software

Verbatim

Model

FOR APPLE

price

Call

ATARI
DISKETTES from ASAP

Ampex
Ampex
Televideo
Televideo
Televideo
Televideo

SYSTEMS WITH SPICE from
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS

modulator

RF

(416) 738-0500 (800) 268 -1996

Manufacturer

W

ATARI 800

or (714) 891 -2663
In Canada Call ASAP Computer
Products LTD., 116 Viceroy Rd.. D-12 Concord

Terminals
N

ATARI COMPUTER PRODUCTS

Ordering information: name. address. phone: ship by: UPS or
Mail Shipping charge add $2.90 up to 1 lb. (UPS blue). U S
Mail add 51.50 (U S. only) 1525.00 minimum order).
Terms: We accept cash. check. money orders. Visa and
Master Charge (U S funds only) Tax: 6% Calif res COD's
and terms available on approval (School P0's Accepted)

Circle 36 on inquiry card.

5645.00
$159.110

$175.00

Components
4116's (200 n S) / 5290-3
Apple, TRS -80. Heath
-15
16-49
1

51.50 each
5140 each

50-99
100 up

91 30

each

51.20 each
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Circle 349 on inquiry card.

Mhz

1

12 Bit A/D

-

for your Apple II Computer

The APPLESCOPE -HR12 analog to digital converter uses
a high stability buried zenervoltage reference and a flash
AID to give 12 bit accuracy with a 14 bit dynamic range
Mhz Programmable Sample Rate
2048 Sample Buffer Memory
Pretrigger Viewing
Continuous or Single Sweep
4 Channel Software Support
DC to

1

'requires additional power supply)
External Trigger Input

The standard software provided with each APPLESCOPEHR 12 includes all of the functions necessary to turn your
Apple II computer into a high quality digital storage
oscilloscope. In addition all of the SCOPE DRIVER options
are being up- graded to handle the higher resolution data.

$695

Price per cnannci

The original APPLESCOPE still provides the optimum
price /performance trade off for those users requiring 8 bit

converter resolution.

APPLESCOPE INTERFACE

4

RR,.

e
mjN t ON.s7o
0ENL OMM
DC to 3.5 Mhz sample rate
1024 byte buffer memory
Pretrigger Viewing
Programmable Scale Select
Continuous and Single Sweep Modes
Single or Dual Channel Trace
Price for the two board Applescope system is $595
EXTERNAL TRIGGER ADAPTER $29
rr¿¿

li

çç

pp

¡¡,

SCOPE DRIVER Advanced software for the APPLESCOPE
analog to digital converters makes full use of the computing
power of the Apple II to create a total data acquisition
system. Available options include:
Signal Averaging -Acquires to 999 signal sweeps and
displays the averaged result.
Digital Volt Meter- Allows use as real time DVM or use to
measure points on an acquired sweep.
Disk Storage - Al lows automatic storage and recover of
acquired data on floppy disks.
Spectrum Analyzer- Calculates and displays frequency
spectrum of acquired data.
1

A

~F
BUS RIDER
LOGIC ANALYZER for the APPLE

II

The BUS RIDER circuit card silently rides the Apple II
peripheral bus and allows real time tracking of program
flow. Software provided allows setup of trace parameters
from the keyboard and read back of disassembled code
after a program has been tracked.
32 bit by 512 sample memory buffer
Monitors Data and Address bus plus 8 external inputs
Trigger on any 32 bit word or external trigger

Pretrigger viewing
The BUS RIDER is an invaluable development tool for
anyone working with Apple II or Apple II+ computers.
Price $395

Z

RC ELECTRONICS INC.
Dr., Goleta, CA 93117

7265 Tuolumne

(805) 968-6614

teachers to edit existing lessons easily.
For example, a lesson may be added
to or deleted from a disk at any time.
Any component of a question (i.e.,
text, correct- or wrong- answer
groups, hints, unexpected replies, or
failure messages) can be modified
without altering the other components of the question. Changes in
branching direction or performance
criteria for the next lesson can also be

made at any time. Student
records including name, ID

-

tems, the company intends to make
the AIDS package available for Radio
Shack's TRS -80 microcomputers.) In
addition to the program and instruction manual, the AIDS package includes a hardware interface card with
an onboard calendar /time clock for
dating records as well as timing
lessons and student responses. The
cost of the entire package is $345.

Conclusions

The AIDS package has been
designed with the educator in mind
and has several practical advantages
over previous software approaches to
CAI. A few shortcomings, however,
should be mentioned.
First, the question /answer formats
displayed for section -by- section
editing on the video screen or on a presently do not accommodate
line printer. Because lesson -text matching-type questions. Also, the
editing is done line by line, minor cor- lesson-design format favors an inforrections can be inserted without hav- mation- oriented approach, providing
ing to retype the entire lesson. One limited flexibility for alternative
inconvenience accompanies line -by- designs.
Second, after every three or four
line editing. Each line of a lesson is a
the disk must be accessed to
the
questions
within
variable
different string
program. If one notices an error in a load the next questions. Low- resoluprevious line when editing or writing tion animated graphics entertain the
a lesson, it is impossible to return to student while this loading is taking
that line by moving the cursor back- place, but, after a while, such freward. Instead, the teacher must begin quent delays can become tedious.
Finally, although the graphics are
the lesson-editing routine anew in
order to make the correction. This in- an entertaining part of the system, no
convenience can be avoided if the means is available (as yet) for incorlesson is carefully proofread and care porating graphics into the teacher's
written lesson. According to Instrucis taken to avoid typing errors.
tional Development Systems, this will
be remedied in the near future by the
inclusion of both low- and high Documentation
Accompanying the AIDS hardware resolution graphics options. Other
and software is a 200 -page, 6- chapter enhancement plans include a
instruction manual that comes in a question -evaluation feature and a
special interface to videotape or
3 -ring binder. This manual is devideodisc systems so that audioa
thorough
the
to
give
user
signed
visual material can be incorporated
the
system's
of
all
understanding
features. A demonstration disk is also into the lessons.
Despite any shortcomings, the
available for potential buyers desiring
AIDS package is a flexible, simple,
to review the system themselves.
and time -efficient way for teachers to
create CAI lessons. Although it can
never be a substitute for programHardware /Software
The Assisted Instructional Devel- ming expertise, the Assisted Developopment System is currently available ment Instructional System can fill the
for the Apple II Plus microcomputer needs of many educators and will
with 48K bytes of RAM and DOS 3.2 serve as a model for future systems
or 3.3. (According to a spokesperson dedicated to the development of
for Instructional Development Sys- CAI
number, special assignments, lessons
completed, scores, and hours of
usage -can be added, deleted, or
changed without affecting the remaining data in the file.
Finally, complete lessons may be

.
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Circle 283 on inquiry card.

COMPARE DISCOS,
A Multi-User RODSTM,

DEC LSI -11

Component s

Feature for Feature

Dependable service
at discount prices

t0

Domestic
and Export

UNIXTM

Multi- programming with up to 8 separate users
Multi- tasking for each user
Multiple languages available: Algol. Fortran IV and

V.

Basic, Business Basic. Cobol. Pascal. C. etc.

Word Processing and Text Processing available

Multi -user

ADOS

^

has real -time features

Wide range of applications software packages available

iTlini
Computer Suppliers, `no.

ICRO
ETRIC

Chatham Rd., Summit, N.J. 07901
Since 1973
(201) 277-6150 Telex 13 -6476
25

132

E

St.. Suite 38

Davis. CA 95616019161758-9355

available for RDOS' systems on mapped
Data General Novas* or Eclipses*

DISCOS is

luuumuufiïiiiïiif

NOVA* and ECLIPSE* are U S Registered Trademarks
of Data General Corporation o UNIX- is a trademark of Bell Laboratories

APPLE SPEAKS

INTELLIGENTLY:

The people who dared to teach Atari to talk are again

For

challenging the microcomputer establishment with the

the VOICEBOX for
16K and up Atari

VOICEBOX Speech Synthesizer for Apple. This low cost intel-

ligent peripheral can speak thousands of words unassisted,
generated directly from its firmware ROM dictionary located on its plug -in card. This means that speech, with
variable intonation and speed, can be used in any of your
apple programs without ever having to bother loading a
disk. And, in case you want to expand your dictionary to
include unusual words or words in foreign languages, you
can easily define them with our 64 phonemes and store
them by the thousands on one of the six special dictionaries
provided for on our disk.

addition your VOICEBOX for Apple can be easily coded to
sing on key with uniform barlengths and you can store
(record) your songs on disk, retrieving and modifying sections whenever you want. With the disk system, you'll also
enjoy an educational random sentence generator and
graphic speech animation! The VOICEBOX for Apple will
run on 32K Apple II with Applesoft or Apple II Plus systems
equipped with sixteen -sector disk drives. VOICEBOX for
Apple comes with loudspeaker and disk. The Alien Group
also makes a less expensive VOICEBOX for Apple with all
features (including expandable disk dictionary), but excluding firmware ROM and singing capability. Speaker is
optional on this unit.
In

Atari users,

plugs directly into the
serial port. No extra cables are
needed and no speaker is needed since the speech comes
directly over your TV monitor. This unit has all speech synthesis features except singing and firmware ROM.
AL -3001 VOICEBOX for Apple. With firmware ROM, singing
capability and speaker
$215.00
AL-3501 VOICEBOX for Apple. Without firmware ROM,
singing capability and speaker $139.00
AL-4001 Speaker for AL-3501 (the AL-3501 will also work
with any other speaker)
$15.00
AL-5001 VOICEBOX for Atari
$169.00

All mail orders are on a 10 day moneyback guarantee if
you're not completely satisfied. When ordering enclose
check or money -order or state VISA or MASTERCARD number. Send mail orders to:
THE ALIEN GROUP

27 West 23rd Street
Dept. BT -2
New York, New York 10010

or Telephone orders
from 10 AM to 6 PM
New York time

(212) 924 -5546

ALSO AVAILABLE AT LEADING COMPUTER STORES
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.
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Software Design:
Methods &
Techniques
Lawrence J. Peters
Yourdon Press

New York,

1981

248 pages

softcover, $23
Reviewed by
Paul S. Swanson
97 Jackson St.
Cambridge, MA 02140

Software Design: Methods
Techniques is a valuable
source book for both the experienced software designer
and the initiate. A compilation of various methods and
techniques available to software designers, the book examines each method individually and summarizes its advantages and disadvantages.
Peters begins with a discussion of a quandary that software designers face. Like
other
engineers, software en.,
gineers require problem -solving methods. But while other
engineers have access to
fixed, known solution meth&

oo

ods for a specific problem, no
such clear -cut solutions are
available to software engineers. In software, not only
are the methods of solution in
their stages of infancy, but
the problems themselves are
usually only vaguely defined.
And that brings us to Peters'
second major topic: defining
design. Although he asserts
that design has never been
adequately defined, he provides a thorough description
of the subject from several
viewpoints.
Software Design: Methods
& Techniques addresses 44 of
the many different methods
currently used in software
design representation, treating
system architecture, design
structure, database structure,
and software behavior separately. Each category in turn
contains several methods.
Summary charts show the
relative strengths and weaknesses of each.
Among the methods Peters
presents is the design tree,
from which many other methods are derived. The derivatives, however, either stress or
ignore various items in the

-

eviews
system and therefore have different strengths and weaknesses. Some methods are
hybrids that combine advantages.
After exploring different
approaches to design representation, Peters turns to software design methods. He divides these into three types:

data -flow -oriented,

After presenting the methods, Peters describes ways to
combine them. As he points
out, some methods are better
suited to people who do the
programming, while others
are better suited to users. The
section on forming a methodology offers guidelines for developing a software design
tailored to a particular proj-

data -

structure- oriented, and prescriptive. Each is presented in
synopsis form with descriptions, examples, ' and tables
showing its relative strengths
and weaknesses. Peters in-

ect.
Peters' book is not only
pleasant reading but will make
a good reference manual because specific information in it
is easy to locate. The charts
and diagrams are plentiful
and, for the most part, very
informative. And the order of
the book makes for logical
transitions from one section to
the next.
I recommend Software Design: Methods & Techniques
to anyone who assembles or
plans to assemble larger software systems on any corn puter system. Any programmer who understands the
value of using a disk for pro-

cludes a list of references for
those interested in further

reading.
Peters' views on flowcharts
struck me as particularly
amusing in light of the emphasis I have heard placed on
them. He seems to have the
same opinion of them that I
do -they simply answer the
wrong question. At one point,
he mentions that they were invented to document existing
software. That they are used

gram and data storage would
benefit substantially from the
information presented in this
book

in the design stages of soft-

ware may have some bearing
on why many people I know
dislike them so much.

.

NEW FOR THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER
WHY STOP AT 256K OF RAM?
PRINTERS:

PC /RAM STACK

256K/512K

EPSON:
-

$460 00
$500 00

-

$59500
$68000

MX -80
NEW MX -80 with GrafTrax Plus
NEW - MX -80 FT with GrafTrax Plus
NEW MX -100 with GrafTrax Plus

Ram Extension Board

For The IBM Personal Computer

/RAM STACK allows expanding the
IBM Personal Computer's memory by
512K in lust one I/O expansion slot,
leaving the other slots available for I/O
functions and peripherals.
PC

TALLY:
MT-1802/5 NLO
MT 1201

MT-120L

$179550
$845.00
$990 00

FREE SOFTWARE
SMITH -CORONA:
With each 256K or 51 2K PC /Ram Stack pur- TP -1 Letter Quality
$7 ?5
chased before September 1. "MDISK" software
NEW
allows accessing all or part of PC /Ram Stack as
SUGGESTED RETAIL
Functions on One Board:
$1795.00 if it were Disk Drive C:. Only 5 to 10 times faster. Three
512K Model
1. 256K RAM with parity
256K Expandable to 512K $1195.00
2. SASI interface for winchester disk
256K Non Expandable Model $995.00
NATIONAL
3. Asynchronous communications
P.O. Box 401782
$495.00
64K Expandable to 256K
TECHNOLOGY Garland, Texas 75040
port with RS -232 and current
each
SALES
(214)349-8259
100P interfaces
(7C:
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TRS -80TH

STOP!! LOOK!!

By

WE HAVE THE LOWEST
MAIL ORDER PRICES AVAILABLE
BMC

12"

GREEN SCREEN

15MHZ
80 x 24 lines
13 lbs.
ONLY 587.00

PRINTERS
Microline82A
Micro line 83A
Microline 84
Microline 84 (Serial)

$ 460.00

699.00
999.00
1125.00

435.00
695.00
479.00

Epson MX -80
Epson MX -100
NEC 8023A

Rana Dr. wo /Controller $ 359.00
Rana Dr. w /Controller .$ 449.00

Controller

430.00
249.00
380.00
480.00

$1190.00
1050.00
360.00
370.00
95.00
Parallel Card & Cable
65.00
8K Serial Buffer Inteface 130.00
.

.

.

.

115.00

BUY DIRECT

DISCOUNT

I

.

HAVA-COAAPUIER
1857 Montana Vista, Suite C
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403
ORDER DESK: (602)453 -6282

.

Computer
Q.

SAVE

BUY

BUY

DIRECT

DIRECT

I I

BMC Color

13"

TRS -80 Model II

TRS-80 Color Computer

r

Amdek Color
$335.00
Amdek Color (Hi -Res)
695.00
Amdek Color Ill (Med -Res) 450.00
Zenith 12" Grn
110.00

APPLE PRODUCTS
Apple ll Plus (48K)
Franklin Ace (64K).
Fourth Disk Drive
Micro -Sci A -2 Drive
16K Ram (by MPC)

$

Toll Free

PURE RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT
LOW
PRICES

MONITORS

$ 220.00

Shugart SA400L
Shugart 801R
Oume DT-8

1 -800- 841 -0860

Rana Drive
40 Tracks
Works with either
Controller 300% Greater trackto -track speed Sleek Cabinet
Runs Apple Dos 3.3 CP /m 2.2
Pascal 1.1
Controller will
support 4 drives

DISK DRIVES
Tandon TM -100 -1
TandonTM- 100 -4

RADIO SHACK

DRIVES FOR APPLE

SAVE

\'')1II

1

329.00

COMPONENTS
1

pc.

2532(450NS)
.$ 7.00
2716(450NS)
4.20
2732(450NS)
7.25
4116(200NS)
1.70
4164(200NS)
10.00
6116 (15O N S) ..
7.60
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

50 pcs.

$6.50
3.90
6.75
1.40
9.00
6.90

Ail Products New
Most items
shipped in 24 hrs. No surcharge
Order Info. MC VISA M.O./
Check Min shipping order $3.50
Prices subject to change

PRICED

$

S

FROM

TRS -80 Model

III

TRS -80 Model 16 Computer

Computer
SAVE

IM.

BUY

BUY

DIRECT

DIRECT

SO 0 0

PRICED

Model 953A EPROM

PRICED

FROM

FROM

PRICED

FROM

Smith Corona TP -1

PROGRAMMER

BUY
DIRECT

1f

$4 1 0 0

Commodore

Daisy Wheel Printer

if

ti

VIC-20
The Friendly Computer

............./S
S

*LIST $895°0*
Programs 2508, 2758, 2516, 2716, 2532 and 2732 five volt EPROMS.

Complete no personality modules to buy.
Intelligent microprocessor based, programs and verifies any or all bytes.
RS232 serial interface use with computer or terminal.

Verify erasure command - verifies that EPROM

is erased.

Extended diagnostics error output distinguishes between
and one which needs erasing.
-

a

bad EPROM

May be used for extremely reliable data or program storage.
All power on programming socket under processor control. LED warning
light indicates when power is applied.
Complete with Textool zero insertion force socket.

TM

-

FREE

TANDY CORPORATION
COPY OF WARRANTY

24 O

CENTRONICS 739 -1

$499

REQUEST

WRITE FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG
We Carry The Full TRS -80 Product Line

MICRO MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS, INC

High performance /cost ratio.
Standard Dß25 I /O connector.

PARCEL DIVISION

PRICE $289

-

DEPT. NO.

1

2803 Thomasville Road East

B

P

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES, Inc.
HWY 603, P.O. BOX 387
BAY ST. LOUIS. MISSISSIPPI 39520
16011467-8231

©I!

Cairo, Georgia 31728
GA. 8 INFO 912- 377 -7120
SMITH- CORONA

1liousands
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Ask BYTE
Conducted by Steve Clarcla
Tips

on Homebrewing
Dear Steve,
doing some
1 have started
research for my next project:
building my own microcomputer and am interested in
your book Build Your Own
Z80 Computer. I have read
several similar books and am
getting ready to start design
and construction; however, I
have a number of questions:
If I wish to incorporate a
BASIC interpreter in my
computer (not tiny BASIC

but something akin to
TRS -80 Level II, etc.), I presumably need to purchase a

ROM (read -only memory)

containing this program.
Where do I find one? I
haven't seen them advertised
in the mail -order places in the
popular magazines.
Along the same line, where
can I buy an interpreter for
assembly language so that I
can use mnemonic op codes
instead of hexadecimal codes
for programming?
Is it possible for a home built machine to be software compatible with, say, the
Radio Shack TRS -80 Model
17 In other words, is it
realistic to try and build a
machine that will be able to
load and run tapes or disks
made for the TRS -80?
Are there many different
BASIC interpreters from
which to choose? If so, which
do you consider the best from
a homebrewer's point of
view?
David J. Abineri
Lakewood, OH

Microsoft BASIC is the de
facto standard among BASIC
interpreters and is the most
popular BASIC in use today.
Netronics Research & Development Ltd. (333 Litchfield
418
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Rd., New Milford, CT 06776,
(800) 243 -7428; in Connecticut, (203) 354 -9375) markets
an 8K -byte Microsoft BASIC
for the Intel 8085 microprocessor that you might want to
look into. A cassette version
is

available for $64.95

postpaid, and a ROM version
is available for $99.95, plus a
$2 shipping charge. The 8085
is 100% software-compatible
with the 8080A and the Z80
(but it does not have all of the
Z80 instructions).
For programming in assembly language, you need an assembler, not an interpreter.
An assembler allows you to
type in the instruction -set
mnemonics and specify the
program's start address. It
then will "assemble" machine
language starting at the
specified address. Unfortunately, most of the assemblers sold today are geared
toward a particular computer. However, I know an
excellent book that provides
a detailed explanation and
complete listing of an assembler for an 8080 -based system. It's called TEA: An
8080/8085 Co-Resident Editor /Assembler by Christopher A. Titus. It's published by Howard W. Sams &
Company (4300 West 62nd
St., POB 7092, Indianapolis,
IN 46206, (800) 428 -3696; in
Indiana, (317) 298 -5400) and
sells for $10.95.
For a home -built machine
to be software- compatible
with the TRS-80, it would
need the TRS -80 operating
system and TRS-80 Level II
BASIC. It is not realistic to
try to build a TRS- 80 -compatible machine from scratch.
Rather than try to copy the
TRS-80, I would suggest that,
if you wish to build a Z80
computer, build it along the
lines of my ZAP computer.
Make it S- 100-bus-compat-

ible and add some memory
and a floppy -disk controller.
You can use CP/M (a disk
operating system that can run
a good Microsoft disk BASIC
called BASIC-80) and you

guage card. " This provides an
additional 16K bytes of memory in place of the BASIC
ROM when Pascal is used.
The ROM BASIC is still in
the computer, but it's by-

will have an unlimited
amount of good software
available.
The only real problem in
custom building your own
computer is that you are not

passed....

software -compatible with

Dear Steve,
I own an Atari 800 that has
been sent for repairs three
times. I use it with an RCA
XL -100 TV, which occasionally loses its screen or flickers
for a second when the furnace switches on or off.
However, the Atari does not
"crash" during the display
disturbance. Should I be concerned about the possibility
of voltage spikes? I've heard
that they can damage the internal parts of a computer,
but can they damage a corn puter when it's off? What
should I look for in a power line protector? The literature
from manufacturers seems inadequate.

anyone and you are constantly "reinventing the wheel"
every time you write a pro-

gram.... Steve

Where Does
the BASIC Go?
Dear Steve,
I don't know much about
computers yet, but I read or
heard somewhere that if you
wanted to use Pascal or any
other language instead of the
BASIC that comes with a certain system, you would replace the BASIC with Pascal
in the ROM (read -only memory). Would I still have the
BASIC in ROM or not? Can
you explain it to me?
Thanks.
Keith McCreery
Portage, MI

Using Pascal in a computer
that has BASIC in ROM does
not affect the BASIC in any
way. Pascal is just loaded
into user memory. Normally,
when another language is
used, additional user memory
is mapped into the memory address space used by the
ROM BASIC. In this way,
the full addressing capability
of the microprocessor can be

used.
For example, in the Apple

II computer, which has
BASIC in ROM, supplementary languages are employed
through the use of a "lan-

Steve

Disturbing
Line Disturbances

Walter M. Lee
Olrey, MD

The symptoms you describe suggest that you are experiencing a voltage drop as
well as possible spikes. Many
devices on the market protect
against voltage transients by
clipping the peaks, thereby
keeping them in a safe range,
but such devices will not prevent the line voltage from
dropping to the point where
the computer memory becomes erratic.
From the fact that your
Atari 800 does not "crash"
during these disturbances, I
would suggest a device to clip
the transients. This will protect your computer from
damage. These units are
usually MOVs (metal-oxide

Circle 200 on inquiry card.
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A Message

1

to our Subscribers

1

From time to time we make

information of interest to

1

the BYTE subscriber list

them in the mail. Used are

available to other companies

our subscribers' names and

1

who wish to send our

addresses only (no other

subscribers promotional

information we may have

material about their products.

ever given).

We take great care

distribution of this
information is of benefit to
our subscribers, we firmly

or information we feel would

of interest to you. Direct

1

use of our mailing list, and

Circulation Department,
70 Main St, Peterborough NH

look forward to finding

03458. Thank you.
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dBASE IIr"

1
1
1
1

`

Friendly helpful, expert assistance

1

Title

Company

Plane

City

I

MICROPRO"'

I

$199
5119
$69

$79

$119....5169
$169 ....5199
$119....5169

Superfort
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1
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1

1
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I

1

1

1

1

1
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1
1

$495
$495
$99

II
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Catalog Dept 88 -82
2465 Augustine Dr
Santa Clara,
CA 95051
,

I

1

1
1

PERFECT WRITER"
$

249

BM/PC

TUr
nrÌ T-n1I
11 C /1 L J I 1-1_1 IC
S169

MICROSOFT

r1-1-

I

rL I= =1=1

1

TCS ACCOUNTING'"
general ledger
accounts payable

All three above

.$289
S279
.5169
S579

FOX AND GELLER"
Ouakcode

accounts receivable ..
payroll
all tour above
inventory management
trsdos accounting package

S239

MBASIC

...........

ri 11llll

1

l l

ITÍ `e

PICKLES and TROUT"
Sottcard
V,deoterm

1

\I ÌFri' 1l l l 1
nil
111
IILCJ!
L111

Ram Card

CBASIC'"

1

111

SELECT'""the word processor" ...5449
$249
S129
$199
$49

SMARTERM ".
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
medical
dental

$495
$199
$199

SUPERCALC'"
SPELLGUARD'"

l

PERFECT SOFTWARE"
Perfect Writer
Perfect Speller
Perfect Filer

ro, ce"
....$239
....$199

ro. App.

Word Star
CalcStar
MailMerge
SpellStar
DataStar

dBASE

I

1

1
Pp

727 -1970.

SuperCalcr"
$199

$239

l=

State

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR
FREE MICROCOMPUTER
IDEA BOOK &
CATALOG OR
PHONE 14081
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l
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I

1

1
Name

IBM /PC

I

Your order shipped in

1

1

l 1i 1!llll\

1_ll_i I_111Ì

WORDSTARIM

$495

Field- tested for

precision performance and compatibility Backed by warranties ranging up to
10 years - and some with Lifetime
Guarantees

1

Address

1 C. Ì 1l l

11-

I

I

Guaranteed Quality.

aTWX

1

literature. Should you wish to
restrict the use of your name,
simply send your request to
BYTE Publications Inc, Attn:

appreciate this controlled

Msa-Frse Mal. Try any product for 45
days It not satisfied. return for tuft refund

1

Please RUSH my copy of the Microcomputer Idea Book & Catalog

to receive such promotional

Many BYTE subscribers

By mail phone

also available

1

subscriber who does not want

services to our subscribers.

l

Easy Ordering.

FastDNhnry.

respect the wishes of any

mail is an efficient medium
for presenting the latest
personal computer goods and

1

Iccessorres and
supplies from diskettes and line
printer paper to connectors and cables
- for Apple, Atan. Nonhstar IRS-80s
and many others Loaded with ideas
for extra convenience and efficiency

1

only those who are reputable,
and whose products, services,

24 roars from me Inmoc Center nearest
you Overnight emergency shipments

One -Stop Shopping. More than WOU

1

to screen
While we believe the

1

MICROCOMPUTER IDEA BOOK & CATALOG.

1
is

these companies, choosing

be

FREE:

1

11

1

1

I

l\I

l

11

1

1

l

11

L L _II I L

$99
$99
$99
$99
$249
$99
5199
5279

L
1

¡_

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800-227-4587** VISA -MASTER -AM. EX.

-

FREE CUSTOMER SERVICE 415- 974 -5990
RELIABLE UPS BLUE LABEL DELIVERY
WE SPECIALIZE IN BUSINESS CP M'
800 -622 -0678 In California (Calif. residents add sales tax)

800-SOFTUñRE WS
Circle
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800 -SOFTWARE'

185 Berry Street
San Francisco, California 94107
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Ask BYTE
varistors) and are rated by

find the Popular Electronics
issues he refers to but have
not been able to do so (Popular Electronics does not have
back issues that old). What I
want to do is build that clock
and bring the time value to a
series of ports that connect
with my S -100 system. With
this approach, the clock will
be correct so long as there is
power for the computer. Any
information you can supply
would be helpful.
Tim R. Norton
Richardson, TX

their energy absorption,
usually in joules. Choose the
largest one that you can find.
If the voltage spikes do not
exceed the voltage- breakdown
rating of the computer's plug
transformer, there is little
harm in leaving the computer
plugged in after it is turned
off. With the transient suppressor in the line, this problem

vanishes....

Steve

Always Correct Clock
Dear Steve,
Some time ago I saw Don
Lancaster's TTL Cookbook
and became very interested in
the "always correct clock" he
talked about. I have tried to

The articles that Don Lancaster referred to were in the
July 1972 and July 1973 issues
of Radio -El ctronics, not
Popular Elects Dnics. What he
also neglectec to mention is

the complexity of the receiver
necessary to receive and

the information
broadcast at 60 kHz from sta-

decode

tion WWVB in Boulder, Colorado.
Many S -100 clock boards
on the market feature quartz
crystals for their timing and
should be accurate to within
a few seconds a month. This
is more than adequate for almost all conceivable timing
applications. Some even have

onboard battery backup to
maintain their accuracy when
the computer is shut off. The
ready availability and moderate cost of these boards
makes them the obvious
choice.
For further information,
see my article "Everyone Can
Know the Real Time" (May
1982 BYTE, page 34).
.

.

.

Steve

+5V
+

5V

28 -based Voice Recognition System
HORIZONTAL
SYNC

COMPOSITE
VIDEO
OUTPUT

VERTICAL
SYNC

Figure

1

horizontal drive (TTL)
vertical drive (TTL)
video (TTL)

Composite Video

from PETs

Dear Steve,
I own a Commodore PET
2001 computer with the old
ROM (read -only memory)
set. I recently purchased a
Sanyo DM5112CX video
monitor that I intend to use
along with the PET's 9-inch
monitor. Are you aware of a
simple circuit that would take
the signals from the PET and
give me the composite -video
signal that I need for the
Sanyo? From the PET, I can
easily get the following
signals:
420

-

can also get a + 5-volt signal
from the main logic board.
I

David Rene Anatol
Philadelphia, PA

Obtaining a composite video signal from the horizontal sync, vertical sync,
and video signals from the
PET 2001 is very easy. The
circuit shown in figure 1 is a
video combiner that transforms the three separate inputs into a composite -video

output.

.

.

.

Steve

Dear Steve,
I'm working on a voice -recognition system using the
Zilog Z8 microprocessor. I
need advice on interfacing
the Z8 board with an inexpensive speech recognizer
that handles 32 words.
I'm a rank beginner.
Robert J. Marek
Waltham, MA

Interfacing a voice- recognition system to the Z8 is not
difficult because there are sufficient I/O ports for the hardware portion of it. The tiny
BASIC may not be sophisticated enough, so you may
have to use machine language.
Since its initial presentation in the July and August
1981 BYTEs (see "Build a
Z8-Based Control Computer
with BASIC," Part 1, July,
page 38; Part 2, August, page
50), many accessories have
become available for the

August 1982 . BYTE Publications Inc
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Z8 -BASIC Microcomputer
from The Micromint (917
Midway, Woodmere, NY
11598, (800) 645 -3476; in
New York, (516) 374 -6793).

addition to cross
assemblers that run on
TRS -80 and CP /M systems,
The Micromint has a
memory, parallel I /O, and
cassette- interface expansion
board; a motherboard; and
an EPROM (erasable programmable read -only memory) programmer. Other peIn

ripherals are in the works.
An excellent article by
James R. Boddie, "Speech Recognition for a Personal
Computer System,- appeared
in the July 1977 BYTE (see
page 64). You can also read
"An Extremely Low -Cost
Voice Response System" by
James C. Anderson (February
1981 BYTE, page 36),
"Speech Recognition: Turning Theory to Practice" by
George R. Doddington and
Thomas B. Schalk (IEEE
Spectrum, September 1981,
page 26), and my article "Use
Voice Prints to Analyze
Speech- (March 1982 BYTE,
page 50). With help from
these articles, you should be
able to write the necessary

software.... Steve

In "Ask BYTE," Steve
Ciarcia answers questions
on any area of microcomputing. The most representative questions received
each month will be answered and published. Do
you have a nagging problem? Send your inquiry to:
Ask BYTE
c/o Steve Ciarcia

POB 582

Glastonbury CT 06033
If you are a subscriber to
The Source, send your
questions by electronic
mail or chat with Steve
directly. Due to the high
volume of inquiries, personal replies cannot be
given. Be sure to include
Ask
dress.

BYTE"
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the

ad-

YOUR COMPUTER HEADQUARTERS
apple°

Videx Enhancer II
DC Hayes Micromodem II '289"
Microsoft Z-80 CPIM Card '279"
Microsoft 16K Ram Card .'159"
Saturn 32K Ram Card
'199"
VC Expand for Saturn Card '84"

BUSINESSMAN'S
SPECIAL

.

Mountain CPS
979
Multifunction Card
Mountain Clock
'239"
Keyboard Company
Numeric Keypad
'135"
Apple Pascal
'209"
'189"
CCS Serial Interface
System Saver fan with Line
'74"
Surge Suppression
Apple Graphics, Tablet ..'649"
Verawriter Graphic Tablet '249"
'19"
Special! Game Paddles

Apple II plus 48k, Apple Disc
Drive il w /DOS 3.3, IT High
Resolution Green Monitor.
Visicolc 3.3 Software

S203900

W

WORD PROCESSORS

Pro Easywnter
Pro Easymailer
Apple Pie (W /P 40 Col.)
IUS
IUS

WORD PROCESSOR
SYSTEM

Supertext II
Screenwriter (70 Col.)
Executive Secretary
Magic Window
Format II w /Mail List
Select for Apple
Word Handler

OKIDATA Micron°. 80
Printer. Printer cable
w /interfoce. Apple Writer

$233900
Microsoft

5595

Now Only
Plus -get a FREE Videx Solt
Switch ('30 Value!).

USA

Apple World
3D Super Graphics

APPLE COMPATIBLE
DISC DRIVES

MICRO-SCI

A35

Disk Drive without Controller .. 369.00

A -35 Disk Drive with
469.00
Controller

commodore
110*

Modulator

/

Household Finance (casa.)
Car Cost (cass.)
Loan Analyzer (cass.)
Amok (casa.)
Alien Blitz(cass.)
VT 106A 6 Pk. Recreational Proa
Super Expander
Snackman
Vixell
II

29.95
13.95
13.95
20.95
20.95
49.95
57.95
14.95
11.50
11.50

QUANTUM DATA
Interlace

RS 232

'249"
'169"
.94.
'139"

MICROLAS
Data Factory 5.0

'229..

STONEWARE

DB Master Vers.

Utility Pack

Hellfire Warrior

Major League Baseball
Apple Panic
Snack Attack
Joy Breaker
Space Quarks
Genetic Drift
Red Alert
Ultima
Star Thiel
Bug Attack
Sargon II
Pool 1.5
Shuffle Board
Trick Shot
Dog Fight
Olympic Decathlon
Three Mile Island
ABM
Robot War
Castle Wolfenstein
Zork
Zork II
Falcons

PERSONAL SOFTWARE

'189"
'159"
'189"
'239"
'79"
'189"
'199"
'253"

Vis idei

Visitrend / Visiplot
Visiterm
Visit ile
Desktop Plan II
Desktop Plan III
THE SOURCE

'89"

Telecommunication

AARDVARK
Personal Tax Plan

'104"
'239"

Individual Tax Plan

SOFTWARE DIMENSIONS

CALL

II

ASHTON TATE

'524"

DBase II

Beer Run
Raster Blaster
Space Eggs

HIGH TECHNOLOGY

Into Master

'119x0

Store Manager
Data Master
Job Control System
Client Billing System

'595"
'279"

'49"
'33"

'199"

Gorgon
Cops and Robbers
Tigers in the Snow
The Battle of Shiloh
The Shattered Alliance
Computer Baseball
Computer Quarterback
Sneakers

SOUTHEASTERN SOFTWARE

Data Capture 4.0 40 Col
Data Capture 4.0 80 Videx
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING

PFS New!
PFS Report

* SHARP

24K Memory

47.95
179.95

Mini Mother Expansion Interface ....64.50

'49"
'69"

TG Joystick
TG Game Paddles

'97"

'77x'

Krell LOGO for Apple

MINI COMPUTERS

*

PC.1500 LCD POCKET COMPUTER

PC -1211 POCKET COMPUTER
Extended BASIC system capable of 2 Formidable computing power. Prog.
dimens. arrays. Full graphic commands. w /BASIC language. 24 digit LCD.
Now Only s1 995
Now Only S2149s
CE -122 16-DIGIT MINI DOT PRINTER
CE150 Color Graphics Printer with
Print out programs
Cassette Interface.
Now Only S99S0
Now Only sl74as FREE!
Cassette Interlace ('50 Value) with
4K and 8K Memory Expansion IN STOCK!
purchase of PC -1211. Ltd. Qty.

HEWLETT

[4P] PACKARD

\L

..__....

HP -87A
Rapid

TI

Programming
Power!

99/4A COMPUTER

FREE' RF Modulator
w/purchase ('30 Value) Only
2 FREE offers direct from

53295

Call or Write for Details!

TI!

Full line of hardware, software
and accessories in stock I

New Low Price

ATARI
ATARI 800 w/16K
ATARI 400
810 Disc Drive
850 Interlace
410 Programmable Recorder
Axlon 32K Ram

'649°6

'274'°
'459"
'179"

..'79"

'129"

POPULAR ATARI GAMES IN STOCK!

We carry the full line of

Has 32K bytes of user memory, expandable to 544K. Versatile alphanumeric
keyboard. High resolution CRT. Built -in HPIB interface, printer and mass storage firmware. Built -in BASIC and operating system.

TI

5188400

32K, 64K and 128K Memory
Expansion Modules In Stock!

Special! HP-83 (Ltd.

Qty.)

HP-85A

Now Only s1982°°

....'129500

HP-125 Reg. '2750
Only' 1982'
HP 82091 M 5' /." Disc Drive
'165000
HP 82905 Serial Printer.

559500

HP 7470A New Plotter

r

.

to

Cameras Electronics AudioVideoComputersDarkroom Accessories

s1269°°

and HP Programmable Calculators.

CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME

©1982

'79x'

'299"

Temple of Asphai

HOWARD SOFTWARE

Visicalc 3.3
Visiplot

FRANKLIN

'179"

GAME AND HOBBY
'31"
'32"
'22"
Rescue at Rigel
Crush. Crumple 6 Chomp '25"
'24"
Jabber Talky

'159"
'119"

Tax Preparer New 1982..'119"
NEW! Real Estate Analyzer
2nd Addition
'149"

Accounting Plus

3

I

Brodebund Payroll

Invoice Factory
Tax Manager

.34"

Master Diagnostic
(Formerly Brain Surgeon) .'45"

523995

8K Memory Expansion
53.95
Phone Modem IIVIC by Bizcom....139.95
CATACORDER (flJass. Prog.)
69.95
Jupiter Landers (cart.)
24.95
Super Alien (cart.)
24.95
Midnight Driver (cart.)
24.95

Vixel

'389"
'149"

Mail Merge
Super Sort -1

Spell Star

Texas Instruments

VIC 20
COMPUTER
On Sale for Only

'279x'

MICRO PRO
3.0

Wordstar

.

Apple is a registered trademark
of Apple Computer Inc.

w /RF

'199"
'84"

SOFTWARE FOR APPLE
Fortran 80
'154"
AL. DS.
'99"
'295"
Basic Compiler
Tasc Compiler
'149"
Cobol 80
'595"
Context Connector .... '145"

Microsoft RAM Card

CK

'104'

Micro Buffer Parallel 16K '135"
'135"
Micro Buffer Serial 8K

Reg. '159.95

Ii,!-SCI

'129"
'129"

PHOENIX SOFTWARE

Zoom Graphics

'99"

The Sensible Speller

FOR EPSON ONLY

card for '279.95, a Vide,
Videoterm 80 col board for
'259.95 and a CPIM Users'
Guide for '10.00, then save
'100.00 on purchase of the
16K

.'119"

..'104"

SENSIBLE

11

CPIM

Z -80

149"

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
Don't tie up your computer
while your printer is printing'
'214"
Micro Buffer 16K
'249"
Micro Buffer II 32K

SPECIAL OFFER!
a

-

LJK Letter Perfect

Apple II plus 48K, Apple Disc
Drive II with DOS 3.3. 12"
High Resolution Monitor.

Buy

SOFTWARE (cont'd)

ACCESSORIES FOR APPLE
Videx Videoterm -80 Col '259"

26"

'24"
'24"
'24"
'24"
'24"

'24'

'32"
'24"
'24"
'27"
'30"
'24"
'32"
'24"
'24"
'32"
'19"
'32"
'24"
'32"
'32"
'24"
'30"
'24"
'24"
'32"
'30"
'32"
'32"

,48r.

'32"
'32"
'24"
'48"

34"

'149'

ACE 100

Personal Computer

A

professional personal

computer that is hardware
and software compatible
with the Apple It" and in.
eludes many features not
found on the Apple All
peripherals and programs
written for the Apple It'
Can be used with the
Franklin ACE 100 without
.

modification including

and low resolution
black and white graphics.
The ACE 100 is also plug
compatible with Apple'

high

FEATURES: Apple' comRAM
memory, upper 6 lower

patible, 64K of
case.

typewriter -style

keyboard, 12 -key numeric
pad. alpha lock shift key,
Visicalc friendly. 50 -watt
power supply. built -in fan.

Call for Low Price!
Apple is a registered trademark
of Apple Computer Inc.

PRINTERS

*-

* e * EPSON * *
MX-80 Ill FIT 80 -136 Column Dot Matrix.
Tractor or Friction Feed, Bidirectional. 80
CPS. Graftrax Plus ...
549.95
MX-80 80-136 Column
439.95
MX- 100111FT 136 -233 Column,
with Graftrax lus
719.95
GRAPPLER Graphic Inter/Cable 139.95
OKIDATA 80 80 CPS, Parallel,
Friction and Pin Feed
325.00
OKIDATA 82A 120 CPS, Bidirectional.
Friction and Pin Feed, Serial and Parallel,
80/132 Columns
449.95
OKIDATA 83A 120 CPS, Bidirectional,
Friction S Tractor, 136 Col. Serial 6
Parallel, Takes 15" Paper
719.95
Tractor Feed, (optional)
54.95
CENTRONICS 739.1 Graphics, 100 CPS
Monospaced Mode, Right Justification.
Friction and Tractor
474.95
XEROX Diablo 630 with word processing enhancement 6 2K buffer ...2199.95
Bi- directional Tractor (optional)
204.95
NEW! C.ITOH F10-40 Parallel, Daisy
Wheel, Letter Quality Printer
.1499.95
F10 Serial
Now Only 1549.95
C.ITOH 8510 Pro Writer, 120 CPS, 136
Columns, Parallel, Bidirectional, F/T, High
Resolution Graphics
499.95

MONITORS
SANYO VM- 45099" BSW
PI .3 12" Amber
SANYO DMC -8013 13" Color
NEC JB120112 "Green
NEC JC1201 12" Color

159.95
189.95
389.95
179.95
349.95

(212)260 -4410

TOLL FREE OUT -OF -STATE

-2 21 - 7774
800 -2 21- 5858
800- 223 -5661
800

67 West 47th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
115 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
MAIL ORDER ADDRESS: 36 E. 19th St. New York, N.Y. 10003
Items on sale for limited time only, and are subject to limited availability. Not responsible for typographical errors. This ad supersedes all other ads prior to August '82.
Prices effective as of July 28. 1982, and are subject to change without notice. All orders subject to verification and acceptance. Minimum shipping and handling $4.95
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tware Received

So
Logo
Apple Logo, documenLogo: An Introduction to

Krell Logo, documentation includes Logo for the
Apple Il, Logo for the

Programming Through

Apple

Turtle Graphics and Apple
Logo: Reference Manual.
For the Apple II; floppy
disk, $175. Logo Cornputer Systems Inc., 222
Brunswick Blvd., Pointe
Claire, Quebec H9R 1A6,

Manual, Alice in Logo-

tation includes Apple

II:

Technical

$149.95. Krell Software
Corp., 1320 Stony Brook
Rd., Stony Brook, NY
11790.

Logo

Terrapin
Logo,
documentation includes

Teacher's Manual, and a
one -year subscription to
The Logo and Educational
Computing Journal. For
the Apple II; floppy disk,

Terrapin Logo Tutorial
and Logo for the Apple II:
Technical Manual. For the
Apple II; floppy disk,
$149.95. Terrapin Inc.,

the streets trying to destroy
them while eluding laser fire.
For the Apple II; floppy disk,
$29.95. On -line Systems (see
address above).

Karel the Robot, an introductory Pascal programming
course. You control a cornputerized robot by programming its actions with structured programs. For the Apple
II; floppy disk, $85. Cybertronics International Inc.,
Software Publishing Division,
999 Mount Tremble Ave.,
Morristown, NJ 07960.
Labyrinth, an arcade -type
game in which you must free
the men trapped in an abandoned diamond mine from the
clutches of various monsters.
For the Apple II; floppy disk,
$29.95. Broderbund Software
(see address above).
The Last One, a program
generator that develops complete BASIC programs from a
user -designed flow chart. For
the Apple II; floppy disk,
$600. D. J. 'AI' Systems Ltd.,
Suite 480, Two Century
Plaza, 2049 Century Park E,

land

Primer,

678 Massachusetts Ave.,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
TI Logo, documenta tion includes TI Logo. For
the TI -99/4 and TI- 99/4A;

command module (ROM
cartridge) and cassette or
floppy disk, $129.95.

Texas

Instruments

Customer Relations, POB
53, Lubbock, TX 79408.

Canada.

Apple
Apventure to Atlantis, an
adventure -type game in which
you become a nobleman
struggling to prevent the enslavement of mankind by the
Atlanteans. Includes graphics,
sound, and personality definition for your player. For the
Apple II; floppy disk, $40.
Synergistic Software, 5221
120th Ave. SE, Bellevue, WA
98006.

Bandits, an arcade -type
game in which you must protect a lunar supply base from
thieves. You are armed with a
laser cannon and shields, but
the alien thieves have even
more imaginative weapons.
For the Apple II; floppy disk,
$34.95. Sirius Software Inc.,
10364 Rockingham Dr.,
Sacramento, CA 95827.

Cannonball Blitz, an
arcade -type game where you
must climb Nutcracker Hill
and destroy a castle while
dodging cannonballs. For the
Apple II; floppy disk, $34.95.
On -line Systems, 36575
Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarse gold, CA 93614.
Cricketeer, an arcade -type
game. You must get your
cricket across the highway
and the river into his home.
For the Apple II; floppy disk,
$29.95. The Software Farm,
3901 South Elkhart St.,
Aurora, CO 80014.
Crossfire, an arcade -type
game. Aliens have invaded
the city and you must patrol
422
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Cyclod,

an arcade -type

game. You control an eyeball
that must build walls to smash
or trap snakes. For the Apple
Il; floppy disk, $29.95. Sirius
Software (see address above).
Dietician, a program to
help you plan your daily diet,
includes food values for more
than 700 foods. For the Apple
II; floppy disk, $59.95. Diet ware, POB 503, Spring, TX
77373.
Disc Utility, this utility
allows you to recover lost
files, patch to any sector, display ASCII and hexadecimal
characters on screen, and
reorganize your disk. For the
Apple II; floppy disk, $50.
Answer Corp., 502A North
Second Ave., Sandpoint, ID
83864.
Dueling Digits, an arcadetype game. You must shoot
and capture numbers and
mathematical operands and
arrange them in a logical
order. For the Apple II; floppy

disk, $29.95. Broderbund
Software, Entertainment Software Division, 1938 Fourth
St., San Rafael, CA 94901.
Financial Records Manager,
a personal financial- management package. For the Apple
II; floppy disk, $44.95. Cybertech, Suite 404, 1500 West
Shaw, Fresno, CA 93711.

Los Angeles, CA 90067.

Lemmings, an arcade -type
game. Before you go insane,
you must prevent lemmings
from overbreeding and going
on a suicide run to the ocean.
For the Apple II; floppy disk,
$29.95. Sirius Software Inc.
(see address above).
Letter Editor, a simplified
word -processing program. For
the Apple II; cassette, $20.
Jalyn Software, 933 Mount
Hood Dr., Pittsburgh, PA
15239.

Multiploy, designed for
children from 4 to 14, this

BYTE Publications Inc

www.americanradiohistory.com

program presents basic mathematics problems in a game type setting. For the Apple II
Plus; floppy disk, $19.95.
Reston Publishing Co., 11480
Sunset Hills Rd., Reston, VA
22090.

Property Management System, an income and expense
tracking system for rental
property. This system will
handle single- family homes,
condominiums, and multifamily housing. Operating
statements for each building
can be printed separately or
combined in a consolidated
operating statement. For the
Apple II and III; floppy disk,
$375. Realty Software Co.,
1116 F 8th St., Manhattan
Beach, CA 90266.
Rear Guard, an arcade-type
game. You must maneuver
around and destroy enemy
spaceships as they attempt to
overtake your vessel. For the
Apple II; floppy disk, $29.95.

Adventure International,
POB 3435, Longwood, FL
32750.
Ricochet, an arcade -type
game. This is an advanced
version of pinball for one or
two players. It has relocatable

bumpers and demands
strategy and thought. For the
Apple II; floppy disk, $19.95.
Automated Simulations, POB
4247, Mountain View, CA
94040.

Short Term Trader,

a

stock-market analysis package. It gives buy -sell direc-

Circle 205 on inquiry card.

Circle 456 on inquiry card.

Powerful Lab Graphics
For Your Apple Il + ® Computer

AUTHORIZED

CEP

SERVICE
- --

r-e_,
L .
101

a. If

MOO 1110,

NOV IV

iJ

Mel

an111,11101.

SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER

'\ !

`.

-w.r

48K APPLE II +, $25

Draws professional- looking graphs of your data. EASIER, FASTER, NEATER
and more ACCURATE than handplotting. You choose data format, length and
position of axes, 20 symbols, error bars, labels anywhere in 4 orientations, etc.
Includes 5 DEMOS on disk with 30 -PAGE MANUAL.

Now you can get FACTORY AUTHOR-

CURVE FITTER
48K APPLE 11 +, $35
Selects the best curve to fit your data. SCALE, TRANSFORM, AVERAGE,

IZED service for your Commodore or
Atari computer and peripherals at reason-

SMOOTH, INTERPOLATE (3 types), LEAST SQUARES FIT (3 types), EVALUATE
UNKNOWNS from fitted curve. Includes 5 DEMOS on disk with 33 -PAGE
MANUAL.

able cost. Minimize your down time
frustration and expense. Extended warranty available for most products, too!

VIDICHARTTM

48K APPLE II +, $75
NEW tools for lab data management. FAST plots of 4 data sets with SCROLLING in 4 directions, ZOOM scaling on X and Y axes, 2 types of graphic CURSORS and on- screen STATUS REPORT. PLOTS A/D INPUT while sampling.
SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY, DIVIDE, INTEGRATE, DIFFERENTIATE,
AVERAGE or NORMALIZE data sets with SIMPLE COMMANDS. Ideal for spectra, chromatograms, rate curves, etc. Includes SAMPLE DATA on disk with
28 -PAGE MANUAL.
SPECIAL! All 3 programs on one disk, only $120. Since each program uses the
same data format on disk, data may be shared.
ADD,

Micro Computer
Service Center

BUY THESE PROGRAMS AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR ORDER
DIRECT. For more information, ask for FREE brochure or send $5 for any
manual ($12 for all 3), deductible with purchase. Add $1.50 shipping on all
orders. For fastest service, call In your VISA or Master Card order.

-m.
u'

CALL 717-327-1450
477 E. Third St., Williamsport, PA 17701

INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.
P.O. Box 771, Dept. B State College, PA 16801
CALL (814) 238.8294 for IMMEDIATE ACTION

Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

SOKINT PR NT-ER RO1030N5

O/ROFF!!

0
0
Brand New, Top Quality, Exact Replacement Ribbons & Cartridges. These Ribbons Produce
Super Jet Black Impressions and Ultra Reliable Print Life. They Are Delivered to Your Door
Promptly for Much Less Than Most Retail Stores

* SPECIAL!

YOUR PRINTER

8000

ORADEA

PACK SIZE RETAIL

sari.

CENTRONICS 700 -703.737.778
CENTRONICS 100, 101A, 102.

103. 300, 301. 306. 308. 330.
358. 398. 500, 501. 503, 508.
588, 820. 820.
CENTRONICS 704 -705

40Y0

DEC

'12

DEC

1/2 e BOYD.

e

DIABLO HYTYPE

pk
3 -pk
I

3 pk

(M /S (ILK)

HI

1400 ea
18.95/3 pk
26.33/3 pk

14.00
195

3

pk

I7 55

3

pk

1

/pk

1

3,'04
1;pk

1695 ea
17.77/3 pk
20.12/3 pk

PRICE

500

563" 45'
1" 108'

12.95/3 rk
14

9.31 ea

25/3

pk

6 87 ea

JI3. 95
/4.32
(4.75
/6.87

ea)
ea)
ea)
ea)

5
1

16".210'
2" . 120'

12" .
5

YIELD. FITS 70 PRINTERS,

Nylon Jet Blk
Nylon Je Blk
Nylon Jet BR

180'
16" .

ORDERa

CAT

C-777
C -700
C -100

ml Mph Speed

Gunn Can

C

Double Spools
Double Spools

300.000 plus imp.

-7045

R -600
R

-644

C

-511

C

-522

TERMS:

Hph nedd

EPSON MX70 80

IBM

COMMENTS

SIZE

(14 00 ea)
13.98 eat
15.85 ea/

13.95 /6ant Can

pk

16 00 ea

5/pk

5.80 ea

1

--SILVER DOLLAR" Sys

16.00
14

113 95 ea/
12.98 ea)

ea

90/5

pk

500".60'
9,16" . 30'

Nylon Jet Blk
Nylon Jet 86

MINIMUM PURCHASE

R-300

34. Sys. 32 MOLA, Sena

5110. 5228. 5258, 5320MOIA
- HARMONICA Vo ". SERIES
I
MOO 4073/11. 3200. 3289.

/pk

3

20.85 /3

9 42 ea

16.95 ea)

pk

2"

1

. 108'

Nylon Jet B8

C -350

MOO 2

23.40 /3 cart
18.00 /3 pk

pk

24 95 3ok

8.25

13.95/can
18.95/3 pk

6.95/Reload nb' ondy

SUME (FITS 80 PRINTER MOOS)
RADIO SHACK DAISY WHEEL
RADIO SHACK LPKI. tPV

3

RADIO SHACK LPN, IPIV

/pk
t0 /pk

1

11

TELETYPE MOO 33. 211, 35, 37,

23.60/4 Orb Woad
13.95/3 pk

/pk

4/pk

NEC SPINWRIJER

one, pk
3

2.40

t1.95/3
13.90/10

ea

pk

pk

15.90 ea)
/4.65 ea)
/8.25 ea/
/8.95 eel
/3.98 ea)

12"
1.4"

. 51'
. 310'

250

Nylon; E. Lng late

R -400

Mdhstnke

C -525

Film

Mylar MuHrsnrke
Nylon Intl Instr

11.39 ea)

500" a 45'
563" .45'
12" . 36'

(5.95 ea)

16"

Mdhstnke Nm

C

-789

C -700

Je BI

R -450

Nylon

**APPROX.

ANCIE LABORATORIES

38. 88
WANG M /S. 5541W, WC, 5581,

1

/pk

6.85 ea

5.95

a

5.

o

393

C

5200 -J Philadelphia Way 301 -345- 6000(Wash. DC Local)
Lanham. Maryland 20706 301- 792 -2060 (Bello. MD Local

-550

WO, 8581W. 2281W

800-638-0987 (National)
OTY

NAME

CAT.#

STATE

AMT.

Check Enclosed
C.O.D.
VISA

ADDRESS
CITY

$20

*UNDER $20, ADD $5 HANDLING.
RETAIL. PRICE VARIES.

R -T3

Nylon Jet Blk

-

PAYMENT BY: C.O.D. (UPS), CH ECK,
MASTER CARD, OR VISA CHARGE
CARD.
VOLUME DISCOUNTS:
20 - 50 PACKS 10%
51 - 100 PACKS 15%

IMD1.4974. 5258. 3287. 3770.
3771 -3774.4974. 5100, 5103,

MM

I

and GET ONE FREE!

YOUR WHOLESALE

5

3/p11

11

BUY 10

LIST"

MORE

ZIP

MASTER CHARGE
ACCT.
EXP. DATE
MIN. ORDER $20
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

*

ANGIE Laboratories
5200 -J Philadelphia Way
Lanham. Maryland 20706

301- 345 -6000 (Wash. D.C. Local)
301- 792 -2060 ( Batto. MD Local)

TOTAL

800- 638 -0987 (National)
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Software Recelved
tions on any stock you choose
to follow, contains a call value
section for puts and calls, and
a commission costs estimating
feature. For the Apple II and II
Plus; floppy disk, $54. KCR
Inc., Micro Statistics Division, POB 727, Sherman, TX
75090.
Sunpas, Sunop, and Tswing,
a

passive solar- heating

analysis package designed for

architects and engineers.
These programs estimate
yearly heating requirements
of a passive solar building
and perform nodal analysis
thermal simulations. For the
Apple II Plus; floppy disk,
$700. Solarsoft Inc., POB
124, Snowmass, CO 81654.
Super Stellar Trek, a Star
Trek-type game. This is an
improved successor to the
original Stellar Trek game.
For the Apple II; floppy disk,
$34.95. Rainbow Computing
Inc., 9719 Reseda Blvd.,
Northridge, CA 91324.
Threshold, an arcade -type
game. You must destroy a
large number of alien targets
that appear in successive
waves with increasing speed.
For the Apple II; floppy disk,
$39.95, On -Line Systems (see
address above).
Time Zone, an adventure type game on six floppy
disks. As you travel through
time, you attempt to save
humanity from alien domination. Estimated playing time:
one year. For the Apple II;
floppy disk, $99.95. On -Line
Systems (see address above).
VC- Loader, a utility program to convert text or print
files into DIF files for use with
Visicalc, Visiplot, and Visitrend. For the Apple II Plus;
floppy disk, $65. Micro Decision Systems, POB 1392,
Pittsburgh, PA 15219.
Visicaids, Visicalc formatting aids for use with Visicalc
files. It allows for variable
width columns, long labels,

splitting labels,

formula

printout, and print file reading. For the Apple II Plus;
floppy disk, $44.95. Data
424

Security Concepts,

POB

31044, Des Peres, MO 63131.
Word Handler, a word -

processing program that
gives you a 66- column display without hardware modifications. It includes all standard word -processing functions such as lowercase,
underlining, superscript, and
unlimited tabs. All functions
are displayed on the screen.
For the Apple II; floppy disk,
$199. Silicon Valley Systems
Inc., 1625 El Camino Real #4,
Belmont, CA 94002.
Zero Gravity Pinball, an
arcade -type game. This game
simulates pinball as it might
be played in zero gravity. For
the Apple II; floppy disk,
$29.95. Avant -Garde Creations, POB 30160, Eugene,
OR 97403.

Order Entry/Billing, this
package provides complete
order -entry and billing functions including printing credit
memos and invoices, receiving transaction entry, editing
and posting with edit list and

.COM files. Includes a non macro version. For CP /M
(Z80); floppy disk, $29.95.
The Software Toolworks,
14478 Glorietta Dr., Sherman
Oaks, CA 91423.

order -entry, and

Exidy Sorcerer
Duel: A Dogfight in Space,
an arcade -type game for two
players. Written in machinelanguage, this high- resolution
graphics game features two
ships that accelerate, rotate,
and fire weapons. For the Ex-

journal,

interactive inventory control.
Interfaces with other Micro
Business Software accounting
packages. For CP /M with
RM /COBOL; floppy disk,
$1000. Micro Business Soft-

Atari

Inc. (see address
above).
Perfect Writer, a word processing program featuring
virtual memory architecture
that allows editing of documents larger than memory.
Includes multiple file display
and user -definable commands. For CP /M; 8 -inch
floppy disk, $389. Perfect
Software Inc., 71 Murray St.,

Rear Guard, an arcade type game (see description
above). For the Atari 400 and
800; floppy disk, $29.95.

New York, NY 10007.
Payroll, a full payroll system for a small business.
Handles both hourly and sal-

ware

Adventure International,

aried employees,

POB 3435, Longwood, FL
32750.
Ricochet, an arcade-type
game (see description above).
For the Atari 400 and 800;

checks and check register,
payroll and deductions register, and performs all payroll
calculations. Interfaces with
the Micro Business Software
General Ledger package, or it
can run as a stand -alone sys-

floppy disk or cassette,
$19.95. Automated Simulations, POB 4247, Mountain

tem.

For

prints

CP /M

with

View, CA 94040.

RM /COBOL; floppy disk,
$1000. Micro Business Soft-

CP /M

ware Inc.

Accounts Payable, an accounts payable package. For
CP /M with RM /COBOL;
floppy disk, $1000. Micro
Business Software Inc.,
Dover Rd., Willow Hill
Building, Chichester, NH

above).

03263.

Accounts Receivable, an
accounts receivable package.
For CP /M with RM /COBOL;
floppy disk, $1000. Micro
Business Software Inc. (see
address above).
General Ledger, a general
ledger package. For CP /M
with RM /COBOL; floppy
disk, $1000. Micro Business
Software Inc. (see address
above).

(see

address

Sales Analysis, this program tabulates and prints
sales analysis reports according to customer types and
volumes, item type, category, and volume. Also
analyzes sales force performance. For CP /M with
RM /COBOL; floppy disk,
$500. Micro Business Software Inc. (see address
above).
UVMAC Z80- Absolute
Macro Assembler, this utility
uses source files similiar to
CP /M assembly language. It
supports file inclusion, conditional assembly, and listing
control, and it produces

August 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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cassette, $20.
Dayspring Computer Enterprises, POB 1910, Eugene,
OR 97440.
idy Sorcerer;

Heath
Recipe- Master Version
1.01, a program to index and
select recipes from a master
file. It lets you display or
print a recipe, create a sorted
index, search for a specific
recipe, and scan titles for
specific keywords. For the
Heath H -8 and H -89; floppy

disk, $19.95.

Interactive

Micro Systems, POB 21007,
Columbus, OH 43221.

IBM Personal Computer
Diskette Library Management System, a disk -library
cataloging system that creates
a file of the programs on each
of your disks. Files can be updated and edited at any time.
For the IBM Personal Corn puter; floppy disk, $100.
Software Architects Inc., 27B
Griffith Lane, Ridgefield, CT
06877.
Floppy-Disk Librarian, a
disk -library cataloging system. This interactive set of
programs maintains files and
shows the location of each
program on any particular
disk. Requires PC DOS. For
the IBM Personal Computer;
floppy disk, $39.95. Little
Bit, 469 Edgewood Ave.,
New Haven, CT 06511.

The Programmer, a program generator. Designed to
run under BASICA, the Programmer allows you to create
a program by selecting func-

Circle

81 on

Inquiry card.

Get The Most From Your NEC PC -8001

ONE KEY WORD PROCESSING
on your TELEVIDEO "
with WORDSTAR and .. .
'

Nu
Key

'

M

s99"
Mastercard
Visa

Nu Key 'm Automates the 36 most
commonly used word processing functions
Adds one key capabilities to
TELESOLUTIONS'M
Comes complete with
keycaps

14

new matching

For your TELEVIDEO rM 950, TS -800, TS -800A, and TS -802

With

RACET

Software!!

COMPUTES

faster. more efficient and easier to use. It's loaded with extra features
to let you stretch the limits of your system. This advanced operating
system works with the ROM NBASIC to give full compatibility with color
and other BASIC commands.
EMPHASIZES INTEGRITY. NO MOUNT or REMOVE commands. Excellent protection from improper diskette swapping. AGAIN. HELP. FINI)
and REF commands File password protection.
ADVANCED FEATURES. All DOS functions and commands may be used
directly in a BASIC program!!! Special RUN option allows merging of
programs. retaining all variables in memory. Fixed block spanned
records AUTO and DO commands. Machine language loads and saves.
MATPRINT and MATINPUT to disk. Complete directory. ALL supervisory calls documented and available to the machine language pro-

grammer. Superzap utilit included

*

*
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Software for Your Microcomputer
313

N. First,

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103
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A BASIC Spr

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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6 TELESOLUTIONS OF CELE VIDEO
NuKey'M OF BUSINESS SOLUTIONS. INC
TELE VIDEO

19.95
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d disk!! Sellable tabs;
DICTA
cl Video drivers
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PLEASE SEND WORDSTAR SERIAL NUMBER TO:

Business Solutions, Inc.
91 W. Long Lake Rd., Suite 14
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48013
(313) 540-3360
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RACET NECDOS does more for your PC -8001 than any other DOS.
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is Spread -
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orms. Works on 32K or
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imals. Manual
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give you exons to
em. these extensions to
PC-80
-80
control over data and your PC
NBASIC provide complete conversion f time and date functions
including days between dates and Julian dates. Extended string
functions include justify. truncate. center. rotate. translate. shift,
pack. and search. Array functions include masked search of both
sorted and unsorted arrays. and insert in sorted arrays.
THE functions and

-

MULTI -KEY SORT MKS' $60
SUPER FAST Machine Language In- Memory Sorts. Three key sort on
500 elements in 4 seconds!!! Simple one -line BASIC functions - SORTV
and SORTC verbs. Mixed ascending and descending keys.

BASIC PROGRAMMING UTILITIES 'BASUTIL' $60

COMPRESS. EXPAND. PRETTY. XREF Cross Reference Utility. Great for
modeling. debugging and structuring BASIC programs
KFS -80 KEYED FILE SYSTEM 'KFS -80' $150

MACHINE language BASIC ISAM utility provides keyed and sequential
access to multiple files. Simple interface to BASIC. Binary tree keyed file index system provides rapid access to records.

-80'

CONVERT TRS

PROGRAMS TO RACET NECDOS

WITH PROTRAN

599.95

COMPLETE utilities for file transfer and BASIC program conversion.
Mod Ill diskettes may be read directly: Mod I and II via RS -232.
Transfer BASIC programs. data tiles. or machine language files. NO
SUPPORT is provided for conversion of machine language files or
PEEK's. POKEs or USR's to function on PC-8001. Substantial knowledge of IRS BASIC and NBASIC required. Package designed for

software authors
AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL NEC DEALER or from RACET
CHECK. VISA. M /C. C 0 D
PURCHASE ORDER
Telephone Orders Accepted

(7141997 -4950

RACET COMPUTES
Software
Integrity
LTD

In

1330 N. Glasseil, Suite M, Orange. CA 92667 (714) 997 -4950

-TRS -80 IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORPORATION
ELECTRIC PENCIL IS A TRADEMARK OF MICHAEL SCHRAYER
"ELECTRIC SPREADSHEET IS A TRADEMARK OF DAN G HANK' K 4550E IA
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Software Received
tions from a series of menus.
Once the function of the program has been defined, the

Models I and III; cassette,
$9.95. J. C. Sprott, 5002
Sheboygan #207, Madison,

Programmer writes the

WI 53705.

BASIC code. For the IBM

Astroids, two arcade -type
games. In the first game, you
pilot a spaceship through an
asteroid field. In the second
game, you shoot the asteroids. For the TRS -80 Color
Computer; cassette, $6.65.

Personal Computer; floppy

disk,

$495.

Advanced

Operating Systems, 450 St.
John Rd., Michigan City, IN
46360.
Visicalc, electronic spread
sheet. This latest version displays 63 columns by 254 rows
and allows viewing the dis-

play through two windows.
For the IBM Personal Computer; floppy disk, $250.
Visicorp, 2895 Zanker Ave.,
San Jose, CA 95134.

TRS -80
Aircraft Instrument Approach Simulator, a program
to train pilots for instrument
landings. It features six types
of approaches to an airfield
and uses a full instrument
panel display. For the TRS -80

MFJ Electro Enterprises, POB

13076,

Kanata, Ontario

K2K 1X3, Canada.

MEETS HIGH VOLUME DEMANDS.
EASY TO USE FOR THE BEGINNING
USER. YET THE MOST FUNCTIONAL
WORD PROCESSOR.
ALSO AVAILABLE ON MOST MAJOR
MICROS.
Math
Horizontal Scroll
FEATURES.
Footnotes
Sophisticated Boilerplate

with Auto Variable Filling
Phrase library permanently stored on
HyphenColumn Manipulation
disk
Graphics
ation
Assembly

sound, and a customizing option. For the TRS -80 Models I
and III; floppy disk or cassette, $24.95. Melbourne
House, c/o Braverman, Cordon Co., 233 South Beverly
Dr., Beverly Hills, CA 90212.
Property Management System, an income and expense
tracking system for rental

property (see description
above). For the TRS -80

neutron bomb

POB 4247, Mountain View,
CA 94040.
W9AV Morse Code Trainer, a Morse code training program. For the TRS -80 Models

destroy a

cache. The enemies' defenses
are composed of four increas-

1
take

this uiit >lairdii iy
word processor and you will see why
VICTOR, NECIS, ECS and HARRIS nave
The
all chosen the mightiest of them all
BENCHMARK Word Processor
For more Information on this package
that fits most all major micros including
the IBM -PC and the new 8086/83 computers, please call or
write to
1

ci0>ri

®

Models I and III; floppy disk,
$375. Realty Software Co.,
1116 F 8th St., Manhattan
Beach, CA 90266.
Ricochet, an arcade -type
game (see description above).
For the TRS -80 Models I and
III; disk or cassette, $19.95.

Automated Simulations,

August 1982

VIC -20
Astroids, an arcade -type
game (see description above).
For the Commodore VIC -20;
cassette, $6.65. MFJ Electro
Enterprises, POB 13076,
Kanata, Ontario, K2K 1X3,

Canada.
Type-Test, a program to
help you increase your typing
speed. It includes a five -line
speed test, where typing errors are subtracted and your
speed is displayed. For the
Commodore VIC -20; cassette, $9.85. MFJ Electro
Enterprises (see address
above).

ZX80 /81
ZX81 Classics, Lunar
Lander, K -Trek, Life, and
Mastermind, games. For the
ZX -81 and ZX -80 (8K ROM);
cassette, $9.95. Lamo -Lem
Laboratories, POB 2382, La
Jolla, CA 92038.

This is a list of software packages that have been received by
Publications during the past month. The list is correct to the
best of our knowledge, but it is not meant to be a full description
of the product or the forms in which the product is available. In
particular, some packages may be sold for several machines or in
both cassette and floppy -disk format, the product listed here is
BYTE

1,101

at

Metesof Corporation,
East Cottonwood.
Suite E. Casa Grande.
Arizona 85222 Telephone 16021836 -6t60
711

BYTE's Bits
LDOS

Update

Logic Systems has made a number of changes regarding its
LDOS operating system since it was reviewed in the March 1982
BYTE. (See "LDOS -Disk Operating System for the TRS -80," by
Tim Daneliuk, page 372.) One change is that the price has been
lowered to $129. Another change involves the optional Extended Support Package (available for $25 per year). It now includes
a subscription to a quarterly newsletter, access to the LDOS bulletin board on Micronet, and updates for only $5. If you do not
elect to purchase the Extended Support Package, updates cost
$10. Contact Logical Systems Inc., 11520 North Port Washington
Rd., Mequon, WI 53092, (414) 241- 3066.

Dealers and OEM Inquiries Circle 488. All other Inquiries Circle 489
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and III; cassette, $9.95. J. C.
Sprott (see address above).
I

the version received by BYTE Publications.
This is an all- inclusive list that makes no comment on the quality
or usefulness of the software listed. We regret that we cannot
review every software package we receive. Instead, this list is
meant to be a monthly acknowledgment of these packages and
the companies that sent them. All software received is considered
to be on loan to BYTE and is returned to the manufacturer after a
set period of time. Companies sending software packages should
be sure to include the list price of the packages and (where appropriate) the alternate forms in which they are available.

LLI1LI-IflI'I<.
Word Processor
NOW AVAILABLE ON IBM -PC.
WORD PROCESSING TO MEET THE
MOST EXACTING DEMANDS

troopers abounding. This
program features graphics,

Cubie Movie, a Rubik's
Cube puzzle -solving program. For the TRS -80 Models
I and III; cassette, $20. Five
Stones Software, POB 1369,
Station B, Ottawa, Ontario
K1P 5R4, Canada.
Penetrator, an arcade -type
game. Your mission is to
carefully weave your way
into an enemy base and

Mightier than Both

Mr

ingly difficult rings, with missiles, radar bases, and para-

BYTE Publications Inc

www.americanradiohistory.com
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DEC DISK CARTRIDGES

Overnigh ,!

_ma/

$495.

//)
mmuTIMMITITIMMINIMUUMIW

SBC can be redundant!!

Genuine DEC Disks

Z80A 4MHz, 64K RAM, 2K ROM

RL01, RL02, RK07,
RK05 -11, RP06,

2

5Á1E5
EWIU[[]
McMann
3988

Rd., Cincinnati,

serial, 2 parallel, 4 timer ports

Bi- directional inter -processor channel

RM05 and other
popular DEC Disks
& Supplies.

Multi- processor architecture capability
Redundant processor manipulation
capability
Matching double-density disc controller
with SASI and PRIAM interface
Application note for system configurations

[Ii.

Ohio 45245

JC SYSTEMS

(415) 657 -4215
1075 Hiawatha Ct. Fremont, CA 94538

TOLL FREE Ordering 1- 800 -543 -1986
except in Ohio phone 1- 513 -752 -6880
Ask for free catalog

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR RADIO SHACK

E
YOU NEED COLOR

MACRO -80C
The Micro Works is pleased to announce the release of its disk -based editor,
macro assembler and monitor, written for Color Computer by Andy Phelps. THIS
IS IT
The ultimate programming tool!

-

2 -pass macro assembler features conditional assembly, local labels,
include files and cross referenced symbol tables. MACRO -80C supports the
complete Motorola 6809 instruction set in standard source format. There are no
changes, constraints or shortcuts in the source language definition. Incorporating
all of the features of our Rompack -based assembler (SDS8OC), MACRO -80C contains many more useful instructions and pseudo -ops which aid the programmer
and add power and flexibility.

The powerful

The screen -oriented text editor is designed for efficient and easy editing of
assembly language programs. The "Help Key" feature makes it simple and fun to
learn to use the editor. As the editor requires no line numbers, you can use the
arrow keys to position the cursor anywhere in the file. MACRO-80C allows global
changes and moving /copying blocks of text. You can edit lines of assembly
source which are longer than 32 characters.

Forth is a highly interactive language like Basic, with structure like Pascal and
execution speed close to that of Assembly Language. The Micro Works Color Forth
is a Rompack containing everything you need to run Forth on your Color Computer.
Color Forth consists of the standard FORTH Interest Group (FIG) implementation of
the language plus most of FORTH -79. It has a super screen editor with split
screen display. Mass storage is on cassette. Color Forth also contains a
decompiler and other aids for learning the inner workings of this fascinating language. It will run on 4K, 16K, and 32K computers. Color Forth contains 10K of
ROM, leaving your RAM for your programs! There are simple words to effectively
use the Hi -Res Color Computer graphics, joysticks, and sound. The 112-page
manual includes a glossary of the system- specific words, a full standard FIG
glossary and complete source listing. COLOR FORTH ... THE BEST! From the
leader in Forth, Talbot Microsystems. Price: $109.95

DCBUG is a machine language monitor which allows examining and altering of

memory, setting break points. etc.

-

-

The editor, assembler and monitor
come on one
as well as sample programs
Radio Shack compatible disk. Extensive documentation included. MACRO-80c
Price: $99.95

-

Our famous editor. assembler and monitor in Rompack. Complete
SDS80C
manual included. Price: $89.95

-

Serial to parallel converter allows use of all
PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE
standard parallel printers. You supply printer cable. PI80C Price: $69.95

-

MICROTEXT
Get printouts while using your modem! Also download to cassette.
General purpose terminal Rompack. Price: $59.95

GAMES

-

Star Blaster
Blast your way through an asteroid field in this action -packed HiRes graphics game. Available in ROMPACK, requires 16K. Price: $39.95
Try your hand at this challenging game by Computerware, with
Pac Attack
fantastic graphics, sound and action! Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24.95
Have fun zapping robots with this Hi -Res game by Mark Data
Berserk
Products. Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24.95
Adventure
Black Sanctum and Calixto Island by Mark Data Products. Each
cassette requires 16K. Price: $19.95 each.
Experience vivid colors, bizarre sounds and errie creatures in hot
Cave Hunter
pursuit as you wind your way through a cave maze in search of gold treasures.
This exciting Hi -Res game by Mark Data Products requires 16K for cassette
version. Price: $24.95

-

*

Also available: Machine language Monitor
Parts and Services
Memory Upgrade Kits

*

FORTH!!

Forth is faster to program in than Basic
Forth is easier to learn than Assembly Language
Forth executes in less time than Basic

Why?

2 -pass

*

*

Disassembler
Books
Call or write for information

P.O. BOX 1110 DEL MAR, CA
Circle 270 on Inquiry card.

*
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California Residents add 6% Tax

Master Charge/Visa and
COD Accepted

714-942 -2400
m
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lubs and Newsletters
OSI

Group

puterland Store, 161 East 200
South, Salt Lake City, UT

Pocket Computer
Group Formed

Meets in Miami
MSIG: OSI (Miami Special
Interest Group: Ohio Scientific Inc.) meets monthly to
exchange information on
Ohio Scientific systems. The
meetings are held on the first
Thursday of each month at
656 Northeast 164 St., North
Miami Beach, Florida. A software library is being set up.
Membership fees are $8 per
year. Contact the Miami
Special Interest Group: OSI,
656 Northeast 164 St., North
Miami Beach, FL 33162.

Newsletter
Exchange Wanted
Northern Bytes, the monthly publication of Microcomputer Users International in
Sault Sainte Marie, Michigan,
contains club news and information as well as programs
for many popular computers.
The club is seeking to exchange newsletters with other

microcomputer clubs and
users groups anywhere in the
world. If your club or group is
interested, send a copy of
your publication to Microcomputer Users International,
c/o Jack Decker, Lot #155,
1804 West 18th St., Sault
Sainte Marie, MI 49783.

A club for TRS-80 Pocket
Computer and Sharp PC-1211
users has been formed. For a
$10 annual fee you will receive
two free games, Draw Poker
and Tic-Tac -Toe, and a year's
subscription to the Pocket
Programming newsletter. For
details, write to John Riggs,
1114 Elaine, Livermore, CA
94550.

National Personal
Computer Organization
Autumn Revolution '81 is a
national organization of IBM
Personal Computer owners,
users, and interested parties.
A $30 annual membership fee
provides you with access to a
toll -free technical hot line
staffed with specialists who
can answer most of your software and hardware questions,
a newsletter, and software
and technical libraries. Local
chapters of Autumn Revolution '81 are being formed
throughout the country. In
the Chicago area, the local
chapter, Neobyte, can be
reached by contacting James
L. Szafranski, 5195 Castaway
Lane, Barrington, IL 60010,
(312) 934 -8133. In Utah, contact Nancy Williamson, Com-

84111.
Complete details are available from Autumn Revolution
'81, 10981 East 23rd St.,
Tulsa, OK 74129, (918)
438 -4582.

LAUGH

in Hong Kong
LAUGH (Local Apple User
Group -Hong Kong) meets
on the third Thursday of the
month on the twentieth floor
of the New May House in
Hong Kong. A newsletter is
produced. Apple users traveling in the area are welcome to

Professional
Newsletter
Computers in Psychiatry /Psychology is a clinical resource newsletter for professionals interested in the use of
computers in psychiatry and
psychology. Each issue has
descriptions of the computerrelated activities of subscribers
in such diverse fields as neuropsychiatric and MMPI (Minnesota multiphasic personality
inventory) testing, problem

assessment, biofeedback,
computer psychopharmacology consultation, and
electroencephalogram (EEG)
analysis. Other features include summaries, reviews,
original articles, and an ongoing bibliography and program catalog.
Individual subscriptions to
Computers in Psychiatry /Psychology cost $25; institutional
and foreign subscriptions are
$35. Contact Computers in

Psychiatry /Psychology, 26
Trumbull St., New Haven,
CT 06511.

stop by. Contact LAUGH's
secretary, Paul Deal, C12
Pearl Gardens, 7 Conduit Rd.,
Hong Kong, 5- 221962, or call
the club's president, Dr. Mike
Rogers, at Kowloon 320865.

Logo Newsletters

Available

The following is a list of
Logo newsletters: The National Logo Exchange, POB
5341, Charlottesville, VA
22905, Attn: Bill Mattson.
Subscriptions cost $25 per
year (9 issues).
Turtle News, Young People's Logo Association, 1208
Hillsdale Dr., Richardson,
TX 75081, Attn: Jim Muller.
Subscriptions are free for
children and $15 per year for

adults.
Logo and Educational
Computing Journal, Krell
Software Inc., 1320 Stony
Brook Dr., Stony Brook, NY
11790. Subscriptions are
available for $30 a year.

ECU Back Issues For Sale
The following issues are available:
S2.SS es.
July 76

52.75 ea.
June 78

82.75 ea.
Sept. 79

53.25 ea.
Sept. 80

$3.25 ea.
Oct. 81

May 77

July 78
Aug. 78

Oct. 79

Oct. 80

Nov.

81

83.25 ca.

Dec.

81

Sept. 78
Oct. 78
Dec. 78
Jan. 79
Feb. 79

Nov. 79

Nov. 80
Dec. 80
Jan. 81
Feb. 81

Mar. 82
Apr. 82
May 82

Prices include postage in the US. Please add S.SO per copy
for Canada and Mexico; and $2.00 per copy to

Dec. 77
Feb. 78

Apr. 79

Apr.

June 82

foreign countries (surface delivery).

May 79

May 80

June

Mar. 78

June 79

June 80

Apr. 78

July 79
Aug. 79

July 80
Aug. 80

July 81
Aug. 81

June 77

July 77
Aug. 77
$2.75 ea.
Sept. 77

Nov. 77

May 78

Dec. 79
Jan. 80
Feb. 80
Mar. 80
80

Payments from foreign countries must be made

428

Mar. 81
Apr. 81
May 81
81

83.70 es.
Feb. 82

July 82

Send requests with payment ro:

BYTE Magazine

70

Sept. 81

in US

Main St, Peterborough NH 03458
Atrn Back Issues

funds payable at

a US

bank.

Please allow

4
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weeks for domestic delivery and 8 weeks for foreign delivery
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and

Hewlett
Packard
85, 87, 125

4

WE PAY SHIPPING in the 48 continental states on prepaid
orders of $100.00 or more.
NO TAXES are collected on out -of -state shipments.
WE ACCEPT Visa, MasterCard and American Express, or
you can save additional money by paying cash.
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1117 Conway
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GPSSEj-1E

B

Mission, Texas 78572
Phone 512/581 -2766
Telex Number 767339
FORT WORTH BRANCH
2912 N. Main
Ft. Worth, Texas 76106
Phone 817/625 -6333
Telex Number 794836

-

Dealer Inquiries Invited

4"

85, 87, 125

TM

- Trademark of Tandy Corporation

topple computer

APPLE COMPUTER
SYSTEMS SOLD ONLY
IN STORE. CALL FOR
PRICES.
RAM MEMORY
FOR TRS -80, APPLE Il
16K SET 4116's (200 NS)

24.95

General Information:
We carry a large selection of
hardware and software by other

companies. Send for our
catalog.
We are an authorized repair
center for APPLE, ATARI,

NORTH STAR. AND EPSON.

ISM=1111

b

Call or Write:

COMPUTERWARE

6809 Specialists

Encinitas. CA 92024

(714) 436-3512

Computerware .s a trademark of Computerware

)IL ATARI

lvorthSln

PRINTERS
EPSON
MX-70
MX-80
MX -80 F/T
GRAFTRAX
INTERFACE (APPLE)
CABLE (APPLE)

,1

299.00
469.00
569.00
90.00
75.00
22.50

IDS
400 16K
800 16K
410 Recorder
810 Disk
822 Printer
825 Printer
830 Modem
850 Interface Module
CX853 RAM
CX70 Light Pen
CX30 Paddle

CX40 Joystick

349.00
699.00
89.00
449.00
359.00
779.00
159.00
179.00
89.00
64.00
18.00
18.00

VERBATIM DISKETTES
Box of 10
Box of 10

29 50
39 50

5

8

560G
PRISM

ADV-2Q-64K
ADV-1Q-64K-HD-5

3150.00
5195.00

HRZ-2Q-64K
HRZ-1Q-64K-HD-5
HRZ-1 Q-64K-HD-18

2795.00
4695.00
6295.00

MB HARD DISK
18 MB HARD DISK

2350.00
4195.00

5

1450.00
1795.00

NEC
3510 35CPS
7710 55CPA
8023A

OKIDATA
MICROLINE
MICROLINE
MICROLINE
MICROLINE

1995.00
2650.00
599.00
80
82A
83A
84

389.00
549.00
849.00
1245.00

C.I.T.O.H.
STARWRITER 25CPS
STARWRITER 45CPS
FORMS TRACTOR

1595.00
2195.00
275.00

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. MARYLAND RESIDENTS
ADD 5% SALES TAX

FREDERICK
COMPUTER
PRODUCTS, INC.

TO ORDER CALL:
(301) 694 -8884
5726 INDUSTRY LANE

Store Hours:
MON. THRU THURS.
FRI. AND SAT.

9:30 AM-9:00 PM
9:30 AM-5:00 PM

FREDERICK, MD. 21701

Circle 180 on inquiry card.
81
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ooks Received

Algorithms for Graphics
and Image Processing, Theo
Pavlidis. Rockville, MD:
Computer Science Press,
1982; 416 pages, 15.5 by 23.5
cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-

Press, 1982; 174 pages, 15.5
by 23.6 cm, hardcover, ISBN
0- 914894 -26 -9, $17.95.
Compu Guide, The Consumer's Guide to Small Business Computers, Martha

914894-65-X, $24.95.
BASIC Betting, The Micro -

Eischen. Beaverton, OR:
Dilithium Press, 1982; 157

Computer Edge,

pages, 13.5 by 21.3 cm, soft cover, ISBN 0-918398 -69 -X,
$14.95.
Discover FORTH, Thom
Hogan. Berkeley, CA: Osborne /McGraw -Hill, 1982;
142 pages, 16.4 by 23.4 cm,
softcover, ISBN 0-93198879-9, $15.
Elementary BASIC, Henry
Ledgard and Andrew Singer.
New York: Vintage Books,
1982; 264 pages, 15.5 by 23.5
cm, softcover, ISBN 0 -39470789-3, $12.95.
Elementary Pascal, Henry
Ledgard and Andrew Singer.
New York: Vintage Books,

James

Jasper. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1982; 283 pages,
15.2 by 23.3 cm, softcover,
ISBN 0- 312 -06714 -3, $9.95.
BCPL -The Language and

Its

Martin

Compiler,

Richards and Colin Whitby Strevens. New York: Cam-

bridge University

Press,

1981; 173 pages, 15 by 22.8
cm, softcover, ISBN 0521-28681 -6, $10.95.
Bits 'n Bytes About Computing: A Computer Literacy

Primer, Rachelle S. Heller
and C. Diane Martin. Rockville, MD: Computer Science

PM'ERLINE

FILTE'

1982; 266 pages, 15.5 by 23.5
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-39470800-8, $12.95.
Introduction to Digital
Board Testing, R.G. Bennetts.
New York: Crane, Russak &
Company, 1982; 352 pages,
15.5 by 23.2 cm, hardcover,
ISBN 0-8449 -1385 -0, $32.50.
Management Tools for
Everyone, Steve M. Erickson.
Princeton, NJ: Petrocelli
Books, 1981; 170 pages, 16
by 24 cm, hardcover, ISBN
0- 89433 -131 -0, $17.50.

Microprocessor Circuits,
Volume 1: Fundamentals and
Microcontrollers, Edward M.

Noll.

Indianapolis, IN:

Howard W. Sams

&

Co.,

1982; 109 pages, 21.2 by 28
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-67221877-1, $9.95.

Numerical

Analysis for

Semiconductor Devices,
Mamoru Kurata. Lexington,
MA: Lexington Books, 1982;
269 pages, 16.4 by 23.3 cm,
hardcover, ISBN 0-669-040436, $28.95.
Pascal, A Considerate Approach, David Price. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-

Hall, 1982; 194 pages, 17.5
by 23.5 cm, softcover, ISBN
0- 13-652800 -7, $9.95.
Pascal, An Introduction to

Methodical Programming,
2nd edition, W. Findlay and
D.A. Watt. Rockville, MD:

Computer Science Press,
1981; 404 pages, 15.2 by 22.8
cm, softcover, ISBN 0- 91489473-0, $15.95.
A Practical Introduction to

Computer Graphics, Ian O.
Angell. New York: Halsted
Press, 1981; 146 pages, 14.6
by 23.3 cm, softcover, ISBN
0-470 -27251 -1, $16.95.
Trade Secrets: How to Protect Your Ideas and Assets,
James Pooley. Berkeley, CA:
Osborne /McGraw -Hill, 1982;
145 pages, 16.9 by 24 cm,
hardcover, ISBN 0-93198872-1, $19.95.
Visicalc: Home and Office

Companion, David M.
Castlewitz and Lawrence J.
Chisausky with Patricia
Kronberg. Berkeley, CA:
Osborne/McGraw-Hill; 182
pages, 21.2 by 27.6 cm, soft cover, ISBN 0-931988 -50 -0,
$15.99.

This is a list of books received at BYTE Publications during this
past month. Although the list is not meant to be exhaustive, its
purpose is to acquaint BYTE readers with recently published titles
in computer science and related fields. We regret that we cannot
review or comment on all the books we receive; instead, this list is
meant to be a monthly acknowledgment of these books and the
publishers who sent them.

These filters protect any sensitive electronic
equipment from power line transient damage
and radio frequency interference. Both
models offer surge suppression for
power line "spikes ". RF interference is suppressed using
both inductive and

capacitive components.
Ideal for computers,
test equipment, or TV.

LF2

-A duplex outlet,

120V, 8 amps

Add $2.50 shipping and handling per order.
Send check with order and provide street
address for UPS shipment. Ohio residents add
Sales Tax. Charge card buyers may call toll -free:

<0>

BYTE's Bugs

639.95

LF6 -Three separately filtered duplex outlets,
120V, total fused capacity 15 amps,
power switch and indicator lamp
669.95

.1197

Lines Taken Out of Context

1. 800.543 -5612
In Ohio, or for

DRAKE

information, call:
1- 513-866 -2421

R.L. DRAKE COMPANY
540 Richard Street, Miamisburg, Ohio 45342
INSTITUTIONAL AND DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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BYTE Publications Inc

Circle

151 on

A production error occurred in the listing associated with the System Note
"Epson MX -80 Print -Control
Program for the Apple II," by
Bill Starbuck (March 1982
BYTE, page 166). The completion of line 160 of the

inquiry card.

www.americanradiohistory.com

BASIC program (at the bottom of page 168) is actually
the bottom four lines of page
169 (erroneously attached to
line 440, which then correctly
continues at the top of page
170). We regret the error.

Circle 159 on inquiry card.

MICROSTAT® -

Release 3.0
PERFORMANCE

+ baZic® =
The best just got better! MICROSTAT has been the
leader in the statistics field for microcomputers since
1979, and the new release 3.0 outperforms and is
noticeably faster than previous versions. Just a few
of the features include:

MICROSTAT®

AUGUST SPECIALS
Systems SBC -100 Kit
Morrow Designs 65K Static RAM A &
Digiac 64K Dynamic RAM A & T
Hayes Smart Modem "Stack" A & T
Godbout 6 Slot MB A & T
SSM PB -1 Prom Burner A & T
S.D.

GREATER ACCURACY
BCD with up to 14 digit precision;
PROGRAM ENHANCEMENTS
Missing data capabilities and many more;
FASTER EXECUTION
Calculation time greatly reduced;
DYNAMIC FILE ALLOCATION

T

SSM 10 -4 2P +2S Kit
SCION Microangelo Graphics Board A & T
Cromemco BRZ -II For CS -2 or Z -2H

Novation D "Cat" Modem
Ithaca Intersystems DPS -1 MF, CPU,
With Front Panel A & T

Data can be inserted, added, or deleted;

OUR

SPECIAL
CASH PRICE

239.00
393.00
279.00
237.00
105.00
212.00
168.00
899.00
399.00
141.00
1,599.00

SPECIAL PRICE:
For a limited time get MICROSTAT plus baZic
complete with program disk and documentation for each for $395.00, save $50.00!
The MICROSTAT - baZic version requires: a Z80 CPU,
CP/M'" and 48K of memory. Available formats: 8" SD
disk or 51/4" North Star only. Check with your dealer for
other formats. Also available for: Microsoft's Basic -80' ",
North Star DOS and IBM. For more information, call
or write:

Subject to Available Quantities Prices Quoted Include Cash Discounts.
Shipping 8 Insurance Extra.
We carry products from all Major Manufacturers

S-1S0,inc.

ECOSOFT INC.
P.O. Box 68602

riO

14425 North 79th Street, Suite
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
Sales
800 -528 -3138
Technical 602 -991 -7870

.

Indianapolis, IN 46268-0602
(317) 255 -6476

-*N

B

MICROSTAT is a reg stered trademark of ECOSOFT. INC.
beZiC is a registered trademark of MICROMIKES. INC
CP/M is a registered trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH
Basic -80 is a registered trademark of MICROSOFT

Est. 1977

COMPUTER
The
LNW 801
II

MdWwB
514" floppy
hard disk system
64K, 8"

256K

125

RAM.

2
7

68000

DYNABYTE
SWTPC

S /09

5605 64K. 6M6 hard

'6809'
ZENITH

d

128K IUNIFLEXI

/09 64K

4 067

950
3

300

6,550
3.450
1,835

Rofsu iors5Word Process*
Z90 -80, 64K
290 -82. 64K, 1 disk
Z89. 48K. 1 disk
237 1.2MB Doves
HORIZON.

050
2,350
2 050
1.450
2

3

ADVANTAGE, 2
Wad drives, 64K

2

'

68000'

5150

1

750

689

FS

1

user

6-users

7

520

Graphics

graphic
ALTOS

'8086'

300.400

8510A w /CRT.
320 .240. DO
8600 w/13" color
monitor, 640 x480
ACS8600 10 50018.

ATARI. NEC.
SANYO

8

900
000

17.000
8 350

RAM. 10M8 hard disk.
500KB floppy multiusers

....

DEC

NEC

ANADEX
OKIDATA

84.84....

MX70
MX80 FR Gratin's
MX100
PC 8023A
DP-9500
MICROLINE 80

ACS8000- 2
64K. 1M, 8.bit
PDP /11. VAX780, MINC

....

Circle 93 on inquiry card.

1

050

1,130
430
590
435
315
539
699
480
300
365
1
1

1

DIABLO
C ITOH
OUME

630

BROTHER

HR 11 excellent

NEC

7710

ZENITH
AMDEK

12" green

9/35 R.O.
.

250
450
850

III

financial IAR, AP. Inventory etc.)
Accounting Plus Software Dimension
other
VISICALC
MICROSOFT softcard.
FORTRAN 80
BASIC 80.
BASIC Compiler
SUPERCALC Sorcen
Micro Ro WORDSTAR

450
199

330
345
285
310
250
295

..

.105

MAILMERG..

995
1,450
800
950
2.299

165
139

I

CPM86

1

Starwriter F-10

s

..499

I

Dgnal Research CPM 2.2

1

PASCAL MT 8 88.
IBM Personal Computer Software

..

.

..

275
450
call

DIGITIZER/PLOTTER

MONITOR
1

COLOR )I RGB 13
COLOR 113"

SANYO
NEC

BMC
TM 12

14

775
350
179

45

13" color
13" RGB
12" green
12" color
A 12" green.

905

RGB. 8 colors

219

635
595
800

ESPRIT...
BEEHIVE
IBM

TELEVIDEO
CROMEMCO

DM5 sorsrt ter.

3101.10

1

195

310112

1,225

3101.20

1

910..
Compatible

599
1.350

400

MODEM

call
PRENTICE

STAR

85232

725
750

920
4.000
5.200

CALL (2121 937 -6363
free consultation, catalogue

TERMINAL
ZENITH

HOUSTON INSTRUMENT
HI PAD DIGITIZER DT11 11" x 11"
DT-11A w /APPLE Interface
HIPLOT DMP 2 8Y." x 11"
COMPLOT DP 11 4000 steps/sec
8411A PRINTER/PLOTTER.

170
330
105
550

2.850

..cali

database
1BASE II Ashton Tete
('ONDOR

SUPERSORT

Lattar Ouaity

12,800

512K RAM same as S150 WS
'LSI /11

....
.... ......

options
132 col.
w /graphics
w /coley 8 graphic
w /all options
MX80 w /Graftras

740

820
1.120
1.340

300 G 12" green

256K RAM, CRT, 2 floppies
S15O WS 1 -user
8 999
256K RAM. 10MB hard disk,
960KB floppy CRT. OS . 1 language
10.800
51503 WS 3 users
same as 5150 WS

51506 WS
TERAK

150 cps, 80 col.
w /graphic 84.84
W /color & graphic

1

wad dive. HD5

113-bit CPU

MCAT

EPSON

280

&

......

NORTH
STAR

956
396

s

Mat
PRISM 132

5 177

w/12"
monitor
64K
5200 64K, 1MB. Z8OA

C10

PRISM 80

s/EngMSSr

CS1

Z2H
CS3
CS1D2E

1.395
1,670
2,100

wICPM compatible
125K, CPM compatible
RGB interface
Best Price Anywhere

SOFTWARE

Integral Data
System

PsrsaW Contortion
280A, 85K, 480.192

CROMEMCO

Export

PRINTER

Gruel*

Best

Swift Delivery

Good Quality

Best Price

.\\

155

es subject to change
American Express.
V,sa,Mastercard add 3 %. F.0.8. point of shipment.
20% restocking lee for returned merchandise. Personal
checks take 3 weeks to clear. COD on candied check
only N.Y. residents add sales fax Manufacturers
warranty.
Pr

Computer Channel
21 -55 44th Road
Long Island City, NY

1

1

101
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Event ueue
August 1982
August

Database Concepts and Design, various sites throughout
the U.S. Sponsored by the
American Management Associations (AMA), this five -day
seminar is designed for data processing managers, system
designers, and other personnel
involved in database activities. Topics include an
overview of the database environment; evaluating and

measuring performance,
costs, and results; determining
organizational needs and the
systems and software to meet
them; and implementing, integrating, and supporting the

database within company
plans and budgets. Highlighting this seminar is a comprehensive review of database
products. Individual fees are
$850 for AMA members and
$975 for nonmembers. Team
discounts are available. Contact AMA, 135 West 50th St.,
New York, NY 10020, (212)
586 -8100. To register by
phone, call (212) 246 -0800.

Continuing Engineering Edu-

August -September

cation, North Campus,

Courses from Boeing Corn puter Services Company,
various sites throughout the
U.S. Among the topics to be
covered are programming languages and aids, operating
system facilities, and conversational systems. A complete
catalog of courses, locations,
and fees is available from Boeing Computer Services Co.,
Education and Training Division, POB 24346, Seattle, WA

University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, MI. Among the conferences being offered are
"Computers Image Analysis"
and 'Database Technology."
For complete details, contact
Engineering Summer Conferences, 200 Chrysler Center,
North Campus, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
48109, (313) 764 -8490.

98124, (206) 575 -7700.

chine language. Applications
for instrumentation and process control will be emphasized. The seminar fee is $895,
which includes the AIM -65;
in -house presentations can be
arranged. Details are available
from the Foundation for Computer Education, POB 668,
Ogden, IA 50212, (712)
843 -2000.

August- December

Courses

from Fairchild

Camera and Instrument Corporation, Santa Clara, CA.
Among the courses being
offered are "F9445 Family In-

troduction," "Pascal for
Microprocessors," and "F680X
Microprocessor Family." For
more information, contact
Fairchild Camera and Instru-

ment Corp.,
(408) 773 -2161.
August -December

August -September

Summer Seminars from Data pro Research, various sites
throughout the U.S. and
Canada. Among the seminars
being offered are "Using

Professional Development
Seminars, various sites

ing Systems: Planning, Equip-

ment Selection, and Applications" and Data Communica-

tions:

Effective Network

Design." Enrollment fees are
$640 for Datapro subscribers
and $690 for nonsubscribers.
For more information, contact
Datapro Research Corp., 1805
Underwood Blvd., Delran, NJ
08075, (800) 257 -9406; in New
Jersey, (609) 764 -0100.
August

Engineering Summer Conferences, Chrysler Center for
432
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Don White

Consultants, various sites
throughout the U.S. and

August

Computer-Aided Manufactur-

Education

Center, 3420 Central Expressway, Santa Clara, CA 95051,

Courses from

Computer -Aided Design/

August 8-14

August

Introduction to Microcomputing, various sites throughout the Midwest. Each participant in this three -day seminar
will receive a Rockwell International AIM -65 computer
and learn to program in ma-

throughout the U.S. These

Canada. Among the courses
being offered are "Interference
Control: An Introduction to

seminars are presented by the
Institute for Advanced Technology, a part of Control
Data Corporation. Seminar
topics include "Computer

Electromagnetic Interfer-

Operations Management,"
'Data and Site Security," and
"Effective Management of

Design and Measurement for
Control of Electromagnetic
Interference," and 'Tempest -

Software Projects." Complete
outlines can be obtained from
the Registrar, Institute for Advanced Technology, Control
Data Corp., 6003 Executive
Blvd., Rockville, MD 20852.
To register, call (800)
638-6590; in Maryland, (301)
468 -8576. Information on inhouse presentations is available from Pam Gallos at the
address above.

ous sites throughout the U.S.,
Europe, and Asia. Among the
events scheduled are "Computer Vision: Representation
and Control" and 'The Annual Workshop on Computing to Aid the Handicapped."
For a complete listing of conferences and meetings, contact
the Executive Secretary, IEEE
Computer Society, POB 639,
Silver Spring, MD 20901,
(301) 589-3386.

Institute for Coordinator of
Academic Computing, Potsdam, NY. Among the topics
to be covered are user education, hardware planning, software location, conversion and
adaptation, and exposure to
instructional software and
utility. For details, contact Dr.
Fritz H. Grupe, Associated
Colleges of the St. Lawrence
Valley, Potsdam, NY 13676.
August 10 -11

Computers -Can You Afford
Not to Understand?, New
York, NY. The fee for this executive briefing is $500. Further information can be obtained

from

the Registrar,

Arthur Andersen

& Co.,
Center for Professional Education, 1405 North Fifth Ave.,
St. Charles, IL 60174, (800)

323 -0815;
942 -0851.

in

Illinois,

(800)

ence /Radio Frequency Inter-

ference /Electromagnetic
Compatibility," "Electromagnetic Compatibility -

Design,

Control,

and

Testing." Course fees range
from $675 to $945. For complete details, contact Don
White Consultants Inc., State
Route 625, Gainesville, VA

August 10 -11

The Uncommon Carrier: New
Opportunities in Carrier Services, New York, NY. For details, contact the Yankee
Group, POB 43, Harvard
Square, Cambridge, MA
02138, (617) 542 -0100.
August 12-13

22065, (703) 347-0030.

Microcomputers in Vocational Education Conference,
Sheraton Inn, Madison, WI.

August -December

Attendees will have access to
both computer information
for beginners and advanced

IEEE Computer Society Con-

ferences and Meetings, vari-

I'ublKations Inc

www.americanradiohistory.com

applications of vocational
education -related software.

Circle 172 on inquiry card.
Circle

START YOUR OWN
COMPUTER CO.
HOW TO START YOUR OWN SYSTEMS HOUSE
7th edition. November 1981

$36.

Written by the founder Of a successful systems house. this fact -filled 220-page
manual covers virtually all aspects of starting and operating a small systems company. It is abundant with useful. real -life samples contracts. proposals. agreements and a complete business plan are included in full. and may be used immediately by the reader Proven, field- tested solutions to the many problems
facing small turnkey vendors are presented
HOW TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL COMPUTER CONSULTANT

101 on

inquiry card.

YOU'VE JUST FOUND

THE MISSING LINK!
carrtpurrR HDPPQR
1

$28.

by Leslie Nelson. 4th revised edition. December 1981

Independent consultants are becoming a vitally important l actor in the microcomputer field. filling the gap between the computer vendors and commercial/
industrial users. The rewards of the consultant can be high freedom, more satisfying work and doubled or tripled income This manual provides comprehensive
background information and step -by -step directions for those interested to explore this lucrative field
FREE -LANCE SOFTWARE MARKETING
by B J Kontes. 3rd edition. June 1980

$30.

Writing and selling computer programs as an independent is a business where
you can get started quickly. with little capital investment you can do it full time or
part time the potential profits are almost limitless This best -seller by Dr Korites
explains how to do it
HOW TO START YOUR OWN WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
$39.50
by Leslie Nelson, May 1982
Turn a small investment into a steady money making business that adds $10.000.
$50.000 or 5100.000 to your income Detailed start -up. marketing and operations
plans are included

Send check, money order. VISA. Master Charge or American Express a and exp
date. Publisher pays 4th class shipping. Add Sl 00 per book for UPS shipping
(USA only) NJ residents add 5% sales tax. For faster shipment on credit card
orders call (201) 783 -6940

ESSEX PUBLISHING CO.
285 Bloomfield Avenue

Caldwell.

(nW.lrs

á

War OI.

Men)

is your link to individuals who buy. sell and trade computer
equipment and software among themselves nationwide. No other magazine fills
this void In the marketplace chain.
Thousands of cost-conscious computer enthusiasts save by shopping In Computer

Computer Shopper

Shopper every month through hundreds of classified ads. And new equipment
advertisers offer some of the lowest prices in the nation.

Computer Shopper's unbiased articles make for some unique reading among
magazines and there's a "help" column to answer difficult problems you may
have with interfacing. etc.
a limited time you can subscribe to Computer Shopper with a 6 month trial
for only $6 or 12 months for only $10 MasterCard & VISA accepted.

For

6 month trial,$Ó

or

12 months for only $10

campu 9R sIDPPZR

Dept 2

N J

M

/P.M1..

P U

07006

Box F303

Titusville,

FL

32780

305 -269-3211

A REFURBISHED DAISY WHEEL TERMINAL
FOR PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS AND SMALL BUSINESSES.

Now you can have letter-quality printing

and professional features for just99*

AJ daisy wheel printer terminals are renowned for
And you can choose from a list of options including
exceptional performance, high reliability, and applications
forms tractor, pin -feed platen, paper trays, side shelves,
versatility. Now you can have all this for only $995 in our
extra printwheels, APL keyboard and 2K buffer.
special limited offer.
Call your nearest AJ regional
rrr.rrrrr,11,11,.
30 cps letter-quality printing
office for details: San Jose, CA
Changeable type faces
(408) 946 -2900; Rosemont, IL
Full ASCII keyboard with
(312) 671 -7155; Hackensack,
111 NJ (201) 488 -2525. Or check
numeric pad
High resolution X-Y plotting
the phone book for the numComplete electronic forms
ber of your local AJ sales/
control
service office.
128-character buffer
'Price excludes options and is subject to
Asynchronous RS-232 interface
change without notice Model shown includes
certain options Offer available only in the
Printwheel, ribbon cartridge,
contiguous U S
and cable included
30 -day parts /labor warranty

ATIMINMEMEINIalk
-

ANDERSON
JACOBSON
Circle 23 on inquiry card.
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Circle 249 on Inquiry card.

MINCER

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
FOR MICROCOMPUTERS!

NOW

512 x 240
RESOLUTION

FOR COMPUSTAR®
SUPERBRAIN©
TRS -80® MODEL

II

USE WITH

HARDWARE RETROFIT
FROM

$59500

Event Queue
The registration fee is $35. For
more information, contact
Judy Rodenstein or Roger
Lambert, Vocational Studies
Center, 964 Educational
Sciences Building, 1025 West
Johnson St., Madison, WI
53706, (608) 263-4367 or (608)
263 -2704, respectively.

August 17 -18

The Uncommon Carrier: Opportunities in Carrier Services,
Palo Alto, CA. For details,
contact the Yankee Group,
POB 43, Harvard Square,
Cambridge, MA 02138, (617)
542-0100.
August 23 -24

XCEL°

August 15-19

The Second International
Computer Engineering Conference and Exhibition, Sheraton Harbor Island Hotel, San

GRAPHICS
SOFTWARE
* Symbol Generator

Graph Plotter
31) Generator

Surface Plotter
Graphics Terminal
Emulator
Screen Printer

$175.00
$175.00
$345.00
$395.00
$395.00

$65.00

i

SPECIP`'P $950

SNPn

ANADEX
EPSON
IDS

IGES$ vOV

SH

Fµ E`

(213) 320.6604

.

MAXTEK,INC.

2908 Oregon Court,Torrance, CA 90503

Available in Europe from Micronex Ltd., Chew Magna, England 3042 (STD 027 -589

30421

Diego, CA. This conference is
sponsored by the Computer
Engineering Division of the
ASME (American Society of
Mechanical Engineers). More
than 50 exhibitors will display
computer -engineering products, information, and services. The conference will feature technical sessions on
more than 60 topics ranging
from interactive graphics, personal computing by means of

programmable calculators,

runs on Logo

computer -aided design and
manufacturing, and robots.
For complete details, contact
the ASME, 345 East 47th St.,
New York, NY 10017, (212)
644 -7100.

Personal Computer Market
Opportunities and Pitfalls, the
Anatole, Dallas, TX. The fee
for this seminar is $495. For
more information, contact
Future Computing Inc., 900

Canyon Creek Square,
Richardson, TX 75080, (214)
783-9375.
August 31- September

3

Systems Project Management,
Chicago, IL. The fee for this
course is $900. Complete
details will be furnished by the
Registrar, Arthur Andersen &
Co., Center for Professional
Education, 1405 North Fifth
Ave., St. Charles, IL 60174,
(800) 323-0815; in Illinois,
(800) 942-0851.

September 1982
September 1 -3

TURTLE
GEOMETRY

August 16-20

The National Conference on

Artificial

The Computer as a Medium
for Exploring Mathematics
by Harold Abelson and Andrea diSessa
"Reading this book with the help of a good graphics computer system, you are sure to discover new and interesting math. Turtle
Geometry is a serious effort to blend the computer with mathematics ... an excellent textbook or self -study guide ... a model for other
efforts to bring the computer and mathematics to fruitful collaboration." -W. Lloyd Milligan, Byte (9/81)

Developed during the past decade by the authors and other members of the Logo Group at MIT's Artificial Intelligence Laboratory,
material in Turtle Geometry covers: random motion branching
processes space -filling designs vector operations in two and
three dimensions topology of curves maze-solving algorithms
intrinsic curvature of surfaces spherical and "cubical" geometry
piecewise flat surfaces General Relativity, among other topics.
477 pp. 300 illus. $20.00

The MIT Press
28 Carleton Street
Cambridge, MA 02142
434

August 1982

s

Intelligence,

Carnegie -Mellon University
and the University of Pitts-

burgh, Pittsburgh, PA.
Among the topics to be addressed are expert systems,

robotics, computational
vision, programmable automation, game playing, and

knowledge representation.
Other features include an exhibition program and a two day tutorial program providing a nontechnical look at key
areas of artificial -intelligence
research. Complete conference details are available from
the American Association for
Artificial Intelligence, 445
Burgess Dr., Menlo Park, CA
94025, (415) 328 -3123.

BYTE Publications Inc

www.americanradiohistory.com

European Conference on Integrated Interactive Computing
Systems (ECICS '82), Stresa,
Italy. Among the topics to be
covered are software architecture, user interfaces, system

software and

hardware,

knowledge support, activities
management, office information systems, and computer aided design systems. For
details, contact Maria Simi or
Pierpaolo Degano, Istituto di
Scienze dell'Informazione,
Corso Italia 40, I -56100 Pisa,
Italy, (50) 40862; Telex,
500371 CNUCE.
September 2 -3

Indiana Computer Expo
(ICE), Indianapolis Convention Center, Indianapolis, IN.
This exposition will feature

Circle 135 on Inquiry card.

Circle

Software

DATASMITH software requires no previous computer
experience, so it can be used effectively by your present
office staff. The menu -driven systems feature extensive
error detection and correction facilities, so they are
"friendly" to the user.
GENERAL LEDGER. Everything you need to keep
the books. Features easy -to -use data entry and
error correction, trial balance, fast post, and a variety of comprehensive reports. Automatic error
detection keeps the books in balance. Writes
checks and makes journal entries in one operation.
PAYROLL. A very flexible system that adapts to a
wide variety of, needs. Features Federal, state, and
local tax calculations, El credit, and special pay
and deduction amounts. Prints all necessary
reports, paychecks, and W -2 forms.
DATA MANAGER. A powerful generalized data
management system that lets you define, enter, update, sort, select, and print reports from a database
of your own design. Applicable to almost any job
where records must be kept, this system can
replace literally hundreds of programs.

PRINTERS

IBM PC

$485.00
ADS -8001
or C. ITOH 8510A .... 520.00
Dot Matrix Printers. Both printers have identical specs.
120 CPS w /Graphics. tractor

256K RAM Expansion Card
(ADS -5001) expandable with
64K interval
w /64K RAM
on board
$275.00
w/128K
425.00
w/192K
575.00
w/256K
725.00
Disk Drive- Double sided/
double density
420.00
Single sided/double
density
350.00
WordStar
297.00
MailMerge
90.00
Visicalc /256K
220.00
SuperCalc
220.00

and friction feed.
C. ITOH 1550 (PRO WRITER II)
Parallel interface
$800.00

Parallel /serial
combination
850.00
120 cps 15" wide carriage. All
other same as 8510A.
C. ITOH F10/40 .... $1,550.00
Daisy wheel 40 cps
Grappler
$140.00

DIGITAL PLOTTERS/
DIGITIZERS

DMP -593 8 Pen
HIPAD DT-11
HIPAD DT-11A

two -disk systems in your choice of code for Microsoft
BASIC -80' under CP /M. IBM '' Personal Computer
BASIC, or Micropolis BASIC.

MDT

DDTDSIJTH

TERMS:
SHIPPING: Add 3% of

tool transaction for

APPLE HARDWARE
(

16K RAM CARD
MICROSOFT OR MPC
ALS
MICROTEK
0 CARD (M11C OZSOFT)
MICROMODEM (HAYES)
SMART MODEM (HAYES)
NOVATION MODEMS
APPLE CAT
AUTO CAT
CAT
D CAT

$665

I.D.S.
Printer
Prism 80 w /color
Prism 132 w /color

$999
$1249
$1549

VIC $245

$50
$100

DRIVES
SILENTYPE

16K RAM Card
Versacard
PRT -1 Parallel Int.
Smarterm

$75.00
175.00
60.00
248.00
220.00

Z -Card

TRS- 80
for

UPS blue

(air), Parcel Post,

1479
3359
179
$129
$129
1239
1119
839
1149
1139
3$99
3269
$209

$2

$149
$309
$269
$169
8149
$139

SUP -R -TERM (80 COLUMN(
-R -MOD R.F. MODULATOR

$299
$24

9..BAW MONITOR

f14í

(SANYO)
12" RAW MONITOR (SANYO)
12" GREEN MONITOR SANYOI
12" GREEN MONITOR ZENITH(
12" GREEN MONITOR( MCI
13" COLOR MONITOR SANYO)
EPSON CABLE A INTERFACE
EPSON GRAFTRAX
POWERLINE PROTECTOR

Showroom Hours: 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday: 10:00 to 3:00

ATARI HARDWARE

MOUNTAIN MUSIC SYSTEM
MOUNTAIN A/D CONVERTER
MOUNTAIN INTROL /X -10 CARD
MOUNTAIN C.P.S.
KBD 23 KEYPAD
(SUP
YSTICK

(CALL FOR PRICES)

UPS brown (ground) or 5%

SPECIAL ON APPLE REPAIRS

II ]DISKPPLE REPLACEMENT)

CONTROLLER - 3.3 6 3.2
CCS 7710A SERIAL INT
CCS 7710D SERIAL INS
VIDEX 80 COLUMN
VIDEX ENHANCER II
LOWER CASE ADAPTOR

PAYMENT: Cashier's checks, certified checks, money orders, and bank wires honored immediately.
Wire transfer funds to U.S. National Bank of Oregon, South Grants Pass Branch. Credit RCE, account
number 501 -981, Add 3% for visa and Master Charge. Allow 20 days for personal checks to' clear.
REFUNDS: 10% restocking charge on all returns or exchanges. No refunds on opened software. Call first.
GUARANTEE: All products with full manufacturer's warranty. Sanyo and Apple warranty available.
We have full repair and service facilities for all electronic repairs with HP, Dynascan, Pioneer, Sanyo and
Apple trained and certified technicians. For any technical service call them for instant advice or questions
right on their benches at (503) 479 -4150.
REPAIRS: Out of warranty guarantee: Labor 30 days from date of your receipt, 90 days on parts. Call
for details on quality guaranteed discount repair and reconditioning service.
We have been repairing electronic equipment for 12 years and love it!

APPLE II
APPLE III

$105.00

APPLE BOARDS

MICRO DATA TEK

4.40

560G

or any special arrangements.

11700

BMC Green
Terminal

$749.00

4.70

800 (16K)

RANA DRIVES
Controller - 4 Drives - $119
Elite 1
$379

I

Apple
$225.00
75.00
120.00
177.00
120.00

TERMINAL

456.00
701.00
723.00

MICRO SCI DISK DRIVES

FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
(503) 479 -4711 or (503) 479 -4150

$439
$539
$699

SuperSort
CatcStar

Dtvision 01 International Ante', In
2630 California Street. Mountain View
California 94040
(415) 941 -7914

IN OREGON CALL

MX-80
MX-80FT
MX-100

Spell Star
DataStar

CP /M
$297.00
90.00
150.00
210.00
150.00
17700

A

1-800-547-2492

EPSON w /GRAFTRAX

WordStar
MailMerge

STROBE
Strobe Plot

Box 8036, Shawnee Mission, KS 66208. (913) 381 -9118

ATARIRtJIL

MICROPRO SOFTWARE

HOUSTON INSTRUMENT
HIPLOT
DMP -3
$1,177.00
DMP -4
1 262.00
DMP -6
1,687.00
DMP -7
1,857.00
PEN EXCHANGE KIT
DMP -442 6 Pen .... $356.00

Put your computer to work with these sophisticated
systems now. Programs are available for 48K or larger

ORDER:

Inquiry card.

PRINTERS /SOFTWARE
EXPANSION BOARDS

Reliable Business

i

261 on

3189
$229
1119
$114
79
13$

410
810
820
822
825
830
850

PROGRAM RECORDER
DISK DRIVE
PRINTER
PRINTER
PRINTER
MODEM

INTERFACE MODULE

853 16K MEMORY EXPANSION
MPC 32K

$429
$249
$739
8579
$149
$163
$79
8149

SOFTWARE
VISICALC (ATARI)
BASIC (ATARI)
VISICALC
VISIDEX
VISIPLOT
VISITERM
VISITREN D /PLOT
VISIPAC
DESK TOP PLAN *2
DESK TOP PLAN *3
MICROLAB DATA FACTORY
D B MASTER (STONEWARE)
SUP -R.TEXT II
WOROSTAR
B.P.I. SOFTWARE (each)
STOCKFILE INVENTORY
ZORK
SARGON CHESS
GA LAX IAN
VERBATIM DISKS
MAXELL DISKS
THE SOURCE

$179
849
$179
8179
$145
$75
$214
$499
8179
$214

f129
$179
$109
$349
$319
1269
835
$29
$22

$29
$32
$115

MINIMUM ORDER -$100.00

MINIMUM SHIPPING CHARGES -$4.00
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

WRITE FOR CATALOG

- ALL PRICES PLUS PARTS

$40
$50

PRINTERS
$100
PERIPHERAL CARDS $45

"A Unique Combination of
Quality Products. Competitive Prices. and Seruicerr

RALSTON -CLEARWATERS
ELECTRONICS

530 N.E. 'E' Street

Grants Pass, Ore. 97526
ALL BRAND NAMES ARE REGISTERED TRADE MARKS

Circle 356 on inquiry card.
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Event Queue
exhibits of computer software
and computer -related materials and services. Show
details are available from
Ernie Kerns & Associates,
Suite 201, 2555 East 55th
Place, Indianapolis, IN 46220,

September 9-11

The First Annual Meeting of
the Microcomputer Users
Group of the University System of Georgia (MUG /USG),

Georgia Southern, Statesboro, GA. This meeting will
feature demonstrations, talks,
tutorials, and panel discussions on various applications
of microcomputers in the
classroom, laboratory, and
office. Other features include
vendor demonstrations and
displays. For further details,
contact Fred Henneike,
Georgia State University,
Atlanta, GA 30303, (404)
658 -3120, or Richard Stracke,
Augusta College, Augusta,
GA 30910, (404) 868 -3706.

(317) 259 -8111.
September 5-9

Euromicro 1982, Haifa, Israel.
This conference is made up of
scientific sessions, tutorials,
panel discussions, industrial

programs, and exhibits.
Among the topics to be addressed are system architecture, hardware and software
tools, network structure, and
education. Highlighting this
event is the international
Euromouse competition for
maze -solving mobile robots.
For details, contact Euromicro, 4, Place Félix Eboué,
75012 Paris, France, (1)

September 9-12

The Fifth Personal Computer

World Show, Barbican
Centre, London, England.
This is the largest computer

341 -08-46; Telex 211801.
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September 12 -15

Design Engineering Technical
Conference, Keybridge Marriott, Washington, DC. For
information on this conference, contact the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, United Engineering
Center, 345 East 47th St.,
New York, NY 10017, (212)
644 -7740.
September 13

Knowledge Engineering in the
1980s, Chicago, IL. This executive briefing provides an
overview of the power and
potential of artificial intelligence. It is designed to introduce executives and senior
technical personnel to the concepts of knowledge engineering and knowledge systems.
Topics to be covered will
assist participants in assessing
the utility of knowledge
engineering, pinpointing areas
of impact, and outlining costs
and strategies for initiating
knowledge-engineering projects. The fee is $750, which includes materials, luncheon,
and a reception. For further
information, contact Dina
Barr, Teknowledge, 151
University Ave., Palo Alto,
CA 94301, (415) 327-6600.

September 13 -24

Computer Silence at UCLA,
University of California, Los
Angeles, CA. Sponsored by
the Continuing Education in
Engineering and Mathematics
(CEEM), this UCLA Extension

program is designed for
engineers, managers, and
other professionals needing a
concentrated overview of an
up -to -date, master's level
computer -science curriculum.
Participants may enroll in six
minicourses from a total of 18.
Each unit is based on a course
presented by JCLA's Computer Science Department
during regular academic sessions. Each course runs for
one week, two hours per day,
for a total of 10 lecture hours.
Hands -on experience is not
provided. The fee is $1750 for
the complete two -week program. Full details may be obtained from UCLA Extension,
CEEM Special Programs,
POB 24901, Los Angeles, CA
90024, (213) 825 -5010.
September 14 -15

The Future Factory, New
York, NY. For details, contact
the Yankee Group, POB 43,
Harvard Square, Cambridge,
MA 02138, (617) 542 -0100.

-
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Coopers & Lybrand. Information is available from Marge
Umlor, EDP Auditors Foundation, 373 South Schmale
Rd., Carol Stream, IL 60187,
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show held in the United Kingdom. For complete details,
contact Personal Computer
World, 14 Rathbone Place,
London W1P IDE, England,

575,

SEND 525 FOR OUR CATnIi:.,
FEATURING TRANSISTORS b
.

la

HAMPSHIRE
MA
CAMBRIDGE. MA.

RECTIFIERS

ma

TEL. (617) 547-7053
1-800-343-5230

TOLL FREE

September 13 -15

September 14 -16

Advanced Electronic Data
Processing Auditing Con-

Mini /Micro Computer Conference and Exposition, Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, CA.
For complete details, contact
Electronic Conventions Inc.,
Suite 410, 999 North Sepulveda Blvd., El Segundo, CA
90245, (213) 772 -2965.

cepts, Phoenix, AZ. This
course is designed for experienced computer auditors.
Topics to be studied include
advanced computer systems
control concepts and methods
of evaluating controls and
techniques for testing integrity
and application controls for
online systems, database management systems, and distributed-processing networks.
This course is presented by

BYTE Publicatums Inc

www.americanradiohistory.com

September 14 -16

Wescon /82 High-Technology
Electronics Exhibition and
Convention, Anaheim Con-

vention

Center, Anaheim,

CA. Among the topics to be

Circle 165 on inquiry card.
Circle 88 on inquiry card.

TM

APPLE PROGRAMS
$4 EACH!

Blocks
ECTfor Building
Microcomputer

Now You Can `Test Drive' Apple Software
In The Comfort Of Your Home
When you loin CompuFun, the Software Exchange Club, you
get more for your software dollar. Much more! As an example.
for only $4 per program plus shipping, you can rent your
favorite program from our large catalog. Over 100 selections
from the major manufacturers. Software for the whole family
from games to education to business. Keep the program
as long as you like. Evaluate it at your leisure before you
decide to buy. But that's not all!
San On Every Software Purchase
If you decide to keep the program. you save in two ways -you
pay only the low discounted member's price (at least 20% oft
retail) plus your $4 rental tee is reimbursed. You cant beat
that! It you decide not to buy -tor any reason simply return
the program. You are never obligated to buy or rent. You can't
lose! No gimmicks. No tricks. Just a very lair deal.
CompuFun -The Smart Way to Buy
As a club member. you spend your money wisely. No more
searching through magazines and relying on the opinion of
others. No more disappointments. At CompuFun. you are the
judge. You know exactly what you are getting- before you buy
Act Now For Charter Membership Savings
Now -for a limited time only- memberships are available at
low chador member rates. So don't delay. Mail the coupon
below and receive your !ref catalog and membership kit. No
cost no obligation. Send today and see how easy it is to take
the risk out of buying software. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
Apple u the trademark of Apple Computer Co :nc
MAIL TODAY CompuFun. Dept. B-1
5753G E. Santa Ana Canyon Rd.
Anaheim Hills, Cal. 92807

Systems, Dedicated
Controllers and
Test Equipment

-

-

-

S -100

64K
STATIC

RAM

-

-

ECT's 64K STATIC RAM is a low power fully static 64K x
Memory Board. 2716 EPROM's can be
intermixed with the RAM's.
8 bit S -100 Bus

$479.00
Specializing in Quality Microcomputer Hardware
Industrial Educational Small Business Personal
Card Cages, Power Supplies. Mainframes. CPU's.
Memory, I!O. OEM Variations

EET'

Yes! Without cost or

obligation. please rush me my free catalog and charter
membership kit

Name
Address

ELECTRONIC CONTROL TECHNOLOGY, INC.

City State

Zip

763 Ramsey Ave., Hillside, NJ 07205 (201) 686 -8080

COMPUTERS

ATARI" 8005M
COMPUTER SYSTEM
400w 16K '35000
800w 16K 69900
*800 Computer w /48K

*s

v

$8250
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covered are analog and digital
signal processing, office automation, and semiconductor
technology. For more details,
contact Electronic Conventions Inc., Suite 410, 999
North Sepulveda Blvd., El
Segundo, CA 90245, (213)

EgivAL1

772 -2965.
September 20-24

COMPCON Fall '82, Capital
Hilton Hotel, Washington,
DC. This conference will
focus on the principles behind
work -station technology, including local area networks,
operating systems, and new
concepts in user interfaces.
Topics of interest include
reliability and availability
techniques, network -wide
databases, distributed architectures, network user environments, and standards.
For information, contact
COMPCON Fall '82, POB
639, Silver Spring, MD 20901,

O

u
Send today for our NEW full -color
56 -page catalog with continuous

checks, statements, invoices, stationery,
envelopes, supplies and accessories.
We will also send our FORMS
SELECTOR GUIDE, to help you find the
right forms for your software.

(301) 589 -3386.
September 20 -24

Quality products
at low prices
Available in small quantities
Fast Service
Money -Back Guarantee
Convenient TOLL -FREE
ordering
Fast Service by mail or...PHONE TOLL FREE
1

+ 800 -225 -9550

Mass. residents 1 +800 -922.8560
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Eastern Time Monday
Pfffflf

I=

ease rush

I
I

fMEM
a

MIN

- Friday

811

new computer forms catalog to.

I

NAME

COMPANY

I

STREET

I

CITY. STATE and ZIP

I

PHONE

Auditing in the Contemporary Computer Environment, Oklahoma City, OK.
This course is designed for internal auditors and financial
and data -processing professionals. A comprehensive
audit approach for computerbased systems will be
presented. Topics on the agenda include how to evaluate
controls, how to prepare an
audit report, and how to
design a program of tests using questionnaires, checklists,
software tools, and flowcharts. Contact Marge Umlor,
EDP Auditors Foundation,
373 South Schmale Rd., Carol
Stream, IL 60187.

I

September 21 -22

I

I

Hardware and Software being used.

NW

CODE 31460

Computer Forms
78 Hollis Street, Groton, Massachusetts 01471
A

438

division of New England Business Service, Inc.
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Word Processing /Information
Systems Expo, Sheraton
Washington Hotel, Washington, DC. This conference and
exposition will address the
trends and advances in the

word -processing industry.
Among the

Circle 297 on Inquiry card.

www.americanradiohistory.com

topics

to

be

covered are word processing
and office integration, productivity measurement, and
levels of managing an organization. Further details are
available from National Trade
Productions Inc., Suite 206,
9418 Annapolis Rd., Lanham,
MD 20706, (301) 459 -8383.
September 21 -23

Software /Expo -National, Expocenter, Chicago, IL. This
show is sponsored by Infosystems magazine. For complete
details, contact Software/
Expo, Suite 400, 222 West

Adams St.,

Chicago,

IL

60606, (312) 263 -3131.
September 23 -25

The First International Conference and Exhibition on
Medical Computer Science
(Medcomp '82), Hilton Hotel
and the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA. This
conference is sponsored by the
IEEE (Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers)
Computer Society's Technical
Committee on Computational
Medicine. It is a transdisciplinary forum for engineers,
medical professionals, and

biomedical and computer
scientists. Papers and exhibits
will focus on topics such as
the history and evolution of
computers in medicine, artificial intelligence, software and
systems evaluation, and signal
and image processing. For ad-

ditional information, contact
the IEEE Computer Society,
POB 639, Silver Spring, MD
20901, (301) 589 -3386.
September 28-29

The Future Factory, Sunnyvale, CA. For details, contact
the Yankee Group, POB 43,
Harvard Square, Cambridge,
MA 02138, (617) 542 -0100.
September 28- October

1

Computer Trade Forum, Na-

tional Exhibition Centre,
Birmingham,

England. This

Circle 153 on inquiry card.

Circle 97 on inquiry card.

SA2
ROBOT
$999
The SA2 is a robot developed for the educational market, and has
been designed to meet a requirement for a robot which will emulate,
in behaviour and physical attributes, larger industrial robots.

C86,C

COMPILER

The arm can access 360° with a reach of 18 inches and a maximum

lift of 1lb.

ANNOUNCING

The Syntheosy
A low cost speech unit complete with
Votrax speech output chip, unlimited
vocabulary, power supply, speaker
and case, all for only -

$120

THE C86TN C COMPILER
-THE COMPILER THAT SPEAKS
THE LANGUAGE OF THE FUTURE!
Kemighan and Ritchie's book, The C Programming Language, is
the key source for C. Just as fundamental Is the C88n C
Compiler.
The C86 .. C Complier Is especially designed for the IBM®
Personal, IBM Display Writer, CPIM -88® and MS -DOS®
For further information on the C programming language
and the C86, C Compiler, please contact:

For further information contact

Computer Innovations, Inc.

INTELLIGENT ARTEFACTS LTD.
19205 Parthenia St.. Suite H
Northridge. CA 91 324
Tel (2131993-4E103

75 Pine Street

Lincroft, New Jersey 07738
Telephone: (201) 530 -0995

LEASE YOUR FLEET
FROM THE COMPANY
THAT MANAGES
THE LARGEST FLEET
IN THE WORLD.
When you lease from Hertz you get something no other leasing company can offer you:
Hertz experience.
We can lease you any make, any model and any number of cars. And no matter what your
leasing needs are you'll find Hertz has a plan to meet them.
So call 1- 800 - 847-4068 or write to Kevin McDonald, Hertz
/arts
Car Leasing, 3 Entin Road, Parsippany, New Jersey 07054.
And get the same company that manages the #1 fleet in the Hertz leases Fords and Other
world helping you manage yours.

'

® PEG

Circle 192 on Inquiry card.
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Stackworks Forth Means ..
Fast Development
Stackworks Forth is more than a language it is a complete approach to Z80 software
development. A full, extendable interpretercompiler producing compact code, optionally
ROMable to under 2K, Stackworks Forth is as
fast as compiled Fortran, as easy to use
as interactive Basic.
Completely I/O compatible with CP /M,
Stackworks Forth is a simple, self- contained,
stack oriented system allowing high level
development and instantaneous debugging and
modification of complete end user oriented
programs. Stackworks Forth is fast and its
threaded list structure offers production code
approaching and in many cases exceeding the
compactness of equivalent assembly code.

Stackworks Forth is ideally suited for rapid
software design with immediate testing
capability, for applications in robotics,
hardware development, process control, any
field with a need for Stackworks power.
Stackworks Forth Means Power
Stackworks Forth means compact production
code, high speed, high level coding, fast onthe -spot debugging, in -line assembly code
capability, simplicity of structure, and more ...
Forty -Five Dollars provides the user with a
complete, fully documented system for Z80 CP /M
software development (includes 16 bit, 32 bit,
and 13 digit BCD math routines).

Option B adds the Stackworks Forth assembler
and debugger to the base package and includes
tutorial for a total of $80.
Option C includes the above with ROM option
and source code for creating modules in as
little as 2K bytes and allows unlimited inhouse use of Stackworks Forth for $400.
Commercial users are invited to inquire about
additional Stackworks Forth licenses.
Option D provides Option B software and the
Xedex Baby Blue add -in board for the IBM
Personal Computer for a total of $600.
MasterCard, Visa, or American Express call
800/457-4544 or write The Stackworks, 1414 E
University, Box 1596, Bloomington, IN 47402.

SN41'4t
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trade show will bring together
vendors, original equipment
manufacturers, dealers, distributors, retailers, service companies, and independent sales
organizations. For complete
details, contact Clapp &
Poliak Inc., 245 Park Ave.,
New York, NY 10167, (212)
661 -8410. In England, contact
Clapp & Poliak Europe Ltd.,
232 Acton Lane, London W4

October

5DL, 01- 747 -3131.

The Third Annual Southwest
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October 4 -8

Auditing in the Contemporary Computer Environment, Hartford, CT. For
details, see September 20-24.
October 5 -7

Semiconductor Exposition,
Civic Plaza Convention

October 1982
October

1

-2

The Third Annual Fall Conference on Classroom Applications of Computers, San
Jose, CA. This conference is

sponsored by Computer Using Educators, a nonprofit
corporation. Topics will cover
all areas of curricula from pre-

school through post -secondary school. Workshops,
field trips, school visits, com-

mercial exhibits, and a banquet dinner with a keynote
speaker will be featured. Participation in all events is by
preregistration only. Conference information is available
by writing to Don McKell,
Computer -Using Educators,
POB 18547, San Jose, CA
95158.
October 1 -7

Electronics 82, Bella Center,
Copenhagen, Denmark. This
will be the largest electronics
fair in Scandinavia this year.
It will feature demonstrations,
conferences, talks, seminars,
and commercial exhibits ranging from automation equipment to technical magazines.
Approximately 250 exhibitors, representing almost 1000
firms, are expected. For particulars, contact Bella Center
A /S, Center Blvd., DK -2300

Copenhagen S, Denmark, (01)

Stackworks Forth for both CP!M -86 and DOS on
the IBM Personal Computer ... in development.

4

Knowledge Engineering in the
1980s, Boston, MA. For
details, see September 13.

Center, Phoenix, AZ. "Auto mation /Automania7" is the
theme for this year's technical
conference. Suppliers of
equipment and materials dedicated to the semiconductor,
printed-circuit board, and
hybrid industries will attend.
Among the issues to be explored are the latest trends in
general wafer processing and
printed -circuit board manufacturing, hybrids, automation, robotics, and automatic
testing. Highlighting this conference will be a preventative maintenance training forum.
Contact Cartlidge & Associates Inc., Suite 1014, 491
Macara Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94086, (408) 245-6870.

October 7 -8

Workshop on Automotive
Applications of Microprocessors, Hyatt Regency Hotel,
Dearborn, MI. This workshop
is a forum on applications of
microprocessors to automobiles, trucks, vans, allied
automotive products, plants,
and processors. Topics of interest include engine control,
engine and vehicle diagnostics, instrumentation and display, safety systems, drive
train control, plant process
and quality control, and test
equipment. For further details, contact S. Murtuza, Department of Electrical Engi-

51 88 11; Telex: 31188 bella

neering,

University of

dk.

Michigan,

4901
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Evergreen

Rd., Dearborn, MI 48128,
(313) 593 -5028 or (313)
593-5420.
October 8 -11

Electronica, Hynes Auditorium, Boston, MA. This show
will feature a wide variety of
personal electronics equipment, including computers,
electronic games, ham radios,
and projection TV. For more
information, contact Northeast Expositions, 824 Boylston
St., Chestnut Hill, MA 02167,
(617) 739 -2000.
October 10-14

Association of Records Managers and Administrators
(ARMA) Annual Conference
and Exposition, Atlanta, GA.
This is ARMA's twenty -

seventh annual meeting.
Word processing, data communication, and other aspects
of information storage and
retrieval will be examined.
Additional information can be
obtained from National Trade
Productions Inc., 9418 Annapolis Rd., Lanham, MD
20706, (301) 459-8383.
October 10-14

Issue '82, Monteleone Hotel,
New Orleans, LA. This is the
sixth annual conference of
Issue, an independent nonprofit organization of SPSS Inc.

software users and coordinators. Papers will address
such topics as data analysis,
research training, computer
graphics, and training materials and documentation. Contact the Executive Coordinator of Issue Inc., POB
11385, Chicago, IL 60611,
(312) 329 -2400.
October

11 -12

Personal Computer Peripherals Market Analysis, The
Anatole, Dallas, TX. The fee
for this seminar is $495. Further details are available from
Future Computing Inc., 900
Canyon Creek Square, Richardson, TX 75080, (214)
783-9375.

October

11 -14

The Ninth International Management Exposition and Conference, Info 82, New York
Coliseum, New York, NY.
Full particulars may be requested from Clapp & Poliak
Inc., 245 Park Ave., New
York, NY 10167, (800)
223 -1956; in New York, (212)
661 -8410.

equipment. A full conference
program is planned. Contact
National Trade Productions
Inc., 9418 Annapolis Rd.,
Lanham, MD 20706, (301)

covered include distribution
of times-to- repair components
and times -to -restore equipment, the equipment mean time-to- restore, and optimum

459-8383.

preventive maintenance
schedules for minimum total

October

18 -22

Auditing in the Contemporary Computer Environment, Tulsa, OK. For details,
see September 20-24.

October 12-13

The Future: Home, New
York, NY. For details, contact
the Yankee Group, POB 43,
Harvard Square, Cambridge,
MA 02138, (617) 542 -0100.
October

13 -15

October 18-22

Maintainability and Availability Engineering of Equipment and Systems, University
of California, Los Angeles,
CA. This short course is for
upper-level and product man-

Advanced Electronic Data
Processing Auditing Concepts, Los Angeles, CA. For
details, see September 13-15.

agers, designers, salespeople,
field -service personnel, and
for those involved in the management, conception, design,

October 15-17

operation, and maintenance
of equipment. Topics to be

The Second Annual Symposium on Small Computers
in the Arts, Philadelphia, PA.
Papers, tutorials, workshops,
a gallery display of computer generated prints and plots,
films and video tapes, and
computer -generated music
performances are parts of this
event. Topics of interest include computer graphics and

animation, computer -automated sculpture, choreo-

corrective and preventive
maintenance cost. The fee is
$825, which includes notes. A

complete course outline is
available from Continuing
Education in Engineering and
Mathematics, UCLA Extension, POB 24901, Los
Angeles, CA 90024, (213)
825-4100.

October 19 -20

The Future: Home, Palo Alto,
CA. For information, contact
the Yankee Group, POB 43,
Harvard Square, Cambridge,
MA 02138, (617) 542 -0100.

MULTI -PROGRAMMER
SYSTEM -10

Features:
Dedicated keys and large
display vocabulary for ease of use
'O - 6 baud rates, 13 formats including
Intellec, Tektronix and Motorola.
EPROMs, E'PROMs and bipolars.
Gang option - programs eight at once
Remote control option.
I

$1,295
PROGRAMS

OVER 250
DEVICE TYPES

graphy, designs, and computer- generated music. The
Annual Philadelphia Computer Music Concert is the
featured attraction of this
symposium. Address inquiries
to the Symposium on Small
Computers in the Arts, POB
1954, Philadelphia, PA 19105.
October 17-21

The Thirty-first Annual Data
Processing Management Association (DPMA) International Conference and Exposition, Chicago Marriott Hotel,
Chicago, IL. This will be the
largest show in the DPMA's
history. More than 85 companies will exhibit office
automation technologies and
data- and word -processing

FUNCTIONS
DISPLAY DEVICE DATA
EDIT RAM DATA
DEVICE PROGRAM
TYPE SELECTION

IJ

Nifi

100 East Limon Blvd

Circle 86 on inquiry card.

LOAD DATA
COMPARE FIELDS
FILL MEMORY FIELD
BLOCK MOVE

CRC
CRC

-

DEVICE 'RAM

RAM
L'O HOST PROMPT
DIAGNOSTICS
and more

COMPUTER SYSTEMS CORP
Delray Beach, Fla

33444

1305)

2722051
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Eighteenth Annual Convention, Villa Capri Hotel,
Austin, TX. The conference
theme is "Computer Literacy
for Education, Industry, and
the Community." Contact Dr.
Terry Bishop, Austin ISD,
6100 Guadalupe St., Austin,

October 21 -24

EdCOM '82 -The National
Computer Conference and Expo for Educators, Los Angeles
Convention Center, Los
Angeles, CA. More than 200
seminars, workshops, demonstrations, and exhibits are
planned. In-depth tutorials
and hands -on sessions will be
held. Topics of interest include computer-aided instruction, administrative uses of

microcomputers, classroom

October 25 -27

October 26-28

Advanced Electronic Data
Processing Auditing Con-

The First IEEE Computer
Society International Symposium on Medical Imaging
and Image Interpretation,
ISMII '82, International Congress Center, Berlin, West
Germany. This symposium is
sponsored by the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) Computer
Society's Technical Committee on Computational Medicine. It will provide a transdisciplinary forum for biomedical and computer scientists,
engineers, medical physicists,
and physicians from universities, medical centers, in-

cepts, Tulsa, OK. See September 13 -15 for details.

management, programming,
research applications, computer literacy, and authoring

languages.

TX 78752.

puters and the handicapped,
and operating, database, and
distributed systems. General
conference information is
available from William Burns,
ACM '82 Chairman, E -Systems Inc., POB 226118,
Dallas, TX 75266, (214)
272 -0515, ext. 3916.

October 25-27

Information is

The 1982 ACM (Association
for Computing Machinery)
Annual Conference, ACM
'82, Dallas Hilton Hotel,
Dallas, TX. Among the topics
to be addressed are programming languages, artificial intelligence, office automation,

available from Jayne LaFountain, EdCOM '82, 2629 North
Scottsdale Rd., Scottsdale,
AZ 85257, (800) 528-2355.
October 24 -26

Texas Association for Educational Data Systems (TAEDS)

networks, graphics, com-

dustry,

*
*

UY EPROM ERASER
Erases over 15 EPROMS - 15 minutes erase time
Element IHe 7700 hours
Intensity 12Ws 'hcm' at 1"
Erases all UV EPROMS (2716, 2732. 2516, 2532, etc.)

*

*

$49.95
HOBBY

MODEL

INDUSTRIAL
MODEL
OUV -T8/2N

$68.95
WITH TIMER &
SAFETY SWITCH
OUV -T8 /2T

S97.50

111111

Mau 1.11 Ill II)

ABOVE

and

government.

Papers and panel discussions
will examine a variety of
topics including microscope
imaging, medical computer

graphics, medical device
regulation, computer -aided
diagnosis, and image analysis
systems. Equipment will be
displayed. A thorough description of ISMII '82 is available from the IEEE Computer
Society, POB 639, Silver
Spring, MD 20901, (301)
589 -3386.
October 26-31

VAC

p

The Fourth International Office Trade Fair, Orgatechnik

'82, Cologne, West Germany.
More than 1300 companies
from 25 countries will exhibit

the complete spectrum of office and information system
products. Among the concurrent events planned are the
KTV -Congress for Text Processing, Dafta '82 Data Protection Conference, and Telecom '82 Germany -Congress
for Telecommunications in
Business and Industry. For
further information, contact
Messe- und AusstellungsGes.m.b.H Köln, Box 21 07
60, D -5000 Cologne 21, West
Germany; Telex: 8 873 426 a
mua d.

-

October 30- November 2

The Sixth Annual Symposium
on Computer Applications in

Medical

Care (SCAMC),

Sheraton Washington Hotel,
Washington, DC. Topics to
be addressed include medical
informatics, health -care administration, information systems in health care, and ar-

tificial

intelligence

in

medicine. Panel discussions,
workshops, applications and
methods demonstrations, and
commercial exhibits are on the

agenda.

Highlighting this
show will be the final round of
the student paper competition. Information is available
from Bruce I. Blum, SCAMC

- Office

Medical

of

Continuing

Education, George

Washington

University

Medical Center, 2300 K St.
NW, Washington, DC 20037,
(202) 676 -4285.

OUV- T8/ 2TE

5109.50

PRICE INCLUDES ALL
PERSONALITY MODULES

STAND ALONE RS-232
INTELLIGENT PROGRAMMER

$489.00

PROGRAMS: 2508, 2516. 2532, 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2758, 8748, 8749

*
*
*

*

STAND ALONE. CRT, OR COMPUTER CONTROL
UPLOAD /DOWNLOAD IN MOTOROLA OR INTEL HEX FORMAT
MICROPROCESSOR BASED
4 K INTERNAL RAM
9) DAY PARTS & LABOR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS

*

PHONE ORDERS (305) 776 -5870
TWX: 510-955-9496

781 W.

*
*

0

P2R7ggONALITV

MODULES
Soon to be released

WE ACCEPT VISA, MC, CHECKS, C.O.D., MONEY ORDER

IINC.
DEVICES
LAUDERDALE, FL

ND PARK BLVD.
OAKLALOGICAL

In order to gain optimal coverage of your organization's computer conferences, seminars, workshops, courses, etc, notice
should reach our office at least three months in advance of the
date of the event. Entries should be sent to Event Queue, BYTE
Publications, FOB 372, Hancock NH 03449. Each month we
publish the current contents of the queue for the month of the
cover date and the two following calendar months. Thus a given
event may appear as many as three times in this section if It Is sent
to us far enough in advance.

33311

FT.

ADD: $4.00 SHIPPING $2.00 C.O.D. CHARGES
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ystem Notes

Using the LOOKUP Function
in Visicalc
Robert E. Ramsdell, C.P.A.
Pansophics Ltd.
Whistlestop Mall
POB 59
Rockport, MA 01966

According to feedback I get from users, the most difficult operation to understand in the Visicalc software
package is the @LOOKUP function. In this article, I'll explain that function using as an example calculation of the
1980 federal income tax form 1040 for a joint return (see
table 1).
The LOOKUP function in Visicalc is designed to take a
value and compare it to a table of increasing values. This
operation can be performed either across a row or down
a column. When the program finds an amount greater
than the value being tested, the LOOKUP function displays the entry immediately to the right (in column order)
or immediately below (in row order) the value that appears just before the amount greater than the value being
tested. In our example, the initial value is the taxable income and the range of values is defined by the income level break -points in the tax -rate schedule.
In BASIC, the @LOOKUP function would be represented by the following formula:
IF

(value) < = (number in range) THEN (result)

In Visicalc the result can be a fixed value or a calculated

amount based on certain other information.
Let's see how the LOOKUP table is created (see table
2). First a title for the model is placed in columns A to D,
row 1. Next a value of 0 is placed in column A, row 2 and

a title is placed in columns B and C, row 2. The value at
A2 will become the amount that is looked up in the table.
Columns A, B, C, and D in row 3 all contain 0 values.

SCHEDULE

Widowers

Robert E. Ramsdell, C.P.A., is a microcomputer consultant who lives
and works in Rockport, Massachusetts.

and Qualifying Widows and

Married Filing Joint Returns and
Qualifying Widows and Widowers

Married Filing Separate Returns

Use this schedule if you checked
Filing Status Box 2 or 5 on Form

Use this schedule if you checked
Filing Status Box 3 on Form 1040

1040

-

If the amount on
Schedule TC,
Part I, line 3, Is:
Not over $3,400

Over-

Enter on Schedule TC, Part
I, line 4:

-0u

over-

nt

Enter on Schedule TC, Part
I, line 4:

-0-

Not over $1,700

of th

But not

If the amount on
Schedule TC.
Part I, line 3, is:

of the

But not

over-

Over-

Door-

-

t

u

Over

$3.400

$5,500

14%

$3,400

$1.700

32.750

14%

51,700

$5,500

$7.600

$294 +16'/.

$5.500

$2.750

53.800

$117.00+16%

52,750

$7.600

$11,900

$630 +18%

$7,600

53.800

$5.950

$315.00+18%

53,500

511.900

$16,000

$1,404 +21%

$11.900

$5.950

$8.000

5702.00 +21%

$5,950

516,000

$20.200

52265 +24%

316.000

$8.000

310,100

51,132.50 +24%

56.000

$20.200

$24.600

$10,100

312.300

$1,636.50 +28%

$10.100

529.900

53,273+28%
$1,505 +32%

320,200

$24.600

$21.600

512,300

514.950

$2,252.50+32%

$12,300

$29.900

$35.200

56.201+37%

$29.900

$14.950

517,600

$3,100.50 +37 %

514,950

535,200

545.800

fó.162+13 %

$35.200

545,800

$60.000

572,720 +19'/.

545,800

560.000

585.600

319.675+51%

$60,000

$85.600

$109,400

533,5020 59%

5109.400

5162.400

3162.400

$215,400

5215.400

About the Author

Y- Married Taxpayers

$17.600

522.900

54.081.00+43'/.

517,600

522.900

$30.000

36.360.00+49%

522,900

$30.000
$42,800

$42.800

$9.839.00+54%

530,000

555,600

554.700

$16.751.00 +s9% $42,800

547.544 +64%

$109,400

554.700

101.200

523, 772.00464% 154.700

381,464 +68/.

$162,400

$81,200
$107,700

5107,700 340.732.00+68. 581,200
............ 358.752.00 +70% 5107.700

5117.504+70% $215,400

Table 1: Schedule Y from the 1980 federal income tax form
1040.
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WANTED:

System Notes

S

D SYSTEMS
USERS

1

1980

2

0

4

0

7

10

2265
3273
4505

11

6201

12

8162
12720
19678
33502
47544
81464
117504

8
9

"On Time Delivery"
"Professional Treatment"
"Full Support"
"$$$ Competative $$$"

BOARD LEVEL PRODUCTS
SBC 200

$308
$417
$799
$355
$465
$495

EXPANDORAM II
EXPANDORAM Ill
VERSA FLOPPY

II

VDB 8024
M PC - 4

13
14
15
16
17
18

FOR DELIVERY!!

20

MS-200
MS-610

SD -610
SD-700

SONICS MICRO SYSTEMS

1
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LAUDERDALE, FLA. 33309
ST.

-800- 327 -5567
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3

-476 4
-586 5
-738 6
-1095 7
-1575 8
-2383 9
-3367 10
-4862 11
-6974 12
-9722 13
-12722 14
-17002 15
-22472 16

-28968
-33276

17

18
19

0.00 20

Table 2: LOOKUP table using column format.

Column A will now have the cumulative tax amounts
typed in; column B, the tax percentages; and column C,
the income -level break -points (see table 1). One additional amount (at location C19) must be entered, representing
the highest possible taxable income. I have arbitrarily
chosen 1E12 for this amount, because the majority of my
clients don't have taxable income exceeding a trillion
dollars.
Now the actual tax calculations can be entered into column D. At location D4 the following formula could be
typed:

+B4*(A2-C4)+A4

.

D18 (return), R N R R

Finally, the @LOOKUP function is inserted at location
D20 with the following formula:

@LOOKUP (A2, C3

1500 N.W. 62nd

0

0

3400
5500
7600
.21
11900
16000
.24
20200
.28
24600
.32
.37
29900
35200
.43
45800
.49
.54
60000
.59
85600
.64
109400
.68
162400
.7
215400
1E12
TOTAL TAX

19

/R (return), D5

FT.

0

This formula states: take the taxable income (A2) and
subtract the income -level break -point (C4), multiply it by
the tax rate (B4) and add the cumulative tax amount
(A4). This formula may now be replicated with the
following commands:

SYSTEMS: READY

WS -800
SD -200

1

2

.14
.16
.18

294
630
1404

6

REWARD:

JOINT TAX LOOKUP
INCOME
0 TAXABLE

3

5

D

C

B

A

.

C19)

This formula states: take the taxable income (A2) and
compare it to the values shown in the table (C3 to C19).
When a value greater than A2 is found, back up one
amount and print the result found in the column immediately to the right.
An important point to remember còncerning a Visicalc
idiosyncrasy is that determinant (or forward) references
require recalculation, and to avoid this requires an
awareness of Visicalc's calculation methods. The value to
be looked up (in this case the taxable income) must appear before the LOOKUP table, and the @LOOKUP
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B

A

C

D

F

E

H

G

I

1980 JOINT TAX TABLE
0 TAXABLE INCOME

1

2
3
4
5

6

0.00

7

K

J

4505

16000

3273
.28
20200

.32
24600

-1095

-1575

-2383

-3367

P

Q

R

0
0
0

0

294

630

.16

.18

1404
.21

2265

.14
3400

5500

7600

11900

0

-476

-586

-738

.24

TOTAL TAX

M

L

0

N

1

2

6201

8162

12720

19678

33502

47544

81464

.37
29900

.43

.49

.54

.59

.64

.68

35200

45800

60000

85600

109400

162400

117504
.7
215400

-4862

-6974

-9722

-12722

-17002

-22472

-28968

-33276

3
4

1E12

6
7

Table 3: LOOKUP table using row format.

function after the table has been seen in the calculation
order. Remember that column calculations begin at location Al and proceed downward to location n, then back
to 131 and down to n, etc. Row calculations begin at Al
and proceed across to n, then back to A2 and across to n,
etc. (see table 3).
Now let's take a look at table 4 to see how the calculation works. A taxable income of $26,000 has been entered
at location A2. The @LOOKUP function at D20 takes
this value and compares it to the table from C3 to C19.
The first number greater than 26,000 in the table is
29,900, so the function drops back one value (to 24,600)
and prints the calculation shown immediately to the right
of that value, 4953. Table 5 shows how to accomplish
these same calculations using row lookups instead of columns.
The @LOOKUP function has many more uses, and
when used with the @MIN and @MAX functions it can
be used to solve most problems involving conditional relationships.

A

C

B

5

D

A

1980

1

JOINT TAX LOOKUP

26000 TAXABLE

2

0
0

3

4

294
630
1404

5

6
7

10

2265
3273
4505

11

6201

12
13
14
15
16

8162
12720
19678
33502
47544
81464
117504

8
9

17

'8

D

C

B

1

INCOME

2

0

0

0

.14
.16
.18

3400
5500
7600
11900
16000
20200
24600
29900
35200
45800
60000
85600
109400
162400
215400

3164
3574
3942
4365
4665
4897
4953
4758
4206
3018
1318

.21

.24
.28
.32
.37
.43
.49
.54
.59
.64
.68
.7

19

20

TOTAL

-1662
-5832
-11288
-15076

3
4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

1E12

18
19

TAX

4953.00 20

Table 4: LOOKUP table for a couple with $26,000 in total

income.

F

E

H

G

I

1980 JOINT TAX TABLE

1

26000 TAXABLE

2

INCOME

3

0

0

294

630

3273

0

.14

.16

.18

1404
.21

2265

4

.24

.28

.32

5

0

3400
3164

5500
3574

7600
3942

11900
4365

16000
4665

20200
4897

24600

P

Q

R

6

4953.00

7

K

J

0
TOTAL TAX

M

L

0

N

4505

4953

1

2

6201

.37
29900
4758

8162
.43
35200
4206

12720

19678

33502

47544

81464

.49

.54

.59

.64

.68

45800
3018

60000
1318

85600

109400

162400

117504
.7
215400

-1662

-5832

-11288

-15076

3
4

1E12

5

6
7

Table 5: LOOKUP table as in table

4

but in row format.
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News and Speculation about Personal Computers
Conducted by Sol Libes

.

Random Rumors: Commodore International is said
to have working prototypes
of its new family of 16/32
microprocessors. The devices
are expected to be upwardly
compatible with the 6500
series microprocessors, and
the company may begin shipping samples before yearend. However, expect to see
an Intel 8088 or 8086 in the
new 16-bit personal corn puter Commodore is expected to introduce soon....
You can expect Sears to expand the number of its Business Systems Centers to over
200 within the next few years.
... IBM is rumored to be
working on several new
microcomputer projects: a
second -generation personal
computer, a portable personal computer, a low -cost
consumer personal computer, and a professional
work station.... Microsoft is
expected to release version
2.0 of its MS -DOS (used on
the IBM Personal Computer)
this fall. Expect it to contain
features such as multiple
screen windows, string system commands, and stress
networking.... Portia Isaacson predicts that we will soon
see robot stores in addition to
our current computer stores
and software stores. She also
predicts that software stores
will follow a growth curve
similar to that of computer
stores, sharing a $1.5 billion
market by 1989.... Intel is
said to be negotiating with
Microsoft to put Xenix in its
software line as an option. In
the meantime Intel is readying release 5 of its RMX operating system, which will be
upgraded to a multiuser system.... Zenith is reportedly
dubbing its new 16 -bit system
the Z -100; it may use the
68000 microprocessor and
may also be available in kit
form from Heath. A 16-bit
microprocessor trainer might
also be in the works. Heath,
which already has 60 stores,
446
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is expected to open 10 more
this year. Microcomputers
are now approaching 50 percent of Heath sales.... The
Marc operating system for
Z80 -based computers, which
contains many Unix -like features, is expected to reach
the market finally in the fall.
It is from Vortex Technology,
Culver City, California....
Digital Research is rumored
to be working on 68000 versions of CP /M, MP/M and
CP/Net. These versions are all
currently running in -house
and are expected to be released before year -end....
Univac and Control Data
Corporation are expected to
soon introduce Z80 -based
personal computers running
CP/M, with communications

while revenue rose 70 percent. A. C. "Mike" Markkula,
Apple president, forecasted
earnings of close to $14
million, as opposed to $9.2
million for the same period
last year.
Apple is beginning to feel
the effects of recent marketing decisions (e.g., Apple's
controversial ban on mail order sales) and competition
from new entries into the
field (most notably IBM).
Revenue was fractionally
below the previous quarter
($133.6 million).
Most industry analysts feel
that sales of the Apple II
have finally hit a plateau at
an estimated 20,000 systems
per month. It is also estimated that there are about

facilities.
Word has it that Osborne

400,000

Computer is readying a $500
personal computer, complete
with software, for introduction possibly this year. In the
meantime, the company ex-

pects

to

have

150,000

Osborne 1s installed by the
end of this year.

IBM Rumblings: From
disclosures of disk contracts
being signed by IBM it is estimated that IBM expects to
sell close to 1 million IBM
Personal Computer systems
by the end of 1984. The company has also just added 500
more employees to its Boca
Raton, Florida, facility, which
assembles the Personal Com-

puters.... IBM reported
worldwide net earnings of
$768 million for the first
quarter of 1982; that's up $38
million from the same quarter last year. Gross income
for the period was over $7
billion, compared to $6.46
billion last year.
Apple Doings: Apple
Computer Inc. reported that
earnings for the first quarter
of this year rose 50 percent

such

systems

pre-

sently in use. It is expected
that Apple will finally announce a new version of the
Apple II this summer. The
new computer is expected to
be compatible with the
Apple II and have a standard
80-character by 24 -line display with lowercase letters,
plus several other enhancements; and it will be priced
lower than the current version.
In the meantime, Apple
has made another major marketing change that should
have a considerable effect on
its sales. Apple has terminated its central buying
agreement with Computerland, the nation's largest
chain of computer stores, in
an attempt to gain control
over the geographic locations of its retail outlets.
Computerland wanted all of
its current and future outlets
to be able to sell Apples from
any location Computerland
desired. Apple wanted to be
able to specify which new
franchises could or could not
sell Apples.
Independent Apple dealers
have long been asking Apple
to reduce the competition
from so-called low- support
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dealers and have contended
that mail-order companies
and many Computerland
dealers were guilty of low support discount sales.
Apple already has agreements to sell directly to most
Computerland dealers; however, these dealers will now
have to pay a higher cost
than under their previous
central purchasing agreement. Since Computerland
undertook to sell IBM's system, the chain's contribution
to Apple's sales has declined.
Apple is also cracking
down on dealers who have
been "transshipping" to mail order and telephone sellers.
Reportedly, at least six Apple
dealerships have been terminated for this reason. Apple
has been discreetly purchasing systems from unauthorized dealers to track serial
numbers and identify the
transshippers.
The sum and substance of
these policy changes is that
Apple is attempting to build
loyalty into its dealer base to
offset existing and anticipated competition from IBM,
Osborne, Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC), and several Japanese makers.

The $99.95 Personal

Computer: Timex, well
known around the world as a
leading supplier of low-cost
watches, has entered the personal computer market with
a blockbuster. The company
will be mass -merchandising
an improved version of the
Sinclair ZX81, to be called
the Timex Sinclair 1000, at a
list price of $99.95, and it's
likely that we'll eventually
see these machines discounted in chain department
stores, drugstores, jewelry
stores, and consumer electronics outlets at prices ranging down to $75.
Timex has been manufacturing the ZX81 for Sinclair
and is currently pushing units

"Our current

recommendation
for a big five

accounting

package is MBSI"
Computer Dealer magazine
January, 1982

At last, full feature general business
software for micro-computers.
Officially authorized derivations from
the popular MCBA r mini -computer
packages, these packages have been
eased down to micros and made even
more user friendly.
The mini versions of these packages are distributed by over 900 OEMs
and dealers, and are in use at over
9,000 end user sites worldwide.
And already these micro versions
themselves are in use by thousands of

end users.

Written in RM /COBOL-, these packages run underCP/M °, OASIS-, UNIX °,
COS-990 and other operating systems.
They run on dozens of brands of
micro-computers, including properly
configured models from Radio Shack II,

mho

Apple Ill, Zenith, Hewlett Packard 125,
Xerox 820, ALTOS, ONYX and many
more.

Tens of man-years have gone into
these packages, which comprise over
230 programs, 165,000 lines of structured source code, and 1,800 pages of
user and technical documentation.

Our claim is simple:
THIS IS THE BEST MICROCOMPUTER GENERAL BUSINESS SOFTWARE AVAILABLE.
And we stand behind that with
moneyback guarantee.

a

Ifs no accident that Computer Dealer
magazine recently endorsed MBSI software.
So if you're a re- seller looking for first
class micro-computer software, contact
us today.

Micro Business Software, Inc.
Dover Rd., Dept. BY3
Chichester, NH 03263
Phone: (603) 798 -5700

MCBA. RM /COBOL. CP /M. OASIS. UNIX. COS -990 are trademarks respectively of Mini-Computer Business Applications. Inc.. Ryan McFarland Coro. Digital
Research. Phase One Systems. Inca. Bell Laboratories. and Ryan- McFarland Inc.
BYTE August 1982
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off the production line at

a

rate of 1 every 10 seconds.
The Timex Sinclair 1000 will
be distributed through over
100,000 retail outlets, starting
with computer stores. Timex
will also be offering a wide
selection of game, educational, personal, Visicalc -like,
and business software for the
system. Predictions are that
there may be as many as 1
million of these units out by
the end of next year.
The Timex Sinclair 1000
contains 2K bytes of memory, compared to the ZX81's
1K bytes, and Timex expects
to introduce shortly a communications interface and a
thermal printer ($99.95 each).
A 16K -byte memory module
will be available for $49.95.
Timex also disclosed that a
more powerful computer is in
the works. Could it possibly
use the new flat video screen
that Sinclair is developing?

Commodore Unveils
New Units: Commodore
that it will soon
introduce three new microcomputers: a 16-bit system
and two "very low -cost" 8-bit
systems. The 16-bit computer
will be a dual-processor system using Commodore's new
6509 8 -bit microprocessor
and Intel's 16-bit 8088. It will
have multiprocessing ability,
an 80column display screen,
256K bytes of memory, and
dual floppy -disk drives with
680K bytes of storage. All
three systems will accept
plug -in Z80 or 8088 processors, enabling users to run
CP/M-80 or CP/M -86. Prices of
these systems should be significantly less than comparable machines currently on
the market.
Commodore also disclosed
that sales for the first quarter
of this year rose to $82
million, up from $50 million
for the same period last year.
has disclosed

Unix Where Art Thou:

The Sony System: Sony
finally decided to take
the plunge and will enter the
has

personal computer market
with a Z80 -based CP/M system. In a cabinet roughly the
same size as that of an Apple
II, it contains two of Sony's
new 312 -inch floppy -disk
drives, 64K bytes of memory,
and 32K bytes of ROM (read only memory) containing
Sony- BASIC, which will be
very similar to Microsoft
BASIC. The basic unit without the drives will cost $1475.
It will have 4 different graphics modes that range from
640 by 400 black -and-white
pixels to 640 by 200 color pixels. It will have five slots for
optional plug-in accessory
cards and numerous other
optional features. There will
be plug -in options such as a
cache 8-inch floppy-disk controller, an IEEE -488 interface,
plug -in ROM and keypad interfaces, an 8086 card with
256K bytes of memory (to run
either CP /M -86 or MS -DOS)
and lots more. The basic unit
includes sound, RS -232 and
parallel ports, a clock /calendar, and a cassette interface.
448

Despite advertisements in
magazines, publicity releases
and articl ss maintaining that
Unix or Unix -like operating
systems are available for
microcomputers,
have yet
to see any multiuser microI

computer

systems being
shipped (although have received samples of single-user
Unix-like systems and am
aware that two or three companies have begun shipping
these systems). Just what is
the problem? It appears that,
although it is written in the C
language, Unix is still very
difficult to convert for use on
other systems. Because Unix
was written to run on large
minicomputer systems such
as the DEC PDP -11, it is not
easy to make multiuser versions run with decent speed
on microcomputers. Therefore, many companies are
spending an inordinate
amount of time on refinements and optimization of
I

the code.
The result is that we can
expect Unix versions with
various levels of implementation. The likelihood is that
few of the microcomputer

versions will be full implementations of Unix. Keep in
mind also that there are several different versions of Unix
currently in use in the minicomputer world. Thus there
is the question of software
compatibility between these

different implementations,
and application software
transportability may turn out
to be a serious problem.
It is interesting to note
that, until last year, the overwhelming number of Unix
users were internal to the Bell
System; however, since last
year, the number of commercial users granted binary licenses and the number of
universities granted source licenses have increased. It has
been estimated that over 90
percent of the universities in
this country have Unix source
code licenses.

Software Suppliers Doing Well: To a large extent
the software industry is still a
cottage industry, but things
are changing. Just a few short
years ago companies such as
Digital Research, Microsoft,
Micropro, and Visicorp were
"basement" and "spare -

room" operations. Today
they are large corporations.
Digital Research, creator of
CP /M, MP/M, CP/Net, PL /I-80
and more, now has over 150
employees and will probably
do over $20 million in gross
business this year. Micropro,
creator of Wordstar, last year
earned $5.2 million and this
year should earn well over
$12 million.
Microsoft, which did not
incorporate until July of last
year, now has over 125 employees and anticipates a
gross revenue of close to $30
million this year, up from $15
million last year. Visicorp
(previously known as Personal Software Inc.) last year
had revenues of more than

million, mostly from its
Visicalc program.
Digital Research and Microsoft have already gotten venture capital money, which is
usually a precursor to "going
public" (offering stock for
sale to the public) a la Apple
$3
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Computer. Micropro plans to
go public before this year is
out.
Race for Space: Shelf
space is the key to merchandising low-cost personal computer systems, and a battle is
developing as personal computer vendors vie for that
precious shelf space among
mass merchandisers. Texas
Instruments (TI), Atari, Commodore, and Nippon Electric
Company (NEC) are currently
fighting for acceptance by
mass -merchandising chains
such as J. C. Penney, K -Mart,
Sears Roebuck, Woolco, and

Montgomery

Ward

for

machines such as the TI
99/4A, Atari 400, Commodore
VIC, and NEC PC -6001. Apple
is expected to enter the low cost marketplace this year,
and there are even rumors
that IBM is developing a low cost unit. However, Timex
with its $99.95 machine may
pull the rug out from under
these companies.
The personal computer
vendors estimate that over a
million machines will be sold
in 1983. TI has already had
limited success selling systems through J. C. Penney,
and Atari through Sears.
Other consumer discount
chains such as Tech Hi -Fi,
Crazy Eddie, and Shack Electronics are also jumping onto
the personal computer bandwagon.
The mass merchandisers
are looking to use the hardware to draw traffic to sell
software and peripherals.
They think it might work out
like the razor/razor -blade and

record -player /record markets, where the profits are in
the big aftermarket sales. In
the meantime the traditional

computer

stores

have

dropped these low-cost products and are concentrating
on the business marketplace,
where performance, training,
and support are important.
Who's

on Top?

In the
personal computer marketplace, the question is frequently asked,

traditional

"who

is on top ?" Apple last
year had sales of $334 million, while Tandy reported
computer sales of $370
million (21.3 percent of the
firm's total sales). However,
Tandy's figures include sales
of its hand -held calculators
and the more consumer -

oriented Color Computer.
IBM is not expected to
become a major contender
until it broadens out its distribution organization (which
should happen soon).
Sales of personal computers are expected to increase by about 60 percent
this year over last year and
could total $2.7 billion. Although this year Apple and
Tandy are again expected to
fight it out for first place,
IBM will probably be close
behind. Other companies
that are expected to carve
out sizable chunks of this
market are Commodore,
Atari, Hewlett- Packard, Osborne, Zenith, Xerox, and
NEC. The Japanese firms appear still to be developing
their products and setting up

their

distribution

organiza-

tions; therefore, they are not
expected to become a major
force in the U.S. market until
late 1983 at the earliest.

What's Doing In
Japan? NEC has introduced
new PC -8801 system in
Japan (no word yet as to
when the system will arrive in
the U.S.) and, contrary to my
recent prediction, it is using a
Z80-like processor (the NEC
jPD780, the same microprocessor used in the PC-8000). It
its

is software compatible with
the PC-8000 and has an enhanced ROM BASIC similar
to the IBM Personal Computer BASIC. Further, it has
such features as labels, interrupt handling, and special
port handling commands. It
sells for the equivalent of

Yamaha called the YIS.
Hitachi has also introduced a
new system called the
MB -6891 using the 6809
microprocessor. All the new
Japanese systems feature

high -resolution (typically
640- by 200 -pixel) color
graphics.

Changing Disk Scene:
Prices of 5'/. -inch Winchester
drives are dropping drastically in a price war that is shaking up the industry. Leaders
in this battle are Seagate

and Tandon
Corp., which are quoting
large- volume order prices of
as low as $650 per unit. The
result is that retail prices are
dropping. For example, Apple
originally priced its hard -disk
option for the Apple III at
$4000. It is now selling for
$2500, and the price should
be under $2000 by year-end.
The first 5'/ -inch disk

Technology

drives typically stored 6
megabytes. Now, however,
10 and 20 megabytes are routine and capacities are expected to be pushed to over
60 megabytes next year. In
fact, Micropolis introduced
drives storing 25 and 38
megabytes at the recent National Computer Conference
show. The company also introduced an 8 -inch Winchester hard -disk drive with a
capacity of 110 megabytes.
The Japanese are attempting to crack the U.S. hard disk drive market. They have
already shown drives at trade
shows and are expected to
start shipping units in large
quantities soon. It is of real
concern to U.S. disk vendors
who fear that the Japanese
may take over this market as
they have the low-cost printer market. The Winchester
disk market is expected to be
threatened as early as 1984
by the optical disk, which
will offer spectacular price
and performance advantages.

$950 in Japan.
The other hot sellers include the Sharp MZ -80C, the
new Epson machine, the
Toshiba Pasopia, and a fancy

Last

living -room

constructed

system

from

Personal Robotics:
year

Jerome Hamlin
a

robot "butler"

at home. He named it Cornro
and persuaded Neiman Marcus to feature the robot,
priced at $15,000, in its
Christmas catalog. The store
sold three. Hamlin is now
working on a robot kit that
he plans to sell for under
$2000.
Heath has already demonI

strated a prototype robot kit
that it plans to introduce
either later this year or next
year for between $1500 and
$3000.
Several companies are already selling computer -controlled arms and bodies in
kit form that range in price
from $700 to $2500, and
there are rumors that some
toy companies have devel-

oped prototypes of true
robotic toys that will sell in
the $300 to $500 price range.
So far, the personal robotics products and projects
that have been built are
awkward and not very useful, reminiscent of the early
personal computers. But
more and more experimenters are getting involved in
robotics projects, and the
likelihood is that we will
soon see the fruits of these
labors translated into a
mushrooming new market.

trolled appliances appear to
be lagging and in some instances are declining. A case
in point is the failure of talking microwave ovens. Apparently users, not only in the
U.S. but in Japan and elsewhere, don't like to be
talked to by a machine.
Sales of microwave ovens
that tell the user what to do
next have been so bad that

Mitsubishi Electric recently
stopped producing talking
ovens sold under the Panasonic and Quasar labels.

Random

News Bits:

new game out
called Tax Man in which an
IRS agent chases a taxpayer
through a maze that looks
very much like a 1040 form.
... Bible Research Systems,
Austin, Texas, has released

There's

"THE

a

WORDprocessor,"

consisting of eight floppy
disks containing the entire
King James version of the
Bible. An Apple or TRS -80
user can scan and locate
biblical references through a
series of indexes.... Did
you know that each year

Japan

graduates

more

engineers than the U.S., even
though it has half the
population?

Phone Set Goes Dig-

ital:

Northern

Telecom,

Richardson, Texas, has introduced an integrated telephone/terminal called the

Displayphone.

Measuring

just 11.5 by 14.5 by 8.5
inches and weighing only
13.5 pounds, it allows voice,
data, and simultaneous
voice and data calls. It has a
built -in 7 -inch 80-character
by 25 -line video display and
a pull-out keyboard. It uses
an 8085 microprocessor, 32K
bytes of ROM, 64 bytes of
memory with battery backup, and Centronics -type
parallel and RS -232 ports.

Not on Speaking
Terms: Consumers are not
taking to talking appliances.
Sales of microprocessor-con-

Quote of the Month:
"Software suppliers are trying to make their software
packages more 'user friendly.' The best approach, so
far, has been to take all the
old brochures and just rubber stamp them with 'user friendly' on the front cover."
Bill Gates, President

Microsoft

MAIL:

receive a large
number of letters each month
as a result of this column. If you
write to me and wish a response, please include a self addressed, stamped envelope.

Sol Libes
POB 1192

Mountainside, NJ 07092
August 1982
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I-Protect for
eye protection
The only screen shield made with lead
to stop x-rays from computer VDT's!
Fact Current Federal Regulations permit

computer terminals, at a distance of
6 cm. from the screen, to emit .5
millirads x -ray radiation per hour
...the old black & white TV standard.
Fact Computed on a 35 hour work week, that
can be the equivalent of a chest x -ray
every 12 days, (or 30 chest x -rays each
year). A single chest x -ray is 30 millirads
...and radiation is cumulative.
Fact: The I- Protect" Screen Shield,
a slightly tinted sheet of leaded acrylic,
gives 100% protection from x -rays and
most u.v. radiation.
You and your fellow workers may
be joining the growing number of computer users
complaining of eye fatigue and other problems
that seem to be caused by video display terminals
used in word processors, stock reporting
machines, home computers and video games.
If the increase in health problems related
to the extended use of VDT's concerns
you, LSI offers the solution.
Developed by a physician
who was troubled by the amount
of radiation his son was
absorbing from their home
computer, I- Protect is made
from leaded hi-impact acrylic,
similar to that used to shield
x -ray machines and protect
workers in experimental
laboratories.
I- Protect is available from
Langley -St. Clair, a leader in

video enhancement systems for the computer
industry. It has the lead equivalency of 0.15mm,
is slightly tinted to increase contrast and
effectively prevents 100% of the x -rays and most
of the u.v. radiation from reaching you.
In a recent FDA study,* nearly 10% of the
monitors tested showed x- radiation at levels
above the current limits of .5 millirads per hour,
or 30 chest x -rays per year. While it may be true
that when sitting 6 feet from a television screen,
very little radiation actually reaches the viewer,
daily close work on a video computer terminal
can be subjecting you to constant radiation.
So, for your protection and your peace of mind,
equip your computer with an I- Protect
screen shield.
Order an I- Protect Screen Shield now...
direct from LSI. Call (800) 221 -7070. (Be sure
to inquire about our "Anti -Flicker Slow- Phosphor"
Replacement CRT Tubes for TRS 80
Microcomputers... and about our new leaded
screen shield with an exclusive

anti -glare polarized surface.)
I- Protect...in two sizes, complete
with velcro fasteners for easy
attachment to most monitor
screens. 81/2"xll" - $49.95
10 "x13" - $59.95. Add $2.00
for shipping and handling,
$3.00 for C.O.D. New York State
residents, add 8.25% sales tax.
Allow 2 -6 weeks for delivery.
" "Evaluation of Radiation," FDA #81 -8153;
U.S. Dept. HEW. NIOSH #78- 129,1977;
U.S. Public Law 90 -602; J.E.D.E.C. Publ. 64

For technical information and for West
Coast Distributors: (800) 382 -3450
In New York state, to order call
(212) 989 -6876.

:. :LangIey-St.Clair Instrumentation Systems,
Circle 470 on inquiry card.

Inc. 132 West 24th Street, New York, N.Y. 10011

What's New
a 2K -byte system
utilities library, 24 programmable input/output (I /O)
lines, 2 flags, sense input,
a decoded peripheral- select
line, and a large breadboard area with ten 16 -pin
DIP (dual-inline pin) sockets. Other standard features include an EPROM

SYSTEMS

BASIC,

1

Desktop Unit for Business and Science
The MT500, a desktop
computer with data- and
word -processing capabili-

ties

for

business

and

science applications, is a
Multi -Tech Systems product. It features a full DMA
(direct Itiemory access)
video display, a Z80A
microprocessor, the CP/M

operating system, 64K
bytes of RAM (random -access read /write memory),
and a single -board central
processing unit with builtin S-100 expansion capabilities. The MT500 has two
integral 5A -inch disk drives
with floppy-disk storage
capacity of up to 900K
bytes and 5A -inch Winchester disk -storage capacity of 5 megabytes.

Optional equipment for
the MT500 includes letterquality or high -speed
printers and Bell 103- or
212A-compatible modems.
The price for the MT500
ranges from 54795 to

57995, depending on storage options; dealer discounts are available. Multi Tech Systems Inc. is located
at 82 Second Ave. SE, New
Brighton, MN 55112, (612)
631 -3550.
Circle 550 on inquiry card.

programmer, a serial RS232C I/O port that operates at data rates from 110
to 4800 bps (bits per second), and the ability to address 8K bytes of external
memory.
An individual Sys -1 costs
$245; OEM (original equipment manufacturer) inquiries are invited. Complete
details are available from
Octagon Systems Corp.,
2849 West 35th Ave.,
Denver, CO 80211, (303)
458 -1705.
Circle 551 on inquiry card.

Sys -1

(I /O),

eight

channels of 8-bit analog
input, an onboard 20 mA
current loop, TTL (transistor- transistor logic), and RS232C serial /O. Intended
for controller and OEM
(original equipment manufacturer) applications, the
SBC651 has such standard
features as four programmable 8 -bit parallel ports,
eight auxiliary control lines,
four 16 -bit counter/timers
with I -µs (microsecond)
resolution, and a crystal controlled clock that proMHz operation.
vides
The SBC651 can accommodate from 1K to 3K
bytes of RAM (random -access read /write memory)
and up to 10K bytes of
ROM (read-only memory)
and EPROM (erasable programmable ROM).
I

1

Peripheral

equipment

Rockwell International's
AIM -65 to fully emulate the
SBC651 and provide low cost development support.
Another option is an
EPROM burner (programmer) that is used with the
AIM -65 as a program -development system. In
single units, the board
costs S154.50. Full product

from Octagon Sys-

6502 Board

specifications are available
from Industrial Micro -Systems Inc., POB 306, Plants ville, CT 06479, (203)
628 -4844.
Circle 552 on inquiry card.

Is

AIM -Compatible
The Model SBC651

is

an

AIM -compatible

hardware -

single board computer from Industrial Micro -Systems.
Based on the 8-bit 6502

interrupt vectored in

microprocessor, the 41/2-by

increments,

put/output

available for the SBC651 includes a device that allows

Development System
tems Corporation is a single -board microprocessor
development system and
process controller. It operates in BASIC and employs
National Semiconductor's
INS8073 chip with integral
control BASIC interpreter.
Sys -1 features 4K bytes of
static RAM (random- access
read/write memory), up to
4K bytes of EPROM (erasable programmable read only memory) in 2K -byte

61/2-inch SBC651 features
40 lines of parallel in-

Super Computer
The Super Computer
from the Mega Company is
a single -board Z80A -based
August 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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What's New
unit that's guaranteed to
run at 5 MHz. It features a
4K -byte system monitor in
EPROM (erasable programmable read-only memory),
64K bytes of dynamic RAM
(random- access read /write
memory), and memory
parity checking. Super
Computer has a single- or
double -density, single- or
double -sided 5 A- or 8 -inch
floppy-disk controller, a
hard -disk interface that
connects directly to Priam

and purchase orders will be
accepted by the Mega Co.,
2318 South Park St., Madison, WI 53713, (608)
255 -7400.
Circle 553 on inquiry card.

port up to 16 workstations
for multitasking and multi user environments. Approximate prices are S6000
for the Basis 208 and
$9000 for the Basis 216.
Further information is available from Basis Inc., 23116
Summit Rd., Los Gatos, CA
95030, (408) 438 -5804.
Circle 554 on inquiry card.

I

Optional equipment for
Super Computer includes
two 8 -bit bidirectional
parallel ports with Z80A
PIO (parallel I /O), four serial
ports with two SIOs and
handshaking, 448K bytes
of onboard dynamic RAM
with a PAL (programmable
array logic) chip for either
fast RAM disk or bank switching for multiuser applications under MP /M,
a 951 A mathematics
processor. The basic Super
Computer system costs
A full system, inS 1099.
cluding the 9511A, costs
S2199. Dealer inquiries

and
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Multiuser,
Multitasking
Microcomputer

Corporation's intelligent
hard -disk controller, and a
DMA (direct memory access) controller for the floppy disks, serial ports, and
general input/output (I /O)
interface. Super Computer's
two serial ports operate at
data rates from 150 to
19,200 bps (bits per second) and are controlled by
two Z80A SIOs (serial /Os)
with drivers for full RS -232C
handshaking. Other standard features include a
Z80A -based counter/timer
circuit, sockets for expandability, and CP /M and
MP /M operating system
compatibility.

share the same database
and off-line memory.
For more information on
the SB -80/4, contact Colonial Data Services Corp.,
105 Sanford St., Hamden,
CT 06514, (203) 288 -2524.
Circle 555 on inquiry card.

Basis

for Expansion

The Basis 200 series of
modular microcomputers
offers true upward expand-

ability, because the same
bus structure supports
either 8- or 16 -bit plug -in
processors. At this time,
two models are available:
Basis 208 and Basis 216.
The 8-bit Basis 208 features
the Z80B processor, a
6 -MHz clock, and the
CP /M operating system. Its

minimum

configuration

128K bytes of RAM
(random- access read/write

has

memory) expandable to
more than
megabyte,
dual 51/4-inch floppy -disk
drives, an 8 -bit parallel
printer interface, a serial RS232C interface, and a
10 -slot card cage with
room for additional memory, high-resolution graphics, and other equipment.
The Basis 216 is currently
offered equipped with the
Z8001 processor, but the
68000 and others are in
development. This 16 -bit
machine features Microsoft's Xenix operating system and the ability to sup1

The SB-80/4 microcomputer from Colonial Data
Services allows up to four
users to share floppy -disk
and hard -disk storage,
while maintaining separate
4 -MHz Z80A microproces-

with 64K bytes of
RAM (random- access read/
write memory) for each
user. This is accomplished
by placing all four corn puters on a single printed circuit board, connected to
a master Z80A multiuser input/output (I /O) controller.
The system is CP /M compatible, uses 5 A- or 8 -inch
floppy disks, supports a
10- to 104 -megabyte hard
disk, takes up to 320K
bytes of 200 -nanosecond
dynamic RAM, and has

t

(rrilÌli

iaiÎ

sors

four

Centronics -type

parallel ports and six serial
ports, two programmable
real -time clocks, a switching power supply (II 5 V
60 Hz or 220V 50Hz), and
a 50-pin expansion connector. The system is designed to run business software under the CP /M operating system. The multi -

supervisor allows
simultaneous users to
user

BYTE Publications Inc

www.americanradiohistory.com

TMS 9995 -based

Computer
The SBC 95/1 is an STD
bus single -board computer
using Texas Instruments'
TMS9995 processor, which

fully object-code -compatible with the TMS990
and 9900 families. The
board has two independently configurable asynchronous communications
ports for RS-232C and
RS-422 interfaces. Also provided are a 5 -bit parallel
output port, an 8 -bit input
port, and two softwareselectable memory maps.
Capable of operating as a
stand -alone unit, the 16 -bit
SBC 95/1 can be equipped
with up to 16K bytes of onboard EPROM (erasable
programmable read -only
memory) and up to 4K
bytes of RAM (random access read/write memory).
is

What's New?
One option available for

Harvard Newsletter on

program development

board contains a 6 -MHz
Z8OB microprocessor, 32K
bytes of 150-ns (nanosecond) dynamic RAM (ran-

tool, which consists of

dom- access

concise

mable

source materials and the
name, address, and telephone number of each
supplier, including contact

the

Eyring
Research Institute's PDOS
SBC

real -time

95/1

is

a

multitasking,

multiuser DOS (disk operating system), and PDOS
BASIC. Floppy -, mini floppy-, and hard -disk storage options are supported.
In lots of one to nine, the
costs S349. An
evaluation kit that includes
4K bytes of RAM, an
SBC 95/1

EPROM
debugging
monitor, connection hardware, and documentation
can be purchased for
S624. Contact GW3, 7239
Belinger Court, Springfield,
VA 22150, (703) 451 -2043.
Circle 556 on inquiry card.

read /write
memory), 4K bytes of ROM
(read -only memory) or
EPROM (erasable program-

ROM)

control

memory, a 30-millisecond
timer, and a serial I/O port.
Each additional memory
board provides the MZ-80
with 32K bytes of 150-ns
static RAM and allows
bank switching. The I/O
boards have eight independent RS-232C channels
and are engineered with

an

onboard crystal -

controlled clock to assure
proper timing reference.
The DMA disk controller
can handle up to four standard single- or double density 8 -inch drives or
two 31/2-inch mini-floppy
drives. Sector size can be as
large as 8K bytes.
The list price for a typical

ROM -based MZ -80 is
S7435, including software
license. The price for a disk based configuration for use

Computer

Graphics;

Stanley Klein, publisher and
editor. The guide contains

descriptions

of

person. Information on
foreign sources is also provided.
To receive your copy,
contact the Biz CG Guide,
The Harvard Newsletter
on Computer Graphics,
Service Department, POB
89, Sudbury, MA 01776.
Your request must be
made on letterhead and

accompanied with a selfaddressed envelope with
$0.37 postage (S1.20 outside the U.S.) affixed. The
Harvard Newsletter on

Computer Graphics

published

is

under the

auspices of the Laboratory
for Computer Graphics at
Harvard University.
Circle 558 on inquiry card.

Power of Visicalc
Management Information Source has announced the availability
of Robert Williams and
Bruce Taylor's book The

Power of Visicalc. Written
in plain English, this book
has seven easy -to-follow
exercises that are designed
to show you how to expand your applications
usage of Visicorp's Visicalc

program. The Power of
Visicalc uses specific examples to illustrate the logic
of each step in designing
an applications program
and step -by-step instructions that help you understand the basic concepts
behind Visicalc function
and command uses.
The Power of Visicalc is
available in softcover for
$9.95 from Management
Information Source, 1626
North Vancouver, Portland, OR 97227, (503)
287 -1462.
Circle 559 on inquiry card.

as a local processing sys-

Versatile System
Thomas Engineering
Company has introduced
the TEC MZ-80, a microprocessor-based computer
system suitable for commu-

nications,

word pro-

cessing, and small- business
applications. Built upon In-

tem is S7330. Contact
Thomas Engineering Co.,
Suite 106, 1040 Oak Grove
Rd., Concord, CA 94518,
(415) 680 -8640.
Circle 557 on inquiry card.

PUBLICATIONS
Microprocessor

Software Databook

tel's Multibus architecture,
the MZ -80 is configured
around separate processor,

memory,

input /output

and DMA (direct
memory access) disk -controller boards that mount
on the chassis with four or
eight slots. The processor
(I /O),

cessor upon which it will

Free Business

D.A.T.A. Inc. has introduced a new subscription
service: Microprocessor

Graphics Guide

Software D.A.T.A.Book.

A free guide to business
computer -graphics software, systems, and services is available from The

D.A.T.A.Book is organized
by general type of software

operate, and by the manufacturer's title. The information covers language and
extensions, ANSI (American National Standards Institute) standard, date of in-

package, by the micropro-

troduction, number of in-

Published biannually, the
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What's New.
memory and
peripheral requirements,
and available support.
Some of the topics covered
by D.A.T.A.Book are resi-

Marine Industry
Journal

stallations,

dent, cross-system, system
support, and applications
programs.
D.A.T.A. Inc.'s Micro-

processor

Software

D.A.T.A.Book costs S120.
Purchasing information is
available from D.A.T.A.
Inc., POB 26875, San
Diego, CA 92126, (800)
854 -7030; in California,
(714) 578 -7600.
Circle 560 on inquiry card.

Floating Point is a quarterly newsletter devoted to
the use of computers in the
small naval -architectural or
boat- design office, small
shipyard or boatyard, and
on board ships. Its scope
covers easily accessible
programs for large computers, interactive timesharing, and programmable calculators as well as
personal and small-business computers. Floating
Point is produced by the
Bay Area Marine Institute,

is

aimed at current and prospective Pascal language
users. This bimonthly
newsletter is packed with
Pascal hardware and software information, commercial notices, and interviews with personalities in
the news. In a recent issue,
Pascal Market News explored the use of Pascal in
real -time chemical analysis
of blood samples at Yale New Haven Hospital.
Subscribing to Pascal
Market News entitles you

discounts on many
Pascal- related books and
software publications. A
year's subscription costs
S20 in North America.
Foreign prepaid air -mail
subscriptions are $29, and
invoiced subscriptions are
higher. Order from
S4
Pascal Market News,
POB 5314, Mount Carmel,
CT 06518.
Circle 561 on inquiry card.
to
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Software

Micro Control Systems
and Penguin Software
have joined together to

prenticeship training, con-

tests

education,

research, and computer soft-

Pascal Users
Pascal Market News

Three -Dimensional
Graphics Tablet

Software Review is a bimonthly newsletter that

tinuing

ware development for the
marine industry.
Subscriptions to Floating
Point cost S5 per year. For
a sample issue and further
subscription information,
contact Bay Area Marine
Institute, Pier 66, San Francisco, CA 94107, (415)
552 -4500.
Circle 562 on inquiry card.

Database

Management Tool
Explained
A free 12 -page brochure
describing Micro Data Base
Systems' MDBS Ill microcomputer database -management application development tool is available
from ISE -USA. MDBS III in-

novations,

advantages,

features, and capabilities,
including its flexible query
system, are described.

PERIPHERALS

Consumer Newsletter
Tests TRS-80

nonprofit educational
corporation engaged in apa

Newsletter for

Typical applications are discussed, and a company
profile is provided. Obtain
your copy from ISE -USA,
350 West Sagamore Parkway, West Lafayette, IN
47906, (317) 463 -2581.
Circle 563 on inquiry card.

and evaluates programs for Radio Shack
and III
TRS-80 Model
I

users.

Software

reports on

a

Review

program's per-

formance,

advantages,

and limitations from the
user's point of view to help
consumers select the products that are best for them.
In each issue a wide range
of materials are evaluated,
including games, business
programs, operating systems, utilities, educational
programs, and languages.
One special feature, the
Bug Killer column, provides
advice, operating and programming tips, short cuts,
fixes, hardware reviews,
modifications, and so on.
For a sample copy of the
Software Review, send a
self- addressed envelope
with $0.37 postage to
Software Review, 92
Washington Ave., Cedarhurst, NY 11516. Retailers
or computer clubs interested in selling the Software Review can call
(516) 374 -5193.
Circle 564 on inquiry card.
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create Space Tablet,

ware /software

a

hard-

three -di-

mensional graphics input
device for the Apple II.
Space Tablet's hardware is
made up of a clear 16- by
13 -inch two- dimensional
workspace and an arm

with an elbow that enables it to swivel on the
two- dimensional space or

rotate above the tablet. Information on the position
of the tip of the arm is converted by the computer to
X,Y,Z coordinates, making
it possible to trace three-dimensional objects, both
real and imaginary. The
tablet, which connects to
the Apple by means of the
paddle port, also has two
buttons for additional inputs.
Space Tablet's software
it to be used as a

allows

standard two- dimensional
tablet or in three dimensions. Its two- dimensional
programs include the high resolution drawing, text,
and shape routines available in the Apple Tablet
and paddle/joystick ver-

What's New?
sions of that package. The
three -dimensional pro-

grams expand the input
from a choice of coordinates or two -dimensional

panels

to

three- dimen-

sional locations. You can
recall any three- dimensional object from memory
at any time, display it on
the Apple's screen, rotate it
on any axis, and scale and
edit it.
The Space Tablet costs
$475. A slightly different
version is produced for the
IBM Personal Computer. It
costs S595. Contact Micro
Control Systems, 230 Hartford Turnpike, Vernon, CT
06066, (203) 643 -4897.
Circle 565 on inquiry card.

The 8882 data-acquisition and control system for
the TRS-80 costs less than
S200, including software.
Complete product and pur-

chasing

Acquisition and
Control
The 8882 data-acquisition and control system
from Starbuck Data Company is designed for Radio
Shack's TRS-80 Models I
and Ill. The device has
eight digital inputs, eight
digital outputs, eight 0- to
5 -volt analog inputs, two
analog joystick ports; all inputs and outputs are fully
protected. Supplied software permits high-speed
data acquisition of up to
4000 points per second
and up to 30 points per
second for low-speed acquisition in the interrupt
mode. In the interrupt
mode, the 8882 allows all
data acquisition and control to be timeshared with
normal TRS -80 use.

is

ton

Lower Falls, MA
02162, (617) 237 -7695.
Circle 566 on inquiry card.

Apple PROM
Development System
A PROM (programmable
read -only memory) development system for the
Apple II is available from
Vista Computer Company.
This

TRS-80 Data

information

available from Starbuck
Data Co., POB 24, New-

system

simulates

PROM in RAM (random -access read/write memory),
allowing new code to be
tested and modified within
the computer before the
PROM is burned in. Supplied with a disk- based,
menu -driven program -development monitor, the
system has onboard memory that can be directly
loaded from assembler or
disk. Other standard features include a data and
address interface for oper-

ator location and control.
The Vista Computer
PROM development system simulates and pro-

grams

most

standard

PROMS, including 2K- and
4K -byte EPROMs (erasable
PROMs) such as 2708,

2716, and 2532 types. The
system costs $495. Further
details are available from
Vista Computer Co., 1317
East Edinger, Santa Ana,
CA 92705, (714) 953 -0523.
Circle 567 on inquiry card.

Acoustic Data
Coupler
The Anderson Jacobson
1233 acoustic data
coupler is capable of corn municating with Bell
212 -type modems. The AJ
1233 is an orginate -only
full -duplex acoustic coupler
with switch -selectable data
rates of 1200 bps (bits per
second) for synchronous or

AJ

asynchronous communications and from 0 to 450
bps for asynchronous communications. It can be used
either as an acoustic
coupler or as a modem,
and it can communicate
with VA 3400 and AJ
1200 series modems and in
Bell 103 or 113 modes.

The

microprocessor -

controlled, Federal Communications Commissionapproved Ai 1233 costs
$995. Complete details are

available from Anderson
Jacobson Inc., 521 Charcot Ave., San Jose, CA
95131, (408) 263 -8520.
Circle 568 on inquiry card.

Analog I/O Interface
International Aerospace
Products' Model ADA 8/4
AP analog input/output
(I /O) interface board is designed for the Apple II. It's
equipped with eight A/D

(analog -to- digital) input
channels, four D/A (digital to-analog) output chanscrew-activated terminal strips for I/O connections, voltage -follower buffers on A/D inputs, VREF
output for ratiometric transducers, and buffers on D/A
outputs. It's compatible
with any language, such
nels,
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that allows direct
addressing of specific memory locations.
The ADA 8/4 AP plugs
in any Apple II I/O slot except slot 0. Complete specifications are available upon
request from International
Aerospace Products Inc.,
POB 166, White Marsh,
VA 23183.
Circle 569 on inquiry card.

military or 12 -hour (with
a.m. and p.m. indication)
formats. It tells you the date
with year, month, date,
day of week, and leap year

as BASIC,

information. Standard
features include rapid date
and time setting, crystal control for 0.0005% accuracy, latched input/output
ports for easy PEEK and
POKE BASIC programming,
and an onboard battery

backup that provides
power -off operation for
more than four months.
With Time II, you can call
up schedules, time events,
and date listings and other
printouts because its
DIP -(dual-inline package)
switch -selectable interrupts
permit foreground and
background operation of

Color Port
The Color Port from
Maple Leaf Systems gives
your Radio Shack TRS-80
Color Computer powerful
input/output capabilities.
The plug -in cartridge Color
Port gives the Color Computer two fully programmable 8 -bit bidirectional
parallel ports with full
handshaking. It supports
full interrupt capability and
computer voltage and logic
control lines are brought
out to the standard edge

connector. Additionally,
the cartridge has a socket
for 2K bytes of RAM (random- access read /write
memory) or EPROM (erasable programmable read only memory).
Optional equipment for
the Color Port includes
2K -byte RAMs and 2K -byte
EPROMs. With documentation, the Color Port cartridge without memory
costs S 129.95. The optional RAM is available for
S19.95, and the EPROM
costs S12.95. All can be
purchased from Maple Leaf
Systems, POB 2190, Station
C, Downsview, Ontario
M2N 2S9, Canada.
Circle 570 on inquiry card.
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line- frequency monitoring
capabilities. The GS-3 is

two programs simul-

The Model GS-2 Glitch
Sentinel power -line monitor from Billings McEachern

designed for

diagnoses power problems
for microcomputers, disk
drives, and other sensitive
electronic equipment. The
Sentinel checks for power
failures, low and high line
voltages, spikes, voltage

GS-2

supplied with a
DOS 3.3 disk
with Time II programs and
23 -page operating
a

Glitch Sentinel Has
Built -in Printer

drops,

high- frequency

noise, and high and low
line frequencies. Built -in
features include a clock/
calendar, a user -enabled

audible alarm,

latched

three -phase

power monitoring.

taneously.
Time

II is

16- sector

In single units, the Model

Glitch Sentinel and
the Model GS-3 cost $900;
in lots of two to ten, the
price is S750. A single GS -1
costs $300, and two to ten
units are available for $250
each. Order directly from
the manufacturer, Billings
McEachern Inc., Suite 106,
333 Cobalt Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408)
746 -0830.
Circle 571 on inquiry card.

manual

that contains

many example programs
to use with your Apple II.
The price is S129. Contact
Applied Engineering, POB
470301, Dallas, TX 75247,
(214) 492 -2027.
Circle 572 on inquiry card.

SOFTWARE

LEDs (light-emitting diodes)

Stock and
Commodities
Messenger

for each alarm type, and a
printer that prints alarm
messages in English.

addition to the Model
Billings McEachern
offers the GS-1 and the
GS-3 Glitch Sentry power line monitors. The GS-1 is
similar to the GS -2, but it
does not have the printer,
clock/calendar, and the
In

GS-2,

Apple Time

II

Time II, an Applied
Engineering product, is a
real -time clock/calendar for
the Apple II computer.
Time II tells time in hours,
minutes, and seconds with
program -selectable 24 -hour

Publications Inc

www.americanradiohistory.com

Arndt's InvesMicro Messenger
(IMM) is made up of a
group of investors who
George

tors'

pool their expertise to develop stock- and commodities- management software
for the Apple II. As an IMM

What's New?
member, you receive annually four packages containing floppy disk-based
software, updated commodity database, a detailed
instruction book written in

to 32K -byte tapebased Ataris or 24K- or
32K -byte Ataris with disk

nontechnical language,
complete documentation
and rep jrts, and graphics
software that allows you
to see buy- and-sell calls
with daily open, high, low,
and close. Opportunities to

5425 Jigger Dr., Soquel,
CA 95073, (408) 476-4901.
Circle 574 on inquiry card.

purchase technical trade
books are also offered.
The IMM membership
fee is $995 for the first year
and $350 for the second
year. Members receive
S100 for each program
donated to IMM. Complete
details are available from
George Arndt, CTA, Investors' Micro Messenger,
POB 319, Harvard, MA
01451, (617) 456 -8830.
Circle 573 on inquiry card.

Atari BASIC Tutorials
Santa Cruz Educational

Software's Tricky Tutorials
are designed to help
sharpen your Atari BASIC

programming skills. Each
tutorial in the six -disk package consists of a discussion
in plain language and examples already entered
and running. The topics
covered are Display Lists,
Horizontal and Vertical
Flipping,
Basics of Animation, Player

Scrolling,

Missile

Page

Graphics,

and

Sounds and Music.
Tricky Tutorials are available on tape or disk in a
single package for $99.95
plus S3 for shipping and

handling.

They

require

16K-

drives.

Order

Tricky

Tutorials from Santa Cruz

Educational

Software,

Strategy Game
Automated Simulations'
Ricochet is a strategy game
combined with fast-action
graphics. It can be played
with another player or any
of four different computer
opponents. Here's how it
works: players maneuver
blocks to set up a shot at
the opposing goal and to
protect their own goal.
Each contestant has two
launchers to fire. Shots
ricochet off the blocks,
earning points for each hit
plus bonus points for hitting the opponent's goal.
Before victory can be
claimed, a player must win
two of three (or three of
five) games.
Ricochet is available on
cassette for 16K -byte Atari
400/800s equipped with
the BASIC ROM (read -only
memory) cartridge and
16K -byte Level II TRS -80s.
On disk, the game can be
enjoyed on 32K-byte Atari
400/800s, 32K TRS -80s
with the TRSDOS operating system, and 48K -byte
Apples with Applesoft in
ROM. The suggested retail
price is S19.95. Contact

Automated Simulations,
POB 4247, Mountain
View, CA 94040.
Circle 575 on inquiry card.

Solar
Design Programs
Version 2.0 of Solarsoft's
Sunpas, Sunop, and Tsw-

ing interactive solar analysis programs for
48K-byte Apple II Plus corn puters is now available.
Given both the solar input
and the load on the building, Sunpas and Sunop
estimate the yearly auxiliary heating requirements
of a passive solar building.
Both programs are based

on Los Alamos National
Laboratory's Solar Load
Ratio Method, which is described in volume two of
the Passive Solar Design
Handbook (available for

$30.50

from National

Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Rd.,
Springfield, VA 22161).

With documentation, Sun pas and Sunop cost $250
each or $400, if purchased
together.

Tswing

is

a

nodal -

analysis thermal -simulation
program that helps predict

temperature swings in a
building. It is useful for sizing mass and glazing areas
to prevent overheating.
Tswing makes extensive
use of graphs to supplement hard-copy printouts
of data. Provided with
Tswing is Solgain, a clear day solar-insolation routine
to calculate incident and
transmitted hourly solar
gains. Tswing costs $395,

including

a

60 -page

manual.
Sunpas, Sunop, and
Tswing can be purchased
as a three-program package for S 700. Yearly subscriptions to an updating
service are available for
S75, and users manuals

without software may be
obtained for S25. Get additional details on these programs from Solarsoft Inc.,
POB 124, Snowmass, CO
81654, (303) 927-4411.
Circle 576 on inquiry card.

PILOT for CP/M
Owners of CP/M -based
computers can now run
the Nevada PILOT language, thanks to Ellis Corn puting. A string- oriented
language, Nevada PILOT is
designed for interactive applications such as data entry, programmed instruction, and testing. Among
its many features are an integrated full- screen text
editor and the ability to
drive video-tape recorders,
voice -response units, and

other optional equipment.
With Nevada PILOT,
someone with no prior
computer experience can
develop dialog programs in
an hour or so. Nevada
PILOT meets all PILOT -73
standards.
Nevada PILOT requires
32K bytes of RAM (random- access read /write
memory), one disk drive,
a video display and keyboard. It will run on
TRS -80, North Star, Super brain, Micropolis, Vector,
Softcard- equipped Apples,

and many other CP /Mbased systems. Nevada
PILOT costs S 149.95,
which includes a floppy
disk and a manual, and is
available from Ellis Computing, 600 41st Ave., San

Francisco,

CA

94121,

(415) 751 -1522.
Circle 577 on inquiry card.
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Flexible Changes
The Flex 9.0 DOS (disk
operating system) for Radio
Shack's TRS -80 Color Computer is available from
Technical Systems Consultants (TSC), 111 Providence Rd., Chapel Hill,
NC 27514. Occasionally,
changes to TSC- supplied
utility programs \are required to avoid memory
conflicts with the BASIC
ROMs (read -only memories). These changes and
an implementation guide
can be obtained from
South East Media, POB
794, Chattariooga, TN
37443.
Circle 578 on inquiry card.

Wiremaster 4.02
Afterthought Engineering has released version
4.02 of its Wiremaster software tool for the design,
layout, and construction of

electronics

hardware.

Wiremaster generates net-

work maps, wire lists,
cross -references, and
checklists. It can handle
large industrial jobs as well
as small prototypes and
hobby projects. Version
4.02 enhancements in-

clude location accuracy of
0.001 inch, provisions for
twisted -pair and coaxial
wiring, and input language
expansions that handle
special components such
as connectors.
Wiremaster version 4.02
costs $200; computer club
members are eligible for a
50% discount. Updates to
earlier versions are priced at
S25. Complete details can
be obtained from After458
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thought Engineering, 7266
Courtney Dr., San Diego,
CA 921

1

1,

(714) 279 -2868.

Circle 579 on inquiry card.

TRS-80

Game System
The Adventure System
has all the necessary ingredients you need to cook up

adventure -type games on
TRS -80
Model I or Ill. Offered by
The Alternate Source, the
Adventure System consists
of an editor that compiles a
command language into
an adventure database
and a driver program that
executes the database. A
manual documenting the
Adventure Language syntax and a complete analysis
of a small adventure is provided. Two full adventures
are also supplied with the

your Radio Shack

System.
The Adventure System
requires a 48K -byte TRS -80
Model I or Ill with disk
drives. It is available on formatted disks for $39.95.
Purchase orders are being
fulfilled by The Alternate
Source, 1806 Ada St., Lans-

ing, MI 48910,
487 -3358.

(517)

Circle 580 on inquiry card.

errors and to regain the use
of disks that have error
tracks. With DPatch, files
that have been erased
from the disk directory may
be recovered. Additionally,
you can extract data from
files that are no longer
readable under normal circumstances. Damaged or
unreadable disks can be
returned to normal using
DPatch's Surface Analysis,
which analyzes and locks
out damaged areas.
DPatch is distributed in
most popular disk formats
and has a suggested retail
price of S195. The manufacturer invites dealer and
OEM (original equipment

manufacturer)

inquiries.

Complete specifications are
available from Advanced
Micro Techniques, Suite
209, 1291 East Hillsdale
Blvd., Foster City, CA
94404, (415) 349 -9336.
Circle 581 on inquiry card.

DPatch 1.3 is a CP /Mand MP /M -based disk
recovery and reliability system from Advanced Micro
Techniques. It gives you
the ability to recover files

that contain input/output

your own EPROM (erasable programmable ROM),
which can save you loading time. Other features include 3K bytes of memory
that permit a target pro-

gram to be resident
anywhere in memory.
Bigbug costs S75. Further details are available
from Future Project Corp.,
POB 11, Hawleyville, CT
06440, (203) 775 -3062.
Circle 582 on inquiry card.

Superfile System
FYI Inc. has

Bigbug Squashes
Debugging Delays
Future Project Corporation has developed Bigbug,
a Z80 monitor for controlling Radio Shack TRS -80
Model I Level II assembly -

language programming.
The device features a
ROM- (read-only memory)
based monitor that doesn't
of input/output, a
hexadecimal calculator,
cess

built -in RS-232C driver software, up to eight userselectable breakpoints,and
the ability to produce hard copy printouts for debugging history. Bigbug can be

introduced

Superfile, an indexing and
file -retrieval system for text
entries of any size. The sys-

tem can handle more than
7000 entries per database
on 8-inch single -density
disks or 2500 entries per

database

need a backup, direct ac-

Disk Recovery System

treated as a subroutine
from your programs, and
its hardware can accept

on

80K -byte

5'A -inch disks. Superfile
can search as many as 100
entries per second, and up
to 65 keywords can be
combined with AND, OR,
and NOT in a single
search. Superfile lets you
direct output to the screen,
printer, or disk, and it does
not limit the amount of text
per entry or the number of
data disks per database.
Additionally, Superfile can
access up to 16 floppy- or
hard -disk drives.
Superfile runs under the
CP/M operating system on

Z80 -based

processors.

Available on 8-inch and
most 5 A -inch disks, Superfile costs S195,

which in-

cludes a demonstration
database, installation pro-

What's New?
gram, and a user's manual.
Orders for the Superfile indexing and retrieval system
are being accepted by FYI
Inc., POB 10998 #615a,
Austin, TX 78766, (512)
258 -6310.
Circle 583 on inquiry card.

MISCELLANEOUS

Analog Devices has introduced the AD7528, a
monolithic dual 8-bit D/A

(digital -to- analog) converter. With both converters on the same chip,
and with the use of a common data bus to load
either D/A register, Analog
Devices engineered the
dual D/A converter in a
20 -pin DIP (dual -inline
package). The AD7528
has onboard data latches
and a microprocessor inter-

Statistics Package
Questionnaire Service
Company's Statistical PackMicrocomputers
based on SPSS
Inc.'s Statistical Package for
age

for

(SP-Micro) is

Each of the
AD7528's D/A converters

face.

Social Sciences. It features
variable and value labels,
long variable names, missing values, and English -lan-

guage

error messages.
Built -in print routines are

programmed

for

Micromonitor

an

MK Enterprises' Micro-

80- column printer and include controls for page
length. Among the procedures implemented in SP-

monitor MX2100 Teleprocessor is a 3- by 5- by
11/2-inch device that can
connect your microcomputer to the Bell Telephone
Network. The Micromonitor is a DTMF (dual-tone
multifrequency) transceiver /coupler outfitted with
parallel input/output, two
600 -ohm audio channels,
ring and off-hook signaling

Micro

are

frequency

distribution with optional
histogram, cross-tabs (includes chi -square), Pearson
correlation with an optional covariance table,
and multiple regression
with block-wise or stepwise inclusion levels.
SP -Micro

requires

a

Model II or a North
Star computer, the CP /M
operating system, and
CBASIC2. The manufacturer recommends a minimum of 48K bytes of memory and two disk drives. SPMicro costs $250, including
a manual, which is available separately for S5. SPMicro can be ordered from
the Questionnaire Service
Co., POB 23056, Lansing,
MI 48909.
Circle 584 on inquiry card.
TRS-80

Monolithic Dual 8-Bit
D/A Converter

circuitry, a retriggerable circuit that signals the presence of a conversation,
and circuitry that monitors
the status of the telephone
trunk (i.e., dial tone, ringing, busy, etc.). Two onboard optoisolators can
control your equipment by
means of Touch -Tone (a
registered trademark of
AT &T) commands. The

Micromonitor's Touch Tone

transmitter allows
outward dialing in PABX
(private automatic branch
exchange) applications, in-

cluding automatic redial
and speed dialing, while its
companion Touch -Tone
receiver permits end -to -end
signaling for remote data
entry. When used with a
microprocessor or an intelligent controller, the Micro monitor is capable of performing sophisticated functions such as telephone call

accounting, information re-

trieval,

radio -telephone

paging, and remote security monitoring.
Certified by the Federal
Communications Commission, the Micromonitor is
compatible with Apple,
STD bus, and many single board computers. It costs
$495, including a manual.
Additional operating specifications are available from
MK Enterprises, 8911 Nor wick Rd., POB 29654, Richmond, VA 23229, (804)
740 -8380.
Circle 585 on inquiry card.

has its own reference input, which eliminates the
need to test and select D/A
converters in most applications where precise matching is required.
The AD7528 monolithic
dual 8 -bit D/A converter is
available in various grades
for industrial and military

Complete

applications.

grade descriptions and
product information can be
obtained from Analog DeIndustrial
vices, Route
Park, POB 280, Norwood,
1

MA 02062.
Circle 586 on inquiry card.

Data Line Tester
Warren Instrotech's portable W-DLT (data -line
tester) can identify seven
commonly used RS-232C
data lines and show the
likely cause of a connection problem. It's provided
with a switch that enables
it to function as a Null
Modem, which is used to

interconnect two terminals, modems, or cornAugust 1982
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puters

without rewiring

cables. In the Null Modem

mode, any standard device
can communicate with
other devices by means of
one standard type of cable.
The W -DLT comes with
a full set of instructions and
a one -year warranty. It
costs 559.95; quantity and
dealer discounts are available. Contact Warren Instrotech Ltd., POB 4500,
Ogdensburg, NY 13669; in
Canada, POB 5739, Station F, Ottawa, Ontario
K2C 3M1, (613) 728-9120.
Circle 587 on inquiry card.

selectable port assignments, and compatibility
with most Z80 -based S-100
systems, including Cromemco, North Star, Vector
Graphic, TDL, and SD
Systems. Other features include the ability to assign
16K -byte banks to any of
four locations within the
64K-byte address space
and the ability to enable
and disable 16K -byte banks
under software control.
Power requirements are
6% watts.
The Sonics Research
64K -byte dynamic memory
board has a suggested re-

Hide Your Cables and Wires

tail price of S450, assembled and tested. Further in-

available from
Sonics Research Corp.,
Suite 505, 1500 Northwest
62nd St., Fort Lauderdale,
FL 33309, (305) 776 -7177.
Circle 588 on inquiry card.

formation

is

Hug Your

Office Equipment

S-1 00-based

Dynamic RAM Board
Research

Cor-

poration

recently

intro-

duced
based

low -cost

Sonics
a

S

-100-

64K -byte bank selectable dynamic RAM
(random- access read /write
memory) board. The board
provides continuous memory refresh during system
resets and long wait states,
true bank- selectability in
16K -byte levels, switch460

The Huggy System can
protect your office equip
ment from theft. Conventional tools cannot remove
the Huggy System's "Tufnut," yet removal does not
require special tools.
The Huggy System number 101 will secure a single
piece of equipment. It's
available in kit form for
S10.95. The master Huggy
System service kit, number
1020, secures up to 12 machines and is available for

$89.50.

Contact

the

Huggy System, 2660 West
Chester Pike, Broomall, PA
19008, (800) 345 -1280; in

Pennsylvania,

(215)

359-1004.
Circle 589 on inquiry card.

Designatron's Organizer

filters, power strip, and fan.

places your Radio Shack

The second cabinet can
hold up to four disk drives,
a tape recorder, fan, floppy
disks, and cassettes.
The Organizer costs
$87.50, ph_ s $8.75 shipping and handling. Orders
are being accepted by Designatron, 2794 Hume Rd.,
Malibu, CA 90265, (213)
456 -9023.
Circle 590 on inquiry card.

Model l's components into a single desktop package, hiding the
wires and cables. The
Organizer is made up of
two wood-grain cabinets.
The first cabinet, which has
a removable front panel for
easy rebooting, holds the
monitor, expansion interTRS -80

face, power supplies, line

Align Disk Drives

Without

a Scope

The Lynx -300 from Lynx
Design & Technology lets
your field -service personnel
make all necessary floppy disk alignment adjustments
without an oscilloscope.
The Lynx-300 comes with
a

color -coded set of
which attach

probes,

directly to a drive's printed circuit board, and with a
series of LEDs (light emitting diodes) to indicate
the proper settings for
radial and index/sector ad-
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justments and to indicate if
the adjustment is not
within specifications. The

Lynx -300

is

powered

directly from the drive.
The Lynx -300 comes
with a zippered leatherette
case and is priced at $394

What's New
funds) and $475
(Canadian funds). For complete specifications, contact
Lynx Design & Technology
Inc., 3880 Chesswood Dr.,
(U.S.

Downsview, Ontario M3J
2W6, Canada, (416)
6384875.
Circle 591 on inquiry card.

HP Users
The Hand Held Products
Division of F.M. Weaver

Associates produces a
wide range of products
and services for HP
(Hewlett- Packard) users.
The HHP -16K EPROM
(erasable programmable
read -only memory) is one
such product. It gives HP41 C and -41 CV calculator
users cost -effective applica-

tion program storage. The
HHP -16K, basically a ROM
(read -only memory) emulator, can hold 4K- or

programs

packages for 40-pin devices for S36 and $25.30,
respectively. Full product
information and applications assistance can be ob-

data bus, and single- or
double -sided drives. The
FD 176X family can be
used with single -density
IBM 3740 or double density IBM System /34 formats.
In production quantities,
the FD 176X family is available in ceramic or plastic

Digital Corp., 2445 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA
92714, (714) 557 -3550.
Circle 593 on inquiry card.

Keyboard Guard

does not affect air circula-

tained

from Western

Floppy -Disk
Controllers

Products for

8K -byte

Hand Held Products Division will convert to EPROM
storage programs stored
on magnetic cards or
Hewlett- Packard development system tape or disk.
The price for this service
ranges from 550 for a
4K -byte program to 5100
for a 16K -byte program.
For more information, contact F.M. Weaver Associates Inc., Hand Held Products Division, 6201 Fair
Valley Dr., Charlotte, NC
28211, (704) 377 -3841.
Circle 592 on inquiry card.

for

storage, or it can hold up

to 16K -byte programs,
depending on the selection
of EPROMs. The HHP -16K
costs $241.

Other products offered
include the HHP-41 DS user
development system and
the BURN software program for the HP-85 SDS-II
computer. The BURN program is available for a onetime lease fee of 5495. The

Western Digital Corporation has introduced
the FD 176X family of
5 A -inch floppy -disk controllers that provides all the
features of its industrystandard FD 179X family.
The FD 176X family operates at
MHz and is fully
compatible with existing
minifloppy -disk designs using the FD 179X standard.
Aimed at soft-sectored systems equipped with automatic track seek with
verification and providing
DMA (direct memory access) or programmed data bus transfers, the FD 176X
family supports single- or
multiple- sector reads or
writes with automatic sector search in both modes,
or it can read and write an
entire track. Currently,
Western Digital has four
members in the family: the
FD 1761, -63, -65, and -67,
which cover all combinations of single- or double density, true or inverted
1

Plexa -Lok from Last Elec-

tronics guards your Apple Il
keyboard from contaminants and curious fingers.
Made of clear 0.080 -inchthick acrylic, Plexa -Lok slips
up and over the keyboard,
then snaps into position. It

tion.
Plexa -Lok comes with a
60-day warranty and costs
S19.95, postpaid. Contact
Last Electronics, POB
1300, San Andreas, CA
95249, (209) 754-1800.
Circle 594 on inquiry card.

Where Do New Products Items Come From?
The information printed in the new products pages of BYTE is

obtained from new product" or "press release" copy sent by the
promoters of new products. If in our judgment the information
might be of interest to the personal computing experimenters and
homebrewers who read BYTE, we print it in some form. We
openly solicit releases and photos from manufacturers and suppliers to this marketplace. The information is printed more or less
as a first -in first -out queue, subject to occasional priority modifications. While we would not knowingly print untrue or inaccurate
data, or data from unreliable companies, our capacity to evaluate
the products and companies appearing in the "What's New ?"
feature is necessarily limited. We therefore cannot be responsible
for product quality or company performance.

4o

Circle 184 on inquiry card.
Micropolis

General
Software

ACCESS 801
ACCESS 8011

VISA and MASTERCHARGE
TOLL FREE - Outside Indiana
1- 800 -457 -0517
ORDER DESKS
(812) 234-9421
Best Service
Write for our famous CATALOG.
Contains many Items
kerns not in ad.
Con
P ur.
Y many (refund
chase) Outside US add $10 plus
Air Parcel Postage. Add $3.50
postage and handling per each
Item. Indiana residents add 4%
sales tax. Allow 2 weeks on
Item.
checks. COD add $3.00 per
P
Prices subject to change without
notice. All Items subject to

availability.
Manual
Only

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Dental (PAS-3)
Medical (PAS -3)
BYROM SOFTWARE

$849/40
$849/40

BSTAM

$149
$149

$229/25
$109

$349ßO
$429 /30
$316/20
$140 /15

Compiler
Only

KEY BITS
Wordsearch

$179/50
$ 84/20

String 80
String 80 (Source)
String Bt

$279
$ 65

scan AP

Selector IV
SelectorV
SBasic
MICRO TAX

' Level

Level
Level

$269 /35
$469/50
$269/25

$249
$995
$749
$1495

1

ll
III

*Comboll +Ill
Microsoft 5.3
Run time module
MICRO PRO'
Wordstar
WS Training Guide
WS Custom Notes
MailMerge
WS- Mailmerge
Datastar
DS Custom Notes
Calcstar
Supersoft
Spellstar
MICROSOFT

$149/25
$149/25

MuSimphnuMath
MuL sp 80
ORGANIC SOFTWARE

$309/60
20
$429/na
$109/25
$419/85
$249/60
$429/na
$259/na
$199/40
$175/40

ARSalesAnaysis
Inventory
Order Entry
SOHO GROUP
Matchmaker
Worksheet
SORCIM

Ii

$399/40
$399/40

399/40
$399/40

add$119
$799/40
$799/40
$449/40
$3049/55
$1299/50
$799/40
$699/40

Others less 10%

WHITESMITHS
C Compiler

$1400/50
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER
Wordstar3.O
Mailmerge
Supercalc
Yisicalc(256K)
Optimizer

$499 quantity 2 up.

....

$325

TM100-4
96 TPI (1000 KBYTES)
Compatible with Zenith, Heath, etc.
TANDON 51/4" HARD DISKS

....

$425

TM 602 (5MB)
TM 603 (10MB)

$1195
$1295

'Supervyx
'Micro B+

$224 /35
$349 /35
$224/15

Mfg. Inventory and Control Program

$ 75

'Lynx

$199/20

T1990, 300 Mep storage required
Distributed in Cobol object code
Call for Info.
$20000/NA
Write for catalog ($1.00) and other listings

A

$ 275
$ 275

Godbout Z-80A
Godbout 8085A

$ 295

MEMORY
CCS 2065 64K dynamic
CCS 2116 32K static
Godbout RAM 17 64K

$ 595
$ 625
$ 675

I/O
$ 325
$ 225
$ 225

CCS 2710 4 S10

Godbout Interfacer 1
Godbout Interfacer 2

NEW !!!!
Qume Sprint 9

Mini -Enclosure with power supply
1 drive
$ 85
$120
2 drives

NEW
$1050

2 drives

drives
4 drives

Diskettes ss $39/10

$229/20
$449/50
$349/45
$439/40

Mini Model
'Spellbinder
'Statpak
"The Word"

..

$2395

45 CPS, RO. Available in KSR version.
Call for further particulars.
Ribbons: $125 /case
Bidirectional tractor feed $225

Tarbell single density kit
$195
Tarbell single density A & T
$310
Tarbell double density A & T
$425
CCS 2422 w /CPM 2.2
$350
Godbout Disk 1
$450
MDA MXV -21 LSI -11 controller (RX -01, RX -02 compatible)

(fits Siemens, Shugart, Qume)
$110
power supply
(powers two floppies)

$575/50
$269 /30
$159/25
$159/25
$ 89/15

'Fabs(13-Tree)
Ultrason

DAISY WHEEL PRINTER

CP -206

SCall

MISCELLANEOUS
'dBASE II

CCS 2810

CONTROLLERS

3

$500/NA
$730/NA
$299/NA
$369/NA
$450/NA

Supersoft C
Pascal MT + 86w/SPP
CBasic-86
SuperCalc
Sups/Soft CCompiler
Wordmaster

$149/25
$119/25
$269

$449/25
$224/20

$545

Cable Kits

$229/NA
$200/NA

CPU

TM100- 2
48 TPI (500 KBYTES)
Compatible with Northstar, Cromemco, TRS -80

$ 95

$309/60
$109/25
$2691NA

CPIM-IS

(Specify Language)

$ 75

TANDON DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY MINIS

MISCELLANEOUS

$700/40

Pascal (incl C)
$900/45
Cross Compiler 8080280 host
Target M68000, PDP11, 11/70, VAX

Available for Apple with Softcard

density.
Tendon TM 848

462

I

Term

Plan -80

'Raid
'Raid FP
'FFP
'Recover
'RADAR

Virtually the industry standard. High quality/
reliability. Full featured, double sided, double

2 Disk drive enclosure

$399/40
$399/40

$349/40
$449/40
$149/20

*Act 86/138
'Trans 86
'Supercalc
SOUTHERN COMPUTERS

SPECIALIIItItII QUME DATATRAK 8

1,

$3495/NA
$5000/NA

$17720

Pascal /M 86/88
'Act 65
'Act 68
'Act 69

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

$525 quantity

84/20
$149ßO
$219/30
$289/35
$175/20
$ 84/20
$129/25
$169/25
$449 /35
S

'Forth
SSS Fortran
'Fortran w/RATFOR
C Compiler
'Disk Doctor
'Term
Z8000Xassembler

$ 97/20

$298
$329

Basic Compiler

SUPERSOFT
'Diagnostic II

i269ß0

Sequitur
Onyx, Plexus
PDP -11
PEACHTREE,' SOFTWARE
General Ledger
Accounts Receivable
Payable
Payroll
Inventory
Mailing Address
for P5 Version
Series 6- Peachtree
CPA
Property Mgt
Passive Payroll
Series 7- Peachtree
Sales Tracker

ISIS

Basic -80

Call for others

$111/25
$26925

Pascal/MZ80

49

I

DIGITAL RESEARCH
Northstar (Horizon)

$549/40
$269/40
$439/40

Pascal Z
Pascal MT+ V5.5

Best Selection

CP /M
2.2 Intel MDS -800

Textwnterlll
Datebook
'Milestone
PACIFIC SOFTWARE

$429150

General Subroutine
Application Utilities
ISA
Spellguard
SP/Law
PASCAL LANGUAGE

Macro-80

$249/50

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS GROUP
GL AR AP PR OE
$849/40

$349
$629
5124
$144
S 84
$174
5174

M -Sort

Edit -80

FRONTIER SOFTWARE
Professional
Time Accounting

Fortran-80
Cobol-80

$429/30
$316/20
$140/15

FRIENDS
FRIEND

WE HONOR

'BSTMS

$9820

SPP

Mailing Address:
1454 S. 25th St.
Terre Haute, IN 47803

Disk
with
Manual

$169/25
$159/35
$459/35

II

CB-80
C&80
CBesic2
Pascal MT+
Compiler

$ 35
$ 40
$

- ds $59/10

45

!!!!

ABM 85 Video Termina!

..

$ 895

- Detachable keyboard
- Televideo 920, ADM 3A compatible
- High resolution green phosphor (23 MHZ)
- Extra multi -bus or -100 slot for stand -alone
S

capability

Electrolabs
POB 1608, Palo Alto, CA 94302 (415) 965-7040

Terms of sale: cash or checks, MC/
VISA. Min. order $25. CA residents
add 6% tax. Prices subject to change
without notice. All goods subject to

prior sale.
Circle 164 on Inquiry card.
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S -80 video

screen will

g yobs
S -80 computer's video screen to life with the many striking graphics
splays and functional programming techniques presented in this exciting and
easy -to- follow new book!
Beginning with the basics, the authors introduce you to the tools of computer
graphics, including the capabilities of the video screen, keyboard and character
control, and graphics programming techniques such as concatenation, looping nd
using subroutines and strings. The real fun
begins as you learn how to create vivid displays
iNgrütit#ltietaaae
ranging from business charts and mathematical
function plots to dragons and lions, laser can7
awte
nons, beautiful artistic designs, and a unique
animated figure called Critter. Complete program listings and suggestions for modifications
z
accompany each of the more than 100 graphic
eMoQO
Mode DelO
displays.
Besides providing guidance to those intereoarertltirm COMINHIBM
ested in specific applications, this book also
1111111:1111111t
serves the novice as an excellent introduction to
.
programming in BASIC and machine language.
Written in a witty, readable style and com3:::
plemented by over 100 detailed illustrations,
MIMI
TRS -80 Graphics for the Model I and Model Ill is
both a thorough guide and an invaluable referiiii+iiii%
iikl* r}--tittU
ence for anyone interested in the exciting field
of computer graphics.
lIM! owriwnrmr,-

r',t

iiiiiisiiiii MBOHISfit
TRS-80

A

MMP<
Mlr!h'i

wr7
:

GRApHacs

a

TRS-80

trilaSHIND

.eut..

aata

tattklei-iita

'

:lA
rE !tG
_
'°°!

O
N
.

is

required.

TRS-801

bit

GRAPHICS

TRS-80
TRS

Softcover
Illustrated
Price $12.95
Please add 51.00 to cover shippine

URAPHICS

aacteHltek

ISBN 0-07- 033303 -3
288 pages

Prepaymenr

tatiMellittU

,.

Order Toll -Free 800/258 -5420

BYTE/McGraw -Hill 70 Main Street Pete
Circle 64 on inquiry card.

NEW 23K
PERSONAL
COMPUTER
$23900

FACTORY

ALE

You get the NEW APF -IM -1 Full Size Powerful
Computer: Includes 14K ROM with Level II BASIC
built in, 9K User RAM, Color, Sound, Professional
53 keyboard, Two controllers, Two 10 key numeric pads, High speed cassette, A.C. adapter, RF
modulator, T.V. switchbox. Accepts TAPE -DISKPLUG IN CARTRIDGES. It is PLUG IN EXPANDABLE at low cost. 90 day parts and labor warranty, owners guide, BASIC language manual. All
this in a beautiful black and white console case
for only .23900.
15 DAY FREE TRIAL Return within 15 days com-

stete
Y

Build and Enhance

The Vital Link
flexible word processing for the
UCSD p-System.
CPR functions include pagination. underlining,
proportional spacing and a lot more.
CPR is available now on 8" diskettes for p -Systern versions ll and IV including 175 page users'
manual ... S199.00.
Users' manual alone ... 530.00
fast,

Apple' software library

Sorento Valley Rd

Suite

11

Your Apple needs programs.
At last you have an opportunity
to use your Apple to its fullest

capacity!

ÁPPLEU)FiiiE JNC.

extensive variety of programs including:
Printer

Graphics
Music
Finance

6400 Hayes Si
Hollywood, FL 33024
'TM Apple is a reg.atered trademark

of

Circle 158 on inquiry card.

Apple Compter

Floppy Disks

MX-80

SAVE 40%

$G95
R

51/4

3 Ribbons
Price Includes Shipping

Circle

74 on

inquiry card.

-

-

Now Available!

The Light Pen For The

IBM Personal
Computer

Ready to run under PC -DOS or CP /M -861'
Standalone version available soon. 64 kbytes

Circle 227 on inquiry card.

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper Ave.
St. Clair Shores, MI 48081

Itrs

....

(213) 306 -7412

-COD

Circle 236 on inquiry card.

Floating point arithmetic extensions and cross
compiler available at additional cost.

4147 Beethoven Street
Los Angeles, CA 90066

-

617- 963 -7694

Complete FORTH program development systems
for the IBM® Personal Computer. Packages
include interpreter /compiler with virtual memory
management, line editor, custom screen editor,
assembler, decompiler, utilities, file and record
access modules, and many demonstration programs. 100 page user manual
$100.00

Laboratory Microsystems

43
53

VISA
MC
CHECKS
ADD 82 SHIPPING
(313) 7777780

PC/FORTH

RAM and two disk drives recommended. (IBM
trademark of International
is a registered
Business Machines Corp CP/M is a registered
trademark of Digital Research, Inc.)

47
43
53

FD2 or FH2 DS/DD

P.O. BOX 103. RANDOLPH, MA 02368
Call Toll Free - 1- 800 -343.7706
-

$33

FD1 or FH1 SS/DD

We accept Mastercard and Visa

Massachusetts

PrIcNlO

1

888Spaclty soft
or 32 sactor

Minimum Order

In

SwcltysoR,
or 1s .actor

ypr

Ipr

plaie na.

MD1-DOM SS/QD/96TP1
MD2-DDM DS/QD/96TP1

EA.

CHECK -MATE

rr

womrli

MD1 or MH1 SS/DD
MD2 or MH2 DS/DD

$107.46 per dozen

Go

Circle 30 on inquiry card.

maxell

CARTRIDGE RIBBONS

= Mt

manufac-

(404) 952 -0213

EPSON

First 3 disks available at $59.95 each
Order all 3 for a free bonus disk.
Call now toll free: -800-327 -8664
Fla. Residents: 305 584 -7004
Please add $3 for postage & handling.

&

San Diego, CA 92121
(714) 452 -9340

PRICE BREAK

Text
Data Base
Utilities
and many
Engineering
Science
others with 3.3 DOS for easy demuffining.
Games

DEC

modems.
24 hours.
items are

turers warranties.

ASSOC.A,te,

11568

programs.

1

SOFTWARE FOR
SYSTEMS ANO
APPLICATIONS

in

DG compatible terminals and
Items in stock are shipped within
ALL orders shipped COD. All
new and in factory cartons with

ECONOMY
PERIPHERALS INC.

UCSO p System .5 a trademark of the
Regents of the umxessity utCal.lnrn.a

-

Business

In addition EPI carries printers

CPR is an advanced text formatter offering

at affordable prices.
PACKED
For the FIRST time
disks with 60 outstanding

-ESP/

$495

CPR

Circle 72 on inquiry card.

Circle 339 on Inquiry card.

pRat;RAMy

VIEWPOINT TERMINALS

Word

PROTECTO ENTERPRIZES

your

*ADDS*

»9

proce

P

plete and undamaged for refund of purchase
price.

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, IL 60010
TO ORDER PHONE 3121382.2192

4- CPR

Microprocessor Catalog
40

page cotolog of 6800 single board computers

interface modules SPRINT 68 control computer
development system. WIZRD multitasking DOS
assemblers compilers

BASIC cross

compliers custom eng.neer'ng

assemblers cross

OEM

applications

software

mNyl\rl

l:l:

W.ntek Corp
taor South Street
Lafayette IN 47004
317-742 8428

Circle 432 on inquiry card.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Ideal For: Program Interface and menu selection. Interactive graphics for engineering, business and CAD.
Very effective educational programs,
without keyboard problems. SUPER
games, exciting demonstrations and just
plain fun. Professional Quality and Durable Construction, yet Inexpensive. Fully
Supported Under IBM Basic for Color/
Graphics Adapter with Monochrome or
Color Displays or TV's. (Not for use with
IBM Monochrome Display). Introductory
$139.95;
Pricing: FT-156 Light Pen
$29.95. Call or
Demo /Games Diskette
write us, or see your participating IBM°
dealer.

--

FTG DATA SYSTEMS
10801 Dale Street, Suite M -2
P.O. Box 615
Stanton, California 90608
VISA 8 M/C Accepted
(714) 995-3900

Circle 175 on inquiry card.

Why use their flexible discs:
BASF, Control Data, Dysan, IBM, Kybe, Maxell,
Nashua, Scotch, Syncom, Verbatim or Wabash

when you could be using

MEMOREX
high quality error free discs?
CE quant.

100 price
per disc (S)

Part #

Product Description

SSSD IBM Compatible (128 B/S, 26 Sectors)
SSSD Shugart Compatible, 32 Hard Sector
SSSD CPT 8000 Compatible, Soft Sector
SSDD IBM Compatible (128 B/S, 26 Sectors)
DSDD Soft Sector (Unformatted)
DSDD Soft Sector (128 B /S, 26 Sectors)
DSDD Soft Sector (256 B /S, 26 Sectors)
DSDD Soft Sector (512 B /S, 15 Sectors)
DSDD Soft Sector (1024 B /S, 8 Sectors)
51/4" SSDD Soft Sector w /Hub Ring
51/4" SSDD 10 Hard Sector w /Hub Ring
51/4" SSDD 16 Hard Sector w /Hub Ring
51/4" DSDD Soft Sector w /Hub Ring
51/4" DSDD 10 Hard Sector w /Hub Ring
51/4" DSDD 16 Hard Sector w /Hub Ring
51/4" SSDD Soft Sector w /Hub Ring (96 TPI)
51/4" DSDD Soft Sector w /Hub Ring (96 TPI)

8"
8"
8"
8"
8"
8"
8"
8"
8"

3062
3015
3045
3090
3102
3115
3103
3114
3104
3481

3483
3485
3491

3493
3495
3504
3501

2.09
2.09
2.99
2.74
3.34
3.34
3.34
3.34
3.34
2.34
2.34
2.34
3.09
3.09
3.09
2.99
3.99

SSSD = Single Sided Single Density; SSDD = Single Sided Double Density
DSDD = Double Sided Double Density; TPI = Tracks per inch

Memorex Flexible Discs...The Ultimate in Memory Excellence
Free Memorex Mini-Disc Offer- Save 10%
Every carton of 10 Memorex 51/4 Inch mini -discs sold by
Communications Electronics, now has a coupon good
for a free Memorex mini-disc. For every case of 100
Memorex mini-discs you buy from CE, you'll get 10 free
mini-discs directly from Memorex. There is no limit to
the number of discs you can purchase on this special
offer. This offer is good only in the U.S.A. and ends on
December31, 1982.

Duality

Memorex means quality products that you can depend
on. Duality control at Memorex means starting with the
best materials available and continual surveillance
throughout the entire manufacturing process. The benefit of Memorex's years of experience in magnetic
media production, resulting, for Instance, in proprietary
coating formulations. The most sophisticated testing
procedures you'll find anywhere in the business.
100 Percent Error Free
Each and every Memorex Flexible Disc is certified to be
100 percent error free. Each track of each flexible disc
is tested, individually, to Memorex's stringent standards
of excellence. They test signal amplitude, resolution,
low-pass modulation, overwrite, missing pulse error
and extra pulse error. Rigid quality audits are built into
every step of the manufacturing process and stringent
testing result In a standard of excellence that assures
you, our customer, of a quality product designed for
increased reliability and consistent top performance.

Customer-Oriented Packaging

The desk -top box containing ten discs is convenient for

filing and storage. Both box labels and jacket labels
provide full information on compatibility, density, sectoring, and record length. Envelopes with multi -language care and handling instructions and and color coded removable labels are included. A write- protect
feature is available to provide data security.
Full One Year Warranty- You r Assurance of Quality
Memorex Flexible Discs will be replacedfree of charge
by Memorex if they are found to be defective in materials
or workmanship within one year of the date of purchase.
Other than replacement, Memorex will not be responsible for any damages or losses (including consequential
damages) caused by the use of Memorex Flexible
Discs.

Quantity Discounts Available

Memorex Flexible Discs are packed 10 discs to a carton
and 10 cartons to a case. Please order only in increments
of 100 units for quantity 100 pricing. We are also willing to
accommodate your smaller orders. Quantities less than
100 units are available in Increments of 10 units at a 10%
surcharge. Quantity discounts are also available. Order
500 or more discs at the same time and deduct 1 %; 1,000
or more saves you 2 %; 2,000 or more saves you 3 %; 5,000
or more saves you 4 %; 10,000 or more saves you 5 %;
25,000 or more saves you 8%; 50,000 or more saves you
7% and 100,000 or more discs earns you an 8% discount
off our super low quantity 100 price. Almost all Memorex
Flexible Discs are Immediately available from CE. Our
warehouse facilities are equipped to help us get you the
quality product you need, when you need it. If you need
further assistance to find the flexible disc that's right for
you, call the Memorex compatibility hotline. Dial toll-free
800. 538.8080 and ask for the flexible disc hotline extension
0997. In California dial 800-672-3525 extension 0997.
Outside the U.S.A. dial 408- 987 -0997.
Buy with Confidence
To get the fastest delivery from CE of your Memorex
Flexible Discs, send or phone your order directly to our
Computer Products Division. Be sure to calculate your
price using the CE prices in this ad. Michigan residents
please add 4% sales tax. Written purchase orders are
accepted from approved government agencies and most
well rated firms at a 30% surcharge for net 30 billing. All
sales are subject to availability, acceptance and verification.
All sales are final. Prices, terms and specifications are
subject to change without notice. Out of stock items will be
placed on backorder automatically unless CE is instructed
differently. Minimum prepaid order $50.00. Minimum
purchase order $200.00. International orders are invited
with a $20.00 surcharge for special handling in addition to
shipping charges. All shipments are F.O.B. Ann Arbor,
Michigan. No COD's please. Non- certified and foreign
checks require bank clearance.
Mail orders to: Communications Electronics. Box 1002,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A Add $8.00 per case or
partial -case of 100 8 -inch discs or 38.00 per case or partial
case of 100 53 -inch mini -discs for U.P.S. ground shipping and
handling in the continental U.S.A If you have a Master Card or
Visa card. you may call anytime and place a credit card order.
Order toll -free in the U.S. Dial 800-521-4414. if you are
outside the U.S. or in Michigan, dial 313-994-4444. Order your

high quality, error free Memorex discs today.
Cocvrphr' 1982 Commwn,utpns

ElMlonpi

Au

03,192

Circle 85 on Inquiry card.

Free disc offer
Save 10%
411) Losalle4

Order Toll -Free!
(800) 521 -4414
In

For Data

Michigan (313) 994 -4444

Reliability- Memorex Flexible Discs

COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRONICSS'

Computer Products Division
854 Phoenix O Box 1002 O Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A.
Call TOLL-FREE (900) 5214114 or outside U.S.A. (313) 994-4444
BYTE August 1982
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Diagnostics and

THE SBC 8671

LOOK TO THE

Treatment

EPROM -32

for your
CP /M Computer
TINYDOCO.

The only EPROM programmer you need!
IEEE

18

Tests and diagnoses I/O. Memory, Disk-System, CPU;
reads file parameters and mends files under software control; pinpoints bad chips, etc. IIf 514 dise, specify)

MICRO SERVICE GUIDE I
-CP /M Computer System Servicing"

7 95

p.p.

9 95

p.p.

MICRO SERVICE GUIDE II
.'SA800/801 Disk Drive Servicing"

MICRO SERVICE GUIDE books are written for anyone
with basic electronic knowledge and ability to use screwdrivers. The appendix provides detailed repair techniques
for people with soldering iron and an oscilloscope.
US Funds only. Foreign orders add $8.00. Personal checks
take 3-4 weeks. California residents add 6% tax. All orders
are confirmed by mail. Write for technical details.

R. F. & ASSOCIATES

Circle

Z8" CONTROL
FEATURES: Zilog Z8671 microprocessor with

I

I

Price

(1

Z8 a

-9) $295.00

TSodrmark of Digital Research

14191891-0687

ASSOCIATES

BUT 10

S- 100

M

!

!

S

35900
.

APPLE

SELF" Interface

ENCLOSURE
ALL CABLING
COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED
AND TESTED

$4900

13"
19"

$1795
$24e5
Note: Enclosed Models Now Available
-

ea,aa,Tn

Accommoda.
B

uloots lot

ú
opn

pr..

connect..

tor composite

Zns .°e ,..t.

Put not

Typewriter into Printer

FAN

W10 CURRENTLY RUNS
FOLLOWING DISK
OPERATING SYSTEMS: CP/M
2.2, APPLE DOS,
TRS -80
ON THE

$8995

Finest print quality

Low Cost
Installation
Quick delivery
Flts IBM SeleCtrlc° and Electronic
Easy

LDOS

Typewriters

Ix14 Son

Models for all popular computers

r

Call or

Fan. D

CRT 8014

e

-

s- Flops. BIG

Supply.

w

INevInGaVel

C°m°°,..

-

Converts Your

ASC

-

NEW! "Big Board Box"
BOW.

10 MB HARD DISK DRIVE
SMART CONTROLLER
-100, APPLE OR TRS -80
COMPUTER INTERFACE

POWER SUPPLY

$38900

Bezels
°.a,

Bec

»a'

Lexington Park,
°

MD

20653

we export to all countries

(301) 863 -6784

Deniin' Eilecfronics

Demers

mr
Call

rnulliple unit pricing

Circle 140 on inquiry card.

LOOS
TRS

is

a trademark of Logical Systems Inr
-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

Circle 37 on Inquiry card.

APPLE 1[ +Computer
o

Professional -level Family
Recordkeeping System

o

°

FLEXIBLE DISCS

PROGRAM PROMS WITH YOUR AIMAS
-PROGRAM

Easy to Use

°

Backed by

°

Apple II

°
°

J

Fast Memory- Resident Scroll
Unique Label Control Matrix
Customize Your

It

+

and

C.O.D's

-VERIFY
-READ

-DUMP TO PRINTER
'MORE
PROGRAMS THESE

5 VOLT PROMS:
2758, 2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 2508, 2516, 2532, MORE
USES STANDARD AIM-65 VOLTAGES5, +24VDC

Years Gen. Computing
48k DOS 3.3 0 or 2 Drives.

ASSEMBLED AND TESTED

J Fiske Software Systems, Inc
One University Place
New York, NY 10003

$69.95

MEE

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES

NYC /NYS Add Tax
MasterCard

Apple'*- Apple Computer
Apple Tree' /The Linkage Analyzer

Circle 215 on Inquiry card.

I

-

J

FULL FEATURED:

(variable -length)
Hierarchical Data- Structure

o

o

.

AIM -65

1000 Names

inquines invited
accepted.

o

Rd
C

PROM PROGRAMMER

Own Reports
Automatic Proofreader Report
Self -teaching Tutorial

°

L

MEMOREX

100 User -Definable Fields
The Linkage Analyzer..

o

NOTIONS

Circle 210 on Inquiry card.

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLDI1 Call Free (800)2354137
for prices and information Dealer

o

-

INTERNATIONAL INC

Calabasas, CA 91302 u A.
Tel: 12131 710 -1444 TLX "TWO 910 494 2100

APPLE TREE

GENEALOGY SYSTEM
for your

write for more Information,

today?

P.O. Box 615

°0o
i`

TN residents add 6% sales lar.

!

$1995
TRS -8C

5:"

IBM Cable

P.O Box 17577
MemphIS, TN 38117 (Co¡emsofAdditional
o
inch single densi(901)- 755-0619
ty CP /M- compatible diskette -$995

Circle 273 on inquiry card.

n

p«
Ans. Inputs

19"

$26995

)assembled 8 tested)
Price mcludes EPROM-32, documen
ration and two Personality Modules

NOT 5 MEGABYTES

Resolution Color

110/720
ae Dey

13"
w m..i.

MlcroOynamks

MasterCard A Visa

Circle 230 on inquiry card.

inquiry card.

it sonnCiXatd.. T.
",

&

EPROMs.
Programs current 1K through 16K Ibytel EPROMs plus future
32K EPROMs
EPROM can be verified through a port or located in memory
space for verification and use
Personality Modules adapt board to different EPROM types.
PM-1-2508. 2758 PM-3 -2732, 2732A PM -6 -68764
2516. 2716 PM-4-2564
PM -7 -2528
PM -2 -2532
PM -5 -2734
PM -8 -27128
Single zero -insertion -pressure socket accommodates both 24pin and 28 -pin EPROM packages
On -board DC -to-DC converter with adlustable regulator for pro ramming voltage.
Double-sided PC board with solder masks. silkscreen and
gold-plated contact fingers.
8080 /Z80 control software includes commands for programming. verification, disk I/O and editing.
Comprehensive user's manual contains source listing of control software.

Corporation

trademark of Zilog Corp.

LEHMANN

RGB Displays
H

I

P.O. Box 566, Maumee, Ohio 43537

BHi

on

chip basic interpreter: 12K of on board user memory
with choice of ROM, RAM. or PROM, selectable in
4K increments: RS 232 and 20 MA current loop
serial /0: 110 to 9600 baud: 8255 peripheral
interlace with choice of TTL, R -Pack, or Open
Collector /0 buffers: 48 parallel /0 lines total: Pin
compatibility with industry standard OPTO I/O
modules: Two 8 bit counter timers with 6 bit prescalers
6 vectored interrupts: Module bus for full expansion:
All chips socketed: Industrial grade construction.

1930 Purdue Ave.
Los Angeles, California 90025
1213/ 477-8310

181 on

-696 (S-100) EPROM programmer for single supply

I+ 5V)

29.95 p.p.

"/554" CP/M Diskl

FUTURE...

I-

-'

* ONLY $95.00 *
+$4.00 shipping & handling

** * * * * * * * * **

100 Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo. CP
93401 In Cal call
(800)592 -5935 or

SOFTECH CONSULTANTS
2393 NW 30th ROAD
ROCA RATON, FLA. 33431

* * * * * ** ** ** *
TERMS: MONEY ORDER.

(805)543 -1037

FLA. RESIDENTS:

Circle 314 on Inquiry card.

C.O.D.

PERSONAL CHECK. ALLOW

JFSS

Circle

371 on

2

WEEKS

ADD 5% SALES TAX

inquiry card.

INTELLIGENT VIDEO I/O FOR S -100 BUS

64K STATIC RAM BOARD FORS 100 BUS

$425
NEW:
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Additional Features
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graphics character set.

FULCRUM' ns,,,pv,Po r,
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

supported
Both models support a full set of control
characters and escape sequences. including controls for video attributes, cursor
location and positioning. cursor toggle,
and scroll speed. An onboard Real Time
Clock (RTC) is displayed in the status line
and may be read or set from the host
system A checksum test is performed on
power -up on the firmware EPROM
Video attributes provided by the
8275 in the VIO -X include

FLASH CHARACTER
INVERSE CHARACTER
UNDERLINE CHARACTER or
ALT CHARACTER SET
DIM CHARACTER
The above functions may be toggled
together or separately
The board may be addressed at any port
pair in the IEEE 696 (S -100) host system
Status and data ports may be swapped if
necessary Inputs are provided for parallel
keyboard and for light pen as well as an
output for audio signalling The interrupt
structure is completely compatible with
Digital Research's MP/M e

WW COMPONENT SUPPLY INC. 1771 JUNCTION AVENUE

Additional features include
HIGH SPEED OPERATION
PORT MAPPED IEEE S -100
INTERFACE
FORWARD /REVERSE SCROLL or
PROTECTED SCREEN FIELDS
CONVERSATIONAL or BLOCK
MODE (opt)
INTERRUPT OPERATION
CUSTOM CHARACTER SET

CONTROL CHARACTERS
ESCAPE CHARACTER
COMMANDS
INTELLIGENT TERMINAL
EMULATION
TWO PAGE SCREEN MEMORY
- 80 x 25 5 x7 A 8 T
Conversational Mode
VIO -X2 - 80 25 7 u 7 A& T
Conversational 8 Block Modes

VIO -X1

$295.00

$345.00

For European enquiries and sales

contact:
Fulcrum (Europe) England
Phone 061 828763

600 ma.
Banks on or off on power up.
Bank addressable to any of 256
possible ports.
8MHz with 150ns parts standard
faster speeds available on request.
Available partially loaded as a
32K board.
Multiple bank residence.

NEW FEATURES
Phantoms read only, or read and
write.
Generates onboard M-WRITE, or
uses bus M- WRITE.
Two seperate banks, independently addressable on 16K boundarles- Banks may be overlapped.

IPPV
SAN JOSE. CA 95112

(408) 295.71 71

1'

1.

;

_

,
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OMNIRAM
OMNIRAM INTRODUCTION:
The Fulcrum Computer Products OMNIRAM for the IEEE
696 (S100) bus provides 64 kilobytes of fast static random
access memory. Provision is made for 8 or 16 bit transfers,
extended 24 bit addressing, and for control via the bus
phantom line. In addition, a number of features are included to
make the OMNIRAM compatible with systems designed before
the IEEE 696 standard was developed. These include bank
selection and provision for operation with IMSAI -type front
panels. When the bank select option is activated, the board is
divided into two parts which can reside in separate banks. The
division of the board may be into two 32K sections or into one
16K section and one 48K section. 2K blocks may be disabled in
the upper 16K, or 4K blocks in the upper 32K, of memory.
Provision is made for DMA overide of bank select if needed.
The board is also compatible with IEEE 696 or IMSAI -type
extended addressing.

With

64

Omrea states

Er

Canada Prices Only

With Hitachi 6116
150ns.Rams

11111111

i

2,

MN

-

bit addressing.
Bank select in 32K -32K or 48-16K.
Banks selectable /deselectable on

DMA.
Responds to phantom pin 67 or 16.
2Kx8 static rams with 27t6 sin out.
Power consumption is typically

/

.r

8 or 16 bit data transfers.

The VIO -X2 also offers an 80 character
by 25 line format but uses a 7 .. 7 character
set in a 9 .. 10 dot matrix allowing high resolution characters to be used This
model also includes expanded firmware for
block mode editing and light pen location
Contiguous graphics characters are not

fi

i f'

FEATURES
Conforms to IEEE 696 standard.
The VIO -X Video I/O Interface for the
S -100 bus provides features equal to most
intelligent terminals both efficiently and
economically It allows the use of standard
keyboards and CRT monitors in confuncbon with existing hardware and software. It
will operate with no additional overhead in
S -100 systems regardless of processor or
system speed
Through the use of the Intel 8275 CRT
controller with an onboard 8085 processor
and 4k memory the VIO -X interface operates independently of the host system and
communicates via two ports, thus ehmr
nating the need for host memory space.
The screen display rate is effectively 80.000
baud
The VIO -X provides an 80 character by
25 line format (24 Imes plus status line)
using a 5 * 7 character set in a 7 10 dot
matrix to display the full upper and lower
case ASCII alphanumeric 96 printable
character set (including true descenders)
with 32 specia' characters for escape and
control characters An optional 2732
Character generator is available which
allows an alternate 7 > 10 contiguous

it2'

,

it

;

-1

it

-.

VIO -X

=

4t

Board. Rams

Without Ram
With Toshiba 2016 Rams
Typical current draw 800mí11
1771 JUNCTION AVENUE

64K

32K

5470

5395

5550
5200
64K
$425

5395

FULCRUM

o amowea by

COMPUTER PRODUCTS

For European enquiries and sales contact: Fulcrum (Europe) England. Phone 061 828763

ww COMPONENT SUPPLY INC.

SAN JOSE, CA 95112

32K
5275
(408) 295 -7171

IS YOUR

ANALOGIW DIGITAL
DIGITAL1OANALOG
CONVERSION MODULES

*SORT is easy to use and will perform
sorts on one and two dimensional or
string arrays using optional sort keys.
For example, to alphabetize A$:
N

custom board test
S 100
mixable high and loin inputs
gain
from 1 to 1024
16 channel
programmable gain instrumentation
2 to 15 khz
amplifier
conversion time
12

"\

10 A$ = "ZYXWVUTS

sample and hold amplifier
analog to digital

bit

A$,LEN(A$),1\

20 SRT

high accuracy

REM Define String
REM Sort AS

*SORT interfaces to any release

4 or
later North Star Basic and can be yours

5,100

N

For additional details about the AD -100 -4 and other
fine California Data Corporation 100% Individually

for ONLY

89 plus $1.50 shipping

tested, high reliability products. circle the reader
service card number below or for faster response
write or call us.

Calif. Res. add 6% tax.
Send check VISA or M/C

CALIFORNIA DATA
CORPORATION

3475 Old Conejo Road. Suite C
Newbury Park, CA 91320

10

4

1805) 498-3651

Circle 68 on Inquiry card.

Manual 3nly $25 00
The performance

Software Systems

you need at
a cost you can

compu

$27.30
40.30
37.10
47.50

33.80
39.00
46.20

1

1617) 938 -0900

Northridge

27204 Harper Ave.
St. Clair Shores, MI 48081

CA 91324

Circle 237 on Inquiry card.

Circle 185 on Inquiry card.

$GOLD DISK$
CP /M* Compatible
Z -80 Software

HY-TYPE

1

(.COM)

*.
I

Vitt

II III

I

PPD

Bower Stewart
& Associates
POST OFFICE
BOX 1389
HAWTHORNE. CALIFORNIA 90250

'213 -532 -1237

J Trademark Digital Research

.r..corá

39 on

inquiry card.

LABELS

99

t>.rmr1r;II

p-er.

INTELLIGENT PRINTER INTERFACE

R

your text HI* the
way you want It
5 -8e SD /DD
l'PD
-

I

ATLANTIC CABINET CORPORATION
0 Box 100, Williamsport. Maryland 21795

l

I

1111114

EZ -TEXT WORDPROCSS
EZ -TEXT will format

Circle 59 on Inquiry card.

QUME
-

us

$185
complete range of work stations designed
specifically to house all micro -computers.
Delivered heavily packed, in self -assembly
form needing only a Phillips screwdriver and
a few minutes of your time to assemble.
Manufactured from 1" all wood particle board
surfaced with hard -wearing melamineveneer,
in either Oak or Walnut.
Dealer and Distribution prices on request.
For more information on our full range of work
stations write or call 301 -223 -8900.

Circle

1

program to create
source (.ASM) files
from

xcutabl
files

& 11

IIII

111

Z -80 DISASSEMBLER

An easy to

-

MC
C.O.D.
ADD $2 SHIPPING

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS

GENSTAR REI SALES COMPANY
Dr

-

VISA

RETAIL
PRICE

A

1

-

-

Price /10

r Critically Certified
Soft sector
FD34 -9000 side /sgl dens
FD34 -8000 side /dbl dens
FD34 -4001 2 side /dbl dens
CHECKS

- --

t.Ibt.

8"

Business Center

-

Micro Work
Stations

Write for our

5

(313) 777 -7780

16,000
PARALLEL

I

BYTE BUFFER

STAND ALONE

SERIAL INPUT (BAUD RATES

OPTIONS INCLUDE: GRAPHICS

REVERSE PRINT

UNDERSCORE

ADJUSTMENT

I

0 Box 154A Elm Grove.WI 53122

Design Line

Floppy Discs

For free catalog
phone toll -free 1800) 225-1008

P

414785.1245

Verbatim®
-1/ r r Specify soft,
/4
10 or 16 sector
MD525 1 side /dbl dens
MD550 2 sides /dbl dens
MD577 1 side /77 track
MD557 2 sides /77 track

19527

afford
Processor Interlaces. Inc.

Circle 336 on Inquiry card.

Circle 393 on inquiry card.

SAVE 40°/o

Massachusetts

Processor Intertaca introduces the Cartridge Disk Controller for the S -100 bus. Configurable for 12 sector
2315 and 5440 type disk drives (1.25 -10 Mbytes per
drive) Complete with CPM CBIOS. disk formatter
low cost 5595.00
diagnostics and technical manual

Complete Brochure Available

1269 Rubio Vista Road, Altadena. Calif. 91001
(213) 791-3202

Like -new
products

In

BETWEEN
CAPACITY AND
COST ?

OUT OF SORTS?
INCREASE YOUR BASIC'S
SORTING POWER OVER 1800%!

SOFTWARE
GAIN CONTROL

8-channel differential

FEEL TRAPPED

North Star

50 to 19,200)
BOLD PRINT

REPRINT Of BUFFER
OF LINES PER INCH

1

15/16 "x3 %"
up - pin feed

white pressure
sensitive

CHARACTERS PER INCH SELECTION
DOUBLE LINE

A

CUSTOM OPTIONS ALSO AVAILABLE
BARE BOARD $126.00
T FROM 460.00

I

MASTER CARD & VISA ACCEPTED

WARN ELECTRONICS, LTD.
LIUt{Ia_ tal
Circle 423 on inquiry card.

PRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING
Packed 5M per box
Check with order

®
Circle

-

-

Min. order

1

Mass Residents add

box -514.95
5 °'o

Sales Tax

-MATE
CHECK
Randolph, MA
P.O. Box 103,

02368

Telephone: 617- 963-7694
CALL TOLL FREE 1- 800343.7706

74 on

inquiry card.

ARE YOU OUT OF CONTROL?
OUR 6502 BASED MICROCOMPUTER HAS
EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROL.
THE COMPUTER "SLIM"
6502 MICROPROCESSOR
2K BYTES RAM
2K OR 4K EPROM
FOUR 8 BIT I/O PORTS
POWER ON RESET
CRYSTAL CLOCK
BUFFERED SYM -AIM BUS
PRICE 81 -260A $199.95 ASSM.
81 -260K $149.95 KIT
81 -260B $ 39.95 BARE BOARD

THE COMPUTER "SLIM"

ALL BOARDS ARE 4.5 X 6.5 WITH
GOLD EDGE CONNECTORS

THE PERIPHERALS
RAM EPROM MEMORY
32K BYTES OF RAM OR EPROM
PRICE
81 -330A $ 99.95 ASSM. W/O MEMORY
81 -330B $ 49.95 BARE BOARD

SOLDER MASK BOTH SIDES

6 SLOT MOTHER BOARD

.750" BOARD SPACING 44 PIN BUS
PRICE 81 -320A $ 99.95 ASSEMBLED
81-320B $ 49.95 BARE BOARD
24 HOUR REAL TIME CLOCK

FOUR DIGIT LED DISPLAY
ON BOARD POWER SUPPLY
PRICE 81 -350A $149.95 ASSEMBLED
$ 49.95 BARE BOARD

8OB

ANALO I/O INTERFACE
16 ANALOG INPUT CHANNELS
2 ANALOG OUTPUT CHANNELS
PRICE
81 -292A $199.95 ASSEMBLED
81 -292B $

19" RACK MOUNTING

49.95 BARE BOARD

FOR MORE

CALL 415 592 -8411
INFORMATION.

12 PORT PARALLEL I/O BOARD
12 8 BIT I/O PORTS
6522S
PRICE 82 -036A $169.95 ASSEMBLED
82 -036B $ 49.95 BARE BOARD

-6

OUR SALES PEOPLE WILL BE
GLAD TO DEMONSTRATE OUR
PRODUCTS AT YOUR COMPANY.
OEM PRICING AVAILABLE.

MONITOR + TINY BASIC 2532 $39.95

Ali 'JOHN BELL ENGINEERING, INC.
MC

1014 CENTER ST., SAN CARLOS, CA 94070
ALL PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM JOHN BELL ENGINEERING, INC.
ADD 5% SHIPPING & HANDLING 3% FOR ORDERS OVER $100
ADD SALES TAX IN CALIFORNIA
10 % OUTSIDE U.S.A.

SEND FOR CATALOG

VISA

(415) 592.8411

WILL CALL HOURS: 9am

-

4pm
Bti

www.americanradiohistory.com

f

E

Augu.i

1,)82

469

THIN

is

)
Store -of- the-art 8" disk drive subsystems
give you o remarkable 2.4 Mß in the spoce
of o single -drive cabinet. 4.8 Mß storoge
capacity in the spoce of a 2 -dove cabinet.
Perfect odd -ors for KIM, Apple, Rodio Shock
and oll 8" Shugart compatible computers.
Introductory Price
$1895
4 -prive
$2995
2-Drive Horizontal
$1750
write protect switch option - 130 /drive
S

rama

Retail

sy

2 -Drive

$1995
$3495
$2050

Columbia microSystems, Inc.
905 E. Broadway, Columbia, MO 65201
(314) 875-8900

Circle

81 on

Inquiry card.

The ARTICULATOR board allows
you to record, store, and playback any vocabulary on your

computer. Input speech is
digitized by the ARTICULATOR
and send to the computer via an
on -board port for storage at 1K
to 2K bytes /sec. This data is
then sent back from the computer to the ARTICULATOR for very
high quality playback. On -board

ASCI SWITCH
Computer Controlled or Manual
Command Code User Selectable
Select one of two Peripherals
Select one of two Computers
Asynchronous to 19200 Baud
No External Power Needed

VOX switching minimizes mem-

ory storage requirements.
PRICE

-

$350 A &T

AVAILABLE NOW

Call or write

Quintrex, Inc.
4461 Indian Creek Parkway
PO Box 7384
Overland Park, KS 66207

ADVANCED SYSTEMS CONCEPTS, INC.
P.O BOX 0, ALTADENA, CA. 91001
.

(213) 6845461

Circle 347 on Inquiry card.

,,

Circle

Dysan

, ,,. ,,,,

, .. x ... .........A ste .

`

KNOBS?

S -100

Got a computer?
x

TIRED OF CHANGING
CABLES AND TURNING

S -100 VOICE

IN!

RPQRATION

10 on

or

7942308

inquiry card.

MIcROanoEw
SoftwarE

..
t

44Ä

Get a Giltronix Selector
Switch.

Solve your arc problems, buy 100% surface
tested Dusan diskette: Al orders shaped
from etodl, within 24 hours. Call toll PREE
0001 235-4137 lot prices and kdarnhation.
Visa and Master Card accepted
GRAPH -PAK
Fortt an compatible interactive plotting
package based on CALCOMP standards
Output is to MicroAngelli or to pen

Eliminate unplugging and re- plugging your CPU's,
peripherals, and modems. Eliminate expensive
duplication of interconnection hardware. Connect
three components to Giltronix Selector Switch
#SAAB. Then select your connection with a simple
turn of the dial. Only $79 in OEM quantities.
Monitoring options available. Full 5 year warrants
on all Gdtronix units.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo. CA
93401. (In Cal. call

SWITCH TO GILTRONIX.
,Ad4L30O all21r

oNIVER3Al INTEafACE

0

(805) 543. 1037.)

MbbeCTl

970 San Antonio Ave., Palo Alto, CA

94303

Convert your TRS- 80into

PROBLEM:

Z-8000
,without losing all your present capabilities)

SOLUTION:
the software connection which permits

ZEXY

Z.8000 applications to run under your cur.
rent operating system, resulting in portable
16-bit software which runs under CP/M or ISIS! And ZEX
is user-configured for any Z8000 alternate bus master, so
that it can support your prototype hardware, as well as
commercially available Z8000 boards.

ZA^

is a complete Z8000 Development Package,
Jwhich includes a powerful relocatable
cross assembler (ZAS), a flexible object task
budder (ZLK), and an absolute object loader (ZLD), as well
as the ZEX run time module. The package was developed
specifically for the Z8000, and supports the complete
Zi log instruction syntax for both the 28001 and Z8002, in.
eluding support for mixed segmented and non.
segmented code.

Circle 228 on Inquiry card.
a

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

cPNN... $395

Islsu ..$495
Manual Only

S25
Supplied on Single Density 8" Disk

WESTERN
WARES
CPIM Dlg'.tal Research. Inc ISIS
Intel Corp
Box C Norwood, CO 81423 (303)327.4898

Circle 428 on Inquiry card.

Expansion Memory
is

Z -80 In- Circuit
emulation and

for

EPROM /EEPROM
programming in
a single compact

The IBM Personal Computer

Parity generation

6 checking Fully assembled 6 tested
One yr. warranty All RAM locations socketed on all cards
exc. AIM -256 -008
SIMPLE ON -CARD EXPANSION. lust
plug in RAM chips and change switch settings
no PROM's
or PLA's to buy.

-

unit.

Debug stand -alone
systems with
program in
TRS -80 RAM,
then copy working program into PROM.

UNIT
64KB
128KB
192KB
256KB

PART. NO.
AIM -256 -01B
AIM -256 -02B
AIM -256 -03B
AIM -256 -04B
AIM -256 -05B

OKB

unit less RAM chips

PRICE
$209.
$328.
$447.
$566.
$139.

AIM -256 -00B

Bare board,
Bracket Sclwnatk

S 49.

AIM -256 -09B

64KB EXP. KIT

$129.

A

Only $329 including personality module
for 2716, 2516, 2758, 2508 2532. 2816,
2808. 48016 (2732A, 2764 PM's $15 ea.
)

VO(/

139 Main Street, Cambridge. MA 02142
Trndernnrk of SCION Corp

Circle 314 on inquiry card.

How to mate your CP/M or ISIS
system to the

ZAS Packapo

Laboratory Computer Systems, Inc.
(617) 547 -4738

Circle 186 on Inquiry card.

Í9

plotter
S270. 00
(CP /M and Microsoft Fortran -80 required
SPRINT
Hardcopy program for MicroAngelo:
Output is to I.D.S. or EPSON graphics
printers. CP/M compatible
$125.00

ORION INSTRUMENTS
172 Otis Ave, Woodside, CA 94062
(415)851 -1172

Circle 310 on Inquiry card.

ADO M 001CA

in RAM chips)
SMIMAROAcRAsctala

APßú2G35 NO.
P.O. Box 5308

Richardson, TX 75080
(Texas residents add applicable sales tax)

VISA, M/C 24hr. order line
(817)571 -7171
Circle 32 on inquiry card.

STATIC RAMS

EPROMS

Computer
Products,

16.00
19.00
3.90
8.50
39.00
11.00
11.00
29.00
39.00
29.00
44.00
44.00
3.45
1.80
3.75
1.75
2.45
1.80
4.50
19.00
4.75

8035
8039
8080A
8085A
8088
8155
8156
8185
8741
8748
8755
8202
8205
8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8237
8238

29.95
KIT
59.95
ASSEMBLED & TESTED 79.95

74L501
741_502
74L503
741_504
74LS05
74L508
74LS10
74LS11
741512
74LS13
74L514
74L515
74L520
74LS21
74 LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74L528
74LS30
74LS32
741_533
74L537
74L538
74LS40
74LS42
741_547
74LS48
74 L54 9
74L551
74L554
74 L555
74LS63
74LS73
74L574
741_575
74L576
74LS78
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74L590
74L591
74L592
74L593
74LS95
74L596
74LS107
74L5109
74 LS112
74L5113
74L5114
74L5122

.24
.24
.24
.24
.24
.24
.24
.24
.30
.30
.40
.89
.30
.24
.30
.24
.30
.24
.30
.24
.36
.55
.55
.35
.30
.49
.75
.75
.75
.30
.35
.35
1.20
.39
.44
.49
.39
.49
.75
.95
.39
.65
.79
.65
.59
.79
.79
.39
.39
.39
.39
.49
.45

74L5123
74LS124
74L5125
74L5126
74L5132
74L5136
74L5137
74LS138
741_5139
74 L5145
74LS147
74L5148
74L5151
74L5153
74L5154
74L5155
74L5156
74LS157
74L5158
74L5160
74LS161
74L5162
74LS163
74L5164
74L5165
74LS166
74L5168
74 L5169
74 LS 17 0
74LS173
74L5174
74L5175
74L5181
74L5189
74L5190
74L5191
741_5192
74L5193
74L5194
74L5195
74LS196
74L5197
74L5221
74L5240
74LS241
74L5242
74LS243
74L5244
74LS245
74LS247
741_5248
74LS249
74LS251

DoKau

.95
2.90
.95
.79
.75
.49
.95
.75
.75
1.10

2.20
1.20
.75
.75
1.75

.89
.89
.75
.75
.95
.95
.95

.95
.95
.95
1.95

1.69
1.69
1.69
.75
.89
.89
1.99
9.50
.89
.89
.89
.89
.89
.89
.79
.79
1.10
.95
.95
1.79
1.79
.95
1.89
.79
1.20
.89
1.25

Male

Female
Hood

3.00
3.50
1.20

74LS253
74LS257
74 L5258
74L5259
74LS260
74L5266
74L5273
74LS275
74 L5279
74 L5280
74L5283
74L5290
74LS293
74LS295
74LS298
74LS324
74LS352
74L5353
74LS363
74LS364
74L5365
74 LS366
74L5367
74LS368
74LS373
74LS374
74L5377
741_5378
74 L53 7 9

74L5385
74LS386
74LS390
74L5393
74L5395
74 L53 99
74LS424
74 L5447
74L5490
74L5668
74LS669
74L5670
74L5674
74L5682
74L5683
74L5684
74LS685
74LS688
74L5689
811_595
811_596
811_597
81 LS98

.80
.80
.80
2.80
.60
.49
1.60
3.25
.49
1.95
.95
1.20

1.79
.99
.99
1.75
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.95
.89
.89
.69
.69
.99
1.69
1.40
1.15
1.35
1.89
.59
1.79
1.79
1.59
1.59
2.89
.75
1.89
1.65
1.85
2.10
9.50
2.99
2.39
2.39
2.39
2.39
2.39
1.65
1.65
1.65
1.65

Disc Controller

20.95
34.95
34.95
49.95

1771
1791
1793
1797

5.85
3.90
12.00
4.25

LM309K
LM311
LM317T
LM317K
LM318
LM323K
LM324
LM337K
LM339
LM377
LM380
LM386
LM555
LM556
LM565
LM566
LM567
LM723
LM733

5.0

5.0688

=

Call
Call
Call

Low Power

14.90
16.90
7.95
41.95
16.90
15.90
3.50
3.50

6828
6834
6840
6843
6845
6847
6850
6852

3.75
4.50
4.50
3.90
3.90
3.90
3.90
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.90

IS 100'4

DISKETTES

ANTHANA
SS SD Soft
WABASH
SS SD Soft
VERBATIM
SS SD Soft

23.95
23.95
28.95

IC Sockets ST

W/W

.10
.12
.15
.20
.25
.25
.25
.35
.40

.49
.50
.57
.85
.99
1.30
1.40
1.50
1.80

8

14
16
18

1.65
1.95
.95
.95
.95
.95
2.90
1.25

20
22
24
28
40
ST

PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
=

W/W

=

Soldertail
Wirewrap

LINEAR
LM301
LM308

LP

32.768 KHZ
1.0 MHZ
1.8432
2.0
2.097152
2.4576
3.2768
3.579545
4.0

ALL MERCHANDISE

Interface
8T26
8T28
8T95
8T96
8T97
8T98
DM8131
DS8836

12Ons

10.90
11.90
6.90
1.80
10.00
12.00
68850 12.00
6860
6862
6875
6880
68B00
68B21

5.185
5.7143
6.5536
8.0
10.0
14.31818
18.0
18.432
20.0
22.1184
32.0

3.90
3.90
3.90
3.00
3.00
3.90
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.90

(800) 538 -8800

Uarts
AY3-1014
AY5-1013
AY5-2376
TR 1602

(200ns
(200ns)
150ns

(15Ons))

2.49
1.95
2.25
2.30
9.00
11.00

CRYSTALS

8/12.95

11.75

450ns
(30 ns LP
(200ns LP)

1.85
1.55

Call

5.65
6800
6802
8.65
6808
8.45
6809 24.00
6809E 29.00
6810
3.50
6820
3.50
6821
3.50

UPGRADE
YOUR
APPLE
or
TRS-80
4116 200ns

6.90
9.45
6.90
7.65
9.90
4.35
9.90
13.95

MISC.

Computer Products, Inc.
Keller Street, #9
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(800) 538 -8800
Calif. Residents (408) 988 -0697
473250

6502
6502A
6504
6505
6507
6520
6522
6532
6551

CONNECTORS
RS 232
RS 232
RS 232

2.00
1.75
1.85

450ns

6800
5.45
5.45
7.00

CPU
PIO
CTC

6500
10/1.00
6/1.00
6/1.00

74LS00 SERIES
741_500

(200ns

MICROPROCESSOR
REAL-TIME CLOCK
MSM 5832
7.25

BARE BOARD

LEDS
Jumbo Red
Jumbo Green
Jumbo Yellow

Call

(250ns)

Call for Complete List

if

Upgrade your 48K Apple
to full 64K

8.95

Z80

RAM CARD
4.75
4.75
14.90
4.50
8.75
9.75
4.50
5.20
8.50
6.85
39.00
29.00
9.25
10.25
6.50
6.50
5.50
6.50
6.50
25.00
49.00

450ns

((200ns)
15Ons

Z80 A
Z80 A
Z80 A

16K APPLE
8239
8243
8250
8251
8253
8253 -5
8255
8255 -5
8257
8259
8272
8275
8279
8279 -5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288
8289

v

(450ns)
(250ns LP

2101
21L02
2111
2114
2114L -3
2114L -2
TMM2016
TMM2016
HM6116
HM6116
HM6116

3.00
2.99
3.95
8.50
8.95

(5v 450ns

4027
4116
4116
4164

SANTA CLARA, CA 95050

8000

(ins))

(45ns)

(5v 450ns
(5v 350ns
(5v 450ns

DYNAMIC RAMS

Inc.

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE
AND RECEIVE A 5'4 DISCOUNT'
3250 KELLER STREET, #9

1702
2708
2716
2716 -1
2532
2732
2764

.32
.75
1.25
.64
1.65
1.70
1.49
4.75
.59
3.90
.79
2.25
1.25
1.00
.38
.65
.95
1.45
.99
.49
.95

LM741

LM747
LM748
LM1310
MC1330
MC1350
MC1358
LM1414
LM1458
LM1488
LM1489
LM1800
LM1889
LM3900
LM3909
LM3914
LM3915
LM3916
75451
75452
75453

7
master charge

,.

Circle 150 on Inquiry card.

.29
.75
.49
2.45
1.69
1.25
1.69
1.49
.55
.95
.95
2.45
2.45
.59
.95
3.70
3.70
3.70
.35
.35
.35

GUARANTEED

CMOS
4000
4001
4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4034
4035
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4046
4047
4049
4050
4015
4053
4060
4066
4068
4069
4070

.25
.30

.30
.90
.25
.90
.45
.45
.30
.30
.45
.90
.90

.45
1.15
.90
.45
.90
.90

1.10
.35
.75
.35
1.60
.60
.75
.90
.45
2.90
.85
.90
1.20
.75
.75
.75

.90
.90
.50

.50
.90
.90
1.39
.75
.39
.30
.35

4071
4072
4073
4075
4076
4078
4081
4082
4085
4086
4093
4098
4099
4502
4503
4508
4510
4511
4512
4514
4515
4516
4518
4519
4520
4522
4526
4527
4528
4531
4532
4538
4539
4543
4555
4556
4581
4582
4584
4585

.30
.30
.30
.30
.90
.30
.30
.30
.90
.90
.90
2.49
1.90
.90
.60
1.90
.90
.90
.90
1.20
2.20
1.50
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.90
1.20
.90
1.90
1.90
1.90
2.70
.90
.90
1.90
1.90
.90
.90

80007

.90
.90
.90
.90
1.15

80C95
80C96
80C97
80C98

TERMS'
For shipping include $2.00 for UPS
Ground. $3.00 for UPS Blue Label Air. $10.00
minimum order. Bay Area residents add 6%% Sales
Tax. California residents add 6% Sales Tax. We
reserve the right to limit quantities and substitute
manufacturer. Prices subject to change without
notice. Send SASE for complete list.
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''

5:2

UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY

MICRO
SALES

For
Big Board, Apple, Aim 65
SPECIFICATIONS
+5V @ 3 Amps
+12V @ .750 Amps
-12V @ .750 Amps
-5V @ .50 Amps

* HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92649
* (714) 891 -2677 *

15381 CHEMICAL LANE

*

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH

$69.95

ONLY

64K RAMS

These parts are starting to be short in
supply, SO WE GOT 'EM for you. Buy
now while the supply lasts.
4164 15ONS +5V $7.85 EA.

BREAK THE

*

$55.00

COMING NEXT MONTH

Perfect for 8" or 5" drive power. Comes with
Shugart type connectors but 5" type can be put
on. These are overstock from our Horizontal
Cabinet shown below
+5V @4A +24V or +12V @ 3A
-5V iá 1A

S100-12
175

COST BARRIER!

- HARD DISK!

$

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO GET THAT COMPUTER
LOOK AT THESE FEATURES!

ONLY

$1350.00

SOME
MECHANICAL
ASSEMBLY
REQUIRED
IN STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENT

CP/M* $150

MP/M* $350
DISC ACCES. $50

4MHZ Z -80 CPU with 2 Programmable Serial and
3 Parallel Ports
64K Dynamic Ram w /Extended Addressing to MB
Floppy Disk Controller with WD1795. Runs 8" or 5"
Floppys Error Free
30 Amp Power Supply with S -100 MOD 12 Slot
Mother with Regulated Floppy Supplies as Shown
Below
Tan and Charcoal Sturdy Steel Cabinet with Space
for 2 Floppy Drives at Left (8" or 5 ")
1

*

DUAL DRIVE SUBSYSTEMS

(Less Drives, Cables Pick -up Price)

*

*

CP/M

&

MP/M are Trademarks of Digital Research

NEW

*

NEW

*

NEW

*

S -100 -4

HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL

Complete 4 slot S -100 computer.
Perfect for word processing, small
business accounting, inventory control, etc. 1.2 megabytes of storage
capacity on two 8" floppy drives. (Expandable to 2.4 megabytes using
double sided operation.

MINI

Power Supply for 2 801/851 DT8 etc.
50 Pin Ribbon Cable, 36"
AC Cord, Fuse, Internal Wiring and Connectors
Assembled and Tested $ 245.00
w/2 Empty 5" (no P /S) $ 87.00
w/2 Empty 8" (no P/S) $ 95.00
$1045.00
w/2 801 R Shugart
$1395.00
w/2 851 R Shugart
$1295.00
w/2 QUME DT-8
w/2 MPI B-51
$ 675.00
$ 830.00
w/2 MPI B-52
$ 850.00
w/2 MPI B91
w/2 MPI B92
$ 995.00

*

XOR

*

*

S -100 MOD KIT
BY XOR
For test or hobby applications complete S -100 12
Slot Sub -System power for
up to 4 Floppy Disk Drives.
(6 connectors supplied.)
SPECIFICATIONS
REGULATED
UNREGULATED
+5VDC @ 5 Amps
12 Slots S -100
+24VDC @ 4 Amps
+8VDC @ 30 Amps
±16VDC @ 6 Amps
-5VDC @ Amp
1

4MHZ Z -80A
64K Dynamic

(8255)
Steel Tan and
Charcoal Case
Includes CP/M*

Ram

Serial Ports
50-19,200 Baud
2

XOR -CPU
XOR -DSK
XOR -64K
XOR -32K
XOR -MPM
XOR -DTC
XOR -SMS
XOR -SER

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

3 Parallel Ports

$1595.00

Complete. ready to attach
Terminal and Printer
(Offer ends Aug. 30. 1982)

Z -80 4MHZ, Prom 2 Serial 3 Par

WD -1795 MINI and 8"
Bank SW Memory up to
Static Ram (Kit)

1

Meg

Interface Card
Hard Disk and DTC Tape
Hard Disk Controller
4 Channel Serial Board
10 MPM

SPECIALS OF THE QUARTER

8 "FLOPPY DISK
SS /DD FOR
S-100 -4, S -100 -8
S-100-12
Fantastic bargain for our
Special Customers,

$29.95
per pkg of 10!
Guaranteed to work 100%
double density on our
system."

S -100 CARD

EXTENDER

$12.50

(Gold Contacts)
As long as there is a price

war, we will fight your battle. Compare at your local
Dept store and buy U$ Micro

Circle 412 on Inquiry card.

S -100 POWER

$89.50
Simple Brute Force,
S -100 Power Supply,
30A @ +8V,
6A @ +16V,
6A @ -16V,
PC Board Design.

$255
$275
$389
$199
$335
$225
$750
$195

*

12 SLOT MOTHER

$22.50
We have connectors and
power supply too. Start

your system with quality
components. Terminated.

Connectors $2.50 ea.

California
Computer
Systems

.

2810 CPU

Only
2422 Dsk Cont

Only
2065C 64K

Only

2200A Mainframe
CCS Apple Boards

Only

-

$330.00
$320.00
$475.00

Call for prices

CCS 2200 System
Tested and Assembled

Only

-

$1,625.00

* SPECIAL * SPECIAL * SPECIAL *

CCS SYSTEM 2410
FEATURES'
DMA Disk Controller

C /PM

IEQTIEM

-

S-1 00-8

TERMINAL

INCLUDING CP /M 2.2"
AND WORDSTARx

PLUS Hex Keypad
PLUS * 8 Special Function Keys
PLUS " 20 Screen Editing Keys

WITH: 8" SS /DD Drives Only $2850.00
51/4" SS /DD Drives Only $2700.00

SOROC Type Screen Attribute Set

CALL FOR
QUOTE ON
DIFFERENT DRIVE
OPTIONS

Half Intensity

only-$2,100.00
CONTROLLER BOARD FOR 8" and 5"
DRIVES FOR THE Z -89, Z -90, or H -89
COMPUTERS....
Comes w /CPM 2.2 on 8 "and 5"
media
Only $550.00

COMPUTER
8

Slot

S

-100

64K Dynamic Ram

4MHZ

Z -80

Double Density Disk

Controller
Programmable Baud Rate
Programmable Keyboard Set

SOFTWARE

Serial Printer Port (150- 19.2K)

$560.00

$118.00
$275.00
$115.00
$265.00
$190.00
$190.00

I

CA

-

60 Key Standard ASCII

Hardware Vectored Interupts
Supports C /PM, M /PM, OASIS

ASHTON TATE
dBASE II
DIGITAL RESEARCH
C BASIC
MICRO PRO
WORDSTAR
MAILMERS
DATA STAR
SUPERSORT
SPELLSTAR
MICROSOFT
BASIC 80
BASIC COMPILER
FORTRAN 80
COBOL 80
MACRO 80
SORCIM
PASCAL /M
SUPERCALC
SUPERSOFT
FORTH
SSS FORTRAN
DISK DOCTOR
C COMPILER

*
*

11 EDISON DRIVE * NEW LENOX
ILLINOIS 60451
CALL TOLL FREE: 1 -800- 435 -9357 * MONDAY thru SATURDAY
(ILLINOIS RESIDENTS CALL: 815 -485 -4002)
8:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
TERMS: Prepayment
C.O.D. up to $100.00
M/C Visa
$5.00 Processing and Handling added to each order PLUS
Shipping Charges. Please allow personal check to clear before shipment.
15% Restocking Charge for Non -Defective, Returned Merchandise.
Prices subject to change without notice.

Feather Touch Capacitance Keyboard

2 -Real Time Clocks
2- Serial /1- Parallel Port

**Comes with

luPsili.

$255.00

MICRO
SALES

$290.00
$320.00
$400.00
$600.00
$165.00
$320.00
$235.00
$170.00
$215.00
$85.00
$175.00

commodore
computer systems
CALL FOR PRICES

data
systems
CALL FOR PRICES

WORDSTAR

IS

TM o1

MONITORS
-

BMC MONITORS
W/GREEN SCREEN
ZENITH VIDEO MONITOR
ZVM
AMDEK MONITORS
AMDEK Color 1
AMDEK Video 300
w /Green Screen

DISK

$ 95.00

$145.00
$399.00
$229.00

DRIVES

Shugart 801's
Shugart 851's
()Lime DT-8's
SA 400
SA 450
SA 410 SS 96 TPI
SA 460 DS 96 TPI
TM 100 - 1
TM 100 - 2
TM 100 -3
TM 100 - 4

$395.00
$575.00
$540.00
$230.00
$340.00
$375.00
$425.00
$230.00
$340.00
$375.00
$425.00

TANDON SLIMLINE
$480.00
$550.00

TM 848 - 1
TM 848 - 2

COMPLETE LINE OF ADD ON DRIVES
FOR APPLE
FOR PRICES

-CALL

ASYSTEMS
lèleViaeo
CALL FOR PRICES

Circle 412 on inquiry card.

M.cropro Inc

CY. M 2

2.c

TM or

D..Ii

Rwyrco inc

PRINTERS
C -ITOH

PROWRITER
C -ITOH F -10

40 CPS

C -ITOH

$525.00

Comet

$1,500.00
II

132 Column Printer
9 x7 Dot Matrix
MPI -88G
EPSON MX 80
EPSON MX 100
Anadex 9501
Graphic Printer
OKIDATA
82A
83A and 84A

$810.00

$600.00
CALL
CALL
$1,235.00
$465.00

CALL

SVA/
Apple 8" Disk Controller Card
ZVX4 Dual Density, Single &
Double Sided - Auto Boot
Disk 2 + 2 Single Density
Single or Dual Sided

$395.00
$300.00

Adds Regent 20
Televideo 910
Televideo 912C
Televideo 925C
Televideo 950
Ampex Dialog 80
Zenith Z19

$570.00
$575.00
$665.00
$740.00
$950.00
$895.00
$745.00
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TELEVIDEO 950 & 800

PASCAL TOOLS

SERIES
USERS

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

Make Your
Televideo

dalssssssssTtHper

789*

WITH SOURCE CODE

AIM

Work
For You

Common logical and arithmetic procedures including a pseudo random
number generator
All string routines which extend PASCAL
and give the capability of advanced
BASIC
Screen handler and command line paser
Reference documentation, User Manual
and source code provided

TV -Setup provides a user-friendly menu
for setting up the terminal features and
programming the function keys The
entire setup - including function keys - is
then saved in a file for easy reprogramming each time you start up your system.
You can have one setup for Wordstar,another for dBase II,- another for
SuperCalc' °... as many different setups
as you want.

Price Only $75.00

Send check or money order for $95 00
California residents add applicable sales taxi

BLAISE
COMPUTING

(VISA, MC accepted)

INC.

NEW GENERATION SYSTEMS

(415) 665 -4711

Circle 53 on inquiry card.

new Centro, ;Co Parai lel cord

seriel combination urterface!
960 character Coffer
full KSR

RS -232
300/1200 Baud
all sn cre!

01;yetti ESAX,5 30 and 35',oasis eva116615 as
exciting typewriter-Drinter- tyrminal complete
with 9D dey eeranty ana cerryirg case.
-Redel

30

Tot

San Francisco. CA 94122

our

Ciwith

465 17th Avenue

2153 Golf Course Drive, Reston, VA 22091
Phone: 703 /476 -9143
ORDER LINE (800) 368 -3359

Circle 302 on inquiry card.

;Horn

DAISYWHEEL
LETTER -QUALITY
PRINTER -TERMINAL

09.al1e1 only

this

For

ad

dreamed

on

a

Daisityper!

SYSTEMED CORPORATION

PO Bo.

1

Sn.ngletown Rd Mt Gay TN 37683
6151 7276000

Circle 390 on inquiry card.

AATARI
COMPUTER (16K)
COMPUTER (485)
COMPUTER (16K)
PROGRAM RECORDER
DISK DRIVE
NEC 8023A -C PRINTER
PERCOM D/D DISK DRIVE
850 INTERFACE MODULE

800
800
400
410
810

1

----

ID
IN

I)
C
V N
IR

ENTERTAINER
EDUCATOR
PROGRAMMER
COMMUNICATOR
825 PRINTER 180 Coi)

S82 00

32K RAM

Si I9 00
S52 00
5299 00
$579 00

16K RAM
16K RAM
LE

$649.00
$768.00
$275.00

N

TALK

5119 00
169 00
579 00
S30 00

5319 00

ATARI SOFTWARE

Amen,

1

.1,10,.D.

uahcrum6l

a

sae on

56600
13300

Yen)R1
aewll6aep101
Cenl.Pede IRI
»mbe,Edrlo,RI

133 00

14500
12350

ChlCOl

119 50
ar 99ron0rronICID1
(CID,

13095
14995

9pe5100'
511Go .II.!(DI

x101

1259'_

no Perlecl10i

Lon

HI605WR a Pane...( DI
HI RES UlyseH ID/

1235

Introductory Prices

VOU COMMAND
TDE EARTH DEFENDER
AND PROTECT 1141 EARTH FROM
67742,676 ALIENS THREATENING ASTER,
.1+0 NUCLEAR MISSILES,
'1Ú8010 AIM AND FIRE VOUR LASER

Interactive PDBASE
$100 - Program interface for
PDBASE
$125 - Interactive spelling checker
$100 - Complete LISP interpreter.
IOTC Inc.
$245

$23 50

$3595

D. eso
RRÓMSE111

SAVE YOUR PLANET
Only 52995

33

For Apple

PERHAPS FROM ITSELF.,
II

p

II+

Graphics and Sounds
Day Money Back Guarantee

DOS
15

N
PROSPECTORS RD
DIAMOND BAR. CA 91765

9 P M

12295
12695
11995

on0wfIIG01
Rt,IScColout0l

228

AMN

126 95

Sun..al AO.enwreGOl

COSMIC COMPUTERS

DAYSEB

125,0

Fr.:warred1

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

SEVEN

110995

Clonslue1G01
A

PDBASE an Entity Relational
Data -base. Complete with
English query language, for mated screen, procedure language, data security, multiple
users, validity checking.

S164 00

IMlcrolekl
IMlcrolekl
IC. 8531

STICK

TYPE

FOR UCSD PASCAL* SYSTEMS

S74 00

$439.00
$475.00
5589.00

H. Res

910 Sully /Laramie, WY 82070

-

Abt 3323 Shed, Oak Dr Dom.. W 30 I.1
CopyrpM 2982 by NEW V1510N ISO?
14041 446 70.

New vr.ron 1982 1340

(714) 861-1265

Circle 303 on inquiry card.

Circle 119 on Inquiry card.

MAILING LISTS

MICRO

Reach

We're specialists in securing
mailing lists of computer
users and hobbyists. Current
clients include some of the

largest, most

successful

publishers and merchandisers
selling computer related products by mail. Free consultation! Call or write today!
STEVE MILLARD, INC.

-

2114 200ns

$1.72

2732 450ns

$6.53

4116 200ns

$1.27

6116 150ns

$6.93

residents

Calif.

Software

add 4`

Lax.

MICRO ARCHITECTS
P.O.

Regents Univ. of

(307) 721 -SRIR

WANTED
Medical
Office

ARCHITECTS

ADD $3.50 ship. & hand.

Texas

Trademark

Circle 209 on Inquiry card.

OF TEXAS)

computer enthusiasts
interested in your products!

-

We have a national sales force servicing the physician office marketplace
If you want your existing practice man-

agement software to reach
market, contact:

Box 57796

a

larger

SPRING HILL ROAD
SHARON
PETERBOROUGH, NH 03458

WEBSTER, TEXAS 7759R

P.O. Box 2096
Glenview, 1.60025

ATTN: STEVE SMITH

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER.

Your software must be compatible with
IBM MICRO /MINI computer product

603 -924 -9421

Circle

281 on

inquiry card.

Imt,s

FULL LINE ALL PARTS & COMPUTER PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 4430x
Santa Clara, CA 95054

INTRODUCING A BRAND NEW MICROCOMPUTER

Will calls: 2322 Walsh Ave.
(408) 988 -1640

ELECTRONICS

Same day shipment. First line parts only Factory tested. Guaranteed
money back. Quality IC's and other components at factory prices.

Phone orders only (800) 538 -8196

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
7,41178

7401211
7406*

,9

740214

9

74045

22

i

79
19
55

1105

74104
74205

743.

CD/020
001021
C04022

115
115
135

i4320915
LL1201-5

65
85
45
85

i9 143201-12
69 15320/ 15

74456
475

69
69
65

14718

JS
19

747511

74655
74695
74905

1

749511

747005

1

747075
741218

1163238

4

5

13245

7,1255
145M
1

i

74'51M

747545

1

7445711
747615

314339N

1431096
18310912

7l5

65

7

70

1914011--15

35
55

14340924
1434015

135
115

004035
004040
C04042
001013
004044
001046

75

004049

75
75
75
75

004050
001051
C04010
004066
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.
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n
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Interface Kits
SERIAL/PARALLEL INTERFACE Bidirectional,
Baud rates from 110 to 19.2K, sw selectable
polarity of input and output strobe. 5 to 8 data
bits, 1 or 2 stop bits, panty odd or even or none.
all characters contain a start bit. +5 8 -12V
required.Bd only (P /N 101) $11.95, Kit (P /N
101A) $42.89.
RS- 232/TTL INTERFACE Bidirectional, requires ± 12V, Kit (P/N 232A) $9.95.
RS- 232/20mA INTERFACE Bidirectional, 2

passive opto- isolated circuits, Kit (P/N 79014)
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7
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471X6740
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25
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1
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$14.95.

PROM Eraser
15

minutes. Ultraviolet,

5940 00

8/513.75

Modem Kit $60.00
State of the art, orig., answer. No tuning necessary. 103 compatible 300 baud. Inexpensive
acoustic coupler plans included. Bd. only

$17.00. Article

in June, July. Aug.

Radio

Electronics. 1981.

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40
Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency to
crystal time base. Outstanding accuracy.

Video Modulator Kit

$9.95

Convert TV set into a high quality monitor w/o
affecting usage. Comp. kit w /full instruc.

Multi -volt Computer Power Supply
-18v

amp. 5v 1.5 amp,

-5v

.5 amp, 12v .5 amp, -12v option. ±5v, ±12v
are regulated. Basic Kit $35.95. Kit with chassis
and all hardware $51.95. Add $5.00 shipping. Kit
of hardware $16.00. Woodgrain case $10.00.

$1.50 shipping.

capacity $37.50 (with
capacity OSHA/UL ver-

type-N -Talk by Votrax

$119.00)

lary, built -in text to speech algorithm, 70 to 100

Z80 MlcroProfessor $149.00
Single board computer. Learning, teaching, pro totyping. 2K RAM, keyboard, displays; cassette

interface. Tiny BASIC $19.00. All fully
assembled.

Expansion Options
Floppy disk, EPROM programmer. light pen,
universal user programmable music, sound board

high resolution

color /grayscale pixel mapped

video board, General Purpose Instrument Bus.
Minimum VENTURE System $195.00
Kit includes CPU and control with 4K of RAM, 1K
of scratchpad, 2K monitor, 1861 video graphics.
cassette interface and separate HEX keyboard
with LED displays for address and output. Power
supply is included along with 2 game cassettes.
The main board is 16"x 20" and includes space for
all of the previously discussed on -board options.
Full on -board expansion can be completed for
under $1000.00. Call for further details, option
prices. etc

Text to speech

RBD. A monthly newsletter. Ouestdata is devoted
exclusively to software for the Super Elf and there
are many software books available at low cost.

The Super Elf expansion capability is virtually unlimited and you can do it inexpensively one step at

The Super Elf computer system is now available as
a series of bare boards as well as full kits and

time. Expansion includes casshe interface, additional memory. color video, Basic, ASCII keyboard, printer, floppy, S -100 bus, RS232, etc.

assembled.
Bare Boards: Super Elf $35.00. Super Expansion

synthesizer with unlimited vocabu-

bits per second speech synthesizer, RS232C
interface $359.00. Speech IC $72.00.

Direct Connect Modem $99.00
Fully assembled in case with RS232 cable.
Orig /answer, 103 compatible, 9V battery or
wallplug.

-10

$35.00. Power Supply $10.00. S -100 Color
$35.00. Dynamic RAM $40.00. Manuals $10.00.
Super Basic 545.00.

Free 14 Page Brochure
Send or call for a free brochure on all
details and pricing of the Super Elf and its
expansion. We will get it right out to you!

Preamplifier Kit $34.95

Voltage Mate $18.50

UHF

shipping. Switching regulator kit with
adlustable AC /DC voltage conversion. 3 modes
of operation. step up. step down, inversion
Jumper selectable modes of operation. Input
voltage 5 -15 VDC, output voltage - 24 to + 30
VDC, current draw 30 -250 ma

$2.00 shipping. Improves uht reception dra-

$1 25

matically, 25 db gain assent. version $57.50.
Articles Radio Elect. Mar, May, 1981.

Rockwell AIM 65 Computer
6502 based single board with full ASCII keyboard and 20 column thermal printer 20 char
alphanumeric display ROM monitor, fully expandable $439.00. 4K version $454.00. 4K
Assembler $35.00, 8K Basic Interpreter $65.00.
Special small power supply 5V 2A 24V 5A
assem in frame $59.00. Molded plastic enclosure to fit both AIM 65 and power supply
$52.50. AIM 65 1K in cabinet with power supply, switch, fuse, cord assem. $571.00. 4K
$586.00. A65/40-5000 AIM 65/40 w /16K RAM
and monitor 51295.00. RAM Board Kit (16K,
$195) (32K, $215) VD640 Video Interface Kit
$119.00. A8T $149.00. Complete AIM 65 in
thin briefcase with power supply $532.00.
Special Package Price: 4K AIM, 8K Basic. power
supply, cabinet 5615.00.
AIM 65 KIM /SYM /Super Elf 44 pin expansion board, board with 3 connectors $22.95.
-Send for complete list of all AIM products.

Elf II Adapter Kit $24.95

Nil

Plugs into
providing Super Elf 44 and 50 pin
plus S -100 bus expansion. (With Super Expansion). High and low address displays, state
and mode LED's optional $18.00.

TERMS: 55.00 min. order U.S. Funds. Calif. residents add 6
tax.
510.00 min. VISA and MasterCard accepted. $1.00 insurance optional.
Shipping: Add 5 °D. orders under 525.00
°0.

Circle 346 on inquiry card.

bler, metal cabinet, additional power supply.
ASCII keyboard real time clock calendar.

a tremendous value as it combines
video, digital displays. LED displays, and music.
all on a single board for $106.95.

The Super Elt comes complete with power supply
and detailed 127 page instruction manual which
includes over 40 pages of software, including a
series of lessons to help get you started and a
music program and graphics target game. Many
schools and universities are using the Super Elf as
a course of study. OEM's use it for training and

I

amp,

sound generator,

EPROM; full BASIC dissassembler, editor, assem-

The Super Elf is

a

n

40

040446740

4116 200ns Dynamic RAM

5

.

Votrax voice synthesizer,

RCA Cosmac 1802 Super Elf Computer $106.95

75

3451ß

16 bit /O, 2 MHz clock, 2K RAM, ROM Breadboard space. Excellent for control. Bare Board
$28.50. Full Kit $79.00. Monitor $20.00. Power
Supply Kit $35.00. Tiny Basic $30.00.

8v

.

music, Votrax

0

95
95

Z80 Microcomputer Kit $69.00

SERIAL I/O INTERFACE 0 to 30,000 baud.
D.T.R., Input 8 output from monitor or basic, or
use Apple as intelligent terminal, Bd only (P /N 2)
$14.95, Kit (P /N 2A) $51.25, Assembled (P /N
2C) $62.95.
PROTOTYPING BOARD (P /N 7907) $21.95.
PARALLEL TRIAC OUTPUT BOARD 8 triacs,
each can switch 110V, 6A loads, Bd only (P /N
210) $19.20, Kit (P/N 210A) $119.55.
APPLE II GAME PADDLES Adam and Eve $38.00.

controlled

BASIC, 3 ROM monitors,
disassembles /assemblerleditor. It will run real time video games, all RCA chip 8 programs and all
current Ouest 1802 software. VENTURE DOS will
accommodate up to three SA" double density
floppies. A complete 1802 programming book is
available. All versions of VENTURE are shipped
with a set of manuals written to be understood by
the inexperienced as well as experienced user.
On-Board Options
16 channel A to D. 5 slot 60 pin bus, 2 serial
ports, parallel ports; 3 video options, 48K RAM,

n
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voice synthesizer and real time clock calendar add
to its versatility.
A standard 60 -pin bus with 5 slots, parallel
ports and 2 serial ports with full handshaking (75
to 9600 BAUD) allow expansion into floppy disks,
color.EPROM programmer, punter, modem of your
choice. Later expansion will add a light pen, a
universal user programmable music sound board,
General Purpose Instrument Bus, and a high
resolution color /grayscale pixel mapped video
board.
VENTURE connects directly to a monitor or to
your TV set through an RF modulator. And now for
its video display. VENthe heart of VENTURE
TURE has a high resolution programmable video
display with up to 4096 user -defined characters,
alphanumeric symbols, special graphics or objects. such as space ships. etc. Each character is
8 pixels wide by 15 pixels high, with 2 grayscale
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maps. it has 64 levels of
grayscale plus video inverVcompliment and hidden
screen update for a "snowfree display. Tice display is
512 x 512 pixel mapped with
2 planes of video RAM per
display. VENTURE video is in
short
astounding!
VENTURE has complete

...

VENTURE is a 16" by 20" main board with
separate ASCII and HEX keyboards. It runs fast,
almost 4 MHz, and has the capability of putting
almost megabyte of RAM and ROM on the board
along with a variety of inexpensive options.
A 16- channel analog -to-digital converter allows
use of joysticks, control functions, instrumenta-
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assembled, at your own pace and choice.
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VENTURE is a single
board computer that is an
adventure for the hobbyist. It
is a learning. training computer as well as just plain fun
for anyone who wants to get
into a state -of- the -art computer at reasonable cost.
VENTURE comes in kit
form or fully assembled and
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FREE

Super Color S-100 Video Kit $99.00
Expandable to 256 x 192 high resolution color
graphics. 6847 with all display modes computer
controlled. Memory mapped. 1K RAM expandable to 6K. S -100 bus 1802. 8080, 8085, Z80,
etc Dealers: Send for excellent prieln /margin
program.

Send for your copy of our NEW 1982
OUEST CATALOG. Include 88e stamp.

BYTE August 1982

475

PRICE BREAK

CNIPS&DALE
E3

EPSON

THE INFLATION FIGHTERS!
41 16 300ns 8/81 1.00

MX-100

4116 250ns 8/612.00
4116 200ns 8/613.00
4116 150m 8/114.50
2114L 300ns 8 /615.00
2114L 200ns 8/616.50
4164 200ns 87.90
6116 150ns 87.75

$9s6
.

Z80A CPU 65.50 ea.
8251A 14.75 ea.
2716.1 ISV)350ru 8/86.50 ea. 67.50 ea.
2716 (50)450n, 8/13.75 ea. 64.15 ea.
273215V)450ns 8/67.25 ea. 69.00 ea.
2532 15V1450ns 8/67.25 ea. 69.00 ea.
27645V 300ns 28 pin 820.00 ea.

EA.

$107.46 per dozen

Allow up to 3 wks. for personal checks to clear.
Please include phone number. Prices subject to
change without notice. Add $3.50 Shipping E.
Handling. Wash. residents add 6.6% Sales Tax.
Master Charge
Visa accepted

10655 N.E. 4th St., Suite 400
Bellevue, WA 98004
1- 206 -451 -9770

FOUND

Minimum Order

SCREDTM

Immediate view of changes
Assignable function keys
Block move, copy. delete

Automatic BACKUP feature
8" SS SD CP,M compatible disk
Width or length to 255 chrs
PRICE
$95

-

$15

-

SCRED. the definition routine and manual

manual only
(refunded if software purchased)

SOFTWEST PRODUCTS

verne

7046 Park Mesa Way

CHECK- MATE.

P.O. BOX 103, RANDOLPH, MA 02368
Call Toll Free - 1 -800- 343 -7706

Massachusetts

-

Suite 36
San Diego. CA 92111
Or phone

(714) 571 -3217

617 -963 -7694

Circle 74 on inquiry card.

III

Re- definable CAT format

3

We accept Mastercard and Visa

Maxell Floppy Disks
The Mini -Disks
with maximum quality.

THE MISSING UNK!

Calli rea add 6% tax

Circle 378 on Inquiry card.

$14.95

\

rl

SOFTWARE

DATA GENERAL

EAGLE
NAPES
INS

&

Dealer inquiries
invited. C.O.D's
accepted. Call
FREE (800) 235.4137.

PACIFIC EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd. San Luis
San Luis Obispo. CA 93401
In Cal call 1800) 592 -5935 or

VISA accepted

comPUreR sHOPpeR
P.O. Box

-309
Titusville.
305 -269 -3211

F

FL

32780

805l543 -1037

Circle 314 on inquiry card.

®Available from Hy-tor

-

for

Color Computer Disc System

RS -232 GENDER

REVERSERS

owners.
A software development
$60.00
system for only

includes 6809 Assembler
Program Editor
Loader
and Memory Dump.
VIIIII'IIJr

ye II
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? t74?

7

'

T' OIII`i

FI/I'I

Write or Call Today!

INC.
P.O Box 4996
Scottsdale, Az. 85261

i

(602) 863 -3122

Circle 194 on Inquiry card.

RT

CHANO LAS
CONDOR
CYMA

OK

I

HS TAR

DATA SOFT
EF HASKELL

DATA

TALLY
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
ZENITH

PHASE

FOR PRICE

AND

ONE

SYSTEMS

AND

PLUS

MORE

AVAILABILITY CAL

CREVELT COMPUTER SYSTEM,

L

INC.

3111 S. VALLEY VIEW E -103
LAS VEGAS, NV. 69102
702- 362 -6946

Plus .Sippina

Circle 102 on Inquiry card.

/¡/,//

NICROSOURCE
CENTA SYSTEMS

NEC

trial for $6 or 12 months
MasterCard

T0e

ASHTON TATE
YE TASOFT
MICROPRO

ATARI

NO

,?4,

FORMATS

MOST

HARDWARE

Computer Shopper is your link to individuals who buy, sell and trade computer
equipment and software among themselves
nationwide. No other magazine fills this void
in the marketplace chain.
Thousands of cost -conscious computer enthusiasts use Computer Shopper every month
through hundreds of classified ads. And new
equipment advertisers offer some of the
lowest prices in the nation.
Subscribe to Computer Shopper with a

for only $10.

.

re,

`1)

ALTOS

6 month

VERSION 10

SCRED is a new editor for CP /M systems with
memory mapped video boards.

Ribbons
Price Includes Shipping

In

Circle 78 on Inquiry card.

YOU'VE JUST

-Z SCReen EDiting with

ZIP 80X REFILLS DESIGNED TO FIT
EPSON MX -100 CARTRIDGE

1791 Disk Controller 817.00

CHIPS & DALE

E

V

ISA

aMC

Circle 123 on inquiry card.

64K Expansion
Memory for
== = = ti Personal
75- Computer

ALL THE MEMORY YOU'LL EVER NEED

Maximize Advanced BASIC
Program Capacity
Increase ViSiCâlc Worksheet
space to 4 times
Compile Pascal Programs

Do you ahvayn have the wrong sex
RS -2 32 connector? Let us help you
Lonvert your males to females and
your females to males. A set of both
RS -2 32 Gender Reversers is only

$34.95

RELIABLE PERFORMANCE THAT'S GUARANTEED

Panty Generate and Check
Gold Plated Edge Connector
Fully Tested and Burned In
Full One Year Warranty

INTRODUCTORY

Send for our catalog of other RS -232

problem v,lvcn.

B&B ELECTRONICS
Box 475/3/Mendota, IL 61342

OFFER

$24500

DCT Corporation
P.O. BOX 14734

MINNEAPOLIS. MN 55414 -0734
PHONE (612) 379-9236

615.51Y515G
Circle 42 on Inquiry card.

Circle 149 on Inquiry card.

SPECIALS

IMI

50/6.55
50/7 35
50/4.45
50/5.75
10/740 50/7.00
6532
2114 -L200
2.45 25/2.30
2114 -L300
2 25
25/2.10
2716 EPROM
4.90 5/4.50
2532 EPROM
8.90 5/8.45
6116 Hitachi 2KX8 CMOS RAM 8.90 5/8.45

100/6.15
100/6.90
100/4.15
100/5.45
100/6.60
100/2.15

4116 -200

8 for 15

7.45

6502A/6512A
6520 PIA
6522 VIA

8.40
5.15
6.45
7.90

10/6.95
10/7.95
10/4.90
10/6.10

ns RAM
Zero Insertion Force 24 pn Socket

A P

DISK
SPECIALS
SCOTCH (3M) 8"

Try the new Verbatim Head Cleaner Kits

10/790

240

Commodore CBM -PET SPECIALS

of ANSW /ORIG, direct connect, audible tone carrier detect

indicator, self -contained battery powered

WE WILL MATCH ANY ADVERTISED PRICE

1

-2

$89

MODEM SPECIAL

SIGNALMAN Mkt from Anchor Automation
DIRECT CONNECT Modem with RS232 Cable and Connector
included Fully compatible with all Bell 103 modems 0 to 300
bps. full duplex, frequency shift keyed modulation, auto-select

Anchor ATARI Modem

-

***

$89

COMPACK INTELLIGENT TERMINAL PACKAGE

$115

Combines intelligent RS232 port hardware from cgrs Microtech with EHS Intelligent Terminal software to allow you to
connect any RS232 Modem to PET CBM

------------------

We carry Apple II+ from
Bell & Howell

VIC 1515 Printer
VIC 3K RAM

VIC 8K RAM
VIC 16K RAM
VIC 1540 Disk Drive
VIC Invaders

VIC Jupiter Lander
TNW

48

Paddles
T G Select -A -Port
Videz 80 Column Card
T G

FLEX-FILE for PET/CBM

FORTH ter PET by Cargile/Riley

32
53
99
500
24

VIC Maze in 3 -D
VIC Cosmic Debris

24

VIC Snakman
VIC Rubik's Cube

24
24
12
12
17
13
13

VIC Night Rider

11

VIC Amok (UMI)

488/103 with DM

450

Computers First Book of PET /CBM
WordPro 3 Pus - 32K CBM, disk. printer
WordPro 4 Plus - 8032, disk printer
VISICALC for PET, ATARI, or APPLE
SM -KIT - PET RON OIMIp
Programmers Toolkit - PET ROM Utilities
PET Spacemaker II ROM Switch
2 Meter PET to IEEE or IEEE to IEEE Cable

Dust Cover for PET
IEEE -Parallel Printer Interface for PET
IEEE -RS232 Printer Interface for PET
The PET Revealed

Very comprehensive and easily used Data Base Report Writer
with calculation capability, and Mailing Label system

** *

VIC Superslot
VIC Super Alien

139
32
48

$80

CALL

249
335

299

759

380
1300
1650
2350
765
965
965
530
600
65

$345 base price.

VIC 20

119

770
1775
1575

Allows you to connect up to 20 CBM /PET Computers to
shared disk drives and printers Completely transparent to the
user Perfect for schools or multiple word processing configurations
Base configuration supports 3 computers

Smartmodem $230
RS232 MODEM -Accoustic $119

65.me

(995)
(2250)
(1995)
(500)
(1795)
(2195)
(2995)
(995)
(1295)
(1295)
(695)
(795)
(75)

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS

PETSCAN I

DC HAYES

IRK RAM Cord for Apple
Thunderclock Plus for Apple
T G Products Joystick for Apte
D C Hayes Micromodem II
Grappler Interface

Library of PET Subroutines

11

195

300
190
40
35
36

EARL for PET /CBM

-

disk mumbler

30
85
65

Editor, Assembler, Relocator, Linkeditor.

40
SupsrÇripMce - BASIC lemma Extension
Fast Machine Language Graphics routines for PET/CBM.

252 Bethlehem

Colmar. PA 18915
Circle 5 on Inquiry card.

100/1.85

20/195

10/200

20/1 95

100/1.85
100/1.85

8"
-

50

-

7.50

@

10 for 3 95
2.85
5" - 215
5" - 50 @ 6.00

CASSETTES - AGFA PE -611 PREMIUM
High output low noise, 5 screw housings.
10/56 50/50
C -10
10/73 50/68
C -30

SPECIALS

EPSON MX-80 Printer with Graftrax
EPSON MX -80 F/T Printer
EPSON MX -100 Printer with Graftrax

OKIDATA 82A

465

STARWRITER Daisy Wheel Printer F10
D C Hayes Smartmodem

1445
230

We Stock AMDEK Monitors
1195
Watanabe Intelligent Plotter
BMC BM12A Green Phosphor Monitor

Staticide anti -static spray

6

490

dBASE II

All

TOOK sod SOFTWARE PRICES DISCOUNTED

Synertek Systems
SYM

1

Mkroc/Rquter

8

your speaker.

Musk

Ilse mli VIM

Prgroa

199

SALE

SYM BAS -1 BASIC or RAE 1/2 Assembler
KTM -2/80 Synertek Video and Keyboard
KTM -3/80 Synertek Tubeless Terminal

85

349
385

data
systems
290 -80 64

2170
2395

K

Z90-82 64K 1 double dens drive
267 10 Megabyte + Floppy Drive

4495

Z37 1 3 Megabyte Dual Floppy
Z25 High Speed Printer
Z19 Video Terminal (VT -52 compatible)
ZVM -121 Green Phosphor Monitor
All Zenith Software discounted

1495
1195

695
119

ZT-1 Intelligent Communications

Terminal
Z100 16- bit /8 -bit System

17

4 PART HARMONY MUSIC SYSTEM fur PET
The Visible Music Monitor, by Frank Levinson, allows you to
easily enter, display, edit and play 4 part harmony music.
Includes whale notes tflru 64ths (with dotted and triplets),
tempo change, key signature, transpose, etc. The KL-4M
unit includes D to A converter arai amplifier ready to hook to
1(L -411

99

500

550
CALL

8

11

Best of Midnight Gazette

1445

6 -Pen

MEMORY for IBM 256K + parity

®

12

First Book of VIC

115

Zenith ZVM -121 Green Phosphor Monitor

,

Programming the PET/CBM (Compute!) 20
Compute'

100/48
100/66

110
120

$50

for FORTH for independent object code

KMMM PASCAL for PET /CBM

20/1.95

10/2.00

40

Full FIG model with all 79 Standard extensions.

MotoayKor

10/2.00

Wabash 5"
Wabash 8"

Diskette Storage Pages
Disk Library Cases
Disk Hub Rings
8"

Commodore 64
8023 Wide (136 column) printer
8300 Daisy Wheel Printer (Diablo 630)
9000 SuperPET with languages
64K Board (extra 64K for 8032)
8050 Dual Disk Drive - megabyte
megabyte
8250 Dual Disk Drive
9060 5 meg hard disk
4016 full size graphics keyboard
4032 full size graphics keyboard
4040 Dual Disk Drive - 330,000 bytes
165.000 bytes
2031 Single Disk Drive
4022 Tractor Feed Printer
C2N External Cassette Deck
Used CBM /PET Computers

--

BASF 5" or 8"

WE STOCK MAXELL DISKS

1,0.1.10.0

----- ----

100/230
100/240

50/235
50/245

WE STOCK VERBATIM DISKS

10/4.00
10/7.90

Products
15% OFF
15% OFF
Hobby -Blox

-- --

o

10/245
10/260

SCOTCH (3M) 5"

100/2b0

2.00

S-100 Wire Wrap Socket

A P

commodore

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

6502

050

ATARI'
SPECIALS

800
400
810
825
850

Computer
-

16K

Disk Drive

Printer
Interface
Inside Atari DOS

675
330
440
629

Microsoft BASIC

170

Space Invaders
Music Composer

MISSILE COMMAND

32

ASTEROIDS

32
37

STAR RAIDERS

Paddle Pair

18
19

Joystick Pair

19

Anchor Modem-Atari

16K RAM
32K RAM
Pilot

69
99
68

PAC

Write

fa

Chess
-MAN

CENTIPEDE

First Book of Atari
prices on other Atari items

32
45
30
89
36
36
11

WRITE FOR CATALOG

215 -822 -7727

A B

Computers

Add S1 25 per order for shipping We pay balance of UPS surface
cnarges on all prepaid orders Prices listed are on cash discount
basis Regular prices slightly higher Prices subject to change

Hl IF August Io82

477

I
701

SAVE 40 O/O
5/

FlexyDisks

STOCK COMPUTER

Write for our
complete list.

CHECKS

BASF
II

1
1

2

8I

C.O.D. TAGS
26.70
31.90
41.60

side /single density
side /double density
2 sides /double density
1
1

-

-

LETTERHEADS
STOCK COMPUTER PAPER
STOCK COMPUTER LABELS
SOFTWARE PACKAGE FORMS

-

VISA
MC
C.O.D.
CHECKS
ADD $2 SHIPPING
(3131 777 -7780

407 EISEfHOIiER LRf1E SOUTH
LOMBARD, ILLUIOIS 60148

27204 Harper Ave.
St. Clair Shores, MI 48081

(312)629-6850
Call or Write for Prices & Samples

EPROM's
1.7

8

up

50 up

2716 (5V, 450nS) $3.95 $3.55 CALL
7.85 6.95 CALL
2732 (5V, 450nS)
2532 (5V, 450nS) 11.20 9.25 CALL

7.50
2.10

1

CPU Z80A
CDP- 1854ACE (DART)
16K RAM Expansion Kit
for TRS -80 Mod III

more

12621 CRENSHAW BOULEVARD

HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA 90250
to v 3O ..

Mon

-sR

to-ios-

OUTe1DE CALIFORNIA TOLL FREE

1213) 644 -1149

1 -800-421 -5775

S2 Accept VISA Mastercard. Check or M

Manger

pueatton
P lanner talc
Volks writer

Lifetree
Simla

B lackjack

S1Has

Call to Arme
Space Eggs

ElMrohorne

Rs'

S185.00
45.00
50.00
195.00
34.95

2100
2100

HARDWARE
HI Res

N oyes

(System Son)
MDI

Symlec

Monitor

4600

Smarimodem
IPC Madam Software)
Computer -Mate Desk 4
Light pen with book of 15
programs for the ISM -PC

237.00

Baby Slue CPU

Seder

S821.00

IIM -PC

Cable for

149.451

34600
2600
60100
I

Also IDS Prism Primers. IUS, !Mixon,. McGraw Hill, Mlcropro.
Vlslcorp. and more

compete list
call or write

of all the hems we have for the IBM -PC.

1191

Created at MIT in 1966. ELIZA has become the world's most
celebrated endre,al rntell,gence demonstration program. ELIZA is
ynon -di sct M psychotherapist who analyzes each statement as
Ou type it mend then missend* won her own comment or question
and her remarks are often startlingly appropriate,

-

Designed tO run On large mainframe. ELIZA has hitherto been
unevaulable tO personal computer users except in greatly et ripped
down Torsions lacking the sophistication which made the original
program rep fascinating
Now, our new microcomputer .noon possew,ng the FULL power
and range OI expression of the original is Ming Offered at the
introductory price of Only S25 And,/ you want to (meow Mw she
does it for reach Mr to do more) we will include the complete
Source Program for only $20 additional.

Order your copy of ELIZA today and you'll never again wonder now
tO respond when yOu near SOM.. Say "Okay. let's see what this
computer of yours Can actually d0,'

EUZA IS AVAILASLE IN THE FOLLOWING DISK FORMATS'.
Standard I into smote density rot air CP,U aao.d computer>
t

Sus for ELIZA COSA

3

I
s

MILL STREET

6031446 -3383
MARLOW NH 03456
HOURS 9:00 to 5:30
VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

rRaoEMARc OF INTERNATIONAL eusiNESS MACHINES CORPORATION

Circle 318 on Inquiry card.

IAA

/

ELIZA IS HERE!

a

a

245A Groot Rood
Littleton, MA 01460

AT LAST, A FULL IMPLEMENTATION of Me original ELIZA

.

for

free catalog
A17

-

add 32,3 to, Microsoft BASIC'eO Source

5' into CPU

for Apple II equipped win 2.80 SoftCae
325 for ELIZA COM - add 3X1 tor Microsoft BASIC.eo Sour e
5'. inch for ON Apple II win Appleeott ROM and DOS 3 3
S25 for Protected Fil - add $20 for ApplesoR Source
5' inch for 64E IBM Personal Compute
525 for Protected F,le - add 520 for IBM Disk BASIC Source
.rich ,or Osborne I Microcomputer
5
125 for Protected File - add 020 for Microsoft BASIC-80 Source

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH GROUP
921 NORTH LA JOLLA AVENUE
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90046
12131 656-7368
12131 654 -2214
MC, VISA end CHECKS ACCEPTED

Circle 35 on inquiry card.

CARBONLESS
2

-part. 1600 sheets,

2395

I I

2395

x

91/2
15

3595

stock

11

4595

lb. stock

Perforated both sides. snaps out to

B

r

x

II

Send check with order. Add 56.00 per box for handling

residents add

Write for your

1

x

stock

15 lb.

-part. 320(1 sheets. 15 lb

and shipping

s

program is now available to run on your microcomputer,

SOFTWARE
Data ease

1
R

Circle 450 on Inquiry card.

For the IBM * -PC Exclusively
Alpi.. Software

\

1

1-800-3434124

ciS

possible lully
warranleed prices
and a full complement
of Radio Shack Software

O

Circle 385 on inquiry card.

Coroners Target

call TOLL FREE

-part. 3200 sheets.

1

$499

We have the lowest

11

GREEN BAR 141/4 X 11

w/32K Ext. Basic

These are ust a law of our great
offers which include Printers, Modems, Computers. Peripherals. Disc Drives, Software and

INC.

x

91/2

-part. 3000 sheets. 18 lb. stock

Perforated both sides. snaps out to 81,

I

$399

BUY DIRECT

$12 95/8

1

BEST PRICE*

GREEN BAR 812 x 11

w /16K Ext. Basic

S1949

$5.29 ea
$4.80 ea.

SUNTRONICS CO.,

P

$305

Model Ill 48K
2 disk 8 RS232 c

7.49 CALL

MISC

Min Order 510

Color Computer 16K

$799
7.90

BOND PAPER
Blank,

*

J\

Model III 16K

DYNAMIC RAM

PAPER

MISSOIRAIn

iiithE1es.

7.20 CALL
70 CALL

NW, Pickerington. OH 43147

*TOP QUALITY

Mal

STATIC RAM

PI

Circle 388 on Inquiry card.

YOU CAN PAY MORE
BUT YOU CAN'T
GET MORE!
t

SUPER SALE

4164 (200nS)

5602 Stooge(

Circle 147 on Inquiry card.

Circle 238 on inquiry card.

6116P -3 (150nS)
2114L -2 (200nS)

FORMS, INC.

IMFDISCOUNT DATA

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS

STORE HOURS
iN CALIFORNIA

k+

BILLS OF LADING
PURCHASE ORDER
LEGAL SIZE PAPER
PAST DUE NOTICE

Specify soft

r

.

4Fÿ
oy4s

INVOICES

or 32 sector

program) The PHARMACY MICROCOMPUTER
NEW! The first -and
on /y- pharmacy microcomputer reference and guidebook. Developed to
answer: Why do you want a computer? Why do you need a computer?
What should the computer do for
you? How do you plan your system?
Even how to write your own system!
This new book gives you all of the
questions you should ask, and then it
gives you all of the answers! SAVE
with this SPECIAL pre -publication
offer. The first edition goes to press
July, 1982, and carries a list price of
$29.95, plus $2.50 handling and shipping. SAVE $7.50 by sending in your
reservation and check for $24.95 by
Aug. 31, 1982 (we'll pay the handling
and shipping). Or write for a subject
outline and index,
SIGNATURE Software Systems, Inc.

-

STATEMENTS
SPEED -O -GRAMS

$26.70
31.90
37.10

PHARMACY
To help you choose and use (and even

FORMS

Price /10

Specify soft,
10 or 16 sector
side /single density
side /double density
sides /double density
1

I

SMALL QUANTITIES AVAILABLE

'UPS) within continental U.S. Calif.
sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.

6 °°

BOB'S CHARTS

405

Computer Paper Dept.

LONG BEACH, CA

E.

THIRD, SUITE 206A

90802

(2I3) 435 -3492

Circle 56 on Inquiry card.

64K Dynamic RAM ICs
200 ns
Quantity

-

49
0
149
50
150 +

-

84K Ram

150 ns
84K Ram

$6.99

S7.99

(á.

@ $6.75
@ $6.50

IN STOCK:
OKI MSM3764.2ORS, Prime

UPS COD or VISA, M/C

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED
24,000 SOUTH PEORIA AVENUE
BEGGS, OKLAHOMA 74421

(918) 267-4796
IMPORTANT: Prices shown include cosh discount
Shipping & Insurance extra. These prices ore subject
to charge! Call for current prices, other brands, other
WANT your business.
speeds, of volume pricing
Coli any hour (almost).
I

ALSO, HM6116 -P3, 150 ns 2Kx6 static iii $6.50
21141c-3, 200 no 1Kx4 static ui 51.65

Circle 275 on Inquiry card.

WILL N T BE UNDERSOLD
APPLE SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE
MICROPRO
Wordstar
MailMerge
Customization Notes
Spellstar
Datastar
Calcstar
MICROSOFT
Basic Interpreter
Basic Compiler
Fortran 80
Cobol 80
DATA BASE
FMS80
dBase II

$269.00
$89.00
$359.00
$239.00
$199.00
$199.00
$349.00
$389.00
$499.00
$695.00
$595.00
$599.00

NEW!

IBM PC SOFTWARE

NEW!

INFORMATION UNLIMITED
$289.00
Easy Writer
$149.00
Easy Speller
$319.00
Easy Filer
VISICORP
$159.00
Visicalc 64K
Visicalc 256K
$190.00
MICROPRO
Wordstar
$299.00
MISCELLANEOUS
Supercalc by Sorcim
$229.00
$289.00
Superwriter by Sorcim
Home Accounting Plus
$139.00
ENTERTAINMENT
Deadline
$39.00
Temple of Apshai
$29.00
Ra
Curse of
$15.99
Call For More IBM Software And Accessories

DISK DRIVES
CCI 100 for the TRS-80 Model
51/4 40 track
CCI 189 for the Zenith Z-89

1

$299.00

40 track

$379.00
$3089.00
$4489.00
$5389.00
CALL
CORVUS Interfaces
for
Disc
Drive
the
Apple II
RANA SYSTEMS add-on
CALL
Elite One 40 Track
CALL
Elite Controller
51/4

CORVUS 5M with Mirror
CORVUS 10M with Mirror
CORVUS 20M with Mirror

BASF 8
Verbatim 5'/.

Verbatim 8
Wabash 51/4
Wabash 8

IBM PC ACCESSORIES
64K Card by Microsoft
Joystick by T&G
128K Card
192K Card
256K Card
256K Combo by AST
Combo Card by Apparat
Call for more IBM PC add -ons

$219.00
$129.00
S189.00
S1fl9.00
$115.00
$75.00
$169.00
$59.00

$29.00
$26.00
$28.00
$28.00
$27.00
$28.00

$3200
$27.00
$32.00
$45.00
$79.00
$20.00
$24.95
$24.95
$15.99
$15.99
$31.99
$23.95
$24.95
$29.95
$23.95

$319.00
$159.00
$199.00
$125.00
$259.00
$49.00
$49.00
$139.00
$159.00
$229.00
$75.00
$229.00

$789.00
$259.00
$299.00

APPLE INTERFACE CARDS BY CCS
Serial Asynch. *7710
Serial Synch. *7712
Call for other CCS cards
ADVANCE LOGIC
Add -Ram 16K Card
Z -Card CP/M for the Apple II
Smarterm 80 Column Board w /Softswitch
The Synergizer
All of the above plus' The CP /M Handbook'

$435.00
$49.00
$579.00
$629.00
$699 00
$1099.00
$249.00

For fast delivery, send certified checks, money
orders, or call to arrange direct bank wire

$139.00
$149.00
$99.00
$225.00
$249.00

ATARI
Atari 800

16K Ram Kit for Apple ll; TRS80
200 nano seconds, 4116 chips

$17.50

$699.00

Atari 400
$369.00
Call For Prices On The Complete Atari Line
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEM
$485.00
Mainframe 2200a
$265.00
Z-80 CPU 2810a
$569.00
64K RAM 2065
Floppy Controller 2422a
$359.00
ZENITH
CALL
Z-89 48K
CALL
2.90 64K
Call For Prices On The Complete Zenith Line
$249.00
Commodore VIC 20
$179.00
Casio FX702P Pocket Computer

PRINTERS
7710 Serial
7720 KSR
7730 Parallel
3510 Serial
3530 Parallel
8023 Dot Matrix 100cps
Olivetti 0Y211 Letter Quality
Daisy Wheel Printer
Parallel Only
Epson MX-80
Epson MX -80FT
Epson MX -100
IDS 560
IDS Prism 80
IDS Prism 132
Okidata Microline 80
Okidata Micro line 82A
Okidata Microline 83A
Okidata Microline 84
Centronics 739
DataSouth 180 cps
Zenith Z -25 150 cps
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC

1

Sanyo
Sanyo
Sanyo
Sanyo

$109.00
$329.00
$135.00
$140.00
$179.00
$189.00
$359.00
$105.00
$339.00

9" Green
12" B&W
12" Green

13' Color
Zenith 12" Green
Zenith 13" Color
Electrohome 13" HI -RES
Color Monitor
Electrohome 13" Color
Electrohome 12" B &W
Electrohome 12" Green
Electrohome 9" B &W
Electrohome 9" Green

$829.00
$349.00
$179.00
$189.00
$149.00
$159.00

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH

Sanyo MBC 1000 64K Computer

$1595.00

TERMINALS
ADDS Viewpoint
Zenith Z -19

$49500
$679.00
$595 00
$779.00
$969 00

Televideo 910
Televideo 925
Televideo 950

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Prentice Star Modem
Novation Cat Modem
Novation 0-CAT
Novation AUTO-CAT
Novation APPLE CAT
Hayes Smart Modem
Hayes Micro -Modem
Hayes Chronograph

$12900
$139.00
$149.00
$199.00
$299.00
$249.00
$295.00
$225.00

-800- 343 -6522

'

420 -438 Rutherford Ave., Dept. BY -08, Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129

Hours: 9 AM

-9

PM (EST) Mon. -Fri. (Sat. till 7)
Technical information call 617/242-3361

Circle 120 on inquiry card.

TWX-

710 - 348 -1796

$1095.00
$995.00
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
$675.00
CALL
CALL

MONITORS

The CPU Shop
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

$2395.00
$2749.00
$2395.00
$1850.00
$1850.00
$539.00

Amdek 12" B &W
Amdek 13" Color
Sanyo 9" B &W

$545.00

RAM

transfers. Personal or company checks require
one to three weeks to clear. All prices are
mail order only and are subject to change
without notice. Call for shipping charges.

master charge

$199.00
$79.00
$199.00
$169.00
$199.00
$259.00
$239.00
$539.00

APPLE ACCESSORIES

$39.00
$49.00
$45.00
$55.00
$26.95
$36.00
$26.95
$36.00
$24.95
$29.95

Maxell 51/4 double side
Maxell 8 double side
BASF 5/.

$239.00
$99.00
$149.00
$199.00
$189.00
$159.00

Z-80 Card by Microsoft
16K Card by Microsoft
32K Card by Saturn
Keyboard Enhancer II by Videx
Videoterm by Videx
Game Paddles by TG
Joystick by TG
Numeric Keypad by Keyboard Co.
ALF 9 Voice Board
ALF 3 Voice Board
System Saver by Kensington
Versacard by Prometheus
8088 Card by Coprocessor
Microbuffer II 16K w /graphics
Microbuffer II 32K w /graphics

DISKETTES
Maxell 51/4 single side
Maxell 8 angle side

COMPUTERS

MICROPRO
Wordstar
MailMerge
Spellstar
DataStar
Calcstar
Supersort I
VISICORP
VisiCalc
VisiTerm
VisiDex
VisiPlot
VisiFile
VisiSchedule
VisiTrend/Plot
VisiPac
MISCELLANEOUS
Micro Courier
Screenwriter II
Executive Briefing System
Supercalc
Personal Filing System
PFS Report Writer
Word Handler
CP /M Power
ENTERTAINMENT
Wizard and Princess
Space Eggs
Twerps
Borg
Castle Wolfenstein
Beer Run
Epoch
Sneakers
Midnight Magic
Wizardry
Time Zone
Jawbreaker
Tuesday Morning Quarterback
Crush, Crumble & Chomp
Datestones of Ryn
Morloc's Tower
Star Warrior
Snack Attack
Star Blazer
Kabul Spy
Cyclod

_

e

Massachusetts Residents call 617/242 -3361
Massachusetts Residents add
BYTE

5%

Sales Tax

Augu,t 1082

479

TELEVIDEO USERS
SMART INTEGRAL
212A MODEM
FOR TELEVIDEO

TERMINALS
950, 925, 920,
910 SERIES

CP /M COMPATIBLE

STATISTICAL
SOFTWARE
ELF -Stepwise

-CP /M

EFFICIENT

factor

regression,

analysis, correlation coefficients, cross
tabs, simple statistics, t- tests, ANOVA,
stepwise discriminant analysis, all BASIC
transformations and more $200.00.
-

for
TWG /ARIMA- Box -Jenkins
seasonal and non-seasonal models.
$300.00.

Single card 51/2- x 91/2"
Simple kit for individual installation
Manual or auto dial with repeat
Manual or auto answer
Audio Monitor -listen to connection

EAST /ARIMA- Automatic Box -Jenkins
program for stock and commodity traders.
$300.00
All are for the Apple II* with 48K of
memory, Applesoft* and DOS 3.3.
Visa and MasterCard accepted.

FCC approved direct connect

Call or write

Compatible with Bell 212A data set
Dual speed; 0- 300bps and 1200bps,
keyboard selectable
Adaptable to other ASCII terminals

1

74

?f/Ge/IEvda«
3907 Lakota Road
P.O. Box 10114

otter

¿LU
SPe
otY
600 .-O

0.-

Alexandria, VA 22310

Micro -Baud Systems, Inc.
3393 De La Cruz Blvd.
Santa Clara. CA 95050
(408) 727-5275

Two banks of 64K RAM
Two RS -232 serial ports Full centronlcs
printer port True hard disk interface E xter
nal DMA I/O Compatible with 5 inch and
8 inch drives single double density Peal
time clock 5 volts only al 5 amps Compact size Source Listings are included
4 MHz Z -80A CPU

(703) 960 -2587

INSIGHT ENTERPRISES. CORPORATION

O i\1

373
Los

-

Circle 271 on Inquiry card.

Tr

Angeles

N

CA

Western Ave Solle 12
90004. (213) 461-3262

Dealer OEM Internat Ionai legumes Welcome

Trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc

Circle 431 on inquiry card.

Circle 202 on inquiry card.

Verbatim®

30

SUPER SALE

HIGH QUALITY

CONTROL DATA
FLEXIBLE DISKS

s

DISCOUNTS

s

aORTw

Diskettes

íMÓwpa

fw
POT SW

Ip'SC,pMI

AP

A101I0ATASEAR
APIA MAAJMEAGE

5 1/4'9
1

150

1

1624

r

25.00
30.00

Money orders Checks- Allow two weeks
Add $ 200 Handling charge
California residents add 65 % sales fax

TechData, your complete

from

center. Dealer inquiries invited.

7-

Call Toll Free

In Florida, call

it1imited
Dept. No BY082 P.O. Box 3304
Saratoga, California 95070 -1304

80,000

WORDS!
WORD GRINDER IS AN ASCII DICTIONARY OF OVER 80,000 ENGLISH WORDS
WHICH IS COMPATIBLE WITH THE POPULAR PROOF READERS SUCH AS SPELL STAR, SPELLGUARD, AND ANY
OTHER
PROOFER WHICH ALLOWS THE COMB ININB
OF ASCII FILES INTO ITS DICTIONARY.
WORD GRINDER REQUIRES 3/4 MEGABYTE OF STORAGE AND IS AVAILABLE ON
1
FILE ON EACH OF 4 CP /M DISKS. ALSO
AVAILABLE ON ANSI TAPE, TRS -BO, RT11, OR APPLE DISKS. PRICES START AT
4123.00 FOR CP /M. ORDERS. DIGITAL
WORD SYSTEMS DEPT. B, 22713 VENTURA
BL. STE. F, WOODLAND HILLS CA. 91364.
VISA /M.C. PHONE. 213- 992 -0514
O< AICAORRO

Di SM

VELUM,

IS

IRS-10 IS

TMIENMS

CRIN

IS

A

A

A

TRAMWAY

TR1a111AR5

OF

OF

OF

TUBS

813 -577 -2794.

RAFAEL, CALIF.

T

3251 Tech Drive North
St.

Petersburg, FL 33702

SOS

U.S.A.

RESEARCH,

10

BASF -DPS

WORLD STANDARD TAPE
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

YllANe
eceIw

RRa
LID

111E

RLPST; AL

COMPUTER GRADE
pI

N CASSETTES

output to the computer
"we monitored
found absoa specially built
the
lutely no dropouts thro Slice LPapadopoulos
Beaverton. OR
CPO

RFII

1

OOI.

C-0s

1

Ut0

aM

IwaM

:M

2

002.

50

Cup...

ó

le

r.B4IrE

®
wet Br4w

A .,

...

add e^-

St

B 3

>m

IM

AW
AMP

al

WRDMAeI

tM Pmw Cenvwc, InRnc4I

fIIANAPIíaNOACE

BEE

MS
NO
OW
ISS

N

2e0

FM

290
>W

IM
ale
MI

ON

EBB

IM
II

Pm

s
s

3M ale

AI21EV1511.It
MOM

IM

A[1fBnBlIM4COMPUtER

AB,A EAGLE IICOroulnw SSIEMSLUS

SwNm

Ie

20o
WO
296

IS
PO
IS

BM

VS

2a9
1a9

IM

809

EIB

41I aM
49)5 e4M

DISCOUNT COMPUTER PRODUCTS
205 S. McKemy Si.. CHANDLER. AZ B5224. Send 51 for
GIANT Catalog. Shipping & Handling: Software -12.00 ea.
Hardware -5.2514, 13.00 min. Price includes Cash Discount.
VisaiMCIAme add 3 %. ORDER NOW. TOLL FREE OPER. 4742
CA. 800. 852.7777. HLAK, 800.524.7919. ELSEWHERE

Get more out of your
Apple with the MICRO
on the Apple Series
Vols.

re.

alWnT,eiC01MTi

opasd

M44B

Call: 213/110-1430

Canoga Park

CA

91307 A

Circle 482 on Inquiry card.

www.americanradiohistory.com

$24.95

1, 2, & 3
+ $2.00

ea.

shipping each volume

-

Each book includes more

than 30 programs
ail on DISKETTE
Machine Language Aids
I/O Enhancements
Runtime Utilities
Graphics & Games
Hardware & Reference

Information

al, w

YORK lO Computerware

L. 14573 Klndge

Al2mv15REAM
AIIIODESB TOP PLAN
1214 v1515CNFpule

9I102,rI0 l eDe 12. 2 co, 13 sO
3 4m N so 6.6 4E6mY m2

ISO

4M

NO

A120BV111DEz

A00101120 E023
AXIOM OP

IS

Circle 437 on Inquiry card.

YORK

CORY.

Circle 478 on Inquiry card.

j

TechData Corporation

INTERNATIONAL CORP.

ISA.

IISITe

IS

SICC

AII20 VISICAlCI9ec
AIIY250PCIM SuPEACI[

Circle 398 on Inquiry card.

on Inquiry card.

TMOEIMIK

IM

AI2UVrsIUIc

-800- 237 -8931.

ALeQt[VLt

A

BM

IOISA SPFILGUAp
sORCIM SUPERCAIC
SELECT WOAD PROC

A1202vISMIOT
AI2p vKITREND PLOT

Top -quality Verbatim!) Diskettes

1

SMIISTM IS

sao

rte

CPA.

200

In

is
isM

ïß Dl

vrEewena

word and data processing supply

Circle 122

216

IA
1I30

Soft sector
side/ single density
side/ double density

(

Mr

.PC 80

AlamesK COMPL
IWBFORTRANM
AlamcoWlM

89'
1

ea

AIDIIICSTA
M4w
CaMI

$23.00
26.60

AI

1

250
250

Á101BSUAERSOAi
1020 WORDMASTER

Price /10

Soft sector
side/ single density
side/ double density

VS

350

AIOIESPELISTA

:IC

To order toll free:

1.800- 345 -8112
In PA 1- 800 -662.2444

MICRO INK, Inc.
P.O. Box 6502
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Circle 480 on Inquiry card.

FOR ONLY $129.95 Learn Computing'
From The Ground Up
Build a Computer kit that grows
with you, and can expand to 64k
RAM, Microsoft BASIC, 7èxt Editor /Assembler, Nord Processor,
Floppy Disks and more.

Smart Fast

EXPLORER /85

Plug in Level E hen. .a
repots Maaooh BASIC or
4

Plug in Nrlennlr'5 flus
keypd/Digloy
1

Here s the low noel way to learn the fundamentals of com.
need more and
puling the all- important basics you

r

11

you advance In computer skills For NM 1129 %
you em the advanmd deagn Explore r/68 motherboard
th all the features you need to learn how to wale and
use programs And x can grow into a system that u a
match for any personal computer on the market look a
these feature. R0a5 Central Prnressing Ilnll the
microprocessor "heap" of the Explorer /e5 (loin the
mulons who will buy and use the 110e0/8066 this yyeeaa
FourbMlpllemeóMt ntpufMulpul ports rrom,
alone')
whdn you can input and output your peogrema s well ea
etc
tenor swtlllua relays
e caelfe
interface that Ies wxl 800. and
ve
deices. 2.000 by le perating
learned to verne
system /monitor makes Ileeasy to teem
puling In
several important wiry.
simpler. faster wry
Ina and entonne of program
11 permits auras by you
you un cluck on the steno of
to MI pens of the system
any point In the program
It allows tracing each po.
grim Mee by step w th provuon for displaying all the
contents of the CPU (rioters Raps etc. l
and 0
does much mon!
You gel all thus In the tamng level (level A) of the
Explorer/85 for only 112e.M. Incredible. To use. lust

more

itd

,ad Maw..

Add love,

2

6VDC power .apply and term
d you don I have them.
//uplay

-

r

.keeyron

below
A computer
coputter ku

El

f

l

or
our

%MU

rermma Venom

plus $3 Pill
Level A k6 (Hex Keypd/Duplay Venant
plus 93 sel

%Mel

to

B

smvert

Aal

3

a

Ile RAM

CRT monitor or

on RON
Add two S1011 Monk
Aal you own ruvinm u rrote. /pnNMypnn llnvll
7 Connect trnnrrad

EduurcIAterynN v
5

m b

S100

TV set

tif you

have an RF modulator(

Hex Keypad /Display kit

IMAM plus $2 Pal

Featuring a 56 key
M TERMINAL KIT
ASCII Keyboard. t28 no.racler set upper and lower case
75 01.1m wlpu1. 8 baud rates
1501ot92001swilchrlect-

PASTERN

-

abN1 RS232/C or 20 MA output 32 or 64 character by t6
ne formals. complete worn

Onus

Steel Cabinet and
Power Supply
S11111.16

owl-

pua

o

plu

RF Modulator kit 'allows you lo we your TV set as a
monitor)
1615 pulped
12" Video Monitor 110MH: bamlwdlhl
SI3e.%
dus IS
0 Deluxe Sleet Cabint for the
Explorer/SS
IB plus la
$
-

sel

FB

Fan for calomel
plus al 50 Pal

$15.04

-

5100 bus connector (five

requured)

S4. SS

each

PPOPerd

D-

LEVEL
When you leach the point unlearning Thau n.
quires
memory we offer roen dosas. either add 4k
rem ore
add lek to
ry
y on the mulherboont
of aof ne vary by mensal a single 5100 card. our famous
PAWS.

level D ka: (CHECK ONE)

:

plus 12

Par

Per

4k onboard
SMM
JAWS
SIMM plus e2
44k

16k 5100

32kSWp"IAWS
S1M111plpuss
SI00 "TAWS"
11241.116 plus S2 Pal'.
MAIM plus 12 PI I'
PAWS"
LEVEL E
An important "building Muck

sel.
Mk SI00

-

MM

-

plus 50e Pal

frs the longuyr that allows you lo
BAS(Ç
Eraiset lo your compuer' It u availahle three way.
D k aselovenonoiMlcrosy4 BASIC Imyul lewd
B and 12k of RAM minority. we .upset a 16h S700

MKmnft
la

-

see above(
N4.M Poutpld
ek ROM venison of Marron BASIC I regmres Level B

LAWS'

a Lewd E and 4k RAM. lust plug Into your Level Esockets
We a
either the 4k level
RAM expansion or 16k

S70"

WS "f

OWN plus

$2

sel

version of MK:roaoh BASIC (requires Level B.
of RAM. floppy disk controller a" floppy rink drivel

Dia
324

5,® poaptd

-

TEXT EDITOR/ASSEMBLER
The editor /assembler
BooftwareLod (a program designed a simplify the task
programs As your programs boom. loger
plex the aawhnbler Ian save you twiny
hours of programming term Thus software Includes an
editor program that enters the programs you write. makes
charmes and saves the programs
commies The assent
ble prforms the clericall iuk of
.ymbofrc
code Into the computer- re.dahle oh1M code The editor/
like program Is available either m camelle or
ROM
Editor /Assembler (Cassette version requires Level
'B" and gk (nun of RAM
we suages, tell 'PAWSsee bove)
plus 12 Pal
Editor /Assembler (ROM version .upped on an S103
card requires level B and 4k RAMI mm
we suggest
either Level D or 16k' LAWS I
1111111.111 plus 12 Pal
II" FLOPPY DISK
A remarkable building block
Add our n. floppy disk when you nerd faster operation
more movement program forage pedlar a business ap
pl
and
to the literally lhrnasn% of programs
undprogram languages available today You simply plug
them into your Expo
rí65 disk moron
It
all

m

-

I

(Hex Keypad/Display Version) with Hex
play lm l80% User Manual Level A Hex Monitor
Source Litas. and AP.1.5-amp power supply
(Rea
6279 9SI SPECIAL MAO du. % sel
;] Soda Mlnwdl BASK Pak (Saw Sle3 00)- You gem
tavela A (Terminal Version) B. D (4k RAM) E. Ilk
Microsoft in ROM. Inlet %%User Manual. level A Mom
tor Source Lasting. and AEI. 5 -amp power supply
(Reg S439 701 SPECIAL faM.M plus 57 Pal Add a Rom-Venom Text Mnee/As.embler (Reyoves
Sea, %plus S2 PÁ1
levels 1 and D
5100 Memmyl
Sawn.. 4 'DNS STMam - Includes level A. Il flu
y disk
controller une CDC e" disk-drive. lo prior .able
SI00 connectors. Io.I add your wn power supplies
cabinets and hardware
(Reg $1065 WI SPECIAL

ro

Neale

plus $13 w1
321, Starter System. MUNRO
plus $13 Pal
O 40k Stamm System B1MS.M plus S13
Pal O 644 Starter System 51145.% plus $13 PBI
Add to any of above Explorer steel cabinet API five
amp power supply Level C with Iwo S1tF1 connectors
disk dove cabinet and power supply two sub.D connectors for connecting your printer and termina
(Reg
$225%1 SPECIAL B116.16
513 Pal
Na System Wired a Tested
110S40

Cam.

u$%sel

Special' Complete Business Software Pak ¡Save
Indures CP/M 2.2 Moeoaoll BASIC. General

162500)

-

(

-

-

1-

-

reps

Drive Cables Ise, up for two doves)
SI 50 sel.
CP /M

For

(innebrn

or

Continental CrsdR Card

&r-s Outdate

To Order From Connecticut,
or For Technical Assistance,
Call (203) 354 -9375

*

CP/M u

reg trademark of

((:lip und mull

Dipul

enorm

Research

rin)*

SEND ME THE ITEMS CHECKED ABOVE
Tea Endsud (Conn Wadenls add sales tax) S
Pad by

Personal Check

VISA

Cashier

s

Chek/M(ney Order

MASSIER (,ARD (Rank

Not

gg

loue% (see

bebwl

AP.1 Power Supply kd (8V
cabinet
fM.M pl $2 Pal
NEED A TERMINAL? We
offer you cloim: the IdaHá;

our Hex
KeypadfDuplay kit
du.plays the information on
calculMOrlype screen The
ether choice is our ASCII
Keyboard/Computer Terminal
kit the ran be used with nlher

e

5

am p) In deluxe

.le.l

CALL TOLL FREE 800-243-7428
To Order From Connecticut Or For Tech. Assist. Call (203) 354.9375

R &D

LTD.

Dept.

ConnMkut:

TO ORDER
Call Toll Free:
800 -243 -7428

1125.N plus

2 2 Dsk Operarin
System n ludes Text
Eàiror /Arembler. dynamic debu!pe i other features
that give your Explorer/85 axes. lo thousands of miring
CP/M- bard programs
515000 puatpud
NEED A POWER SUPPLY, Consider nor AP.1 It ran
supply all the power you reed for fully expanded Ex
Dksn /M (rate disk doves have Wmrown power supply)
Plus the AP.1 Rb nearly into the attractive Explorer Mort

Continental U.S.A. Credit Card Buyers Outside Connecticut

333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 08778
Please send the Items checked below:

Power

sel'

.

NETRONICS

re

-

.

-P61 sllrnh for 'pomper h mwunnne
durs ekuNr Ihn rvnount

'

IBM -formatted CPIW$ gram
6" Floppy Disk Drive
941111.111 plus 812 sel
py (.ontmlkr Card
$lMM plos S2 PBI'
Drive Cablml 1
Supply
f1a %di.

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED .. COMPLETE WITH POWER SUPPLY ...
OPTIONAL GRAPHICS MODE: Includes 34 Greek 6 math characters plus 30 special graphics
ASCII ENCODED KEYBOARD: 56 key /128 characters.
Characters
SMARTERM90
DISPLAY FORMAT: 80 characters by 24 lines or 40 characters by 16 lines
128 displayable ASCII characters (upper 8 lower case) 8 baud ratee. 110, 300, 600, 1200, 2400.
4800, 9600 19, 200.
LINE OUTPUT: RS232/C or 20 ma current loop ... VIDEO OUTPUT: IV
RS-170).
EDITING FEATURES' Insert/delete line, insert/delete character. forImp (EIA
ward/back tab
LINE OR PAGE TRANSMIT ... PAGE PRINT FUNCTION
CURSOR POSITIONING: up, down. right. left, plus absolute cursor positioning with reed back .. VISUAL
ATTRIBUTES: underline, blink, reverse video. hall intensity,
blank
GRAPHICS' 12,000
pixel resolution block plus line graphics ... ON- SCREEN PARITY INDICATOR ... PARITY. off.
even or odd ... STOP BITS: 110 baud 2. all others 1 .. CHAR. OUTPUT: 7 by 11 character to
60 OP 50 Hz VERTICAL REFRESH
BLINKING
a 9 by 12 block ... PRINTER OUTPUT
ASCII ENCODED
BLOCK CURSOR _ CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
2K ON BOARD RAM
4k ON BOARD ROM
KEYBOARD: 56 key/126 character
COMPLETE WITH POWER
SUPPLY
FULL DUPLEX, FCC APPROVED ... DATA RATE. 300 baud
TELEPHONE MODEM 103 OIA
INTERFACE: RS232/C and TTY
CONTROLS. talk/data switch (no need to connect and
NO POWER SUPPLY REdisconnect phone). originate/answer switch on rear panel
QUIRED
ASCII KEYBOARD ASCII-3
56 KEY/128 CHARACTER ASCII
ENCODED ... UPPER 8 LOWER CASE .. FULLY DEBOUNCED
2 KEY ROLLOVER
POS OR NEG LOGIC WITH POS STROBE
REQUIRES +S 8 -12V DC SUPPLIED FROM VIDEO BOARDS)
PRINTER COMET I ... SERIAL I/O TO 9600 BAUD
80
10" TRACTOR FEED
CHARACTER COLUMN (132 COMPRESSED(.
INDUSTRY STANDARD RIBBONS
UPPER/LOWER CASE
7
MATRIX
4 CHARACTER SIZES
9 BY
DOT
BIDIRECTIONAL
PRINTING

ledger Amounts Renewable. Accounts Payable. Payroll
Package
(Rag. $1325) SPECIAL MMM poalpad

talera

S3

.

aapaasr Pas (Save S26Á0)
You gel Level A ITerVenant with Monitor Source Larks ($25 value)
AP -1. 5 -amp power supply. Intel 6065 liven Manual
(Reg 8199 %1 SPECIAL SIMM plue $4 Pal
You gel Level A
(I EgenreISr Pak (Save $53 40)

raies

Mel

-

.

2K ON BOARD ROM

I

f writing

andd

ORDER A SPECIAL -PRICE
EXPLORER/85 PAK- THERE'S
ONE FOR EVERY NEED.

u

It activates
the % ROM/EPROM spareou the motherboard Now lust
plug in our M MKruu/l BASIC or our own cuaom

program
rt level E kit

FA3TERM44 ... DISPLAY FORMAT: 84 or 32 characters/line by 18 lines
96 displayable
ASCII characters (upper lower case).
8 baud rates: 150. 300. 600. 1200. 2400. 4800 9500,
19, 200, (switch eel.) ... LINE OUTPUT: RS232/C or 20 ma current loop
VIDEO OUTPUT: IV
PIP (EIA RS-170)
CURSOR MODES: home
clear screen, erase to end of line, erase cursor
One. cursor up I down, auto carriage return/line feed if end of line 8 auto scrolling
PARITY: off. even or odd ... STOP BITS: 1, 1.5,
REVERSE VIDEO .. BLINKING CURSOR
2
DATA BITS PER CHARACTER: 5, 8. 7 or 8
CHARACTER OUTPUT. 5 by 7 dot matrix
in a 7 by 12 cell
PRINTER OUTPUT: prints all incoming data
1K ON BOARD RAM ..
-

-

fi

MI6

Matching Modem and $295 Printer

.

H.S

sel'

Graphics

Netronics announces a state of the art
breakthrough in terminals. Now at prices you
can afford, you can go online with data -bank
and computer phone-line services. It's all
yours: "electronic newspapers." educational
services, Dow -Jones stock reports, games.
recipes, personal computing with any level
language, program exchanges, electronic bulletin boards ... and mors every clay!!!
Netronics offers two new terminals. both
feature a full 56 key/128 character typewriterstyle keyboard. baud rates to 19.2 kllobaud.
rugged steel cabinet and power supply. The
simplest one, FASTERM-64, is 18 line by 64 or 32 character per line unit, with serial
printer port for making hard copy of all incoming data. and optional provisions for block and
special character graphics. The "smart" version, SMARTERM-80, features either 24 line by 80
characters per line or 18 by 40 characters per line, it offers onscreen editing with p1 ea4F
turn. printing, 12,000 pixel graphics, line graphics, absolute cursor addressing, underlining,
reverse video, one-half Intensity and much more ... simply plug them Into your computer or
our phone modem and be on-line instantly. Use your TV set (RF modulator required) or our
deuux green -phosphor monitor pictured above. For hard copy lust add our matched printer.
Price breakthrough!!! Own the FASTERM -84, complete termmat krt, ready to plug m for
just 8199.95 or order 1M SMARTERM-80 kit for lust $299.95, (both available wired and tested .I
Be online with the million- dollar computers and data service. today
we even supply the
necessary subscription forms.
More good news: All the components In our terminals are available separately (see
coupon), so You buy only what you need''!

.

-

LEVEL E
This building black converts the tether.
board into a two -ale 5100 bus (Industry standard) corn
puler Now you can plug In any of the hundreds of S100
rd. available
Level B k0
plus S2 Pal
S103 but connectors Itono requucodl
$4.M each
paatLed
LEVEL C
Add will more
Idir
m
nu dl
directly don
W bock mounts
the motherboard and sagard
the S1e0 toua to six slurs
O level C tot
plue

ANNOUNCING TWO
NEW TERMINALS

Lu COMPLETE FASTERM-84 TERMINAL (Includes FASTVID-84 video board
ASCII-3 keyboard, steel cabinet and power supply) ... kit $199.95 plus S3 P&I
.. wired & tested $249.95 plus S3 P61 ... graphics option: add $19.95 to
each of above
D COMPLETE SMARTERM-80 TERMINAL (includes SMARTVID -80 video
board, ASCII -3 keyboard, steel cabinet and power supply) ... kit $299.95 plus
$3 P&I ... wired and tested $389.95 plus S3 Pá1
O FASTVID-64 VIDEO BOARD (requires +5 6 -12V DC)
kit $99.95 plus $3
P61 .... graphics option add $19.95 ... wired & tested $129.95 plus S3 P&I ..

padd
aSMARTV

.

.

80 VIDEO BOARD (requires

+5

& + / -12V DC)
$3 P61

...

kit $199.95

... wired & tested $249.95 plus
... $19.95 plus $3 P&I
ASCII -3 KEYBOARD (requires +5 6 12VDC) ... kit $89.95 plus S3 P&I ..
wired and tested $89.95 plus $3 P&I
D POWER SUPPLY (powers ASCII-3 keyboard & video boards) ... kit only
$19.95 plus $2 P61
O ZENITH VIDEO MONITOR (high resolution green phosphor) ... wired &
tested $149.95 plus $8 P&I
D TELEPHONE MODEM MODEL 103 O/A ... wired & tested $189.95 plus $3
plus $3 P&I

E DELUXE STEEL TERMINAL CABINET

.

P&I
D DOT MATRIX PRINTER Comet ... wired & tested $299.95 plus $10 P&I
D RF MODULATOR MOD RF -1 ... kit only $8.95 plus $1 P&I
D 3FT -25 LEAD MODEM/TERMINAL OR PRINTER/TERMINAL CONNECTOR
CABLE ... $14.95 ea plus $2 P61
I

hop Date

Acct No

Signature

For Canadian orders, double the postage

Print Name

Conn. res add sales tax.

Total Enclosed $
Cashier's Check/Money Order
Personal Check
MasterCard (Bank No.
VISA
Exp. Date
Acct. No.

Address
Coy
Stare

.

Signature
Print Name

21p

EVETRONICS Research& Development Ltd.
333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776

Address
City

State

Zip
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NEW! M09000

NEW! S-I00 BUS COMPATIBLE

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

f
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-,.,,,
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I
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termer, amp PROM

in, so

(Veep!

SAM

realm (a.r...l.)

IH

Silk BIiI,b.

Iwo 111/01 Suppor Md

nchronou,

BUYING OR UPGRADING WE CAN
SAVE YOU A BUNDLE
IF YOU ARE

'DISK DRIVE TWO SIDED

'16K MEMORY KIT
NEC 8023 & CABLE

5305
$529

MEM CARD W12 -RS232

5450

PTR PORTS

NECPRINT (PRINT UTILITY FOR NEC
8023A)

$15

PLUS A LOT MORE INCLUDING:
'EPSON. OKIDATA 8 LETTER QUALITY
PRINTERS
MODEMS. COLOR MONITORS. 3M
DISKETTES

CORDS

R1112.1

one

B

pIO4I Arc
ERE

Pni

mew

RAM

roe Nlrow puns .a..aBIT
a....,r,.,b.,wpllaR,Iti.

err

.

p.n.Yles

n
.IAIp tnnwld

raRls.

I..q I.wb Mu.lw

lu.On

Iw FPR0141

EIS 00
EIS 00

IWMadPSUIYWasW.NbYKPRWN

EMS
714-553-0133

Hard Disk
$600.°°
-

expand to
Introductory Offer
Winchester Technology at 1/2
price.
Shugart SA1002 8" Hard Disk

available.

[803] 877 -7471
105 S. Main St. Greer, S.C. 29615

Circle 94 on Inquiry card.

on Inquiry card.

Future
Shock!
65

years worked
40
retirement benefits o
The U.S. Department of Labor has a free
booklet that will help you answer these
questions and a lot more Send for it today

Write Pensions, Consumer Information

Jll
ATARI

,1111111111t

800(16K)
400 16K
400 YOURS to 32K or 48K
410 RECORDER
BIO DISK DRIVE
850 INTERFACE
830 MODEM
625 PRINTER
481 ENTERTAINER KIT
484 COMMUNICATOR KIT
PRINTERS
Atari, Epson, Smith Corona

-

6649.00
279.00
CALL
79.00
449.00
165.00
149.00

575.00
79.00
309.00
CALL

Prices subject to change without notice.
Shipping extra. Mo tax out of state.
Ca. residents add appropriate taxes.

=

WE ARE AN AUTHORIZED ATARI SALES AND

CDuPUTEi1 iNNd21C5. 1NC

P.O BOX 401
202 W. BENNETT ST.
SALINE, MI 48176

89e

Circle 163 on inquiry card.

5 Meg

IN MICH: 313 -429-2678

AEGIS SYSTEMS

11

re

.

wae

Price Slate, et S411.44

Call Dave Starr at

Circle

Egel

.rn in4vin nmere .aá,o Mere rebels,

Drive. Optional controllers for
IBM, S -100, STD BUS and others

8 MONITOR EXTENSION

CONDOR DBMS

i

PEATSREm
:414Z).nA.

RICEI

hleible Siemur, Soundar, ele(naln

Circle 162 on inquiry card.

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

800- 521 -0521

IIBk

714-553.0133

SAVE 25% ON YOUR

KEYBOARD

In

P.O. BOX 16115, IRVINE, CA 92713
(714) 553 0133 (714) 7270202

Circle 161 on Inquiry card.

+

Io I51 BEA

Resa

EMS

64K

I.p.n.u,n from é4A

aem , Mrlle Pr,rlen ( omm.nd
Pratr.m ( annolled Banking (spatula.
Nemor. EMU I)eteelson
On Board

PRILi.

r. sued rim .ad. leer courier r.Slm me.yml.Mla

c...urc.m.

EATURES:

PI open.. IrMH.. Ma Miss als Merl bw Met RAM.
EPROM y.n. t Ie.eb d selar(rY4.Iw..HewN l...r..se,.

ore* Imes Ip

MEGA

=COMPATIBLE MEMORY BOAR

r

Girl

0

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER WITH VIDEO OUTPUT

11/"11

Wabash

SERVICE CENTER

COMPUTERTIME, INC.
P.O. Boa 216

Kentfleld, CA 94914
CALL TOLL -FREE
800-227-2520
In California
800- 772 -4064
For produce and price

Circle

106 on

lisi

send e2.00 for shipping

Inquiry card.

142,6ild

SC-01 A
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER
$70 Each
(5 or more,
$55 each)

When it comes to
Flexible Disks, nobody

does it better than
Wabash.
MasterCard, Visa Accepted.
Call Free: (800) 235 -4137
PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo CA
93401 (In Cal call

(805) 543.1037

Center, Pueblo, Colorado 81009

Order in Ones or Thousands
The SC -01A Speech Synthesizer is

a completely self contained solid state device. This single chip phonetically synthesizes continuous speech of unlimited
vocabulary

The SC -01A contains 64 different phonemes which
are accessed by a 6 -bit code. Computer interfaces

and text -to- speech algorithms also available for prod uct development.
Volral is a Irademar k of F eoerai Screw Works

Call 1-800-645-3479, in N.Y. 1-516-374-6793
MICROMINT INC.
017 Midway
Woodmere, N.Y. 11598

[40

®

Call tor

U.S. Department of Labor

quantity pricing.

Circle 314 on inquiry card.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Circle 364 on Inquiry card.

We Have It !, , At the best prices,
SUPER COMPUTER VALUE FROM
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
4MHz, Z -80, 64K RAM, Disk Controller,

CiPM2.2

w /dual 5''/." SS DD
w /dual 53/4" DS DD
w /dual 8" SS DD
wi dual 8" SS DD

$2349
2599
2995
3595

INTERTEC SUPERBRAIN
Free! MicroSoft Basic 80

II

Self- contained computer with dual disks and
two RS232C ports. Complete with CP /M 2.2.
64K Double Density
F/ F/ f!y: 52099
/ ml
'1
64K Quad Density
2495

VIDEO TERMINALS
INTERTEC INTERTUBE III
ZENITH Z -19
SOROC IQ 120
SOROC IQ 130
SOROC IQ 135
SOROC IQ 135G
SOROC IQ 140
HAZELTINE ESPRIT

649
595
749
799
1149

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

TELEVIDEO910C
912C
920C
925C
950C

TEXAS INST. 940 BASIC
940 Package
745 Portable Terminal
745 Portable Terminal w /U

/L /Case

1599
2079
1399
1495

PRINTERS
ANADEX DP -9500
DP-9501
PAPER TIGER IDS 560G
PRISM PRINTER IDS -80, w/o color
IDS -80, w /color
IDS -132, w /color
NEC 3510, RO RS232C 35 CPS
NEC 3530. RO, Centr. Inter. 35CPS
NEC 7710,
NEC 7720,
NEC 7730.

RO RS232C 55 CPS

KSR, RS232C 55CPs
RO, Cent,. Inter. 55 CPS

51349
1349

1139

Call
Call
1695
1945
1945
2395
2999
2395

QUME

Sprint 9/45, LTD, 45 CPS. RS232C
C.ITOH Pro Writer, Parallel
Serial and Parallel

DIABLO 630,

RS232C, 55 CPS

CENTRONICS 730 -1, Parallel
730 -3, RS232C
739 -1 w /Graphics, Parallel
739 -3B w /Graphics, RS232C
704 -11, Parallel
704 -9, RS232C
122G, Parallel, 120 CPS
EPSON
M X80
MX8OFT

MX100FT
RS232 Serial Interface

RS232/2K Bufferinterface
Graftrax II
Apple Printer Interface
TI810 Basic, RS232C
810 Basic, RS232C & Parallel
810 w /full ASCII, vertical forms
control compressed print
820 RO, Basic
820 KSR, Basic

59
519
849

1199

MONITORS
ZENITH -ZYM -121, 12" Green Phos.,..
AMDEK 100, 12"
100G, 12" Green Phosphor
300, 12" Green Phos., Hi. Res
Color, 13"
Color II, 13 ", R.G.B. Hi Res
Apple adapt. for R.G B
BMC, 12 ", Green Phosphor

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

$465

5125
139
149
199
359
799
159
169

NORTH STAR
Call For Prices

Z80 CPU Board
Disk Controller 2422, w /CP /M
16K Static, A &T
32K Static, A &T
64K Dynamic RAM
System 2210 w /64K, CP /M 2.2

S

2119
549
629
2299
39g
489

525
639
1695
1595
949
489
589
789
65
125
90
75

1349
1395
1599
1645
1839

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS

5269
349
214
289
219
289
349
399
419

MEMORY BOARDS

MORROW DESIGNS
Discus 2D, single drive DD
`$898'
Dual Discus 2D, dual drive DD
1549
Discus 2 + 2, double sided DD
1239
Dual Discus 2 +2
2139
'Includes CP /M 2+ 2 and Microsoft Bar.

HARD DISK SUBSYSTEMS
MORROW DESIGNS
Discus M -5
5 Meg
$1849'
Discus M -10 10 Meg
3095
Discus M -20 20 Meg
4069'
Discus M -26, 26 Meg.
3795°
3185
CORVUS 5 Meg
10 Meg.
4545
Meg.
20
5499
KONAN David 5 Meg
2499
10 Meg.
3049
15 Meg.
3295
INTERTEC 10 Meg
SPECIAL $3195
'S-100 only w /CP /M2 +2 & Microsoft Basic

BOARDS

Complete with microprocessor controller and
power supply. Factory built. User installs
solenoid assembly or it can be done at
ESCON Factory.

RAM 1764
RAM 21
Interface
Interface 2
1

SD SYSTEMS
VDB -8024, A &T

SSM VB2 I/O, Kit
VB2 I/O, A &T
MEMORY MAPPED
VB1C, 16x64, Kit
VB1C, 16x64, A &T
VB3, 80 Char. 4MHz, Kit
VB3, 80 Char. 4MHz, A&T

NOVATION CAT Acoustic Modem
D -CAT Direct Connect
AUTO -CAT Auto Ans
APPLE CAT
USD 103 LP Direct Connect
103 JLP Auto Answer
DC HAYES MICROMODEM II (Apple)
MODEM 100 (S 1001
Smart Modem IRS 2321
Potomac Micro Magic (S 100)

5149
155
219
329
175
209
299
339
239
339

499
529
595
845

$$249
359
359
675
1439
210
210
419
335
699
760

5469
169
229
152
206
359
419

APPLE BOARDS
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER
7710A
7712A
7424A
7728A

25

MODEMS

159
549

VIDEO BOARDS I/O Mapped

5534

5152
225

1

System Support
Enclosure 2 (Desk)
Enclosure 2 (Rack)

PROM PROGRAMMERS
SSM PB1 Kit
SSM PB1. A &T

,

$299
589
419
419
595

GODBOUT (AErT)
CPU Z
CPU 8085 88
RAM 20 30

Disk
5499
479
329
319
429
345
269
439
445
439

ESCON CONVERSION FOR
IBM SELECTRIC

RS232 Serial & Parallel
Cable for above

NORTHSTAR 16K RAM
HRAM 64K
HRAM 32K
CROMEMCO 16KZ
CROMEMCO64KZ
MEMORY MERCHANT
16K Static, 4MHz
64K Static, 4MHz
SYSTEMS GROUP
(Measurement Systems & Controls)
DM4800 48K Board
DM640064K Board
DMB640064K Board
INTERSYSTEMS 64K Dynamic

1

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
CROMEMCO 16FDC DD
NORTH STAR DD
MORROW Disk Jockey 2D, A &T
SD SYS. Versafloppy I, A &T
SD SYS. Versaflopppy II, A &T
DELTA DD Disk Cont., A &T
CONDUCTOR DD, A&T
INTERSYSTEMS, FDC -2, A &T
TARBELL DD, A &T
SYSTEMS GROUP DD DMA

5269
359
259
399
335
1495

CPU BOARDS
(assembled unless noted)
NORTHSTAR Z -80A (ZPB-A/A)
INTERSYSTEMS IMPU -80)
SSM CB1 8080, A &T
CB2, Z -80, A &T
CB2, Z -80, Kit
DELTA Z -80 with I/O
SD SYSTEMS, SBC -100, A &T
SBC -200, A&T
SYSTEMSGROUPZ -80 with /O
I

749
729

1420
1500
1510
1520

OKIDATA
Microline 80
Tractor -feed option
Microline 82A
Microline 83A
Microline 84

Asynchronous Ser Interface.
Synchronous Der Interface

5129
149
99
99

Calender Clock
Centronics Printer Interface

MOUNTAIN HARDWARE
CPS Multifunction Board
Supertalker SD200

Romplus w/ keyboard filter
Romplus w/o keyboard filter
Keyboard filter ROM
COPYROM
Music System
ROMWRITER
Apple Clock
AID -DIA
Expansion Chassis

5199
259
179
130
49
49
459
149
239
295
625

VISTA
8" Disk Controller (Apple Ill

5495

MiniMicroMart,lnc
All prices, F.O.B. shipping point, subject to change. All offers subject to withdrawal without notice. Advertised prices reflect
prior to shipment). C.O.D.'s and credits cards are 2% higher.

a

2% cash discount /order prepaid

943 W. Genesee St. P.O. Box 2991 B Syracuse, N.Y. 13220 (315) 422 -4467 TWX 710- 542-0431

Circle 285 on inquiry card.
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ZEIMiN

/Heaih
Users

Electronic
Circuit
Analysis

-

C.D.R. Systanf. Inc.

Controlled Data Recording Systems. Inc.
7667 Vickers St.. San Diego. CA 92111

Circle 70 on inquiry card.

(Direct IBM Plug in)

TANDON

Modes TM 100-1
$214.95 ea

$219.951..

more -Floppy Drive Power Connector Kit
$2.00'
Tandon Manual and Schematic
$3.00'
12" Green Phospher Zenith Monitor
$119.95'
TM100
the
TM
602S.
603S.
We also stock
-2's,
and the 603E Winchester Dnves.
2 or

64 Nodes, 127 branches

Compare circuits
Log or linear sweep
Full file handling
Frequency response, magnitude and pha.
Complete manual with examples
TRS-80 (TRSDOS) 490.00
CP /M 5150.00

ON PLOTTERS.

8,

E

#740
#741

1

Specify soft,
10 or 16 sector
1 side /double density
2 sided /double density

$185.00
325.00

1

OUT a.o OUT

Price/10

Price/100

$21.00
29.50
34.50

FROM YOUR OERLER.
L

OR CALL

1

$195.00
275.00
325.00

Specify soft
or 32 sector

sidelsingle density
side /double density
sided/double density

COMPANY

2

LARfW000.[0.

50225

130315e5

164e

Certified Check - Money Order - Personal Check
Allow up to 2 weeks for personal checks to clear.
Add $1.50 to each order for U.P.S. shipping charges.

THE EP.O.

OX

P.O.

BOX

-

YOU MAXIMUM RESOLUTION GRAPHICS.
MEMORY MAPPED DRAWING MIT. BOXES
.00T MATRIX:EPSON. IOS.ETC.
.PLOTTER:XIPLOT. OIMOM.
.CRYSI I[MTAONIX. SCI W.EIC.

s!, INTERFACE
.M.P. MINTEAS: MMf.01RILO
PLOTTO)
U MAROs cONPATISLE i011001,.
.5Or,HA,
PWIMOS eOcre115ut
POri,. FOlolo ELIO!. IM
OMORE
DARLING OURLITI CGOTHICEA Ott 050RN MCRCI O! c0RPLE X.
SCRIPT. ITRLLICS. 501X11. CROSI[. OR '5ARE'Y000 -OW0)' 11
.EASY

.

EJCr -LONGE

I

$199

COMPLETE.

IRIS RD OAAMN

826.70
31.20
38.40

Specify soft
or 32 sector
1 side /sgl dens

S35 (MANUAL ONLY).

'OMIT

Di

PI

VISA.

M.C.

OTRARE -7

/NC

280 Dukes Parkway, P.O. Box 85
Somerville, N.J. 08876 (201) 725-6880

Circle 129 on inquiry card.

EDGE -86

T.H.E.

AN INDUSTRIAL QUALITY
8086 OEM SYSTEM

SMART
TERMINAL

l_ _a.

Software that turns your Atari 400 or

800 into a

real smart terminal. Send
and receive data from all popular
data services. Works with cassette or
disk for upload /download.16K min.

Imnrmn5.

HARDWARE

27.30
35.80
43.60

side /dbl dens
2 sides /dbl dens

-

MC
C.O.D.
ADD $2 SHIPPING

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper Ave.
St. Clair Shores, MI 48081
AuthorlsW Distributor
Information Processing Products

Circle 239 on inquiry card.

Price/100

S20.00
34.50

I
II

TRY IT

Price /10

PrIce /10

side /sgl dens
side /dbl dens

-

FlexyDisks

ANO W.f. PRINTEN!

Write for our
complete list.

2 sides /dbl dens

-VISA

Z

BASF

FOR

PLOTWRRE -Z

DISKETTES

Specify soft,
10 or 16 sector

CHECKS

MATRIX.

E

GIVE!
'MOW

Scotch

(313) 777-7780

CP /M

ON

Circle 170 on inquiry card.

1

#743

DOT

.INTERACTIVE. RENO DRIVER.
.0A ASCII OISR FILES. OA.
.CONPILEA f.REL FILES:

Circle 183 on Inquiry card.

1

Circle 269 on inquiry card.

/# ZI

ii ii

1

PLOTMAAC
NOT R

923 Longfellow Streut
Wichita. KS 67207

#744
#744D
#745

781 7 Ivanhoe Ave.
La Jolla. CA 92037

r
51/a

E

systaws

1/r E

CRT'S.

333llllllg}}}yyy`,,,1

coftputft

4

MICRO TECHNOLOGY

BUSINESS SYSTEMS

&

t

'Plus shipping.
For info call: 316 -683 -9225
316 -685 -9445

5

$599

40

3% sales tax.

40%

Parallel Interface
Smith Corona TP1

(714) 457 -2149

GRAPHIC SOFTWARE

ENGINEERING

INISraill

MC /VISA or C.O.D. with certified check
or money order. Kansas residents add

SAVE

RS232C, Serial Interface

06440
(203) 426 -2184

800-824 -7888 all states except CA.
800 -852 -7777 for CA residents.
Ask for Operator x99.

)104

LETTER
QUALITY

Tatum Labs
P.O. Box 722
Hawleyville, CT

CALL NOW - TOLL FREE

40

i

Circle 395 on inquiry card.

Floppy Disk Drives

51/411

NEW

DC and AC analysis
Very fast, machine language
Infinite circuits on multiple passes
Worst case, sensitivity analysis
Dynamic modification

Double Your
5y" disk storage
capacity without adding a drive.
Get twice as much from your 1188 or
H89 microcomputer. Our FDC -880H
floppy disk controller, in conjunction
with your 5y" drives, for example,
expands memory capacity from 256
bytes to 512 bytes per sector.
And it handles single and double sided, single and double -density, 8" and
5y" drives simultaneously.
Call 714/275-t1272 today
or write for deails.

DAISY WHEEL PRINTER

an

-A
-

-

Multibus COMPATIBLE 8088 CPU BOARD
WITH DMA FLOPPY CONTROLLER, INTERRUPT
CONTROLLER, PROGRAMMABLE TIMERS, 3
SERIAL PORTS, TWO PARALLEL I/O PORTS, AND
8K BYTES OF PROM WITH BOOT STRAP
LOADER FOR CPMI88'..
126K BYTES DYNAMIC RAM BOARD.
4-SLOT MULTIBUS CARD CAGE, WITH COM.
PLETE DOCUMENTATION AND SCHEMATICS;
ALL FOR
$1280.

SOFTWARE

-

-

CPM/86 O.S. WITH COMPLETE UTILITIES... $250.
-OFF THE SHELF DELIVERY

3Dt$

MICRO SYSTEMS

198 W. EL CAMINO REAL, SUNNYVALE, CA 94098
TELEPHONE: 408 -738.4729
Multibus

TM

of Intel.

`NGRAM% TM

Circle 160 on inquiry card.

of Dig ial

Available at Atari Dealers Worldwide
or directly from Binary. VISA /MC/

AMEX /COD /CHECK. Cassette $49.95
Disk $49.95 add $2.50 P & H U.S.,

$5.00

overseas.

TM

BiNt9ß
Computer Software

Woodward Ave.
Berkley, MI 48072

3237

(313) 548 -0533

BINARY CORPORATION

Research

Circle 48 on Inquiry card.

Printer & Disk Drive Sale
Dot Matrix Printers

Dual Disk Sub -Systems

NEW EPSONS with GRAFTRAX-plus

Disk Sub-Systems - Jade
Handsome metal cabinet with proportionally balanced air
flow system, rugged dual drive power supply, power cable
kit, power switch, line cord, fuse holder, cooling fan, nevermar rubber feet, all necessary hardware to mount 2 -8" disk
drives, power supply, and fan, does not include signal cable.

Epson has improved and upgraded their best selling line of
printers to include their new GRAFTRAX-plus graphics
package.
Features now include; 9 x 9 matrix, bi-

directional /logic seeking,

line spacing to n/216,
programmable forms length and horizontal tabs, skip over

per f,

italics fonts, international symbols,

superscript /subscript, normal, emphasized, double -strike,
and double -emphasized print, underlining, line drawing
graphics, 60 /120 DPI bit image, software reset, adjustable
right margin, and true back space.

MX -80 with GRAFTRAX -plus 80/132 column, 80 CPS.
adjustable pin feed, parallel interface.
PRM -28080 MX -80 w /GRAFTRAX -plus

$479.95

MX -80FT with GRAFTRAX -plus same
Iricnon Iced and pin feed.

as MX -80 with

PRM -28082 MX-80FT w /GRAFTRAX -plus

MX -100 with

$559.95

GRAFTRAX -plus

132/232 column,
correspondence quality, up to 15" paper, friction feed 8
adjustable pin feed, 18 x 18 dot matrix, 80 CPS.
PRM -28100 MX -100 w /GRAFTRAX -plus
$754.95

PRA -27084
PRA -27088
PRA -27081
PRA -27082
PRA -27086
PRA -27087
PRA -27097
PRA -27197
PRA -27090
PRA -27190
PRA -27083
PRA -27101

Serial
Serial
Apple
Apple

interface

Intl 8 2K buffer

card
cable
IEEE 488 card
TRS -80 cable
GRAFTRAX -plus MX -80, FT
GRAFTRAX -plus MX -100
MX-80, FT print head
MX -100 print head
MX -80 ribbon cart.
MX -100 ribbon only

$54.95
$99.95
$39.95
$19.95
$59.95
$24.95
$59.95
$64.95
$44.95
$49.95
$13.95
$9.95

Dual 8" Sub-Assembly Cabinet
END -000420 Bare cabinet
END -000421 Cabinet kit
END -000431 A 8 T

8" Sub -Systems - Single Sided, Double Density
END -000423 Kil w/2 FD100 -8Ds
$975.00
END -000424 A 8 T w/2 FD100-8Ds
$1175.00
END -000433 Kit w/2 SA -801Rs
$999.95
END -000434 A 8 T w/2 SA -801Rs
$1195.00
8" Sub -Systems - Double Sided, Double Density
END -000426 Kit w/2 DT -8s
$1224.95
END -000427 A 8 T w/2 DT -8s
$1424.95
END -000436 Kit w/2 SA -851Rs
$1274.95
END -000437 A 8 T w/2 SA -851Rs
$1474.95

51/4"

Disk Drives

Tendon TM100-1

Shugart SA400L
MSM -104000

Shugart SA455

single -sided double -density 40 track
$234.95 ea
2 for $224.95 ea

MSM -104550

half -size double -sided 48 TPI
$349.95 ea 2 for $329.95

Shugart SA485

half -size douse -sided 96 TPI

MSM -104650

$399.95 ea

Tendon TM100-2

friction feed, pin feed, adjustable tractor feed (optional),
handles 4 part forms up to 9.5" wide, rear 8 bottom feed.
paper tear bar, 100% duty cycle /200,000,000 character print
head, bi- directional /logic seeking, both aedal 6 parallel
Interfaces Included, front panel switch 8 program control of
10 different form lengths, uses inexpensive spool type

Shugart SA450
MSM -104500

Tendon TM100-4

double-sided double -density 96 TPI

MSM -551004

MSM- 155200

8023 DOT MATRIX

-

NEC

proportional spacing. hi- resolution graphics.
correspondence quality printing, bi- directional tractor 8
friction feed
NEC -8023A 8023 parallel
$499.95
NEC -8023 -01 8023 ribbon
$11.95
100 CPS.

PRINTER PALS - F.M.J. Inc.
Desk top printer stand and continuous form paper holder.
PRA -99080 for MX -80, MX -80FT, Oki 82A, NEC
$29.95
PRA -99100 for MX -100. Oki 83A 8 84
$34.95
PRA -99700 for letter quality printers
$49.95

Jade Bus Probe
THE BUS PROBE

-

Jade

Inexpensive S -100 Diagnostic Analyzer
Double -high S -100 board which displays all 96 IEEE S -100
signals without the expense of an ocilloscope or a front panel
TSX -2008 Bare board
$59.95
TSX -200K Kit
$119.95
TSX -200A A& T
$149.95

double-sided double- density 35 track
$349.95 ea
2 for $329.95 ea
single -sided double -density 96 TPI
$324.95 ea
2 for $298.95 ea

Microilne 83A

132/232 column, Hi-speed 200 CPS, full dot
graphics built in, plus all the features of the 83A.
PRM -43084 Centronics parallel
$1149.95
PRM-43085 Serial with 2K buffer
$1249.95
PRA -27081 Apple card
$39.95
PRA -27082 Apple cable
$19.95
PRA -27087 TRS -80 cable
$24.95
PRA -43081 2K hi speed serial card
$99.95
PRA -43082 Hi -res graphics ROMs 82A
$49.95
PRA -43083 Hi- graphics ROMs 83A
$49.95
PRA -43088 Tractor option for 82A
$49.95
PRA -43080 Extra ribbons pkg. of 2
$9.95

for $379.95 ea

double -sided double -density 48 TPI
2 for $298.95 ea
$324.95 ea

Tendon TM100-3

MPI B -51

Mlcrollne 84

ea

MSM -551003

ribbons, double width & condensed characters, true lower
case descenders & graphics
PRM -43082 Friction 8 pin feed
$499.95
132/232 column, 120 CPS, forms up to 15"
wide. removable tractor, plus all the features of the 82A.
PRN -43083 with FREE tractor
$744.95

2

MSM -155100

MPI B -52

MPI B -91
MSM -155300

MPI B -92
MSM -155400

$448.95 ea

2

for $419.95 ea

single -sided double -density 40 track
$234.95 ea
2 for $224.95 ea

double -sided double -density 40 track
$344.95 ea
2 for $334.95 ea
single -sided double -density 77 track
$369 95 ea
2 for $359.95 ea

double -sided double-density 77 track
2 for $459.95
$469.95 ea

51/4"

ea

Cabinets with Power Supply

END -000218 Single cab w /power supply
END -000226 Dual cab w /power supply

$69.95
$94.95

8" Disk Drives
Shugart SA810

half -size single -sided double -density

MSF-108100

$424 95 ea

Shugart SA860
MSF-108600

Shugart SA801 R
MSF-10801R

2

SUB- SYSTEM - DayStar
Megabyte Winchester sub-system for most CP /M based
microcomputers including Apple Il, S -100, IBM PC, NEC,
Xerox, TRS -80 ll, Heath H -89, and others. Sub-system
includes interface, controller, cabinet, power supply, CP/M
software patch, 8 cables - ready to just plug in and run. A 1
Megabyte back-up drive is also available.
MSH- 531010 S -100 sub -system
$2095.00
MSH -531020 Apple II sub- system
$2095.00
MSH -531030 NEC sub-system
$2095.00
MSH -531040 Xerox sub- system
$2095.00
MSH -531050 TRS -8011 sub-system
$2095.00
MSH -531060 IBM PC sub-system
$2095.00
MSH-531099 1 Megabyte back -up
$699.95
12 MEGABYTE

12

12 MEGABYTE WINCHESTER -

5'," hard disk drive for hi-speed

Tendon

mess storage.

MSH- 550803 Bare 5'/4" drive

$1094.95

Letter Quality Printers
TP -1 LETTER QUALITY - SCM
daisy wheel printer from Smith Corona.
PRO -45101 Centronics parallel
$699.95
PRO -45102 Rs -232C serial
$749.95
10 CPS

single -sided double -density 48 TPI
$248.95 ea
2 for $219.95 ea

MSM- 551001

MSM -551002

BETTER THAN EPSON ! - Okidata
MIC /Olin* 82A 80/132 column. 120 CPS, 9 x 9 dot matrix,

$59.95
$225.00
$359.95

Hard Disk Drives

for $394.95 ea

half-size double -sided double- density
$574 95 ea
2 for $549.95 ea
single -sided double- density
$394 95 ea 2 for $389.95 ea

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER - Jade
Uses standard daisy wheels and ribbon cartridges. 16 CPS
bi- directional printing, semi -automatic paper loader (single
sheet or fan fold), 10/12/15 pitch, up to 16" paper, built -in

noise suppression cover.
PRD -11001 Centronics parallel
PRD -11002 RS -232C serial model

$959.95
$999.95

STARWRITER F -10 - C. Itch
New 40 CPS daisy wheel printer with full 15" carriage, uses
standard Diablo print wheels and ribbons, both parallel and
serial interfaces included.
PRO -22010 Starwriter F-10
$1495.95
80 CPS LETTER QUALITY - Fujitsu
High speed daisy wheel printer with both RS -232C serial 8
Centronics parallel interfaces, emulates NEC 5510, Diablo
630, Oume, and will interface to the IBM Personal Computer,
features include Z -80 CPU, 16K buffer (48K optional), bidirectional printing, 8 baud rates up to 19.2K
PRD -99100 Fujitsu with 18K
$2895.00
PRD -95200 Fujitsu with 48K
$3195.00
PRA -M000 Adjustable tractor
$190.00

Software
PLANNER CALC - Target Software
Spread sheet (what if ?) program designed with the user in
mind, user oriented (simple english) commands allow you to
quickly master this powerful software package, supplied on
disk for most CP /M based systems.
$49.95
SFA- 12251052M Apple ll 51/4' CP /M
$49.95
SFC- 12251050F SS SD 8" CP /M
SFC- 12251053F Xerox 8" CP/M
$49.95
SFC- 12251053M Xerox 51/4" CP/M
$49.95
$49.95
SFX- 12251051M NEC 5%" CP/M

PAC MAN - Atari
Atari's best selling game for your 800 or 400 computer
SFI- 31254022E Pac Man cartridge
$37.95
I

Shugart SA851 R
MSF- 10851R

Tendon TM848-1
MSF-558481

Tendon TM848-2
MSF - 558482

Oume DT-8

double -sided double-density
$554.95 ea 2 for $529.95

ea

single -sided double -den thin -line
$424.95 ea 2 for $394.95 sa

double -sided double -den thin -line
$574.95 ea 2 for $549.95 ea

double-sided double - density

MSF-750080

$524.95 ea

Mitsubishi M2894 -83

double -sided double- density
$549.95 ea 2 for $524.95 ea

MSF- 289463

Siemens FDD 100 -8
MSF -201120

2

for $498.95 ea

single -sided double -density
$384 95 ea 2 for $349.95 ee

Prices may be slightly higher at our retail locations. Please
contact the store In your area for exact pricing.

Place Orders Toll Free
Continental U.S.

Inside California

800-421 -5500

800-262 -1710

SA xE

Fur Trchnicnl tannin's or ('u.qnnnr .Srrrirr cnN:

213-973-7707

Computer Products

Ron'i ritnc. Hawthorne, ('u 902.50
TERMS of SALE: ('ash, checks, credit cards, or
Purchase Orders from qualified firms and institutions.
Minimum Order $15.011. California residents add 6B.
tax. Minimum shipping & handling charge $3.00.
Pricing & availibility subject to change
Circle 216 on in ui card.
49(11 W.
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PREMIUM DISKETTES - Jade
proudly put our name on these high quality diskettes

THREE BOARD SET - SD Systems
-

5y," Diskettes, Box of Ten
MMD- 5110103
MMD -5111003
MMD -5111603
MMD -5120103
MMD -5121003
MMD -5121603

SS,
SS,
SS.
SS,
SS,
SS,

SD,
SD.
SD,
DD,
OD,
DO.

01S

$29.00
$29.00
$29.00
$31.00
$31.00
$31.00

10S
16S

01S
010
16S

8" Diskettes, Box of Ten

MMD-8110103 SS. SD. 01S
M M D-8120103 SS. DD. 01S
MMD-8220103 DS, DO, 01S

BARGAIN DISKETTES
MM D-5110105 5'/," SS, DD. 01S
MMD-5220105
MMD-8110105
MMD-8120105

51/2" DS.

DD. 01S

8" SS. SD, 01S
8" SS. DO, 01S
MMp-8220105 8" SS, OD, 01S

Apple

1l

Accessories

16K RAM CARD - for Apple II
Expand your Apple to 64K,
MEX- 16700A Save $125.00 !ti

$19.95
$32.95
$24.95
$32.95
$35.95

Inexpensive direct replacement for Apple Disk
Apple II controller as first or second drive.
MSM- 123200 Add On Drive
MSM -123100 Controller

ADD -ON DISK DRIVE

Z -80 CPU CARD -

HI -RES 12" GREEN - Zenith
15 MHz bandwith 700 lines /inch. P31 green phosphor.
switchable 40 or 80 columns, small, light -weight d portable.
VDM- 201201 List price $189.95
$129.95

1

year warranty
$69.95

-

for Apple II

20 MHz bandwidth, P31 phosphor ultra -high resolution

video monitor with audio.
VDM -561200 List price 528995

$199.95

12" COLOR MONITOR - NEC
High resolution color monitor with audio
$389.95
VDC-651212 Color monitor
$999.95
NEC -1202D RGB color monitor
BMC

composite video color monitors
VDC -421320 13" RGB Color
$329.95
$299.95
VDC -421310 13" Composite video
for
Apple
RGB
card
$149.95
VDX -420090
18 MHz RGB d

II,

works with
$319.95
$94.95

for Apple

II

Two computers in one, Z -80 d 8502. more than doubles the
power and potential of your Apple, includes Z -80 CPU card
CP /M and complete manual set.
$249.95
CPX- 62800A A d T with software

8" DISK CONTROLLER

12" GREEN SCREEN - NEC

-

MHz Z -80A CPU, 64K RAM (optional 256K), serial I/O port,
parallel I/O port, double density disk controller, CP /M 2.2 &
manual set, system monitor, control & diagnostic software.
Includes SBC -200. 64K ExpandoRAM II, Versa floppy Il. &
CP /M 2.2 - all boards are assembled & tested.
Board set with 64K of RAM
$1095.00
Board set with 256K of RAM
$1295.00
4

$31.00
$39.00
$48.00

Video Monitors

13" COLOR MONITORS

Single Board Computer

Single User System

Diskettes

-

$1495.00
$1695.00
$1795.00
$1995.95

COLOR MONITORS - Amdek
$379.95
$894.95
$199.95

Software selectable 1200 or 300 baud, direct connect, auto answer /auto -dial, auxiliary 3 -wire RS232C serial port for
printer.
IOM -5232A Save $50.00i!í
$325.95

VISION 80
AMBER or GREEN MONITORS

-

Jade

High resolution 18 MHz compact video monitors
VDM- 751210 12" Amber phosphor
$149.95
$139.95
VDM- 751220 12" Green phosphor
$149.95
VOM- 750910 9" Amber phosphor
VDM -750920 9" Green phosphor
$139.95

SIGNALMAN - Anchor
Direct -connert automatic answer/originate selection. 300
Baud lull duplex Bell 103. includes RS -232 cable
$98.50
10M -5600A Signalman
.

-

Hayes

Sophisticated direct- connect auto- answer /auto -dial

modem, touch -tone or pulse dialing. RS -232C interface,
programmable
IOM -5400A
IOK -1500A
IOM -2010A
IOM -1100A

$248.95
$218.95
$328 95
$368.95

Smartmodem
Hayes Chronograph

Micromodem Il
Micromodem 100

Vista Computer

24 line video card for

ULTRA -VIOLET EPROM ERASERS
Inexpensive erasers for industry or horse
.

Prices may be slightly higher at

$69.50
$94.50
$39.95

Special Package Price

$649.95

S -100 EPROM Boards
PROM -100 - SD Systems
2708. 2716. 2732 EPROM programmer with software.

MEM- 99520K Kit with software
MEM- 99520A A & T with software

HI -RES GRAPHICS CARD

-

Genie

Intelligent printer interface and control card allows full high
resolution graphics and screen dumps.
$119.95
IOP -2405A Genie for Epson
IOP -2410A Genie for Okidata
IOP -2415A Genie for NEC /C. Itoh

$119.95
$119.95

Power Strips
Isolates & protects your valuable equipment from high
voltage spikes d AC line noise, inductive isolated ground, 15
amp circuit breaker U.L. listed
$39.50
EME- 115103 3 socket
$49.50
EME- 115105 4 socket
$54.50
EME- 115100 8 socket
$74.50
EME- 115110 9 socket rackmount

$189.95
$249.95

PB -1 - SSM Microcomputer
2708, 2716 EPROM board with on -board programmer.
$154.95
MEM- 99510K Kit with manual
$219.95
MEM- 99510A A d T with manual

-

Jade

16K or 32K uses 2708 or 2716 EPROM5, 1K boundary.

$79.95
$119.95

MEM- 16230K Kit w/o EPROMs
MEM- 16230A A d T w/o EPROMs

S -100 Video Boards
SPECTRUM COLOR - CompuPro
Full -function color graphics board. up to 8 colors, 256 x 192
graphics, parallel I/O port, 8K RAM.
$348.95
IOV -1870A A & T
$398.95
IOV-1870C CSC

MICROANGELO
- Mtn. Computer
Real time clock /calendar. serial
Three cards in one!
interface, d parallel interface - all on one card.
$179.95
1OX -2300A A & T

ISOBAR - GSC

EPROM Erasers
XME -3100A Spectronics w/o timer
XME -3101A Spectronics with timer
XME -3200A Economy model

x

CPS MULTICARD

Modems

SMARTMODEM

-

Apple II, 128 ASCII
characters, upper and lower case, 9 x 10 dot matrix with 3 dot
descenders, standard data media terminal control codes.
CP/M Pascal d Fortran compatible, 50/60 Hz
$299.95
IOV -2400A Vista Vision 80
80 column

Rockwell International

-

EPROM BOARD

APPLE -CAT - Novation
Reasonably priced color video monitors
VDC -80130 13" Color I
VDC -801320 13" Color Il
IOV -2300A DVM board for Apple

AIM -65

Complete 6502 microcomputer with alphanumeric display,
printer, keyboard. d instruction manual.
$424.95
CPK- 50165A 1K AIM -65
$474.95
CPK- 50465A 4K AIM -65
SFK- 74600008E 8K Basic ROM
$64.95
4K
assembler
ROM
$43.95
SFK- 64600004E
$84.95
SFK- 74600020E PL /65 ROM
$64.95
SFK- 74600010E Forth ROM
$99.95
SFK- 74600030E Instant Pascal
$64.95
PSX -030A Power supply
$54.95
ENX- 000002 Enclosure
4K AIM -65. 8K Basic, power supply, d enclosure

2 MEGABYTES for Apple II
Complete package includes: Two 8" double- density disk
drives. Vista double -density 8" disk controller, cabinet,
power supply. & cables, DOS 3.2/3.3, CP /M 2.2, d Pascal
Package Kit
Package A & T
Package Kit
Package A A T

Z -80 STARTER KIT - SD Systems
Complete Z -80 microcomputer with RAM, ROM, I /O,
keyboard, display, kludge area, manual, & workbook.
CPS- 30100K Kit with workbook
$299.95
$469.95
CPS- 30100A A & T with workbook

SPECIAL PACKAGE

Vista

New from Vista Computer, single or double sided, single or
double density, compatible with DOS 3.2/3.3. Pascal, &
CP /M 2.2, Shugart d Oume compatible
$499.95
IOD -2700A A & T

compatible.
1 MegaByte
1 MegaByte
2 MegaByte
2 MegaByte

SUPERQUAD - Adv. Micro Digital
Single board. standard size S -100 computer system, 4 MHz
Z -80A. single or double density disk controller for 5'/," or 8"
drives, 64K RAM, extended addressing, up to 4K of EPROM,
2 serial & 2 parallel I/O ports, real time interrupt clock, CP /M
compatible.
CPC- 30800A A & T
$724.95
IOX-4232A Serial I/O adapter
$29.95

Ultra -high -resolution 512
100 video board
IOV -1500A A d T

x

480, 256

- Scion
color or black

&

white S$999.95

S-100 MotherBoards
ISO -BUS - Jade
Silent. simple, and on sale a better motherboard
6 Slot (51/4" x ils/r"
$19.95
MBS -061B Bare board
$39.95
MBS -061K Kit
$59.95
MBS -061A A & T
12 Slot (9'4" x 8% ")
$29.95
MBS-121B Bare board
$69.95
MBS -121K Kit
$99.95
MBS -121A A Si T
-

18

Slot (MIA" x

8s/r")

MBS -181B Bare board
MBS -181K Kit
MBS -181A A & T

$49.95
$99.95
$139.95

- CompuPro
true mother s helper
$59.45

ACTIVE TERMINATOR
A

TSX-100A

A

8

T

our retail locations. Please call the store nearest you for local price and availability.
Circle 217 on in.ui

card.
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S -100 CPU Boards

S -100

256K RAMDISK

8086/8087 - CompuPro
16 bit, 8
80130.

or

10

CPU- 70520A
CPU- 70520C
CPU- 70530A
CPU- 70530C

MHz 8086 CPU with provisions tor 8087 8
$624.95
$764.95
$1224.95
$1455.95

8 MHz 8086 A 8 T
8 MHz 8086 CSC
with 8087 A 8 T

with 8087 CSC

Memory Boards

8085/8086 - CompuPro
Both 8 d 16 bit CPUs, standard 8 bit S -100 bus, up to 8 MHz.
accesses 16 Megabytes of memory.
CPU- 20510A 6 MHz A 8 T
$398.95
CPU- 20510C 6/8 MHz CSC
$497.95

SD Systems

-

ExpandoRAM Ill expandable from 64K to 256K using 64K x
RAM chips, compatible with CP /M, MP /M, Oasis.
Cromemco, 6 most other Z -80 based systems, functions as
ultra -high speed disk drive when used with optional
RAMDISK software.
MEM- 65064A 64K A d T
$474.95
1

MEM- 85128A 128K A 8 T
MEM- 65192A 192K A & T
MEM- 65256A 256K A d T
SFC- 55009000F RAMDISK sftwr CP /M 2.2
SFC- 55009000F RAMDISK with EXRAM Ill

$574.95
$674.95
$774.95
$44.95
$24.95

128K RAM 21 - CompuPro
2.4 MHz Z80A CPU, 24 bit addressing.
CPU- 30500A 2/4 MHz A 8 T
CPU- 30500C 3/6 MHz CSC

$279.95
$374.95

SBC -200 - SD Systems
MHz Z -80A CPU with serial & parallel I /O, 1K RAM, 8K
ROM space, monitor PROM included.
CPC- 30200A A d T
$399.95

THE BIG Z - Jade
switchable Z -80 CPU board with serial I /O,
accomodates 2708, 2716, or 2732 EPROM, baud rates from
75 fo 9600.

$35.00
$149.95
$199.95

MHz Z -80 CPU board with provision for up t0 8K of
ROM or 4K of RAM on board, extended addressing, IEEE S4

100. front panel compatible.
CPU- 30300K Kit with manual
CPU- 30300A A 8 T with manual

2810 Z -80 CPU

64K RAM 17 - CompuPro
64K CMOS static RAM board, 10 MHz, low power less than 4
watts, DMA compatible, 24 bit addressing.
MEM-64180A 64K A d T
$549.95
MEM- 64180C 64K CSC
$698.95
64K RAM 16

2 or 4 MHZ Z -80 CPU with serial

CompuPro

32K x 16 bit or 64K x 8 bit low power static RAM board,
MHz, 24 bit addressing.
MEM-32180A RAM 16 A d T
$598.95
MEM- 32180C RAM 16 CSC
$698.95

$289.95

2820 Z -80 DMA CPU - C.C.S.

IEEE 696/5 -100 standard, up to 6MHz /8 Bit, 12MHz/ 16 Bit, 24
Bit extended addressing. disable -able in 2K increments
MEM- 64300A A d T
$499.95

MHz Z -80 CPU board with 2 serial I O ports 8 Centronics
parallel I
port, separate data 8 status ports. DMA daisy
chain compatible
CPU- 30420A A 8 T with manual
$569.95

S -100 Disk Controllers
1

-

CompuPro

8" or 5'
DMA disk controller, single or double density,
single or double sided, 10 MHz.
IOD -1810A A d T
$449.95
IOD -1810C CSC
$554.95
SFC- 52506580F 8" CP /M 2.2 for Z -80
$174.95
SFC- 52506586F 8" CP /M 2.2 for 8088
$299.95
SFO- 54158000F Oasis single user
$499.95
SFO- 54158002F Oasis multi-user
$849.95

VERSAFLOPPY II

-

$218.95
$288.95

CSC

SD Systems

Double density disk controller for any combination of 51/4"
and 8" single or double sided, analog phase-locked loop
data separator, vectored interrupts, CP/M 2.2 d Oasis
compatible, control /diagnostic software PROM included.
IOD -1160A A d T with PROM
$359.95
SFC- 55009047F CP /M 2.2 with VF II
$99.95

2242 DISK CONTROLLER - C.C.S.
or 8" double density disk controller with on -board boot
loader ROM, free CP /M 2.2 6 manual set.
1OD -1300A A 8 T with CP /M 2.2
$399.95
51/4"

DOUBLE D - Jade
High reliablity double density disk controller with on -board
Z-80A, auxiliary printer port, IEEE S -100, can function in
multi-user interrupt driven bus.
100 -12008 Bare board & hdwr man
$59.95
10D -1200K Kit w/hdwr d sftwr man
$299.95
IOD -1200A A 8 T w hdwr 8 sftwr man
$359.95
SFC-59002001F GP M 2.2 with Double D
$99.95

INTERFACER 2 - CompuPro
3 parallel,
IOI -1820A A 6 T
IOI -18200 CSC

1

serial, d interrupt timer.
$218.95
$288.95

3 - CompuPro
serial I/O board for interrupt driven multi -user

INTERFACER
5 or 8 channel

systems up to 280K baud.
101 -1835A 5 port A d T
IOI -1835C 5 port CSC
IOI -1838A 8 port A d T
I01 -1838C 8 port CSC

$558.95
$628.95
$628.95
$749.95

serial. 1 parallel,
101 -1840A A 8 T
101 -1840C CSC

Centronics parallel.

1

$314.95
$414.95

MPX - CompuPro
64K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
4

to 16K banks up to

MHz
$499.95

8

Multi -user I/O multiplexer d Interrupt controller with on
board 8085A -2 CPU d 4K or 18K of RAM.
101 -1875A

4K MPX A 6 T

$444.95
$534.95
$584.95
$674.95

101 -1875C

4K MPX CSC
16K MPX A d T
I0I -1880C 16K MPX CSC
101 -1880A

2065 64K RAM - C.C.S.
4

MHz bank port /bank byte selectable, extended addressing.

16K bank selectable, front panel compatible.
MEM- 64565A 64K A 8 T

2066 64K RAM

-

I/O -8 - SSM Microcomputer

$349.95

Eight software programmable serial I/O ports, 110 -192K
Baud, ideal for multi -user systems
101 -1018A A d T
$469.95

4

DISK

- CompuPro

T

3

-board monitor

PROM, front panel compatible.
CPU- 30400A A 8 T with PROM

101 -1810C

1

serial I/O ports 50 -19.2K baud.

8

INTERFACER 4 - CompuPro

64K static S -100 RAM card,
MEM-64400A 64K A d T

C.C.S.

O port 8 on

I

-

10

$229.95
$274.95
-

INTERFACER

$1609.95
$1794.95

64K STATIC RAM - SSM

CB -2 - SSM Microcomputer
or

- CompuPro

serial channel. provision for 9511A/9512 math chip.
IOX -1850A SS1 A d T
$359.95
I0X -1850C SS/ CSC
$459.95
IOX -1855A with 9511 A d T
$554.95
10X 1855C with 9511 CSC
$654.95
T
$554.95
IOX -1860A with 9512 A d
10X 1860C with 9512 CSC
$654.95

101 -1810A A

8 bit or 64K x 16 bit static RAM board, 12 MHz, 24 bit

MEM- 12810A A 8 T
MEM- 12810C CSC

2 or 4 MHz

2

x

1

addressing.

4

CPU -302018 Bare board w /manual
CPU- 30201K Kit with manual
CPU- 30210A A 6 T with manual

SYSTEM SUPPORT

Real time clock, three 18 bit interval timers, dual interrupt
controllers(15 levels ), up to 4K EPROM/RAM, RS -232C

2

128K

CPU -Z - CompuPro

I/O Boards

S -100

C.C.S.

RAM board with bank and block select switching
functions for Cromemeco Cromix 8 Alpha Micro.

64K

MEM-84516A 64K A d

$424.95

T

64K EXPANDORAM II - SD Systems
Expandable RAM board from 16K to 64K using 4116 RAM
chips.
MEM- 16630A 16K A 8 T
$344.95
MEM- 32631A 32K A d T
$364.95
MEM- 48632A 48K A 8
MEM- 64633A 64K A 8

$384.95
$399.95

T
T

1

/O -5 - SSM Microcomputer

Two serial 8 3 parallel I/O ports, 110 -19.2K Baud
101 -1015A A d T
$289.95

MPC-4 - SD Systems
Intelligent 4 -port serial I/O card, on -board Z -80A, 2K RAM.
4K PROM area, on -board firmware, fully buffered, vectored
interrupts, four CTC channels, add to SD Board set for
powerful multi -user system
1OI-1504A A 6 T w /software
$495.00

MEMORY BANK - Jade
4 MHz S -100 bank selectable expandable to 64K
MEM -997308 Bare board w/manual
$49.95
MEM- 99730K Kit with no RAM
$179.95
MEM- 32731K 32K kit
$199.95
MEM- 64733K 64K kit
$249.95
Assembled 8 Tested
add $50.00

2

I /O -4 - SSM Microcomputer
serial I/O ports plus 2 parallel I ports.

IOI -10108 Bare board wimanual
IOI -1010K Kit with manual
IOI -1010A A 6 T with manual

32K RAM 20 - CompuPro
32K static RAM. upto 10 MHz, disable-able in 4K banks, bank
select or 24 bit addressing.
MEM- 18190A 18K A d T
$259.95
MEM- 16180C 15K CSC
$324.95
MEM- 24180A 24K A 6 T
$324.95
MEM- 24180C 24K CSC
$384.95
MEM- 32185A 32K A d T
$384.95
MEM -321850 32K CSC
$449.95

16K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
4MHz to -power static RAM board, IEEE S -100, bank
selectable. addressable in 4K blocks, disable -able in 1K
segments extended addressing.
MEM- 16171A 16K A 8 T
$149.95

2830 6 PORT SERIAL
asynchronous RS -232C serial
programmable baud rates.
101 -1040A A d T with manual
Six

$35.00
$179.95
$249.95

-

C.C.S.
I!O

ports

with

$529.95

2710 4 PORT SERIAL - C.C.S.
Four RS -232C serial I/O ports with full handshaking
101 1060A A B T with manual
$319.95
2 PAR - C.C.S.
ports plus two 8 bit parallel I O ports
with manual
$349.95

2719 2 SER &
Two RS -232C serial
1OI -1080A A 8 T

I

O

Prices may be slightly higher at our retail locations. Please call the store nearest you for local price and availability.
Circle 217 on in.ui

card.
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only)
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JE212
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Futures single a double density Recording
mode. FM single. MFM double 0.0511y.
Power:
t2VDC I s 0.00) 1e
p
5VDC i o 0.25V1 0.8 amps m x. Unit a as pie
toted at lall (does npott Incl. ca.. polaer 5.00a111dr
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$199.95
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Description: The JE215 is a Duni Power
Supply with independent adjustable positive and negative output voltages. A separate adjustment for each
of the supplies provides the user unlimited applications
for IC current voltage requirements. The supply can
also be used as a general all- purpose variable power
supply.
FEATURES:
Adjustable regulated power suppiie(
pea and nee 1.2VDC to 15VDC.
power Output leech supply):
5VDC O 500mA. 10V DC 750mA,
12VDC 500mA, and
15VDC 176mA.
Two, 3.terminel adi. IC regulators
with thermal overload protection.
alms 510k regulator cooling
LED "on" Indicator
Printed Board Construction
120VAC Input
SI..: 3.1/2 "w o 5.1 /1e"L is 2"H
General
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011040

Sl.tning

121/
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Adj. Dual Power Supply Kit (es shown) . . 524.95
(Picture not shown but similar in construction to bovi
JE200 Reg. Power Supply Kit 15VDC, 1 .mpl
$14.95
JE205 Adapter Brd. Ito JE200) 15,19 8, 12V. $12.95
JE210 Var. Pmt. Sole. K it, 5-115V0C, to 1.5amp. $19.95
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129DC

0 1.6 AMP SWITCHING

111VI00H2

9.6VDC 271mA
9VDC SOON
12VDC 300 OA

0825P
1720418-2

DB51226
22/44SE
t3G88/U
UG89/U
UG175/U
P1258
P1259
UG260/U
1101094/u

52.95
53.50
2/5.99
$1.75
$2.95
$1.79
$3.79
s .49
$1.29
$1.80
51.80
$1.79
51.29

BNC Plug
BNC Bulkhead Reap.

TRS-80 16K Conversion Kit

TRS -16K3 '200ns
TRS -16K4 '250th

$16.95
$14.95

Mostek DC /DC Converter
+5 VOLTS TO 9 VOLTS
5V. Output AV (regulated)
Printed circuit mounting

24-

m..a.. ra 16-

-

a

30mA

52.95 so. or 2/54.95
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36cfm free air delivery
3.125" sq. x 1.665" depth
10 yrs cont. duty at 20'C
115V 50/60Hz

ISM

Y'

For Apple users
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052SP
DO35S

Malta
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1365 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
(415) 592.6097
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105cfm free air delivery
4.68" sq. x 1.50- depth.
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ELECTRONICS

8/82

SIN

Miller 21/4.26

Expand your 4K TRS-80 System to 16K or 32K
Kit comes complete with:
8 ea. MM5290 (UPD41614116) 18K Dyn. Ram (*no)
Documentation for conversion
TRS18K2 '150ns
$19.95

*

arreco

o

00.55

-.UMW 2)53.00

D-Subminialure Plug
D- SubminIeture Socket
Screw Lock Hdwr. (2108255/P
Cover for DB25P/S
P.C. Edge (22/44 Pin)
BNC Plug
BNC Jack
UHF Adapter
UHF Panel Reap
UHF Adapter
UHF Plug

DB255

:

Mal Order Electronics Worldwide

.

41612VDC 3NmA

549.95 each

-

4 feet

3.

12-

U.S. Funds Only
510.00 Minimum Order
California Residents Add 8% Sales Tax
Postage
Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance
Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Sale Flyer!

-

$11er 2)52.55
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J E215 Adjustable Dual Power Supply

488

1V.

SHIPMENT IN 24 HOURS
6:00 AM to 6:00 PM (PST)
Call: (415) 592-8097
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Input

$89.95 each

51/4" Mini- Floppy Disc Drive
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UV EPROM Eraser
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MICRO SWITCH 88 -KEY KEYBOARD
D M teary 120.411 CM le t NW ISM 1.rMMM.

Era...

AC and DC Wall
4

$0239

POW EN 0K Sohing

MICRO SWITCH 85 -KEY KEYBOARD
Pr EMy Aa5IOa4. Woad MM E/0(, 13-01 EIM
23°1.500

3

2/04.95

CN6..M.

Part No. K8364
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DATANETICS 74-KEY KEYBOARD
lacs Mamba 15511.711. 01455 Ella Panic Á15a.

UV -EPROM Eraser
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MICRO SWITCH 69 -KEY KEYBOARD
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Board & Components (no case)

ALPS 26-KEY CALCULATOR KEYBOARD
I.ay x.1 cMS ach MMe preen end white beck 1170
Ca. CeeMoMO
Part No. KB26

e%"U4%111h1.-H

Includes bezel trim and everything pictured. Two
each 4x6 speakers and grille (11/2' deep). All cables
and leads for hook -up. Includes all Instruction
Manuals for easy Installation. Cutout dimensions:
7'W x 1'A'M x 61h'L.
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$99.95

19 -Key Keyboard (Keyboard only)
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JE600 Hexadecimal Encoder Kit
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Large Ceramic Magnet
x 2%' x /4"
Size:

-

A/D CMwmlem

Negative 12VDC Adaptar Board Kit for JE010 ASCII KEYBOARD KIT

16 Ohm
21/2" Square
.25 Watt (4 mount. holes)

with minor adjustments. can be used

))

Provides -12VDC from Incoming 5VDC

-

1094

11370

206410

(After assembly as pictured above)

K62 62 -Key Keyboard (Keyboard

214" Round
8 Ohm
.25 Watt (4" Leads)
Size: 21/s" x V."
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headphones. Left/right
balance control. Full fidelity stereo sound. Additional black soft carrying case 8 shoulder strap. Belt
clip (hands free). Operates on 3 AA cell batteries (not
incl.). Compact size: 3%- x 44" x ". Wt. 6 oz.
Model 2830 List Price $89.95
$34.95
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JE610 ASCII
Encoded Keyboard Kit
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.a
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.69
.69

5N796N
5N797N

3.00

5N14103N

1.9

5N7410474

.89
.89
.35
.36

5N74116 74
5N1412114
SN74122N
5N7412374

1.19
1.10

5N7414149
5N7414214

.H

SN74143N
SN74144N

5N749N

.79
.20
.20
.20
.25
.20
.29

14L50o
74L501
14L502

.a

7IL507

29

4L506

74L505
LSO1

74

14LS4
741.510

/4L511
74L512
74 L513
74L511
741_515

14L520
74L521
MLS22
74

71L527

i

L5211

/LS30

74L532

.29
.29

.35
.36
.35
.35
.35
.39
.36
.59
.99
.36
.35
.35
.36

.8

.36
.35

E

NLS33

.36
.59

14L5A
14L59

.A

74L537
74L512
74L517

/ILS9
14L59
/4L551

14LS51

74L5%
74L573
14LS71
71L575
74

L576

74L519

SLSH
XL5%
71LS96
74L555

/4500
16502
74503
74501
74506
14506
74509

74510

.9
36

49

.H
1.15
1.15
.35
.36

.36

.9

.45
.59
.45
.49

.H
1.29
.49

.H

-ö
.40

.K

14536

.H

SN74147N

SN1414N
SN74150N
5N74151N
SN74162N
SN74153N
5N74154N
5N74156N

74LS
74L592
71L593
74L5%

7/L5114
74L5122
74L5123
74L5125

14LS1a

74L5132

.H
H
.H

74LS1A
741.5151

I4L5153
74L5154
74L5156
74L5156
741.5157
74L5156
751_5160

74LS161
74L5162

7445161
74L5164
74L5765
74L5166
74LS169
74L5170

71L51n

71LS174

)4LS175
7415111
74LS155
71L5191

755121
745133
745134
745136
745136
745139
745133

74519

745%
745112
745113
145114

.55

745196

.%

74529

.56
,55

745241
745242

CAlIM6N
CA3%9N

1.A

C04012
C 0401
C04014
C01015

0401
C 0401
C

CD40M
C 01019

COIOK
CORM
CD972
C D143

49

74L5136

745195

CD911

.9

1.25
.59
.59
.99

.H

.56

C 0403
C 01010

.9

741.5133
74LS136

/4574

2.0
1.35
3.25

.A

.»

.39
1.19

.a
.9

.49
.39
.25
.49
1.39
1.19
.59
1.19

.99
.19
1-19
1.39

.9

.19
1.75

.H

.99

H

.M

745191

2.%

.H
1.A
.99

.99
.56
.99
.99
.99
.99

2.9
1.25
1.25
1.95
1.49
1.49
1.49
2.25
2.29
2.25

CA-LINEAR
cA340N
CA34014

CA34IN

CA742N

CA1013N

CAA96N

3.25
1.26
2.00
2.00
1.60
.96

CD-CMOS
C04041

1.49

0404

.H

0404
CDI01/
C 0404

-96

C
C

0401

.0

1.25
.99

l.%
149

SN742114N

1.95

5N74296N
5N74365N
5N74366N

5NN367N

.79

3.%
.69
69
.69

20499

(20041) C405

204644

12004)1

74520R9N111
745299 13101
62510 1984151
82525 (7452891

1.19
.99
.99

74LSa1

.H

74L5256
74 L5260

.69
.69

741_5273

.69
1.95

74L5a6
74LS2N
74LS193

74L5290

7415i93
7445291

742.582

74LS357
36LS366
74LS366
74LS167
74LS373
74L5374
71L5375
7915716

71L583

ULNA)

61LS%
511_597

745243
745244
745251
745253
755757
745256
715260
145293

745a1
74525
745373
745374

74587
7454n
115472
145173
715174
745175
745570
745571
745572
715573
745940
745911

.H
H

.99
.99
1.25
1.29

129
.69
.69
.69
.69

1.%

CD196I
C04056
CD8059
CDM60

CD15a

C01066

1.49
.79
.39

CORM

C04529
C04529
C04643
C04562
C04566
CD45Ú

A5

CD4564

C01070

55
49
49
.39

C04723
C04724

CD96b

2.%

995

5.95
5.95
5.95
7.95
7.95

49
4.49
5-95
5.95
1.95
1.95

19

1.39

C
C
C

2.49

1.%
2.79

11.%
2.79
2.49
.75

(6306)
(6152

PROM

320

MOM

S

(82511)

C

1225181

PROM

P1O6i 0

7.50
7.50

500
7.%
14

95

4.%

C

(

DATA ACQUISITION
DCIO

M9.6M DC/OC

MC8470P
MC140827
11C140911

Fbppy

Carts

54

41031C4

Bus

25

l

9

%
349
3

Elm

4

5%

SyyI1N8459aC91Brá
4596460

/0a18

9

II

A6ymC0a11aCe9n E0n4n1

DP6251

h46

Ilr

I/0 (uSART)

120 119.0
011161354294

Sys165

641

5

9

39
9
6

B-KFd81/1a669444
Oda 1r11111eIBae4 Driver

95

1M301811

Taucn TOm NM Bam F444
Suer Ciao 04 Amy

143342
163352

Tngaatare Tranwuur

173561

JFf T 0027 0p Ám9

1.7399

50054

0122161

%
%

%

3 95
3 95

3%
5 25

7236AEV
7240 JE

6 x029

JE
7M0 JE
7555 PA
7556 PD
7611BCPA
7612BCPA
7621BCPA
7250

95

.%

7631CC PE

7641CCPD
7642CCPD

13
13

2%
4%
4%
5 75

5.%
.1995
..19.96

....1.30
...1 9
1

M 5ppm/C)

600
496

I

6%

4610/AC9mwxr 019 1B.)

NM.)

525
.1996

l0MOl6[a7aMW 0.%%Ln
19M70/AC9m4*10.20%LM.

119
695

6-M ND Coma* (16-0 YA
1051D/Atan. M670 Cm9 (0%7R 19 96
10570/ACac M6r0 Camp 10.20%1.5-96

414C10001.CN

MC10061C9
DAC1020CM
04CI0221.01
oAC1222LCN
CDIOSIN

129N0/ACar4*(06.20161.6.

5226 6405

66740496ms55 NW
use Ox991 LEO

6 0vw1
32

s9

LED

0n (20i4i60

AY5.2376
9001655

4457496

1

*

LM341P-12
LM341P-IS

1.19

LM742P5

A9

2.19

LM362P-M
LM362P-I5

LM34N

.69
.69
1.25

LM360K

5.75

LF357N
LF366N
LF356N
LM336N
LM369N
LM370N

.60
1.00
1.10
1.10
1.00
1.79
4.49

LI-10370.0H

TLOIICP
TLONCN

LH042CD

7

%

LMA4H
LM36H
LM307CN
LM306CN
LM309H
LM369K
LM310CN

LM311/CN
LM3I2H

5 49
5 75
7

%

LM317MP
LM311T
LM311K
LM3ISCN
LM319N
LM320IA5
LM3201412
LM3206.15

695

.19

04082
04093

39

MC1458

.99

MC14641

1.%

*

LM3aT5

pIn
pm
pin
pin
pin
pm
Pin
Pin
pin
pin

14

16
114

20
22
24

24

9

LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP

1.24

25.9

.17

.36
.19

.a
.22
.29
.34
.37

.21

.8
.32
.36
.37
.44
.59
.62

.36
.46
.60
.63

.25
.19

.K
.27
.36
.35
.36
.43
.58
.61

1

14

0 I n ST

16

pin ST

24

Dln ST
pin ST
pin ST
pin ST

SOLDERTAIL (GOLD)
STANDARD

.27
.30
.36
.49
.99
1.39
1.59

ISpin5T

a
36

9

pin
pin
pin
pin
pin

25-49

50100

8

pin vow

pin WW
N pIn WW

1.26

%pIn Ww

1.45

K pIn

WW

.53

.9

29

.75
1.00

.69
.90

36

P

c.

1.65
1.15

1.40
1.59

14
16
18

4

n S

von SC.

.35
.45
.49

510.00 Minimum Order

-

-

.31

Al
.44

U.S. Funds On y
Add 6% Sales Tax

California Residents
Postage
Add 5% plus 51.50 Insurance
Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Sale Flyer!

.25
.27
.32
.45
.90

.24
.25
.36
.42

La

1.45

2549

1.24

WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW

.39
.49
.54
.59
.79
1.10

50.203

16

.59
.69

.49

.%

.63
.73
.77

.99
1.19

L4

.56
.67
.70
.61
.99
1.23
1.14

.K

1.9

1.36
2.26
1.53

1.39
1.69

2.19
2.29

1.99

-

2.4

1.8
1.79
1.19

Spec Sheets
25e each
Send 880 Postage for your
FREE 1982 JAMECO CATALOG
Prices Subject to Chanpa

lam có
ELECTRONICS

8/52

50.600

.54

-A

-

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME
(415) 592.8097

LM310K-12

LM39K-15

4.95

1.%
1.26
1.75
.90

1.%

6-%
.99
1.36
1.15
1.36

LM7AN

LM741CN
MC17415CG 3.00
.79
LM747N

LM/9N

.59

LM1014N
LM1310N

2.75

LMI9ICN

1.95
.59

LM1418N

1.3

LM14HN

1.25

LM/12N
LM3MN

1.79

LMII%N

LM196N-3
LM367N

1.26
1.45
1.36
.69

1.%

4.00
5.03

4.9
1.75

6.00
4.96

2.95

LM204T

1.9

LM2977P

2.05
2.25
2.25
2.95

LM371P
LM2116P-1
LM3169N
LMAOON

.69
1.25
1.15
3.95

LM396CN
LM394N
LM3914N

LMAISN
LMA16N

3.%

.99
1.95

LM130KN

3.95
1.25
3.95
6.95
5.49
3.25
4.95
1.29

1.3

LM13600N

1.9

75131N
15460N

1.95

1.95

1.a

75431C

4.%

75492

3.%
6.00
6.00

NE560A
NE556V
LM556N
NE554N
LMS65N
LM566CN
LM567V
NE570N

1.15

.29
.79
.79
.69
1.00
1.19
.35

LM7ION
LM711N
LM723N
LM733N

5.49
3.25
3.20
1.75

NE5MN

1.40
1.75

3.95
.49

LM19N

5.49

NE535M
NES/OM

1.8

NE571N
LM703CN

1.%

l.a

NE510A
NE529A
NE531H

J.95

7.50
7.50
.79
.79

1.75

TL96CN
TL96CP

A5
3.%

%C97

LM1172N
LM1177N9
LM1189N

2.%

LM319H

.99

575

74C9a
74C9a
/OC%

LM11111N

lE

LMA2N
LFA6N

1.8

2.49
2.59
.69
.69
10.95
10.95
1.69
10.95
5.49

1.%

LMy9N

1.15
1.35
1.36

2.8

LMI566V
LM IKON

LM377N
LM310N
LM361N

1.95

2.25

74C244
74C373
74C374
14C551
74C903
74C911
11C912
74C915
74C917
140922
74C913

LM196N

LN1171N

2.49
1.15
1.75
3.95

1.%

74C29

4.95
1.36

.A

RC4136N

RC4151NB
RC4191TK
RC4196TK

LM900A
1C LIONS

,89
.39

.H

CAPACITOR CORNER

.81

1.15
1.00

(GOLD) LEVEL 03

pIn
19 pIn
20 pin
22 pIn
24 pin
a pin

SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
Pin SG

2549

111 WIRE WRAP SOCKETS
10

1.24

-24

.99
.45
1.00

5.%

1_M310655

LFiSIN

1.%

LM323K
LM324N
LM1290Z

LM3AN

SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (TIN)

56203

LM34T-19
LM741P5

1.39
2.49

1.25
1.26

LM374Z
LM3352
LM336Z
LM337T
LM337MP
LM33aK

IC SOCKETS

LOW PROFILE (TIN) SOCKETS

.N

LM320T-12
LM320T-15

LM33IN

filir

LM396T-12

LH0096CD 36-80
.99
LM3M91
.35
LM301CN
LM302H
1.%

.3 .25

MeyOmm Encoder 118 keys)

SHIPMENT IN 24 HOURS
6:00AM to 6:00PM (PST)
Call: (415) 592-8097

LINEAR

LM39T5

T LONG N

95

Encoder

1.50
4.75
4.95

19.96

96

11

96/144.050766.r[40

6.%

LMIICLH

35.%

K

1

6erb9ad Enmder I18..ys1

limn 9nw1 Pda dWr

M5531909

LHK4CN

TL012CP

6

%

6ry4ard Encdew (75 340)
6.79460 E70465 (20 440)

74C922
71C923

1.29
2,9

1.9

1.69
1.59
1.39
1.39
1.19
1.69
1.69
1.59

91.15

4

CMOS Clock GwOrMa

%
6.%

LMIOCLH

79

kw M.

Dnn w/M

1.%

74C19
74C90
74C93

TELEPHONEIKEYBOARD CHIPS
16%
Ron Simon 7NaRY6Craw
74 %
54441arv 00*

5.9700
.7 5.9200
AV-5.9500

,N
.N

74016

2.95
21.60
2.50
2.95
2.95

74C221
1.59
1.96
2.95
3.95
2.25
1.69
1.60

740160

1.39
1.95

74C$

696

5M

VACFhpr

74C161
74C162
74C193
74C164
74C173
74C174
14C175
74C192
74C193
74C195

81.%

M6raaomaav/M- ora MIS

C0P4709

-39

74C

,A

74C 73
79C74

6%

The CAA

*269.C61Nr61118d1B
*cr9mnbe4 /M4y1MM

3279256

AV

(5112)

FLa
n iW4608801M

44547679
44561746
C0P929

74C96
74C107
14C151
74C156
74C157

TL072CP

Pak CRAM%

1

.39
'A
,39
,39
.75
.39

11115

C0C. Dome (MR

041105 CIaU 01.er

.39

74CO2

1.25
1.25
1.25
.75
.75
.75

SPECIAL FUNCTION
05002501
05002609

Sn

74000

7404

5.15
12.95

Oscillator Controller
6.50
Frp. Counter Chip. XTL
13.95
17.95
09244 Counter
CIOCM Generator
195
4 Func. CMOS Stopwatch CKT
13.95
4 Func. Stopwatch Chip. XTL
19.95
32.00
604626 Univ. Coontr C.A.
604616 Freq. Counter G.A.
a.%
601911 Frp. Counter C.C.
21.95
401917 LED Up /Down Counter CA 12.95
101916 LED Up/Down Counter CC 14.95
LCD 424 DI91t Up Counter DIN
1125
604616 Unis. Counter
31.95
S Function Counter Chip, XTL
74.95
4 -95
CMOS Bin Pr09. Timer /Counter
2.6
CMOS 01914.-0y-256 RC Timer
6.00
CMOS BCD PNS9. Timer /Counter
6.25
CMOS BCD Prop. Timer/Counter
1.45
CMOS 555 Timer (S pin)
2.20
CMOS 556 Timer (14 pin)
CMOS Op Amp Comparator SMV 2.25
SMV 2.95
CMOS OD Amp Est. Cmvr.
CMOS Dual Op Amp Comp. SMV 3.%
CMOS Tri OD Amp Comp.
10MV 5.36
CMOS Quad OD Arno Comp. 606AV 7.50
CMOS Quad OD Amo COmp, 1064V 7.50

Monolithic Logarithmic Amp
SODDm Band-GAP Volt Re /. Diode
Volt R40/Indicator
Voit Rf /indicator

6069CCQ
6211CPA
6212CPA

74C04
74001
74C10
74014
74C20
74030
74C32
74C42

2.8
12.95
19.95

Tone Generator
Tone Grmra6or Chip. XTL

Waveform Generator

604CCPE

696
t 19

6-CNnnel %%61m
306 BAUD uMT
.

445177214
445265711

10

...996

17.95

Voltaa Convrter

76600 PA
11036CCPD

50
50

1350

69V

Mpr Nn

Ter7oCo'np PTO

/KIt

JA

7242

9115

Constant Current Mums

14399

%

9%

xltarlp

5818494
5-b2 61-015151119441443

%

8 95
5 95

IMpluni

hPr09pp

95

722IIPL
2/36AIJL

...19 96

2

Ay-51013
3

7217AIPI

.%

.

14x9 IOM 39* 04407,6w

A000417CCM

..

7217131

.::. .%
96
..H 96

8440. Conv.na 1D6CO6MLCNI
Ua44 Aprn /nw 5%

14 95
6 95

6 prgnvW B0 51M4
Cbü 64443133040.

721401PI

95
95
95
95

0s. A00 AMP 5y449
]74O/A UMW IDAC0802LCN1

1025d1860M (11D18M0e)
6ly46940 Cara 649611r

6 b1 Input/0N4g676

721601.27

%
%

1264111415 571119520 6 P67470
128447 Nona C0014C54r Gen

6.[4IA/DCan4+er(11561

195

7216AIJI

... %

w/Gna

1264947 ASCI$ 5N6.d

MC566710p
MC4667407

15[41A/DCamwMr(6-05

1295
225

/Kit

NMOS READ ONLY MEMORIES

M80109CCx

10.95

.

Cass)
Cass)

U

A0001041CN
56C01961C9

Abram

.

1596

Stopwatch Chlp. XTL

72151PG
721SEV /K16

96

PROM T S. 425181
PROM 0.C.(125184
PROM T. S. 1825165

95

9

.

16.95
34.96

29.95
16.96

CMOS LED Stopwatch /Timer

/Kit

7209IPA

9
9

21.95

A/D (LED Orlo.)
IC, Circuit Board. Display
3m 01911 A/O LCD DIS. HUD.
324 01916 A/D LEO DM. PILO.

72011p1

95
95
95
95

14.95

324 01916

724CEV/K11

%

RCM 7.6.175226581)
RPM 0C 925180)

Cacb0444a44
Nr

1

72074200
7207AEV

(22515)
5 27519

17

DP1216

1.%

0401

Circle 218 on inquiry card.

PROM 7 S
PROM 0 C

PNarrwq9r118yy09Bs5Nr11er-1ar11Mt65a1

041S8055A

1.%
17.95
18.95
15.95
15.95
7.95
15.95
2.49

»

25131302Ì

0121.1CJ

WPM

MY

825130
825165
0487518011
D48751119

75

MC14409
MC14610
MC14411
MC14412
MC14419
MCI4433

CO973

%
39 %
9

8080180e0A SUPPORT DEVICES

24

1.19
1.19
1.19

CPU

24 .%
29 %

24000Ps Mmu4ta
OAP 3.s61ePus trans (MCIT21)

2.49
2.49
1.95

1.39
1.29
1.49

C01051
CD1052

24.96

060309e 597.2 600EM

1.%
1.%

CD4510
CD4511
C04512

C04519
C04520

)

CPU 1258
CPU 154 06 10 66111
CPU w/tiara 46r9In0ry414

Synchronous S4W Da6

225

%

C045111

51244
102414
102444

ROWS

11

7

07131Ì

153051

4C14967507

29 95
14 95

825129

95

.

P90110

51%4

745573
82523
875775
825123
825126

7206CJPE

%

.%
IDM6'52%MI
%
PROMO (1340)
95
7904 7 5 (79P216861 ..1 96

MPII-6-41(66402)
7e5
011.1.S56 d968 On (1211012.11114)... AN

42905rCIMM

DP6308

745511
745572

95

P1606 7 S

PROM T.S (625191)

719

14504

MPU

076707

MOM 0C 15341

5124
10244

PM11o.C.52190)

User

0P6303
0B9.304

51249
51249

CliandorS4444

9 %
5 95
9 %

eet01ea00 SUPPORT DEVICES

0426

745473
745474
745475
745178
745570

I

- 8/14

726EV

Pm*

Stopwatch Chip, XTL
314 Digh A/D (LCD Drive)
IC, Clrcult 104141. Display

Low Battery Volt Indicator

95

5331.11

PROW 7 5

/Kit
/Kit
/Kit

- 8/16

(6303 1)
(63091)
(60691)

204641

95

39 95

450n0 3 voltage

MICROPROCESSOR MANUALS
6-283
use, WNW
4 7391601
U44 11W

458243
058250

S

20194

4506

MIN -16CI1.

079224
0P2226
011278
OP1231

C

T

2513 (7740i

14504)114C2532

by*

MC6880A

5. (630+.+

ROM

MOMTS

95
13.95
CPU 1M6396011-41140.471
19116
CPU
IOU
.111.19
C91-496N14 csa Gimp Gr.)..19.96

6 95
9 95

MPU4/(M611P140M6.)....11.96

6C5962

7

PROM 0

25644
51246

204644

4

(4504) 2719

CPU (66398091I (201471

MC6150
MC6852
MC6860

MOM

25444

32d

0118751919

4 95

(150m

MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS

MCM30L1

25644

745171
745472

006751969

(141

INC

25648

MCM10AN
404421

245287
245218
745387

95
95
4 95

(6134 I)

058751859

41924

MC6/102CP

C

046754414

102418

M06900

0

(22521)
1275111

642754
4652030
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MN

PROMS

1275201

27510

658073N
79095
714599001L

3241

95

C

4504
459616954SV

1159039119

74549

49

T S

40934

MCS6502

665256.1
11452963

2
1

%

4 %
8/19 95

1%-

16.36401 (25041
619241
12004)

0

145006)

042901600

(209'1

16.354111150m1
115,39481400%1

9

95
95
95

- 6/1
8/1

(25041

4

5452903

MOM

20491

CDP1602
2950

49

ROM

819248

1780C1

49-

(365n4)

2594
5184
20494
10244
10200
2p494

2 04444

I%

44641
40991

(3005)

404T5

40999

2616 178011

1155290

1024.1
201641

1

51241
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75644

2716
2732

.99
.79

1%

C04515
C04516

3 49

204644

.%
99

0450

.69

455

415462
645291
465262
6452754640961
465280 11071

- 9/19
- 9/16
95 - 8114
95
49

b OLS

CMOS Precision Timer

)OISEV
7106CPL
7106EV
7I07CPL
7I07EV
7116CPL
7117CPL
7201100
7141PG

.99

COMM

C

%

5 49

16.38481

9

2.25

1.39
1.25
1.25
.59
3.50

C 04506

(504 0.0
(500 0.0

Prp9 CMTCMb11tar

CA3100H

CD4096

5

1354

076275

175
195

CA36KN

1024.1

.69

AMA N
CAA%N

CA3401N

5%

49

P6g MaInRC9r9rd

C

CA31601-I

75

2

Ì

10244

6

CA319H

9

95

Pr9g

225

%

4

DP1259

2.49
1.96
1.95

95

7
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049255
426257

2.9
2.9

5

9%955

.H

1.95

S

%
%

;

15514

1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.19
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74LS253

95
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7052516
1452532
1452564
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74L5192
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74L529
74LSa1

16.38481 (25006)
05 5364112Mn41

6
9 95
9 95

C405

17024
2701

M54040X9
9540706

2.95
1.19
1.19

41+96-4

1

25641
1444
1644

2

EPROMS

9550355-0

74LS245
74L5247
74LS244

P

Ì250u)CMOS
125941CM05
125 144 0406

5tt1W001193410)

.69

74L5244

1024.1
024.1
16.4

740930 65161

1.49

1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9

75444
25644

I

740921

1.49

74L529

LMOS

(SOmI

o)

5N7439314

5iL5221

W

75161164
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7489 (370

2

1

1.452574044)

74[92016551

15554

1136141(20%s)

2%-9/19%
I%

165
1
1457941

2

411563

4

11504
(45041

4 M.+

4027

7061P1

99

41166.2

- 6i11.96
- 6/16.%
9 - 8/15 %

(704 )

(300ns
(250061

75

25
49

1704 )

2594

5N74361N
5N74390N

.49

C DR076
C 0407

.99
1.19

1.9

SN74276N
5f914279N
5N74243N

1.8

C04075

`CD1036
C DINO

.H
1.9

.

12004 LP.

4179611

2.95
1.19
1.75
.19
1.29
1.19
1.79

LK

.49

19

5N74a1N

C01960

COMM

1.9

0403

1024.4

2
2

5101

.69
.69

CD1019

C

C04072

C

409641

7451015

6

C01071

C 014130

(15p4

409611

195

49

C D4029

(

4p991

.H

SN741%N
SN74191N
SN74196N
5N74199N
SN74221N

2004

1024.4
1014.4

7456044

2

L.P.

1024.1

1103

Fundion

Pert No.

DYNAMIC RAMS

1.%
4.96

1

(65076)405
(4504)

2141
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1024.4

/9
996

(150n6 LP.
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5N7419514

SN74491N
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5147419474

SN7955N

25644
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SN1993N
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2.%

.0

.19

256.4
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21141

1.19

C
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1.9

(6504)

2594

36

C01024
C 04025

0402

.99
.19
.79
.79

25441

2112
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/

74LSA9
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1.39

2111 (1117)

79929155011

.%
1.26

1.25

2.79
1.95
4.95
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.79
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.69
.89

NLS356
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.19
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.89
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SNNIMN
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.99
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004021
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.99
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.H
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.9

5N7416IN

14L59
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.79
.69
.89
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.9

STATIC RAMS
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5N7416071

.99
1.15

74551
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3.49
.79
1.96
1.29
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.69
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1.25
.79

5N7419N
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745157
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745160
745174
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c 04032

3.9

.45
.50
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.99
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74S/PROMS
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74533
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.36
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1459
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.56
.59
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1.%
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H
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.79
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.35
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Rm wYan

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS

4PMPIP

7400

.

VNIu

60 VOLT CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS
19

22
47
103

PI
G/

.001470

.0022m4
.0047m1

.4
.4

1049

100.

Value

19

1099

.4 .6
.0014F
.6
.0M9ssF
F
.4 .06
.%
.H
.07
p/
AI .06 .6
.o22PF
.09
447yF
.07
470 pf
.15
.4 .06 .6
.16F
.12
100 VOLT MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS
IOpI

4

.12
.12
.12

.6

.05

.06
.06

.10
.10
.10

100

.6

7

.07

022061

47

Á17m1

.07

.1mó

.13

.11

.21

.17

.27

.23

05
.M
.06
.10

.4

.13
.17

.33
.22
,Olml
.Q .10 .07
.22m1
.27
920% DIPPED TANTALUMS (Solid) CAPACITORS
.41
.29
1/35V
.A .36 .a
1.5/3V
.37
.

.a
2.2/35V
.51
.9 .34
.29
3.3¡äV
4.7/725V
.63
.56
.9
.a
6.6/2V
.79
.69
.56
.a
.34
.a
15/25V
1.39 1.25
.%
/3V
39
.39
.a
.A .69 .%
60/35V
.34
22/6V
MINI. ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
.15/3SV
.22/35V
.33/35V
.47 /36V
96

AX1M
.47/50V
1.0/SOV

3.3/50V

1.7/15 V
2M/óW5ov

22/áV

47/26V
17/50 V
103/á V

.39
.39
.39
.39

.34
.34
.34

.N

1-99 200.499
.16
.14
.19
.16
.16
.17
.16
.15
.M
.19
.19
.16

.19
.24

.a
.29
.3

.26
.20

5004

Radial

149 103499 500+

.10
.11
.11
.11
.11
.12
.12

.47/25V
.47/50V
1.0/16V
1.0/25V
1.0/50V
4.7/16V
4.7/25V
4.7/50V
10 /16V

.15
.16
.19
.16
.17

.13
.14
.13
.14

.1S

.13
.14
.19
.13
.14
.15

.12
.13
.12
.13
.14
.12
.13
.14
.12
.13
.14

.21

.19

.

II

.21
.25

.19

V
210/50V

.41
.39
.49

.24
.37
.36
.45

.22
.34
.33
.41

1000/166

.54
.99

.49
.79

.61
.61

79

.69

1o0/SOV

110/av
2200/166

H

23

10/2V

10/10V
47/50V

100 /MV

100/25V
220/16V

47 /MV

IA/áV

.M
.17
.15
.16
.17
.25
.21

.25
.37

.a
.36

.I5

.17
.23
.34
.31
.31
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DIGITAL RESEARCH COMPUTERS
(214) 271 -3538

64K S100 STATIC RAM

32K S -100 EPROM CARD
NEW!

$349001T

$79.95
USES 2716's

Blank PC Board

-

$34

ASSEMBLED 8, TESTED
ADD $30
SPECIAL: 2718 EPROM's (450 NS) Are 59.95 Ea. With Above Kit.
7 Any or all EPROM locations can be
KIT FEATURES
disabled
Uses +51/ only 2716 12Kx8) EPROM's
8 Double sided PC board. solder- masked.
2 Allows up to 32K of software on line'
silk- screened
3 IEEE S -100 Compatible
4 Addressable as two independent 16K
9 Gold plated contact fingers
10 Unselected EPROM's automatically
blocks
powered down for low power
5 Cromemco extended or Northstar bank
11
Fully buffered and bypassed
select
6 On board wait state circuitry if needed 12 Easy and quick to assemble
1

16K STATIC RAM KIT -S 100 BUSS
PRICE CUT!

1

11111111111111,1,111111

NEW!
LOW POWER!
RAM OR EPROM!
BLANK PC BOARD
WITH DOCUMENTATION
$55

FEATURES:

SUPPORT ICs + CAPS
$17.50

Usas new 2K a 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAMs.
Fully supports IEEE 696 24 BIT Extended

FULL SOCKET SET
$14.50
FULLY SUPPORTS THE
NEW IEEE 696 S100
STANDARD
(AS PROPOSED)

64K draws only approximately 500 MA.
200 NS RAMs are standard. (TOSHIBA makes
TMM 2016s as last as 100 NS. FOR YOUR HIGH

FOR $6K KIT $299
ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED ADD $40

Addressing.

SPEED APPLICATIONS.)
PHANTOM (BOTH LOWER 32K
AND ENTIRE BOARD).
2716 EPROMs may be installed in any of lop 48K.
* Any of the lop 8K (E000 H AND ABOVE) may
be disabled to provide windows to eliminate
any possible conflicts with your system monitor,
disk controller, etc.
Perfect for small systems since BOTH RAM and
EPROM may co-exIst on the same board.
BOARD may be partially populated as 56K.
* SUPPORTS

64K SS -50 STATIC RAM
$2590(488K KIT)

$1499KIT
NEW!

FOR 4MHZ
ADD $10

LOW POWER!
RAM OR EPROM!

KIT FEATURES
t
Addressable as four separate 4K Blocks
2 ON BOARD BANK SELECT circuitry (CroBLANK PC BOARD W /DATA -$33
memco Standard') Allows up to 512K on line'
3 Uses 2114 (450NS) 4K Static Rams
LOW PROFILE SOCKET SET-$12
4 ON BOARD SELECTABLE WAIT STATES
5 Double sided PC Board. with solder mask and
SUPPORT IC'S & CAPS -$19.95
silk screened layout Gold plated contact fingers
6 All address and data lines fully buffered
ASSEMBLED & TESTED -ADD $35
7
Kit includes ALL parts and sockets
8 PHANTOM is lumpered to PIN 67
5 amps TYPICAL from
9 LOW POWER under
#1
the .8 Volt Buss
10 Blank PC Board can be populated as any

SELLING
OUR
RAM BOARD!

1

multiple of 4K

S -100

$6K Kit $309

64K Kit $359
ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED ADD $40

SOFTWARE:
SCL^ is now available! Our Sound Command Language makes writing Sound Effects programs
a SNAP! SCL^ also includes routines for Register -Examine- Modify, Memory- Examine -Modify,
and Play- Memory. SCL^ is available on CP /M compatible diskette or 2708 or 2716. Diskette S24.96 2708 - $19.95 2716 - $29.55. Diskette includes the source. EPROM'S are ORG at
8

Inch Soft Sectored)

4K STATIC RAM
7. Arranged 4K x 1. +5V, 18 PIN DIP. A
National S
R
r TMS 4044. 450 NS.
Lower Po
e
Several Boards
S. SUPER
SURPLUS PURCHASE! PR ME
8 FOR $16
32 FOR $59.5

Digital Research Computers
(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 401565

GARLAND, TEXAS 75040

TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH.

(214) 271 -3538

flexibility.

2716 EPROMS may be Installed anywhere on
Board.

* Top 16K may be disabled in 2K blocks to avoid
any I/O conflicts.
One Board supports both RAM and EPROM.
RAM supports 2MHZ operation at no extra
charge!
* Board may be partially populated in 16K
Increments.

UART SALE!

$8495

(WITH DATA MANUAL)
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE. etc
KIT FEATURES:
TWO GI SOUND COMPUTER IC'S
BLANK PC
FOUR PARALLEL I.0 PORTS ON BOARD
BOARD W /DATA
USES ON BOARD AUDIO AMPS OR YOUR STEREO
ON BOARD PROTO TYPING AREA
$31
ALL SOCKETS. PARTS AND HARDWARE ARE INCLUDED
PC BOARD IS SOLDERMASKED. SILK SCREENED. WITH GOLD CONTACTS
EASY. QUICK. AND FUN TO BUILD WITH FULL INSTRUCT ONS.
USES PROGRAMMED I/O FOR MAXIMUM SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY.
Both Basic and Assembly Language Programming examples are included

FEATURES:
Uses new 2K x 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAMs.
Fully supports Extended Addressing.
64K draws only approximately 500 MA.
* 200 NS RAMs are standard. (TOSHIBA makes
TMM 2016s as fast as 100 NS. FOR YOUR HIGH
SPEED APPLICATIONS.)
Board Is configured as 3 -16K blocks and 8 -2K
blocks (within any 64K block) for maximum

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

COMPLETE KIT!

S

E000H. (Diskette Is

$52

SUPPORT ICs + CAPS
$18.00
FULL SOCKET SET
$15.00

NFw,
STEREO!
SOUND COMPUTER BOARD

-100 Board that unleashes the lull power of two
unbelievable General instruments AY3 -8910 NMOS computer
sound IC's Allows you under total computer control to
generate an infinite number of special sound effects for
games or any other program Sounds can be called in BASIC.
At last. an

BLANK PC BOARD
WITH
DOCUMENTATION

-

TR1602B SAME AS TMS6011,
AY5 -1013, ETC.
40 PIN DIP

TR 1602Bj
$295

EACH

4

For

$1000

CRT CONTROLLER CHIP
SMC #CRT 5037. PROGRAMMABLE FOR 80 x 24, ETC. VERY RARE
SURPLUS FIND. WITH PIN OUT. $12.95 EACH.

NEW!

G.I. COMPUTER SOUND CHIP

AY3 -8910 As featured in July. 1979 BYTE' A fantastically powerful Sound & Music
Generator. Perfect for use with any 8 Bit Microprocessor Contains. 3 Tone Channels.
Noise Generator. 3 Channels of Amplitude Control. 16 bit Envelope Period Control, 2 -8
Bit Parallel /O. 3 D to A Converters, plus much morel All in one 40 Pin DIP. Super easy
interface to the S -100 or other busses $11.95
PRICE CUT!
I

Add $3 for 60 page Data Manual.
SPECIAL OFFER: 07495 each
TERMS: Add $2.00 postage. We pay balance. Orders under $15 add 754
handling. No C.O.D. We accept Visa and MasterCharge. Tex. Res. add 5%
Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P & H. Orders over $50, add
854 for insurance.

WE ARE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA, THE SUPPLIERS OF CPM SOFTWARE.

"THE BIG BOARD"
OEM

-

INDUSTRIAL

-

BUSINESS

-

SCIENTIFIC

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER KIT!
Z -80 CPU!

64K RAM!

THE BIG BOARD PROJECT: Three years in the works, and maybe too good to be true. A tribute to hard headed.
no compromise, high performance. American engineering! The Big Board gives you all the most needed
computing features on one board at a very reasonable cost. The Big Board was designed from scratch to run the
latest version of CP /M. Just imagine all the off- the -shelf software that can be run on the Big Board without any
modifications needed! Take a Big Board, add a couple of 8 inch disc drives. power supply, an enclosure. C.R.T.,
and you have a total Business System for about 1/3 the cost you might expect to pay.

$399óó

13,. IN.
SIZE:
SAME AS AN 8 IN. DRIVE.
REQUIRES: 5V @ 3 AMPS
12V @ .5 AMPS.

FEATURES: (Remember, all this on one board!)

FULLY SOCKETED!

64K RAM
Uses industry standard 4116 RAM'S. All 64K is available to the user. our VIDEO
and EPROM sections do not make holes in system RAM. Also, very special care
was taken in the RAM array PC layout to eliminate potential noise and glitches.

(64K KIT
BASIC I/0)

24 x 80 CHARACTER VIDEO
With a crisp, flicker -free display that looks extremely sharp even on small
monitors. Hardware scroll and lull cursor control. Composite video orsplit video
and sync. Character set is supplied on a 2716 style ROM, making customized
fonts easy Sync pulses can be any desired length or polarity. Video may be
inverted or true. 5 x 7 Matrix Upper & Lower Case
-

Z -80 CPU
Running at 2.5 MHZ. Handles all 4116 RAM refresh and supports Mode
INTERUPTS. Fully buffered and runs 8080 software.

FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER

2

SERIAL I/O (OPTIONAL)
Full 2 channels using the Z80 SIO and the SMC 8116 Baud Rate Generator. FULL
RS232! For synchronous or asynchronous communication. In synchronous
mode, the clocks can be transmitted or received by a modem. Both channels can
be set up for either data -communication or data- terminals. Supports mode 21nt.
Price for all parts and connectors: 549

Uses WD1771 controller chip with a TTL Data Separator for enhanced
reliability. IBM 3740 compatible. Supports up to lour 8 inch disc drives Directly
compatible with standard Shugart drives such as the SA800 or SA801. Drives can
be configured for remote AC oft -on. Runs CP /M 2.2.

TWO PORT PARALLEL I/O (OPTIONAL),
Uses Z -80 PIO. Full 16 bits, fully buffered. bi- directional. User selectable hand
shake polarity. Set of all parts and connectors for parallel I /O: $19.95

REAL TIME CLOCK (OPTIONAL)

BASIC I/O
Consists of a separate parallel port (Z80 PIO) for use with an ASCII encoded
keyboard for input. Output would be on the 80 Jr 24 Video Display.

BLANK PC BOARD

-

Uses Z -80 CTC. Can be configured as
parts: $9.95

Counter on Real Time Clock. Set of all

CP /M 2.2 FOR BIG BOARD

$149

The blank Big Board PC Board comes complete with full documentation
(including schematics), the character ROM, the PFM 3.3 MONITOR ROM,
and a diskette with the source of our BIOS, BOOT, and PFM 3.3 MONITOR.
PFM 3.3

a

The popular CP /M D.O.S. to run on BIg Board Is
available for $159.00.

PRICE CUT!

2K SYSTEM MONITOR

The real power of the Big Board lies in its PFM 3.3 on board monitor. PFM commands include: Dump Memory, Boot CP /M, Copy, Examine, Fill Memory. Test Memory, Go To.
Read and Write I/O Ports, Disc Read (Drive Track. Sector), and Search. PFM occupies one of the lour 2716 EPROM locations provided.
Z -80 is a Trademark of Zilog.

Digital Research Computers
(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 401565

GARLAND, TEXAS 75040

*TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH.

(214) 271 -3538

TERMS: Shipments will be made approximately 3 to 6 weeks alter we
receive your order. VISA. MC, cash accepted We will accept COD'S (for the
Big Board only) with a $75 deposit Balance UPS COD Add $4.00 shipping.
USA AND CANADA ONLY

NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA, THE ORIGINATORS OF CPU SOFTWARE
TO 4 PIECE DOMESTIC USA PRICE.

1

a

ADVANCED

A1le r°ómpubar

COMPUTER
OTRONG
1'S OTRONR

DIMENSION

tA TTACHE

Truly Portable 18 lbs.
Includes CP /M'.
Wordstar- pas- Basic BO
Valet Charron
Includes. (2) Double

Density. Double Sided thin
drives. 380K Bytes each

`eraswoikxrr/

Vision 80

KAYCOMP

as reviewed in
May BYTE pg. 266

Apple II
Disk Drive

$

only

37 900

This is the widely discussed
Cadillac 80 column card for the
text screen commands than
responds
to
more
Apple
Apple Il. The Vision BO
any other board. It supports PASCAL, Microsotts Z80 Softcard and can be
used as an intelligent terminal.

Portable Business
Computer
Complete w/CP /M 2 2 M BASIC. Magic Worksheet. Soler Word Processing, and Teach

The Vision 80 can also be used in con)unction with the Vision 40 (allows
enhanced Character sets) and the Vision 20 for lower case

only $1699

ACP Price

V//III!I

MEMORY
VISTA 576K Expandable In 64K Increments
w /256K

populated
w/512K populated
w/576K populated

VISTA /SUPERCALC /SUPERCACHE"

1799

IIIIIi

MICROSOFT RAMCARD
AST MEMORY CARD

499
899

64K EXPANDABLE
256K w /PARITY

AST "COMBO CARD"
MEMORY, ASYNCH COMM. PARALLEL
64K SP

525
1049

2561( SP

PROTOTYPE CARD
EXTENDER CARD
DISK DRIVES - ADD-IN (Compatible)
EPSON ADD-ON PRINTER
SUPR'MOD V RF MODULATOR.
EPSON TO IBM CABLE
OLYMPIA
EPSON

270.00

169.00

Microtek 16K RAM
Microtek 32K RAM

99.00
199 00

75.00
149.00

Avalon 128K RAM
400 with 16n

399 95

329.95

CALL

239
429
49
49

$429.00
529.00
725.00
54.95
95.00
129.00
89.00
29.95
39.95

MXOOFT

MXICOFT
Apple I/O w /cable
serial I/O w /cable
Serial I/O w /2k a cable
Greet Tax
Printer Pal (P80)
Printer Pal (P100)

only $279.95

C. Itoh

820-1

MODEL
4509 9" BAY
5109CX 9' Green
8012C 17121/W
Bat 2CX IT Green

$147S
599

DIABLO 630

Logic

seeking

width
condensed
Font
e
selehon, chan
actor pilen A lore spacng program controllable Bi- aoectronal minting

nt

82A 120 cps w/tracta
83A 120 cps 136 columns
64A-P 200 Ns t 36 001
84A -5 SIKYI w/2K Buda
Apple Card

AS

Sedal Card w/2K.
Graphite ROM (82A/83A)

$499.00
740.00
999.00
1199.00
39.95
19.95
129.95
75.00

rrputer Producís

UP TO 40% OFF
ACP

$189
189
235
199
199
159
199
239
89
34
287

osi Fib
Vie; Plot

Desk top Plane/Ill
Visi Schedule
Visi Term
Zork
Versa Fpm.

dBasell

489
235

Ashton-Tate.

Wordster
Mail Merge
Spell Star
Data Star
Calc Star.
Super Sort
Spellguard
DB Master (new)

82
159
189
189
132
219
178
72

DB Utility
PFS II /III
Report /III
Locksmeh 40

69
69
74
1195
229
229

Accounting Pas
Microcourier
Microtelegreph

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Seq

towers

HP41C

Otto seeking' s
character srz es80.132 col .Hkres
dot graphics Proportional spacing
ACP
LIST
5899 9 699
1395 1099
1995 1875

10130
144

e

100 dols /riche Propprtienal spec

10

$599
769
749
969

HP41 C V
HP41
HP41
HP41
HP41
HP41
HP -IL

140

8695
595
999

HP12C
HP34C
HP38C

1985
1265
5136

HP1

IC

26
83
169
292
99
119
119
129

Printer..
......
Optical Wand
Interface Loop
Advanced Scientific
Financial.
Prog. Scientific
Prog. Business

.

5256.00
129.00
579.00

225.00
195.00

179.00
165.00

149.95

124.95
44.50
25.95

112

116

4995
2995

9900

199.00
166.00
82.00

395 00

269.00

199.00

149.00
25.00

249 00
199.00

2995

499.00
399.00
169.00

595.00
595.00
195 00

49.95

35.00

345 00

279.00
129.00
30.00
69.00

149 00

35.00
79 00

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
25900
16K Microbutter
29900
32K Microbueer
Snapshot Option
VOTRAX
Type n' Talk Speech
SCOTT INSTRUMENTS
Voice Recogna'n VET8O
CORVUS

69.00

220.00
253.00
59.00

375 00

339.00

799 00

675.00

5 Mb Hard Disk
10 Mb Hard Drsk

3750 00

20 Mb Hard Disk

8450.00

2995.00
4325.00
5240.00

ORANGE MICRO
The Grappler I/O
SATURN SYSTEMS

195.00

135.00

32K RAM Card
64K RAM Card
128K RAM Card

239.00
425.00
599.00

189.00
355.00
505.00

NOVATION
389.00
Apple-Call!
HAYES MICROCOMPUTER

329.00

535000

Hayes Chronograph
Micromodeer II
Smartmodem

249.00
349 00

29900

MOUNTAIN COMPUTER
239 00
CPS Muttlanclion
18900
RAM Plus
Expansron Chassis
Music System
100.000 Day Clock
The Clock
A/D pas D/A
Supert alker
Intro) X-10 Controller
ROM Plus
Keyboard Filter ROM
Copy ROM
ROM Writer
M&R ENTERPRISES
Sup'rterm 80524 Card
Sup'rswltcher 6 Amp
Power Supply

Sup rMOd RF
Modulator
Apple Fan
ALS
The "Z" Card Z80 card
Smarterm 80,24 Card

229.00
289.00
229.00

175 00

169.00
139.00
699.00
335.00
325.00
249.00
299.00
169.00
175.00
129.00
44.00
44.00
159.00

395 00

279.00

295 00

239.00

3500
5500

28.00
43.00

295 00
349 00
699 00

219.00
279.00
549.00

750.00

39507
375 00

28000
350.00

19900
200 00
155 00
55 00

5500

11

The Synergrzer Package

16K RAM CARD

Apple II 16K
Compatible with

$189
... .... 258

Prog. Scientific
w/2.2K Memory
Memory Module
Quad RAM
Card Reader

ACP

195 00
899 00

IRR
Full

1

tenure

... PASCAL CP /M
year Warranty Top Quality by COEX

öW

PRICE

$7495

Also from COEX NEW EPSON
Parallel Interface tor Apple.

With cable

$54.95

-

rig Lover case deacerrders 5,9 dot
Matti% B cher sces 5 into), alphabets

TOLL FREE

Greek character sera Graphic symbols
100 cpaa Bedectroal ;ow seeking
Adlustade Tracta, Single-sheet hcion
Irked Vertical a nonzaHel lebang

8001754-8230

NEC 8023

425

VERSAcard Four-in-1
AUTO -DOC diagnostics
VISTA COMPUTER CO.
Vision 60 60x24 Card
Vision 40 40 col
enhance
Vision 20 Lo case ROM
A800 8" DS. DO
Controller
PROM Development Bd
GB75 IBM lypewmer VO
40 Char Type -ahead
Buffer
VIDEX
Vrdeoterm 80524 Card
Keyboard Enhancer II
Sett Switch
Function Step Keys

CALCULATORS

I

10 120

Over 15onps

1945
239
349
599

PROMETHEUS
VERSAbox Spool/Butr

HEWLETT
PACKARD

SOROC
Br-directional

$1985

HP85A Computer....
HP87 Computer
82907A 32K Model
8290M 84K Model
82909A 128K Model
82900A CP /M wiM 64K
HP125 Computer
7470 Low Cost Plotter
9895A 8" Dual Floppy

SANYO
EQUIVALENT
LIST ACP
MODEL
Pi
9" Green 5199 $159
199 149
PI II 12" Green
199
Pr III 12" Orange 249

910C
920C
925C
950

-we
ire stag

hAse

Text N911tCatwn

SAVE

179

220

TELEVIDEO

IDS PAPER TIGER

Prism 80
IDS Paper Tiger 5600
Prism 132 (color)

ON DISK FOR APPLE

UST ACP

TERMINALS

NEC 8023
Dot

h,pi,e<.:1°°nXxbar

82106169

250 219
260 22a
470 422
601313' Catir
995 889
8113 t 3' RGB
NEW Down a Duly
145 139
2012178/W
169 155
17
2112
Green

Gable

120 CPS Dot Matrix Parallel

A,ila

FCC CLASS 2 APPROVED

127 cps

PRO -WRITER 8510A

l.

2495
2895

2995
3595

Parallel
Numeric Keypad
Apple II Joystick
Apple Il Handcontrollers

$1995.00
1895.00
1495.00

Tandon Dual DS DD
Qume Dual DS DD
Shugart Dual 801R

UST
5395 00

AIO-II 4 Function Serial/

I

iAp
F -10
40 CPS Daisy Wheel

8" Disks
51/." Disks

SOFTWARE OFFER!
LIST
ACP
$3795 $2995

820 -111 with CP/M

OKIDATA

STARWRITER

UK Aa88T
FREE

820-11

Alo Serial /Parallel
KEYBOARD COMPANY

11

Wilinip UM
XEROX 820

Up To 2.4 Megabyte!

Viti Des

Full Color
RAM
61 Key keyboard
4 Dual Special- Function keys
Serial
Ports
Cassette Port Expansion Port
BASIC Language
Composite Video
Output (connects to standard color TV set)

Letter quality Daisy Wheel Typewriter interlaces loApple. Atari, NEC, TRS8O and
RS232 Serial ports
ACP
LIST
S1690 81395
ES100R0 Carle Pont
1195
1060
ES100 Typewriter Prat
169
i/O
card
349
Apple
G010
299
349
G011 Other /O '3
49
29
VO Cable

88M

Viti Trend/Viso Pot.

51(

VIC -20

Add 8f7 Disk Drives
To Your Apple Il

Viticalc 3.3
Supercelc

19

Z80 Sohcerd
16K R6mcard
The Premium Package

Now "TRIMLINE V1100" with
Tandon Thinline DS DD Drives.

CALL

Personal Computer

289
550
69

RS232 PORTS
BABY BLUE Z80 CARD
2

189.95

21995

commodore
VI -20 Complete

INTERFACE CARDS
AST ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS

LIST

800 with 16K
800 with 48K
800 with 32K + 128K
810 Disk Drive
825 Printer
830 Acoustic Modem
850 Interlace Module
Atari Visicalc
Atari PAC-MAN

419
899

64K w /RAMDRIVE (expandable)
256K w /RAMDRIVE

ACP
51080.013 8689.95
789.95
1280.00
1295.00
469.95
600 W
699.95
999.00
159.95
199.00

MODEL

799

192K with IBM SUPERCALC

MX80

MICROSOFT

onr. $999
Onl, 1599
Only

ACP

$529.00
449.00
1995.00
21.95
375.00
199.00
174.95
159.95
695.00

MORE HARDWARE

)ILATARI
UNBEATABLE
ADD-ON PRICES!

UST
Apple II Disk II w/Control'r 5645.00
Apple II Disk II w/o
525.00
Apple Family System
2495.00
Prototype Card
24.00
450.00
IEEE-488 Interface
22500
Extended Warranty- t yr
195.00
Super Serial Card
19500
Language Card
795.00
Graphic Tablet w /IO
"Available In-store Only"

Full 9" Green Screen
CP /M Based

Special Low Price.... $269.00

APPLE HARDWARE

$119.00

Just plug in and run.

4

List Price.... $395.00

Apple II Plus w /48K
$1530 00 81099.00
1729 00
1199.00
Apple II Plus w /64K
Apple II System Special w/64K.
1775.00
Z80 Card. Vision 80
2519 00
Apple III w/128K
3495.00 2895.00
4295.00
3495.00
Apple III w/256K
2899.00
Profile Hard Disk Dove
3499.00
195 00
169.00
Vista Apple ill Timecard
"Apple Products Avellabls In -store Only

Totally compatible to Apple Drives

Controller

ACP

LIST

Compatible

$3595.00

ACP PRICE

SYSTEMS

MallOnler

P.O. Box

Retail' 13108

List 5795 ACP $549

E.

17329

8 on

inquiry card.

CA

Edinger. Santa Ana
17141

92713
CA

92705

CA

95131

558-8813

542 W. Trimble, San Jose.
14081

Circle

'Mat

946.7010

MO CssM, s Check Bare Wee P«wrui
checks allow 2 weeks W processing Winne Proem
lrarnaid credit card s0!s. MC AME %f8 ndol'.
servos charge Ado .1. snpan, I n:vwrnw . t9
c .ra.
erw:hww rs greater Ana 1p
IC CODs
PYCel Post Vicente rokponw
e
Prep solvent to oMISO M.a

TERM

.on..
.a.

sobeedb onorsaie Werearm.-rM ..$nr
menuteckeerr Reim ekes rr5. rwr

1.

..a.h..ae

A

ADVANCED

LINEAR

COMPUTER
PRODUCTS

MICROPROCESSORS

now

16K Apple"' Ramcard
year warranty
Top quality
gold fingers
Expand Apple II 48K to 64K
Compatible with Z -80 Softcard"
Allows system to run with CP /M ", PASCAL.
DOS 3.3, COBAL, Visicalc, etc.
Supplied with extra 16K RAM & has (2) LED's

32K STATIC RAM
2 or

-

447'7-

L

f or

COLOR
a

1.111ß

B/W

2114L'a
P/N 1082 Channel 3 or 4
P/N 4151 UHF C-lannel 33

3495
2495
3495
22.95

2220

Model
UVs-1

1

E

$79.95
Holds 4 EPROM's
Model

al

a

time

3325.00

S -52T

16K Memory
Expansion Kits
for Apple/TRS -80

8p.s 411616K

"peé2:,°c5nputer

$12.95

CALL FOR VOLUME PRICING

"D"

SUB CONNECTORS
Unreal price DB37

male, 0825 female
Gold PC mount wlth
mounting holes
Mfg AMP
SpeciN 25 or 37 pins

BD37

$2.50

D625

14014

t'-c,)

56 95

USED IN
DATA
PRODUCTS
PRINTER

$19.95 ea.

12 VOLT

BUZZER /HORN
ALL METAL

10/$9.90

as TMS4044
but designed specifically
for Z'80 based systems This
full -5060 4941 RAM. 45005
der P/N Zilog6104 -4 while supply lasts
Ora

ZIIOg
TINY
BASIC
Debug prog.

ea.

6.99

$49.95

quasistatr.-RAM
"BUNKER"

29.95
LED's re-

5porld to sound Compete.
ready to weer 12" r7 I
Sold al Nieman Marcus
r0r 69 95 AC $49.95
red yellow green LED's

CONNECTORS

49
7.95
1.99
1

825311.95
4.50

8255
8257

995

6532

6845 22.95
6847 27.95
6850 5.25
6852 5.25

6.50
280A41O
950
Z80-CTC
6.50
Z804-CTC 9.50
Z80-DMA 1995
2804-DMA 2795

24.95
17 95

1995

8551
21304.10

280S10

2495
2995

Z804-S10

MOS PROMS
569 95

27061450nS1 S5 75
27081650nS1 5.25

12.95

129981 TS

1702A
9014520380

7.95
17.95

TMS2718.5V.12V
2758,5V.(45055)

1515

Lowe

6950

DACCA

1095
1495

DAC100

lb*"

61008
8 701

395
495
695
615

998422

795

196403

695
995
2195

1350

MC144tI

1195

1702

14

1671Bblrm

5001941

725

C06150 16

1695

.750 3» Doml

la 95

11158250

1595

Ár5.2376
Ar5.3600

13 75

95

995

13 75

Dton

695

8 p5 LP
14 pin LP
16 pin LP
18 pit LP
20 pin LP
22 pit LP
24 pin LP
28 pm LP
40 cm LP

0625P 155232)

$3.25
3.75

08255 Female
Hood
Set with Hood. Sale
22/44 S/T, KIM
43/86 S/T. MOT
50/100 S -100 Connector W/W
50 /100 S -100 Connector S/T

1

7

25
50

295
650
4
3

95
95

Full ASCII

Encoded Keyboards
RCn128- Character,

58 -Key
Typewritter
Format
for
Alphanumeric
Entry

VP-806 Aync serial output Reg 59900

SALE ... $69.95

SOCKETS (TIN)
-24

25-49

50100

18
20
22
29

15
19

.14
.18
.20

34
29
38
45
60

21
.28
.32
.27
.37
.44
59

74584
74385
74574
74386
745112
745113
745114

10 pin WW (Tin)
14 pinWW

16 pit
18 pin
20 pin
22 pin
24 pin
28 pin
40 pin

WW
WW
WW
WV/
WW
WW
WW

55
65
75
80

95
1.15
1.45
1.35
1.60

2.20

349

1.19
1.95
59
1.49

3.95
3.95

CA3600N
LM3900N
LM3905N
LM3909N
L6439144

98
3.75
3.95
3.75

1M39154
LM3916N
RC4131N

6041364

2.95
1.10

RC41514
RC41841K
RC4195TK
Ú.N2001

3.70
4.95
5.40

745124
745133
745134
745135
745138
745138
745139
745140
745151
748153
744157
745158
745160
745174
745175
745188
745194
745195
745196
745240
743241
745242
745243

59

42
48
46
.89
72
72
72
72

28
35

744.510
741.511

.28
39
.33

714134C4

TL498CP

105

741.520
741521
741.522

2 P05,ron

.43
.58

4
5

47
95
33

744_515

26
33
33
33
33

741528
741527

5299
135

1.89
1.89

745244
745251
745253
745257
745258
745260
745280
745287
745288
745373
745374
745387
745471
745472
745473
745474
745475
745570
743571

2.75
2.75

743572
743573

299
299

8.95
8.95

745940
745941

290
290

129
.73
1.29
1.29
1.29

129

279
1.49
1.49
2.99

199

125

744_328

33

741530
74LS32

.28

33
55
45
39
26
79
79
95
26

1.29
1.29
.75

741_533

279

741_540

2.99

275

741-542
741547
74LS43
741551
741354

7.95

744.$55

795
7.95

741573
741574

095
995

744_$75
741.576

5.75

741578
45
7415838 79
741505 1.t9
741586
45
74_590
57
741592
75
741593
75

741.537
741536

255
3.10

110

575

.29
29

45
.42
.59

45

741.$112

99

S

Positron
Positron
6 Positron

1
1
1

7

Positron

29
35

49
55
1.69

4000 s 35

1

4001

.35

4002
4008
4007
4008
4009
4010

35

10501er free ar delivery

99
23

z

Weight

17 oz.

-

1.50 deep

« so.so...

SPECIAL PII.CMASE

14

1.38
1.89

SUPER
IC CLOSEOUT SPECIALS
2/5199
3/51.09
80004
$995

LAN2003
2548121
CPU
2.95
74L5868
3/199
510 2852
3.95
2102 RAM
75
7415377
2/199
740287
1.95
4000 RAM
1.49
7415241
2/1.99
2758 EPROM
295
8X300 CPU
1495
8259
74173/8710 5/1.99
8.95
745387
1.96
6561 RAM
2.95
7808 CPU
4.95
2708 EPROM 8/2995
LM733CN 3/199
6522
741593
6.95
3/1.00
MC1414
3/199
6502 CPU
5.95
2114
8/14.50
- CP /M trademark of Dg,lal Research. Apple trademark of Apple Computer.

5027 CRT
11C24
951403

MM5320

1.90
9131 RAM
EMM4402
199
1103 RAM 3/1.50
8700 A/D 2/16.95

Mall Order P.O. Box 17329 Irvine.

910 -595-1565

1310B

E.

6.95
2.89
5.99

CA

Edinger. Santa Ana
(1141 558-8813

Circle 8 on Inquiry card.

www.americanradiohistory.com

946-1010

1.75
.76

2.25
2.25
9.95

74191

74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74199
74221
74251

74273
74276
74279

.67
.67
.67
1.19
78
78
.89
1.65
2 49
88

74152
74153
74154
74155
74156
74157
74158
74159
74160

7415113S 43
74L5114
43
7410122
55
74L5123 1.19
74L5124 1.35
741_5125
741.5126
741.5132

.80
.52
.79
.49
85

74L5136
744.5138

7415139
85
7415145 1.25
7415148 1.49
7415151

.79

7415153

.79
1.70
1.19
.99

741_3154
741_5155

7419156
74LS157
7415156
7415160
74_5161
7415162
7415163
7415164

135

.75
1.05
1.15

105
1.05
1.19
.93

741.0165

74.5166 2.48
7415188 1.15
7415169 1.15
7415170 1.99
7413173 .89

3130
1.15
1.15
.85

85
85
.68
85

85
1.39
1.39
1.19
.95
1.05
1.89
75

74283
74284

140

74285
74290
74298
74365
74366
74387
74368
74390
74393
74490

3

3 90
1

90
25
95

68
68
138

.68
1.46
1.90
1.90

74152455220
741.5247

1.10

7415248 1.10
7415249 1.19
74L5251
74LS253

7415257
741.5258

1.40
1.40
.86
.98

7415259 2.95
74.52130

.65
2.40
7415265
.59
7445273 1.75
74L5275 4.40
7415279 .59
7415283 .99
74L5290 .99
7415293 .99
74L5295 .10
7415298 .19
7415324
75
7413347
95
7415348
95
7415352
19
7415353
19
7415383
49
741S515
7415388
69
7415387
69
7415368 .69
741-5261

741_5373

1.89

.89

7415374

199

74L5175 .89
7415181 2.20

741_5375

.89

7415377
7415355
7415386
7415390
7415393

195

744.5174

741_5190

1.15

1.95
1.15
.85
7418192 .98
195
7414193 .98
196
7415194 1.15 741_5395 1.70
741.5195
7415399 2.35
95
744.0188 .89 74L5424 2.95
741S197
.89 74L5868 1.75
74LS221 1 15
7415870 229
7415240 1. 69 81L595
1.69
7415242 1.69 81L596
1.89
7415243 1.69 8/L597
199
741_5244
49 01L596
1.89
VOLUME PRICING
CALL
TOLL FREE
7415191

1

25

4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4027
4028
4029
4030

.25

4031

4032
4034
4035

92105

4037
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4046
4047
4048
4049
4050
4051
4052
4053
4055
4056
4059
4060
4066
4069
4070
4071
4072
4073
4075
4076
4077
4078
4081
4082
4085

1.39
45
45

as

542 W. Trimble. San Jose, CA 95131
(4081

29

74151

1.05

4011

92713
CA

/.95

74181
74182

74184
74185
74188
74188
74190

CMOS

1

applications.
4.88' s0.

43

$139

8 Positron
9 Positron
10 Positron

19

The dependable, low
cost. largest selling fan
for commercial cooling

Retails

88
96

7415107 45
7415109 45

81

800-854 -8230

741512
74/.513
74L514

SWITCHES

.24
.36

TOLL FREE

28
28
28
35
28

74L508
741509

.54
.68
1.15
1.89
1.29

.57
.45
.45
.80
.65
.69
2.90
2.90
.32
.37

74LS00
74LS01
744_502
744_503
741.504
744_505

.49
.49
49
89
89
89
89
4 20

3.09

39

34

35

54754938
88754945

35

74122
39
74123
.59
74125
39
74126
44
74128
.59
74132
.69
74136
.75
74139
.95
74141
.79
74142 295
74143 2.95
74144 2.95
74145
.62
74147 1.95
74148 120
74150 1.09

29
34

88754526

51175492N

55
.65

175

74121

.29

51,47545111

5N75453N
599754546
SN75491N

74163
.87
.87
74184
74165
.87
74166 1.20
74167 1.95
74170 119
74172 4.75
74173
.79
74174 .89
74175
.85
74178 .75
74177
.75
74179 1.34
74180
.75

.95

74100
74107
74109
74116

23

7415005 26

125
150

ULN2003
544754508

29

49
58
67
70

1

7453
7454
7459
7460
7470
7472
7473
7474

3.39
59
1.19

2.95
1.90
1.95
1.95
1.75

50-100

1

7451

74181 5 .88
74182
.89

.49

7492
7493
7494
7495
7496
7487

.57
95
.95
79
79
.85
.79
.19
.19
.19
.19
.25

7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7448
7450

249

38
.34

460

S

7491

79

7441
7442

1.99
1.30
1.19

MUFFIN® FAN

108

2.09

.80
2.99

741.595
744.596

.27
.30

54
63
73
77
90

1.35
1.26
1.53

1.55

DIP

3L WIREWRAP
25 -49

1439

5635244

.85
.98
1.15
.33
.19
.75

74515 42
74520 .42
74522
42
74530
42
74532
.49
74538 1.19
74540
.49

SOCKETS (GOLD)
1.24

1.95

.39
.43
45
52
52
49
49
42
42

74551

LOW PROFILE
1

1.49

175
275

7475
7476
7479
7480
7482
7483
7485
7486
7489
7490

7400 5 .19
7401
22
7402
22
7403
22
7404
.22
7406
23
7408
.35
7407
.35
7408
26
7409
23
7410
.22
29
7411
7412
29
7413
.39
7414
59
7418
.29
7417
29
7420
22
7421
35
7422
.29
7423
29
7425
29
7426
.29
7427
25
7429
45
7430
.23
7432
.29
7437
.25
7438
.29
7439
29
7440
19

74500
74800 S
74502
74503
74504
74505
74508
74908
74510
74511

95

1350

595

5.80
98

195

Ar510131s9 Ian
Ár5101167161215.840
465,0,5671e63158

22 00

3

1.143501(

CA3080T
CA3081 N
CA3082N
CA3083N
CA3086N
CA3089N
CA309614
CA3097N
CA3130T
CA31407
CA314614
CA3180T
CA3190N
CA3410N
MC3423N
MC3460N

loop, Gem. 525

452206
011602B (59 128

Sever

BC O

LM30654

.95
1.75
1.25
1.25
1.96
1.20

L14747N/H
LM748N/H
LM760C4
LM13104
MC1330
MC1350
MC1358

295

67638811 TS
9400 Von to Irre Coro

140616 6 91
1406185 b1

695

LM339N
LA1340K40(1
1.14340T-X31
LM34014-XX
LM344H
LM348N

LM741CNM
LM741CN-14

995
450

964021 400
04566 WO

M Blurs

pit

10

3.19
3.19
4.95
1.49
1.29
1.89

LM739111

69.55

9036funtbn General*

2350 USAI

10 Ow, Grwalo

C4.3059N
CA3060N
CA3062N

L473384/H

9.95

1695
1695

691 Data Separator

.95
5.95

113472399/H

5.75
14.50

MM52040

3.50

u3e66710 AsCli 5511441295
0ce56740 Darn syrreo 1355
9CM66750 4109 Control
15
77101 I "6MA4w, 2495
761 Wit flop"
2995
791-01 Dual 6600r
3695
79007 DoO flop"
4995
79100 05
4495
797 OD o51Mpoy
5495

t.49

LM324N

LM3110CN/N_ 425
LM381N
1.79
LM3837
1.95
LM3884
1.25
LM387N
1.40
LM3904
1.95
NE531V/T
175
NE555V
.39
NE556N
.98
NE561T
19.95
NE565NM
1.25
NE566HN
1.75
NE567V/H
1.50
NE592N
2.75
LM702H
1.99
LM709N/H
.29
LM710N/H
.75
LM711 WH
.39
1.1471514
1.95

8 95

6530x

5.95
2 49

495

LM30535

L1432399

LM37641
11437714

22.95

682810.50
683416.95

6875
6880

950

139
125

1.14337K
LAK1384(

19.95

6522

686010.95
686210.95

6.50

29

.98
1.49
1.25
.89
1.75
1.70
1.49
1.25
1.35

1.M320K-xX
LM320T-Xx
LM320K10x

522.95

6.50
6.50

6821

825014.95
8251

950
475

8279
6810
8820

.35
1.98
1.89
3.25

7400

LM1414N
51.90
LM1458CN/N
49
MC1488N
99
MC1489N
99
LM1496N
.89
1.50
LM1556N
LM1820N
95
LM1850N
95
1.1418894
3.10
LM2111N
1.75
LM2900N
.99
L9429015
2.50
LM2917N
2.95
CA30137
219
CA3018T
1.99
CA30217
3.49
CA30237
2.99
CA3035T
275
CA3039T
129
CA3048N
1.29

295
99

LM358CN
LM380N
LM372N

88047
68488
48505
6520

827519.95

L4301CN

153319N/H

460

8259 98.95

Spin WW

ACP

399

149

LM318C4

SUPPORT
8155 59.95
8156 9.95
8202 29 95
8206 2.69
8212 2.75
8214 4.95
8216 2.75
8224 2.95
8226 2.95
8228 3.95
8243 9.50

`_

Plus 6132 companion

-3A

69C

229

lif,p

with

HFE w 40-120
VCEO: 30

3 99
4 69
4 69

78M.G.
LM108AH
LM300H

LM317T

5290 $1.99
5298 1.49
6508 450
6518 8.79
6561 3.79
8804 399
6605 799
9130 8.99
9140 899
93415 699
93425 8.99

SOCKETS

Z8 CPU

s1rYKEB

469

4115
4200
4402
6280

3.25

3000

49 95
8088
88000 12995

99
99

aces

199

2125

OAC01

MP power

6.000 pcs avertable

1.49
1.29
3.49
3.49

l]

Orame

GE D43C3
IC

1103
4027
4044
4050
4080

2102
21102.2
211.02-4
2111
2112
2114
2114L-2
21141.-4

7513-60143

4K STATIC RAM
ELL -OFF

2" DIAMETER

2/$1.99

4.69

299
79

2101

2513-0OIISNUpw
2513-005150 Low,

Gain = 40V/mV
(ouan5ry limited)

ACP

$1 .95

Stepper Motor

599

1.49

LM307CN
LM308CN
LM3094(
LM310CN
L1.43110/C4
l.M312H

49 96
49 95

8809

781.406

LM304H
LM30511
LM308H

95

1495
1295
3496

0'L.4_ FP091161N

414
1101

I

HI-TECH

Vohset = 1.0 mV
Iaas = 5.OmA

61.95

1995

411

p

INTERNALLY
COMPENSATED
P/N OP12GJ
hat

I1 75

88008

1.99

AMPLIFIER

2495

8E00

8/12.95

- priced paces
to

LOW POWER

34 95

8038
80735
8756
8748

4116-2
4118.2

2718/2516 5V

3995

66024
9.e100

4995
995
1695
29.96

2147 55 99

PMI "Super Beta"

1895

14.95

99004

6118/201857.95
8284-04K
8.50

278418K981 TS
273214K481 TS

32.95
29.95
34 95

ERASER

1495

refresh MK40154Kol RAM.

29.95

UV "EPROM"

75

80804

29034
8602

.7S

es In
move.
Same as MK4027 except 1 m5

34 95

32K Static RAM 121141
8K EPROM (2708)
2708/2716 EPROM
ACP Proto Board
Vector 8800 Prolo
Vector 8803 11 slot MB
ACP Extender with connector
13 Slot Mother Board (WMCI
9 Slot Mother Board ( WMC)
8 Slot Mother Bd(Expandable)
Floppy PCB (8' SHUGART)
5100(AYS -8910) Sound Board
Apple Sourd Board

95

8

290...

stock

934 95

80804 CPU

96 95

IVIOSTEK RIMS

BARE BOARDS
S-100 Sound Board

2650
602

95

1895
18 95

Astet RF Modulator

Expandable

16K 4 MHz Kit
$159 95
1841 4 MHz Á6T
2/795
5199 95 28896
32K 4 MHz Kit
32K 4 MHz AST
339 00
BARE BOARD
3995
BareBdw /a9 parts less mem 99.95

11

8502P
8035

990

2901

RAMS

$7495
1

ZBOA
CO 138501

51495

60015-1

CO

89 00
9 95

608.5

LIST 195
ACP
Full

39B

28002
780

55.95

781'l05K

45
1.39
15
.59
1.19
.89
1

45
1.10
1.19
1

15

29
75
25
65
85

129
.45

3.25
2.15
3.25
95

51

95

129
1

25

95
85
85
1
1

1
1
1

75
25
99
45
69
10
10
10

3.95

295
9.25
1.39
.75
.35

49
.35
.35
.35

35
1.29

25
35
.35
35
1.95

4089 52 95
4093
99
4094
2 95
4098
2 29
4099
2 25
14408 12.95
14409 12 95
441 0 1295
14412 1295
14415 895
14419 4.95
4501
39
4502
1.65
4503
89
4505
8.95
4506
75
4507
95
4508
3 75
4510
1.19
4511
1.19
4512
1.39
4515
2.75
4516
1.45
4518
1.36
4520
1.25
4555
495
4556
.99
4566
2.25
80C95 1.50
80097 1.25
1

TERMS MO cameos Chock. Bank Woe Pwww1

9l

DEw 2 wake for procrsog include pros
card as Van MC. AMEX. C96003%
Add 3% M1eprg a handling or $2.
HACIr.Yw e poorer Add 10% for **leer .dee.. US
Parcel P-t. aecllOS TMplrw nun-4w NO CODA
Piton EDwct to dooms wrou notice Sarno Moms
skewer 0 8r05 0Id WS moron tho nollt lo A9nut.

chocks

lacored

swop ewe.

.

msrufach.or 8411 pic.4 mot vus

A

ORN
IA DiqiTAL
Torrance, California
3097

1

Post Office Box

290503

B

Sixteen Bit Memory

California Digital

$595

STATIC 64

February Price $850

30% Price Reduction
MIN

4111111100111111

MI

1111.111.1

al

The Static 64 has been engineered to allow each l6K segment of memory to be bank selectable supporting multiuser systems. Other selectable features allow the board to fully integrate with all current bank

NIIINII I I I I I11I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I

VUbt -121

3101

$535

fricnot /tr

55X100 132 column
80 /catkin

Dot- matrix. In-directional. logicseeking, friction or tractor feed.
impact printer. Complete graphics.
upper and lower case ASCII. reek.
n sties along euh the ability

8595.00

E'.on
aftru

70.00
129.00
Apple 1/0 a cable (8131)
79.00
Serial Interface 18141)
Serve eer..2K buf.181511 145.00
35.00
Cable for TRS -80
85.00
IEEE 488 interface (8181)
45.00
Replacement head

no

print

dot

grapec

directly onto paper.

chine the bent value
day printer mars...
cost

n

$4500
$6150

Mad :x 9500

PR 49500
PR.A9501
FIRAISO

NEC /Sellum
PRN55lOps
NEC /Sm 16K
PRN5516ps
TEC /Starerit. PRV300
12)5
2ktdats 80
PR080
419
Gktdata 82
819
PRO82
Oleidata 83
PRO03
89$
I

Anadea 9301
Anacom 150
IDS Paper Tgr. PRG460G
PRG560G
WS Tiger 580

Diablo 630
Diablo 1650
Diablo 1640
Dataan.th 180
Print rants 300

Prtntrratix

800

PRD630

PRD1650
PRD1040
PRD100
PRP300
PRP600

1295
1295
1075
1095
1350
2150
2650
2498
1350
4500
6150

Teletype 43K

PTT4320K 1095
PRTBIOB
1450
1795
PRT810C
Centronics 730 PRC730P
520
Centronics 737 PRC737P
695
795
Centronics 739 PRC739P
Ccntrnx 704 -9 PRC704 -9
Centrnx.704 -11 PRC704 -11
Texas 4..810
Tex. Ins 810C

SY STEMS

ADDS
ADDS
ADDS
ADDS
ADDS

Viewpoint

numeric cluster
25th status line
limited graphics
Block mode
Ampex Dialonge 80 two page,detatch
Digital Equipment VT -100
Digital Equipment VT -132
IBM 3101 -10 character mode green
IBM 3101 -20 block mode
Visual 200
Televideo 910C (new)
Televideo 912C
Televideo 920C
Televideo 950C detatchable keybd.
Zenith Z -19
Regent
Regent
Regent
Regent

25
30
40
60

-

$1150
ni3Ste1

colige

250

.s

Assembled

VDT -RVP
VDT -R25
VDT -R30
VDT -R40
VDT -R60
VDT -080
VDT -V100
VDT -V132
VDT -3101
VDT -31012
VDT -V 200
VDT -T91$
VDT -T912
VDT -T9 h0
VDT -T950
VDT -7 -19

595

119

APPLE BRAND PRODUCTS

450
Apple Language card
Floppy disk with controller
560
455
Floppy disk without controller
175
Apple parallel interface
SSAI MICROCOMPUTER
Dual serial parallel interface A1O
SORRENTO VALLEY ASSOCIATES
380
IF floppy controller (Pascal)

Tested

Burned -in

Calif. Computer 2810A

gm.1201

Zenith gm ZVM121

compost
Zenith color 13"
BMC color

NEC

RGB1202DH

Z

>250

121/C -G7. 80

Measurement Syse

1595
1895
1195
1395
995

'.s

595
665
745
985

serial

2

SIAIN} RASSIES
Calif. Computer 2.700A 12 slot
power supply
ENSIC2200
TEl 12 slot table ENSI -T12
TEl 22 slot table EN51 -T22
Gadboit
I f
. EN51 -GMIF

395

rarbell D/e

'169

_ 119
339
395
895

Morrow Resign 1hk Jockey

695

gn Disk Jockey
Morrow Design
double density HOF -W2

morale

k

tr Alpw
na

SD

Svslen

2

.erlal / 3P. s ee BDIl r BISIB
Interfac.r Cute
serial/2 par I I1Ú5 -GE I

Ultra Vilot Products

SPLCIALrTY BOARDS
till' Coo purer real tints clock/
calendar
BUS -QCK

565

1025

$65

115 VAC.

7

by

California Digital is premium grad,

Shipping: First five.pounds

.

$2.00; each additional add $.40
Foreign orders 10% shipping. Excess will be refunded.
California residents add 6% sales tax. COD's discouraged.
Open accounts extended to state supported educational institutions and companies with a "Strong IAIn A Bradstreet."
Visitors by appointment.
Warehouse: 15608 Inglewood Blvd.

685

9'J

250

$12.00
10.50

25

Lord.. Spectrum co/or
board
BUS-OSO
D. C. Hayes 5.100 Micromodem
BITS -0511
Stullen Products extender board
A logic probe kt NOS -SITBI
Stullen Products tpto -centro
board kit
BUS -hIt1C

100
C 1000
@

Watts WR2A1

fe:e4

800) 421 -5041
TECHNICAL & CALIFORNIA

(213)679-9001
91 325-6212
T

www.americanradiohistory.com

X

199

155

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE
All slerchendise sold

199

W

Amer Elec. l:en.rall Purpose

Factory fresh Muffin fans
NOT pull -outs. EMF -4M

UVP-11E

275

9nec Elec.a Ir. wrap prototype

295
375

2718

BDot -P100

$1477

219

259

Rotron Muffin Fan

EPROM ERASER

345

-drill

1

a Prom-100

programmer

II

twidhout Interfacer Two
s.r al /3 part HDS -(:B2

Ú311M400

EPROM 9619RÚ5
Digital Research 32k.

195

1

ro1/51-516400
12n

a

419
1

l

INTER/. ACE BOARDS
Calf. Con puer 2718 I/O
2 aerial/2 par
HOT
Morrow Resigns Swnehboard
2 serial/4 part BOT -5100
Morrow Designs hkdtiboard

a

dyamlc memory EMI-C./065

stem.

Sus

RUF -TF2

385

MEMORY BOARDS
Calif. Computer 20659 611,

Cd'.Computer 2032 02k
le men, ory BOhI -C2032
Dodbsut Ram. 17 64K Static
memory 16 bit /31.1G17
Expandorant I1
I6K dynamic
BUM -} \i6
ò4K dynamic
Ellkl -EK64

329

Staa.urement Systems 765
ogle A double density. Error
11111 -SIT
419
recovery
cs
5D
VrrsaSoppy II
double density 11111.-VE2
459

375

Z -80

parallel real time
clock. 8 vector B00- 51780
SD Systems SBC -)00 Z -80
with send A parallel
000 -S11C2
I/O pons
Tdetek FUC -1 single board
CPU a floppy ch.k controller
BDC -FIIC1
plus I/O
4

controller. USIA
arbitration
ODF -GDI
NEC 765

239

Godbout 8085 /8088 dud 16 bit
BDC -068
probe..or

189

_

DISK CONTROLLER
Calif. Computer 2422A with
2.2 CPM
BDF -02422
Oadbart ''Disk One features the

-80

ROC - C281u
DMA. 40tH:
Godban Z -80 24 bit. 4h1Nr

Calif. Computer 2016 16K
static memory 005102016

P31 green phosphor
NEC

}lorry

CPU BOMBS

850
950
1195
1495

BMC KG -12C 20 MHz

BELOW OUR COST

-

319

Writer /Programmer

ROSI

S-100 BOARDS

VIDEO MONITORS

HP 85 COMPUTER

48K Memory

379

Micromodem for Apple
COMPUTER 5fCP PRODUCTS
Double Vision / 80 Column Video
IS TERACTIV E STRUCTURES
18 Channel A/D card A10 /2

v

New from
Ampex Corporation. The Dialogue 80 features removable keyboard,
displayable two page. (four optional/ dud program keys. half Intensity protected
field. and status lure. Tran.mlt data either block. line or character mole.
Excellent value. VDT -Doc
.hipping 47 lbs.

P
$2295

*lPPkz

99
99

MICROSOFT PRODUCTS
Apple to Z -80 CPU card
D.C. HAY ES PRODUCrS

$795

HEWLETT
PACKARD

i

No

MOUNTAIN COMPUTER PRt4,) t' I.
ni for MR
Intro 0 -10
1239
165
Intro K -10 card osay
319
bit
16 channel AD /DA
225
Apple Clock battery back -up
00
245
RO
r S17200
165
ROM Plu with n1Ur

VIDEO TERMINALS

PRINTERS
Epson AC010
PRISMX80 $475
F.pson MXBOFT PREALXBOF 595
Epson )(100
PRESLX100

Programed* Timer 7740A
Analog /Digital convener 7470A

DIALOGUE 80
REDUCED PRICE

-T---+.,PRINTRONIX
P-300
P-600

CALIFORNIA COSIPUTER SYSTEMS
Arithmetic Processor 7E11 B/C
8319
Asynchrotas acrid Interlace 7710 129
95
Centronics Interface card 7728
69
12K PROM Module 7114
Calendar /Clock. Bat. back -up 7424 99
99
P ale! Interface 7720A

AMPEX

cram image

*Wit

APPLE

1295

Proportional spacing and 132 column
compressed print make this low

I4.00

Replacement RthMn

_

,

discount $
price

lbs.

COMPUTER

IBM Direct Price $1395.,
California Digital

EPSON 55X80

20

ACCESSORIES FOR

Display
Terminal

Epson ALxuocr

l'he new Zenith ZVM -121 monitor fcatares
P-31 green phosphor tube along with 15
Mllz bandwidth.
Switch selectable for 40 and 80 character
per line screen formats.
Accepts composite video and is fully co, .patable with 80 column Apple cards.
a

PRICE OF DYNAMIC

e s a

I

$450

GREEN PHOSPHOR MONITOR

selecting schemes Including Cromes and Alpha -Micro. Operates with
all 16 bit computers including Seattle Computers. Tecrnar and Lomas.
Designed for DMA operations at clock frequencies In excess of 10 MHz.
Standby power consumption less than one Amp.
To add to the total Integrity of the product. each board is subjected to
extensive high temperature burn-in and tent procedures. CAL-6400

1111 1111

RELIABILITY OF STATIC

119

Utilizing the new Hitachi 6167/2167 ram chip. the Static 64 is the moat
current techoology available is S-100 memory products.
24 bit extended addressing. Sor 16 bit data paths along with 16 bit request and acknowledge make this unique board completely computable
with the IEEE 698 S -100 buss standard.

ell Mtn
all IN Ili
INN

11111141111411111

f

28

295
3517

4a
139

,

CALIFORNIA
Office

_

Torrance, California 90503

Box 3097 B

Post

I
-

ISKETTES MEMORY

_,

,

a-

FREE PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE INCLUDED WITH

THE PURCHASE OF EVERY BOX OF

$9.95

$2495

4164

Ness '22.75

lams '21.50

One hundred

2167 70m,

51/4" DISKETTES
WITH LIBRARY CASE

$26.50

S4.95

l

ector

10

ector

1.19
2.95
2114
300ns.
4044 -4 450ns.
4.50
4.95
4044 -2 250ns.
16k 24 pin 7.95
6116
2167/6167 20 pin 11.95

16 Sector

744.0

744 -10

744-16

MEMOREX

3401

3403

3405

26.50

VERBATIM

525-01

525-10

NA

26.50

DYSAN

104/1

107/1

NA

39.50

526.50

Single Side Double Density

104/10

IDYSAN

107/1D

I

NA

I

I

100+

1.09

1.05

2. 75

2. 50

.99
1.99

450ns.
5V.

4. 19
4. 65

4.00

3. 75

4. 50

4. 25

7.50

6. 75

S.45

10.75

9. 65

9. 25

3.25
3.75
7.15
7.00
10.00

3.00
3.30

3. 50
4. 00
7. 95
7. 50

tri -volt

11.50
27.00

45.00

745-0

745-10

745.16

42.50

DYSAN

104/2D

107/20

NA

49.50

DYSAN 96

204/2D

NA

NA

59.50

Single Side Single Density

740 -0

SCOTCH

Single

29.50

SCOTCH

Sit Mlle Deadly
741-0

39.00

3060

29.50

MEMOREX

3090

35.00

DYSAN

3740/1

39.50

DYSAN

3740/0

57.50

They Twe Sector

MAO side

25. 00

direct connect

$16

SWITCHES

740-32

SCOTCH

lobwer_-aw A
Nunlnewet

__T_
yps.«o'
r9rryf_ N1ybews
S

1a3
a

29.50

iu.,

SCOTCH

743-0

MEMOREX 3114

;n

red
oat

DYSAN

3740/20

Cr.
II

SN

47.50

100+

'

5

1

IK.

.84
.99
1.05

.75
.83
.51

.69

65.00

1. 19

.99

.31

PLEASE PHONE FOR VOLUME PRICING

79

.87

7101

onion

7103
7107
7108
7205

mot on

ot/off/m
mot on
dpdt

100
.98

L.

1.30
1.39
1.35
1.85

1.19

I.19
1.15
1.65

CONNECTORS

:

WINCHESTER SUBSYSTEM

$1250
9ubdet seven mepabyte Wncheller hard
disk dual enclosure and peer mph,
Flopp, backup doue '199.00

NO..

double

525

495

475

double

525

495

475

The 8" Olivetti drives are a rox. V2" wider than the Shugarts

/400

single

199 1185

175

225

215

double 235

1

$995

Eight inch Subsyssìem

Two Olivetti 801 disk drives with power supply, 4" exhaust fan
Complete in dual enclosure with all necessary power cables.
CAL-2801
Documentation included. 50 Lbs.
Signal cable add 135.00 WCA -6500
bus.h..
Shugart 8010

MSD2801

'1195

Shugart8518 MSD2851

1450

olivem 802
gu0e 0T8

CAL2801 `1250
MSD8DT

1450

ep'

$89
Volumn Pricing
Upon Request

7.5 MEGABYTE

The new BSR

.

851/R

SHUGART

Seagate Compatable

Rio
timer ru your home pal like clockwork. Turn m lamps ana
appliances while your away from home. Completely empalible with yore eaLoing ..tern X -10 devices.
Appliance 51odule 500 W.
813.95
865.00
BM Timer e/ght channel
13.95
Lamp flh,d le 300 Watts
34.95
Muter contra console
L...
NF W rtul control w:Dl awn. 14.50
Ultrasonic Controller

SHUGART 801/R

375

SPECIAL

TOGGI.1.

39.50

410

385

7. 25
6. 65

n, os t of the new "Bell" modular handet.. Weal for
Novetim "D° C connects
Rey ire
al A C power. SIfR) -MCAT 2 LI,.
-ph to
at
IIIp( IM fl

1111'

419

395

802/851

9. 50
23. 50

Your Choice

MODEM

Double Density

425

single

OLIVETTI

Upon request, all drives are suppled with power
connectors and one manual per order.
230 volt 50Hz. 8" add $50.00 per drive.

I

MEMOREX

double

*

OLIVETTI 502/451

Direct connect modems eliminate loss of information due to the carbon compression
.usoceated Nth acoustic modems. Choose either d these two great unO.
l'he Universal Data Systems 103IP Is .witch selectable between answer and origmoaular
to then
inate modes Fully hell 103 r mpatable. Directly r
t
o locate molemin
telephone jack. 100% powered from Me telephone line. Noneedt
2 pounds.
proximity to A.C.power recepticle. 5IO0-103LP

EIGHT INCH DISKETTES

295

OLIVETTI 501

Double Side Double Density

SCOTCH

TEN

309

Five Inch Disk Drives

EPROM

3.95
4.95
8.50
Intel/ !Titan. 7.95
Texas Inst 12.95
64K Eprom29. 95

2708
2716
2716
2732
2532
2764

TWO

*

32+

ea.
1K

295

single $319

,fr OLIVETTI 801

OUME DATA TRACK 8

STATIC
21L02

SCOTCH

Eight Inch Disk Drive

2732 EPROM
SALE X7.95

SCOTCH
MEMOREX
VERBATIM

$

ouVETTI 801

100.54 50 11(.4 00

100.'1 85

Your Choice

Vafiatim

NEW

2716 EPROM

$2.1°
4116

4t,(

$13.95

100-

16K DYNAMIC

Private labeled for California Digital by me of
the most remectedñrmiucers of magnntc n b ..
Each Peke.
ekene is certified amide density at 40
tacks. To heure eetended medl lue each diskette U mawfactured rima reinforced luis -hole
And of course. a plutic Library case I. included
with every boa of diskette.. MMD- CD5101$10)
Plebe specify computer or required sec ore.
Ten

16K STATIC

64K DYNAMIC

KETTES

1

type

GOLD EDGE CONNECIORS
5-100

Imam

.125"

w

Irrad wire wrap (TI)

Sullins Hi-Rel.. 250,
Sullins 111 -0.1. WAY
Belling /Altair .140'
.156' Centers (standard/
22/44 Kim Eyelet
36/72 Digital Gump Sit
36/12 Digital Group WAS
3086 Pinner. 6600 S/T
43/86

51001o.

6800 W/W

$2.95
3.95
4.50
5.35

4.95

32.50
3.50
4.00
4.90
4.50

2.50
5.95
6.60
6.60

7.00

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT SOCKETS
Low Profile Wire Wrap
8

14

earn
pin 5.10
.10
pin

1003

8.09
.09

each 100+
9.46 8.41

16 p

.12

.11

.55
.. 0

18 pin
21 pen

.15
.26
.42

.13
.24
.40

.68
.94
1.60

40 pin

each
91.60
1.25
1.50
DA15P male 2.35
DAISS female 3.25
1.60
DA hood 2/P
11B25P male 2.50
DB 25S female 3.35
DB hood 2/P
1.35
C37P male 4.20
OCIOS female 8.00
DC hood 2/P
2.25
DD50P rode 5.50
120505 female 9.40
DOS. hood 2/P2.60
DEUP male

10+

ach

solder .250 -e

.41

.45
.61
.87
1.47

2.15
5.50
6.15
6.15
6.85

DEOS female
LIE hood

CENTRONICS
7.55
57-30360

10-24
41.40
2.00
1.35
2.15
3.10
1.35
2.35
'.15
15

4.00
5.75
2.00
5.10
8.60
2.40

z.s+

81.30
1.90
1.20
2.00
2.90
1.30
2.25
3.05
1.05
3.70
5.50

Winchester Hard Disk Drive
We have priced this sa

bw that the manufacturer has asked not

then brand name

advertising.

in our

Industry standard Seagate plug
as

a

5'."

nippy disk dnve.

to use

campaiable. Drive fits into the same space

CAL561 /2

S-100 MOTHER BOARD

1.75
8.00
2.10

6.75

RIBBON CABLE CONNECTORS
4.15
17/34 5 "disk 4.85
4.70
5.05
20/40 TRS-60 5.85
5.15
4._0
25/50 6" disk 5.00

$3

The

IMSAI
18 Slot
CAL -M18

Quin

neme

from Callfomla Digital

is quality engineered. No short cute
have been taken to produce Ode mother
board. Active termination circuitry
aufacprevente oohs andcrosstalk.
tured from extra hewn epos.- glass.

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE
All Inerchandlsë sold by California Digital is premium trade.
Shipping: First five pounds $2.00; each additional add $.40
Foreign orders 10% shipping. Excess will be refunded.
California residents add 6% sales tax. COD's discouraged.
Open accounts extended to state supported educational institutions and companies with a "Strong Dun & Bradstreet."
Visitors by appointment.
Warehouse: 15608 Inglewood Blvd.

(800)421 -5041
TECHNICAL & CALIFORNIA

-9001
(213)679
TWY Q1f119S-R91?

4116
ALL MERCHANDISE

16K DYNAMIC RAMS 25oNS
1001"

o

GUARANTEED!

LINEAR
LM301

.34

LM301H
LM307
LM308
LM308H
LM309H
LM309K
LM310
LM311
LM311H
LM312H
LM317K
LM317T
LM318
LM318H
LM319H
LM319

.79

LM350K
LM350T
LM358
LM359
LM376
LM377
LM378
LM379
LM380
LM380N-8

.45
.98

1.15
1.95
1.49
1.75
.64
.89
1.75
3.95
1.95
1.49
1.59
1.25
1.25
LM320 (see 7900)
1.65
LM322
4.95
LM323K
LM324
.59
LM329
.69

LM331
LM334
LM335
LM336

l

LM381
LM382

LM383
LM384
LM386
LM387
LM389
LM390
LM392
LM394H
LM399H
NE531
NE536
NE555
NE556
NE558
NE561
NE562

3.95
1.30

1.40
1.75
3.95
LM337K
LM337T
2.95
LM338K
6.95
LM339
.99
LM340 (see 7800)
LM348
1.20

N E 564

LM565
LM566
LM567

4.75
3.95

2.75
.89
.59
.75
.79
.49
.55
.98
.35
LM741N-14 .35
LM741H
.40
LM747
.79
LM748
.59
LM1014
2.75
1.95
LM1303
1.19
LM1304
1.49
LM1305
LM1307
.85
LM1310
2.90
MC1330
1.89
MC1349
1.89
MC1350
1.29
MC1358
1.79
1.59
LM1414
LM1458
.69
.99
LM1488
LM1489
.99
LM1496
.85
LM1558H 3.10

4.50
1.29
1.10
1.60
1.60
1.95
1.95
1.50
1.40
1.35
1.95
69
3.60
5.00
3.75
6.00
.39
.69
1.50
19.95
6.00
3.95
.99
1.49
1.29

CALL US FOR VOLUME QUOTES

EXAR1

BI FET

NE570
NE571
NE592
LM703
LM709
LM710
LM711
LM723
LM723H
LM733
LM741 N-8

5.60
4.60
.98
1.79
3.75
2.29
2.50

L M 1800

LM1812
LM1815
LM1818
LM1820

2.90
3.50

LM 1830
LM1871
L M 1872

LM1877
L M 1889
L M 1896

LM2877
LM2878
LM2900
LM2901

LM3900
LM3905
LM3909
LM3911
LM3914
LM3915
LM3916
MC4024
MC4044
RC4136
RC4151

LM4250
LM4500
LM13080
LM
LM

13600
13700

H - TO -5 CAN

TL071
TL072
TL074
TL081
TL082
TL083
TL084
LF347
LF351
LF353
LF355
LF356
LF357

2.99
8.25
5.20

3.50
5.49
5.49
3.25
2.49
1.75
2.05
2.25
.85
1.00
.59
1.25
.98
2.25
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
4.50
1.25
3.95
1.75
3.25
1.29
1.49
1.49

.79
1.19

75107
75188
75189
75450
75451
75452
75453
75454
75491
75492
75493
75494
=

2206
2207
2208
2211
2240

XR
XR
XR
XR
XR

2.19
.79
1.19

3.75
3.85
3.90
5.25
3.25

CA

4.20
1.65
3.25
1.49
1.25
1.25
.59
.39
.39
.39
.39
.79
.79
.89
.89

TO-220

CA
CA
CA

3010
3013
3023
3035
3039
3046
3053
3059
3060
3065
3080

CA 3081
CA 3082
CA 3083
CA 3086
CA 3089
CA 3096
CA 3130
CA 3140
CA 3146
CA 3160
CA 3401
CA 3600
K

-

.99
2.00
2.75
2.49
1.29
1.25
1.45
2.90
2.90
1.75
1.10
1.65
1.65
1.55
.80
2.99
3.49
1.30
1.15
1.85
1.19
.59

AUGUST
CPU
8

Z -80

SALE

CPU 2MHZ

6502 MHZ
6809 INT. CLOCK
1

8086
68000

sass

3.75 EA)

$595

(10/ 5.75 EA)

$1295

(10/11.25 EA)

16 BIT

$2995
8MHZ

ELSEWHERE. LET US KNOW AND
WE'LL MEET OR BEAT THEIR PRICEI

-

shipped within 24 hours!

CABINET FOR 51/4"
DISK DRIVE
* COLOR MATCHES APPLE
* FITS SHUGART
$2995
SPECIAL
ÌL

HOURS
M -F. 9 -5. Sat.

11

-3

VISIT OUR
ETAIL STORE
VIS4

496

JDR MICRODEVICES, INC.
1224 S. Bascom Avenue
San Jose. CA 95128
800 -538 -5000 800 -662 -6279 (CA)

(408) 995 -5430

BYTE August 1982

-

* Computer managed inventory
virtually no back orders!
* Very competitive prices!
* Friendly staff!
* Fast service
most orders

-

Telex

171

-110

7905K
7912K
7915K
7924K

1.49
1.49
1.49
1.49

78L05
78L12
78L15

.69
.69
.69

79L05
79L12
79L15

.79
.79
.79

78H05K
78H12K

LM323K
UA78S40

9.95
9.95
T

TO-220

L

L

4.95
1.95

TO-3

K

TO-92

r- TRANSISTORS
DIODES
TO-92
TO-92
TO-18
TO-18
TO-3
TO-220
TO-92
TO-92

PN2222
PN2907

2N2222
2N2907
2N3055
3055T
2N3904
2N3906
1N4148 (1N914)

`N400a

10/1.00
10/1.25
.25
.25
.79
.69

10/1.00
10/1.00
25/1.00
10/1.00

100/8.99
100/10.99
50/10.99
50/10.99
10/6.99
10/5.99
100/8.99
100/8.99
1000/35.00

100/8.99J

Complete microprocesser training course
Teaches both hardware and machine
language programming techniques
Includes Z80 computer!
* Z80 based microcomputer with 36
key pad, 6 digit display, up to 4K on
board RAM or 8K Eprom.
* 140 page manual describes theory
of operation and includes many
_experiments
Optional Eprom programmer and
speech synthesizer boards availb)e.
L*

-

$9995

SALE ABSOLUTELY ENDS
AUGUST 31, 1982
YOU MUST STATE
"AUGUST CPU SALE"
WHEN ORDERING

1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39

FROM MULTITECH $149

(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS)

(SEE TERMS BELOWI

7805K
7812K
7815K
7824K

THE MICROPROFESSORR

IF YOU CAN FIND A PRICE LOWER

BIT

791ST
7924T

.99
.99
.99
.99
.99

7812T

J

800 -538 -5000
800 -662 -6279

7905T
7908T
7912T

781ST
7824T

.89
.89
.89
.89
.89

7808T

3.45

TO-3

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

7805T

RCA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

.60
1.00
1.10
1.10
1.40

ORDER TOLL FREE

I/

r

1.19

2.19
2.19

TI
TL494
TL496
TL497

T

8/$1195T

-

MICROCOMPUTER 1
HARDWARE HANDBOOK

r

FROM ELCOMP

-

$14.95

Over 800 pages of manufacturers data
sheets on most commonly used IC's.
Includes:
* TTC
74/74LS and 74F
* CMOS
* Voltage Regulators
RAM, ROM, EPROM
* Memory
6800, 6500, Z80, 8080, 8085.
* CPU's
8086/8
* MPU support & interface
6800,
6500, Z80, 8200, etc.

-

--

-

PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING
TERMS: For shipping include 52 for UPS Ground or 53 for UPS Blue
Label Air. Items over 5 pounds require additional shipping charges.

Foreign orders. include sufficient amount for shipping. There is a 510
minimum order. Bay Area and Los Angeles Counties add 6' . Sales
Tax. Other California residents add 6 ^- Sales Tax. We reserve the
right to substitute manufacturer. Not responsible tor typographical
errors. Prices are subject to change without notice. We will match or
beat any competitor's price provided it is not below our cost.

Circle 220 on Inquiry card.

CALL US FOR VOLUME QUOTES

ALL MERCHANDISE 100 °,o GUARANTEED!

EPSON
PRINTERS
MX-80
M X -80 FT
MX -100

APPLE* II COMPUTER USERS
DISK DRIVE $37500

* Includes metal cabinet
* Color matches Apple
* 35 Tracks /single side
* Includes cable
* Use with Apple Il Controller
16K RAM CARD

$6995

CALL FOR PRICE

* Upgrade your 48K Apple II to full 64K of RAM.
* Fully software and hardware compatible with the Apple

language card and microsoft Z80 card.
the need for the Applesoft or Integer Basic
ROM card when used in conjunction with DOS 3.3.
Allows you to run Apple Fortran or Pascal with no

AND TRS -80
INTERFACE CARDS AND CABLES
WE HAVE APPLE

* Eliminates

*
difficulty.
* Available

as bare board, kit, or assembled and tested

board.
BARE PC CARD

-

KIT

$28.00

COOLING FAN

* Easy installation.
* No modification of Apple
* Color matches Apple.

-

$6995

a

JB-1201

ZENITH

M

ZVM-121

$16900

$1199

DISKETTES
51/4"

required.

computer and monitor.
* Ultra- quiet, reliable fan.
* Completely eliminates problems
caused by overheating.
is

NEC

$59.95

* Switch on front controls fan,

'Apple

MONITORS

ATHANA ss SD SOFT

24.95

MEMOREX
VERBATIM
VERBATIM

26.95
29.95
29.95

ss SD SOFT
ss SD SOFT
lO SECTION HARD

.

8"
VERBATIM
L

trademark of APPLE COMPUTER, INC.

SS SD SOFT

44.95

IBM* PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS
DUAL SERIAL CARD
WITH GAME ADAPTER

MEMORY
EXPANSION CARD

*
*
*
*
*

64K - 192K.
Full single -bit error correction circuitry (ECC) assures
reliable memory.
Fully IBM hardware and software compatible.
Highest quality PC card.
Price includes: PC card, card guide, ECC ROM, and
manual

*
*
*
*
*

2

Asynchronous RS232 Serial Ports.

Game adapter port.
Fully IBM compatible.
Replaces 2 IBM Asynchronous Communication
Adapter cards.
Price includes: PC card, Prom, Mounting Bracket
and Manual.

BARE PC CARD $60.00

BARE PC CARD $120.00

TM100
-1 DISK DRIVE
'IBM
trademark
INTERNATIONAL
of

is a

L
HOURS:
M -F.9 -5 Sat 11 -3

VISIT OUR
RETAIL STORE
MasterCard

JDR MICRODEVICES, INC.
1224 S. Bascom Avenue
San Jose, CA 95128
800 -538 -5000 800 -662 -6279 (CA)

(408) 995 -5430

$22900

BUSINESS MACHINES

Telex 171 -110

Circle 220 on inquiry card.

PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING
TERMS: For shipping include 52 for UPS Ground or 53 for UPS Blue
Label Air. Items over 5 pounds require additional shipping charges.
Foreign orders. include sufficient amo. nt for shipping. There is a 510
minimum order. Bay Area and Los Angeles Counties add 6'., Sales
Tax. Other California residents add 6 Sales Tax We reserve the
right to substitute manufacturer. Not responsible for typographical
errors. Prices are subject to change without notice. We will match or
beat any competitors price provided it is not below our cost.
i

BYTE August 1982

www.americanradiohistory.com
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4116

16K DYNAMIC

25oNS

8/$1195

2114

ET

CALL US FOR VOLUME QUOTES

ALL MERCHANDISE 100°0 GUARANTEED!
7 Z-80
STATIC RAMS
100
Each
256

x 4

256
1024
1024
1024

x 4

256
256
1024
1024
2114L-2
1024
2114L-3
1024
2114L-4
4096
2147
4096
TMS4044-4
4096
TMS4044-3
4096
TMS4044-2
1024
MK4118
TMM2016-200 2048
TMM2016-150 2048
2048
HM6116-4
2048
HM6116-3
2048
HM6116-2
HM6116LP-4 2048
HM6116LP-3 2048
HM6116LP-2 2048

x 4

4096

x 8

2101
5101

2102-1

2102L-2
2102L-4
2111
2112
2114

Z-6132
LP

=

x

(cmos)

1

x

1

x

1

(LP)
(LP)

x 4
x 4
x 4

(LP)

x 4

(LP)(30ons)

a

4

x

1

x

1

x

1

x

1

(LP) (450ns)
(55ns)
(450ns)
(300ns)
(200ns)
(250ns)
(200ns)
(1500s)
(cmos) (200ns)
(cmos) (150ns)
(cmos) (120ns)

x 8

x 8
x 8
x 8
x 8
x 8

1.95
4.95

(450ns)
(450ns)
(450ns)
(250ns)
(450ns)
(450ns)
(450ns)
(4500s)
(200ns)

.89

1.69
1.29
2.99
2.99

8/16.95
8/15.95
8/18.95
8/17.95
9.95
3.49
3.99
4.49
9.95

call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call

(LP)(cmos)(200ns)
(LP)(cmos)(150ns)
(LP)(cmos)(120ns)
(Ostat)(300ns) 34.95

x 8
x 8

x 8

Low Power

Octet

=

1.85
3.95
.85
1.55
1.15
2.49
2.79
1.95
1.90
2.25
2.10

call
3.25
3.75
4.25

call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call

8200

2.5 Mhz

pcs

Z80-CPU
Z80-CTC
Z80-DART
Z80-DMA
Z80-PIO
Z80-510/0
Z80-S10/1
Z80-SIO/2
Z80-SIO/9

3.95
5.95
15.25
17.50
5.75
18.50
18.50
18.50
16.95

4.0 Mhz
Z804-CPU
Z804-CTC
Z804-DART
Z804-DMA
Z80A-P10
Z80A-S10/0
Z80A-SIO/1
Z80A-510/2
Z80A-510/9

6.0 Mhz
17.95
15.50
15.50

ZILOG
34.95

Z6132

8671

2118

MK4816
4164-200
4164-150

4096

x

1

8192
8192
16384
16384
16384
16384
16384
16384
2048

s

1

x

1

(250ns)
(200ns)
(250ns)

2.50
1.95
1.85

s

1

(12Ons)

x

1

8/29.95
8/18.95
8/13.95
8/11.95
8/13.80

65536
65536

x

1

x

1

a 1

x

1

s

1

x

1

(5v)
(5v)
(5v)
(5v)

x 8

(150ns)
(200ns)
(250ns)
(300ns)
(150ns)
(300ns)
(200ns)
(150ns)

39.95

100

Each

TMS4027
MK4108
MM5298
4116-120
4116-150
4116-200
4116-250
4116-300

8253
8253 -5
8255
8255 -5
8257
8257 -5
8259
8259 -5
8272
8275
8279
8279 -5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288
8289

4.95

24.95
call
call

8039
8039
INS -8060
INS -8073
8080
8085
8085A -2
8086
8088
8089
8155
8156
8185
8185 -2
8741
8748

`8755

call
call
call
1.95

call
call
call
call
call
call
call

1771
1791

1793
1795
1797
6843
8272
UPD765
1691

2143

ORDER TOLL FREE

800 -538 -5000
800 - 662 -6279
(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS)

IF YOU CAN FIND A PRICE LOWER

EPROMS

8

Each
1702
2708
2758
TMS2516
2716
2716 -1

TMS2716
TMS2532
2732
2732A -2
2764

TMS2564
MC68764

(lus)

256
1024
1024
2048
2048
2048
2048
4096
4096
4096
8192
8192

x 8

8192

x 8

(5v)
(5v)
(5v)
(5v)
(5v)
(5v)

Single

5

5v

x 8

(5v)
(5v)
(5v)
(5v)

s 8
x 8
x 8
x 8
s 8
x 8
x 8
x 8
s 8
s 8

4.95

(450ns)
3.75
(450ns)
9.95
(450ns)
6.95
(450ns)
4.95
(350ns)
9.00
(450ns)
9.95
(450ns)
9.95
(450ns)
9.95
(200ns)
call
(450ns)
call
(450ns)
call
(450ns) (24pin) call

pcs
4.50
3.50
8.95
5.95
3.95
8.50
8.95
7.95
7.95

call
can
can
can

Volt Supply

ELSEWHERE. LET US KNOW AND
WELL MEET OR BEAT THEIR PRICE'
SEE TERMS BELOW,

* Computer managed inventory
virtually no back orders!
* Very competitive prices!
* Friendly staff!

most orders
- hours!
shipped within
24

rAUGUST SPECIALS'

Capacity
Timer
Chip

PE -14
PE -14T
PE- 24T

PL- 265T
PR -125T

PR- 320

X
X

6
6
9

X
X
X

20
16
32

HOURS:
M -F. 9 -5: Sat. 11 -3

VISIT OUR
RETAIL STORE

Intensity
(uW /Cm')

5,200
5,200
6,700
6,700
15,000
15,000

83.00
119.00
175.00
255.00
349.00
595.00

1771
1791

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1793

.

.

.

.

20.95
29.95
38.95

MM58167

.

.

M S M 5832 .
.
32.768 CRYSTAL

L.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

8.95
8.95
1.95

TV BUILDERS

SMALL BYPASS CAPS

.01u( DISC
.luf DISC
.1 of MONO

.

99.95

68000-8M HZ
100/ 6.00
100/ 8.00
100/15.00

MC1330
MC1350
MC1358
LM1800

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1.49
1.19
1.39
1.99

Prices Good for the Month of August Only!

JDR MICRODEVICES, INC.
1224 S. Bascom Avenue
San Jose, CA 95128
800 -538 -5000 800 -662 -6279 (CA)

(408) 995 -5430

498

199.95

(NEW)

Telex

171

-110

7.95

17.95
29.95
3.95
7.95
11.95
29.95
39.95
89.95
7.95
8.95
29.95
39.95
39.95
29.95

32.224

20.95
29.95
38.95
54.95
54.95
34.95
39.95
39.95
18.95
18.95

INTERFACE
1.69
8726
2.49
8728
.99
8795
.99
8796
.99
8797
.99
8798
DM8131
DP8304
MISC.

2.95
2.29

3341

4.95

3.95
76477
12.95
AY3 -8910
1.49
MC3340
7.99
95H90
13.95
11C90
34.95
8202A
7.95
3242
MC3480
9.00
3.95
8038
9.95
2513 -001 UP
2513 -002 LOW 9.95
3.50
3205

BIT -RATE
GENERATORS
14411
BR1941
0702

COM5016
MM5307
UARTS
AY3 -1014
AY5 -1013
PT1472
TR1602
2350

SA -400L

EPROM ERASERS

-

service

* Fast

7.25

ÌDISC CONTROLLERS

pcs
2.00

6800

8000
34.95
3.50
1.85
3.85
1.80
2.50
1.80
4.90
19.95
4.95
4.45
14.95
4.75
9.25
9.85
4.75
5.25
8.50
8.95
6.90
7.50
39.95
29.95
9.50
10.00
6.65
6.65
5.70
6.65
6.50
25.00
49.95

8251

6.00
8.65
18.75
27.50
6.00
22.50
22.50
22.50
19.95

Z808-CPU
Z808-CTC
2808-PIO

Ouasi- Static

DYNAMIC RAMS

8202
8205
8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8237
8238
8243
8250

TMS6011
IM6402
1M6403

6.95
3.95
9.95
3.95
9.95
5.95
7.95
8.95
14.95

6.95

www.americanradiohistory.com

6821
6828
6840
6843
6844

6845
6847
6850
6852
6860
6862
6875
6880
6883
68047
68488
6800

1

MH Z

10.95
22.25
29.95
29.95
7.95
12.95
35.95
12.95

68800
68802
68B09E
68809
68810
68821
68845
68850
68800

2

MHZ

6502
6504
6505
6507
6520
6522
6532
6545

5.95
6.95
8.95
9.95
4.35
8.75
11.25
22.50
11.85

6551
2

MHZ

6502A
6522A
6532A
6545A
6551A

9.95
11.70
12.40

28.50
12.95
3

MHZ
14.95

CRYSTALS
32.768 khz
1.0 mhz
1.8432
2.0

2.097152
2.4576
3.2768
3.579535

1.95
4.95
4.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95

15.0
16.0
1e.0

3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95

18.432
20.0
22.1184
32.0

3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95

4.0
5.0

5.0688
5.185
5.7143
6.0

6.144
6.5536
8.0
10.0
14.31818

PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING
TERMS: For shipping include 52 for UPS Ground or 53 for UPS Blue
Label Air. Items over 5 pounds require additional shipping charges.
Foreign orders. include sullicient amount for shipping. There is a 510
minimum order. Bay Area and Los Angeles Counties add 6'r,. Sales
Tax. Other California residents add 6 Sales Tax. We reserve the
right to substitute manufacturer. Not responsible for typographical
errors. Prices are subject to change without notice. We will match or
beat any competitor's price provided it is not below our cost.

Circle

BYTE August 1982

99.95
4.95
10.95
13.90
19.95
12.95
2.95
4.95
4.95
14.95
12.95
34.95
25.95
16.95
12.25
3.45
5.75
10.95
11.95
6.95
2.95
24.95
24.95
19.95

65028

11.95
11.95
12.95
16.95
10.95

INS8250
KEYBOARD CHIPS
11.95
AY5 -2376
11.95
AY5 -3600
5.25
74C922
5.50
74C923
CLOCK CIRCUITS
4.95
MM5314
3.95
MM5369
4.95
MM5375
MM58167
8.95
11.95
MM58174

OSM5832

68000
6800
6802
6808
6809E
6809
6810
6820

221 on

inquiry card.

2716

16k EPROMS

2732

8/S395
EACH

ALL MERCHANDISE 100 °li GUARANTEED!
741500
741501
741502
741503
741504
741505
741508
74LS09
741510
741511
741512
741513
741514
741515
741520
741521
741522
741526
74LS27
741528
741530
741532
741S33
74L537
74LS38
741540
741542
74LS47
741548

.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.35
.35
.25
.35
.35
.45
1.00
.35
.25
.35
.25
.35
.35
.35
.25
.35
.55
.55
.35
.35
.55
.75
.75
.75
.25
.35
.35

741.349

741551
741554
741555
741563
74LS73

1.25
.40
.45
.50
.40
.50

74LS74

741575
741576
741S78
741583

.75

741585
741586
741590
741591
741592
741593
74LS95
741S96
7415107
7415109
7415112
7415113
741S114
741S122
7415123
74LS124
7415125
7415126
7415132
7415136
7415137
741S138
741S139
7415145
7415147
7415148
7415151
7415153
741S154
7415155

C SOCKETSI

74LS00
1.15
.40

65
.89
.70
.65
.85
.95
.40
.40
.45
.45
.50
.45
.95

2.99
.95
.85

.75
.55

.99
.75
.75
1.20
2.49
1.35
.75
.75
2.35
1.15
.95
.75
.75
.90
.95
.95
.95
.95
.95
2.40

741.3156
741S157

741S158
741S160
741S161
7415162
7415163
7415164
74LS165
741S166

7415168
7415169
7415170
7415173
7415174
7415175

1.75
1.75
1.75

741S181

2.15
9.95

7415189
7415190
7415191
741S192
7415193
7415194
7415195
7415196
7415197
7415221
7415240
74LS241
74LS242

74LS243
74LS244
7415245
74LS247
7415248
741S249
7415251

7415253
7415257
7415258
741S259
7415260
74LS266
74LS273
7415275
74LS279
7415280
74LS283
7415290
74LS293

.80
.95
.95

1.00
1.00
.85
.95
1.00
.95
.85
.85
1.20
1.29
1.29
1.85
1.85
1.29
1.90
.75
1.25
.99
1.30
.85
.85
.85
2.85
.65
.55
1.65
3.35
.55
1.98
1.00
1.25
1.85

74LS295
7415298
74LS324
7415352
7415353
7415363
741S364
741S365
74LS366
74LS367
74LS368
74LS373
74LS374
74LS377
74LS378
7415379
7415385
7415386
7415390
74LS393
7415395
7415399
7415424
74LS447
7415490
7415624
7415668
74L5669
7415670
7415674
74LS682
74LS683
74LS684
741S685
7415688
7415689
741S783
81LS95
811596
811597
811598

1

1.05
1.20
1.75
1.55
1.55
1.35
1.95
.95
.95
.70
.70
1.75
1.75
1.45
1.18
1.35
1.90
.65
1.90
1.90
1.65
1.70

pin ST
14 pin ST
16 pin ST
18 pin ST
20 pin ST
22 pin ST
24 pin ST
28 pin ST
40 pin ST
8

ST
8
14

16
18

20

22
24
28

40

2.39
1.44
1.59
1.98
1.50
2.77
1.24

4.65

74S260

1.19
1.19

1.45
2.85
3.70

LED DISPLAYS

HP 5082 -7760

.6"

MAN 72
MAN 74
FND -357 (359)
FND -500 (503)
FND -507 (510)

.3'

.3"

.375"
.5"
.5"

CC
CA
CC
CC
CC
CA

HOURS.
M -F. 9 -5: Sat. 11 -3

VISIT OUR
RETAIL STORE
VISAI

Circle

221 on

74S181

3.75

1.19

MasterCard

1.29
.99
99
75
99
99

WW

WW
WW
WW

5.44
1.09
1.09
4.47
2.95
3.95
14.95
2.95
1.89
4.90
4.25
14.95
8.95
3.98
3.75
3.98
1.90
7.45
1.39
1.49
1.83

74S274
745275
745280
745287
74S288

745289
74S301
74S373
745374
745381
74S387
745412
745471
745472
745474
745482
74S570
74S571

19.95
19.95
2.90
4.75
4.45
6.98
6.95
3.45
3.45
7.95
5.75
2.98
9.95
16.85
17.85
15.60
7.80
7.80

rLED LAMPS'
-up
1

-99

100

Jumbo
Red

10

.09

.18

.15

Jumbo
Green

Jumbo
Yellow

.18

.15

7411

.49

7412
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7421
7422
7423
7425
7426
7427
7428
7430
7432
7433
7437
7438
7440
7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7448
7450
7451
7453
7454
7460
7470
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7480

.52
.58
.90
.98
1.28

1.39
1.49

1.35
1.49
1.80

1.69
1.99

WIREWRAP

3.25
3.75
5.25
1.25
3.95
4.95

S -100

ST
5 7100 WW

r

DIP
SWITCHES
POSITION
POSITION
POSITION
POSITION

.85
.90
90
.95
.95

`POSITION

745169
745174
745175
745182
745188
74S189
74S194
74S195
74S196
745197
745201
74S225
74S240
745241
74S244
74S251
745253
745257
745258

.98
.69
1.48
1.08
1.25
1.45

WW
WW

.59
.69
.69
.99
1.09

RIGHT ANGLE

7

74S00

WW
WW
WW

RS232 HOOD

6

74585
74586
745112
74S113
74S114
74S124
74S132
74S133
745134
74S135
74S138
74S139
745140
745151
745153
745157
745158
745161
74S162
745163
74S168

.49

RS232 MALE
RS232 FEMALE
RS232 FEMALE

5

.44
.48
.48
.79
.79
.48
.98
.69
.88
.70
.68
.98
.48
.98
1.87
1.68
.44
.78
.79
1.25
.69

.30
.40

7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410

rCONNECTORS

4

74500
74502
74503
74504
74505
74508
74509
74510
74S11
74515
74520
74522
74530
74S32
74537
74538
74540
74551
74564
74565
74574

.12
.13
.18
.27
.27
.27
.32
.39

pin ZIF
6.75
call
24 pin ZIF
9.95
call
ZIF TEXTOOL
(Zero Insertion Force) _A

1.95

1.69
1.69
1.69
1.69

7401
7402
7403

16

3.99

2.20
9.65
3.20
2.30
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40
24.95

7400

.11

.15
.17
.20
.29
.30

r

9000 SERIES

9316
9334
9368

7481

9401
9601

9602

1.50

96502

1.954

DATA
ACQUISITION
ADC0800
ADC0804
ADC0809
ADC0817
DAC0800
DAC0808
DAC1020
DAC1022
MC1408LB

7482
7483
7485
7486
7489
7490

-

1.00
2.50
3.95
9.96
.15

15.55
4.95
5.25
10.95
4.95
4.95
8.25
8.25
4.95

7491

7492
7493
7494
7495
7496
7497
74100
74107
74109
74110
74111
74116
74120
74121
74122
74123
74125
74126

j4128

7400
.19
.19
.19
.19
.19
.25
.29
.29
.24
.19
.19
.25
.30
.35
.55
.25
.25
.19
.35
.29
.29
.29
.29
.29
.45
.19
.29
.45
.29
.29
.19
.49
.65
.69
.69
.59
.69
.69
.19

.23
.23
.23
.23
.35

.29
.34
.35

.49
.35
.59
1.10
.95
.50
.65
.35

4.95
.35
.40
.50
.49
.65
.55
.70
2.75
1.00
.30
.45
.45
.55
1.55
1.20
.29
.45
.55
.45
.45
.55

9.50
9.95
12.95
3.95
5.59
15.95

CMOS

74136

.50

4000

74141

.65
2.95
2.95
.60
1.75
1.20
1.35
.65
.65
.55
1.40
.75
.65
.55
1.85
.85
.70
.85
.85
.85
.85
1.00
2.95
1.65
5.95
.75
89
89
89

4001

74142
74143
74145
74147
74148
74150
74151

74152
74153
74154
74155
74156
74157
74159
74160
74161
74162
74163

74164
74165
74166
74167
74170
74172

74173
74174
74175
74176
74177

74178
74179
74180
74181

74182
74184
74185
74132
74190
74191

74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74199
74221

74246
74247
74248
74249
74251

74259
74265
74273
74276
74279
74283
74284
74285
74290
74293
74298
74351
74365
74366
74367
74368
74376
74390
74393
74425
74426
74490

INTERSIL
CL7103
CL7106
CL7107
CL8038
CM7107A
CM7208

8/S7CH

CALL US FOR VOLUME QUOTES

r

SOLDERTAIL

WW

2.95
.37

1.69
1.89

pin
pin
pin
pin
pin
pin
pin
pin
pin

100

-99
.13

32K EPROMS

75
1.15
1.75

.75
2.25
.75
2.00
2.00
.45
1.15
1.15
.79
.79
.85
.85
79
.75
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.25
1.85

1.95
.75
2.25
1.35
1.95
1.25
.75
2.00
3.75
3.75
.95
.75
.85

2.25
.65
.65
.65
.65

2.20
1.75
1.35
3.15
.85

2.55A

rFUNCTION GENERATORS
MC4024 Dual VCO
LM566
Function Gen.
XR2206
8038

JDR MICRODEVICES, INC.
1224 S. Bascom Avenue
San Jose. CA 95128
800 -538 -5000 800 -662 -6279 (CA)
(408) 995 -5430 Telex 171 -110

inquiry card.

Function Gen.
Waveform Gen.

3.95
1.49

3.75
3.95

4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011

4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022

4023
4024
4025
4026
4027

4028
4029
4030
4034
4035
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4046
4047
4049
4050
4051
4053
4060
4066
4068
4069
4070
4071
4072
4073
4075
4076
4078
4081
4082
4085
4086
4093
4098
4099
14409
14410
14411
14412

14419
4502
4503
4508
4510
4511
4512
4514
4515
4516
4518
4519
4520
4522
4526
4527

35
.35
.25
.95
.29
.95
.45
.45
.35
.25
.45
.95
.95
.45
1.15
.95
.45
.95
.95
1.15
.35
.75
.35
1.65
.65
.80
.95
.45

2.95
.85
.95
1.25
.75
.85
.85
.95
95
.55
.55
.95
.95
1.45
.75
.40
.35
.35
.30
.30
.30
.30
.95
.30
.30
.30
.95
.95
.95

2.49
1.95
12.95
12.95
11.95
12.95
4.95
.95
.65
1.95
.95
.95
.95
1.25
2.25
1.55
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.95

4528
4531

4532
4538
4539
4543
4555
4556
4581

4582
4584
4585
4702

74C00
74CO2

74C04
74C08
74C10
74C14
74C20
74C30
74C32
74C42
74C48
74C73
74C74
74C76
74C83
74C85
74C86
74C89
74C90
74C93
74C95
74C107
74C150
74C151
74C154
74C157
74C160
74C161
74C162
74C163
74C164
74C165
74C173
74C174
74C175
74C192
74C193
74C195
74C200
74C221
74C373
74C374
74C901
74C902
74C903
74C905
74C906
74C907
74C908
74C909
74C910
74C911
74C912
74C914
74C915
74C918
74C920
74C921
74C922
74C923
74C925
74C926
74C927
74C928
74C929
74C930

1.25
.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
2.70
.95
.95
1.95
1.95
.95
.95

12.95
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35

1.50
.35
.35
.50
1.75
1.20
.65
.85
.80

1.95
1.95
.95

4.50
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.00
5.75
2.25
3.25
1.75

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
5.75
2.25
2.75
2.75
.80
.85
.85

10.95
.95
1.00
2.00
2.75
9.95
10.00
10.00
1.95
2.00
2.75
17.95
15.95
5.59
5.95
6.75
7.95
7.95
7.95
19.95
19.95

PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING
TERMS: For shipping include S2 for UPS Ground or 53 for UPS Blue
Label Air. Items over 5 pounds require Additional shipping charges.
Foreign orders. include sufficient amount for shipping. There is a 510
minimum order. Bay Area and Los Angeles Counties add 6' -, Sales
Tax. Other California residents add 6 °° Sales Tas. We reserve the
right to substitute manufacturer. Not responsible for typographical
errors. Prices are subject lo change without notice. We will match or
beat any competitor's price provided It is not below our cost.

-100

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TAKES THE RISK

)) ...Join the thousands of satisfied customers who buy
technical help, and
fast res P onse , expert
XP
PREMIUM PRINTERS
Just Arrived!

COMRITER

CR-1 Daisy Wheel
Typewriter quality printing for your word
processing computer system. Wide 16.5"
paper width, serial or parallel interface Full
control panel MTBF 2,500 hours. Designed
with few mechanical parts so high reliability.

IN

.

mi

EPSON
Feature disposable print heads. Graphtrax
All models print text in two directions.
MX80F/T and MX -100 have both friction and
tractor feed. Unparalled dot placement
accuracy. All print 80 CPS.
CALL
MX-80 (80 col.)
CALL
MX-80
CALL
MX-100(136 col.)
CALL
-Interface Cards
CALL
Cables

17 CPS, 10, 12 and 15 CPI. Bidirectional 132,
158, 198 col. Incredibly low priced.
CALL
CR 1-C list $1195

OLYMPIA
Daisy Wheel

C. ITOH

HUGE SAVINGS!

NOVELL

8023 -A Matrix
High resolution dot graphics. Proportional
spacing. Correspondent quality printing.
Bidirectional tractor and friction feed. 80
136 col. Greek and math symbols, 100 CPS
matrix printer.
$499.
8023A Parallel List $780

.,

Computer Products

30.

OKIDATA

17.5 CPS., 10, 12 CPI.

ES 100KRO Computer printer

graphics.

Letter quality typewriter interfaces to Apple
Atari, NEC, TRS80 and RS232 Serial ports

Ust S 1690
SAVE $400.
ES 100 Typewriter Only
Ust $ 1195
SAVE $200.
$250.
Interface Card Only
(specify serial or parallel)
I/O Cable (specify serial or parallel) ....25.
Apple Serial Card
139.

Letter quality price breakthrough! Serial or
parallel data interface. 12 CPS, 10 or 12 CPI.
CALL
Smith -Corona TP -1 List $895

NEC

Bidirectional tractor
Push tractor

WRITE OR CALL

$519

Microlne 83A- 132/232 col.. 120 CPS,
handles forms up to 15 inc. wide, plus all the
features of the 82A.

$745.

83A

Mkrolne 84SP- 132/232 col., 200 CPS with
full dot graphics built -in. Takes forms up to
15 in. wide. plus all the features of the 83A
$1150.
84SP

C.

ITOH

Letter quality printer. Friction feed or
bidirectional tractor. 40 or 55 CPS. 136, 163

Letter quality printers: 7700 serial print 55
CPS, 3500 series print 33 CPS. Both series
offer up to 128 char., take paper up to 16 in.
wide. 7700 series: 136 cot at 10 CPI, 163 col.
at 12 CPI. Same for 3500 series plus 204 col.
at 15 CPI.
$2475.
7710/7730 RO w /tractor

7720 KSR w /tractor
3510/3530 RO

82A

F10 Daisy Wheel

Spinwriters

PALOMAR

IN

55.
25.

Microline 82A- 80/132 col., 120 CPS, 9X 9
dot matrix, friction, pin feed or tractor feed
(optional) rear and bottom feed. Includes bidirectional /logic seeking and serial parallel or
IEEE interfaces. Double width and condensed
characters, true lowercase descenders and

TP -1 Daisy Wheel

NEC

I/O Card

Single Sheet Feeder
QT Cover

SMITH -CORONA
Heavy duty, 9x9 dot matrix printer. 150 CPS,
bidirectional tractor feed. 6 or 8 lines per
inch. Serial or parallel interface. 80, 136, 224
col. To 15" wide. 12 different printing modes.
11 VFU channels for forms flexibility. Front or
bottom feed. Hurry! Priced to sell quickly.
$995.
IMAGE 800

High resolution dot -addressable graphics for
Apple. Enhanced "correspondence quality"
printing. Tractor and friction feed. Serial and
parallel input Bidirectional printing. 88G
99G have 10,12 16.5CPI. 150G has 10, 1217
CPI. 88G: 100 CPS, 80, 96, 132 col. 99G: 1W
CPS, 80, 96, 136 col. 150G: 150 CPS, 136
163. 226 col., 16" wide.
$519.
88G Last $749
99G List $ 849
569.
List
150G
$1095
995.
Apple parallel I/O Card/Cable/Disk
with Graphics Prom (Ap-Pak)
145.
IEEE

Pro -Writer
Offers 8 character sizes, 5 different alphabets,
proportional spacing, bidirectional, vert and
horiz. tabs, high resolution graphics. nx9
matrix. 100 CPS 136, col. max. Friction and
tractor feed.
$645.
8510 Serial
495.
8510 Parallel

MPI

88G/99G/150G

2850.
1695.
200.
350.

and variable col.
F10 List $ 1795

CALL

ADLER

Printer Typewriter
11 or 17.5 CPS,
10, 12, 15 CPI and
proportional spacing. 2 line correcting
memory, interchangeable print wheels.
$ 995.
SE 1010 List $ 1295
Interface Card
ADD 350.

(714) 744 -7314

910 -105 W. San Marcos Blvd., Dept. 8B, San Marcos, CA 92069

fl'Pmiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiaiiiuiuiiiiiuiiiiiuiiiuii
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OUT OF MAIL ORDER BUYING
from us with confidence and know you'll receive the same
at UNBEATABLE PRICES!
guaranteed satisfaction

-

Better
Than Grappler!

NEC

PC -8000 Series

APPLE
GRAPHICS
CARD

Genie Interface Card

AND ACCESSORIES
II

w/controL DOS 3.3 .CALL
Disk Add-On

CALL

280 So$crd

$299.

16K

Pr.

RMk-rd

Printer Card
Serial Card

Clock Calendar Card
IEEE Card

109.

...

89.
109.

99.
249.

$99.

ROM Plus
129.
49.
Keyboard Feter ROM
CPS Muttiunction Card 179.
Paymar L/C Adapt
35./45.

Vkkx Vdeaerm

299.

Dana Fan
TG Game Paddles
TG Joy Slick
Select A Port

39.

32.

47.
47.

APPLE SOFTWARE
BUSINESS
Partner ....$191.
Pascal Tutor
97.
Pro Easy Writer
137.
78.
Easy Writer 40 col.
Word Star (Req. SC) .. 241.
Super Sort (Req. SC).. 129.
Mall Merger
80.
Data Sur (Req. SC)... 192.
Spell Star (Req. SC)... 129.
Cak Star (Req. SC) ... 129.
Super Text II
.... 117.
The Address Book
38.
Form Letter Module
78.
Vbtlee
229.
Desktop Ran
275.
Desktop Ran r
229.
Visbbt
185.

F(rundr

Vbidend/Wlplet

275.
Vbkfex
229.
Vhkerm
89.
Veskak 3.3
229.
Infotory
198.
435.
Superspel (Req. SC)
Word Processor(Req.SC) 255.
PERSONAL/HOPE
$ 19.
Typing Tutor
Elementary Math
31.
Personal Filing System .. 74.
Personal Report System 74.
Algebra I
31.
CompuMath: Artft. Sera 39.
CorrçoMath: Fractions 31.
31.
CompuaMath: Dedmals

Conpu-Spels: (Req. Data
Disk)
23.

MISC.

Applesoll Compeer
Bask'Computer
Apple -Doc
D.B. Master
D.B. Utility Pack

s

...

144.
27.
41.

189.

81.

GAMES
Raster Blaster
$24.
Ak Traffic Condoler
9
Temple of Apshal
31.
Datestones of Ryn
15.
Morbcs Tower
15.
Rescue at Rigel
23.
Meg FFe Warrior
31.
Star Warrior
31.
Crash. Crumble G Chomp23.
Upper Reaches of ApsiW 15.
The Keys to Acheron
15.
Snack Attack
23.
The Prisoner

23.

Lank

31.
31.
31.
31.

I

Zank 8
Robot Wars
Three Mile bland
A.B.M.
Castle Wolenstdn
Wizard and Princes
Missile Defense
Cranston Manor
Warp Destroyer
Cyber Strike

Phantoms Five
Space Eggs

CALL

BIZCOMP

.

$750.

PC-8012A

I/O Unit with 32K RAM
480.
750.

Expansion slots
PC -8031A Dual Mini -Disk Drive Unit

CENTRONICS AND
OSBORNE CABLES

UDS, HAYES
NOVATION CAT
UDS 103 LP, direct
103 JLP Auto Answer
202 LP 1200 BAUD
NOVATION CAT, acoustic
D-Cat. direct
Auto Cat
Apple Cat
HAYES S100 Micromodem
Apple Micromodem

$30.
30.

$169.
209.
259.
I 45.
155.

219.
275.
349.
299.
245.

Smart Modem

4 wire male -male 10 ft.
9 wire male -male 10 ft.
4 wire male- female 10 ft.
9 wire male- female 10 ft.

$

25.
30.
25.
30.

RS -232 SWITCH BOX
.

VIDEO TERMS, MONITORS
Ampex Dialog 80
Ampex Dialog 30
Televideo 920C
Televideo 950
SOROC IQ 120
Zenith 12" Green
NEC 12" Green

5995.
795.
845.
995.
499.
119.
169.

SAVE $100s

COMREX

Video Monitors

CR-5500- Monochrome Display Monitor

ANCHOR

only

-

12" green screen, 80 char. wide x 24 rows.
CR -5500 List $179
CALL
CR -6500 Color Display Monitor -13" in -line
color. Hi Resolution 260H x 300V.

19.

RS232 300 BAUD, Bell 103 compatible, CR -6500 List $445
CALL
Automatic selection of originate or answer
-13"
in
-line
Display
Monitor
CR
-6600
Color
modes.
$99. color with RGB signal for higher resolution
Signalman Mark 1
graphics. 380H x 240V.
CALL
CR -6600 List $619

1

$ 99.

RIBBONS

577 /Doz.
45 /Doz.
66/Doz.
135/6 ea.
95 /Doz.
45 /Doz.
12.99
13.95/ea.

119.
24.

Qume
Diablo
Anadex
Trite!
TI /DEC /TTY

Epson 80/FT

MPI /Axiom /Base 2

TERMS OF SALE: Cash. check, money order, bank wire transfer, credit
card or purchase orders from qualified firms, and institutions. Please
include telephone number with order and expiration date on credit card
orders. California residents add 6% sales tax. Advertised prices are for
prepaid orders. F.O.B. shipping point. Add 3% for shipping in U.S. Pricing
and availability subject to change without notice.

WE CARRY

LOTS MORE THAN
LISTED HERE!
INQUIRIES WELCOME.

-ea111

RS232 Switch Box (Use 2 terminals or
109.
printers from one output port)

23.
25.
23.
27.
23.
31.
23.
23.

CorrpuJMath /Frac.(D) .. 32.
Conpu- Math/Frac.(C)
24.
Cornpu Piath/Dec.(D) .... 32.
Conpu- Math /Dec(C).... 24.
Mall Mager/aap(D)

IA Microcomputer w /32K

RAM

Automation
Signalman Mark

ATARI SOFTWARE
Leder Perfect(D)

PC -800

RS232 CABLES

Super low introductory price. Save over other
modems! Apple -direct connect via game
port No serial card needed. Save $139 or
more. Apple package includes software on
disk Atari -direct connect via interface
module and telelink cartridge. Each pkg.
contains cable with connectors and phone T
adapter.
$99.
Apple Comm Pkg
VIC Comm Pkg
99.
Atari Comm Pkg
99.

NEC

$32.
Adventure I.2,3(D)
Adventure '4.5.6(D)
32.
Adventure "7.8.9(D)
32.
Adventure "10.11.12(D) 32.
Atari Malting Ust(D)
19.
Text Wizard
79.

82 keys with numeric keypad
160 x 100 resolution
80 character screen

Centronics to Osbome 6 ft.
Centronics to Centronics 6 ft.

MODEMS

AD Card

Mus G 481K

Desk II

Z -80A CPU 4 MHz
5 user programmable function keys

Dump Screen 1 or 2
Double size Emphasize
Inverse or normal Rotate
Set left margin or center image.
This improved intelligent printer interlace
card enables you to print either of the Apple's
h -res. screens with just a few keystrokes.
Compatible with Epson, Nec, C. Itoh,
Anadex Centronics, Okidata. IDS. 15
commands.

APPLE
Apple

Microcomputer

-A.:

FAN FOLD PAPER

(Prices F.O.B. S.P.)
91/2x11.20 #Bond White (2700 ct.)... $29.
37.
147/5x11- 20tBond White (2400 ct.)
147/ex11.20tBond

1/2" Green Bar

(2400 ct.)

PALOMAR
Computer Products

III Ilill I II1 IIi I I I I11 ICI
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omauPro-

5 REASONS WHY YOU
SHOULD SPEND AN EXTRA
5C WITH PRIORITY ONE
Some of you may have noticed that some other vendors have started
to advertise CompuPro products. Frankly, we're amused that it has

taken them this long to see that you want state-of-the-art IEEE/696 S100 products. The discriminating user wants boards that meet the IEEE
standard, not just any board with 100 pins that is obsolete before it is

CPU

sold We've known this tor years, that is why we have continued to grow
while others have had to cut back To attract your business, they try to

copy us and cut the price, often by as little as five cents. Rather than cut
price. we offer the best combination of price. performance, and support
in the business. We at Priority One are proud of what we offer for that
extra five cents. Priority One Electronics is more than fist a computer
store or mail order house
we're an Authorized CompuPro Systems
Center Priority One is the first place you should turn to for business,
scientific, and industrial computing solutions. Here are just five
examples of what that extra foie cents buys

-

16

bit 8 or

DISK CONTROLLERS

MHz 8086 CPU with sockets
for 8087 and 80130

10

lid hies

Osse1NOM

Pert Ns.

A87 8MHz 8086 only
CSC 10MHz 8086 only
BN0BT186A97 AST with 8087 option'
BNGBT I86C67
CSC with 8087 option.
8087 Limits clock speed

000511950

MINI 86C

As an Authorized Systems Center. we provide custom system inte-

gration from board level components
We maintain full documentation On all CompuPro hardware and
software
We attend and raid periodic factory training seminars on CompuPro
products
We have factory trained Sales Engineers available to answer your
questions after the sale is made. When you call Priority One, you'll
speak with a professional. not an answering machine or answering
service
We buy directly from the factory, not from two step distributors, so
we're always first to receive new products and new information
about enhancements for existing products. When we buy direct. we
we buy in volume Whether you need one board or one hundred. we
Can usuaNy deliver from stock

ó/8087

CO-PROCESSOR

$695.00
$850.00
$1295.00
$1550.00
to 5MHz

DISK

hr hice
625.00
5765.00
01225.00
$1456.00
3

DUAL PROCESSOR 8085-8088
MHz Provides true 16 Bit Power with a standard
8 bit S -100 bus
111101111125
AST 6Mhz
$425.00
039900
B901T1812C
5498 00
CSC 6/8 MHz
$52500
6

or

8

CPU-2 280 CPU
2/4 MHz Z80 CPU 24 Bit Addressing
AST
$29500
MIMING
CSC 3 -6 MHz
$395.00
89681160A

BNGBTI71C

BNBBTCPBIN

BN66TCP

1g

MULTIFUNCTION BOARD

1

Pert Ne.

Nuryón

Uel Mea

BSeST162A

Assembled 8 Tested

1311681162C

CSC

$399.00
$495.00

D10B18231

Math Chip
Math Chip
AST with 8231 Math Chip
CSC w/8231 Math Chip
AST w/8232 Math Chip
CSC w/8232 Math Chip

BT8232
61168T162AM1
BM 6

8868TI62CM,

RAM 17,10 MHz, 2 Watt, DMA Compatible 24 Bit Addressing
Ns.

SsttlyNsN

MI hies

Sur Pries

BN6BTI75AM

64K MT
64K CSC

$599.00
$750.00

$550.00
5099.00

PM

BN6BTI7504

and/or 16 Bit
43 RAM 1610 MHz 32Kx 16or64Kx8
8

IEEE/696

NNTI MA
MOURNS

16 Bit 2 Watt 24 Bit Addressing
64K MT
$650.00
$750.00
64K CSC

NEW RAM 21
(BI RAM

896111150C

DISK 2 /SELECTOR CHANNEL
HARD DISK CONTROLLER

MORROW
DESIGNS

DM CHANNEL

-

Not Really. But the Next Best Thing for CompuPro 8085/88
Users Call for Details on M- Drive.
M -Drive requires a 6MHz CPU 8085/88 dual processor, Disk

DMA disk controller and System Suport

1

Multifunction

Board
BMuB1M0128kA

28K of

MT memory&

BKSHTMD121EKC 128K of CSC memory

M- DriveSoftware
AM -Drive Software

911681.025655 256K of MT memory &M- DrrveSoflware
BX6BIN0256BC 256K of CSC memory& 51-Dove Software

$1198.00
$1398.00
82395.00
$2795. DO

STATIC MEMORY BOARDS
RAM 20

-

Assembled 8 Tested
CSC

99091t 54AAI6 16K AS T
BNCB7164ACIS 16K CSC
B9613T164A424

BN6B71MAC24
BNCBTI64AA32

24K A8
24K CSC

32KA&T

89091l64AC32 32K CSC

$285.00
$355.00
$355.00
$425.00
$425.00
$495.00

5280 00

S325.00
$325 00
3385 00
5385 00
S450 00

$649.00
$749.00

$585.00
$675.00

600511338

Assembled

BNeSTI 33C

CSC

S

Tested

$249.00
$324.00

Three parallel. one serial I/O board
Assembled 8 Tested
$249.00
CSC
$324.00

$219.00
$298.00

S219 00

528900

DITERFACER 3
Eight channel multi -use serial I/O board
Assembled 8 Tested
$699.00
CSC 200 hr. 8 Port
$849.00
BHGBTI745A
Assembled 8 Tested
$599.00
BNGBTI745C
CSC 200hr. 5 port
$699.00
896811746*
6506517/00

$629.00
S750.00
$559.00
$929.55

INTERFACER 4
Three Serial,

1

Parallel, Centronics Parallel
8 Tested
$350.00
$315.N
$450.00
$418.55
1

Assembled
CSC

I44Á

6it 681144C

6966120

Color Graphics board with Parallel I/O
Assembled 8 Tested
$399.00
CSC
$449.00
Sublogic Universal
Graphics Interpreter Software

BN68T1S3C
BX6BT151A
BN6BT154C
BN6BT155A
BN6BT15SC

Active termination, 6-12-20 Slot
MT 6 slot 2 lbs
$140.00
CSC 8 slot 2 lbs
3190.00
$175.00
AST 12 slot, 3 lbs
$240.00
CSC 12 slot, 3 lbs.
4
lbs.
AST 20 slot,
S265.00
$340.00
CSC 20 slot 4 lbs.

10 Mb DMA SUBSYSTEMS

Software configured for Morrow DJ/2B
controller and Mull I/O as console
Software configured for Morrow DJ /DMA
controller and Mull I/O as console
BNNOSONAMNS
Software suplied on 5'/." 10 sector North
Star disk with blank I/O and INSTALL
Program
Replace in above part numbers with 5 for 5Mb Subsystems
or IS for 10Mb Subsystems.
5Mb Subsystems
$2195.00
S1975.00
DMCU$M6
$3195.00
$2875.00
DI0CUSM10 -10Mb Subsystems
(order by part numbers listed above)
BNM OSOMAM211
OHM

0SOMAMONA

DISCUS MDC 20-26 Mb SUBSYSTEMS

$300.65
$339.55
$35.00

Shugart SA4008 14" 26Mb or Fulitsu 2308 8" 20Mb Hard
Disk, cabinet, power supply. CP /M'2.2 8 Microsoft BASIC.
$4495.00ae 07354.55
MMOsloC20 Discus M20 AST
$3354.00
BNMOSNOC26
Discus M26 AST
$4495.00
Ai,
--4910

I/O BOARDS

5.100 MOTHERBOARDS
BN6BT153A

-

Each subsystem includes DMA Hard Disk Controller,
Seagate ST506 5 Mb or ST412 10 Mb 51/4" Hard Disk
Cabinet power supply, CP/00'2.2 and Microsoft BASIC.
0MOSOMAM
Software supplied on 8" IBM 3740 disk
with blank I/O and INSTALL program

Each subsystem includes HDCA3 I/O mapped controller,

SPECTRUM COLOR GRAPHICS
BNGBT

S-100 5-26 MB
HARD DISK SUBSYSTEMS
5

INTERFACER 2

614687197A
BN6BTI87C

,stn.

1

Two Serial I/O

32K STATIC RAM

RAM 20 10 MHz, 4K byte block disable, bank select
or 24 bit addressing available 8. 16, 24 or 32K
BN66TIMAM 8K AST
$210.00
$19000
5260 00
BN68TI6MC6 8K CSC
$280.00

BOARD

INTER/AMER

811687150C

16 Bit 1.2 Amps, 24 Bit Addressing
128KA8T
$1695.00
í555.00
128K CSC
$1895.00 $1795.00

hice

$360.00
$460.00
5195.00
5195.00
5555 00
$655 00
$555 00
5655.00

With 16K RAM
BN68Ti66A16
B86BTIBBCI6

81168T150A

128E STATIC RAM

ON,

I/O Multiplexer, using 8085A -2 CPU on board with 4K RAM
Assembled It Tested
55555156M
$495 00
$445.00
09001166C4
CSC
S535 00
$595 00

$699.00

M -DRIVE SOLID STATE DISK DRIVE,
3500% FASTER,

502

896111182CM2

$59900

21 12MHz. 128K x 8 or 64K x 16

IEEE/696 8 or
846871588

1

61168TI62AM2

325 x 16 BIT CMOS STATIC RAM

RAM 16

5300.00

Fast DMA 2 board sef.Controls 4 Shugart 4000 series
or Fujitsu 2300 type drives. Includes CP/M 2.2`
S750.00
Assembled 8 Tested $79500
BRUIT 77A
5850 00
BNG8T177C
$89500
CSC

Serial port (software prog. baud), 4K EPROM or RAM
provision, 15 levels of interrupt, real time clock,
optional math processor

645 CMOS STATIC RAM

S555 00

110V 60Hz CVT Mainframe uses famous 20 slot
COMPUPRO Motherboard. 55 lbs.
BM6BTENC295M
20 Slot Rack Mount $895.00
$825.00
uH6BTENC266M 20 Slot Desk Top
$82500
5760.00
for
Turn page
complete CompuPro Systems

I/O BOARDS

-

5555.00

S-100 MAINFRAME

SYSTEM SUPPORT

RAM 17

$450.00

5375 00

** * * * * * * * * * *

January Issue of WTE

BIOS$670.00

CSC
$595.00
CP /M 2.2 for Z80/8085 with
manuals& BIOS 8" S/D disk
CP /M for 8088 with manuals 8
BIOS 8" S/D disk

028000

ready for professional level, state -of -the-art microcomputing, turn to Priority One. the world's largest Authorized
CompuPro Systems Center. We're ready for you

CMOS STATIC RAM

FLOPPY CONTROLLER

BNP0BT171ACP ABTw/CP/M2.28

When you're

For a complete analysis of the advantages of CMOS
memory, see the "Product Description" on page 418 of the

1

Fast DMA, Soft Sector, Controls 8" or 5/" Single or
Double Density. OUR BEST!

MULTI I/O

5126.00
5175.00
S155 00
$220 00

5235.00
5310.00

ACTIVE TERM NATOR
Allows older S -100 motherboards to run faster and quieter
Assembled S Tested
555511500
$59.55

BNM OSM83200

Three Serial Two Parallel
Assembled 8 Tested $359.00

S329.00

SWITCHBOARD
Two serial I/O, four parallel I/O,
one status port, one strobe port
$255.55
$299.00
Call for complete DECISION 1 Systems

8111805382411

Lau for complete information on the new Micro Decision Z -80 based

computer breakthrough'
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SUMMER CASH AND CARRY SALE
MicroFramé

jr-SIERRA

DATA

SCIENCES

ONE

CPU BOARDS

CPU/68000

-

810Iz 68000 CPU

68000 CPU with on board ROM containing
MACSBUG Monitor or Motorola 68541 Memory
Management Und (MMU).

76 bra

Osseryllss

Part No
BNOULCPU68000
BNOOLCP000000M

UM

AST with Monitor
ABT with MMU

Ma

110V 60Hz CVT Mainframes, the best money can buy,
12 Slot ±8V 17í16V @2A
22 Slott8V @ 30Aí 16V @ 4A

NB EXTERNAL INTERFACE NBANBS ARE 11E10E11

UST

Osr Price

5119500
$1495.00

$1075.00
$1395.00

MEMORY BOARDS

DMEM2561P-25611 DYNAMIC MRMORT MODULE
256Kb with byte parity error detection for
8 or 16 bit computers
256K AST
$1495.00 $1305.00

®B NONVOLATILE

CMOS MEMORY

Nonvolatile CMOS memory with 3.10 year
battery backup on board.
BHOULCMEMI
8K ABT
$69500
16K A&T
32K ABT

BNDULCMEMI6
BNOULCME1432

8029.00
$725.00
$940.00

$795.00
$995.00

2716/2732 EPROM BOARD

BNDULEMIIM32

2716 EPROM Board AST
2732 EPROM Board AST

B1401.1LEPROM64

$295 00
$295 00

$200.00
$200.00

REAL TIME & DATA AAUISITION
SI04/DMA INTELLIGENT CONTROLLER

port RS232 interface with DMA transfers for output. 256b
FIFO input buffer; On board 8085A-2 processor; 16 program selectable baud rates and occupies only 16 I/O
addresses Ideal for DUAL UNIX or other multi-user
4

On 22 Slot Mainframes: 55 lbs.

MAINFRAME WITH 12 SLOT MOTHERBOARD
AND CUTOUTS FON 3 - 51/4i FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
+8V @ 17A ±16V @ 2A +12V @ 1.2A Internal Power Cable
BNTEITFI2
BNTEIRFI2

Shipping

12 Slot desk
$605.00
$745 00
12 Slot Rackmount
$855.00
$895.00
Weight: On 12 Slot Desk: 40 lbs.
On 12 Slot Rackmount 45 lbs.

DUAL

BNDULS104ONA

Assembled 8 Tested

$695.00

AST with Instrumentation Amp_
AST without Instrumentation Amp.

11111111.4111121

DISK DRIVE CHASSIS

For two Shugart 801R or two Qume DT-8 size drives

with internal power cables provided
+24V N 1.5A +5V @ 1.0A - 5V @ .25A
BHTEIOF00

Desk Top

BBTEIBFDO

Rackmount

$565.00
$725.00

P11111TTMEEIECTIMICSisa master distributer for TEl Dealers&

9.6"
Smartrnodem (Sh. WL 6 lbs.)
Chronograph (Sh. Wl. 3 lbs.)

BROC HO100P

Micromodern100(Sh. Wt 41b0399.00

BNDC H290I

CP /M°

BNDIRRMAC

66015010

MINUS
611019060
BNOIRCBIO

BN01RCa86

814MOSMLM116

BNMOSSPSTR
BNMOSCALSTR

Wordstar Version* 3.0
Mail Merge.
Spell Star*
Calc Star.

Data Star
BNMDSSUPSIT
Supersorte
-Trademark of Micropro International
6NMOS0ATSTR

SALE
SISO 00
S

90.00

S200. 00

BNSORACTI
BNSORACTII
BNS00TRNS

MORMON
BNS0RPM11

SUPERCALC a Superior Electronic
Worksheet
ACT 1. 8080/Z80 Assembler
ACT
8086/8088 Assembler
TRANS. 8088/8088 Translator

ll

PASCAL/M REL4 8080/8085/Z-80
PASCAL/M 8088
.Trademark of Sorcim

MICROSOFT

$100 00
$

5000

$150.00
$325 00

5249.00
9100.00
$150.00
$200.00
$200.00
S150.00

BNMCPOASC

Circle 333 on Inquiry card.

$279.00

$24900

8" Terminal Program for above
Micromodem II
$379.00
Datacom(PASCAL patch) for above

$279.00
$175.00
8175.00
9125.00
$395. DO
$495.00

$225.00
$205.00
$325.00
$ 25.00
$299.00
$ 50.00

TeleVideö

WORLD'S BEST SELLING TERMINAL!
Extra Memory Pages!

FREE!!
BNPDBTLP9252P
$749.00
TeleVideo 925 w /free 2nd page
memory kit. a $95.00 value'

MPOIMNMP

$149.00
TeleVideo 950 w/free 2nd. 3rd B
4th page memory kit. S265.00 value

8110110

Sh

Wt 43

lbs 8599.00

BEST BUY!

--,

Sierra SBC. CP /M,
MICRODISK
BN POBSBCSYSI

Micropolis Interface, and Micropolis

ISh. Wt. 50 Ibs.I

S6629.00

125±'

$4495 00

VIDEO AND I/O
VB 3

-

HIGH RESOLUTION VIDEO

or 50 character video display Memory Mapped.
Parallel Keyboard port
BNSSMTB3A24 80 x 24 A&T
$499.00 $445.00
BNSSMVB3UP 80 x 50 Line Upgrade
9 19.00
80

x 25

I/O 4
BNSSMIO4A

Two serial I/O, two parallel I/O
Assembled & Tested
$290.00

$260.00

I/O S

Vi!
2

BNSSM1051

141nrt
BNSSMIOBA

Serial, 3 parallel Including

Assembled

&

1

Tested

Centronics
$329.00

$309.00

I/O 8
8 Port Serial I/O with Timer
Assembled d Tested
$550.00

$405.00

CPU, RAM & PROM
CB2 Z80 CPU
2/4 MHz will accept 2716, or 2732, or RAM
BNSSMCB2A
Assembled & Tested
$299.00 $275.00
91105140114111
SSM Z80 Monitor
8 19.00

10IOA 16 /81 8/16 BIT

STATIC RAM

16K byte /8K word, 24 bit extended, addressing, "M
Phantom disable, addressable in 4K blocks

WHIMISIM Assembled d Tested

$299.00

$275.00

MB8A 1K/16K EPROM BOARD

SEND $1.00 TODAY
FOR THE NEW, FULL COLOR

BASIC -80 Version 5.X Extended
$300.70
Disk Basic
BASIC Compiler Version 5.X
$395.00
BNMOSMFT
FORTRAN -80
8500.00
Trademark of MicrosoftConsumer Products
BxMOSBASSO

o

$IGO oo

SORCIM

6NSORSCAL

D

B0OC10000P
B11O012401D

MICROPRO INTERNATIONAL
BNMOSMOSTI

3 platter MICRO DISK with 36Mb formatted capacity. Drive is shock
mounted in attractive Micropolis desk top enclosure with power supply
BHMCPI2531
Assembled F. Tested
$5384.00
$3995.00

1

BNDC110300P

oeotooAO

MICROPOLIS 12531 451111 8" WINCHESTER DISH

SMARTMODEM

8NOCI020OP

/M 2.2 Control Program/
Microcomputers
MAC Macro Assembler
RMAC Relocating MAC
SID. Symbolic Instruction Debugger
TEX. Text Formatter
DESPOOL Background Print Utility
CBASIC Programming Language
CBASIC -86 Programming Language
Trademark of Digital Research

$750.00

Micropolis 1220/1250 MICRODISK series interlace adapter with software drivers. cabling, and mounting hardware. (AST Sh. Wt 50 rosi
BH$DSN DI
Assembled 8 Tested
$15.00

OEM

Auto Answer. Auto Dial. Full or Halt- Duplex, Loop Back ° Serial binary, and
asynchronous data formats with 7 or 8 data bits; or 2 stop bits: Odd. even or
no parity
0 -300 bauad
RS232C interface
28 Microprocessor with
2Kh control program
40 character command butter
Size. 1.5" x 5 5"x

backup on board. Read or write directly from I/O port.
Jumperable for 64Hz UNIX° or real time applications.
MIILCLI24C
MT w/64Hz Interrupt $300.00 á211-N

CP

$795.00

$1x.00

CLK24- NONVOLATILE CLOCH/CALENDAR

BNOIRC PM

Expansion Interface, and

Hayes

$745.00

Day. date, hours, minutes, seconds, and 3-5 year battery

SOFTWARE

X -Buss

SDS MICROPOLIS HARD DISE INTERFACE

call for quantity pricing

ACM 12.12 KIT D/A CONVERTER

D

SBC SLAVE PROCESSOR
optional on board EPROM burner
BRUISEBCS
Assembled 8 Tested

SIERRA/MICROPOLIS SBC PACKAGE

$480.00
$050.00

Shipping Weight: On Desk Top: 40 lbs
On Rackmount: 45 lbs.

$650.00

D/A output module, 4 channels, 12 bit accuracy. Optional
VIC420 industrial output module (4 -20Ma), 4 channels,
used in conjunction with AOM12.
BNOULA0MI2
Assembled & Tested $67500 $640.00
811OULVIC420
Assembled d Tested $675.00 $640.00

SME

CP
and TURBODOS compatible
Full One Year Warranty
BRPDBSBCCPM
AAT w /BIOS 8 CP/M2.2
$1095.00 5895.00

8"

8"

AIM 12-12 BIT A/D CONTESTER
AID input module with 12 bit accuracy, 32 input channels
and optional instrumentation amplifier

M /NAI11I2

/M

696 /S -100 Compatible

Similar to above with 16K EPROM,

S-100

NEW!

systems.

SALE

DESCRIPTION

PANT NO.

64K Bank Switchable Memory
4K EPROM
Auto
NEC 765 FDC with PLL interface to all Shugart compatible
drives (51/4" or 8 "1
2 RS -232C Serial ports (Z8OASI0, up to 19.2K
Baud)
2 Parallel Ports (Z80APIO)
4 Timers (Z8OACTC)
IEEE
Boot

BNTEIMCS112 12 Slot Desk
$755.00
820.00
BNTEINCS122 22 Slot Desk
$910.00
745.00
BNTEIBMI2
12 Slot Rackmount
$800.00
655.00
101111122
22 Slot Rackmount
190.00
$965.00
Shipping Weight: On 12 Slot Mainframes: 45 lbs.

WITH 16 BIT DATA PATHS

Designed to hold 32Kb of 2716 type or 64Kb of 2732 type
EPROM$, or ROMs for read only use with 16 bit CPU
systems.

Z80ACPU

PRICE

BNOULOMEM256

CM

SBC MASTER PROCESSOR
This is absolutely the most complete single board computer available,

SPRING 1982 ENGINEERING
SELECTION GUIDE!

PRIORITY

1K/16K 2708 EPROM board, disable in 1K increments
BNSSMM1411.4 Assembled B Tested
$179.00 $100.00

PSI PROM PROGRAMMER
Programs 2708 or 2718's, operates as a
4K/8K EPROM BOARD AS WELL
BNSSMPBIA
Assembled d Tested
$285.00

$121.00

ELECTRONICS

e9161 DEERING AVE
CHATSWORTH, CA 91311 NEDA
ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 423-5922 CA, AK, ID CALL (213) 709-5464

Terms. U.S. VISA MC, BAC. Check, Money Order. U S Funds Only CA residents add 655% Sales Tax MINIMUM PREPAID
ORDER $15 00 Incktde MINIMUM SHIPPING 8 HANDLING of S3.00 for the first 3 Ibs. plus 250 for each additional pound. Orders over 50 lbs sent freight
collect. Just in case. please
include your phone number Prices subject to change without notice. We will do our best to maintain
aces through August, 1982 Credit Card orders will be
charged appropriate freight. If you haven't received your Sperrig '82 Engineering Selection Guide. send $160 for your copy today,
Sale prices are le prepaid
orders only

BYTE August 1982
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5" DISKETTES!

omlpuPro"

dal

HOW CLEAN IS

SOFT SECTOR

40 TRACK SINGLE SIDED

YOUR POWER?

DOUBLE DENSITY WITH
HUB REINFORCING RINGS

$19,95

PKG. OF 10

BOSS'
KASSETTE

FREE!
f"")

I6iFek7

PERFORMANCE, QUALITY, RELIABILITY,
HIGH PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS DESIGNED
TO EXPAND WITH YOUR NEEDS
AI CompuPro systems have been designed with your future in mind Each
system is expandable so you can upgrade your system as your needs
continue to grow. Single user systems may be upgraded Into multi-user
systems la under $3,000 00 Additional users may be added to multi-user
systems at any time Hard disk storage is also available with the new DISK 2
DMA Winchester disk controller Unlike many " personar computers, your
CompuPro system will not become obsolete when it is time to expand. The
modular design of the IEEE 696 /S -100 bus allows you to plug in additional
boards when they are needed CompuPro system components feature the
latest state- of -the-art technology to prevent obsolescence
Each CompuPro system component is fully assembled and tested under
rigorous bum -in conditions at the lacdtay and then shipped to Priority One
Electronics, your authorized CompuPro Systems Center, for heal integration and configuration CompuPro systems carry the best warranty in the
year on A 8 T systems, 2 years on CSC systems. The borne drives
business.
have a full six month warranty. the best drive warranty anywhere The
components are integrated into a complete system by a factory trained
Priority One Electronics technician. The systems are then partially
disassembled for striping. Alter a shat time for unpacking and check -at, your
CornpuPro system will be ready to load and got
1

SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Each CompuPro system includes the following
CPU 8085/88 6MHz Dual Processor CPU 18088 runs at 8MHz in CSC

A

desk top enclosure
Rugged Desk Enclosure 2 with 20 slot actively terminated motherboard.
Ian air and line filters, and constant voltage power supply for years o1

reliable operation
Internal I/O cables and floppy disk data cable
Complete documentation for each system component as weil as a system
integration guide

-

The system is designed for high
LEVEL MIOLE-1111111 SYSTEM
performance at a minimal Cost. It may be upgraded at any time by additional
memory. Each system includes the common components listed above and
the following
128K 10MHz Low Power Static Ram for low power consumption and

reliability
intenacer 4 I/O board with three RS232 Serial ports. one bidirectional
parole port, and ore uentronics parallel pot

MIGITSYSIORA
B116BTSY510KC

Single User System Desk Top. MT
Single User System Desk Top, CSC

-

$5485.00

package of 80 less Library Case

PRI8S0
5 or

package of 10 8' S SJD

/M

192K 10MHz Low Power Static RAM for low power consumption
and reliability
Multifunction Board
System Support
Intertacer 3 Eight port RS232 Serial Interlace Board
M -Drive Software for use in 8 bit mode
MGBTSTS2DRA M -Drive System Desk Top, AST
$8995.00
M -Drive System Desk Top, CSC
$7145.10
BHGBTST52OKC
ENTRY LEVEL MULTI -USER SYSTEM

-

This system is designed for two

includes everything in the above $I gIFBsar M-DrM System
8MHz 8088 standard on Dual Processor CPU board
192Kb of additional memory for
static memory

a

5120.00

Diskettes no sleeves

520.00
518.00

SMITH -CORONA TP-1

Computer Ultra Isolated Regulator provides
instantaneous voltage regulation. and ultra isolation from both transverse and common mode noise for any type of load. It also suppresses
transients, protects against overloads and serves as a portable
dedicated line It is the ultimate in AC line conditioning equipment.
The Sola "Micro/Mini" is particularly applicable in systems involving mini or micro computers. POS equipment, microprocessors. or
where noise and transients cause errors, or low
data terminals
voltage and short term disruptions can result in loss of memory. The
output waveshape is sinusoidal and contains less than 3% harmonic
distortion, making it ideal for any electronic load.
Common mode noise refection exceeds 120 dB for the regulator,
while transverse noise refection is better than 60 dB
true ultra isolation. Brownout protection is a real bonus feature. Input line voltage
variations as great as ±15% are instantaneously regulated to a maximum output deviation of
%. And, the output will remain within
NE MA voltage specifications for input voltages as low as 65% of
The Sola Micro/Mini

LETTER DUALITY ELECTRONIC TEXT

PRINTER

-

$649.00
SCMTP1510
10 CPI
50 -19 2K Baud
811SCM12825
TP1
12 CPS

BHSCMISeSe

TP1

-

6LPI
SERIAL INTERFACE
Friction Feed
88 Character
Black Milan Ribbon
$3.50
Black Fabric Ribbon
$7.50

t3

SANYO

nominal.

Especially designed for office type environments, the Sola "Micro/
is truly portable and has a low sound level of 43 dB.
Instantaneous regulation
Regulator common mode noise refection of 120 dB
Regulator transverse mode noise rejection of 60 dB
no installation costs
Completely portable
Matches Micro /Mini computer packaging
Complete isolation from pwer line - less than 3pFd
Quiet operation
below normal office levels
Operating range from -20`C to +50'C
No loss of output for line loss up to 3 msec

Mini

APPROVED

-

DATA DISPLAY

MONITORS

Line cord
On -off

SPECIFICATIONS:

12" diagonal, 75 square inches
DM2112 P31 phosphor
525 lines. 60 fields/second, overscan
600 lines, center
0 volt p -p composite video, 75 ohms

Scanning System
Norizontal Resolution
Signal INKBI

MINICOMPUTER REGULATORS

PORTABLE 12OVAC 60 Hz SINGLE PHASE

1

BHSYODM2112
List Price: $16000
OTHER SANTO
Pad

N.

91IOTOOM4509CK

BHSTOOM80I2C
BHSTOOMB112CS
BNSTOTMC6013

BNSTOOM6113

As used

Me.

$SALE: $119.00
Dit

9 "BBW P4. 10MHz (15 IbsI
9 "Green, P31, 10MHz (15 ash
12 "BAW P4, 18MHz (24 lbs.)
12"GReen, P31. 18MHz (24 roll
13 "Calor, 16 x 64 (35 lbs)
13 "RGB Color
135 lbs)

$21500
5200.00

BNS1411317210

000L99317229

SI59.o0
SI95.00
SI99 00

p75.00
5005.00

a

Fourth Dimension

-

the totally compatible 51/4"

&ive that takes your system farther. faster. With read/write electronics
so advanced that reading errors are virtually eliminated. With a track

zero microswitch that keeps boot and track access smooth and quiet
With the ability to read half-track software and up to 143,360 bytes on
DOS

37. With similar pedormanceon

DOS

3.2.1, Pascal* or

CP

/M

operating systems. And, the disk enclosure mates perfectly with APPLE
cabinetry
Fourth Dimension offers a 12 month parts and labor warranty at no
cost to your (Gee. this really looks good!)

configurations

BHFOS40A

CP /M, CP /M 86, and MP/M 86 are trademarks of Digital
a proprietary implementation of
Research. MP/M i 8
MP /M 86, is a trademark of CompuPro under license from
d is a trademak of CompuPro.
Digital Research

504

1-11

FE

List Price $419 00

2

,

BIIFOS40AC

SALE:

$369.00

or more, Doh $350.00 each

APPLE

ll Disk Drive Controller

65
65

$158.01
$240.05
$344.00

60

5291.00
5404.20
5515.60

75

559720

S430.10
S508.25

51015.60

$054.35

8 x
9 x
9 x

31

47

9 x
11 x

1

108

000.40

Ma61mNm

f

BImaMNN AArN.
Sk41k1

bib. LSM1B

Ne.

/TIN

(A10ra)

111101

Ilke
LM

Bins

BNSLA280050400308 400/10Mn 12x1951
85 $1544.00 $1314.811
BNSLA200050400381 400/20Mn 12x19x1
95 $1574.00 $13MAM
000LA200050750398 750/10Mn 12519x11 125 St674AO $1450.08
Also mailable are 220V 50Hz models of the

5115.00

Bar

101bs. $186.85
18
524490

PORTABLE 12OVAC 60Hz
UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SYSTEMS

M

EXTENDED WARRANTY

Rack mount systems are also available. please can or write for details.
All CompuPro systems are shipped via motor or air freight collect:
please specify at time of order. All boards are shipped in standard

70 12 x
140 12 x
250 14 x
500 17 o
750 17 x
1000 17 x
2000 17 x

P11a

usi

mnicomoputer regulator It provides the some voltage, noise and brownout protection plus maintains
running
smoothly during a blackout. When a
power to keep equipment
power failure occurs, the internal maintenance free battery continues
powering the inverter without the use of any switching devices. This
provides uninterrupted. conditioned AC power to the critical load.
A true UPS always between the AC line and critical load providing
complete protection from brownouts and blackouts as well as line noise
and transients Output waveshape s sinusoidal with less than 3%
single harmonic and 5% total harmonic distortion. Regulated output is
±3% when operating from either AC line Of battery. Handles load
surges and fault clearing providing 125% overload for 10 minutes,
150% overload for 10 cycles and 200% in short circuit with 2
automatic restrikes before shutdown. Maintenance -free battery automatically rechareages upon return of AC lure. Oper. Temp 0 °C to 40 °C.
Especially designed for small, sensitive electronic equipment such as
minicomputers, data terminals, P.O.S. systems. Input voltage,115VAC.

9i

you APPLE 1t

WNW

IANru.)

MINI BPS
A mini UPS goes one step further than a

wily IBM P.C.

APPLE DISK DRIVES

Give

APRIL

=PORI

Output voltage is 120VAC ±3% for an input voltage of 95- 130VAC
'Unit has 30 Amp twist receptacle.
Also available are Hard Wired and 50Hz Models.

total of 384 Kb of low power 10MHz

0

LsV1s0

Ii

BHSL$313150
891199313175

5149.00

$250.00
$260.00
$470.00
$995.00

Olmealas

Ortpol

BNSL00313114
BHSLAB313250

¡AU

Price

Mailings
VA

IINftM313o70

MONITORS ON SALE TO011

/ssmyeaa

BNSTOvM45N

switch

Dual output receptacles

Viewing Screen

plus

is a CompuPro proMP /M u'u Mutti-user software. MP /M
prietary implementation of Digital Research's MP /M 86" 16 bit
multi -user operating system. This software package includes CP /M
V2.2. CP /M86 ", and MP/M 86 ". The beauty of this software is that
both 8 bit GP/M. 2.2 and 16 bit CP /M 86" programs may be mn on
the system at the same time by different users. This allows the user
to take advantage of the vast library of 8 bit software as well as the
growing selection Of 16 bit software without being limited to one or
the other When coming CP /M 2.2 programs under MP /M
there is 60K of user memory rather than the usual 48K for better
system performance, another CompuPro exclusive! This unique software package. ideal for software development or scientific applications, is available only as part of a CompuPro system.
BMGBT$Y$SDKA Multi -User System Desk Top, AST
$$N5-00
$11$15.10
BMBBTSR3DKC Multi -User System Desk Top, CSC

"

-

FCC CLASS 2

1

or three users depending upon user memory allocation size This system

D

mon packages

$5N5.00

This system may be operated with
2.2 in 8 Mt node as a 128K M -Drive system or in 16 bit mode
CP
with CP/M 86" to give the user maximum flexibility This system
includes the common components listed above and
SINGLE USER M -0BIVE SYSTEM

PM Rs. BMPIIS$OO

$4.25 VALUE

PRI580

systems
Disk t Lightning Fast DMA Floppy Disk Controller
GPM' 22 and CP /M 86" Operating Systems
Sorcims SUPERCALC-86 Electronic Sreadsheet program
Two double- sided. double -density Oume DT -8 disk drives in an attractive

ONEITOY

10

LIBRARY CASE WITH
PACKAGE OF 10 DISKETTES

atoe

Call for all SOLA products not listed.

'Sold only with purchase of Fourth Dimension Drive

Circle 334 on Inquiry card.

Au>;ii.t 1082

www.americanradiohistory.com

SUMMER CASH AND CARRY SALE
FUJITSU

FROM

FREE TRACTOR AND
FREE OKIGRAPH!!
OKIDATA

SELLUM

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS

añdon
Tendon TM -800 Thinline is
exactly hall the size
of conventional 8"
floppy disk

drivesil:,

4 t=y

Exactly one -hall the height of any other model.
Proprietary, high -resolution, read-write heads patented
by Tendon
D.C. only operation - no A.C. required

Speed and Unmatched Perfemta

tc

Interlaces:
RS232C and Current Loop
Centronics type parallel
IEEE /488 All are DIP switch selectable
interlace
NEC5510
DIABLO 630
OUME Sprint 9
Personality Protocols:
18M Personal Computer

ATARI (Centronics 737).
12K ROM
Standard 16K Buffer
SPsdal FeatirSS:
280 CPU
Micro-coded alarm different50 - 19 2K baud
Optional 48K Buller
Intelligent bi -directional
iates error conditons with pulse combinations
Self
printing with logic seeking
Complete word processing features
reprint
Auto
Proportional
lest
Auto
clear error
spacing
Complete Vector plotting routines
Supports Automatic justification
Sheet feeder mode allows easy interlace to most mechanical sheet feeders
Front panel forms control
6 month warrantee
Quiet - 60db
Universal power supply 115/220V 50/60 Hz.

per Second!
BESV 80 Characters
LETTER QUALITY!
BU1l USING THE FUJITSU SP830
Part Na.

8ata181No

OH$1N100

Intelligent Printer

Ili.PI

Ud Price

Price

$3495.00 52795.00
$200 00

BHSCOB251

Centronics IBM/NEC Cable
RS232C Serial Cable
Call for other cables not listed

BI- DIRECTIONAL -120

$80 00
$80 00

CPSBoth Parallel and

1200
baud Serial I/O (82A 8 83A)
Self Test

Matrix (Alphanumeric)
12 Matrix for graphics
5,8.3, 10, 16 Characters
9x 9

6x9or

Out of Paper Switch
Friction or Optional Tractor

Per Inch

80 CPL

a

132 CPL

CPI tor82A
100CPI for

Feed (Tractor Standard on 84)
10 different character sets

10
a

Industry standard interface.
Three millisecond track -to-track access time
(9 lbs.)
8NTNOTM$4$I Single Sided $380.00
2 or more $370.00
2 Or more $485.00
8NTN0T110482 Double Sided $495.00
BOf0018BN
Manual not included with drive
S 10.00

TANDON 51/4" DRIVES
BHTNOTNINI

Single Sided, 250KB (5 lbs.)

All three printers feature Iront panel switch selectablefor lengths. I O lengths
horn 3" to 14" Front or bottom aper loading for up to 4 pan lams and tear

$220 00

ea

$295.00

ea.

2 or More $200.00
BHTNDTMIOU

Double Sided, 500KB

2
8111110T1110113

sr More $270.00

Single Sided, 500KB

$295.00 Cl

2 sr More $270.00
BNINOTM1094

Double Sided, 1000KB

ea

2 sr More $375.00

83A 8 84

SITNITMS.
manual, not included with drive
As used in the IBM P.C.

$395$.0100 .00

bar All of these features make OKIDATA the best value in low cost primers'

IniraglN

811P0001I82AT6

Ust Pact

BNP0110KI83A76
BNOKISER2911F

9600 Baud 2K serial butler /interface
132 col printer parallel interlace

BNOKIDAT84AP

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC

SALE

$530.00
$750.00

OKIDAT82A w /tractor and graphics
OKIDAT83A w /tractor 8 graphics

$149.00
$ 1095.00

Better Than

1250.00

Better Than

QUME!

with graphics and tractor (35 lbs

$300 00

INTERFACE CABLES
BNCPAN572

-

Pail No.
Our

OPTIONS

BNSlNISORFT
Vertical forms tractor
BNSLNF884IK
48K RAM buffer
Call for pricing on sheet feed options
'Must be ordered with the printer

COMPARE OKIDATA'S FEATURES
TO ANY OTHER PRINTER!
COMPARE PRIORITY ONE'S PRICES
TO ANY
THEN DECIDE!
Don't be tooled by those who try to
"soak" you for the options

BHOKIO4T84AS

132 c01. printer 9600 baud serial 2K $
interface. graphics and tractor (35 lbs)

BNM8SAPLWITNC

Apple Parallel Interface w/Cable

SHUGART!

75.00

S

'Sold only with printer

AEI

COMPARE PRICES!!

Para Dynamics

..i1'd douoie'density interchangeable with OUME
BNMITM289463
Sn Weight 16 lbs.
BNMITM289463 C' Manual

2

Applied Digital Data Systems Inc.

or More

IA'Shugart most
801R
popular 8" drive
-

BNSN0IS10 $394.90 ea. or 2 or more (16 lbs)
BNSNUSANIIM Manual for 801 R drives

00

Shugart

$491.00
$ 11.00

$475.00 each

Single sided, double density

$5S1

E

III

for MMN
$ 15.00

INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTATION, INC.

OUR BEST!!
VIEWPOINT

- ADDS

Detachable keyboard, RS232 interface and auxiliary port,
24 display, tillable screen.
8111100111141
Sh. weight: 30 lbs.

80

I8 SLOT S-100 MAINFRAME

CVT Power Supply. forced air cooling; security lock
120 or 220V AC at 50 or 60Hz +8V4 20A, ±1643.5
BNP01120180
Desk Top
$799.00 $019.00
BNPON28I0O
Rack Mount
$849.00 $749.00

8 SLOT S-100 MAINFRAME WITH
CUTOUTS FOR 2 yak" DISK DRIVES
+5@5A, -5 @500MÁ +8(015A, +12(06A, +16@2, -16:.,
Desk Top
Rack Mount

NP0N25SSO
BHP0N2508I

$899.00
$949.00

x

V -100

DISE DRIVE FACILITY

-

UNIVERSAL DISK ENCLOSURES

VISTA

Desk or rack mountable Internal power and data cables
Drives pull out for easy service and maintenance
BNMISr1N Disk Drive Cabinet (43 lbs)
$495.00 SMB.N
BN21$1100
With purchase of two 8" Disk Drives $390.00

SINGLE 8"

8789.00
$839.00

Accommodates two 8" floppy drives, of Shugart. Dume, or
similar design and dimensions. 110 or 220V AC at 50 or
60Hz CVT power.
Desk Top
NPIUU11I
$659.00 SI70.N
Rack Mount
NMI22NI
x679.00 $188.00

$699.00 $525.00

DISK CABINETS

BNOTCODCB

-

Q.T.

Single 8" cabinet with power supply
(22 lbs.)
$249.00

$225.00

DUAL 8 "Q.T.

BNOTCOOC88

MI/159002

SEND

8s 00
SII0 00
s

$1.00 TODAY

Power Supply.
+24x: 7A, +16 @2.2A, -16@3.5A +8@20A, +5@5A
BHPON281S
PRONTO
$129500 81121.00
PRONTO COMPLETE
BHPDH28183

MRN

NMI SUM

MOfEI- 11P SEIILNCER

with sequencer
$1395.00 81249.00
Shipped motor freight collect

4111111

II100

5535 00

$485.00
5850 .00

$

80.95

CAMINET complete with power supply. and all internal

cables for attachment of three thin 8" floppy does (Tankdon type) One AC
power connects is also provided for use with full size drive.
BNIIIUDETT
Three Drive Cabinet (Sri WE 35 lbs) $495 00 8481.98
6NIUUDETTTEM
with Environmental Monitor installed $584.95 $NS.00

SPRING 1982 ENGINEERING
SELECTION GUIDE!

PRIORITY

$584 95

8NIIIUOE004A0IDual Drive cabinet with Aug
$733 00
mentation power supply module to increase 5V
supply Iron 6 amps to 9 amps for use with two
hard disks Of 4 Tendon drives Also includes
Disk Environment Monitor (45 1ós)
8H tIIUOF ICI
19" Rack Mount kit UDE004
TNIN TNOEE

FOR THE NEW, FULL COLOR

Free standing cabinet. Will accept 2, 8" Floppy disks and 1,
8" Rigid disk. 18 slot card cage will accept the double
height 10 "x 10 "S- 100carda(Alpha Micro and others) CVT

Environmental Monitor installed

8NIIIUOE004EM With purchase of two 8" Disk Drives

$349.00

5" CABINETS VISTA
Single 5" with P
Dual 5' with P S

UNISEIUL DOME CABINET complete with power supply. fan and tiller. and
all internal cables for attachment of two 8" floppy drives.
BNIIIU0E004
Dual Drive Cabinet(Sh. Wt. 40 lbs)
$495 00
$450.00
With purchase of two 8" Disk Drives
1111111001004
$399.00
8111111.10E004E111 Ai

Dual 8" cabinet with power supply
(24 tbs.)
$395.00

RH0100801

Accepts any combination of 8" drives (OUME/Shugart
Also accepts hard
801R type or 'h size Tendon type)
Positive pressure
disks
Optional Disk environment
monitor shows supply voltage and internal cabinet temperature
Internal power and data cables provided.

ONE

9161 DEERING AVE

ELECTRONICS

o

CHATSWORTH, CA 91311

N`

ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 423 -5922 - CA, AK, HI CALL (213) 709.5464
Terms US VISA. MC, BAG. Check, Morey Order. U S Funds Only CA residents add 6'h% Sales Tax MINIMUM PREPAID ORDER S 5.00 Include MINIMUM
SHIPPING 8 HANDLING of S3 00 for the first 3 lbs., plus 250 for each additional pouts. Orders over 50 lbs sent height collect. Just m case. please include your
phone number Prices subject to change without notice We will do our best to maintain prices though August, 1982 Credit Card orders will be charged appro-

priate freight If you haven t received your Spring 82 Engineering Selection Guide. send $1.00 for your copy today'. Sale prices are for prepaid orders only
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SPECIAL PURCHASES!
systems

64K IEEE-S100
DYNAMIC
MEMORY CARD
MHz operation
Designed to IEEE proposed S -100 bus standards
Supports IMSAI -type front panels
Operates with either an 8080 or Z -80 based S-100 system
providing processor- transparent refreshes with both
Bank - select system allows system memory expansion
Bank - select port's address is jumper selectable
Any 16K block can be made bank -independent
All 64K can be made bank -enabled on power -on and reset
Fully buffered address and data lines
2 or 4

Configuration as a 16K, 32K, or 48K board without the
removal of RAMs
Fail -safe refresh circuitry for extended Wait States
Board configuration with reliable easy- to-configure Berg jumpers
Supports DMA
Jumper- selectable Phantom inplut
Uses Popular 4116 RAMs
Assembled & tested
All ICs in sockets
Full Factory Warranty

BHCCS20653
SHIPPING WEIGHT

2 lbs.

$249.00 ea

LIST PRICE: $350.00

SAVE $130.00!!

om

Pro

or '$88O.00

RAM 21

128K 12MHz
S-100 STATIC

MEMORY
8 OR 16 BIT
The days of "Out of Memory" are gone at last! CompuPro has introduced the largest static S-100 IEEE /696 RAM board ever to be produced.
The RAM 21 is arranged either as a 128K x 8 bit wide or 64 K x 16 bit wide board, using a high speed, ultra low low power proprietary static RAM. CompuPro has also
included 24 bit addressing for up to 16 megabyte capability and power consumption so low your mainframe will never know it's there!

Meets or exceeds all IEEE 696 /S -100 specifications
Fully static design uses less power than dynamics (1.2 amps
typical)
24 bit extended addressing
8 bit (128K) or 16 bit (64K) operation
Addressable as one block
16K window deselect, dip switch selectable
Switch selectable PHANTOM disable
12 MHz CPU operation
16K x 1 static RAM
Thorough bypassing of all supply lines
Capable of DMA processing
128K Static, 1.2 amps
NMOS high speed low power memory ICS

506

BHGBT190A

List Price: $1695.00

SALE PRICE:

995.00
VE $700.00!!
Circle 335 on Inquiry card.
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FLUKE

RS232

SUB- MINIATURE
CONNECTORS

=Plug. Male Type

-

SOLDER TYPE

S= Socket. Female Type

-

DESCRIPTION

PANT NO.

BHCNO0E9P
13HCNOOE9S

9 Pin Male
9 Pin Female

BHCNOOE9C

9 Pin Cover

BHCNDDAISP
BHCNDOAISS

15 Pin Female

BHCNO5A15C

BNCNDDA25P
BHCNDDA25S
BMCN00051212
BHCNO0259
BHCND0B51228
BHCNOOC37P
BHCNDOC37S

The FLUKE 8060A and 8062A offer the most powerful combination of
capabilities ever in a handheld DMM, including these:
4'h digit resolution
10
V, 10mA, 10M sensitivity
100KHz True RMA (8060A)
30KHz True RMS (8062A)

Relative Reference
Constant current diode test
Basic DC accuracy of 0.04% (8060A( 0.05%
(8062A)
The 8060A also otters dBm, relative dB. frequency measurements to
200 K Hz. Auto ranging megohms to 300k
,and conductance(2000
Self diagnostics

BMCNDOC37C

BHCN0005OP
BHC900050S
BHCN00050C
BHCNO520418

1.50

S

25 Pin Male

S

S

5
5

Pc. Grey Hood

$ 1.80

S

2 Pc. Grey Hood

1.50
1.90
5.80
8.70
1.80
8.75

Black Hood
37 Pin Male
37 Pin Female
37 Pin Cover
50 Pin Male
50 Pin Female
50 Pin Cover
2 Pc.

1

Cable 8 Con 8 Ft

Cent. 700 Series/
Epson Printer Conn
IOC Version of Above

S
S
S
S
S
S

$

S
S

2.75 $2.25
3.75 $3.00
1.45
1.25
1.65
5.10

S

S

.80

$1.30
$6.70
58.90
$1.60
S .70

517.95
S 7.50

$15.95
86.00

7.70
S 1.55
S 7.75
$10.25
S 1.80

$19.95
$ 9.00
9.95

$1.30
$1.10
51.45
54 45
$6 70

5

$11,65
2.00
S
S 1.00

$

$1.70
52.10
S1.10
S2.15
S3.20
$1.10

$

$

1

25-99

1.90
2.40
1.25
2.45
3.60
1.30

S

$

25 Pin Female

10.24
S

3.00
$ 4.00

BHCNORS2328F Class

BMI005730860

S

S

Hardware Set 2/Pr
RS232. 0825F, EIA

BHCN0573038

S

2.10
2.70
1.50
2.75
3.95

S

15 Pin Female
15 Pin Cover

C= Cover, Hood
PRICE

1-11

S

9.00

$8.00

ac current

resistance
(80246 & 80208) 0.25% basic dc
diode test
accuracy (8021 B 8 80228)
visual logic level detection
conductance
high -speed continuity beeper and continuity indicators
Extensive overload 31/2-digit resolution protection with 600V doublefused current input. Safety-designed test leads. Two-year parts and
Two -vea, labor warranty. Calibration Cycle.
(All 11 functions)
(First 8 functions)
(First 7 functions)
(First 6 functions)

BHF1U8024B
BHFLU8020B

BHFlU8021B
BNFLU8022B

S239.00
$189.00
$149.00

P82289
P8238N
B01NS8250N

UARTS
BHAY51013A
BHTR16028
BHTR1863

S5.95
S4.95

BHIM6402

$7.95

OHO

EIHIN S11251

BHIN38253N
BHINS8255N
BHINS8257N

ONE

S6.80

$16.45

SI8.00

0019382599
0NIN38259N

$59.95
559.95

BMINS8275N
BHINS8279N

FLOPPY DISC

CONTROLLER

S6.95

BMF0177IB -01
BHF017916-0I

$24.95
$44.95

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT
PROTECT YOUR DATA WITH

EC

EC

031)1501313B

---

With Built -In Noise Filters and
Surge Suppressors

*am.

!MUTES

SENSITIVE AND VALUABLE EQUIPMENT FROM: Equipment
- Damaging High Voltage Spikes - AC line noise and hash.
PROTECTS AGAINST: Voltage transients caused by lightning, contact
switching. turn -off of inductive components, noise due to electro-

interaction

magnetic coupling.

Microprocessor from peripherals - Sensitive pre -amp or tape
from
power
deck
amplifier.
THE BSC ISOBAR EUNANATES: Equipment interaction - Equipment
damage from power line spikes and surges - Errors - False printouts Disk Skips - Audio or video hash
FUTUNES: Inductive isolated ground - Sockets indivdually filter
isolated - Circuit breaker protected at 15A.
VOLTAGE TRANSIENT SPIKE PROTECTION: 2000 A peak for up to 6
Sec protection from repeated
Sec duration spikes 1000A, 8/20
USE THE BSC ISOBAR TO ISOLATE:

Lab instruments from noisy equipment

IBM'

PC PROTOTYPING BOARDS
Description

BHVCT4613

I

3 Hole Solder Board

BHECT4613 -I Bare Board
BHVCT4613 -2 Wire Wrapping Board
BHYCT3690 -22 Extender

'IBM is

a

8-24

-5

$59.00
$37.50
$59.00
$22.35

$53.10
533.30
553.10
$20.12

25

541.20
$29.60
547.20

trademark of International Business Machines

PRENTICE

Inc.

6110P8224-4111
8110 P822811

7

SI39.00

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

$5.50

$19.95
$2.95
S5.25
$2.95
$3.25
$9.95
53.50
$5.55
$5.55
515.95
$7.50
$17.95

NEW FROM A1eiot

temperature (via K -type
thermocouple
peak hold on voltage and current
functions 0.1% basic do accuracy

ac voltage
dc current

BHINSe080A
PUN S80858
BH0P8212N
BHDP8214N
BHOP8216N
OH P82249

8140

$13.39
$11.19
$11.19
$33.39
$39.95
$39.95
839.95

BHZBOAS101
BHZBOAS102

PRICE

PART NO.

Z80 SERIES
BH280A
BH280AP10
BHZ80ACTC
BHZ80AOMA
BHZ80AS100

5349.00
5279.00

3'/r DIGIT HANDHELDS: THE WORLD STANDARD
It fe.ctfas:
dc voltage

PRICE
8/$18.00
8/$72.00
8/$28.00
8 /$50.00
8/596 00
8 /548.00
8 /520.00

BH4118AC20
BH2018P3
BH21IAN31
BH5257N3L
802732
BH2716
092708

.-_

OS).

BNFLU10$OA with safety designed test leads
BNFLU$012A with safety designed test leads

8080 SERIES

MEMORY

PART NO.

P

NEW 4'/2 DIGIT HANDHELDS!

MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS

and "D"

spikes.

1875 W max. total load; 15A per socket.
INPUT: 125 VAC, 15 amps; standard 3 -prong pug.
LOAD BANDUNG:

IBAR 3 - Three common outlets built-in circuit breaker, pilot light,
hang -up bracket and a 6-foot cord.
Oar Prim
OM Pries
Sh. Wt 3 lbs.

BBGOFIBARS

$59.95

$42.00

Four independently isolated outlets. Built -in 15A circuit
breaker, pilot light, switch, and 6 -foot card.
$79 95
$49.95
BHGOFIOAR41
Sh. Wt. 4 lbs.
IBAR 40

II

IBAN
- 8 outlets, grouped to form 4 independently isolated sets of
two. Built -in 15A circuit breaker, on/of switch, pilot light.
$04.15
BNBMFIBARS.
Sh. Wt 5 lbs.
$84.95

MN Eight rear -mounted outlets grouped to form four independently isolated sets of two, plus one non- isolated convenience
outlet on front face. 19" rack mount cabinet. Built -in 15A circuit
breaker. pilot light, on/oft switch, and 6 -foot cord
IBAN

SAVE 20%

BHGOFIBAR911M

S-100

MAINFRAMES FOR DUAL
HARD AND FLOPPY DISKS

8"

THE STAR

T.

FUTUIES:
Accommodates any combination of standard 8" floppy Of hard disk drive
1801R. DT8, Fujitsu hard disk. etc)
IEEE S -100 Silence+ 6. 8. or 12 slot motherboard available to quiet
operation with high speed processors
Keyed power Switch
Reset Switch on Front Panel
Anodized 6, 8, or 12 slot card cages
Quiet Ian with filter provides cool clean systems operation featuring
positive air pressure
Detachable hoe cord plugs directly into EMI noise filter for electrical nose
suppression
Two AC convenience outlets on mar panel Ice peripherals
15 -DB25 cut outs tor mounting V0 connectors
2 -50 pm plug cut outs
Dimensions 9Ye" x 17" x 21" (HxWxD) (Sh. WI 48 lbs )
Power Supply
Part NI.

+5V @7A, +24V @7A, +8 @18A. í16@3A, -5ä1A
Oescrlplla
Ust Prig SALE Price

without
BBDTCMFDOB
with 6
BHOTCMFDOB
with 8
BHOTCMFD012 with 12

BNQTCMFDO

Motherboard
slot Motherboard
slot Motherboard
slot Motherboard

$600.00
$675.00
$700.00
$750.00

$74.95

$99.95

OUR MOST

MFDD series mainframe is designed to be the most versatile and the
most compact system enclosureon the market today. In addition to a 6, 8, or
12 slot S -100 card cage, the mainframe is designed to support two 8" floppy
or hard disk drives. It is ideal for the new generation of Single Board
Computers and high density RAM cards that do not require many slots. Now
you can have a complete dual floppy Of hard disk system in one convenient
enclosure at a remarkably low price
The 0

Sh. Wt. 6 lbs.

RS232 Breakout Box

5480.00
5540.00
$560.00
$800.00

POPULAR MODEM

We've Sold Thousands!
0 to 300 baud
Bell 103 and 113
Exclusive tripel seal acoustic
±0 3% frequency stability; crystal controller
chamber
Self Test
Receiver Sensitivity of -50dB on; -53dB off
FSK Modulation
RS232
Compatible
SNe6a:Originate /ON/Answer. Full Duplex/Test /-Half
I.Naatan:Transmit
Receive
Ready
Test
Duplex
Data,
Data, Carrier

hMli'P41..:1

A

Part No.

Description

1NP199TA9

RS232, TTI, 20Ma Current Loop

List Price

SALE

$199.00

$127.00

must for every technician. repair man
or systems integrator

Databox is contained in a tough, plastic case and is powered by two,
1.5 volt penlight batteries. No power is consumed by the tester when
not in use Dimensions:2.9 "x5.55"x1.45 ". Weight: 10 oz. w/battenes

$199.00

BHDNW232BOS

SEND

$1.00

TI

TODAY FOR THE NEW

16 PIN LOW PROFILE IC. C95 SOCKETS

FULL COLOR, SPRING 1982
ENGINEERING SELECTION GUIDE

PRIORITY

BH71616LP

BHTI616LP

ONE

9161 DEERING AVE

ORDER TOLL

$159.00

SPECIAL PURCHASE GOLD
package of 100
package of 1000
OEMS Stock up at this low price,

$18.00
$120.00

ELECTRONICS
CHATSWORTH, CA 91311

NEDA

423- 5922- C . AK HI CALL (213) 709-r4 4
EErOO
first lbs,

MINIMUM
MINIMUM
Only
add
%
Money OMer,
VISA.
Terms.
3
plus 256 for each additional pound. Orders over 50 lbs. sent height collect. Just in case. please include your
SHIPPING 8 HANDLING of $3.00 for the
prone number. Prices subject to change without notice. We will do our best to maintain prices through August, 1982. Credit Card orders will be charged apemen.
ate height. If you haven't received your Sprig '82 Engineering Selection Guide, send $1 00 for your copy today' Sale prices are for prepaid orders only.
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INCREDIBLE?
BELIEVE IT!
Washington Computer Services
WASH(NCTC"`\`
an affiliate of

/((

est. 1912

ELECTRIC Cent PANY ///

CUSTOM COMPUTER ROOM WIRING SINCE 1960

97 Spring Street, New York, New York 10012
TO ORDER: CALL OUR TOLL -FREE NUMBER:

HOURS: 9 AM

-5:30

(800) 221 -5416

In N.Y. State and for technical Information:

PM (EST) Monday -Friday

TELEX: 12 -5606

8" DISK DRIVE

JLl 1

Teletype 40, 300 LPM- typewriter quality, RS -232
from Only
interface. This quality printer is available in many
$3200
configurations including forms access, quietized case, etc.
Teletype 43
from $995
Teletype AP -200, 340 cps dot matrix (similar to Data Prod. M -200)
$2799
NEC Spinwrlter -55 cps, bidirectional, letter quality
R.O. 7710
KSR 7720
$2560
$2799
DIABLO630 -40 cps, bidirectional, daisywheel, plot /graph
$2349
OUME Sprint 9/35 cps, daisy wheel
$1944
C. ITOH Starwriter, 40 cps, daisy wheel, F10
$1550
EPSON MX -80, 100, 80 cps, 9x9 dot matrix
SCALL
ANADEX 9500/ 9501A, up to 200 cps, high resolution dot
$1451
OKIDATA Microline 82A
Microline 83A
$525
$799
TI -810, 150 cps, Basic
Package-CP,VFC
$1449
$1630
MANNESMANN MT 1705 200 cps, 7x9, 132 col
SCALL
MT 1805 200 cps, 7x9 + NLO 40x18 matrix
TALLY
SCALL
CENTRONICS 739 100 cps, nx9 dot matrix, Full Graphics
$567
122 120 cps, International set, Full Graphics
$987
DEC LA -34
$1085
IDS PRISM, 132 col., color
$1785
Similar savings for our C. ITOH, NEC, OANTEX, DATA GEN. lines

TERMINALS

PMMI MODEM
$359
AMPEX DIALOGUE 30, 80, 81 Lowest Prices
SCALL
TELEVIDEO 910 C (multi -terminal)
$610
925C
$795
950C
$985
Dialogue
SOROC 10120
$799
HAZELTINE ESPRIT
$618
DEC VT -100
$1575
WYSE WY -100 (ALTOS 1)
NEW! $894
Zenith ZT-1 80x24, autodial modem VT -52
$669
Similar savings for our ADDS, HAZELTINE and LEAR SIEGLER lines

AMPEX
or

SOFTWARE
WORDSTAR
MAILMERGE
DATASTAR
CONDOR III
MILESTONE
SUPERCALC
FMS -80
SELECTOR V
SPELLGUARD
SUPERSOFT

DBASE II

$525
$275
$316
$349
$574
$425
$398
WHITESMITH'S C
$660
CB -80
$420
PEARL (LEVEL 3)
$549
LIFEBOAT SOFTWARE SCALL
PEACHTREE
SCALL
GRAHAM -DORIAN
SCALL
STRUCTURED SYST.
SCALL
DBASEII
$525
MBASIC -80
MBASIC COMPILER
FORTRAN -80
COBOL-80
PL/ 1 -80
PASCAL MT+ V5.5

$300
5110
$230
$716
$235
$221

$649
$396
$236

SCALL
AMERICAN BUS. SYST. SCALL
ACCOUNTING PLUS
SCALL

8"

BSTAM,BSTMS
$200
VANDATA /OSBORNE
$500
S DSS; Call For Other Formats

¿

(212) 226 -2121

CABLE: WASHCOMP NYK

"SHUGART SA801R

SALE
8 "SHUGART SA 851R

$450

OUME DATATRACK 8

$669
$550

2
2

for $1289
for $1050

Enclosure, power supply for 2 8" drives A & T
MORROW DISCUS 2D + CP /Me MICROSOFT BASIC, CONT.
,

$350
$950

HARD DISK SPECIALS
CORVUS 5MB, 10MB, 20MB Constellation Multiplexer and Mirror Backup
MORROW 26MB + controller + CP /M 2.2®, M basic
54495
$3821
controller, CDC Hawk Drive (5 fix, 5 rem)
$7995
$6795
controller, Western Dynex (5 fix, 5 rem)
$5995
$5099

IROE%j

&

51/4

",

8 "and

14" Winchester /tape subsystems available

FULLY CONFIGURED BUSINESS SYSTEMS
The following are some examples of the fully assembled and tested business
and scientific computer systems which we offer.

/;

The Premier Multi -User Computer System

11\/I1g 8000 SX, multi -user. multi -processor, turbo DOS
CPM 2.2. FULL

I

2

SCALL

YEAR WARRANTY!

NTERIONAt On -Site Service Contracts Available
CNATorvus Concept- 68000, 32 bit, 256k, network. 15 " 120 x 56
+ HiResscreen, W.P. software, CP /M Emulator
from less than $5000
6800016 bit multi -user UNIX V.7

AHR

-

SCALL

TER 808616 bit, 128K RAM, Syst. #2

systems Group

53499

Call us for best prices on these high quality 2nd

generation boards and systems.

California

These high quality, reliable products have made CCS
defacto industry standard for S -100 products
Assembled and tested:
SCALL
h°0000 Fast 6 Mhz, Cache Bios Computers
0ot7aa °e
SCALL
,urRncm aecnonrcrm Single Board S -100 Computers
SCALL

t

PaComputer
Systems

D

I

ODuo `

t

We offer generous discounts on the Compupro line of
M

fast, quality

8

and 16 bit boards

ADVANTAGE
'
& HORIZON
PC -8000 The Professional's Work Station.
APC -8086, 16 bit, 128K, 8" DRIVES, GRAPHICS
ALTOS single and multi -user systems

NofthSk:í

SCALL

NEC
v

Decision 1, CP /M Microsoft Basic, UNIX

/

Ci\
XEROX

820 Desktop computer -64K,
List $2995

2

SCALL

SCALL

floppys. (CP /M avail.)
SCALL

Similar savings on the full lines of SSM, DELTA, DYNABYTE, TELEVIDEO,
DIGIAC, ZENITH, ADDS, DEC, DATA GEN., ATARI, TECMAR AND MANY
OTHERS

Do not confuse us with mail order dealers. We are a
full service distributor serving the data processing &
installation needs of business & industry from micros to mainframes.
System houses, Educational institutions & governmental agencies given
special consideration.

PLEASE!

N.

Y.

State agencies, municipali-

-

ties, and schools
call us for
information on our O.G.S. term
contracts on hardware & software.

DEALER and INTERNATIONAL INQUIRIES WELCOME
For fast delivery, send certified check, money order or call to arrange direct bank wire transfer. Personal or company checks require two to three weeks
to clear. Prices subject to change without notice; call for latest prices. Prices include 3% cash discount. N.Y. residents add sales tax. Oantex is a trademark of North Atlantic industries, Inc. Radio Shack® is a trademark of the Tandy Corp. cP/M® is a trademark of Digital Research. All sales subject to
our standard sale conditions (available on request). Call for shipping charges. Above prices do not include customization or installation.
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Unclass' led Ads
Software that wit run on Cromemco 5 -inch
single-density systems. Need an RS -232C terminal for myself,
less than 5500 please. I am also interested in any projects that
use Cromemco's ND-D/A board. John Hirst P08 801. College
Branch. TN 37115.

WANTED:

Teledisk Model 2020 floppy -disk system with serial
and modem ports to be used for data storage and entry at a
remote terminal. Consider trades for 1200 bps modems, terminals. and the following Apple II cards: 80-column. Z80 SoftCard, 16 K RAM. serial, or SSM AIO. Mike Canveau, C.E.D.,
P08 J. Osseo, MN 55369, (612) 425 -2181.

TRADE:

WANTED:

The schematic for a Novation Model DC 101 A3
modem. Herbert Aldrich, 19 Churchill Dr.. New Hyde Park. NY
11040,

FOR SALE: Two Alpha -Micro computer

systems, each

with

double 8-inch floppy disks. four I/O serial ports and memory for
four users, AM -100. AM-2CO3 and AM-300. 53500. Has Vector
5-100 bus with 18 sots, Desire trade for LSI-I I system. Russell N.
Cassel, 717 3rd Ave., Chula Vista, CA 92010, 714) 420-2764.

FOR TRADE: Public-domain software
Mrs V. Mancuso, 25/2 Brown St.,

for Apple

II

FOR SALE: 5-100 boards: Poymorphhc VTI video interface, 64

FOR SALE:

by 16, graphics. keyboard port; 5125. BYTE 8080A processor;
S60. Vector Graphic 1702A PROM/RAM board with I K RAM:
S50. Vector Graphic monitor PROM for Poly VTI and 8080 on
three I702As: 530. Godbout 18-slot motherboard with seven
connectors; S35. I 2-inch green P3 video monitor; 550. Modular
Devices power supply. regulated. OV, OC. MP. etc.. + 15 V
14 A, + 5 V ® 16.5 A.
15 V
A, voltages can be changed.
580. All working. Bob Kitzberger. 7668 Saratoga Rd., Cleveland,
OH 44130, pi 6) 234-6441.

use.

FOR SALE: Complete

FOR SALE: Two

-

a

02

set

of BYTE through August 1979 /pus

December 1979, January 1980, and January 1981 Kik:baud
MKrocomput ng from January 1977 to December 1980.80 Microcomputing from January 1980 to December 1980. Personal Computing No I, October. November, and December 1980. and
January to April 1981. Best offer for all (or sets) within 30 days
after this issue of BYTE comes out. J. C. Madsen, FOB 2005,
Fresno, CA 93718.

WANTED:

Software that will graphically display vortex rings in
Vortex motion is like a smoke ring that moves circularly and
curls as it moves, T. Johnson, Devonshire 8 -3, Mankato, MN
56001.
3 -D.

WANTED:

To correspond with those interested in using microcomputers in Bible translation. Desire help in developing programs
in BASIC or Pascal to manage culture files and dictionary, as well
as word processing. I am especially interested n corresponding
with someone who has used an Osborne 1. Russell Reed, 84260
North Enterpnse Rd.. Pleasant Hill. OR 97401.

FOR SALE: Percom data separator; 520. 3G light pen for
Model I. Plugs into processor or expansion interface. No battery
needed. Plus software. 520. First cashier's check takes either one.
John Ratzlaff. Mount Pisgah Academy, Candler. NC 28715.

FOR SALE: North

Star Horizon computer 56K, SOROC 10 -120

terminal NEC Spinwnter printer Model 5510. double-density
double-disk dore, and system software. Excellent condition. used
very little. 54000, John Vanderwoude. 2626 North Semoran
Blvd.. Winter Park. FL 32792, 1305) 671 -3700.

Plus for TRS430. 40-track version with
onginal documentation. 540 ppd. TRS-80 and Other Mysteries.
S I4
ppd. Also have many back issues of various computing
magazines to trade. SASE gets current list or send your list along.
Mel Mauck. 16 Edmondson Ave., Lexington, VA 24450.

IW floppy-disk doves with
TI -59 programAbbott. 414 Jackson Ave., Cape

Siemens FD-

power suppler and cabinets. 53W each. One
mable calculator. S135.
Canaveral, FL 32920.

R.

FOR SALE: Due to

TI-770 to 771 terminal conversion, the
computer parts are available in as-new condition:
magnetic tape cartridge transport assembly and control board;
main memory and memory-expansion board. Best offer. Edwin
Langberg, 107 Fairway Tenace, Mt. Laurel, NJ 0130S4, (609)
778-0850 work, 983 -8572 home.

following

TI

offer. Radio Shack direct connect modem; S 1W or best offer, Jeff
Madura, 2629 Covington St.. West Lafayette, IN 47906. (317)

463-5218.

FOR SALE: 5-100 bare circuit boards.

FOR SALE:

XTEL /RCA 141) 75 bps printer and Xerox copier.
Both new. Immediate sublease or direct sale on west coast only
Maintenance subcontract as is. Hanna, 5235 Toluca Court, Santa
Barbara. CA 931 I I, (805) 967-1640.
I

WANTED:

Historic common stock price data for equity
research project. Will share results with contributors. Robert W.
Simmer, 550 East Fourth Stt., Cincinnati, OH 45202, (513)
579 -1000 or 231 -1000.

FOR SALE: NEWDOS

FOR SALE: Exatron Stnngy/Floppy with software; 5200 or best

and Sorcerer.

Newtown, 2042 Australia.

32 K North Star memory boards with 100 hours
Great buy at 5400 for reliable board. Money-back
guarantee. Marcia, )404) 367 -9191 after 5 p.m.

High school student needs surplus, used, or
damaged computers and related equipment. Will pay shipping
costs. Richard Thompson, 127 West 19th St., McMinnville, OR
97128.

Contributions of computers, software, or whatActon Agency has been hard -hit by federal
cuts and wants to computerize to better use existing funds to help
poor and elderly. Will gladly accept any donations (tax deductible-we are a recognized nonprofit organization). Will work with
manufacturers or dealers in testing, applications. etc. All letters
answered. John R. Armstrong, Resource Coordinator. Springfield
8 Sangamon County Community Action Inc.. 1101 South 1501
St., Springfield, IL 62703. (217) 788-0757.
ever. Community

WANTED:

To correspond with users of Thinker Toys keyed-up
8080 processor and Speakeasy VO boards. Would like to swap

hardware /software
Seweryniak,

IA 8080 pro-

FOR SALE: Digital Group Z80 with

WANTED:

64K. Audio cassette board.
20 parallel ports Dual Phi-Deck tape drives. Full ASCII keyboard.
Sanyo 9-inch monitor. Phkron 2.0, Business BASIC, assembler,
disassembler, and much more software. Complete documentation. A postcard gets full details. 52500 or best offer. Mel Hagen,
109 I th St. SE, Altoona, IA 50009, /515) 967-6362.
1

FOR SALE: Cromemco 2.21-1 computer with 10-megabyte
hard disk. 64K RAM, two double-sided minif oppy-disk drives,
4-MHz Z80 processor. two serial and two parallel I/0 ports. 12 -sot

®;

15 V), and a
power supply (30 A ®8 V and 15 A
rack-mountable case. Also. CP/M-compasble operating system
and other software. S5000 or best offer. D. Schreiter, 5301 Old
Baumgartner Rd_ St. Louis, MO 63129, (314) 773 -0196.

chassis.

WANTED:

SSM CB

cessor board. SSM VB2 video board. and Vector VCT8800V
prototyping board. Manuals and many ICs and sockets included.
S50 takes all. M. Ingebretson, 247 Carolann St.. Eyora, MN
55934, (507) 545 -2931.

12

modifications and information. G.
Dr Poquoson. VA 23662, )804)

Kathy

868 -7ií82.

FOR SALE:
FOR SALE OR TRADE:

GRI keyboard

with parallel interface. Used one year and

with
is

10 keys in case

in excellent shape.

Vector Graphic Flashwnter 16 by 64. S -100 video, works fine. Sell
keyboard for 575 and video board for 5125. or both for 5175. I
pay shipping. David Getz, 13317 Broadmeade Ave., Round Rock,
TX 78664.

Back issues of BYTE to complete my collection. Paul Gray. 780 West Main, Platteville, WI 53818.

Back copies of BYTE from 1977 and 1978. 2
20 Stocker Close, Basingstoke, Hants,

K. Roche.

GE Terminer 300 letter-quality ASCII terminal. 110,

3W bps. uppercase and lowercase.

RS-232 interface,
extra ribbons, friction and tractor feeds, and service manual Ony
S480. Harold Wood, 2002 Rookwood Rd., Silver Spring. MD
20910. (301) 589-4171

SOFTWARE HELP: will, at no charge,

help solve your software problems. All programs will be written on an Apple II 48K
I
have
three
programming
3.3 D05 system.
years of
experience.
I

I

101 -1046 5-100 VO board. Works fine with
Z80 processor. but not with CCS 2810A. Will ship anywhere in the world for 5160. postage included. Rolf Aalberg.
Ruslokka 58, 16W Frednksad, Norway.

S 140, Vivfile
(retail s2501, S 172; VisibrndNisipkx (retail S260), S 181. Take all
three and III pay shipping and reduce the total price by 525. Desktop Plan II (read 52001. 5140; Visidex (retail 52001, S139.65;
Vmpot (retail S180). 5127; Visrterm (retail 5150). 5118. Take all
seven and I'll pay shipping and reduce the total by 540. Visicalc
(for Atan 800 or Commodore 2001, retail 5200). S139.80. D.

original guarantees. Apple: Visicalc (retail $2001,

Solomon, 208 Overbrook, Freehold, NJ 07728.

am most interested in solving high-resolution graphics problems.
Scott Ayers, 432 Derby Lane, Montgomery. AL 36109.

WANTED:

FOR SALE: Jade
IEEE -696

Shugart Model 850 8-inch floppy-disk drives: softsectored, IBM-compatible, double-sided, double -density. Unused.
51050/pair, Dick Worban. /312) 735 -2606.

FOR SALE: All brand new and unused. Unopened with
FOR SALE:
pounds each.
England.

FOR SALE:
ISO, and

BUY SWAP SELL:

FOR SALE:

36 issues of BYTE (December 1977 through
November 1980) in good condition. Highest bid takes them; I'll
pay shipping. Joe Wrobel, 233 El Mar Dr.. Rochester. NY 14616.

Programs. experiments, interfacing projects, games,
etc., applicable to the Heathkit ET -34W microcomputer trainer not
already included in the EE-340 home -study course, Charles
Miller, Electronics Dept., Anne Arundel Community College.
I

Arnold, MD 21012.

FOR SALE:

SwTPC CT-82 terminal, SwTPC 6800 computer,
three 4K cards, GIMIX 16K card. AC-30 ape I/O. Exatron Stringy/
Floppy /dual, SwTPC PR-40 printer and VO. Wintek 6800 processor card. TSC 6800 software, Computer Aid 3M3 data cartridge recorder-never used, and miscellaneous extras. Items in
storage: used. functional, and clean. S 1000 takes all or offer.
Please send SASE. A. N. Hicks II, POB 4508, Santa Cara, CA
95054.

FOR SALE: Digital Group peripherals. Three 8K static-memory
boards at S65 each or all three for S1501. Phi -Decks )4 + spare),
cabinet. cable. and controller card fin working order) for S3W.
Graph -2 (Graphic-256) graphics board. partly assembled, for
S 195.
Carl Bgnen, 600 Western Ave., Socorro, NM 87801.
1

Readers who are soliciting or giving advice, or who have
equipment to buy, sell or swap should send in a clearly typed notice to that effect, To be
considered for publication, an advertisement must be clearly noncommercial, typed double
spaced on plain white paper, contain 75 words or less, and include complete name and
address information.
These notices are free of charge and will be printed one time only on a space available
basis. Notices can be accepted from individuals or bona fide computer users clubs only We
can engage in no correspondence on these and your confirmation of placement is appearance in an issue of BYTE.
Please note that it may take three or four months for an ad to afípear in the magazine

UNCLASSIFIED POLICY:

August 1982
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Uncials' led Ads
FOR SALE: Ohio

Scientific hardware. C2-8P with 20K (500.
520. 540 boards). Has 8-slot backplane, 32 by 64 display, separate
keyboard, and RS -232C. Also, two 527 24K 2 MHz memory
boards and 470 disk controller (new). Original prices were 5999
for C2-8P. 5450 for each memory board, and S I00 for the disk
controller. Make an offer for some or all Mike Bassman, 39-65 52
1377. (212) 639 -3530 evenings.
St.. Woodside, NY
1

WANTED:

To get in touch with North Star users in the Reading. Allentown. and Harrisburg area. George Schemel. Si.
.. Jesuit
Center, Box 223. Wemersville, PA 19565. (2I5) 678 -3886.

FOR SALE OR TRADE: SwTPC GT -6144 graphics terminal with power supply, enclosure, and documentation. Best
offer or trade for two MP -LA or equivalent parallel interfaces for
William E. Summers, II
Southington, CT 06489, (203) 621 -7001.
SS -SO

bus.

Homesdale

Ave.,

WANTED:

Need documentation/manuals for a MILS Altair
PROM programmer card /8800 PPRG -INT Rev. 0. Ches Lyons.
15620 North 24th Ave Phoenix, AZ 85023, (602) 942 -7224.

senal ports. 590. Both boards are for 5-100 systems, come with
complete documentation, and work well. Steve Moore, 2541
Chestnut Court. Visalia, CA 93277. (209) 734 -3969 after 6 p.m.

I

49931, (906) 482-8806

Lear -Siegler terminal, Heath H-11 computer with
48K bytes of memory, two senal interfaces. parallel interface and
extended arithmetic chip, and Heath H -27 dual floppy with FORTRAN and BASIC operating systems. Package once of 55000. C.
A. Potter, POB 266, Warren, MI 48090, (313) 574 -9273.

WANTED:

FOR SALE: AJ-360 acoustic modem in good

disk controller board and cable (for SS -SO).

Two SA-400 disk dnves. 5225 each Above as a package
deal. 5550. Tim Tibbott, 1817F Woodmar Dr Houghton. MI
S

125.

,

SwTPC MPA or MPA2 processor board. Also.
MPB motherboard. Bare boards or assembled. Roger Steedman,
POR 98, Baunsdale, 3875 Australia. (OSI) 568291.

I

K

.

Automation) with cabinet. cables, spares, and full documentation. The second to the top needle has worn out. will provide
a sample printout. 1170 cps and capable of full dot graphics.
Asking S100 plus shipping. Larry Langrehr. 2069 North Hum boldt Blvd., Chicago, IL 60647.
I

FOR SALE:
A Dutronics 280 board for a Processor Technology
SOL-20 computer. The board and documentation are preferred.
but will accept Just the documentation. Will pay a reasonable
puce. Rich Obermeyer, 2025 Hall. Santa Ana. CA 92704. 1714)

with 96

100

memory, PerSo 277 12 megabytes dual floppy drive. SOROC
IO 120 terminal with 10-key pad. and TI-810 printer with
miscellaneous software utilities. Asking S 5250. Jim Turner, 151
North Fourth St. Springfield. OR 97477, (503) 747 -1261.

FOR SALE: Digital Group Version "A" printer (Practical
FOR SALE:

FOR SALE: Percom

WANTED:

FOR SALE: Alpha Micro system. AM
UDS 103 direct -

connect answer modem. will sell it or trade for an originate
modem of similar type. am also interested in software and hardware for the TI -99/4 computer and would like to correspond with
other users. Ralph Fowler. 2348 Oriole Lane, South Daytona. FL
32019
I

.

Computer Products (ICP) Digicorder dual digital cassette drive,
Model /270. Stephen D. Hammack, 1618 South Highway 121,
Lewisville, TX 75067, (214) 221 -3425.

,

FOR SALE OR TRADE: A brand-new

FOR SALE: CRIA 8080 microcomputer with IK RAM. 2K
ROM monitor, and keyboard port SI (70. 104 two parallel and two

HELP: Need schematics and information on International

shape. 5100 IBM
Selectric with solenoids in good shape, New York City area preferred. 5300. Mike Steckman, 215 West 91 St ., New York, NY
10024. (201)457 -0511.

S30

BYTE from June 1980 through the current issue.
A. Williams. 47 Duffield Dr.
South

or best offer.
Orange. NJ 07079.

FOR SALE: 2012 A-4

730 -2567 days.

FOR SALE: Cromemco
FOR SALE: Two

used IMSAI VDP-80. Both are in excellent
physical condition. One operates, one does not. $3750 or best offer. D. M. Sandler. 701 South 23rd St Arlington, VA 22202, (703)
521.7800

Bytesaver; 5100. Two IMSAI 1702
PROM boards, populated; 5300. Associated Electronics 1702
PROM programmer; 5200. IMSAI MIO, S125 Micromation disk
interface. 5325. Please write before sending money. J. Williams,
902 Anderson Dr.. Fredencksburg, VA 22405.

static RAMS. Low power (40 mA) and
fast (250 ns typical). 59.60 per set of eight chips, sockets, and
decoupling caps, or 5290 for all 32 K. Just buy a Wameco PC
board and you're in business. Also. TI Silent 700 printer. Comes
with all documentation, extra print heads. PC boards, and rolls
of paper. 5200 plus shipping. J C Hassall, PO Drawer H,
Blacksburg, VA 24060. (703) 552 -0599 after 5 p.m.

FOR SALE: Paper Tiger 460G printer. Barely used With
graphics. Best offer over 5850. Valued over S1300
POB 5. Brookline, MA 02146, (61 7) 739-4887.

FOR SALE: Do you need

BOMB
5YTE's Ongoing Monitor Box

a TV camera interface? Here is a
fast Video Graphic board that could do the Job. Three boards
make a set ND. DMA. and D /A. New. 5900: sell for 5500 or
best offer. Deluxe camera also available. Dan Fellers. 2512
Maryland. Topeka, KS 66605. (913) 2324977.

WANTED:
a

Article

#

Page

Article

Author's)
Stewart

9

210
230

10

291

11

324

Program Generators
High -Resolution Sprite- Oriented Color
Graphics
A Beginner's Guide to Logo
Logo in the Schools
Designing Computer -Based Mlcroworlds
Why Logo?
Introducing Logo to Children
Logo
Cultural Glossary
Logo for the Apple II, the TI- 99/4A, and the
TRS -80 Color Computer
A General- Purpose I/O Board for the TRS -80
Models and Ill
Learning Physics from a Dynaturtle

12
13
14

325
328
329

Logo Music
Leading Fish to Water
Logo Project PROKOP

15
16
17

330

The Group of the Turtle
The Lamplighter Project
Logo Research at Bank Street College

18
19

333
334
342

I

38

2

57

3

88

4

116
138
163
196

5

6
7

8

-A
I

Garcia
Abelson

Watt
Lawler
Harvey
Solomon
Goldenberg

Williams
Barden
dlSessa,

White

331

332

Bamberger
Hlgginson
Boecker,
Fischer
Leron

Gorman
Jewson,
Pea

20
22

366
398

23

408

21
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E. Siguel.

Young People's Logo Association
Logo Update
User's Column: Semldlsk, Software Tools.
the BDOS Blues, Power. and LISPS
The Commodore 8032 Business System
The Heath /Zenith Model 47 Dual Floppy -Disk
Drive
Assisted Instructional Development System

Muller
Lemmons
Pournelle
Dickerman
Kern

Wolfe
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Professional programmer to implement CP/M for

Cromemco 22D 48

K

computer. Will pay reasonable charge.

Billy Pinkerton. 33 West Strawbridge Apt. E9, Melbourne. FL
32901

Team Effort Wins BOMB
Christopher P. Kocher and
Michael Keith's team effort in
reviewing six new entries in the
microcomputer arena in "Six Personal Computers from Japan"
earned them the number one spot
this time. Our congratulations to
these authors for their report. They
will share the S 100 prize. Second
place goes to Steve Ciarcia for
describing how to build a simple
and inexpensive real -time clock in
"Everyone Can Know the Real
Time." He will receive S50, And
Steve Leibson's fourth part of his
highly successful six -part I/O series,
"The BCD and Serial Interfaces,"
brought him a close third.

Reader wince
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1

2
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5
6
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8
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466
12

13
14

15
16
17
18
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20
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23
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
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34
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36
37

38

'

39
40
41

42
43
44
46
47
48
49
50
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52
53
54
56
57
59
60
61

64

66
67

68
70
71

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

82

83
84
85
86
88

89
90
91

92
93
94

Page No.

47th STREET PHOTO 421
800 SOFTWARE 419
A. M.ELECTRONICS 30
A.S.T.RESEARCH 121
AB COMPUTERS 477
ABM PRODUCTS 401
ACTION COMPUTER 119
ADV.COMP.PROD. 492, 493
ADV.MICRO DIGITAL CORP. 159
ADV.SYS.CONCEPTS 470
AEGIS SYSTEMS 482
ALF PRODUCTS, INC. 151
ALIEN GROUP 415
ALLENBACH IND. 144
ALPHA BYTE COMP.PROD. 36, 37
ALPHA BYTE COMP.PROD. 205
ALPHA MICRO 350, 351
ALSPA COMP.SYS. 39
ALTOS COMP.SYS. 124, 125
AMDEK CORP. 287

AMER.SMALL BUSN.COMP 355
AMER.SQUARE COMP. 156, 157
AMERICAN MOTOR CORP. 298
ANCIE LABS 423
ANDERSON JACOBSON 433

ANSWER IN COMPUTERS,THE 407
ANTEX DATA SYS. 290
APPARAT INC 48, 49
APPLE COMPUTER INC 136, 137
APPLE COMPUTER INC 239

APPLEWARE,INC.464
APPLIED ANALYTICS 335
APSTEK INC. 470
ARBA 126
ARCHIVE 395
ARTIFICIAL INT'L.RESRCH 478
ASAP COMP.PROD.INC. 412, 413
ASC ASSOCIATES 466
ASHTON -TATE 232, 233

ASPEN SFTW.CO. 102
ATLANTIC CABINET CORP. 468
AUDIO -LIGHT INC. 98
AUTO -TROL TECH.CORP. 289
AVOCET 310
B &B ELECTR. 476
BAUSCH & LOMB INSTR.SYS. 15
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC. 417
BELL,JOHN ENGR. 469
BINARY CORP. 484
BISON PRODUCTS 187
BISON PRODUCTS 187
BISON PRODUCTS 187

Inquiry No.
95
96
97
98
450
101

102
103
104

'
105
106
108
109
110
111

112
113
114
116
117
118

119
120
122
123
124
125
127
128
129
130
131

132
133
135
136
137
138
139
140
141

142
24

143
144
145
146

478

BISON PRODUCTS 187
BISON PRODUCTS 187
BIT 3 COMP.CORP. 354
BLAISE COMPUTING INC. 474
BLAT RESRCH & DEVELP. 411
BOB'S CHARTS 478
BOTTOM LINE, THE 251

147
148
149
150

BOWERSTEWART 468

154
156
157
158
159
160

BRIDGE COMPUTER 179
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS 425
BYTE BOOKS 463
BYTE BACK ISSUES 428
BYTE SUBSCRIBER 419
BYTEK COMP. SYS. 441
BYTEWRITER 224
CALIF DATA CORP 468
CALIF. DIGITAL 494, 495
CDR SYSTEMS 484

CENTENNIAL SOFTWARE 218
CHAPIN ASSOCIATES 464
CHATSWORTH DATA CORP 267
CHECK -MATE 464, 468, 476
CHECKS -TO-GO 363
CHIPS & DALE 476
CHRISLIN INDUSTRIES 283

CMC,INTL 235
COLONIAL DATA SERV. 134
COLUMBIA DATA PROD. 129
COLUMBIA MICROSYS.INC. 470
COMMODORE BUSN.MACH. 101
COMMUNICAL, INC. 158
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH 266
COMMUNICATIONS ELECTR. 465
COMPONENTS EXPRESS 399

COMPUFUN 437
COMPULINK CORP. 188
COMPUMOTOR CORP. 404, 405
COMPUPRO /GOOBOUT 97
COMPUSERVE 295
COMPUTER AGE 403
COMPUTER CHANNEL 431
COMPUTER DYNAMICS 482

151

152

161

162
163
164
165
166
167
168

169
170
171

172
174
175
176
178
179

180
181

182
183
184
185
186

187
188
189

190

Page No.

COMPUTER EXCHANGE 378, 379
COMPUTER FURN.& ACCSS. 334
COMPUTER INNOVATIONS 439
COMPUTER MAIL ORDER 326, 327
COMPUTER PLUS 478
COMPUTER SHOPPER 433
COMPUTER SHOPPER 476
COMPUTER SPCLTIES. 248, 249
COMPUTER TOOLBOX,INC. 372
COMPUTER WRHSE. 243
COMPUTERS WHOLESALE 294
COMPUTERTIME INC. 482
COMPUTERWARE 429
COMPUTERWORLD INT'L. 147
COMPUTERWORLD INT'L. 213
COMPUVIEW PROD.INC. 74, 75
CONCORD COMP.PROD. 437
CONCURRENT CORP. 176
CONDOR COMP.CORP. 309
CONSUMER COMP. 276, 277
CONTEXT MANGMNT.SYS. 22
CONTEXT MANGMNT.SYS. 23
CONTROL DATA 109
COSMIC COMP.UNLTD. 474
CPU SHOP, THE 479
CREATIVITY UNLTD. 480
CREVELT COMP.SYS.INC. 476
CROMEMCO CII, 1

CROMEMCO 2
CUSTOM COMP.SYS. 221
CYBERNETICS INC 53
DATA ACCESS CORP 359
DATA EXCHANGE 484
DATA SOURCE SYS.CORP. 399
DATA -ED 40
DATA -RITE INDUSTRIES 367
DATAFACE 338
DATASMITH 435
DATASOUTH COMP.CORP. 271
DATASOUTH COMP.CORP. 402
DAY STAR TECHNOLOGY 89
DAY STAR TECHNOLOGY 241
DEALIN' ELECTR. 466
DELPHIC SYSTEMS 352
DELTA PRODUCTS 122
DIGITAL DIMENSIONS 182
DIGITAL EQUIPMNT.CORP 304, 305

DIGITAL MARKETING 6
DIGITAL MICROSYSTEMS 279
DIGITAL RESEARCH 35
DIGITAL RESRCH COMP. 490, 491
DIGITAL WORD SYS 480
DISCOUNT DATA FORMS 478
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 337
DISTRIBUTED COMP.TECH 476
DOKAY COMP.PROD.INC. 471
DRAKE, R.L. CO. 430
DUAL SYS.CONTROL CORP. 349
DYMARC IND. 403
DYSAN CORP. 312, 313
E/Z ASSOC. 186
EARTH SCIENCE ASSOC. 386
ECONOMY PERIPHERALS 464

ECOSOFT 431
EDGE MICROSYSTEMS 484
EDUCATIONAL MICROCOMP. 482
EDUCATIONAL MICROCOMP. 482
EDUCATIONAL MICROCOMP. 482
ELECTROLABS 462
ELECTRONIC CONTROL 437
ELECTRONIC SPCLISTS 401
ELECTRONIC SYS.FURN 315
ELLIS COMPUTING 384
EMPIRICAL RESRCH GRP. 150
ENERCOMP 484
EPSON AMERICA 396, 397
ESSEX PUBLISHING 433
EXPOTEK 206
F.T.G.DATA SERV 464
FIRST SYSTEMS 285
FORMULA INTL 322
FOURTH DIMENSION 93

FRANKLIN COMP.CORP. 114, 115
FREDERICK COMP.PROD. 429
FUJITA,RICHARD & ASSOC 466
G & G ENGINEERING 173
G -H COMPUTER SYS. 484

GENERAL SOFTWARE INC. 462
GENSTAR REI SALES CO. 468
GILTRONIX,INC 470
H &E COMPUTRONICS 381
HAVA COMPUTER 417
HAYDEN BOOK CO INC 203
HAYES MICROCOMP.PROD. 161

Inquiry No.

192
193
194

474
476
196
197
198
199
200

202
203
204
153

205
206
207
208
460

Page No.

HEATH COMPANY 320
HERTZ CORP. 439
HEWLETT -PACKARD 27
HYTOR, INC. 476
.

B.C. 33
B.C. 33

.Q.SYSTEMS 47
T.A.T. ASSOCIATES 140
BM 216, 217
MPERIAL MICRO SUPPLY 386
NMAC 419
NSIGHT ENTERPRISES 480
NTLSOFTWARE ALLIANCE 317
NTEGRAL DATA SYS. 105
NTEGRAND 260
NTELLIGENT ARTIFACTS 439
NTERACTIVE MICROWRE. 423
NTERCONTN.MICROSYS. 383
NTERFACE INC. 278
NTERSTATE TELEPHONE CO. 270
NTERTEC DATA SYS. 11
NTEX SYSTEMS 162

Inquiry No.
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281

282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291

209
210
484

OTC 474
PEX INT'L. 466

211

SA CO LTD. 400

292
294
295
296
297
55

212
214
215
216
217
218
220

SE 254, 255

298

221
222
223
224

225
226
227
470
228
229
230
472
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239

240
241

242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251

CR FUTURESOFT 237
.

J.C.SYSTEMS 427
J.FISKE SFTW.SYS. 466
JADE COMP.PROD. 485
JADE COMP.PROD. 486, 487
JAMECO ELECTR. 488, 489
JDR MICRODEVICES 496, 497
JDR MICORDEVICES 498, 499
JOURNAL OF PASCAL &ADA 361
KIAI SYSTEMS 174
KRELL SOFTWARE 348
KROWN COMPUTING 386
LABORATORY COMP.SYS. 470
LABORATORY MICROSYS. 464
LANGLEY -ST.CLAIR 450
LANIER BUSN.PROD. 319
LEADING EDGE PROD CIII
LEHMANN & ASSOC. 466
LEGEND INDUSTRIES 409
LNW RESEARCH 77
LOGICAL DEVICES 442
LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS 229
LYBEN COMP.SYS. 372
LYBEN COMP.SYS. 464
LYBEN COMP.SYS. 468
LYBEN COMP.SYS. 478
LYBEN COMP.SYS. 484
M.I.A. 18
M.I.T.PRESS 434
MACROTECH COMP.PROD. 45
MACROTECH INT'L. 100
MACROTRONICS 372
MAGNOLIA MICROSYS. 376
MAILCOMP INC. 269
MANNESMANN TALLY 135
MARYMAC INDUSTRIES 411
MASTER COMPUTING INC. 120
MAXELL DATA PRODUCTS 103
MAXTEK 434
MCGRAW -HILL BOOK CO. 167
MEDIA DISTRIBUTING 393

271

MEMOREX MEDIA PROD. 201
MEMORY MERCHANT 91
METACOMET SOFTWARE 132
METASOFT CORP 426
METASOFT CORP 426
MFJ ENTERPRISES INC 228
MICRO AGE COMP.STORE 306
MICRO ARCHITECTS -TX 474
MICRO BUSINESS WORLD 139
MICRO BUSN.SFTW.INC. 447
MICRO CONTROL SYS. 181
MICRO COMP.SERV.CTR 423
MICRO DATA -TEK 435
MICRO DEVELOPMENTS 257
MICRO EXPRESS 268
MICRO MAGAZINE 480
MICRO MANAGEMENT SYS. 417
MICRO METRIC 415
MICRO MINT 371
MICRO MINT 482
MICRO PRINTER MRKTG 141
MICRO PRO INT'L. 99
MICRO SCI 79
MICRO TECHNOLOGY 484
MICRO WORKS, THE 427
MICRO-BAUD,INC. 460

272

MICROCOMP.BUSN.IND.273

252
253
254
488
489
256
257
258
260
456
261

262
454
480
264

265
364
266
267
268
269
270

To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out the reader service card with
your name and address. Then circle the appropriate numbers for the advertisers you select from the
list. Add a 18 -cent stamp to the card, then drop it in the mail. Not only do you gain information, but
our advertisers are encouraged to use the marketplace provided by BYTE. This helps us bring you a bigger BYTE. The index is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no liability for
errors or omissions. 'Correspond directly with company.
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302
303
304
486
305
306
307

308
309
310
311

312
313
314

Page No.

MICRODYNAMICS 466
MICROHOUSE 12, 13
MICROMAIL 96
MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD. 478

MICROSOFT 21
MICROSOFT 192
MICROTAX 123
MICROTECH EXPORTS 356
MIKOS 316
MILLARD,STEVE INC. 474
MILLER MICROCOMP.SERV. 220
MINI COMP.SUPPLIERS 415
MINI MICRO MART 238
MINI MICRO MART 483
MORROW DESIGNS 168, 169

MOUNTAIN COMPUTER 19
MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS 357
MPC PERIPHERALS 113
MTI SYSTEMS CORP. 272
MULTITECH ELECTR.INC. 127
MUSYS CORP 14

NAT'L.INTEGRATED SFTW. 32
NAT'L.SOFTWARE SYS. 198
NATIONAL TECH SALES 416
NEBS 438
NEC HOME ELECT.USA 231
NEECO 343
NETRONICS 236
NETRONICS 481
NETWORK CONSULTING CORP 133
NEW GENERATION SYS. 262
NEW GENERATION SYS. 474
NEW VISION 474
NORTH STAR COMPUTERS 252
NORTHWEST INSTR.SYS. 222, 223
NOVATION 143
OASIS SYSTEMS 155
OMEGA SALES 152, 153
ORANGE MICRO 166

ORANGE MICRO 211
ORION INSTRUMENTS 470
ORYX SOFTWARE 302
OSBORNE COMPUTERS 31
OSBORNEJMCGRAW-HILL 95
OSM COMPUTER 199
OWENS ASSOC. 346, 347
PACIFIC EXCHANGES 376, 466,

476,482
PALOMAR COMP.EQUIP. 500, 501
PAN AMERICAN ELEC INC. 429
470,

315
316
317
318
319
320
321

322

323
324
325

326
327
328
329
330
121

331
333
334
335
336

337
338
115

339
340
341

342
343
434
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351

352

353
355
356
357
358

360
361

362
363
365
366
367
368

PC 112
PC CONNECTION 478
PC MAGAZINE 175
PCD SYSTEMS INC. 42

PEACHTREE SOFTWARE 184, 165
PEGASUS DATA SYS 407
PERCOM DATA 7, 259

PERIPHERALS UNLTD. 189
PERIPHEX INC. 180
PERSONAL COMP.SYS 339
PERSONAL COMPUTER AGE 165
PERSONAL SYS.TECHN. 275

PHASE ONE SYS.INC. 341
PI -TECH 78
PICKLES & TROUT 321
POPULAR COMPUTING 225
POWER ONE 209
PRACTICAL PERIPH. 24, 25
PRIORITY ONE 502, 503
PRIORITY ONE 504, 505
PRIORITY ONE 506, 507
PROCESSOR INTERFACES INC. 468
PROFESSIONAL DATA SYS. 345
PROGRAMMERS SFTW. EX 10
PROMPT DOC. 311
PROTECTO ENTERPR. 464
PURCHASING AGENT,THE 34
QUADRAM CORP. 364, 365

QUALITY SOFTWARE 261
QUASAR DATA PROD.INC. 265
QUBIE DISTRIBUTING 353
OUCES 244, 245
QUENTIN RESEARCH INC 301
QUEST ELECTR. 475
QUINTREX, INC. 470
QUME CORP. 51

R.C.ELECTRONICS 414
RACET COMPUTES 425
RADGO 427
RADIO SHACK CIV
RANA SYSTEMS 28, 29
RCA SOLID STATE 73
RCE 435
RED BARON COMP.PROD. 148, 149
S C DIGITAL 292
S -100 INC 431
SAGE COMP. TECH. 215
SANDHU MACHINE DESN. 226
SCION CORP 5

SCOTIA SOFTWARE 130
SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS 197
SEATTLE COMP PRODS 246
SEIKO -SHA CORP. 9
SIERRA DATA SCIENCES 43
SIGNATURE SFTW.SYS. 478
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369
370
371

373
374
375
376
377
378
468
464
379
380
381

383
384
385

Inquiry No.

Page No.

SINCLAIR RESEARCH 82, 83, 303

SLUDER 10
SMOKE SIGNAL BRDCSTG 41
SOFTECH CONSULTANTS 466
SOFTECH MICROSYS 191
SOFTECH MICROSYS 193
SOFTECH MICROSYS 194, 195
SOFTWARE DISTR. 389
SOFTWARE HOUSE,THE 373
SOFTWEST PROD. 476
SONICS MICRO SYS 444
SOLID STATE SALES 436
SPECTRA MARKETING 234
SSM MICRO COMP PROD 407
STACKWORKS 440
STANDARD SFTW.CORP. 16
STATIC MEMORY SYS 387
SUBLOGIC 264
SUNNY INTL. 403
SUNTRONICS 478

Page No.

SUPERSOFT 208
SYNCOM SYSTEMS 26
SYSCON CORP. 52
SYSTEM SOLUTIONS 376
SYSTEMED 474
392 SYSTEMS PLUS INC. 131
393 SZ SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 468
394 TARBELL ELECTR. 401
395 TATUM LABS 484
396 TECH -DATA 480
TECHNICAL SYS.CONSLTNS. 314
398 TECMAR INC 263
399 TECMAR INC 369
TEKTRONIX INC. 81
400 TELETEK 183
401
TELEVIDEO INC 296, 297
402 TERCER MEDIO 385
403 TERMINALS TERRIFIC 128
404 TERRAPIN INC. 293
405 TEXAS COMP.SYS. 375
386
387
388
389
390

Inquiry No.
231

406
407
408
409
410
411

412
413
414
416
462
417

Page No.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 55
THREE M COMPANY 145
THREE M STATIC CONTROL 318
THUNDERWARE 111

TINNEY,RBT.GRAPHICS 391
TNW CORP. 361
TRANSNET CORP. 399
TRISTAR DATA SYS. 360
U.S. MICRO SALES 472, 473
US ROBOTICS 108
UNISOURCE ELECTR.INC 80
VERBATIM CORP 71
VICTOR BUSN.MACH. 280, 281
VIDEX 17
VISICORP INC 207
VISTA COMPUTER CO 177
VISTA COMPUTER CO 177
VISTA COMPUTER CO 177
VOTRAX 171
VR DATA 219
.

418

419
420
421
'

Inquiry No.
422
423
424
425
426
427

Page No.

VYNET CORP. 411
WARN ELECTRONICS 468
WASHINGTON COMP.SERV. 508
WERTHEIM & CO. 340
WESPER MICROSYSTEMS 8
WEST STAR MICRO 332
WESTERN WARES 470

428
429

WESTINGHOUSE/LIGHTING DIV 190
WHITESMITHS LTD 202
WINCHENDON GRP.,THE 480
WINTEK CORP. 464
WINTERHALTER & ASSOC. 425
WW COMPONENTS SUPPLY 467
XITEN SYSTEMS 377
XAVAX CORP. 118
YORK -10 480
ZEPHYR INC. 480
ZOBEX 227

431

432
433
435

436
482
437
438

'Correspond directly with company.

National Advertising Sales Representatives:
Northeast (617) 444-3946

Southeast (305) 628-3525

Northwest (415) 964-0706

ME, NH, VT, MA, CT, RI, DE, MD, VA,
WV, OK, TX, Upstate NY, Eastern

NC, SC, GA, FL, AL, MS, TN,
KY, LA

AK, HI, WA, OR, ID, MT, WY,
Northern California, Nevada Except Las Vegas, Western Canada

Canada

Halar Associates
280 Hillside Ave.
Needham Heights, MA 02194

HaJar Associates
Diplomat Bldg.
5400 Diplomat Circle
Suite 205

Orlando, FL 32810

Halar Associates
1000 Elwell Ct.
Suite 124
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Midwest (312) 966-0160

Southwest (714)

MN, WI, MI, IA, IL, IN, OH,
MO, NE, KS, ND, SD, AR

UT, CO, AZ, NM, Las Vegas,

HaJar Associates

HaJar Associates

5225 Old Orchard Rd.
Suite 50
Skokie, IL 60076

3303 Harbor Blvd.
Suite H-4A
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Mid Atlantic (201) 741 -7744
NY, NYC, NJ, PA

Halar Associates
321 Broad St.
Red Bank, NJ 07701

54.0 -3554

Southern California

European Advertising Sales Representatives:
Mr. Simon Smith
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
34 Dover St.
London W1X 3RA
England
01 493 1451

Mr. Fritz Krusebecker
McGraw -Hill Publishing Co.
Llebigstrasse 27C
D-6000 Frankfurt /Main
West Germany

Mr. Andrew Karnig
Andrew Karnig & Associates

Mr. Michael Sales
McGraw -Hill Publishing Co.
17 rue Georges Bizet
F 75116 Paris
France
720-33-42

1

Mr. Ello Gonzaga
McGraw-HIII Publishing Co.
Via Bracchinl
20123 Milan, Italy
88- 90-617
1

72 -01-81

Mrs. Gurit Gepner

Kungsholmsgatan 10
112 27 Stockholm, Sweden
08 51 -68 -70

Mr. Hans Csokor
Publlmedla
Relsnerstrasse 61
A -1037 Vienna, Austria
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McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
115 Yosephtal St.
Bat Yam, Israel
866-561
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